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Leaped Breathlessly Into the
and a few days
of

later

he was

Stranger
Cab Beside Him

Beautiful Girl

—
—

fighting for his life in the tropic jungles of the island

Martinique.

Never mind the telephone to-night, turn off the radio, sit yourself down before a
that will snatch you out of the monotonies of everyday life, that will hold you
fascinated to its thrilling end. Ask your dealer to-day to give you

book

Share and Share Alike
An

adventure story by

REGINALD WRIGHT KAUFFMAN
—

Read About The Rat-faced Man and the Bead Bag The Mysterious Cable Sent
Trained Nurse — The Adventure of the Taxicab The Sinister Silhouette
on the Island Heights The Spook-haunted Plantation — The Strange Death of an
Old Man The Fight on the Edge of the Swamp — all in

to the Beautiful

—

—

—

Share and Share Alike
PRICE, $2.00
At your

dealer's or direct

from the publisher,

rmsEA MOUSE
79-89 SEVENTH AVX. >
HfcW YORK CITY

!
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Miss Qeorgia Ingram
Friedland's "Affairs of
Anatol". Keith's Vaudeville

"My Night of Triumph!"
—as Told hy Betty Brown

just sick with envy when Lucy
I WAS
danced gaily from the wings onto the

big stage of our school auditorium. She
looked so pretty in her fluffy ballet skirts
and she danced so well. But deep down in
heart I knew that I could look as pretty
and dance even better if I only had the
chance. If I had the chance ! That was
the trouble

my

The other girls in my crowd were all studying classic dancing. And I who had longed
to dance ever since I could remember

—

I was left out.
Dad had been ill for over a year, and no
matter how carefully we figured expenses,

there never seemed to be enough left over
to pay for my dancing lessons. One time
I did get sufficient courage to go up to
Madame Henri's studio and ask about the
cost of lessons. Madame Henri was the
only reliable teacher in town and her
classes were so crowded that she could ask
the most exorbitant tuition and get it I
went home from her studio completely
discouraged. Even if dad was working, we
could never afford to pay anything like the
tuition she asked.

"Why

My
But
day

Couldn't I, too, Dance
Way Into Popularity"

I still

dreamed someWhenever a crowd

longed, hoped,

to learn to dance.

of the girls got together they talked of
nothing but their latest dance steps. Ruth,
who had been pale, sallow, and overweight, was rapidly developing into a real
beauty with rich color and the loveliest
slender figure. She said it was all because
of her dancing. And Peggy, who had never
been a bit popular, soon became known as
the most graceful girl in our class and was
absolutely showered with invitations. No
party was complete until Peggy arrived
and did one of her gay, dashing character
dances.

Finally the great day came for our class
play try-outs. The leading part might have
been written for me. Everyone said that I
was sure to get it, but I hardly dared hope
that the great honor would come to me. I
was so excited at try-out that I could
hardly speak.

The moment when

the director turned to

me

and said, "Well, young lady, I guess
you have the part," was the very most
thrilling in my life. Then he continued,
"Of course, you have studied dancing
haven't you ? I understand that all of you
girls are taking it up now. There is a
little dance in the second act, and the
girl who has the lead will have to know

how

to dance."

"I Cried Myself to Sleep

That Night"

My heart sank.
What could

I do? I might say that I could
dance. But he would find out soon enough
that I wasn't telling the truth. There was
just one thing to do.

that was written for
cried myself to sleep that night.
I pretended that I didn't care. That just
made it hurt all the worse. I wanted to

Lucy got the part
me, and

I

dance. Oh,

how

I

wanted

8

3
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director said

night of

was

I Surprised
over,

Madame

Her"

Henri rushed

up to congratulate me and to ask me
where I had learned such perfect technique. I am afraid it was with wicked glee
that I told her of the wonderful method
studied right at home and at a mere
fraction of the cost of studio lessons.

I

S
makes no

©

&

where you live, you can
master classic dancing at home by the Sergei
Marinoff Method. It is no disadvantage if you are
employed during the day or have school or household duties that occupy most of your time. You
can practice just as long as you choose whenever
it is most convenient.
Mother and daughter can study together. Or, if
you choose, you can organize a little class of your
friends and pay for your lessons by teaching them
just as you receive them.
It costs you nothing to find out how the Sergei
Marinoff School will make your dreams come true.
Simply fill out the coupon below and mail it right
It

difference

away. You

will receive, absolutely without obligainformation about how this great school
has made the joy, the grace, the health of classic
dancing possible to thousands of girls and women.
Complete equipment for creating a dancing studio
in your own home including a dainty practice
costume, slippers, phonograph records, and a
dancing bar come with the course free of charge.
Send the coupon today.
tion, full

Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
Chicago, 111.
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it

was

be-

cause I had danced so beautifully. Lucy,
Ruth, and Peggy were among the dancers
that I led through a series of lovely ballets.
As I waited in the wings, smoothing the
ruffly skirts of my lovely ballet costume,
I knew that my
come at last

it

1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-86

—
—

The

After

to dance.

Almost a year later I was again in the
school auditorium. The curtain was just
the greatest
rising for our spring festival
and / had the
event in the school year
leading part.

"And Then-

How

triumph had

|

=

Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-86 Chicago, 111.

|

=
=
=

=

Please send me full information about your
home study course in Classic Dancing and
your free studio equipment offer. I understand that this information is absolutely Free.

§

Name

§

|
=
=

§

|

Address-Age..
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BETTY BRONSON
Watch

a tropical sky in the evening,

and suddenly a star appears where there
was only deep blue before. So with Betty
Bronson! A little while ago, who had
heard of her? Today, who hasn't? And
the world gave welcome to something
more than a perfect Peter Pan, glorious
gift as that wasl
welcome to the kid
spirit of happy innocent play within us
all, healthy as the red of the apple and
as mischievous as a kitten with a work

—

Goodbye deep blues, now Betty's
Paramount stardom has dawned!
Her new season Paramount Pictures
will be A Kiss for Cinderella, Not So
Long Ago and The Golden Princess.
basket.

RAYMOND

GRIFFITH

Congratulations if you were one of
those who picked Raymond Griffith last
seasonasfhebiggestrisingstar in comedy!

And he's even more than that! Watch
the gymnast, tool
regular jumping
cracker for agility, giving us all more
unexpected laughs than a gold-fish takes
turns in a bowl.
Perhaps you remember the silk hat

A

comedian in Changing Husbands, The
Night Club or Forty Winks. His new
season Paramount Pictures will be made
by Paramount's special comedy production unit the finest feature comedies

—

on

the screen.

{paramount {pictures
]S/Lake
Are you waiting

more of your
come to you, pertomorrow will bring'a good

for

petually hoping that

life

to

time?

Take

Much

care

you don't wait

better to go half-way to

meet

—

to entertainexcitement every day that dawns
ment to adventure to the thrill of swift happenings that show the life of men and women in

life's

great

Shows!

You have

a schedule of Work. Get a schedule
of Play. Don't let life cheat you of the hours that
thrill ! They are the silver lining of the clouds of
either dish-washing or business worries!

See a Paramount Picture tonight and you will
realize this message is more than an ordinary .advertisement.

All of us, rich or poor, with smooth hands or
rough, have a right to a certain amount of healthy

—

—

its

in vain!

with Paramount

life

most vivid and stimulating phases.

Modern work

You

routine.

ance

it

contains an over-proportion of
fall spiritually sick unless you bal-

with modern play, the great Paramount

Pictures.

See one tonight at the nearest good theatre
and notice the feeling of satisfaction and contentment that pervades you as you go home.

You have
"If

it's

town!"

lived!

a Paramount

Picture,

it's

the best

show

in
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LOOK OVER THE COMEDIANS
THE

coming season will feature comedians
and comedies more than ever before. So
we're going to make our next issue a comedy number. In it you will find stories about two
newcomers, one on Leon Errol, who. in the screen
version of "Sally," repeated his successful stage
characterization of the nobleman-waiter, and another on \Y. C. Fields, the famous vaudevillian
who, after his hit on the musical-comedy stage, has
made just as big a sensation on the screen, in D. W.
Griffith's "Sally of the Sawdust."
Johnny Hines,
who will also be represented, is not so new to the
screen, but as he has never before been exploited by
any of the larger distributing organizations, he no doubt will be new to many fans.
But comedians are not the only ones who will be considered.
Ben Lyon tells just how this "career business" strikes him. Myrtle Gebhart has been watching Gloria Swanson since her return from France, and after seeing her on the lot and at parties,
she had a heart-to-heart talk with Gloria, in which the famous star told our interviewer just how the
new developments in her life have influenced her point of view her feelings.
Emma-Lindsay Squier will tell you about her observations concerning the movies while on a
recent trip through Canada.

—

There will be numerous other interviews and articles by Don Ryan. Dorothy Manners. Margaret Reid. and our other writers.
believe that it is to be one of the most varied and interesting numbers we have ever made up. And we hope that no reader will miss getting it.

We

—

—

:
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Famous

Marcelling Cap
Wins U. S. Patent
U.

Bureau Issues Patent for Novel Invention,

S.

which Marcel Waves Hair
If you read the newspapers or
magazines, you've heard of the
McGowan Marcelling Cap. It's
one of the outstanding successes
of all time, being used by nearly
40,000 girls and women with
gratifying results. Further rec"

Home

at

15 Minutes

in

and see for yourself. That's why
we make this amazing trial offer
and take all the risk ourselves
The McGowan Marcelling Cap by
itself has always sold for $1.87
and the McGowan Curling Fluid
for the same amount, or a total

moistening the hair with McCurling Liquid, stretch the
headband of the Marcelling
Cap with the hands and pull it
Then with
down over the hair.
the fingers or an orange stick puff

After

Gowun's
elastic

out

hair

the

in

between the ribs

them

let

little

of

"waves"
and

the cap

dry.

of

ognition now comes in the form
of a Patent from the United
States Patent Office.
Of course we are proud of this
honor, but of even more significance to us are the enthusiastic recommendations of the
thousands of satisfied users
the many letters we receive
every day thanking us for this
great beauty invention.

$3.74.

trying the outfit for seven days,
you are not delighted with results just return the unused portion and wy e will refund the purchase price in full.

Send no money

It
makes no difference how
you arrange your hair or what
condition it's in whether it's
soft and fluffy or stiff and unruly, thick or thin, bobbed or
long this amazing device insures a mass of lovely ringlets,
waves and curls all the time at
practically no expense and with
only 15 minutes' time every few

We

—

After 15 minutes the
hair is dry, the Cap
and your
is removed
reflects
as
mirror
beautiful a marcel as
you ever had in your

—

After you have adjusted
the Marcelling Cap you
can read or finish dressing
while
the
curling
liquid is drying.

days.

and

promoting

hair,

Summer

marcelling with

artificial

heat is most injurious.
Shortly after you discard the
harsh, artificial heat method of
marcelling and adopt this safe,
natural way, you'll begin to see
the difference
in
your hair.
Split ends and unruly strands
will vanish.
You can put the
waves
in
the
same place each
time and soon

you

will

find

that the
Marcelling
Cap is
training

your

hair and making it much easier to

keep your

marcels.

Now

you

can
all you

swim
without

want

worrying about
your curls. With
this
remarkable
hair waving device you can marcel your hair in
15 minutes at a
cost of about one

—

cent

I

curling

fluid

that
the

with

goes

Mc-

Gowan Waving
Outfit

is

most

beneficial to the
It
hair,
too.

not only accentuates the curl,

most

hard

it

to

is

keep your hair
waved in summer. Hot, sulweather
t r y
takes the curl
sports

—Summer
swim-

ming,

golf, ten-

out.
nis,
all
toll

The

as

it

But

laugh at
trouall your
bles for you
know you can
always have a
fresh marcel
can

and

Laboratories

ex-

is

easily washable

On

your

—

when

—

vacation
on
on Fifth Ave-

camping parties
nue wherever you happen to go,
you can have your own "beauty

—

parlor" right with you to keep
your hair beautifully marcelled
all the time.

Fashion decrees

wavy

hair

No matter what style of "bob"
you prefer shingle, Ina Claire,

—

them

Chicago

pense every time you need one.
Wherever you go this summer,
you can take your Curling Cap
along in your handbag. It takes
little more room than a handkerchief

of

McGowan

McGowan

,

without

McGowan

;

you

outfit

Most

Marcelling Cap is the
original and only genuine hair waving
the one that thoudevice of this type
sands of women all over the country are
using.
Do not be misled and disapFor your own protection, be
pointed.
sure you order only the genuine McGowan Marcelling Cap.

The

with this amazing hair waving

the

of

success

imitators.

a device like it
in construction or operation, but have
contented themselves with adopting simnames for the purpose of conilar
fusing the public and capitalizing on
Now
the advertising we have done.
that our application for a patent has
been granted we intend to take whatever steps are necessary to protect our
interests and to protect prospective buyers against imposition.

their

should.

of

Cap

is

it

with

bobbed
Fash-

hair.
i

have not dared produce

and make it
doubly hard to
keep your hair
looking

amazing

number

side-part
curly and
to keep "in

or

Girls and women
hair will find this
curling
device
big
just
as
a help as those

Marcelling Cap naturally brought out a

motoring
take

long

with

To Imitators

You know how

soiled.

The

it

if

mode."

the

WARNING

when

is

you need

center

must keep
—you you
wavy
want

bob

rich, luxuri-

ous growth.
absolutely
It
is
neutral and is guaranteed not to
stain the hair or affect its color
in any way.

!

stant

cross-wave,

but also acts as a tonic for scalp

o n

demands

—

;

The McGowan Laboratories
710 West Jackson Blvd.

wavy
them

hair of
as well as
for the "bobbed

Chicago

and

heads"

long

hair

is

Coupon

even harder to

But

marcel.

with

McGow-

an's Marcelling
Cap and Curling Fluid it is
simple
as
as

the

combing

The McGowan Laboratories,
710 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 99,
Chicago

It makes
difference,
no
either, whether

Dear

you prefer the
waves running

cently

hair.

your

across

head

or

from

front

to

back.

The Marcelling
adjustable to either posi-

tion.

Liberal

—

—

life!

!

But even more important than
the saving of time and money
is the benefit to your hair.
Any
specialist will tell you that con-

could not afford to make such
a liberal offer if we didn't know
it would do everything we claim
for it if we didn't know you
will be delighted if you give it
a trial.
We take all the risk.
Your mirror is the sole judge.
If you don't find this marcelling
outfit
the greatest hair-beauty
aid you ever used
if it doesn't
bring you the most beautiful of
marcels just as we promised if
you are not simply delighted with
both the Waving Cap and the
Curling Liquid in every way the
cost of the trial is on us.
Don't
put it off another day. You have
nothing to lose
everything to
gain.
Tear out the coupon attached, fill in and mail today.

—

—

or three marcels at a beauty
parlor and then your hair waving expense is ended.
Instead
of a dollar to a dollar fifty,
your marcels will cost you from
to 2 cents
1
Instead of an
hour or more spent in beauty
parlors, you wave your hair at
home in 15 minutes!

order to take ad-

if

For every style of hair

Think what a saving this will
mean to you
The entire outfit will cost you less than two

In

vantage of this trial offer simply
sign and mail the application in
the lower right hand corner and
when the postman brings your
outfit
deposit with him $2.87
(plus a few cents postage). After

trial

offer

In spite of the fact that the
United States Patent Office has
issued a patent for this new
hair waving outfit, in spite of
the fact that nearly 40,T)00 girls
and women throughout the country are now using it with gratifying results, we don't ask you
to take our word for the remarkable results the Marcelling Cap
gives.
We want you to try it

send
fit,

Mr.

McGowan

—Please

me your hair-waving
which includes your

outre-

Marcelling
Cap and a bottle of Curling
deposit
agree
to
Liquid.
I
$2.87 (plus postage) with the

patented

postman

upon

its

delivery.

After seven days' trial, if I
am not satisfied with results
ill return the
in every way I
outfit and you are to refund
the purchase price in full,
without any further obligation on my part.

Name
Address
Note

:

If

you expect to be out

when the postman

calls,

en-

$3.00 with your order
and the McGowan Marcelling
Outfit will be sent postpaid.
close
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What

What

a

the Fans Think

Fan Would Like to See

WOULD

be glad to see:
picture of Gloria Swanson's baby.
Mae Marsh all the time.

A

I

Frank Opinions — Frankly Expressed'

Marguerite Clark come back.
More of Alice Calhoun.
Ernst Lubitsch rescue poor Pola Negri and direct
her in pictures forevermore.
Lillian Gish with a producing company that fully
appreciated her.

Madge Evans and Alice Day succeed wonderfully.
C. B. De Mille leave the pictures forever.
Jackie

Coogan

ditto.

No more

Valentino "Sainted Devils."
Better taste in studio wardrobes.
Betty Bronson ever retain her Peter Pan charm.
Esther Ralston made much of.
Lois Wilson's hair bobbed.
Mary Pickford's never!
Corinne Griffith appear in pictures worthy of her.
And last, but not at all least, Picture-Play issued
every week

—

A
New

Castle,

Kansas

A
am

just a
other flappers,

foolish

The Rubaiyat

Awake
For
Has won the
And sent a

Daydream
flapper,

perhaps

— but

like

all

must be heard. I am somewhat of
a dreamer
in fact, I live in dreams most of the time.
This is one of my dreams: The other day a very famous
motion-picture producer came to me and asked me to

—

—

— —

—

A

—

—

and

the

going to speak

my

mind.

Mary Edwards.
of

Ramon

whom

he for

the

Roman.

producers fight

role that put the rest to flight
troupe of many other stars

Home — second

class— and

in a sorry plight.

I

be leading lady in his forthcoming picture.
Also, that
I might have the choice of my leading man
oh
Dix, La Rocque, a Cortez, Barthelmess imagine, any
one I wanted! But calmly I waved them all aside. I
should not even consider being in the picture unless
I could have Frank Mayo as my leading man.
I told
this very famous producer there was not a more fascinating actor on the screen
his wonderfully firm expression, and yet at times tender beyond words.
man of much experience, aware of every side of life
sophisticated, still delightfully shy when' shyness should
be expected his lovemaking having great appeal to me
because of his fine respect for it.' I should call him
a perfect actor.
I
turned presently to this famous
producer and asked him if he agreed with me.
He
did indeed.
What more could I ask me a leading
lady

tired

City, Missouri.

!

I

last I

5107 Troost Avenue,

Devoted Picture-Play Fan.

Indiana.

am

At

am

of the ravings about Jack
Gilbert and Ronald Colman.
I for one actually hate
these two actors and don't care who knows it.
I think
a man's character can readily be told by his eyes and
face.
After seeing both of these and studying their
eyes and facial expressions, I can say emphatically that
these men impress me very unfavorably, and I hope
both are hissed off the screen.
They are both homely
and give me the willies to look at them.
Any one
with any sense at all can see that they are horrid.
I don't see why, instead of praising such men, people don't boost some handsome, decent-looking cbap,
like
Ramon Novarro, for instance. He certainly
shows some character in his face.
I

wonderful

Frank

Mayo my

leading

In some
a "cross-word square."
diff'rent star the self -same role essays

'Tis all

A

score

And some will murmur "good" and others "bad"
What matter this for Metro-Goldwyn pays.
For Metro-Goldwyn

Fred conspire
of "Ben-Hur" entire,
props, and reels galore
Incontinent are thrust upon the fire.
did with

To change production
So now the galleys,

And

here beside a mighty galley's prow,

With megaphone, Fred Niblo shouts out, "Now,
I mean to film the story of 'Ben-Hur,'

And

if

Three
Six

I

don't there'll be a

little

months

row!"

and only they begin

;

— seven— eight — the

cam'ra

still

turning

Then Hollywood were Paradise enow
For Ramon has come back to play and

sing

man ?
"Marie. I wonder if you will ever stop daydreaming
and study your French ?"
All good things must end.

Marie Colt.
Providence, R.

I.

Come

patience now
What boots it to repeat
is passing, yes, and passing fleet.
talk and mock while work goes on apace
the result is many thousand feet!
!

!

That time

We
And

Continued on page 10

days
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Advertising Section

A Ventriloquist,

Dwarf

a Giant and a

DON'T miss "THE UNHOLY THREE", featuring Lon Chaney,
More

with
Stars than

there are

in

Heaven

Gish
Marion Davies
Lillian

Norma Shearer
Ramon Novarro
Lon Chaney
Buster Keaton

John Gilbert
Jackie Coogan

Mae

Directed by Tod Browning.

—

Lon Chaney rings the bell again this time as a ventriloquist in
a dime museum, who recruits the Giant and Midget for an amazing
of intrigue and adventure. A swift-action story that holds
packed
you breathless from the first flash to the final fade-out
with suspense, thrills, violence, jealousy and love.
career

—

And

this is

only one of the fifty-two great Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

pictures to be released this
stars

coming

year.

The

greatest galaxy

who know how to make

a picture

jump

into throbbing

A

ning's

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture is always a sure-fire eveentertainment. Watch for announcement of the releases.

Eleanor Boardman

Lew Cody
Aileen Pringle
Pauline Stark

Mae Busch
Conway
Claire

Pictures 'with Personality"

Tearle

Windsor

Conrad Nagel
William Haines
Renee Adoree
Zasu Pitts
Bert Roach

And many more
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures are made in the vast

Metro-Golduuyn-Mayer
Studios in Culver City, Cal.

of

ever gathered together under the banner of one producer!

Directors
life!

Murray-

Mae Busch and Matt Moore.

To

be shown starting this month:

A SLAVE OF FASHION— Norma Shearer's big starring vehicle, with Lew
OLA
Cody. Hobart Henley, the director. Samuel Shipman, the author.
Lillian Gish stars. Dorothy Gish featured. Henry King, the director. George

ROM

Eliot's classic novel.

An

Inspiration Picture (Chas. H. Duell, Pres.).

THE TWAIN SHALL MEET— A
Kyne's

best-seller,

NEVER

Cosmopolitan Production from Peter B.

with a distinguished

cast.

Following these productions will be many other outstanding Metro-GoldwynMayer photoplays, including "The Merry Widow" (directed by Von Stroheim),
"Mare Nostrum" (Rex Ingram's successor to "The Four Horsemen"), "The
Big Parade" (The "What Price Glory" of the screen), "Lights of Old New
York" (A Cosmopolitan production, starring Marion Davies). Fifty-two
productions in all will be presented under the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner.

What
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are

Continued from pa^e 8

ended

If thai first film that

in distress

be with certainly a great success?

'Twill

His raven hair
His legs and
1

1 «

willy-nilly flowing,

is

now

his

perfect

arms are

in.n

>\\

(Motauri's arms

something to de-

left

sire.)

We

growing
I

"Rex Ingram's

shout with glee,

baby's

!"

with such manliness yet with such
grace.

I

sometimes think that ne'er will be a
thrill

To

worthy ones.

In the July issue Miss

sometimes think that never was a face

Filled

'

is,

equal quite

Roman

the

chariot race

And

the play-

who

are really famous have had a hard
Almost all
light to get where they are.
except a few come from obscurity. I suppose Miss Dclahey would call the idealization of Abraham Lincoln foolish, when
there is no greater story in the world's
history than his fight uphill from that littlebackwoods clearing to the highest honor his
Again, I suppose
nation could pay him.
she would have nothing but his achievements in office to stand for him.
ers

Turned but in sooth, to be a sorry mess,
Are we not surer now Novarro's there

that

;

Think

the Fans

she

knows

the

place

lots

of

Kinkead says

of people

who

Mary Pick ford

that

could take,
and Gloria

Swanson. All I can say is let them try
Both have attained their place
to do it.
by dint of their own persistence and hard
work, Gloria especially.
For years she
was called a clothes horse, but she showed
:

"The Humming
Again Miss Kinkead says that she
thought that the magazine writers "overdo
the boosting business," and adds that she
had been reading Picture-Play for three
years. I have been reading it much longer
than that, and I have yet to read an interview where the star is overestimated. Indeed the tendency, especially of Don Ryan,
that she could act, loo, in

Outside the cinema within a queue
Cheerfully many weary hours I'll stew

Waiting

my

lo see

idol's outsize

And thousand charms,

ct cetera.

Bird."

eyes

Wouldn't

you?

Then come with

me

to

meet

erstwhile

Motauri

Some

space to revel in his glory!
forget Fred Niblo, and the

little

But don't

The

cast
scenic

Come!

seems to be to underestimate them.

John

effects

Fill the

and the mighty story

A Word

cup with brightly bubbling

wine

To toast
And if

There was one

enterprise and efforts fine,
the wine should bring forgetfulness
Oh, pray, forget this awful verse of mine.
their

Mary Lytton.
Wyndham's

Theater,

Leicester

Square,

London, England.

sue that

I

About Doug.

fan's letter in

the Stars
Unfortunately

for

me,

I

neglected

to

read

Picture-Play's What the Fans
Think column in the May issue, but judging by some of the letters in the June number it has caused quite a furore in fandom,
particularly Miss Delahey's letter.
By
these answers I can pretty well tell what
the letter was about, and I don't think Miss
Delahey has the right viewpoint.
first

place,

I

don't

believe

fans

worship the players.
They may have a
very great admiration for a certain one,
but it seldom goes farther than that. What
they do,
ideals,

I

believe,

and that

is

is

to

look to them as

one of the great bless-

ings of the screen, especially to youngsters.
on earth could be wrong in any one

What

looking up to some one who, in the person's
imagination, 3s endowed with greater assets
than any of their acquaintances?
We are
zvhat zve will ourselves to be, and if one
has a guiding influence, it is an added incentive to become what one wants.
Mind,
I say "in the person's imagination."
The
ideal in the eyes of some one else may not
be so perfect, but if the creator of the
ideal believes in it, there is no evil to come,
but instead it is an advantage.
Every one should have an ideal. In years
past, before the films, these ideals were
figures in the public eye who had made a
name for themselves. When a person, presumably young, sees a player surmount all
difficulties

last is-

com-

ment. She asked why Douglas Fairbanks
wasn't mentioned oftener in What the
Fans Think. I also wanted to know this,
so I asked my friend, who writes letter
after letter to the magazines in praise of
this or that favorite of the moment.
to

be

her

favorite and idol, and she sees each of his
She saw
pictures at least three times.
"Robin Hood" five times. I know, because
I accompanied her each time, and if we
see it advertised at any of the other smaller
theaters, we'll see it again.

However, when she writes her opinions,
and they are usually blatantly admiring
ones, they are of Ronald, Ricardo, Ben, or
other heroes of the moment, with never a
word about her supreme favorite. When
I asked her about this, here is the answer
she gave me.
"Whenever I see an actor that I like
trying to gain a foothold in the public's
esteem, I like to help him in the only way
a fan can, by writing my appreciation of
his efforts to the magazines. I think all the
rising young actors need encouragement
and praise. As for Doug why, he's established
He is at the very pinnacle of
success.
He occupies the top rung of the
fame ladder, that the rest are only trying

—

!

to climb.

Doug

an American
guess this

I

isn't

merely an actor, he's

Doug is!"
way most far..; regard

institution,
is

the

Doug, don't you think so? He is without
the shadow of a doubt the most popular
actor and engaging personality on the
screen.
You don't have to take my word
for it, fans.
Just try to get a pair of
seats for the premiere of Doug's latest picture.
Sounds easy, doesn't it, but try and

do

Miss B. Clements.

it!

Geneva

1134

Avenue.

San

Francisco,

Calif.

on the screen, there

is no earthly
trying to do the same thing.
For instance: Douglas Fairbanks, in "The
Thief of Bagdad," clearly illustrated the
fact that everything worth while must be
earned, and why should not the fan look
up to him as one who had earned it?
The private lives of the stars are interesting because most of them had to overcome great adversities to be where they

harm

your

couldn't let pass without

Douglas Fairbanks happens

Concerning our Attitude Toward

In the

Allen.

J.

230 Pine Avenue, McKeesport, Pa.

in his

Sherman Should Play Mephistopheles.
What is the casting director of the fuproduction of "Faust" thinking of?
have just read that the part of Mephistopheles has been allotted to Emil Jenture
I

nings

!
!

!

—when

in

the city of

lives, breathes, exists

course.

New York

Lowell Sherman!

Mr. Sherman may not be free

Of
at

moment

to accept such a part, but if
the case the producers absolutely
should wait for him.
Emil Jannings is excellent in certain types
Henry VIII. a fat commissionaire
leering A ! ero
who has ever imbut oh
agined his Satanic Majesty as anything but
imposingly tall, dark, flashing-eyed and of
course fascinating or who on earth would
"go to the devil ?"
apologies to Mr. Sherman, whom I
admire enormously, but he is the finest
One
type of Mephistopheles imaginable.
can so easily imagine him whispering into
the ear of the lovely Marguerite peralso the desuasive, magnetic, attractive
light he would have in enticing Faust into

the

that

is

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

My

—

—

wrong.

We all know how wicked Lowell Sherman can be, on the screen of course, but
we also know how fascinating and attractive he is
so with wickedness and fascination allied to dark, flashing eyes, tall stature, sarcastic and sometimes cruel smile
well, there you have your man.
;

Marguerite Sands.
Suggestions for Pola.
daresay that Pola Negri has no fan
more devoted than I. And I have been so
for the l'ast seven years. She is the greatest
actress on the screen.
Gloria Swanson, as
beautiful as she is, is a washout compared
If Pola were on the stage I
to Negri.
daresay she would easily surpass the late
Elenora Duse and Bernhardt.
If Famous Players-Lasky insist upon
giving Pola tame pictures why do they
I
not purchase "The Miracle" for her?
believe she would be supreme as the wandering nun. Even in that she would have
Pola
a chance to show her fiery acting.
would also be great in "Madame X," the
picture which Pauline Frederick made several years ago.
She would make a gorgeous Camille and Manon Leseaut. And if
she desires to follow the type of her success "East of Suez," she should revive "The
Red Lantern" and "Madame Butterfly."
Alex. R. Thorn.
5259 Sherbrooke Street, Montreal, CanI

ada.

"There's Now't so Queer as Folk."
Said
an old
Lockshire man
once:
"There's now't so queer as folk," and I
think I agree with him.
What a tremendous stir poor Rudy has
made by showing his beautiful shoulders
and magnificent arms in the dre:sing-room
scene in "Monsieur Beaucaire!"
It may be my memory is short, but I
don't seem to remember any such stir over
the bathroom scene in "Merry-Go-Round."
What of Ramon Novarro in "Where the
Pavement Ends," Paul Richter in "The
Nibelungs," Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Thief of Bagdad," Milton Sills in "The

Sea Hawk," and again, Novarro in "BenHur," and a host of others too numerous
to mention?

To all those who find the human
disgusting, I would like to quote a

form
few

words

And God

said, "Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness.
So God created man in His own image, in
the image of God
Created He him male and female created
He them. And God
Saw everything He had made, and behold
it was very good.
;

Honi
5

St.

soit

qui

mal y pease.
C. M. Jenkins.

Chads Terrace,

S.

S.,

Blackpool,

England.

A

Fan to be Envied.
Within two blocks of my home
"preview

theater."

Many

fans

will

is

a

not

!

—

.

a

Advertising Section
understand
a

this term,

so

I'll

say that

it

is

where new pictures are shown

theater

before they are released to the general pubThese previews are attended by the
lic.
producers, exhibitors, and members of the
cast who wish to observe the audience's
reactions to the film.

viewed picture

may

Of
be

course, the pre-

good or

it

may

be bad, ditto the stars who appear in the
audience, but it always gives me a little
thrill to go down the aisle and see rows
There is alof seats marked "reserved."
ways a hush of expectancy just before the
preview is thrown on the screen, for it is
not advertised in advance, and we never
know what the picture will be. If it happens to be the work of a famous star,
director, or author, the audience applauds.
Also, each known member of the cast gets
a "hand."
But if the producer or cast happen to be
little or unfavorably known, an ominous
In some cases where the
silence ensues.
picture is a flop, the strain on the producers and actors must be intense, for the
audiences here are fastidious and cruelly
frank.. .Many a time I have suffered with
them as the audience laughed and jeered

at their efforts.

A few months ago "My Son," with
Nazimova, was previewed. The audience
when

was

we

11

thinks about the stars.
The only star we
is
don't argue about among ourselves
Gloria Swanson.
all agree that she is
the actress.
think Ben Lyon is the ber-

We

We

Ramon Novarro and Ricardo Cortez
and Rudolph Valentino are some wonderful
ries.

Of the American type we like
Conrad Nagel, Rod La Rocque, and Rich-

sheiks.

We

adore, all these in spite of
the trouble they get us into with our skipping school, missing exams, and knocking
down money to see them.

ard Dix,

Lew
lace

Cody, Adolphe Menjou, and WalBeery are our adored villains. Every

time

we

see

Mae Murray

"Be yourself

we'd

like to yell,

!"

She's so affected.
They chop up
detest the censors
our pictures until we can't tell the hero
from the villain. We've never forgiven
them for what they did to "Three Weeks,"
"Wine of Youth," and "The Ten ComThey
mandments."
Poor Nita Naldi.
crabbed her act in our State.

We

!

Two High-school

Fans.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

This Fan Wants to Know.
I

wonder

I

do not

if the majority of people agree
with Dora Rondeau when she says that
she thinks the stars should keep their lives
,
as mysterious as possible.
;

saunout and lingered in the lobby pretending to talk, but in reality waiting for
the star to appear.
Finally she hurried
out, talking and laughing with her friends.
But alas her hat was pulled down to the
bridge of her nose, and all I saw was the
very white lower half of her face and her

I go to a movie I usually imagmyself in the picture as the heroine
and sometimes even as the vampire. But
I watch the actors and study them closely.
Whether Miss Sweety has been married
six times or not has nothing to do with my

crimsoned mobile mouth.

ingenue,

liked
tered

it,

and,

it

over,

!

Some of the men stars are annoyed by
bald spots which are carefully concealed
in their pictures,

and one famous

"villain"

actor wears

a toupee.
No, not Menjou.
But no fan could be disappointed with
Lloyd Hughes. I've seen him several times.
Tall, perfectly groomed, with gray eyes,
fair complexion, and black hair.
Once he
sat in front of me in a theater, and without seeing his face I recognized him by
his strikingly beautiful hair. Mrs. Hughes
is dainty and pretty.
Mary Philbin is one of the real beauties.
Slightly darker than I had expected, with
lovely
eyes,
good complexion and a
gorgeous mass of dark-brown curls.

Reginald Denny is tall, with gray eyes,
light-brown hair, and a well-tanned complexion.
Looks
very
handsome and
healthy, and speaks with an English accent.
I do hope Universal will not ruin
this fine star with frivolous stories.
Many fans consider Ricardo Cortez "hot
stuff" on the screen, but I must say he
seemed very commonplace in the flesh. He
is of the standard Latin type, with plastered black hair and all the other earmarks.
Anita Stewart is very pretty and seems
gracious and friendly.
No one could be
nicer than Niles Welch.
Tall, handsome,
dark hair, and wears glasses.
While watching "Forbidden Paradise,"
a number of people came in and took seats
beside me.
Growing a little bored with
the picture, I glanced around and found
myself rubbing elbows with Ernst Lubitsch,

who

directed the film.
Secretly
thrilled, I kept stealing sidelong glances at
him. Every little while he would turn his
piercing black eyes on me, and then I'd
look intently at the screen, pretending great
absorption. It was lots of fun.

Madeline Glass.
2975 Leeward Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.

From

We

Two

High-School

Girls.

are going to tell you what the average high-school student who, it is said, attends the movies at least five times a week,

When

ine

If she is not an
rather enjoy knowing that I
am watching a woman who knows someThe fact is, I want to
thing about life.

liking or disliking her.

know

I

everything

that I
ter to

my

about

whether good or bad, as

it

favorites,

makes me

feel

much

bet-

know them better. It
know the worst than

is

to get filled

press-agent yarns.

with

I
Miss Helen Voel makes me laugh.
not a very old girl, but I loved "Greed. ".
I think it a masterpiece, and although my
praises might not count with the mass, I've
seen enough pictures to be able to say what
I, for one, don't
is good and what is bad.
want to witness pictures depicting only
the good side of life, and I reckon there are
a lot more people who feel the same way.

E. S. M.
1116 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

Scotch Fan Admires Valentino.

that Rudolph Valentino is well
I
writing about from Scotland.
live about sixteen miles from Glasgow, and
I travel in every now and then for all the
American motion-picture magazines I can
I
get just to get news about him alone.
never bought a magazine until I saw him
on the screen. He is the one and only
The continual adthe first and the last.
verse fan letters about him make me wild.
That of Mrs. Lorenza Stevens is too nasty
for words. Her letter is just pure rot and
nonsense.
Rudy is the only screen actor
who ever impressed me as being worthy of
I have just been at
the name of star.
Glasgow seeing him in "Monsieur BeauI have seen it five times, I liked it
caire."
The people can't get in, it's
so well.
crowded out daily.
I saw Novarro in "The Red Lily." Well,
well, such a picture
Pure muck.
don't want those pictures here. I saw Novarro in "Thy Name is Woman." Never
again he won't do he's wooden and his
smile is forced.
No, I can't see how he
could ever please me.
I
can't put into
words what I think of Rudy, for "he is the
dream whereby gray things golden seem."
I

feel

worth

!

—

"Last night I came homo -with great news
$60 increase in salary I I took the money out of
my pocket and asked Mary to count it. You
should have seen her face light up when she
I think she was even
found the extra $60.
happier than I was, for it was the third increase
in a year.
J'To-day I am manager of my department-^
earning more money than I ever thought it
would be possible for me to make. I owe it all
to the training I received from the International
Correspondence Schools. That little coupon was
the means of changing my whole life."

How much longer are you going to wait before
taking the step that is bound to bring you more
money? Isn't it better to start now than to
wait for years and then realize what the delay
has cost you?
One hour each night spent with the I. C. S.
in your own home will prepare you for the position you want in the work you like best.
Don't let another priceless hour go to waste!
Without cost or obligation, let us prove that we
can help you. Mark and mail this coupon.
"international correspondence schools"
Box 4563-D. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on

my

part,

please

tell

ma

I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Industrial Management
Personnel Organization
Traffic Management
Business

Salesmanship
Advertising
Better Letters

Show Card

Law

Civil Service

Accountancy (including C.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping

Private

Railway Mail Clerk

Common School Subjects
High School Subjects

Secretary

French

Spanish

Lettering-

Stenography and Typing
Business English

Law

Banking and Banking

Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

n Architect

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Architects' Blue Prints
~\

B Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

Gas Engine

Radio

Steam Engineering

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Q

Operating

Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Mining
Metallurgy

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry/
Mathematics

Name
3-6 -24

(Street

Address..
State..

City

Occupation
Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to tha
International Correspondence Schools Canadian^ Limited,
Montreal, Canada

ELECTIVE
Courses for Acting, Teaching, DirectiDgJ

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING

DIRECTORS
A'an Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller
Sir John-Martin
Harvey

and SINGING.

Developing poise and
personality essential for any calling in
Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
Co. (appearances while learning). N. Y,
debuts and careers stressed. For Prospectus (write study desired to Secretary,
43 West 72nd St.. N. Y.. EXT. 46

life.

Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Rose Coahlan
J. J.

We

—

Jean Binning-Lindsay.
The Plantation, Wishaw, Lanarkshire,
Scotland.

60 more
a month!"
—

how

am

A

"s

WANTED
ww

CLERKS
RAILWAV MAIL
Month. Men, 1% up.

-I$158

to $225
IMMEDIATELY

Every second week off— full pay.
sufficient.

Write

Common

for free

education
of U. S.

list

to men and women and free
sample examination coaching. Do it today sure.
ROCHESTER. N. V.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. F294

Government

positions

now open

Advertising Section
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A

Fan

want

I

Who

to start a

Speaks Severely.
movement since nearly

—

—

every one is doing it to have what might
be termed an "institution week," and in
this week elect those players who really arc
institutions in the hearts of the picture pub-

name just a few whom
could really qualify; they are as folAs long
First, Thomas Meighan.
lows
as he is able to move himself across the
screen we shall demand him. Norma Talmadgc is so firmly intrenched in our affections that nothing short of a derrick could
Really, I can

lic.

I

feel
:

Richard Barthelmess is cerher.
I rather like the idea
tainly in this class.

remove

Revealed /

of Pola Negri, for few have the dash and
fire that she effervesces. I never saw such a
dynamo. I would almost put Gloria Swanson in this class, but yet some unnameable
thing keeps her out of it, to my mind.
all concede that Lillian Gish belongs to this
elite group.
No one can dispute John BarRichard Dix, while not such a
rymore.
wonderful actor, has the charm that is individual, and he, if he continues right, will
have a place all his own. Adolphe Menjou
certainly belongs, and I am praying that
people have the sense to recognize the tal 7
He
ent and charm of Raymond Griffith.
sends me into fits of laughter and makes
me feel as though the movies are really
worth while.
The movies are surely going to pass out
Let
if we do not stop these Latin lovers.
us build up a background of our own. Personally, I would like to throw all the Valentinos, the Ricardo Cortezes, and all the
others save Ramon Novarro out of the
world of pictures and let us, who really
have done nothing, be happy. If some one
doesn't put Rod La Rocque off the screen
I shall, the next time I have to sit through
His clothes
a picture in which he plays.
are horrible, and he himself reminds me
of Valentino, which is the worst thing I
can say about anybody. I would also like
to oust Carmel Myers, Miriam Cooper,
Mae Murray, and the other dumb creatures
really too many to menthat are with us

We

A

post-mortem of Caruso's throat showed a
superb developmentofhis Hyo-Glossus muscle—
the basic reason for his tremendous vocal power.

—

—

Strengthen
yourHvo- Glossus

—

tion.

-and YOUR Voice
be Powerful,
Rieh^Compelling

will

YOU

have a Hyo-Glossus muscle In your
But you never use it because
the nerve center In the brain controlling
this muscle is dormant.
throat.

This great vocal secret

was

discovered

by

Eugene Feuchtlnger, A.M., famous European
musician-scientist,

who has now made

his

6imple scientific method of voice development
available to everyone, It is ideally adapted
to correspondence instruction. The exercises
are silent
You can practice them in the privacy of your own home. The results are sure.

100% Improvement Guaranteed
In fact, we guarantee to refund your tuition
your voice is not improved 100% in your
opinion. You alone are to be the judge.
if

Inspiring

New

Book

FREE

You will do yourself a great and lasting
good by studying this book, "Physical Voice
It may be the first step In your career. Do not delay. Mail the coupon today,

Culture".

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
1922 Sunny side Ave., Studio

12-S6

Chicago

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-86 Chicago
Please send me FREE your handsome, new book.
Physical Voice Culture".
I have put X opposite
the subject tha* interests me most. I assume no obligation whatever.

S.nging

Name.
Address .

Speaking

Stammering

Weak

Voice

I

wish the fans would show a

little

more

cannot imattends movies

intelligence about the actors.

I

how any one who
and who reads at all, can think that these
actor folks lead simple lives and that they
act like Puritans. I heard a grown woman
"Well,
in the theater say the other day
I'll
bet anything that Norma Talmadge
I
would not play cards on Sunday."
laughed out loud in the midst of a very
dramatic scene and every one must have
agine

:

—

thought that I was a nut but I really did
not care.
The players are just public entertainers,
as one fan wrote, and we should take them
I do not
for that and let it go at that.
care what kind of parties they have, for
that does not keep them from being good
actors, and that is all I want from them.
If a group of them lived here in Greenville, they would wake up a few things,

and

this

is

no dead

place, I

know.

Some

people really think Mary Carr is in private life as she appears on the screen. Imagine it
Another thing this worship should stop.
Why does any one in the world think that
the movie people are their superiors in anyway? Many of them came from the stage,
a career that does not attract persons of
real social prominence.
Stage folk have
a society of their own and, to my knowledge, are seldom accepted anywhere else.
I am aware that on occasions they may even
be asked to sit with royalty, but as far as being accepted, really belonging to an exclusive social set, they never are.
And, fans,
if most of them came to your town to live
you would not even deign to associate with
them.
very few of the more intelligent
:

A

and cultured stars could make their way
into

many

places, but the rest could not.

have seen several of the leading lights
of the screen, and they did not look any
I did not find
different from any one else.
myself gasping, "Oh, there is Colleen
Moore !" and yet on the screen I think
I

she is entertainment plus.
Let us be thinking people and take

all

bunk away from these stars.
We pay them money, and that is enough.
Richard
Exceptions prove every rule.
Barthclniess and Thomas Meighan are not
Nor is Richard
included in any of this.
Dix.
Jack Westekbelt.
the glitter and

Box

462, Greenville, S. C.

The

Little

Marquise.

"Gloria Swanson Marries a Marquis"
"Screen Star Weds Titled Frenchman"
"Gloria and Her Marquis" "Mr. Marquis
Swanson," and then the decisive "Gloria
Brings Home the Marquis !"
How the newspapers have headlined it
and pictured it, and now our own PicturePlay comes along with the last but the

—

—

wisest caption of

But

all

in

all.

this

furore

—

this

overnight

one little unimportant incident of
the gorgeous one's career, which has now
turned out to be a prophecy fulfilled, has
been overlooked by every one.
was way back in the days when
It
publicity,

Madam

Tiger-Lady

herself

tenaciously

guided the supervising destinies of "Beyond the Rocks," and almost succeeded in
Glyning the then impressionable and embryonic actress known as Gloria Sawnson.
None other than the time-clock-novelist
Elinor conceived the idea of a Versailles
Garden sequence, along about the center
of the picture and none other than the
already sheiked but not yet starred Valentino was to begin the little tale that be-

—

And how
gan the historical flashback.
did our handsome signor start his narra"Once
quite simply
just this
tive?
!"
there was a little marquise
Then, there was a lovely fade-out and
fade-in, and the costumes were changed,
and though the setting was the same, thescene had dropped back three centuries.
Rudy was a titled something or other,
beautifully decked out in the same styles
he later exploited to such advantage in
"Beaucaire," and Gloria in an adorable fullskirted dress and white wig was the little

—

—

Why

marquise
Beside the white fountain they bowed to
one another with a slow, utterly perfect
grace, and with a flirt of her tiny fan and
a glance of her shyly veiled eyes, the little
marquise lured her lover over to the marble bench where Rudy "did his stuff" with
all his inimitable, subtle and graceful fire.
Gloria smiled her mysterious smile and ner
enigmatic eyes seemed to say "You never
can tell. I'm just playing a marquise now,
but I like it, and some day maybe I'll be a
real off-screen one!" And silently her Fans
answered back, saying, "Why, Gloria,
you're a queen our movie queen
Why
waste time on a marquis? You could have
just for the asking!"
a king or a prince
But since the prophecy has been fulfilled
and I've come to know Henri de la Faraise, at least pictorially and literally speaking, I'm sure Gloria's most loyal admirers
could not have picked any one any nicer or
handsomer or more thoroughly likable, even
had they chosen one of the aforementioned
!

—

—

!

—

royalties.

Therefore, I'm glad the little marquise
"Beyond the Rocks" has come to life—
that the fairy tale has come true
that my
favorite of favorites is so happy.
And
she'll still be to the fanatical Swansonites
queen and princess and lady and duchess
in

—

Continued on page 118
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-NOW A WARNER BROTHERS' STAR,
The

big

Movie news

WARNER
The

BROS.

fact that

JOHN BARRYMORE

of 1925—
Classics of the Screen!

will star in

John Barrymore is now a Warner star again demonand leadership of Warner Bros, and their deter-

strates the resources

mination to bring to the screen absolutely the best entertainment the
world can offer. You will see Barrymore exclusively in Warner productions
and Barrymore is but one of more than a score of notable
actors and actresses who will entertain you through Warner Pictures.
Ask your theatre when Warner Bros.' John Barrymore Picture, "The
Sea Beast," will be shown.
"If it's a WARNER Picture, it's a Classic"

—

Advek t
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FOR THE NEW SEASON WILLIAM FOX WILL PRESENT YOUR
FAVORITE ARTISTS IN THE MOTION PICTURE VERSIONS
OF THE WORLD'S BEST PLAYS AND NOVELS.

JOHN GOLDEN'S
Greatest Stage Triumph

Si?///

uik

TONY///? wonierliorst

KENTUCKY

UGHTNIN'

PRIDE

The Play that Broke
the World's Record!

THRESH

from his triumphant

tour of Europe and America

comes

Tom

^T^HIS

Mix, "The Modern

Buffalo Bill," firmly entrenched
in the hearts of millions! The
new Tom Mix Western pictures
represent the very highest grade
of photoplay production, and
have been staged on a scale

never attempted in outdoor pic-

"The Lucky Horseshoe"
is the first Mix picture of the
new season beginning in August.
tures.

FINER, BIGGER,

BETTER THAN EVER
BEFORE

A T LAST
picture

"Lightnin'

"!—the

you have been wait

ing for. Jay Hunt is the lovable
"Lightnin' Bill," the role that

immortalized the late Frank
Bacon.
Do you remember

— Madge Bellamy
brings her to you; and "The
Judge"? — he lives now in
"Milly"?

J.

MacDonald's
characterization. You who
Farrell

this great play will

droll

loved

be amazed

how John Ford in directing
the picture brings out many
to see

scenes

word

ment

—

Man

O'War, Negofol, Morvich, Fair
Play and other race track champions in a stirring romance of the
with J. Farrell MacDonald,
Gertrude Astor and Henry B.
Walthall in the merely human
roles. John Ford, the director,
has produced race scenes that
will thrill you as you never have
been thrilled Be sure to see it
turf,

!

1

and incidents impossible

to the stage. "Lightnin'
last

is an unusual picture
that will live forever in the
minds of those who see it. Here
unfolds the life story of the racehorse, made among scenes of
charm in the Blue Grass region
of Kentucky.
You see

in

will

"—the

screen entertainplease everyone.

5*C

IM00O

Fox Film Corporation.

Q0CM1

—
1
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Theda Bara
a different personality and a

engraven upon her tombstone by the very smart woman
who brought her into being and over her grave this
woman plans a different campaign to a new victory.
I cannot say if Theda Bara has changed, for I did
not know her in the days of her sirenic success.
But
certainly this woman with her tactful social grace and
her delicious sense of humor, who permits you to
glimpse a shrewd showmanship under this surface
charm, bears little kinship to the screen Bara of yes;

new type of characterization.

Gebhart

tional actress, but not a great deal.
Any woman with
a grain of feeling would react to the atmospheric mood
of the scene, complemented with music, and

terday.

She

that the years
new character.

insists

"Those legends designed

pour out impetuously the desired impulse.

me

instinctive.

It is

Every device
must be re-

feeling.

of technique
sorted to.

This

acting?

new trend

—

of

self

perpetu-

;

ate that
sion.

"However,
tive glamour
though
a 1
I
was,
did live in a

that

un-

am

dream world
which was far
more
genuine
to me than the

not

advocating the acting
tion,

gesticulaof
the old order

with
i
n d
alities,

no need

its

i

v

i

d u

-

with minds

truth
the
of human problems,
study
psychological
these made up my life,
unlike
the
singularly

to re-

introduce Theda Bara, save
to
the youngsters coming
on.
Her characterization in
"A Fool There Was," its arro

gant sensuality,

contact
very strong
s,

seeking

matic cast."
is

Music,

realities.

book

of arm waving and
But
chest heaving.
I would like a relief
from this molding of
a face into one phleg-

There

illu-

imagina-

sameI

myhead-

into

aches concocting stories to

carried too
far, to the point
In
of placidity.
many picso
tures
now the
players' faces
reflect
a
such

ness.

worried

I

be

variable

make

to

mysterious in the public eye

transferthought
ence on the screen
denotes proggress but it can

boresome,

a

giving the press agents
credit for their f abrication. Realizing
that I represented
a public symbol of
exotic and myswickedness,
tic

"And, by the way
hasn't the motion picture gone too far to
the extreme of mental

into

inventions
my
and
were
own," she confessed.
I wish they would stop

"But in conveying the points of
subtle situation comedy, there is
little

have molded her

average

superb wicked-

own odd fascinaShe became the
created a furore.
biggest box-office attraction of the day, and
her name soon was synonymous with the
colorful personality was
word vampire.
were fabricated to
legends
invented for her

ness, as wefl as her
tion,

A
;

girl's.

Marriage

Photo by Melbourne Spurr

The years have made little change
in Theda Bara's appearance, but
she insists that they have molded

was a jar in
that it awakened me from my
self-absorption, brought into my
had
vision
that
I
the actualities
ignored, preferring to think that I belonged upon a higher mental plane.
I came out of my trance.
"And I have had hours of bitter-

ness, when my efforts to return to
her into a new character.
surround her with mystery.
pictures
met snags. Criticism I had
True, to the flappers perhaps she is just
'Unfair treatment to which
publicity,
but
the
regarded as
a name. As I heard one ask, "What's a thedabara?
unwise contractual conmade
when
I
subjected
I was
Oh, I see," with withering scorn, when her history
dumps."
the
into
put
me
nections
had been proclaimed, "something that happened in the
The failure of her hopes time and again, the merely
Dark Ages. Bet she couldn't throw the hooks into a
success of her stage play, "The Blue Flame,"
mediocre
sheik as Aileen Pringle does."
to Charles Brabin, which brought with
marriage
her
those
technique.
But
No, she couldn't, on the Pringle
contentment
those adjustments that acgeneral
its
expect
or
don't
torrid
zone
who buy a ticket to the
individual temperaments,
two
union
of
the
company
desire frigidity.
in
her travels, the prosaic
encountered
contacts
for
the
buried,
save
is
yesterday
the
Bara
of
However,

the value

of

her name.

"She did her job

well,"

is

Continued on page 114

IS

The Greater
What

the picturegoer

may

expect from the festive

By Edwin

THE

month of August,
phase

forth from the skies, the while a whirling frenzy of confettithrowing, horn-tooting, and pageantry will probably be in progress.
August has been selected as the appropriate time for this national huzza in behalf of the cinema, because that is the month
which actually represents the beginning of the new film season.
The theatrical year for the stage in New York and other large
cities opens somewhat later.
The August start for the films avoids
any conflict of interests between stage and screen in these centers,
and, furthermore, gives the pictures an excellent impetus
toward their annual big time of harvest.
It is a known fact that producers, generally, hold in
reserve certain of the best of their spring and summer
features for that period of the year when the summer
They find then a
heat shows some signs of abating.
readier public appreciation.
Filmgoers, who
have had a chance partially to rest their eyes
by viewing the prospect of mountains and
seaside, come to regard the theater as more
of a new adventure than when they are sated
with its entertainment.

this year,

nation-wide recognition of motion
pictures.
With Will H. Hays as master of ceremonies, and pro tern czar over
all, arrangements are being made a la
carnival
for the celebration of the
Greater Movie Season, and there should
be more excitement than during a
protocol, a duma, a revolution, or
a Fourth of July.
According to
present indications,
will see a novel

in the

August is also officially the commencement
of the film year in the studios.
The eyes of
stars and directors turn eagerly
for a brief
glance, at least
toward the screen to behold
the fate of various prominent pictures before taking up new activities.
The patterns
for future plays are oftentimes set according to the audiences' reception of the enter-

—

tainment that then
reaches the bright

the interest of film-

goers

lights.

the land
be
will
to a

of

ing

rang-

making.

from

Altogether,

Coney Islandlike merrymak-

therefore,
the
project of elaborately
emblazoning the close of

ing to a Saturnalia of circusy

ballyhoo and
all
parades
betokening the

summer with a
sort of cinema

—

of

the

new fall

pro-

Pub-

ductions.

advertis-

licity,

ing,

and exploi-

tation,

mere

One of

the striking

features of the coming season is the

number of comedy

words most of

releases

the

comedians

time,

will

dazzle forth in
all their giddy,
gaudy glory of

starring

who have

selves

own"

their

on the screen.

stars,

Hines,

directors,

and

Syd

o n

Langdon, and Ray-

s

be figura-

tively

blazed

the Coast last year with
somewhat gratifying results.
In that locality, of
course, it was possible to

have the players

into

names of
i

scheme was tried out on

"come

These include Johnny

will

carnival presents a very
auspicious aspect.
The

only recently really

deeds. The
product

the

paign. as the case
may be, of film

festivi-

arrival

is

m

sequence
ties,

It

breathing
space
before everybody
sets out again on
another
spell,
spasm, or c a

throughout

drawn

—

Leon Errol,

Chaplin, Harry

mond

Griffith.

them-

take part in the
program of electrical processions, and personal appearances in the theater,
as well as before various
and social gatherings, to
aid in building up prestige for the movies.
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Movie Season
plans for ushering in the

fall

program of entertainment.

Schallert

Canyon City, and Twin Buttes, and even Memphis,
Louis, and Minneapolis, possess no such special advantages,
unless, as is possible, some of the players are sent out on personalBut every
appearance tours during the Greater Movie Season.
place can, without doubt, in one way or another unite in expressFor it promises
ing enthusiasm over the forthcoming film fete.
to be quite as joyous and jubilant in its own special and exclusive
way as any Old Home or Better Babies week,
or the days dedicated in various parts of the
country to apples, oranges, alfalfa, and raisins.
In any event, it is a very satisfactory time to
direct the attention of picturegoers toward the
sort of entertainment that they may anticipate
during the next twelve months. The season gives
promise of an unusual variety in pictures,
and here and there, all along the line, the
Fall River,

St.

more

critical

will

find

many

attractions

and

a keener and livelier fascination and enjoyment than usual.
The studios have been busier than ever
before, and work has been so highly systematized that the actual number of
films will far surpass any previous
year.
Proof of this is that it would
be absolutely impossible for anybody
to see every picture nowadays unless
he went to the theater two or three
times a day every day in the year.
that will doubtless yield

in several instances these

the prevailing less expensive type
of pictures.
select list of box-office knock-outs
covers a wide and in some respects a very
weird artistic territory. In the race for
popularity, we find an uproarious "Char-

A

ley's

Aunt" edging a glowing and ex-

quisite

"He Who

Gets

who

and neck with a
"Thief
of Bagdad" and
a colorful "Sea

is
•

that

strenuous in his devotion to the
cinema, were
requisite
the
quantity
o f
theaters avail-

"~

erally
until

Iron
released

last

Other

fall.

winners

"Manhan-

comprise

dled,"
"North
o f
Thirty-six,"
"Sally,",

new

and "Hot Water."

program,
i t
may be well
o

''The

J
'

Before out-

t

Hawk." An outstanding triumph
all' over has, of
course,
been
Horse," not gen-

able.

lining the

and

glittering

acquaint-

ance

Slapped,"

frothy, frivolous "Chickie" running neck

Frankly, I
know of no
one in my

own

have been

among

The

ten that

I

have

be reckoned
the
foremost

listed are to

retrospect

among
for a moment on the
features that have
been viewed during

the past twelve
months. While it has
not been a spectacular
period, there
nevertheless,

have,

been

very amazing
successes
popular

some

—

Gloria Swanson, Constance Talmadge, and
Colleen Moore, have proven that comediennes

are in the greatest demand, and Buster
Keaton and Douglas MacLean are examples of established comedians vjho have
made gains in popularity.

big money-makers, and
close to the top are also
such features as "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Peter Pan," Norma Tal-

"The

Lady,"
"The
Lost
World,"
"Classmates," "A Thief
madge's

in

"The Nav"The Thunder-

Paradise,"

igator,"

"Captain
ing Herd,"
Blood," "The Snob,"

"Her Night of Roreinmance,"
which
stated Constance Talmadge, "Rex, the King
of Wild Horses," "Feet

The
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Greater Movie Season
fore in a Forecast article, which I wrote for the February number
of Picture-Play, but they were shown generally late enough in
the year to be included again.
In the pictures that I have selected I have picked those that
genuinely impressed me as productions rather than because they
depended on the appeal of some particular personality. The at-

tractions of a star naturally are in the foreground in "The Thief
Gets Slapped," with Lon Chanev, "The Sea
of Bagdad," "He

Who

"The Iron Horse," George O'Brien; and "The
Last Laugh," Emil Jannings, but never to such an extent as to
supersede the effectiveness of the picture itself, and this fact I

Hawk," Milton

find

nowadays

Sills

;

significant.

of these pictures avoid the conventional, with the pos"Begsible exception of "The Iron Horse" and "The Sea Hawk."
gar on Horseback," "Peter Pan," and "The Thief of Bagdad" were
So, too, was the "The
notable for their imagination and fantasy.
Lost World," the most freakish perhaps
of our current entertainments, but a revelation of the power of the camera to do
extraordinary and
unbelievable
things.

Too,

all

Beaucaire" and "The Sea
deserve high praise for their lavishness.
The photographic beauty of
"Beaucaire" was something to conjure
with.
"He Who Gets Slapped" and "Isn't
Life Wonderful" were alluring in their
dramatic effect, and "The Last Laugh" is
by far the biggest satire that the screen has
ever had.
I cannot show any high degree of enthusiasm over certain of the best money-

"Monsieur

Hawk"

of

"Phantom

Clay,"

of

the

Frietchie,"
"Barbara
Opera,"
"In Hollywood with Potash and

makers I have listed. "Hot Water" cerIt
tainly was not of Harold Lloyd's best.
happened, however, to be a good picture
for the theater.
It was short and enabled
exhibitors to run it more times during a
day than most of the recent Lloyd pictures.
It really won by a fluke.
The surpassing vogue of "Chai'ley's
Aunt" is perhaps not difficult to explain.

Perlmutter," "Introduce Me," as
well as the aggregate, needless to
say, of that fifteen-thousand-dolstar,
lar-a-week

Tom
tures.

Mix's picWesterns

strong comedy
element have perall

in

like the wildest sort of wildfire.

all,

been the most uni-

to

be sure,

few if any laugh films
have disclosed a successful female impersonation.
I
cannot

versally favored.

My own

It

a very ebullient comedy,
even though in some respects antiquated.
Syd Chaplin's performance is what really
won the audience
that and the fact that
is,

a

haps,

took

It

and features, with

p.^-

erence in pictures

feel,

was

able film.
"Sally,"

released during the past twelve
months, based on the more
artistic qualities, runs as fol-

lows

very
leen

"Beggar

Gets Slapped."
On Horseback."
.

Released rather late generally
to be included, possiblv.
"Peter Pan."
"The Thief of Bagdad."
"Isn't Life Wonderful."
"The Last Laugh."
"The Iron Horse."

"The Sea Hawk."
"The Lost World."
"Monsieur Beaucaire."
Three of these, "The Sea
Hawk," "The Thief of Bagdad," and "Monsieur Beaucaire,"

I

have mentioned be-

I

thought

splendid as a
comedy one of Col-

:

"He Who

though, that it
a remark-

truly

The strongest interest of the
season will be the

new

renewed activity
established

of

directors

the

and

who have

been

re-

sponsible for the

more

real

stars

and lasting achievements of
the

past,

Talmadge,

namely:

Douglas

Norma
Fair-

banks, Charles Chaplin, D.

W.

Griffith,

Rex Ingram and

Lillian Gish.

—

Moore's

most

—
The
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amusing productions, and definitely proving her superior ability as
a comedienne. "Chickie," on the other hand, can never for me be
anything but the cheapest and trashiest sort of stuff, not even redeemed by the talent of Dorothy Mackaill.
Some other especially good pictures, beside those I have mentioned, were "Smoldering Fires," in which Pauline Frederick was
featured." "The Goose Hangs High," directed by James Cruze;
"Forbidden Paradise," with Pola Negri at her best "Classmates,"
"The Thundering Herd," "The Snob," "So Big," "The Devil's
Cargo," "His Hour," "As No Man Has Loved," a rather new release, and "My Son."
There have not been an astonishing number of big productions.
Quantity has superseded quality, and the group of directors, producers, and stars who have dared to break through the wall of
economy and expediency appears to be smaller even than usual.
The majority have apparently relied on speed for their success
three, four, five, and at most six weeks, being devoted to the actual
filming of a picture. All things considered, James Cruze has exercised
the greatest leadership, because he
can outrun anybody but Nurmi.
;

strongest interest of the new
without doubt, be the renewed activity of those established
directors and stars, who have been
responsible for the more real and lastachievements
ing
in the past.
These
_
Charles Ray and
include D. W. Grif
Mary Pickford
fith, Douglas Fairhave gone back
banks,
Charles
to
the sort of
Lillian
Chaplin,
vehicles demandGish, Rex Ingram,

The

season

will,

Norma

Talmadge,

and

possibly also
Mary
Pickford.

Not

all

of.

them

are .taking part in
the Greater Movie
Season as such, but
their pictures are
scheduled for general release in the
fall.

"The Gold Rush"
is

likely

real

The
tried

to

be the

sensation.

war play
out

this

will

It

be

season.

Below, John
Gilbert
and Renee Adoree in
"The Big Parade."

ed by

is
the most important personal achievement of Chaplin with the possible exception of "The Kid," and may tend to set a

new

style in production.
Continued on page 94

their fol-

lowers.

A

healthy sign of the coming season is the featuring or starring of players of no great reputation
on the screen, when they are
suited

the leading role in a
Examples of this are:
above, Lois Moran, below, Louise
to

picture.

Dresser, at the

and,

in

left,

Belle Bennett,

the lower oval,

Jay Hunt.
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He Made

a Fortune While

on Location
This
a

is

the story of

how Thomas Meighan

put

town on the map and reaped about a quarter
making
Florida a few months ago.

of a million dollars doing so, while
exterior scenes in

By Blake McVeigh

buying and selling is everybody's side line,
around Los Angeles. It was a sudden bold
financial adventure on a big scale, by a man here-

estate

as

it

is

tofore unknown as a real-estate investor, in a region previously unknown and undeveloped.
And this is how it happened, as I learned it from
Tommy himself, while he was working on'his current picture, "The Man Who Found Himself," at
the Famous Players Long Island studio.
"I have been in Florida for locations in winter
several times during the last six or eight years,"
Mr. Meighan explained. "I've also spent several
winter vacations there. I know the State and like
it.
I appreciate its wonderful climate and other

advantages.
"Last February, after completing

my

picture,

'Coming Through,' which we made around Birmingham, Alabama, I stopped off at Miami for a
month's vacation. Miami was then in the middle
Of course, the town
of a furious land boom.
years,
but just at that
has been booming for some
seemed
to have
sell
time the agitation to buy and
charging
hotel
leading
was
reached its peak. The
one hundred dollars a day for a suite of rooms.
Everybody in the town was talking real estate.
And the talk was in hundreds of thousands and
millions.

"Scores of people approached

me

with the offer

some choice land, but I declined, for I
couldn't see the wisdom of investing at what looked
to

sell

peak of a boom.
however."

like the

ing,

It

did set

me

to think-

Just after this big boom in Miami, Meighan
made a trip for several days through Florida in
search of a typical American small town for "Old
Home Week?' What he wanted was a quiet little
place, such as you might find in Ohio, Indiana,
Texas in almost any State where all the resi-

—

—

dents called each other by their first names, and
This picture, taken after Thomas Meighan's real estate transaction,
took a personal interest in each other.
suggests that his successful financial operation has not turned him into
Ocala is a town of about five thousand or,
a "hard business man."
rather, it was at the time Meighan discovered it;
there is no means of calculating the size it has
grown to since Meighan's investments galvanized it into
weeks ago the papers throughout the counMeighan noticed that the town was
frenzied activity.
try carried a brief story to the effect that Thomas

—

A

FEW

Meighan, while making location scenes in Florida
Home Week," had taken a flier in Florida real
estate, from which he had emerged with a profit reckoned at between three hundred thousand and five hundred thousand dollars. By an odd coincidence, the picture on which he was working at the time told the story
of how a young real-estate operator amassed a fortune
in a similar way.
Picture fans all know that there are a few players
who have made fortunes by shrewd or fortunate investments of their large earnings, but I know of no single
transaction as sensational as this one.
For this was no
cautiously planned operation in a section where realfor "Old

intersection of two important highways, that it
the gateway of all motor traffic to the west coast,
that it had'been totally passed by during Florida's
speculative boom. Ocala, an inland town, is in the northcentral part of the State.
This quiet, unobtrusive little town, where nobody tried
at the

was
and

to sell or give

him

real estate,

began

to interest

Meighan.

Presently, production of "Old Home Week" began.
As may be imagined, the arrival of Tom Meighan, Lila
Lee, and other members of the company electrified the
small community as had no other local happening in its
history. Immense crowds collected not only from Ocala,
Continued on page 108

!

—
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We

Tn?

the

'

who

names

live in the big cities see
of our film favorites peren-

Farmers

nially blooming in electric lights along
our
Broadways and never stop to conChoice
sider that perhaps the rest of the
country the backbone of the country, as the congressmen would have it does not second our judgments.

—

—

therefore, to glance over the results
questionnaire
sent out by The Nebraska Farmer
of a
which asked about the farmers' preferences in pictures
It

is

arresting,

and in stars.
The big city favorites are usually conceded to be
Gloria Swanson, Harold Lloyd, Norma Talmadge,
Colleen Moore and Thomas Meighan. But the farmers
Tom Mix,
pick as their favorites
in the order named
Fred Thomson, Thomas Meighan, Colleen Moore,
Norma Talmadge, Mary Pickford, Rudolph Valentino,
Gloria Swanson, Lois Wilson, Hoot Gibson, Harold
Lloyd, Betty Compson, Pola Negri, Jackie Coogan,
Jack Hoxie, Bebe Daniels. And next appears on the
list Silver King, who is none other than Fred Thomson's horse, which makes his position as one of the

—

—

favorites doubly secure.
is easy enough to understand why Gloria Swanson is caviar to the general, but why Harold Lloyd
appears so low on the list is not so easy to compre-

first

It

hend.

Among

the pictures which had been most enjoyed
by the readers of The Nebraska Farmer, "The Covered
Wagon" led the list, as it would almost any list, but
two Llarold Bell Wright productions which enjoyed no
particular success in the big cities, were mentioned
among the first six favorites of the farmers.
The Lubitsch pictures, the foreign importations, the
Sennett comedies, and the rare works of Erich von
Stroheim— all of which bring joy to the hearts of

theatergoers
in this survey.

metropolitan

— were

not

even

mentioned

heralded everywhere as an accomplished trouper, and
Laska Winter, still a player of small parts, is another
who has received lavish praise.

Opportunity

Even

after

an actor

is

well

known

he has a contract that guarantees!
Knocks
him a big salary, he rarely scales the
It is
heights of which he is capable.
Once
only when a truly great role comes to
him that he does work from which he derives any
Mary Pickford had her "Stella
personal satisfaction.
Maris," Lillian Gish her "Broken Blossoms," and "Way
Down East," Betty Compson had her "Miracle Man,"
Rudolph Valentino his "Four Horsemen." These were
Achievements perhaps
opportunities that were seized.
equally great are being whispered about in the studios
where pictures have been seen that have not yet been

shown

arid

the public.

to

One

of

these

is

"The Unholy

Three," which is said to give Mae Busch her great
Another is "The Wanderer," which it is prechance.
dicted will make Buster Collier a sensational success.
Yet another is "Kiss Me Again," a Lubitsch picture,
in which Clara Bow is said to distinguish herself.
If these predictions are true, and we hope they are,
Ave have a truly "greater movie season" ahead of us.

A

A

Fan

Slams

who
the

Highbrows

correspondent from Toledo, Ohio,
himself
herself
signs
or

—

"Memze," makes some interesting observations upon the attitude of the high-

brows, particularly as applied to motion
writes
Highbrows are people who can think of high-soundFor instance,
ing reasons for liking what they like.

pictures.

He

when you and I like jazz, it's N. G., and we have no
When the highbrows like it, what is
musical sense.
it ?
The beginning of American expressionism, music
which will become the folk songs of the people of
America.

When you

pick up a newspaper and
The
read a glowing tribute to a player who
Long, Long has given a remarkably fine performance in a motion picture, perhaps you
J{ oacl
feel that that player has gained recognition and is well on the road to success. Unfortunately,
and often after a signal success
that is not the case
a player struggles for a year or two before gaining
that is, fairly regua real foothold in his profession
Shearer, Zasu
Norma
contract.
lar engagements, or a

—

—

Pitts,

Malcolm Macgregor,

—

Jetta

Goudal

—

to

mention

only a few were discovered and lauded by film critics
long before they reached the security of being reguIt is interesting, therelarly sought by film producers.
fore, to note the fairly obscure players who are being
widely praised at present, for they may be the rising
Priscilla Bonner, of "Tarnish,"
stars of a year hence.
and more recently "Drusilla with a Million/' is being

When you

and

I

like

movies they are mass produc-

of sentimentality with no more art than a canWhen you and I are movie fans we
ning factory.
with
morons
a Pollyanna complex, unable to face
are

tions

the factor of
But, wait,

life.

some moonlight night

we'll be discovered

by The Knights of the Tall Forehead, and when we

wake up we won't know ourselves.
When we go around the corner to see Tom Mix,
Bill Hart, or Hoot Gibson, what will they be but symWe decide to take in Mary
bols of Western courage
!

Pickford's

latest.

What have we

here?

A

symbol of

American idealism
Well, we always knew the movies were good, but if
one of these daffydils of the elevated egg comes up
and tells us that anything is a symbol of anything,
we will tell them to go to a symbolical place of punishment in four letters.
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Photo by Hoover

A Unique
An

Figure in Pictures

illuminating study of Alice Calhoun, who, though she has been a star for years,

a huge fan following,

is

an obscure, almost unknown figure

By

—

A

—

—

Calhoun

?"

the

Hollywood screen colony.

Myrtle Gebhart

Compson, in blue? She's even pretthan on the screen.
And there's Nita Naldi.
Who could fail to recognize her? I do wish Ramon
Novarro would come in I'm crazy to see him."
girl at a corner table in the Montmartre attracted
me. Her simple brown frock faded into the background
beside the fashion parade of Hollywood beauty. Her
obvious eagerness contrasted with the boredom which
is de rigeur in a familiar crowd.
Not a tourist neither
voluble nor important enough.
The daughter of someLos Angeles business man, I decided. Her face seemed
vaguely trying to recall itself to my memory.
Her companion turned to me a girl, not in pictures, whom I knew.
"Know Alice
"Join us for luncheon," she called.
that Betty

IStier

in

and has

Alice Calhoun
I had seen her a time or two on
the screen, and knew that she had made a raft of pictures for Vitagraph; that she had quite a fan following.^
But during her three years in California I had never
seen her.
And I have met, at least casually, most
!

everybody connected with the West Coast studios, and
certainly their prominent people.
There is a story, a very interesting story, I think,
in her career.
It isn't a flowery, pretty story of a
personality thrust into the spotlight, publicized, ac-

—

corded homage and criticized the lot of most screen
Nor is it exactly
actresses who have popular appeal.
the bitter story of a star dethroned and utterly forgotten.

career has followed a road about halfway between these two extremes. It has been a fairly even

Her

:

A

Unique Figure

sort of path, with a few knolls and an occasional valley.
But it's a very lonely path because it isn't well traveled.
She is a unique figure in pictures. Unique in that,
beyond the day of the personality star, she maintained

continued presentation in Vitacould be so termed.
In that,
graph program
lived
she
star,
a life of total isolation from
though a
her stardom,

her

if

films

And thirdly, and to me the most vital
Hollywood.
factor concerning her because it is likely to be influential upon her future and because it is so unusual,
in that she built up one of the largest fan folio wings
of any person on the screen
by writing letters.
Not circumstances, nor wise management, nor exceptional ability, nor publicity, none of the methods
used to keep a player before the public, but merely
a girl's loneliness and her love of letter writing, are
responsible for the warm place which Alice Calhoun

—
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Pictures

in

—

infinitely more than that when
was promoted to stardom.
At that time Vitagraph had stars far more beautiful
and glamorous, of tried and proven public appeal
The star
Corinne Griffith, Alice Joyce, and others.
And
ascendency.
jealousy
over
system then was on the
the new twinkler was made manifest in numerous ways.
The youngster of fourteen, who lived away uptown
and, took the subway to the studio each morning, was
snubbed and ignored as being of no consequence. But
she must have had something beside the earnestness
with which she worked. For envy often is a tacit ad-

and

faction,

it

became

a short time later she

mission of a possible rivalry.
the queen of the lot sailed into the manager's
and delivered an oratorical flow to the effect that
Alice wasn't exceptionally pretty, couldn't act, had no
personality or any other attributes which would make
her worthy of the spotlight.
"So?" The manager chewed his cigar, and chuckled,
"I was a little uncertain before, but now I'm darned
sure.
If she's got enough to worry you, she's star

Once

office,

occupies in the hearts of her fans.
The letters that I receive and those sent to PicturePlay speak of that affection in no uncertain terms.
Her fans rebel that she isn't seen to better advantage.
They do not understand the peculiar conditions that material."
All they know is that they love her
she has faced.
"At that time I was unhappy over the attitude that
I encountered at the studio," Alice speaks of those days
and are hurt that she is not given more attention.
The line that recurs most often is this: "I had a with the tolerance that the years since, bringing a difletter
from Alice to-day," adding
ferent but equally hard struggle,
new
"I did so
that Alice had written about her
have developed in her.
ALICE CALHOUN IS UNIQUE
that
three
black
and
dress, or the
cats
want to make good,
to have peoIN PICTURES BECAUSE—
hurt,
I didn't
are her pets, or how she was having
like
me.
It
that
ple
Though a star, she has lived a
her car overhauled, or that she had
have the qualities to make friends-.
life of total isolation from Holly=
In short, those
a new candy recipe.
But now I can see that their jealousy
wood. A walk down Hollywood
letters, written in her own hand, were
really did me a lot of good.
It not
Boulevard is a treat to her.
filled
with the little things which
offiShe has built up one of the
my
stock
with
the
only boosted
largest followings in pictures prin=
make up the average girl's unimcials, but it helped me in other ways.
cipally because she delighted to
portant life.
They contained a few
"I couldn't afford to run with the
write, in her own hand, friendly,
references to her work, and such
chatty letters to her fans.
crowd that spent money, and besides,
comments upon Hollywood as a
Her secretary is her chum. She
felt
I wasn't invited to parties.
I
wouldn't think of going anywhere
visitor might write home.
awfully
left out of things.
that
And
without her.
That intrigued me. While many
condition continued after I came to
In a world of smartness and
players are conscientious in regard
glamour, Alice is frankly an aver=
Hollywood. But it saved my youth
age girl, with her naturalness un=
to having their fan mail taken care
and kept me from possibly getting
tarnished and her freshness un=
of by secretaries, Alice is the only
into bad company and making a mess
soiled.
one I have ever found who delights
of my life, as so many other girls
in answering letters personally.
One
of the movies have done."
week her mail bag brought her thirty-seven hundred
Three years ago she was sent to the West Coast.
letters.
I couldn't understand at first, in view of her
The Vitagraph studio is not located in Hollywood
relatively inconspicuous place on the screen, the reaproper, and a home was bought which would be conson for this loyalty to her.
Not until she said, "I venient to her work.
It isn't a movie star's home.
love to write letters.
I go out so little, and there
It's a small, white frame bungalow all cluttered up
isn't much else to do in the evenings, and I've made
with the things that a family accumulates.
It is such
so many wonderful friends that way."
a tiny house, and their needs are so few and so simple,

Then I began to see a glimmer of light. No
of duty, her fan mail.
It was a lonely girl's one
of contact with the world.
You fans who have
so faithful to her, you have done her a very
favor

how

her

letting

in

she looks at

write

to

you.

At

least,

labor

road
been
great

that

is

it.

Perhaps this intimacy has shattered the illusion which
most actors claim must be maintained in their public
relations
but it has brought Alice the greater good
;

of a deep affection.

To understand
to touch

briefly

her present position,

upon happenings

that

it

all

is

necessary

good Alice

Calhoun fans have pasted in their scrapbooks or engraved upon their memories.
Seven years ago a little pig-tailed, gingham-clad
Ohio girl of thirteen arrived in New York, with her
mother. By chance while they were renting an apartment a director saw her and was interested in her

—

—

For a year she did extra work
Eastern studios.
A contract to play leads for
Vitagraph at forty dollars a week was her first satismovie

at the

possibilities.

that they

do not even keep a maid.

Since my first meeting with her, I have dropped
in a number of times unexpectedly, when I thought
that Alice would be at home.
I was
rather curious
to test out my impression of her genuineness, for Hollywood, with its many artificialities, does breed skepticism.
Invariably I found her either writing letters or reading
a new novel or helping her mother.
That is her life,
aside from her work, with an occasional movie or theater party.
She has a few boy friends whom her
mother approves not of the picture crowd but has
never had a "beau."

—

—

Her

life has been more isolated than that of any
connected with the movies even in a capacity much
less important than that she occupied as a star of program pictures. A luncheon at the Montmartre or a

girl

walk down the Boulevard

is a treat.
As she says
of fun.
I feel like a tourist, having the
stars pointed out to me.
I read the papers and keep
up with what is doing at the other studios, but I sel-

"It's loads

dom go

visiting."

[Continued on page 105]
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What

Do Now?

Will Griffith

After several years of experience as an independent producer, the great D.
Players, and

important turning point

this

By

in his

Big Bull Elephant of the Films has joined the
herd again.
After launching along strange leadings that
twisted at times far from the box-office and the minds
of man in frivolous mood, the untamed one has returned to the proven pastures.

For

wisdom

Bold is not unlike the big bull eleseems to have an ancient and independent

Griffith the

He
in

piloting

personal

his

career,

W.

has joined

Famous

interest to his future work.

Gerrit Lloyd

THE
phant.

new

career lends

uninfluenced

by the school-book efficiencies of the minute. He scandalizes the newest accountants and shocks the most
recent graduates from the efficiency seminaries, he
puzzles and bewilders and exasperates those who would

For let this be remembered No creative worker in
great enterprise ever has worked so alone as has D. W.
Griffith.
While others of his trade have had splendidly
trained staffs at their command, Griffith selected his
own stories, generally without sufficient funds to buy
other than those rejected by his competitors; he has
written the scenarios cast the stories from talent not
considered worthy of contract by the larger companies,
except his leading man and woman financed the costs
in grotesque and merciless scrambles with the money
lenders selected his costumes laid out his sets, chosen
his locations, supervised all construction; directed every
inch of action in the films; edited it; titled it, and
then worked out the presentation as to running time
and music for delivery to the exhibitors. Yet he has
regularly produced more pictures than any other di:

;

;

;

;

to roll their own little logs, and carry their
pet freight.
Great is the roaring and the turmoil when the big
the crash of barriers
bull elephant starts forth alone
rector making comparable productions.
tossed aside, the splash of soft footD. W. Griffith knows the motion
ing where the new way is insecure,
picture more thoroughly than any
His reputation for
the rumble and trumpet of intense
other person.
Written
bulk of purpose on its way.
And
extravagance has girdled the gossip
nothing
about
D.
W.
Griffith,
but
when he has gone through, there
of the world, a legend founded on
big
have
ever
read
about
"the
we
At least
may be no pretty boulevard all hedged
exaggeration.
malicious
bull elephant" approaches in bril=
more acand trimmed behind him, but there
spent
twenty directors have
liance or interest this remarkable
than
is a new way broken for others to
pictures
tual money on single
study of the characteristics of the
But
come along in ease.
Griffith ever dreamed of doing.
master of all motion = picture di=
Through this new land of motion
his reputation with money is esrectors.
pictures
they
have
first,
tablished now, and nothing will ever
come
The author of this article has
Griffith,
the
Elephant,
sagacious,
change it. False it is, and false it
been closely associated with Mr.
determined and courageous, with the
can be proven, yet some day you will
Griffith for several years, and this
vitality to make a vehicle of his
find
it
smugly recorded in his
close association has made it pos=
curiosity.
Then comes De Mille,
epitaph
the tomb of Filmdom.
on
sible for him to write with a
the Royal Tiger, graceful, deft and
It
ancient of days, far
began
knowledge and authority that
decisive, stalking the public's fancy
wished to raise the
when
he
away
could never be attained by the cas=
with infallible thrift; and then shyly,
salary
of
Mary Pickford from
ual interviewer.

train

own

him

little

;

Much Has Been

:

with

gorgeous smoothness, comes
Ingram, the Deer, agile and speedy,
with frail aggressiveness and Cruze, the Moose, forceful and merry, capering along inviting waterways, pulling forth lily pads of entertainment
and Von Stroheim, the matchless Leopard, fiercely licking blood, and
cynically snarling his contempt for the weaker stomachs.
Perhaps no one but Barnum ever felt entirelv at
;

;

ease with a big bull elephant among his assets.
And
since the individual of yesterday is succeeded by the
organization of to-day, probably Famous PlayersLasky has sewed into its vast canopy the mantle of
Barnum, and welcomes Griffith back into the pasture
again.
Griffith returns this time along a trail paved with
mortgages.
He is heavy laden with debts, with his
services sold for a year to the welfare of his creditors.
His savings from all his vast work are shrunk to the
boundary posts of a small California ranch, which is
yet undecided whether to take up the white man's
burden of becoming a toiling lemon ranch, or cling
to the ease of a scenic spot primeval.
grand adventurer, this man, taking his food where
he found it, and struggling on alone but now he is
back again with a bench for himself at the biggest
dinner table in filmland. Behind him there is the roar
of money, louder than the snores of Midas.
Before
him there is a reservoir of trained talent, eager to serve
as a thousand fingers to his able hand.

A

;

thirty-five dollars to fifty dollars a
week. His employers insisted on discharging Mary "because no girl is worth that much
in pictures and besides, she has a large, square head
that looks too big for her body."
The record, however, is that the salary of Mary Pickford was raised
and that she continued in motion-picture work with
some degree of success.
The suspicion of extravagance was confirmed when
"this wasting fool, Griffith," insisted on hiring twentyfive horsemen instead of five in taking the first "long
It must be admitted that
shot" of a line of cavalry.
the reputation rests on a very broad base in the studio
census since nearly every player can convince you that
unscrupulously extravagant because he
Griffith
is
doesn't hire that particular player, and because he does
and nearly every director
hire the players he uses
can prove Griffith must be extravagant because he
makes good pictures and only the waste of money could
account for the difference between Griffith's pictures
;

and

their

When

own.

began making motion pictures, fifty
was the maxium to be spent on a film. Now, five
hundred thousand dollars is the minimum for a big
special.
He spent an average of six hours in making
his first films now he must spend six months.
Griffith

dollars

;

Though I do not speak with the sensitive accuracy
of one who has supplied him with money, I do believe
in the

presence of more proof than any other person

What

Will Griffith

Do Now?
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ever has had the opportunity of observing, that D. W.
Griffith is the most frugal of all directors
that he
gets more into the film for every dollar used than any
other director.
In ten years, the only film he has made without
raveled finance, is "Way Down East."
That work
made Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess so popular
that he immediately lost them to other producers.
The first returns from this picture
had to go toward repaying a loan,
and this most extravagant of directors began his next picture with exactly seventeen thousand dollars to
finance it
although "Way Down
East" ultimately earned more than
four times its cost.
The picture born with the seventeen-thousand-dollar spoon in its mouth was "Dream
;

;

Street."
With that money, he couldn't well
enter into very serious conversation with any
stars so he tagged a most likable young hope;

ful

named Ralph Graves

part.

the

And

for the leading male

Graves gave of

his best,

even

to

premium

of reading his Bible before the
taking of every scene, to the most talkative
disdain of an atheist who was an electrician
on the set.

of

But now there was no money for the rest
the cast, and no scenes could be taken

without the presence of the second male part. So this
mad waster of wealth, Griffith, solved that by hiring
a property boy, raising his wages from thirty-five to
fifty dollars a week, and creating for the films a very
fine actor indeed
Charles Emmett Mack.
So it went during the lean years while the big bull

—

away from

elephant was

And now

the herd.

back standing with expectant feet,
where the plot and money meet, in the powerful organization of Famous Players-Lasky
trained as no other
he

is

;

trained to make big films
experienced in
the resources of poverty, and now flooded with wealth
director

is

A

;

support of his talent; backed by the most perfect
organization of its kind in the world.
What will he do now?
Three things he has in the superlative Imagination,
courage, and industry.

characteristic sketch

of

in

D.

action,

W.

Griffith

drawn by

in

K. R.

Chamberlain.

:

When

characters were but far figures distinctively dressed, he conceived the audacity of
showing their faces to reveal the emotional
progress of the drama, though his camera man
quit in protest at such lunacy and the first audiences hissed their reproach for being disturbed
by something new. He recognized the fecundity
of film language and bred it from a tight little roll
of five hundred feet up to a group of twelve reels
of one thousand feet each. He sensed that films should
be freighted with a nobler treasure than novelty and
fun and drama that the camera could lens the scenery
of a nation's soul
and in black and white he photographed the first epic, known wherever there are human eyes, as "The Birth of a Nation." It pictured
the voiceless instincts of peoples more vividly than the
film

;

;

stripes

on

a

gingham

dress.

Then he confused and

affronted this world which stands dreaming from a
balcony and imagines itself thinking from a mountain
top, by a comet-thrust of his imagination which reduced itself to the film title, "Intolerance."
And he
took the welts of as sound a drubbing as ever was
given a bull elephant for wandering away from log
rolling.
It pinched his savings from a six-figure fortune to an I
U. That work frightened picturedom as
Rockefeller's fortune frightened a country bank.

O

With imagination, he has courage. He
dared to recognize the blood soldiers ever
under arms in the veins of the people
white and the people black in watchful
feud at a time when every one was saying "Good little black man, good little
white man, be nice together, for you are
brothers ;" but he showed it as a stitch
in a nation's heartache and not as box-office bait.
Again he showed a white soldier kissing a black
one, in his film, "The Greatest Thing in Life."
He made a Chinaman a hero when all the legends
of the theater and films were that a Chinaman must
always be a villain. Nor did he do it coweringly but
with such a spring of passion as to irritate an editor
into sewing his ideas with a Greenwich Village thimble
and devoting a column to rebuking Griffith as a Sa;

dist.

Incidentally, that film, a tragedy, called

"Broken

Blossoms," started a sleek-haired young leading man
in comedies into becoming a world-famous actor of
authentic talent, known as Richard Barthelmess.
Several directors have made one tragedy, and then
have gone forever galloping after the black figures in
even beGriffith began years ago
the bank book.
fore

his

and again
financial

film,
;

"Sands

o'

Dee"

—making

—

them again

even unto these recent days of his pernicious
when he told of the flat bellies and

anaemia,

What
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Will Griffith

Do Now?

tomb, about
ately

whom

it

is

so

informed accur-

easy to be

?

Around every

celebrity,

much

is

written,

largely inac-

curate perhaps, as succeeding generations of commentators
cynically expose.
In this regard, Napoleon has been most
liberally attended.
But greater than all the books on Napoleon, than the
massed volumes discussing Shakespeare; greater even
than the page-piled heights discussing Lincoln, is the library about the man Griffith and one incorrigibly ac-

—

curate.

In it there are no myths, anecdotes, hearsay, questioned .records or chance letters.
It is one vast and true
revelation of the man's innermost tide of life stroke-.
Here the man's soul unpockets its whims, beliefs, ambitions, and experiences, its joys, its strengths and itagonies.
It is the truest confession ever read; and read
by hundreds of millions.
This library is composed of the motion-picture films
published under the design "D. W. G.," numbering in
all more than a thousand.
The successful productive author may average perhaps
thirty novels
a little grove compared to Griffith's forest
of expression.
poet may publish one hundred poems,
mostly short, and generally rivered along one narrow
painter may hang one hundred canvases,
channel.
often a single character study in portrait, or a landscape,
or a scene to high-light some definite phase of humanity.
Griffith has told his opinions, his understandings and

—

A

A

sympathies
regarding
thousands of characters.
Over and over
again he has twined

''Broken Blossoms'

'
raised Richard
Barthelmess from the ranks of conventional
leading men to a real stardom.

the

of

of

lovers,

first

love to the flood

throws of passion. He
has
swaggered
with
the bold and the ambi-

of some Germans in
Wonderful?" with the
beauty and pride of an artist who
speaking
his
impressions
was

hearts

full

hearts

from the shy tremors

"Isn't Life

tious

jested

;

with the

lofty

and sneered with

rather

the

degenerate;

gown

schemed with the connivers and skulked with

dividend-bitten
than
the
formula: "Bust and leg and silken
palatial

;

sets,

somewhere

a

clown; a naughty scheme, a lover's
cheat
a knock-out scene, an end-

assassins

;

;

bowed

ing sweet."
The big bull elephant
was far from the log rolling that
time
and he certainly skewered
his kosher with the exhibitors.

humble
the

grieved
unfortunate;
;

;

;

;

knuckle.

What

will he do with them now?
Report is he will make first
"The Sorrows of Satan," Marie

Corelli's

tionalism

opulent highway of emoalong which to crank a

camera.*

To

estimate

the

one must

things

with

sung
wept

with the happy
sorrowful
with
the
and died with heroes
and cowards.
Again and again, he
has told it all. To the
world he has flown
aloft the strange banner of a human soul
a soul literally photoAnd all as
graphed.
part of a hard day's
work.

Courage and imagination he has,
and his industry is as plain as a
pig's

in

prayer with the

Griffith

know

the
For several years Carol Dempster has represented
things that are Griffith.
the Griffith heroine.
To the clan that bagpipes through
All of Griffith is in
the highlands of picturedom, Grifhis pictures.
And the
fith is a spiral mystery, up which they gaze with wonfilms that are of Griffith, are directed by a barefooted
der or disdain to behold ever new turnings.
boy of LaGrange, Kentucky.
man of mystery, they call him!
who has seized an empire in
is he, this lad
Yet where is there another man, in boots or under
the world of shadows?
will

do,

first

A

Griffith's "Sally of the Sawdust." reviewed elsewhere in this issue,
though made at the Famous Players' studio, is not to be counted
as beginning the new phase of his career.
Since he had given
up his own studio it was made at the Famous Players' studio by
special arrangement, in order to facilitate Mr. Griffith in concluding his contractual arrangements with United Artists, who
will release this production, the last of his independent series.

Who

His father was a bold, life-spending Confederate
cavalryman, forever hot upon the hazards always ready
He roused to war's
for a toss, whatever the risk.
pageant, enjoyed its honors, and suffered its penalties.
The material rewards were some fiftv-four wounds
;

;

What

Will Griffith

Do Now?
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which incapacitated him for active work; and the ruin of his
Colonel Jacob Wark Griffith was Irish and Welsh,
and a Southern gentleman. His reputation given me by a stout
old Scotchman is that he entertained and drank and danced with
a grace and flourish that enslaved the countryside until the sexton
stopped him for their material engagement.
His mother was Scotch of the Scotch, of the family of Oglesby
with the sturdy practicality, vigor, and mystic and poetic ideals
Her daughter says that her mother never stopped
of that race.
working, praying, and dreaming.
There you have Griffith a romantic warrior locked up in
Scotch idealism with the patient, thrifty caution of a Scotch tradesman, and the picturesque gambling audacities of a Welsh-Irish
The Scotchman looks after his time and work the
cavalier.
Irish-Welshman spends his money.
Destiny punished David W. Griffith with the luxuries of a
Since there were no motion
perfect motion-picture education.
might
not
conditions
be considered luxuries by
then,
the
pictures
standard.
another
house
father's
In his
such
mansions
many
were
as the mansions of hospitality and good taste in
finances.

—

;

;

social values that feed the
decencies in life. Few were
the books in the neighborhood and the few were
the older classics.
Every
one worked while there
was sun. Candles were an
important item of expense.
So the neighbors would
;

the actress may be,
the Griffith heroine is much the same
type of girl, sister to all those hero-

No matter who

She has
ines of youthful dreams.
been portrayed, at different times,
by the three players shown here
Carol Dempster, Mae Marsh, and

one household
to benefit by the expendigather

in

ture of a single candle.
The
elders
exercised
the privilege of reserving
the chairs.
The children
were on the floor, often
thriftily
under the table
when guests were numerous, as they always were.
Then would the classics
be read aloud.
Here was the ideal mo-

—

Lillian Gish.

tion-picture school in session
imaginative,
dreamy
the
boy lying in the dark comfortably on his back, listening
to all the great deeds and
emotions of man told with
the splendor and force of the
greatest masters.
And the
boy pictured them in his
dreams, never reducing these
immortals in their flights of

(

—

love, adventure, and strife, to
the pinched and squinty confines of inked type.
When the elders tired- of reading, or the candle appropriated
for the night was done, they would talk.
With their thoughts
still
stiff from the saddles of the wars, they talked of battles.
And lying in the dark, with the vivid mystery which darkness
inspires, there flashed through the imagination of the little boy-

director lying there,

gun-driven

the deeds

of

battle,

and

the rush

flare

of

conflict.

For him no mental bruise of reading the schoolbook- summary of war by clock in school.
He saw the battles, heard the "thunder, and struggled in the
The belch of cannon were the footlights for his
hot strife.
The tale of a troop of weary cavalry onvast stage of dreams.
warding under command grew in his vital dreams to a sky sewn
with horsemen thundering with golden banners on to victory.
Already he
Wise little director under the table in the dark
had been to the wars.
Then were first given wing the visions that later were caught
again in dramatic permanence as part of the film, "The Birth
They lived again in "Intolerance," and were reof a Nation."
The greatest battle scenes ever
vised in "Flearts of the World."
made have been done by Griffith, and they were created before
[Continued on page 116]
he was ten years old.
!

and Out

In

of the

Metro-Goldwyn's "Pretty Ladies" will show you, among other
Each player
things, what the Ziegfeld "Follies" looks like.
shown in the picture at the top of the page represents some wellknown "Follies" celebrity, some of whom such as Will Rogers
and Gallagher and Shean—every fan will recognize.

—

you suppose that the great Cecil De Mille had any idea that
some day he would direct such an undertaking as "The Teh
Commandments" or head a huge producing organization of his
own, when, at eight years of age, he had this picture taken?
Well, perhaps some eight-year-old boy in your family or neigh-

Do

borhood

is

destined for a career just as great!

Losing the title role of "Ben-Hur" did not mean oblivion for
George Walsh, as some harsh critics thought it would. He has
gone to work to make some more of those action pictures, with
a good deal of comedy in them, which gave him his first big
The picture above shows him in his first producreputation.
tion of this series, entitled "American Pluck."
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Film celebrities caught by the
camera while at work and at play.

One of the best all-around athletes in pictures is Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
He is going to demonstrate his skill as a rider in
"Wild Horse Mesa," in which he has a prominent role.

a group of celebrities as Metrothe photograph shown at the top
of this page, even though a dozen of their stars were away at
In the top row, from left to right, are: Cecil Holthe time.
land, Irving Hartley, Nigel de Brulier, Sidney Bracey, Roy Stew-

Few

show such
when they took

studies could

Goldwyn

did

Evelyn Pierce, Miss Dupont, Ford Sterling, William Haines,
Mitchell Lewis, Gertrude Olmstead, Sojin, Zasu Pitts, Lucille
La Seur, Creighton Hale, Ramon Novarro, Renee Adoree, Pat
Dale Fuller,
Seated:
OMalley, Sally O'Neil, Roy d'Arcy.
Charles Murray, Aileen Pringle, Lew. Cody, Claire Windsor,
John Gilbert, Frank Currier, Norma Shearer, Mae Busch, Eleanor
Boardman,- Matthew Betz, Tom Moore, and George K. Arthur.
art,

Ramon Novarro

will, in his next picture, depart from foreign
and will represent a young American in "The Midshipman." Novarro will appear as an Annapolis cadet throughout

roles,

the picture.
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In and

Out

of

the Studios

Here is another picture
of Novarro, taken in his
everyday
studio

attire,

the

in

Charles Albin,
a New York photographer.
The bust on the
table is one of Lillian
Gish,

of

made by an Italian
and owned by

sculptor,

Mr. Albin. In the background is one of Albin's
photographic

Mary

of

studies

Barrymore

John

Astor, in

and
a "Paola

and Francesca" pose. Another
of
Mr. Albin's
studies of Barrymore and
Miss Astor is reproduced
on page fifteen of this
magazine.

Did you see this interesting picture in the news reel a few weeks
ago? It is one of the most unusual ones ever made by International, and shows how, in war time, a dirigible may be proThe
tected from attack by airplanes by a smoke screen.
dirigible is the Los Angeles, and the screen was laid by a
United States Martin bomber. The picture was photographed
by a camera man in another Martin plane. It was made at
Washington, D. C, on June third.

One

of the biggest events

this year
pageant which
took place during the
convention
in
Shriners
in

Los Angeles

was

AR5 GRATIA

ARTIS

the

Of the scores of
entered in the long
parade, the prize was won
by this one, entered by
June.

floats

"GOLDWYN

MAYER

Metro

-

Goldwyn

-

Mayer.

O'Neil is shown
here, putting the finishing
touches on the familiar
Sally

Goldwyn

lion.

In and

Out

of

the
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Studios

Here are the Three Musketeers

United
the
organization.

of

Artists

None of the three has appeared in the last few
years often enough to suit
and

their loyal followers,

the fact that they will all

be seen this

fall is

dication that this

a Greater
in

reality

is

an

in-

to be

Movie Season
as

well

as

in

name.

Another recent announcement that the fans
that Charles

Ray

is

will

to be seen again in a series

appreciate

is

of pictures in

which he will be directed once more by Jerome Storm, and in
No
which he will appear again as the lovable country boy.
pictures were ever more generally popular than the first series
made by Ray and Storm, and every picture lover will join us in
hoping that the new series will be just 'as successful.

The perfect back controversy is likely to start
in again

with the release

The

of "Pretty Ladies."

Metro-Goldwyn company
say that no less a person than Florenz Ziegfeld, that clever connoisseur of modern feminine
loveliness,

selected

these

and
measure fourteen inches from
girls for the picture,

that their backs all

shoulder to shoulder.
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Breaking Through the Mist
Eleanor Boardman, whose early experiences had made her somewhat puzzled
and taciturn, speaks up with some crystal-like views on careers and things.

By Mona Gardner
an ordinary day and just an
JUST
prosaic ham sandwiches and milk.

ordinary lunch of
And then
"When I'm thirty-five years old I'm going to commit suicide," Eleanor Boardman calmly remarked.
And when the barrage of amazed glances and the smoke
screen of incredulity had subsided, she continued, slowly
and meditatively
"That is, if I'm still in pictures. You know, I think
age is the most ghastly thing in the world to a woman
trying to make money with her face.
She's the last one
to admit it to herself that her looks are fading.
She has
her face peeled, her hair hennaed, and goes around in
skirts to her knees trying to make people think she's an
ingenue. I tell you"4 girls, it's pitiful
and I don't want
to be like that."
Her earnest tone had sobered the little crowd about
her. And some one asked her "reasons.
She gave them
"Oh, I don't suppose I'd ever have thought about it
quite this way if it hadn't been for this part I've just
finished playing in 'The Circle.'
Mine is the young girl,
Mrs. Leslie Carter
of course, but there is an older one
played it on the stage the old woman whose youth and
beauty had been the only meal ticket she had ever had.
Well that made me think a bit.
"And then the other day I learned that Frankie Bailey
you know the girl who used to be the toast of Broadway because of her beautiful legs is living in a little
attic room over my dressmaker's shop.
Can you imagine
her thoughts after all her glory and the adulation of her
past to- have to crawl every night into a hole like that
after a weary round of agencies looking for little bits?
And she's not the only one the woods are full of them.
I won't do it, I tell you.
I'll either teach myself to do
something else which will bring in money and where age
!"
doesn't count or I'm going to get off the planet
Several others joined the party, and the subject as
sometimes happens was dropped. But, in the ensuing
banter one could note a pensive gleam in this girl's eye
and one kept thinking over her remark, because it was
unusual.
It wasn't like her to talk for effect, for she's not what
you might call talkative. Always there seems a veil about
her inner self
and few are those who have seen it
lowered even among her friends. It is a veil woven by
necessity, she said one day; the necessity of accomplishing what people said she couldn't do to be an actress.
They argued that she didn't look like one and consequently couldn't be although just what it is which trademarks one with histrionic ambitions no critic could define.
And so, two hours later, as we chatted on the set
while waiting for the camera to grind, I asked for more.
"I don't know exactly why I feel this way," she answered. "Everything seems to have come to me at once.
:

|

—

—

the evening, I don't get through until at least five
and
half the time it isn't until nearly six.
If I look at the
rushes in the projection room it's seven before I get away
from the studio and by the time I have dinner I'm too
tired to go anywhere or do anything but go to bed.

—

—

"Of course I go out now and then one has to do
some playing. And yet, if I go out, say, twice a week,
what time have I left for reading and other pursuits?"

As

she talked she toyed with a persistent curl which

hung, a

little rakishly, over one eye.
And, anticipating
the question, she continued
"Don't you dare to suggest the set to me.. I used to
be able to read between shots but I can't any more. The
noise gets on my nerves and there are so many interruptions that I forget what I'm reading. I can't concentrate

a

bit.

I

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

;

—

;

Of

course,

but

I

mean

that all these ideas undoubtedly have
been fermenting in the back of
mind for a long time,
I

my

think this picture crystallized

them

into

something

active.

"I don't know whether I can make vou understand,
exactly, but take this last year for example. I've worked
in nine feature pictures, just one after the other and
sometimes two at a time. Before I finish one I'm having
costume fittings for the next.
"I have to get up at seven in order to get here at the
studio and make up and be on the set by nine. Then, in

"I'm positively ashamed of myself. Every place I go
people are talking about the new books and I have to
change the subject just because I don't want them to
"
know how ignorant I am on the latest publications
!"
cry of "Camera
had interrupted her. Eugenia
Besserer began emoting to the grinding of the cranks.
And as she watched, Eleanor made scattering comments
here and there, meanwhile toying with the rich silver
lace on the gorgeous bouffant frock of black panne velvet
which she was wearing
"Isn't she splendid? Everything she does counts; not
Wait till you see the
a gesture nor a glance is wasted
"
picture you'll love her work
strand of pearl beads caught on a brooch in her
gown and in a moment were dripping on the floor.
property boy came running to help her collect them
at her insistence he brought her a needle and thread to
restring them.
"I hate jewelry," she said, disgustedly, as she began
If I had all the
"I never liked it.
the tedious task.
money in the world, I wouldn't buy a piece of it. Well,
I'd have a black-pearl ring and maybe one set in a small
I always feel like a
brooch, but not another thing.
trick horse dolled up for the show when they load all
!"'
these paste things on me

A

!

;

A

A

Petite Renee Adoree, in a full-skirted, brilliantly hued
gypsy costume, came wandering through the shadowy
maze of unlit sets and paused for a moment to chat, aiming a good-natured gibe or two in Eleanor's direction at

her industry.
"Renee, your hair looks a mess !" was Eleanor's re"Why in the world are you fixing it that way?"
tort.
"Oh, they said over in the costume department that
It doesn't
feel very natural.
it
was distinguished.
Really, do you think I ought to change it?"

"Did you have
see

how

it

a set of tests

photographs

?

I

think

made or some stills to
it makes you look much
;

looks terrible !"
This devastating honesty of Eleanor's has gotten her
To those inured to the polite
into many a studio scrape.
temporizings of social custom this trait is distinctly annoying and has made for her many a critic where she
should have had a friend. But, on the other hand, there
are those who find it delightful because it is turned with
equal force upon herself at times.
The scene over, the group was discussing a muchly
In the
heralded opening of a new play that evening.

older

!

It

Continued on page 112
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i'ho«eii>>ta*]»nieiFni.k

ALWAYS

Eleanor BoardGardner. But in the
story on the opposite page you are given some revealing glimpses of this girl and her character.

/i. man's

there seems a veil about

inner self," says

Mona

MAE

BUSCH

fleeting
ally get of

enough

to

had a chance to see more than the
glimpses visiting Hollywood players usu-

New York when
make a picture.

she stayed

in the

East long

37

r\

we say in Americanese, for she recently
contract with Universal to play leads,
five-year
a
signed
pretty," as

and, later on, star.

38

39

will have her new
Harlan, as a supplicating sweetheart, which probably will afford both of them a lot
of fun.

"Bobbed Hair,"
INhusband,
Kenneth

Marie Prevost

40

star in her.

1ILYAN TASHMAN,

whose

sophisticated

presence

* has added an extra dash of spirit to several light
comedies recently, plays a similar role in the Julian
Eltinge picture for Christie.

42

KATHLEEN KEY

and

Dorothy Manners worked

together before hardly any one had heard of either
of them, and in the story on the opposite page Miss
Manners tells you about her friend Kathleen.

«««*.b.b«ii

!

!
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The

Makes Good

Girl Friend

Kathleen

Key's

featured

prominence

writer a chance for one of those "I

in

knew

"Ben-Hur" gives the
her in obscurity*'

tales.

By Dorothy Manners

KATHLEEN KEY

and

I

first

met when we were

playing two of God's noblewomen for Fox with
Tom Mix and "Buck" Jones respectively. She
acknowledged the introduction by saying, "How do you

Miss Manners?" and I said, "How do you do,
Miss Key?"
Ever after that she called me Dorothy
and I called her Kathleen.
At that 'time Kathleen was a strange little kid with
huge eyes, the brow of a madonna and the temperament of a prima donna.
Mind, I don't say temper.
But she was given to deep and dark moods. She used
to make appointments with high-priced photographers
to have "studies" made at eleven o'clock, and at eleven
o'clock she would call up that she wasn't in the mood
to be "studied."
She knew all the electricians on the
lot by their nicknames and "Frankie," the dressingroom woman, was her boon companion, yet she could
freeze with a glance.
She had, and still has, one of
the keenest senses of humor I have ever encountered
in a girl but she could, and can, go into the doldrums
do,

of despair.

The first time I saw her I hated her. She came
shouting into the wardrobe, "Frankie— Frankie
Three
I got the lead with Tom Mix."
I
cheers for me.
could have killed her for that because I was trying
for that same lead with Mix myself
and she got it.
Later when I got a similar post with Buck Jones,
Kathleen told me that she had been considered for
that
and I got it. So we became friends after all.
There were a couple of young men around the lot,
I
in those days, who were in love with Kathleen.
don't think Kathleen was in love with either one of
them because she used to play them against one another with artful wile that would have done credit
to a Du Barry.
It certainly made things exciting for
including
the two young men who grew
the rest of us,
rosy when Kathleen smiled, and fainted when she
frowned.
After leaving Fox I didn't see Kathleen for several
I went out to Universal and I read where
months.
she had signed with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on a longterm contract; but one day I ran into her in somebody-or-other's office.
She was beautifully coated in
She
fur and looked very successful and also excited.
had just learned that she was to play Tirzah in "BenHur" and go to Rome with the company. She was
simply beside herself.
She said that she and one or
two of the other girls were taking French lessons "so
we can at least find our way around and not get gypped
in transit."
She was looking forward to it with the
same unabashed glee as a kid looks forward to Christmas. It was a wonderful experience for a young player
!

—

—

—and

a

young

girl.

That was a year ago.
"Oh, it was perfectly heavenly marvelous

!"

she told
"I wouldn't take anything in
lunch recently.
Since I have been back
the world for the experience.
people have said, 'After all, perhaps it would have
been better if you had not gone. You've been off the
screen a year and only for one picture, when you could
have been in several and constantly before the public'
But if I had it to do over again I'd say Rome for

me

at

—

me
"You know,

I

was

sort

of the charter

member

of

company.
I went over in the first batch when
George Walsh was Ben-Hur, and Bushman and I are
the only ones of the original guard who stuck
and I
owe that to June Mathis, the trip, the part everythat

—
—

thing.

funny when we first arrived over
settled and waited for something
to happen and nothing did.
We didn't get any word
from the studio about what was going on. All we
knew was that we weren't working and there wasn't
any immediate prospect of it in sight. But I wasn't
kicking," Kathleen proclaimed, picking around in an
iced lobster.
"I met some perfectly wonderful Italian
people, and got myself the most gorgeous apartment
you ever saw for a mere song.
"It was in an old palace owned by a family who
had lost a huge sum of money in a wildcat motion"It

was

there.

terribly

We

got

all

picture scheme.
When they discovered that the fortune they had handed over so trustfully was gone,
they turned their lovely palace into nine-room apartments.
I only had five rooms, though, because that
was about all the grandeur and impressiveness I could
bedroom was one of those real boudoirs
stand.
that they don't make any more, with walls of palegreen silk and exquisite furnishings. I tell you, I used
But I
to sit in that lovely place and just luxuriate.

My

saw

a lot of

Italy

too.

went all over by myself, and had a beautiful time
poking into this and that. The theaters were awfully
"I

know the language
understand pretty well what they were
Italy filled me with a great desire to go
And I'm going too, just as soon as I can

interesting, especially after I got to

well

enough

driving

at.

back again.
get away."

to

Florence, Naples, Rome, are at the tip of Kathleen's
tongue.
Counts and kings are pleasant reminiscences.
There was a report that Kathleen had become engaged
to one of the aforementioned counts, but she denies
"Nothing to it. Just at present I'm between love
it.
affairs."

She had been back in Hollywood only a short time
she was told to pack her things and be ready
to leave for the East within twenty-four hours to
make scenes for "The Midshipman," in which Ramon Novarro was to star while the final sets for "BenHur" were being constructed. Wild with excitement,
Kathleen scooped up enough clothes to last her several
weeks and departed on schedule.
"When I reached New York," she said, "I was rushed
down to the naval academy at Annapolis. I was so
The
tired when I arrived that I went straight to bed.
next morning I felt fine and all ready to enjoy my
I knew a commander and his wife, and expected
stay.
But my 'Ben-Hur' luck didn't
to have a great time.
hold.
After working one day in the picture, I found
out they didn't need me any more for academy scenes.
They immediately sent me back to New York and told
me I was to leave for the Coast in a few days. And
I was under the impression that we were going to make

when

the interiors in the East
"Well, you can imagine how much I saw of either
did manage to work in
I
Annapolis or New York.
a few plays, but what was that to one visiting New

all

Continued on page 116
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Virginia Valli's real

name

is

"Lady Luck;" she came

to

New

York

to

work and arrived for

the opening of her best picture.

Over the Teacups
relates the comings and goings of New York's
and hangs a laudatory wreath on Mr. Ziegfeld's brow.

Fanny the Fan
film colony

By The Bystander
any one," Fanny cautioned me when
DON'T
the
asked her why there were no familiar faces
I

tell

in

Japanese Garden at the Ritz at
they don't want their fun spoiled by
ing a lot of strangers coming up
But simply every
staring at them.
spends their afternoons up at the
pool in the Shelton."
"But
"All right," I promised.
why aren't we there?
-

And, as
particularly
were

a

tea time, "because

hav-

and
one

on

didn't offer any
good reason, there we

few minutes

later,

tri-

scenes for 'Headlines' in the pool
the Leviathan.
So Malcolm,
knowing that it would probably take
hours to get the lights arranged
ready to shoot the scenes, invited a
crowd over to go swimming, Alice
Joyce and her brother and a few
but when we
others were there
looked at the water that was just
the color of coffee we all lost in-

'

Fanny

we dangled our

"looks just dubby like the rest of us," she finished

umphantly, jumping out of her reach. Of course, Peggy
didn't, but why tell the truth? She might get conceited.
"Last week Malcolm MacGregor got up
swimming party," Fanny rambled on.
The only trouble with it was that no one
would swim. He and Virginia Lee
Corbin were supposed to make

talking as

feet over the edge

of the pool.

—

"California was never like this,"
Fanny observed, waving airily to
Edna Murphy just in time to spoil

"Who

Virginia Lee
she was in
and it completely ruined
the scene
a lovely pale-blue bathing suit. Virginia showed a lot of nerve doing
those scenes. She can't swim at all,
and yet she jumped right in, trusting to
Providence or Malcolm MacGregor to save

would expect
a nice dive.
to see picture stars wearing ordinary
bathing suits ? There is no chance

terest in

jumping

Corbin had

—

show off here.
You have to
wear the regulation pool suits or
you can't go in. Out in California
Carmel Myers has introduced the Conti-

to

in.

to because

nental fashion of wearing gaudy pajamas
Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe
her.
as beach robes and now every one is doing
"Virginia looks more like a child than
it.
They all vie with each other trying to
Helen Lee Worthing has gone
But even though she is a sub-subspring the gayest colors and most groever.
West to make a picture for
tesque designs.
deb at home, pictures give her a chance to
Universal.
"But here even a silken vampire like
step out and see what New York's^ night
Scenes for 'Headlines' were made in the
Peggy Kelly" and Peggy, who had just sat down next life is like
to Fanny, almost pushed her in the pool for that
Rue de la Paix and several other night clubs.

—

—
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—

"Speaking of night clubs" one subject leads to another with Fanny she's a self-winding conversationalist
"Texas Guinan has opened a club of her own
up on Forty-eighth Street and simply every one goes
there," she went on. "Simply every one, that is, but Barbara La Marr. Barbara was there the other night and
when Texas got to throwing those little wooden clappers around for people to applaud the show with, she
hit Barbara right on the nose.
That being one of the
best features she has, she didn't want to endanger it,
so she left.
And she told the door man she would
never be back.
"Barbara is awfully disheartened over the way her
last picture turned out.
She worked so hard on it,
and it looked so good in the rushes that she had high
hopes of a good picture. And then when it was shown
it was just more bad news for Barbara.
She .told her
company she simply had to have a vacation, got in her
Rolls-Royce, and left for parts unknown.

—

;

"Bet

know where

she has gone, though. 'Sonny,'
her adopted baby, had to be
sent up to Massachusetts with a nurse to escape the
heat.
That's probably where she is. Sonny is developing a talent for writing. He writes all over everything,
not excluding wallpaper and imported cretonne.
I
dare say in a few months or so he'll contribute an
I

Marvin

that's

to
best pal."
article
I

Carville,

some magazine on how

hadn't been paying

much

mother

his

attention to

his

is

Fanny

as I

was watching Peggy Kelly swim down the pool with
a few powerful strokes. As soon as she was out of
hearing distance, I asked what she was doing.
"She made 'The Phantom Lover' with Elsie Ferguson for Vitagraph," Fanny remarked idly, "and now
she's doing another.
Don't know the name.
But
speaking of titles "have you heard that somebody's
making a picture called 'Jazz You Like It?'"
"Somebody would do that," I admitted, a little en-

—

viously, to be sure, because I hadn't thought of

it.

"Be sure if you see Lois Wilson to say, 'Oh, yes,
Miss Wilson, Fve often heard of you. You're Diana
Kane's sister, aren't you?' She and Diana both get a
great kick out of it. Diana suffered so long by having
every one dismiss her with 'Oh, you're Lois Wilson's
sister.'
Diana's getting ahead steadily now. She plays
her biggest part in Bebe Daniels' next picture a Spanish vampire with a heart of gold.

—

"Gaze on Bebe in gorgeous clothes while you can.
She is going to look funny in 'Lovers in Quarantine.'
She wears clothes that look as though she had outgrown them and a perfectly awful, frowzy, bobbed
wig. The idea is that in the first part of the picture
she is one of those dreadful hoydens who thinks she
is

cute."

Fanny got up and

strolled over to the door wondering audibly what could be keeping Virginia Valli.
"Maybe she belongs to the working class to-day," I
suggested, "and couldn't come."
"Maybe," Fanny admitted.
"She doesn't look as
though she ever did a hard day's work in her life.
She made a picture with Thomas Meighan once before
and was delighted to be loaned to his company again.
It takes the worries of stardom off her shoulders for a

while."

"Worries?"

I

my

asked with one of

Fanny ignored me.

She

is

weeps over the troubles of the
can feel sorry for
or more is beyond

girls

best sneers, but

so sympathetic, she
stars,

who make

but

fairly

how any one

a thousand a

week

my

comprehension.
"Virginia's real name is 'Lady Luck,' " Fanny went

on.

"Whenever

good opens she

that isn't particularly

a picture of hers
is visiting her mother

in

Chicago or

Photo by Eugene R. Richee

Just as New Yorkers looked forward to having Pola Negri in
their midst for several months, she took a sudden notion to go
West, and went.

location.
But let a great one like
come along and here is Virginia in New York
She gets a bigger thrill out
basking in the applause.
of seeing her name in electric lights than any other girl

working out on
'Siege'

I

know.

have her here. I hate to think of her
going West again. But simply every one is going West
Westward the course of motion-picture producsoon.
"It's so nice to

tion

wends

its

way

"

"Leaving you without any playmates,"
Fanny being in an affable mood refused
cast.

I

to

added, but
be down-
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mental frame of mind," I suggested.
"What's
he like?"
"Haven't seen him, but according to Mae's description he is tall, handsome, brilliant, charming,
and a few other things."
"Fiances usually are."
"For no reason at all that reminds me," Fanny
went on, as she pulled her rubber cap on preparatory to diving in, "that there is a rumor floating
around here and there that Mae Murray and Bob
Leonard may get married again."
"And I thought he was going to marry Ruth
!"

Roland
"So did a

With

of people."

lot

Fanny dived

in and floated around
urge to talk seized her again.
"Who do you think has contributed more to the
motion-picture industry than any other one person?" she asked as she settled herself comfortably.
"And what," I asked, thoroughly bored by her
serious manner, "is the text for to-morrow?"

that

lazily until the

"Ziegfeld,

course,"

of

answered

she

herself.

Even though he discourhis shows f rom going on the screen,
look at the long procession of them who have.
And now his two chief comedians Leon Errol

"But not from
aged the girls in

choice.

—

—

and W. C. Fields are working in pictures. Ann
Pennington and Gilda Gray are both making picHelen Lee Worthing is well
tures in California.
big
success.
And now Flo Ziegfeld
the
to
on
road
himself has signed with Paramount to supervise the
making of pictures 'glorifying the American girl.'

"The

best part of it all is that in addition to
famous beauties in the pictures
Ziegfeld's
having
has
chosen to direct the first one.
been
Alan Dwan

ought to be great. Some one will have to start
New York for the New Yorkers' move'Save
a
Simply everything interesting about this
ment.
town is. being used in pictures and there won't be
any particular reason for out-of-towners coming
It

on here soon.
"A lot of companies
Gaze on Bebe

Daniels in gorgeous clothes while
to look

funny

in

"Lovers

in

you can; she

is

going

three.

I

suppose."
scenes right out on Fifth

"Have been making

Quarantine."

Avenue and on Broadway without letting the

''Bebe and Diana Kane won't forsake
us," she insisted. "Now if I could only
play bridge everything would be all
right.
Bebe
Those girls are sharks.
really doesn't need a picture star's salary.
She could make a good living playing or teaching bridge.

know that
passers-by
was
anything
unusual
happening. They mount
cameras

their

in

a taxi-

cab and shoot the action
with
for
their
scenes
crowds moving around,
not knowing that they
are being photographed.
"Bebe Daniels got some

"But isn't it terrible to have every
one else go West?
Pola Negri came
on here to make a picture, but she
changed her mind and went back West

wonderful shots that wav
'The Wild, Wild
for

again.
One night while she was here,
she didn't have a date
can you imagine
that?
so she took her secretary to see
'Abie's Irish Rose.'
And was Pola
shocked and chagrined like the rest of

—

—

"About

"

Girl.'

The

chief sufferer

in that picture

La

Rocque.

was Rod
He was

She

playing a taxicab driver

laughed so heartily that she ached all
the next day.
"Have vou heard about Mae Busch's
romance
She is engaged to marry
Henry King's brother and the weddin? is going to be some time in
the fall.
She just met him while
she was here making 'The Miracle of

and when he drove up in
front of the Astor Hotel

the

highbrows

Love.'

?

She

was

not.

another

title

put her in a senti-

rushed

Virginia Lee Corbin may be just a subdeb daughter at home, but making
scenes for "Headlines" took her on a

"

"Perhaps the

woman

out and hailed him beRod
fore Bebe could.

Photo by Apeda

grand tour of New York's night

clubs.
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told her he was engaged and instead of coming
back with the old wise crack, 'And I hope you will
be very happy,' she bawled him out for not taking
her.
'You think I look like a cheap skate who
wouldn't give you a big tip, don't you?' she raved

'You taxi drivers in New York make me
All the time she was raving at him the
camera was grinding. I hope they leave her in the
picture and that she sees it.
"Corinne Griffith had some funny experiences,
too, while she was making scenes for 'Classified.'
She and Jack Mulhall were riding .east on FortyShe argued that she
fourth Street in a roadster.
wanted to go one way and he insisted on taking
her another. The first time they did it, everything
was all right. Two or three old bookmakers, who
were hanging around a corner reading the Daily
Racing Form, strolled into the scene unconsciously,
and the traffic cop who had been tipped off that
paid no attenit was a picture company at work
But by the time they had driven
tion to them.
around the block and come back for a retake, the
shift had changed and a new officer was on duty.
When Mulhall refused to take her the way she
wanted to go, the officer broke into the scene and
called him. 'You heard the lady say she wanted to
go that way? What do you mean not doing as
she asked?' Mulhall had presence of mind enough
not to spoil the scene by explaining to him that it
was all as a scenario writer had planned it. He
defied the officer, making the scene much better."
"I'm surprised you didn't crash into some of
those scenes," I murmured.
"I did.
Just as I was coming out of the Algonquin after luncheon one day, Corinne's secretary
called to me from the limousine that was following
Traffic stopped opportunely
Corinne in a scene.
and I got in and rode around all afternoon."
"And now your public will have another chance
to see you," I said, not without bitterness.
"Not much," Fanny remarked with regret. "I
at him.

tired

!'

—

doubt

if

—

the car will show."

—
advantages — or

The crowd was beginning to thin out going, no
doubt, up to Edna Murphy's room for dinner.
Living at the Shelton has
advantages if you will
take an inhospitable view
of the whole thing. Mobs
drop in on Edna whenever
they tire of swimming.

—

its

Mary Astor was the only member of the cast of "Don
who was in New York for its opening.

"It

want to take a
you can do Allene
Ray a good turn," Fanny
suggested.
"She's work"If you

ing in 'Play Ball,' a picture written by John McGraw of the Giants and
she's simply distracted because some one ran off to
Porto Rico with her costumes.
Some of them
cannot be replaced she'll
need them in a week or two

the

who

like

this.

They

got soiled

wrong room and that
got them had blissfully

the

people

sailed

away

Porto Rico with them."
"Nice for the people who got them.
I hope they fit," I remarked, always taking the wrong side of an argument.
But Fanny wouldn't stop to argue. It
had just occurred to her that it was
Thursday afternoon and that Lila Lee
would be holding a reception and giving
out autographed photographs on the
to

—

—

and some one will simply
have to go after them.

Disheartened because her last picture
critics,

Barbara La Marr has gone away on
an extended motor trip and won't
come back until she has a scenario
that suits her.

was

Q"

one day in a scene so Allene sent them
to the cleaner's at her hotel, urging them
to get them back to her in a hurry.
After several days she phoned and
found that they had been delivered to

trip,

disappointed her as well as the

dis-

stage of the theater where she is playing
in "The Bride Retires."
"Let's go over and kid Lila," she suggested.

"You can go
torted haughtily.

if

you want

to," I re-

"Lois Wilson and I

Continued on page 107
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Even the Theater Guild has gone

On

the

A review

in

New

of the

seasons, like most everything else
look good when they're far away.
It's wonderful how bright a stage year can seem
when you are either looking back at it through the past
or forward at it through the future. All year long the
dramatic critics kick and scream and bite the ushers
because the plays are (a) so bad themselves, (b) so
terribly produced, and (c, and so on down the alphabet)
so frightfully acted, costumed, and stage managed on
at least twenty-four different counts.
But when summer begins and the openings start to
be fewer and far between, the man on the aisle gets a
fit
of fond recollections and suddenly discovers that
this season which has just drawn its last breath was the
most brilliant stage year that ever struck Broadway.
It isn't just the pious idea of speaking well of the dead
the reviewer honestly believes it.
As a matter of common sense, I know, of course, that there have been
years just as rich in dramatic material as this one.
But when I started to look over the old files of reviews
from August, 1924, when the season began, to the present date, when it is just ending, I began to get as sappy
as an old college grad over the opening nights that have
passed into dramatic history..
In thinking them over, the spotlight seems to fall on
the following memories
The hulking, shambling figure of Louis Wolheim in
"What Price Glory?"
Pauline Lord and the moment when her nerve fails
her in "They Knew What They Wanted."
The scene between Ernest Truex and his wife in
all

"The

Fall Guy."
O. P. Heggie in

"Old Man Minick" and "A Bit of
Love" and "Trelawny of the Wells" in fact, O. P.
Heggie in most anything.

—

York

Alisorf Smith

THEATRICAL
life,

"The Garrick Gaieties."

in

season which has just closed,

By
in

for variety

Frank Morgan's

bit

of silken, diabolical satire in

"The

Firebrand."

The

last

act of

man's gallant

"The Dark Angel," with

the blind

fight to conceal his blindness.

Mary Kennedy and her uncommonly graphic piece
of characterization in "The Blue Peter."
Katherine Cornell's unforgetable picture of Candida
in the costumes and background of its period,
June Walker, dancing out her jazz tragedy in "Processional."

Fannie Brice, "a bad woman but good company," in
"Music Box Revue."
The sudden arrival of a new young actress with Helen
Chandler in "The Wild Duck."'
The moment when Alfred Lunt abandons his Russian comedy in "The Guardsman" and tries to force
the

himself to a belief in his wife's fidelity.
"Old English" and the sympathetic picture which
George Arliss made of the old roue in the title role.
W. C. Fields, who gives in the Ziegfeld "Follies" a
study of the harassed head of an American family which
is quite as real as anvthing in "Main Street" or "Babbitt."

from the old English plays made so
and contemporary in "Love for Love" and "The

All the echoes
real

Critic."

There were other high lights, of course, but these
seem the most vivid. And, looking them over, they
seem to give more than the usual share of worth-while
moments in a past season. But if the year had some
of the brightest spots for many seasons, it also reached
There
the lowest depths for impossible productions.
about
theatergoer
went
chronic
was one week when the
slowly
being
who
was
look
one
hunted
of
with the

On

the

New York

driven mad by the horrors of the things he saw at night.
That was the week when a long-suffering audience could
stand it no longer, and broke into frank hisses and boos
for the atrocities unfolded before them on the stage.
"Thrills," and "Flesh," and "The Loves of Lulu" cer-

among the first-nighters.
after the reception these experiments received, we
have every reason to believe that nothing of the kind
will be repeated in the season that is soon to begin.
tainly raised the casualty list

But

There was also the

fight against risque plays

which

and chased at least one ambitious
the boards. This was "A Good Bad Woman"

started the play jury

drama

—a

off
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stage presence which may result in a creditable piece of
acting before the footlights.
But the screen stars who
went to the play expecting to see one of her characteristic sympathetic roles probably had the shock of their
young lives. It seemed an extremely shortsighted move
on the part of her producers to bring her out in a play
which was too feeble to please the average Broadway
audience and too cynical to get a hand from her film

fans.

Among the other stage appearances identified with
the screen was the debut of Flora Le Breton in a Cinderella play which did little more than establish the
fact that the English
actress was extremely
amiable.
pretty and

of
wasn't
worth considering at
as a test
all except
It belonged to
case.
a long list of worthstupid

piece

which

filth

Since then she has appeared in several
screen roles, the most
successful being the
part of the cockney

productions

less

whose only
was

box-office

of this battle, but
there is every reason

model in "The White
Monkey." For me, at
least, she was almost
the only redeeming
feature in that most
unfortunate and inex-

may

cusable insult to Gals-

value

ap-

their

peal to unclean minds.
It is too early yet to
be sure of the results

to believe that

it

teach the producers of
such trash to wat)ch
their step through the
new season.
In this connection,
it is curious to note
that the two motion-

stars

picture

made

the

spicuous
in .stage
vehicles

worthy.
Frances

year

in "The Best
People" just before
she started her career
on the screen. Something must be allowed

who

most conappearance

for inexperience in a
new medium, but in
the specimens of her

chose

plays

movie work that I
have seen thus far
she seems far more at
home on the stage. It

would

that

send the screen censors into fits of horri-

One

hysterics.

fied

was James Kirkwood,

who appeared

'

Be-

in

Howard

rounded out the

also

production of
"Ladies of the Evening" an excessively
frank study of "the
oldest profession
in
the world," which
lasco's

may be a certain selfbefore
consciousness
•the

camera that gives

her

—

that

stilted

peculiarly

manner

her

in

whatever
the cause, her work in

all
the more
conservative critic's to
scolding Mr. Belasco
for bringing out such
material on his stage.

started

film

roles

the

film

;

version

of

"The Swan" had

lit-

of the spontaneous
grace that she brought
to "The Best People"
on the stage.
tle

Mr. Kirkwood gave a
restrained and

The

digni-

fact,

performance
in
his work and that

of

Edna;

fied

;

A

striking tableau in the

Ziegfeld "Follies.

the revivals

Hibbard

were the only redeeming features in an obvious bit of
rubbish.

The second arrival from the movies was Lila Lee, who
made her stage debut in a French translation called
"The Bride Retires." It was the sort of thing that
its
defenders busy explaining that "it doesn't
sound so bad in French." However that may be, the
English version sounded not only pretty bad but in-

keeps

credibly dull

new

and

silly.

Miss Lee did her best with the role under the circumstances.
She looked even more beautiful than she
does on the screen, and she has proved that she has a

musical

year

was divided between
ettas

done

of

oper-

in the old-

time manner and the very latest elaborations in the typi-

Broadway revues.
"The Student Prince," a musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," was an immense success, and so was "The
Love Song," which featured the life and works of
Offenbach as "Blossom Time" did that of Schubert.
The lusty revival of Gilbert and Sullivan was one of
The
the most cheering episodes of the stage year.

cal

Provincetown Players started it with a presentation of
"Patience," and the Shuberts took the cue with "The
Mikado" and "Princess Ida." That last was not a success
for some reason the music and patter based on
;

On
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Tennyson's poem didn't catch the popular fancy, though
there were plenty of individuals who- found it delightful.
But "The Mikado" was a riotous hit— as it deserved
to be.
One of the best features of all this is that it has
encouraged the producers to bring out more Gilbert
and Sullivan operas and among them "Pinafore" for
next season.
"Rose-Marie," the phenomenal musical hit of the
year, shows every sign of running straight through another season.
It has Mary Ellis
a former Metropolitan singer a lively cast, and the sort of music that the
audience can hum on the way home if there is nobody
to stop them.
Of the two George Gershwin shows, "Lady Be Good"
leads its rival, "Tell Me More," by several thousand
box-office votes.
They seemed equally amusing to me,
with extremely pointed and sophisticated books and the
sort of music that only Gershwin is writing these days.
Then there were the usual groups of "Follies" and
"Scandals" and "Gaieties" all very much alike and all
crowding the theaters to capacity. New vogues in musical shows come and go but this type of Broadway revue
never seems to lose its appeal for the native New Yorker
and the out-of-town buyer, tourist, business man, and
visiting firemen.

"The Youngest," a pleasant bit of fluff about a
younger son in a dominating household, and "The Far
Cry," a story of restless unruly Americans living
aboard, are now being adapted for the screen.
"Old
Man Minick" has already appeared as a screen play,
and a beautiful piece of work, they made of it, I think
-.in fact, one of the most genuine and touching movies
I have seen for years.
"Moonflower," which was played
on the stage with Elsie Ferguson, has emerged on the
screen in such a garbled version that its own Hungarian
father wouldn't know it. "Cape Smoke," a weird drama
of African witchcraft, ought to make a startling movie
and has been bought presumably for that very pur-

The movies have found excellent picking for screen
plays in the current shows on Broadway.
Some of the
stage plays were snapped up by the films almost before
the curtain rose on their opening night and many of
them were completed while the stage season was only
just getting under way.
Among the more important purchases that I remember are "Aloma of the South Seas," which Goldwyn expects to make into an elaborate white-and-tan romance.
"The Dark Angel" was bought at once by First National and seems to have every chance for a colorful
movie, though I understand that there was some difficulty in adapting it to please the censors, for its plot
hinges on the fact that the girl was not married to the
hero of a war-time adventure.
However, if they could
make "Without Benefit of Clergy" technically legitimate,
they will probably find some solution to this problem.

The season stopped abruptly this year, what with the
early heat wave and the natural timidity of the managers
at the idea of risking a new production in a parched
and wilted Broadway. There are plenty of promising
plays being tried out in the dog towns, which are the

—

—

—

—

—

pose.

But the best example of the screen's triumph over the
stage for this year, you find in "Peter Pan." The screen
version with Betty Bronson was so much better than the
stage production with Marilyn Miller that even the
dramatic critics noticed. This, in spite of the fact that
most of the Barrie lines were lost to the screen. But
their spirit was recaptured in the subtle and genuine
work of the star and her director, which proves that
fidelity to a script isn't necessarily a matter of dialogue.

—

obliging

little

suburbs around Manhattan, and San Fran-

a flourishing summer seaRialto, the openings have
been confined to those unfortunate newcomers who crept
The success
in apologetically and lasted about a week.
of the screen version of "Charley's Aunt" led to a revival of the English comedy which has held on pretty
well, proving that there is life in the old girl yet, even
before the footlights. But apart from this, the successful productions have been melted off the stage to make
room for the typical midsummer revues of George
White, the Schuberts, and the reliable Mr. Ziegfeld.

cisco,

son.

we understand, has had
But, on the New York

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
By C.

USED to bet on horses,
I

And

L.

but I always lost my tin
used to bet on Bryan, but he couldn't ever win
when I backed a pugilist they always knocked him
;

Edson
I

ball

games

that

I

wagered on were thrown, and

And now

am

I
I

final

that.

Oh, the show
Oh, the show
Oh, the motion-picture show
!

!

!

you're seeking satisfaction

it's

the only place to go.

In the middle of my fun
the show-down, with the joker.
And they always
took my mon.

used to bet on poker.

Came

took

myself

a

!

can always cop a queen
can trust 'em, I can love them,
;

I

can

know

that they

are fair

They won't unstrap a wooden

leg nor lay aside their

hair

my pockets nor my pay check rashly
spend.
The darling in the fillums is a darling to the end.
She'll give me smiles and laughter,
And she'll never black my eye;
So I'll put my trust, hereafter,
In the fillums till I die.
Oh, the show Oh, the show
Oh, the motion-picture show
When you're seeking satisfaction it's the only place

They cannot pick

!

I

I

and I'm done with married

a cynic

!

bean
For my hero never chooses for to do me double face,
And my entry never loses at the finish of the race.
Though his chances may look thinner than the villain's
with his gat.
Still he finally lands a winner, you can bet vour life on

When

I

But the screen
Oh, the screen
Oh, the motion-picture screen
In the wonderland of pictures

—

my

women and

I

But the screen oh, the screen,
Oh, the motion-picture screen
I can always pick a winner there
bet

on

life.

got sold.

And

next

wife

cold,

The

gambled

to go.

—
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Elinor Glyn's pictures always attract the socially prominent.

This scene, representing a court garden,

numbers several extras of noble blood among

its

atmosphere.

Looking on with an Extra Girl
She moves amid the stately, fashionable atmosphere of "Four Flaming Days,"
and now understands why Elinor Glyn is known as the female De Mille.

By Margaret Reid

HAVE

you noticed that when an interviewer

afflicted, we shall say, with indigestion or rejected
manuscripts has desperate need of a vent for
biting, virulent phrases, the result is a scathing analysis

—

—

Madame Elinor Glyn her
Madame is a gentlewoman and

That
and works.
would, herself, endure
the lash rather than ungallantly misquote, misunderstand,
or misrepresent, seems only to spur them to sharper
witticisms.
The real Madame is ignored sacrificed to
the smart denunciation of the qualities that do not apof

life

—

peal individually.

But here
speak

in

Hollywood we

— professionals, but
—know Elinor Glyn herI

all

in particular of the extras

Madame

the hard-working, the enthusiastic, the
untiring, the despotic, the charming, and Madame the
self.

clever,

who

is

Metro-Goldwyn's Cecil De

Mille.

work in her production, "Four
I recently finished
Flaming Days." It was two and a half weeks of almost
the hardest labor I have ever done. When I came home,
from an aching,
I could not stand, or move, or think
hurting tiredness of body and mind. Yet, inherently resentful as I am of the shadow of work, I no more

—

regretted the job that had caused it than I regret the
For I had
price of a ticket to a whopping good show.
more than my effort's worth in entertainment, in novelty, in

excitement.

for nothing has Madame Glyn been dubbed "the
Her aristocratic finger on the infemale De Mille."

Not

sistent, uncertain pulse of the public and her heart and
head on the fashioning of the most palatable delicacies

for their pleasure of the
at the

box

office.

moment, her name

rivals Cecil's

way at least, she begins
The latter's ladies and gen-

But, in one

where De Mille leaves

off.

tlemen and "life in high society" are portrayed as seen
by the romantic housemaid. Mrs. Glyn's gentry are portrayed "as is" and as often as not by bona-fide members.
There are no amusing discrepancies of procedure
and no inferior taste in the Glyn society dramas, and,
oddly enough, the public seems willing to forsake the
erotic amplitude of the one for the suave dignity of the

—

—

other.

All of which serves to introduce the fact that

Madame

knows a lady when she sees one, and if a girl does not
out
look, move, and act according to Emily Price Post
Chewing gum,
with her, out of the office, the studio.
slang, and excess make-up must be left behind when

—

One's quietest
seeking a job in a Glyn production.
clothes and manner are carefully prepared and paraded.
Especially on this last picture, when the openings were
for court ladies for a mythical kingdom.
For several days there had been an almost constant
procession from the casting office across the lot to the
door marked "Mrs. Glyn

;"

processions ending, after a

suitable wait in the neat outer office, in the richly conservative inner sanctum. Here Madame herself received

you, graciously, pleasantly, and all the while her slender
green eyes narrowly losing nothing of your appearance
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and manner. A minute, two minutes, a brief silence,
and you are dismissed praying mightily to receive that
precious blue wardrobe slip in the outer office.

—

my

dears, by the grace of God who
Irish, I apparently gave a brief and successful
of a lady for Mrs. Glyn.
For on my way out
warded with the little paper and instructions

Well,

loves the

portrayal
I

was

re-

to repair

wardrobe.
After having my measurements taken I joined the
other twenty-nine ladies of the court in the casting office
where the supreme jewel awaited us. This was an aweinspiring paper covered with involved 'details that, when
autographed, bound each girl to the Metro-GoldwynMayer Corporation for as long as she was needed in
''Four Flaming Days." Signing extra players on contract
is a very rare occurrence and is only done when it is
essential that the same people be available for any scenes
requiring atmosphere. That we made much less money
and received no extra pay for overtime work did nothing

to the

to

mar the fact that we were under
The following Sunday a

special dress inspection

We

ordered.

gowns

— formal,

G.

M.

the balcony fronting the dressing rooms and looking out
over the lawns to the stage to the sanctum of the hairdressers.
Here with false hair of perfect match our
heads, too, attain a patrician dignity.
In the midst of
these rites shouts drift up from below: "All the ConwayGlyn people on the set !" Clamor, despair, and inconceivable chaos follow upon this.
No one seems to be
ready, and in frantic fever the hairdressers' hands race
nobly. Then the rush down the stairs.
The first scenes were in the enormous, classically
simple throne room of the king (Edward Connelly).
The long sweep of polished black floor led up broad,
silvery steps to the two royal chairs with the great, silver
sunburst behind them. Forming a lane along the floor
from the cameras to the throne the courtiers stood. Diplomats with glittering orders, four brands of soldiery in
tight and handsome uniforms, swarthy Indians in bright
turbans and brighter jewels, velvet-and-satin-clad pages,
and the ladies in their politely elegant splendor.
The first shot was the arrival of the king's betrothed
princess
a
played
by

—

—

—

—

Eleanor Boardman. Eleanor

was

Boardman looking

donned our
dignified

all

the way
princesses should look

gowns

court

we

M.

contract to

Girl

and

were

laden
with jewels and
important - looking orders, we
had
hair
our
dressed in high,
severe
fashion,
and finally gathered on the lawn
in front of the
wardrobe department for Madame's approval.

do.

The

gowns and

coif-

—

seldom

be better suited
to the embellish-

ments of royalty,
for Eleanor has
an inherent dignity

of

mood

demeanor
and
and unconscious
poise.
She is
sure

quietly

in

every word and

move

and she
undoubtedly has
a great advan-

Mrs. Glyn was
enchanted.

so

No one could

tage in looking

fures
which she
herself had designed certainly
erased all traces of Holly-

brown hair was covered by

wood very effectively.
"You have never seen

exceedingly fine and
a wig
Her
shining and golden.

to coin a phrase
like a lady.
Her own soft

—

—

anything

like

any other

Madame

yourselves on

—

Elinor Glyn, Director Jack

have you?"

set,

exclaimed.

"You

Conway, and Margaret Reid snapped

on the set of "Four Flaming Days."

willowy
plicable,

—

are entirely distinctive.
No, no do not pull the hair
over your ears
And it must be up off the forehead
for that is the sign of a lady."
Here she drew a girl's coiffure higher, there rearranged a train smoothing off, with magic fingers, the
last remaining rough edges.
!

—

"An
walk

erect carriage, I insist.
dignified and graceful.

—

Back

straight,

And

gloves

head erect,
where are

—

they? Gloves naturally!"
After an hour of careful, painstaking survey and correction

— we

figure,

were pronounced "perfect, perfect"

in

Ma-

dame's low, yet vehement, English. The call was given,
the day and hour work would begin, and the flag was

waved on the preliminaries.
At seven thirty of the starting day we trudged through
the gates
and we were destined not to take them in the
other direction until a weary eight o'clock that night

—

over to the wardrobe for our gowns, gloves, and jewels.
Up the stairs of the dressing-room building to little
dressing rooms, each housing four.
Out again very
from thence up
regal and courtly from the neek down
various of the newest bobs in morning disarray. Along

—

—

to

which the term

is,

for

once, apin cling-

was robed

ing metal cloth the exact shade of the wig.
As she
walked to the throne with a light, floating tread, and
later glided through a quaint dance, she looked like nothing more human than a fragile, scented water lily. When
you see the picture, watch for her curtsy. It is one
of the most satisfactory things I have ever seen.
sort
of breathless subsiding, as silkenly exquisite as the soft
descent of petals. If you are an epicure of classic perfection don't miss it.
Having given you the parable of the princess and her
curtsy
I shall quickly proceed to the hero of the piece,
whose manly qualities can inspire no flights of pseudopoesy. Conrad Nagel you know a regular fellow, even
if he is snifty to extras.
For that matter, why shouldn't
he be ?
or us, as we are more commonly known
extras have a habit of pigeonholing players in two holes
those who are pleasant to us and those who aren't.
Which, on reflection, is rankly unfair. That they should
not be allowed the boon of choosing their companions
and ignoring the uninteresting, seems suspiciously like
a rock flying out the door of a glass house.
Mr. Nagel was a stunning object in his red-and-white

A

—

—

We —

—

,

—

a
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Girl

uniform and his close, blond mustache. A very princely
looking young man, he was, with a deep, melodious voice
Between shots he sat in a
that is sadly lost to his fans.
quiet corner and read
a very dignified person, one
would think. But now and then, at the finish of a scene,
he would execute a- foolish dance step or pull a dreadful
face, which did much to elevate him in the eyes of us

And then there is a gentle English
baronet Gerald Gr,ove, Lord Claude Hamilton, equerry
to the Prince of Wales, and Harry Crocker, handsome
young scion of the famous banking family of San

the majority of whom, I regret to say,
the audience
judge the democracy of a leading man by
inclined
to
are
the number of electricians he slaps on the back.

Goldwyn-Mayer

—

—

Mr. Nagel was especially alluring,
was by members of the royal family.
ward Connelly, the king, Carrie Clark

surrounded as he
These were Ed-

Warde,

—

his sister,

and Jack and Ethel last names unplayed his two twelve-year-old daughters.
Mrs. Glyn had decreed, for story purposes, that all royalty in this mythical
country be distinguished by large, flapping
in fact,
ears, and powerful, protruding
buck teeth. Even putty and false as
they were, the effect was ludicrously
Young Jack and Ethel,
appalling.
who had been chosen from all available children as having the least apparent beauty, had moments of
sheer ecstasy popping the teeth out
in front of unsuspecting onlookers.
After a few trials this was done
with gruesome ease, and added considerable to their charm.
Dale Fuller, <
odd, arresting personality with much ma
netism, played their governess. She fussi
over them humorously between shots,
well as when the camera was grind
Especially over Jack, whose demoniac
mor was exciting, to say the least.
softer moods he had a penchant for ballads,

David Mir,

known

his son,

—who

tears in his eyes.

—

Near the camera Mrs. Glyn was entertainIt really must be ading the Duchess of Sutherland.
Francisco.

mitted that

to learn

in the throes of

—which
—

"Tea for Two"

—

Here the girl
tried to sneak a more flattering
line with a curl over the ear, is shamed
and the curl pinned back by Ma-

fore us, like children at school.

who

—

own hand. Here are we minutely inspected by those keen, green
eyes that see everything.
At Mrs. Glyn's side is always Jack
Conway, the young director. And be-

dame's

side

the

—

—

Madame.

On the
staircase

back

—

lot.

fifth

day we moved

outside

Here

to a great
the palace, on the
the Bolshevists who

were to be our death were assembled,
three hundred strong, at the foot of
the red-carpeted stairs where we stood.
At their head were Arthur Edmund
Carew, a somber, quiet man of refreshingly suave dignity, and Anielka
Elter, whose eyes Von Stroheim called
She
the wickedest he had ever seen.
Vienna
.in
star
formerly
a
was
tense, tragic-faced little thing with a
contrasting humor.
Here the mob of dirty, more-thanslightly odorous rebels began to demolforcing up the steps through
ish us
the clashing swords of the soldiers,
yelling, cursing, and stampeding with

—

—

The biggest thing about "Four
Flaming Days" is Cal Plimpton,
tall, who is
Madame Glyn's newest discovery.

seven feet, three inches

mother and father, his grandmother and two sisters
were killed before his eyes by Bolshevists, how he was
put to work in the mines, with heavy chains on his feet,
and the lash on his back. Surprisingly simple and childlike he is, naively happy in this new peace and sunlight,
pinging strange, wild Russian songs
but sometimes with

—

—

Todd, who looks like the Prince of
Wales, and Kelly the red-haired,
belligerent-lipped, and quick-tempered.
And somewhere about Ulric Busch,
the young production manager and
husband of Eileen Percy, prayed to a
stern Heaven that work would begin
But always, first, you saw
soon.

forget his own noble birth in this strange,
enticing work.
That gentle, drooping lady
like a Grecian frieze in her classic silver

his

him Chester Lyons, Madame's
camera man. By him would be
two assistant directors young

special

—

—

Madame

—

some gentleman is Mario Carrillo really
Count Caracillo of Italy. David Mir the
clever young Russian who played the crown
prince, and, as well, designed the handsome
and intricate uniforms is endeavoring to

is
Dagmar Desmond, Mrs. Glyn's
discovery from the drawing-room.
That tall, tired-looking man is General Ikonikoff
formerly of the Imperial Guard to
the Czar of Russia.
Every tragedy and
sorrow in the world is written on his face.
Later, in his halting English, he told us how

there,

here,

Between shots these impressive

with her strange, fascinating
face and perfect taste in clothes, each day
wearing a different color of camel's-hair sport
coat and graceful chiffon headdress a la Queen
Marie of Rourriania she visited first the corner where we sat dutifully on our benches with
powder puffs in hand and make-up boxes bestunning

he didn't,

latest

Metro-

and gentlemen might have been perceived standforward from the waist, with arms dangling.
This is a popular means of relief when standing has become painful, but makes an incongruous scene.
Each morning when Madame arrived the

—

—

to elevate

ing, bent

despite Miss Fuller's aid
on the ukulele.
Then there was the remainder of the
troupe probably as illustrious a company
as ever gathered beneath one glass roof. As
Von Stroheim attracts the military elite to
his productions, so Glyn attracts the socially
prominent. That stately, sloe-eyed girl with
the proud little head is the seventeen-yearold Countess Marianni of Italy.
That
warmly Spanish-looking brunette at her side
is the attractive
Mrs. Wiley of London,
Paris, and New York. That dashing, hand-

gown

much

socially,

ladies

trying

—

has done

—
anyway.
day, the second, and the third we worked
standing
now
— standing

All the first
great hall
curtsying, now at ease.
in the

—

and was constantly

Madame

—

extremely dramatic enthusiasm. Strenuous days, those were, with more and
sorer sunburn at the end of each.

the scenes inside the palace, where the rebels
completed our capture. Here our shining, polite gowns
were torn and ripped to shreds, our hair wardrobeclawed down in jagged streams, mock-blood smeared
over our faces and arms, and livid bruises painted on us.

Then

—

Continued on page 108
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On

Sober Reflection
By Horace Woodmansee
Illustrations by Lui

A

Trugo

Sleepy-time Story.

O

NCE

upon a time, boys

of the motion-picture audience,

and

girls

there was a great moaning
and a beating of breasts in a
certain studio.
Something
awful had happened.
An
electrician was moaning to

A

himself.

carpenter,

throwing around his
tearing her hennaed

with rage, was
wardrobe-room girl was
Every one seemed to have a

beside himself

tools.

hair.

A

grievance.

Now it chanced that the producer, who was a kind,
obliging soul, walked through the scene of this lamentation and inquired the meaning thereof.
"Boo-hoo," sobbed the big electrician, as if his heart
would break, "they left my name out of the credit titles
"
in 'Love's Awakening.'
''Those blankety-dashed subtitles didn't say I made
the stairway in the ballroom scene !" howled the carpenter, hurling his hammer through an expensive set.
"The beasts never gave me a bit of credit for taking
care of Nita La Marr's costumes," stormed the girl.
"Never mind !" soothed the obliging producer, profoundly touched by these bursts of temperament, "I'll
see that all your names go into the next set of credit

what guffaws of merriment and scorn would go
the men tried the same stunt.
Suppose Novarro
should herald himself as "Ramon Romantic."
Suppose
Menjou should call himself "Adolphe Suave." Suppose Meighan became "Thomas Noble;" Lloyd, "Harold Blushing;" and Lyon, "Ben Boyish."
The fans
would hand their idols what is technically known as the
razzberry. And yet the women's names are taken quite
seriously.
It doesn't seem quite fair to the men.
sider

up

if

A
Our

hat

is

off to

Tribute.

two extremists

in picture

To

Charlie Chaplin, because he can remain away from
screen
the
for years without being forgotten.
To Wallace Beery, because he can appear in a new
picture every week without satiating his audiences.

We

along with

titles,

appear-

ances.

doubt

if

Islands who

there is any other performer on
the screen who
can equal either
of these two records.
The two
greatest tests of
an actor's grip
on the public are
in
not seeing

slept

him

the thirty-seven
others."

And, sure
enough, they did,
as

you and

I

and

one hundred million other fans
between O s h kosh and the Fiji

through

To

The screen is
swamped with

To-day

our

—

and

you're

known both

Bessie
Loves,
our Louise Lovelys, our Leatrice
Joys, our Arline Prettys, and our Blanche Sweets.
Nearly every actress or her manager concocts a name
describing her as a filling station for allurement, sweet-

—

and the public seems to take them all
quite seriously. Just by way of contrast, we would welcome a few names like Gladys Awful, Carrie Gloom,
Hortense Homely, and Sarah Sour, but that's just our

ness,

twin-

kle, little star,

names.

have

Rudolph.

Twinkle,

synthetic, sugar-

We

in
all

WHO'S WHO
IN VERSE

in a

Name?

coated

and

him

tify.

What's

at all

seeing
the time.

that film can tes-

light,

own fantastic notion.
What we object to

the fact that only women can
put across such descriptive names with the public. Conis

wide and far

Watch your

step

or you will find

To-morrow

you'll be left behind.

Ave

Gloria.

From Cal. to old Astoria
They're hailing Marquise Gloria
Her hubby gave her seven names
And now she's queen of all the dames.
Telegram to Pickfair.
a winning way

Mary had
Upon the

silver screen,

;

—

!

i

On
And,

As an
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and generally noble.
When
they marry they set up housein a home
with the
vistas of the Vatican.
Their
housemaids all look like "Follies" girls, and they never seem

the years that Mary spent
unchallenged queen.

oh,

The Gold Rush.
Charlie be nimble, Charlie be quick,
Too long between pictures make the fans sick

to

Harry Langdon.
A meek and mild, a wistful soul
Has ambled up to stardom's role

Dumb

ble

have any trouwith them.

When

they

tele-

as Keaton, bashful as Lloyd,
fills in a comic void.

This gent

Jack's Jack.

As

walking near St. Idds
I met a man with seven kids,
And every kid was on the screen
At salaries that were far from lean
Dad, who collects those dollars all,
wa's

I

phone, they always get the right number, and get it
promptly.
When they want to go somewhere, James
always has the machine ready at the curb. If the hero
has to break all records getting there, there is not a
speed cop in sight. You'd think he was related to the

;

Can

scarce believe in families small

Have You Heard
That there's nothing so rare as a day in June, unless
it is a news reel without battleships or babies ?
That Harry Langdon has such a cherubic countenance
that sooner or later he will be cast as Cupid in a ro-

chief of police.
The children of this lucky couple, if any, are always
the cutest things you ever saw.
If they have a dog,
he is sure to be clever enough for a vaudeville contract.
They seem to live a charmed life. Even if they lose

mantic screen drama?

That

Cecil

B.

De

live in

idea of Hades is to be compelled to produce pictures on
the cost scale of "The Salvation Hunters?"
That brevity is the soul of
wit. yet the funniest

bathing

—

—

Observation.

The number
who are looking
five-cent

cigar

What

at

Wonderful

only ex-

— On

the set.
The lights
flare up, the camera begins
to click, and Romeo Dale, the handsome hero, takes
Louise Beautiful, the alluring heroine, into his arms.
He kisses her he tells her that he loves her. It is nothing to him that every eye in the studio is focused upon
him that he is being watched by director, camera man,
assistants, electricians, carpenters, property men, and
;

—

visitors.

Reel

The lovers in a screen romance are always handsome,

II.

Romeo Dale looks about
and sees that he is all alone with Louise Beautiful
and he has just got his divorce from his wife. He takes
He kisses her and tells her he
Louise into his arms.
loves her. There is a slight sound behind them, and he
The same

the Screen?

I.

On

the versatility?

Isn't Life

is

a Difference!
Reel

?

all

of people
for a good

ceeded by the number who
are looking for a good fifteen-cent movie.

That the Latin quarter of a
city is the section where the
Novarro, Valentino, Moreno, and Cortez pictures are
showing?
That D. W. Griffith is one of the most promising of
our younger directors ?
That now that Norma Talmadge. Colleen Moore, and
others have been seen in old-mother roles, Mary Canis considering a Peter Pan role just to show the younger
actresses they haven't

and

at the door,

never by any chance
near a glue factory or the
stockyards
not unless it is
a Von Stroheim picture.
Isn't life wonderful
on
the screen?

comedies

beauties

to

always

is

it

That you might become as
Ben Turpin if
you tried to keep your eyes on
the

it

has curtains in the windows

cross-eyed as

once

a cottage,

and roses

are in multiple reels ?
That the difference between
the ordinary actor or director
and the genius seems to be
that the genius disdains putting out a new picture more
often than once in three
years ?

all

money and have

all their

Mille's

set,

but

later.

springs back with a guilty start.

"Somebody

is

spying on us!" he snarls.

What Could Be Simpler?
I don't see how you make
Reader
:

of your books so
ceding one.
Novelist:
That's easy.

different

the

each

from the preI

movie adaptation.
Continued on page 94

merely copy
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The Screen
Searching

comment on important new

By

turns, interrupted by shots of
Richter

Most scenes about flowers, graves, and orphans
make me a little hilarious, but again Miss Dempster

Siegfried
beautiful,

heroic

screen

legend

made
in

of us go through life looking for some one to
agree with us. The writer who can say intelligently what we want to say is the one we will
read the artist who can catch our temporary point of
view is our favorite the singer who somehow makes us
remember something that has happened is the one we
;

;

like to hear.

my

director because he
agrees with me. For years I have wanted to see W. C.
Mr. Fields has been a star in the
Fields in a picture.
For no
Ziegfeld "Follies" for a number of seasons.
is

favorite

can see he has been overlooked by motion pictures, and now Mr. Griffith has chosen him to
play the part of Professor Eustace Mac Gargle
in his new picture, "Sally of the Sawdust."
This picture has been adapted from the
musical comedy "Poppy," and Carol Dempreason that

I

ster plays the part

sweetly saccharine.

Madge Kennedy made so
In fact, Miss Kennedy

intent on looking pink and pretty
barely recognized the part when the
capable Miss Dempster took a firm grasp on
Right now, I feel, is the time to give
it.
Miss Dempster her blue ribbon, because
pretty soon I am going to begin on Mr.

was so very
that I

Fields,

and he makes

me

talkative.

the hardest thing in the world for
any actress to do is to hold her own against

About

an expert comedian, and Miss Dempster has
managed to do it. When I say "managed"
I

mean managed.

"Sally of the Sawdust" is the story of a
orphan who has been left under the
uncertain wing of Professor MacGargle.
The Professor juggles in a circus by profession and gambles and bootlegs on his
Thursdays off. Their show is stranded in a
small Connecticut town, and, of course, a lot
The
of wealthy society folk enter the plot.
rich old judge is Sally's grandfather, only he
doesn't know it. so there is some good oldfashioned melodrama in a court scene with
Sally on trial before him.
In "Don Q" Douglas
This scene is where
little

Miss

Dempster

made

good, as the home papers have it.
She is
pathetic and dramatic by

Fairbanks

is

at

his

most engaging as the
thrilling and romantic
Spanish hero.

'

in the world.

Alfred Lunt, who played

all

winter in

New York

the young juvenile.
He is
good looking and pleasantly foolish in his lovemaking.
Glenn Anders, of "They Knew What They
Wanted," another New York success, has nothing
much to do in a small part.

"The Guardsman,"

is

is working up to W. C. Fields.
Usually,
actor is cast as a disreputable but lovable
old character, he seems to see the necessity of vindicating himself to his audience, to show, somehow, that
he really is a perfectly good sort all along. This is not
true of Mr. Fields.
He knows that being a little gentleman isn't always the secret of success, and he is a

Germany.

ALL

any comedy

turns things neatly her way.
in

Griffith

fun-

niest chase seen in or out of

in the

W.

in the

Paul
plays

D.

Mr. Fields

Sally

All this

when an

bad egg from start to finish. I won't tell you what happens to him at the end because that would be telling
the point of a good joke.
He is just plain ornery, and
can think of nothing pleasanter than his constant
I
company. I wonder when some astute director will cast
him as The King in "Huckleberry Finn?"
Oh, yes, about this D. W. Griffith. He does know
his details.

The

rich people in this picture are as usual,

which means that they are perfectly

terrible.

Mr.

Griffith

—
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productions

film

of

the

month.

Benson

know
But then maybe

the back door better than the front.
that is the test of a great man.
Chesterton says that the greatest glory of Dickens was that
he could not describe a gentleman.

seems

to

Made

Germany/
new
Ufa produc-

in

remembered him in "The Thief of Bagdad," and
the thought of a none-too-magic Fairbanks making believe he was just a raggle-taggle gypsy, oh!
or ugh!
was fresh in my mind. And this from one who followed him from theater to theater when he used to
play on the stage in such things as "The Show Shop,"
still

—

and who spent her allowance on cut-rate tickets for
Saturday matinees. To be sure, this was before he got
to practicing with dumb-bells, if you know what I mean.
I am sorry now that I doubted him.
I went to see
"Don 0" on a hot, summer night. The theater was
packed with tired, cross people; people tired of subways, their jobs, and familiar faces.
I felt the same
way. If I had seen one dear old, well-known face in
the
crowd, I would
have smashed it with

"Siegfried," the

German

And

miss.
can take

afford

to

story
rule,

ished.

In "Don O," Fairbanks is all that any
romantic little boy ever
dreams of being. He
is the sort of hero you
yourself are when you
imagine things to put

have much warmth,
and a dragon slain by a
brave young hero won't
make or break an evening.
But these German pictures seem to be
touched by some sort
of
magic themselves.
to

like

to

yourself

know how

fights his

way to the court of
King Gunther. He kills

to

He

sleep

at

unbelievromantic, and I

night.

is

ably
think he is wonderful.
He is the son of the

they do it.
"Siegfried"
is
the
story of the last pagan.
His is the struggle between the mythological
gods and the Christian
belief.
During the first
half of the picture this

charmed hero

at once there,

grew

anything

bordering on the unreal
is apt to be too remote

I'd

all

pleasantly preposterous
story, and the biting
snarling
and
fainter and finally van-

done

just about perfectly.

As a

could

were pleasant Spanish
tunes, a pleasant Spanish Fairbanks, and a

Whether you
your German mythology or leave it, this is a
beautiful

I

lay hands on.

another one you

tion, is

can't

the first usher

dashing

you

Zorro,

may

whom

remember.

The audience, I saw,
remembered very vivEvery time any
idly.
reference was made to
Carol Dempster again proves her cleverness in "Sally of the Sawdust,"
while W. C. Fields is a delight as her disreputable old circus guardian.

dragons, dwarfs, and
queer, half-imagined creatures

with his magic sword,
wins an invisible cap, and bathes in a dragon's blood
so that he will be invulnerable.
Pure legendary things
these are, gorgeously done and technically perfect.
Then suddenly things seem more civilized. There is
a Christian church and a Christian woman, Kriemhild,
sister of King Gunther, and this half god and half man
who has conquered the unreal world goes down to defeat by purely human means.
This is the way it should
be, of course, but I hate to see the magic wear thin.
There is no need in telling the story. It is a beautiful, heroic legend, faithfully and sometimes excitingly
told.
I thought it especially interesting to see the way
each scene was photographed, not so much for its action
as for the picture it made.
There was almost always a
definite design made toward the foreground, while the
action took place beyond it.
"Siegfried" is another flawless production from out
of town, and will be welcomed everywhere.

For the Tired Business Girl.
I must confess that I went to see Douglas Fairbanks
I
in "Don Q" in a mean, suspicious frame of mind.

Zorro, they burst into

wild
when

applause, and
the old

a bit of

picture was shown, it
waving the American flag at a political rally.
Don Q has a whip, a smile, and a swagger. He is in
Spain.
There is a queen, an archduke, a beautiful girl,
If you want
serenades, duels, and magnolia blossoms.
more, you are grasping. The whole picture is a lavish
display of all that is lovely and romantic, with Fairbanks furnishing the thrills.
Mary Astor is the quiet recipient of Mr. Fairbanks'
enthusiastic lovemaking. Warner Oland corners the acting honors as a weak and willing archduke, and Donald

was

like

Crisp, who directed the picture, appeared in the role of
a not-unattractive villain.
"Don Q" will make you feel that the life you lead
is about as exciting as an old bedroom slipper.

To

be Treated with Respect.

The best picture I saw last month, aside from the
special releases, was "Siege," a Universal-Jewel picture.

The story is by Samuel Hopkins Adams, and it has
It came as a complete
been directed by Sven Gade.
surprise to me, because I had heard nothing much in its
favor, and no fireworks were being sent up to call any
one's attention to

it.

The
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Aunt Augusta, the head of the Ruyland family, is
narrow old despot. She rules her family and
a
an iron foundry in much the same manner, until a faThe girl he marries is perfectly
vorite nephew marries.
all right, according to modern standards, hut she is not
New England, and she is not what Aunt Augusta thinks

More Modern Stuff.
"Are Parents People?" Alice Duer Miller's story,
as1<s a question and answers it amusingly.
Elorence Vidor, Adolphe Menjou, and Betty Bronson
in the cast don't hurt things any.
Here are three intel-

a wife should be.
Most situations

in a

hitter,

pictures are badly
turn to flappers before the camera, and proud, embittered old women turn
But something- else has happened to
to harridans.
Mary Alden has ma.de Aunt Augusta poign"Siege."
antly heartrending as a woman "who has been thwarted
and disappointed by life, and: Virginia Valli has combined good sense with modern clothes.
Marc McDermott gives .one of the best performances
I have ever seen on the screen as the mute, sensitive
old bachelor whose life has
run as evenly as a normal
But then he
temperature.
favorite
of mine,
is a great
think
he is
always
and I
good.

mangled.

of

this

kind

in

Modern young women

by Mai St. Claire, who also thinks
straight line.
The result is one of the few good
pictures of married life, a modern child, and all the
ligent people directed

turmoil that naturally follows.
Betty Bronson makes good the promise she gave in
"Peter Pan," and Mr. St. Claire proves that he can do
six-reel pictures as well as the two-reel comedies that he
has forsaken.

Bad Pictures from Good Books.
I

think

which

I

have seen one of the world's worst pictures,
am mentioning principally in defense of the
book whose name it bears.
The picture is called "Faint
Perfume," and it is adapted
I

from the book of that title
by Zona Gale. I can't imagine what they were think-

j

ing of when they did it, if
they thought at all. When
the enormity of what they

The climax

of this picture is simply the breaking
of a great many nerves and

emotions

that

have

done

have

been

dawns on

the

stretched beyond the point
of elasticity.

members

Eugene O'Brien is the
young man who marries.

The browbeaten o d
Grandfather of the book
has gone in for sentiment
and low-comedy pants. He
alternates them. There is a

He

is

of the cast, there
ought to be several riots.
1

an innocent bystand-

er throughout.

Hearts and Flowers.

kiddie in

In "Drusilla with a Million," Mary Carr is again
an old lady with a mother's
heart.
Personally, I am an
old-fashioned girl who likes
to believe that sweet old

upon by

it.

the

He

is

looked

company, so

I

_

ladies
all

still

exist,

so this

am

Coogan.

alty for infanticide?

am too fond of some of
members of the cast to
drag them into this. It was
obviously no doing" of
I

the

is

right with me.

This time she is a sweetdrudge in an old
ladies' home.
Every one

theirs.

faced

Another terrible picture
"The White Monkey,"
with Barbara La Marr "in

—

is

pretty mean to her until
she is left a million dollars

is

by a distant relative.
If
what happens after that
doesn't prove fun for all, I
don't know my Harold Bell
Wright.
There are foundling babies, lots of them, tenderhearted butlers, society people, so we are told, who are
as mean as anything, and

second Jackie
What is the pen-

told, as a

In

"I'll

Show You

the

his rare chances to

Town," Reginald Denny gets one of
prove how amusing he can' be.

two misguided young folk who love one another. Mary
Carr is pathetic and humorous at the proper times. I
like her.
She is especially good when she manages a
little light comedy.
Kenneth Harlan is the rich young man who is disinherited, and Priscilla Bonner is the poor little waif
who marries him. She plays the part of one of those
well-meaning, helpless girls who manage their affairs
so badly that there would be no plot without them.
"Drusilla with a Million" ought to do the same by
Associated Arts,' who produced it.
After all, it is a
comfort to see a sweet old thing like Mary Carr after
looking in every cabaret in town for grandma every
night.
Just a bit of old-fashioned whimsy, this is.

the title role," should be
added. This time I wasn't
so angry, partly because I
thought the book pretty
cheap stuff for Galsworthy
to turn out, in the first
place, and partly because I
think Miss La Marr one of
the

cleverest

little

ennes of her day,

comedishe has

if

one.

As Fleur Forsyte, Miss La Marr has reached heights
of hilarity that I didn't dream could exist. I recall with
particular relish her scene in bed.
George Marion, as
the aristocratic old Soamcs Forsyte, was good as an
English cabby.
The only thing they didn't have in it was a real
monkey. It was a big disappointment to me.
Anne Sedgewick's "Little French Girl" didn't fare
Herbert Brenon, who directed it, at
quite so badly.
least tried to stick to the story, but he has made the
'

result a painstaking and uninspired picture.
The only brilliant spot in it is contributed

by Alice
Joyce. She is beautiful as the little French girl's mother,
and. she has caught some of her spirit..
-

-

.

!
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Fun with Reginald Denny.

WW

Now

that those unpleasantries are over,
give the sunshine of my smile to Reginald Denny.
As an ardent admirer who
I'll

believes in him no matter how many bad
pictures he may make, I am glad to be able
to say that his new one, "I'll Show You the

Town," is almost as amusing as he is.
Elmer Davis wrote the story, and it's a
Alec Dcupree is a serious-minded
nice one.
young professor who wants to be left alone
to write a book.
If he had been left alone,
there might have been a bad book and no
picture.
The interrupters are Neely Ed-

wards, Lilyan Tashman, Marian Nixon, and
Cissy Fitzgerald.
It. seems too bad that as engaging a young
man as Reginald Denny has so few chances
to prove that he is no mean actor.

Harry A.
is,

directed

Pollard,

who knows what humor

it.

Something Else

Thomas Meighan

to

Count on.

another person who
doesn't seem to get such a very good break
with his pictures of late.
For this reason I
is

decide
whether "Old Home
a good picture or whether it just
isn't a bad one.
George Ade, after playing a series of bad
jokes on Mr. Meighan, has evidently decided
to be a good boy, and he has turned out the
story of "Old Home Week" to prove he
can't

Week"

means

quite
is

it.

an honest, unexaggerated picture of a
small Florida town, with the enterprising
boosters busy boosting.
In fact, it was so
honest and aboveboard that I found myself
wondering at times just why the home life
of an oil promoter had to be exposed at all.
Here's the plot:
Tom Clark has left the
It is

Matt Moore plays the

"How

title role in

genuine comic

Baxter Butted In" with a

flair.

homestead but he has not made good. He feels the
Old Home Week, and on returning home is taken
for a successful oil man.
Shortly afterward every one

old

call of

discovers that all he knows about oil he learned at a
gasoline station, and an unsuccessful one at that. Everything ends beautifully when he saves the town's investors from ruin by outwitting the city crooks who have

been selling them bogus

oil

stocks.

very much prettier
than she ever did before, and Larry Wheat, as the partner and friend, is a cheerful addition.
Thomas Meighan plays in an even, steady tempo guaranteed to keep his fans cool during the hot spell.
In "Any Woman" Alice Terry tries to prove that a
working girl has a hard time to convince her employers
of her intelligence if she is pretty. She didn't carry the
message home to me.
Her employers didn't play fair,
and they couldn't seem to realize that she loved the poor
young man the most. I didn't either.
When Miss Terry makes love her thoughts seem elsewhere on Ice-cream cones, on organdie collars and cuffs,
on a nice, cool salad for dinner; but never, never for a
minute on the willing young man.

Lee

Lila

is

in the picture, looking

;

Betty Bronson makes

The young people in
make money on a soft

good her Peter Pan
in a
con-

their hearts

vincing

in

promise

domestic

comedy, "Are Parents
People?"

Not
the

this picture
drink, bless

matters, but "Tracked
a Warner
picture, is the story of a

that

it

Snow Country,"

Brothers

Continued on page 115
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Confidential Guide to Current Releases
—

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.
"Beggar on Horseback" Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic

"Barriers Burned Away" Associated
Exhibitors. Old-time melodrama dealing with the great Chicago fire.

stage play. Clever nonsense, perfectly
done.

"Charmer, The" Paramount.
Pola
Negri has some good moments as the
Spanish dancer being made into a
Broadway favorite, and Robert Frazer
is an attractive leading man, but on
the whole it is just an average movie.
"Confessions of a Queen" MetroAlice Terry in another
Goldwyn.
stately role, with Lewis Stone playing

—

A rare and
"Grass"— Paramount.
beautiful picture of the tribes of Persia and their journeys to the grassy
plains.
Actually filmed in Persia, it
has gorgeous scenery.
Who

"He

—

—

Slapped"— MetroGoldwyn. Lon Chaney is magnificent
as the clown of the Andreyev stage

the king in his usual perfect form.

produced by Victor Seastrom.
picture of rare power.

A

"Crowded Hour, The" Paramount.
The story of a girl who went to war to

The" Fox.
Stirring
drama, showing the building

be near her lover and stayed to be spiritually
Bebe Daniels
rejuvenated.
plays her with sincerity and animation.
"Dancers, The" Fox. An excellent
adaptation of the stage play, with

Gets

play,

—

Horse,

"Iron
historical
of
the

transcontinental
is the hero.

railroad.

George O'Brien

Life
Wonderful?"—United
D. W. Griffith's simple but
powerful story of after-war conditions
in Germany, centered around a Polish
refugee family. Carol Dempster is surprisingly fine in the leading role.
"Kiss Me Again"— Warner.
Ernst
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
funny.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Clara Bow, and John Roche give ex"Isn't
Artists.

cellent performances.

"Lady,

The"— First

National.

Norma

as a chorus girl wholmarries
worthless aristocrat, with the sub-

sequent
disillusionment.
Old-fashioned English melodrama, made poignant by Norma's performance.
"Last Laugh, The" Universal.
A
German film of revolutionary technique.
Simple character study, without subtitles, made understandable and
appealing by Emil Jannings.
"My Son"— First National. Nazimova does her best acting in years as
a Portuguese mother of the Maine
coast, while Jack Pickford also gives a
touching performance as her son.
"So Big"— First National.
Colleen
Moore gives a remarkable performance

—

as the Selina Pealce of
novel.

Edna Ferber's

—

"Ten Commandments, The" Paramount. A thrilling Biblical prologue,
followed by a typical De Mille modern
drama. The large cast includes Rod
La Rocque, Richard Dix, Leatrice Joy,

and Nita Naldi.
"Thief of Bagdad, The"— United Artists. A beautiful "Arabian Nights" fantasy, in which Douglas Fairbanks plays
a roguish adventurer.
"Unholy Three, The"— Metro-Gold"wyn.
An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best pictures of the year.
Lon Chaney and

Mae Busch

give perfect characteriza-

tions.

"As

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
No Man Has Loved"— Fox.

A

sincere and touching production of the
Edward Everett Hale masterpiece,

"The

Man Without

Edward

—

Alma Rubens and George O'Brien

Country," with
Hearn and Pauline Starke.
a

giv-

ing fine performances.
From
"Declasse" First National.
Corinne
the Zoe Akins stage play.
Griffith appears as the lovely English

—

hounded by scandal.
"Dick Turpin"— Fox. Tom Mix as
the berufned highwayman of old Engaristocrat

land.

"Excuse Me"
pert

Talmadge
a

—

Hughes

Fast-moving

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Ru-

lighter moments.
comedy of premarriage
his

in

complications.
"Fool, The" Fox. A sincere presentation of Channing Pollock's stage
play, with Edmund Lowe as the handsome young minister who sets out to
lead a really Christian life.

—

—

"Forty Winks" Paramount.
More
comedy, featuring Raymond Griffith as
an eccentric English lord.
"Friendly Enemies" Producers Distributing.
Weber and Fields in a

—

screen version of their stage tactics

and making
entertaining comedy.
of

fighting

•

up.

Rather

worth seeing.
The genuine French
backgrounds and settings are strikingly lovely.

—

"Manhattan" Paramount.
Richard
Dix adventuring among New York
gangsters.

"Miracle
of
the
Wolves"— Paramount. A French production showing
up Louis XI. in a new light. Costumes
and settings are interesting and authentic, but the plot

—

silly.

—

made

story

into

excellent entertainof Constance
Rich,
and Huntley

ment through the acting
Bennett,

Irene

Gordon.

—

"New Lives For Old" Paramount.
Betty Compson as a beautiful French
dancer involved in intrigue.
"New Toys"— Inspiration. A domestic
comedy

in which Richard Barthelmess
and Mary Hay, properly enough, play

the couple.
"Night Club, The"— Raymond Griffith
in an
excruciatingly funny comedy
about a bridegroom deserted at the altar.
Louise Fazenda and Vera Reynolds help the humor considerably.

"Night of Romance, Her"— First National. Constance Talmadge's best picture in a long while. Ronald Colman
adds much to the fun.

—

"Pampered Youth" V t a g r a p h
Booth Tarkington's "The Magnificent
Ambersons" excellently done. Alice
Calhoun plays the girl charmingly.
i

.

—

"Percy"
Associated
Exhibitors.
Charles Ray back in his old forte of
the bashful boy painfully growing into
a man.

"Proud Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn.

A

melodramatic plot. Eleanor Boardman and
Harrison Ford are excellent as Spaniards,
while
Pat O'Malley is the
plumber who complicates their romance.
"Quo Vadis"— First National. Emil
Jannings appears as Nero in this new

strong for those who prefer light
entertainment.
"His Supreme Moment" First NaRomantic love scenes between
tional.

Italian version of the

little

—

Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman,
and some attractive color photography
make this worth seeing.

Me"— Associated ExhibDouglas MacLean in a some-

"Introduce

times slow, but mostly amusing comedy about an Alpine guide.
"Learning to Love" First National.
A rollicking farce on how to get a husband.
Constance Talmadge and Antonio Moreno are the principals.
"Lost World, The"— First National.
A novel picture, dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hu-

—

man actors.
"Madame Sans Gene"— Paramount.
Not Gloria Swanson's

rather

clever, rollicking burlesque of a

"Great Divide, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Antique movie plot made enjoyable through expert treatment and the
acting of Wallace Beery, Alice Terry,
and Conway Tearle.
"Greed" Metro-Goldwyn. Von Stroheim realism, marvelously done, but a

itors.

is

—

The"
Metro-Goldwyn.
A.n ingenious melodrama, in which Lon
Chaney plays a lunatic doctor.
"My Wife and I" Warner. A cheap
"Monster,

best,

but well

Gish

famous

— Metro-Goldwyn.

"Romola"

story.

Lillian

fifteenth-century Italian
story, beautifully produced, but giving
her little to do. William Powell runs
away with the acting.
a

in

—

Paramount.
Devil,
A"
"Sainted
Valentino in South America again, but
with not-so-wonderful results.

Moore

— First

From the
National.
Colleen
play,
with
stage
as the dancing heroine.

"Sally"

popular

"Seven

Chances"

Buster Keaton
in

this,

but

still

is

moments.
"Shock

— Metro-Goldwyn.

not quite so funny
has some uproarious

—

Punch,
The" Paramount.
high and dizzy affairs,
with Richard Dix skipping around on

One

the

of those

tall girders.

Thoroughly enjoyable.

Continued on page 117
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The Happy Ending
How

a

young

girl's

Norma Talmadge did not
when she met her personally.

adoration of

suffer disillusionment years later

By Dorothy Manners
might be well
the very
ITcertain
actions and reactions

beginning' to delineate
in detail so that you
may enjoy this happy ending just as I did. And
in accomplishing this, it will be necessary for me to
talk about myself for a few paragraphs, but I shall
make that part of the story as brief as I possibly can.
in

We
years,

will

during very impressionable
a mouth swollen with

start

when with

chocolate creams and a lap full of
French verbs, the author sat in the
darkened recesses of the local
Odeon and watched a lady who
wasn't a mortal lady at all,
but a Stardust shadow of
April moods, flit across the
"The
in
silver
sheet

slowly, and looked neither to the right nor the left,
but straight ahead, and in Michael Aden's stunning
style
"she seemed a cool one, that lady, and there
was a vague indifference about her, in her carriage,
in the way she carried herself."
She was gowned in
the luxurious fluffs and feathers of La Duchessc de
Langcais.
Heavy cream pearls encircled her
throat and around her dark head was a
sparkling diamond tiara.
Over in a
er of the set stood a luxurious
rtable dressing-room that was

—

and padded and
cushioned
sweet scented, and this lady
clcfsed
self.

Safety Curtain,''

Now, what

"Poppy,"

and "De
She
Annie."
Luxe
was like all of Rupert
minor-key
Brookes'

—

—

and shadow.

To me

-

calling

among

celebrities

On
what

tell

gilt and glass and
Hollywood was intrigued,
was peopled with the brocaded ladies and satin-breeched
gentlemen who had been coached by Maurice until they
were letter and foot perfect in a dainty minuet. Everything was ready and waiting for the lovely star, and

glitter

its

that even

she appeared on the outskirts of the set, the
usually noisy extras became rather quiet, and watched,
and waited, almost respectfully, for Norma was new
to the Coast and every one was curious and some were
even a little idolatrous. The whisper went around that

when

Miss Talmadge was coming.
Across the mirrored floors

_

of

I

—throw

—

with

in

particular.

thinking back

on that

know exactly
expected Norma to do

situation I don't

that they be visited on me.
But as time went on the girl grew older and
came to Hollywood to get into the movies. One day,
on advice of an agent, I presented the body at the
casting office of the newly established Talmadge productions and asked for a job and got it.
And now we are getting to that part I wanted to
set

are stupid.
About
one.

illusions

About any

in-

—

much

I

impressions

conceived

and

hint that I be blessed with a
mouth as beautiful as Norma's.
al
I was ever a covetous one
ways picking out other people's
good features and putting in petitions

that cost so

things

other

have learned that pre-

benedictions
numerable
on the heads of my various relatives, I always ended
with a respectfully phrased

you about.
That ballroom

little

Three years have
passed since then and

night,

down

a

checked it
I
up to experience and
let it go at that.

Talmadge.
This deep admirmine took
ation
of
on
something
of
a
I
personal tinge
for
after

to

hurt.

ma

at

and

pointed

she was the beginof
ning
end
and
charm. She was Nor-

remember,

mean

I

get over in all this, is
that Norma looked as
though she didn't care
whether school kept or
not and I was disap-

intangible
poetry
a pattern in light
-

straight to it and
the door after her-

walked

that

set

she

came

bouquets

at us,

I

sup-

Or patronize us with
pose.
effusive bows and smiles that are
as inane as they are insincere. Perhaps, too, it is something of an ordeal
for even one as poised and assured as
Miss Talmadge to be subjected to the review
I am beginof fifteen hundred pairs of critical eyes.
Not
Norma.
new
that.
have
met
think
For
I
a
ing to
be
would
she
thought
had
creature
I
illusionary
the
but
impression,
ballroom
lady
that
of
aloof
the
nor
Norma as she is without any preconceived notions or
prejudices of mine.
She is, more than any other stellar lady I have met,
This is not a characthe most natural in manner.
teristic of all of the daughters of the spotlight, a great
many of whom carry their histrionic tricks into social
contact and languish or enthuse over you according
especially if there
to their respective types and moods
it.
But
Norma remains,
gained
by
is anything to be
stand
fall where they
interviews
or
let
herself
well,

—

—

may.

To be perfectly frank, this one nearly fell. I made
an appointment two weeks in advance to see Norma
and when the day and hour came she was not to be
Continued on page 98
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rocks an<
How

motion-picture players are meeting the always-

difficult

problem of

the

between-seasons costume.

By Betty Brown

w

ITH

the ending of vacation days and -the consequent return to the city, clothes are usually
uppermost in the mind of the average woman,
whether she return to work, school, or just plain living.
Summer clothes are generally faded and dowdy looking by the time Labor Day gives its official sanction to the ending
of our holiday, and even when this is not the case the first tang
of the exhilarating fall weather makes one wish for a smart new
coat, suit, jersey two-piece suit, or a silk ensemble.
In the days of our mothers the "between-seasons" costume was
a thing unheard of. When the styles of a coming season had not
yet received the full stamp of approval from the powers that
be, then one simply wore one's present season's clothes until winter styles were settled, no matter how fully they may have seen
their day.

But now the problem of between-seasons clothes is met in a sensible
No one wishes to blossom forth in winter furs and velvets when
the thermometer hovers in the
upper register, no matter if
fashion.

the
fall

month does belong in the
category. So clothes espe-

cially

designed for this transi-

now worn by
who wishes to be in

tional period are

every one

the mode or to possess that
righteous
feeling
being
of
well dressed, which, they say,
even religion cannot impart.

The

styles sketched

on

this

and the opposite page are
those chosen by various screen
stars to meet the need of the
first fall days, and it is such
garments as these that bridge
the trying period between
summer and winter seasons.

The two-piece frock at the
top of the page is worn by
Marion Davies and would be
an adorable

little

dress for the

schoolgirl, although

it

need by

no means be confined to her.
It is of copen-blue silk faille, with a
novel throw scarf which encircles the
neck and is drawn through slits in the
border
on the scarf matches the striped-flannel
the
blouse.
The
belt of
front view of this frock appears
banding at the bottom of the blouse.

A

Fall
on the

smaller

Frocks and
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Frills

fig-

ure.

The

that the

fact

ensemble suit is with
us to stay seems ex-

the

by

emplified

smart
white

black -and-

combination
Anna Q.
This coat
Nilsson.
is of the ever-popuwith
lar bengaline,

worn by

and dress of
crape em-

lining

heavy

broidered in black.
Equally appropriate for sports or
motoring is the novel cape and vest on
the figure just beThis was also
low.

Marion

by

chosen

Davies, and will be, I
popular
predict,
a
model for the out-

door girl this fall, as
combines freedom

it

from

constricting
coat sleeves with the

warmth

necessary
for chilly days.

In the
than at

fall,

more

any

other

the

season,

tailored

comes into its
own, and this fact
must surely have
been realized by
suit

Betty

Compson

when

she chose the

smart
little

at

the

and

modest

shown

suit

the
bottom of
opposite page.

This

is

worn

Miss Compson
her
.

latest

by
in

Paramount

"Paths
production,
It is
to Paradise."
of pale-gray kasha
cloth, and its trim
box coat and straight
skirt are bound with
silk braid of the

same

color.

A

tie

and

"hanky" o f
black - and - white
printed silk and a smart black felt hat complete the sort
of tailored costume without which one's fall wardrobe
would be incomplete.

•

However occupied with outdoor costumes our favorites may have been, evening gowns have not been
Florence
forgotten, as witness the two .sketched here.
picture,
latest
in
her
left
the
one
at
Vidor wears the
velvet
chiffon
gray
is
of
It
Divorce."
"Grounds for
band
wide
a
with
bordered
tunic
circular
and boasts a
one
from
falls
streamer
velvet
while
a
fur,
chinchilla
pf
shoulder.

one of rich simplicity, and
It is of
is both' designed and worn by Gloria Swanson.
emPersian
crape georgette in an apricot shade and has

The gown

at the right is

broidery in silver cords.

The

_

lining of the

gown

is

of

silver cloth, the hosiery

is

silver metal,

and the

slippers

silver brocade.

Another creation designed by this talented star is the
afternoon frock shown on the opposite page. It is of
brown crape georgette with inserts and flounces of
French lace. With it is worn a coat of the same material, shoes of plain brown satin, and flesh-colored hoThe brown hat for the frock has a large brim,
siery.
its under side of velvet and the top of crape georgette
set off by a carnation of gold leather.
While it is almost too soon to be able to say with any
degree of certainty just what the most dominant points
of the fall fashions will be, we may still be fairly certain of a few rules which we may safely go by in plan[Continued on page 111]
ning our forthcoming wardrobe.

Among Those
Brief sketches of some of the most

A

Villain

Gone Wrong

/1FTER

six years of heroism, during which he failed
win more than lukewarm approval, turning
villain proved the torch needed to light up Walter
McGrail's immediate vicinity.
For, as the nasty husband in "The Bad Man," he started off on a new
path, making crooked war on the sappy heroes whom
he had played and is now pursuing his new calling
in "Havoc," the war play of which Fox is making a

A\

to

*

special.

Like so many of the screen's men, he dallied around,
working at this and that, before Fate threw him into
He was an embryonic artist,
the theatrical world.
salesman for a tobacco firm, and worked at various
other things, and on the stage appeared in vaudeville
and in comic opera.
To Edwin Carewe he owes his change of type.
Carewe announced that he was an excellent villain gone
wrong, that he could be so bad that he would be good.
This belief was rewarded when the actor before mentioned in the reviews merely as "adequate" began to
be praised.

A

Kiss

Won

a Contract

Louis Natheaux ever writes the memories of his
life, he will have about four "high lights" to_ record
The list will
as occurring before the year 1925.
.
be about as follows
1.
He was born in Danville, Illinois.
2.
He sang in a Chatauqua play.
He went on the stump for "Uncle
3.
Cannon.
Joe"
4.
He kissed Lillian Rich so nicely that
Cecil De Mille put him under contract
to appear in pictures.
Mr. De Mille says there is an art in
which can be
kissing
for screen effect
developed to a fine point of technique or
This gentle,
which can be butchered.
soulful, caressing, token of affection too
often is made to appear like a display of

F

I
Photo by Hartsook

She Knows What
She Wants

HER

tiny stature

is

be-

by the vim with
which Duane Thomp-

lied

all

the sports.

She

is

—

—

son goes in for athletics. Her
repertoire appears to include
firmly

convinced
that
Red Oak,
Iowa, will some day be famous as her birthplace though
with her family she moved to

Natheaux kissed the bride so
strength.
nicely in that picture, "The Golden Bed,"

;

Mille grabbed him with one hand
thrust
a contract at him with the
and
Natheaux will appear in stock and
other.
likely will find the work to his liking.
That is, if De Mille will give him a real
opportunity.

San Francisco, where she went

that

to school.

Studies were irksome, and
she preferred to dance.
At
fifteen
she became a solo
dancer at a hotel, earning her

De

However,

he

had

money, thirty dollars a
two weeks. Then Photo by Freulicb
a very angry little girl reported at home that she had been fired.
They said she was

picture makers.

a flop because she could not smile while she danced.
In the chorus of a revue she learned the trick smile and
danced her blithe way over a vaudeville circuit and into
the movies.
Eighteen one-reel comedies were made in quick
succession, and her subsequent work opposite Walter Hiers
led to an engagement as leading lad}' to Charles Ray in "Some

vaudeville before
singing in the Chatauqua play, "Josephus," and before
making speeches for

first

week

— for

other

and

Natheaux did a turn

Then
"Uncle Joe."
he moved West to
Portland, and while

Punkins," though in between there were weeks when she
work, and she might have cried if she hadn't been

so

go the
every doorman."

desire
at

is

it

as

in

didn't

whopping mad.
At present her most overwhelming
round of all the studios and make faces

well
impressed the

ability

there decided to take

"to

Photo by Witzel

a

flyer

in

pictures.

—

:

^ W

Present

interesting people

Not

in

pictures.

Classified

WHEN

Olive Borden eventually succeeded in
turning her big, brown eyes upon the casting directors so languidly, they said, "Aha,
another Barbara La Marr." But after a second look
they reconsidered, and cast her as a sweet heroine.
Her best acting so far has been as the gypsy girl
in "The Happy Warrior."
Within a year this nineteen-year-old has emerged
from the obscurity of the comedy ranks into casts

headed by well-established

Her childhood

stars.

follows the beaten path
Southland where her type of
brunet charm flowers best, convent and school athletics,
such as tennis and basketball.
Her first year in Hollywood was rather a pathetic
one.
She and her mother brought with them the customary dreams and ambitions, which met only reThe weary rounds of the studios failed to
buffs.
produce enough work to keep them going, so with
her savings Mrs. Borden opened a confectionery shop.
It failed, the mother became ill, and Olive faced a
drab outlook with considerable pluck. Her persistence
won her extra work and several comedy contracts,
followed by leads in independent productions.
history

birth in the languorous

A Real Prince
has had
HOLLYWOOD
both
much
so

at Last
Photo by Freulicb

nobility,

synthetic,
and
swarming around during the
last few years that titles have
real

William Boyd Joins De Mille
BOYD, worker
WILLIAM
Tulsa, Oklahoma,

grown

to be rather a bore.
of
arrival
Therefore,
the
Prince Youcca Troubetzkoy,
signed by Carl Laemmle to
appear in Universal pictures
because of his capable work

in the

French

studios,

in the oil fields at
the base of a derick.
All about him were those tall, wooden
towers, oil besmeared, with a long, rocking arm in
each, laboriously pumping black, gooey liquid.

sat

"I'm not getting anywhere," Boyd ruminated.
He made an audit of his visible assets and hunted
the railway station.
He had just about enough money

might

have occasioned little comment
had it not developed that the

to get to California.

was a native son.
Chance elected that he be
born in Los Angeles twenty years ago
when his parents were touring the
world.
His childhood was spent at
the Russian court, whence his family
prince

fled

to

Nice

during

the

Orange in California, he saw
from the window an orange pack-

Right
in
ing
plant
operation.
there his ticket expired so far as
The railroad
he was concerned.
lost a passenger and William Boyd
got a job pushing a little truck.
He got raised to a big truck.
But he did his work well,
made friends rapidly, and presently got a job as a salesman. Life
took on a brighter aspect. When
the motion-picture bug bit him,
he applied for extra work and his
engaging
appearance,
pleasing
smile and geniality got him enCecil De Mille gave
gagements.

revolution.

—

—

A

fifteen-minute
interview
with
resulted in the
five-year
contract which has brought him back
to the city of his birth.
He speaks
English, Russian, and French well
and German and Italian imperfectly.
His humility is expressed in his
belief that he will never develop into
a leading man or hero, though he hopes

Laemmle

him a bit in "Why Change Your
Wife?" and in subsequent pro-

De Mille liked him and
ductions.
liked his acting. When De Mille began organizing his own stock com-

time to become sufficiently skillful
to play the worldly gentleman of the

in

type.

He took the next train.
When Boyd reached the town
of

Dancing on the French stage occupied
him until he won a movie contest
apparently they have them over there
too
and then he played in a number
of French films.

Menjou

at

Ebotn by William Davis Pearsall

pany

recently, he

engaged Boyd.

se

Present
Farina's Sister
know
DOESN'T
specially
isn't

brother

exactly what it's all
interested except that

Farina

Gang" comedies and

about
her big

does funny things in "Our
wants to do whatever her

she

brother does.
A little bit temperamental is
"Jenny," a little bit skittish, but at the age of fifteen
months she has made her third appearance in photoplays.
Twice she had to be carried in because she
was too small to walk.
Now, however, with fairly
steady locomotion, she has completed a role in ''Offi-

big

under the direction of "Bob" McGowan
on the Hal Roach lot. And if you think she can't
act, see "Official Officers" and watch her roll her eyes.

cial Officers,"

You

probably will see her acting in

many

of those

funny "Our Gang" comedies from now on, as she
slated to become a regular member.

is

Him to Become

Bebe Daniels Told

an Actor

INCLUDED

among

risen quickly

from

the

screen players who have
featured roles, is Law-

bits to

rence Gray.

He was

born in San Francisco, July 27, 1900. After
attending the San Francisco public schools, he went to
Hollywood and became a production superintendent at
the Paramount studio. Bebe Daniels and other friends
told him he ought to be acting, but he hesitated to
try

it.

After working in the Paramount studio in Hollywood for two years, Gray went to New York. As
there were no positions open in the work with which he
was familiar, he appeared as an extra in "His ChilReturning to Hollywood he did
dren's Children."
His
bits in other pictures.
work attracted attention and
he was given an important
in

role

from

"The

Paris."

were so favorably
impressed by his performance in that picture that
they placed him under a
long-term contract and selected him to play opposite
"Are
Betty
Bronson
in
His fuParents People?"
ture as an actor is bright.
officials

Photo by Hoover

Better Late Than Never

FOR

number

of years Gertrude Asgolden-blond
loveliness
has
ornamented the screen. Recently she
has had to characterize rather hard-boiled
women, and in so doing has struck the flint
of interest to a degree that she is much
a

tor's

in

demand,

play

for it
sophisticated

takes

women

trained skill to
of the world.

Her work in Pola Negri's "The Charmer,"
Warner Brothers' "The Wife Who

in

Wanted," in which she limned
adroitly a comedy siren, and in "Kings
of Turf," for Fox, has particularly pleased
the producers, so that now tardy recognition is her reward.
Though her first public bow was made
at the ripe old age of five, she has no theatrical traditions back of her, for the child
did not act, but puffed away bravely on
a sliding trombone every bit as large as
Touring with a band, she learned
herself.
to play every horn instrument.
She has been associated with practically
Wasn't

every

star,

and every producer.

Dressmaker
Paramount

Photo by Lee Graves

Photo by

W. D.

Pearsatl

:

Among Those
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Present

Another Arrival from Texas

THE

point almost has been reached where, as a newcomer
achieves success on the screen, you are inclined to ask
"What part of Texas is she from?''
The Lone-star State has given many stars to filmdom and
each year seems to offer more.
Now comes Kathleen Collins
of San Antonio, just placed under contract by Hal Roach and
made a member of his sextette of screen beauties. Miss Collins
won the Thomas H. Ince national beauty contest a little less than
two years ago and was given roles of some importance in several
of his productions.
She then played leads in eighteen Western
features with Guinn "Big Boy" Williams and was with him in
the recent production, "Black Cyclone," starring Rex, the king
of wild horses. Now she is a permanent bit of talent at the Hal
Roach lot and will be seen in comedy roles, principally with Glenn

Tyron.
Miss Collins was born

and

city schools

in

in

San Antonio, educated there

in the

Bon Avon

academy.

A Nine-year Quarrel

STRANGE
oftentimes
develop

friendships
at

studios.
motion-picture
of
the
case
example,
For
Noah Young, strong man
playing heavies at the Hal
Roach lot, and S a
y
Brooks, diminutive comedian.
For nine years these two have,
together.
it
fought
out
Sammy, not enough over four

They Almost Called Him
"Doc" Arlen

mm

to

make

R

it

feet four, all the disrespectful

he ever knew and
even acquired choice selections
from the Greek, Scandinavian

names

and Sioux to use on special
occasions.
He has offered to
fight the "heavy" at any spot
on the globe, Marquis of
Oueensburg,

The

big

or

man

bare

just

fists.

grins

at

him.

come in for a
day's
work, however, and
get to jostling little Sammy
about unnecessarily, and there
comes the form of a two-hunLee Graves
dred-and-ten
giant
pound
slowly wading in to stop by
the little fellow's side.
Then the jossiders, extras,

Noah and Sammy

are the

closest friends.

Most every one who has seen Roach
comedies will recall Noah because of
He has dehis tremendous physique.
veloped in nine years from a support-

more

sometimes

than, a

thousand make-

in
a flash as a
court jester, sometimes in
important parts for contrast with other
He was a vaudeville comeplayers.'
dian before joining Roach.

ups,

clown

ing at the casting-office doors day after day.
successful in getting several small
parts, most of which were eliminated from
the pictures in the final cutting, but even
Eventually,
that failed to break his spirit.
he was cast for parts that remained in and
his personality began to come to the attenHis work in Paramount's
tion of directors.
"In the Name of Love," won him recognition, Jesse L. Lasky offered him a contract
and his days of worry ended.

He was

ing character player to a capable actor and has appeared in more than three
hundred roles. Sammy Brooks has been
in literally

recently

came screaming into his life and he
He
joined the Royal Flying Corps.
saw action and plenty of it.
When the struggle was ended,
Arlen had lost all interest in dentistry
and went to South America to engage
in the oil business.
While there, a
motion-picture company on location
interested him.
He became acquainted with
the director and some of the players and
the acting bug bit him.
After the company
left, he decided to follow and went to Hollywood, where he joined the vast throng knock-

Let a bunch of rough out-

tlings end.

ARLEN,

placed under contract by Paramount, advances a brand-new
reason for his entry into the world
of cinema.
Arlen insists that if the recent
World War had not broken out, there
reason to believe he would
is every
at the present time be known to dental
He is a
surgery friends as "Doc."
Southerner, was educated at a preparatory school in St. Paul, Minnesota,
and entered the University of Pennsylvania to prepare himself for dentistry as a profession.
But the war

worth mentioning, has called Noah, six
feet

ICHARD

just

or

Photo by Rtchee
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Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
in

"The Triumph

of

Their Love."

By Don Ryan

THE

love of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary PickHollywood,
is, in a sense, a vindication of
just as the love of Abelard and Heloise was
vindication of the dank terrors of medievialism, and
the love of Dante and Beatrice was vindication of the
The love of Douglas
starved inhibitions of chivalry.

ford

and Mary may well go down in history among the
great loves such as these because it represents, as did
these, a triumph of the human heart in those who
are highly placed above their fellows.
In our democratic America, Douglas and Mary fill
for a great many persons, that place which in the
imagination of every would-be democrat is reserved
As a nation we bow to oddly
for a king and a queen.

In

Drawings by K. R. Chamberlain

the

late

'nineties

theatrical parentage

a yellow-haired

born of

girl,

and christened Gladys Mary Smith,

stage debut as the child in "The Fatal Marten-twenty-thirty repertoire companies
which flourished then have since been replaced as cheap
entertainment by the medium which this little girl was
fated to adorn.
About the same time a dark-haired youth named
Douglas Fairbanks, was matriculating as a" freshman
Harvard.
a t

made her

riage."

The

He may have
seen
Pickford, the

Mary

actress,

child

assorted
royalty:

lery

Babe

the Harvard

from the

Ruth,

proclaimed

lower
in e n

by the news-

"King

class-

as-

sembled

the

papers

gal-

where

to

of

present
touring

H.
Swat;"
L. Mencken,

the

despot

companies
what
with

repertoire

of

printed

the

we

who

word,

in

Amer-

baseball

"the
razz-berry."
Mary Pickford
was a
quick - witt e d
pretty

games

but

child,

and

Irish

receives

the

homage

of a
of

portion

ica

who

us

never go to
;

Doug
Mary

,

for
these millions of sub-

who
delight

the

mov

i

On

the

her

The

ginnings
While Douglas and

Mary were

testified to the

raising money for the Liberty Loans, the public
greatness of the American movie.

throne of a
new kind of
kingdom, they reign a kingdom that owes its existence to the wholesale manufacture of celluloid and the
recent invention of a camera shutter that can move
faster than the human eyelid.
In this kingdom without

—

surface-fed,
represents the triumph
In a society where
of every human joy to

—

shallow, superficial
their love
of the real.
custom prescribes the sacrifice
the
of ambition, Douglas
and Mary renounced ambition for the sake of joy.
That their worshipful subjects refused to accept the
It
sacrifice makes of their love a greater triumph.
represents the triumph of beauty, the triumph of an

traditions,

maw

atomic urge or, what will you ?
Never before has the story been told and perhaps
This telling is authenticated
it will never be told again.
by those who sat elbow-to-elbow with the cinema royalty in the royal closet and urged in the name of
expediency the renunciation they refused.

that

the type
reper-

humble

e

stars.

made
toire.

to

blue

and

for

paying

homage

with
-

eyes
curls
just

jects
in

call

beof

motion - picture
production

found

her

an
ingenue working for five dollars a day for the Biograph
company. This was in 1909.

Some

"Mender of Nets,"
episodes of the early
Griffith periods
were dug out recently and shown before the Writers' Club of Hollywood.
So rapid has
been the progress of movie making that to modern films
they bore about the relation which a Chaldean tile covered with cuneiform inscriptions would have to the
latest edition of Harold Bell Wright, bound in cloth,
calf, or morocco.
The Fairbanks boy did not go to work in the movies
His entry was delayed until
at five dollars a day.
the year 1916.
College had been abandoned after the
first year.
Douglas Fairbanks had become a matinee
idol.
As a matinee idol he woed and won Beth Sully,
daughter of Dan Sully, who had cornered the cotton
market.
But like many another matinee idol, at the
of

these

early

"Lena and the Geese"

—

ventures,

— romantic
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Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
date of his entrance into pictures he was dead broke
and owed Frank Case of the Algonquin Hotel a board

resign

bill.

herself

worthy of notice as pointing the fallibility of
such a good guesser as David Wark Griffith that Fairbanks was adjudged a lemon by this eminent producer.
Douglas Fairbanks and De Wolfe Hopper were placed
under contract at the same time. Griffith saw the first
screen effort of each. He thought Hopper was a prize
He even suggested
and that Fairbanks was terrible.
It

is

breaking the

lattef's contract.

—

went to work for
Arts-Triangle
the old Fine
at one thousand dollars
"The Lamb." He was
His
first
picture
was
week.
a
an instantaneous hit. Hopper flopped, as they elegantly
put it in the domain of the cinema.
In the same year Sid Grauman, shrewdest of the
retail cinema showmen, advertised Mary Pickford at
his San Francisco theater as "America's Sweetheart."
That slogan enshrined her definitely in the heart of

But the

irrepressible

Douglas

—

America.

son and then
e d

home
ing.

was

to

makThere
vast
bethe

a

affinity

tween
two star
performof

ers

op-

sex,

posite

both at the
meridian of

movie greatness.

What
—

promise

what

daz-

— the

dreams.

New

that

fateful

It was at a party in
taking
were
place with the

year.

The movies
drama and movie

York.

legitimate

—no

actors were celebrities

now

longer the ignoble merrie dancers of the carnival,
anonymous on the billboards that advertised the early

Biograph

films.

Mary and

Owen Moore

her husband

were not get-

ting along very well together.

Mrs. Charlotte Smith, mother of the original child
actress with the yellow curls, like many another mother,
never consented to relinquish her grip upon the child.
Mrs. Smith, the bulky Irish mother, character actress,
keeper of a theatrical boarding house, widdy-woman
accustomed to exchange fisticuffs with a stubborn fate
for the privilege of bringing up her offspring, clumped
into the new era of prosperity with the heavy-footed
Her dominance had altread of a traffic policeman.
ways been distasteful to her daughter's husband. Owen
Moore, himself a two-fisted Irish lad, was not one to
submit.

There was little in common now between the popular
Douglas Fairbanks, deliberately maintaining himself
at the top of this new profession of movie acting, and
the daughter of the cotton king, who had borne him a
Hard-headed

efficiency experts

dom of adhering

have shown Mary the financial wiswhich she attained her popularity.

to the type in

is

possible

that

Doug, while a freshman at Harvard,
may have seen Mary
on the stage.

zling illumi-

nation

They met

It

future

As when King Louis

of France designed to unite
two great dominions by wedding
his son to the daughter of the
Duke of Burgundy. With the
vast difference that here would
be no distaste upon the part of the principal parties
to the union.
Indeed no. The movie favorites would
have been glad to wed.
Yet only in dreams was there indulgence in this
thought.
Only to the strain of "it might have been."
There could be no union by marriage of the two vast
cinema estates possessed by Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford. Both were already married. And
the American public, while seemingly indifferent to
the private conduct of its stage celebrities, took a strange,
puritanical interest in every move made by its movie
hierarchs.

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks were

definitely

Rumblings and dire groanings shook the stuApprehension like a cloud hung over those who
dios.
were interested in keeping these two godly sources of

in love.

revenue unspotted before the world.

Mary was making the picture, "M'liss."
pany was isolated on Mt. Lowe. Here in
topped quiet of the California mountain
worked by day. At night the tavern was
of

The com-

the cloudthe actors
the scene
repeated councils, arguments, pleadings, appeals to
reason, prayers and prostrations.
!"

"If you go to Fairbanks you are lost
Thus in her ears friends and retainers
constantly dinned the chorus.

"The. public won't stand it!"
Thus they howled their dismal nocturne.
In the midst of the din Mary considered
Has any one the
the abstract proposition
right to live her own life in the face of
convention? And on the snowy top of Mt.
Lowe she made her decision.
:

New Willard Hotel turned a carface to the bulging eyes of WashThis nation
ington that spring of 1918.
the Central
with
Germany
and
war
was at
Red caps, gold braid, nickel
Powers.
spurs those trappings of military pomp
for which we Americans pretend a lofty
scorn, were for the time being sacroThe

nival

—

sanct.

Foreign ambassadors, foreign delegates,

foreign

officers,

swarmed

the

1

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
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streets

brilliant

in

canopy of the

plumage.

capital's

Chaplin, the third outstanding figure of the films, who
had been about the nation's business in the same fashion,
and who was also a close friend of the couple, joined
them there.
It was the triumvirate of moviedom assembled in the cradle of American liberty as the
newspapers of that date respectfully noted. Patriotism

Under

best hotel

the escalloped
they passed in glit-

The hurrying army pf paper workers,
stenographers and heads of petty bureaus of
They hardly
war activities, had grown accustomed.
paid the tribute of a glance to a new kind of war
plume.
But on a day when two civilians nonofticials
man and a
tering array.

clerks,

—

woman

—

in

—

boiled over at the big meeting in which the
for the Liberty Loan.
Thousands

—

movie

spoke

of

poured

at

their

few

days

dodged,

coffers

urging.

A
later

being

m

the

Mary was

photo-

graphed and

New

in

And

York.

there

movie.

New York

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
were
Pickford

the

to

whose

the

ambassawere

suites

their

at

the
And
Willard.
here, in the softdisposal

1

in

lighted,

y

heavy

-

carpeted

ease of the

When

luxurious hotel,
resigned

they

to the inevitable.

"I love

you

elsewhere Fairrefused

else

banks

matters."

to

smiled

fore were

"They
through

now.
Even

in the seclusion

of

their quiet

home

fore the observing eye of the camera were candid in their avowal now.
The golden head that was wont to fall in girlish abandon upon the shoulder of the honest hero, now sought
its accustomed resting place in real surrender.

which Mary Pickford
and Doug Fairbanks did in the New Willard Hotel.
They were the two most popular actors in motion
pictures, which meant the two most popular persons
in America, which meant the two most popular beings
in the world.
They expected to pay the price in ruin
decrement of fame, loss of money of the fortune
which each was piling up.
And they decided to lose

was

It

a bravely selfish thing

—

these things rather than to lose each other.
At this
date, in the spring of 1918. they were resolved if
necessary to give up everything and retire from pictures.

They had already picked out South America

as their refuge.

Mary
him

to

took

New

train

York.

sadly.

But there were
no denials.

this title line be-

Eyes accustomed
to open in virginal wonder be-

And

speak.

Mary only

Pouting
lips
that had spoken

earnest

inter-

viewed on the
westbound train
Detroit and
at

themselves
nothing

husband,

famous

FairDouglas
banks, had just
taken train for
the West Coast
without so much
his
seeing
as
wife.
lawful
The long ears
of
the
newsheard
papers
and the rumor
was published to
the world.

their

Librespective
erty Loan speaking tours. Two

dorial

in

was

the daughter of
cotton king,

Washington
launch

in-

terviewed

American

in

the

into

government

street

laughing, under
the hotel canopy,
a mass of tossing
arms and
round,
o o n faces testified to
the greatness of

garb

stars

dollars

for Baltimore.
Doug's tour led
In Philadelphia they met.
Charlie

life

they do not forget their fans.

r

e

said

moviedom

and

sat

back,

resigned

to

watch from shelter the storm that was to sweep Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks from the face of the
earth.

But the two divorces were engineered with an amazPerhaps it was foringly small amount of publicity.
tunate for the pair that the papers were filled with the
German advance in the summer of 1918.

Some

women's

passed

resolutions declaring
to see another Mary
Pickford picture, nor would they permit their children
to see one.
may wonder how many of them have
kept those resolutions.
that their

clubs

members would never go

We

Despite these and some other protests, the storm
refused to grow in fury. Instead it seemed to be calming down and it had hardly reached the proportions
Gradually, without jar, Mary Pickford and
of a gale.
Douglas Fairbanks slipped back into their gilded niches
in the national hall of fame.
Continued on page 110
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Hollywood High Lights
Rambling through the

reel of

news events

By Edwin and Elza

THE

masculine screen star may now be
The question of gender has
seldom, if ever before, affected materially the
contest for Thespianic plumes and laurels, but the current season promises a new order. Led by that romantic
prince, John Barrymore, the heroes of the films are
apparently about to enter more strenuously than ever
into the cinema tournament.
Already, Jack Gilbert has been assaulting the high
battlements of popularity with
his daring, dashing, exuberclay of the

fittingly celebrated.

from

in the

western picture colony.

Schallert

but she is still a potential empress.
depends, also, on what Lillian Gish may accomplish with her production of "La Boheme," and as
Marguerite in "Faust," this being listed among her subsequent features.
To be sure, Norma Shearer, among the newer comers, is still a veritable champion, but she is most successful, as a rule, when sharing featured prominence in
Metro-Goldwyna film with a Chaney or a Gilbert.
ill-fated stories,

Much

Ramon No-

ant personality.

Most venturesome and

George O'Brien

have

modern Man of Destiny,
whose full sway has perhaps

stance

Gloria

Rod La Rocque, and Reginald
Denny are among the princeeffective

and

still

very youthful talents

may

also

entitle

them

to

new

It

coronets

To

top all this, there is a
superlative amusement to be
derived from that clever and
increasing troupe of jesters of
which Harold Lloyd is the ace,
also

Talmadge

Col-

Con-

"Her

in

when

she

is

cutting

Marie

would appear, therefore,

that the fair and famous will
have to learn to make the
world laugh, if they desire to
retain their rightful heritage,
cost what this may in the disturbing of beauty or face

of favor.

and which comprises

zestful

in
Prevost
Ernst Lubitsch's "Kiss Me
Again," and now too, possibly, Eleanor Boardman, are
very successful in providing
the gayer sort of entertainment.

capers,

are nowadays cast as stars of
at least moderate sympathy.
Richard Dix, Monte Blue,

whose

displayed

Night of Romance," Marion
Davies in "Zander the Great,"

felt as yet.

We find also a new dominance for such menacing and
knights
as
heavy-accoutred
Lon Chaney and Lowell Sherman, villains by trade, who

lings

lately

talents as comediennes.
leen Moore in "Sally,"

is

a

only been faintly

in-

teresting, to our way of thinking, have been those girls who

varro and Ronald Colman, in
more thoughtful and dignified
ways, have won a victor's
province.

have

Mayer, nevertheless,
plans for starring her.

powder.

Comedian and Fashion Model.
The comedy influence is

Syd

Chaplin,
Harry Langdon,
Douglas MacLean, and Buster Photo by Freulich
Keaton.
With the demand Reginald Denny, shown here with his pet bird and dog, is
for comedy at its very peak
very happy because Universal adjusted his contract and all
is smooth again.
and summit there is no telling
to
what lengths they may
They are almost always
carry the advantage mere man now seems to possess in
provoking
ability, even
the movies.

widespread

throughout

the

The majority

of producers are virtually sold to the
theory that nothing is quite as
regularly remunerative on the
screen nowadays as humor.
on the lookout for laughteramong the very best known
studios.

players.

The Languishing Queens.
There is no doubt whatsoever that, of late, famed
feminine idols have shown some signs of languishing.
Even Gloria Swanson's vogue is in danger of abating
"Madame
unless she soon succeeds to better pictures.
Sans-Gene" has done nothing to enhance her position.
She has really not had a flourishing response from her
public since "Manhandled."

For Norma Talmadge much may be predicted with
"Graustark." It is to be hoped that her progress thereafter may be continuous, and there is reason to believe that she has bettered her prestige considerably
since "The Lady."Mary Pickf ord may achieve a surprise sortie with "Little Annie Rooney," and, in any case, she is to appear
oftener.

Pola Negri has suffered the most consistently

Lew Cody, it seems, is the latest "discovery." Lew
has been a heavy, he vamp, hero, and everything else,
but Hobart Henley, the director, is now convinced that
his one really outstanding and much-neglected talent is
Consequently, he is going to change
as a comedian.

Lew

into a funster.

This transformation will probably not go so far as

Lew into a slapstick film, but you may as well
watch for some fireworks when he does make his new
It might be just as
debut in "Exchange of Wives."
well to add right here that Lew's mirthful talent in
productions like "Husbands and Lovers" has not been

putting

altogether negligible.

Cody has also been selected to demonstrate the fashions originated by Erte.' He has been cast for "Paris,"
in which the French designer is to supervise both mascu-
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line and feminine styles.
Little Pauline Starke is the
envy of the studios, since she has been chosen for the
leading feminine role.
Pauline, you know, has never
been what might be termed a sartorial high priestess
before. Perhaps her selection is due to a newly detected
resemblance to Gloria Swanson.

Tearle Craves Tragedy.

While others may yearn for comedy, Conway Tearle,
in quite his accustomed manner, has decided to be somewhat different. The part that he has particularly desired to play this season is in "The Viennese Medley,"
and if, as is indicated, the original ending of the story
is to some extent adhered to, the picture will approach
tragedy.
Tearle's friends are hardly able to recognize him since
Instead of the fine crop
he went into the production.
of hair which has been one of his distinguishing marks
It is
of handsomeness, his head is now shaved close.
cause
in
has
lately
the
sacrifice
he
made
big
that
the first
of art, and it may, perhaps, mean a new turning point
in his career, away from merely straight playing.

too, that she has played in out on the Coast, with
exception of a bit in the "Follies" sequences of
Later on she will be seen in a big
"Pretty Ladies."
comedy part with Julian Eltinge in "Madame Lucy."
first,

the

Inspiration for

the

new flood of thriller film fiction dealing with the perils
of the movie heroine at the mercy of thugs and bandits
in the woolly, woolly wilds of Hollywood.
a

That Eternal Question.
"Ed-win, what would you do
captured by bandits?"

Town.

Tom Mix's well-known faculty
coming home with the band playing
carried out in even more perfect
detail than usual on his return from
Europe. He was met by a recep-

I

were

!

High Lights?"

are to be reunited in a feature made
shortly after the first of the year,

"My Woman." Meighan has
Paramount for a contract with
Joseph M. Schenck and the United
Artists.
The reported price for his

called

tion.

left

that

Mix

offered

for

popular inspection on this particular occasion, even including the traditional white gloves and abundance

services,

which adorned

his commodious and
ttltraelaborate roadster.
This was, by all
odds, the novelty among his latest possessions.
in the world, perhaps, but

Tom

Mix would

Betty Bronson plays a sweet,
old-fashioned girl in "Not

ever think of incasing a spare
Long Ago," her
tire
in an elegantly hand-tooled,
goldtrimmed morocco-leather cover. Between
examining this and the hectically exaggerated initials on
the car, to say nothing of Mix's own personal attire,
which was more flamboyant than ordinarily, as a result
of his trip to Paris, the onlookers enjoyed more fun
than they would at a circus.

Lucky "Pretty

under

this

new agreement,

ten thousand dollars a week. He
has been receiving approximately
five thousand dollars under his contract with Famous Players.
is

of jewelry, drew quite as much attention as the magnificent spare tire

To show

ever

Meighan Shifts.
It is ages and ages since Tommy
Meighan and Norma Talmadge
have appeared together on the
screen, but from all accounts they

committee

Nobody

:

for the

mayor

Nothing

if

"Ahem
What did you say
you thought would be the next item

Edwin
that

that included the
of Los Angeles, who, after
all, still only comes out on certain
state occasions of the movies. There
was also a festival of cowboy yells
and a clatter of horse's hoofs to
signalize Mix's arrival at the station

Fiction.

lated to hie her off to some lonely place, after the very
best medieval manner, and hold her for ransom.
The
great trouble is that, contrary to precedent, the story was
all too true.
It will be difficult, though, to make the
more skeptical believe this, because it sounds too much
like a good scenario.
Nevertheless, we may probably look forward now to

Elza:

Mix Wakes Up

Movie

All the stars in Hollywood have probably been hoping
that somebody would make plans to kidnap them, ever
since Mary Pickford won front-page publicity for a
series of days on account of a plot which was formu-

So

latest picture.

suitable direction.

Adolphe Menjou, it may be briefly mentioned, has returned to the Paramount fold, happy in
the prospect of soon doing an elaborate picture called
"The King." Since his recent squabble with the Lasky
organization, his temperament, as well as honor, have
apparently been

satisfied.

Another

Ladies."

proof, perhaps, that Mix is quite as versatile in his professional life as in his selection of personal
adornments, somebody recently made up a list of the
various leading women that he has had during his past
sixty pictures.
It may astonish even some fans to know that on this
list of names were included those of Colleen Moore,
Pauline Starke, Lillian Rich, Alice Calhoun, and others
who now occupy starring or featured prominence. No
girl's career in pictures is complete unless she has done
one lead for this most famous and highly paid of stars.
Little Ann Pennington, the "Follies" dancer, evidently took a tip from this, because she signed up for his
very first film after he arrived from abroad. It is the

The change may be a good thing for
Meighan, as he has suffered some loss of
favor lately, owing to the poor quality of
his stories, and possibly also to lack of

Conflict.

Meanwhile, there has been more or

less of

a

hubbub

because three different companies got the
idea of making a Western story of the pony express
One of these is a serial, which
about the same time.
seemingly has the right of way because partly completed
before the others started. Famous Player s-Lasky have
selected another title for the big Western epic which
James Cruze is directing, and Universal is, temporarily
at least, calling theirs "The Pony Express."
This as Raymond Griffith, the psychoanalytic expert, might adduce
should doubtless be adequate proof
for
that there are really great minds in the movies
what is that the proverb makers used to say about their
traveling in the same channels ?
in the colony,

—

—

—
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Lest

The Usual Chimes.
we overlook the brides and grooms
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same time that "The Unchastened Woman," in which
she is now playing, is released.
So, if you have any
belated curiosity to know the facts about the once-

the
of

recent

date entirely, it might be well to mention that we saw
Claire Windsor lately, and she told us that she and
Bert Lytell hope in the future to spend a great deal of
They have decided, as a consequence,
time traveling.
not to build their home on Bert's lot in Beverly Hills.
Instead, they are living in a very bright little bungalow
closer to Hollywood.
Bert and Claire were very lavishly entertained by
Mexican officials, following' their wedding. After the
ceremony in Juarez they made a trip to the capital of
the southern republic.
really feel that Bert and Claire deserve a handsome gold medal for being one of the most faithful of
engaged couples in the film colony, and they appear now
to be among the very happiest of the married folk.
Another bride of the season is Jacqueline Logan, who
was recently married to a very wealthy Texas business
man, Ralph James Gillespie. Jackie has several times
been reported engaged, but when it came to her actual
marriage she didn't take any special time off for such
formalities, which probably goes to prove that she understands the element of suspense and surprise quite as

We

a good film actress should.
But the very latest Hollywood newlyweds are the
diminutive Viola Dana and the
This
towering Lefty Flynn.

mysterious siren, you may purchase the volume.
Nor
we paid for thus advertising her literary efforts.
Our advice is quite gratis.
"The LT nchastened Woman" will bring about a strange

are

reunion.
Standing,

The

cast

numbers George Walsh,

leases.
No more interesting side light on- the changes
that have taken place in fames and reputations could
be imagined than that they should be all together now.

Mary Has
Take a

the

that

you want

to

Mary

see

!

Pirate" in that particular
locality.

To
Mary

this date,

have

Doug and
been

never

separated since their marriage.
That is one of the
reasons why he missed the
New York opening of
"Don O, Son of Zorro."

Both he and Mary expected to be present, but because she could not com-

Talent.

bouquets

if

The reason being that she has
Pickford in person
considered filming some of the exterior scenes for her
next production there.
It is the first time in some years that Mary has even
contemplated doing any locationing away from home,
and if the family tradition is followed you may be sure
As a matter of fact,
that Doug will accompany her.
he has contemplated doing some work on "The Black

ago, but appeared to be all off
However, when
for a time.
Viola returned from picturemaking in the East a short
while ago the couple decided,
apparently, that then was the
time to celebrate their nuptials.

All

the Wanderlust.

trip to Louisiana

romance started several years

More Stage

Wyndham

Eileen Percy, Gladys Brockwell, and Harry
Northrup. During Miss Bara's famous reign with the
Fox organization a few years ago, Walsh and Miss
Brockwell were also headline attractions in their re-

we

have saved up lately we will
have to offer to Carmel Myers
and Eleanor Boardman for
their newly proved stage talents.
They were quite the hit

work on "Little AnRooney" they both
gave up the trip.
The title of the new

of the show in a program of
playlets recently presented in

but

Hollywood.
Miss Myers astonished us

tain resemblance to

plete

nie

Pickford film
it

ture.

From being one of

most faithful of engaged couples
Hollywood, Claire Windsor and Bert Lytell now appear
the

in
to

dy

is

It

is "Scraps,"
not a war picwill bear a cer-

Long Legs,"

"Dadas

the

story is partly laid in an
with the suave charm of her
be among the happiest of married folk.
acting as Helen of Troy in a
orphanage.
burlesque.
Wearing a blond
wig and the white, flowing classical robes, somewhat
Eleanor Waves Her Wand Again.
similar to her costume in "Ben-Hur," she looked even
Conrad Nagel wearing a mustache and Eleanor
more alluring- than usual.
Boardman with a blond wig will be the two novelties
Miss Boardman, for her part, evidenced a piquant
of Elinor Glyn's "The Only Thing."
Elinor has a
sense of humor and a very girlish presence, as one of
penchant for altering the personalities of players, and
the principals in a clever Rupert Hughes comedy sketch.
from glimpses of her present picture we would say that
Among the others who made hits during the evening she had achieved a very happy effect. Miss Boardman
The settings and
were Tom Moore, Vera Lewis, Patsy Ruth Miller, and
is going to look particularly lovely,
remarkable
"His
Lowell.
Miss
girl
costumes
remind
very
much
of
Hour."
Lowell,
is
who
of
Joan
a
history, secured a nice film engagement following the
Barrymore a Whaler.
productions.
She is the daughter of a sea captain and
Readers of Picture-Play Magazine will doubtless
all her childhood was spent aboard the vessels that he
commanded. She has only played in pictures a few recall that in the last issue of the magazine John Barrymore expressed great admiration for "Down to the Sea
She
times, never seeming to enjoy much good fortune.
in Ships," produced two or three seasons ago by Elmer
was among the girls mentioned for the part of Luana,
when there was talk of producing "The Bird of Para- Clifton. He said it was the one picture above all others
in which he would have liked to play.
dise."
The sequel to this statement may now be written.
Theda Confesses.
Barrymore's first production for Warner Brothers is
called "The Sea Beast," and it has the locale of New
All the secrets of Theda Bara's past life are to be
Bedford, Connecticut.
It also deals with the whalingtold at last.
Theda is going to have her say by means
[Continued on page 100]
industry.
of a book of confessions, and it will be published about
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The Making

of

"The Wanderer"

Only a few miles from Hollywood the Old Testament story of The Prodigal Son

is

being filmed.

By William H. McKegg
peoples' mirrored past
BEHOLD
The mist of a thousand years

water

a

is

wiped from the

crystal of to-day.

There

an incessant rush and roar of human voices.
of the ass and the groan of the tired dromedary rise over the market square.
Bazaars on either
side, leading into twisted byways
with shops full of
wares and fraudulent keepers swarm with donkeys,
camels, strange vehicles, natives in flowing robes, and
is

The bray

—

shiny-flanked Nubians.
dusky maiden lowers
.

—

.

her bucket down a well.
bends before his fire to turn the
hissing meat cooking over it.
His baggage camels, disposed on the ground, are eating grain and from time to
time utter loud yelping sounds.
The other beasts respond and the noise echoes up the hills. The almost deafening volubility of the crafty bargainers adds to the
by, a traveler

general tumult.
whistle blows.
.

.

.

A

The entire crowd changes. From being children of
Old Testament they become children of Hollywood.
The young girl hoists her bucket from the well. Sigh-

the

ing with relief she limps to a shady spot, turning tired
but ambitious eyes on Inglewood.
For this location,
where the Biblical spectacle, "The Wanderer," is being
made, is but a short distance from the village by that
name, which itself is but a few miles from Hollywood.
According to Famous Players' location experts, this
small California town bears a remarkable resemblance
to the Holy Land.
With the great variety of locations
which California offers deserts, mountains, snowy
wastes, and wide ranches
even South Sea islands just
off its coast
it is not surprising that it can produce a
place that resembles Palestine, especially when to the
natural background is added reproductions of ancient
dwellings, and peopled with players in appropriate costume and make-up.
As the camera begins to grind once more, long-horned
oxen yoked to an ancient-looking plow are being driven
by their master across a field, turning up the rough
ground another worker follows and scatters seed. One
man works a balancing apparatus a long pole with a
rock on one end and a pail on the other with which

—

from the

irrigating

canal.

Another

The entire scene looks like an illustration in the Bible,
as indeed it should, for "The Wanderer" tells the story
of the Prodigal Son.
The first part of the picture shows the life of a
Hebrew family in Biblical times. The husband is master of the home. The women must be submissive. Their
most exciting diversion commences and stops at em-

.

A

Near

carried

is

manipulates a water wheel by which he lifts the
water to higher levels for pouring on the earth.

toiler

—
—

;

—

—

broidery work.
The cloth, according to its size, is
stretched across a wooden hoop so that two people can

work at
Food

it

together.

served on a long wooden table. Fish, dates,
nuts, figs, onions, bread, and wine invariably make up
each meal. The heavy stone-flagged floor of the eating
is

room

leads through open archways into the courtyard
where doves flitter about in the sunlight pecking at stray
seeds blown across from the barns.
The Boy, in adolescent youth, becomes restless and

discontented.
One day, to the crash of cymbals, tinklings of bells,
and the trill of tambourines, a gayly decked caravan
score of slaves and atcrosses the countryside.
tendants, ruled by an oversteward, reveal the fact that
the traveler is of "high standing.
The entourage passes The Boy's place. He sees
Tisha, the dancer, for the first time.
The peace and gentleness of his home become unbearable.
To lie on the green hillside watching flocks of
pigeon, snipe, plover, and crane fly overhead, while the
snow-white sheep grazed in the meadows, used to
appeal to his poetic fancy but now, since seeing the
exotic dancer, these -things seem commonplace and

A

;

servile.

Blind to his mother's sorrow, his sweetheart's grief,
hating the monotonous life of the farm, The Boy finally
The
persuades his father to let him go to the city.
Sufficient
strong boxes, kept in the house, are opened.
money is given him to start him well off in life.
Astride an ass, the chief traveling vehicle of the middle-class, the wanderer sees the countryside of Palestine:
Continued on page 98

Photographs by Kichee

The

story on the opposite page tells something of the research and location difficulties

which Famous Players-Lasky ex-

perienced in trying to make "The Wanderer" as faithful as possible to the life
The picture above
of biblical times.
shows Kathlyn Williams as the Wan-

Kathryn Hill, as his
sweetheart, in a courtyard typical of the
day.
At the left, Greta Nissen as the

derer's mother, and

dancer

who

shown

in all the

lures the

boy from home,

is

luxurious splendor of a
favored courtesan's apartment.
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Long,

rough wooden tables
families of biblical times and

were used by all middle-class
homes had numerous open arch-

ways.

Photos by
Richee

Buster Collier, shown at the
title

short

role

in

tunic

Tyrone

left,

who

plays the

"The Wanderer," is dressed in the
worn by farmer boys of his day.

Power,

playing his father, affects the
keeping with his austere character as a man of God.

plain severity

in

This scene showing the Wanderer's return was filmed in a
Hollywood remarkable in its resemblance to
scenes in the Holy Land.

section near

Photos by
Riehee

A

black wig and the simple, plain robes

worn by

the

middle-class Israelites transform Kathlyn Williams
into the patient, sorely tried Jewish mother you see

above.

Kathryn

Hill, at the right, is

simple, modest costume

robed

in the

worn by young middle-class

Israelite girls of the time.
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What
De Mille
Offers
Photographs by
William Davis Pearsall

The
De

De Mille
own promuch wonder

Since Cecil

became
ducer,

his

picked by
been

have

particularly envied, for

every one knows what

and

excitement have
attended the signing
of players for his permanent stock company. Each new player
handed a contract was
given envious glances
by less, fortunate candidates.

girls

Mille

training under his
magic wand does for
a player's appearance
and reputation.
The
girls on this page all
have contracts and are

already at work in the
De Mille studios.

i

Vera Reynolds, above,
and

Lillian

the

right,

peared

in

Rich,

have

De

at

apMille

pictures before.
ijoudal,

in

Jetta
the upper

left-hand corner, has
played several promin e n t screen roles,
while Sally Rand, in
the upper right-hand

corner, and

Majel
Coleman, at the left,
are newcomers.
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An
Amazing
Marquise

dignity of becoming the wife of a marquis is not going to

The

have

any

Gloria
screen
ently,

is

in

Folly"'

a story of society

intrigue in which the

on
Swanson's
effect

roles,

for

"The Coast of

wealthy heroine

is

al-

most made the inno-

appar-

of another
revenge on
Fashher husband.
glamorionable and
cent

"The

tool

woman's

of Folly" she
a part that
promises to be one of
her most dashing madcap accomplishments.

Coast

plays

ous

Palm Beach forms

the background of the
story.

rnoto VJ ntcnee

Gloria Swanson is a
continual and refreshing surprise. In "The
Coast of Folly" she
appears for a short

time

in

outfit

with

farcical

during

But
the

the little-girl
see above

you

results.

most

of

she plays
vivastrikingly

picture

the
cious

young

girl

you

see in the other photographs on this page.
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Another

Notch
The many and

elaborate episodes

of "Ben-Hur" are being completed
degrees.. The scenes represented on this page have just been
finished, and there remains to be
filmed only the great chariot race
sequence. Carmel Myers and Fran-

by

X.

Bushman appear

in the
top of the page;
Betty Bronson, playing the Madonna, is shown in the oval, while
cis

picture

below

among

is

at

the

one of the striking scenes

the galley slaves during the
sinking of a Roman ship.
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Within the next year or two Dorothy Mackaill
thinks

Emma-Lindsay

Squier.

You

will

find

among the first three ladies of the screen,
further interesting impres'sions of her in the

will be

story on the opposite page.

!
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Dinner with Dorothy
At which the interviewer discovers the reasons for Miss Mackaill's
success and makes some predictions about her further glory.

By Emma-Lindsay

PICTURE

you

lobby of the Hotel NetherFifty gorgeously gowned
young women sitting attentively waiting for a director, who, it is rumored, is going to choose one of the
applicants for the part of the young blind girl in
"Mighty Like a Rose." The long room is heavy with
the fragrance of many perfumes.
There is a glitter
of jewelry
false and real
and a tumult of eager
colors.
Each applicant is dressed in her "Sunday best."
Then picture in the midst of all this obvious finery
a frail young girl in black with a shabby little round
hat pressed down over pale-gold hair, big, gray eyes
and a crimson mouth set in a white oval face. Not a
jewel, not even the delicate shimmer of a silk stocking.
The director enters and his eye sweeps appraisingly
around that circle of eager, overdressed beauties. To
choose from among them would be like trying to select
the most enchanting single flower in a garden of a
thousand roses.
Inevitably his eye falls upon the
one girl who is in such startling contrast to the others.
The director approaches her, speaks rather hesitatingly,
"Are you applying for the part in this picture ? What's
land

in

if

New

will the

York.

—

—

your name?"
She answers very simply, "I am Dorothy Mackaill."
The name at that time meant- nothing to the director
or to any one. True, this young girl, so recently
come 'from England, had appeared in the chorus of
the "Follies."
She had left the ranks of the glorified
American girls to make one picture in Hollywood, but
it was with a small company and an independent release, so that her work had been given no opportunity
to attract attention.
She had decided to come back
to New York and start again in the right way.
"The
right way," as she conceived it, would be in a part
that she loved and which would serve as a definite

—

stepping stone to the higher altitudes of fame.
Hence the scene in the lobby of the Netherland
Hotel.
Dorothy Mackaill had other clothes, but she
knew the value of contrast. The director talked to
her.
He was intrigued by that mysterious compelling
something that is the keynote of her personality. But

he

still

blind girl.
She called him up twice once
learned
"I
have
to play the violin," and
to
once to say, "I have been spending' my afternoons at
I know how a blind girl acts
a school for the blind.

for the

and

"Besides,

this

Can you do
I'll

an unknown actress,"

little

blind

has

girl

to

that?"

learn,"

Dorothy

told

He laughed at her assurance. "We will begin working on the picture inside of five weeks," he said.
"You
can't learn to play a violin in that time."
"Yes, I can," she answered quietly, convincingly.
Without promising anything he allowed her to take
the violin home with her.
She got an instructor that
same day and started work.
She practiced day and
night
and there were times when her slender funds
went for violin lessons instead of meals. But it didn't
matter.
She had made up her mind to have that
;

part.

"I figured
I

feels."

the director called her and said
Even then he was
they would give her a camera test.
very noncommittal and held out no hope that she would
The test scene was an extremely
be given the role.
The young blind girl leaves the home
emotional one.
that had meant so much to her and goes friendless
and alone out into the world, which to her is a vast
darkness.
Dorothy Mackaill told me about it one night when
we were at dinner the two of us in her rooms at
the Algonquin Hotel.
"At first I was frightened thoroughly, horribly
All those people were watching me with
frightened.

—

—

—

cold,

hostile

eyes

— or

so

it

seemed

to

me.

Then

I

school had
girl whom I had watched day after
day, trying to feel her personality and get her viewpoint on life. I forgot myself. I went whole-heartedly
They told me to
into the character I was creating.
kept on streamtears
cry, and I sobbed so hard that the
stopped.
camera
the
when
ing down my face even
were
hands
stage
and
the
directors
finished
When I
I
looking at me curiously, without saying a word.
But the director said curtly,
thought I had failed.
What's your salary?' And so I
'Report to-morrow.

remembered how
looked a young

—

a

young

girl at the blind

got the part."

There you have the secret of Dorothy Mackaill's
success.
She gets what she goes after by reason of
persistence, patience and an unconquerable determina-

Not many girls would have
master details.
gone to the expense of learning to play the violin
on the slim chance of being chosen from a group of
I asked her how she would have felt if the
fifty.
But she looked
director had not chosen her after all.
at me steadily with her wide, gray eyes, and said quietly,
tion

"But

to

I

knew

in

"The

I

it.
I knew it."
saw Dorothy Mackaill on

that I'd get

first

Man Who Came

the

screen,

Back," she had long, yellow

Now the long,
hair that was unique and distinctive.
yellow tresses are gone laid as a sacrifice on the altar
of "Chickie," film version of a serialized story that
It has
had been running in the daily newspapers.
aristoless
changed her, of course. It makes her look
regret
does
not
Dorothy
cratic, but more youthful.
struggle
admits,
a
first,
she
it now, although it was at
;

Mackaill

him.

me, "and

;

The day came when

When

"It's too big a part to trust to

"Not now, but

little

him,

tell

hesitated.

he demurred.
play a violin.

Squier

I wouldn't starve to death," Dorothy told
could make up for not eating when I got

—

the part."
The hardest thing was the cold, fruitless period of
waiting.
The director never once called her up or
gave her any intimation that he was considering her
-

to give

it

up.

wanted the part of Chickie," she said frankly, "but
they wouldn't take me without my having bobbed hair.
There was a short argument between my hair and me,
and I won out. Off it came."
She lets nothing interfere
That is Dorothy again.
when once she has made up her mind concerning what
Heaven help the moon if Dorothy decided
she wants.
she was going to have it
I
was outspoken in my contempt for the trashy
story in which, I feared, Dorothy Mackaill's superior
talents would be submerged.
But she did not altogether
"I

agree with me.
Continued on page 103

At Home,
To

the favored few

who know

well, the invitation to "drop in

"You'll find her in the garden." is
butler's almost inevitable reply

the

when you ask for the little lady of the
big house at almost any of the popular
motion-picture players' homes in CaliFor once the adventure of
fornia.
building and furnishing a home is over,
they who spend so much of their time
in stuffy studios seek the out of doors.
And California gardens respond generously to even amateurs' efforts, and
flowers in profusion reward the hortiwho has only occasional
culturist
hours to give to them.
At the top of this page is shown
Robert Vignola's picturesque home,
which stands on the highest knoll of

Hollywood.
"But you should see my garden," he
insists, when people exclaim over his
For the rose garcharming home.
dens that surround his house are his
particular pride.

At the left, Corinne Griffith was
caught by the camera just as she was
clipping

some amaryllis

—

at

least,

it

be something with a prettier
name than daisies, for one can hardly
associate them with the orchidaceous

must

Miss

Griffith.

Informal
California's motion-picture players

any time"

finds

them

like

this.

The day of pretentious homes and formal
gardens is past, for the most part, among
California's motion-picture players and the
"Be yourself" is most enthusiasexpressed in the homes which are
so completely characteristic of individual
slogan
tically

taste.

Typical of his quiet dignity and simple
is Ernest Torrence's comfortable English manor house out at the very end of Hollywood Boulevard, where the hills rise in
stately benediction.
When he was on the
stage and Mrs. Torrence was enduring
with him the discomforts of touring, they
often planned a little house that would
some day be theirs a little house like the
country homes they had seen in England.
And this is the little house of their dreams,
a reality at last.
Some day soon, as befits a star of her
importance, Colleen Moore intends to have
a swimming pool in her back yard, but just
now she is content with a little lily pond
where glittering goldfish disport themselves.
There "Dinty," "The Wall Flower," "So
Big," "Sally," and others named for her
starring roles flit about unconcerned with
their importance as monuments to her suctastes

—

cess.

At Home, Informal

86

Pauline Garon has
bought a home in Beverly Hills, and though a

few decorative shrubs
present

constitute

at

her

garden she has planted
seeds and has hopes. As
most things turn out
well for little Pauline,
by the time this appears
she will probably have a
Hi nin'shing garden.

Conrad Nagel heard somewhere "If you want a thing well done, do it
union rules to the contrary he took a shovel in hand and

yourself," so

—

—

began digging a hole at the side of his new home in Beverly Hills, a hole
Now he is willing to
that will some day grow to be a swimming pool.
admit that perhaps laborers do work pretty hard for their money.

When Marion Davies
New York to make

left

a picture in California,
she declared that she
would soon return, but
the comforts of outdoor

won her over. She
bought a home in Beverly Hills, and now she

life

disdains returning to the
walled-in life of the big
city.

At Home, Informal

87

Writing letters is always a bore to Helene
Chadwick, but it is not
so wearisome
when she takes her desk
out on the side porch
and glances over the domain her picture profits
have brought her.

nearly

with the hose, the man with the home,
Creighton Hale, for even before he left
New York for California he always had a little house, completely surrounded by gardens of his own making.

The man with

are

f

all

the hoe, the

characteristic

titles

man

for

*

Palms may whine and

moan
night,

the wind at
and brush one's
in

neck with clammy

fin-

gers in the rain, but they
are decorative, so Patsy
Ruth Miller insists on
having them.

SS

The Second Generation Again
Helene and Dolores Costello, daughters of the old-time

idol,

Maurice

Costello, enter the ranks of the screen "followers in father's footsteps."

By Peggy Handley

THERE
Helene

be no Hollywood heartaches for
and Dolores Costello
For these two girls, daughters of Maurice
Costello, the first matinee idol of the -screen, arrived
in

Hollywood

will

recently,

each with a long-term contract in her shapely hand.
All the credit should not
go to their father.
They have worked hard and did
not attempt to slide in on his name and reputation.
It all happened very suddenly.
It seems a bit hazy
even now, when they are comfortablv ensconced in
their Hollywood bungalow and already at work at
the Warner studio on "Bobbed Hair."
Helene and Dolores Costello, not vet out of their
teens, were dancing in Chicago in George White's
"Scandals."
The stage was to be their forte. With
the coming of summer, they would return to New York,
enjoy a few weeks' rest, resume their dancing studies,
and prepare for another season on the road, or perhaps they might be chosen for a Broadway production.
Warner Brothers representative saw them one evening and noticed the individual beauty of these two
He thought they would screen well and that
girls.
a few months under the supervision of capable direc-

A

would teach them the rudiments of camera work.
Their name meant nothing to him.
He did not dream that the}' had practically been
brought up in a motion-picture studio and one now
owned by Warner Brothers, too and that they had
heard in their home the tune of cameras, lights, scripts,
tors

—

stills,

—

locations, et cetera.

Telegrams flew across the continent and a few days
later they boarded a westbound train for the Coast,
with memories of tearful good-bys at the theater.
Two thousand miles away from Hollywood thev had
found the magic spring that opens the gate to Hollywood and fame. And they weren't looking for it
Theatergoers will remember the Costello girls when
they were little more than babies, playing in Vitagraph
Someproductions in which their father was starred.
Her
times their mother was seen on the screen, too.
name was Georgia Maurice, but she did not seek a
career.
Her place was molding the careers of her
children, but she earnestly hoped that some day, if the
motion picture was not just a passing fancy, her two
daughters would find a place on the screen and carry on

the

work of

their father.

[Continued on page 105]
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Old Friends Talk
of Alice Terry
express diverse opinions as to whether or
not she has been changed by her success from
the happy-go-lucky girl of her extra days.

And

By Dorothy Manners

TO

say

Alice

that

hasn't

absurd!" said one of the
course she has changed.

changed
girls.

She

is

"Of
would

be sort of a moron if she hadn't. Just think
of what has happened to Alice immaterial of
She
her advance from extra to star parts.
has traveled New» York, London, Paris
and in addition she has been in a position
to meet the most interesting and charming
.people those places afford.
She has seen and
observed.
In the last four or five years of
her life Alice has been acquiring the sort of
education that couldn't be got in years of
schooling."

—

The foregoing was more than an explanaof Alice Terry— it was a defense.
character woman with vivid yellow hair and
a cerise smile had made her way over to where
several of us were chatting behind the camera

A

tion

lines and informed us with a depreciating
wave of her handkerchief that "Alluce" was

getting upstage.
According to her grievance
she had thrust herself onto Alice's set through
an entrance conspiciously marked "Keep out,
please," and all "Alluce'' had done was to

wave and nod

to her.
"She might have at
invited me in," complained "the colorful
blonde.
"I knew her when she was an extra
least

girl."

Of

all

sad words of tongue or pen, among
I knew her when.
Yet

the saddest are these

—

they enjoy tremendous vogue in Hollywood,
the whole town being divided into two camps
those
who discovered Valentino and those who knew Alice
Terry when she was an extra girl. Any one who didn't
know Alice when might as well be dead when the
girls get together for a sociable little chin.
The accusation of the vivid blonde wasn't the first time I
had heard Alice indicted for bad memory and nearsightedness, but I put little stock in it.
In the first place, extras are not all boon companions.
It is not a sorority order.
Among the extras, as among
the stars, there are circles within circles.
When I first

—

—

Lasky lot no one around the place
with the same degree of frigidity as a redheaded girl who was then the "queen" of the extras.
She had a speaking
She worked in all the pictures.
acquaintance with most of the stars. She often lunched
with them and went on their parties. The only thing
she had in common with the rest of us was her salary
check.
She was blue blooded and we were riffraff,
and she never let us forget it. You stood more of a
chance of making a chum of Gloria Swanson than
of this young lady. Also there were about twelve other
Not that
girls who were a little coterie to themselves.
they were intentionally aloof, but they had worked in
many pictures together. They knew each other well.
started in on the

ritzed

me

They reminisced over mutual experiences. Thev were
congenial and sufficient unto themselves. Another group
consisted

of

four

or

five

elderly

women who were

grande dames by day and housewives by night. These
were usually matrons who worked in pictures for the
extra money to be picked up and they brought sewing
to while away the time while they gossiped over recipes
and style books. It was seldom that these groups intermingled except for a casual "Hello" or "Good-by."
However, let any one of them advance herself professionally or artistically, and immediately the others
become her best friends and severest critics.
I was curious about Alice Terry for I
had never
known her personally, she being well on the upgrade

when

I

started,

but

I

am

eccentrically

interested

in

any one's reactions to success. Especially the sudden,
Interoverbalancing, heady success of the movies.
viewing for the first time is hardly conducive to deep
character analysis and the idle gossip of the sets is

—

that is
apt to be improvised without regard to facts
the reason I was glad to hear her old friend, Clara
Morris, tell me something of Mrs. Rex Ingram, nee
In the days of Alice's
Alice Tery, nee Alice Taaffe.
extra work she and Clara had been inseparable companions. They roomed together on location trips. They
In the
shared the same dressing room at the studio.
evenings when they were not doing night work they
went to picture shows.
"Alice and I would go to some neighborhood show,"
Alice was
Clara said, "and then I'd take her home.
Continued on page 100
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The Romance

of Universal City

it has developed from a group of shacks into the
and most complete motion-picture studio in the world.

In ten years
largest

WHEN

the Universal company celebrated its
anniversary recently, another page was
completed in the history of the motion-picture
industry which was begun by the erection of a small
collection of primitive studio buildings huddled beneath
the California hills.
Universal City, as it looked

tenth

1915, is shown in the picture at the bottom
of the page.
The large picture, an airplane view, is the latest
one taken of Universal City. The six hundred acres
which now make up the lot are dotted with sights
which make it one of the most fascinating places in
the world.
Practically every part of the earth is represented there.
In the rear of the picture, just below the farthest
hill, may be seen the arched structure of the cathedral
constructed for "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
with surrounding French settings.
Just to the right
of it, in the same group, are the Monte Carlo Casino
and the Cafe de Paris, which Von Stroheim built for
in

Under the little hill in the center
of the picture the ground is tunneled into catacombs,
which were used in "Phantom of the Opera."
"Foolish Wives."

On
village

the slope of another hill is a quaint little Canadian
in still another section is a small town in In;

Dotted here and there are streets and houses
representing towns in Vienna, London, China, India,
Algeria.
South Seas jungle is here too, as well
as New York streets that imitate both the Bowery and
portion of South Amerthe quiet residential parts.
ica, with a bull ring, colors another part of the lot.
The complete two-story set showing the home of the
Count in "Foolish Wives" is still standing.
Among the group of large buildings in the center
of the picture are the five inclosed stages where interior shots are made, as well as six open ones.
The
administration buildings and offices are also in this
section.
The street running through Universal City in
the foreground of the picture is Cahuenga Boulevard,
diana.

A

A

Continued on page 104

—
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Betty Blythe and Malcolm Tod, an English actor playing her leading man, before the Garden of Gethsemane.
ground are part of the Mount of Olives.

The trees

in the

back-

A Letter from Location
Betty Blythe writes of her experiences in Palestine and Cairo while
for "Jacob's Well," produced by a European company.

making scenes

Haifa, Palestine.

My

Dear-

Well, here

I

am

still

abroad

!

I've arranged to

go

home

several times, but always at the last minute something too good to miss came up and I had to have my
luggage dragged off the steamer and start in making

another picture.
Just now we are in Palestine, doing scenes for
"Jacob's Well," the novel by Benoit which is so tretook the boat to
mendously popular in France.
Alexandria from France, then went on to Cairo. I was
awfully disappointed at sight of the "beautiful and mysterious" port of Alexandria.
To me it seemed very
simple and very unlike the heralded and exotic place
Alexandria is supposed to be.
Ah, that was the glory of glories
But Cairo
My chief imAfter Cairo we went to Jerusalem.
worked
pression of that place is of a city of walls.

We

!

We

narrow little streets which to us in America would
seem the tiniest alleys. And such a time we had with
They had never seen or scarcely
the curious Arabs
heard of a motion-picture camera, and would keep funin

!

*This letter, written by Miss Blythe to a personal friend in
York, was given to lis, with permission to reproduce it for
Editor.
interest it would have for our fans.

New
the

ning up to stare into the lens or just to stand and look
us over.
Just as we had got our cameras set up, the
scene rehearsed, the reflectors placed, and the shadows
just right for lighting the scene, a caravan of donkeys
laden with merchandise would ramble through the stone
alley, and we would have to string ourselves up along
the wall to give the donkeys room to get through.
have wandered all over old Jerusalem, and I
have simply been living in a daze at seeing the actual
places so familiar in biblical history, but which I never
expected to see in reality. Working in such a location

We

rare privilege, and, although I am terribly homesick for Hollywood, this is a glorious experience that I
wouldn't miss for anything.
Among the points of interest which we have photographed for the picture is the Wall of Lamentation,
where hundreds of Jews gather every day at four thirty
is

a

It is a
to chant and pray, kissing the wall at intervals.
most impressive sight. We also photographed David's
Tower, Jericho Gate, Herod's Gate, and the Garden of
Gethsemane. Though I have traveled a great deal of
sure,
late, and seen many wonderful sights, these, I am
wonderful.
will always seem to be the most

Continued on page 107

The Real
Thing
Evelyn Brent impresses
one with her honesty
and genuineness.

By Constance
Palmer

Littlefield

THERE

is a directa sincerity
and lack of pose

ness,

about Evelyn Brent that
puts to scorn all the
hypocrisies of this silly
world.
For one thing,
when she talks, she looks
her vis-a-vis directly in
the eye.
No sham, no
foolishness, no archness
about her. When she
laughs, it is because she
wants to and the laugh
is apt to be
short and
rather
abrupt.
That
laugh is almost a gentle,
rather tired jeer at the
easily discerned foibles
of others.

—

Somewhere, somehow,
Evelyn Brent has seen
deep into the heart of
things
and while she
has found there in that
inner bright cavern much
of the goodness of hu-

—

man

nature,
she
has
seen too in that clear,
white light a great deal
that is not so admirable.

And

keen brain,

that

has taught her that
bitterness
can o n 1 y

too,

muddy what good
is

and

left,

there
the

better

short abrupt laugh thr.n

no laugh at

all

Beautiful, of course,
with the added inner
beauty of soul poised,
with the happy faculty
of
deep
interest
in
others, she gives the impression of whole-heartedness so gratifying to

—

her

listener.

My
her

was

affair

—

—

that's

a

interview
with
a very direct
of

sort

that."

"Well
had

I

come to talk with her
about her work, herself,
her views of things in
general,

what

and

that's

just

I got.

Her charming

British

accent led me to believe
she
wT as English-born.

!

!

!

!

—

—

—

—

The Real Thing
However, Florida was her birthplace and the British
comes from several years spent in Eng-

cast of speech

land during the formative period of her life.
"I started to work when I was fourteen in the old
World Studios in New York. I was put in stock doing
all kinds of things
good experience, probably, but terribly tiresome and disheartening for such an ambitious
young person. Of course, there wasn't much money
in it, and an awful lot of work.
"Then the World Film Companv broke up, as a
result of the film-patent war, and I played around in
other studios, not getting much chance." Life seemed
to be mostly getting up in the morning and traveling
from Brooklyn to Fort Lee and then back again at
night

—

"But I was doing a
small parts maids and
save some money.

—

little

—
— and

better

what-not

getting
I

bits

managed

"The war was
to

—

—

—

thing

was wonderful.

"When I returned to New York, I married Bernie
and that was a very important step in my life
"As you know, Douglas Fairbanks brought me from
New York to the Coast to play his leading woman in
"The Thief of Bagdad," but it took such a long time
for the production to get started that I asked him to
release me from my contract so that I could get back
on the screen.
It is very dangerous for an actor or
actress to stay in seclusion too
of fame to live that down.

long

!

It

takes

a lot

"You see, I have a very good adviser in my husband.
always talk things over very fully and I
abide by his decisions."

We

P. Fineman, general manager of
a very astute young- man, and it is
wondered at that his wife listens carefully to

"Bernie"
F. B. O.
not to be

is

He

B.

is

good advice

his very

had held open so candidly before.
"Well that's rather a hard question."
She arose from her chair and moved over to a table
and fingered the books there. I could see the struggle
in her mind.
I hoped deeply that she would not^answer my question untruthfully— or truthfully. I hoped

—

fervently that she wouldn't let -me see into her own
heart and so permit me to put into print a revelation
which, after all, should not be made.

She turned around and looked
a worm.
"I don't know," she said flatly.

The combination is ideal, for Miss Brent is now
under contract to F. B. O., where she is doing six
pictures during this, her first year, and eight during
her next.
If you figure it out, you will see that she
works very, very hard.
About two months ago she had a very serious accident which would have resulted in death had it not
been for the presence of mind of her maid Helen. The
handle of the hot-water faucet in her shower broke
as she was turning it and the jagged edge cut the main
artery in her wrist.

I

prints up until the moment I have in sight
do this story with her.
And I have a very real
and very deep liking for her and that's that.
"It wouldn't be honest of me to put either my hus-

public

to

—

band or my career first in my life.
I couldn't give
up either one and be happy. I don't believe that a
woman—if she has creative talent should give up
her career when she marries. Before she and her husband are married, they should decide this question and
so avoid any arguments on the subject afterwards.
"But a career such a woman should and must have.
It keeps her alive
awake vital. As I told you, I have
worked since I was fourteen and if that work were
taken awa3^ from me now I would be miserable.

—

—

"Of

could adjust myself, as thousands of
before me, but I simply could not
be happy.
When one has worked very hard and has
attained a certain public position, through what was
often great hardship and difficulty, it is too much to
ask that she be satisfied and happy in the narrow confines of home life.
"I suppose men will want to wring my neck for
saying that, but women are becoming more and more
free to develop their minds
and so their careers
Men don't like it
than they ever have been before.
continually,
but
more
and fight it
and more we are
overcoming the age-old prejudice that makes them want
to sit us on a fine cushion to sew a fine seam, while
they do the hustling to buy the strawberries and cream
which they ordain, generously enough, shall be our
course,

I

women have done

—

diet.

"This is my belief, and I'm tired now. I've worked
hard hard— for months, and I feel weak and not very
well
that

from

—

my

the most important thing in your life?"
her suddenly, in a low, despicable hope that
I

—

I

with her.

lost.

One would

accident.

naturally

think

do to-day I would want to crawl
into a corner and pull the corner in after me, meanwhile vigorously bemoaning the fact that work was
But the fact is that I'm
ever invented for women
ready to go back to the studio Monday and begin anfeeling as

strength she
shot at

and

_

that makes me
different from that.

is

in the eye

breathed a deep sigh of relief.
When all is said
it's
nobody's particular business what the
greatest thing in a woman's life is, and Evelyn had
not fallen short of my belief in her.
And I may add
that I am very proud to say that I know her well
enough to call her by her first name and she calls
me by mine and that she didn't know I wrote for the
I

The maid rushed in at her shriek and by grasping
Miss Brent's arm tightly, she pinched the artery shut.
Then there were frantic efforts to reach Bernie and
a doctor by telephone, with the poor victim more dead
than alive from loss of blood.
She is not an overly strong girl and a quart of blood
is more precious to her than it would be to a great,
strapping creature radiating vim and vigor.
Now she
is resting, and reveling in a diet of juicy beefsteaks,
cream and eggs, and is gradually g-etting back the

"What

me

felt like

and done,

just over then and I had a great dego abroad.
I was thoroughly tired of everything here and longed to see new things.
"But getting passports was next to impossible and
it was months before I could manage it
and that only
by pulling every wire I knew. Finally, the all-important
matter of a chaperon was arranged and over we went.
"I spent some time in London
got an engagement
on the stage, and then went to Paris for a glorious
holiday.
I spent all my money
but it was worth it
"Then I came back to London and got a job in
pictures almost immediately and from then on every_

sire

her weakened state would allow her to confess her
innermost heart to me.
She looked at me quickly with startled eyes, then
slowly, firmly, she closed the door between us that she

and
to
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other picture.

So it
want

isn't just

to

work

excess physical vitality

—

it's

something entirely

of mental triumph
a
developing
and
of the soul."
expanding
and an
like
Evelyn
Brent?
She is
Do you wonder that I
in
so
squarely
real,
looks
facts
she
so genuine, so
talk
revelation
pleasure
and
to
a
that
it
is
a
the face,

She

will

go

It's

far, that girl

sort

—how

I

love to prophesy

Continued on page 106
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The
Continued from page 21

Eleanor Boardman also appears

Doug's "Don Q" has already
opened in New York, and several
other large cities, and seems destined
to be one of the hits of his career.
It is less ambitious and spectacular
than its predecessors, "Robin Hood"
and "The Thief of Bagdad," but it
is

built for entertainment.

Mary Pickford is playing very safe
with one of her Pollyanna-Cinderella
heroines in "Little Annie Rooney."
Charley Ray has also joined the conservatives, going back to the "old
bluff," if you wish to put it that way.
Lillian Gish's future is by far the
most interesting just at present, because she has entered on a new development of her career.
She is
working on "La Boheme" as her first
feature in California in some years
and also her first under contract with
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer.
Other high spots in the forthcoming season include the following
First and foremost, the return of
the elegant and magnetic John Barrymore in a whaling romance.
The costarring of Lon Chaney

and Norma Shearer

in a deeply psy-

chological film, "The Tower of Lies,"
recently finished by Victor Seastrom

—the

same combination as
"Who Gets Slapped."
Cecil

field as

De

Mille's venture

in

"He

into

forsaking of similar free-

dom

for a good contract.
increase in the number of releases starring players who have only
recently really "come into their own."
These include Harry Langdon, Rav-

The

mond

Syd Chaplin, Leon
who played in "Sally," Johnny
Griffith,

Errol,

evidencing a

Add

to be

to these the

following salient

developments

The probable continued advent of
many newcomers in feature pictures.

No

fences up,

it

would seem,

talent these days, because there

to real
is still

a shortage of players.
The revival of the star system,
with certain variations.
The increasing use of color pho-

tography.

The custom of featuring and starring players who have not as yet
established their screen reputation.
This is a very healthy sign in the industry, and is to be noted in produc"The Goose Woman," with
Louise Dresser, and "Stella Dallas,"
with Belle Bennett, and the brand-

tions like

new

recruit, Lois Moran, as well as
"Lightnin'," with Jay Blunt, an unknown character actor.
And that's not forgetting the apparent determination of producers to

make Zane Grey more and more popular, nor the fact that there are now
seven big active conbusiness
it's
not the
game any more of picture making
that are going to be slicing at each
other's throats in all probabilitv in
their fever of competition.
at least six or

cerns

in

the

.

Hines, and others.
This group, together with those comedy stars who
have been longer established, insures
an abundance of the laughs that are
in such great demand at present.
The progress of the comedienne,
Gloria Swanson, Colleen Moore, and

Constance Talmadge have proven
themselves
in
recent
pictures.

"The

—

—

"Havoc" and "The Big Parade"
pretentious Great

Here

is a selection of films that
be recommended to the attention
of picturegoers during the ensuing
season
"Graustark," starring Norma Tal-

may

"The

if it is

Merry

ever completed.
almost

Widow"

an Erich von Stroheim

Harold

Lloyd's

—

film.

football

comedy,

"The Freshman."
"The Wanderer," a biblical narra-

titled

with William Collier, Jr., Greta
Nissen, Wallace Beery, and others in
exceptionally pictorial surroundings.
"Lightnin'."
"Atlantis," another noveltv of "The

tive

Lost World" tvpe.

War

pictures.

Ernst Lubitsch's "Kiss Me Again,"
a very adroit comedy that is already
showing, and in addition his version
of Oscar Wilde's stage play, "Lady
Windermere's Fan."
"Quality Street" and "A Kiss for
Cinderella," two adaptations from
Sir James Matthew Barrie.
"The Sorrows of Satan," a planned

magnum opus

of D.

W.

Griffith.

"Viennese Medley,"
"Winds of Chance," "Are Parents
Adolphe Menjou,
with
People?"
Betty Bronson, and Florence Vidor
"The Unchastened Woman," bringing the return of Theda Bara; Rex
Ingram's "Mare Nostrum;" "The
Pony Express," a James Cruze feaare

Others

ture' dealing with early

tory

;

"The

Western

his-

American,"

Vanishing

Frontier." "The Exquisite
novel
Sabatini's
Rafael
Sinner,"
"Bardelys, the Magnificent," to be
filmed in color with Jack Gilbert
starred; "The Mvsterious Island,"
"The Fool,"
"Seventh Heaven,"
"Stella Maris," revival with Mary
Philbin
a curiosity at least; "Silver

"The Last

—

from Joseph Conrad's
"Nostromo ;" "East Lynne,"

Treasure,"
novel,

madge.
"Ben-Hur,"

and fateful

Circle," a daring

piece of realism in the triangle vein.

flair.

the

an independent producer.

Griffith's

Greater Movie Season

of the World," by
Michael Arlen. starring Pola Negri
"The Dark Angel." "Irene," another
"Sally," perhaps, and "We Moderns"
both starring Colleen Moore; "Not
So Long Ago," with Betty Bronson
among the featured "Satan in Sables," featuring Lowell Sherman.
I do not imagine that there will be
as much of a rush of the bigger features to the screen during the period
of celebrating the Greater Movie SeaAnd
son itself as a little later on.
jubilaall the possible excitement and
tion should not therefore deter the
fan from doing the customary amount
of shopping before making his actual
investment in tickets.

"The Crossroads

—

;

n Sober Reflection
Continued from page 55

Travel Notes.

rumored

that Jackie Coogan,
nearly eleven years old, is
planning a trip to Florida. Perhaps
be intends to search for Ponce de
Leon's fountain of perpetual youth.
Europe gave Rudolph Valentino a
beard.
Let's keep Baby Peggy at
It

is

who

is

home.

"Why

those short features that all the fans
are clamoring for?" inquired a fan
of a small picture-palace manager
who prided himself on the splendor
of his entertainment.
"Quite impossible," replied the
manager.
"My singers and ballet
dancers object to short subjects because they don't give them enough of
a rest

between performances."

spectacles

—the

harder they
Silent

those
all

bigger

they are, the

fall.

drama

who go

—

a

to the

term invented by
movies to gossip

evening.

Scenario

makes the

— something
original

that

writer

often

make

a

scene.

Speaking of Hollywood romances
is the exhilarating swoop from

Love
Reason Enough.
you show some of

don't

Kleig Kracks.

the top of the skyscraper matrimony
is the dull thud at the bottom.
;

Moral for

the producers of super-
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How

THISsome

They Pick Those

Beautiful Locations

picture shows Fred Harris, manager of the Lasky location department, looking over photographs
of
stately mansions which are available for use in screen productions.
You probably will recognize some of them, as they are used in pictures regularly.
The film company pays the owners a rental
for the use of the property, and the money is turned over to charity.

The Happy Ending
Buchowetzki, who was directing the

Continued from page Gl

Two

found,

and

came and went.

man
in

attached to

A

hours

young
the Talmadge unit
frantic

some capacity or other kept
pacify me.

ing to
in

one-half

try-

be here

"She'll

a minute," he assured me, every

When the minute exhour.
tended into a hundred and fifty of
them 1 tied on my bonnet and picked
up my umbrella and started for the
exit, an indignant figure.
On my
half

came the footpats of
"Hey,
young man.

tic

called,

didn't.

moved

you
moment.
see

"she'll

hesitated a
I wasn't in
"Listen," went on the
the mood.
Honattache, "she's a great fellow.
I
lopked the
est,
she's regular."
I

young man

the

coolly in
honest.
But

eye.

He

looked
what is more
important, he wasn't in league with
the
publicity
department.
So I
stayed.
I'm glad I did.
I followed him across the set which
represented a dock, with swarms of
"tourists milling about who were gay
travelers while the cameras clicked,
and weary extras hunting for a place
to
sit
down, when they stopped.
Norma, in a wisteria ensemble, very
smart, very chic, was herself in the
act of embarking for "Graustark."
However, she stopped operations and
holding out a frank, friendly hand
told me she was sorry we had such
I
bad luck in our appointments.
weakened under her gay smile that
is as mischievous on her lips as it
is on the screen-.
Her clasp was boyish and amiable.
I thought to myself, "She is a lovely creature
all
is forgiven," and so two chairs were
brought for us and right in the midst
of suit cases, trunks, milling tour-

—

Rus-

little

He

hates
the date of the thirteenth, like the
plague.
He won't begin a picture
on Saturday.
At the beginning of
"Graustark" he brought a little pig
to the studio and wanted every one
It seems this quaint little
to kiss it.
custom is a forerunner of phenomenal good fortune.
Some of them
kissed the pig and some of them

fran-

the

me

this latter she told

The
an amusing story.
sian is very superstitious.

lady," he
right now."

trail

Of

picture.

I

spoke of "The Lady."
to enthuse upon it.

Norma said
am not going

was

I

yes.

for a time,
don't like to do characterization
love it.
For myself, if I had to
choose, it would be characterizations
and costume pictures, always.
But
what can we do?
must play
to the box office.
Pictures that I
it

—

We

have wanted to do and have chosen
for myself, for one, 'The Passion
Flower,' have not been successful.

When
I

said,

I first

saw

T want

that as a stage play
to

do

that.

It

is

marvelous in its story psychology.'
But what is the answer? One critic
wrote, 'If you must go in for art
don't fall in love with your mother's
husband. It isn't good taste.' You
see, the whole point of the thing was
lost.

As

for

'Secrets,'

in

several

Europe where we saw it
they didn't seem to know what it
was all about. 'The Lady' is fast

places

in

on the heels of

'Secrets.'

Too

fast,

In contrast to those, take
the fate of 'The Only Woman.' That
I believe.

awful thing was a huge box-office
When Eugene O'Brien and I
saw it we said, 'Oh, heavens did
we really make such a thing as this?'
So for a while I am going to do

hit.

!

et al., we sat down to talk.
From an interview angle it wasn't
so much
our talk. We didn't solve modern things.
I think they want
any world problems. But it was in- to see me in gowns, in style." She
ists,

—

'

teresting because it was revealing of
the many things that interest Norma
her pictures, clothes, Europe, her
;

Constance, her sister Natalie,

sister

indicated the chic wisteria ensemble.
She speaks sanely of her career
as she speaks of everything else.
Careers other than her own are

The Making
Continued from page 74

small villages

mud

Then

From

the city.
bucolic

revels in

;

simplicity

he

now

pagan luxury.

His rustic clothes give place to the
richly jeweled robes of the patrician;
his money
so carefully guarded at

home

—he

petals

at

—

nOw

flings

the

feet

about
of

like rose

Tisha,

the

dancer.

Her

palace radiates the voluptuous

Silken draperies, hanging veils of
black and gold, billowy cushions and
scented fountains sprinkling saffron

water down marble steps into basins
and onyx.
Olive-skinned
slave girls, moving with languorous
gestures, massage their young mistress as she indolently reclines on her
of jasper

perfumed bed. A eunuch listlessly
waves a peacock fan over the dancer's
head.
to the

A

her.

Norma Talmadge

has

never iso-

from the people of her
profession.
She has friends from
every walk of life, from the social
and artistic worlds, but none more
sincere in their praise and admiration than the women of Hollywood.
Ethel Grey Terry once told me,
"Norma is the most charming and
delightful woman I know.
To know
lated herself

is

to love her.

any one

I

talk with.

I

know

don't

of

had rather sit down and
She understands so per-

fectly."

"In my next picture," Norma went
on after they had shot the scene and
she returned to her chair, "I am goBut it
ing to play a Spanish girl.
won't be in costume. The story is too
vague to outline but it will have the
Spanish motif. Fred Niblo will direct

it.

tures to
contract

I

several more picFirst National
then I take up the ban-

have

make on my
and

The conner with Lmited Artists.
tract with them is for six pictures
About two a
to be made leisurely.
year, I think. That will cover about
After that a
four years of time.
I am going
long vacation for me.
to retire and roam over the world.'"
At the
silently doubted that.
I
end of four years Norma Talmadge
will be at the zenith of a ripe career.
She will command new phases, new
moods, too potent to be dismissed
even for the luxurious pleasure of

roaming the world.
Besides our talk was

just transient
whims,
of many things
prejudices, enthusiasms.
Just surBut as Norma, gay
face chatter.
in her chic wisteria ensemble, talked
on I was glad that I stayed. The
Michael Arlen lady fades the twohour wait dwindles into insignifiI am glad to have met her
cance.
It makes for a happy
as she is.
ending.

thoughts

—

—

—

"The Wanderer"

allure of a courtesan's establishment.

huts squalid byways. Nude Ethiopians, working at
shadufs in the fields.
Beggars imploring alms.
;

of

words for

her

But I
to do any more like
anyway. Not that 1
"Oh,

:

analyzed in oracular wisdom.
For
other personalities she has the kindest words.
And while we are on
the subject, they have the kindest

blue spiral of incense soars
malachite ceiling.
All the
sensuous appeal of old Greek pagan-

ism put to most telling effects to
arouse the sensual.
Simple meals give way to feasts.
Animals and fowls, cooked whole, are
served with the choicest dressings.
Every dish is worthy of the most«exThe oldest wines
acting epicurean.
The repast ends in a
are drunk.
drunken orgy.
The Boy's fascination for the
dancer burns up with his money in
He returns
one consuming flame.
home and wallows in the filth of the
pigsty, seeking self-atonement before
begging forgiveness of his family.

Back
No

to Childhood
—

matter what the critics may say, the children of
ages who love Mary Pickford in her "little girl"
Perroles, are going to like "Little Annie Rooney."
haps it will not be as artistic as "Rosita" or "Dorothy Vernon," but, as these pictures indicate, it is
going to reach the hearts of the youngsters.

all

—

Old Friends Talk

100
Continued from page 89

fuse.

rather leery of gating clown her street
so I'd take her to her door

alone

—

and see her in. I was a great escort.
Did everything hut tip my hat."
I asked Clara if Alice had changed
since then.
If they still saw one
In
another.
a nutshell, if Alice had
acquired a high-hat and a white-glove
approach ?

"Of course

not," Clara scoffed.
"Alice is just the same to her old
Right after she got back
friends.
from Europe the last time, she hadn't

town but a few days when
she called me up and invited me to

been

in

lunch with her at the studio. I spent
the day out there watching them make
scenes and talking over old times
with Alice.
Of course, I don't see
In
as much of Alice as I used to.
the first place I'm

still

—

work-

well, a

have to look for
Alice will call up and
say, "Come on over and left's go
somewhere," but I often have to re-

ing girl.
I
the old job.

still

so

Each day

frivol

I

much money

of Alice

lost

away

Terry

jubt

is

and of course

Alice doesn't have to think of those
things now. Just the other day when
Alice was finishing that picture she
made over at United I passed her

dressing

room on

and she

insisted that

told

her

the

way to
I come

we had been

called

the set
in.

I

and

I

couldn't stay but Alice said, 'Oh, let

them wait

—

they'll

never miss you

When
don't go back for a while.'
I told her I just had to she cried,
'For heaven's sake well, wait until
I get dressed and I'll walk over with
That's Alice," Clara summed
you.'
her up. "You can't call that upstage
and forgetful, can you?" I couldn't
say that I could.
Mrs. Malcolm MacGregor is another who is strong in Alice's support.
"I think a great many people
misunderstand Alice," she told me.
"They think that quiet, calm manner
of hers is meant as aloofness when
really it is nothing of the sort.
Alice

—

a calm disposition.
have been with her
I've been rattled about something
and 1 would look at Alice and she
would be as calm as the summer sea.

naturally

is

of

Often when

indifference, either

isn't

It

I

W hen

Alice.

—

Malcolm was

ting started out here Alice

it's

just

just get-

was

well

on the road to fame but she was never
too busy to do some little kindness
for us.
Before we had our car she
used to take Joan and me for long
drives to the beaches.

get

I'll

never for-

it."

And so while Hollywood reviews
her past, discusses her present and
prophesies her future the beautifully drowsy Alice goes her calm way
to fresh laurels
the freshest being
"Mare Nostrum" under her husband's direction.
Behind her in

—

—

Hollywood,

she

leaves those who
to the chatter of
I wonder if Alice

"knew her when"
their

opinions.

feels the

who

same way as George Cohan,
"Say what you like just

said,

mention

my name !"

—

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 73

A historic importance, a la

"Covered
to be given this Barry-

Wagon," is
more film. The period of the story
is 1840.
The film will appear on the
screen as an epical tale of adventure,

and a very emphatic departure from
anything that the star has previously
done.
You may be sure, however,
that with his presence it will have a
high romantic interest.
And lest we should overlook a very
important item the heroine of "The
Sea Beast" is to be played by wistful
little Priscilla Bonner, who recently
appeared so successfully in "Drusilla
with a Million."
We need hardly
mention that all the girls look at her
with
that
"Oh-you-lucky-person"
gaze as she passes them with sparkling and thrilled eyes these days on

—

the boulevard.

Our

When

Biennial Riddle.

Gloria

comes West,

Pola

goes East.

When

Pola

comes West,

Gloria

goes East.

What's the answer?

Who

but John Gilbert?

might have been predicted from
moment that "La Boheme" was thought of as a story for
Lillian Gish that Jack Gilbert would
play the part of Rndolpho.
In recalling the popular opera, you

squabbles that he had with the
heroine.
Which seems to fit Jack
quite to a T, as somebody in our ac-

quaintance remarked.
Gilbert's presence in the picture is
also just another good reason for heralding the very probable popularity

new

of Miss Gish's

feature.

Evening the Score.

We haven't always been so elated
over the pictures in which Ronald
Colman has

played, in spite of the
one of his performances has possessed a fascination
quite
independent of such mundane and moviesque matters as plots,
situations, motivations, et cetera.
now feel, though, that he has two exceptionally fine chances to display his
personal magnetism and his talent.
The names of the pictures will be
worth jotting down in your memo
book. One is, of course, "Stella Dallas,"
and the other, "The Dark
fact that every

We

Angel."
Meanwhile, you will probably have
an excellent opportunity to refresh
yourself with the clever and light side
of his ability as an actor in Constance
Talmadge's "Her Sister from Paris."

It

the very first

may remember

that not only was Rudolpho a very romantic lover, but also
that he exhibited a high degree of

spunk

in

the

sundry

battles

and

The

Circus Maximus.

Not
"The Queen

was seen in
Sheba" has there
been such a rumble of chariots,
thumping of hoofs, and jangling of
since Betty Blythe

of

beads, as there will be with the filming of the final scenes for "Ben-Hur."
The great Circus Maximus, the second that has been built, bv the way,

for the spectacle, will shortly be under construction, and it promises to
be one of the most prodigious settings
ever seen in Hollywood. In this, the
chariot races will, of course, be
staged.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Company abandoned all intentions of returning to Europe to make this elaborate episode.
Probably one half the
ultimate version will disclose shots
taken abroad.
"Ben-Hur" has, by several millions, been the most costly undertaking yet indulged in by the movies, but
if it lives up to expectations even in a
very general way, it will likely bring
in a tremendous amount of money
possibly even sufficient to pay out.

More Honeymooners.
Hollywood is just about to welcome home another pair of honeymooners, and everybody is saying "I
told you so," now that Bill Russell
and Helen Ferguson have finally got
married. They have been among the
most devoted of filmland's couples
over a long period of years, and have
been reported engaged at regular intervals, although Helen would never
quite make a full admission of her
Evidently,
intention
marry.
to
though, Bill's faithfulness has finally

won

out.

Bill paid a pretty tribute to

Helen

just before their marriage by naming
The
his brand-new yacht after her.
Helena it is called. For their honey-

moon trip they went on about a three
or four weeks' cruise.

a
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thundering hoofs;
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joy of action;
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to

tell
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spirit
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are reticent folk, the heroes of the West, a

more anxious

own.

lure
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in

They
little

of

Street

little

shy

—

about the other fellow's exploits than their

have obtained from them authentic accounts

of their

adventures.

In
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each month, will be printed

a group of genuine tales, personal experiences of the

them, that promise to be unequaled as stories of

human

honest revealment of
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articles will

men who wrote

high daring and
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how
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tjjfa
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stories.
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tales.
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Information
A

where questions are answered, advice

department

making and pertinent

picture

By The

ALYTELL
may

I'll

tell

call

you a

by

My

secret.

You

really Oracle.

my

see

course

you

name
first name

isn't

— only

first

my

parents didn't

know, when they christened me, that

I

was

going to turn out like this.
The reason
Bert Lytell's address hasn't been found of
late at the bottom of The Oracle is that he
doesn't give his home address and he moves
about so from one studio to another. Malcolm MacGregor has played recently in

"Smouldering Fires," "The Happy Warrior," "Alias Mary Flynn," and "Headlines."
Wilfred Lytell plays on the stage
more than in films. Even if you do not
know the manager of your local theater,
you might leave a note for him at the box
office, addressed to "The Manager," asking
him to book the picture you wish to see.
Since the theater

is

a First National house,

and the picture was made by that company,
your request would be quite apropos. Most
theater managers are glad to have their
customers express their wishes in regard
to films they wish to see.

—

Worried. As to why Ernest Torrence
must always be the villain I suppose it's
because he didn't stop growing in time.

You

see,

—

the villain,

otherwise

known

as
that description,

the "heavy," must answer
and you couldn't cast say George Hackathorne in a role like that, now, could you?
I don't really know what has become of
E. K. Lincoln, nor why he no longer plays
in pictures.
Perhaps he just got tired of
working, or maybe he went into the realestate business
which is the favorite occupation for the retired business man of the
screen.
Even screen stars sometimes like
to stop working.

— —

—

•

—

A

Sandlapper. So you wish John Roche
would shave off his mustache? Why don't
you get up a petition among his fans asking
him to do so or send him a safety razor
by way of a gentle hint? John was born
in Penn Yan, New York, and grew up in
Rochester.
He was on the stage for ten
years in stock companies and musical com;

edies before playing in pictures.
He has
been in movies three or four years.
He

has brown hair and hazel eyes he doesn't
give his age, and I have never heard
whether he is married or not.
;

—

Leon Morris, Jr. I can see you're a
good business man by the kind of letter vou
write, straight to the point.
Carol Holloway was born in Williamstown, Massachusetts
she hasn't playedjn any pictures for
quite a while, nor has Hedda Nova.
Yes,
Hedda is Mrs. Paul C. Hurst. A number
;

ease

1

interesting

phases of motion-

the lives and interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

Picture Oracle

LOVER.— Of
me

side lights on

many

and

given,

is

P

of "Follies" girls appeared in "Enemies of
Women," probably including Jessie Reed.
I don't think Jessie was ever married to
Luther Reed, the scenario writer. As you
may know, he has been the husband of
Naomi Childers for four or five years.

Victor Varconi was born

—

in

Hungary.

had

I

dog

a

sorry, but I have no idea what Lenora Brazil does for the motion-picture industry, as
she does not seem to be listed among the
scenario or subtitle writers.

—

Virginia Graham. If you can tell
whether a screen star is really engaged or
not, you're smarter than I am. Lillian Gish
and George Jean Nathan have us all guessing they say they are not engaged.
Ricardo Cortez says he was born in AlsaceLorraine.
He was formerly a shipping
broker before beginning his screen career.
;

I

Wanta

Fight.

—You

probably would

have

to if you came out publicly with all
the libelous comments on the screen stars

that you made in your letter to me. However, it's all right
I can keep a secret.
I
see that there are several stars that you do
like, after all.
Betty Compson is five feet
two inches, and so is Dorothy Devore.
;

Florence Vidor is five feet four inches.
So you're not as vulgar as some of the
screen actresses, because you wear clothes?
It's a great relief to know that, though it
may have been a little trying these past few
months of hot weather.

Aristarchus

the

Second.

—

—

!

—

R. S. V. P. So you're just brimming
over with questions? Well, I'm glad you
let them fall on me.
I must have something to write about, filling up these pages
i

think you're wrong to blame either the
husband or the wife when a couple decide
to
separate.
It
frequently means that
they're just incompatible, though they're
both very nice persons.
Madge Evans is
sixteen
I don't think she has played
in
anything since "Classmates."
Harrison
Ford is married to Beatrice Prentice. I
;

Pretty Polly.
long?

too

is

aren't

we?

— So

you think my name
good friends,

Well,

So why

Oracle, just call

we're

not, instead of calling

me Or?

Besides, in

—

French, that means "pure gold" or gold,
anyhow. The reason you do not hear more
of Pearl White these days is that she has
been living in Paris for three or four
years, playing occasionally in revues or pictures over there.
She seems definitely to
have retired from films ii. Ar erica. Yes,
Nazimova still has her husband, Charles
Bryant, although they are not living together.
Nazimova went abroad at the end
of April to remain in Paris for several
years.
Charles Bryant plays on the stage
now and then, but his chief occupation is

I'm sorry, I have no
of magazines in
which interviews with Pauline Frederick
appeared.
In order to find this out, you
would have to write each picture magazine
individually and ask if they have any back
numbers with interviews of Miss Frederick.
Picture-Play had a story on her in
the November, 1924, issue. You might possibly get a copy of that number by writing
to the Circulation Department, Street &
Smith, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
that of play broker.
way of obtaining a

list

—

Charley's Aunt. Yes, indeed, I reGirl from the Windy City,"
and I'm glad to see you've blown in again.
I don't think your questions are "dumb" at

member "The

Besides, "questions is questions," and
all this space to fill, I'm not particular.
Claire Windsor recently married Bert
Lytell.
She was divorced a few years ago
from Bill}' Boweson. Eileen Percy is appearing regularly in pictures her current
one is "Fine Clothes," the film version of
"Fashions for Men."
Dorothy Sebastian
After finishis working hard these days.
ing her role in "Winds of Chance," she
was immediately cast for a part in "Joseph
Greer and His Daughter" both First Naall.

should

I

think one Aristarchus in a family would
be enough, without having a second
That
doesn't sound very Spanish to me at least,
not like either of the two Spanish words
I
know.
Helene Chadwick is divorced
from Billy Wellman. Johnnie Walker is
the husband of Renee Parker.
Madleine
Hurlock is five feet three and a half inches
tall, weighs one hundred and twenty pounds,
and is in her early twenties.

I

—

me

once named
Doodles, but he got hydrophobia. I'm glad
I'm
to know that isn't your real name.

Doodles.

know just how long Lloyd Hughes
and Gloria Hope have been married probably about four or five years.
don't

with

;

—

tional pictures.

B. L. L.,

A

Sailor.

—And

what do you

the briny deep, or only the bathBetty Blythe is making pictures
tub?
abroad at present, but you can doubtless
reach her in care of her agent address at
Betty was born in
foot of The Oracle.
Los Angeles in 1893. If you have tried to
obtain this information before and always
always
failed, let this be a lesson to you
sail

on,

—

—

write to

The

Oracle.
Continued on rage
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Dinner with Dorothy
Continued from page 83

"Yes,
ted,

it

''but

— and

so

is the bunk," she admitthen, so are most stories
is
life," she added with

a humorous quirk of her flexible red
lips.
"Do you know why Chickie
It is
appeals to so many people?
because she represents a type of girl
to be seen every day, everywhere.
She is the pretty daughter of com-

without money,
people,
without advantages.
She works for
a living and makes just enough to
get by.
The real Chickie s in life

monplace

or many
follow the
daily adventures of the fiction Chickie
with such keen delight.
They see
themselves in her, they live her love
affairs, they thrill with her madcap
escapades.
The story is pretty
trashy, yes.
But I like Chickie. I
like her because she is real."
Have I described Dorothy Mackaill
It is an
I am afraid not.
to you?
get

don't

much romance
is why they

That

thrills.

The telephone door

easy, yet a difficult task.
It sounds
very trite to say that she has na-

in

waving bobbed
hair; big, gray eyes and a transparent skin that makes her mouth
startlingly red in contrast.
She is
turally yellow, softly

of

build,

with

that

made, yet the

fragility

make

—

ficult

work

in

admired her

I

"The Man

We

nish the

life

is

buy

or

sell things,

more dependent upon co-

means

It is

of calling

when

there

is

a

full

these daily millions of

the telephone company's part to fur-

and

to place courteous

employees at the service of the public.
sured

and

go out through our telephone

and mutual consideration than

telephone journeys.

Who Came

wire,

social

remain but a few seconds or minutes and

of the relations of

operation

dif-

by

traveling

personal calls and on dozens of other errands.

None

actress.

how

door,

doors constantly to ask or give information,

other personality
in the twinkling
of an eye.
She is that rarest of all
things thespian, a natural, perfect,

her

callers

with a "good-bye" are gone.

which there is no hint of thinness. But the remarkable thing about
her is her ability to make you see
and live the scene she is describing.
She can become another person an-

I told

the telephone

Important agreements or appointments are

business missions.

in

—

our homes and offices by telephone than

comes a stream of people from the outside world on

.

slight

More people enter
person.
Through

Good

and

service

intelligent
is

then as-

measure of co-operation between

users.

Back."

"Do you know why

Only by mutual care and consideration can everyone enjoy
the full pleasures and benefits of calling. Telephone courtesy is
for the good of all who use the telephone door.

seemed so
"It was because
it

real?" she asked.
so much of the picture depicted my
own life. I have been a cabaret girl.
I

have known hunger and

happiness in love.
row of having my

thirst,

know the
own brother
I

un-

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

sor-

1

pass

And .Associated Companies

me

on the street without speaking
to me.
I have never been in an
opium den. But I knew a girl intimately who was an opium addict.
I onl}' had to remember her gaunt,
pallid face, and that dull?' far-away

BELL SYSTEM
One

Policy,

One System,

Reduce Your Limbs

DR. WALTER'S

look in her eyes."

with

spoke of the scene where the
young husband lashes her with a cruel
whip.
"And maybe you think he didn't
beat me !" she shrugged.
"He was
supposed to hit a bench behind me.
But he got excited, and the whip
slipped every other time.
That was
all right, I hardly felt it.
It was
only afterward that I realized I was

Medicated Rubber Stockings

I

all

welts."

Dorothy

Mackaill

is

an

English
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The wearing

of these wonderful medicated rubber
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They

relieve swelling varicose veins

and

rheumatism promptly.
"Worn next to the skin they induce natural heat and keep i t in the body. They
stimulate the circulation and are a great
protection against cold

and dampness.

Anklets, per pair
$7.00
Stockings, per pair $12.00
Send ankle and calf measure
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but she is now on the way to
1
becoming an American citizen.
marveled at her lack of accent.
"Oh, shoot," she laughed, "I got

girl,

When I first came over
got my job in the 'Follies'
because of my English way of putBut when
ting over a little song.
I decided I was going to be an AmerAny one
ican, I canned that accent.
who still has it after being over here
I find that
a year, is putting it on.
most Britishers get worse the longer
They seem
they live in America.
sort
a badge
think
it's
of
some
to
chapmerit
keep
'yas,
old
to
the
of

over

that.

here,

pie'

I

stuff."

venture the prediction that if
her health does not break down under the gruelling insistence of her
own genius, Dorothy Mackaill will
be one of the three outstanding
figures of the silver screen in two,
or at the most, three years. She is
Not afraid to
not afraid of life.
admit that she has lived, and learned,
and suffered.
She has persistence,
boundless patience, and above all,
that intangible protean spirit which
can merge itself at will with any personality or any situation, and become
part and parcel of it.
She did not know what she was
going to do after making Chickie.
Two big companies are bidding for
her services, and she is rather divided
in her opinion as to what will be
I

QloriotlS

Freedom

from unwantgain it quickly and thoroughly
ed hair
with the dainty cream, Neet. Then you are

—

certain of lovely satin-smooth skin without

any suggestion of former presence of hair.
Not

drug or department store, today.
Test it critically if you wish. You
will agree that no other method, re-

the slightest trace to suggest
removal
that, today, is as im'
portant as remo vinghair that offends.
To meet the standards of daintiness
that good taste demands you simply
must avoid any suggestion of the
former presence of hair. Your first

—

its

gardless of cost, equals this quick,
simple, hair 'removing cream. Neet

than shaving and you
with absolute assurance that
hair will not come back thicker and

is really quicker

use

use of Neet will show why hundreds
of thousands depend on this velvety
smooth cream to bring thrilling
beauty of skin where unwanted hair
had been. With it you simply rinse
the hair away. No other method so
convenient and so rapid and satisfactory, especially for the larger sur'
faces of legs and arms— to remove
hair from the entire forearm takes
but a few minutes. Learn what Neet
means to you
Buy Neet at your

it

—

coarser than before
as it does after
shaving. Following its use, note the
whiteness of underarm in contrast
to darkened skin where the razor has
been used. Neet is 50c per tube and
is always sold on the basis of com'
plete satisfaction or money back.

best to do.
"I am not so concerned with contracts as I am with good pictures,"
she said in that firm, quiet way of

More

than 35,000 Druggists sell
Drug and Dept. Store
has Neet or will gladly get it for you.
Neet. Every

—

Very Special
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personal fragrance.
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If you value sweet, lovely, alluring lips,
start using "Cloree" today and watch results.
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Free Trial Treatment
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leaves your hair in lovely shimmering, permanent waves or
teasing curls, simply radiant with health !
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"Contracts don't mean a thing
they give you real parts to
play.
I have my eye on a picture
now that I want, badly. There is
a part in it that I feel I just must
have."
What the picture was, or the part,
she would not say. The probabilities
were all against her getting it, she
hers.

unless

explained.
But improbable, or not, I am betting on Dorothy.
If she wants that
picture
and that part it might as
well spare itself a chase. If she wants
badly enough she will get it.
it

—

—

—

—

The Romance of Universal City
Continued from page 90

which goes down to Hollywood,
about four miles away. At the left
of the picture, bordered by trees and
shrubbery, may be seen the river
which cuts through Universal City,

and on the banks of which all sorts
The menagerie is
of sets are built.
at the foot of the small center hill.
The chicken ranch, and the ranches
where the serials and Westerns are
made, are spread out in the rear, toward the distant hills.

—

!

!
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The Second Generation Again
Continued

fr

om page 88

As

Helene was little and cuddly and
had blond, curly hair.
Dolores was the more serious of

up,

the two, with her straight blond hair
framing her piquant little face. They
both resembled their famous father.
The}- have not changed, except to
Helene's hair has grown
mature.
darker she looks rather Spanish
now but Dolores is still the serious-faced little girl. Dolores, by the

"And what do you do?" I asked.
Dolores thought a moment but
could not find an answer.
"Why," interrupted Helene, "she
makes everybody happy!"
A real scarlet blush covered the
She was embarface of Dolores.

way, was chosen by James Montgomery Flagg to pose for the illustrations for "The Skyrocket," which
Peggy Joyce is now making in films.

rassed.

—

writes poetry."

—

Unique Figure
Continued

fr

Her chum is her secretary. And,
by the way, Mildred was an Alice
fan.
When she came to Los Angeles,

Alice

took her into her

own

Mildred works as stenographer in an insurance office in the
daytime and evenings helps Alice
with her mail. Alice and her mother
wouldn't think of going to the theater without taking Mildred along.
"And I would never have had her
if
I hadn't answered my fan mail

home.

myself," Alice reminds.
For a while after her arrival in
California, things went rather well.

Though

the Vitagraph pictures have
seldom showed in the big theaters
of the largest cities, they had better
representation throughout the country in general and in the small towns

and in the neighborhood theaters
Alice was regularly seen on the
screen and loved.
couple of years ago Vitagraph
entered a period during which several
stars under their banner were kept
inactive for long stretches and, in
theatrical parlance, almost "killed"
before they succeeded in getting out
of their contracts and into more
lucrative and ambitious fields.
De Mille wanted Alice in his pictures, had big plans for her; but
she could not obtain her release.
"I thought that very unfair, as
they weren't doing all they had
agreed to with me.
When the star
system flopped, I willinglv accepted

A

roles

in

all-star

cooperate

in

had poor

stories

casts.

I

tried

to

every way.
that

But they
gave me few

opportunities, and very little exploisalary was small.
So,
naturally,
I
was hurt that they
tation.

Keep

My

wouldn't let me get out when I had
a good chance.
Think what De
Mille might have done for me

fit

Beemarfs

This incident tells more of the- natures of these two sisters than reams
It
of adjectives could ever convey.
seems quite probable that they may
go far in their chosen profession, for
they have youth, beauty, and ability.

Genuine affection exists between
the sisters.
There is apparently no
striving to outdo one another.

A

I was leaving, Dolores spoke
"Oh, and don't forget. Helene

helps the
digestion
and nerves
-its daily
use is

\

"a semsihie

Pictures

in

om page 25

"But they had been

At one

time,

loyal

me.

to

when funds were

low,

they had let off everybody on the
lot except the cashier
Heaven only
knows what they kept him for the

—

bookkeeper,

who

was

—

trying"

SANS

to

straighten out the tangled affairs, the

—

and me.
They
a time when it was
actually a strain on them.
So I felt
show my appreciait only right to
tion, later, by sticking to them."
Recently she was loaned to Fox

watchman

night

me

carried

for

a

lead.

Tepsin Gum\

at

AMERICAN CHICLE

CO.

when Warner

Then,

took over the Vitagraph
interests, they signed Alice Calhoun
on a year's contract. She is playing

Brothers

opposite

'Man On
will

be

Sydney Chaplin
tiie Box," and
featured

in

in

after

other

Prevents and
relieves

"The

sunburn

that

Warner

productions.
I expect the coming year will do
a great deal for Alice. Of her ability,
I admit I cannot hazard an opinfor like most Angelenos I have
seen too little of her work to judge
I have heard her critiher merits.
cized as lacking versatility and vaBut the
riety in her emotional range.
And a
fans are the final judges.
Alice.
fans
love
the
great many of
has a
that
she
now
believes
She

"Vhe
Sunshade
In a

ion,

splendid opportunity.
"I would love to play under Lubitsch's

direction.

I

have no

silly

All
notions of stardom any longer.
I want," she says with an undeniable
sinceritv, "is a fighting chance in a
name should be
featured cast.
worth something to them. I haven't
any particular ideas about roles
anything that isn't hopelesslv impos-

No Sunburn,
Blister, Peel or Freckle
If you protect your skin
with SUNEX this summer.
On the beach,

SUNEX

sunlight.

SUNEX enables you to enjoy the outdoors, the
sunshine, the exercise, without burns.
SUNEX is the only
It absolutely protects.
cream which contains this protective substance.

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
4763 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
4763 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago
Gentlemen: Enclosed find ten cents (coin or
stamps) for which please send me a trial tube of
SUNEX "The Sunshade in a Tube."

sible."

am

rather optimistic about her
future now. She has had seven years

golf links, anywhere outdoors,
you against the strongest

will protect

sunshine.
This soothing beauty cream contains a substance which filters out the ultra-violet rays of

My

I

Tube"

'Name
Address
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surely she must know
of training
a good deal about screen acting. And
six years of varied experiences which
should be of much value to her.
She is twenty a sweet and lovely
twenty, fresh, girlish, likable.
Perhaps her mother has been a
trifle too zealous in keeping her life
so sheltered perhaps she has missed
But I
something of joyous youth.
don't know.
It is rather a relief to
turn one's eyes from the tired, madeup, discontented faces of so many
young Hollywood girls, sophisticated
beyond their years by a short time
of glamour and jazz, to Alice Cal-

—

;

Pi'etty clothes

cost hundreds
•a few cents take

away

houn.

She

is

restful.

And

that's

quite

movie town. It just occurs
to me how hard our girls try to be
something else, each different athodd,

-g

ii-

—

or jazzy, or sophisticated, or
witty, or merely beautiful
but each
seeking a motif by which to etch
letic,

CLEAR WHITE

skin may be had for less
than a now dress, and goes further in
giving yon a pretty appearance.
Stillman's Freckle Cream has been the
world's standard remedy for freckles for 35
years.
Freckles, tan, sallowness vanish away
under its magic touch. Simply smooth this
cool fragrant cream on your skin at bed
time.
The rapid improvement will delight
you.

a

Free

If

You Are Not

Satisfied

has a double action. Freckles are gently
dissolved away, and at the same time your
skin is whitened.
Guaranteed to remove
freckles, or money refunded.
At druggists
and department stores, 50c and $1.
Tt

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets"
Learn what your type needs to look best.
Let us tell you how your purchases can get
you a bottle of perfume free. Send for free

The Stillman
mary Lane, Aurora, 111.
booklet today.

11 Rose-

Co.,

—

an attractive personality.
There is sweetness, a great deal
of sweetness, in Alice Calhoun's face.
It isn't silly, hypocritical ingenue innocence or ignorance of life.
The
serenity in her level, frank eyes is
that of a girl who hasn't always found
it easy going, but whose friends even
it

up

all

nicely.

"Yes, I've been lonely at times,"
she confesses, "and envied other girls
having beautiful clothes and jewels

and good times.
But mother reminded me that money in the bank
was better than diamonds not paid
for, and how those others so often
disappeared or got into trouble after
a little while of excitement.
I have
always had what I needed, any little
pleasures or nice things that I wanted.
Mother has worked and fought for

Reekie
Cream
REMOVES FRECKLES

Stillmans

Double

tAction

WHITENS THE SKIN

The

NAUSEA
positive relief for SEA,
Sickness.
Stops the nausea at once.
25 years in use.
75C

The

&

$1.50 at Drug Stores
or dire€t on receipt of Price

5

Mothersill

Remedy

Co,.

N.

Y. City

and

I

believe that at

some not-far-

day she will be one of the
greatest emotional actresses in pictures.
She w+11 give her whole sindistant

—and

be women
use
to accomplish
the final denouement. Strength and

trays

who

they shall

all

their brains

power are hers and the perfect poise
and relaxation and' potent force of
a lovely Persian cat.
The ancients, wise in

IN

>s^

—-

J

15 DAYS

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes.
I can give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do it in a few days. My
method is different.
No cosmetics, lotions,
&alve9, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or other
Implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take. Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obligated.
Send no money.
Just get the facts.

Dorotny Ray, 616 N. Michigan BlvcL, Suite

244,

Chicago

"I'm very grateful to her for having kept me a little secluded.
'debut' now may be all the more interesting.
I go out more and I am
old enough to get the best, and not
the worst, from these contacts."
She is mildly, not strenuously,
athletic.
Though she plays and sings,
she cannot be called musical to the
degree of possessing a talent.
She
knows how to do housework, not
because she just
dotes
on that
womanly labor, but because her
mother has brought her up that way
it's a habit, to help around the house,
that she takes for granted.
In other words, there is nothing

My

extraordinary

about

her,

any

way

you look at her. She is a girl such
as you would meet in homes in any
town, an average sort of girl.
Perhaps, though, it is that very
quality of naturalness that has won
Alice such a firm place in the hearts
of her fans.
Because she has led
an orderly life and hasn't tried a
pace likely to tarnish youth's charms
and injure its health, she is in prime
condition to embark upon the next
stage of her career.
She has the
eagerness of a beginner intrusted
with opportunities, but seasoned with
the training of years.

And

she has a freshness that hasn't
I believe
been the least bit soiled.
sophislittle
tired
young
of
we are a

—

smarty and vapid.
don't anticipate a return
of the ga-ga ingenue. But isn't there
still
a market, a demand, for the
genuine lovableness which is Alice
Calhoun's outstanding- trait?
It is so

tication.

Surely

we

Real Thing

cere self to the characters she por-

Beautiful Complexion

I couldn't have done anything
alone, for I started in as a school
child absolutely untrained.

Continued from page 9?

The

TRAIN AND CAR

me.

many ways

beyond our poor wisdom, recognized
the great worth of cats in the general scheme of things and worshiped

disbad as calling
!"
a "dog
There is about Evelyn Brent a
silken, sleek quality and a capacity

boil.

It's

reputable

as

man

intense emotional reaction that
only make one recognize her
power as one of our future great

for

can

dramatic actresses.
She wants to go back on the stage,
she says, and here, too, she would
have opportunity to do as fine if
not finer work than she has done
or perhaps will do on the screen. She
would have the added opportunity
deep,
of the use of her lovely voice

—

—

—

would draw
much response from any audience
would her warm, dark beauty.
Surely the gods have been good
Evelyn Brent and we can only

compelling, vibrant.

them for their sagacity. I am almost afraid to add this simile to my
impression of Evelyn Brent, for fear

as

I will

be misunderstood. The cheap,
likening of a malicious woman
to a cat always did make my blood

to

silly

say to her, "Here's
real thing!"

as

It

—

success to the
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 47

started over there the other day with
And when we got
the same idea.
there such a mob was waiting in line
But if
that we never got near Lila.
just
right
on."
you like crowds
go

Your Beauty

"Crowds can do nothing to me that
wasn't done at the opening of 'Don
Q' the other night." Fanny sighed
at the

"How Mary

memory.

Morning

Astor

ever survived the pushing, stampedBeing the
ing mob, I don't know.
only member of the cast who was in
town, she was naturally the center of
attraction.
And she looked particularly lovely, so she couldn't possibly
slip by unnoticed.
"And speaking of Mary Astor,"
Fanny was suddenly seized with a
bright idea, "she and Ben Lyon are
making scenes for 'The Pace that
Thrills' out at some race track. Why
not go out and watch them work ? It
is such a pleasant occupation for a
warm day."
And since I could think of no valid
objection,

we

parched, aged and dead

"

"^Spf
Then it's time to pause and think—to realize something
ot
appearance
vivacious
fresh,
the
back
bring
to
NOW
must be done
comand
your
skm
doing
for
now
youth. No matter what you are

plexion

m

so intensely hot in this part
the world at present that it is
necessary for us to be called at four
o'clock in the morning, put on the
grease paint, leave the hotel at five
thirty, work until eleven o'clock, then

M-5-5

50c.

Ferd. T. Hopkins

IB
'li
DOWN

CP

is

INSTANTLY, makes them

NO RED TAPE— NO DELAY
your home

Test thia wonderful typewriter

beauty and expression to any face.

or office 10 days. Send No Money If you are
not satisfied it is the best buy you evermade.
yourexpressag-entwillrefundyour$3deposu;

Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or water§roof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
irect postpaid.

ever made on
the world famous L. C. Smith
full size—all late style operating
conveniences —absolutely highest

—
i

MAYBELLINE CO- CHICAGO

—5

Year Guarantee. Small Monthly Payments,
FREE: Course of Instruction,
Tools, Waterproof Cover, all free
to you now. Send today for New
Special Offer and Booklet of valuquality rebuilt

Liquid

Form

1

able typewriter information.

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp,
212-360 E. Grand Av., Chicago

You Wear

HI

IMS

bUltf iz S3?

J^Jjp

KL E. §#

sample of our fine quality,
hand-tailored All-Wool Suits, guaranteed $40 values at amazing low

foors

price

as

of

|

their orders,
profit for yourself and

$23.50,

take

keep handsome
send orders to us.

fer-

country and such glorious beauty
Agents Making BIG MONEY
have never seen. We do a lot of
$3.00 to $5.00 an hour In spare time,
motoring between villages, and some$75 to $150 a week for full time.
We supply handsome Swatch Line
times we go so far across country
and all
_ Outfit, large size samples
Positively finest
latest styles in elegant Leather Case.
that it is impossible to take an auto. selling outfit ever furnished salesmen. Write for yours
at once, pick out your suit and get started making the
So we load the cameras, luggage, and Big
Money right away. Address Dept. 138.
players onto a caravan of camels and JAMES OLIVER, Inc., 848 W. Adams St., Chicago
138
start forth on a two or three-day Write name and address below and mail at once.
I

Our

trip.

the Carmel House, is
on a very high point overlooking the
hotel,

Name
St.

and

Town

No.

!

a

tile

camping

ap-

pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant.
Adds wonderful charm,

in

LOWEST PRICES

Jerusalem
to
Haifa, we passed through Samaria,
Nazareth, and the Lake of Galilee.
We photographed all these places,
and I have been wandering round so
many old ruins that I almost feel like
one myself.
In Haifa we were working in regions both old and new, the new being the -great Jewish movement of

Such

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS

Be£ringL.C.S^MITH

from

Palestine.

& Son, 430 Lafayette Street, New York City

AFTER TEN DAYS TRIAL
FOR THIS LONG WEARING

four

too terrible, and the
light so strong that our eyes cannot
open for the close-ups.

settlements in

assortment of Gouraud's Toilet
for a special
Preparations or 10c. for trial size of Gouraud's Oriental Cream

Send

o'clock, starting out again and working until seven in the evening. The

Motoring

Let—

compacts.

It is

noonday heat

not bringing results.

show you the way to a new beauty. A skin and complexion that will
be soft, fresh and lovely twenty-four hours of the day. A radiant,
fascinating appearance which seems imbued with the life and fire of
eternal youth. Gouraud's Oriental Cream exerts an exceptional antiseptic action. Blemishes and complexion ills are effectively concealed
while being relieved. Wrinkles and flabbiness generally yield to its
Made in White, Flesh and Rachel, also
astringent properties.

of

until

is

" {Beauty's Master ^ouch"

Continued from page 91

retire

evidently

ORIENTAL CREAM

Letter from Location

home and

it

OU BAUDS

should we meet at the door but
George Hackathorne, just returned
to New York.
And so, why should
we go further?

come

see

signs of wrinkles and
flabbiness slowly creeping into the smooth, firm
skin you once knew?

who

A

Do you

appearing?

But

started for there.

complexion

your

Is

Easily

and quickly fade away

Dr. C. H. Berry's Freckle Ointment—a dainty,
fragrant, snow-white cream— benefits and refreshes your complexion. Try it today. At
all drug or department stores, or by mail, prepaid. Price $1.2a and 66c. Beauty booklet free.

Dr. C. H.

BERRY COMPANY
Chicago

2975 Michigan Avenue,
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Mediterranean and
in

set

;i

is

a glorious spot
section is so

als.

The

forest.

have seen

many

and brown fox,

of them, and

too.

We

high and so wild that wc have been
forbidden to go out at night except
in an automobile because the hills
around and the very gardens of the
hotel are so full of hyenas

I

silver

shall take the boat here shortly
for Constantinople, and I shall write
you further news from there.

Sincerely,

and jack-

Betty.

Looking on with an Extra Girl
Continued from page 53
all, we were as vile a looking
crew as might be found Eleanor
Boardman, as the heroine, being the
only one to become untidy prettily.
Through all the rough work and it
really was violent
Eleanor had been
an awfully good sport, never grumbling and always interested in every
one in her quiet way. And always so
lovely that it was a relief to turn
from contemplation of our ragged,

All in

After Sun, Wind
and Dust — Murine
WhenEYESbecomeblood-shot from
the irritating effects of wind and dust,
use Murine. It quickly relieves this
unattractive condition, as well as eyestrain caused by the glare of the sun.
Murine is particularly soothing and
refreshing after motoring or outdoor
sports.

used night and morning, Murine
soon promote a clear, bright,
healthly condition of the EYES.
Contains no belladonna or other
harmful ingredients.
If

will

Our illustrated books on "Eye Care"
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request

—

bloodied selves to her cool beauty.
The days began to pass swiftly
up with the birds, to the studio, work,
work, home, bed.
With personal
pride we watched the picture growing
through the tribunal where the
peasantry tried us, our last moments
shot on cold, black nights
as we
were dragged down to the barge that
was to sink with us, and back to life
again in lacy afternoon gowns and
hats for the garden party.
Despite the fact that the less-

Dept. 28, Chicago

He Made
SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
reduced to dainty

Of special

processed rubber.

from surrounding towns, to
watch the making of the film. The
Banner printed an extra
Ocala

new discovery

Meighan

/

Lenor Ankle Reducers l
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN;
WHILE GETTING THIN
duces and shapes ankle and lower calf.
Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber
to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing to
ruh in or massage. Enahles you to wear
low shoes becomin gly. Worn under stockings without detection. CseH by prom*
inent actresses- Send S3. 25 and we
will send you Lenor Ankle Reducers in
plain package subject to your inspection.
Give size of ankle and widest part of
calf.

LENOR MFG.
Fifth

edition.

A

local minister

preached a sermon eulogizing the
movies as a great factor for good,
and urged his flock to patronize and
encourage good pictures.
Soon,
everybody in Florida was aware,
through the publicity on "Old Home
Week," that there was such a town as

Different in redu cine; action from all other
reducers. Slip on when you go to bed and
note amazing resu Its next morning. Re-

S03

CO., Dept. 9-K
Avenue, New York

Ocala.

Thomas Meighan was

FRECKLES
Them With a Veil; Remove Them With Othine

Don't Hide

Double Strength
This preparation for the removal of freckles
successful in removing freckles and giving a clear, beautiful complexion, that it is
sold by all drug and department stores with
a guarantee to refund the money if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a veil or
waste time on lemon juice or cucumbers get
is so

;

an ounce

of

Othine and remove them.

Even

the first few applications should show a wonderful improvement, some of the lighter freck-

vanishing entirely.
to ask for the double strength
Othine it is this that is sold on money-back
guarantee.
We recommend Othine Complexion Soap for
use with Othine. also as a shampoo it's won25c a cake at all drug
derful for bobbed hair
Othine
or department stores or by mail.
les

Be sure
:

—

Laboratories, Inc., Buffalo, K. Y.

—

;

the day instead of "on salary"
It was, in fact, a melancholy after-

noon.

When we were finally dismissed,
instead of charging off with our customary fervor, we went individually
to Madame Glyn to bid her good-by
and dilate upon the pleasure of the
engagement. It seemed the thing to
do,
.

a Fortune

but

Thick or swollen ankles can

slender shape by

it

somehow, and Madame was every

inch the perfect hostess as she paused
by the camera to receive our adieus.

The charming Madame whose name
we revere after two weeks of her
fiery, driving direction
which means

—

most undeniably
magnetism and charm.
that

she

has

real

While on Location

Continued from page 22

PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
quickly be

was spent in regret regret
was the last. The prospect of
work in a less-titled company quite
offended us and as. for working by
that

—

—

—

work

—

—

The Murine Company

amiable assistant took time to explain
to us in detail how lazy and ungrateful we had been, the last day of our

—

still

the film

idol.

The metamorphosis into Thomas
Meighan,
business
man extraordinary, really began one evening
when, after removing his make-up,
Meighan motored to a beautiful spot
on the outskirts
of Ocala.
"I no sooner saw it than I was
captivated by its natural beauty," he
explained to me. "I found a big pool
almost a lake, in fact of clear,
transparent water. I am told that it
is the largest natural spring in the
world.
It has a flow of twenty-two
million gallons of water an hour
more than enough to supply the entire citv of New York with crvstalcalled Silver Springs

—

—

clear water.

Why,

the water

was so

clear that through the glass bottom of
a boat in which we rowed about we
could see turtles, alligators, and fishes
sixty feet below us
!

"The

surrounding
Silver Springs impressed me as one
of the

lovely

setting

most beautiful locations

I

had

ever seen and my thought was Why
haven't they told the world about this,
instead of about Miami, Palm Beach,
Orlando, and those other places ?"
Tom paused for a moment, looked
reflective, and then smiled a shrewd
:

smile.

'Was
estate

that

man?"

how you became
I

a real-

asked.

"Well, that was what sold Ocala
"But how it really
to me," he said.
happened was like this. George R.
Sims, a neighbor of mine in Great
Neck, Long Island, who has a palatial
winter residence at Newport Ritchie,
Florida, motored up to Ocala to pay
us a visit. Incidentally. Mr. Sims is
a big real-estate operator.
"After dinner I went for a drive
about Ocala with Mr. Sims, and

showed him Silver Springs. I told
him that he and the other real-estate

!

!
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men

Florida were missing a large
bet.
He agreed.
"Then we discussed the matter
And Mr.
further along these lines.
Sims returned to Newport Ritchie
in

and

went right ahead making the
However, the beauties of

I

picture.

have impressed
Mr. Sims strongly, too, because every
week Mr. Sims ran into town, stayed
a day or two, and then returned to

Ocala appeared

to

Newport Ritchie."
Here Tom stopped and
of

"You'd better

said to one

Emmett

associates,

his

Crozier:
rest of the

the

tell

story."

"He's modest about

who

zier,

is

a

said Cro-

it,"

scenario

The Ocala Banner began

umn

of,

to print colreal-estate

Mr. Meighan now occupied what
tacticians would call a
strategic position, inasmuch as he

the military

held

fourteen of the choicest

title to

ground in the town. All that
he had to do was to entertain offers.
They were soon forthcoming, but Mr.
Meighan was not able to be in FloSo his brother
rida to receive them.
bits of

Jim,

who

New York

a

is

No

doubt

a

will

it

"Well," said Crozier, taking up
the narrative of big business, "Tom
was invited up to Jacksonville to have
dinner with Governor Martin of
Florida.
It
developed during the
conversation that the governor was a
Tom expressed
native of Ocala.
astonishment to him that Ocala was
not better known.
He began to sell
Ocala to the governor, who knew
every corner in it from his boyhood
days.
He intimated to the governor

this "big brother" of the screen,

he was contemplating making
some investments in land there. He

also confided this purpose to Charles
Greiner, a close friend, who is man-

ager of the Seminole Hotel, in Jack-

Both Governor Martin and
Mr. Greiner asked Tom to tip them
off if he bought any property.
He
sonville.

agreed to do

so.

"He was still Tom Meighan,
movie star, however, until the day
we had packed all the film equipment
and were leaving Ocala.
Then he
told me quietly that he had bought
fourteen large parcels of property
in Ocala, that he was convinced of its

wonderful possibilities as an investment, and added the further information that he stood committed to the
extent of two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars
"It seems that the casual visits of
his friend, Sims, had not been with-

out result

Of

!"

course, public

announcement of

Mr. Meighan's investment spread
through Florida like wildfire. Anybody who has visited Florida recently
will understand. All roads leading to
the little town were black with motors bearing hustling real estaters.

The boom was
dicates

gan

to

on.

Several big syn-

were organized, and they bebuy up all the available land.

Countless women, for 18 years, have
been keeping slender in this easy, pleasNo dieting, no exercise
ant way.

be a big surprise
to read of how

to the

seems

Since I took Marmola"

required.
You see the results in every circle
now. Slender figures are the usual. Ex-

Meighan fans

trade.

that

"20 lbs. Gone

real-estate

few weeks in the tropical State, and when he returned to
New York it became known that
Tommy had reaped his fortune.
man, spent

by

writer

column

after
transfers.

like

anything but a

who

It is not onecess fat has no excuse.
tenth so common as it was.
The great reason is Marmola Prescription Tablets, the modern, scientific
method. Millions have seen its effects.
Now people are using 100,000 of these

shrewd

money-making type of person, turned
so bold and clever a land deal. But,
after all, it is, in a way, characterThat sudden initiative
istic of him.
was the same that he showed three
years ago when, while on a vacation,
he conceived the idea of having his
company put on a five-thousand-dollar picture show before the convention of governors of the different
States to show them what kind of
clean motion pictures were being
made, and carried it out with only

famous

tablets daily.
doubt their results. People
everywhere will certify them to you.

No one can

Let us

You

to pile

up money for

its

own

once that Marmola fac-

must compel reduction, and with
great benefits to you. Find out the facts
so many know, in fairness to yourself.
are sold
druggists at $1 per box. Send this
sample
book,
25-ct.
a
our
latest
coupon for
Clip it now.
free and our guarantee.

Marmola Prescription Tablets

by

all

The Pleasant Way

MARMOLA
General Motors Bid?.

DETROIT, MICH.

to

Reduce
Mail for
25c Sample

Free
326

The Hair Root

Kill
My

the only way to prevent the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write today enclosing 3 stamps. We teach bcautv culture.
D. J. MAHLER, 99-A Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

method

is

BUNIONS

sake.

What

he will do with his profits I
don't know.
No one does except
Tommy Meighan. But I have heard
not from him
but from others
who know, that a good many persons,
especially orphan children, have been
the happier because Tommy Meighan
has been able to make money in the
past, and I can't help thinking that
when he first saw the vision of the
money that might be made in that little Florida town, he had at the same
time a vision of some sad children's
faces that might be made to smile
through his efforts, while on location.

—

you how and why they come.

tors

twenty-four hours in which to make
the arrangements.
It was the same
splendid judgment he showed when
he procured the picture rights to
"The Miracle Man," and fought to
have it produced as it should be,
with the result that it established not
only his own reputation, but also that
of several other persons.
But Meighan is not given to doing
such things solely for the sake of his
own gain, and never for sensation,
and his sudden successful plunge as
the booster of Ocala isn't likely to
turn him into a land speculator, eager

tell

will see at

Have SHAPELY FEET Unmarred by Bunions

PEDODYNE

"Solvent." New way. Pain immediately vanishes. Acts like magic on worst
Bunions. Hump gradually disappears.

—

SENT ON TRIALSMaS

arrange to send you a box of "Solvent" to try
for your own bunion Thousands are sending.
Simply write, "I want to try PEDODYNE."
LABORATORIES, 186N.LaSalleSt. Dept. R-684, Chicago
.

Develops ^ust Like Magic!
Durinir the past 17 years thousands have
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by usiug

GROWDBNA
for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testimonials of efficiency. Conlidential proof
and literature (sealed) on request. Write
now.
Mile. Sophie Koppei, Inc.,
Suite 113, S03 Fifth Ave., New York

Enlarged Nosepores, Pimp-

Just see the lovely bathing maid
Just note

There

is

how

thinly she's arrayed

no use

The movie

!

les, Blackheads, Red Nose,
Oily Skin, Sallow Complexion and
other miserable local skin affections will be quickly remedied
and overcome with M. Trilety's
A. B. A. Lotion, leaving the skin
in a clean, clear and
natural
healthy condition.
No sticky or

substance, but refreshing
and fragrant. Applied at nijrht.
oily

to raise a yell

folks will screen her well.

A

3-oz. bottle sent on receipt of $.75.
Address M. Trilety, 66 W. V. BWg.,
Binchamton, N. Y.

•,~o
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Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
Continued from page 70

Why

did the public refuse to turn

thumbs down on them?
circumstances no doubt
The couple were encontributed.

Various

war work and at that date
patriotism was powerful shibboleth.
Again there was nothing to outrage
gaged

She could afford
HERend

vivid
of

freshness

to suspect

glowed

He had

was her own!

rosiness

still

the

at

So her

the long hot drive.

been a brute

her radiant loveliness.

She blushed at this new PERT
bloom would only fade

youthful

victory.
at

Its

the touch

cream or soap, for it is waterproof.
Yet her moistened finger had instantly spread

of cold

its

fluffy greaseless

base.

She had heightened

the healthy

warmth

of

cream Pert by using Pert compact Rouge!
When used without cream Pert it is applied
before powdering to make it waterproof.
Pert cream

he echoed. "Why, because they just
kept on making darn good pictures."

Rouge may be had in light and dark

orange and in rose.
Pert compact Rouge
comes in blush tint and in rose. And there
is a Pert waterproof Lipstick to match. Rouge

And

they reign to-day, this
celluloid king and queen, who defied
their subjects and were not required
to pay with their heads.
The two
most magnificent realms of the
cinema are united in reality as in
the dreams of the two who said to
each other
"I love you
nothing else mat-

75c each, U. S. and Canada.
Mail 12c today for a sample of Pert cream
Rouge. Another 12c brings a sample of
WINX, the waterproofliquid lash-darkener.

ROSS COMPANY
New York

so

—

rerb fiouge

ters."

Both Douglas and Mary have a
craving amounting to a passion for
cultural

Both

improvement.

made remarkable progress
education.
Time that other
that's

Always Young
women, stage and
film stars. It is Sem-pray, the "Always Young"
complexion cake. Contains precious aids to beauty
which cannot be put up in jars. A super-fine cleansingcreme, skin food and base for powder — combined
Guaranteed safe, pure, reliable. Endorsed by skin specialists. Sold everywhere, 60e.
Trial cake, with beauty booklet, free.
Sem-pray
Jo-ve-nay.
683-K Sem-pray Bids.. Grand Rapids. Mich.
to millions of beautiful

Say

SEM'PIMY

means

CARDS
MIDGET NAME 50c.
Per Book

THE LATEST NOVELTY

Each book contains 50 perfect

l^x"^.

in

little

name

cards, size

genuine leather case. Choice

MIDGET CARD SHOP

Greene, R.

St.

I.

Use like toilet water. Is positively recommended for quickly and permanently removing

PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS, ACNE
Eruptions on the face or body, enlarged
pores, oily or shiny skin.

Endorsed by druggists,

physicians, skin specialists, barbers,

1 00,000 Men

and over

and Women

test cases, who succeeded with Clear-Tone after
failing with everything else. Write today for my Free
booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin, " telling how I cured myself
after being afflicted 15 years.

E.S.

GIVEN S,

237 Chemical

Bldg.,

Kansas

society

Douglas, who,

and

will

it

remem-

be

one year of
Harvard has succeeded in taking
on a cultured finish that shows no
surface cracks.
Fairbanks can best

had

bered,

at

least

described as a

man who

thinks

he thinks.
Always alert for information on general topics, he has acquired a store far larger than that
of the average professional American.

He

is

a sensible fellow, in no

way

deceived about himself.
He passed
through the period when he believed
that

was

all

to

to score

Doug Fairbanks had
walk into a picture
with his following.

Mo.

stantly rec9verinsr.

to

in

He

do

order
tried

and failed. Inhe set himself to

this careless attitude
City,

successful

of

cessful real estate speculators
their wives, but they never go.

be

The Wonder-Working Lotion

the

bankers and their wives, successful
manufacturers and their wives, suc-

A

perfect
of black, tan, green or red.
name card. Name in Old English type.
Send stamps, coin
Price complete 50c.
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
Agents Wanted,
or money refunded.

60 Main

stars

—

!

Just

self-

success-

have devoted to
jejune dissipations has been utilized
for reading, study of languages, and
contact with every lettered person
whom they could cultivate a genus
somewdiat rare in Hollywood and
environs.
They could mingle in the
best society in Los Angeles, which
ful

The Secret of a Skin
Known

movie

have

in

The

ness.

lapses

are

intentional.

Fairbanks takes liberties as Shakespeare took liberties.
Mary Pickford will probably reDeliberately she will take
her place in limbo, having made one
gesture of revolt against an inevitable
situation and failed with it.
tire soon.

To-day she is in this position
torn between a desire to show the
world that she is an actress capable
of a great dramatic role and the
necessity for performing the juvenile
stunts that have made her what she

— "America's

Sweetheart."
She
is added.
cannot continue much longer to perform the cute kid tricks. Because
horribile dictu!
she has done them
is

or Lipstick,

247 West 17th Street

in

our Victorian ideals in the reports
of the Pickford-Fairbanks scandal.
Their quiet retirement into a secluded
and peaceful home life after their
marriage was another factor.
But the most likely reason for
their swift restoration to popular favor is that given by an old retainer
of the Pickford-Fairbanks studio,
one who had been with Mary through
the storm period.
"How did they get away with it?"

to forgive!

work, assiduously repairing the damHe successfully staged his
come-back and he has never made
the same mistake again.
The amazing liberties taken with
historical facts in Fairbanks pictures
are not due to ignorance or careless-

age.

But a complication

—

More "Poor

Little Rich Girls"
or "Rebecca of Sunnbrook Farm"
or "Little Annie Rooneys" would
only be repetitions.
"Madame Butterfly" is her favorite
story, and in 1916 she played the
role in a picture with a hint of the
mature actress which she longs to be.
She hopes to do it again.
If she
does it probably will be Mary Pickall

!

ford's last picture.

Once she was keyed to the great
adventure.
It was in the winter of
1922.
Ernst Lubitsch, the German
director

who had performed

so well

abroad, had been invited by Ameri-

can dollars to perform less well in
our strangely limited field of artistic
motion-picture production.
He had
been retained by the Pickford-Fairbanks studio. He had been engaged
to make "Faust."
Mary vowed to make "Faust" with
absolute fidelity to Goethe, and no
exaggeration of the part of Marguerite.
She was going to back her
gesture of revolt with half a million
dollars.

Win

or lose

!

But did she? Alas, no. Like the
princess who announced her intention
of going wading in the brook, like
the poor little rich girl who ingenuously told her mother she was faring forth with Sallie Lutz to collect
mementoes from the garbage pails

—

America's Sweetheart was turned
back from the great purpose of her
career.

A covey of expediency experts descended upon her. They wept. They
wailed.
Figuratively they fingered
each separate curl and declaimed its
value at the box office in absolute

Advertising Section

No one personcould breast that tide of righteous indignation not Mary at any
Arabic numerals.

ality

—

She capitulated.
She reconsented
do
canted.
She
to
"Rosita" with curls and another ideal
was shattered against the Gibraltar
rate.

of our national taste in screen art.

In a Hollywood adaptation of an
English country house, surrounded
by sixteen acres of shrubbery and
lawns, Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks have isolated themselves
from their world. "Pickfair," they
call the estate in Beverly Hills.
In
the drawing room of the mansion they
stood upon a recent day regarding
with rueful eyes a great canvas which
had just been uncrated, gift of some
admiring student of art.
It was a "hand-painted picture,"
representing a pastoral scene shepherd and sheep disposed about a
landscape mottled with oleraceous
trees and threaded by a nacreous
brook flowing with vinegar.
The
sheep resembled great grubs and the
shepherd, in tartan clad, was a dead
ringer for the ferocious Australian
aborigine pictured on side-show ban:

ners.
strike

was a picture that would
awe to any beholder.
It

111

"What in the world shall we do
with it?" asked Mary, awefully.
"Well," pronounced Doug, slipping
an arm playfully around her, "we'll
have to hang it somewhere. It's from
one of our fans."
It was only said in jest, but it
was a reminder that even at home
this royal pair are not free from the
difficult job of constantly trying to

Be sure to ask for~

please the public.

Douglas is now forty-two and
coming strong.
Mary is ten
years younger but past her peak. They
are rich.
They are happy in each
other.
Their careers have been a
still

revelation

of

this

strange

land,

where fame and fortune
wait upon the most whimsical causes.
A king whose leap to royalty has
been as spectacular as the rope-climbAmerica,

ing tricks of the mischievous Thief
of Bagdad; a queen risen from the
ashes of Cinderella herself.
Whatever the future has for them,
however they have failed in the quest
of their own secret desires in the
past, they have given to themselves
and to posterity one great achievement one supreme defiance one
sweet emollient the triumph of their

—

—

:

'amtie
Powder

fir Loose
Made expressly for

Now you

powder.

powder

your favorite loose

need never use cake

again.
is a genuine beauty aid,

worth

Norida

many

times its price. It's a dainty case
of just the right size, handsomely embossed. Comes filled with Fleur Sauvage
(Wildflower)Poudre inyour favorite shade.

love.

Mailed direct if your dealer can't supply you
Sold in all Beauty Shops, Department

and Drug

Stores

The Odd-job Man
Continued from page 96

dent.

This luxurious miniature Pulldispatched to the home of a

man was

certain small-part actor,
tunately he was found.

where for-

Hurriedly
dashing his evening clothes into a suit
case and, jumping into the auto, he
pulled down the blinds, and by the
time that the car drove up to the entrance of the studio he was ready to
step out, fully attired in his evening

Quick work!

clothes.

were

waiting

three

But there
temperamental

to say nothing of extras, assistants, officials,
et cetera, all of
stars,

whom

were getting fidgety and irand all unconsciously blaming

ritable

the late arrival for the long delay.
It must not be assumed that the
odd-job man gets all his engagements
on the jump. No, indeed. He takes

a regular engagement when he can
get one. But between whiles, known
as he is to be a reliable, all-round
actor, without having climbed to the
starry heights of popular fame, he is
important if minor
available
for
roles.
And it may be taken for
granted by fans who see pictures
that every part, however trivial, is being played by an experienced actor or
actress whose life is entirely absorbed by their hopes, aims, and ambitions, and whose art means as much
to them as that of the greatest screen
star.
Once the glamour has faded
and the interest waned, it would be
far better for the screen actor to go
out and buy a peanut stand and become a merchant prince at five cents
the bag.

MtSifti

cNORIDA PARFUMER1E
S.WABASH
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Continued

Skirts will continue short,
I feel sure,

a

blessing,

fr

which,

most of us will regard as
as it is by now a well-

established fact that nothing so contributes to the youthful silhouette as

the moderately

worn

fullness

godets

;

fullness

short

skirt.

Those

have
added by tucks, plaits, or
we notice, however, that this

this

is

fall

now

will continue to

entirely in the back

rather than in the

The normal
its

Bermuda

many

waistline

is

still

mak-

supremacy, and is in
cases succeeding with the most

for it really is
more becoming to all but young, slim
figures, and the graceful long, tight
frequently with lace frills
sleeve,
which almost hide the hand, will
reign supreme.

gratifying

results,

is

cool

Sum-

in

Average
Summer
mer.
temperature, 77 deg.
All
Sailing,

Tennis,

Sea

Sailings
Oil

Outdoor Sports

Bathing,

Liners

"Fort Victoria" and
"Fort St. George"
N

2

etc.

Twice Weekly

EW YORKI
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HA
QU

^fe*

Golf,
Caves,

Crystal

Gardens,

Via Palatial,
Burning, Transatlantic

front as hereto-

fight for

A

Including all Expenses
Longer Tours in proportion

fore.

ing

LL.I

8-Day Tours-$90.00 and up

S. S.

om page 63

I

Only 2 Days fromNevrYbrkA

S. S.

Frills

CHICAGO,

BermudAA

—

Frocks and

AVE.,

IdealSummerVacations

Twin-Screw,

Fall

[Not a Compact

L.

I

E^B E C

Cruises Y&u

'ays?

DELIGHTFUL YACHTING CRUISES

Leave New York, August 8-22
Palatial Twin-Screw S. S. "Fort Hamilton"
Stopping One Day (each way) at Halifax and Two
Days at Quebec.
Magnificent Scenery, Smooth
Water, Cool Weather, Orchestra for Dancing.
via

For

Illustrated Booklet on Bermuda
or Canadian Cruises write

Tours

FUR NESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall

St., N. Y.. or

any Local Tourist Agent
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Breaking Through the Mist
Continued from page 34

midst of it one of the heads of a Los
Angeles fur store walked up to her.
"Miss Boardman, as a favor to us

you

wear an ermine-and-fox
wrap to the opening this evening?"
he asked. "It has just been received
and we would consider it a great favor if you would wear it; and it
wouldn't put you under any obligawill

I know

how

tion."

to stop

And
It's a sure way, and an easy one.
absolutely safe. This I will prove with a
free trial bottle it you'll fill out and mail
me the coupon.
By return mail I will send you my special
patented free trial outfit, with full directions for testing on a single lock. Then
you will know, positively, that no one need
have gray hair at any age!

—

Combing Does It

My

hair color restorer

is

very easily ap-

plied, simply by combing it through the
hair. No skill or outside aid required.
It la a clear, colorless liquid, clean as
water. It leaves your hair soft, silky and
fluffy.

No

streaking or discoloration, no artifi"dyed" look. No interference with
shampooing, nothing to wash or rub off.
The restored color is perfectly even and
cial

natural in all lights.
Fill it out carefully, stating accurately
the natural color of your hair, if possible
enclose a lock in your letter.
By return mail, postage prepaid, you will
receive my special patented free trial outThis is an offer which is truly, absofit.
lutely free.

When

you know what Mary T. Goldman's
it will do, you will be anxious
to restore all your hair. Then get a fullsized bottle from your druggist or direct
from me.
is

and what

The request was casual enough it
has been put to film people a countless number of times by enterprising
merchants, because of the advertising
value involved. And at first Eleanor
nodded acquiescence her wide eyes
;

danced

in

anticipation.

Spanish

old

know

that's paid

Delightfully

Over

later she

10,000,000 Bottles Sold

— — — Please print your name and address — — —
Mary T. Goldman, 515L Goldman

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer. The natural color of my hair is:
Black
dark brown
medium brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn
(light red)
blonde
I

Name

I

Address.

.

At

the call

her director she scurried to the
set and went through the ensuing unimportant scene with new vivacity.
But at its conclusion she came running to the group again.
"Where's that fur man ?" she
asked.
She couldn't find him. And,
in a moment, she dispatched a prop
boy with a message that she had
made
other
arrangements
and
wouldn't be able to wear the cape
that evening.
"I'm not making money enough to
afford one of those capes and there's
a lot of people who know it," she explained.
"Consequently, they would
either think I was very extravagant
or they'd question the source of my
money. No, sir; I'll get along with
of

my

shawl
for

!"

volatile,

—

at

a

least

I

moment

had switched to an entirely

new subject
"Do you think

I've
I could write ?
several times, but when I
read my things over the next day the
stuff seems so silly that I throw it
tried

it

away.

all

"Age
it ?

doesn't count in writing, does

If I could only

do something

like

only had a voice, I could
branch out when I get too old to play
I'm afraid to send anygirl parts.
to
thing to an editor, though, for he'd
think I was simply trying to capitalize
on my name, or else they'd say my
True-Tone
press agent was writing them for me.
"But I've got to do something
Easiest of all instruments I'm
just stagnating this way; giving
play
and one of the
to
most beautiful. Three first all my energv and not developing mvthat, or if I

Easy to Play
Pay

Easy
CLYDE DOERR
Of Clyde Doerr and
His Orchestra,
with his Bues-

cher TrueTone Saxo-

/^^~

phone.

Saxophone

A

„

lessons sent free giveyoua
quick easy start — in a few self at all!"'
weeks you can be playing
Eleanor's trail in the film world
\ popular tunes. No teacher
fl necessary. You can take has had its high spots of interest, for
v your place in a band or
orchestra in ninety days, if you she was one of those mushrooms fosj

k

^
i.\

desire.
Most popular instrument for dance orchestras, home
entertainments, church, lodge and school.
*+ts Saxophone
player is always popular socially
t^r jf-/A
,/and has many opportunities to earn money.
Six Days' Trial and easy payments arranged.

Free Saxophone Book

fX ^"
and
9

&^

famous professionals
orchestras. Just
send your name for a copy. Mention any other instrument in
which yoa may be interested.

also pictures of

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

...

CO.

(166)

Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
EU HART. INDIANA

699 BUESCHER BLOCK,

tered by the publicity department of
a large studio.
Several years ago,
in casting about for a stunt which
would bring into prominence the
name of Goldwyn, there was launched
a

—

told me I was too tall." she
"I thought so, too, but while

"They
said.

;

Gray Hair

After considerable flurry and more
talk an unknown boy and girl were
chosen as "screen types" and were
each given a year's contract with the
studio.
They were William Haines
and Eleanor Boardman. And for six
months or so afterward that was all
that was heard of them.

campaign which was dubbed "The
and Faces Contest."

New Names

I

was out here and they had

keep

to

me

for the term of the contract I
wasn't going to lose any opportunity
to make good on that one chance, because I knew I'd never get it again."
So, around the studio, day after
day, she haunted the sets. For hours
at a time she would watch the filmed
action one could see a studious gleam
in her prettv eyes.
She was learning
;

a lot.

And when

the sets went into exmayhap she would
be found behind a friendly peephole
in a canvas wall, or sitting on top of
an adjoining platform.
The matron of the dressing rooms
could also have told of hours upon
hours spent before a mirror by this
seeemingly friendless girl, in which
grease paints learned to mix themselves into strange variegations.
And after each attempt at make-up
or a new hairdress she'd run to the
still photographers and have a plate
made. They called her a pest and
But.
didn't print half the plates.
publicity
so,
they
flooded
even
the
ecutive

session,

;

department with her pictures, with
result that when magazines or
newspapers wanted a picture in a
hurry it was invariably Eleanor's
which was sent.
No one seemed to know exactly
what she was doing; yet all the while
the girl was bolstering up her dwindling hopes with the thought that
some one of the officials had meant
what they said when they agreed to
use her in pictures for a year.
One day there came an abandonment of hesitancy she had a hot and
stormy interview with those higher
up.
The result ? Almost immediately she was cast in one of Marshall
the

;

Neilan's

productions

—a

small

Yet she made good.
"Vanity Fair," which went

only.

duction

immediatel}'

part

And,

in

into pro-

afterward,

she

was scheduled as a second lead. Then
it was that company officials learned
they had been overlooking something her success since then is common comment.
;

And

even to her last sentence she
Eleanor
"If I write something will you help
me pick out a nom de plume so I
can send it in ?"

was

typically

—

;
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Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU WITHOUT

Agents and Help Wanted

A DOLLAR.

Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.
Soaps,

MONEY —fast

BIG

sales

;

everyone

buys

gold initials for their auto sell $1.50, profit
Samples, in$1.44
ten orders daily easy.
;

:

formation

free.

Business Opportunity

LEARN PRIVILEGE TRADING,
tive return, $75 up
113, Paul Kaye, 149

J.

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMCharges discharged batteries inEliminates old method entirely.
stantly.
Lightning Co., St.
Gallon free to agents.
Paul, Minn.

Broadway, New York.

World Monogram Company,

Dept. 12, Newark, N.

pound.

remuneraWrite Dept.

sufficient.

Educational

Do you want
AGENTS
money-making proposition ever
:

the

biggest

See
offered ?
my display ad elsewhere in this magazine.
Then send coupon at once to James Oliver,
Inc., 848 West Adams Street, Dept. 138, Chicago.

RAILROAD POSTAL CLERKS

start $155
Send stamps for quesColumbus Institute, B-3, Columbus,

month, railroad pass.
tions.

Ohio.

DINING AND SLEEPING CAR
(white).
Exp. unnecessary.
We
Send

for

Supt.

Railway Exchange,

book

of

and

Rules

Sta.

conductors

train you.
application.
C, Los An-

geles.

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR

— Female

Help Wanted

Goods and distribute samples given to consumers 90c an hour write for full particuAmerican Products Co., 2397 American
lars.
:

:

Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

$60— $200 A WEEK.
ters

for

Free

store

Samples.

agents.
Metallic
Clark, Chicago.

$6

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Easily

applied.

Liberal
offer
to
Letter Co., 428

general

B North

$158
Clerks.
ately.
ter,

BIG

MONEY AND FAST

owner buys gold

initials for

SALES.

MONTH. Men

18 up. Railway Mail
Write immedi25 coached free.
Franklin Institute, Dept. G2, Roches-

American Monogram
East Orange, N. J.

Co.,

Dept.

You

Help

Wanted— Male

170,

ALL

Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
Government positions
accept
to
$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozment, 308, St. Louis, Mo., Immediately.

willing

EARN

$10

DAILY

decorating pillow tups

Patents and Lawyers

Every

his auto.

A DOZEN

N. Y.

charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
Write for particulars and free sameasy.
ples.

— $18

at home, experience unnecessary; particulars
Co.,
110, Lafor stamp. Tapestry Paint
Grange, Ind.

silvering mirrors, plat-

chanDecie
York.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
Promptness asBest results.
references.
sured.

644

G

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

Watson
St.,

ing, refinishing metalware, headlights,
Outfits furnished.
deliers, bedsteads.

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

New

EARN

AGENTS,

our new Household Cleaning Deand dries windows, sweeps,
Costs less than
cleans walls, scrubs, mops.
Write Harper
brooms.
Over half profit.
Brush Works, 201 3rd Street, Fairfield, Iowa.
vice

washes

$110 to $250 monthly, expenses
Position
paid as Railway Traffic Inspector.
guaranteed after completion of 3 months'
home study course or money refunded. ExWrite for Free Bookcellent opportunities.
CM-28 Stand. Business Training Inst.,
let.
Buffalo, N. Y.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PatWrite Adam Fisher
ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS —Write

Guide Books
Blank" before
Send model or sketch
disclosing inventions.
of invention for Inspection and Instructions

and

Free.

I'LL PROVE TO YOU that you can make
$96 a week taking orders for Jennings GuarI furnish complete equipanteed Hosiery.
ment and offer you an Essex Coach without
Write now.
The Frank B. Jennings
cost.
Co., Dept. M-222, Dayton, Ohio.

SILVERING MIRRORS. French
learned

ily

;

immense

Wear Mirror Works,

profits.

Excelsior

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

Springs,

YOURSELF— AT HOME

Make $75 a week
Write at once for Tempowhile learning.
International Studios, Dept.
rary Offer.
140 C, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

$115-$400

MONTHLY

free

for

Invention

Victor

Terms Reasonable.

Co., 767 Ninth,

Washington, D.

J.

Evans

C.

—

Write for our guide book,
Get Your Patent" and evidence of
Send model or sketch for
invention blank.
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-

INVENTORS

ESTABLISH

of

Mo.

As a Photographic Expert.

AGENTS: $11.80 daily in advance (send
for sworn proof) Introducing New Insured
Hosiery.
57 styles, 40 colors, guaranteed
No
Fall line now ready.
seven months.
capital or experience required.
You simply
take orders. We deliver and collect (or you
can deliver, suit yourself) Credit given. Pay
You Daily, monthly bonus besides. We furnish samples. Spare time will do. Macochee
Textile Company, Station 4509, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

"Record

"How

to

Randolph
sonable.
ington, D. C.

—

&

Co., Dept.

Detectives

paid Ry. Station
Free passes, Experience unWrite Baker, Supt., 49, St. Louis,

412,

Wash-

Wanted

Office positions.

necessary.

Mo.

MEN — Experience
make

unnecessary

secret investigations

;

reports

;

;

travel
salaries

;

Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
expenses.

Stammering

AGENTS —WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 503 Broadway,
Sell

New

York.

Stammering
And
ST-STU-T-T-TERING
Instructive booklet free.
Cured at Home.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.

Experience unnecesExcellent opportunity.
sary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.
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The New Theda

Bara

Continued from page 17

things

which before had been, she

says, dimly in the hack-ground of her
illusion and which inactivity forced

Get into
dreds of openinjrs

this

her to meet upon a closer acquaintanceship all
of
these
influences
must have made some changes, as
she claims, in her character.
Her wedding was a quiet one, in
a Connecticut orchard under a peach
tree
and,
because it was quite
casually and suddenly decided upon,
she had no bouquet; wherefore the

—

won

derful, bi^-payinB
profession. Hunin Motion PicPortrait and Com-

now

ture Camera Work.
mercial Photography. Learn at home.
Uijr money while learning,

$

250aWeek

;

salaried positions every
or open your own studio.
"My business averages
$700 to $1000 a week,"
writes
Michael
Gallo.
Others doing equally well.
Even spnre time work pays
up to $75 a week

dignified,

!

CAMERA FREE
to students.
Your choice of real Motion
Picture Camera taking standard professional film used bv all theatres, or 5x7
NOTE:
View Camera, latest model, genuine
If you prefer to come
anastigmat lens.
to our New York or
Chicago Studios for

Send

Book

for

Tells all about Professional Photography
to make big money quickly. Also
details of Free Camera Offer. Write today.

and how

NOW

!

New York

St..

Photography
(Dept. 3)

of

Institute

143 West 36th

New York

personal instruction,
day or evening
classes,
write for
Catalog R-3 to nearest
address:
141
West 3Gth St., -New
York, or 630 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High
this simplified

side of

two years.

and the

School Course at home inrequirements for entrance to college
This and thirty-six other practical
our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

Meets

all

leading- professions.

courses are described

in

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dent.

H676

Drexel Ave.

& S8th

St. (5) A.S. 1923

CHICAGO

rt CornerYjur Fictures-Aibum
where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

Ei*5>el

5

orners

Styles

I

Colors

Her gorgeous

EWGEL MFG. CO.
Dept,44W 4711 N Clark su Ch| ca£°

humor most
it

my

»

is

pre-

conceived notions of her.

for spare

She comes into the long, tastefully
drawing-room, a striking
medium height whose dignified carriage gives an illusion of
furnished
figure of

time

Home—

color.

wanted everywhere to 611 openour national organization as
Permanent Waving or Marcel Waving.
We teach you
previous
experience necessary.
No
quickly by mail and furnish everything to start.
in

Specialists in

Waving

Hair

Outfit

FREE

Complete Outfit for Permanent Waving or Marcel
Waving absolutely FREE to our members. Gives real
professional waves. Write today for Free Book explaining this wonderful new way to earn a handsome
income in spare time at home. Address
6,hiit BEAUTY ARTS SOCIETY, *" 1 - 13New1v4oSr?'c?ty

S Make Art
(Novelties at
forProjlt

Home

and Pleasure

Wonderful easy way to earn money
own home. Art novelties are
tremendous demand. You can

i

i

1

quickly learn to decorate candlesticks, toys, furniture, etc.

Outfit

Given

experience necessary.

Fireside industries, a national '^J
organization which teaches

you

everything

about this

^pleasant, well-paid
homework. Send
2c stamp now for
.beautiful Free Book

A

definite

gown

impression

FREE

BOOK

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES, Dept. 329, Adrian, Mich.

of

Dark

of rose hue.

hair loosely coiled, framing a pale
face not beautiful but arresting, with
its high cheek bones, its deeply set
its odd-shaped, sensuous mouth.
She pauses.
It is a very effective
entrance.
She graciously greets you.
There is a distinct vibration about
her, of an unusual personality.
She talks, quite casually, of music, of the books that answer one's
transient moods, of psychology. Her

eyes,

'

voice is well modulated, the tone of
a cultured woman. You wonder how
much of her manner is pose you
prefer to believe, because it charms
you, that it has its basis in sincerity.
And then of a sudden, when the
conversation turns upon her sirenic
career, a veil is torn away.
The
bubbling of that infectious humor,
I believe, does the trick.
You have been conscious, beneath
her surface and ambiguous pleasant;

-V

No

A

stature.

Women
ings

sense of

interests me, probably because
so unexpected according to

anHour
at

—

couple.

are on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No PaBte, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints, A dime brings 100
and samples to try. Write

%O

solemn Mr. Brabin had to

pluck daisies from a field near by
for "the worst woman of the screen"
to hold daintily in her hand while the
minister read the service.
She tells
the story of that wedding with such
droll
humor and the grave Mr.
Brabin finds some pressing duty in
another room while she relates it.
Though there may have been times
of friction, their marriage seems to
be upon the ground of intellectual
companionship and fine friendship
which endures. Their tastes are identical, covering a rather catholic range
of music, art and literature.
They attend the theater and social
affairs in a pleasant, unhurried way.
They belong to the intimate circle
-which surrounds Norma Talmadge.
Miss Bara's sister, Lola, is Norma's
almost constant companion. They
are, ifi short, a cultured, well-bred

ness, of a shrewd appraisal.
Apparently deciding that she likes you,
or perhaps that this will be the best
method of attack, she becomes in a
twinkling instant very human.
Do I unjustly accuse her of a deeffort to impinge your inby a means which she calculates will kindle the flint of your
liking?
I
have seen her shut up
like a clam and be courteous but
quite coldly indefinite, even when
with those whose admiration might
be of value.

liberate

terest

So the new manner may be gen-

And yet, I have in the back
of my brain those tales she told me
herself, with such engaging candor,
of those cleverly arranged interviews
uine.

in which she spoke a language of
psychology, of Hindu philosophy, of
reincarnations and queer religions,,
designed to convey a certain atmospheric effect.
Could this,
too, be an effort, along another line,
in keeping with a new personality
which she hopes to define ?
Frankly, I don't know what to
think about it. I want to believe the
woman sincere, and if she hadn't had
the audacity to admit her previous
subterfuges, I would
but
well, there it is, and here am I, on
.

.

.

.

the fence.

At any rate, the humor that crops
out enlivens her conversation, and is
doubly diverting in Theda Bara.
She related amusing incidents concerning famous personages whom she
has known intimately, those little

human

interest bits that

have no place

in a motion-picture star's interview.

She admitted relishing the annoyance which her return will give to
those critics who never wasted an
opportunity to take a crack at her.

To the editors of the newspapers
that published rumors of her death
two years ago she wrote, in her
flourishing,
unique hand, "Theda
Bara's face may be duplicated by a
double's but I challenge anybody to
write a hand like this." The letters
were proof that the original and only
Theda was still alive and kicking.

Not

without

apprehension

does

she consider her return. She believes
that she has popular appeal, and is
eager, in her energetic, fearless way,
to test it
but there is the memory
of some rather awful pictures which
she must live down.
"My final pictures for Fox were
frightful," she admits.
"But, remember, please, that I made forty
pictures in four years and a half.
Quality and quantity are seldom
I
twins on the best of relations.
want to make but a very few films
;
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each year, if I succeed in denning
the modern woman who, as I see her,
is a combination of wife and vamp."
Theda Bara is a clever show
woman. She sold herself to the public as a vamp, when she saw that
the flame of that symbol had been
kindled by a fortuitous and unexpected success in one picture.
Now, equally as shrewdly, she is
starting a campaign to sell herself
in a

new

metier.

Her name
she succeed?
might still be made a box-office magnet, for public curiosity is not dead.
And she has, besides a forceful personality, an undoubted mental capaI rather think that a few
bility.
Will

months from now
Bara reestablished.

The Screen

will

see

Theda

Review

in

Continued from page 59

good

pretty

and

dog

bad

several

Rin-tin-tin is the dog and
David Butler and Mitchell Lewis are
the bad shots. Annie Oakley isn't in
There's gold in the hills
the cast.
Rin-tin-tin is
and a brutal killing.
suspected of murder in the first degree, and during the next five reels is
shot at unsuccessfully.
Joan Hardy
is the little gal in furs, and there is
shots.

an Indian
is

in

named

it

Wah Wah who

the plot spelled backward.

Tom Mix

and "Tony" are

in

a

"The Rainbow Trail."
him "Tony" but the quotation

picture called
I call

marks are not

my

ing this picture,

I

what a whale of a
difference just a

own. After seewant to say "Tom

Mix" and Tony.
It is just another Western picture
with dancing gals and such names as

Nas Ta Bega

in the cast.

Zan'e

few cents

Grey

inaias

wrote the novel and this is the photodramatic version of it, whatever that
may mean. Anyway, it's what the

program

says.

long, dull, photodramatic
whatnot, anyway.
And speaking of animals, there
were a couple of horses named "Black
Cyclone" and "Lady," but perhaps
you have heard that one. Rex is the
other name for "Black Cyclone," and
if you can Relieve all you hear, he
has killed one man, and kicked up a
It

is

a

few others.
This

is

the story of the

home

Good and

Exciting

For those who love the
irresistible call to

sea

and

its

the red-blooded.

life

was disappointed in

of a horse, and I
it.
The children will like it, however,
and the horses in it are better actors
than the humans.
Zoologically speaking, this has been
a big month. But after all, it is vacation time for children, and any number of Black Cyclones, Rin-tin-tins,
and Tonys are far better for them

than one White Monkey.

Sea Stories Magazine

Price, Twenty-five

Cents

Ask Your Dealer

Street

&

Smith Corporation

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City
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What

Do Now?

Will Griffith
Continued from page 29

One

night he shuddered to the lostory
of a drunken negro who
cal
had pursued a white girl and the
chilling" terror
of that night later
throhbed in scenes in "The Birth of
;

Nation" that shook Mae Marsh
from freckled girlhood into screen

a

proportion^

immortality,

His

if

sister,

such there lie.
Mattie, read and

re-

read for him his favorites, the great
love stories of the ages. The dreamy
boy in denim, with a conqueror's
imagination, feasted upon these treasures of faithful hearts. He pictured
these heroines apart from the neighbor girls he knew, something distant,
shadowy, sublime, something less
than angels, something beyond the
flesh.

And when

he looked the

first

time

upon the motion-picture screen in
later years, he saw there the shadowland in which his dream heroines
might live again. Always you find
something of this dream girl in every
heroine, the gentle, faithful,
of the little boy in Kentucky,
who spoke poetry to her as he went
through the woods in the twilight
bringing home the cows from the
pasture.
When an ill-wind comes hissing
from the box offices, scolding against
sentiment in his heroines, the Scotch
that is in Griffith will roll down her
silk stockings, wave her hair, indeed
style her to the rising ripple of the
moment's fad, but she is the same
girl
sister to all those heroines of
youthful dreams, Little Nell, Virginia,
Marguerite,
Ophelia, Ruth,
and all those sweethearts of the masters old.
Sometimes she is blonde,
and the long-age dreams open like
a fan into the screen personality that
is Lillian Gish.
Again she is dark,
and the world knows her as Carol
Dempster, vital, buoyant, and fascinating.
strange girl, this Griffith
heroine
She is the sweetheart's sigGriffith

ideal

Soap

Dr. Folts

way

date

the up-toto reduce arms,

legs, hips,

WHY
or

is

double chin.

should you turn to diet, exercise
drugs now that a positive and

—

ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS EXTERNAL way to melt,excess fat from any
part of the body is offered you? To quickly
get ideal slender lines all you need to do is
to wash every night from five to ten
minutes the parts you wish to reduce with
SOAP.
a good lather of DR.
This soap as soon as applied is absorbed by
the tissues and suppresses excessive fat without any possible chance of harming the most
delicate skin.
It has been found ideal to get
rid of double chins because the skin is not
left flabby or wrinkled after the reducing
fat men and women are now using this wonreductions
derful soap with amazing results
of 15 to 20 inches in hips are of common
occurrence every day.

FOLTS

—

—

Trv it yourself go to any good drug or department
(beware of cheap imitastore
get DR.
tions).
If your druggist is out of it he can get it for
you from his wholesaler or you can send a check or money
order direct to the Scientific Research Laboratories. 1841
Broadway, Dept. 28, N. Y. C.
DR.
sells for 50c a cake, or 3 for $1.20.

—

FOLTS SOAP

FOLTS SOAP

—

A

!

BUST DEVELOPED

The

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing-,

14-DAY

FREE

TREATMENT

.

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Wonder Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT
10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
If

WORTH

Madame D.

P. Williams,

Buffalo.

N. Y.

.Peel Off Your Skin
if

you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth- Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A

Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly
peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, discoloration,
sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,
pimple3, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liauid free from
acids aod mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent
free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth -Ami Laboratories, Dept. R

T,

30 E. 20th

St.,

New York

the evening star,

womanhood,

all

spun into

moon,
young

virgin shy, yet passionate

a puckered mouth, and practical
the progress of mating as a

as
in

schatchen's guide.

These

literature

moments
have made

;

callous

the

tremble

and glow with

And

have fruited

Griffith heroines

greatest

the

this

in

screen

all

the

smug and

with

sympathy

tears.

Griffith heroine

one

is

and undeniable influence
that changed the standard of womanly
beauty in this country from the
definite

Oriental preference of opulent bust
matronly hips to the slender
stature that is universally a favorite
to-day. The exact date of the change
in public taste is the time when the
Griffith heroine made her first ap-

and

pearance in the

films.

The little Kentucky dreamer has
done more to erase sensuality from
American
the appearance
of
the

woman than a hundred years of
preaching or a thousand edicts from
the fashion makers.
So the things that are Griffith include the imaginative genius of the
boy who has never grown up the
deft, perfected skill of a patient and
ever-working craftsman, so expert
in technique that for sheer deviltry
in fingering his magic, he distilled
suspense from potatoes these, and
the showmanship of a successful and
experienced ruler of audiences, who
;

;

understands their wayward
frank simplicities.

traits

and

These make up the institution that
the force that has become

is Griffith

the

:

big bull

elephant

Once he wrote

the

of

now back with the herd
What will he do?

films,

again.

a subtitle.

It

was

"Hearts of the World." It said:
"If you can't get what you want,
then want what you can get."
in

Girl Friend

Makes Good

Continued from page 43

exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I send
you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

nal song at twilight, the lover's

My

York

for only the second time?
deepest memory is that of wilting
in photographers' studios for hours

at a time.

It

was during

that awful

heat wave, you'll remember.
"Yes," said Kathleen lugubriously,
"I'm afraid my last 'location trip'
was rather a bust. But I'm still hoping to be able to get to New York
and stay there long enough to see
some of it."
Kathleen came into films by way of
the oft-trod path of small bits and
parts. Then came a big chance in the

ill-fated

"Rubaiyat," wherein she was

with Ramon
Navarro.
co featured
After that came featured roles with
Fox, principally in support of the
virile

Tom Mix—then

Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer and "Ben-Hur." She is
related in some way or other to
Francis Scott Key, who wrote "The

—

or was it
Star Spangled Banner"
"America?" On thinking it over, so
Wonder what
is F. Scott Fitzgerald.
relation that makes Kathleen to the

Anyway,
making good.

papa of flappers?
friend

is

the girl

—

—

Advertising Section

A

Confidential
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to Current Releases

Coniinued from page 60

—

Tom Mix

"Smoldering Fires" Universal. The
old plot of the sacrificing older sister
gets excellent treatment, and Pauline
Frederick, Laura La Plante, and Mal-

cal

colm MacGregor do

much except

"Soul

Fire"

work.

fine

— Inspiration.

A

poor

stage play, "Great Music," turned into
Richard Barthelmess
a good movie.
plays the suffering musician, and Bessie Love is good as a South Sea island

amount

"Denial,

The"— Metro-Goldwyn.

War

Spanish-American

story,

for the atmosphere.
"Dixie Handicap, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Frank Keenan as the impoverished Southern gentleman whose horse
wins the race in the nick of time.

has a good plot.
Ronald Colman,
Aileen Pringle, and Doris Kenyon are
other reasons why you should see it.
"Thundering
Herd,
The" Paramount. A thrilling Western, with some
wonderful scenes of buffalo stampedes.
Noah Beery, Lois Wilson, and Jack
Holt support the buffalo.
"Too
Many Kisses" Paramount.
Richard Dix in an amusing comedy-

melodrama

falls in

"Thief

in

A

tional.

Paradise,

lavish

A"— First

Na-

that

also

spectacle,

—

—

of

a

young American

in

Spain.

"Way

of a Girl, The"— Metro-GoldEleanor Boardman in another
pert performance of a headstrong girl.

wyn.

—

—

love with after

—

Mary

Philbin

is

splendid as a girl

Semon

plays the Scareetow.

—

"Worldly Goods" Paramount. A saton American go-getters, in which
Pat O'Malley plays the ingratiating
ire

four flusher.
"Zander the Great"

—

Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies in some delightful comedy as a freckled orphan in pigtails.

RESERVATIONS.
Man Desires"— First

"As a
National.
improbable South Seas tale, in
which Milton Sills and Viola Dana do

An

their best.

A

Trail, The"— Universal.
wild tale of action, with William Des-

"Burning

mond

playing the hero who goes West.
"Cafe in Cairo, A" Producers Dis-

—

tributing.

Priscilla

Dean

as an

lish
girl
sheik's.

brought

up

among

"Capital

Punishment"

Engthe

— Preferred.

An

unrelenting picture made interesting through sincere treatment and
the performance of George Hackathorne.

—

"Cheaper to Marry" Metro-Goldwyn. Rather poor stuff, built on the
theory that it's cheaper to have a saving wife than an expensive girl friend.
"Chickie"— First National. Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her romantic

experiences.

"Cloud Rider,

much on

The"— F.
but

plot,

B.

Not

O.

strong on

thrill-

ing airplane stunts.

— First

"Crackerjack"

you
one

is

saved from

If

like Johnny Hines, you'll find this
of his best comedies.

"Deadwood Coach, The"— Fox. Typi-

and Only 75 Cents

—

"Golden Bed, The"— Paramount. CeSocil De Mille on another rampage.
ciety in a candy house.
"Headwinds" Universal. House Peters and Patsy Ruth Miller in a rather
slushy story of a cave man and an heiress.
A sea storm supplies more interest than the plot does.
"Heart of a Siren" First National.
Barbara La Marr tempting a couple of
dozen more men.

—

—

from jail. Pretty dull.
"Husband's Secret, Her"— First NaAntonio Moreno starts out as
tional.
a bad boy, but reforms when he marries Patsy Ruth Miller.
"If I Marry Again" First National.
Doris Kenyon is the most convincing
thing about this maudlin story of mari-

—

is

the Brand of

a Good Book
Now comes one of the oldest
and best publishing houses in this
country to offer you new, clothbound, attractively printed books
of adventure, Western romance
and mystery at only 75c a copy.
On the jackets of these books is
the "CH" brand of Chelsea House,
the publishers.

Look

mark

your
want
to
booksellers to-day. If you
sleep to-night don't start the book
You will have to sit up until
late.
you finish it. It will be that sort
for

this

at

of book.

tal intrigue.

"Inez
tional.

from

Anna

Hollywood"— First NaQ. Nilsson as the reputed

wicked siren who

Want My Man"— First

National.
Doris Kenyon as the positive heroine,
with Milton Sills playing the man who
"I

almost escaped her.
"Kiss in the Dark, A"

—

Paramount.
Hardly enough to make a picture out
Adolphe Menjou in his usual manof.
about-town characterization.
"Lady of the Night"— Metro-Goldwyn. Norma Shearer slips a little as a

Bowery

girl.

A
"Lilies of the Streets"— F. B. O.
story of how girls go wrong, written
by a New York policewoman. Typical
melodrama, poorly done.
"Man and

Here are some outstanding

"CH"

sacrifices everything

for her sister.

Maid"

More Elinor Glyn

National.

"CH" Book—

jail

A
"Hunted Woman, The"— Fox.
story of a wife pursuing her wandering
husband in order to save her brother

RECOMMENDED—WITH

Another Corking

who

ing.

"Wizard of Oz, The"— Chadwick. Not
very much like Frank Baum's whimsical story, but funny at times.
Larry

By Harrison Strong

Irene Rich

all.

are in

it.

Jl Detective Story

and Bert Lytell play the leading roles.
"Fifth Avenue Models" Universal.

"Wife of the Centaur"— Metro-Goldwyn. A sex story handled with good
taste by King Vidor.
John Gilbert,
Aileen Pringle, and Eleanor Boardman

old plot, novelly treated.

Drew?

William

—

and later marries her
rescuer. Norman Kerry is the man.
"Flaming Passion" Metro-Goldwyn.
All about Frivolous Sal, an Alaskan
queen who reforms a drunken actor.
Mae Busch plays Sal with vivid feel-

An

Killed

A
not

"Dressmaker from Paris, The"
Paramount. Gorgeous fashion show, but
that's about all. Leatrice Joy and Ernest Torrence do what they can.
Pola
"East of Suez" Paramount.
Negri in a misguided excursion into
Oriental melodrama.
A
National,
"Enticement" First
frank tale in which Mary Astor plays
a girl who thought all men were noble.
A rather
"Eve's Lover" Warner.
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then

native.

Who

Western, with the usual

of fast action.

— Metro-Goldwyn.

but not up to
her usual box-office standard. Harriet
Hammond returns to the screen as the
heroine, and Lew Cody is converted to
the role of a hero.
stuff,

titles

THE BRAND OF SILENCE
THE SPECTACULAR KID
THE TRACKING OF K. K
UNWELCOME SETTLERS
QUALITY BILL'S GIRL
THE SCARLET SCOURGE
GOLDEN ISLE

WHOSE MILLIONS?
THE
THE
THE
THE

SPIDER'S DEN
CRATER OF KALA

DEMON

WOMAN

IN

MAUVE

Harrington Strong
Robert J. Horton
Douglas Grey
James Roberts
Charles W. Tyler
Johnston McCulley
Roland Ashford Phillips
Joseph Montague
Johnston McCulley
Joseph Montague
Johnston McCulley
Georgette MacMillan

rflELSEA MOUSE
79-89 SEVENTH AVE>
NEW YORK CITY

'

75c Each
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—

The" First NaEvil,
Ben Lyon torn between his

"Necessary

"On Thin Ice"— Warner. Another
crook melodrama, but nothing to get
excited about. Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, and William Russell play the

"Sporting Venus, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman save this hackneyed plot based
on misunderstandings from being un-

leading roles.

bearable.

influences.

stuff.

"One-way

Anna

Street, The"— First NaQ. Nilsson again plays a

rejuvenated beauty with her customary
skill, but the picture on the whole is

Against

,

He was
for there

All

Him

"Open

forced to run and hide,

was

a price on his head.

So, like the animal for which he

was. nicknamed,

he slunk across

the hot desert lands

Follow

of Arizona.

his adventures in

—

bears on

"CH"

brand

its

jacket the

—the

mark

—

Adventure"
Universal.
"Roaring
Over the Western plains with Jack

—Fox.

somely

bound

popular

copy-

rights

are

the

thrilling fiction.

highest

of

types

Stories of the real

West, of mystery, love and adventure

—

all

appearing

between

time

for

book

the

covers

written by masters of their

Ask

for

"CH"

first

—

all

art.

books at your

dealers to-day or write

direct to

the publisher.

Price, 75 Cents

Continuing
George

of

attractive

and
Another

Scarlet"

causes

all

— Metro-

the trouble.

What

fm

PUBLISHER^
79-89 SEVENTH AV£. s>*^r
NEW YORK. CITY

and marquise and princess and all the wonderful titles in the world combined mak-

—

ing,

short,

in

Orange

them all
Movie Star
Trix MacKexzie.

the greatest

"Gloria Swanson
Villa,

—American

of

!"

Daytona, Fla.

Louise Williams Writes from

Paris.

Just like the movie stars, I'm writing you
a letter from location.
Coming to Paris in pursuit of fashion
material is all very well, but I never could
stand

it

for very long

American movies.

if

it

"Home

weren't

for

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

World"

— Paramount.

flops.

Youth"— Fox. Another of
who
calm down when mother steps out.
"Wings

of

those tales

about wild flappers

Ethel Clayton is good as the mother,
while Madge Bellamy plays one of the
daughters.

Think

a

little

girl's

Tony was with

flannel

petticoat,

and

all.

him, of course, and they

were posing for the news reel camera.
And, oh what a nice face Tom has.
I felt like crowding past the gendarmes,
with the French girls, and imploring him
to autograph the back of my white glove
or my handkerchief, as they were doing.
Paris went mad over Tom. He appeared
at one of the big music halls, and the place
was jammed. Wherever he went, crowds
pursued him. They simply adore him over
here, think he's the perfect American, and
I'm glad they do
!

When I arrived two of the big
were showing fairly recent ones,
and where "Hospitality" was billed Natalie
Talmadge was as much featured in the

—

is

present.

made record speed crossing
vard.
So did every one else.

the bouleI couldn't
see over the surrounding heads for a few
moments, but I heard a Frenchman mur-

mur: "Quel chapcau!"

City

easily.

the

They're crazy about Buster Keaton's pic-

I

Price, 1 5 Cents
Street & Smith Corporation

few

of

movies are" for me from now on.
Imagine what it means to feel as if
you'd left the world behind as I always
do when I arrive here and to feel just
a bit homesick for it, and then have this
sort of thing happen to you
I was walking
in the Bois on Sunday morning, along
with all the rest of Paris, looking at the
manikins from the smart modistes' shops,
and watching the people, when just ahead,
outside a charming restaurant called "Le
Porte du Dauphine," a crowd suddenly
gathered.
It was the kind of crowd that
means just one thing that a famous movie
star

By Georgette MacMillan

"Top

where the

is

—

The Marvel Cook Book

terrible

the Fans

:

house

— Paramount.
winning through
barriers
he always

Meighan

Continued from page 12

—

Each

Thomas

a

of a good

hand-

guided words seriously.
"Tongues of Flame".

Ethel M. Dell's story offers nothing
except a good flood scene and lots of
varied acting by James Kirkwood.
"Up the Ladder"— Universal. The
story of an inventor who has a fluctuating career, but learns wisdom after

famous

low-priced,

"Talker, The"— First National. Anna
Q. Nilsson as the woman whose tongue
caused a lot of mischief. Lewis Stone

those

Goldwyn.
sacrificing big-sister plot, with a slightly new twist. Alice Terry is decorative, as usual, and
Dorothy Sebastian plays the sister

These

original play.

those apache things.

"Roughneck, The"

book.

too.

knocks over so

who
It

it,

"Redeeming Sin, The" Vitagraph.
Nazimova and Lou Tellegen in one of

the adventures
O'Brien.

Cents

in

plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's mis-

—

"Recompense" Warner. Monte Blue
and Marie Prevost, in a sequel to
"Simon Called Peter," do not do their
best work. The story is as sexy as

"Sackcloth

Price, 75

is

too slow.

Hoxie.

By James Roberts

Lew Cody

"Swan, The"— Paramount. The Molnar stage play cruelly mangled. You
might bear it if you haven't seen the

—

The Coyote"

—

The" Universal. Jack
Hoxie goes back to the old-fashioned
Western of Indians and cowboys with
not such good results.
"Raffles"— Universal.
House Peters
is not dashing enough in this story of
a crook. In fact, the whole picture is
Trail,

you'd expect.

11

who

dull.

Pretty dull
tional.

hereditary

bad

and

good

They Were

Alma Rubens

"She Wolves' —Fox.
as a romantic wife

gets her fingers burned when she looks for adventure outside marriage.
Jack Mulhall
plays her husband.
"So This is Marriage" Metro-Goldwyn. The Biblical flashback again, by
which Lew Cody points out to Eleanor
Boardman the error of her mad ways.

tional.

It didn't need another exclamation, "C'est Tom Meex'l" to
tell me who was the cause of the commo-

tion.

—

It
was Tom indeed white sombrero,
white riding togs scalloped in brown like

tures, too.

theaters

posters

as

Way

up

he was.

in Montmartre I saw Chaplin
"The Pilgrim" and it seemed so funny
to have him called by their name for him,
"Chariot," in the subtitles.
The name he
has in pictures never means anything.

—

in

Haven't
tures.

seen

many foreign-made

"The Death of Siegfried,"

pic-

in eight

hardh' tempting.
experience was paralleled
by one with Mae Murray. I was dining
reels, is

My Tom Mix

at a hotel in Nice, and a

young prince who

remarked that
he'd give anything in the world to see a
I glanced up
movie star in the flesh.
toward the door at that moment, and then
remarked, as casually as I could
"All right there's Mae Murray."
Mae it was, looking about sixteen. She
wore a little white hat of soft straw, one
of those they make
Fiesole, that were

was traveling incog had

—

m

just

—

'

!

Advertising Section
so smart in Florida last winter, and a white
trimmed with fur. She dined with

coat,

Rex Ingram, who had been working hard
and showed it, and Howard Strickling.
She told me she'd been rushing about
so in Paris that she got none of the rest
.-he had come over for, and had thought
But everybody
she'd get some in Nice.
recognized her everywhere, and she simply
couldn't escape the public.
I had rather a sad little echo of the past
I
while in' a tiny little town in Italy.
had been dining with some friends who
have a villa there, and arrived at the station in time to see my train for Florence
They have a charming
just pulling out.
way of giving you merely approximate
train times over here.
So we all went to the movies, and saw
an old, old picture featuring Olive Thomas.
I'd have walked out unhappily if it hadn't

HERE AT LAST IS
RELIEF FROM EXCESS
Silph Reducing
latest scientific discovery takes

—

Gum—

York by storm Everyone is chewing it and
POUNDS of FAT ARE ROLLING OFF!

longer need you suffer from excess fat.
No
longer need you be humiliated by sarcastic looks
or remarks.
No longer need you starve yourself to
distraction or tire yourself out with exercises. With
Silph Reducing Chewing Gum, the latest and most
wonderful discovery ever made, every man, woman
and child can today safely, quickly and easily reduce.
Silph Reducing Gum is the result of years of scientific
study and experiments it is different from anything
ever advised to take off FAT. It is simple, safe, cheap
and easy. It is almost like telling you to eat candies
to reduce.
It is just as pleasant and as harmless.

—

—

—

—

—

—

of the delightful, satirical humor that
marks his performances nowadays, but it
was rather a jolt to see the difference in
him then and now.

—

it conSilph Reducing Gum is not a drug nor a laxative
tains juice extract of sea plants known for years to possess
wonderful reducing properties but until now it was impossible to obtain sufficient quantities of these plant extracts to
supply a public demand. Today a group of scientists have
found a way to obtain it and to incorporate it in a delicious,
refreshing chewing gum.
When mixed with the gastric
juices, through the flow of saliva it eliminates fat forming
elements in the system at the same time it is great for
stomach or intestinal trouble.
The quick and amazing
results already obtained with Silph have simply been overwhelming. If you are suffering from excess fat you should
get today a package of SILPH Reducing Gum which sells
for 50e
That is enough for one week or you can send in
a dollar bill and get a full two weeks supply which is a
If your drugsufficient amount to see wonderful results.
gist cannot get it for you send direct to the Silph Medical
Company, Dept. 21, 9 West 60th St., N. Y. C. Silph is adof the
vised by physicians for stomach troubles.
Remember that to
imitations which are bound to spring up
SILPH IS TO BE SYLPH-LIKE," that's New
York's latest slogan.

—

them

Chewing

New

FAT!

NO

been that Ray Griffith was also in it the
same Ray Griffith, only a trifle stouter, it
seemed to me. I thought I detected traces

In Florence I stayed at the hotel Lillian
Gish liked so much, a beautiful old palace.
She is a great favorite in Florence, of
course.
The first thing I saw on arriving
was a huge poster announcing "The White
Sister
Lillian Gish in the lavas of Vesuvius."
Not even our best exploitation men
at home ever thought of that angle
Dorothy was present on other posters
near by, advertising "Fury" under a different title, and featuring her equally with
Dick Barthelmess.
There's one other thing about movies
that has come to me very vividfy lately.
I
went out to Versailles soon after I
reached Paris, and seeing it peopled as it
was in its glory was the easiest thing in
the world, because of the movies.
The
right costumes, the right life and color,
were there. History's never been revived
more successfully than in such pictures as
Pola Negri's "Passion" and Gloria Swanson's "Madame Sans Gene."
Here's hoping we have more pictures like

119

—

—

"I am the shadow of my
former

self,

'

'

writes Mrs.

TV— , beautiful Brooklyn girl.

"Silph Reducing
Wonderful.

Gam

—

"CHEW

is

'

BEWARE

Louise Williams.

!

Paris, France.

Let Ralph Graves

Oh

Do

Serious

Work.

doesn't anybody realize that Ralph
Graves is not a comedian ? His acting in
"Dream Street" was wonderful.
He
seemed to put his whole heart and soul
into it.
All Ralph needs is self-confidence
if some fans would only encourage him
to do something serious of the Griffith
tvpe, for he has real talent as well as
looks._
M. C.
California.
!

—

A

Fan Makes

a Discovery.

About five years ago I saw a little one
or two-reel picture that told the story of
the making of a great painting.
"The
Bashful Suitor," it was called.
It was
adorable a little Dutch story and I've
never forgotten it.
Soon after I saw another something about a protege of Rembrandt's.
Man' Astor was the leading lady.
But tb" thing that I remember particularly was that the boy was the "Bashful
Suitor" himself.
It was not until a year
or so afterward that I learned that he was
Leon Pierre Gendron, a Frenchman. By
that time he had disappeared from the
screen, and 1 couldn't find a trace of him
anywhere.
The great hungry mob called
The Public doesn't like those artistic little
two reelers and never did they'd rather
But I
see a slapstick comedy Zny day.
never gave up hoping that I would see him
again.
Then, at last but let me quote just a

—

—

—

Spend Your

Vacation at Lake Gogebic
Spend your summer at Lake Gogebic

•

—the 17-mile
—

Lake that

the

—

Private Bass

LaRe— Wonderful Bathing

A lake where bass will rise almost any time. Streams boasting trout
Wall-eyed
of a character to rouse the sporting blood of every fisherman.
Spend day after day at
pike-*-you'U find them here in great profusion.
your favorite sport—you'll never enjoy better fishing than at Gogebic Lake.
American plan.
Wire
Rates $5.00 per day and upwards.
Children half rate.
reservations in advance at our expense.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

—

—

offers

Northwest. Gogebic Spring Hotel, and Cottages,
on Lake Gogebic is 8% miles from Marenisco far enough away to preserve
the virgin nature of the forest yet easily reached because our private car
meets you at the station. An overnight trip from Chicago on the Northwestern Railroad leave Chicago 9 o'clock at night and arrive at Marenisco
at 1 :30 the next afternoon.
Lake Gogebic is the hunter's paradise. Plenty wild game, deer, bear and
partridge abound.
Guides and boats furnished.

finest fishing in the entire

MARENISCO. MICHIGAN
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few lines from my diary last summer afu
had seen "Three Women:" "He's wonI'm so
I'm crazy about him!
derful!
proud of him he's my discovery, you
know.
He didn't have much to do, but
I

—

.

When That

.

.

well and looked perfectly adoraHe's awfully good looking,
and
most beautiful mouth I ever
saw on a boy. It curls up even when he
talks, let alone when he laughs.
The girls
will go crazy over him soon, I predict.
I'm fairly bursting with pride for him.

he did
ble

Mighty

it

besides.
has the

!"

Adorable
He's so young and boyish and clean cut
and fine, he deserves the best. And that's
not counting that he's a good actor and as
handsome as any matinee idol. And dance
Girls, did you notice how he danced in
"Three Women?" None of your two-feethopping
apart,
hand-on-your-shoulder
around that most all leading men do. And
don't mistake me.
It wasn't rough stuff,

Strength

was

either.

He

led his partner with his

arm

around her waist, and didn't look as if the
poor girl danced better with half the floor
between them. It was dandy new, good
looking, graceful, peppy
like
Valentino
and John Patrick mixed up. Girls, did you

Wakened

—

—

notice?

Men

him

called

a

brute"; he was the butt of

"dumb

!

the camps, this great giant of a man.

thing happened to

waken

I can't praise him too much.
He's one
Pierre Gendron will
of the finest going.
get there. Watch him

Betty Pearson.

But when some-

that intelligence, then

209 North Fiftieth Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

— read

Betty Ruth

yourself about

"Bull Hunter"
Here's a book that will keep you thrilled from the
chapter to the
line of

last.

It's

a

"CET' books, those

first

good sample of the whole
fine,

cloth-bound works of

our most popular writers which are on sale at your
dealer's to-day for only 75 cents.

Other «CH"
JOHN STANDON OF TEXAS

Titles

THE SPECTACULAR KID

Johnston McCulley

GEMS OF PROMISE
Emart
THE BOSS OF CAMP FOUR

Kinsburn

BULL HUNTERS ROMANCE
David Manning

JIM

CURRY'S TEST

,

Robert

J.

David Manning

Horton

KING CHARLIE'S RIDERS
David

Emart Kinsburn

Right.

Manning

UNWELCOME SETTLERS. .James

Roberts

UNSEEN ACRES
THE COYOTE

Roberts

Harry 'Golden
James

people get this stuff about the
public making picture stars, as if it were
rather reckon
something disgraceful?
I
the public also made President Coolidge
and Henry Ford. If people didn't buy flivvers where would Ford's millions be? But
do we expect Ford to hold open house
for every curiosity seeker that comes to
Then why expect it
Detroit ?
Scarcely.
from a picture star who sells entertainment
and probably gives more than value received ?
And where does the writer whose letter
appeared in a recent issue of What the
Fans Think get the idea that Doug and
CerMary kotow to foreign titles?
tainly they entertain visiting foreigners
but aren't they likewise entertained in Europe? Sounds like a man I knew who used
to make fun of nobility, and then got up
at daybreak to catch a glimpse of Lord
Mountbatten's private car as it went
through town on the Limited.
What does this writer want Mary to do,
Throw the gates of Pickfair
anyway?
open and invite the public to use it for a
Mary practimunicipal camping ground?
cally supports a Los Angeles orphanage
isn't that paying the public back with a
vengeance? Why should Mary employ the
professional cordiality of a politician to a
lot of sensation-seeking dumb-bells when
she's worked for her money, and given
What makes the writer
value received?
think she's as good as Mary? Did she ever
People
meet her, talk to her per onally?
who are really superior don't find it necessary to worry over other people's "supe-

—

MANNING

By DAVID

is

Where do

riority."

Popular
Copyrights

75c

EACH

HOSEA HOUSE
imiSrlLTg
79-89 SEVENTH AVE. V
NE.W YORK CITY

The Brand of
a Good Book

I think Betty Ruth Somebody-or-other
has the right of it. Very few of us will
ever know the screen stars personally. As
long as they fill our ideals on the screen
what else matters? If I choose to idealize
Doug, whose business is it but mine? If
I choose to hero worship Tom Mix because at forty-five he has a physique that
well,
I wish I could equal at twenty-five
why not? By all means, Betty Ruth, idealfor you'll find darn
ize the screen stars
few people worth idealizing anywhere else

—

—

C.

C.

Sandison.

2336 Franklin Street, Denver, Colo.

;
:

!

Information Please

—

Continued from page 102

Curious Fan.

—

So satisfaction brought
the cat that curiosity killed?
that
I didn't know that; it seems to me
ulter all nine lives of a cat have been killed,
it should be gracious enough to stay dead.
Yes, I'll satisfy your curiosity though I do
back

life

10

—

hope you're not a

cat.

Bebe Daniels has

so far refused all proposals of marriage.

Ronald Colman and

his

wife Thelma re-

cently decided to get a divorce; I don't believe the decree is yet final.

Tai.l Timber.

— If

you

really

want me

to mention Jobyna Ralston on this page,
you found the right method asking about
her.
She was born in South Pittsburgh,
Kentucky, about eighteen years ago. She is
about five feet four inches tall, and has
brown hair and hazel eyes. She isn't mar-

—

Cosette. So you always had a cool head,
through all the
alentino pictures, until
you saw Charles Mack in "America?" Perhaps it wasn't Charles Mack, but patriotCharles is about twenty-five and is
ism.
unmarried. I have no detailed description
of him.

V

—

Doug's Digger. I didn't know Doug
had a digger now that he has one, what
cloes he do with it?
Doug was born in
Denver, May 23, 1883 he was educated at
a military academy, Colorado School of
Mines, and at Harvard. He used to play
on the stage. Now that "Don Q, Son of
Zorro," is finished, he is making "The
Black Pirate." I think he will send you
his autographed photo if you write him
at the address at the end of The Oracle.
-

;

;

A

Il Penseroso.
I believe that means "the
thinker" or something of the sort, but you
didn't think quite hard enough to realize
that, writing me from London when you
did, you couldn't expect an answer in the
issue then due on the news stands.
I can
see you are a thinker, though, from your
comments about the screen stars. I agree
with you that Pola Negri is a great actress.
She couldn't possibly answer all
her fan mail herself but her secretary
would undoubtely call her attention to fan
letters of particular interest to the star.
don't you suggest to her that she play
Lady. Macbeth though- I fancy "Macbeth"
is too tragic for the film producers to want

Why

Movie Maniac.

— They blame so many
—even maniacs

movies

things

on

Charles

Emmett Mack played

the

the brother in
"America." D. W. Griffit'i discovered him a
few years ago, when Charles was a prop
boy at the studio. See Cosette. Ivor Novello is the son of Clara Novello Davies,
the well-known concert singer.
He isn't
married. He is English and lives in London, so he is a little difficult to reach, as he
doesn't keep American movie circles informed of his address. He appeared this
past season at the Prince of Wales Theater
over there in "The Rat," a play which he
wrote himself. Perhaps i- you write him
in care .of that theater, the letter will be
forwarded to him. He is now making a
screen version of the play, in England, with
Mae Marsh playing opposite him.

Mary

Jo.

—You want Ramon Novarro to

get married so some of "this raving about
him will cease." I"m afraid you'd have to
give Ramon a better reason than that for
getting married!
Marjorie Daw was born
in Colorado Springs
the town, not the
springs but she doesn't say just when.
She is Mrs. Eddie Sutherland. Bessie Love
was born in Midland, Texas I don't know
her exact age, but she isn't much over
twenty, and she is not married.
Mary

—

—

;

Brian

brown

sixteen, is five feet tall
hair and eyes.
is

Steve Konieczny.

and has

—

You're quite right, it
too long a hike from Amsterdam, New
York, to the Gay White Way, particularly just to talk to m-.
Just think! after
all that walking, you might get here after
I'd had a late night or something and
couldn't talk.
Yes, there is another new
screen
"find,"
whom Samuel Goldwyn
brought from abroad. Her name is Vilma
Banky, and she comes from Hungary. Pola
is

Negri completed "The Charmer" before
the left for Europe, and is back again
working on a new picture. Tom Mix and
Gloria

Swanson are

said to be the highestsalaried stars in pictures now.

—

make

to

it.

—

So you have sixty-one photos
of screen stars and want to know if any
other reader has more?
Speak up, readQuizzy.

—

I have a reader, I hope?
Where do
you keep all those pictures did you have

ers

ried.

—

J

—

special room built onto the house, or
do you just put them under the bed? Myrtle Stedman doesn't reveal the secret of
her age.
She has been married; in fact,
she has a grown son, Lincoln. Yes, Bert
Lytell and Claire Windsor were married a

a

few months ago.

I

think

don't

Orville

Caldwell has made any - pictures since
"Sackcloth and Scarlet," in which he
played opposite Alice Terry. Marie Walcamp retired from the screen some years
Pauline Frederick still makes picago.
;"
her latest is "Smouldering Fires
tures
she also played recently in "Three Women" and "Married Flirts."
Ethel Clayton
doesn't give a home address as she is free
lancing and moves about from one studio
to another, I don't know where you could
reach her just now.
The other addresses
you ask for are given at the end of The
Oracle. For one who had a hundred questions to ask, you did very well to cut them
;

;

down

to

six.

you ask a

—

However,

I

don't

mind

if

have to fill these pages or
I
don't get any salary.
Oh, I almost
overlooked your inquiry about Mr. and Mrs.
Film circles haven't
Sessue Hayakawa.
heard of them in several years.
lot

I

—

G. G. I can see that you don't like to
watch the current flappers flap. They do
seem to be much in vogue at present. Edna
Purviance hasn't made anything since "A

Woman

of Paris," more than a year ago.
That is why you do not see her pictures
in any of the current screen magazines.
She used to be the leading woman in all
Edna was
of Charlie Chaplin's pictures.
born in Reno, Nevada, and has never been
married. Norma Talmadge returned from
Europe some months ago, and since then
she has made "Graustark." It must take
some time for American pictures to reach
Dorothy Gish
you, living in Shanghai.
is playing opposite Richard Barthelmess in
"The Beautiful City." Yes, Florence ViMae Busch is
dor is Mrs. King Vidor.
divorced from Francis McDonald.

Information, Please.

—But you weren't

quite in time

Sherman

for the July issue.
played the part of Louis

Lowell

XV.

in

"Monsieur Beaucaire." Rupert Hughes is
Elizabeth
Patterson
Dial,
married to
known on the screen by her last two names.
Yes, there is a screen actor named Leon
Bary
he has been playing for years.
Dorothy in "The Snob" was played by
The hero in "The Folly
Phyllis Haver.
of Vanity" was Jack Mulhall. Ethel Wales
Corinne
is the actress to whom you refer.
;

Griffith's

leading

was Milton

man

in

"Single Wives"

Sills.

—

K. F. von L. I can promise you not to
get heart failure upon seeing your handheart has had to stand for
writing.
many things worse than that. Ben Lyon

My

answers his own fan mail

;

Richard Dix's

21

Josephine, answers all of his.
I
George Hackathornc answers his
own. Babe London first got into pictures
in comedy roles with Charlie Chaplin.
sister,

think

Tish.— All right, I shall try to do better than the other Answer
you wrote

Man

always do

my

anyhow, but I
Kenneth
McKenna is a stage actor, so I have no
detailed description of him
"Little Miss
Bluebeard" and one or two other pictures
were his only screen work. However, I
have seen him frequently and can give you
an approximate description of his appearance.
He is about six feet tall and a brunette with brown hair and eyes.
Ricardo
Cortez is six feet one inch and about
to.

I

might as well

try

to

best,

do

better.

—

twenty-six.

Buddy.

—

Yes, you do print beautifully
next time the printers go on strike,
perhaps we can engage you to print the
magazine, though it might be somewhat of
a job to do all that by hand. It's too bad
you're "coo-coo" about Ricardo Cortez
I
don't think he likes coo-coo girls.
Ricardo doesn't give his exact birth date, but
gives his birthplace as Alsace-Lorraine.
His pictures include "Children of Jazz,"
"Sixty Cents an Hour" one of his first
the

;

small

roles

—
—"Hollywood,"

"The GentleSociety Scandal,"
"Argentine Love," "The

man from America," "A
"The

Swan,"
and his two new ones, "The
Pony Express" and "Not So Long Ago," in
which he plays with Betty Bronson. Gloria
Swanson was born in Chicago and is in
Spaniard,"

her late twenties.

—

Lucile T. I can't decide whether you
want your entire name published in this
column or not. So you think Ben Lyon is
right to like him, and all
I don't think he'd even
want you to think of him as a saint his
sense of humor is much too good.
That,
by the way, since you want to know his
characteristics, is one of Ben's most delightful qualities. He laughs at everything,
including himself, and he is very witty, so
that you have to watch your step to keep
up with him conversationally.

a saint?
that,

It's all

but

really,

;

—

Edna Boothway. I'm glad to see that
you're such a booster for Picture- Play.
The girl sitting oplike to please.
posite Anna May Wong on page 33 of
the May issue looks very much like Vera
Allene Ray's life is
Reynolds to me.
just one serial after another.
At present, she is making one called "Play Ball."
Ah ha you guessed right the first time
Her home address is
it's a baseball picture.
given at the bottom of The Oracle. Vera
Reynolds is a brunette she doesn't give
her age. She. began her screen career playing in Gayety Comedies
since then she
has appeared in "Hearts of Oak," "Prodigal Daughters," "The Golden Bed," and
"The Night Club." She has been in pictures two or three years
I'm sorry I have
not a complete list of her films. William
A. Sullivan was born in Worcester, Massachusetts, and educated in New York City.
He was formerly a song writer and was
for twelve years before
in
vaudeville
playing in pictures. He is five feet seven
and a half inches tall, and has brown hair
and blue eyes.
His later films include
"The Courtship of Miles Standish," "The
Cigarette Girl," "For Sale," and "Midnight Madness."
I don't recall seeing his
name in any very recent casts. He still
lives at the same address you mention, so
far as I know, though I hear very little
about him. George Hackathorne has been
living in New York recently; his address
is at the bottom of The Oracle, as well as
Estelle
the other players you ask about.
Taylor, as this goes to press, is still in

We

!

!

;

;

—

Europe with Jack Dempsey on
moon.

their

honey-
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Ramon

Novarro's Admirer.—That ap-

who read these pages.
took time off from "Ben-Hur" to
play in a picture glorifying the American
navy, with many of the scenes taken at
Annapolis. It is called "Midshipman Sterling," and Harriet Hammond plays opposite
him.
plies to half the /ans

Ramon

Will the Son of a Bandit

—

Turn Outlaw?
Because Jerry Peyton's father was a criminal
every one thought Jerry would follow suit. But
they were wrong.

Know It All. There still seem to be
a few things left for you to ask.
Jctta
Goudal is no longer with Famous Players,
as there was some dispute about her contract.
She has joined Cecil De Mille's
stock company, and is playing opposite
Rod La Rocque in "The Coming of Amos."
She also plays opposite Joseph Schildkraut

in

"The Road

to Yesterday."

Addresses of Players
John Gilbert, Lon Chaney, Norma Shearer,
Aileen Pringle, Renee Adoree, Conrad Nagel,
Eleanor

Boardman,

Sally

O'Neil,

Helene

D'Algy, Lillian Gish, Ma'e Busch, Blanche
Sweet, Pauline Starke, Claire Windsor, Paulette Duval, Claire McDowell, and Mae Murray, at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, California.
Thomas Meighan, Bebe Daniels, Neil Hamliton, Carol Dempster, and Diana Kane, at
the Famous Players-Lasky Studios, Sixth and
Pierce Avenues, Long Island City, New York.
Gloria Swanson, at 522 Fifth Avenue, New

York

City.

Leatrice
Vera Reynolds, Edward
Joy,
Burns, Jetta Goudal, Rod La Rocque, Jocelyn
Lee, Majel Coleman, and Sally Rand, at the
Cecil De Mille Studios, Culver City, California.

Alma Rubens, George O'Brien, Edmund
Lowe, Tom Mix, Earle Foxe, Charles Jones,
and Mabel Ballin, at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Colleen
Moore, Ronald Colman, Vilma
Banky, May Allison, Corinne Griffith, Jack
Mulhall, Eugene O'Brien, Constance Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes, Norma Talmadge, and
Anna Q. Nilsson, at the United Studios, Hollywood, California.
Charles Mack, care of D. W.

Griffith,

1470

Broadway, New York City.
Ruth Roland, at 3828 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
Reginald Denny, Laura La Plante, Marian
Nixon, Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry. Hoot
Gibson, Nina Romano. Josie Sedgwick, Art
Acord, Jack Hoxie, Virginia Valli, Pat O'Malley, Olive Hasbrouck, Lola Todd, Mary McAllister, and Louise Lorraine, at Universal
Studios, Universal City, California.

Richard

Barthelmess

and

Dorothy

Gish,

care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Wilton
Place, Hollywood, California.
Walter Hiers, Bobby Vernon, and Vera
Stedman, at the Christie Studios, 6101 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Betty Compson, Pola Negri, Ricardo Cortez,
Lois Wilson, Richard Dix, Raymond
Griffith, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery, Wallace Beery, Betty Bronson, Mary Brian, William Collier, Jr., Esther Ralston, Jack Holt,
Greta Nissen, Florence Vidor, Kathryn Hill,
Kathlyn Williams, Adolphe Menjou, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Edward Everett Horton,
at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street. Hollywood,
California.

Do You Love a Good
Then you

will love

every one of the

titles that

brand on

their jackets.

bound in
Look for

these books at your dealer's today.

Books

cloth, well printed

Other

75
EACH

of adventure,

bear the "

CH

romance and mystery,

and brand new

"CH"

Story?
only 75 cents.

for

Marjorie Daw, at 6737 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
George Hackathorne and Betty Blythe, care
of Hal Howe, 7 East Forty-second Street,
New York City.
Estelle Taylor and Jack Dempsey, care of
Associated Exhibitors, 35 West Forty-fifth
Street, New York City.
Bert Lytell, Irene Rich, Marie Prevost,
Kenneth Harlan, John Roche, Helene and Dolores Costello, Willard Louis, Louise Fazenda,
Monte Blue, John Barrymore, June Marlowe,
Alice Calhoun, Sydney Chaplin, Dorothy Devore, Matt Moore, and Huntley Gordon, at
the Warner Studios, Sunset & Bronson, Hollywood, California.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, at
the Pickford-Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood,
California.

Titles

UNSEEN ACRES
Harry Golden
BULL HUNTER
David Manning
THE COYOTE
James Roberts
WATCHED OUT... Eugene A. Clancy
ROVIN' REDDEN
James Roberts
GEMS OF PROMISE. Emart Kinsburn

HELSEA HOUSE
PtttlSrlEIg
j79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
I

NEW

YORK. CITY

Milton Sills, Ben Lyon, Mary Astor, Hobart
Bosworth, Myrtle Steadman, Doris Kenyon,
and John Bowers, at the Biograph Studios,
807 East One Hundred and Seventy-fifth
Street,

New York

City.

Evelyn Brent, George O'Hara, Fred Thomson, Maurice Flvnn, and Alberta Vaughn, at
the F. B. O. Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Robert Frazer, at 1905 Wilcox Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

'

THAT'S the way he signed himself,

mocking defiance of the
law, this rollicking, cussing, fascinating son of a gun whose
adventures you follow in a Western story after your

own

in

heart,

"The Rider

of the

By JAMES
a star

IT'S
sea

among

FELLOM

stars, a headliner .in the

House hooks, and

it

way home and

Mohave." Only take
important engagement this evening don't
of the

famous

of Chel-

list

belongs on your reading table.

Stop off to-night on your

"The Rider

Mohave"

ask your dealer for

this tip

—

if

you have an

start the book.

You

will

such a breath-taking, interest-absorbing yarn that once you've
started you will have to follow through to the beautiful ending.
find

it

PRICE, $2.00
If

your dealer hasn't "The Rider of the Mohave" send for

the publisher,

it

to

INECTO

Gray Hair famished in 15 minutes
Hundreds of thousands ot American women are
regaining the youthful glory of their hair by
using INECTO RAPID NOTOX.
And the success of these is guiding thousands
more to use this, the one tint that is perfectly
natural and perfectly safe.

INECTO RAPID NOTOX
tific

hair tint.

It

is

a strictly scien-

conforms with the most exact-

ing laboratory standards.

guaranteed to impart to gray,
all its former harmonious
beauty of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its
use cannot be detected. It is guaranteed permanent its coloring will withstand any condition
or treatment that Nature's will brushing, rubbing, shampooing, sunshine, salt water, perspiration, Turkish and Russian baths, permanent
waving, marceling and curling.
specifically

It is

streaked or faded hair

;

—

INECTO,

Inc., Laboratories

HAROLD

F.

and

RITCHIE &

of high class hairdressers, from
coast to coast use and recommend it. It is safe,
It contains
it cannot injure texture or growth.
no Paraphenylene Diamine. The ease of application enables anyone to apply it with invariable
success, in the privacy of the home.

The majority

You can

obtain

INECTO RAPID NOTOX

at

your Beauty Shop or Hairdresser's or at the best
Drug and Department Stores.
If you are concerned about your hair, Jeanne
Ruere, expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in the world, is ready to give you
confidential advice on your particular problem.

SEND NO MONEY.

Merely drop a card to
Inecto, Inc., asking for Beauty Analysis Chart,
23 which will enable you to select unerringly
the shade precisely suited to you.

M —

Salons, 33-35

West 46th

CO.. Inc. 171 Madison Aoenue.

Sales Representatives

Street,

New

York

New York

COMEDY NUMBER

"You're
"I'll

and

fired," said his father,

go to work," said the boy

that's the start of as

good a book as you have read

in

many

moons.

"When

Came

Stuart

99

to

Sitkum

By A. M. CHISHOLM
Price,

$2.00

a rattling Western story by one of the leading fiction writers of
this country.
is

When you sit down with this book you will have the fascination of watching brains, brawn and courage at work against
heavy odds-and you forget the monotonies of everyday life, caught
up in the thrill of this masterly story.

—

a Chelsea House publication that's a guarantee of its
Ask
worth.
your dealer for Chisholm's latest and other attractively
printed Chelsea House titles, all priced at $2 each.
It's

HOUSE
KfflSHEjg
liiil
J

79-89 SEVENTH AVE..
NEW YORK. CIT1C

—

—

;
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After
moistening
the
hair
with McGowan's Curling Liquid, you stretch
the clastic
headband with the hands and
bring it over the hair. Then
you pulf out the hair in little
waves and let them dry in

Marcel Your Hair
at Home with this

this

position.

MARVELOUS
WAVING CAP
New Invention

Will Pay for Itself in a Few
Days and End Forever the "High Cost of
Upkeep" for Bobbed Hair

HOLLYWOOD

responsible for this idea,

is

which has brought beautiful hair to thousands of women.

Motion picture stars were among the first
succumb to the craze for bobbed hair.
Soon they found the "cost of upkeep"

to

simply amazing. Betty Compson figured her
expense for hair dressing and marcelling at
about $15 a week. Estelle Taylor's was
about the same.
An ingenious inventor heard of their
troubles

and

it set

him

to thinking.

If these

who were

fabulously rich, found
it a burden to keep their "bobs" marcelled,
what about the millions of girls and women
in moderate circumstances who were just as
anxious to keep in
film stars,

style?

Couldn't

something be done
to relieve them of
the burden?

Solves Marcelling

After trying scores
of devices and discarding them all as

impractial, the
inven-

tor finally hit

this

Any

specialist will tell you that constant
marcelling with artificial heat is most injurious.
In fact, some go so far as to say
that many bobbed-haired girls of the present
day will lose their hair entirely within a few
years if they continue the scalp-baking,
hair-searing method of marcelling
generally practiced

READ WHAT THESE
FILM STARS SAY
Corinne Griffith

"I have a hair-dresser

:

upon

marvelous

Waving Cap, which
the
solved
has
problem for nearly

40,000 women—
and which will solve
problem for
the

YOU.

come to

house every morning ... It costs me about
$20 a week to keep my bobbed hair properly
arranged."

Mae Murray: "Even when
costs

me about $15

I

am

not working

is

Norma Talmadge "When I am working it costs
me about $15 a day to keep my hair in shape."
:

Alice Terry: "My average expense for 'hair upkeep' is $15 to $18 a week."
Of course this is much more than the average girl
would or could pay, but it costs most girls from
$1 to $3 a week to keep their bobbed hair in percondition.
Bead about this marvelous Waving
Cap, which will put an end to all such expense_and
keep your hair always beautifully marcelled.
fect

a

about one cent!

safe natural way,
you'll begin to see
the difference in
your hair.
Split

ends

and

unruly

strands will vanish.

Soon you will notice
that

the

Waving

Cap

is

training

your hair and mak-

With

this means.
efficient Weaving Outfit

this

you

/

—

—

and straight, long or short
this new waving device is guaranteed to
give you just the kind of marcel you want
and do it in 15 minutes' time!

—

saw.

You can put in the waves any way you prefer
running from front to back, as shown
in the illustrations, or running from side to
side.
It is the easiest thing in the world to
arrange the Waving Cap so it will give you
just the kind of marcel you want.

—

Liberal Trial Offer
you are familiar with the price of other marcelling
devices you would expect this one to cost at least $5
or $10.
In fact, when Mr. McGowan first showed
his invention to his friends many of them advised him
sell
it
to
for that price, because it is easily worth it.
But Mr. McGowan wants every girl and woman to
If

You

It makes no difference what style of "bob"
you prefer Wavy Shingle, Ina Claire, Lee,
Natural Curling Shingle it makes no
soft
difference what kind of hair you have

coarse

loveliest

marcel you ever

artificial heat
method of marcelling and adopt this

For Any Style of "Bob"

fluffy,

minutes
is dry
have

hair

get the benefit of his ingenious invention, so he has
put the price within reach of all $2.87 for the entire
outfit. This includes a large sized bottle of his Curling
Liquid as well as the newly invented Waving Cap.

getting longer and longer.
And the Curling Fluid that goes with the
McGowan Waving Outfit is most beneficial
to the hair, too'. It not only accentuates the
curl, but also acts as a tonic for scalp and
It
hair, promoting rich, luxurious growth.
is absolutely neutral and is guaranteed not to
stain the hair or affect its color in any way.

—

15

In

your
—
and you
the

Shortly after you
discard the harsh,

You can put the waves in the same place
each time you put in a fresh marcel, and
the intervals between marcels will soon be

and

Eliminates Expense of Marcelling
inexpensive but

Saves the Scalp
and Hair

ing it much easier
to keep it waved.

simple device that applies the principle
of the curling iron to produce the wave
you want, using a specially prepared,
safe and harmless curling liquid in place of
water and heat. A glance at the picture
above will tell you how the Waving Cap
works. An elastic headband holds five rubThe hair, after
berized strands in place.
being slightly moistened with a delightful
curling fluid, is puffed out with the fingers
or anjorange stick, the elastic strands holding the hair in little waves.
As the hair
dries in this position the waves become
"set," and when the Waving Cap is removed after 15 minutes you have as pretty
a marcel as you ever saw. And at a cost of

Think what a saving

it

a week."

The McGowan
Waving Cap

now.

my

Problem

persevering

can be independent of the beauty parand save all the money that would
ordinarily go towards keeping your
hair marcelled. Instead of spending $1
to $1.50, plus the usual tip, every week
or two you can marcel wave your hair
at home practically without any cost
and in a few minutes' time!
But even more important than the saving of money is the benefit to your hair.
lor

—

Send No Money

—

Just Mail the Coupon

don't even have to pay for this wonderful waving
outfit in advance; nor do you have to risk a cent. A1J
you do is sign and mail the coupon. In a few days
your postman will bring your Waving Cap and Curling Liquid and then you pay him $2.87, plus a few
cents postage. You'll be delighted the first time you
try your new-found beauty aid, but your greatest joy
will come after you have used it a few times and begin
to see your hair getting trained the way you find it

most becoming.
After you have tried this magic Waving Cap and
Curling Fluid for five days, if you are not perfectly
delighted with results if it doesn't give you the most
beautiful marcel you ever had and improve your hair
in 'every way simply return the outfit and your
money will be refunded quickly and cheerfully.

—

—

710

McGowan. Laboratories
Chicago,
W. Jackson Blvd.

COUPO

111.

—

N

The McGowan

Laboratories,
710 West Jackson Blvd., Dept 109,
Chicago
Dear Mr. McGowan:

Please send

me

your

hair curling outfit, which includes your newly
invented Waving Cap, and a bottle of Curling
Liquid.
1 agree to deposit $2.87 (plus postage)
with the postman upon its delivery. If I am
not satisfied with results in every way I will
return outfit to you within five days and you
are to refund the purchase price.

Name
Address
Note:

I

I

I
I
I

I

V
1/

If you expect to be out
calls, enclose $3 with your

man
McGowan

I

when

the postorder and the
Curling Outfit will be sent postpaid.

r

t
li

8
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personalities of
LOIS
Some

paramount

WILSON

stars are neither stunning blondes,

—

nor gorgeous vamps, but simply themselves!
and they attract millions. Lois Wilson, hero-

The Covered Wagon, and star in The
Thundering Herd, North of 36 and other

ine of

Paramount Pictures creates affection everywhere. Her latest pictures are James Cruze's
Welcome Home and Zane Grey's The Vanishing American.

JACK HOLT
When

Jack Holt swings on to the screen
with tightened belt swift action seems ready
on sea, in forest or desert. His outstanding
Paramount successes are Call of the North,
While Satan Sleeps, North of 36 and The
Light of Western Stars. Jack Holt's first new
season Paramount Picture is "Wild Horse

Mesa."

ERNEST TORRENCE
Fans had a wonderful time picking out the
bits they liked best in The Covered Wagon,
and oh, how they joyed in Ernest Torrence!
What expressiveness! Don't miss him in
Peter Pan (as

Hook the Pirate), The Fighting

Coward, North of 36 and Heritage of the
Desert. He will be seen in Night Life of New
York and The Wanderer.

NOAH BEERY
Perfectly equipped by nature is Noah
Beery to play the rough-diamond types of unquenchable courage. Paramount fans easily
remember him in Wanderer of the Wasteland, The Fighting Coward, and Heritage
of the Desert. He may be seen this season
in The Light of Western Stars.

PRODUCED Br

Ewous Plwers-Lask, Coup
ADOLPH ZUKOn-PnESIDUf*

(paramount (pictures
How Paramount

Improves the Screen Art

In all forms of art there is a method of
approach, a scheme of attack, that is
sufficiently sagacious to be recognized as
basic technique.

Not

thumb, but a method of
enriching any meaning or value.
This is a high-brow subject, but when an
industry's business is art the subject mustbe
mastered and expanded season by season.
a rule of

Paramount's production standard is
based on a hard-won technique that makes
every Paramount

Picture

a

delight

to

millions.

Nothing less than this would have made
world - leadership with trade - marked
photoplays possible.

The

tradition that Commerce and Art
cannot pull together has dissolved in the
strong potion of Paramount.

There are deep emotions with men and
that complete the electric circuit
of Paramount's popularity, and it is this
warm affinity of the art of Paramount

women

with the real life of people that is the
foundation of Paramount's technique and
success.

If it's

a Paramount Picture

it's

the best

show

in

town I
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that exercise
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the best beauty treatment.
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Information, Please

Malcolm H. Oettinger

direct her career through thinking.

.......

writies

>.

are.

Fame

and downs of getting a

They Gave

personal

when meeting an

The Troubles

Peacock Alley

in

a hard time to break in nowadays.

Players sometimes feel that they cannot "be themselves''

The

Schallert

trend of affairs in the Western studios.

The Talk

mt

62

former favorite has returned.

The Rubber-ankled Comedian

A
A

<>

with Valentino and with Marion Davies.

pictures

iPICTijr&iS ©if

TiiM

JWURE

WENTY-FI VE

years ago any one who would have
hazarded a forecast describing the marvels of our modern movie palaces would have been set down as a visionBut what will picture shows be twenty-five years
ary fool.
from now? Are we any more ready to accept a prophesy today that may appear quite as visionary and improbable?
You will have an opportunity to decide that question when
you read the next issue of Picture-Play Magazine. In that
issue will appear an article by a French writer and scientist,
Eugene Clement D'Art, who has been conferring with the men
who are working in the laboratories of the East along lines
which he believes will eventually lead to motion-picture exhibitions as far advanced from those
of to-day as those of to-day have advanced from the first movies ever shown.
He paints a fascinating picture of the wonders of the future which cannot help but grip
your imagination, whether or not you believe it will all come true..
Another article, in the same issue, which is of equal interest of particular interest to any
one who has ever given much thought to the problems of marriage, is Dorothy Manners' account of a talk she had with Mrs. Malcolm MacGregor.
It is a story of how Mrs. MacGregor
and Malcolm weathered together the long hard period when he was struggling for recognition
not an easy experience for a girl used to a life of gayety,
but one common to most young married couples.
Rudolph Valentino, who has been somewhat aloof from the
public for a time, has been induced to tell our readers something about his attitude toward the success he has attained,
mam
and to try to show wherein the real Rudolph Valentino differs
from the one that appears on the screen. You will have a
better understanding of the point of view
not only of ValenSB
tino, but of every other very successful star
after reading it.
These three stories alone should induce you to get the next
issue of Picture-Play without fail.
But beside these there
will be nearly thirty other interviews and articles.
We hope that none of our readers will fail to
procure a copy.
i

—

-

—

1

—

—
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Natalie

Mae Gregory, Wilmington, Delaware.

Mellin's Food
Food and milk is just the diet
a baby needs to thrive and develop, as
Mellin's

Nature intended.
for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellih's
Food and a copy of our book, "The
Care and Feeding of Infants".

Write

Mellin's

to us

Food Company, 177

State

St.,

Boston, Mass.
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What

What

the Fans Think

Hollywood Fan Knows.
in
Hollywood since my
childhood.
Hollywood is just a fairya

T HAVE
B

lived

up of

—

land of little bungalows
doll houses
and big mansions castles all in their adorable settings of shady trees, pretty gardens, and beauti-

—

—

ful

surroundings.

The

dolls that live in this fairyland?
Just plain
families of flapper sisters, scrapping boys, loving mothers, and indulgent fathers.
The stars ? Just lovely,
fascinating people.
Extras are usually good-natured,

easy-going girls and boys

who would

give you their last

cent if you needed it. There are a few would-be movie
players
usually from some hick town
who think they
must "paint the town," and they are generally ignored.
But it really thrills your heart to see the little kindnesses of some of them that are so often overlooked by
hard-boiled critics.
Mabel Normand, for instance, who on hot days sent
the unimportant members of the office force cases of
ice-cold ginger ale.
Marie Prevost slyly laid a pair of
silk stockings on the desks of the same sort of workers
about two days before Christmas. Ben Turpin's crossed
eyes peeking over a large pile of boxes of candy for
each member of the office.
I know of these cases and
many more that I have seen myself, and that is why it
just tears my very heart to hear some rube or hick tear
them to pieces with vulgar slander that decent minds
wouldn't even think of.
Hollywood, California.
Babette Vander.

—

—

.

A
Every day

I

;

he

is

too full of

life.

Anne

651 Greenup Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Movies

A

in a College

over nine months ago

Curtis.

Town.

entered Indiana University
fresh and green. And I was homesick.
Quite terrified by the hugeness and strangeness of the
place, I turned to my only means of solace
the movies.
Completely immersed in gloomy thoughts, and accompanied by another homesick friend, I went to see "The
little

—

I

—

Sea Hawk."
us forget

That

vivid, pulsating, clashing

how lonesome we

were.

drama made

always be a
that picture and every one connected
I

shall

grateful to
because of that. Later, I had occasion to notice
something else the reason for this letter the attitude
of college students toward the movies.
There is a different atmosphere in an audience made
little

with

it,

is irresistible.

The theaters in Bloomington are good, the shows are
the best, the managers cater to the students, and the
They aren't
students pack the theaters every night.
in with them, and
overflow.
They
laugh,
love to
and they do
it is quick to
They
frequently, for their laughter is easily provoked.
intelligent,
fine,
poor,
the
the
sense
and
are quick to
the
Their mirth at the
the overdrawn, and the mediocre.
latter is proof of that even though it is sometimes a

rowdy, but they carry their enthusiasm

little

cruel.

Constance Talmadge's "Her Night of Romance" was
The audience was in a constant state
a huge success.

Rudolph Valentino's torrid love scenes in
"The Sainted Devil" were received with enthusiasm.
The "ha-haing" of the males in the audience was someBut the scenes were overdrawn, so I
thing shameful.
presume they got what they deserved.
I didn't see "Charley's Aunt" at night, but the sideshaking must have been something terrible. But at plays
of a more serious nature, such as "Secrets," the manner
of chuckles.

of the students

with John Gil-

bert.
I can't keep him out of my mind.
He is perfectly
marvelous with that wonderful hair and eyes. I hope
he never gets married again because marriage would kill

him

and far from "the ties that bind." The air
vibrant with a feeling of youth and freedom, and unconsciously one responds to it. The spirit of informality

to

in love

—

—

that of the

is

am

more

from

loving, gay,

Suggestion for John Gilbert
falling

college students

average crowd. I have noticed that, by
comparison, there is something flat, settled, middle-aged about the average audience, whereas
one composed almost entirely of students is young, fun

is

respectful

;

their conduct leaves nothing

be desired.

My

However, there

is the other side of the picture.
a student in a college where the town is small
and the theaters poor. The pictures, he says, at one of
The
the theaters, are mostly of the Western variety.
front
sit
down
in
the
time.
They
fellows have a great
row, cheer the hero, hiss the villain, and howl with glee
at the thrilling adventures and narrow escapes of the
players.
At the other theater the shows are better, and
I venture to sav their actions aren't quite so demonstrative.
Of course, there was the night at Indiana when

brother

is

the freshmen, freed from the rule of the upper classmen,
stormed the theaters and generally wreaked havoc. But
it was all in such good fun, and the obliging organist,
ignoring the picture, told the Freshies to sing everything

he played, and when he started the Universitv song every
one stood up and sang. Goodness knows what happened
to the picture
But on the whole, given a good theater
and a fine play, I am sure the attitude of the college
audience would pass muster anywhere.
Alice Clifton.
Peru, Indiana.
!

Continued on page 10
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VON

ERICH

STROHEIM'S

Production

THE MERRY

WIDOW
%evealing the

a

subject at

of Viennese

spice

A SENSATIONAL production

Mae Murray and John
bring a new dash and magic

tense, gripping

Stroheim could

and love,

is

master

from the world-famous stage

Ravishing
Lover,

life

which he alone

Gilbert,

the

Screen's

success.

Great

to the gayety, the pathos, the

only a

Von

re-create, in so masterly a fashion, the swirl

and

drama of

this

superb masterpiece.

And

More

glamor of Vienna's mad night

stars

Von Stroheim and Benjamin Glazer made the adaptation and scenario

than

from the famous dramatic operetta by Franz Lehar, Victor Leon and
Leo Stein, as produced upon the stage by Henry W. Savage.

there

are

life.

"The Merry Widow"

in

Heaven
^Picture

is

a

10

What
Continued from
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Concerning Animal Stars.
There have been so many pictures

thorne.

lately

—

dramas
This does not mean that
animals.

On

I

do not

like

contrary, I love them.
to see them as movie
stars.
Of course they may be used in pictures, but directors shouldn't star them
and go so far as to have an all-animal

But

I

the

do not care

— which

is simply foolish. To me that's
wasting film.
I suppose that soon
we may expect some elephant or crocodile operas
Esperanza Escl rdia.
823 Rizal Avenue, Manila, P. I.

cast

— Missionary.

Punishment,"

and

admit
that I came out of the theater thoroughly
ashamed of myself for thinking such horrid things about him and his acting.
Such
splendid, soul-stirring acting as he did in
that picture deserves reward of the highest kind, and believe me he will get it,
because he's got that never-say-die spirit.
Hereafter,

will

I

try seeing the stars
as well as those that I
do like. It's more than likely that I shall
have to give up a lot of my pet ideas.

that

I

don't

I

shall

like

A Funny

Fan.

Gardner, Mass.
St.

!

Sills

at

"Capita/

only

Miiton

Think
him —
so

just didn't like
he,
I
the time, was a rotten actor
that is, until a few days ago.
On this memorable day, I saw him in
I

thought

featuring animals that it looks as though
some fans have been crying for them.
Can it possibly be true? Well, I can sit
through animal comedies and try to be
amused,
but deliver
me from horse

the Fans

Louis and

"The

Last Laugh."

Concerning "The Last Laugh," it seems
very uncertain to me who is really going
to have the last laugh about it.
It is reported that New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago have admired this picture during prolonged runs.
Connoisseurs
of two continents have pronounced it a

appeared in Ottawa
for the first time.
What a remarkable
personality the man has!
During a banquet tendered him in the Chateau Laurier
Hotel by Mr. MacKenzie King, Prime masterpiece of the cinema.
They call it
Minister of Canada, Mr. Sills was called
a paragon of fastidious direction, marvelupon to speak. It was a compliment in- ous in its simplicity, its econom;/; of effect,
its expressiveness, and its dramatic power.
deed to Air. Sills to be received so wonderfully by "the first gentleman of the
The central actor is Emil Jannings, faDominion." We were surprised in one re- mous for_ his splendid characterizations of
spect
we were waiting for the annual ref- Henry VIII. in "Passion" and Nero in
"Quo Vadis." The new gyroscopic camerence by a motion-picture star to "this
wonderful Hollywood of ours, its clean- era has been put to novel use with' a view
liness, its holiness," but no, he talked on 'toward perfect acting continuity.
All who
were lucky enough to see "The Last
the motion-picture industry as a whole, its
tremendous powers for propaganda, for Laugh" confirm enthusiastically the forecast reputation of a fine, thoroughly eneducational purposes.
The influence for good of a man like joyable photodrama.
One well-known
critic mentions it as the only picture he
If, among us,
Mr. Sills is tremendous.
would like to see over and over again.
there were some who still believed ill of
Exceptional photoplays do not come our
Hollywood, by the time they had said
way every da}-. A true picture fan always
farewell to Mr. Sills, they had a much
expects them in a frenzy of apprehension
brighter opinion of the movie colony.
and considers it a rare treat to attend the
Harold Lockwood, Jr.
premiere show.
179 Arthur Street, Ottawa, Ontario, CanImagine his or her disappointment and wrath upon being inada.
Recently Milton

Sills

—

formed that exhibition

Don't Believe Everything
For

in the Papers.

"A

Disillusioned
Fan," who wrote an article in "What the
Fans Think" in the August issue of Picture-Play ^Magazine, I should like to ad.whichever Marraine may
vise her or him
mean not to believe everything that is
printed in the newspapers.
As for Lillian Gish not being aNe to
name a member of the cabinet, is
such a crime? Even though we read such
a thing, how do we know it is true?
And who could believe such a tale of
Gloria Swanson?
I
am sure I cannot.
Gloria so selfish as to disapprove of a fareXever
well party given to Pola Negri ?
That was probably only a bit of sensational journalism.
L. A. McCabe.
the

—

benefit

of

—

Dayton, Ohio.

Friendship Across the Sea.
I wonder if many other fans feel as
grateful as I do to dear Picture-Play for
-bringing -about these friendships across the
sea? I feel more than grateful to it, as it
has made me some very stanch friends—

and new friends seem

to

widen one's out-

look of the world.

May Picture-Play

be successful for
years to come. It is the best movie
magazine one can buy. Doesn't every one
agree with me?
Vera Parsons.
"Newry," Hale, Cheshire, England.

many

A New

Attitude Toward the Stars.
There's good in every actor that I've
found out by humiliating experience.
Not so long ago, I wouldn't have walked
across the street to see George Hacka-

—

in local

showhouses

remains problematical for reasons

all

but

plausible.

Such a thing just happened to "The
Last Laugh" here in St. Louis. This picture has only found favor enough to be

shown

privately and in all silence in some
projection studio!
It
was denied
premiere showing for the time being with
the astonishing explanation that "movie
addicts" here would find it lacking in
a.nuriment value. It looks as if the fate
of a worthy screen production is going to
be decided willfully over the head of genral audiences just because there are no
bathing beauties in it.
Such an attitude is preposterous.
What is the matter with motion-picture
exhibitors in St. Louis?
Can't they make
up their minds to show us "The Last
Laugh?" I think it is a disgrace to withhold a great character play from the public because there may be a few who prefer light entertainment with plenty of sex
interest.
It is high time that exhibitors
take a broader view and especially think
more flatteringly of their audiences than
the quotation "movie addicts'" would inlocal

_

Otherwise, even exceptional photoplays cannot maintain the big' place among
the arts which they rightfully deserve.
I conclude with the faint hope that sufficient local
recognition has been given
the elements of merit and celebrity of "The
Last Laugh" by the time this protest apdicate.

Emil H. Haurin.
St. Louis, Mo.

pears.

476 North Kingshighway,

A
S-s-s-s-sh

and

let

me

Party for Pauline.
!

Come

whisper

closer, all you fans,
in your ears.
There's

—

Picture-Play for who
Can't guess?
Well, I'll
tell you.
Pauline Garon
Yessir
All you fellows don your "tuxes" and
bring your best girl along. You are going
to meet the sweetest li'Ie girl in pictures!
to be a party in

do you think?

!

Ready?
take

go together. We will
and Paper" Limited to

Let's all

"Pen

the

!

Hollywood. Say, I can see her now all
pink and golden awaiting our arrival
She
seems to be wondering what we will think
of her
Well, coming down to brass tacks,
what do you think of Pauline Garon? I
think she is just the greatest ever!
!

!

See how she is welcoming us? I knew
she would be like that
So cordial and
sincere.
Just as she is on the screen.
Here's a toast to you, Pauline Garon,
dear one of the screen.
all wish you
success, happiness, and all the sugar plums
on the Christmas tree.
!

We

Look at the time. Twelve o'clock! I'm
afraid we have stayed too long, for Pauline has to rise early, you know.
She is
so charming it is hard to tear ourselves
away. But we must go. Ah, lovely Pauline, good night!
Well, anyway, fans, I hope you had a
nice time at the party, and you are all invited back again
By the way, some of
her friends here in "ye olde-tyme village"
have organized a Pauline Garon corre!

spondence club, which

we hope

make

to

the biggest ever.

Roma Hallingsworth.
Long

79 South Grove Street, Greenport,
Island,

A

N. Y.

Plea for More Serious Pictures.
must write and tell you what a

feel I

I

deep impression the article entitled "The
Captain of His Soul," appearing in your
May issue, made upon me. I have discussed it with my friends, and we are
united in the opinion that every word ut-

He says,
tered by Von Stroheim is true.
"The public is not given a chance to see
what it wants. The exhibitors and producers decide for them." Those words sum
up perfectly the situation as far as the
The
intelligent moviegoers are concerned.
intelligent group has the same feeling for
Von as have his colleagues in picture work.
I would like Von Stroheim to know that
by a large number of persons he is understood and his efforts are highly valued.
They know his handicaps and his struggles
and feel how right he is in so much he
hoped that "Greed"
I
says and does.
would be shown in the two nights' length
at least the experiment could have been
tried
if the arrangement had kept some
away it would have doubled the attendance of others.
I'm perfectly sure that the exhibitors
and producers do not really know what the
public wants.
They only know that the
public is long suffering and stands for an

—

—

awful

lot

stance,

I

before
can't

it

find

who adores

out.

cries

For

any adult of

in-

intelli-

comedies or
weekly
showing.
Sometimes we get a laugh out
of them and, of course, good comedies are
invaluable, but I, and my friends, yet await
such short features of worth as Tolhurst's
"Secrets of Life" series, and would gladly
miss the comedy of the week for the pleasure of seeing the wonder result of Tolhurst's brains and patience.
There has been a lot of film shown in
New Zealand recently which no one
wanted, judging by the expressions of disapproval one heard in the vestibules after

gence

who

is

enthusiastic

slapstick

about

Cleo Weale.

the screening.

215

Adelaide
Zealand.

their

Road,

Wellington,
•

Continued on page 114
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Men/ Here's a
Contract
'

New Hair ih3oiu° veyou
1

II

Treatment Won't

Coft%°^

NEW HAIR in 30 Days
Or Absolutely No Cost
Save Yourself From Baldness.

THAT'S
no conditions.

clear, isn't

how
out,

gone

No

your hair

fast

make

I

it ?

matter

no matter how much of

—

stands.

offer

this

And

tried

I

"The

able

to

amazing

make*

this

offer?
simple.

The answer is
The Merke

System of hair growth
is founded upon a very
recent
covery.

dis-

scientific
I

have found

many years of
research and
experience in the Merke Institute,
Fifth
Avenue,
during

New

York,

that

in

most cases of baldness
the hair roots are
dead. They are merely
dormant asleep

NOT

—

It

of

is

an absolute waste
shameful
a

time

—

waste of money

—

to

try-

stimulates

It

wakens them.

pump

to

condition

it

as

first

as
started to

J. C Began,
Englewood, N.

"Your

here's

the

the

wonderful thing about

this

was when
come out."

it

176 West Street,
J.

Thermoeap

had

my head

is

failed.

system.

can use

The

top

of

now

entirely covered
the
after
using

hair
with
about
two
for
Tliermocap
months and new hair seems to
time."
all
the
be coming in
Harry A. Brown, 21 Hampton Place, mica, N. Y.

It

simple.

is

at

it

home

home

—

in

You
any

has electricity
the
without
slightest discomfort.

—

that
easily

—

This

for

has
done
wonderful thing in bringing
a
back my hair where all other
things

no

And

great

good

—

hairfoods

rubbing.

was

gladly

I

Is

Your

and women write in
wonderful results that

make

your contract

—try

this
this

offer.

Here

is

remarkable treat-

Then if you're
days.
new
the
with
delighted
Say
write me at once.
growth of hair
that my system hasn't done all I claimed
for it and I'll see that the 30 day trial
doesn't cost you one cent.
ment

for

30

simply

—

—

Free Booklet Tells All

nourishment

artificial

30 days
surprise
I
could see a new coat of hair coming and now my hair is very

near

own

six

head

Cap

my

It
dormant roots.
tiny capillaries begin

the

The

hair

with
short
hair
and
dull
longer
and
no
lifeless.
I kept up the treatment and in return I have as
good a head of hair as any
one could wish."
_
Clarence Terpening, 158 South
Cedar St., Galesburg, 111.

to

the

beloiv

my

was

"I used the

scientific

into them.
Hair begins
It takes
to grow again.
No
on body and color.

covered

when

my

what

just

York.

many men
so
daily about the

not

After
with

of

very
bad.
was
treatment
weeks
Thermoeap
my
it

You wouldn't
grow by rubbing
on the bark— you'd get
tree

a

nature's

Here's Proof!

treatment myself.

is

dormant roots with
which merely

tonics,
skin.

penetrates
It
surface of the scalp.

—
hair— or

How am

that
does.

system

without results.
Scalp foods, massages, tonics
here is a new scientific system that will give you a new

head of
I pay
the whole cost of the

make

"growing fluid"
at the roots.

don't

I

what treatments you've

care

these

and

New

Avenue,

Institute, Fifth

surface

the

expect to

is

it

to

massages

treat

falling

is

penetrate

to

oils,

in

MERKE

By ALOIS

Founder of Famous Merke

Here is
30 Days Or This

Stop Falling Hair.

Your Contract — Grow New Hair
Trial Won't Cost You One Cent.

There's no room here to tell you all
about your hair and about the amazing
But I will be glad
contract I offer you.
It's
to tell you all if you are interested.
absolutely without any obligations.
free
Just mail the coupon and I will send you,
without cost, a wonderfully interesting
booklet that describes in detail the system
that is proving a boon to thousands in
Mail this coupon
this and other countries.
and the booklet will reach you by return
Allied Merke Institutes, Inc.,
mail.
Dept. 3510, 512 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

—

—

Bona-Fide Contract
Merke

Institutes, Inc.,

!

Allied

'

Dept.

been

1

at

i

send
me without cost or obligation
Please
"The New Way to Grow
a
copy of your book.
Hair", describing the Merke System.

J

Name

Thousands
and

women

of

men

have

treated successfully
Merke Institute.
the
Hundreds daily are getting
amazing results with this
easier, less expensive "at
home" system of hair

Now,

I
do not
cases of baldThere
ness are curable.
are some that nothing in
Yet
the world can help.

growth;
say that

3510, 512 Fifth

—

I

all

City

Ave.,

New

York

Richard Barthelmess
in

"Shore Leave
TF

you Eked "Classmates"'

you'll surely

enjoy "Shore Leave." The swank of
the parade ground is replaced by the swirl
of the sea.

a

sailor's

gob

—a

The Sam Brown

bow.

You

see

happy-go-lucky sort of

when
Sam's Navy

piest

as a

laughter

background and a story

at

humor

this

you'll find heart interest

Mackaill, the

hap-

salt,

With Uncle

broke.

he's

of infinite charm and

with

belt becomes
Dick as a roving

little

New

you'll

picture.

roll

And

even as Dorothy

England dress-

maker, finds her wandering lover. John
S. Robertson directed this production for
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,

from Hubert
Osborne's stage play produced by David
Belasco.

Above: " Bilge " Smith (Barthelmess)
finds a safe port with Connie Martin
(Dorothy Mackaill).
At right the

—

dance on shipboard.

"The Half
From

terrific

Mandalay

13EHIND

19—.

explosion sent the S. S.

No

to the bottom.

of casualties

the spectacular climax

the lure of the

Far East,

ling wrote so realistically.

a

get

of which Kip-

The

story

ever poignant one of the girl

You

is

You

fights to retain her soul in a land

women

list

is available.

story of electric emotions.

the

Girl"

the captain's log:
July 15,

A

Way

is

who

where

aren't supposed to have any.

get the splendor of action in the

names of the cast. Doris Kenyon, Lloyd
Hughes and Hobart Bosworth are featured.
John Francis Dillon directed
under Earl Hudson's supervision. The
story is an original by E. Lloyd Sheldon.

Phillip (Lloyd Hughes) and
Poppy(Doris Kenyon). At
left,

lay

the last of the Mandafrom "The Half Way
Girl."

Norma Talmadge
in a modernized

"Graustark"
TF

proof were needed, here

fact that so

Talmadge

superb an

has

"Graustark"

for

selected

her

it is.

artist as

a

latest

The

Norma

modernized
picture,

is

evidence of the perpetual popularity of

George Barr McCutcheon's novel.

Romance

—action —

thrills

abound in
Ameri-

the love quest of the adventurous

can

who

follows the mystery girl of his

choice back to her homeland where she

With
revealed as a princess.
Eugene O'Brien as the lover and under
the hand of the skilled foreign director,
stands

Dimitri
picture,

book.
Princess Yetive (Norma Talmadge) and the lover (Eugene
O'Brien). At right, another

scene from "Graustark."

Milton

Sills

The

in

the ring or out, the world cheers a

In Milton Sills' starring picture, "The Knockout," you'll live the life
of a champion. First in the north woods,
fighter.

where brawn meets brawn. Then in the
a championship bout.
And one person only can floor the champ

classic city arena of

for a count
his

—a

tiny, wistful girl

who

has

number.

Gorgeous atmospheric scenes of the
secured through the co-operation
of the Canadian government, enhance
the story. Little Lorna Duveen, a screen
newcomer, plays opposite the star. Lambert Hillyer directed under Earl Hudson's supervision.
The film is from M.
D. Crawford's storv, "The Comeback."
north,

heavyweight
(Sills)

and

from "The Knockout."

"The Knockout"
TN

light

champion

J e a n n i e (Lorna Duveen).
Below, the
champion's wallop,

Buchowetzki,
will

"Graustark,"

the

be as unforgettable as the

Produced by Joseph M. Schenck.

YOU WILL

IN THE BEST THEATRES

FINL

FOX PICTURES
George O'Brien
in

THE FIGHTING HEART
JOHN FORD, who

made "The Iron Horse"

from Larry Evans' "Once to
J
~
the
story
of a young country boy's
Every Man"
resolution in conflict with the Gay White Way.
Clean'cut George O'Brien has the star role, support'
ed by Billie Dove, J. Farrell MacDonald and other
directed this picture

skilled players.

Youth and the charm of
Billie Dove
love

young

and

—

George O'Brien.

LAZYBONES
TLX ERE,

*

hard on the heels of

York stage, comes

Owen

Jones, and the waif

is

long successful run

[director of

delightfully portrayed

who grows up

to be Kit

by Charles [Buck]
charming Madge

is

Novak

are in the big cast.

The art of Charles (Buck)
background of village

life.

The great

internation-

al stage success of New
York, London, Paris.

HAVOC
A

Drama

of War'dazed

Women

London nerve-racked and funFrench front, bring us a faithful
the
mad, and on
wrought by the world war on
havoc
the
picture of
and in turn by them on men!
women,
of
souls
the
tremendous production ~ with an exceptional

SCENES

laid in a

A

George O'Brien, Madge Bellamy,
Leslie Fenton, Walter
McGrail, Eulalie Jensen - directed by Rowland V.

cast, including

Margaret Livingston,
Lee,

who

staged

"As

No Man

New

"Humoresque."] Lazybones,

Bellamy. Leslie Fenton, Zasu Pitts and Jane

Jones against the homely

on the

Davis' play, picturized by Frances Marion,

and directed by Frank Borzage
the lovable idling villager,

its

Has Loved."

Jox Film Gorparaii oil

AUG 27 1925

Picture-

Play

Magazine
Vol.

XXIII

OCTOBER,
Number

POLA
is

at

1925
2

NEGRI
present

working o n
"Flower of the
story
Night,"
a
especially
written
for her by Joseph
Hergesheimer. It is
a romantic tale, laid
in a California setting. Prince Youcca
Troubetzkoy is her

leading man.

Photo by Strauss-Peyton
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From
The

the Sawdusu

early circus training cf a

number

of present-day screen

By Dorothy
Then some of the purchasers pulled the corks and began drinking.
Suddenly a greaser let out a wild, demoniacal yell, threw his hat in
the air, and went "loco," or "cuckoo," or whatever it is you do
when you drink doped liquor. Another followed. And another.
Pretty soon a half dozen were throwing fits and the mob went wild.
The doctor and his assistant started running down the street followed by a maddened throng which hurled stones, bottles, and sticks.

"You

see,"

Harry Langdon

said,

as he

came over

to

my

side,

after the scene was finished, "I was out with a medicine show once
and while the Doctor and I weren't chased away, it was because we
"
always left before something broke among the 'towners.'
He tossed one of the handsomely labeled bottles over on the

wagon and sat down.
"These awkward predicaments seem

when

like tragedies

they are

"But they are funny to the
onlooker. You know, I was a circus clown a number of years ago.
And from my experiences I drew a lot of things which went over
There isn't a heap of difference between
big as gags in pictures.
Along in the early
being a circus clown and a picture comedian.
1900s, I read an ad in The Clipper saying the Great Hamburger
Shows wanted a clown and I wired for the job. Got it, too. Told
me to report at Springfield, Missouri, and wired me transportation.
I had a goose I called Bob, which would -follow me about lilfe a
Bob and I started clowning with the Hamburger Shows. I
dog.
happening," the comedian continued.

played a trombone.
"'Quack! quack!' would go

horn as we

Bob and

'rack-rack!' would go

my

circled the ring in the tent.

And Bob
a pig that would follow along.
the pig
wandering
concert,
sort
give
of
a
I would
grunting, Bob quacking, and I tooting the trom-

"Then they gave me
and the pig and

was

a scream, too.
that very act right now, even
duck and pig could not be heard,

Pat O'Malley, who
used to be a circus

bone.

walker,
tight-rope
that he hasn't
lost the trick. He is

though the
would bring a laugh if shown in pictures?
"My salary was one dollar a day. But they
might just as well have added the clause 'Try
I sold songs at the 'grand concert'
and get it

shows

—

holding his youngest

daughter,

Mary

Kathleen.

THEY

were shooting a scene in a medicine show
on the lot at Universal.
Vernon Dent as the
"Doctor" stood between two flaring gasoline
torches with stovepipe hat, Prince Albert coat, and a

phony diamond in his cravat, extolling the merits of his
medicine. Harry Langdon, the droll Mack Sennett comedian who would soon "pass through the crowd giving every
one opportunity to buy," stood wearily on the wagon steps.

"Now, 1-a-d-i-e-e-s and g-e-n-t-l-e-m-e-n," orated the
doctor, "for one dollar you can get this marvelous remedy which restores youth and manhood, cures chilblains,
itch, eczema, coughs, colds, warts, lumbago, crick in the
back, gout, rheumatism, infantile paralysis, and loco.motor ataxia
For only one dollar you mav be assured
of health and happiness the balance of your lives. Here

,

It

"Do you know,

!'

Remember the
THE CIRCUS IS COMING!
THE WORLD'S GREATEST SHOWS

date!

of Talent Ever
Gathered Beneath a Canopied Top. Absolutely the
Most Stupendous Production Heretofore Attempted

The Most Wonderful Aggregation
All the U.

in

A.

S.

SEE Renee Adoree, the most sensational bareback
rider of the sawdust ring.
SEE Pat O'Malley, marvelous tight-rope walker. He
traverses a slack wire on his knees.
SEE Bonomo, "The World's Strongest Human," the
He picks up horses
modern Apollo Belvedere.
with his hands.

!

is

your opportunity

!

It

never

fails.

crowd

assistant will pass through the

It can't fail.

to see that

overlooked.
Don't push
Don't crowd
serve you as rapidly as he can.
All right,
Who's first ? Stand back, there, you boys
is

!

!

!

My

no one

He

will

let's

go

Here you

Thank you
Who's next ?"
Typical scene from an old medicine show
"My assistant" was deluged with a rain of one-dollar bills.
Men and women of all types pushed and shoved to get
where they could hand over their money.
It was a
harvest, a knock-out, a "wow."

are.

!

!

-

SEE

Richard Talmadge,

supreme

acrobat

in

dare-

devil feats, with his brothers.

SEE Tom Mix

in

his

spectacular bronco-busting and

steer bulldogging act. Absolutely the
ing thing ever shown.

SEE Buck

Jones,

Thompson, and

Hoot

Jack

Hoxie,

Odille

Osborne

most

Gibson,

in the

thrill-

Ray

Wild West

Rodeo.

and Clarence Burton, the most
underpaid clowns on earth.
PERFORMANCES ONLY, 2 o'clock and 7:15.
DON'T MISS IT!

SEE Harry Langdon

TWO

—
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Ring to the Studios
had a great deal

favorites

do with their success

to

in pictures.

Wooldridge
following the show,
gang.
"I guess I wasn't

knew

the pickpockets by sight and

was

invited

to join the

and

I ate

my

act.

I

much good
mean I ate

as a clown, though.
They fired me
'Bob.'
I only clowned two seasons.

They 'promoted' me

to the job of wardrobe boy before I left."
YVe began running over the list of circus people who have gained
eminence in motion-picture work and before we quit, had made up
an afternoon's entertainment which might be given entirely by nationally known characters of the screen. On the opposite page is the
copy for the flaming, flamboyant posters we proposed putting up.
Wouldn't that draw a packed house anywhere in the States?
In motion pictures there are a lot of men who are old troupers
Clowns, acrobats, bareback riders, strong men, tightof the circus.
Pat O'Malley jumped directly from a
wire walkers, and the like.
through
pictures
the aid of a hypnotist and a
tight-wire act into
an audience while one of the
O'Malley
sat
in
director.
discerning

old-time

hokum

"Now," he
demonstrate

want some one to come forward and
wonderful power of hypAny one
/
will not be hurt.

let

me

my

You

notism.

disseminators was exhibiting his wares.

said, "I

!

!"

Step forward, please
"Here, boy," he said, pointing to Pat,
"you come up here !"
"Please, mister," the youth protested,
!"
"don't hypnotize me
But the lad got it, right in the eye or the
head or wherever it is that hypnosis strikes.
"Now," continued the professor, ."I am
going to have this young man walk a tight
must have absolute quiet in the
wire.
house, as this is a dangerous feat."
Pat walked the wire. The audience did
The
not know he was a professional.
hokum got by.
When Pat O'Malley was a kid he became circus struck and on a rope, the ends
of which were fastened to door knobs at
his home in Forest City, Pennsylvania, he
learned to do his stuff. When he was eight
years old he got a job walking a wire with
a local stock company, playing kid parts,
carrying the drum in the street parade and
distributing bills.
All up and down the
Lackawanna Valley the company went
Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, and so on. Then
followed years of trouping with carnival
and circus companies all over the country
rough, hard years of which he is reluctant to speak. When he was twenty years
old he worked in "The Alien" for the
Kalem Company. Robert Vignola, widely
known director, and Alice Hollister played

We

—

leads in this one-reeler.

O'Malley went to work for the old Edison company in 1914 and was the featured

King of
Marshall Neilan saw him in
and sent for him to play the
player

in

and Get

"The

It!"
necessitating

a

story

stunt

feats.

Thus

Wire."
the
that picture
lead in "Go

the circus lost
its
tight-wire
walker
and the screen got an

His

training

circus

clown

as a
is

re-

much
of Harry Langdon's
sponsible for

skill

in

pantomime.

This photograph of Joe Bonomo was taken while
he was playing a strong man at Coney Island a

few years

ago.

actor.
O'Malley is now much in demand
and has played leading roles in many pictures.
He married Lillian Wilkes, a
vaudeville actress, and their two little
girls, Eileen and Sheila, are being taught
many of the stunts their dad used
to do in the circus.

Down in Bliss, Oklahoma, the foreman of
the 101 Ranch listened to its owners, the Miller
brothers, talk of starting a show.
The famous
Buffalo Bill company had passed into other
hands, its popularity had departed, and the
world seemed to be waiting for another.
"I'd like to be the arena manager of such an
Tom Mix, the foreman, surmised.

outfit,"

"You can

help us plan the show," Jack Miller

replied.

They got down to business.
long to get away from the

Mix

miliar

to

exhibitic/is

of

It

did not take

stilted acts fa-

that

kind.

A

plainsman and understanding the West,
Tom arranged an entertainment which
Continued on page 111

IS

P% On

Sober Reflection
Bv Horace Woodmansee

immortal strains
OKI Family Toothbrush")

HOW

l li «•

When,

"The

.

straight

from

the front, 'twas presented

view

to

The

of

dear to our hearts was the old war-time news

reel,

—

—

That Old War-time News Reel.
(To be sung slowly and solemnly to

transports, the trenches, the hand-to-hand fighting,

Returning Yank heroes on Fifth Avenue.

even hundreds of times have we seen
scores of times
titles involving such words as "love," "flirt."
"hearts," "siren," "thief," "Paradise," "souls," "sale,"
"gold," "greed," "scarlet," "passion," "desire," "evil,"
Whatever allure these words once had must
"folly."
have been dulled long ago by endless repetition.
Occasionally, in spite of the utmost vigilance of producers, a strange, compelling, actually original title finds
its way from the stage to the screen, unmangled by the

movie

Such are "The Beggar on Horseback," "The
Goose Hangs High," and "Lightnin'."
But we still
have with us so many titles of the stripe of "Lying
Wives," "The Redeeming Sin," "Steele of the Royal
Mounted," and "The Heart of a Siren," that it
appears that titles are still just about where thev were

adapter.

Alas

.

.

now

.

that

news

that

reel,

worn-out old

news reel,
For war scenes

in features is plundered by stealth
That tattered old news reel, that "rainy" old news reel,
That outworn old news reel long laid on the shelf.

—

in 1910.

old news reels from Civil War battles,
From Rome's conflagration, the puncture of Tyre
Had survived they'd be clutt'ring the modern day
"specials"

Just think

if

All for

—

To

flicker

and

flutter

and

stir

up our

ire

still

get that

news

reel,

that

chopped-up old news reel,
That worn-out old news reel that
belongs on the shelf.

"Gee!" sympathetically murmured the eighteendollar-a-week typist, "that must have been something fierce."

Of course it would have been a wonderful thing for posterity if the newsreel photographers could have gotten such scenes as that
of Lincoln delivering his Gettysburg address. But
The probabilities are that economical producers would
have "pepped up" the countless two, three, and fourreel pictures of "the blue and the gray" which preceded
the World War with such scenes, if they were available.
Perhaps it's just as well they weren't.

Let There Be Light.

A

friend of the popular star was watching her make
up for her big scene.
"Why are you putting that radium preparation on
your lips?" she asked.
"Because we're filming 'A Kiss in the Dark.' "

A

Real Relic.

"I suppose," remarked the collector of antiques, "that
was used in some royal kitchen ?"
"It's more valuable than that," the dealer assured
him.
"It held the first custard pie thrown at Charlie
this rare old pie plate

SOS.
Some one

Art.

"Clara de Yalera will not forget,"
wrote the press agent for an eager public,
"that her climb to stardom was a
hard and stony one. Well she remembers the early days of her struggles
when her weekly pay check of one hundred dollars was all she had."

Ah. woe for the fans of the year 1990
If cinema practice continues itself
They'll

Her

has said there are only seven plots in the
world, but he never
said anything about
titles being limited

Chaplin."

same number.
That was a
tradition that was

That Baleful Movie Influence.
Every time a bad boy is caught shooting holes in the
family cow or setting fire to an ammunition factory
somebody rises to lay the innocent childish prank to the

established

sinister influence of the movies.

to

the

studios.

in

the

How manv

As

the movies

make

such a convenient scapegoat for the Katzenjammer an-

)

:

!

On
when

perhaps,

children,

of

tics

to its opportunities,

awakes

the

The following bits indicate
murder.''
be like some gladsome day
(

Traffic

Cop

—a

somebody?

highway.

who d'you

think y'are, drivin' fifty
Tryin' to bump
a crowded street?
You'll get yours from the judge.

Driver: But, officer, listen to reason. I was just following the example of the movie heroes. They think
nothing of driving eighty miles an hour when they have
to get somewhere in a hurry.
That's so. What we need is more rigid
Traffic Cop
censorship to keep poor fellows like you from being led
Sorry to have stopped you. Give my regards to
astray.
the wife and kids.
:

(A
Wife: Henry!

the

maid.

Don't try

to

it.

Henry (bursting
was wrong?

Didn't

I

How

was I to know it
see Valentino kiss a girl/tie wasn't

into tears)

this

is

THE WORST TOWN
ON

EARTH

best place to film

'The Worst Place
on Earth."
The
Boosters' Club is putting up
visitors

"You

now

are

a big
entering 'The

billboard

telling

Worst Town on

Earth.' "

That's enterprise, say we.
Lem Higgins, who runs the Little Gem Theater evenings after he closes his hardware store, is out to show
the big city theater men they can't put anything over
on him in the line of fancy programs. Lem has hired
four graduates of Miss Perkins' School of Elocution to
entertain the citizens while he changes the reels.
the Apocalypse" came to
quite a flutter among the

This fellow Valentino looks like a comer, say
Francis X. Bushman is losing his popularity with
the matinee girls.
Jim Biggers, our genial postmaster, says that already
Miss Estelle Pugh is corresponding with Valentino. The
latest is that Rudy has sent her his photograph. Estelle, why don't you invite your
new beau down here on his vacation ?
Johnny Hunsicker, our popular windmill
salesman, just returned from a business trip
While there he met a "real
to Hollywood.
movie actress.
She had the part of The
Spirit of Gingerbread in a Cecil De Mille
fair sex.

:

deny

excite-

"The Four Horsemen of
town last week and caused

domestic scene.)

Henry (meekly) Yes'm.
Wife: I saw you kissing

Great

ment was caused
when
hereabouts
the Jinx Pictures
Corporation chose
our town as the

down

miles an hour
off

Scene

Say,

:

grown-up public
away with
what things may

too, will "get

it,

19

Sober Reflection

:

married to?

Wife: Oh, my poor husband!
It's that
wicked movie influence. I shall never let my
Henry go to the movies again.
Here, There, and Everywhere.
a lucky thing for the film industry that
the disastrous Santa Barbara earthquake did
not center in Hollywood.
However, if it
had, the camera men would have been right
on the job getting pictures of the destruction and probably we should
It is

all.

picture.

Bugbee, who writes poems for
Weekly Argus, read in an adver-

Laura

The

tisement that the movie companies are
searching desperately for original screen
plays.
She has written six already. When
they are accepted she will go to Holly-

have had any number of film dramas
built around the earthquake.
It is easy to understand why the
earthquake did not damage Hollywood.
As if any sort of a shock
could upset that community
George

wood

to

show

the directors

how

to

produce

them.

Luke Wiggins is getting
The other night at
skeptic.

!

to

be quite a

the Little Gem
Buster Keaton dive out of

Fitzmaurice, the director, says that
sooner or later films will be shown

and trolley cars in this country.
Appropriate subjects for the
first showing would be "The Iron Horse" and the Pullman farce, "Excuse Me."
Our idea of carrying coals to Newcastle would be
showing a scenic on a transcontinental railroad.
In a recent comic bull fight in France, the "toreadors"
dressed in fantastic costumes, one impersonating Charlie
Chaplin.
To have made the performance thoroughly
convincing, he should have spent most of the time out-

Theater he saw
a five-story window and land on

in trains

side of the arena, looking on.

British producers, with government aid, are contemplating the erection of a gigantic national studio where
all the big productions may be staged.
If American pro-

ducers tried assembling all their envious film stars on one
floor they might have to engage seconds and referees.

on the pavement.

him

— that

scene was

Simplicity

his

head

Luke

says they can't fool
faked.

Itself.

a dog register emotion before the camera, all
that is necessary is to dangle a stuffed cat or some other
As the cat draws nearer, the
object before his eyes.
dog registers eagerness, determination, hate, and as the
cat draws away, he registers disappointment, chagrin,
resignation (mark "X" opposite your choice).
If a dog can be made to register emotion by this ruse,
perhaps a similar device might succeed in bringing as-

To make

tonishing mobility of expression to those of our handsome actors and actresses whose countenances are now

need not apply." Joshua made the sun stand still, but
keeping picture aspirants away from Hollywood is a

well-nigh immovable.
Suppose, in a big scene in which an envious star is
featured, the director shouts: "Gloria Swanson!" Instantly her rivals face registers jealousy, scorn, rage, or

somewhat more

what have

A

Hollywood studio bears

difficult

a sign saying

"Newcomers

matter.

A

soap-box orator has found a sure way to collect a
crowd. He carries a sign bearing the inscription, "Casting to-day."

In another
you?
scene the director mentions another rival star with the comment that she is losing her grip

on

News Notes from Merton's Home Town.
Since Merton made a
everybody's going there.

name

for himself in Flollywood

public.
the
her
Instantly
face would show
joy, triumph
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A

Clown

Show

in the Big

"Make 'em laugh" has been Johnny Hines' one aim in life, and how well he has
succeeded can be learned by listening in at any theater where his latest is playing.

By Barbara

Little

NO

one ever comes out of a Johnny Hines
picture saying "That lucky stiff
he doesn't have to work for his
money." Rather they are appalled at
the amount of sheer nervous energy he
puts into the making of every scene.

knows how
well

A

dynamo

a sluggard in comparison.
Other comedians may put a tremendous amount of effort be
hind some sly, insinuating bit
of action but in Johnny
Hines' pictures the effort is

happens to be around.
Johnny Hines is one of those
hard-working individuals who
gets to

and

there on the screen.
inevitable that any

right
It

is

an audience. He dances as
not better than— the best of performers on the variety stage, and somehow in the midst of all his responsibilities and labors he never tires
of thinking up new jokes and
springing them on any one who
to hold

as— if

continuously until eight or
nine at night.
Watching
him during the making of
a street scene for "The
Live Wire," his next pic-

is

screen comedian who has attained the rank of one of
those million-dollar contracts
and Hines has recently signed a
long and lucrative one with First
National
should be compared with
Lloyd and Chaplin.
So we might
just as well get over that right now.
All of these years that critics

ture, I was amazed to find
him doing a little bit of everything.
There were some thirty

—

or forty extras in the scene, but

Hines knew exactly what he
wanted every one of them to be doing.
In quick succession he improvised business for a Jewish pawnshop
owner, a Chinaman scuttling down the

have been raving over the art of
Charles Chaplin and the ingenuity
of Harold Lloyd, this wiry young
man with a smile that won't come
off has been quietly plugging away at

making people forget

street,

their troubles.

to

what he

is

—

director.

doing.

that

in the elegant film trade as "belly laughs."

is about as subtle and insinuating as
a sixteen-sheet poster in red and yellow.
But
which is seen and remarked about more in the course
of a day the aforementioned poster or some satirical
sketch in a humorous weekly?
Johnny Hines is as distinctively American as a jazz
band in which all the players play five instruments, do
a song and dance, and finish with a war whoop.
His
business is clowning, and he never forgets it. His motto
seems to be "Rush in where others would if they dared."
Perhaps you have seen Johnny Hines at the opening
of a theater, on one of his personal appearance tours,
or working out on location. He is always among those
present when an exhibitor wants to put over a big show.
Probably there is no other player in the profession who
has been so generous with his talent. And because he
had a long career in vaudeville and on the stage he

—

his

Likewise he advises in the casting
of the principals, and offers first aid to the
scenario writer in the way of improvising

%l

;

His comedy

outside

came for him to go into the scene.
His brother, Charles Hines, directs his pictures, but Johnny Hines seems to direct the

Chaplin gets come from the
heart Lloyd's from the head. But Johnny Hines'
tumultuous response from an audience is what is

known

loitering

with the quick precision of a vaudewho has only a minute or
two to put his act across he wandered off to one side and taught his
young niece the Charleston until the call

and human pretenses.
But Johnny Hines, the persistent young
comedian who has gained wide recognition at the

The laughs

barber

villian

foibles

your attention

a

some people waiting in line at a
theater, and a group of children dancAfter
ing around a hurdy-gurdy.
playing all their parts for them
and he snaps into a characterization

shop,

Chaplin is like a surgeon; he
probes the very depths of humanity's hurts and in exposing them
makes them funny. One man's trag
edy becomes the world's comedy.
Harold Lloyd is a crafty inventor who
builds up laugh on laugh around human

box-office even while discussions of the art of the
foregoing were raging, has the technique of a
cheer leader. By sheer nervous energy he attracts

the studio before nine
stays
there,
working

"Come right in; there's no thrill like shaking hands with a familiar face," is a characteristic salutation from the dynamic young
*
man. He sings as he goes about his labors.
"I took my girl out canoeing and had to
paddle her back" was one selection the day I met him,

f

/

and one that is perhaps typical.
"That expression is taken from the Hebraic," he will
remark with exaggerated gusto, "and you know how
hard it is to take anything from the Hebraic."
Johnny Hines is always playing for laughs and getting them.
He is about as quiet and reflective as a live
wire, and incidentally, "The Live Wire" is the very apt

—

name

of his next picture.
in the "Torchy" comedies that Johnny Hines
first won screen fame.
Before that he had made a few
pictures for the old World Film Corporation, had played
heavies on the stage, including the second lead in "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," and had a long career as musicalIt

was

Continued on page 110
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By Don Ryan

THE

sheeplike proclivity of movie producers to
follow each other in flocks would account for the
immediate phenomenon of a Hollywood infested
by military haircuts, rigid mustachios, and monocles
glinting fiercely under the brilliant sun of Southern
California.

When the first ten reels of "The Merry Widow" were
shown uncut to a selected audience of exhibitors in
New York and were received with unbounded enthusiasm, the producers immediately busied themselves on

—

—

assorted versions of a story in which slender gentlemen
of Continental appearance could wear spiffy uniforms.
So it is easy to understand why First National Pictures
is spending a million to make "The Viennese Medley"
its most glittering offering of the year.
But why, in the name of all the safe-and-sane precedents of the overcautious producers, was this milliondollar picture
involving in its making the careers of
two such favored stars as Anna Q. Nilsson and Conway
Tearle intrusted to the tender mercies of a director
who has never made a picture ?
Kurt Rehfeld is the man. It is highly improbable the
stocky, one-legged
reader has ever heard his name.
German, with a stubby blond mustache and a quick temper more than counterbalanced by a melting smile. There
Yet
is not even a one-reel comedy to his official credit
he is directing "The Viennese Medley" with a method,
a carefulness, and above all, an imagination, that is going
to make this movie of prewar and postwar Vienna one of
unless.
the big successes of the screen
I say unless
unless his style is crabbed by the little studio god of pro-

—

—

A

!

—

—

Behind the selection of Rehfeld

is

a story.

June

Mathis, head of the scenario department of First National, was given the job of supervising "The Viennese
Medley." And it was Miss Mathis who chose Rehfeld
to direct her picture.

Now

incidentally, made Rudolph Valentino.
Rex
Ingram directed this picture. The name of Kurt Rehfeld
did not appear in it.
But if you were to inquire of
Miss Mathis to-day she would tell you that in her opinion
Rehfeld, assistant to Ingram, was responsible for many
splendid bits in this epic picture of the war. So we see
that Miss Mathis was not acting blindly when she gave
the former assistant a tremendous opportunity to make
good or flop.

which,

Thus it fell out that one fine morning last July the
brand-new director found himself sitting at a mahogany
desk on which a sign blazoned his name in letters of
gold.
On the other side of the desk sat
his new leading man.

Rehfeld glanced

you may remember that June Mathis wrote the
screen story of "The Four Horsemen," the picture

to

of an aristocratic
crack regiment."

He

Tearle,

and cleared his throat.
play Count Max von Hartig,

Austrian family,

officer

in

a

looked at Tearle and cleared his throat again.
course, Mr. Tearle
of course it will be necesfor you to begin growing your mustache right

—

"Of
sary

Conway

at the script

"Mr. Tearle, you are
scion

away."

—

"What!" exclaimed the actor.
"Your mustache," Rehfeld murmured. "You know
the Austrian army regulations said that any man who

wore his emperor's uniform must have
"But good heavens, Mr. Rehfeld!

—

a mustache."

Think

of

the

They've never seen me with a mustache.
They wouldn't stand for it. Confound it! I'd like to
but I'm hanged if I'll become a beaver for this
please

audience.

—

picture

duction.

Drawings by K. R. Chamberlain

!"

He smiled.
a diplomat.
think it over," he said, blandly.
That night he racked his brain. For, be it known,
To violate the truth is to him
this Rehfeld is a realist.
sin.
greatest
But
the
he was not powerful enough in his
new position to run counter to the wishes of a star as
popular with the box-office as Conway Tearle.
Then Rehfeld showed himself
"Let

me

-

A New
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Now Rehfeld, like all able-bodied men of tbe Central
Suddenly
Empires, had served his time in the army.
he remembered the lughth Dragoons. The colonel of the
Eighth had unfortunately lost a part of his upper lip
in an encounter.
He couldn't wear a mustache. Rehfeld
remembered that a special order had been issued permitting this colonel and his officers to go with smoothly
shaven chops.
So Tearle, designed for an infantry officer in the
script, became instead an officer of the Eighth Dragoons.
It was only necessary to make a few dozen new uniforms
for him. And the movies have plenty of money to spend
on uniforms.
The incident illustrates what Rehfeld has learned in
America in the last ten years. As he told me
But the
"I learned by being first a stubborn fool.
things that happened took all the conceit out of me."
This realist is painfully honest. He told me his life
blandly, openly, concealing nothing in a past that is
not embroidered with silk floss.
In contrast to the postwar swarms of Teutons in
Hollywood, Rehfeld makes no pretensions to noble
blood.
He comes of a rich bourgeois family. In the
army his grade was Fisefeldwebel] the equivalent of a
top sergeant.
On his left forearm he bears a jagged
scar made by an assagai spear in one of the African
campaigns. On the "Medley" set there are enough of
his titled countrymen, former officers, working as atmosphere, to organize a Liederkranz. Such is America
the land of topsy-turvy.
Idle son of a rich manufacturer, Rehfeld came to
America at the age of thirty-five.
He spent the six
thousand dollars he brought with him in New York and
New Orleans. And in San Francisco the few dollars
he kept in the bottom of his trunk to pay for a cable
that would bring more money from his father were

—

—

Anna Q. Nilsson, determined to remain
her relatives in New York, whom she

stolen.

time for her to

Dead broke, he shipped with a gang of laborers bound
for a railway-construction camp in the northern part of
the State. The greenhorn must have presented a strange
appearance to the others, scum of the San Francisco
water front, for he was dressed in a fashionable corduroy shooting jacket with knee breeches, wore an Alpine hat with a feather in it, and carried as a bedding

—

a pink silk coverlet.
In the rough life of the construction camp he had
fistic duels with rival German emigres, Swedes, Scotchmen, and other nationals, gradually fighting his way up
from the lowly position of dishwasher, through those
roll

of

wood chopper and

driver.

in

go back

tunnel

America, ran

was
to

visiting,

it

came

Sweden.

mugger

to

that of

river

—

—

A

away from

when

painful accident
Rehfeld sat on a rusty nail sent
to San Francisco, where, after recovery, he
got a job as baritone in the chorus of a fly-by-night opera
company. The troupe went broke in Los Angeles. Rehfeld married one of the girls in the chorus. They pooled
their resources, netting a total of eighteen dollars, and
started out to hunt for work. The wife found it first
few days later the husa job as telephone operator.
band got a job as extra man with Christy
Cabanne at three dollars a day, the most

him back

A

money he had ever earned in his life.
Under the tutelage of D. W. Griffith
the coming director of a million-dollar
movie was thoroughly grounded in this
game, art, profession, or business, as it
is
variously called.
At last he had
himself
worked
up to a point where he
was given a contract in stock at forty
dollars a week.

He was to go to work
On the Saturday before

I

J

X rX
Two of Conway

his career as
stock actor was to begin, Rehfeld fell
under a Pacific Electric car at Venice,
California, and his right leg was cut off
The fate that had pursued
at the knee.
grinned
triumphantly.
But a handhim
ful of bills
the hard-won money of
teammates in the struggle for existence
in
Hollywood tided him over the
few months
period of convalescence.
later, with a cork leg strapped to his

—

—

Tearle's characteristic expressions.

on a Monday.

A

:

A New
was back with
"Hearts of the World."
knee, he

Griffith

as

expert in

military

was wardrobe man, research man, assistant director, at
last, production manager. He was treated at various times
with

generinjus-

tice,

with Ethel Barrymore.

Ethel was going to make a
She was canny enough to know that a movie
leading man, cognizant of the tricks of his trade, might
steal it away from her.
So she took Tearle onto the
picture.

In the years that followed Rehfeld underwent all the
vicissitudes of those who toil in the lower strata of the
most uncertain profession in the modern world.
He

osity,
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as her support.
Ethel Barrymore flopped
terribly.
Tearle, a handsome fellow who photographed well, went over big. He
lot

—

has been in

appreci-

ever since.

and

ation,

"Why?"

contempt.

When
came

asked

h e
back

as

1

sat in

studio

restaurant

with Ingram
the heads of

Go

we

on

abroad

the

I

him,

the

from the
trip

movies

the

the

United

"Do

Metrowyn-

lot.

the pic-

tures satisfy

d

your

artistic

Mayer o fganizaiipn

yearnings
more

than

promised en-

the

le-

thusiastically

gitimate

to "take care

drama ?"

And

of him."

"Mr. Rehf

e

1

d

"

"Go

,

beamed
Marcus
L o e w

Dead

are

the

gang of laborers,
a fashionable shooting jacket, knee
breeches and wearing an Alpine hat.

Tearle,
fragment of

to come back from making a picture with
thousand dollars under instead of fifteen thou-

its

a

impaling

.

sand dollars over the estimate."
But for some reason the promised job failed to materialize.
In fact, when Miss Mathis called Rehfeld to
direct the 'Medley," he had not earned a cent for eleven
months and was using only the back door of his bungalow. The front was besieged with bill collectors.
"The Viennese Medley" will enable him to pay his
bills.
Not much more. For Rehfeld is receiving a ridiculously low salary considering the work on which he is
engaged. But if he makes a successful picture, he can,
after

kid

me," replied

in

first

fifteen

on

and

broke, Rehfeld shipped with a

dressed

,

'"you

I

winked.

release,

demand

a figure that

would

thrill

a

grand-opera prima donna. In fact, I am convinced that
Kurt Rehfeld, uninterfered with, will produce a picture
that will fix the future, not only of himself, but of all
those connected with him in this enterprise. The danger

menaces him is that expressed
Too many cooks spoil the broth.

that

in the old

proverb

shrimp.

"You know why I stay in the
much as I could make on

three times as

movies.

I

get

the stage."

We

had just come from the set on which actor and
been engaged in one of those scenes that
minds of adolescent gogglers.
"That was an easy scene," commented Tearle. "I
used my No. 12 expression all the way through. I call
I only have
it my No. 12.
It's really only my No. 2.
three, you know.
But when the director sings out a
high number it makes the Iowa visitors standing around

actress had
titillate the

marvel.
"'Director:
Now Tearle, your No. 12. Ah
Throw in a little of No. 28, please. Fine ah
"
touch of 32 now !'
" 'Lan' sakes !' they think, 'that actor's got thirty-two
"
expressions!'
Of course this was just fooling. But it expressed
something of what Tearle thinks about the realities of

—

,

!

A

cinema acting.

He

In Anna O. Nilsson and Conway Tearle, the director
of "The Viennese Medley" has two popular, sophisticated performers
troupers in the old sense and in this
respect good material.

—

my

—

opinion, is not the type for the count.
very
excellent American business man on
a
the screen, but he cannot be expected to carry himself as
an Austrian army officer. However, I do not think that
American audiences will give a hang if their idol walks
across the room with an unmilitary roll of the shoulders
that would make the blood of a Prussian drillmaster boil
with rage.
The thing I like about Tearle is his consistent refusal
consuming evil of the acting profesto yield to vanity
sion.
There are too many persons in the movies who
believe what their own press agents write about them.
Tearle does not. He laughs about it.
He comes of an ancient and honorable line of stage
actors, and he got into the movies when he was playing
Tearle, in

He makes

—

does not believe that pictures will be better until
some fresh intelligence is admitted.
"They've come to. a stone wall," he said. "The limit
of pictures has been reached because the limit of the inThey have the
telligence of producers has been reached.
don't
want any new
money, they are in control, and they
intelligence."
ideas
any fresh
"The other day," said Tearle, "I suggested Tolstoy's
He told me the
'Resurrection' to a movie producer.
When
over.
I tried to exboom on costume stuff was
Russian
modern
he said,
were
costumes
plain that the
worth?'
money
are
you
'How much

—

"'Nothing,'
" 'Well, I've

Do you

I

replied.

made

think you can

'I'm just an actor.'

thirty million
tell

me how

to

dollars in pictures.
"

run

my

business?'

Equally practical, but possessing in addition a great
deal more of what we call temperament for lack of a
better name, is Anna Q. Nilsson, who plays opposite
Continued on page 106
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recent featuring of comedies is
the reason for our publishing, in this
issue, personality stories on three comedians, Johnny Hines, Leon Errol,

Davy

of the

Coniedian

e

and W. C. Fields, in whom you will
doubtless be interested this season.
Johnny Hines is not new to the screen, but until now
his pictures have not had as wide distribution as they
will have from now on, and many fans will see him for
the first time this winter.
Leon Errol has made his screen debut in "Sally," but
has not yet made his second appearance, while W.
Fields has, at this writing, been seen by only a few
movie audiences.
By the end of another year each of these players will
be well known to every motion-picture fan.

C

A

One day a few weeks ago, Doctor
Hugo Riesenfeld, who is the impresario

Jazz

of

Theater

the

and Criterion
New. York, was startled to

Rialto,

Theaters in

Rivoli,

find that eight big Broadway motionhouses were opening their program with the
"William Tell" overture. He hurried back to his music
library, determined to throw out of his programs not
only the "William Tell" overture but all other numbers
of which the public had had an overdose. To his horror,
he found that a few compositions had been repeated
over and over in the picture theater programs, and that
it was impossible to find any others of sufficient popular
appeal and of the right length to replace them.
So, he
decided to change entirely the type of program he was
offering.
As an experiment he made the Rivoli a jazz
theater.
The symphony orchestra was replaced by Ben
Bernie's jazz band, far-famed through the radio and
phonograph records, and all-jazz programs supplanted

picture

the old familiar ones.

A

they will have a real chance to be seen.
girl in our
comedies plays leading roles almost from the first, and
if she is any good she will be snapped up by dramatic
producers who have seen her work. That is why I am
always on the lookout for new talent. The girls who
have worked in my pictures get ambitious to play heavy
I have had to
dramatics and go to the other studios.
give Kathrvn Grant one thousand dollars a week to keep
her."

The chief criticism that Mr. Roach and his lieutenants
had to make about the dozens of girls who applied for
jobs with him was that they were "hard finished." They
were chorus-girl types, too polished, too artificial in their
manner. Their make-up conformed too strictly to the
fashionable pattern, their coiffures were too obviously
the result of painstaking work by some hairdresser,
and their manner was too studied to be beguiling.
At a time when almost every motion-picture producer
is joining in the chorus led by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce urging girls not to come to Hollywood,
and telling them that the movie field is so overcrowded
that there isn't a chance for a beginner to break in, it
heartening to know that Hal Roach is on the lookout
At the Roach studio an inexperienced girl,
for talent.
if she is beautiful and natural, can get a hearing.
But she should bear this in mind. Mr. Roach is hard
He admits that if all the most prominent
to please.
players in the screen were to walk into his office and
apply for jobs there are only a few to whom he would
give jobs. One of the few is Norma Shearer, whom as
a matter of fact he did try to sign up a few years ago.
Young, beautiful, slender, natural in manner all these
things the next leading lady for Roach comedies must be.
This is the biggest chance that has come the way of
beginners in a long, long time.
is

—

Robert Kane, who is going to produce
pictures independently, to be released by
f an
F irst National told a " ood stor y at a
Independent
K
dinner party recently to illustrate the
p
rroducer
troubles of the independent producer.
great golf player died and went to heaven, but before he entered the gates he inquired about the golf
courses there. Finding that there were none, and learn-

Troubles

The overwhelming

success of this innovation from
the very start attests its popularity. The Rivoli Theater
has been enjoying such success as no picture house has
ever known during the hot summer season.

-

-

A

Hollywood and all up and
"Wanted
down Broadway Hal Roach has been
Beautiful
looking for two or three beautiful girls
whom
he could put under contract to
Qifls
work in his comedies at seventy-five or
one hundred dollars a week. After weeks of interviewing applicants, he had not signed up a single player,
which seems strange in view of the fact that there are
All through

thousands of

"They
Observer

girls

eager to get a chance in the movies.

seem

to realize," Mr. Roach told
plaintively, "that their best chance lies in

don't

The
com-

edy.
Girls trying to break into the movies will go out
and hang around the De Mille lot for weeks on the
chance of working in a mob scene. It never seems to
occur to them that by working with us in small casts

ing that down below there was an excellent course, he
chose to go to hell. There he found a splendid course,
uncrowded, and with well-trained caddies in attendance.
He
All conditions for a great game seemed perfect.
walked up to the tee, took his club in his hand, glanced
delightedly out over the fairway, and then turned to the
caddy to ask for his ball.
"That's the hell of it," remarked the caddv, "there are
no balls."
And that is the drawback of the independent producer.
He has capital, studios, stories, and even direcPractically all the good
tors
but he has no players.
ones are under contract to the big companies.

—
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Made Him What He

Laziness
W. C.
and

Broadway's most expert laugh

Fields of the Ziegfeld "Follies," long one of

if

the

work

isn't

To-day

Is

getters, has

come

into the

movies

too hard, he will stay.

hurry to get

By Barbara
was

ITthat

ago

thirty years

to the stage and do their
and get back to their dressing
rooms to change to the next outfit.
But he sat with kingly indiffer-

stuff,

Little
,

ence with his back to the door,
only crooking his head ever

W.

Fields
C.
made the great discovery that has been his guide
and inspiration, that has
made him happy and pros-

so slightly to reply to a salutation of "Hello, Pop!" or
to

perous, switched the thoughts
from
fellow men
his
of
beautiful or sinful (vote for
one) "Follies" girls and resulted in camera shots that
heard around the
will be

I

]

casually slap on a
mustache and depart for
the stage where he would
be hailed by a shout of
laughter. Then he would
come back with the air
of a shopkeeper who had
just waited on a customer
and continue his narra-

early in his

happy

be presumed that
he took a good rest before
beginning his preparations
for the career that has made
him what he is to-day. If
you don't know what he is today then you have a surprise
life it is to

for

you when you

see
of the

tive

\

like to step out in the balcony
to see some of his act.
Then
with careful directions, he sent
me right to the door of the
j

,

men's dressing room.
That was once when he didn't

j,

tempting to describe amid snickand guffaws this droll fellow.
W. C. Fields is unique and indescribable, but that doesn't keep
me or any one else from trying to tell you
what he is like.
But let us go back to the time when as
a lad in Philadelphia he found the one
career to which he could dedicate himself

get a laugh for his efforts.

ers

There
about

ments

an uncanny grace
C.

that

Field's

move-

— the

is

air of a

man who-would

appear pompous if he knew
just how to do what he was about to start doing
and his air of genial pride when he succeeds
in catching the objects he has hurled in the air
as though he knew all along that he was good,
set him apart from all other comedians.
He needs no tricky music cue to warn you
that he is going to be funny; no jokes to
like to

successful vaudevillians
convinced him that juggling was his game. Acrobatics, obviously, would not appeal to him neither
Nature had not provided him
would hoofing.
with the voice of a two-a-day Caruso nor the
So after
paternal instinct of an animal trainer.
a few months of practice at throwing things in
;

—anything that came handy—he embarked

show, from which
And like all the
he graduated into vaudeville.
best vaudevillians he was rewarded after some
twenty-five years of service with a season on
Broadway in a. revue Mr. Ziegfeld's "Follies,"
Now, five years later, he is still
to be exact.
there and has been all this time except for a
excursion in "Poppy," with Madge
year's
his career with a burlesque

—

Kennedy.
It was back stage

at the "Follies" that I met
him. in a large dressing room just off the first
landing of the staircase, where chorus girls
continually rush up and down in a subwaylike

;

manner

A

on

is

W.

one of the funniest
things about him.
His placid, comfortable frame, his slightly befuddled

whole-heartedly.
study of

the air

to

from Africa to Ashtabula.
Only once did he play the
comedian backstage. Explaining that there was no view of
the performance to be had from
the wings, he asked if I would

Ziegfeld "Follies" to feast his
eyes on the luscious chorus girls
at-

from
Pernambuco,

juggling

of

Passaic

D. W. Griffith's "Sally
Sawdust." But more than likely
you have an uncle or a cousin or
a brother who has gone to the

and come home inarticulately

passers-by.

coat,

noon.

in store

the

shed his toweling
bathrobe and put on a

It was just this: that a
vaudevillian can sleep until

Having found,

of

ously,

world.

teens, this secret of a

ask

"What's on now;
Every once in a while
he would get up ponder-

—

convince you that he is. In fact, he doesn't
need any lines at all, and unless the stage
director insists, he doesn't use them. Lines
must be remembered, and why bother ?
"I stopped using lines early in the
game," he explained to me casually as he
flipped cigarette ashes over Mr. Ziegfeld's
"No Smoking" sign. "As soon as I found
out I had to get engagements abroad for
the summer.
In those davs the theaters
over here almost all closed for a few
months, and the foreign agents were
looking for acts that could be taken
c^er.
k
So, I cut out the jokes I had
i

j

|\

Continued on page 94
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Frequently Irene Rich, with her mother and daughters,

is

seen on the sands of the Beach Club.

Motherhood and

a Career

Irene Rich, mother and motion-picture star, says that some women are ambitious for
careers because of vanity, while with others as in her case the career has been a necessity.
But she occasionally wonders if she has filled the role of motherhood with success.

—

By

—

Myrtle Gebhart

very well for those women who have hus"It amuses me when some women make so much
or other means of support to propound the
fuss about choosing between motherhood and a career,"
theory of
sacrificing
careers
for
motherhood.
she smiled.
"They think their problem so dreadfully
Naturally, if there is a
important, but what they
choice, motherhood should
call an overwhelming deFROM BOTH ENDS
claim a woman's primary
sire for self-expression is,
of the problem of motherhood and a career do motion=
attention.
But when it is
picture players react.
In the August number you
in many cases, just vanity.
read of how Leatrice Joy, who, some time ago, gave
up to the mother to get out
The women who have to
birth to a baby girl and, on her return to work, found
and hustle, this pretty mordo both buckle down and
herself facing a new situation, set about to adjust her
alizing won't fill little empty
haven't any time for shouthome life and studio work so that they would clash
is

all

ITbands

tummies."
Irene Rich was cuddling
her

eight-year-old
had a sore

Jane,
who
ankle.
Jane was pretending the
ankle
was
or
sprained
broken or something so
she would get extra hugs.
The brown eyes set so
serenely
in
the
sweet,
characterful
face glanced
about the tastefully furnished
living
room.

as little as possible.
In this story you get the reactions of a player who
through necessity has actually gone through the ex=
perience of bringing up two children and acting in
pictures at the same time.
The cases of Leatrice Joy and Irene Rich are simi=
lar in that both had to meet their problem alone, and
without the assistance of a husband to help make
things easier.
Their sensible, intelligent handling
of what has always been considered almost an im=
possible problem should do much to clear prejudice
from the way of other women who would like to
have children and a career at the same time, and who
are fortunate enough to be able to have both.

A

"I've had a pretty hard
but it has been well
worth while. There have

fight,

been

many

times

when

motherhood and my career
have clashed, and both have
had to make concessions.
I
have even had to ask
little

dren,

sacrifices

of

my

chil-

and they have never

me.
Frances, parhas realized what
have had to do and has always backed me up like
failed

ticularly,

homy, comfortable place, with deep chairs and lounges
that you want to snuggle into or sprawl all over; roseshaded lamps, shelves book stocked a girl's sweater
dangling from a hook.
In one corner, listening on
;

the radio, a gray-haired but young-faced grandmother.
close to Irene Rich, her two daughters.

And,

ing.

I

a loyal soldier."

When

Jane had gone off to bed and Frances had
a corner with her studies, Irene unfolded
Phrased simply and
for me the pages of her past.
minus heroics though they were, they disclosed the
settled

in

Motherhood and
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Career

plucky struggle of an inexperienced young woman to
provide for her children.
"We. had always had things
when
poverty
so
before,
struck us of a sudden it was
not easy to bear," she began.
"However, one can do without a lot of things when one
has to.
''I
had always been very
When Frances was
active.
a baby, I used to hook her
we
basket on my bobsled

up North

lived

—and

When

steepest hills.

—

take the
she was

two we went to Honolulu.
I would carry her out on my
back, put her on a raft and
leave her there while I had

my

From

swim.

her

very

babyhood she has been a
sourceful,

re-

mite,
superbly unafraid, seeming to
realize that I depended upon
self-reliant

ways to look
and to help me.
She has been a godsend to me.
"Frances was eight and
Jane a year old when I was
left with the two children and
my mother to care for.
Though I had never earned
a penny, I was full of vitality
and willingness to work and
her in

of

lots

after herself

knew
tate

somehow

that

manage.

I

tried

business

I

should

the real-es-

for a

while

at

home, and then came to Los
Angeles.
Friends had suggested that I might get into
the movies.

"I never felt that I had any
great art to give them, but
simply that they would give
me a livelihood.

"During the first year of
un dependable extra work we
seldom knew where the next
Photo by Melbourne Spurr
meal was coming from. I
Miss Rich says that one reason she is so glad of her screen success is the fact that her
was
fortunate
in
having
children are so proud of her.
mother to look after the children
otherwise
I
would
probably have had to put them, at least temporarily,
of her.
But I noticed the longing in her eyes one
in some home.
We pretended that she was mother day when she was looking at bicycles in a store and
and I the father of the family, and made up little
realized that she wanted one.
Besides, she needed it
games about it. Frances used to say:
to ride to school, as she had to go quite a distance.
" 'Daddy Irene, you make
our living until I grow up
"She would not let me get her a bicycle until I
then you can take a vacation and I'll be daddy.'
convinced her, by telling her a fib about our financial
What mother wouldn't work for a child like that ?
state, that we could afford it.
And what a happy,
"On days when I had no call, I would combine excited bunch we were, when we all went up to the
my trek around the studios with the children's airing. bank and drew out the money. We got it in quarPushing Jane's carriage, with Frances by my side, I
ters, and brought them home and spread out the silver
would walk from one studio to another to ask if there
on the floor. It looked so much all those quarwould be work for me next day.
ters
That gave mother
a rest from the kiddies and a chance to do the house"We made friends, mostly outside the industry, who
work without being bothered.
were so lovely to us.
One very charming woman,
"I'll never forget our first Christmas out here.
I
whom I met when the company was taking scenes in
had worked steadily for a few weeks and had a bit
the garden of her home, became one of my best friends,
in the bank. Frances wouldn't tell me what she wanted.
though at that time I was only an extra nobody in
She just clamped that firm little mouth shut and inthe movies.
She used to bundle the whole tribe of
sisted, 'Not a single thing'
and I couldn't pry it out
mother, the two kiddies and myself into her car
us

—

—

—

!

—

—

—
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and take us to the beach on Sunday afternoons. Those
were our pleasure excursions.
"Dnslin Farnum gave me my first load and helped
nit' obtain good roles with Hill Farnum and other stars.
eventually paid
Alter that, it was easier financially.
bought our first
for our home and then, blissful day!
1

—

car, a flivver.

"When

began

1

get

to

ahead

we had more com-

my

children had to learn
but about
to make concessions to my career." Irene pointed out
a situation that so seldom is admitted by actresses who
are mothers, most of whom insist that the children
always receive first consideration.
1

time

that

forts,

"They understood that it meant bread and butter.
had to deprive them of my attention and company

—many

a time they planned little excursions which had
be given up because of my work, and invariably
they tried to hide their disappointment from me.
"I was often unable to attend their little plays and
parties at school.
I was only a figurehead who never
showed up, while the mothers of the other children
were always there. I would be working and thinking
of them every minute.
'Now,' I would say to myself,
'Frances is reciting so-and-so.'
I would live in my
imagination every moment of their, plays or excersises.

to

"Once Frances was cast as Ophelia in a Shakespearean performance given by the drama class.
I
had determined to attend it and we had made such
preparations.
She was going to present so grandly
mother of hers

whom

the children wondered about.
told that I must come back to
the studio for night scenes.
For a moment I was so
disappointed that I was almost on the point of pitching
career and future out the window, but my common
sense saved me from any rash retort.
I did not remove my make-up, and at dinner I saw the light fade
from Frances' eyes and her face set the way it does
when she is thinking or fighting something out in her
own mind. Finally she said
this

That afternoon

I

was

let's have the bad news.
Have to work?'
admitted that I did and couldn't attend the
play, she consoled me, instead of my comforting her.
"They were so proud of me, and that helped a lot.
They would rave over me to their kiddie friends and
the whole family would troupe to see the pictures in
which I appeared. It gave me a glorious feeling that,

"'Well,

When

I

in their eyes at least, I

"And

was

perfect.

pride is even greater to-day.
Though
the daughters of many prominent motion-picture people attend her school
Cecilia De Mille, Margaret De
Mille and others
Frances is often envied because her
mother is Irene Rich, and that makes her mighty
that

—

—

happy."

You

see

in

the

fifteen-year-old

Frances a different

type of girl from the average of her age.
Tall and
straight, short blond hair pushed back from a high
forehead, level eyes, resolute jaw, firm little mouth
from which words issue very precisely in a slightly
husky voice she is, at first glance, unusual. She has
a capable, definite way about her.

—

jane

is

still

pretty

much

of a baby

— whom

Frances

humors and reprimands in maternal fashion.
"Sometimes I think Frances must be the mother
and I the daughter," Irene mused. "Of course, I was
married so very young, and she had tests
hood that developed her resourcefulness.

in
I

her child-

am

—

glad,

though, that everything has happened as it has
I am
still young enough to pal around with her and be more
like a sister than a mother to her.
"We're going to have great fun abroad this summer, the whole bunch of us.
I plan to leave them
over there for a few months of travel and study, but

Career

a

have to hurry back and get on the job. That
be another occasion," she laughed, but threading
the merry tone was a wist fulness, "when motherhood
will have to step aside for Miss Career
"Don't let any mother who has to support her children tell you all that about never permitting work
to interfere with motherhood's duties.
When you are
1

shall

will

earning their bread and butter, work must come first.
"So many times I've felt pulled two ways, so bewildered that I could not think and so simply followed
my instincts blindly. I guess God just gives mothers
the right instinct, to feel that a certain way is best.
"Have I failed or succeeded as a mother? That
is,
in the final analysis, much more important than
the question of success in my work.
And yet, in my
case, the former to an extent is dependent upon the
latter.
If I hadn't made good in my work, to put it
quite bluntly, we would have starved.
So I can say
with pardonable pride that success in my career has
enabled me to give my children health and educational

advantages.

"Has my work prevented my giving them other
things not equally important but essential to their development?
I would like to sav nobly that I have
fulfilled my obligations in every way, but I know that
I have had to neglect some of them.
I haven't been
able to give the children as much time and personal
care as mothers who have no interests outside the
home.

"When Jane was a little tot, my mother and Frances
would take care of her and I would undress her and
put her to bed in the evening. Once she looked up at
me, a smile spreading over her round, baby face, and
said, T got free muvvers
!'

"It hurt for a

moment

that she should think of her

grandmother and her sister as mothers.
But when
she hugged me tightly and added, T know which I love
best
I knew that I always would come first in her
!'

heart.

"Often I've tried to direct an inner searchlight on
myself and my problems, to see if I were really doing
what I should for my children. I have taught them
that my work is their best friend.
I know of several
instances where the mothers have complained of their
work for taking them away, and so the children have

hated it.
"Division

of energies prevents your giving your
very best to either undertaking.
Sometimes worry
over the children when they haven't been well has
shown in the poor quality of my work. Again, the
demands of my career have had priority. I know there
have been times when the children felt shut out beI
cause they could not share one side of my life.
have not permitted them to hang around the studio

—

—

and only allow them occasional visits now that they
are getting old enough to understand acting better.
Then they wanted me with them more than I could be.
"Sometimes when they would tell me about being
over to some youngster's house and watching her
mother bake cakes and cookies, I could see in their
eyes a wish that I would stay at home in a pink-andwhite apron and make cookies.
.

"I
I

couldn't hear their lessons many nights because
so tired and would have to go straight to
practical little Frances would say, 'Shucks,

would be

My

be°d.

we

want you to bother with our poky old lesShe would hear Jane's and, if she couldn't
wrestle with her own alone, would ask her granddon't

sons.'

mother's help.

"Perhaps
course

I

when

have made mistakes and taken the wrong
stood at a crossroads, with the sign
I
Continued on page 108
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A

Who Goes

Girl

May McAvoy

has decided that, for her, freedom
to choose the roles she wants means more than
money or stardom.

By

Caroline Bell

FORECASTING

the

of

orbits

our

stellar

lights is one of Hollywood's favorite indoor
Over mahogany desks men speak
sports.
shrewdly timing the shine of
cigars,
around their
luncheon chatter of smartly
the
star;
a glamorous
pointed
with comments on the
is
women
gowned
So-andinevitable waning of certain personalities.
so is slipping this one has something new, possible
Most actors present
of cultivation, and so on.
definite traits upon which rather accurate predic;

may be based.
"And what of May McAvoy ?" somebody

tion

and a

asks,

silence falls.

•'Well,

with

May

it's

hard

to

tell,"

one will

eventually try to put into words Hollywood's feeling of exasperation toward May. She is generally
accredited with that talent which borders upon
Occasionally her work glows with that
genius.
rare spark one feels annoyed that so seldom does
she attain the full measure of her capabilities. But
she is admitted to be very difficult to handle, and
doubly hard to present are her peculiar qualities.
"For one thing, she won't run true to form.
Temperamental.
Has opinions and ideas of her
own about things. Won't play a part unless she
thinks it suitable to her.
Snaps her fingers at
money. Shrugs aside contracts that any other girl
would grab in a twinkle.
"Besides, where does May belong in pictures?
She has a little bit of several things, and yet she
is not distinctly any one."
May's unwillingness to conform to rules is familiar in studio circles and is one of the two reasons
She
responsible for her peculiar ups and downs.
disagreed with Paramount over the stories bought
for her.
She refused to bob her hair to play the
The
flapper heroine of De Mille's "Adam's Rib."
Two weeks later she
part did not appeal to her.
took a notion to bob.
She bought back her unexpired contract from
Paramount that she might have freedom in
choosing her roles. Recently she turned down
a long contract at a weekly salary of five
;

;

thousand

dollars,

Metro-Gold-

tendered by

wyn-Mayer.
"It

is

wanting

temperament in the sense of
show off," she one day explained

not
to

fully the reasons that I knew lay back
of her attitude.
"I don't want to quarrel
constantly, though, being Irish, I do get rebellious spells.
It is simply that /
know what is best for me. Trying
to go with the crowd very nearly put

more

me

out.

"The

best

opportunity

at

mount, of the sort for which

ParaI

am

was hardly more than a bit, in 'Kick
In.'
One scene, where I came laughing down
the stairs after my sweetheart had died, to
put the detectives off the trail, brought me
more praise than anything I have ever done.
fitted,

Continued on page 98
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Over the
Fanny the Fan

many

sings

a

of her favorite film

By The
She found to her horror in Paris that
people were expected to have four or
What
five fittings for a single dress.
right
hurried
a waste of time!
She
You
back to Madame Frances.
know, Frances always engages a
model who is exactly the size of any
customer who buys a lot of clothes.
Then the customer doesn't have to
stand for any fittings at all. Colleen
was so thrilled at this great, American
custom that she ordered clothes with
a lavish hand quite as though she had
never seen Paris.

"You know,
about

Colleen

turned.

I

I

was

just

thought

a

little

before

worried
she

Europe

re-

had

She cabled me that she
her.
was bringing home a lapdog named
Baby. I was afraid that it might be

changed

one of those awful Italian greyhounds about the size of a rat so I
pleaded with all the officials of the
port of New York to let me go down
on the cutter and board the boat at
quarantine, thinking I could throw
the offending animal overboard. And
when I boarded the Berengaria and
Colleen rushed to meet me, what
should I see but the sweetest, hugest
That's
St. Bernard you ever saw.
her idea of a lapdog.
"It looked for a while as though
Colleen would have to adopt the
butcher on the boat because the dog
was so fond of him, but we finally inPhoto by Henry

Waxman

Constance Bennett, one of the most beautiful and smartest

New

WELL,

York,

is

going abroad

gowned

waited for

me

"Somebody
ment of a film

settled

at

to ask,

"What

is?"

like that to take to the dog.
course, Colleen didn't do any of the things abroad
Cafes, race tracks, and all
that any one else would do.
nonexistent so far as she
simply
that sort of thing were
primarily to see the
went
over
She
was concerned.
Blarney
stone.
She acand
kiss
the
queen's doll house
and
you'll
admit
takes
right
it
latter
all
complished the

always asking what the

star

in

"Of

last,"

first requireor what sort of training she ought
to have. Now I know.
I'll offer my advice free just for
to-day, and then, who knows, I may start a correspondence school.
"Any film star ought to have experience as a professional shopper," she went on.
"I've survived shopping trips with Corinne Griffith, Virginia Valli, Carmelita
Geraghty, and Colleen Moore and really what those girls
buy in a day would stock a good-sized department store."
"Colleen Moore shopping here?" I asked incredulously.
"But what did she do abroad?"
"Remembered apparently that she was one-hundredper-cent American," Fanny retorted curtly. "Of course,
her customs declaration showed about four trunkfuls
of clothes, but that didn't stop her when she got here.
is

now

leen spent all her spare time ordering ice and electric fans and things

shortly.

Fanny remarked
authoritatively, as she slumped down in a
chair in her best imitation of Bebe Daniels and
that's

girls

duced them to part. Then the dog
had to be sent to a kennel because the
hotel wouldn't take him in and Col-

—

is

'

of nerve for a girl who has almost broken her
a
neck to hang by her heels down a high precipice just to
pay her respects to an old Irish custom. But the queen's
doll house wasn't on exhibition any more so she had to
console herself by going all through Paris and Switzerland buying marvelous miniature furniture and books
for her own doll's house.
"She offered a prize of five thousand dollars in London to the girl who wrote the most interesting letter tellWhen she read the letters she aling her ambitions.
most dissolved in tears, they were so pathetic. The girl
who won was blind, came of an awfully poor family, and
wanted some day to be a musician and give lessons to
poor girls like herself who couldn't afford to pay for
lot
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T eacups
sad song of farewell as
stars

forsake

New

York

Bystander

When

Colleen led her out on
the theater where the
award was to be made she was so
choked with emotion she couldn't
speak so she and the girl just clung
to each other and cried, and the audi"
ence cried and

them.

the stage of

"A fine time was had by all," I
helped her out. "I suppose you wish
that you could have been there."
"Colleen made a lot of scenes in
London for 'We Moderns,' her next
picture. Trafalgar Square, the House
of Lords, Buckingham Palace, and a
lot of places every one wants to see
were used as backgrounds. One day,
as she was coming home from work,
traffic was stopped at the gates of
Buckingham Palace and she saw the
queen just starting out for her afternoon drive.
Of course, she was
thrilled to death.
She says that the
reports of the queen's dowdy hats
have been grossly exaggerated. She
the queen is charming
Oh, yes and she saw
Queen Marie of Roumania at the

insists

looking.

that

—

theater one night in Paris.
" she
"And that reminds me
began.
"Don't let it remind you of any one
but Colleen," I insisted. "There are
a lot more things I want to know.
Did she bring home any new fads?"
"Of course." Fanny looked at me
as though I were not quite bright.
"The most interesting one is that
Photo by Pach Brothers
she doesn't wear a particle of makeup.
Fanny is hoping
You have no idea how startling
and smart it looks. The other one
may cause. a lot of trouble if news of
it gets around.
It's the latest fad in
Paris to have your features painted on white silk handkerchiefs.
Some artist gave a lot of them to Colleen,
and I suppose now fans will be writing asking for them
instead of ordinary photographs.
"Colleen signed a new contract with First National
soon after she landed here. Of course, she got a big
advance in salary, her pictures have been so popular.
And her husband, John McCormick, is going to supervise her productions in the future.
That's what she
wanted most.
He knows picture production so thoroughly she knows she can rely on his judgment.
"The executives of First National gave a dinner party
Of
for her the night before she left for California.
course, they all made speeches lauding her to the skies,
and one and all they praised her for being the same unassuming girl she was when she started in pictures.
Over and over the phrase recurred that she 'had kept her
feet on the ground.'
At about the tenth repetition of this
noble sentiment she leaned over and remarked that they
were so tired she couldn't get 'em off if she wanted to.

to

have the exquisite Alice Joyce back

in

New

York when she

finishes "Stella Dallas" on the Coast.

"Carmelita Geraghty and Virginia Villi passed Colmidocean and sent her a radio gloating because
they were going to Germany to make a picture.
Carmelita was so thrilled over going abroad that for two
days before sailing she was walking around in a daze.
She went into a hosiery store and casually asked for felt
leen in

sport hats and didn't show the slightest surprise when
the saleslady showed her jeweled garters.
"I don't know what effect the Paris styles will have
on Virginia. She isn't daring enough to wear some of
She had to buy an ankle bracelet to
the styles here.
wear in the Thomas Meighan picture she made just before she left and she hated to go into a store to ask for
Corinne
it so she got Corinne Griffith to go with her.
bought one and wore it all the time, but Virginia never

appeared with hers.
"Constance Bennett is going abroad as soon as she
finishes her next picture, but why she goes I can't see.
She's the most beautiful and smartest gowned girl to be
seen anywhere in New York now that Corinne is gone.
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"Don't you know any good news

?" I

asked despair-

ingly.

\
"Wonderful!' Fanny gasped.
"At last Blanche
Sweet is coming East to make a picture. And Gloria
Swanson is coming home. And maybe Alice Joyce

come back when she finishes
"By the way, when 'Headlines'

will

Dallas.'

'Stella

released all the
newspaper women in the country ought to give Alice
a vote of thanks. She plays a girl reporter and she
doesn't wear mannish clothes or carry a notebook or

cower in front of the

city editor.

is

much

It is

most

the

interesting picture she has made since her comeback.
She looks glorious and if you don't cry over some of
her scenes you aren't human."

"Maybe

not," I admitted, "I'd rather laugh."
rest of the public," Fanny
burst out excitedly.
"You don't want to give these
I suppose you'd
girls a chance to do serious acting.
even rather see Dorothy Gish play comedy."
"I would," I insisted stubbornly.
"Oh, well," Fanny sighed, as though the case were
hopeless.
"Fortunately Dorothy can do that without
half trying. In Dick Barthelmess' next picture she has
a chance to be both funny and sad.

"You're just as bad as the

"And

that reminds

me

— Dorothy made a

tests for that picture so as to get her

lot of film

make-up and

cos-

tumes just right.
Through some mistake they got
mixed in with tests of girls who were trying out for
parts.
C. C. Burr, producer of the Johnny Hines pictures, took a look at them when they were looking for
a leading woman. Most of the tests were terrible, but
he got all enthusiastic over one of them.
Of course,
it was Dorothy's.
"Do you know who reminds me a lot of Dorothy?
Little Violet de Barros
only you mustn't call her that
any more. She has changed her name to Mary Milnor.
She has been using the new name for just three months
and she has gone further than she went with the old
one in three years. Maybe it is numerology that helped

—

her; maybe it's just luck. Anyway she has a big part
in 'Play Ball,' the picture written by John McGraw,
and she had the fun the other day of being married
right on the home plate out
at the Polo Grounds.
"Of course, it was about

day

New

Photo by Kenneth Alexander

the

Dorothy Gish will be able to please all her fans
by being both funny and sad in ''The Beautiful
City" opposite Dick Barthelmess.

York had ever known and

hottest

that

everything
wilted,
including the bridal
veil. As luck would

have it every one
has been making the
most strenuous
scenes
these
hot

always hate to catch a glimpse of
Constance Bennett at the end of a
hot, tired day.
She always looks so
crisp and smart and as though it
didn't take any effort on her part to
I

Bebe
had to
decks on an
liner for two

Dan-

days.
iels

scrub
ocean

look beautiful.
"The next one to go is Nita Naldi.
She is going to make Ibahez's 'Queen

Hope Hampton

under the direction
of John Robertson. Even Bebe Dan-

mas

has
been making Christ-

Calafia' in Spain

scenes.
She
had the bright idea
one hot day last

forsaking us after all her
promises to stay in New York. She
is going to make 'Martinique' in Cal-

iels

is

ifornia.

As

I

recall

the leading role was
otic native girls.

"Bebe

girls."

the studio.
At
the last minute she
simply couldn't bear
to

taking about ten trunkfuls of new clothes with her.
I am
afraid she won't be as popular as she
used to be when she was dressed by
talent

week of giving a
Christmas party and
inviting every one

on

the stage,
one of those exit

is

just

like

the rest

days.

of

the

home

Hollywood

At

last Blanche

ing East

to

Sweet

make a

is

com-

picture.
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have a nice big evergreen tree cut down for the
ceremonies so she just had them decorate an oldNo one had any wraps to hangfashioned hall tree.
on it anyway, so what did it matter?
"Her press-agent wanted everything to be informal
so when Hope's beautiful new blue limousine went
down to the ferry to meet the guests he hung on it a
sign reading, 'This bus goes to Hope Hampton's party.'
'"Everything about the party was a great success ex-

to

to leave at eight o'clock so as to
beauty sleep."
her
go home and get
others it wouldn't harm," I conknow
some
"And I
tributed gayly, but what's the use of trying to correct
Fanny's ways at this late date? Fanny was staring

Hope had

cept that

across the

room

intently.

you ever saw," she began, and I
joined her in staring at a petite blonde .with big blue
eyes, "has been here getting some marvelous gowns
She is going back
designed by Charles Le Maire.
Universal
pictures."
West to appear in some more
name,"
suggested.
I
"You might tell me her

"The

prettiest girl

"Oh, don't you know? It's Margaret Ouimby. She
used to be in the Music Box Revue and then she
danced at the El Fey Club. Just because she is great
doing the Charleston they plan to put her in dancing
but any time they want a wild- West heroine they
She hadn't been out at Universal
can just use her.
more than a week or two when the cowboys had made
a great stunt rider of her. After all, what is more daring than the Charleston?"
There won't be a good answer to that until some one
starts a new dance craze, so I didn't attempt to answer.
But just wait until you see Aileen Pringle in "Dance
Madness." I have an idea that the answer will be
at

roles,

there.

Fanny seemed

"Had

read

to

my

thoughts.

from Aileen the other day," she remarked, "and there doesn't seem to be any hope of her
coming to New York for a picture. She's unhappy
over it, too, because her two best friends, Gloria Swanson and Dorothy Mackaill, are both on their way East.
Gloria's going to make 'Stage Struck' here and Dora letter

going to play 'The
Perhaps you can
imagine her as a savage,
Speaking of
but I can't.
Gloria
do you re-

othy

is

Savage.'

—

member when HarSeton played
with her in 'Zaza?'

old

writing

or

there

about pic-

tures for

Hope Hampton had the right idea of giving
a July Christmas party, so she did.

"In a way it is selfish for players
to go on the stage where only New
Yorkers see them. James Kirk wood
and Lila Lee are going to continue

When he isn't summering in Newport
and writing about
society

Photo by Strauss-Peyton

Picture-

Play

writing
or
verses or acting on
'the stage, he lends
an air of aristocracy to movies. But
I'm afraid he's deserting pictures for
He has
a while.
signed with David
Belasco to play in
support of E. H.

Sothern on the
stage next season.

on the stage, you know. Of course,
Mr. Kirkwood is making a picture
with Griffith now, but in the fall he
and Lila will be too busy playing
Toe' to think of anything else. At
least, that will take Lila out of 'The
Bride Retires' and that's something.
But I don't suppose that Toe' will
be just a nice, wholesome play for
the whole family."

"And

since

when has

wholesomeness

some alarm.

hit

this craze for
I asked in

you?"

"And why?"

"Because lately"— and she smiled
plays have
nice
"the
confidingly
wicked
the
been interesting and

—

ones dull."
so
CarmeV.ta Geraghty was
thrilled at going abroad that she
walked around

in

a daze before

orrillnrr
bailing.

Photo bv Edwin
Bower Hes3er

But figuring that just one very dull, wholesome picture might bring her back to normal
Waters."
I hurried her away to see "Rugged
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Soft Music, Please
No

trumpets or loud-voiced ballyhoo is 'needed in introducing Virginia Valli. She comes, you see, and are conquered.
fanfare of

By Helen Klumph

OF

the girls in motion pictures the one who
to be having the best time out of it all is
Virginia Valli.
Her struggles for success (incandescent chuckles of laughter from Virginia as she
reads that) have not made her world-weary or disillusioned fame has not brought her any diffidence about
going out in public where people are wont to stare unduly at celebrities, for Virginia is that lucky person
all

seems

;

is known to thousands but whose real
ignored in a crowd.
Virginia hasn't even that
dogged concentration on her own work and aims that
makes everything else seem unimportant. Her mental
mirror is tilted aslant so that it catches life's parade
rather than her own reflection.
Complete absorption in one's own work marks the
great artist, you may argue.
It also, and more often I
insist, merely makes egomaniacs.
And even at the risk
of never being considered as a great artist (more
laughter from Virginia
quite raucous and unladylike
this time) I daresay Virginia would prefer to retain her
sense of her own unimportance. It makes her such good
company. And you will admit that being overwhelmingly popular in this life has its advantages over being
considered great by posterity.
"Well," I can almost hear Virginia saying with a characteristic burst of glee, although she never really did
say it, "if I thought I was so good, life would be pretty
dull because I wouldn't be keen about seeing any one

whose photograph

self

is

—

else."

And

Virginia's life

is

just one enthusiasm after an-

other, enthusiasms as avid as those of

any enraptured

fan.

She was jubilant over having seen a performance of
"The Green Hat" in Chicago while en route to New
York, where I saw her.
"It was just gorgeous," she told me, "and when the
final curtain went down I was under its spell.
Then a
man I used to know came along and said, 'Well, Virginia, how does it feel to be a famous picture star?'
I
could have murdered him for bringing me back from
the sublime to the ridiculous."
Talk of "The Green Hat" brought us inevitably to
the subject of Alice Joyce, for she is the one who will
probably play it on the screen. Alice is Virginia Valli's
current enthusiasm. She was her favorite star years ago
before Virginia went into pictures and now that she
knows her she likes her even better. Even as this interview progressed we were walking down Fifth Avenue to
the hairdresser's where Alice gets her hair cut her bob
has long been the envy and despair of most of the girls
Avho see her and that afternoon, not having to work,
she was going to see Alice in "The Little French Girl."
At the hairdresser's we chortled "Such is fame !" in
girlish glee as the stolid attendant addressed her as "Miss
Kelly," "Miss Fuller," and any other name that came
handy.
And Virginia did not even sob out that her
eyelashes were all her own and perfectly natural when
she was requested to wash the mascaro off them so that
it wouldn't run in her eyes. She seems to have no pet

—

—

vanities.

In my "Guidebook to People Meeting Motion-Picture
Stars" (Adv.), which hasn't been written and probably
never will be, one of the first rules will be always to
condone with the star over the dreadful, unworthv ve-

company has given her. It is an easy
aid to conversation, and almost invariably inspires the
star to confide her troubles to you.
But don't try it
with Virginia.

hicles that her

"Once I complained about the stories Universal^ was
giving me," A r irginia told me, "and they politely asked

me

had any

Of

—

course, I hadn't. Say"
laughter
"if I knew anything about stories I wouldn't be in pictures.
I'd be
writing. And then how high hat I'd be!"
"Not on what a writer earns,"- 1 reproved her.
if I

to suggest.

—and her voice rippled with

"Oh, yes. Money wouldn't matter then. It wouldn't
be the accepted standard of success."
As you see, Virginia has her illusions.
Virginia is a Universal star but she loves to go a-visiting at the other studios, and Universal lets her do it
every now and then. She made a First National picture
called "The Lady Who Lied," just after finishing
"Siege" at the Universal old homestead, and then to her
great joy she was sent to New York to play opposite
Thomas Meighan in "The Man Who Found Himself."
"It's a good thing I get sent here once in a while.
I don't realize what a hick I am until I get here and
have nothing suitable to wear in New York. Out home
we wear such comfortable things, sports clothes and light
dresses, but here you don't feel as though you could go
out on the street without a wrap of some sort on. And
it is so intolerably hot.
I want to go back to California
where the nights are cool and where people don't sit up
in cabarets and night clubs talking until all hours of the
morning.
"But clothes! Wait until you see what I wear in
Famous Players have had Gilbert Clark
this picture.
move his whole dressmaking establishment over to the

So now he not only makes lovely clothes, he
us how to wear them."
Virginia still gets a great thrill out of seeing her name
in electric lights even though she has been a star for
some time. Opportunely, the Piccadillv Theater was
running "The Price of Pleasure" when she arrived in
town, so when she had nothing else to do she could walk
down Broadway seeing her name emblazoned in lights.
Fortunately, too, the critics had all liked her work so
they could have met her without any constraint, but
Virginia is diffident about meeting people upon whom
she feels she ought to make a good impression for the
One has to meet her through the
sake of business.
medium of friends, as I was fortunate enough to, if one
is ever to penetrate beyond a polite, rather aloof shell.
She has learned a lot about acting in pictures in the'
last two vears, but she has not yet learned to act like a
Let us hope she never will.
personage in real life.
Virginia is such a good audience.
In parting, she didn't ask me to see her next picture
and tell her what I really thought of it; she didn't murmur, "I'll hope in the future to live up to all the nice
things you have said about me." or any of the other airy
pleasantries that players who have just been interviewed
are wont to indulge in. Characteristically she remarked,
"Do you know Nita Naldi? She's just great. I'll get
her to have luncheon with its some day next week."
So you can just mark Virginia down on your records
as a charming star on the screen, and good company off.
If I knew of a nicer compliment I would pay it to her.
studio.
tells

THERE

is nothing spectacular about Virginia Yalli,
but she has a girlish, unaffected charm that wins
you immediately, as Helen Klumph shows in the story on
the opposite pagel

rho<ofoT

AILEEN PRINGLE

abandons some of her impressive
dignity in her latest picture, "The Mystic " and appears in the colorful and somewhat hoydenish role of a
•

fake traveling mystic.

W.

V. Seel»

PATSY RUTH

MILLER

is still young and carefree enough to feel that tragedy must be awfully interesting.
So, failing the real thing, she wears this expression suggestive of hidden sorrows.

Tiolo by A »>ii>

THOUGH

she has always had a delicate rhythm of
movement, delightful to watch, it wasn't until her
last two pictures that Carol Dempster convinced everyone that she was an unusually fine actress, too.
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Claire Windsor wotrld be
European honeymoon with Bert
Lytell very soon, for the hard-working Claire has been
farmed out again to an independent company.

IT

doesn't look as though

able

to

take

her

40
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Pboto by Ruth Harriet Lfioise

HER
wood

travels over, Julanne Johnston is

now

in

Holly-

working on her first American-made picture
since "The Thief of Bagdad." You will see her shortly
in "The Big Parade."

—
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Ben Lyon has

the boyish characteristics of the average

He

young American.

into the ocean at

is

shown here trying

to inveigle

Anna

Q. Nilsson

Santa Monica beach.

The Face That

Thrills

What

does it matter that the pictures Ben Lyon has played in have not been particularly
Theater managers demand him and fans by the thousand write to him weekly.
good?

By Helen Klumph

WELL,"
and

You
and challenged the world to keep me down,
said Ben Lyon, squaring his shoulders
man.
it.
just
an
average
I'm
striving to appear philosophical as he read
nothing
to
see, there's
Born in Pennsylvania, educated like almost anythe reviews of "So Big," one and all of which
That
body, no strange hobbies or original ideas.
agreed that his performance was terrible, "it doesn't look
as though I'd have much chance of becoming the finest
doesn't make a front-page story."
"Maybe it does," I insisted.
actor on the screen.
But no one
"It might be encouraging to other
can wrest from me the title of beBY REQUEST
average young men to know that
ing the worst. That's something."
When eight or ten girls wrote to Helen
they, too, might rise to getting
The air of nonchalant bravado
with which he said that was the
most obvious bit of acting Ben
Lyon ever did. It made him
seem quite likable, that boyish "I
don't care," when obviously he
did care awfully.

was some months after that
meeting that I sent word to Ben
that I wanted to see him and Ben
It

suggested
gardens at

obligingly

that

the
Japanese
the RitzCarlton was a nice place to go
for tea. But by the time we met
there the idea had occurred to
Ben that I had an ulterior mothat
tive in wanting to see him
I was going to interview him or

—

something

"Now

Klumph and asked her if she knew Ben
Lyon and begged her to tell about him,
she answered them personally. But when

a thousand mash
Anyway,
week.

the letters accumulated all over her desk
when baskets were heaped high with them
and drawers were overflowing she decided
to answer them through the pages of this
magazine.
Perhaps an actor is never quite himself
when talking to an interviewer, for the in=
terviewer's stand is located somewhere be=
tween the squawk room at the studio
where he airs his grievances against his
company, and the confessional where he
admits his shortcomings. So, through her
eyes one sees him not as a- hero, but rather
as an earnest young man trying to get
ahead.
Here is Ben Lyon, seen without any
rose=co!ored glasses.

wants

—

tell

and try

to write a story
"It's an
sincerity.

about me,"

awful job.
he urged with apparent
There isn't a single outstanding fact in my whole life.
I've never been very rich or very poor; I've never
fought against adversity or been favored with a break
of wonderful luck; I've never been kidnaped or shangNobody
haied or even carried a message to Garcia.
scorned or repressed me until I squared my shoulders

every
public

you're like."

public," he jeered.

"Now

one."

Ben Lyon

tall and thin and
and has a jaunty,
nonchalant air that is seldom seen

rather

is

sleek

clothing advertiselooks absurdly young
for one with such bodily poise.
And he has that confiding, ingenuous manner that is so devastating to young girls and old

outside

of

ments.

He

ladies.
It would take
and a Tarkington
tice.

like that.

don't go

I'll

know what

to

"My

notes

your

He

is

the

a
to

little

Leyendecker
do him jusboy who has

and acquired a manner of sophistication without the sophistication itself.
A young boulevardier, no more earnest or studious or introspective
than the leader of your college glee club, out for a good
time and finding it.
"I'm going to have a great time to-morrow," he told
me proudly. "I'm going to announce the fights up in
Boston. They're for the benefit of the sanitarium up at

gone

to the big city

—
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The Face That
The mayor's going

Saranac.

Mathewson."

to be

there and Christy
in his tone.

There was considerable awe

outs
iard

Thrills
among

the juveniles; the romantic, sloe-eyed Span-

Young America's

he-man of the great open spaces, and the
wholesome, powerfully sincere young man the type of

to

which Dick Barthelmess

order to converse with Ben.
And, he isn't in the least blase about personages in

then along came Ben.
nor
particularly simple or wholesome.
He has had no one
striking success and yet he has built up tremendous popularity.
His one bit of luck was plaving in "Flaming

idols are his idols.
You wouldn't have
familiarize yourself with obscure Continental philosophers or even the works of George Jean Nathan in

pictures.

known Norma Shearer

nearly seven years," he
with a proud air of "I knew her when." She
is a great girl.
A lot of people out in Hollywood don't
understand her because she keeps to herself so much
and doesn't accept invitations to parties. She has always been like that, though. She is naturally very quiet.
But instead of accepting that fact, lots of people think
"I've

told

she

me

is

snobbish.

"The

work with in a picture is Colleen
such a marvelous trouper that she makes
the work of every one with her easy.
The only time I
ever cried real tears over anything was a scene I did
with her in 'So Big.' We used to have great times when
we were working together. We'd make up stories and
act them out for our own amusement.
She enters so
whole-heartedly into anything like that, you're hypnotized for the moment into thinking the things are really
happening.
"I'd love to make a picture with Corinne Griffith."
And then we both raved. Corinne affects the people
who know her best that way.
It might have been the young hero of "Seventeen"
speaking a callow youth longing for the moon, not an
actor whom the star in question would be only too glad
to have in her cast.
Incidentally, Ben played "Seventeen" on the road for two years and the lead in "Mary
the Third" throughout its Broadway run.
Either he
Moore.

girl I love to

She

is

—

the parts perfectly or the roles affected him in his
formative years.
"It will be nice to be starred but if I can't have good

fits

pictures that will get me into the best theaters, I'd rather
go back to playing in support of Gloria."
Again, an air of romantic longing.
When Gloria married the Marquis de la Falaise de la
Coudray, Ben was one of the troupe of her adorers who
did not send her mere conventional congratulations.
"Please advise," he cabled. "Always thought a marquee was something out in front of a theater."
One never hears tales of Ben's fiery temperament or
freakish interests. Passing comment on him usually begins, "Ben pulled a good one the other day."
I am not quite sure that the things he says really are
clever, but they seem amusing when he says them. There
is a humorous twist to his mouth and a beguiling twinkle
in his eye as he talks.

Ben's tremendous vogue upset all the dope of the
motion-picture seers for this past year.
They had decided that there were three types of box-office knock-

;

the

—

the sole representative.
Neither foreign, athletic,

is

Youth."
the astute Samuel Goldwyn who introduced
to pictures in the first "Potash and PerlmutFirst National gave him a long contract as soon

It was
Ben Lyon

ter."

as they

saw

his

work

in that,

and he has been playing

in their pictures ever since, except for brief excursions

Lasky's when he
Gloria Swanson.

to

played opposite

Pola Negri and

His next picture will be "The Pace that Thrills," an
automobile-racing picture.
But I am sure that girls
change it to "The Face that Thrills."
His last picture was "Winds of Chance," which took
him out into the wilds of western Canada.
"Frank Lloyd gave me a great idea. At least, I hope

will

turns out to be a great idea. He told me to smile all
through the picture, take things light-heartedly. Maybe
you think that isn't a change. Why I've been going
through my pictures scowling and frowning and acting
all harrowed as though life was real and earnest and I
was such a prig I just couldn't bear it. Probably I've
mugged all over the place.
"Now I suppose I'll go to the other extreme and act
so carefree I'll look as though I had nothing to do with
it

Oh, well—the

the plot.

They always

critics will tell

me

the worst.

do."

know who

with Ben in
his picture, but
were
you could have my chance
he
asking.
As
drove
for the
me home from the Ritz
through the maelstrom of New York's late afternoon
traffic he showed a blissful disregard for onrushing
Neither his flow of conversatrucks that was titanic.
And he
tion nor his car stopped for traffic officers.
played the accelerator with a jazz rhythm.
"Come on up to the studio some day," he suggested.
"Maybe you'll like my fighting better than my acting.
We've imported a coming champion lightweight from
the Coast. He's playing in the picture and boxing with
me every day.
I'll send my
"Just call me up when you can come.
car for you.
I'll send my chauffeur," he added, apparently noting my misgivings.
"I have a chauffeur," he
continued, "and a valet, a secretary, a chef, and a trainer.
Just one man but different caps."
I have a feeling that deep down in his heart Ben believes he is getting away with murder.
Perhaps he is.
But, anyway, the girls love it.
I

don't

will ride in the car

if it

I,

MORE COMEDIES!
By Edith

(~)UR

radio

is

on the

The phonograph

blink,

squeaks
Old "lizzie's" tires are ragged and
still

The radiator leaks.
Though rent is due, and
I'm one

The

who

still

bills are, too,

contends

world's all bright and sunny if
You've got some movie friends

And

Pierce

There's Harold Lloyd, and

And Langdon's

Doug McLean,

awful nice
not
I wouldn't do without 'em
For any sort of price.
To grin when most you want to cuss,
On this your luck depends

And

—

so I say, life's brighter

if

You've got some movie friends

A

scene from "The Goose

Woman,"

the production not yet released, in which Louise Dresser
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By Katherine Lipke

1

Q

ever, she soon discovered that she was as completely buried, as far as fame went, as if
she had gone into an intended seclusion.
Pauline Frederick persuaded her to
jS%

enter pictures and she appeared several times with her. The thought of
being able to live here with her
mother, whom she adores, and still
have a career, made her enthusiastic about remaining in the films.
But alas, for long weary months
the films did not seem to be enj

thusiastic about her.
She appeared in one or two inone in "The City
teresting roles

\

comedy

any of the popular
Now Louise has been neither in
nor yet again in hiding.
She has
lines to

trying to

make

a place for herself

said to give a startlingly

Louise Dresser, after considerable discouragement, has
at last won an excellent contract and a reputation for
vivid acting through her role in "The Goose Woman."

THE

tale of Cinderella is simply a fairy
story to the children of the world,
but its note of reality is brought
home quite frequently to those of us
who have seen the chimney corner become the ballroom overnight, fully
equipped with a prince and a glass
slipper.
All of which easily brings
j
the subject around to Louise DresJ
ser, who is now busily engaged in
|g
balancing the glass slipper on the
|f|
end of her toe after two years of
ll
discouragement in film chimney
corners.
To many of the film fans the
I
appearance- of Louise Dresser in
the dramatic-featured role of "The
Goose Woman," soon to be released
by Universal, means just a new find
in the screen world.
But to those
who have known and loved the stage
for years and have laughed at season
after season of comedies, Louise Dresser
In New York her
means a great deal.
name is as well known and loved as the handclasp of a friend and many have wondered during the last two years just where she has been
and why "the best song feeder on Broadway"
was introducing no more songs, nor feeding

is

Jack Pickford appears as her son.

performance.

—

That Never Sleeps" and another
in "To the Ladies"
and each time
she graced them with distinction.
However, many months went by

—

when

she didn't even get a chance

Directors praised
do anything.
her acting and having praised it settled back and did nothing.
Finally, just as she was busy shouting
to

Louise Dresser as the

"They shall not pass !" to
ment imps and was in the

a lot of discourag-

act of packing her
trunks to go back to New York, Clarence
Goose Woman," at the
Brown chose her for the featured lead in "The
height of her career.
As soon as the
Goose Woman." _ Voila
heads of Universal saw the picture in a procomedians.
jection room, they rushed Louise into an office and
China, nor Europe,
signed her up on a three-year contract, which stipulates
ollywood
been in
How- that she will play only featured leads.
in pictures

opera singer

in

"The

!

H

1

A

4G

Mature Cinderella
her drunken
at
Although the camera was not
grinding and it was lunch time on the
•set, the atmosphere was terrifically
real.
And the fact that Louise wore
no make-up added to the impression.
Her clothes were an accumulation
of all the old rags in Hollywood, and
discrepancies were repaired by large
and flourishing safety pins. Her hair
was straggling, her finger nails torn
And on her feet were
and dirty.
ragged shoes.
Behind this costume Louise herself

experienced

have

state.

put

the

fervor

characterization

of

which evidently pierced the screen,
for not once in the whole picture was
And, though it had
there a retake.
been planned to have a glimpse of
her operatic career inserted for realism, Clarence Brown found he did
not need to, for the whole story of
her dramatic past was visualized in
the face of Louise as she told her
story to the son.

Louise Dresser hasn't seen the picture yet herself. She did not go into
the projection room and she refuses
to catch one glimpse of it until the
Superstition ? Perhaps. At
release.
any rate, she is sitting tight, praying
she
that the public will like it and

—

is

keeping up her singing.
That is the key note

of

Louise

Dresser, I feel. The rest of the film
folk may shout enthusiastically about
her film recognition her future sucbut Louise, with set mouth,
cess
goes on doing vocal exercises to keep
her voice in trim just in case the
picture and those which follow it are
not successful.
No sitting back on the thought of
Absolutely
the nice things to be.
often the
has
She
known
too
not
swift turning of the wheel of circumstance from failure to success and
back again, to take anything for

—

—

—

!

granted.
radiant person

A

Photo by

W.

Louise Dresser

K Seely

is

a radiant person.

She looks warm and softly sweet, but
and her blue eyes hold a

the glint of determination glimmers through all the softness

challenge of power.

would seem that Louise Dresser's career as a
is just in its first flush of youth.
She
is apparently on the receiving end of success, and the
strange thing is that it has come through an amazingly
real portrayal of dirt and the sodden dregs of woman-

So

it

picture personage

hood.

The picture, as is probably known, deals with a former
grand-opera singer who, through the loss of her lover,
sinks into drunken decay.
Her hatred for her son and
her love of notoriety lead her to weave a story of a murder which practically condemns him. And most of the
film takes place on the filthy goose farm where the

woman

lives.

Louise Dresser loved the role and she threw herself
into it with a fervor which made the disreputable woman
seem shudderingly real. I saw her out on the old farm
one da} and I give you my word, I felt much the same
horror that former friends of the Goose Woman must
-

— Louise Dresser.

There is that thrill of energy and
magnetism about her which made her
so successful with

Lew

Fields, with

George Cohan, with De Wolfe Hopper, and caused such a popular riot
She looks warm and softlyin "Potash and Perlmutter."
sweet, but the glint of stern determination and fight
glimmers through all the softness and the blue eyes meet
yours with a challenge of power.
Louise has fought her way about since a youngster,
when she did nine shows a day in a cheap music hall in
tights
just a scared kid away from her mother for the
first time.
The fight started then and it hasn't ended yet.
And, as she looks around at the girls of to-day who
have had things smoothed over for them and made easy,
she is doubly glad that she was thrown on her own when
a small girl to struggle for, to fight for. and to find the
ideas and ideals which have made for her happiness and
a measure of contentment.
The glass slipper is balancing gayly from the extreme
end of her toe at present, and we who know and love
Louise Dresser are hoping that it will fit securely on her
and wear well.
foot

—

—

—
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Growing

Up

with the Stars

The younger motion-picture fans are fortunate in being
by year, the child players of their
more mature actors and actresses.
into
develop
ages
own
able to watch, year

By Harold Seton

THERE
joyed by

are many pleasures consciously enthe film fans, such as seeing old
favorites in new productions and witnessing
But a pleasure
the progress of the newcomers.
that the younger generation is unconsciously enjoying is that of growing up with the stars!
The boys and girls who nowadays delight in

the films exploiting Jackie Coogan, Baby Peggy
and Ben Alexander may, unless the Fates decree
otherwise, grow up with these young Thespians,
and gain a special satisfaction in so doing, experiencing something akin to the bond in common with

Lila Lee,

schoolmates and college chums.

now

starring in a sophisti-

stage farce, as

cated

she

looked

years ago when she first became
a movie star.

of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
observed with such interest, just as Buster Collier has already been seen emerging from
roles of boyhood to those of young manhood.

The advancement

will be

Those

plays heroines, and
wife
and
a mother, is reis shown as a
membered in girlish characterizations.
film fans are a sentimental lot, as
is shown by our letters to the editor, expressing our admiration and affection for
this star or that, and our rushing loyally
to their defense when caustic
Lila

Lee,

who now

as an ingenue

We

have been made.
So the younger generation,
brought up on "Our Gang,"
will still take a sympathetic

criticisms

"gangsters"
in
the
the respective members
are portraying adult roles.
An older generation will
realize the truth of my contheir
recalling
tention
in
pleasure in now witnessing
performances participated in
interest

when

in

were surprised
"Classmates."

to see her

dinger, a star of the legitimate stage,
with particular pride if they remember him as a boy in "Little Lord

Those who

Fauntleroy."

like

vaude-

reminiscent when
ville
shows
viewing Eva Tanguay, for she too
played Lord Fauntelroy.
Elsie Janis, now a star of interas
popularity,
is
recalled
national

wax

" Little"
Ben
Alexander is
now a
husky

Little Elsie, and Laura Hope Crews,
a well-known leading lady, starred as
Editha in "Editha's Burglar" while
The highly esteemed
still a tiny tot.

juvenile,

and

who remember Madge Evans

like this,

is

being
starred
in two-

Julia

reel

Marlowe

toured,

when

a child,

with a juvenile "Pinafore" company,
starting as a sailor boy in the Gilbert

pictures.

&

Sullivan opera.
great Mrs. Fiske, one of the

The

by actors and actresses they
have watched through fifteen,
twenty, twenty-five and thirty
Patrons of the spoken
years.
drama applaud Wallace Ed-

foremost actresses in America, began
stage
career at the age of three, when
her
she played the Duke of York in Shakespeare's
drama "Richard III.," and the illustrious
Maude Adams, who later created the role of
Peter Pan, was carried on the stage as an
infant of nine months, in "The Lost Child."
During the lifetime of the late Wallace
Reid, that delightful actor had no more enthusiastic followers among the film fans than
those who had noted his progress through the
years, and could remember him as a child
actor in various productions, beginning with
"Slaves of Gold," in 1896, when Wally was
only five years of age.

Richard Barthelmess starred in "New
playgoers were interested in noting
old
Toys,"
that the mother role was enacted by Bijou
Fernandez, who is remembered as a child acFurthermore, her mother, the late Mrs.
tress.
E. L. Fernandez, was a well-known theatrical
agent a generation ago, specializing in the
placing of children with productions.
We, who have been film fans for ten or

When

Virginia Lee Corbin
into one

grew from

of the smartest
ingenues

this

and busiest

in pictures.

Wesley Barry, the "freckled kid," is
big enough to play a naval

now

cadet in "The Midshipman,"

Novarro's

newest

Ramon

picture.

Continued on page 110
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Among

Those

Brief sketches of some of the

A

Coming Star

even a
WITHOUT
and knowing

test for photographic qualities
absolutely nothing of movies,
Robert Ames was signed by Cecil De Mille on a
five-year contract.
It is not De Mille's customary policy
to take such chances, but perhaps his trained eye saw in
Ames undoubted picture possibilities.
Ames came West to star in "Kelly's Vacation" and was
seen by De Mille, and tendered the contract.
"I had no thought of going into pictures," he said.
"My life had been wrapped up in the theater. I don't
suppose I've seen more than twenty-five movies. To be
frank, the money interested me, but now that I'm getting familiar with the work it strikes me that there is a
lot more to this so-called new art than I thought before."

has a jovial Irish face and might pass for Tom
He started in stock while still in school. He
played in "The Squaw Man" and other old favorites
and, season after season, was seen in "The Great Divide,"
"Come Out of the Kitchen," and other Henry Miller
Later he was Ethel Barrymore's leading man in
plays.
"Declasse," Francine Larrimore's in "Nice People," a
role in which he was followed by Rod La Rocque, and
was with Otis Skinner in "Pietro."
During his road tours he became quite a popular matinee
idol over the country and De Mille predicts that in a year
or so he will be equally a favorite with movie audiences.

Ames

Moore.

Photo oy Fearaall

Succeeding to the Social Throne

From Convent to

FOR

"Scandals"

her

IF

De

Kate

is of Miss Lester's type, regal,
white-haired, patrician. Robes of velvet, ropes
of pearls, diamond tiaras these accompany the
cool scorn with which she rules the screen

—

Mille's

stock company.
She had made
plans to take the veil but
from somewhere came the siren
call of the
footlights and she

drawing-room.

For years she and Miss Lester had been

directly

the

of the queenly matron.
Two weeks before her death Miss
Lester made a prophetic remark,
though at the time it was tinged with
Arranging an ornament for
humor.
Mrs. Hale, she said laughingly to the
group about the studio set, "Isn't she

trance into Ziegfeld's "Follies" in
1922-23.
The shadow drama beckoned
and she traveled to the West Coast to
work in a Paul Bern picture.
De
Mille drafted her for "The Golden

Bed" and also to appear
Dressmaker from Paris."

in

"The

Quiet, thoughtful, evidencing the
training she received in her convent
days, Jocelyn Lee takes her cinema
work seriously and declares the shadow
stage has won her forever from the
glamour of the footlights.
At any
rate, she is under a long-time contract

with

De

Mille.

many

pointers on the
art of acting their particular type of
characterization had been passed on to
the lesser-known actress by the one
without a peer in playing grande
dames. Often they appeared together,
usually with Mrs. Hale cast as a friend

very close friends, and

from a convent
George White "Scandals."
It was a long jump, a radical jump,
but her success in the "Scandals" was
so marked that she found easy enwent

Lester.

Mrs. Hale

all

into

time, an actress has chosen
From the grave,
successor.

first

own

practically, comes the dictum which has
given to Frona Hale the dais occupied with
such gracious and dignified charm by the late

Jocelyn Lee .hadn't possessed red hair and green
eyes and been so utterly bewitching that people stopped to
stare at her, she likely would be a
nun to-day instead of a motionpicture actress in Cecil

the

Photo by Howlett

If anything
a dead ringer for me?
ever happens to me, you make them
give her my place."
And after the tragedy that snuffed
out Kate Lester's life, people remembered Frona Hale, these words were
recalled and she was given several of
Miss Lester's roles.
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Present
most interesting persons

in

pictures,

A Charming Entangler
CUM MING
the troublesome
DOROTHY
nearly
Her appearher screen
charmer
is

in

cast

as

roles.

all

ance makes this almost inevitable, for she is dark and
Her tawny eyes have that dangerous look, and
Junoesque.
about her personality there is the necessary aura of allure.
But Miss Cumming- does not care about being a vampire.
"I think that a small blonde is the real vampire type," she
I don't think I fit the role at
"I am much too big.
told me.
even
though
that
way I play the parts when
all.
But
I feel
they are offered to me because I like to see how much I can
put into them myself to make them more human."
Though Dorothy Cumming played on the stage for years
before going into pictures, she is very frank in saying that
She does go back on the stage once
she prefers the screen.
Her
in a while, and that's why you don't see her so often.
latest role is one in Gloria Swanson's "The Coast of Folly."
Folly."

For being kept busy is something that Dprothy Cumming
must have. She is one of those energetic persons who feels
that she is dawdling terribly if she isn't working every minute.
Between mothering her two children she is the wife of
Frank Elliott, a screen actor recently turned assistant director
writing political and news notes for her home newspapers in Australia, acting on the stage and screen, and
writing a play, she is a fairly busy young
woman.

—

—

The Foreign American

THEY

call the
fascinating Rita
Carita "the foreign American"
because,
parents
though
her
brought her from Greece, where she
was born, to America, when she was
four, she retains a suggestion of that
distinction so peculiar to foreign women.
And her life to a degree matches those
things at which her strange eyes hint,
for it has had its elements of excitement. For a time she was interpreter
for the immigration bureau at Boston,
and was Greek translator for President
Coolidge, while he was Governor of
Massachusetts.
Later, in the military
intelligence department, she assisted in
gathering information regarding Bolshevik activities.
Posing as a sympathizer, she attended Bolshevik meetings.
Once she was recognized and made a
dash for safety with a pack of irate

Reds

her heels.

During

this time
were, doing
this secret, dangerous work in the daytime, and
dancing in the evenings.
Twice she won prizes in beauty contests.
Her stage debut was made with Ed
Wynn, in "The Perfect Fool." From
this musical comedy she went to the
El Fey, Broadway's favorite night club,
as solo dancer.
While in New York De Mille saw
her and asked her to come to his table.
.Interested in her personality and in her
unusual career, he talked with her, ar-

at

she led a double

life,

as

it

Photo by Maurice Goldberg

ranged for tests, and gave her a longterm contract.

Her temperament is of the quiet,
tense kind, touched with melancholy;
her black eyes always seem to be smoldering with turbulent thoughts.
She
is cool and aloof, but under this calm
one can sense a vague restlessness.

Reversing the Usual

Order
well-read
EVERY
being an actor

fan knows that
the usual training for becoming a director. It
gives the director a player's viewpoint.
But Charley Chase, Hal Roach's star
of two-reel comedies in the character
of Johnny Jump, has another story to
tell.
He left vaudeville a few years
ago to become a general all-round
is

man,

actor,

everything

assistant,

gag man, and

learn to be a director.
Then he went to Roach's in.
that position and eventually supervised all the comedies made there exlittle
cept those of Harold Lloyd.
more than a year ago, he went back to
acting in one-reelers, was promoted
to two-reelers, and is now one of the
else, to

A

Roach comedy mainstays.
"I find," he says, "that I can work
with a director better than the average actor, because I know his end of
it.
I resumed acting because there is
more money, more advancement, and
more certainty of success in it than
to continue as a director."

Among Those
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Just

ADD

to the

list

'

Puffy" Himself

of famous

words

last

— "He's

the Charlie

Chaplin of Europe!" Say it in the presence of Charles
H. Puffy, Universal Pictures comedian, and he will recite all the English words he knows in rapid succession
a sort
of cataract of sounds and phrases, to make you understand he
isn't.
He's Charles Puffy from Budapest, Hungary, where his
father is a professor in the Budapest University and where
he, himself, was educated.
He isn't any Charlie Chaplin of
Europe, not by a jugful. He's just "Puffy" and he spent sixteen years on the speaking stage in Europe to establish his reputation as an individual, and he does not wish to be regarded
as a second edition of any one else, no matter how famous
that one may be.
When Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures, was
negotiating for "The Last Laugh" in Berlin, he saw some of
Puffy's work.
The Hungarian comedian had put in about
five years in pictures over there and about ten months in this
country.
His role in "Rose of Paris" with Mary Philbin will
recalled
be
by many. Mr. Laemmle was so impressed by Puffy
that he annexed him to Universal's staff for a period of five
years and he has completed a half dozen or more comedies.
Among them are "City Bound," "Nearly Rich," "Rolling
Stone," "Unwelcome," "Oh, Nurse!" and "Nicely Rewarded."
There is a humor about him remindful of and some of the
mannerisms of Chaplin. But understand you, they're his own
not copied

—

A

T

Frank Admission

WHY

am I returning to the screen?"
Clara Horton wrinkled her nose,
squinted her eyes reflectively, and
whispered, "Listen, I'll tell you because I

—

want the money."
Not customary, that admission, from an
Usually they return because art calls,
or the directors beg them, or public loyalty

actress.

makes them reconsider, or for some other
which, were they candid,

reason
really

cloaks

fluffy,

blond

the explanation
Clara
frankly

that

ex-

presses.

"That's a plain

admit

fact,

so

why

not

it?

"I had been on the screen since
childhood, and was tired of all
the make-believe.
I wanted to live
a real, ordinary life. I married, got
that reality, and for a while was

my

I

von

He wanted
After a

in

titles.

become an actor.
year of minor roles in
to

New York

productions, he tried
Then came the war
and he served as lieutenant with
the A. E. F. Five years ago he
settled upon screen acting as
his profession and had rather
hard sledding, as there were
spells of activity which almost
shook his confirmed optimism. The date
of his first baby's birth is doubly significant for him, as it marked his call
from Lasky to play the villain in "The
Woman with Four Faces," his first
really good opportunity.
He is now
classed as one of the most dependable
actors in featured casts, and is always
the movies.

at

some

studio.

Von

domestic life.
began to grow vaguely dis-

when I saw all the things I
could do with the money I could
make, not only for myself, but also
for others.
As there were no objections at home, I have come back,
though in doing so I do not wish
to lose the realities of life which
marriage has brought me."
Since completing her role in Victor
Schertzinger's "The Wheel,"
she is enthusiastically preparing for
her next appearance.

Theodor

odor had no interest

working

content with just a

Then

HOUGH

in
Eltz
was
born
Connecticut, he might,
if he wished, claim the title of
baron.
His uncle was master
of ceremonies at the court of
the late Franz Josef. But The-

Photo by Melburne Spurr

A

Dependable Actor

Eltz is a practical, sensible fellow, rather inclined to shyness. Tennis
is his only sport, much of his spare time
being spent in the study of French and

satisfied

German. The "French evenings" at His
home, during which conversation is carried on in that language, are very attractive.
His wife was a Hollywood
high-school

photo by Grenbeaux

girl.

And, by the way, have you noticed
how strongly he resembles Richard Dix ?
He admires Dix tremendously, and considers him one of the screen's finest,
both as man and as actor.

Among Those
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The Magazine-cover Girl

THE

face that

you have seen upon the covers

of many magazines, admiring no doubt its
lovely contours, is taking on an identity, now
that Josephine Norman is acting in the movies.
"The skin that you love to touch," with the added
attractions of soft, brown hair and big, black eyes,

won her countless calls to pose for such noted artists
as Ben Ali Haggin, Ivan Olinsky, Howard Chandler
She also smiled from
Christy, and Neysa McMein.
hundreds of billboards, advertising the merits of a
Perhaps you will recall some of the
popular soap.
pictures of her you have seen when she appears before you on the screen.
The first six years of her life were spent in Vienna,
Austria, whence her family emigrated to America.
Her early education was in the public schools of New
York City. While still in her teens her talent with
oils won her a scholarship in the National Academy
of Design.
She studied there for two years, and has the distinction of being one of the few girls who ever reModelfused an opportunity to join the "Follies."
riding
instruction,
ing and giving
with her art work,
occupied her until pictures presented their attractions,
Small roles in a number of films preceded the De
Mille contract which she recently signed.
"

Jingling up the

Ladder

JINGLE
they

bell,

shout

jingle

bell!"

around

the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio offices, and a long, lean,
lanky youth, whose face is always a frozen, unsmiling mask,
responds with surprising alacrity.
And thereby refutes the
old theory that office boys are
invariably bored with and super-

Photo by Edgar Scott Spargo

toward their jobs.
"Jingles" Keaton, whose first
name of Harry is never used, is
Buster's young brother and has
family glory to live up to beside an earnest ambition of his
own.
As a youngster, he replaced Buster
cilious

;

in the vaudeville act

with their father

and mother.

When

Jingles

elected

to

learn

the

movie business, he refused Buster's
proffered influence and started as office
boy, for he had ideas of his own about
working his way up the ladder.
He says the work of office boy gives
him the best opportunity to learn the
details of film production and to decide for which branch of the work he
is best fitted, as he "circulates" through
all

departments

A

daily.

Pioneer Comes Back

THE
may
you.

name of Paul Nicholson
not mean a great deal to
But for those who are

it is that of the
actor of training to appear
And now, after
before the camera.

interested in statistics,
first

known

having started it all, and then retired from the
scene for over twenty years, Paul Nicholson has
returned to pictures and will, no doubt, continue
in them as long as satisfactory parts are offered
him.
It was back in 1897, when the old
Biograph-Mutoscope Company in New

York decided to film story episodes in
place of the merely moving objects that
had been done up to that time, that
Paul Nicholson made his first screen
appearance.
He was a young stage

whom

the Biograph company
would be a good idea to get
bolster up their untrained acting

favorite

thought
to

it

crew.

After a summer of strenuous day
and night work, things in the legitimate stage world picked up again and
he left pictures to be starred in stage
comedies.
Between production engagements, he was partner in a wellknown vaudeville act with "The talkative
It
last

Miss Norton."
was while he was

in California
for a rest that Paul Nichinduced to enter pictures
looks like a screen heavy,

summer

olson was
again.

He

but has always played comedy roles.
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I

LOVE

October! No other month of the twelve can
compare with it, in my opinion. The air has the tang
of coming winter; once more I can shop or go to

LookingOvertheSmart

My

Players in

friends have at last stragthe theater in comfort.
gled hack to town after even the most prolonged of

hints

as

new

screen productions

what

to

be fashion

will

vacations, and I can once more forgather with my
familiars over tea or luncheon table and after an exhilarating hour of gossip pick up my best "girl friend"
and depart for an

afternoon at the nearest

movie

theater,

where, with refreshfrankness,
we
comment, favorably or
otherwise, on each and
every costume worn
in the picture of our
choosing.
Of course, we are
ing

interested in

ture

the picitself,

and we really
do
just

not
to

go

By

Betty

pretty clothes, but our choice is apt to fall upon those
pictures where smart costumes are most likely to appear and I hardly think we are alone in that preference,
are we?
At the present time, when the greater part of the
feminine world is busily planning its winter wardrobe,
an occasional visit to any of the newer productions is
of real value to any girl, but especially to the one who
lives at a distance from the great style centers of our
world. The costumes worn by most of our screen stars
are usually authentic models of the approaching season,
and are invariably designed and made by masters of the
couturier's art.
Evening frocks engage our first attention at this time,
for no one likes to appear at the first evening affair of
the season in other than the newest fall mode, for it is
only when we take out our last season's evening frocks
that we can see what a vast difference there is in the
present silhouette from that of former seasons.

—

The two evening frocks
sketched on this page are of
entirely

different types, yet
equally smart and in accordance with the mode. The first
is
worn by Esther Ralston,
who seems to have made the
short fluffy type of evening

gown

practically her own, and
indeed .nothing could be more
becoming to her blond beauty
than gowns of this style. This

one

is

of

flesh-colored

and

satin

chiffon, the tight

bodice being of the
satin and the short
circular skirt entirely
of the chiffon. Bands
of pearl and rhine-

stone

embroidered

-

lace

follow

a

straight line

from

shoulder to

hem,

and

a chiffon scarf

caught
at the
shoulder with a
cluster

the

pearl

of

flowers

falls

edge

of

skirt.

graceful

Ralston

Miss
wears

this

gown

i

n

Trouble
Wives."

A

gown

"vampish"

of

a

style

to

the

is

dainty

"The

with

particularly
the one at

the top of the group on this
page, worn by Constance Tal-

madge
Paris."

in
It

"Her
is

Sister

from

of heavy white

with silver embroidery
which suggests the embroidery
used on the robes of Egyptian
satin,

Fall Styles
many

chic
able this season.
offer

Brown
princesses of ancient times. The
lines of the dress are extremely
simple, showing the slightly fitted
waist which seems to have come to
spend the winter, and the popular
panel taps finish the short skirt.

The costumes worn by Miss
Talmadge in this picture are
so smart that I would like to
show you every one of them
but lack of space preventing I
will have to be content with
the dainty evening coat and
dinner dress which complete
the group on this page.
The
coat

illustrated

is

of

heavy

crape in two colors, gold embroidered and edged with a
broad band of fox fur, while
the dinner dress at its right
consists of a foundation of
heavy black satin with yoke
and sleeves of filmy black lace.

Of

this
lace
also
the
are
flounces and trailing draperies
of the skirt, while an enormous blush rose, pearl in-

crusted and with falling petals,
adorns the top of the flounce;
a pearl ornament also completes the corsage.

But evening frocks are not
the only things

we

terest us as the

changing pan-

orama of

see to in-

the screen unrolls before us.
It is really quite
necessary that we turn our minds to street clothes, for
so smart are some worn in the newest films that it is
impossible to pass them by.
For the matter of that, even the street clothes seen
nowadays are festive enough for any one, and strong
hearted indeed would be she who could turn away from
the smart coat shown on this page which is worn by
Norma Shearer. It is of natural crimmer fur, trimmed
with white-fox bandings, and it only takes one glance to
see that it is cut on the newest lines, tight fitting at the
waist and with the full skirt which is featured on almost
all the coats for winter.
Similar lines appear on the
afternoon coat shown in this group, worn by Ethel Grey
Terry in First National's new production "Joseph Grier
and His Daughter." This coat is one particularly suited

more matronly figure. It is of heavy brocade in
black and gray, with broad bandings of monkey fur,
which, by the way, shows a fresh access of popularity
this season and has the graceful bouffant sleeve which
is seen on so many of the new models.
An afternoon costume reminiscent of the Russian
blouse style is also shown the dress is of the popular
one-piece style, of heavy crape, while the coat, matching
in color, is of entirely different material
a rough silk
weave. The collar and broad band at the bottom of the
coat are of black velvet and an amusing touch is given
by the zigzag trimming of bone buttons. This is also
one of Miss Talmadge's gowns.
Just a word about the array of shoes sketched at the
bottom of the page.
Most of these are shown in the
to the

;

—

Continued on page 112

The Screen
Comment and

criticisms

By

Sally

Caricatures by

salvage the ship, and a great search is
started for a Mr. Smith, U. S. Navy,
to

command

Mr. Smith

it.

is

found

but it takes a good bit of maneuvering to get him to "live off'n a rich

woman."
Quite

Mr.

recently

has found out that he

He

Barthelmess

am

be a come-

in "Shore
one could be a bigger
boob, and that is high praise indeed.

dian.

terribly

funny

No

Leave."

is

is

Almost all the action in the picture
between Mr. Barthelmess and Miss

Mackaill.

camera

They are alone before

the

at least three fourths of the

time without one tiresome moment,
which speaks well for both the acting

and

What

directing.

I

mean

is,

it's

a great picture.

Dorothy Mackaill and Richard Barthelmess are the principal attractions
"Shore Leave."

THE

in

Fun and
There

have seen during the last month
have been a little like the foam on an ice-cream
soda, cool and pleasant, but gone before you can
swallow it. I, for one, have been just as well pleased.
Problem plays and hot summer nights shouldn't go hand
pictures

I

isn't

Football.

much

use saying any-

new

picture of Plarold Lloyd's, "The
Freshman." Almost every one of his pictures is ushered
in with the comment, "better than the last," and it is

thing about this

John Robertson.

almost always true.
This time he is a poor but ambitious football player
and a hero by accident. If football could be made as
funny as he makes it, it would be the world's favorite
sport and they would play it on a stage.
The football
game, which is the climax of the picture, made a preview
audience of New Jersey exhibitors cheer themselves

a

hoarse.

The summer may be responsible for the problems, but winter is undoubtedly the time to do the solving.
One picture is worth taking seriously. It is "Shore
Leave," starring Richard Barthelmess, and directed by
in hand.

When I first heard that it was to be
picture about a sailor, I felt that Mr. Barthelmess
should have waited a decent interval between "Class-

mates" and West Point and "Shore Leave" and sailors, leaving practically nothing left in reserve but
the marines and aviators.
However, it is not a story of battleships and our
flag; it is the story of a gob and a village dressmaker.
Richard Barthelmess is the gob, and Dorothy Mackaill
is the dressmaker.
It is also the story of two great
goofs.
To John Robertson who directed it, must go
the great honor of filming a simple picture simply.
He knows -there is no heavy hand needed, and he
has let his absent-minded hero and his one-track
heroine wander about in a pleasant daze, just as
Belasco did on the stage.
In a small town by the sea lives a dressmaker with
a nautical turn of mind.
Her father had been a sea
captain, and her mother was an expert elephant

Barnum. The only two things she
from all this glory is a schooner stuck in the
mud somewhere, and a diamond pendant which P. T.
Barnum had given to the little girl having the besttrained elephant at the end of the fiscal year.
Richard Barthelmess as a Mr. Smith on shore leave
drops by one night for dinner. He doesn't do much
but eat, but there is enough
salt air .clinging to him to
Harold Lloyd was never
turn the head and freshen
funnier than he is as a
trainer for P. T.

has

left

the heart of the dressmaker.

The pendant

is

sold

to

boob college student
"The Freshman."

in

Not having

that sort of mind, I won't

tell

the jokes
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Review

in

of recent releases.

Benson
John Decker

spoil them for every one.
It
won't hurt much to say that the picture has a beautiful ending. The ball
is just over the line and the line is
firmly embedded on Harold Lloyd's

and

face.

He

Even
will

can

gets the job.

you play indoor

if

like
I

this

you

say?
Jazz and

Usually

name

tennis,

What more

picture.

like

when

More
a

Jazz.

picture

"Night Life

in

bears

New

a

York,"

I get all ready to see scenes in cabarets the size of circus tents, filled
with people in their very fullest dress,

wearing paper caps, throwing confetti
and dancing on tables.
I doubt very much if dancing on

at one another,

place anywhere in
Raymond Griffith
any more.
Those old
memories must be put away in lavender.
Sliding quietly under may
still happen now and then, but one of Singer's midgets
couldn't get on any table that I have ever crowded with
an elbow.
"Night Life in New York," however, is an authentic
enough version of night clubs, electric lights, traffic, and
other jams. "Texas'' Guinan and her El Fey Club get a

the tables

takes

New York

large part of the film.
The story is amusing.
restless Iowan comes to
New York because things are too dull at home. He falls
in love with a telephone operator, gets too much gayety,

is

at his best in "Paths to Paradise.

" Betty Compson plays

opposite him.

and well-known cast, including Norma
Conrad Nagel, Helen D'Algy, Dorothy
Seastrom, and many more.
Monta Bell is the director. Metro-Goldwyn evidently
told him to go ahead and send the bill to papa.
Even
then I bet they were surprised when the first of the
month came round.

There

is

a large

Shearer,

A

and goes home happy.
Rod La Rocque makes a very good "sap from the
West." I always knew he had it in him. Dorothy Gish
Ernest
is pert and pretty as the telephone operator.
Torrence, Helen Lee Worthing, Arthur Housman, and
George Hackathorne are all fine.
This picture ought to keep the young folks out of the
home, nights. The fun of night life is all in it, and you
won't have to worry about what name to give the desk
sergeant in the morning.
"Pretty -Ladies" also manages to jazz things up a bit
for the folks back home. This picture, as far as I can
make out, was made to glorifv Flo Ziegfeld and his
"Follies."
The story itself isn't much and shows that all that glitters is not gold.
It shows a lot of other things, too.
The entire "Follies" works its way in. There, is Ann

Pennington and her famous knees, Will Rogers, Eddie
Cantor, Gallagher and Shean, our old friend Frances
White, and Lilyan Tashman.
Zasu Pitts is the only pretty lady who isn't pretty, so
naturally she has to be pathetic. In the end she marries
the theater drummer, and you are asked to believe that
she finds happiness that way. Happiness and a drummer
in a small apartment
Even drummers must practice,
I presume.
This is the first time I have seen Zasu Pitts since I
saw her in "Greed." She gives a good performance.
!

Tom Moore

is

the perfectly splendid

young drummer.

Some

Raymond

Griffith is

Jolly Crooks.

getting so good that something

should be done about it. Hardly a month goes by that
he doesn't make one of the best comedies I have ever
seen.
At least that's what I think every time I see him.
This time the picture is about some pleasant crooks.
At first they try to outwit one another, and then they
join hands and decide to steal a diamond pendant.
Two detectives are their unwilling aids, and the theft
is prolonged pleasantly throughout the picture.
In the
end they reform, but not seriously.
All Mr. Griffith's pictures are so nicely timed.
The
comedy is set at a certain pace and holds to it, and
"Paths to Paradise" is no exception.
Betty Compson is the lady crook. I don't quite see
why her name should be in the same type on the pro-

gram

as

Mr.

Griffith's.

Richard Dix and an Automobile.

This

is

the

a while, and
Devil," and

first
it

is

automobile picture
a

good one.

It is

I

have seen in quite

called

"The Lucky

ought to be perfect entertainment for all
Richard Dix fans. There is a lot of Mr. Dix in it.
Mind you, I'm not complaining. I'm giving the picture
a kind word.
He is a young department-store salesman who wins a
racing car in a raffle.
He starts off for the big open
spaces and at the very first tourist camp loses his heart
to a young lady in a Ford. The young lady has an aunt,
it

and she and several other things complicate matters.
At the end there is an exciting road race that looked

The
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Mr. de Mille has honestly
tried

and

to

if

edies,

make

you

like

this

it

all

fun,

in

bedroom com-

isn't

a

bad one.

Adolphe Menjou behaves

dis-

creetly as the husband.
Italian

Just

why

Olive

Oil.

a literary classic

supposed to make a good
picture is something that I
haven't been able to decide.
The best books make poor
pictures, and I earnestly hope
that no one wastes another
penny of his money proving
that I am wrong.
"Cyrano de Bergerac," the
is

Edmund Rostand

classic,

has

been made into a dull picture
by an Italian company. It is
a "natural-color" picture, and
not unskillfully done, but
is

frightfully stupid.

I

it

don't

know why. The story
bad, and there are times
when the picture is really
beautiful.
The subtitles are

quite
isn't

taken in large chunks from
the book. They are long and
tedious.

Pierre Magnier, a French
cinema actor, gives a really
fine, intelligent performance
as Cyrano. He is one of the
few good French cinema acDorothy Gish, George Hackathorne, and Rod La Roque appear

in

who

has slipped passed
It is not easy
to hold your own in a role made famous by Mansfield
and Hampden, especially when you are assisted by a very

"Night Life

in

New

York

tors

Ellis Island.

more like a steeplechase to me, and Mr. Dix gets
money and the gal.
The picture is called "The Lucky Devil" because

the

the
believe that's why they did it.
Esther Ralston is the girl. I think she is unusually
pretty and pleasant.
Anthony Jowatt had a small part.
car

He

is

a hoodoo.

is

to be with Gloria Swanson in "The Coast of

Mr. Dix does inconsequential things with ease and
This

the second picture of his that I have liked.
gives the best performance of the picture as the aunt. She really acts as though she might be
somebody's aunt. I know, because I was an aunt myself,
once.
is

Edna May Oliver

Found

—Greta

Nissen.

—

As a picture, "Lost a Wife" is only worth comment
because it brings the lovely Greta Nissen to the screen.
This beautiful young blonde made a spectacular debut
in the stage version of "Beggar on Horseback" in New
York. At the time I thought she was the loveliest thing
I had ever seen, and she remains lovely even in a William
de Mille picture.
At times she is so overdecorated as to be hardly distinguishable. You know how the
either over or under decorate.
I

too

De

Milles are.

They

don't know whether she can act or not.
There are
many what nots about, but she shouldn't have to.

The

was adapted from the French comedy
has been adapted quite faithfully if I may

picture

"Banco."

It

cast.

An

use the word in relation to this picture.
There is a
divorced husband who hides in the room of his former
wife and who spoils the honeymoon for her and incidentally for her aged count.

Old-fashioned Thriller.

comes to your theater called "The Limited
It won't hurt them and
take
the children.
Mail" go and
If a picture

you

Folly."
grace.

mediocre

I

have a rollicking time.
about a couple of engineers with hearts of gold.
When they aren't wrecking trains they are slapping one
another on the back, or tossing a kiddie in the air.
That's
Sometimes they do all three things at once.
will

It's

when it's fun.
Monte Blue

He
is the Casey Jones of the picture.
has two other names. They are Bob Snobson, and Bob
There was a little trouble at home, I believe,
Wilson.
He has a dear friend
before he became an engineer.
who sorts mail on a mail train. His name is Jim Fowler.
You can see that he is a perfect prince. He is a widower,
and the kiddie belongs to him. But pshaw! it's just like
one big family in the boarding house where they all live,
and whoever reaches the kiddie first can toss him.
After a while Bob and Jim fall in love with the same
girl, and it becomes necessary to wreck three trains before everything is right again.
Every time they wrecked a train, the little boy got
himself in a position to be saved, too. It was practically
always a question of his life or hundreds of lives.
Well, anyway, Monte Blue persevered until he got
everybody on a train, and then he had a big final wreck,
and the coast was what you might call clear.
Jack Huff was the child. Vera Reynolds was the
I

girl.

don't think she'd better take her work too seriously.
There is a lovable old tramp, Willard Louis, and a

The
bad

one

who

no

is

respecter
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of

women, Edward Gribbon. Monte
Blue was the engineer who didn't

know trains ran on tracks.
The moral is "Always wave
:

the

know when

you

because

engineer
it

may

The Rest

be

of

to

never

Monte Blue."

Them.

Lewis Stone, Virginia Valli, and
Nita Naldi are in a picture about

"The Lady

sin called

Who

Lied."

the explorer.
He
finds Virginia Valli just after she
has married some one else, so the
only thing to do is to hop out on a
desert with Miss Valli and a camel.
That's all there is to it.

Lewis Stone

is

Nita Naldi

Lewis Stone

is

put in to show that
is fascinating to

really

women.
"The White Desert" has a fine
landslide, and a good snowstorm,
but the story

is

rather old and frost-

bitten.

Claire Windsor is the railroad
president's daughter.
She passes
up the pleasures of society to stay
with her father and several hundred

Tom Moore and Zasu

There is a race with starvation and a sick baby, and
a renegade puddler. I bet you don't know what that is.
Pat O'Malley was the great light-hearted Irishman.
"One Year to Live" has an imposing cast and lets
it

Pitts

have leading roles

in

"Pretty Ladies."

men

in a camp in the mountains.
She finally gets one of them, the only other possibility being to die in the blizzard.

other

go at

that.

Pringle, Dorothy Mackaill, Sam de Grasse,
Rosemary Theby, and Antonio Moreno are the names
The scenes are lovely and the gowns are
that attract.

Aileen

elaborate.

"Smooth

as Satin"

is

a picturization of Bayard Veil-

"The Chatterbox." It is impossible but it is
amusing. In fact it is more amusing than exciting, and
I have a vague idea that it was meant to thrill a little.
If you really believe it, it will make you lose your
faith in crooks.
I have never seen such a blundering,
incompetent lot of them in my life. I'd hate to trust
them with my money. They might lose it.
Evelyn Brent is the bright spot of the picture.
In "The Making of O'Malley," Milton Sills is the bighearted policeman.
This time he is fighting the liquor traffic in New York,
which is a little bit like sweeping the bottom of the ocean
ler's play,

clear.
He is intrepid enough to try anyway, only to find
that if he makes the arrest, he will bring shame and
trouble to the girl he loves.
Love triumphs over duty,
and O'Malley flinches as he tells his captain the pro-

5£

tecting
It is

lie.

a picture about a great heart, but

it is

pretty well

done.

"The Sporting Chance" has a race horse and Lou
Tellegen in it. They don't seem to get along together.
The race itself is thrilling and amazingly photographed.
The story is about a hero who will win the
Dorothy Phillips returns
right girl if he wins the race.
to the screen as lovely as ever.
Matt Moore
ter Butted In."

than

is

in a fairly

amusing

picture,

The audience seemed

"How

to think

it

Bax-

funnier

I did.

Mr. Moore

is a clerk in the advertising department
of a daily newspaper.
He works some of the time and
the
dreams the rest of
time.
For a while it looks as
though everything would end tragically for him. The
girl he loves has lunch with his boss, and he has to support his widowed sister-in-law and her children.
In the end he has a chance to be the hero of his
dreams. It is a story of petty trials and victories handled ingeniously by a clever director.
There is a very nice scene in it. Baxter falls into a
daydream in a restaurant while he is eating a bowl of

milk and
'Lost

—A

stormy
Wife" brings Greta Nissen

to the screen.

This dissolves into a raft
on which one sees Baxter, the girl he

crackers.

sea,

Continued on page 94
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WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.
"Beggar on Horseback" Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic

—

Mae Buseh

stage play. Clever nonsense, perfectly
clone.

"Don Q"— United

Artists.

Douglas

Fairbanks, back in the Zorro type of
is more magnetic and entertainHis
ing than he has been in years.
playing of an adventurous
young-

role,

Spaniard

and

is

Warner Oland

a delight.

Donald

Crisp contribute clever
performances, while Mary Astor is
lovely as the girl.
"Grass" Paramount.
A rare and
beautiful picture of the tribes of Persia and their journeys to the grassy
plains.
Actually filmed in Persia, it
has gorgeous scenery.

—

"He Who Gets Slapped"— MetroGoldwyn. Lon Chaney is magnificent
as the clown of the Andreyev stage
play, produced by Victor Seastrom. A
picture of rare power.
"Iron Horse, The" Fox.
Stirring
historical drama, showing the building

—

the

of

transcontinental
George O'Brien is the hero.

railroad.

Life
Wonderful?"— United
D. W. Griffith's simple but
powerful story of after-war conditions
in Germany, centered around a Polish
refugee family. Carol Dempster is surprisingly fine in the leading role.
"Isn't
Artists.

"Kiss Me Again"— Warner.
Ernst
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
funny.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Clara Bow, and John Roche give excellent performances.
"Lady, The"— First National. Norma
Talmadge as a chorus girl who marries
a worthless aristocrat, with the subsequent
disillusionment.
Old-fashioned English melodrama, made poignant by Norma's performance.
"Last Laugh, The"— Universal.
A
German film of revolutionary technique.
Simple character study, without subtitles, made understandable and
appealing by Emil Jannings.
"Sally of the Sawdust"— United Artists.

The

lightest

and most entertain-

ing picture D. W. Griffith has made in
years.
Carol Dempstd is engagir.g
as the
circus
hoyden and W. C.
Fields' screen debut as her rascally
but lovable guardian is highly successful.

"Siege"— Universal.
A simple picture of New England prejudices, remarkable principally for its f nely suggestive direction by Svend G?de and
the poignant, human performances of
Mary Alden, Marc McDermott, and
Virginia Valli.

"Siegfried"— Ufa. The beautiful and
legend of the last pagan,
gorgeously produced by the German
company. It is a fantastic and lovely

famous

which you shouldn't miss.
"Unholy Three, The"— Metro-Gold-

picture,

wyn. An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best pictures of the year.
Lon Chaney and

give perfect characteriza-

tions.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.

—

"Are Parents People?" Paramount.
A faithful and amusing picture of married life, complicated by a modern
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vichild.
dor, and Betty Bronsou are all excel"As No

Man Has Loved"— Fox.

A

sincere and touching production of the

Edward

Hale

masterpiece,
Country," with
Edward Hearn and Pauline Starke.
"Barriers Burned Away" Associated
Exhibitors. Old-time melodrama dealing with the great Chicago fire.
"Black Cyclone" Pathe. An unusual
picture featuring Rex, the horse, in
which the human actors are merely

Everett

Man Without

a

—

—

incidental.

—

"Charmer, The" Paramount.
Pola
Negri has some good moments as the
Spanish dancer being made into a
Broadway favorite, and Robert Frazer
is an attractive leading man, but on
the whole it is just an average movie.
"Confessions of a Queen" MetroAlice Terry in another
Goldwyn.
stately role, with Lewis .Stone playing
the king in his usual perfect form.
"Crowded Hour, The" Paramount.
The story of a girl who went to war to
be near her lover and stayed to be spirrejuvenated.
Bebe Daniels
itually
plays her with sincerity and animation.
"Dancers, The" Fox. An excellent
adaptation of the stage play, with
Alma Rubens and George O'Brien giving fine performances.

—

—

—

"Declasse"

—First

National.

Griffith

From

Corinne
appears as the lovely English

Zoe Akins stage

the

play.

hounded by scandal.
Metro-Goldwyn. Rupert Hughes in his lighter moments.
Fast-moving comedy of premarriage
aristocrat

"Excuse Me"

—

complications.
"Fool, The" Fox. A sincere presentation of Channing Pollock's stage
play, with Edmund Lowe as the handsome young minister who sets out to
lead a really Christian life.

—

—

"Forty Winks" Paramount.
More
comedy, featuring Raymond Griffith as
an eccentric English lord.
"Friendly Enemies" Producers DisWeber and Fields in a
tributing.

—

screen version of their

and making
entertaining comedy.
of

alone.

—

Me" Associated ExhibDouglas MacLean in a sometimes slow, but mostly amusing comedy about an Alpine guide.
"Learning to Love" First National.
A rollicking farce on how to get a husband.
Constance Talmadge and An"Introduce

itors.

lent.

"The

and some attractive color photography
make this worth seeing.
"I'll Show You the Town"—Universal.
One of the best chances Reginald
Denny has had to sho./ his flair for
comedy. He plays an absent-minded
professor whom no one will leave

fighting

stage tactics
up.

Rather

"Great Divide, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Antique movie plot made enjoyable through expert treatment and the
acting of Wallace Beery, Alice Terry,

and Conway Tearle.
"Greed"— Metro-Goldwyn. Von Stroheim realism, marvelously done, but a
strong for those who prefer light
entertainment.
"His Supreme Moment" First National.
Romantic love scenes between

little

—

Blanche

Sweet and Ronald Colman,

—

Moreno are the principals.
"Lost World, The"— First National.
A novel picture, dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hutonio

man actors.
"Madame Sans Gene"— Paramount.
Not Gloria Swanson's best, but well
worth seeing.
The genuine French
backgrounds and settings are strikingly lovely.

"Miracle
Wolves"— Paraof
the
mount. A French production showing
up Louis XI. in a new light. Costumes
and settings are interesting and authentic, but the plot

"Monster,

is

The" —

rather

silly.

Metro-Goldwyn.

ingenious melodrama, in which
Chaney plays a lunatic doctor.
A.n

"My Wife and
made

I"

—Warner.

A

Lon

cheap

excellent entertainment through the acting of Constance
Bennett, Irene Rich, and Huntley

story

into

Gordon.

—

"New Lives For Old" Paramount.
Betty Compson as a beautiful French
dancer involved in intrigue.
"New Toys" Inspiration. A domestic
comedy in which Richard Barthelmess
and Mary Hay, properly enough, play

—

the couple.
"Night Club, The"— Raymond Griffith
an excruciatingly funny comedy
in
about a bridegroom deserted at the alLouise Fazenda and Vera Reyntar.
olds help the humor considerably.

"Night of Romance,

Her"— First Na-

tional. Constance Talmadge's best picture in a long while. Ronald Colman

adds much to the fun.
Home Week" Paramount.
"Old
Better than the average Thomas Meighan picture of the small-town patLila Lee is unusually pretty as
tern.

—

the

girl.

—

Exhibitors.
Associated
"Percy"
Charles Ray back in his old forte of

the bashful boy painfully growing into
a man.

"Proud Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn.

A

melodramatic plot. Eleanor Boardman and
Harrison Ford are excellent as Spanwhile Pat O'Malley is the
iards,
plumber who complicates their romance.
"Quo Vadis"— First National. Emil
Jannings appears as Nero in this new
Italian version of the famous story.
clever, rollicking burlesque of a

_

Continued on page 118
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A dog

team

the

is

most

effective

means of exploiting a picture in Canada. This
advertising a South Sea Island picture.

What Canada Thinks
Some
its

observations

of

one, oddly enough, is

drawing a

billboard

Our Movies

a trip across the Dominion that show the attitude of
American players and toward our so-called Canadian pictures.

made on

inhabitants toward

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

ONCE

read a schoolboy's essay on Canada. It was
masterpiece
of brevity, and incorporated in it
a
what most grown-ups would say, if they were suddenly asked for their idea of our northern cousin across

I

the border.
''Canada is quite a large country
and dog teams. It is inhabited by furs and trap-

made up

of

snow

Mexican in a two-gallon sombrero for a viland a remarkably ringleted young woman for a

a snarling
lain;

who in spite of living a life in the great alkali
spaces, manages to keep her nails pointed and permaWould we be insulted, ironically
nently polished.
amused, or would we simply pity the ignorance of those
heroine,

cousins, who
successfully
showed
distant

so

us

—

and by Mounted PoThey always get
their man."
Such modern inventions

America

daily newspapers,
railroads, and telegraphs,
have not served to dispel
the prevalent idea that

with Canadian life. They
are quite charitable about
it on the whole, but they
do long for a picture that
will really represent Canada as it is. Any one who

as it is not?
Well, that's the way the
Canadians feel about most

pers,
lice.

of

as the

Canada's

is
population
divided into three parts
Rough French Canadians,

would write an epic of the
romance and glory of
Canada would have the

who wear checked woolly
shirts and say ''By gar!"
lithesome
French-Canadian girls with red sashes
and tiger-cat tempers, who
keep amazingly marcelled

an

in

Mounted

whole-souled cooperation
of every loyal Canadian.

Our

and

insistent,

and not

always accurate, use of the
Royal Canadian Mounted

electricity-less

wilderness,

our movies that deal

is
not the only
Police
thing our northern cousins

stalwart

Police, with small

about

American

waists and long eyelashes,

dislike

whose occupation
in making
love

They
motion pictures.
the conservative
have
English attitude concerning publicity for motion-

consists
to

the

aforesaid
cat

—

their

lithesome tiger
and in always getting

picture

man.
When Mary Pickford

visited Toronto not long

I wonder if the half of
out this house where she had
the world that knows not
how the other half lives
has ever stopped to think how our Canadian brothers react to our American celluloid versions of the northern
land.
I can perhaps give you an adequate comparison
by asking you to imagine that motion pictures are made

Calgary instead of Hollywood, and that dozens and
dozens of films are sent down across the border and
exhibited in American motion-picture theaters, all purporting to be true pictures of American life. And suppose these films, without exception, were of the wildWest vintage a cowboy in woolly "chaps" for a hero
in

ago she searched

spent part of her childhood.

stars.

You

will

probably recall that Mary
Pickford is a Canadian
girl,

and

that

Toronto

is

her birthplace. Mary went back to visit her home town
about a year ago. She found the house where she had
lived in her early childhood, and called on some of the
Figure for yourself what would have hapneighbors.
pened if "our Mary" had been born in Detroit and had
gone back to visit the old homestead. The mayor would
have been down to meet the train with the police force,
the fire brigade, and the Rotary Club. The schools would
have declared a holiday and the newspapers would have
devoted special editions to telling how Mary looked and

What Canada Thinks
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Our Movies

of

-A

'V
"The Alaskan," with Thomas Meighan and
regard

to

Estelle Taylor, caused

the Indians

and

what she said, and in reminding Detroit how honored
the city was to have filmland's queen in their midst.

But what happened

in

Toronto?

Mary's

arrival

caused hardly a ripple in the dignified march of events.
The papers carried half column articles about her stay
in the city, sandwiched in between parliamentary notes
from England and debates on the "leftenant" governor's
latest policies.
One wildly radical paper that publishes
photographs and tells about murder news gave Mary
two pages, but it was much criticized for doing so.,
Echoes of the criticism were still going strong when I
was in Toronto. Not that Toronto isn't proud of being
Mary's home town. It is in a dignified, genteel sort
of way.
But it is not Toronto's newspaper policy to
"play up" professional people. If Sarah Bernhardt had
appeared in Toronto they might have sent a reporter to
the theater to interview her. I say they might. I think
myself it is rather doubtful.

—

When I left Toronto last March, it was to cross Canada from east to west, via the Canadian Pacific. I could
not help thinking, as we sped along in perfect, luxurious
comfort, that a country so full of diversified beauties,
deserved better treatment from scenarists than the focusing of the attention on onlv one phase of Canada's life.
There were great forests, silent, austere, with cloven
moose tracks in the snow. There were wide plains, and
glorious jagged mountains.
Towns with quaint names
suggesting history and romance
"Ou' Appelle" (Who
Calls), "Lost Woman," and "Medicine Hat." Why is it,
I wondered, that Hollywood has not probed these possi-

—

bilities ?

My
nipeg.

next stop on the homeward bound

trail was WinThere was plenty of snow there and the tem-

a great deal of criticism

in

Canada,

especially with

tepees used in the picture.

perature was twenty degrees below zero. Here at last I
saw in reality the huge fur caps that I had so often seen
on the salt-covered lots in Hollywood with the temperature up near the boiling point. I was also thrilled to get
an actual "close-up" of a Mounted Police. Alas for our
He wasn't
celluloid ideas of these man-getting heroes
handsome his waist wasn't small his eyelashes were
not. long, and he looked just as red-nosed and cold as
any other human being who is doomed, in zero weather,
I
to wear a short coat ending jauntily at the hips.
wanted to stop him and ask him if he always got his
man. But inquisitive Americans are not looked upon
with any particular favor in Canada. I contented myself
with the thrill I got out of seeing him.
I got another life-sized thrill when I saw a team of
husky dogs come dashing down the snow-covered street,
their tails up and their heads busily turning from side
to side, taking in the sights as eagerly as so many country
cousins arriving in the big city.
But alas again for
romance
The sled which they pulled, and which was
driven by a tall Icelander completely enveloped in furs,
was bearing a huge billboard advertising a South Sea
curious paradox that the
Island motion picture
!

;

;

!

!

snow-covered streets

two

—the

A

husky dogs

—and

—

the

lurid

castaways ("Sinners in
Heaven") sitting on a tropical beach with coconut palms
for a background.
I called on the manager of the theater where the picture was being shown.
"Oh, yes," he said, in answer to my question, "we
find exploitation by means of dog teams our best drawing card.
We have tried ponies, calliopes, and bands,

picture

but

I

of

half-naked

find that the

dog team

attracts the

most people.

What Canada Thinks
down

always a crowd around them when the huskies
People are not

I later

repeated this conversation to a dear old lady

There

is

in the entrance of the theater.
used to them, you see."

lie

down

in California.

them!" she echoed incredulously. "Why,
!"
I thought they did all their traveling with dog teams
It was in Winnipeg that I noticed the extensive advertising of D. W. Griffith's "America."
It struck me
as being a most peculiar type of picture to exhibit to
an admittedly pro-English public.
I was curious to
know how it had been received and whether or not it
had been shown in its entirety. So I called upon the
manager of the theater and asked him some questions

"Not used

about

to

it.

He was

Canadian born, but with the American viewfound was the case with most Canadians.
"Well, this is the second week it has run, and we are
doing a big business on it," he told me.
"You see,
Winnipeg has about thirty thousand Americans and
they will support it for one week because it is so thoroughly an American picture. The Canadian and British
point

—as

I

portions of the population will support it for another
Naturally, the English
week for the same reason.
I have had a great many letters telling
don't like it.
how inaccurate it was. The board of censors cut out
the reels which show the Indians
three and a half reels
They particuand British massacring the colonists.
larly resented the idea of the Indians being the allies
And after the opening of the picture
of the British.
there were several sharp letters in the newspapers revising the battle of Lexington and telling what a traitor

—

—

George Washington was."
In Calgary, the Canadian Pacific's next stop, a most
charming theater manager gave me an idea
as to the favorites of the Canadian motionHarold Lloyd is Canada's best
picture public.
and biggest bet. They have a wholesome respect for Tom Mix, whose Mounted Police

The
pictures are accurate as to detail.
gentleman told me with a great deal of
pride that Tom Mix had come up to
Regina, the headquarters of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, and had secured the cooperation of the officials in
making his picture. He laughed
good-naturedly when I spoke of
the errors that had been committed by the Hollywood versions of
the great open spaces.
"Yes," he said, "most of them
are terrible.
Jf
Fortunately, we
have a sense of humor."
J
J
last stop before reentering
the States was at Vancouver.
And strangely
enough I found the British attitude more prevalent
here than in any of the
other Canadian cities I

My

have

visited.

The man-

ager of the Capitol Theater

has

was an American, who
been

cessful

extremely

despite

the

sucfact

A

Our Movies

of

that he never quite
on the public.
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knows how a

picture

—

crazy about comedies I am running 'Little Miss Bluebeard' now and am cleaning up on it.
Bebe Daniels is
a great favorite in Canada."
"What about Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-

banks

He

?"

I

asked.

shook

his

head regretfully.

"Not so good," he answered. "Mary Pickford has
never been the favorite in Canada that she is down in
the States, and as- for Fairbanks, my patrons don't like
him at all. I can't figure out any reason for it unless
it is because he is so aggressively and enthusiastically
American. 'The Thief of Bagdad' was almost a failure,
and it was only because of tremendous exploitation that
'Robin Hood' went over big. Even then it was criticized
as not being in accordance with history.
'Robin Hood'
means a good deal to English people, you know. They
don't like to see such a favorite character made into a
figure.
On the first night the picture
was shown I was very much interested in getting the
opinions of the audience.
I was circulating around in
the foyer while the people were coming out, and I heard
a typical English voice drawl out scathingly, 'The pictuah is most inaccurate. Robin Hood was only five feet
"
foah, and not athletic !'

musical-comedy

I mentioned "The Alaskan," which I had understood
was made in British Columbia, not far from Vancouver.
The manager looked disgusted.
"If you want to make people mad
up here, just say 'The Alaskan' to
them.
A good many persons claim
that the book was inaccurate in the
first place, and when Herbert Brenon came up here and said they were

going to film the story, we all thought
that the
atmosphere at
least
would be correct.
Instead of that, what did
he turn out ? Plains Indians in fringed buckskin
dresses galloping around

on

horseback

Royal Canadian Mounted
always accu-

Police are

rate in detail.

cloth

;

te-

which the northwest-

pees,

ern Indians never used
and, although the original
story is concerned with a
herd of reindeer, there
wasn't a reindeer in the
;

picture
I

!"

brought up the mooted

question of the great open
spaces and the Mounted
Police.

"Of course, that's a sore
point in Canada," he said,
smiling.

"Now an Ameri-

can audience sees nothing
sacred in the person of a
policeman. He is just an
officer of the law; some
one to be tricked as often
the more
ridiculous in
the movies, the better the

he
in

going to re-

"I used to play up De Mille pictures until I found
that the public simply did not take to them.
They are

as possible,

Tom Mix is a great favorite
Canada, particularly because his pictures of the

is

act

is

people like

ada

and

made

the

it.

But

Mounted

in

a sacred institution.
people resent having
is

Can-

Police

The

Continued on page 100
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Looking
She

thrills to

with an Extra Girl

the experience of working with the magnetic Valentino in "Cobra," and

New

gets an informal, surprising impression of Marion Davies in "Lights of Old

York."

By Margaret Reid

THERE

have been conflicting rumors wandering

—

especially as
about, but the predominant theme
witness the irate letters to the editor of Novarro
and Cortez fans seems to be that Valentino is more or
less forgotten.
The surviving loyal voices are drowned
in the hysteria of a new coronation
or maybe it is just
the hysteria of the burial given the dear departed.
It is rather a pity that the general public can only
present laurels in Indian fashion.
Julio, a Gallardo
and dewy wreaths are hung on the revered brow.
pause, a wait, a new meteor and instead of a fresh
order to the florist, the garlands are snatched from the
old to drape the new.
It seems inevitable that the rise
of a new star be the signal for disparaging criticisms
of the discarded idol.
Gritzsko, the Arab, the Spaniard
unique and fascinating
but admit it witlwut ignoring the primal
Gallardo, the gay and dreaming Julio.
Shame that
your memories are so feeble that the fire of those portrayals is forgotten
You'd never place Mr. Addison
Sims of Seattle. And silly, silly to suppose that a personality of the Valentino quality cannot come back after
an absence, just as forcibly as Barrymore does every
few years, with long lapses between appearances.
Two years is a long time in the baby industry and
sleek-haired idols are plentiful in Hollywood
yet for
the local flappers the luster on their memory of Valentino was as bright when he returned as when he left in
a maze of legal disputes and troubles. And don't forFor even if you
get that he came back married, at that
"didn't like that type" you couldn't possibly forget the
smoldering, sullen-eyed young man whose rare smile
flashed like white-hot lightning. One side said he wasn't
a very pleasant young man, hinted at moods, arrogance,
reticence
in Hollywood where a reticent actor is immediately suspected of the worst, whatever that interesting degree may indicate.
But even this side admitted
his unescapable magnetism and the occasional outcroppings of boyishness that were so appealing.
And the
other side
sank cooing beyond coherence.
I remember the first time I saw him, shortly after I
came to Hollywood the Fallen City meaning to me,
at that time, just so much Valentino, Frederick, Pickford, and Valentino.
He was driving down the boulevard in his incredibly battered old Fiat two splendid
police dogs gracing the rear seat.
He looked very selfcontained, dignified, and not too happy.
man of the
world, I palpitated, of slightly disconcerting gravity.

—

—

—

A

A

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

A

The

last

time

I

saw him before he went away was

black, starry, scented California night.
Walking
down a particularly dark block of the boulevard, a whiteflanneled, dark-coated figure approached at a swinging

on a

gait.
little

He was

singing softly, in a rich voice, some happy
foreign melody.
The flash of a street light be-

tween palm branches showed Rudolph's famous
"He's such a boy," said my mother, feelingly.

Two

years

—

to

was crossing the

quote some great mind

face.

and
—passed,
hurrying

street in front of Lasky's,

I

summoned was

discernible as I yielded the right of way.

For behind the beard at the wheel was Mr. Valentino.
If you remember, the idea for the picture which was
to feature the beard was finally discarded
after quite
some time and many arguments pro and con. Then at
last "Cobra" was decided upon
and the extra ladies
took up the pursuit of Rudolph in real earnestness.

—

—

—

me the intentions were almost spiritually
respectful, the one desire being an opportunity to gaze
undisturbed at the volubly discussed, criticized, lauded
Don't mistake

features.
It became known that there would be a cafe scene in
the production, and with the people who rushed to the
studio applying for a job they could have filmed another
"Greatest Spectacle Ever Shown."
There was grief
and wailing in Hollywood that night, after the required
fifty were weeded out.
But not, as may be perceived,
among the fifty. And probably because as a child I
Providence
told the truth and washed behind my ears
saw to it that I wasn't weeping.
There was an unaccustomed air of expectancy the
morning we started work. The cherry coupe and the
gleaming Hispano-Suiza outside the dressing-room bungalow were subtly exciting. Like any one else we like
our heroes with trimmings Rudy having been nearly
the only one with sufficient class to bowl over the hometown gals while still in his prespecial-built days. And
now that he was so lavishly decorated we frankly expected great things of him.
Even the set was glamorful a sweeping cafe in tones
of silver and black by Menzies, the young man who
Through vaulting arches
erected Bagdad for Doug.
were vistas of onyxlike floors, broad silver steps and
strange, secret arabesques on black walls.
It might
have been an eastern palace just after the overture
when the stage is cleared for the entrance of the prince.
It couldn't have been better
there were endless possi-

—

—

—
;

—

before we realized it Mr. Valentino was
standing by the camera, conferring with Joseph Henabery, the director.
That lovely chance to appear suddenly at the head of the silver staircase, light a cigarette,
and descend slowly was ignored. Rudy confines his acting to the screen.
How did he look? But, my dears, that's so easy.
Unlike most performers the camera gives him nothing
and takes nothing away. The same faultless evening
clothes, black hair, olive face, sloe eyes, and the familiar
quick smile.
The last is perhaps less wicked, viewed
actually
more spontaneous and boyish.
He laughs
often now and he seems younger for having lost that
somber, introspective look.
had heard, of course, the indignant reports of his
tales of cloistered privaattitude during "Beaucaire"
We were shown none of that.
cies and regal hauteur.
Admittedly, Rudy doesn't make tame pets of all the
prop boys, but neither does he try to steal any of De
bilities

yet,

—

—

We

—

Mille's

With

stuff.

his

tional I can't imagine

be "on the set at eight thirty."
special-built, cherrycolored coupe hummed round the corner and honked
caution at me.
As is my way in traffic of which I
stand in mortal fear I turned with a horrible glare.
Oh, my the tricks the fates do play on us I can only
hope that the almost saccharine expression I hastily

reserve that is like a
pression of aloofness.

—

!

—
—

—

—

to

A

—

withdrawn.
ness,

is,

and makes

tion the

As

It

more

a job,

it

dislike

It is dignity

instead,

his

seeming

of the sensa-

him reaching either extreme. The
shell about him gives a false immost

moods of

—but not offensively

attractive for

its

friendly, youthful

natural-

anima-

potent.

was much

like

other jobs in cafe scenes.
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with an Extra Girl

Sitting cynically over glasses of imi-

champagne, dancing, animating,
and turning with interest as the principals enter.
Joseph Henabery proved
to have a beautiful disposition
he was
more like a tall, lean, benignant professor than a director.
He was trustingly patient through the numerous intation

—

— apparently

evitable stupidities
childlike faith that

with a
everything would
come out all right. He worked with
evident
enjoyment going carefully
over each scene to get everything possible out of it
but not taking it hard.
The entrance of Nita Naldi was a
thing of great interest.
had read,
of course, of her great weight-reducing act and were curious to see how
she would differ from the Nita who
left Hollywood a year ago.
Now,
don't be alarmed
you won't find a
brunet Claire Windsor when you look
for Nita now.
She is still much like
a Zuloaga lady come to life. But she
is very noticeably slimmer and
most

—

—

We

—

becomingly so. The change has done
something to make her odd beauty
finer
and less "hit-you-in-the-eye."
And her arms and hands are perhaps
the most perfectly modeled in pictures.
Have you noticed them?
With Miss Naldi was one of the
loveliest ladies

ever seen off a W. T.
cover.
You know that weird
sweetness, that sensuous delicacy he
gives his pictures ? It might have been

Benda

his

original model who stood beside
Miss Naldi,. with clear gray eyes, chiseled features, and sleek brown coils
over her ears. For most of us it was
the initial glimpse of Natacha Rambova Valentino. Anything less beautiful would have called forth
catty
sympathy for Rudolph, anything less
charming and gracious would have invited antagonism.
As it was, Mrs.
'

During the making of "Cobra," the Valentino personality seemed as potent as ever,
while a slimmer and lovelier Nita Naldi graced the role of the siren.

Valentino's severest audience was enchanted. You know
Iww enchanted when it was gravely admitted that there
could be no more worthy and fitting mistress for the
famous blue house on Whitely Heights.
But to return to our hero. Rudy at work was a very
serious person, and an untiring. There was one scene in

which another man had a bit of business— an unskillful
youth who toiled painfully through manv takes and re-

Although it was past lunch time neither Henabery
nor Valentino showed any impatience.
Rudv, on the
contrary, passed it off as nothing at all and went through

follow them closely, that I might see exactly
what shade of brown The Eyes were. They are a very
dark and disturbing brown, my dears, and in case your
escort would be interested, Nita's are startlingly green

ner to

with curled-back lashes.
All in all, do you get the point ?
Rudolph Valentino
is a good scout, a gentleman, beside being one of the
great acting-personalities of the decade.

takes.

each take, not only pleasantly, but helping the other man
big little ways known only to the profession.
Tempermental? It is more than likely that some resentful
pseudo- Valentino unleashed many of those rumors that
drifted from the "Beaucaire" sets.

m

Between shots

was a boyish Rudolph who chatted on
the side lines with Casson Ferguson
back in pictures
after an illness and a trip abroad— and Gertrude Olm.it

—

stead,

a pretty little foil for Naldi in her blond wig.
he would sit by Nita where she read quietly, and
they would laugh and joke like a pair of good pals. Or
now he was arm in arm with the beautiful Natacha off
to look at some new set.
In one of the last scenes Valentino and Miss Naldi
danced among the crowd. I sternly instructed my part-

Now

—

I had gone out to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio to
wrest seven dollars and fifty cents from the coffers of
those mighty triplets.
Armed with my yellow ticket I
was closing in on the cashier's office when the sound of
music from a near-by stage halted me. You know always more spiritual than commercial, and what not.
But this was really odd melody neither Liszt (heavy
emotional work) nor Berlin (some heroine's lighter moments).
It was, in fact, a series of transitions from
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" to "The Bowery" and "Daisy,
Daisy, Give Me Your Answer True."
Stepping inside I found Monta Bell, Marion Davies.
and Conrad Nagel in the midst of their first day on
"Lights of Old New York." It is a story of that town
in the 'seventies and Conrad looked ready to burst into
"Daisy" at any moment. He does not look misplaced in
a costume and in his becoming beaver hat and side-

—

—
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Side, West Side."
As we
took our places Mr. Bell was
on the stage, rehearsing two
muscular acrobats in the flowery stage tactics of old-time
tumblers.
When their performance was over they were

swagger down to the footand, as a picture of
Grant and Lee on a flag was
lowered, were to bow and
smile fatuously, taking our
patriotic
applause to themto

lights

selves.

Then

the Irish chorus took
their places, in their midst the

and - white - and - golden
Marion Davies. This was all
pink

-

to be taken in "technicolor,"
so a light stage make-up was
used and the colors of the costumes carefully chosen. Miss
Davies was in billowy green-

satin embroidered
in pearls. And did you notice
that I said she was in the

and-white

midst of the chorus? Not on
the edge, waiting in an exclusive chair, but a lively little
figure among the crowd.
In manner she is not unlike
freckled Mamie in
part of "Zander."
The freckles across her nose
were hidden by the grease
paint but otherwise she was
just a slightly grown-up
the
the

Marion Davies

is

natural and friendly with the extras, as Margaret Reid found out

worked with her

in

"Lights of Old

New

York."

when she

little

first

Mamie having an awfully good
burns he resembled a daguerrotype study of a Young
Gentleman.
All I could see of the famous blond Marion in my
brief glimpse was a whirl of pink skirts and yellow curls.
She was improving the moments between shots with a
jazz dance that would have done credit to Ann PenningThis lady of the famous diamonds and
ton herself.
kidding and working out new
limousines and mansions
steps with the company orchestra
In due time the picture developed into a job when
five hundred extras were ordered for seven thirty one
morning. Up the wardrobe stairs we went 1925. And

—

—

and bustles of 1870. The
lot was only beginning to awake and the still ruddy sun
shone on the first opening doors of luxurious offices and
dressing rooms.
Hundreds of sprays were flashing on
the lawns, and on the little white sidewalks that threaded
them were impromptu processions to the different stages.
Ahead of us were men in elaborately curled beards and
dazzling awnings on their way to join the perpetual
"Ben-Hur." Girls in lacy afternoon gowns were hauling their make-up boxes and cross-word puzzles over to
the Henley set. The first limousines, with their invaluable burdens, were sweeping in the drive.
The set was what is known as the theater. This is a
permanent set representing a theater and seating five
hundred.
For the requirements of different pictures
the proscenium and general outline are changed.
Between pictures it is used for informal entertainments for
the studio employees and for previews of the company's

down we came

in the laces

From Ziegfeld "Follies" in the preceding
Bell picture, "Pretty Ladies," it had been trans-

productions.

Monta
formed

A

to

Tony

liberally

Pastor's famous old showhouse.
bearded orchestra held forth with "East

the essence of careless naturalness, her
unstudied smile is really a quick little grin, and when
she is in a hurry to say anything she has an ingratiating

time.

She

is

stutter.

While the chorus was being rehearsed Marion stood
down by the orchestra and demanded her favorite numAnd the dance
bers, humming and dancing to them.
Miss
Davies herdone
by
you will see in the picture is
with
dances
shots.
She
a smooth
self, even in the long
grace, her term in the "Follies" evidently not forgotten.
But her chief charm is her insousciance, a laughing, almost gamin spiritedness. She seems to have tremendous
capacity for enjoyment, for fun. As she was borne off
the stage on the shoulders of two chorus men our burst
of spontaneous applause was all that Mr. Bell could
desire.

The next shot began with a song by the star. After
a laughing, whispered conference with Mr. Bell, he came
down to the footlights and called, "Now, people, I want
to explain that in case you cannot hear Miss Davies'
song very well it is because she has a very bad cold."
But Marion laughed so, and shook his hand so warmly
after this that one was led to suspect that her soft "I'm
Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet" could not top the
orchestra.
noticed that now there was an added audience at
the back of the theater a goodly portion of the five

We

—

hundred Annapolis midshipmen who were being shown
through the studio that day. It was their first glimpse
of a studio, although they had figured in Ramon Novarro's picture of naval life when the government turned
the great academy over to the company for scenes. The
accompanying admiral was presented to Miss Davies and
Continued on page 96
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Welcoming Back
Ethel Clayton
For a long while fans have been asking from time
"Why doesn't Ethel Clayton act any
more?" Why she has not been acting, and what
she is going to do now, is recorded in this article.

to time,

By Caroline
very
two
INwho
suffered the

Bell

theme

a player
a program
star has been resurrected and presented in
I refer to Ethel Clayaltogether new lights.

films

different in

demise usual

to

ton.

"Wings of Youth," which will serve to reintroduce her, is her first mother role, and to it
she contributes splendid work.
The character,
briefly, is a modern, spirited mother who, fearing
that the jazz-mad excitement of the day will take
its toll of her children's happiness, sets out to
beat them at their own wild fun as the example
which is so much more effective than lectures.
The story, in this skeleton form, has been done
before but it has deft and novel touches, and it
gives Ethel Clayton the dramatic opportunities
denied her during the days when her prettiness
and her charm were over-highlighted.
The role of the widow in "Lightnin' " offers
her, almost for the first time in her long career,
genuine comedy possibilities.
Ethel Clayton
comedy?
thought incompatible with the Ethel
of her stardom, when her main art consisted in
posing effectively while the plot unwound its
tiresome way. But they tell me, for I have not
at this writing seen the film, that her work has
delighted studio officials and may open another
door for her new-born talent.
I had met her only once, three years ago, and
had the vague idea current in Hollywood that a
retirement, however brief, is an aging experience.
I did not expect a decrepit and gray-haired Miss
Clayton, but certainly I was not prepared for the girlish and lovely Miss
Clayton who ran into the studio the
morning of our appointment,
breathlessly apologizing for
her tardiness, explaining that
she had been chasing a missing powder puff.
Slim and youthful, she
was, in her chic white frock,
a soft little hat pulled down
over her bobbed hair of reddish gold, blue eyes asparkle
with humor.
Her situation has been paralleled by other stars' courses.
The brilliance of Pauline
Frederick
for
years
was
;

A

smothered by namby-pamby
stories and trite production,
'finding

season

its full

in

motherhood

scope this past

the
in

drama
which

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

Ethel Clayton has changed very

little

in

ap-

vearance during her absence from the screen.

gave her most vibrant and stirring performances.
Percy Marmont was kept in stereotyped work, supporting pretty stars in
silly program piffle, until his chance
to do real acting came in "If Winter

Comes."

And

his

portrayals

since

have been so genuine that he now is
booked for a year ahead in the lucraFox, by the way,
tive free-lance field.
cut

Marmont

out of

the

pigeonhole

which he had been wedged, and
now they have done the same for Ethel

of
she

into

Clayton.

As she appears in her first "mother"
"Wings of Youth."

role in

Miss Clayton's story differs slightly from the
usual "return" tale, which takes the form of
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There are the stars who,
its opposite.
retirement and some adversities, retain namevalue and when they come hack are ahle to obtain virtually their own specifications as to salary, type of work,
and the like. And there are the others who face actual
Hers, however, lacks the news
obstacles and rebuffs.
value of the favorite who is lured back, nor is it couched
in tragic terms.
"I have had disappointments, but I had saved enough
money to live on comfortably, so that I faced no privation," she explained her quiet life during the past couple
of years.
"No, I cannot say that my friends in the
profession forgot me, as I understand some of the stars
of yesterday claim to have been treated.
I have never
had many intimates, but my casual friends remember
me kindly. At least, they are always lovely to me when
we chance to meet, and every one has always said, 'I
one extreme or

despite

"

hope you will come back soon.'
Seven years ago she and her husband, Joseph Kauffman, signed a Paramount contract by the terms of
which he was to direct her. His death left her, except
for her mother and brother, more completely alone than
For
I have ever seen any young and pretty woman.
seven years she has remained so faithful to his memory
that she seldom accepts masculine attentions.
Occasionseen with a party at the theater, but there
ally she
to
be
seems
no room for men, either as suitors or as
friends, in her small world.
is

"No, I do not feel myself bound to him in the sense
of vows," she replied, slowly, to my comment on her
constancy. "It is just that I cannot feel an interest in
any other man. Perhaps some day I shall care again,
but I doubt it. I have too fine a standard by which to
judge. He was a very stern man, but the kindest that
ever lived. And when a love like this holds your heart,
you cannot make yourself feel an affection for another."
After his death she came West alone, grief-stricken
and not much caring what happened to her career, to
fulfill her share of the contract.
For four years she
remained a Paramount lesser luminary, continually presented in roles which gave her little opportunity to display any real ability, whether or not she then possessed
it,
other than that of looking sweet and pretty under
the lights so carefully arranged to bring out her blond
hair.

the pictures she made, I recall only one, "WomElliott Dexter, a story of a wife's
competition with the traditional vamp, but done in a
delicious light vein just barely undertoned with a suggestion of pathos.

Of

en's

all

Weapons," with

Because she was very tractable and easy to handle, she
did not get the best stories in the studio grab bag. One
official said to her in farewell, "I don't think you've been
fairly treated in the stories selected for you, but
raised no fuss, and I had no authority to interfere."
fighting stars cause the most rumpus, and win

you

The
the

stigma of temperament, but perhaps in the long run
assertiveness pays, for at least they demand recognition
of certain rights which, if ignored, in time will cause
their own dethronement.
Ethel Clayton saw where she was ..drifting, but hers
( a passive, and in a way a timid, nature
she is one of
those women who, though seeing vaguely that things
are not going exactly right, do not exactly know what
to do about it, or if they do know, hesitate to cause a
row.
"But my contract with Robertson-Cole was really what
finished me," she said, thoughtfully going back over the
career of eleven years in the movies which threatened
for a time to end so ingloriously.
"I was to do six
pictures.
After three had been completed, I saw that
as a star I was about ruined, and obtained mv release.
;

But the damage had been done. I received a few freelance offers, at fairly good pay, but stuff that they would
not have dared offer me a few years before.
"I had been so long with Paramount, and before had
had my husband to guide me in business affairs, and
was a little wary of managers, so I felt ineffectual when
I started to look for work.
I am rather shy about meeting a number of strange people
it is so difficult, not
only obtaining the contract, but becoming acquainted
with the personalities you must associate with, and gradually learning to' fit into a new environment.
An unfortunate trait, but I cannot help being that way.
"I did make a stab or two, but"
she shrugged and
her mouth trembled, a little mannerism, I believe unconscious, whenever her emotions are affected
"nobody
wanted me. They were not discourteous to me, they
had not forgotten me they merely seemed to think that
as a public favorite my day was over and that I had no

—

—

—

;

possibilities

as a dramatic actress.

not a happy thought, that one can no longer be
that there is no place for one in a
of service
work to which one has given years of real effort.
.
But there are things in life beside the movies. I had
my music, books, and gardening, and poking into first
one fad and then another learning to read horoscopes,
There's little truth in
numerology, all those things.
them, but they're amusing, to while away time.
"It

is

.

.

.

.

.

—

grew restless, though, and felt that it was useless
throw away my life, to continue a lonely, dragging
existence.
So I started an Orpheum tour which lasted
"I

to

only five weeks, as

I

lost

mv

voice in the 'screaming

scene' in the sketch."

B. P. Schulberg, scouting for "names," decided that
Ethel Clayton's retained some box-office value and
signed her for "The Mansion of Aching Hearts." MenIt was one of those rather
tion it in a whisper, please.
awful things, but it served as news that she was again
working. It is curious that in the queer world of motion-picture production, a talent, no matter how worthy,
is treated with little respect unless it is employed
the
mere announcement that a player is working for one
producer is sufficient to arouse the others' interest. So
again offers began to reach her, and of these she accepted
the mother role in "Wings of Youth."
Since completing "Lightnin'," she has been inactive.
True, she has had no offers, but she will when these
two films are released. She realizes, too, now that she
has this good start again, that she must be a trifle
;

selective as to roles.

"The age of the character means nothing to me, so
long as it is an acting role. Give me," her eyes flashed
with laughter, "a dramatic part or give me numerology.
I will play a great-grandmother if the lady has something interesting happen to her.
"I prefer playing comedy, when it has that light,
It was delightful, doing the comic
sophisticated touch.
widow in 'Lightnin'.' I always wanted to do such things,
when I was on contract, and was invariably promised
them, but seldom given the opportunity.
'Why can't some of these highbrow writers they are

—

lassoing for the pictures give us humorous stories
must mothers always weep, or else
of mothers?
go to the other extreme of jazz in an effort to keep up
with the younger generation? There is so much delicate and charming humor in the life of a woman in the
early thirties which could be transferred subtly to the

now

Why

screen."

changes which each season
brings into pictures, and which she has fanned by continuous attendance at the Los Angeles theaters, makes
it seem that it was but yesterday that she said good-by

Her keen

interest in the

Continued on page 110
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The Rubber-ankled Comedian
After

some twenty years

of success

on the

stage,

Leon Errol has

By Sidney

LEON
who

ERROL

is

the

continuous success on Broadway
by merely walking- through his parts.
If you saw him in the film version of
"Salh*" you know why. There is something overwhelming about that walk of
his.
It isn't humanly possible, but there
And Leon Errol
it is before your eyes.

in front of the theater,

among

Leon Erroll is famous
Back stage, and among

audiences, this

comedian.

where

time

I

when

come from.

"Tell

your

l

Told

to

be

in

at the studio

at nine o'clock, there he
was. After waiting for two
or three hours, while electricians rushed around importantly and he was ignored, he approached his
old friend John T. Murray and asked him when
the
shooting
was going
to

man who

never
breaks his word and never forgets an ac-

commence.

excited,"
seled him,

He

is a sort of King Solomon
out all back-stage rows.
During rehearsals he seems as much concerned with the success of every obscure
player in 'the cast as he is with his own.
He works untiringly with any one who
seems ambitious. What wonder that back
"stage the name of Errol commands something akin to adoration
The measure of
the success of this comedian is in the
twenty-foot electric signs outside the Cosmopolitan Theater where he is starring in
"Louie the Fourteenth ;" the measure of
the man is in the affection for him among

"Don't get
coun"I've been here

Murray

every day for three weeks
and haven't worked yet."
Errol was almost a nervous wreck before he got

who smoothes

started.

Leon Errol 's father intended that he should be a
doctor, and rumor has it
that in Australia they still
look upon him as one who

!

will regret the i-ash step of

taking up this theater business.
Tales of his tremen-

dous success in the "Follies"
and in "Louie the Fourteenth"
hardly convinced
them that he was a great
success.
Perhaps that is
why he is so eager to make

his associates.
his friendliness
see his dressing

room at the Cosmopolitan Theater. There
are several big easy-chairs, and a cushioned
seat that runs all around the room.
Like
the theater, his dressing room plays to
Capacity, every night. Old friends, new
friends, each bringing a few people
to meet Leon Errol, drop in after the
performance to chat with him.

the one about
day in the studio,"
one always suggests,

make-up and

is

You get some idea of
and popularity when you

'em

first

studios.

the
as a
the

worked for him for fifteen years because
was Ziegfeld who took him out of the
bondage of burlesque. He is pointed out

quaintance.

of a life-

some
and then he is off.
Coming from the theater
where beginning work at
eight thirty means being
there and getting to work
on time, Errol expected
the same to be true in the

who have been

profession as the

thrill

to her."

it

in the

got the

I

opened it. What do you suppose it
said?
'Dear Miss Erroll, I saw you in
"Sally"
in
moving pictures and
thought you were just lovely.
Won't you send me a picture ?'
So I got a picture of one of the
girls in the show and sent it
I

associated with him
something of an idol.
All Broadway knows that he and Mr. Ziegf eld have never had a written contract, that
Errol has ignored all other offers and

people

in the studios he

too.

Blair

that's

alive, very much alive, after
still
is
twenty years of tottering, sliding, and
plunging across the stage.
No one has ever successfully imiThat is one
tated that gait of his.
reason why it promises to become as
famous as the Chaplin footage. The

Out

conquer movie audiences

In an anteroom, just a few steps above his dressing room, a masseur rubs out the kinks and bruises
in his legs after every performance.
There curtained off from his guests, Errol regales them with
a hilarious narrative of what he has been doing.
"Got a fan letter all the way from Australia

only actor

ever achieved fifteen years of

other is that it is funny. There is a
lot of headwork behind his footwork.
He knows that disaster isn't often
funny, but that near disaster is. So
he treads always just on the verge
Dozens of comedians
of calamity.
have prospered because of their ability to
take falls. But Leon Errol for years has
kept audiences in gales of laughter by just
managing to escape them.

set out to

The home
pictures good.
folks will see those with the original cast, and then they will find
his

out that Errol
his

own way

Photo by Strauss- Peyton

blues.

is

—

a great doctor in

a sure cure for the
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The New Gloria
An

—Will She Continue

to

Conquer?

with Gloria Swanson about her past
success, her present outlook on life, and her future hopes.
intimate

talk

By Myrtle Gebhart

A

SLIM

figure clad in pajamas dashed from
grasped the shoulders of a tall, goodlooking man, and swung him around and around

the

little

set,

Sallies fly across the table, and among
them Henry's witty comments, bred of the humor, no
doubt, which he inherits from the Irish side of his

talks at once.

in a dizzy dance.

family.

"You'll forget your exercises, will you? You did not
do them fifty times each, this morning," she cried. "For
two cents, I would make you do the whole rigmarole
right now, before everybody."
"Yes? And if you are not polite to me, I shall not
give you the 'pwesent' Baby Gloria sent you." Taking a
bill folder from his pocket he opened it, displaying two
sprigs of wilted honeysuckle.
"She ran after me, as I
was leaving the house. One for you and one for me.
However, if you intend to be cranky," he paused, banter
in his blue eyes, "I wonder which of these young ladies

Where is the Gloria of yesterday, gracious but cold,
The
secretive behind an outward manner of suavity?
Gloria who posed just a little, and had definite ideas on
professional subjects but when those most intimate to
her were broached shut up like a clam a glistening sur-

would

like

"

"You dare give my baby's flower to another woman
!"
Just try it
Tightly clenched fists beat against his chest, as a
pointed, oval face laughed into his, and the girl rescued
the sprig of honeysuckle, tucking it into the pocket of
the pajama suit which she had been wearing for a scene
under the blazing lights.
"They play like that all the time, Gloria and Henry,"
said Anthony Jowit,t, who is the leading man in Gloria's
smile beamed upon every face in the
new picture.
circle about them.
"Rene Hubert, the designer, and I
have been staying out at the house for ten days, and
when you live with people you get to know them.
"I've heard it said that Gloria has changed.
As to
that, I can't say, as I've known her only a short while.
But she is the best little sport ever, constantly bubbling
with humor.
She and Henry are always kidding and
teasing.
It's difficult for me to credit those stories that
Gloria was once haughty and aloof."
I used to go to interview Gloria Swanson when occasion demanded, feeling that, given half a chance at
knowing her, I might like her well. Now I haunt her
set at the Paramount studio because of the comradely fun

A

that is always going on there.
I manage to get myself
invited to luncheon more often than professional associa-'
tion necessitates, and Gloria is too cordial, in her new
happiness which she likes to share with ever)' friend, to
hesitate.

Her

parties, at her big

home

in

Beverly Hills,

—

face of carefully polished

Why?

Because there is a new Gloria romping like a
child in an exuberance of spirit and a natural spontaneity
through the first genuine happiness of her life.
Because the coldly chiseled, perfectly modeled, brilliantly
polished diamond of yesterday has been warmed to a
glowing and vibrant life by the sunshine of ^n understanding comradeship.
Love, in one way, has matured her, but also has made
her infinitely more childish and lovable and human than
I ever imagined she could be.
Luncheon with her "gang" is a charming hour. Henry,
the marquis, whom Hollywood expected to be swanky
and who turned out to be a regular good fellow and
boyishly eager to make friends, Tony Jowitt, and Rene
Hubert, and Allan Dwan, and a couple of others always a crowd of jovial spirits. Gloria's fingers dance
a tattoo on the white cloth, in that sheer, quivering happiness that cannot be stilled.
Her eyes sparkle she
"makes faces" into Henry's twinkling eyes. Everybody

—

;

a

human

note?
She has gone and got herself buried, and my
prayer is that she will not be resurrected.
I have always fancied that I saw a wist fulness flickering across her face that no amount of acting could quite
It was the little girl in Gloria that wanted to
blot out.
come out and play, unfettered, and was afraid to, because nobody just exactly understood.
And ridicule

would have
She was,

hurt, awfully.
as I see her now, in the light of a new
understanding, a sensitive woman shielding the hurts
that life had dealt her behind a mask of pretended indifference.
Because she had pride, and that graven immobility which was her soldier-father's gift to her, she

drew a curtain over her real self and imagined herself,
and became outwardly, what she thought she wanted to
be an odd, arresting figure symbolical of luxury and
money waste and perfumed silk that the tied-to-the-rut
:

hearts long for, a

human

woman

incapable of

much depth

or

feeling.

Perhaps she is right when she says her real self is
new and impish and lovable Gloria, somehow childlike and appealing.
I spent several days with them at Coronado, where
scenes for "The Coast of Folly" were shot along the
beach and in old Balboa Park, at San Diego, with its
tropical blooms and its tangled verdure and its hot, beating sun. And, whenever I can sneak away from work,
I am to be found on her set, or among her crowd at
luncheon in the dining room once reserved for Cecil B.
De Mille's noon-time confabs with his staff. That used
to be an austere place, where you spoke in a hesitant,
hushed tone, or awaited The Presence a little nervously.
Now the gang rushes up the stairs, pell-mell, Gloria pulling Henry along, and everything under the sun comes

this

up

are delightful.

charm which lacked

for quick, laughing discussion.

I spoke aloud my wonderment at this change.
"Gloria, I used to admire you for having battled your
way ahead, and I liked you, in general, but I didn't think
I should ever get to know you.
I ourzled over what
manner of woman lived behind dtac impersonal and
sometimes cynical attitude, if a human being who felt
as the rest of us was animate behind that shell that you
seemed to draw between yourself and all except your
most intimate friends."
chanced to be alone after luncheon, the men having been sent off that we might talk seriously, something impossible when that gay banter that now surrounds Gloria is going on. Her eyes met mine squarely,
as she thought a moment and said
People are so
"That interests me, what you say.
seldom frank. I wondered what they honestly thought
There is a lot of truth in your idea and
of me.
It is just that now I feel a
yet I have not changed.
sense of freedom I haven't had in years, for that matter,

One day

We

.

.

.

—
The New
a greater naturalness than

I
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have ever

before.

felt

"It was between two and three years
ago that we used to talk, wasn't it?"
She mentioned incidents of former
meetings which showed a most reten-

memory for casual occurrences,
surprising when you think of all the
people she has met in these crowded
recent years. "I can see how you got
The Gloria I
that impression of me.
had always wanted to be was restrained
by a wrong perspective on things.
tive

"I

was

bluffed.

cause

seemed

was afraid

I

Things

miserably

If I
I

said

unhappy,
aloof,

of

it

every

were twisted.

so

I

was beword.
I

was

misquoted. Even chance comments to
acquaintances were changed as they
were relayed from tongue to tongue.
I decided that the best attitude was one
of courtesy but not of intimacy. I was
cordial
but careful.
"I never had been buoyantly, gorgeously happy, as so many young girls

—

Success,

are.

the

thing

that

I

had

thought I wanted, brought with it new
problems and hurts. My childhood
you know about that, at the army posts.
Happy, most of it, but not a normal
childhood of living in a regular neighborhood and going to a regular school
and having a regular bunch to play

Sometimes there were other
and we would have our
regiment and drills, and imitate our
soldier-fathers.
But at some of the
posts there were no other children, and
I was often alone.
"That childhood gave me certain
qualities of character that have been
with.

youngsters,

—

of much value
independence, quickPhoto by Eugene R. Richee
ness of thought, decisiveness of judgment, action that seems best regardless of consequences
the spirit that the army teaches. But it robbed me of
a lot of sweet sentimentality that girl-children need.
What we call hokum, in pictures, and yet you see it in
every ordinary home where the children are reared in
a more 'regular' life.

—

"I came into pictures, an awkward, untrained girl,
determined to succeed but more than a little bewildered
by the strangeness of it all." Gloria seemed anxious to
trace for me the influences which eventually brought

form the Swanson personality that for several years
alone held her public, and to analyze what effect each
We
stage of her progress had upon her development.
talked for two hours, of her first years in pictures, and
into

she said far too much to be condensed in one article,
so I shall merely summarize her reflections.
"Gradually, I studied and learned and was helped by
Mr. De Mille and others, for whom I shall always feel
the greatest gratitude.
Then came my first marriage,
which ended unhappily. And the second which, breaking up just as my success was beginning to pall a little,
left me embittered.
"I decided that for strong individualities the usual
sentimental theories were unnecessary and incompatible.
I did not need marriage, home, the things other women
cling to and hide behind. I would be independent, bluff
it.
I thought that I was not the domestic type.
I

of

encountered a good deal of unjust criticism, some
which was motivated by that peculiar resentment

which so many

feel

toward a personality

in the spotlight.

wasn't a girl to be loved I was a curiosity, to be
I don't think
looked over, admired or made fun of.
many of my very best fans, even, thought of me then
in a deeply personal sense, or if that feeling was dormant in them, as it must have been because it was expressed so beautifully during my illness, at that time
they must have been unaware of it.
When my father
"I had almost unbearable hurts.
died, his body was sent to me at Chicago for a military
burial.
had been pals, my father and I in my
childhood he had tried to make a good little soldier of
me.
He taught me to hold myself straight, to think
and act like a man.
"You may think that the cold Gloria Swanson of
those days couldn't love anything or anybody but her
precious career, but I tell you her heart was heavy when
the one dearest to it was put into that grave. And they
followed me about, newspaper photographers and the
public, asking me to pose for snapshots in mourning.
Even my grief" her fists doubled and struck the table
with emphasis "was something to be exploited for a
curious appraisal.
"In New York, I worked hard, and got myself out
'The Humming Bird' is dear
of the clothes-horse rut.
to me, in memory, because it was the picture that I call
my salvation. It started my career off on a new slant,
and they began to say that I might develop into an
I

;

We

;

——

Continued on page 92
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Pretty
Ladies

HOW

do the pretty
keep

ladies

pretty

?

Not merely by applying a dab of rouge here

and a touch of powder
there.

That

but it
won't give you the skin
helps,

you love to touch, nor
that peppy feeling, nor
will

preserve

it

curves

those
for

make

that

beauty.

At

Santa

beach

Monica

California
there holds forth the
"Pretty Ladies" Club,
in

_

comprising in

its

mem-

bership
young ladies
are pretty and who
keep pretty through the
prescribed athletics of
the organization.
The idea became popular with the

who

girls

and

in-

spired the formation of the

Pretty Ladies Club.
Beach athletics and vigorous exercise are the foundations that keep
pretty ladies pretty, according to the girls who
assemble on the beach at Santa Monica between the hours of seven and eight three times
a week.
Beach baseball, tug o' war, foot racing, high
jumping, and beach foot ball comprise the chief
forms of sport indulged in by the pretty ladies.
No mild sports for these beauties.
So if you are a pretty lady and would keep
follow the example of the Pretty Lapretty
dies Club.
Viola Dana, who is supporting her sister,
Shirley Mason, at the left, does not belong to
the Pretty Ladies Club, nor does Marie Prevost, on the right.
But these stars
seem to believe in the same methods
for keeping their looks.
And that r~*"
is one reason why the stars are glad
[•

—

to

live

in

sunny California, where

they can get so
of-door life,

much

|_

healthful, outj
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Hollywood High Lights
Keep pace with recent developments

By Edwin and

THE

far-away places has again
been dominating film making, and though there
are more prominent stars in the West than in
Hollywood in recent weeks has at times borne

ages,

perennial lure to

somewhat

the aspect of a deserted village.
All the big forthcoming productions promise to reflect
anew the dependable charm of natural settings, and prove
once again that "All the world's a stage" for
the movies.

Douglas Fairbank's "The Black Pirate,"
"The Sea Beast," starring John Barrymore,
and Cecil B. De Mille's feature. "The Road
to Yesterday," are

among

the films that will

enchantment of unusual locations.
The same is true even more strikingly of Rex
Ingram's "Mare Nostrum," produced abroad.
Throngs of people have been absent lately
with the James Cruze company, including
Ricardo Cortez, Betty Compson, and Ernest
disclose the

Torrence, filming the story "The Pony
press," an epic of the early West, and
also with "The Vanishing American,"
in

Ex-

which Richard Dix and Lois Wilson

are the principals.
Scenic spots in Arizona, Wyoming,
Utah, and even farther afield are to be
brought to the screen once again, and
such Meccas of the tourist as the

Grand Canon, Yellowstone Park, The
Garden of the Gods, and the Yosemite,

may

possibly be comfortably visited
while the film sightseer is also being
diverted with entertainment in the theater.

•
.

.

All this suggests a

in the

western

circle.

Elza Schallert
was applauded as a genuine tour de

Charlie's picture

comedy

vein. Audiences have never laughed
so incessantly and for so long at any other first showing.
There are nearly twelve reels to the film, and Chaplin

force in the

appears in approximately every scene.
The reviewers in most instances were less enthusiastic
than the audience, and, taken all in all, the popular vote
on the worth of the production is quite divided.
The verdict is inclined to be rather unanimous
that "The Gold Rush" is not as good as "The
Kid" or "Shoulder Arms," and also that Chapin's own work evidences more conscious effort
on his part, and less spontaneity, than heretofore.
It cannot be said, though, that this is the consensus of views held by either the directors or
the actors.
Some of them are literally mad
about the Chaplin accomplishments, and are willing once again, it would appear, to
learn "at the feet of the master." This
inclination to worship the fetish of the
Chaplin art is nothing new to those
who know the colony, but on the pres\
ent occasion it seems to us to be rather
\
more overdone than warranted.
\
Chaplin the Father.

The news of the birth of the Chapwas published just a few days

lin heir

after the opening of Charlie's picture,
and if there are any who happen not to
be aware of the details, we may mention that the child is a boy, and has been
named Charles Spencer Chaplin, Jr.
The newspapers had been keeping
very close tab on the event for some
weeks prior to the announcement, and
the absence, of Lita Gray from the
premiere, of course, was significantly
.

new tendency

toward romance and adventure on
the screen. The present overwhelming urge for comedy is abating.
"Don Q" has been exerting a strong
influence on the minds of the producers because of its dashing and
adventurous flavor. Charlie Chaplin's
"The Gold Rush" has. of
course,
been exuberantly hailed
since its arrival in Hollywood, but
part of the appeal of this picture,
even, is due to the outdoor settings which are new for the co-

median.

noted.
Chaplin, as a father, is perhaps not
materially different from the Chaplin
he has always been. It seems doubtful whether the new arrival will alter
those peculiarities of his temperament

which have been given such wide publicity. His main interest is again concentrating itself on his work, and he
is

planning out a

new comedy based

on the hectic adventures of a man
just having been voted a member of
a suicide club. The idea of such an

Altogether, therefore, the fans
as well prepare themselves for
offers
organization
much to the
another "back-to-nature" movement,
Photo by Ruth Harriett Louise
imagination, and development under
and as new scenery is always restful
Lilian Gish, as she will appear in the
Charlie's guidance, we have little doubt
to the eyes of the film-goer we
screen version of "La Boheme."
that it would lose much of its gruerather hope that the quality of the
someness.
Of course judging by
stories that are made with these
backgrounds will prove more intriguing than usual.
Chaplin's characteristic changes of mind in the past
by the time he actually gets ready to shoot another
"The Gold Rush."
comedy, it will just as likely be based on the doings of
The premiere of "The Gold Rush" easily took rank as the evolution case at Dayton, Tennessee.
the most brilliant ever held in Hollywood. It was an earlyFrances Howard as Hostess.
summer affair, and as comparatively few companies had

may

—

at that time, everybody who could beg, vamp,
or otherwise procure a 'ticket, was on hand for the opening.

gone away

Samuel Goldwyn, the picture producer, entertained in
Chaplin's honor following "The Gold Rush" premiere.

Hollywood High Lights
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and Frances Howard, his new
a very charming Hollywood

bride,

made

her debut as

Douglas Fairhostess.
lord,
Norma Talmadge, Rudolph
banks, Mary Pick
Valentino, Marion Davies, and others were among the
guests, which included a very select group of the most
prominent in filmdom.
Producers have been casting hopeful eyes at Miss
as a leading woman, especially since her work
"The Shock Punch" with Richard Dix was well re-

Howard
in

She
ceived on the Coast.
and lovely by all who know

is

regarded as very gracious
and is considered a very

her,

attractive screen type, but so far she has not seemed
very anxious to continue her professional career.
Mr. Goldwyn is now aligned with the United Artists'
organization, and his production of "Stella Dallas" is to
be released by them instead of by First National, as

originally anticipated.

A New

Foreign Beauty.
may be prophesied for the forth-

Without doubt, much
coming appearance of Vilma Banky,
discovered while he was abroad.
She is a Hungarian actress, of

whom Mr. Goldwyn

glorious night" in the Culver City hoosgow.
At least
Mickey will probably refer to it as "one glorious night"
when he some day decides to write his memoirs.

Mae's

this will

whom we

have previously made
and her first screen
available for American

inspection will be in "The
Angel," opposite Ronald

Dark
Col-

were greatly attracted to
we met her on the

her when

set shortly after this

had commenced.
is

of

a

new

production

Her beauty

transparent

the

spiritual sort

and

that should bring

note

of

refinement.

She is very gracious and composed, despite that she suffers the handicap of knowing
comparatively
little
English,
and consequently might naturally

feel

ill

at

ease

in

come with

this for-

eign engagement. Thereafter,
she says, it is a matter of
doubt with her whether she
will continue in pictures, or
go back to the stage. Her salary while she is abroad will
far exceed that of any other
American film player who
has played in a foreign picture, and incidentally she has
received very high compliments for her acting in a letter from Emil Tannings, who
starred in "The Last Laugh."

man.

We

Enthusiasm.

at the residence of Ernst
Lubitsch, we caught a glimpse of Mae Murray, and found
her radiating enthusiasm over the prospect of going to
Europe to play in a picture with the Ufa Company.
What with difficulties during the making of "The Merry
Widow," and the break-up of her marriage with Robert
Z. Leonard, Miss Murray has been having her share of
tribulations, and she is looking forward quite thrilled to
the inspiration of a new' environment.
It appears that her ability as an actress is more highly
rated abroad than it is in this country, where the public
still clings to her achievements as a dancer, and rather
consistently refuses to regard seriously her aspirations
to perform in the more serious dramatic roles.
She has tried several times to break away from the
jazzy sort of pictures with which she has been identified,
but her first big chance to do

mention,

work

New

At a garden party given

Mae will make "The
Masked Bride" for MetroGoldwyn before her departure.

the

Famous "Follies" dancers
presence of strangers.
Morecome to the pictures
who
over, she has a talent and a
hereafter had better watch
personality that can easily be
distinguished as very flowerlike
their steps, because the newHere is Theda Bara as she will be seen in "The Unchastened Woman.
and sensitive.
est evolution in the instance
The star she
most suggests, although she is
of Ann Pennington is more
not of the same type of personality, is Lillian Gish.
than startling.
The Fox film company is producing
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and she has been cast as Little Eva!
Peggy Versus Mickey.
Everybody appears to be amazingly enthusiastic over
the personality that Peggy Hopkins Joyce is reflecting
in her first picture, "Skyrocket."
Peggy offered many
surprises while she was in Hollywood, but none more
unexpected than that she films well. Those who have
seen the rushes compare her with Ethel Clayton.
One of the restrictions imposed on her during her
sojourn in the West was that no effort should be made
sensationally to exploit her. As a consequence she lived
like a recluse and doubtless found the experience of movie
stardom rather boring.
Some Hollywood stars were
reported to have snubbed her upon a previous visit but
they didn't have a chance this time because she so seldom

went anywhere.
Marshall Neilan, her director, however, didn't allow
the excitement incident to the making of the "Skyrocket"
picture to languish entirely. When all else fails,' Mickey
can be depended upon to spring a sensation, and this
time he did it by arguing too ferociously with a pair of
constables, following a collision with a telegraph pole,
while motoring.
As a result of which, he spent "one

Optimistic Pola.

Pola Negri's encounter with the customs officials
aroused a great deal of comment in Hollywood, but she
has apparently come through the experience with colors

She paid up like a good sport, at
government
demanded $57,000 from her
the

flying quite brightly.
least,

when

in the event that she desired the jewelry, belonging to
her, which, it was alleged, had been smuggled into this

country.
Pola is more content than we have ever seen her and
she doesn't care now when she returns to Europe. Her
mother is on her way from Poland to join her at her
home in Beverly Hills, which is causing Pola to be particularly joyous these days.
As for romance oh, well, Pola is completely absorbed
in her career again, because she feels very hopeful that
she is entering on a new phase with her production,
"Flower of the Night," based on the Joseph Herges-

—

heimer story, which Paul Bern is directing.
She has just completed furnishing her lovely home in
Beverly, just one door from the Lubitschs', and it is one
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Hollywood High Lights
She purof the richest and loveliest in the colony.
chased the place from Priscilla Dean last year. One of
its most attractive outdoor features is an extra-spacious
Here Pola may be seen every mornswimming' pool.
ing and at sunset doing her latest fancy diving, Australian strokes, and other aquatic graces which fast are
making her one of the best swimmers in Hollywood.

Rudy

Comedy.
Even Valentino has succumbed to the goddess
will

Thalia.
of course, that he plans to venture into
His new picture, temporarily named "The
comedv.
Black Eagle," has been so devised, according to all advance reports, that it will give him an opportunity to be

Which means,

unexpectedly humorous.

gained appreciably. Harold Lloyd and
a few other of the major comedians gave him an increasing prominence both in the matter of financial remuneration and screen credit as well.
Now the very largest studios consider his services an
asset if not an actual necessity.
The reason is the demand for laughs "in all types of productions during the
current season.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer keeps one man consistently
employed in this capacity. He works with the scenarists,
and also frequently goes out on the sets with the direcclass, his prestige

tors.

When

a situation

seems

Rudy's troubles seem never to abate, and he had the
utmost difficulty getting just the right story for his new
picture.
Three different scenario writers worked on the

comedy values.
Famous Players

and the final draft was made by Hans Kraely,
who has long done the Lubitsch scenarios. Something

but their
in building up every scene for

script,

quite spicy for Rudy
fore be anticipated.

may

there-

Harold's Problem.

Harold Lloyd, long immune
to such folly,

Raymond
to

also has

Griffith features.

forthcoming features. Comedies of the Lloyd type are
about the only sort of films that
have not been dependent thus
far on such outside inspiration.

want of humor,

them by

this term,

two gag men working on the

They do not

actually refer
business is to help
its full share of amusingness.
Colleen Moore, too,
ha;s a regular gag man, who
has worked with her on features like "Sally" and "We
official

Moderns."

now

considering making an adaptation of a
book or a stage play as one of
is

to lag for

he has to get busy and provide the necessary "bit of business" to liven up the action. Hardly any script is considered perfect until it has had his inspection for its

Most

interesting

perhaps,

to

is

their salaries

of

all

record that

have advanced

some instances two,
three, and even four hun-

his

in

The

The cause
dred per cent.
of this, outside of their increased importance, is that
there are only a compara-

success of ''Charley's Aunt"
has a good deal to do probably
with altering the general viewpoint. In Lloyd's case it is also
due to the very perplexing problem incident to procuring comedy ideas. Several of Harold's

tively few who have really
evolved the "gag" game into

a

fine

sponds

art,

or what corre-

to that in the

Who

movies.

But Barrymore?

We

cannot imagine anything more exciting" than
Doug and John Barrymore get together for a visit in
the news that John BarryHollywood.
more is to appear in a
We still hope, though, that he may win out in keeping screen version of the Lord Byron poem, "Don Juan."
up his splendid tradition of making movies that are really
This will mean romance wtih a capital R for John, and
movies.
as the don was a very versatile chap in his flirtations,
and demanded a great deal of feminine variety, the film
Which should
will have a regular ensemble of heroines.
Mildred Davis has meanwhile been very busy making
make more hearts beat happily than usual even in Hollytests for "Alice in Wonderland," and it is almost cerwood.
tain now that she will be seen in this potentially marpictures have been repetitions
of others that have gone before,
and he doesn't want to run into
any similar snags in the future.

W

velous fantastic production.
e have long wanted to see
such a story done in pictures. If effectively produced, it
should cause the magical side of screen technique to advance far beyond its present confines.
What is more,
there is a lot of good comedv in the Lewis Carroll
classic.

The Newest

Plutocrats.

"Pity the poor gag man !" as a stock slogan around
the studios has been rendered null, void, and obsolete
by the developments in pictures this season. The reason
is that the chap who has a set of comedy tricks up his
sleeve is enjoying his heyday of glory, and is on the

way

becoming the newest plutocrat of Hollywood.
gag man used to be paid about $100 to $125 a week
for thinking up new ways to toss custard pies about in
short-reel comedies.
His services were considered on a
par with those of any other small-time technical assistant.
He enjoyed absolutely no recognition at all in
any of the bigger studios.
With the recent advance of comedies into the feature

A

to

Maybe, little Priscilla Bonner will have her chance to
be one of the "Don Juan" ladies. It is to be hoped she
will, because she had the misfortune to miss out on the
feminine lead in "The Sea Beasts," Barrymore's first
picture.
The reason assigned by the studio was that
story
the
had been changed, and that a different type was
needed.
Dolores Costello, the daughter of Maurice
Costello, who recently signed with the company, was
given the role, instead.
Miss Bonner was deeply hurt, and even brought suit
against the organization, demanding of them an explanation that would remove any prejudice against her talent.
Mr. Barrymore very greatly regretted the effect of the
change on her, because he not only sent her a very sympathetic letter, but also his personal check for $1,000.
It seems that he felt personally responsible because he
had originally asked for her assignment to the part, having seen her excellent work in "Drusilla with a Million,"
and one or two other recent productions, in which she
appeared to advantage.
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The Talk
Accustomed as they are
gasped

to the royal

at the figures of the

of Several

sums

Towns

and the public
But she's worth the money; here is why.

paid to motion-picture stars, the profession

Paramount-Gilda Gray contract.

By Helen Klumph

ABOUT two

years ago Allan

Dwan wanted

a spec-

tacular cabaret scene for one part of "Lawful
Larceny," so he persuaded Gilda Gray, then the
reigning favorite of the Ziegfeld "Follies" and a night
club, to

come and do her South Sea Island dance before

the camera.
It was a brief bit and people were surprised at her
willingness to do it, for the money meant little to her
and the time it took meant a great deal. But Gilda Gray
was curious to see how she filmed. If she was any good,
she intended to give up all her other interests, and de-

her time to making pictures.
Usually conservative critics saw her one close-up and
declared that she filmed like an angel. That settled that.
She was going to be a picture star.
But motion-picture producers were not standing
around waiting for her with bulging money bags and a
glad hand. They argued that while she might go over
big on Broadway, the rest of the country didn't know
her.
So Gilda set out, as soon as existing contracts
would let her, to prove that she did have a public
throughout the country. She went on a dancing tour,
and just to show that she had faith in herself even if
others didn't, she took a percentage of the house receipts wherever she played instead of a guaranteed salvote

all

ary.

,By about the fourth week of that tour, she had earned
the tftle "The Golden Girl." Not because of her sunny
hair and disposition, but because of the fortunes she
brought into box-offices wherever she played.
The story of that tour is one of the most sensational
ones in all theater history. In twenty weeks she played
eighteen theaters, breaking attendance records wherever
Over one million two hundred thousand
she appeared.
people paid to see her, and her share of the earnings was
one hundred and eight thousand nine hundred dollars.
By the time the tour was about half over, motionpicture producers were ready to talk real money to her.
Paramount finally signed her at a reported salary of six
thousand dollars a week, and a share of the profits on
each picture. There are only a few of the most popular motion-picture stars who get as much.
She who laughs last, laughs best, as no one needs to
point out to those men who laughed at the idea of Gilda
Gray becoming one of the highest-salaried picture stars.
Naturally the Paramount company wanted to get for
her first picture the most dramatic and fascinating story
they could find in all literature.
Search as they would
they couldn't find one to their liking. They had to turn
away from books and dig into the materials of life itself
proving again that truth is sometimes stranger
than fiction. The story they chose was Gilda's own.
Glancing back over the two years or so that I have
known Gilda Gray, and realizing that the most significant events in the drama of her life were enacted before
then, it seems to me that they will have to make a series
not one picture
if they are to portray the fullness
of her life at all.
There are so many Gilda Grays.
There is little Gilda Gray, aged seven, a Polish immigrant with a shawl over her head, arriving in New
York harbor and weaving with childish fancies all the
marvelous stories she had heard of the promised land.
She never has been able to describe the feeling that swept

—

—

—

over her then, but years
That's

how you

when she heard Dvorak's
that's it!
she said, "There

later

"New World Symphony,"

—

when you come to America."
went to work for the Cudahy Packing
feel

Her father
Company in Milwaukee,

so Gilda traveled what seemed
halfway across the world again and started in a school
where they spoke a foreign language, and where children
romped about carefree with none of the reserve and
dignity she had been taught in the old country.

She was hardly more than a child when she married.
then came heartbreaking disappointments poverty,
sickness, entire lack of understanding.
Her husband
went away, leaving her with her baby son and no means

And

;

of support.

She had a husky, vibrant voice with a peculiar note
sadness in it that was just made for singing the
"Blues," which was just becoming popular.
She pracof

it and got a job at twelve dollars a week singing in a Polish cafe.
Hardly had she started singing
there when the old mantle of sadness that had hung over
her like a pall ever since her unfortunate marriage be-

ticed

gan to lift.
She became ambitious the

first

of primitive Indian dances.

She imitated

time she saw a dancer
his undulating,
swaying motion and that night when she sang she delightedly danced a little.
The proprietor ordered her

to stop.

She didn't impose her dancing on

his patrons after
she reached home weary and
aching from singing almost continuously for hours, she
practiced dancing before her mirror.
Then came a"n
offer to sing in a Chicago cafe at the magnificent salary
of thirty dollars a week.
It was down in the lowest
that, but

every night

when

section of the city where audiences are made up of charfrom the underworld and from slummers in
search of a thrill.
When they saw Gilda dance, they

acters

got

it.

The

dance, which seemed to be introduced simultaneously in all parts of the country, was known as the
"shimmy." Gilda got the idea for her version from the
notion of a rhythmic, ever-moving, bodily marcel wave.
Soon she became so famous that anything that shook,
from a Ford car to a dish of gelatine, was nicknamed
"Gilda." But even then there were hard times ahead.
Urged to go to New York to try her fortunes she
went and enjoyed one successful season in a cabaret.
But summer came and there was no work to be had
and Gilda often went hungry. She got a job in a show
and that closed. She went through all the agon}- of be-ing alone and poor and weary in New York, the most
trying city in the world.

Eventually success came and she caught the attention
of Gil Boag, one of the most successful restaurant and
cabaret exploiteers on Broadway. He became her manager.
Together they forged ahead until she was not
merely a success she was the talk of the town. He
bent every effort toward advancing not only her career
;

He helped her delve into
but all her private interests.
the sources of weird, primitive music which gave her
the inspiration for her dances. He surrounded her with
interesting friends. Then one day he even helped her to
divorce the husband who had deserted her years before
Continued on page 104
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Jlwlu by Edward Thayer Monroe

Ever siace Gilda Gray's

first

get her to star in pictures.

screen tests a couple of years ago producers have been trying to
she finally succumbed is told in tfie story on the opposite page.

How

Gilda Gray

is

started dancing

an extraordinary girl. A young immigrant, she
and gradually rose to the position where she is

considered a great artist in her particular line. For years she
was an outstanding star of the Ziegfeld "Follies," and danced
Lately, she has been
at her own night club in New York.
touring the motion-picture houses of the country with her dance
And now
act, and has drawn tremendous audiences everywhere.
she steps into pictures with an already established following of
huge proportions and a screen personality of unusual magnetism.
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be pigeonIf Richard Dix had any fear that he was going to
was greatly
holed forever in breezy, modern stories, he probably
Vanishing
relieved when presented with the leading role in "The
metamorphosed
surprisingly
is
he
picture
this
In
American."
While attending Carlisle University
into an American Indian.
bethe Indian falls in love with a white girl, but gives her up
reservation,
his
to
returning
after
Later,
barriers.
racial
cause of
he is killed in battle. It is said to be the most interesting part

Dix has had

in

some

time.
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Giving Handsome
Support

Earl Schenck has been lending a distinctive
presence to Fox productions.
Photo bj Cooper

Niles

Welch

is

a leading man who

very busy in State rights

is

kept

films.

pfcnto by

Bictee

Earlc Foxe. at the left, who plays the title role in the Van Bib
ber stories for Fox, is acquiring a large iollowing through them,
while Neil Hamilton, above., is a Paramount leading man who is
becoming more popular with every film.
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Still

Tempting

rnoto Dy S '<>!*. Vienna

Other players may turn from vamping to
less wicked screen lives, hut Carmel Myers
is going on in the same disastrous way.

Her next
tress,"

production will be "The Tempfrom Ihanez's story of that alluring

but heartless siren.
Photo by Rath Harriet Lonis

The Coming

of

Rod

>

"The Coming of Amos," the title of Rod La Rocqne's first
production for Cecil De Mille, might be transposed into "The
Coming of Rod," for this picture marks the coming into stardom,
of this actor, who has been rapidly gaining in popularity since
De Mule gave him his first big chance. The story, which is
based on the William J. Ixxrke novel, has the usual Dt Mille
lavishness.

Jetta

Goudal plays fee exotic princess with
Autos falls in love.

whom

82

—

'
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The

Are

Lists

Full!

When selecting types for "The Thief of Bagdad" Douglas
Fairbanks and Raoul Walsh put them in costume and reviewed ihem repeatedly before giving employment.
ducers would be hard put

sometimes for types
needed in scenes. On the other hand, the types
are hard put oftentimes to devise ways and means
by which to eat. How many of the extras registered for work in motion pictures manage to
-

Every possible type
the movies might
call in

how

demand

Hollywood.

this

army

human

of

This

of types

is

is

being that

on instant

you
work

article tells

kept at

By

live,

is

A. L. Wooldridge

teems
HOLLYWOOD
men
believe

with fat
they should
be
in
pictures
because they
are fat.
It has flocks of thin men who
believe they should be in pictures because they are thin.
It has one-legged
men, cross-eyed men, bald-headed men,
glass eaters, sword swallowers, professional dynamiters and mule drivers.

who

\
\

~

are on the "live
the Screen Service bureau where
the declaration is made that any type
of character from a Clemenceau to a
cannibal or from a Lloyd George to

"What we haven't got on our books,
simply ain't!" is the way the manager
expresses it.
So great has been the influx to
cinemaland that the Screen Service
bureau recently announced that it was
accepting no additional registrations.
"We can't find work for any more,"
the

extras

we can

have steady employment for those here
now."
But without this enormous throng of extra

strate

men and women,

pro-

Tom
quite

assert

We

Wallace, a oneis

kept

busy at

the

studios because he

can

act.

capable

of

dealing

roulette,

faro, or

facial

their

accomplishments

on

bucking

—

Within the past year another classifica"Longhas been added to the lists
Bobbed heads outnumber
haired Women."
The bureau's rolls
them by ten to one.
contain the names of scores of women who

don't

legged man,

biers

tion

absolutely
use.

marked.
There are fifty
gamblers or ex-gam-

professional

broncs.

_

all

many women

adornment and scores seeking roles because
of their long, flowing hair. There are cowboys who claim ability to ride steers without saddles and cowgirls ready to demon-

notice.

have

similarly

as

to act because they possess a hirsute

an Eskimo can be obtained on an hour's

"We

P

Ben Turpin and

any game known to Monte
Carlo and one hundred and fifty others,
not gamblers but with sufficient knowledge
of how to deal, who are on call.
There
are hundreds of men with whiskers ready

Ten thousand names

manager protested.

as
/

list" at

the

a mystery.
are, for instance, three hundred baldheaded men on the bureau's lists whose
principal reason for seeking work in
the studios is that they are bald. There
are#>ne hundred one-legged men waiting for employment principally because
There are
they are minus one limb.
a dozen men who are as cross-eyed

There

part of the time.

they are types

of

the

underworld.

They list hundreds of gray-haired matrons
who want to play mother parts and conversely, an equal number of children whose
parents want to throw them into the great
vortex which yawns in cinemaland.
Six telephone operators are on duty at
Screen Service offices taking orders
from the studios and summoning persons

the

•
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The

Lists

Are Full!
I Eollywood
whose wardrobes would equal that of a
president's daughter, seeking
employment at seven dollars
and fifty cents a day. And
there are other extra girls
reduced to that point where
must borrow when
they
called to appear in a scene
depicting an afternoon tea.

in

the operating room
the Screen Bureau some
days ago where the ringing
of telephones was endless.
Calls were coming from the
studios for help and actors
and actresses were being
'

I sat in

at

summoned.
studio to-mor"The
row morning, six thirty
U. S. cavalryman,
seven
furnished;
uniform
dollars and fifty cents a day.
Must ride a horse. Will you

o'clock

;

be there

"The
row at

?''

studio to-morSociety part
a frock coat of

eight.

must have

not
much value because
you've got a fight and it may
Wages ten dollars.
be torn.
Will you be sure to be there on time?"
"Yes, this is Screen Service go ahead
'Twenty-five
men, twenty-five women, mob scene; medium age and
height
five dollars a day.'
All right, we'll get 'em.

Six one-legged veterans of the World War appeared with Betty Compson in
"Old Lives for New."

The greatest number of calls, however,
for work.
come from persons who have registered and are waiting
for employment.
"Nothing to-day !" are the brief words which have
But still
sickened the hearts of countless thousands.
they call
fust whv there should be such a clamor for extra
work in the picture studios is b^-ond my power to
explain except in the cases of young men and young
women courting careers. The remuneration is too miserWere there work each day,
ably small to warrant it.
it would be ample, but the waits between calls someThe scale of wages
times are long and depressing.
•

For mob scenes where persons of any
weight or nationality are taken,

hand-picked

mobs

men or women of a uniform
stature, age and color, five
dollars a day.

people,

per-

"camera

wise

For character
sons

who

are

and picture broke," who have
nice clothes, including Prince
Albert or cutaway coats, afternoon or evening gowns, seven
dollars

and

fifty cents a day.

Swimming and

diving girls

and men, pony riders, professional butlers and the like, get
from ten dollars a day up,
according

to

the

age,

stature,

to-day.'

"No,

nothing in sight
when we can use you."

hundred men,
Thanks !"
this

up a

repeated

it

importance

of their work and the effort
these
required.
Following
come the stunt men and smallpart players whose remuneration is privately agreed upon.
Above these are the featured
players.
There are little extra girls

call

you

—

women, and

When

We'll

the order.
'Two hundred negro men,
children for South Sea island scene
one

take

"I'll

now.

right

seventy
last

woman
so that

women and

thirty

order was phoned
in the

children.'

the

in,

negro section of the

operator
city

and

she could get them together.

me to-morrow
how many you

"Report to
afternoon

three dollars a day.

For

;

Thanks !"
"Nothing

called

runs something like this

!

;

have,

with

together

their

names !" she was instructed.
"Nothing to-day!"

And so the medlev continued throughout all the day
and evening.
Screen aspirants were handled as though
by numbers.
heterogeneous aggregation from all
parts
of the
world.
The
agency has -a representative

A

Mexican district who
a hundred Mextypes in a day, when

in the

rounds up
ican
directed.

It

has another in

the Russian district, a third
among the Orientals, and so
on.
Its machine works systematically.

A

call

came

in

some time

ago for six one-legged young
This

"infant"

Earles,

actor is Harry
a thirty-year-old midget.

—
The

Lists

Are Full!
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men, on crutches. The American Legion supplied them
lads who had been maimed in

World War.

the

They

ap-

with Betty Compson
"New Lives for Old."

peared
in

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer wanted
a sword swallower, a tattooed

woman,
leopard

a

living

woman, a

skeleton,

a

and
"The

fat girl,

a midget for a scene in
Unholy Three," one of Ted
Browning's productions.
It
found most of them in a side
show on Main Street in Los
Angeles.
B.
P Schulberg
needed two hundred
for "White Man," a Preferred picture.
They were
rounded up in the Central

Avenue district of
The William Fox
wanted

two

dozen

who knew how

the

city.

company
Chinese

to lay railroad

tracks for appearance in

"The

Iron Horse." They were loThis group of extras is kept quite busy, as they have established a reputation for being
cated near Sacramento.
well groomed and well dressed.
few of them, a half century
ago, had helped lay the rails
of the Western Pacific line.
In the same picture, a
The "child" was Harry Earles, a midget about thirty
large body of Indians was required to portray the atyears old, playing the role of an infant.
The "baby"
tack of red men on the crews building the first transgot back into the go-cart and puffed away on his cigar
continental railroad.
Colonel Tim McCoy, former adwith apparent satisfaction.
jutant general of Wyoming, got them from among the
Tom Wallace, a one-legged man, is kept quite busy
Arapahoes and Shoshone tribes on the Wind River reser- at' the studios in comedy roles, not merely because he
A^ation
two trainloads of them.
has only one leg, but because he can act.
He has an
When Douglas Fairbanks was choosing the cast for assortment of legs for use as occasion demands. The
"The Thief of Bagdad," he and director Raoul Walsh first time I saw him he was on the Hal Roach lot
personally selected the types, put them in costume and
standing by the side of a tent.
Some one mistook his
make-up at the studio and repeatedly reviewed them peg leg for a stake and tied a tent rope to it. His
before finally giving employment.
Scores were looked
ensuing embarrassment figured as part of the play. The
over and rejected. From out of the extra ranks came
next time I saw him, he used a peg leg to carry him
fat men, thin men, long men, short men, white men,
through scenes in Charlie Chaplin's current production,
black men, Malays, Hindus, and natives from the Orient.
"The Gold Rush." When he got ready to go home,
strange assemblage for a
he strapped on an artificial
strange picture.
limb which had a shoe at the
Every type, practically every
end.

A

—

A

on the globe, is represented in the extra ranks in

nationality

Hollywood.

Freaks

At
Goldwyn-Mayer

profusion.

in
are
Metrothe
studio
re-

cently, a pretty little blue-eyed

child sat in a baby carriage
staring at the procedure on one
of the sets.
cap tied with

A

and bows was upon
head and a clean infant's

ribbons
its

body. No
be paying
much attention to it. Presently, the little fellow crawled
out of the go-cart, waddled
over to a side of the set,
reached into a coat pocket and
dress

one

clothed

its

appeared

to

drew forth a villainous looking black cigar.
"Gimme a match, will you ?"
he said to a bystander.
"I
want

to light

Delmo

Fritz,

was used

in

this

rope!"

a sword swallower,
"The Unholy Three."

The most

prolific

among

are the persons who
want parts in ballroom and
garden tea scenes.
Hun-

extras

dreds upon hundreds are registered for this work and a

few

—a

—

very few find sufemployment to earn
a livelihood. There probably
are forty or fifty young men
and young women in Hollywood's movie colony who are
ficient

busy a considerable part of
time giving "atmosphere" to such scenes. They
have established reputations
their

for being- well groomed and
well gowned, have good carriage, dance well, know what
should be done and what
should not be done in refined
society
and are popularly
cast
because the directorsknow them.
However, as
Continued on page 103
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For different reasons many of the stars
adopt strange and unnatural poses at
times
Some for protection, some for

Their Dual

expediency,

Personalities

some

to

and gain publicity.

attract
It

attention

takes an astute

interviewer to be able to peek behind
these masks, or to

mask

By
Malcolm H. Oettinger

disappointed if we weren't a
Petty Blythe once confided to
me, "so I always attempt "the exotic."'
The majority of stellar bodies possess these dual
personalities, one for everyday wear and one for such
occasions as personal appearances, battleship christenings, egg rolling on the White House lawn, and interlittle

views.

To
girls

be
as

sure,

Lois

are exceptions.
Such ingenuous
Virginia Valli, and Lila Lee
pleasant impression at all times, and

there

Wilson,

being worn.

Decorations by
Lui Trugo

2

would be
PEOPLEdifferent,"

is

sure that no

be

also essays a detached and well-bred politeness that is
generally credited to the tutorial ability of the Glyn.
At leisure, relaxed, Gloria is a romping, naive girl,
In public there are alseeking laughter and gayety.
ways appearances to be kept up, which serves to subdue exuberant spirits to no little extent.
Two of the most exciting sirens of the screen adopt
the same manner.
"Be yourself !" is the motto of both
Instead of at-'
Barbara La Marr and Betty Blythe.
tempting to impress you they set out to captivate with

present the same
such fellows as Richard Barthelmess, Richard Dix,
Harold Lloyd, and Harrison Ford are unvaryingly the
same whether shaving, acting, making merry, or dining

And
their frankness, their wit, their indubitable charm.
they resemble the Northwest Mounted Police in effec"I never talk about my art,'' the La Marr
tiveness.
''Some people would think I referred to a
tells you.

home. ZasU Pitts and Ernest Torrence have nothing
duplex about their respective personalities either. But
the majority, be it said, have!
The "show" personality is worn as a mask, a protection, a set piece to appease

former husband."

at

public

curiosity.

Mae

Busch, to begin near the
top of the alphabet, would have
you think her a thoroughgoing
sophisticate, with no tremendous
interest left in anything.
Life?
Pah! Love? Pooh! All a deceptive iridescent bubble.
Any
topic you bring to light will
serve only to precipitate a shrug of her shapely shoulders.
Then, as the veil slips from her pose,' as any
veil does in the course of a New York afternoon, you
discover that Mae is at heart a sentimentalist, expressing
herself in vivid but not particularly distinguished poetry.
Of Theda Bara's two personalities I have only discovered one, the affected.
She must have a natural
side, as well.
No woman would seriously fix you with
hypnotic eyes and tell you how lucky it is to be born

November.
Carmel Myers gave herself away completelv in these
very pages when she confessed debating whether to be
the ingenue or the woman of the world at a certain
interview soiree.
She elected the former,
so of pose there was none.
Pictorially a
destructively handsome creature, Carmel is
actually a charming young lady of comparain

tive safety.

sion of

But, as she admitted, the illuin a colorful re-

wickedness results

port from the press.
Adopting opposite tactics, la belle Swanson receives in tweeds and tailored simplicity, proving, or attempting to prove, how
different she is away from the screen. Gloria

"I

like

to

give

an exotic impression," says

"but I find it difficult to talk the role."
It is interesting to note that in these
affectation might almost be expected,
there is none. They
are wholly natural,
delightfully
frank,

and trust you

the best "mask."
their personalities

Among

women, where

at all

times to report only
such portions of the
conversation as will
'Their
be
discreet.
belief is that frankness

this historian is

Betty,

it

best "pose ;" openness
They depend upon the vitality of
to impress, and the answer from
is

the

does

men

of the screen a similar frankness obtains, but in the case of a few, the manner is
icy until the gentlemen are assured of your sanity.
Lewis Stone was plagued by inquisitive ladies asking
about his love complex until he swore never to see
the leading

another interviewer. House Peters has been put upon
by so many writers that he assumes all are demons
in disguise.
Raymond Griffith eyes the reporter askance
because of his suspicion of being ladled what he would
call

apple sauce.

But all of these excellent actors are willing
enough to turn from an aloof coolness as
soon as they discover your intentions, or
As soon as they realize you
lack of them.
are interested in their acting rather than their
last marriage, and in their views on technique
rather than their views on bigamy, they show
themselves for the keen, intelligent men of
the world that they are.
Continued on page 105
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The Troubles

of an

Actress
Mae Busch

M

Manners.

Dorothy

to

AE BUSCH
some

them

tells

was

me

telling

of the troubles of an ac-

tress.

Outside it was one of those gray
days from an English novel. Though
it had not yet rained everything was
damp with the drizzle of the heavy
Leaves dripped.
fog.
Dusk came.
Feet squashed. Clouds lowered. Los
Angeles hoisted an umbrella and
grumbled out of the neck of an overcoat.

Mae
and

said

:

come

them

watch

"I

—these

—

comets.
They skyrocket for a while then
blooey
But I go plodding on and on

go

girls

like

—

!

Everybody

and on.

says,

'Oh Mae

—

she hasn't struck her stride yet
but
if she ever does
Well I haven't.
Me and the babJust plodding on.
bling brook
forever."
The bearded lady on the platform
overhead
stroked
whiskers
her
thoughtfully.
The gentleman midget,
'

—

whose sister midget is a lady vamp,
walked past us and found a seat near
a stove, fretfully rubbing his hands
together.
Mae said
it,

this

"Any way you look at
If
a heartbreaking game.

is

:

not one thing, it's another. If you
don't get work you're worrying yourself to a thread about it.
If you get
work you get criticism. Not that anybody ever pays any attention to criticism critics are too prejudiced but
just the same it hurts sometimes. Just
the other day I read a criticism about
myself in 'Frivolous Sal.'
This guy

it's

—

—

Ben Alexander runs away
with the picture.
Mae Busch won't
gather any laurels through this role
though she has her good spots.'
I
called that guy up and told him, 'So
has a leopard.'
Not that I cared.
He's entitled to his opinion, but here's
said, 'Little

the

situation:

You work

a

like

dog-

and put your heart in it and
then some one comes along and flipin a part

pantly dismisses
That's

gether.

Eugene

it,

or ignores

what
O'Brien and

it

alto-

happened

Tom

to

Santschi

and the rest of the actors in that picture.
Eugene
O'Brien gave a magnificent performance and this reviewer doesn't even see him."
On -stage No. 1 of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer emporium "The Unholy Three" unit was winding up the
day's production.
scenes in the studio
of a freak museum.

The

—

scenes
that is, the first
are set against the background
Hence the bearded lady, the sword
swallower and the midgets.
"The Unholy Three" is a wonderful box-office title.
It is also a crook opera of amazing plot.
It would
hardly be fair to divulge the ways and means of it
first

,

—

first

story events Lon Chaney plays an old
runs a bird and, seed shop.
Mae Busch
is "her" niece.
It is a wonderfully fat character part
for Miss Busch.

here but in

its

woman who

Now, of all the girls of the films Mae Busch is the
most peculiarly circumstanced because
She is a comedian-tragedienne-actress with the physical
make-up of a vamp type.
They don't know what to do with her. Or rather,
they know that they can do anything with her and she
will

come out with flying colors. In "Name
an ingenue. A good one. While

she was

the Man"
hold no

I
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The Troubles

brief for that picture Mae was wonderful in it.
Even
in that lemon-yellow episode where she weeps on the
lamb in the rainstorm.
In her original hit, "Foolish Wives," she was a heartless countess hussy, interpreting the role highly successfully with a blond wig and a lot of insolence.
In "The
Sinned" she ran the gamut.
The picture might have been called '"From Corned Beef
to Caviar" in description of Miss Busch's histrionic range
therein.

Woman Who

"Frivolous Sal"

a Western.

is

Hoot Gibson and

that she puts

I

have no doubt but
to blush with

Tom Mix

her outdoor antics.
I f
you know your moving pictures as you ought to
such variety as this can mean but one thing. The girl
is an actress.
Not a star. (For the benefit of those
who don't know an actress is a player who submerges
her own personality in a variety of character.
star
is a personality who emphasizes her own individuality
in a repetition of character.)
In company with that
other little trouper of the screen, Bessie Love
it's a
And Mae, in doing it, gets
case of "Let Mae do it."
lots of credit from the company but not so much glory
from the world. Nothing so thoroughly illustrates what

—

A

—

I

incident Mae told me that day as we
below the bearded lady and the sword swallower.

mean

sat

as a

little

Mae was wearing, in character with the part, a straw
hat completely surrounded by daisies.
Also a gingham
She looked interesting- She looked charming
charming as a "Follies" girl in one of those buttermilk interludes from an extravaganza.
She looked
like anything except the sort of girl who would wear
daisies on a hat.
But when Mae flashes on the screen
as one of the unholy three she'll even make you believe
the daisies until she wants you to believe differently.
But about that incident Mae told me about that I
was going to tell you about.
It was like this:
A certain picture was going to
be produced wherein was a comedy part coveted by
Mae. She thought it was her sort of thing. It was.
So with ambition aforethought she went to see the Power
in Control and suggested herself for the role.
"Why, Mae," said the Power, scratching his head,
"why, Mae, we sorta had Miss
in mind for that.
You see, it isn't an acting part. The situations play
themselves.
We don't need an actress for it no chardress.

— as

—

Alden, intellectual,

—

dumb

tells

how

see, that's the

is

is

life

being

is

one of

a reflection of one sole purpose
In her search for the

infinite

intelligence

which

has

made our

forces of existence and
which gives to us our good all
that endures.
"Our little world is to the solar
system just what this grain of
salt is to this egg
scarcely a pin
point," she says.
"The thing

—

—

that

amazed me

at first

was how

big system of orbits could
continue its individual revolutions
and movements without clashing
and destroying each other and
I saw that back of it all must be
this

;

a complete and inviolable order.
"That was the first definite
realization that I reached for

and

There you
have the world and all that is real and
enduring in it," is her main deduction,

intelligent thinking.

realities of being, in her ruthless need
of self -understanding, she has come to
the conclusion that the only really
essential quality to happiness is
a realization of oneness with the

—

myself, when I began to do my own
for my
thinking, as a very young girl
father traveled a great deal and I was
thrown much on my own resources.
From that kernel grew the measuring-

—

.

Mary Alden

in

"Siege," her latest

screen characterization.
directly complete.
It is the
guiding influence of her life. "Spiritual intelligence, of course, for there can be no other
me what
It is the motivating force back of evervthin°-."
pen ?
in

is

intelligence.

little

.

That

goes.

Then she delves into history, into astronomical conelusions and geographical discoveries, to prove to you
that every manifestation of impulse or instinct or life
force that is a fundamental influence upon the human

—

.

it

and career through

feminine tricks and coquetries she
brushes aside, scorning them as
cheap and common, and brings
forth from her mental storage
an iridescence and latitude of
thought that makes an afternoon seem but an hour.
Athirst for knowledge, she
has waded in that restless,
vigorous way in which she
threshes into things
into philosophy, many religions,
art,
science, music.
It is unbelievable that one mind so 3'oung in
years could have such a clear
definite vision.
"Intelligence.

way

Bell

you is mind, all mind.
She may have looked pretty
or tired, she may have worn a
chic frock or an old sport
thing, for all you remember of
her appearance; the

is

Continued on page 106

she learned to direct her

a mental acrobat.
a young and personable woman
despite the fact that she specializes in middleaged characters, you do not think of youth in connection
with her, nor of physical charms, for
she seems ageless.
The consciousness
of her presence that she leaves with

she

count

?"

But you

By Caroline

ALDEN
MARYThough

—

—

nothing we always
acterization 'no big scenes
"
you in for no interpretation
"Oh," said Mae sweetly, "so you think Miss

Philosophic Mood

In
Mary

an Actress

of

itself

;

stick of

judgment which has never

motivating force

made

failed

a certain thing hap-

—
;

In

'

Philosophic

Mood

89

"I study governments, various civilizations,
individuals who have given to world progress, even situations here in motion pictures
If
that graze my own life more intimately.
something failed or succeeded, I try to understand why.
And I have found in every ineither of an indistance that any success
expressed
vidual or of a mass movement
spiritual intelligence.
The greatest artists
and musicians, Shakespeare to a degree
though he was but an adapter or copyist of
and
basic principles that others had evolved
particularly Lincoln, who has always been
more than a human ideal to me all expressed
the genius which is a manifestation of that

—

—

—

—

intelligence.

"I don't care for the writers, supposedly
profound thinkers, who deal with the mistakes of mankind.
I want those who go still
deeper and delineate the motivation of those
mistakes. If I could have my choice of people to meet in the corridor of time, first of

should choose Lincoln, because his simple
was the liberation of a race
Lamb, rather than Shakespeare or Milton,
because he went back to those basic principles of being, Conrad and, to a lesser degree, Flaubert, because they felt and did big,
all I

and

direct ideal

vital,

truly real things."

Again, that vigorous streak in Mary,
which needs the tang of the crisp, cool air,
the physical expression of energy, constant
mental activity.
She is considered unique in Hollywood.
She does not fit in permanently anywhere,
and yet she is not disliked, in spite of her
assertive personality.
When the mood is
her, she goes among people, converses
brilliantly, gives charming salons to which
come writers and artists and musicians. She
plays the piano with considerable skill.
But

upon

when those melancholy streaks get her, she
goes off somewhere alone, and thinks.
One reason that she is not more often
seen on the screen is that .money means little
to

her.

"I loathe it !" I have heard her say many
times.
"And yet everything I touch turns
I have never been without a dolto money.
lar in my life, possibly because of that very

—

indifference.
Investments I make simply
Photo by Steckel
because I can't let the stuff lie around and
Mary Alden as she is vigorous, young, and attractive.
have to put it somewhere invariably turn
out well. But I will not do a character that
does not appeal to me as genuine, as having reality and
other cast lies in her rebellion against petty traditions
depth and power.
and limitations.
"I work because I have responsibilities."
"For the first time in my career I have felt willing
She is
educating nine children and has practically assumed the
when playing Aunt
to be obedient to a director
support of several poor families.
Augusta, a dominant, old in years but spiritually young
"I hate influences
and people who tend to hedge me in, though, and even character, in 'Siege.' For Svend Gade, I would stand
those dearest and closest to us do at times, through sheer
on my head,, if he gave the order, because he has the
affection.
Walls shutting in around us
Perhaps it one thing that so few airectors have consciousness
is best for me, for in so doing I develop
we cannot of mood and its value. He doesn't give a whoop what
give to others until we have something in ourselves to
you do, or how you act a scene, just so you feel and
give, and at every new demand we find to our surprise
reflect its mood, and. that, is the basic fundamental of
an inexhaustible supply.
all art
the imagination to see and project a mood.
"But if it weren't for these dependencies upon me,
Von Stroheim has it. I doubt if he ever reads Swift,
I think I would be a sort of tramp, going where my
but he is a Gulliver.
"We all permit ourselves to be too much controlled
mood of the moment should dictate, living among any
and influenced by the suggestion that lies back of makind of people with whom I could converse and who
Three years ago I realized that and
terial things.
could give me the vital stimulation that I need."
Continued on page 105
Perhaps another reason that her name is not in every

—

—

—

!

:

—

—
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Peacock Alley, traversed daily by the stars,

is the

narrow walk on the Lasky

Peacock Alley
How

A

players

come and go across

lot

separating the executive

— and

the famous walk at the

offices

from

the studios.

Fame
Lasky studio

in

Hollywood.

By William H. McKegg

CHANCE— give

me

!"

a chance
The pleading cry rings over the hills of Hollywood, spreading from east to west.
Peacock Alley on the Lasky lot echoes with it.
Chances have been given to beginners.
And results,
good or bad, have flashed over the narrow confine that
lies between the executive offices and the stages.
What happens after the first chance?
One day a young girl ran gayly across Peacock
Alley.
She was to have a scene in Pola's "Men."
Eighteen years old, wise in the ways of pictures, the
girl vowed to make good.
Here was her one great
chance.
She was only an extra; never before had she
been offered a bit.
Buchowetzki was the director. Under his guidance
Spontaneity and humor
the girl did excellent work.
ran through the entire scene. Now she was one rung
ahead of the extra ranks.
But does the first great chance assure a duration of
success ?
Not long after, this same girl had a bigger chance
in "Tiger Love"
but she failed dismally.
Her actions were wooden and stilted throughout the entire

—

part.

She works for
I
met her again the other day.
eighteen dollars a week in a Hollywood laundry.
About the same time as this young girl dropped out,
What
Bettv Bronson rose to fame in "Peter Pan."
would have happened to her if she had been turned
down at the last moment if Barrie had chosen another?
After all, will she remain long as a star of

—

Peacock Alley?

Mary Brian merrily skips across the well-worn walk,
for she is to play leads
but for how long?
Oscar, the dusky shoe-shiner in Peacock Alley, has
polished the footwear of Lila Lee, Dorothy Dalton,

—

Mary Miles

Minter, Wanda Hawley, Agnes Ayres, and
rotund Walter Hiers, when they were stars.
All
but two find their lights dimmed.
Lila Lee is content
with secondary roles and Hiers has returned to his
two-reel comedies.
Bebe Daniels not so very long ago flashed up and
down over Peacock Alley as a star, then went back
of

to

featured parts.

starring vehicles
or lose?

She

is

starring

again.

have not been great.

Her

first

Will she win

Richard Dix is now also a star. His first offerings,
Bebe's, have nothing of very great importance to
show.
Rod La Rocque starred in "Code of the Sea," then
fell back to supporting parts.
Now he is to be starred
again.
Vera Reynolds was, and still is, regarded with
anticipation.
Estelle Taylor chose to become Mrs.
Jack Dempsey just when she was showing promise.
The futures of Adolphe Menjou and Ricardo Cortez point to stardom, while Raymond Griffith has just
been made a star. These three have stolen the honors
of nearly every picture they have played in.
Cortez
was suggested as a star for "The Spaniard."
Perhaps it is best for him to share the featured honors
with Jetta Goudal.
However, he is scheduled to play
opposite Pola, which, to my thinking, is worth more
than stardom to any screen lover.
like

Continued on page 107
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They Gave Tom

a

Dog!

Every one .in Europe seemed to have a present for our
Western hero -.and you- should see what he brought home!

By

A. L.

Wooldridge

WHEN Tom Mix

toured Europe the fore part of the
enthusiastically received in capitals
He was wined and dined, preof the Old World.
sented with enough keys to cities to outfit a first-class burglar
Huge
and fed everything from leutfist to Grecian garlic.
horse,
him
Tony,
his
wonder
tribute
and
throngs paid
to
to
and his arrival everywhere created a sensation.
Mrs. Mix and Thomasina, the diminutive daughter, were
showered with presents. And, of course, Tom had to be given
a share, too.
When the hero of a thousand and one Western thrillers
arrived in England and rode Tony down the gangplank headed
toward Buckingham Palace, urchins jammed
The advent of William the
the streets.
Conqueror could not have been more magnificent.
And he had
It was a knock-out.
to be given something to show the apprecia-

summer he was

English sheep
dog..

felt
mirers
that he had to
give
him a
present
o f

some

sort.

His
friends
approved the

He
idea.
knew Tom

tion of the exhibitors in England.

had a horse
and a couple

French shepherd.

So, they gave him a dog!
In Edinburgh, the Scotch lassies and men
from the heather lined the boulevards to
look in admiration upon the assassin of
bandits and protector of gold-laden stage
coaches.
They cheered and shouted in
Scotch and pressed forward to touch Tony
while
Tom waved
his twenty-gallon hat.

o
But he wanted

when Tom
to the great

be

to

got back to

f

saddles.

remembered
America and

open spaces.

So, he gave him a dog!
Into Berlin with its massive statues, its sturdy masonry, its flotsam
and jetsam of war, its paper money
triumphal
and glorious beer
They just had to give
march down Unter den Linden, a pahim a present of
rade past the palace of the former
some sort. The exkaiser, a bow to the Reichstag, then
Great Dane.
hibitors of the Wilappearances,
personal
receptions,
liam Fox pictures got
The
entertainment.
dinners,
and
together in counsel.
exexhibitors
The
German
populace went wild.
They knew Tom had
They wished
ulted over the success of the visit.
a horse
him to know that they loved him. They just had
a
to give him a present of some sort. They knew he
couple o f
had a horse and a couple of saddles.
So, they gave him a dog!
Indiana billy
Into Brussels, past which swept the Teutonic
goat.
hordes when the great struggle began a decade ago
Black Belgian police dog.
Into the land of lace mills, intensive farms, econgood omy and cheese— the home of the world's most demosaddles,
i n
standing.
cratic king and queen.
Down the beautifully shaded
""""
So, they gave him
driveways pranced Tony, thrilled by the cheers of the
a dog!
crowds which greeted his rider. Belgium had been the
Into Paris with
She was bound to
first to start paying her war debt.
the
America by ties of blood and love which probably never
throngs
will be severed.
ride
No welcome to a general with fortydown the Champs Elyssee, a nine decorations could be more enthusiastic than the welparade across the Seine, a trip
come accorded Tom and Tony. The picture exhibitors
over the route where once
thrilled at the spectacle.
Their Tom and their Tony
strode lines of American doughwere on Belgian soil! They just had to give him a
boys.
While no bands were present of some sort. They knew he had a horse and
there to play "The Stars and
a couple of saddles.
Stripes Forever," or "It Ain't
So, they gave him a dog!
Goin' to Rain No More," there
"Daddy" Mix was beginning to get too many things
were, nevertheless, thoufor himself to the exclusion of other members of the
sands and thousands of
family.
There was little Thomasina, for instance, who
Parisian
folk saying was too young to tell of her desires. She had to be
things Tom could not uncarried around and while her pretty little face attracted
derstand, but which he
worlds and worlds of attention, she wasn't much more
knew
were
laudatory.
than the concert after the big show, as compared to her
!

:

A

-

and

'

surging
A
!

Which was music enough
One of
for any hero.
Rusty Scotch

terrier.

Tom's

most

ardent

ad-

paternal ancestor.

A woman

in

England who noticed
had to give her

the plight of the child, decided she just
Continued on page 108
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Continued from page

actress.
act,

to

just a

match her candor,

to

twisted, but,

lips

had

I

"It wasn't.

affirmation.

nod

to

I really

did

could do something besides

think

1

show

oft"

But

clothes.

What you

that

let

go.

thought of the old Gloria

com-

doesn't matter, because she isn't

ing back.

Henry

and
came,
His love was no
selfish desire.
He adored me. He
was tender and thoughtful and kind.
He asked me to marry him, Gloria
"In

Paris,

changed everything.

woman, not Gloria

the

the actress.

.

ing

and knew that I
had been miserable,

heart

cared.

I

the

that

not for me.
who took an

Separation

is

be

to

the

one.

last

better than an intoler-

But two divorces are
enough for an actress, for a woman.
I wanted to give this boy children."

able marriage.

The maternal
which

is

quality

her love,

the base-root of any

genuine affection,

an's

of

way

is

wom-

expressed

refers to Henry,
though he is certainly no callow
youth. "I had niy own Gloria, whom
I have always tried to shield from
any touch of unpleasant publicity,
and the adopted boy, Joe, to think
of.
Finally I knew that our feeling
for each other was the lasting kind."
the

in

she

She feared the influence of her
third marriage, and to a foreigner,
upon her career.
"The higher up you go, the less
can you afford to make a mistake.

And

I

that

my

value very highly everything
success means. I've worked
too hard for it to chance throwing it
away, unless the thing I got
return for it would be well worth the
possible sacrifice.

m

"But everything has turned out so
nicely,"

knew

she sighed with

that Henry
so genuine.

relief.

"I

would make friends,
I want to turn out

he is
a few more good pictures, to be sure
that my place with the public is firm,
and then, another baby of my own,
and a couple more adopted."

She has ideas as
would probably

that

to

child

rearing

interest mothers,
detailed to be set

but they are too
forth here
she will talk for hours,
if you will listen, about how she disci;

Her contention

is

parents are

that

own

too prone to live their

lives

over

again in their children's, and she expects to get her greatest joy out of
these their sweetest, childhood years.

"Sonny Jim," the children's pet
name for the marquis, is more than
fond of them I believe that his way
with the children had much to do
;

with winning her love.

Both her marriage and the brightness that the two babies have brought

now

terness.

had

may affect their characters
while giving freedom to their instinctive impulses in likes and dislikes.

which

bluff-

humdrum hokum was
I admired those women

;

it

forts to enforce obedience in matters

really

independent stand.
I
had thought that I could, too. I don't
know what was in their hearts, but I
know what was in mine unrest, bit-

"But

She Continue

her have been instrumental in unleashing the spontaneity which was
so long bottled up in her and which

thought a long, long time," she
continued, slowly. "I looked into my
''I

own

— Will

pUnes Baby Gloria and Joe, her ef-

(59

used to talk about wanting
You thought it

I

remember?
pose?" Her

oria

is

her most noticeable character-

At times she used

show a
impish mischief, when

istic.

to

glimmer of
surrounded by her intimate friends
but

now

It

she

this

is

occurred to

me

way
to

the time.

all

wonder what

new element of
her life may bring

influence this

natural

humor

to bear

in

upon her work. I remembered, too,
that "Manhandled," in the opinion of
many, was her best achievement, and
its vein was one of lightness.

"We

are

playing

'The

Coast

of

Folly' in a very light spirit," she replied, partially

agreeing with

gestion that her

forte

my

sug-

"Madame Sans Gene." "The story
concerns the adventures of a wealthy
young girl whose spontaneous joy
gets her into embarrassing predicaments.
Life is a toy, people just
jolly playfellows.
Her keynote is one
of banter.
Even the big dramatic
moments which must be in every
movie are handled with that light
touch."
the moment Gloria holds the
scepter, is niched upon the pedestal.

At

How long will she stick on thai elevated point ? Thrones are insecure,
dependent upon fractious breezes.
Pessimistic prophecies are imposwhen you remember her qualities of character and her ambition
Gloria is of a stock that gets what it
wants and holds onto it. Only a terrible wallop, or a series sf forceful
blows, could disenthrone her.
sible,

Her

however, is precarious.
"Madame Sans Gene" was a
disappointment partly because it was
overtrumpeted.
Also, because too
much ballyhooing was done in one
breath.
Since she broke the bonds
of clothes-horse model, there had
been no point of particular news interest in her publicity
of a sudden,
position,

;

she was in the headlines.
Her illness in France, following on the heels
of her romantic marriage, fanned a
new personal interest for her.

Upon

her return to America, she

was greeted with an ovation that was
partly manufactured bv insistent publicity
a virtual campaign was set in
motion to come to a head with her
arrival and the premiere of "Sans
Gene" and was partly a frenzied
wave of emotion such as her fans
had never before shown her.
The
premiere was a big splurge but there
was a spontaneous key to it, that
cheering that amounts to hysteria.
No, a vibrant, contagious emotion
of that sort cannot be stirred up altogether by blurbs in the newspapers.
Hollywood was glad to welcome

—

—

;

a personality whom she had
developed out of struggle and heartache and disappointments.
New
York saw in her a big news-event,
and her fans over the country realized of a sudden that they loved her.

home

After
there

emotional

such

all

waves

Gloria's

a reaction.

is

is

be-

ginning to be made manifest, now
that the excitement has died down.
The general consensus is that her ar-

much

rival called forth too

that her publicity
that

it

came

to a

the ultimate point

Her

was not the

heaviness of the dramatic scenes of

Conquer?

to

was

shouting,

so engineered

focus and reached
all at

once.

Paramount ex-

contract with

December.
For its renewal big sums have been
mentioned, and other concerns dangle
offers approaching the twenty-thousand-dollars-weekly mark.
"It depends on the way things
break in the next few months," she
pires,

understand,

I

in

"Money isn't
The Lasky lot is home

everything.

shrugs.

me. But
matters to be considered.
go through dark times, when I feel
to

there are
I

if walls were closing in
and
the things I've wanted
around me,
Then
the sun shines
escape me.
through, and everything is lovely. I
am not worrying now, beyond trying
to make the immediate picture a good

desperate, as

one."
Gloria's future rests uoon her next
pictures.
She must top
all this splurge, must deliver something worthy of it. One or two even
mediocre films which would pass as

two or three

another's offering would put a crimp
in her position as reigning favorite.

am

admit that, knowing Gloria, I
predisposed to bank upon her.

But

also

I

am

I a little

fearful.

always halfway liked her.

new
hurt

me

have
the

more

lovable.

little, it is

going to

Gloria infinitely

If she slips ever so

I

I find

very much.
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ALetter fromLocation
Marie Prevost and Louise Fazenda write of a train
wreck that wasn't in the scenario, and of their experiences while making water scenes for "Bobbed Hair."

To Myrtle Gebhart

MY

San Diego,

California.

dear Myrtle:

Many thanks for your kind telegram concerning our welfare after the train accident.
Fortunately Kenneth and I motored down the day, previous and were already in San Diego, but we were terribly upset over the news that several of our people
were in the wreck.
Some one at the hotel called to notify us of the accident about one a. m., but couldn't give us any details
Naturally the first thing
or names of the people hurt.
that flashed through my mind was that every one was
killed or maimed.
You know how it is being awakened at night and notified of a thing like that.
Further sleep was out of the question, so we dressed
and went down to the lobby
to wait for further news.
With each hour my imaginawas

tion

disaster.

me

magnifying

(And a

the

director

had no imagihe could have
heard the wild fears I was
pouring into Kenneth's patient ear he would have made
me his "skenario" writer on
the spot.)
Anyway, about
six we learned of the engineer's death and how our
prop boy, Bobbie Webb, had
found him under the wreckage and pulled him out, but
no news of Louise Fazenda

told

nation

!

and the

once

I

If

company
when word

rest of the

until after seven,

came over the wire that they
had been spared.

the top of the page is the yacht used for "Bobbed
Hair;" in the center appear Kenneth Harlan, Marie
Prevost and Louise Fazenda; and at the left Louise
exhibits the shark she caught.

At

'

Louise wants

the wreck, so

write a few words about
hand over the pen.

to

I'll

—

Myrtle, dear

was

happy on leaving
the depot to see that our magazine was out
with the long-looked-for story which I was so
anxious to

see.

I

In

my

so

enthusiasm

I

bought

three copies. Two hours later they were makeshift torches so our boys could see to lift the
Continued on page 109
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Made Him What He

Laziness
2">

Continued from page

right."
I

paused

te

told

all

to tell

me

that

W ary

this before.

had

lie

of putting

any waste effort on his own
wanted to save me the trouble
o! writing anything or even listening
under the delusion that his greatness
had been unsung before.
forth

part, he

"Working

pictures

in

ago she asked him how she
could learn screen technique and he
told her to go back to her own show

.years

been telling and the act seemed to go
all

much

is

harder than anything else I have
done." he said with wear}- regret.
"Eight hours at the studio every day.
But I could usually find a couch
somewhere when I wasn't actually
working.
I haven't ever seen many
pictures
nor many shows either. I
think it is a had idea. Unconsciously,
you might imitate performers instead
of real people.
Out there on the
street among people is the place to get

—

"Mr. Griffith is a wonderful man
to work with.
He lets you go through
a scene in your own way and then
when you come to do it before the
camera he sits there encouraging you
—just like a responsive audience
and it isn't hard to do your best."
Apparently, Mr. Griffith has long
had him in mind, for when Mary Hay
was Working in "Way Down East"

watch

Bill

Fields.

perfect," he told
expression.

his

and
"His timing is
her.
"Just watch
There is nothing

forced about him."
If ever a comedian seemed made
for the movies that man is W. C.
Fields, for he doesn't need his juggling or any elaborate act to make
him tunny.
He is just naturally
funny. Himself the most reasonable
of men, he provokes the wildest, most
Me has no
unreasonable laughter.
funny make-up or any studied peculiarity of gait.
He just looks so
confoundedly like the man next door
or the corner druggist that the minor
matters that harass him strike a responsive chord in every one.
here other comedians play an under clog or a blunderer or a poseur,
he represents merely the common
people. He looks as though he didn't
know he was funny.
In one of his most hilarious scenes
in the "Follies" this vear, he does
nothing but try to go to sleep on a
back porch. Icemen, milkmen, neighbors, babies, alarm clocks
all con-

—

Continued from page 57

rival office

Try

crackers.

some

time.
"Private Affairs" is the story of a
country village, but not I suspect one
that you could locate easily now. You
might find one as rustic if you traveled far enough, but radios, moving
pictures, and jazz have traveled, too.

The

it

and the mail

daily train

that

on it are the center of vital
importance. There is a town drunkard and a malicious gossip. A batch
of letters are lost, and are recovered
after the death of the postmaster,
rive years later.
When the letters are opened, they
vitally change the lives of all the
villagers.
There is nothing to get
perturbed about.
Gladys Hulette is
arrives

Woman

Hater"

that one

is

about the business man who tries to
break oft a growing attachment between a young millionaire and a notorious actress, only to find himself
slipping.

The

story

several

new

makes

is

old

quirks

but
to

there
it

in

irrita-

of the poorest pictures I saw
film version of "The Boomerang."
It has been quite a few
years since I saw the play by Win-

ched Smith and Victor Mapes, but
remember that Arthur Byron, Wallace Eddinger, and Martha Hedman
made me laugh often and well.
Bert Lytell, Donald Keith, and Anita
Stewart left me wondering what it
I

was

about.
doctor, earnestly wanting
to practice medicine, finds that honesty doesn't seem to pay, so he starts
a sanitarium where he claims to cure
diseases of the heart.
He reunites
married couples who have drifted
apart and brings young ones together
with the same medicine jealousy.
"The Boomerang," of course, means

A

all

young

—

that his

and

are
it

excellent entertainment.

Helene Chadwick, Clive Brook, and
Johnny Harron make the charactertriangle better than usual.

To-day
tion

grows, hut what can he do about

The greatest comedy is basically
tragedy, the tragedy of frustration,
and it doesn't take a great personality
to extract humor out of being the
victim of one catastrophe after another.
Fields needs only the minor
irritations of everyday life for his
material.
Another of his best acts in the
"Follies" is a scene where he plays
a druggist in whose store customers
come only to buy stamps, to use the
telephone and to get bills changed.
His growing bewilderment and annoyance evoke laughter that is tinged
it?

with pity.

But it is only W. C. Fields, the
performer, who is funny. The man
himself is a very model of success.
He packs them in at the "Follies," he
lives at the Astor only three blocks
away, and the motion-picture producers are standing in line to bid for

Innumerable friends
while away the half-hour
waits in his dressing room and bring
him news of the busy world.
And over his dressing-room mirror
hangs, like a motto card, an advertisement for automobile tires on which
he bestows a kindly g'lance now and
then.
It reads "Time to Retire."
services.

his

drop

in to

Review

was the

methods come back and

hits

him.

What was an amusing
been

in the cast.

"The

Screen

His

One

manager. Baxter
has a tight with his rival and flings
him into the ocean.
It
fades very
cleverly back to the bowl of milk and

and the

keep him awake.

trive to

The

istic

New Amsterdam Roof

the

at

W

ideas.

really

Is

play

has

made

into a cheap slapstick
There are a great many fat
people running about reducing, and
Bert Lytell again lays a heavy jocular hand all over things.
Anita Stewart is prettily slender,
and Donald Keith isn't bad looking,
farce.

but there was so much hokum that it
confused me.
"Kivalina of the Ice Lands" started
out to be another "Nanook of the
North" but it didn't end that way.
It is interesting and educational, but

lacks, the vitality of "Nanook." Earl
Roseman, big-game hunter and explorer, spent two years with the Eskimos in the Far North of this conit

tinent

getting the

material

for

the

picture.

The story has drama and it is told
with a heartening simplicity. At the
same time, an arctic romance seems
The proto be a pretty chilly affair.
gram spoke of the "pretty little arctic
romance with untrained Eskimos,"
which I thought a touching way to
put it. After all an untrained Eskimo
,

is

pretty raw material.
The scenery is gorgeous and

there

There are reindeer
round-ups and walrus hunts, and at
the end a colored picture of the
is

a

lot

of

it.

aurora borealis. the
been photographed.

first

By

time
all

it

has
a

means

picture for the children to see.
"Grounds for Divorce," an adaptation of the Ernest Vajda play, has
lost most of its flavor on the screen.

In spite of a good cast, it is a dull
picture. Florence Vidor, Matt Moore,
and Louise Fazenda are a little lost
in

it.

"The Awful Truth" has also left
its pep on the stage where it was first
born.
Some of the picture manages
to live for a while but after a few
Agnes
altogether.
it
dies
gasps,
Ayres and Warner Baxter are
cast.

in the
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A

Fortunate Chap

The charming and well-bred Anthony Jowitt is one of those rare persons to
whom all things, even screen success, have come easily and with little effort.
-

By Myrtle Gebhart
me to
PERMIT
Inasmuch

present fortunate Anthony Jowitt.
he is playing Gloria Swanson's
hero in "The Coast of Folly," and holds a Paramount contract, you are likely to see more .and more of
Tony.
There are too few leading men between the
the time-proven stars
juveniles and
like
Tommy
Therefore, Tony is doubly welcome, aside
Meighan.
from his charming personality, which will surely win
popularity when he overcomes the new actor's selfconsciousness.
Of a well-to-do English
family, he apparently has
been annoyed with few
worries. Things just happen, with a delightful suddenness. He acted on the
stage
England but
in
never, he blithely admits,
in leads, thereby refuting"
the idea that all English
actors who come to the
as

American

He

where Johnson and Swift
used to hold forth."
As proof of the power
of his personality to hold
the attention of a girl who
likes to think herself unsusceptible to male charm
and who certainly is far
from being intrigued by
the average actor, let me
remark that I don't know

was

a

Next day
he was the

—of

writer

extremely engag-

.

him

d'you

When

I

later, to

to

a

,

point

toward

young men

devote years of effort.
"I've been getting a great
kick out of it one thing
after another, and with
scarcely any exertion on
my part. It's deucedly
unfair to the others, ambitions that never get a

—

when he can break away,
and the friends that he
makes so quickly, and the
books that are old coman enjoyable

His debut in pictures and his quick promotion he
regards as a joke on the part of Fate. It all happened
so easily that he harbors no illusions about his own untested merit.
He is much more boyishly earnest and
uncertain of himself than are the majority of English
actors whose poise and self-assurance are noticeable
traits.

by Gloria and the marquis
During the introductions I had failed to
note his name and, finding him seated at my left, talked
with him of books and sports and music and quaint
at a dinner given

himself
over
the

of

which other

swimming and

met him

in-

he puzfortune
which so quickly brought
talk

zled

tennis and golf, and hunting up in the mountains

Coronado.

how

pinned him down,

lark.

I

leading

tremendously

—

—

at

new

ing here
I say,
explain that?"

—

panions,' all that he considers necessary to
existence.

found that

I

teresting and fascinating,
what the camera can or
cannot do, and how effects
are achieved. But my be-

ing and likable, this lean,
rangy, tanned English boy
who lopes along with one
of
those
seven-league
strides and smokes a pipe
that should belong to a
middle-aged author. While
anxious to learn all that
he can about picture work
I have seen him stamping about the set, eager to
get on, boyish lips trembling with the tensity of
the scene he was about to
enact
away
from
the
studio he finds life a jolly

There's

my

!

man.
"It's

is

on

sat

right at that dinner

sorts.

He

day who

to this

movies were
in London.

lights

stellar

corners of the old, musty London that he loves so well
rambling conversation that drifts idly and adds
such charm, upon occasion, to a large dinner party.
"Can't be an actor," I wondered, liking the strength
in his tanned face pleasantly saved from severity by a
boyish mouth, and a certain hesitancy. "He hasn't mentioned the theater or pictures or his own career. H'm!
might be a writer, the way he speaks about browsing
around those old inns

—the

chance, talents much more
worthy than any I shall
ever develop. How d'you
figure it out?"
You don't figure anyYou talk of
thing when you are with Tony Jowitt.
people and books and you listen to him tell anecdotes of
hunting in Scotland and you discuss likes and dislikes
You admire his easy, unin a lazy, amiable fashion.
hurried way, the manner whereby, without ostentation,
he stands out from the drove of young men all around.
You tell him for Heaven's sake to put out that pipe
or people will think you're out with your brother,
though secretly you rather like the comfortable suggestion of friendliness that the pipe implies.
"I've never done anything, really, and I probably
shan't ever," he says.
"But I'm having a great life.
Continued on page 100

Looking
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Continued from page 64

work ceased while they were photographed together.
During the dreary waits between
instead of retiring to a hallowed corner, Miss Davies entertained us with burlesque dances. She
with that
is essentially a comedienne
sense of casual, unconscious comedy
When her
that is funniest of all.
Work was iinished she gave us one
shots,

—

more

little dance and took her
with exaggerated gestures.

A
back

few

clays

later

to the studio

we were

bow

called

for street scenes.

These were taken at night on a quaint
old street set on the back lot.
From

my

place in a rather uncertain horse
car I watched the coming of the first
electric lights to

America.

Even

in-

terrupted as it was by the changing
of cameras and shouts of assistants,
it was a stirring scene when the flickering gas lights went out and in a
few moments the clear, bright electrics flashed on.
This also will be
done in the fast-improving technicolor
first the dim black and white
of things seen by gas, then the sharp
colors springing to view in the elec-

—

tric.

Among

the occupants of the horse
car were Harry Crocker, the present
and also, oddly enough, promising
millionaire extra, and Marion
Davies' young niece of about eighteen.
The latter looks enough like her famous aunt to be a sister, except that
she is black-haired.
In fact, celebrated relatives were
plentiful those nights.'
George K.
Arthur's gentle little mother watched
her son's work from her place on
the steps of a bank.
Further on was

—
—

King Vidor's pretty, white-haired
mother. And driving a pony carriage
in the street

were two shy, lovely girls
Francis X. Bushman.

—daughters of

must have been their first job for
were very youthfully bashful
and timid. Their father watched interestedly from the side lines and
their big handsome brother, Ralph,
was anxiously arranging for a means
It

they

home

morning.
The next scenes were of Miss Davies driving a high cart at top speed
of their getting

in the

On

with an Extra Girl

down the cobbled street and around
the corner. This was, of course, too
dangerous for an amateur horsewoman so Crete Sipple, a former circus woman and now a professional
double, was arrayed in a replica of

of yelling, pounding, scuffling

Miss Davies' costume and wig.
Four times she came tearing toward
the cameras and around the corner
on two wheels. The fifth time the
horse swerved a fraction at the corner, the wheels slipped suddenly in
some mud at the side and Crete Sip-

Conrad Nagel and George K.
Arthur emerged from the meiee,
ruffled and tattered.
George, usually
so lively, dragged himself to a corner
and resumed his interrupted slumbers. For three nights and four days
he had been working steadily in
the day for William Wellman and at
night for Mr. Bell
with a negligible
His
amount of sleep intervening.

The

ple lost her precarious balance.

frightened horse plunged on, the
double lying with her head over the
side and horribly near the wheels, her
feet mercifully caught in the dashboard. Mr. Bell yelled "Help!" and
dashed after the horse.. It was finally
brought to a stop and Miss Davies
was the first to reach her double.
That plucky little sport picked herself up, exclaimed "Goodness, I'm

You

all right.

all

more scared than

I

were a darn sight
was," and drove

the horse back for a retake of the
scene.

And now work was

rushed on vigcompany divided into
Mr. Bell's assistant,
M. K. Wilson, directing some rioting at one end of the street, and Mr.
Bell supervising it from the other end
where he led Harry Crocker and one
orously.
The
two sections

—

of the Bushman sisters through a
love scene.
This last drew a tre-

mendous audience, for both

partici-

pants were most embarrassed and
nervous. The Bushman girl's sweet
face was rosy under her light makeup and in the middle of the first take
she stopped and turned to Mr. Bell
with an agonized little smile.
That
understanding young director wisely
treated it as a joke and shortly the
scene was finished to his satisfaction.
At the other end of the street the
mob of men were hurling bricks and
rocks and fighting with energetic enjoyment. When the camera ceased it
was discovered that the action was
uncomfortably real. Inflamed by the
fighting, these "five-dollar men"
of
more enthusiasm than intelligence

—

had broken into
themselves.

real

fist

fights

among

Six groups there were,

humanThey were only stopped with
difficulty, and Mr. Bell sent the ones

ity.

who were

slightly the worse for batthe waiting first-aid corps on
the side lines.

tle

to

—

—

brown eyes

in his round, ruddycheeked face were wide open, like a
baby's just before it goes to sleep.
Conrad, in his pleasant, quiet dignity, sat on the outskirts of the set
where a giant radio tuned in on the

downtown stations. Between shots
we listened to the current jazz and

"Hymn to the Sun." This alternated
with Miss Davies' four-piece orchestra playing soft, haunting ballads.
With Mr. Bell behind the camera
was our most distinguished visitor, a
dapper little gentleman with beautiCharlie Chapful, very gray, hair
lin.
He was enjoying the quaint
scene immensely and strolled through
the crowd with Mr. Bell, examining
with interest the strange, old-fashioned details of set and costumes.
Marion
Davies'
thirteen-year-old
nephew was with him and the two
of them spent much time practicing
tricks with a whip and a handker-

—

chief.

As the first tinge of grayish-green
crept over the little one-story corner
of Forty-seventh and Broadway, we
were dismissed. The sky was rose
and gold when we filed out the gates,
past Miss Davies' car, with her sweet,
sleepy face smiling good-night, or
good-morning, to us. And when we
reached Hollywood it was with the
birds and milkmen
and the first
scratching symptoms of Klieg eye.
But neither the birds nor the milk-

—

men

noticed this ghostly, blear-eyed
being, as
in speeding cars
they were, impervious citizens of an

company

—

upside-down town.

Super Productions
J

JN

one long glittering parade

The movies come and movies go
In rich habiliments arrayed,

The movies come and movies go

On pomps and
On vanities in
The

3v

Harold Seton.

With structures of enormous size
The movies come and movies go

One

setting with another vies,

The movies come and movies go

pageants that amaze,

And

every phase,

That vast expenditure imparts,

sated audiences gaze,

While movies come and movies go

Some

yet, in spite of all the arts

simple story wins our hearts,

While movies come and movies go
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Dynamiting
the Man da lay
How

a 4,000-ton steamship

was blown up
thrill

for

to provide a

Doris

Kenyon's

next picture.

By

Charles Phelps Cushing

that sumREMEMBER
evening- long ago

mer

lured
by
a
when,
vicious-looking red glare on
the far eastern horizon, you
scrambled up over a hilltop
to see a "big fire" and found
it
was only the full moon
rising?
There's a treat in
store for you to compensate for
The
that bitter disappointment.
climax of a new film called "The
Halfway Girl" is a big conflagration at sea and three great shattering explosions of dynamite and
gunpowder, destroying a 4,000-ton
modern steamship. It's a spectacle
worth chasing over half a dozen
hills to behold.
And, best of all,
you'll see it on the screen in its
natural colors, as realistic and
thrilling a "marine disaster" as
ever was filmed.
When Broadway's picture critics

The figures

in the lifeboat

Edward

every
the job.

"The sea was rough, and
our cargo was loose," he related.
"Iron casks of gunpowder would go crashing
from bulkhead to bulkhead
with the lurching of the ship.
Electric fuse wires constantly
tripped you up.
Sticks of
dynamite rolled about the
deck.
was in the galley
I

arranging fuse wires when
Eric Erickson, our electrician,
started

me

down

with

the steps toward
sticks of

twelve

Continued on page 112

A

of action before the
blowing up took place.
bit

assumption was natural.
So they were a bit surprised, when a dozen of them received
invitations to board a Pittsburgh millionaire's yacht in the East
River and steam out seventy miles to sea to attend a "dynamiting party" at which one of the wartime wooden vessels built by
the U. S. Shipping Board in 1918 would be dramatically sent

Davy

whatever
of
concern made on

nickel
his

profit

heard that Earl J. Hudson,
Eastern production manager for
First National, was working on a
script which called for the complete

to the locker of

P. Morse, Jr., vice

president of the dry-docking
corporation which won the
this
contract
staging
for
$120,000 motion-picture spectacle, appears to have earned

first

destruction of a big ship, following
a mutiny aboard her, most of them
felt certain that the action of the
wrecking scene would be faked
with miniatures.
Mr. Hudson's
success with the remarkable miniatures of "The Lost World" was so
fresh in their minds that such an

give an idea of the size of the Mandalay.

Jones.

Four ocean-going tugs, they heard, already were on their
way past Sandy Hook, towing the Corvallis to a lonely spot on
the high seas described in the scenario as "the Indian Ocean,
Aboard the doomed
two hundred miles from Singapore."
Corvallis, rechristened the Mandalay, a wrecking crew was at
work that night planting in her hold, fore and aft, and in her
weather-beaten superstructure, eight tons of dynamite, two
tons of black powder (for smoke) and placing sixty matresses

beneath her decks, to be soaked next morning with a thousand
Ticklish work was all this, too, for that
gallons of gasoline.
night a violent electrical storm burst and lightning was cracking
around her for several hours. If one of those bolts had struck
the ship, there would have been a
A picture of the Mandalay
"marine disaster" never to be forshortly after the first explosion.
gotten in maritime annals,

A
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Girl

Continued from page 29

began to get a chip on my shoulder over the roles given me.
am
J
not a ga-ga ingenue.
am not a
flapper."
Her gray eyes widened
with earnestness, and the whole of
her very small sell" seemed spiked
with an unflinchable determination
which always is at variance with diminutive stature.
"There arc many
girls far prettier than I. with personalities more suited to represent the
prevalent type of heroine.
/ cannot

office

When

I

try to,

1

feel

ridicu-

lous and out of place.

"We

are just different.
I
was a
square peg in a round hole. Characterization is the only thing for me.
I
haven't what they call sex appeal, that
irradiation of feminine allure which
awakens personal interest.
Upon
that
quality
the
appeal of most
actresses is based. I have pathos, and
a little humor, but they must be expressed in a character different from
the usual mold.

"My

contract had three years more
and I knew that if I continued in parts foreign to me I would be
snuffed out long before its' end.
I
couldn't compete on a ground where
I did not feel I belonged.
It was a
sink-or-swim adventure. I felt it imperative that I have some choice of
roles.
break for independence was
the only thing that would save me.
When I have refused long-term ento run,

A

gagements,

it

has always been with

the realization that I
thing I can do or quit.

must do the

"While I have not had consistently
big opportunities, I have averaged
better chances in free lancing. In the
past two years I have not been a

—

week without salary and though I
have not had an 'Enchanted Cottage'
every time, at least I have not played
a role distasteful to me, because I
have a larger field from which to pick.
"Esther, in 'Ben-Hur,' has no
really big acting scenes.
a sweet young heroine.
she is not a silly flapper,

She is just
But at least
and the pic-

background, the individuality
that picturesque costuming gives to a
film of another age, as well as the importance of the production as a
torial

whole, make me feel that it was
worth while doing."
Had May been more pliable, more
willing to submerge her own wishes

needs of a large organization,
she might have continued at an even
pace, with a greater temporary popularity.
But in the course of time, as
she so sagely understood, she probablv would have been doomed.
She
lacks the personality which on its own
glamour may carry a star for a while.
It would have been difficult, perhaps
impossible, to find stories for her expressing her particular appeal and yet
to the

with

spiked

deemed

ments

essential

found her at Universal, where she
playing in "My Old Dutch."

those elea box-

is

way

get Peter Pan,"

to

I

success.

So perhaps

"1

for her the

of in-

was heartbroken

that

did not

I

seems so

she said.
"I had
wanted to do it for ever so long. But
Betty Bronson played Peter with
more natural grace and charm than I
could have given to the role. It was
her one big chance, and there are
others for me.
I am very happy in
doing 'My Old Dutch' and after it is
completed 1 am to play a hard-boiled
little hotel maid for an independent
concern.

acutely to need.
She is not a Pollyanna ingenue, she lacks the flapper's
definite piquancy and the coloration
which usually surrounds a beautiful
woman. She is not at all sure of

probably won't have any long run
in
May
a metropolitan theater."
shrugged at my reminder that going
over to the smaller independents is

1

it.

Goes Her -Own Way

sufficiently

"1

do

Who

dependence has been best.
There are many little niches in
Hollywood's scale, and into one or
another our personalities fit. We can
appraise types, often at a glance, and
always upon acquaintance.
But 1
cannot decide exactly where May belongs, in what walk of life or metier
of expression she would
elusive content which she

herself, deep

May

find

that

down underneath.

a chameleon, a creature of

is

moods, a blending of youth and the
instincts of maturity.

Her

really in-

timate

friends are few in number,
though she is generallv well liked.
Only those .closest to her can understand
her contrasts, those
swift
changes of feeling from the borderland of one mood onto the edge of
another, and only the very considerate and patient, because they love her,
will make allowances for such volatility.

Too often May has a real or a
fancied grievance, and it cuts her to
very heart.
She is not much
given to the bright laughter that
springs spontaneously, though occasionally an elfin mischief bubbles in
her with that Irish facility for change.
She seems to have caught more of the
pathos that clings to the Emerald Isle
—that child-heart so susceptible to
the

bruises.

You do not expect a good mind
and directness of thought in such a
tiny package.

Little girls, according

some foolish notion which we have
come to accept as a fact, are meant to
be cuddled and loved and pampered.
Mental brilliance welcome in a larger
woman is surprising and vaguely dis-

to

concerting
has brains.

in a

small

girl.

And May

She is too much given to brooding
miserably, at times, instead of mingling with the younger sorority who
know her in her sunnier moods.
There is flame in her, but not the
kind easily ignited, or given to a brilliant flare.
It is hinted in her mouth,
with its pathetic downward curve, a
restless mouth.
Youth walks in her
eyes
not
ignorant,
vapid
youth,
flaunting its own appeal
not the
youth of the boy Pan who refused to
grow up not childishness, but a
youthful spirit that speaks strangely
through her quietude.

—

—

—

Rarely is she in a mood of exuberant happiness. Fortunately, and surprisingly,

it

was

in

such a spirit that

"No,

it

isn't a big

company, and

it

usually an actress' last gasp.
"But
the storv interests me.
I
want to
play it."

You have not a definite, known
quantity to write of, when you try to
The stock
express May in words.
phrases that engrave the clearly
etched personalities are of little use.
I get from May the thing that Donn
Byrne gives me, a flicker of a smile
imbedded in a hurt, a
over which the tears
why I don't know, but
a vague sadness, an

merry moment
seem hanging,
beading it with
echo of sweet

wist fulness.

Does

When
or

that explain

?

It is so indefinite,

not.

I

of

I

am

this

afraid
feeling.

read a passage of "Raftery"
that

"O'Malley,"

I

exquisitely

am

pathetic

in a strange

mood

for the rest of the day, of a haunting
pathos shot through with vagrant
sunlight.

She

not beautiful in her face, as
physical loveliness in
Hollywood, but in the heart of her
there is a simple and sweet and natural beauty.
The camera caught it
a time or two imperishably, in shy.
is

we measure

whimsical "Sentimental Tommy,"' in
the pathos of "The Enchanted CotDidn't that soul starved for
tage."
beauty under its ugly outer garment
catch at your heart, leave an impression that neither time nor a proBut
cession of films can wipe out?
elusive
chameleon
charm, too
it is a
for this day-in-and-day-out existence,
for a work that must keep its wheels
rolling on evenly laid rails of a tested
strength.

Restraint has set its stamp upon
her, and she is in an art too commercialized, that has too little time for
seeking out vague thoughts and feelings and humanisms.
Occasionally,
she will likely find herself in key with
her environment, when some one has
the courage to give us in pictorial
poetry the things that lie in the heart,
and then she will release that flickering light, and we shall have glimpses
of the real May McAvoy.

Bringing Back a Tear-wringer
The Fox company again

resurrects that popular old

melodrama, "East Lynne,"

of
ONE sob

in

a

new

screen version.

most beloved old-time favorites of those audiences who loved
with the heroine and hiss at the villain was "East Lynne."
Ever since it was first produced years ago it has seemed perennial in its
appeal, and one actress after another has had a glorious time in the weepy
role of the persecuted heroine.
It is still played in stock companies, and
But the box company
already has had about three screen productions.
feel that the time is ripe for a really fine film version of it, so they have
collected an excellent cast and have gone to work on the sturdy old plot.
the

to

plays the lovely but too-trusting Lady Isabel, and Belle
Bennett, shown in the oval with Lou Tellegen, appears as the coquettish
Afy Hallijohn. Frank Keenan, Lydia Knott, Marjorie Daw, and Leslie
Fenton, shown in the picture at the top of the page, are also in it.

Alma Rubens

A
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Continued from page 95

America means skyscrapers and movies,

After the war I fooled around dabbling.
With hunting and reading and
a jaunt now and then up to town,
Hadn't any
time seemed to go.

my father said. 'You've
do something, you've lazied
around long enough.
I shall back
you if you need it. Anything goes,
so long as you don't pile up debts or
"Finally
to

get into a disgraceful scrape.'
"'So I settled in London, to write.
Had a couple of short stories pub-

theaters, suggested to

lished,

of

on subjects

I

didn't

know

the

least

thing about, and collected my two
guineas.
Decided I wanted to write
plays, and went on the stage to learn
the technique.
Never did myself up
very proud, but I made a sort of living.

"Edward Knoblock suggested that
come to America, as more plays
are produced here and the new writer
I

given encouragement. Among several letters of introduction that he
gave me was one to Jesse Laskv. Beyond the Englishman's thought that
is

introduced

for and obtained small roles, at a
nominal salary, that his photographic
possibilities might be judged and he
might have an opportunity free from
the discomfort of a test to familiarize
himself with the work.
Fola Negri saw him at a supper
club one evening with Elsie Janis
and a crowd from the New York

you couldn't do that your-

and contributed to a column
comments in the Daily Mail. A
few pages of this and that, mostly

see

to

Tony

Fearing he
ment was arranged.
would be ill at ease in a test, knowing
nothing of camera make-up, he asked

self.

got

Mr. Lasky

at a
himself,
presented his letter and an appoint-

since I was a tiny tad, and
when any created art has an appeal
for you it is natural to wonder after
if

*

Mr. Lasky

Continued from p.nge 61

manner, upon a first meeting insisted
that he play her leading man.
"I didn't know what it was all

when

was ordered West.
But I wanted to see America, and it's
been great fun, working with Gloria.
She and Henry the marquis and
about,

I

—

—

the whole troupe have such a sense
of humor."

Everything strikes Anthony Jowitt
that way
a lark.
He admits that
perhaps he has missed some impressionable experiences in not having
had to struggle for success but, after
all. no man can choose his own path.

—

;

instance, in many alleged Canadian
pictures you will see the M. P.'s referred
to
as
the
'Northwestern

Mounted

Police.'

That term stamps

a picture on the face of it as being
all wrong.
The correct phrasing is

Canadian

'Royal

Tom Mix
-ii

in

Mounted

Police.'

a stickler for detail, and
he enjoys a tremendous popularity
is

Canada.

"To give you an idea of how much
the tradition of the M. P.'s "always
getting their man' means to the English

with

public

—a

picture

Alma Rubens

came up here

the leading
'Valley of Silent Men,'
I
think it was.
I previewed it, as
usual, with the board of censors, but
at one point in the picture they threw

woman

up

— the

their

hands

as

in horror

!

ing to save her lover, who is being
pursued by an M. P. She sticks a
gun against the ribs of the officer and

verdict.

heads

to

a

I took it over their
high official of the

Mounted Police, and had him sit
through the picture with me.
I did
not tell him what the disputed point
was, and when it was finished he said,
T don't see anything wrong with it.
What seems to be the matter?' I
explained the viewpoint of the censors concerning the gun incident. He
burst out laughing.
"

'Good Lord

think we're

We

try-

He

!

they would not pass the film.
The scene was where Alma Rubens,
is

put up his hands.

to

That was the
which raised the roar of protest.
UnthinkIt was impossible
able
the)- said.
A Royal Mounted
Police would never put up his hands
at the command of any one, even
though there was a gun tucked into
the pit of his stomach
"For once I was not satisfied with
their

!'

he

human?

—

life

in

a

garret^

—

all

might have been better for
me. If I had greatness in me, I suppose such experiences would be valuable, or if I had to face such music,
that

dare say I could. But, to be quite
frank," his brown eyes, level and
candid, met mine, "I'm jolly glad
things break so easily for me. I pity
those fellows who have tough going,
I

though no doubt their misfortunes
give them stamina and develop them."

With the breeding of the English
country gentleman which is so natural that it is wholly instinctive, he
displays no swank whatsoever.
"A lot of- queer ones in this business.
It's an ostentatious one," he
"There are a good many

chuckles.

persons of the sort you don't care
to know.
But," with a shrug, "you
find that kind in any profession or
industry. You make your
of friends, after a time."

own

circle

Gloria points out that his very lack
of trained technique, coupled with the
earnest zeal with which he goes into
his work, will take him ahead very
quickly.

"Won't it be queer if, by some
freak chance, I shall become liked
over here and some day be made a
star?" he muses, as he swings along
and puffs away at his pipe. "I should
be most awfully grateful, but it
would seem odd, very odd."

very scene,

it

caused no serious out-

bursts."

With all their faults, however, I
found that American pictures were
by far the most popular in Canada.
English films are patronized more as
I think, than

a matter of patriotism,

because of their excellence. One or
two German films have been exhibited, but have been practically booed
out by public opinion. Canada is too
full of remembrance of the Great
War to look with any favor upon

German

importations.
"Tell them one thing for me," said
the genial manager of the Vancouver
"Tell them down
Capitol Theater.
in Hollywood to take an almanac and
find out that we have summer seasons
in Canada
that several of us speak
something beside French Canadian,
and that some heroic things are done
by men who are not members of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police."
;

said, 'don't

A

gun

you

in the

unanswerable argument.
don't tell our men to make maris

"Starvation

writing out the misery of a soul

Our Movies

incident

ribs

that

of

does so with alacrity.

and declared

as the usual tigerish heroine,

him

tells

taken with details which the
theatergoer in the States would overlook entirely or regard as trivial. For

that

he might be worth signing up, and
was told that already he was on contract.
Gloria Swanson, impressed
with his good looks and his charm of

What Canada Thinks
erties

in

of

Chancing

theater,

read,

while

had no particular interest

1

pictures."

thought of a career, but decided I
I've loved to
might like to write.

a

Fortunate Chap

an

tyrs of themselves for the sake of
carrying on the tradition.'
"The picture was finally passed and
although there were several protests
from picture fans concerning that

them." I promised him
it won't do any good."
"Oh, I didn't expect it to," he returned genially, but it's something to
"I'll

tell

solemnly, "but

get a thing like that off

your chest."
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Great actors alone do not produce great pictures.
the master

And

this is
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mind

directing the

why Warner

Bros,

There must be behind the scenes

whole and harmonizing the

parts.

have contracted with. ERNST

LUBITSCH

—

the

man

recognized in America and Europe as the foremost producing genius in the world today.
Lubitsch's grasp of

Whether

human

nature and

life

is

unerring.

His psychology

is

directing a tremendous stage creation or a simple, heart-touching

from everyday

life,

he develops with amazing

finesse the

perfect.

drama

utmost dramatic power in

every situation.

The masterful work of Ernst Lubitsch may now be seen only in WARNER CLASSICS.
Watch for announcements of the new Pictures. Wonderful entertainment awaits you.
"If it's a

WARNER

Picture, it's

a

Classic"
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Information, Please
A

where questions are answered, advice is
picture making and pertinent side lights on the lives and
department

and

given,

many

phases of motion-

interesting

interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

The Picture Oracle

DOLLY IDEAL

IDIOTIC

RANT IGNORAMUS.— So

IGNO-

you're
not so ignorant as your signature implies?
Of course you're not; no one
could be!
And your ambition is to come
down in a parachute. What are you up
in?
William S. Hart's middle name is
I

"The Substitute Wife," with Jane Novak.
"The Sporting Yenus" and "His Supreme Moment" were two different pictures.
Yes, Ben Lyon is a real Southborn

erner,

Atlanta,,

in

r.nd

educated

at

He was on the stage for sevbefore playing in pictures; his

Baltimore.
eral years

that's
what inbecome an actor in the
first
place,
though a couple of guns
led him far afield from his original inspiration.
Huntley Gordon doesn't give

biggest
success
stage
was "Mary the
Third," which was later made into a picture called "Wine of Youth," with Ben
playing the same role on the screen as he
did in the play.
So you think I'm a "nice

his age, but I should say that he is in
his thirties.
Colleen Moore's address is
the bottom of The Oracle.
Betty
at
Bronson is exactly like other girls
in

ol'

Shakespeare

perhaps

;

him

spired

to

;

Pan" party given in
fact, at a "Peter
her honor by Famous Players last Christmas, her mother made her go home at
twelve o'clock.
Just like other girls

Dumb

DF.coRors
look like

comic strip?
them.
daughter

Yes,

of

make

—As

to what I
Jeff in the
I don't look like either

Dora.

know
— youWell.

Mutt and

Tom Mix

has

a

grown

Ruth
she is going to
Western pictures. Betty
seventeen and has brown hair

named

;

a series of

Bronson is
and blue eyes.
birthday
for her?

is

;

I

are

don't know
knitting

when her
something

you

have never noticed that
Brian had freckles; do you think
better write and ask her ?
I

— That

Mary
I

had

sounds like something the
wouldn't like at least,
not officially.
I don't blame Minneapolis
for claiming Richard Dix. but he says he
was born in St. Paul, and I should think
He divides his time
he ought to know.

Toddy.

district

more or

—

attorney

lesi

between

New York

and Cali-

according to where he is sent to
make a picture. At present he is way out
in the
wilderness of the Southwest on
7
location for "The A anishing American"
four hundred and fifty miles from the
nearest railroad.
His mail is taken care
of by his sister at Lasky's Hollywood
studio.
I
don't know where Rubye de
Remer can be reached. She has retired
from the screen since her marriage to Ben
fornia,

—

Throop.

Matt Iuka.

—No.

you didn't ask
too many questions.
You'd be surprised
how many questions I have to have to fill
up all this space every month. Patsy Ruth
T
Miller plays in "Rose of th2
orld." Yes,
Pauline Garon appears as the flapper in
indeed,

W

that picture.
Niles Welch has been making several pictures for Whitman Bennett
he recently finished "Scandal Street." with
Madge Kennedv. and then went to work on

answer man?"

me

Well, kind words like

the pep for answering three
questions only I see vol* don't ask

that give

more

—

three more.

—

Dizzy from Nebraska. I didn't know
was anything in Nebraska to make
Are you sure that is what
one dizzy.
you're dizzy from? Yes, Hoot Gibson was
born in Nebraska in Tekemah, to be
exact.
He is married to Helen Johnson
his address is at the bottom of The Orathere

—

cle.

—

Jesse James. As long as you hold me
Beup only for answers, I don't mind.
sides, when I start on this job of answering questions, I need some one to holJ me
Juanita Hansen hasn't played in picup.
she recently toured
lures in several years
The leading
the country giving lectures.
lady in "The Last Card" was May Allison.
;

No,
ies

do not think Joe Ryan plays
any more.
I

A

in

mov-

—

Lloyd

mustn't blame

Hughes Fan. You really
me because my department

Hughes often
mention
Lloyd
merely answer the questions
enough
I
If I picked
that I am asked to answer.
my own, I wouldn't think up such hard
doesn't

;

However, I will tell the editor you
would like some pictures and a story about
ones

!

am told he is ve.y popuMiddle West.
Raymond
McKee is in his late twenties and is married to Marguerite Courtot.
They were
married about two years ago the first
venture for both of them and have no
Lloyd Hughes

lar

out

in

;

I

the

—

—

children.
Raymond's height is five feet
eight inches.
Douglas MacLean is five
feet nine inches
he doesn't give his age.
He has only been married once, to Faith
I don't think they have any chilCole
dren.
Yes,
Richard
Barthelmess and
Mary Hay made a friendly separation
;

probably Betty Blythe agrees with you
about the others, at least, since a couple
of real sheiks abducted her. That, as you
know, is no way to treat a lady
Dick
Barthelmess' newest
release
is
"Shore
Leave;" since then he has been making
"The Beautiful City,'" with Dorothy Gish
playing opposite him, and William Powell
Richard was born in New
as the villain.
York City in 1895 his father died when
he was three or four years old. He and
his mother have been devoted chums all
his life; he left Trinity College before his
graduation in order to support her. Richard is a brunette, five feet seven inches
tall, and weighs one hundred and thirtyfive pounds.
His hobbies are reading and
swimming. Frank Keenan appears on the
stage now and then, but seldom plays in
pictures any more.
He is quite wealthy,
and there is really no need of his work!

;

ing.

—
many — when

Blue Eyes. So you like to read my deWell, there are even times
partment?
but

not

but they
getting a divorce.

do

not

contemplate

—

it.

—

an interview with him. Yes, I have met
him several times he is rather naive and
"Ben-Hur" will
boyish, and a bit serious.
probably be released late next winter. It
doesn't seem to be nearly completed they
have been engaged lately in building
elaborate new sets, while Ramon and May
McAvoy have been released for other pic;

;

Almost all bob-haired girls in
America have their hair "shingled" per-

tures.

—

haps you don't use the term that way in
England.
It is merely a boyish type of
bob. with the hair rather short in back.
Lillian Gish doesn't give her age, but Dorothy was born in 1898 and Lillian is said
The expression "a
to be two years older.
'yes' man" refers to a man who habitually agrees with what some one else says
particularly some one in authority over

—

him

—and

own mind.

never speaks his

Picture-Play Fan.
but

obliging,

I

can't

—

do

I

publish

to

be

answers

in

like

"the next issue," because by the time you
read one issue the next is already being

Marion

printed.

Barthelmess Fax. So you don't care
Rudy or "the other sheiks?" Well,

for

write

A Ramonite. That sounds like the
name of a secret society, but I see that
it means you're an admirer of Ramon NoI
will tell the editor you want
varro.

;

agreement,

to

like

I

Dove's and Margaret Livingstone's
addresses are at the bottom of The Oracle.
Billie

;

born in
Douras. She

was

Davies

her real name
doesn't give her age.

Brooklyn

is

Continued on page

121
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The

Lists

Are

Full!

Continued from page 85

they usually are required to provide
their own costumes, the upkeep for
their parts is exceedingly high. Their
dress must always be up-to-date,
their

garments neatly

fitted

and neatly

pressed.

One

trouble the screen extras
to face in recent years
is
correcting
itself and resulting
slowly
in their getting additional work. For
a time it was a fad among young,
well-to-do matrons as well as with

have had

with permanent homes in Hollywood and Los Angeles, to apply for

girls

ballroom and tea party engagements
Appearing as "atmosphere" in pictures was a novelty or
a diversion which gave them something to do and something to talk
about as well as adding a few dolat the studios.

their purses.

lars to

Most of
the

their

names are now

off

lists.

"When Mrs. A found that Mrs.
B was giving a picnic or bridge Tuesday afternoon," the bureau manager
said, "Mrs. A failed to show up at
the studio that day. And, of course,
when we found her undependable her
name was dropped.
Then, again,
the novelty usually wore off after two
or three pictures and the young
women lost their interest. So we
found it best to give these parts to
persons depending upon picture work
for a livelihood.
Ballroom atmosphere

is

supplied almost solely

now

what a whale of a
difference just a

from the ranks of professionals."

The

extras

who

get the greatest delight in work for a day, are the fellows who are "broke" or hanging
onto "the raw edge of nothing."
Those who are looking for employment while they scan the menus of
the cheap restaurants and soup houses
to find where they can get the most
for a dime.

few cents make

GRAY HAIR

The Screen Service bureau does not
supply

all

dios.

Many

the extra help to the stu-

from casting

hundreds daily tramp
office

to

casting office

wistfully looking for some beckoning
sign from within. During the month
of March, Doctor Louis Bloch, statistician
the
Labor
of
California
Bureau, estimated there were fifty
thousand persons in cinemaland looking for studio employment.
Many
of these, he declared, were victims
of unscrupulous employment agencies
which had undertaken to get them
work. An investigation of their ac-

was begun.
"Don't come to Hollywood looking
for extra work !" urges the Screen

tivities

Service Bureau.
"Don't come to the studios looking
for work !" urge the casting directors.
The lists are full

BANISHED IN IS MINUTES
I don't care how badly streaked, gray or faded your
hair is, I'll restore it to its original color in 15 minutes

with

my

French preparation La-Goutte-a-Goutte.
no after Shampoo. Will not fade, rub
or wash off. Leaves hair soft and glossy. Per-

SEA-TRAIN - CAR

Only one application
off

SICKNESS

manent results. Successful

for 33 years. One bottle
produces any shade from blonde to black, including
drab and auburn. La-Goutte-a-Goutte $2.50 Prepaid.
Large size $5.00. Sent in plain wrapper. Order today.
Mons, L. P. Valligny, 34 W. 58th St., Dept. 104, N. Y. C.

Reduce Your Limbs
DR. WALTER'S

with

Medicated Rubber Stockings

The nausea of travel stopped at
once. No other remedy has ever
received such glowing spontaneuos testimonials of unfailing
effectiveness. Its use means relief and comfort.

&

2

7$c.
$1,50 at Drug Stores
or direct on receipt of Price

The Mothersill Remedy
The wearing

o{ these wonderful medicated rubber
anklets and stockings (in either light or dark rubber)
will not only reduce and shape the limbs but give
excellent support and a neat and trim appearance.

They

relieve swelling varicose veins

and

rheumatism promptly.
"Worn next to the skin they induce natural heat and keep i t in the body. They
stimulate the circulation and are a great
protection against cold and dampness.
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Stockings, per pair $ 1 2. 00
Send ankle and calf measure
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The Talk

of Several

Towns

Continued from page 74

but

who had turned up now

that she

was famous, and soon afterward they
were married.
That brings us to the Gilda Gray

we who know her

t

A

Slender
We
No
effort is

required

Don't you realize that countless people
have found an easy way to fight fat?
Look about you. Note ht>w slenderExcess fat is not
ness reigns today.

common

one-tenth as

as

Mil-

was.

it

lions of people have learned how to fight
that blight to beauty and to health.

Some
and

on abnormal exercise
But more and more employ
rely

still

diet.

— Mar-

way

the easy, pleasant, scentific
mola Prescription Tablets.

Marmola has been used for 18 years.
Users have told others the results, until
people last year used over a million
boxes. That is the great reason why
slenderness so prevails.
Let us tell you how and why
brings its amazing results.

Marmola

We

every secret now.
done, what
yourself.

it

is

Learn what

reveal
it

has

doing, in fairness to

coupon for our latest book, a
free and our guarantee. Clip

The Pleasant Way

sold
this

sample
now.

25-ct.
it

to

MARMOLA
2-234 General Motors Bide.

DETROIT, MICH.

Reduce
Mail for
25c Sample

Free
327

I'

know

Gilda

She

good housewife and proud
of it.
One would think to hear her
talk about her house and her live
stock that they were her profession.
After all, they are in a way, for dancing has ever remained a pleasure
is

a

rather than a job to her.
I don't need to tell you that she has
tremendous magnetism and a decidedly unusual personality.
Mere
talent cannot get any one far on
;

skill is

common

there.

It

her childlike naivete of manner that
impresses you first. Then when she
starts to dance she exerts something
like hypnotism over her audience.
There is something plaintive, haunting, about her that transports you to
savage isles, makes you cherish with
her the simple melodies she sings and
resents the intrusion of anything civilized and standardized and prosaic.
But Gilda Gray the artist and Gilda
Gray the charming girl are second in
importance to Mrs. Gil Boag, the
greatest
showgirl an
exploitation
ever handled.
Gilda Gray
has been in the newspapers continuously since her first big success four
years ago.
If P. T. Barnum were
alive he would bow to her and Gil
Boag, his peers.
is

Wherever in this country there is a
monument to Kosciusko, there Gilda

1

Something *1S(EW
for

the

vulsed a tableful of guests when
she earnestly interrupted her husband
in the midst of an oratorical flight
about art and artists to ask him to be
sure to buy a new garbage can.

Broadway

Marmola Prescription Tablets are
by all druggists at $1 per box. Send

personally,

Gray who
lives in an old colonial farmhouse
down at Rockville Center, Long
Island, who keeps a cow and chickens
and does her own cooking, who superintends all the housework and does
odd jobs of painting about the place.
Once not long ago, Gilda Gray conThat's

best.

BOBBED HAIR

There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some
are wonderfully attractive and becoming, while
others, well
which kind is yours ?
I wish you could picture the becoming kind I
have in mind <— the sort that makes men turn to
admire. I can't tell you what the color is, but
it's full of those tiny dancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more actualcolorthan sunlight is. It's only when the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be
improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glint
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bcb like that
I have in mind, buy a package and see for yourself.
At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct to

—

J.W. Kobi Co. , 678 Rainier Ave.,

Seattle,

Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

Gray goes to lay a wreath. It is
partly honest sentiment partly showmanship. When a story appeared in
the papers to the effect that slum
children in New York had visited the
zoo and were disappointed not to see
a cow they had never seen one she
;

—

—

brought a cow in from her farm and
drove it up Fifth Avenue to Central
Park where the poor children, to say

nothing of the photographers, were
gathered to greet her.
few weeks ago she went out to
the Cleveland ball club to present a
mascot to Tris Speaker.
She was
asked to pitch the first ball. Did she

A

smile coyly and self-consciously at
the crowd and toss the ball gracefully?
She did not. She swaggered

out to the pitcher's box, rubbed her
hands in the dirt, spat on the ball,
rubbed it on her sweater, wound herself

up

like

a

and threw the ball
veteran.
That crowd, like
many others, will never forget her.
The incident is typical. Sbe always
gives a crowd a little more than they
expect.
in a spiral

It is told that

a Haitian of the royal

came to New York
and her first request was to see Gilda
Gray dance.
When asked if the
dance which Miss Gray had improvised were authentic, she replied she
had never seen anything like it, but
she was sure they ought to be like
line of princesses

that.

Gilda Gray talks very little but she
chuckles and coos delightedly over
her good fortune.
"You tell them
about that, dearest," she is always
saying to her husband. "I'll get the

mixed."

facts all

her mind is unwilling to reit is quick on humor.
For
when her husband explained that she
had been requested to appear at the
King of England's garden party in
July, but that an eight-thousand-dollar-a-week engagement in a Cleveland
theater interfered, she just nodded
and remarked, "Oh, yes.
took
the cash and let the royalty go."
She was not as much impressed by
that invitation to the king's party as
she was by the chance of going out to
the studio and lunching with Mary
Pickford while she was in California
recently.
The gowns that world-famous designers have made especially
for her have not the place in her heart
that the little grass skirts sent to her
That
by South Sea natives have.

But

if

tain facts,

We

childlike intensity

knowing

her.

A FILM VERSION.
"Mother may

But

go

in to

swim

?"

my darling daughter.
the fans your shapely limb,
!"
continue to shun the water

"Yes,

Show

I

and enthusiasm

is.

perhaps, what makes us love her.
And because the motion-picture camera digs deep into the consciousness
of its subjects as well as glorifying
such unusual beauty as Gilda's, I am
sure that she is going to endear herself in pictures to the public which
has not already the good fortune of

.
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Mood

In Philosophic

TRIAL BOTTLE FREE

Continued £r om page 89

began

my

to

life.

cut out nonessentials from
I don't want the responsi-

bility that is

going

to

curb

my

free-

dom too completely. I see beautiful
antique furniture in a shop.
I go
again and again to admire it I get
aesthetic satisfaction, all it can give
me of beauty. And I don't have it
;

around me as if I bought
and had to worry over seeing that

cluttered
it,

given the proper care.
the same way with friends.
People are little lights along our way.
Those who can give me something
I try to keep by answering it in kind,
and the others I cut out of my life.
We are here too short a while to
waste time the way we all do on people and things who may be of value
to others but not to us
I mean, we
each have different needs which can
be satisfied by different people and
things. I look not beneath the superficialities of people
that's a human
it

is

"And

—

really essential to the

Me who

is,

a part of that one central

feel,

telligence.

"They

don't

I

call

my

need

life solitary,

because

happy,

am

how at
I am

am

I

!

self-sufficient,

egotistical.

because

I

from

Mary Alden

has power, in the
firm lines of her, the sure
In the steady light
strength of her.
in her eyes.
You feel that she is,
in the deeper tests, a reliable person,
and evenly balanced. Her conversation is curiously alive and human, as
though her mind were a sentient
point of
contact with
numerous

people

is

occasional

human

home treatment

definite,

distinctly different

is,

sympathy. The rest is trivial, pleasing, amusing,
stimulating but not

for every gray
fill out and mail
the coupon. It brings a free trial bottle of the famous laboratory preparation which
so quickly and surely stops gray hair.
Test as directed on a single lock, learn what it
is, what it will do. Prove conclusively that gray
hair is an unnecessary affliction— when simple

me

myself, feeling that I am a part of
the only thing that endures."

mold,

need and can get

all I

relief and joy
THERE'S
haired person who will

I

draw on

me.
"But about

—

—my easy, quick way

times joyously

to look backward and down,
instead of forward and upward
but
above their shallowness, and often I
find a genuine fineness that surprises
trait,

Hair

have few intimate friends, and
spend so much time with my books
and my music. If they only knew
contented,

her

screen

She
and interesting.
supreme character ac-

definitely real

the screen's

is

from the usual
are
characters

tress.

—stop

Gray

in-

'em.

problems and personalities.
She dominates, because she has
both physical and mental vitality,
both qualities tremendously alive to
every nuance of the life that goes on
around her. Because she is what she

—

Don't worry

I

I

how

—

charms

so easily

it

away.

Easy to use

My

preparation is a clear colorless liquid.
is not cleaner or daintier.
Easily applied by combing through the hair.
Tou do it yourself, without help.
Results certain renewed color is even and
natural, the perfect shade of youth. No streaky
discoloration or artificial look in any light.

Water

—

/ use

it

invented my scientific preparation, to renew
the color of my own prematurely gray hair.
Because of the wonderful results secured, I

I

to christen it with my own name.
hundreds of thousands of gray haired
people accepted my free offer and learned how
to stop gray hair. Mary T. Goldman's Hair
Color Restorer is the most popular, biggest
selling preparation of its kind in the world.

was proud
Since,

Coupon brings free

bottle

out carefully, telling me natural color of
your hair. Better, enclose a lock in your letter.
By return mail I send a Special Patented Free
Trial Outfit, containing free bottle, application
comb, and full directions for single lock test.
When this test proves that all I say is true
that gray hair is an unnecessary affliction
then go to your druggist for a full-sized bottle.
Don't accept any "just as goods," but look for
my name and trade-mark on the carton. Or
order direct from me.
Fill

—

Their Dual Personalities
Continued from page 86

Buster Keaton shields himself as
effectively as any one could.
The
first outpost of the Keaton personality is silence.
You feel that he
is wary of
outsiders.
At heart a
vaudeville trouper, nothing more nor
less, he is suspicious of these people
discover satire in his De Mille
"The
bedroom, for instance,
in
Navigator ;" he is unaware of the
Arisophanian quality in much of his
comedy.
Consequently, he receives
callers with a stolidity that is matched
only by his grim countenance before
the camera.
Once he is aware of your innocence, relieved to find you not at all
prying or interrogatory, he relaxes,
expands, and talks of future plans
and past flops in the racy argot of
the trouper, unharassed by conventions or press agents.
Keaton is, on the surface, a droll,
calculating comique who unloads gag

who

after

gag from

his

well-filled sleeve

apparently without any effort
personally, cagier than a bird in a gilded.
But once the mask is off, he is revealed as the conscientious workman
worrying over to-day's tryout in
Venice, and to-morrow's breakaway
scaffold.
He is the tragic pantaloon
:

so often encountered in fiction, but
seldom seen in the flesh.
Jetta Goudal is an exotic in appearance, poise, and speech, but whether
this merely serves to hide another
In manner DagJetta I cannot say.
mar Godowsky impresses you the
same way, the first time you see her.
But under the Kiki accent and the

sleek coiffure,

mal

enough

Dagmar hides a norpersonality.
But she

likes to dress the part, whether on
the screen or in the Algonquin.
"I
like people to talk about me," she

me, when

told

I

Greenaway gown

once criticized the
with her Circean

Over 10,000,000 Bottles Sold

FREE
TRIAL
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MARY
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Easy to Play
Easy toPlay

head.

To
the

arouse

indirect

Their
trade,

comment

is,

of course,

aim of every

actress.
personalities are their stock in

and

to present

them

to the public their constant

Some
selves ;"

strikingly

problem.

by being "themother build up a fanciful,
solve

it

covering, to make
themselves more interesting than,
perhaps, naturalness would permit.
It is all part of the glamour of the
stage, and it affords the sightseer
more fun than a crossword puzzle
to determine how genuine the surface
personality may be.
fictitious

outer

True-Tone

Saxophone
Easiest of

all

instruments to play

and one of the mcst beautiiul.
Three first lessons sent free give
you a quick easy start. In a few
weeks you can be playing- popular

You can take your place in
a band or orchestra in ninety
days, if _you so desire. Most
tunes.

popular instrument for dance

orchestras, home
ments,

entertain-

church,

lodge and
Saxophone player ia
always popular socially and has
many opportunities to earn money.
Six Days' trial and easy payments
school.

A

arranged.

(173)

FreeSaxophoneBook&he"
models and gives first lesson chart; also pictures of famous
professionals and orchestras. Just send your name for a copy *
Mention any other instrument in which yon maybe interested.

CO.
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Instruments
Everything in Band and Orchestra
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The Troubles

of an Actress

Continued from page 88

the troubles of being an actress.
be one-typed and dumb is a

But

easier.

Nut

Mae

is

about

bitter

Her philosophy

To

Edwin

lot

mine.

it

?

neatly
Bummed up in paragraph three of this
treatise; the one beginning, "1 watch
them come and go these girls like
comets" and ending, "Me and the
at all.

—

—

is a business as well
read countless books and
magazines in search of congenial

to me and I don't want it to sound
Beas though I don't appreciate it.
cause I do. I'm crazy about my part

parts and characterizations. So Mae,
too, ran across a novel delineating a
character admirably suited to the
screen and to herself. The character
was Susan Lennox and the book was

I'm glad to work
this picture.
with an artist like Lon Chaney and
I've always wanted to play under

about her rise and fall.
"I took the hook up to the office
and told them about it," is the way
Mae tells it, "and what do you think
the answer to that one was?
The
publishers want one hundred thousand dollars for the film rights. Oh,

Didn't somebody give me a little
Pekingese hound to cheer my Christmas ?r And do you think I'm going
to kick because the little thing got
sick right away?
It's just one of
"
those things.
Oh, well
Outside it was cold and dark and
Picking my damp way disdreary.

EYES

clean, bright and healthy.
Murine removes the irritating particles rubbed into baby EYES by tiny
frees the EYES of school children from chalk dust, and from
foreign matter accumulated during
outdoor play. This hygienic lotion
contains no belladonna or other
harmful ingredients.

fists. It

Our

illustrated boolts

or "Eye Beauty" arc

on "Eye Care"

FREE on

request

The Murine Company
Dept.

Chicago

28.

there

is

that

other

trouble.

as an art,

Children's EYES, even more than
your own, require daily cleansing.
Since 1895, careful mothers the world
over have used Murine to keep little

"

well

Mae, with the daisies on her hat,
turned to me abruptly.
"Say." said she, "it sounds like
I'm kicking. I'm not. Everybody is
wonderful to me.
When I spoke
about criticism a while ago I don't

—

mean

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them

ap-

proof liquid, ,75c at your dealer

e or

pear naturally dark, long" and
Adda wonderful charm,
luxuriant.
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by million a
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
•obtainable in solid form or water-

per-

"And

picture acting

Care

me

sonally.

You've read, of course, how Thomas
Meighan, Valentino, Gloria Swanson and others, realizing that motion-

Then

EYES

— forever."

just because they don't like

getting
those
about
not
I
undertoo.
parts. That's all right,
stand how it is and I haven't any
kick at all about the treatment I get
from M.-G.-M. They're mighty good

brook

babbling

Children's
Need this

is

He's a friend of
But
Mrs.
Schallert.
He and
I
wouldn't want him to praise me
just on that account, just as I don't
want these others to knock my work
Schallert.

expect all the critics to
in everything I do. It's
only- when criticism is unfair or stupid
or malicious that I object to it. Take
find

that

I

me good

in

Tod

Yeah,
Browning's direction.
I'm treated all right.
Why, look!

consolately to the car line I got to
thinking it over Criticism, the parts
you get, versus the parts you want.
Competition, sick Christmas presents
all the troubles of an actress Mae
told me about.
Well, as I say, I got
to thinking it over and, Mae, the
troubles of an actress aren't in the
same class with the troubles of an
interviewer on a rainy night.
:

—

direct postpaid.

MAYBELUINECO. CHICAGO

A New

Liquid

Form

Director Appears
Continued from page 23

GET THIN
Free Trial Treatment
on
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Ask
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I

for my
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fully reduced thousands of persons, often
at the rate of a pound a day, without
Let me send you proof
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my

at

DR.
State

of
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expense.
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playing qualities of
Conn instruments,

the result of exclusive Conn processes, speed .your progress, give
you quickly the pleasure and
profit of. personally played music.
Used and endorsed by the world's
greatest artists.

FREE TRIAL:
men/son any instrument for baiid or
orchest ra. Send today for catalogs

ROBERT B.
CLARK
Trombone

and

details;

C. G.

S01019I

U. S. Marine Band
uses a Conn.

1

1030

Conn

mention instrument.

CONN,

Ltd.
Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

Tearle in the role df Fanny von Berg.
Rehfeld describes her well.
"She is a high-strung wire," said
the director.
"Just a touch and she
vibrates."

Anna O. came
her native

to America from
Sweden when she, was still

schoolgirl.
Before she came she
had heard her father the superintendent of a beet-sugar factory and
her other relatives talk about the New
World. There was just one theme
running through their conversation
money. America was the land where

a

—

—

great fortunes could be made easily.
That was the sole reason for anybody

going

to

America.

That

ivas

Amer-

ica.

Anna came

over for a

She was

visit

with

get back- in
time to reenter school that fall.
"I was supposed to stay a month
in
York," she told me. "At the
relatives.

to

New

end of that time

my

relatives tried to

send

me home.

I

packed

my

little

grip and skipped.
And I was careful not to let them know where to

me.
"In those days I was absolutely
without fear.
Youth is that way.
Innocence or ignorance, whichever
you wish to call it. I thought nothing of setting out to battle New York
And just for that reason, no
alone.
find

doubt,

made

a success of it.
job was posing for a
photographer. The next logical step
was the movies. I went to work for
the Kalem Company in 1911."
Anna told me some of her early adventures in the movies. If these are
the days of art for art's sake, those
were the days of stunts for the sake
Anna was a favorite
of stunting.
Whenever
because she had nerve.
they wanted somebody to drive a locomotive over a precipice or jump
from a bridge and nobody else would

"My

I

first

:

,
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do

say,

they'd

it,

Anna
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give
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Kurt Rehfeld is like Erich von
Stroheim inasmuch as the}' are both
realists inasmuch as both will resign
their jobs rather than violate a truth.
But here the resemblance ends. Yon
Stroheim, whom I esteem the greater
artist, has a philosophy of despair.
Rehfeld, who, I predict, will become
;

The Elusive Touch
Called Beauty

more popular, has just as sincere
philosophy
of optimism. And it is
a
for this reason that I see him on the
the

Can you describe just what true beauty
Would you say it is a certain type

celluloid heights of future greatness.

AYhen

sincerity

the recipe

And

is

this,

is

wedded

optimism

to

is

the

stuff

blue

that

Moe

fickle

Fishbin, proprietor of the
in to the trade
sheets somewhat as follows

causes

Jewel Theater, to write

Who
may

can

Swell.

of this Rehfelds pichters, our audyence dont get all that europeen stuff

Q

breaks down and
because she loved
him there aint a dry eye in the the-

real,

it

Peacock Alley
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ORIENTAL CREAM

Continued from page 90

Many

a beginner mounts up to
the heights; but the majority flicker
out without a struggle and remain
content to map out an existence in
the extra ranks.

"Beauty's Master Touch
it has been doing for women in all walks of life for
also an efficient astringent and antiseptic, giving exceptional
results in relieving Wrinkles, Undue Redness, Blemishes, Flabbiness, Excessive

will
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— does not

is,

and what

for you,
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also in

Send

per-
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10c. for Trial Size or 50c. for a Special

THICK LIPS REDUCED!

Hollywood is no different from
any other place as far as gaining
and holding success is concerned.
There are as many gifts handed out

{FREE

is

obvious

in

MLLE. CLOREE
21 W. 42nd Street,

credibly

when

they are not too
proud to start over again they soon
disappear from sight.
Discouragement, naturally, causes
If

this decision.
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a Colors
Supply and

orners

are on "sale at Photo
Albam counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brings 100
and samples to try. Write

ENGEL MFG.

%0O Dept.44X 4711 N.Clark

CO.

St.,

Chicago

"Solvent." New way. Pain immediately vanishes. Acts like magic on worst
Bunions. Hump gradually disappears.

SENT ONyouTRSAL
w
box

°.i tr

fi
g°i'adi|
arrange to send
a
of "Solvent" to try
for your own bunion. Thousands are serding.

Siroolv write, "I want to try PEDODYHE."
LABORATORIES, (861 LLaSalleSi. Dept.R-684, Chicago

contrasted to the

Those shooting up into
prominence often pass many falling
down to the extra ranks whence

And new

NEW YORK
New

where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

PEDODYNE

achievements won in an inshort time by some new-

started.

of

ri Corner Tour rictures-Aibum

HOW)

Have SHAPELY FEET Unmarred by Bunions

Offends

WfiereNeetis Used

comer.

they

TELLS

.

BUNIONS

Holly-

and downfalls.
The mythopceic splendors of the
picturized city of Bagdad seem in no
wise bizarre

FOLDER

Thin, adorable lips is beauty's cry, Cloree's
lip-reducing
makes
lotion
unnaturally
thick, protruding lips, thin, shapely and
bewitching.
No plasters, rollers or cutting; a simple, painless, harmless lotion.
If you value sweet, lovely, alluring lips,
start using "Cloree" today and watch reParticulars free; send today.
sults.

wood: perhaps nowhere else in the
universe do you see such rapid rises

glittering

White, Flesh, Rachel,

Assortment of Gouraud's Toilet Preparations
Hopkins & Son, 430 Lafayette Street, New York City

stay.

thing

in

Compacts.

always

by capricious Fortune as there are
blows.
Laughter and tears, happiness and sorrow, wealth and poverty,
go hand in hand with youth and age
in the movie world.

Made

Oiliness and strengthening delicate tender skins.

that have

gone ought to
comers that success

do

over 85 years.

come and
be proof to all new-

Famous names

One

where our

all

ayter.

success

just

What can equal an alluring, subtile appearance to the
complexion? A pure, soft, velvety skin glowing with a fascinating, entrancing charm. Here lies your opportunity to possess
Beauty, to develop your skin and complexion to their highest
point. This is just what

Remarks: Say give us some more

manent

tell

alight?

nice to possess, and they play their little part, but
true beauty. Nature has given us all an equal
Her secret lies not in features, not in
chance to possess, this.
personal characteristics, but in our appearanceHthe proper touch
to our skin and complexion.

These are

Viennese Medley.
Weather: All right.

but where Anna
shows she done

eyes?
fancy

they are not the

Picture:

Business:

?

of

features or perhaps some winsome characteristic, a radiant smile— or maybe dancing, baby

sure-hre.
also,

is

feet ever crossing

Pea-

Science has solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasantly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a
mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all;
the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the accepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
BOc per tube. 35,000 Drug and Dept. stores sell
Neet.

Money back

if it fails to

please you.

HANNIBAL PHARMACOL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, M0.

We

NO C.O.D.— NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL
NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER
make

this remarkable offer so that every lover of
beautiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing
a Corodite Gem side by side with a Genuine Diamond.
We want you to see with your own eyes the fiery flashing
beauty of this Gorgeous Gem.
CORODITE DIAMONDS
are double polished and have the true diamond (32 facet)
cut.
So closely do they resemble the genuine that even
lifetime experts are astonished.
The illustrations above
show^ how beautiful a
looks when mounted
in a 'ring.
Send your name and address and 10c In coin
or stamps (to help cover cost of handling) to us Today.
Your Corodite will come Fully Prepaid by return mail.

CORODITE

E.RlCHWJNECO.mi

A-59

11?^™ ft
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Tom

They Gave

Can
TeachYou
Classic
I

from

Continued

—

something for her very own sonicthing she could take home.
So, she gave her a dog!
It must be a wonderful thing to he
a movie star and have presents showered upon you
To be known abroad
by millions and to be worshiped and
admired at home by tens of millions,
should bring a glow of satisfaction to
the cheek of any mortal on earth.
And even after Tom Mix arrived
back in America, friends and exhibitors (if there is a distinction between
the two) lavished presents upon him.
When he reached Indianapolis, the
little newsboys who long had looked
forward to his coming, chipped in to

Dancing
At Home
*

!

Mi*' Uelrir
O'Shea
Premier
Dmmeu.te
'Moon'

light."

Yes,

my

makes

remarkable new method

classic dancing easy and
fascinating: to learn at home. Under
personal direction, you leamdanc-

tng technique that few outside the great cities
have ever had opportunity to master— and at a
mere fraction of the cost of studio instruction.
The simple charts, clear photographs, easy text,
and phonograph records make this a delightful
way to gain better health— greater beauty— slenderness— increased poise and charm.

buy him

Complete Studio Outfit Free
send you,

with your lessons, a dainty practice
costume, slipperB.phonographrecords, and adancing
bar— everything necessary for a practice studio in
yourown home, all absolutely without extra charge.
Whether you dream of a career as a
professionaldancer.orwishtodance
for charm and grace, write today for foil information about my wonderful new home instruction
method. No obligation. Write today!
M. Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
Studio 12-07
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, III.

WV!
"

A JAZZ

BE

Play Piano

By Ear

In? lessons, easily mastered.

At Home

in

Your Spare Time

Send for FREE BOOK. Learn many styles
of bass and syncopation--trick endIf 10c (coin or stamps)
enclosed, you also receive
wonderful booklet "How to
Entertain at Piano" — and

ings.
Is

many new tricks,

was becoming comfortably
There wasn't much room left.
But the urchins of St. Louis were
not to be outdone by the kids of any
filled.

other

city

So, they gave him a pair of owls!

That was enough
Tom and Tony
Mix and Thomasina and
their retinue of retainers boarded the
train headed toward Denver, Salt
Lake and the Pacific Coast.
!

with Mrs.

the train came to a stop, Tom
out with members of his
family. Then, there followed:

stepped

pedigreed English sheep dog.
pedigreed Scotch collie.
pedigreed French shepherd dog.
pedigreed German Great Dane.
pedigreed black Belgian police

1

1

all

steed, Man-o'-War. They knew Tom
had a horse and a coupla saddles, but

sirable.

their shrine.

Mix

ardent

Play popular song hits perfectly. Hum
the tune, piay It by ear. No teacher-eelf -instruction. No tedious ding-dong
daily practice— just 20 brief, entertain-

Tony

Some of the most
fans live in the Blue
Grass State the land of beautiful
women and fine horses. They got
together and discussed the purchase
of a present, a remembrance of some
sort, to be taken on to California by
Tom. They cast furtive glances at a
beautiful colt in one of the racing
stables, a grandson of that noble
at

MUSIC MASTER

they wanted to give him something
he might use.
So, they gave liim a colt!
By this time, the list of presents was
assuming considerable proportion and
the special car which transported

As

present.

a

So, they gave him a goat!
Kentuckians who operate motionpicture theaters, wanted, too, to let
Tom and Tony know they worshiped

I will

Dog!

a
91

jiage

1
1

—

1

dog.
1

1
1
1

pedigreed Scotch terrior.
thoroughbred Kentucky colt.
Indiana billy goat.
pair of Missouri owls.

Of

course, these did not constitute
of Tom's presents, but they are
rated by him as among the most de-

stunts, etc.

Niagara School of Music
Dept. 786, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

this Free

Motherhood and

Book

a Career

Continued from page 28

High School Course
can complete
in 2 Years
High
simplified
School Course at home
s

two years.

in-

requirements for entrance to collene
and the leading professions. This and thirty-six other practical
courses ate described in our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.
side of

Meets

all

AMERICAN SCHOOL

Dent.

H776

Drexel Ave.

& 58th

© A.S.

St.

1923

CHICAGO

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING

DIRECTORS

and SINGING.

Sir John- Martin

life.

Harvey
Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Rose Coohlan
J. J.

Developing poise and
personality essential for any calling in
Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
Co. appearances while learning) N. Y,
debuts and careers stressed. For Prospectus (write sfudy desired to Secretary,
43 West 72nd St., N. Y., EXT. 46
.

(

Way »
New toEasy
Learn
CARTOOfflNGW
learn
carserious

toons,
animated and
cartoons, etc.
Cartooning is lots of fun
and fun that pays big money! Learn cartooning at home in spare time this amaz-

easy

way.

mother

have

left

—

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
N. W.,

WASHINGTON,

any major

I

was risking

crisis.

I

they were
vital

financial

way,
dis-

In little things more than in
big ones they have had to make
Being both father and
sacrifices.
mother to children is no sinecure,
I can tell you
"Maybe it's just as well that they
haven't been smothered by the shelter
of a mother's indulgence, that they
have had to meet the realities of life
a little sooner than most children do.
Certainly they have a more highly
developed sense of appreciation than
aster.

customary

"And

Mail postcard or letter today for Free
Book on Cartooning.
It tells all about
this easy
method perfected by one of
America's most successful cartoonists also is filled with
interesting facts about cartooning.
Mail card TODAY!
Give age if under 16 years.

St.,

or

in

my work when
needed me in any

though

is

Send for Free Book

Room2310-C, 1113-15th

as a

!

You can now quickly
to
make comics, sport

ingly

—

ill

ELECTIVE
Courses for Acting, Teaching, Directing;

Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller

pointing one way labeled, 'Career'
But
the other 'Motherhood.'
the two roads never run away from
each other for very long at a stretch
invariably they wind about and
come together again.
"And I know that I have not failed

and

D. C.

at their ages.

they have an amusing philosophical way of looking on the bright
side of things.
You heard Jane's
remark at dinner to-night: 'I don't
like this ice cream.
It hasn't got
any flavor to it. Still, it's better than

if

we

didn't

have any.

I

guess

nice to have ice cream even if
That sums
got no flavor at all.'

it's
it's

up
toward everything
they are grateful for what they get.
attitude

their

good, very good, to feel yourof the wave for
I have been successful the
a while.
past year or two, and my Warner
Brothers contract has enabled me to
I know
lay aside a bit of money.
that a personality cannot last forever
on the screen. The public has been
kind to me, but in a few years I
I could probably
shall begin to slip.
get over for a time in vaudeville
the actor's last hope, usually."
"Is that so?" queried a cool, impersonal voice, as a blond head pro"It

is

self riding the crest

through the portieres.
say one thing, youngBy the time you get to vaudelady.
ville, I'll be ready to step in and take
charge of this bunch. There'll be no
jected

itself

"Well,

let

me

!"

vaudeville in this family
So saying, Miss Frances

with-

drew.

Has Irene Rich been a failure or
I leave
a success at her two jobs?
it to vou to decide.

—
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An

Letter from Location
Continued from page 93

wounded

out of the wrecked coaches
That much of me, then,
really has served a worthy purpose.

ahead of

us.

Leaving the depot, the crowd of
us was so jolly.
had our musicians with us and were all in the
observation car playing and singing.
Later during the crash I saw the
cellist thrown past me, his instrument
broken to bits, and the violinist's hand
catch and crush between two chairs.
Being naturally bromidic, I must say,

We

—

—

"One never knows."

But we were
most fortunate and I am

certaini}-

very thankful.
It was nine forty, and we were all
a bit restless, anxious to get in and
to sleep, to be ready for the first day
on location. There was suddenly an
awful jar and I was thrown against
the next seat.
Some one I think it

—

—

the camera man
called, "Keep
low, Louise, hold on and brace yourself !"
There
I did, for dear life.

was

were two more dreadful crashes and
and people were in a wild

chairs, bags

—

A

jumble.

strange thing not a soul
in that crowded car made a sound.
Each seemed to be holding his breath,
waiting for the next thing to happen.

Then there was a rush for the
door, for we thought we were going
over, and suddenly we found ourselves a helpless, wild-eyed bunch
standing in the rain beside the overturned cars. Our coach was the only
one left standing.
The

cry was for light, as of
course the connections in the coaches
had been broken.
Fires were soon
blazing and, with our precious Picture-Plays as a torch, the work of
getting the wounded from the wreckfirst

age started.
Our boys were great,
one of them crawling under the
twisted engine to lift out the dying
engineer after they had said he
couldn't be released.
waited in the mud and drizzle
three hours before the relief train
came and it was a sorry-looking
crowd that trudged into the hotel that

We

morning.
just put

it

Well, that's that.
I will
down to experience, but it

good for one's nerves, and
I'm driving home.
Myrtle, the story was so much me.
Do you really think people will un-

isn't

so

derstand?

I

wonder

if

they prefer

meringue and sugar roses.
Give my love to your mother. I
have mine here with me and am having an awful time keeping her away
from Tia Juana.
(Knowing her
aversion to all that Tia Juana implies,
you will realize the humor of that.)
I

feet

caught a

shark yesterday,

five

long.

Louise.

"A few words," my
can

As you

eye!

from

deduce

the handwriting,
this is Marie again.
Wonder what
she would write if she started to do
"a short .story ?-"

As

Actress

Is a crank on powders
By Edna Wallace Hopper
Movie stars and stage stars, with whom I
mingle, are the greatest powder cranks in
existence.
Fine appearance means everything to them and they pay any price to get it.

My powders
have always been
made to order, by
famous
powder

our camera equipment was
we had a
free day while the studio rushed another lot down. Next day we started
working, and let me say right here,
my dear, when I say work, I mean
lost

—

all

to carry on' the tale

exactly that.

—

$5 per box.
They are so ex-

my
friends have

quisite that all

always begged

boats,

— scene of many bruises.

and
It

seems one must go into drama before
realizing how simple and safe comIn this picture,

edies are.

I

believe I

have gone through the entire category
of stunts known to movie thrillers.
Have been cuffed about, abducted,
mauled, thrown overboard, and made
to swim in ice-cold water, scramble
about on a sandy beach and a few

more things of a like nature, until I
wonder if there are such things as

Years ago I
gan to supply

beauty

Kenneth is just about as bad. He
is cuts and bruises from head to feet.
One would never think this picture
had such an innocent title as "Bobbed
Hair." The twenty authors who are
responsible for the story must have

helps to

women.
But no
powders.
I knew that most women would
never pay what I paid.
But women overwhelmed me with countless requests for my
powders.
So I went to the makers.
I told them I
could use a million boxes if they could supply my identical powder at a price which all
could pay.
Now they have done so. These very powders I use are put up for you at 50c and $1.
All druggists
and toilet counters supply
them. Ask for Edna Wallace Hopper's Powders, and you'll get them.
There are two types.
One is a heavy,
clinging, cold cream powder based on my
Youth Cream. I like it, because it clings and
stays.
fluffy,

But many prefer a powder

and

light

so both kinds are supplied.

These are exquisite powders.
In all my
world-search of 40 years I have found nothing to compare.
I am delighted that I can
now supply them to all lovers of line powMail this coupon and let me send you samples.
You will gain a new conception of
what modern powder is.

Sample
Free
Edna Wallace Hopper,

outdo each other in finding
I

wild situations.

There is no need to mention that
Kenneth is the hero and I the heroine.
You have gathered that from the
above-named adventures.
No one
suffers as much as the hero and his
lady.
You have to earn your final
fade-out kiss. But there is some satisfaction in having one's husband
playing in the same picture and gelting misused and looking as disheveled at the end of the day as one does

011)

P.P.

53(5 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.
want to try
Face Powder
Youth Cream Powder
White Flesh Brunette Peach

—

—

—

BUST DEVELOPED

My Bis Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing-,
exercises, pumps
absurdities.

ous

or other dangerI send
you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

rorr
FUEL

14-day

TREATMENT
you

send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-

If

der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.

IS IT

oneself.

WORTH

10c

TO VOD?

If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only

We

Fish a
do have some fun.
From the barge or tug,
we cast our lines with a prayer for
luck.
So far I've gone unheard but
Louise Fazenda evidently knows the

good

be-

my

der.

studio pictures being made.

tried to

me

to supply them.

have been rising early, taxiing to our
floating island in a speed boat and

the yacht

cost

me

For the past week we

working there until dark.
We work on tugs, speed

They

experts.

Madame D.

P. Williams.

Buffalo.

N. Y.

deal.

formula.
language

Maybe she learned
when she played with

the
that

For forty minutes yesterday
fought
with a shark and won.
she
Yes, certainly, of course, naturally,
pictures were taken, and she ordered,
well, I won't tell on her how many,
but a lot of copies, for her friends.
That sounds catty, but I had to stand
looking at the shark, while she posed
seal.

—

as .the victorious fisher lady.

Love from Louise and me
neth says
switched

Kenneth.

"love,"
if

I

if

you don' t like it, and have a beautiful new

skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A

Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly
peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, discoloration,
sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,'
pimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free from
acids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent
free in plain sealed envelope.

Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept.B

T,

30 E. 20th

St.,

New York

OWN a Typewril
Big Typewriter Bargain?
Own your own Underwood

Why

Model 5!
take less when our
rebuilt plan brings this ace of all
writing machines at a big saving

and on easy monthly terms

I

— Ken-

but I'll be
regards from

too,

will

Peel Off Your Skin

Marie Prevost.

Don't buy a typewriter until after a free trial of this
We aive you a quick course ia
touch writing. Sendtoday, here and
now, for our special offer* we'll send cata-"1
log and new, valuable Typewriting Mann&t
one!

j^Vge.

AddressSfUPMAN- WardMfg Co.3087SMpmanB1dg. .Chicago
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Welcoming Back
Continued

from page

if no break has ocpresence among the

to the studios, as

curred

in

her

workaday world

And

yet

the

of Hollywood.
fact

that

Broken-out Skin
Cleared by Sulphur
Just the moment you apply Mentho-Sulphur
to an itching, burning or broken out skin,
the itching stops and healing begins, says

a noted skin
aration,

specialist.

made

This sulphur prepcold cream,

into a pleasant

such a quick relief, even to fiery
eczema, that nothing has ever been found
Because of its germto take its place.
gives

her reap-

You do not have to wait for improvement.
You can get a jar of
It
quickly shows.
Rowles Mentho-Sulphur at any drug store
at small cost.

FREE SAMPLE
Send coupon

for

sample

of

Rowles Mentho Sulphur

New York, N. Y.
Rowles Mentho Sulphur

Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Dept. 4-A,

me

Send

free

sample

of

Name

—

Street

City...

—

and how young she looked, and
hoped that she would soon find another good engagement.
"You see the surprise on the faces
of those who have not seen me recently?" she nudged me, a gay little
"You would think
trill in her voice.
They exI had been away for ages.
pect me to be white-haired and bent

Beautiful Complexion
EN

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
I can give you a comand other blemishes.
plexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And J do it in a few days. My
No cosmetics, lotions,
method is different.
Balves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or other
Implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take.
Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obliSend no money.
Just get the facts.
gated.

Dorothy Ray. 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite

67,

Chicago

twelve years, have seen various actresses
who previously portrayed
young girls now portray mothers of
daughters.
and
sons
grown-up
through
Frederick
gone
has
Pauline
Myrtle
Stedand
has
this phase,
so
man. As a matter of fact, we have
also seen Miss Stedman's son, Lincoln, develop on the screen, from
characterizations of small boys to

young men.

And so the boys and girls who
now chuckle with delight all through
"Our Gang," may

live

to

remark,
!"

"Fancy seeing him. play a father
or
"Imagine seeing her play a
mother!" adding, by way of explana"
tion, "I remember when
Speaking from personal expericonfess to an especial thrill
picture play in
which the now popular Neil Hamilton and May McAvoy appear, for
ence,

FAT FOLKS

imitation

of

She gave a

the

delicious

traditional

screen

"Things move so quickly in
funny picture business that they

this

lose all sense of time.

"But it is good to be remembered.
This profession is a busy one, and
they have little time for those not
actively employed, but they are not
All of the
intentionally unkind.
people at Fox were so sweet to me.
No, I have nothing of which to complain."

The public, however,
"Wings of Youth" and
will

ton

after seeing
"Lightnin',"

probably complain if Ethel Clayis not given chances in coming

films

display

to

which undoubtedly

acting

the
is

ability

hers.

the Stars

Continued from page 47

the adventures and misadventures of

15 DAYS

and wrinkled."

Growing Up with

those of

-

is

stopped to speak to her, said they had
heard of her splendid work in the
two Fox films, told her how well

destroying properties, it quickly subdues the
itching, cools the irritation and heals the
eczema right up, leaving a clear, smooth
skin in place of ugly eruptions, rash, pimples
or roughness.

66

mother.

really a return is indicated
in the cordial greetings extended her.
While we were at luncheon, various
stars and directors passing our table

pearance

Ethel Clayton

I

when viewing any

I have watched their progress during nine years, since I first met them
at Fort Lee, New Jersey, where we
all suped together, at five dollars a
Neil was just a boy, and May
day.
just a girl, but they were very much
in earnest, and were bound to gain
recognition.
May was the first to
get a chance, and I remember her
original bit, as a lady's maid at the
old Goldwyn studio. Neil and I once
suped for two weeks, as Romans, in
Maurice Tourneur's production of
"Woman." Neil had to wait several
years more before being "discovered"

W.

by D.

Griffith.

fellow fans, take a tip from
one who knows, and, in the midst
of your general enjoyment of this
or that production, give some special
attention to the younger generation,
and try to keep track of the boys and
girls.
You, too, may "grow up with
!"
the stars
So,

SAFETY FIRST
AbWeight
25 pounds per month

Weight, Double Chin,

Bust,

A

domen and Hips Reduced.

reduced 15 to
by harmless treatment. No Exercise,
No Starving, No Wrinkles. Patients
treated by mail.
Dr. Snyder's treatment has been continually and successfully before the public for 43
years, which is sufficient evidence
that the success of the treatment has
been the reward of its merits.
Booklet and Consultation free.
Strictly
Confidential.
Write.

O.

W.

F.

Snyder, M.D.

Obesity Co., Not Inc.
Dept. 7, 865 E. Pershing Road

CHICAGO

Clown

in the

Big

Show

Continued from page 20

comedy comedian

He

has been on

stage since he was seven years
old.
Probably there is no man in the
business who has worked harder.
Personally, Hines is very much like
the parts he plays.
Breezy, slangy,
full of pep, and quite without pre-

the

he charges through his work
with gusto.
Although his pictures
have forged their way to the top of
box-office attractions without any of
the prestige of a big organization behind them, Hines does not seem at
all conscious of this achievement. He
tense,

gets a

tremendous

ing his

name

out of seer
with that of

thrill

linked

Lloyd and Chaplin as money-makers.
But let any one try to tell him that
he is perpetrating art and he will
shout the remark down with a heartier
guffaw than he ever got • from an
audience.

Johnny Hines knows his stuff. If
he can make you laugh and he probably will because there isn't a more
and hard-working comedian
alert
anvwhere that's all he wants.

—

—

"
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From

the Sawdust Ring to the Studios
Continued from page 17

among the
who knew

worth while, plentifully
sprinkled with thrills and he, himself,

steeds procurable.

supplied the great awe-inspiring event
of the program -"steer bulldogging."
Twice each day the sturdy Mix rode
by a big Texas steer and jumped from
his saddle, seizing it by the horns
and twisting the animal upon its back.

something of the technique of staying
on a horse's back in spite of its determination to unseat the rider. This
girl was Odille Osborne.
Odille thought that Buck was the
most remarkable example of a man
He typified
she ever had imagined.

was

really

—

After two successful road tours,
the arena director of the
"Colonel Cummings' Great Near East
and Far West Shows." It might be
interesting to mention the fact that
with the latter show, Mr. Mix's
"buddy" in the show's sleeping car
was Will Rogers, then, as now, doing
Mix and Rogers were
a roping act.

Mix became

boyhood friends

in

They

Oklahoma.

also appeared together in a scrambled
wild- West circus showing at the
Johnstown Exposition during the
summer of 1905. It was there that

Rogers and

Mix

"Wild

organized the
of the Plains,"
themselves as sole owners.

West Show

with

The "outfit" trouped the South
with an admission of ten and fifteen
cents.
It was, according to Mix, a
long winter and most of the time a
Stranded
hustle for horse feed.
finally upon the rocks of Birmingham,
Alabama, the cowboys sold their
ponies and turned their faces toward
In Bliss,
the prairies of Oklahoma.
Tom saw a motion picture wherein
.cowboys played an important part.
His experienced eye told him that
none of the men in the film had ever
known ranch or cattle experience. In
other words, they were merely actors
The following Sun"dressed up."
day, in the Ponca City Herald, Mix
read a story narrating that in Los
Angeles, California, cowboys who
could ride were being paid five dolTo
lars a day for their services.

He

available

girl

young mind all
But the

her dreams.

the world to be

let

the heroes of
last

in

person in

the said hero.

"Old

horses,

far as
San Bernardino. Then it was that
Mix, destined later to be one of the
colt, as

highest-priced motion-picture stars in
the world, was on his way to conquer
movieland, otherwise, Hollywood.

To "Buck" Jones, another William
Fox star, circus experience has been
.

for

more

reasons

than

might appear on the surface.
the 101 Ranch show in
1913 and traveled all around the
United States breaking bronchos and
performing all manner of equestrian

Buck joined

tricks for the edification of the

admir-

ing populace.
When the show left
its winter quarters
in Bliss, Oklahoma, in 1914, Buck was again signed
to do his stuff astride the wildest

HOW

the ring
track, she

to ride out of

hippodrome

away and pretend

Norida!

the heart of the

modern

wonderful
Vanitie
No more gritty cake
powder— just that fragrant,
girl thrills to this
!

eager eyes but the minute he started

downy

and into the
would run

powder that you

loose

can carry in a Norida Vanitie
without spilling. Now you can
be radiant and charming always
carry a Norida with you everywhere just right to slip in your

to be interested in

—

something else.
Years after they
admitted to his
married
Buck
were
wife that he had also watched her
during her turn in the sawdust ring.
One day Odille was thrown and
pinned under her horse. It was Buck
who ran out and saved her from being trampled upon by a very much

—

purse, exquisitely engraved, gilt or silver,and filled with Fleur Sauvage (Wildflower) Poudre. Refill it yourself with
your own Favorite Loose Powder.

Worth many

times

its cost.

Buy one

at any toilet goods counter. If your
dealer can't supply you, order direct
from Norida Parfumerie, 630 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Powder only

Double
Powder and

fi-50

Rouge, $2

Single.

frightened steed.

There is Joe Bonomo, the Coney
Island boy who, several years ago,
was selected as the world's most perFive feet,
fect type of strong man.
eleven and one half inches tall, weighing one hundred and ninetv pounds,
a committee of New York judges decided he was a regular Apollo Belvedere. Now he is under contract to
Universal Pictm-es Corporation and

Vbrida
"Vanitie
§or loose Powder

NotaSifte

Not a Compact

has been featured in a score of pictures.

Richard Talmadge, star of many
melodramatic plays, was born in a
in the sleepy little village of
Uri, near Lake Lucerne, Switzerland.
His parents were circus people.
circus,

recently completed the role of the
heavy in Charles Ray's picture "Some
Punkins," joined a circus when he
was a lad to drive hippodrome races
and fall horses in the ring races. He
was paid one dollar a fall. Ray, too,
became a member of the 101 Ranch
Show and was one of the first to play
pushball on horseback.
"Any one who has ever amused the

ship two
to
Blue," and a yearling

Thy Name is

While Buck was
in the ring, Odille would stand behind the curtain and watch him with
was

hurriedly got together all
cash and found enough

this

Vanitie of Vanities

on the secret

Ray ("Red") Thompson, who but

money

invaluable

to her

was a young

seemed very allur-

Mix's mind
ing.

riders,

Also,

public in competition with three-ring
circus certainly should be able to
amuse people from the screen," declares Clarence Burton, a member of
Cecil B. De Mille's cinema stock com-

pany.
Most of Burton's experience
before his screen career v/as as a

clown in a

circus.

"Primarily, clowning and motionpicture acting are the same," contin"Both are based on
ued Burton.

pantomime."

SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES

* Thick or swollen ankles can
quickly be reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber. |

,

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN

Differentin reducing action from all other
reducers. Slip on when you go to bed and
note amazing results next morning:. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower calf.
Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber
to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing to
rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent actresses. Send $3.25 and we
will send you Lenor Ankle Reducers in
package subject to your inspection.
Give size of ankle and widest part of

plain
calf.

LENOR MFG.
503

Fifth

CO., Dept. 10-K
Avenue, New York

Adjust

able
every

Free

1

Demonstration

Sizes for all
types of nose

if

/infTft

desired.

HOSE
^PJUSTER
A GENUINE
(Patented)

.

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, painand safe. The ANITA is a Genuine and most ComfortafoQe Nose Sup-

less

porter.

Absolutely

GUARANTEED.

Highly recommended by
Physicians.
Write for FREE booklet.
"Nature's Way to Happiness.

TheflniTft

Co.

Dept. 1O90. Anita Building,
n^tA lw^^oi
Winner Feb '23 65S "'S" St., Newark, N. J.
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Dynamiting the Mandalay
Continued from page 97

dynamite

in

arms.

his

The bottom

was missing. I shouted, 'Look
out for that last step!' Eric looked
step
at

Mental
strain call^
for steady

nerves -

youll find
the use of

Beemaris

"aSewsibCe

me and

'What?' and missed

said,

the step.
He went sprawling on the
deck, and his load of dynamite rolled

against the bulkhead with a bang.
I
was so scared I couldn't get my
mouth open.
Funny afterward!
But the funniest thing of all was that
no lightning hit the ship."
By two p. m., the following day,
after much patient maneuvering and
signaling, the cameramen, two aboard
each tug and two on the bridge of the
yacht, were aiming down the barrels
of their rapid-fire Akeleys. Admiral

Hudson was bellowing through his
megaphone while the Alicia circled
about the slower-moving tugs. The
fires were put out in the Mandalay s
boilers and her pumps stopped chugging.

Any minute we

expected the

Tepsin Gum
AMERICAN CHICLE

CO,

luxuriant

the imagination

sweep

Darken vour

of

because of

shadowy

lashes with

their

lashes.

WINX

and your

eyes will instantly take on the magnetic lustre
that you have always envied.
It requires but
a second or two, yet your lashes stay dark

and lovely

WINX

for days.

a harmless waterproof liquid that
It
is
simple to
apply and dries at once.
Complete with
dainty brush attached to the stopper of the
bottle, 75c, U. S. and Canada.
is

neither runs nor smears.

go

!"

From the prow of the doomed
Mandalay shot up a great black pillar of smoke and debris, as high
against the sunset sky as the spire of
the Woolworth tower.
The terrific
roar of the detonation was heard a
second or two later then a young
;

tidal

wave swept

in.

At the next blast most of the Mandalay s superstructure flew into thousands of blazing fragments. The fire
now was raging all along the boat
deck.
For the final shattering explosion,
near the stern, a wait of several minutes was inflicted upon the seasick
camera men the electric cable to this
cache of dynamite had been severed.
The fires that swept the decks soon
ate their way below.
Then it came;
;

ear-splitting,

tremendous

in

force.

For a minute later, while the whole
sky was filled with splinters and

thousands of fragments of driftwood

sea.

But a wind sweeping from fore to
aft carried away most of the smoke
and then the riddled hulk of the
Mandalay was seen, with only a tip
of funnel, mast and a section of her

—

Seneca dramatically busiand commanding. And the
command the Seneca's skipper gave
us in brusque manner from the bridge
was to "move on." We must keep
sailing
four or five hours more
toward Europe. The business of this
cutter, we were informed, was to
keep the ocean lanes free of derelicts.
Onward the little fleet had to steam.
Every minute was doubly precious
now. For not only would the light
keep dimming as the afternoon died,
but the engines of the Mandalay had
been shut down, and with her pumps
dead she was leaking in every seam
and steadily sinking. But by seven
p. m., the skipper of the Seneca at
last agreed that the Mandalay was
far enough offshore to suit him.
the
nesslike

fascinate

'er

and a blazing hulk.
But just before that could regale
us, something happened that wasn't in
the scenario. Down upon us, as swift

ice,

The Velvet Pools
of Midnight Eyes

"let

smoke, it appeared that the vessel had
been blown completely out of the

as a destroyer, bore a big glistening
white cutter of the Coast Guard serv-

Clara Bow, dark-cued B. P. Schulberg Star

—

admiral's signal then a mighty roar,
and a steamship which originally cost
nearly $800,000 would 'burst" into
;

BEEMANS

Then

The admiral

"All ready
the little lurching tugs the cameras started grinding.

Stand by!"

signaled,

On

all

stern still above water.
Down she
plunged, suspended for a while as if
she were standing on her nose,
And now you're still wondering,
perhaps, why Earl Hudson, famous
for his success with miniatures, de-

hobby on this occasion.
Here
what he tells us
"Two reasons why. First, because
no miniature could give an audience
serted

his

is

quite so big a kick in this instance as
ship would have
the real thing.
been required, anyway, to make the
close-up scenes of Lloyd Hughes and
Doris Kenyon and the mutinous crew
the Mandalay thus served a double
purpose. But secondly and this no
small matter, either
we figure, also,
that we saved our company no less
I
than $25,000 on the production.
haven't gone back on minatures, but
old wooden ships are on the bargain
counter these days. So cheap that it's

A

—

—

foolish to fake them."

To give distinction to the eyebrows, use WINXETTE
(cake form).
Simply trace it through the brows
powdering.
Equipped with one-row brush
and mirror, 50c. Black and brown.

after

WINX
ment

and

WINXETTE,

stores, or

by

Mail 12c today

drug and depart-

Fall Styles

Continued from page 53

mail.

for a
12c

WINX. Another
PERT,

at

Looking Over the Smart

generous sample of
brings a sample of

the 24-hour waterproof rouge.

ROSS COMPANY
247 West 17th Street

New York

WINX
terproof

Paramount production The Trouble
with Wives."
I do not know just what part all
this footgear plays in the picture but
the smartness and originality of the
models are particularly worthy of
note.
Some of them, especially those
painted or embroidered, could quite

easily be copied at

who

has a

little

home by

the girl

ingenuity, using plain

white satin slippers as a basis.
are dainty and "different."

I

They

am

go-

ing to try making the "butterfly" ones
I am sure I can do it, and so

myself.

can any

girl.

—

;
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WE START

YOU'

Business Opportunity

Agents and Help Wanted

Agents and Help Wanted

WITHOUT A DOLLAR.

Extracts,
rerfumes. Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.
Soaps,

$15 DAILY (Sworn Proof) Introducing
New Guaranteed Hosiery. Must wear or refree.
No capital or experience required.
You simply write orders. We deSpare
Your Pay Daily.
liver and collect.
Macochee Textile Comtime satisfactory.

placed

WHY WORK

SOME

ONE? Start a
FOR
business.
$100 sufficient. Information Dept.
113, Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway, N. Y.

pany, Station 45010, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Farm Lands

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMCharges discharged batteries instantly.
Eliminates old method entirely.
Gallon free to agents.
Lightning Co., St.
Paul, Minn.
pound.

NEW WONDERFUL

monograming

$1.40,

—

AGENTS 90c. an hour to advertise and
distribute
samples
consumer.
Write
to
quick for territory and particulars.
American Products Co., "4045 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ters

$200 A
—
for
store

Free

Samples.

$60

WEEK.

SELLER.

Cost 10c,
ExperiWorcester
ence unnecessary. Free samples.
Monograms, B 149, Worcester, Mass.
profit

—

autos.

HERE'S YOUR LAND
$10 down and
$10 month buys 20 acres of my best land in
Cent. Mich, for $400 or 10 acres for $250.
Write at once for free 48-page picture book.
G. W. Swigart, X1265 1st Natl. Bank Bldg.,
Chicago.
!

BIG MONEY fast sales every one buys
sell $1.50, profit
gold initials for their auto
$1.44.
Ten orders daily easy. Samples, information free. World Monogram, Dept. 12,
Newark, N. J.
;

;

— Female

Help Wanted

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Easily
Liberal
offer
to
agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 428
Clark, Chicago.

$6

applied.

general

B North

MEN,

Be Railway Mail Clerks.
Particulars free.
Write imme$1,900 year.
Franklin
Institute,
Dept.
H2,
diately.
UP.

18

— $18

A DOZEN

decorating pillow tups

particulars
at home, experience unnecessary
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, Lafor stamp.
Grange, Ind.
;

Rochester, N. Y.

BIG

MONEY AND PAST

owner buys gold

SALES.

initials for his

Every

You

auto.

Help

charge $1.50, make $1.35.
Ten orders daily
easy.
Write for particulars and free samples.

American Monogram

East Orange, N.

Co.,

Dept.

Patents and Lawyers

Wanted— Male

170,

J.

ALL

Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
Government positions
to
accept
$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozmenf, 308, St. Louis, Mo., immediately.

willing

EARN

$10

DAILY

silvering mirrors, plating, refinishing metalware, headlights, chandeliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.
Decie

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

New

EARN
AGENTS,
washes

our

new Household Cleaning De-

and

dries

windows,

cleans walls, scrubs, mops.
brooms.
Over half profit.

Brush Works, 201 3rd

$110

to

$250

monthly,

sweeps,
Costs less than

guaranteed after completion
home study course or money
cellent opportunities.
Write
Business
let, CM-28 Stand.

expenses
Position
of 3 months'
Exrefunded.
for Free BookTraining Inst.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

$23.50

!

Make

big money taking orders from friends and
neighbors.
$3.00 to $5.00 an hour in spare
time.
$75.00 to $125.00 a week for full
time.
We supply handsome Swatch Outfit,
large size samples and all latest styles in elegant leather case.
Positively finest outfit
ever furnished salesmen. Write for yours at
once and get started making the big money
right away. Address Dept. 178, James Oliver,
Inc., 848 West Adams Street, Chicago.

learned

wanted as exclusive

representatives, all localities, taking orders
for beautiful low-priced house, porch, and
street dresses.
I deliver, collect, and pay
you every Saturday. Carol Lee, 1082 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.

immense

;

Wear Mirror Works,

ESTABLISH

profits.

Excelsior

plate.

Eas-

Plans

free.

Springs,

YOURSELF — AT

As a Photographic Expert.

Mo.

HOME

Make $75

a

week

Write at once for Tempowhile learning.
International
Dept.
Studios,
rary Offer.
140 C, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

$115-$400

AGENTS — WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.

MONTHLY

paid

necessary.

— Write

— Ry.

of

free

for

Invention

Terms Reasonable. Victor
767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

J.

Free.
Co.,

Evans

INVENTORS — Write

for our guide book,
Get Your Patent" and evidence of
Send model or sketch for
invention blank.
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms rea-

"How

to

Randolph
sonable.
ington, D. C.

&

Co., Dept.

412,

Wash-

Station

Free passes, Experience unWrite Baker, Supt., 49, St. Louis,

Detectives

Wanted

Mo.

MEN — Experience
make

SALESMEN

unnecessary

secret investigations

;

reports

;

;

travel
salaries

;

Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
expenses.

PROTECTED

territory
GIVEN
to sell Doublewear Shoes direct from factory
Our new measure board insures
to wearer.

Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 503 Broadway,

Write for particulars and
perfect fitting.
Doublewear Shoe Co.,
list of open counties.

New

Manufacturers, Minneapolis, Minn.

York.

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

"Record

Office positions.

Salesmen Wanted

Sell

St.,

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PatWrite Adam Fisher
ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

and

SILVERING MIRRORS, French

MEN AND WOMEN

G

Guide Books
Blank" before
Send model or sketch
disclosing inventions.
of invention for Inspection and Instructions

Street, Fairfield, Iowa.

SUITS FOR ONLY

644

Watson

PATENl'S

Harper

Write

ily

$50.00

.

sured.

York.
paid as Railway Traffic Inspector.

vice

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
Promptness asBest results.
references.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Experience unnecesExcellent opportunity.
sary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.
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DIAMONDS WATCHES

The King

of Hearts.

was nearly nine

o'clock last evening
as I fumbled with the deck of cards before
me, still undecided in my decision. Father
was reviewing the latest picture with Sally
Benson. Don't mistake me
I don't mean
Miss Benson was present herself, but indeed Picture-Play was, and thus father
was spending a most enjoyable evening.
As I fumbled with the cards I unconsciously spread on lop of the deck the
king and queen of hearts.
There was no
doubt about the queen Norma Talmadge
is the queen,
in my deck, at least.
But
this king business troubled me.
few
months ago I would gladly have rung
praise to the very skies for Valentino,
been proud to, but I have seen "The
Things seem different
Sainted Devil."
It

!

—

A

Rectangular
Wrist Watch

Solid

18-k

Gold
Jewels,

White
•

17

$27 50; 14-k

Jewels.S22

lfi

50.

On ly $2.75
order,

High Grade Railroad Watches
Guaranteed to Paaa Inspection
HAMILTON No. 992. 21 Jewels. Adjusted to B Pos. fl?cc
26-Year Gold filled Case VOO
ILLINOIS "BUNN SPECIAL"
21 Jewels, Adjusted to 6 PoBitiona. Gold filled 25(JljQ
Year Case

ELGIN'S LATEST

with

RAYMOND

21 Jewels: 8 Adjustments.
Runs 40 hours one
$CC
winding
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

then $1.00 a
week.

17

JEWEL

r, «,Yi

ELGIN
Ua1i n
rJO.16-t.reen
-

Gold.engrave d , assorted
Patterns, guaranteed 26 yr?.
12 Size
»qn
B"lt Dial »«U
Terms: 13.00

tnen

Down

$1.00 a

Week.

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS
DEPT. E-927
Stlle s »-. "icago. III.

« rn «rT 108 N
DHU9.ALU
ieso
Store»:in Leading Cities
-

Listen in on

RADIO FANS_
Loftts Bros.

&

— from
9;3o

WHT

a

every Monday

niffht
7 to 7:30, every Friday night from
to 10, central standard time.

Co.'s hour of music.

The Wonder-Working Lotion
Use like toilet water. Is positively recommended for quickly and permanently removing

PIMPLES,BLACKHEADS
Acne Eruptions on the face or body,
Barbers Itch and Eczema, Enlarged
Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. Endorsed by
druggists, physicians, skin specialists,
barbers, and over 100, 000 men and women test cases, who succeeded with ClearTone after failing with everything else,

rnrr
•»-».

telling

Write today for my FREE
Booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin,"

how I cured myself after being afflicted 15

E. S.

237

years.

GIVENS

Chemical Bldg.

Kansas

Mo.

During the past 17 years thousands have
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by using

GROWDINA
for bus!, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testimonials of efficiency. Confidential proof
and literature (sealed) on request, write
now.
Mile. Sophie Koppel. Inc.,
Suite 114. 503 Fifth Ave.. New York

*5

District Salesmen
Experienced men can
Wf
*uM»«r*» easily
ww £hnt.t*A
earn $100.00

a week

at start. Our union made suits
and overcoats at $23.50 (none higher)
are America's biggest values. We show
latest nifty colors and styles for men and

young men. Only pure wool fabrics.
The overcoats are satin lined. Protected
territory. Canuse spare timemen in some

S^^L/.0tf^^tow

a»d free Bampleof the world's greatest clothing
i\*)£/'
values. Address F.P., HARVEY, Box 00, CHICAGO

*

now.
That's
why I was undecided.
Should I drop him for Novarro, Colman,
or maybe Gilbert, who are now such imfigures in campus conversations?
That very evening a return engagement
of "Monsieur Beaucaire" was at the Rialto.
Is Valentino no longer capable of
portraying those gay clever characters in
plays he made such masterpieces? At that
time it might have been said Valentino
had no new worlds to conquer. But now
I wonder
I thought of the others.
It
wouldn't be Gilbert who should take Rudy's
place in my deck
no, my friends had

portant

to disagree with Winone Dreben, but I
have seen Miss Joyce in several films, "The
Green Goddess" among them, and I have
never seen an actress to bore me so much
except perhaps Rosemary Theby and Conway Tearle, who come very near the
mark.
It surprises me how some people
get on the films so easily when this lovely
old world of ours is full of so many
really happy and beautiful-looking peo-

Eileen O'Connor.
County Kerry,

ple.

Ahafona,

Ballybunion,

Ireland.

salute you
Joyce —
—Because you are a beautiful
woman.
Second—We fans are happy to welcome

Alice
First

I

you back upon the screen.
But I'm angry. Why? I went to the
movies to-day and saw Alice Joyce featured in "White Man."
A fan next to
me said: "Well! Of all things! She's
back again on the screen !"
"She's too old a lady and not charming
enough to play opposite Kenneth Harlan!"
I overheard some one else say.
Now can't you realize why I am angry?
Who's not glad to welcome Miss Joyce
back upon the screen? Speak up!

—

Charles Mank,

!

226 East Mill Street, Staunton,

Jr.

111.

;

convince me of that.
I must admit that
be Colman?
after seeing "The Sainted Devil," which
with "The Young Rajah," was about the
biggest mistake Valentino ever made, I
once or twice almost yielded to the charms
of this young actor. And then, Novarro,
who is causing so much excitement among
some of the fans. Yes, fellow fans, NoToo pretty
varro is pretty, too pretty!
really to be handsome, too pretty to be
courageous, too pretty to be my king of
hearts, and I put away the deck of cards
failed

so

Would

it

and went

far

to

off to the Rialto.

The Card

Player.

Stockton, Calif.

Do We Want

Alice? Some Do;
Don't.

Some
Do we want

Alice Joyce? I should say
we do
want far more of her than
we get.
need her. She's so refreshing and natural in' the way she moves and
shows her thoughts. Her refinement and
sincerity are far more lasting than the
dramatic passion and sentiment so common on the screen at present.
My claim as an Alice Joyce fan dates
from 1911, since when I have collected her
photographs. I have seen her one hundred
and thirty-eight times in fifty-four plays.
I saw "The Green Goddess" eight times in
four months.
The sweetest play I ever saw was
"Cousin Kate."
I wonder if other fans
remember "The Triumph of the
yet
Weak" and "Everybody's Girl?" But perhaps Americans dislike looking back.
I don't, because just over a year ago
Alice Joyce came to London.
I was unable to meet her, but she spoke to me on
I
the phone, giving me a big surprise.
shall never forget her.
Do we want her?
!

City,

Develops 'Bust Like Magic!

W

Think

the Fans

I

Yes we

We
We

do.

Always and

Eva

ever.
L. Goodman.

Better Roles for Richard.
you've been publishing quite a
lot of letters from Richard Dix fans asking why he isn't given better parts in his
His pictures are not often shown
films.
over here, so you can imagine what a
Lately

state of disappointed fury I live in when
I find the only man I ever admired, either
on or off the screen, acting the most ab-

surdly inhuman parts imaginable. Are the
directors blind?
Mad? Willfully stupid?
Or are they really so cenuinely unable to
see that Richard Dix is not a sort of
stuffed doll only fit to be given such goody-

goody, inhuman parts? They must be utterly lacking in intelligence, and yet we're
always led to suppose that they are the
For heaven's sake, go
brains.
Oh, fans
know Richard Dix
on complaining.
hates the parts he's made to play, and he
can't help himself.
Let's go on writing
and writing until p'raps some day the producers may come to their senses.
Diana Lister.
Rosyth, Cedar Road, Sutton, Surrey,
England.
!

We

A
How

often

my

first

!

to

know

if

the

want Alice Joyce back. I am one
does not want her back, and all my
I am sorry
friends are with me, too.
fans

who

—

remember when
Lady of the Lake,"
I

Mary

Fuller, Earle

Morey.

This was

The same
considered a splendid picture.
company produced "The Last of the Mohicans," with Wallace Reid in the title
role ; he must have been very young, but
His father, Hal
his physique was superb.
Wallace Reid's
Reid, was the director.
entrance into pictures has always been
dated from his appearance as the blacksmith in "The Birth of a Nation," but that
was a year or two after the Vitagraph
picture.
first

was
saw every number
serial, "The Adventures of
Thomas Santschi was her

real

love in the pictures

Kathlyn Williams.

Winone Dreben wants

thoughts drift back to
pictures
and they

wonderful
were wonderful then
Vitagraph made "The
with Harry Northrup,
Williams, and Harry
those

My

London, England.

Fan's Reminiscences.

I

of her first
Kathleen."
leading man, and I will go any time to see
a picture, old or new, that either of them
appears in.

Advertising Section
"The Million Dollar Mystery" was the
next serial I saw, with poor little Florence
La Badie as the heroine. James Cruze was
her support he was slender and romantic
looking in those days little did we think
he would develop into the wonderful director he has become.
I suppose I am a heretic to say so, but
I
never was enthusiastic over Griffith's
pictures.
"The Birth of a Nation" was a
great picture, and so was "Broken Blossoms" there never was a more beautiful
delineation of character than that of the
Chinaman, played by Richard Barthelmess,
and, of course, Griffith created this character, but he does so love to pile on the
agony.
In "America" the leading lady,
Miss Dempster, shakes her head and wafts
her hands about and eems to say
"I feel
very sad and sorrowful, won't some one
please tell me what it's all about?"
Some
of the others seemed to be almost as dazed
as she, notably Charles Mack.
My favorite since last I wrote to Picture-Play is still Norma Talmadge, but
I do wish she would go back to Conway
Tearle as leading man and give us some
more beautiful plays like "The Eternal
Flame."
Couldn't Clare Eames be induced to play
again for the pictures? Her Queen Eliza-

—

—

—

:

beth was the greatest piece of art I have
seen since I saw Edwin Booth in "Hamlet."
I am an old woman, and I have seen
all the great actors and actresses in my
day and I never enjoyed a bit of artistic
acting more than her scenes in "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall."

Mabel Y. Sanborn.
/OS North First Street, Salt Lake City,
Utah.

To Three Newcomers.
To my

mind, the greatest newcomers of
the screen this year are Dorothv Revere,
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The Fresh Qlear c^adiance
of Winsome Youth
EXQUISITE

is

the

bloom on a

soft

young cheek,

"—' so expressive of the glamour, the romance, the
eternal yet fleeting charm of youth. Such beauty is

—

every woman's dream
every woman's tight. And
quickly and simply may its ardent loveliness be yours.

PERT

a scientific, greaseless cream rouge with
coloring that stands the most critical
scrutiny. At the lightest touch of your moistened
finger it instantly imparts a lasting, healthful glow
that only cleansing cream or soap will remove.
a

is

natural

To add vivacity and animation to

the delicate bloom

of cream Pert, you may heighten its warmth with
the fascinating tints of Pert compact Rouge. Your
complexion is at once invested with a youthful brilliance

and

liveliness.

Pert compact

is

delightful also as a separate rouge.

By applying it directly to the skin
you make it waterproof.
To accent your type of loveliness:
For a fair
the skin)

skin, light orange

before powdering,

cream Pert (changes

to pir.k

on

and blush Compact.

Fora mediumskin, dark orangecream Pcrtandhlush Compact.
Foran olive skin, rose shade cream Pert and rose Compact.
For artificial light, a new shade called evening (bright red).
For enhancing the beauty ofthe lips, Pert -waterproofLipstick.

Cream Rouge or

Lipstick, 75c each.

Compact, 50c, XJ. S. and Canada.
Mail the coupon today with 12c fs>r a
generous sample of Pert cream Rouge.
~
Another 12c brings a sam- mzr- r"T™
pie of Winx, the waterproof l^j^gss^
lash-darkener.

ROSS COMPANY

1 7th Street

New Yorl

?erfc

Rouge

247 West

Lawrence

When

Gray, and Priscilla Bonner.
an unknown player practical
steals

a picture

from such seasoned luminaries

as Conway Teark, Percy Marmont, and
Claire Windsor, it is time to begin using
one's choicest adjectives.
That is just

what

happened

to

Woman."

"Just a

Dorothy

To

see her

Revere
is

in

Sea Stories Magazine

to visual-

another Gloria Swanson in the making.
is a personality that challenges
attention.
And that is just what I think
makes her akin to Gloria. If only Valentino would make her his leading woman,
her future is bound to be glorious.
Not since Ronald Colman appeared in
''The White Sister" have I been so much
interested in a new male lead as in Lawrence Gray.
His colorful bit in "The
Dressmaker from Paris" promises more
successes in the future.
He should play
nothing but highly romantic leads.
It is
indeed gratifying to hear that he is under Paramount contract.
Here's hoping
he continues his good work.
ize

Here

For

I have
a word
that until "Drusilla with
a Million" producers failed to recognize
her worth? Because she lacks beauty is no
sign that the public will fail to take her to
heart.
One would much rather see an
artiste of Miss Bonner's caliber than all
the Madge Bellamys, Billie Doves, and

Why

is

it

Hope Hampdons
630

Mary

For those

irresistible call to

Price,

Be sure

to take a

on the

next

George A, Abbate.
N. Y.

me

guess
at

to

the red-blooded.

copy with you

voyage

you

make.

Ask Your Dealer

Letters.

—

ask

its

Twenty-five Cents

Street, Utica,

Concerning Fan

star for

love the sea and

of screendom.

For having personal letters from the
stars
I guess I win the loving cup. Some
of my friends have even gone as far as
to

who

Exciting

Bonner

Priscilla

to say.

Good and

write a letter to a certain

them and they'd pay me.

But

I

just a natural gift.
I'm always
ink by my side.
In the last six months here is my recit's

home with a pen and

—

Street

&

Smith Corporation

79 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City
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ord

— four

from

letters

Ferguson

Helen

—personally autographed.
from Alice Calhoun and two

and a large photo

BANISH GREY HAIR
Wm.

J.

Brandt's

Liquid

Four

Four letters from Florence
Lawrence and one photo. One letter from
\ irginia
Valli.
Two letters from Mary
Pickford.
Two letters from Carl
Laemmle. Colleen Moore, one letter and
one

EAU DE
HENNA

letters

large photos.

Garon,

Pauline

photo.

one

photo.

Norma TalJohn Bowers, one photo.
Doromadge, one letter and one photo.
And a few
thy Mackaill, one photo.
others.

Only twice have my letters failed, and
were my best-written letters they
were to Lots Wilson and May McAvoy,
two of my favorites. So, fans, don't write
unless your letter comes straight from

—

they

Hair Color
Restorer

—

—

your
your

the

prey,
blenched,

covers
failed,

and
or

restores the color to
streaky hair, leaving it

erey.
Soft,

Glossy and Natural.
Works so well no one will know the color has
been restored.
Covers ALL the grey
covers ANY
grey, no matter how stubborn or how caused.
Does not interfere with permanent waving.
Eau de Henna is two liquids, one application.
;

colors

It

shade
Hennas.

not

at
once.
No mess.
with
reddish
as
off

No

Anyone Can Put
No

Does
powdered

pack.

many

It

On

Will not rub off.
necessary.
by sea bathing, sun. shampooing, or
Will
withstand
tropical
waving.

experience

affected

manent

heart don't rewrite your letter
attempt is always more sincere.
Take a lip from one who knows. For
it
took me four hours to write to Lois
and May they were written wonderfully
well
My letters
but I got no answer.
to Helen are written in the same way I
write to my mother when she is away on
her vacation in the same personal, care-

You can

Up

Can
on just where it is needed.
be used where powdered henna dyes have been
Can be
The shades blend in beautifully.
used.
Direcused over other hair dyes or restorers.
tions in English and Spanish.
Black,
dark
Eau de Henna comes in colors:
brown, medium brown, light brown, drab, blond,
auburn.
In ordering please state color desired.
Price postpaid $2.50 or C. O. D. $2.05.
Order through your Druggist, Department Store
or Beauty Parlor, or direct from us.
put

it

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 120, 112 East 23rd
Men as well
to advantage.

women can

St.,
use

New York

Eau de Henna

WASH AWAY FAT

Street,

Julia David.
Mass.

Boston,

AND YEARS
OF AGE

No

George Walsh an Imitator?

notice in the current issue of PicturePlay that Helen Klumph refers to George
Walsh as a Douglas Fairbanks imitator.
Permit me to tell her that she is quite
I

wrong.
Don't misunderstand me. I am a Douglas Fairbanks fan.
Doug has always been
one of my favorites, and I have seen and
enjoyed every picture he ever made. And
I might add that "Don Q, Son of Zorro,"
is not only his best picture, but it is perhaps the greatest screen entertainment ever
made.

However, in all fairness to George
Walsh, who is another of my favorites, it
must be said that George is the originator
of action-stunt pictures. Before Fairbanks
made his first picture, which I believe was
"The Lamb," George Walsh was established

be forgotten until death

as

a

star

which Fairbanks

in

the

first

type

made

of picture
for the old

Triangle Company
Fairbanks and Walsh should not be
pared.
Their productions and their
sonalities are so widely different that
are not in the same class. Each is a
!

comperthey

a prejudiced mind, and every
right-thinking fan should utterly ignore

clear-cut

an actor.
soul that he is, who by
sheer originality of his performances
renders himself an actor par excellence.
Now, who is he that I am speaking of ?
Whose successes are smashing box-office
records
throughout the entire Orient,
whose attractions are anxiously awaited
with unceasing interest and, when exploited, thunderous applause greeti his entry on the silver sheet?
I give the palm to Mr. Douglas Fairbanks, the star supreme, second to none
in the movie world.
The above is the outcome of a spontaneous verdict given by the entire Orient
after viewing Doug's record-smashing suc-

Magnanimous

the

The new discovery. Results quick arid amazing
nothing internal to take. Reduce any part
of body desired without affecting other parts.
dieting
or exercising. Be as slim as you wish.
No
Acts like magic in reducing double chin, abdomen,
ungainly ankles, unbecoming wrists, arms and
shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous fat
on body.
La Mar Reducing Soap is sold on a moneyback guarantee at all good drug and department stores the country over, or direct to you
by prepaid parcel post, if your dealer cannot
supply you. Price 50c a cake or three cakes for
$1.00; one to three cakes usually accomplish
its purpose. Xou will be surprised at results,

—

Certainly Miss Klumph made an unwise
of pictur.es, when she chose a
photograph of Walsh in a hurdle pose to
illustrate his likeness to Fairbanks.
Doug
does stunts, but he knows, as every real
fan knows, that George is the greatest
athlete who has ever appeared before the
motion-picture camera.
Look at George Walsh's athletic records
in New York high schools, at Fordham
University and Georgetown University,
and with the New York Athletic Club.
Consider the fact that he was a professional baseball player with the Brooklyn
Club of the National League. What other
screen actor has such a record?
And, say, isn't it good news to George's
fans to know that he is coming back to
the screen in his old type of roles more
of the athletic parts, that Miss Helen
thinks are like Fairbanks.
His first three

—

new

"American

PlucI:,"

"The

Prince of Broadway," and "Blue Blood,"
are finished, according to the newspapers.
I certainly am anxious to see them.

James Macaxdles.
4010

Twenty-ninth
Street,
Island, N. Y.

Flushing,

Long

Words

LA MAR LABORATORIES

534J Perry-Payne Bldg,, Cleveland.

pictures,

Ohio

of Praise

Every actor has
i

from the Orient.

his

admirers,

"The Three Musketeers," which was
big feature to be shown in the
and it is only by immortalizing him

cess,

his

first

East,
in print can I give expression to

of profound admiration what
genius Mr. Fairbanks is.

Gopal

mas-

selection

La-Mar Reducing Soap

is

come of

ter of his own particular field.
But these
are two distinctly different fields.

WITH

!

said of him in some quarters that
he does not attract the attention of feminine hearts.
Assuredly, they are the outIt

Waltham

percli-

,

humor, thrilled by his breathtaking stunts, or moved by his sympathy
or suffering?
After viewing his productions, surely no feminine heart can remain
otherwise than be entirely taken up by his
extraordinary characterizations.
He can
be romantic, too, at times, but to no exThus his wonderful
aggerated heights.
acting powers blend with that of the most
perfect specimen we can ever hope for in

way.

98

Not

due to his indescribable perNobleness is his motto.
He sweeps his audience in a vast panorama of towering magnificence and spectacular effects, endows it with beauty and
charm, gushes himself through a torrent
of hurricane action, graces himself with
humor, surpasses himself in marvelous
thrills, and finally leaves indelibly in the
minds of the spectator an everlasting impression, an inspiring personality never to
It is

sonality.

such unjustifiable remarks!
Which Eve wouldn't be delighted by his

—

less

power?

—

—

mates.

Wonderful For Touching

first

so with this star supreme.
He is indisputably the hottest favorite of every cinema
fan throughout the entire universe!
Why is he such a magnetic drawing

but not

S.

an

feelings
actor-

Yaxdiyel.

Ceylon, India.

Keep the Old
am

Stars.

disgusted over this array
I
of new faces.
have been seeing so
man}- photographs lately of players who
are unfamiliar to the average theatergoer.
When the autumn comes again and we
once more attend the theater with enthusiasm, we are going to see a lot of stranI

utterly

Names like Gnta Nissen and Yilma
Banky mean nothing to us. The} may be
gers.

-

but I would rather see the old
familiar faces return to the screen than
to have to experience seeing a whole lot
of nobodies.
'Although Picture-Play published an appealing article about Florence Lawrence,
nothing has been done so far as I can
The
see to bring her back to the screen.
earnest appeals in this very department
voiced the opinions of thousands of fans.
There are other players who should be
Mary Fuller, Florbrought back again
ence Turner, Gladys Leslie, and June Caall

right,

:

price.

There is only one reasonable plan I can
think of that would stop this mad idea
of new faces. That is, to round up some
of our well-beloved, one-time favorites.
Unite them with the present players of
If such a plan were to be worked
to-day.
out, we would have such a large list of

!

—

;

:

Advertising Section

.

players, past and present, that new faces
would not be necessary. Besides, the perfecting of such a plan would be one step
It costs time, money,
nearer to economy.
and patience of every company to be training unknowns.
Henry Jackson.
Ontario, Canada.
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ities of the star against whom she directed
her unkind and wholly groundless attack.

It is Easy to

Lucile Westbrook.
Los Angeles,

A

ShqplnjMail
and It 5aVes
Yoix Money!

Plea for Real Criticism.

seems to

It

Calif.

me

that

a

definite

quality

improvement is observable in the conthat
tent of Picture-Play's fan letters
of

;

Fans Often Make Mistakes.
Why don't more picturegoers learn

to

identify the players?
One night, at the theater, two flappers
seated in back of me were talking in unsubdued tones about different things perAdvance scenes
taining to the movies.
were being shown of Richard Barthelmess
in "Classmates."
When one of the scenes

showing Dick and Madge Evans appeared,
one of the flappers exclaimed
"Oh! Marion Davies !"

"Yeah

I

!

seen

It's swell.

it.

They get

lost in the jungle, and then they're
cued by an airplane," explained her
panion.

res-

com-

"Oh, do they?"

"Yeah!"
If

that picture an airplane landed in

in

the jungle I must have had my eyes
from the screen at the time.

away

Le Roy Westlunde.
566 Bellows Street, St. Paul, Minn.

Name

Their

is

Legion.

very

glad

that

your

!

!

Pavement
the
Ends," and never since that time has any
other
favorite,
however handsome and
charming, supplanted him in my affections
that

beautiful

for a

moment.

He is
my girl

"Where

not only greatly admired by

all

perhaps more
important, he is my brother's and my
one a hard-headed busiboss' favorite
ness man, the other a prominent lawyer.
Both say that Ramon is the first motionpicture actor whose name they have ever
I
do hope
even bothered to remember.
this will convince Miss MacLea,i that Ramon Novarro still has his loyal fans. And
friends, but

what

is

—

name

their

legion

is

Akron, Ohio.
Practice the

Golden Rule.

believe if the fans who so ruthlessly
tear the picture stars into shreds and scatter the' bits to the four winds could have
a dose of their own medicine, it might tend
to curb, to some extent at least, this most
nefarious habit.
case in point is that of Beth Austin,
I

A

Play

letter
;

mere

personalities.
It is interesting to
note that much of the best criticism comes

as

from England.
Out of all the letters published in August
Picture-Play, six have specially impressed
me. The first is from David Wright, of
Lynchburg, discussing whether the mark
of any special producing company makes

much impression on

the fan.
I
should
hear, that the majority of fans did feel the importance of the
producing company, but, for myself it
think,

from what

I

makes no impression whatever.
Another letter which I found most sympathetic was from Lawrence Collins, of
London it was a delight to read the neat
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"grotesque garments" sported
with such ingenious assurance that they
are the last word in smart dress, by such
screen favorites as Lew Cody, Ben Lyon,
and others, and to find really intelligent appreciation of the flawless good dressing
of Clive Brook, as well as a tribute to his
delightful qualities as an actor.
There
seems a significance in the fact that so
many of the most accomplished and finished of the leading men and women of
the screen are English Clive Brook, Percy
hit

at

the

;

Marmont, Conway Tearle, Emily Fitzroy,
Dorothy Mackaill where will you find
their equals among their American fellow
players doing the same line of work?
Clive Brook has fire and force at his command, when they are called for; he has
also faultless good breeding, and a bril-

—

and wholly satisfying technique.
rejoiced to read Mrs. Herz's tribute
since she
to the art of Percy Marmont
does not hesitate to record the fact that she
has seen the best on the stage since 1888,
Mrs. Herz will not resent my referring to
her as an old-timer, but my recollections
antedate hers, and I am delighted to bear
witness to her sound critical judgment in
her enthusiasm for Mr. Marmont a most
versatile, subtle, and satisfying artist, and
one who is endowed with a delicious sense
of humor. In some ways Mr. Marmont is
perhaps the most accomplished screen
player now before the American public.
"A Tearle Fan" writes a very interesting letter, and the letter immediately following it, signed "N. H.," was also full of
suggestion.
While I fully agree with
"Tearle Fan's" tribute to Mr. Tearle's
"pungent drollery and keen sense of fun"
surely these gifts should be patert to
any sympathetic critic of Mr. Tearle's
screen performances
I disagree with him,
or her, as it may be in what he says as
to Mr. Oettinger's descriptive epithet
liant

B.

M. Bower

T. S. Stribling
Robert Russell Strang

Edgar Wallace
James Francis Dwyer

I

;

Ernest Douglas
C.

Maxwell

;

Drusilla Irwine.

whose

crude and outspoken expressions of admiration, or censure, for various screen stars
not for their acting, but solely for their
personalities.
Now many of the letters
offer very intelligent comments, and regard the screen performers as artists, not

SPEEDY
SERVICE

;

am

July correspondent, Marjory MacLean, has at last
succeeded in developing her much-desired
"crush" on a motion-picture actor, but I
favorite
resent her statement that her
Jack Gilbert has stolen away all poor Ramon's and Rudy's admirers. Now, I have
never fallen hard for Valentino, although
I enjoy his pictures moderately, as I do
But Ramon Noa great many others.
I can
varro
Well, that's another story
still feel the thrill of delight with which
I discovered him a couple of years ago in
I

real criticism, not necessaril. fault-finding,
but intelligent appreciation, also, is beginNot so
ning to find its way into them.
long ago the letters were little else than

appears in June Pictureshe explains to an eager

in this letter

public just why Thomas Meighan
miserable failure that he is.

is

the

hereby arise and appoint myseli a committee of one to tell the world what / think
I
I
of this writer.
I
but then what I
was going to say would never pass the
board of censors
Therefore, I will confine myself to suggesting that she try practicing the Golden Rule; and it is just
I

———

—

,

!

barely possible,
earnestly
if
she tries
enough, and sincerely enough, and long
enough, that she may acquire, to a very
slight degree, a few of the lovable qual-

—

—

"arrogant aplomb."

That seems

to

me

Mildred Fitz-Hugh

Mark Reed
R. K. Culver
All have stirring stories
in the

a

superexcellent bit of graphic character
analysis, and, to me, it describes exactly
The
the impression made by Mr. Tearle.
touch of arrogance in his bearing never
descends to swagger, but it has something
of the traditional pride of the typical Spaniard, and his perfect assurance, the result
of his innate personal idiosyncrasy, combined with years of technical training, do

September Seventh
issue of

e7>e

Popular
Magazine
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Learn

seem to me lo be perfectly embodied in the
word "aplomb." I only wish I had been
fortunate as to originate this phrase.
In his love scene, whether they are impassioned, or tender, Mr. Tearle seems to
me preeminently the most accomplished
actor on the screen his technique is absoBeside his perfection of
lutely flawless.
method the clumsy attack of such young
players as Ben Lyon appears pathetically
crude.
Stanley Wallis, of Bristol, England,
writes an excellent letter to your department.
His criticism of the theatricality
of John Gilbert is pertinent and true. At
the same time, I want to pay tribute to
so

;

Mr.

Gilbert's

"He

Who

admirable performance in
Gets Slapped" a magnificent
film, perhaps, taken all in all, the finest I
ever saw
I was glad to read the intelligent appreciation of it sent you by "D.
M. S." of South Dakota.
I wish we saw and heard more of Emily
Fitzroy, a great artist.
I shall never forget her as the poor-white mother in
"Driven," a superb film, which was never
appreciated as it should have been.
As
the duenna, in "The Spaniard," also, she
gave a picturesque and powerful perform-

—

;

Eectncalfcpeits
Now you earn $20 or $30 or $40 a week. In the same six

days as an Electrical Expert you could make $70 to $200, and
make it easier— not work half so hard. Why then remain in the
small-pay game, in a line of work that offers no chance, no big
promotion, no big income? Fit yourself for a "big-pay'* job.

Learn to Be an Electrical Expert

—

Today even ordinary Electricians the "screw driver" kind— are making money— big money. But it's the trained
the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Electricity— the* 'Electrical Expert"
whois picked to"boss"the
ordinary Electrician to boss Big Jobs the jobs that pay

man

—

—

$3,500

to

— —
$10,000 a Year

Get

in line for one of these "Big-Pay Jobs." Start at
the road to success by enrolling now for my easily-learned,
ou ickly -grasped, right-up-to-the-minute, Spare-Time, HomeStudy Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience
No Draw-Back
Don't let doubt or delay hold you back. You can read
And write that's enough. As Chief Engineer of the Chicago
Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of training you

—

My

Course in Elecneed, and I will give you that training.
tricity is simple, thorough, successful and practical, and offers
every man, regardless of age, education or previous experience the chance to get the training necessary to become an
Electrical Expert able to earn from $70 to $200 a week.

No

Extra Charge for Electrical
Outfit— Earn While You Learn

To do

work

you'll need tools, etc. These
including measuring instruments, a
and other things all without
a penny's extra expense.
I

spare time

you— a whole

give

real electric

kit,

motor (no

—

toy),

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed by

Two

a
I

Million Dollar Institution

penny paid me in tuiwhen you have finished my Course, you are not satin every way with my instruction. And back of me, in

absolutely guarantee to return every

tion

if,

isfied

my

guarantee, stands the Chicago Engineering Works, a two million
is guaranteed to pleaee you or H

dollar institution. Cooke training
won't cost you a cent.

Investigate!

finished and complete.
Do encourage the fans to write real constructive criticism, to show that they are
really interested in fine acting, and not in

whether or no Colleen Moore wears her
hair bobbed, or whether "Rudy" should or
should not let his mustache grow.
The films have really tremendous possibilities, but it would seem that many of
the fans care for nothing but the personalities
It is

L- L.

COOKE.

Concerning Doug's Mustache.
say a few words about something that has been worrying me and many
of my fan friends for quite some time,
and that is that mustache of Doug's. Now,
Doug has been my favorite star for five
years
He'll conI'm not fickle, am I ?
tinue to be my favorite as long as he
makes pictures. When he first wore the
mustache in "The Mark of Zorro," it worried me, but I thought that surely he'd
leave it off after that.
Then came "The
Three Musketeers," "Robin Hood," and
"The Thief," and he still wore it. Now,
I'd like Doug if he had a beard that trailed
the ground, but why he deliberately spoils
his good looks by that toothbrush is beyond my understanding.
Please, Doug, be a good sport and take
it off, won't you?
want our Old Doc
Cheerful back again.
Miss C. Parker.
1824 Divisadero Street, San Francisco,
I'd like to

;

We

Calif.

A

Chicago Engineering

Letter from Bagdag.

—

W%

M4U Coupon
foiFHEE Book^*
L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer, Chicago Engineering Works*
Dept. 447, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 111.
Dear Sir Send me entirely free and fully prept=/d, your
book, the "Vital Facts" of Electricity, also full particulars
on how I can quickly become a trained electrical man.

—

Name.

A

Confidential

.

.

The 'Cooke Trained Man

is the

Age..

"BigPay'Man

—

blamed for that. And as we all know, the
producers have more than once overlooked
their responsibility by giving a wholly
wrong impression of a nation's, ways to
people in other lands. Your United States
has been badly misrepresented abroad by
your own films.
Motion pictures have great powers.
They convey to thousands of their patrons,
the world over, impressions of other people's lives and ways.
Most people get all
their impressions of far countries from
the screen.
I don't know yet what "The
shall have
Thief of Bagdad" is like.
to see it before we praise or criticize it.
hove some of the producers will film

We

We

their Eastern productions in this city of the

Thousand and One Nights where there are

Guide

many

Picturegoers
places of interest.
then see Arab pictures quite differently in character from those they are acso

will

customed

Joseph M. Twaig.

to.

19-195 Abakhana Street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia.

The Boston Prize "Winners.
Boston turned out to greet the Boston
Post scholarship winners in the Paramount school of movie acting Miss Dorothy May Nourse, of Roxbury, and Harriet S. Krauth, of Medford, Hillside.
Miss Nourse is sixteen years old and a
wonderfully pretty girl.
She has bobbed
hair and her eyes are a robin's-egg blue.
At first glance she looks like Pauline Garon.
She is a flapper, dances and walks

—

like

one.

Krauth is seventeen years old.
hair is not bobbed. Her screen name
will be Sega De Rou, which is her grandMiss

Her

mother's name.
Let's watch these two girls work, and
I'm sure both Harriet and Dorothy will
win the hearts of the whole world just
as they won the hearts of Boston.
Julia David.
98 Waltham Street, Boston, Mass.

—

Praise for

Ramon.

All of my relatives and friends are so
tired of hearing me praise Ramon Navarro that I decided I would tell the readers of Picture-Play how much I admire

him
I have two large books completely filled
with every picture and story about him
that I could steal, buy, beg, or borrow,
and still I crave more. Ramon Navarro
is, to me, the most attractive man on the
screen to-day.
Beside his handsome person, he has a sparkling humor and dash
which add greatly to his screen portrayals.

have absolute faith that, after "BenHur," Navarro will be the mosc romantic
figure in motion pictures.
Coralie Brown.
Buffalo, N. Y.
I

to Current Releases

Continued from page 58

"Romola"
Gish

—Metro-Goldwyn.

Lillian

a fifteenth-century Italian
story, beautifully produced, but giving
her little to do. William Powell runs
away with the acting.
in

—

Address
Occupation

Fan.

Pictures of "sheik" types are not popular in this, the real "sheik" country, because they are not true to life.
This is the fault of the producers. Actors playing Arab roles are nearly always
clean shaven.
Desert Arabs Bedouins

Chief Engineer

Works, Inc.
Dept. 447
2150 Lawrente Ave., Chicago, 111-

of their favorite performers.
Elderly
too bad.

Hartford, Conn.

j

—

beautifully

ance,

Mail Coupon

Get the Vital Facts. Let me s. nd you
free my big new book on The Future
of Electricity. Let me tell you more
about the success of Cooke Trained
Men. Sign and send me the Coupon below.

never shave their beards or mustaches. It
is simply not done in the desert
it would
be an insult to suggest such an idea to one
of them.
The stars are usually beautiful
or handsome, but they play their parts
badly they have not the true glamour of
Araby about them. They are not to be

"Sainted
Devil,
A"
Paramount.
Valentino in South America again, but
with not-so-wonderful results.
"Sally"— First National.
From the

popular

Moore

stage
play,
with
Colleen
as the dancing heroine.

"Seven

Chances"

— Metr^-Goldwyn.

Buster Keaton is not quite so funny
in this, but still has some uproarious

moments.
"Shock

One

Punch,
The"— Paramount.
high and dizzy affairs,

of those

—
Advertising Section
with Richard Dix skipping around on
tall girders.
Thoroughly enjoyable.
"Smoldering Fires" Universal. The
old plot of the sacrificing older sister
gets excellent treatment, and Pauline
Frederick, Laura La Plante, and Malcolm MacGregor do fine work.
"Soul Fire" Inspiration.
A poor
stage play, "Great Music," turned into
a good movie.
Richard Barthelmess
plays the suffering musician, and Besthe

—

—

sie

Love

good

is

as a

South Sea island

native.

"Thief

A"— First

Paradise,

in

A

tional.

lavish

spectacle,

that

Naalso

has a good plot.
Ronald Colman,
Aileen Pringle, and Doris Kenyon are
other reasons why you should see it.
"Thundering
The" ParaHerd,
mount. A thrilling Western, with some
wonderful scenes of buffalo stampedes.
Noah Beery, Lois Wilson, and Jack
Holt support the buffalo.
"Way of a Girl, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Eleanor Boardman in another

—

pert performance of a headstrong girl.
old plot, novelly treated.
"Wife of the Centaur"— Metro-Goldwyn.
sex story handled with good
taste by King Vidor.
John Gilbert,
Aileen Pringle, and Eleanor Boardman
are in it.

An

A

"Wizard of Oz, The"— Chadwick. Not
very much like Frank Baum's whimsical story, but funny at times.
Larry

Semon

plays the Scarecrow.

—

"Zander the Great" Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies in some delightful comedy as a freckled orphan in pigtails.

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Any Woman"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Al-

Terry

as a pretty working girl
has a hard time making her employer believe that she has intelligence, too. Not very convincing.
"Burning Trail, The" Universal. A
wild tale of action, with William Desmond playing the hero who goes West.
"Cafe in Cairo, A" Producers Distributing.
Priscilla Dean as an English
girl
brought up among the
ice

who

—

—

sheiks.

—

"Capital
Punishment"
Preferred.
unrelenting picture made interesting through sincere treatment and
the performance of George Hackathorne.

An

"Cheaper to Marry"— Metro-Goldwyn. Rather poor stuff, built on the
theory that it's cheaper to have a saving wife than. an expensive girl friend.
"Chickie"— First National. Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her romantic

experiences.

"Cloud Rider, The"— F. B. O.
much on plot, but strong on

Not
thrill-

ing airplane stunts.

119

"Dressmaker from Paris, The"
Paramount. Gorgeous fashion show, but
that's about all. Leatrice Joy and Ernest Torrence do what they can.
"Drusilla with a

Million"

— F.

B.

BanisheT
Gray Hair

O.

Old-fashioned whimsy in which Mary
Carr, as a sweet-faced drudge, is left
a million dollars. Pathetic and humorous at times, but mostly pathetic.

—

A
National.
"Enticement" First
in which Mary Astor plays
a girl who thought all men were noble.
A rather
"Eve's Lover" Warner.
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then
Irene Rich
falls in love with after all.
and Bert Lytell play the leading roles.
"Fifth Avenue Models" Universal.
frank tale

—

—

splendid as a girl who
is saved from jail and later marries her
rescuer." Norman Kerry is the man.

Mary

Philbin

is

"Flaming Passion"

— Metro-Goldwyn.

about Frivolous Sal, an Alaskan
queen who reforms a drunken actor.
Mae Busch plays Sal with vivid feel-

All

ing.

"Golden Bed, The"— Paramount.
De Mille on another rampage.
ciety in a candy house.
cil

CeSo-

—

"Headwinds" Universal. House Peand Patsy Ruth Miller in a rather
slushy story of a cave man and an heiress.
A sea storm supplies more interters

than the plot does.
"Heart of a Siren" First National.
Barbara La Marr tempting a couple of
dozen more men.
"Hunted Woman, The"— Fox.
A
story of a wife pursuing her wandering
husband in order to save her brother
from jail. Pretty dull.
"Husband's Secret, Her"— First National.
Antonio Moreno starts out as
a bad boy, but reforms when he marries Patsy Ruth Miller.
"Inez from Hollywood"— First Na-

Minutes

in 15

In THE privacy

of their own homes, hundreds
of thousands of American women are regaining
the youthful glory of their hair by using 1NECTO
RAPID NOTOX. And the success of these is
guiding thousands more to use this, the one tint
that is perfectly natural and perfectly safe;
strictly scientific, conforming with the most exacting laboratory standards.
It is specifically guaranteed to impart to gray,
streaked or faded hair all its former harmonious
beauty of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its
use cannot be detected. It is guaranteed permanent; its color withstands any condition or treatbrushing, rubbing,
ment that Nature's will
shampooing, sunshine, salt water, perspiration,
Turkish baths, permanent waving, marcelling and
curling. It is safe, it cannot injure texture or
growth; it contains no paraphenylene diamine.
The ease of application enables anyone to apply

—

with invariable success.

it

If you are concerned about your hair, Jeanne Ruere,
expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in
the world, is ready to give confidential advice on your
particular problem.

Send

No Money.

out the coupon below.
INECTO, Inc., 33-3 5 W. 46th St., New Yoyfc
INECTO, Inc., 33-35 West 46th St., New York City
Please Bend me without cost or obligation full details

Merely

fill

of Inecto RAPID

NOTOx and

the Beauty Analysis Chart

Form M-24

Name

est

—

Anna

tional.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE
or electric Moving
Picture
Machine with

Oil

film,

AWAY

Q. Nilsson as the reputed

wicked siren who

sacrifices everything

for her sister.

all

"I Want My Man"— First National.
Doris Kenyon as the positive heroine,
with Milton Sills playing the man who

almost escaped her.
"Kiss in the Dark, A"

Bluine Mfg. Co., 65 Mill

charges prepaid.

St.,

Concord

Jet.,

Mass.

Gold Filled Watches.
Dinner Sets, Cameras, Bags,
14Kt.

—

Paramount.
Hardly enough to make a picture out
Adolphe Menjou in his usual raanof.
about-town characterization.
"Lady of the Night"— Metro-Goldwyn. Norma Shearer slips a little as a

Bowery

shows magic

also

lantern pictures.
Send
us your name and address and GIVE
FREE 28 Fine Art Pictures
with 28 pkgs. Bluine which
you sell at 10c a pkg. When
sold return $2.80 and we send
machine, film, 50 magic lantern
pic ures and admission tickets,

Silverware, Absolutely free for
Send for our
selling candy.
plan; also Free Premium Book.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
Dept. 105
25 W. Broadway, New York, N.

Y.

girl.

A

"Lilies of the Streets"— F. B. O.
story of how girls go wrong, written
by a New York policewoman. Typical

melodrama, poorly done.
French Girl, The"— Para"Little
mount. Anne Sedgwick's novel painstakingly translated, but a little dull.
Alice Joyce is lovely as the French
mother, and Mary Brian is
girl's
sweet, and sometimes stirring.

The
on

Popular
sale

Magazine

September 7th

contains

a

complete

Western novel.

"Man and Maid"— Metro-Goldwyn.
More Elinor Glyn stuff, but not up to
.

"Crackerjack"— First
yon- like

one of

Johnny Hines,

his best

comedi

National.

If

you'll find this
s.

"Deadwood Coach, The"— Fox. TypiTom Mix Western, with the usual
amount of fast action.
cal

"Denial,

The"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Spanish-American

much except

War

story,

A
not

for the atmosphere.
"Dixie Handicap, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Frank Keenan as the impoverished Southern gentleman whose horse
wins the race in the nick of time.

her usual box-office standard. Harriet
Hammond returns to the screen as the
heroine, and Lew Cody is converted to
the role of a hero.

—

The" First NaEvil,
Ben Lyon torn between his

"Necessary
tional.

good

and bad

Pretty dull

hereditary

influences.

Anna

M. Bower

Street, The"— First NaQ. Nilsson again plays a

rejuvenated beauty with her customary
skill, but the picture on the whole is
dull.

B.

stuff.

"One=way
tional.

By

Watch

the

News Stands
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Advertising Section

"On Thin Ice"— Warner. Another
crook melodrama, but nothing to get
excited about. Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, and William
Russell play tha
leading roles.

When That

"Open Trail, The"— Universal. Jack
Hoxie goes back to the old-fashioned
Western of Indians and cowboys with
not such good results.

Mighty

is

"Raffles"— Universal.
not dashing enough

a crook.

House Peters
in this

story of

whole picture

In fact, the

is

too slow.

"Rainbow

The"

Trail,

— Fox.

another Western picture, but

Strength

doubtless

Tony

please

the

Zane

fans.

Just
it

will

Tom Mix

and

Grey

wrote

the

story.

—

"Recompense" Warner. Monte Blue
and Marie Prevost, in a sequel to
"Simon Called Peter," do not do their
best work. The story is as sexy as

was

you'd expect.

—

"Redeeming Sin, The" Vitagraph.
Nazimova and Lou Tellegen in one of

Wakened

those apache things.

—

"Roaring
Adventure"
Universal.
Over the Western plains with Jack
Hoxie.

Men

called

him

"dumb

a

brute'';

he was the butt of

the camps, this great giant of a man.

thing happened to

waken

But when some-

that intelligence, then

— read

yourself about

"Roughneck, The"
the adventures
O'Brien.

Here's a book that will keep you thrilled from the
chapter to the
line of

"CH"

last.

It's

first

books, those

fine,

cloth-bound works of

Continuing

attractive

George

causes

all

the trouble.

"She Wolves"— Fox. Alma Rubens
as a romantic wife who gets her fingers burned when she looks foi adventure outside marriage.
Jack Mulhall
plays her husband.
"So This is Marriage" Metro-Goldwyn. The Biblical flashback again, by
which Lew Cody points out to Eleanor

—

Boardman

the error of her mad ways.
"Sporting Venus, The" Metro-Goldwyn. Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman save this hackneyed plot based
on misunderstandings from being un-

—

Lew Cody

bearable.

a good sample of the whole

—Fox.

"Sackcloth
and
Scarlet"— MetroGoldwyn. Another sacrificing big-sister plot, with a slightly new twist. Alice Terry is decorative, as usual, and
Dorothy Sebastian plays the sister

who

"Bull Hunter"
By DAVID MANNING

of

is

in

it,

too.

"Swan, The"— Paramount. The Molnar stage play cruelly mangled. You
might bear it if you haven't seen the
original play.

our most popular writers which are on sale at your
dealer's to-day for only 75 cents.

Other "CH"
JOHN STANDON OF TEXAS

GEMS OF PROMISE
Emart
THE BOSS OF CAMP FOUR

Kinsbuin

those

Robert

J.

David Manning

David Manning

Horton

KING CHARLIE'S RIDERS
David

BULL HUNTERS ROMANCE
CURRY'S TEST

Thomas

THE SPECTACULAR KID

Emart Kinsbuin

JIM

—

"Tongues of Flame"
Paramount.
Meighan winning through

Titles

Johnston McCulley

UNWELCOME SETTLERS. .James
UNSEEN ACRES
THE COYOTE

Manning
Roberts

Harry Golden

James Roberts

75c

EACH

terrible

knocks over so

barriers

he

always

easily.

"Top of the World"— Paramount.
Ethel M. Dell's story offers nothing
except a good flood scene and lots of
varied acting by James Kirkwood.
"Tracked in the Snow Country"
Warner.
Some excellent acting by
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, and some not
so good by David Butler and Mitchell
Lewis.

Popular
Copyrights

"Talker, The"— First National. Anna
Q. Nilsson as the woman whose tongue
caused a lot of mischief. Lewis Stone
plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's misguided words seriously.

"Up the Ladder"—Universal. The
story of an inventor who has a fluctuating career, but learns wisdom after
a few flops.

HELSEA MOUSE

ronsring
79-89 SEVENTH AVE. X
NE.W YORK. CITY

The Brand of
a Good Book

Youth"— Fox. Another of
wild flappers who
calm down when mother steps out.
"Wings

of

those tales

about

Ethel Clayton is good as the mother,
while Madge Bellamy plays one of the
daughters.

—
;

;
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Information, Please
Continued from page 102

Smith.

—Yes,
—Sid

there

are several

Smith, Al Smith, Anderson Smith, and several who started out in
life as Smith but became, to their movie
fans, Mary Pickford, William Fairbanks,
and Franklyn Farnum. Pauline Starke was
born in Missouri. Her latest pictures are
"Forbidden Paradise," "As No Man Has
Loved" which you may or may not recognize as "The Man Without a Country"
and "Adventure," a Paramount picture, including also Tom Moore and Wallace
Beery.
hi pictures

—

some years before playing in
His early pictures include:

for

stage

Smiths

pictures.

"Lombardi,

Ltd.,"

"Alias

Jimmy Valen-

"The Misleading Lady," and others.
Did you see him in "Rupert of Hentzau"
and "The Meanest Man in the World?"
You might ask a theater owner in one of
the smaller picture houses in }our town
Bert
to rebook some of his old pictures.
married to Evelyn Vaughn, but they
is
tine,"

Just a little bit stale, by
Alma Rubens has signed
fancy.
a contract with Fox. She played in "The
Dancers," and has recently been working
on "She Wolves," the screen version of
Henry Miller's play, "The Man in Evening
Clothes."
Jack Mulhall appears in the
picture with her presumably in the erst-

are getting a divorce, and he and Claire
Windsor have threatened to get married as
soon as he is free. Bert's current picture,
"Eve's Lovers," is a modern story, so you
don't need to worry that he is going to
appear all dolled up like Adam. Valentino
officially does not help in the direction of
his pictures, though he and Mrs. Valentino
always have a great deal to say about
them.
In fact, that is a subject of dispute between Rudolph and Ritz Carlton
Pictures his present company.
The company objected because the Valentinos tried

while

to

Easter Egg.

now,

—

I

role.

title

— Nazimova's

latest

pic-

is "My Son;" she was a new Nazimova, playing a mother role, withou': any
Mary and Doug
antics or capers at all.
have been married five years they recently

ture

;

celebrated their wooden anniversary. Rolling pins and such things were handed
around most profusely. Mary's new picture is "Little Annie Rooney."
Doug is
making "Don Q.," with Mary Astor and
Lottie Pickford in the leading feminine

—

hope your first letter to me
won't be your last.
Ula Sharon, the
dancer, does not appear in pictures, so I
have no record of her history or address.
Mrs. Wallie Reid makes an occasional

M.

S.

picture;

I

"Human Wreckage"

since

she

"Broken Laws."
Jack Hoxie
Oklahoma, but he doesn't say
when. He is married to Marin Sais. His
latest
picture
"Roaring Adventure."
is
Mary Pickford's real name is Smith
played

in

was born

Pickford

in

is

her mother's family name.

but here it is as a Fourth-ofJuly present. Betty Compson was born in
Salt Lake City
I have always heard that
she was left an orphan at quite an early
age. I think that is her real name.
issue,

;

M. O. H.

— Holbrook

on

Blinn has played
intermittently for six or

the screen
seven years, though his principal work
on the stage. He appeared years ago

is

in

"Prima Donna's Husband" and "Madonna
of

the

until

off

argument

is

settled.

Rudy's beard was just to
create a sensation. He was'to play a Spanish grandee in his next picture on his return from abroad, but plans were changed
and he made "Cobra" instead.
No,

I don't think

—

Ray's Sally. Of course I don't mind
your calling me Ray if you like, though
Edward
it doesn't happen to be my name.
Burns is now Edmund he has been in Germany making pictures for about a year, but is

the

Slums," and other pictures.

to be featured in Cecil De Mille's productions
for the next five years.
Lila' Lee's retirement was only temporary, due to the advent of the stork; she returned to the

screen opposite Tom Meighan in "Coming Through." The same is true of Leatrice Joy, who has also returned to pictures, in "The Dressmaker from Paris."

He

made "The Bad Man," one

of his stage
successes, for First National.
He also
played the king in "Rosita."
His latest
picture, of course, is "Janice Meredith,"
with Marion Davies he is not doing screen
work at present, but is appearing in a Belasco stage production, "The Dove," in
which he is starred. He has been on the
stage for twenty-seven years, so he must
be well into his forties, though he doesn't
give his age. I think he is married. The
actor who played the policeman in the
screen version of "Tiger Rose" was Forrest Stanley.
It is not customary to answer questions regarding the religion of
the screen stars.

is
now making "The UnWoman," her first picture in sevyears. Johnny Walker's new pictures

Theda Bara
chastened
eral

are

—

Kurley Kew. Well, we couldn't quite
make connections for your answer in the
June

called

"The Top of the World."
his two characters are
seen talking to each other is made by
double exposure, a frequent trick made use
a dual role in

The scene

in

which

One half the film used
scene is exposed, showing James
at one side of the room.
Then that half
is covered and the other exposed, showing
James at the other side of the room.
of
in

pictures.

in

that

—

Chia. Some of the ages you ask for
are given elsewhere on this page. Ricardo
Cortez is about twenty-six and is six feet
one inch in height.
Kenneth Harlan is
thirty and is six feet.
Ben Lyon is five
feet eleven inches, Ramon Novarro is five
feet ten inches.
Gloria Swanson is in her
late twenties and is five feet three inches.
Betty Bronson is seventeen, and is just five
feet tall.

Fred

Thomson Fan. — It

seems strange

that a screen star should once have been
a minister, doesn't it?
But that is true of
your favorite, and they say that he never
allows girls of doubtful reputation on the
set when his pictures are being made.
He
is

married to Frances Marion.

His new

picture is "That Devil Quemado," the
rights to which were purchased from Doug-

Fairbanks.

;

roles.

G.

run things, and work on his picture was

animal lion; La Rocque, La Rock; Menjou
Yes, James Kirkwood played

— Mon'jew.

"The Mad Dancer" and

"Lilies of the
pictures
and "Step Flirt-

Wanda Hawley's new

Streets."

"Smoldering Fires"
Bebe Daniels
a Christie comedy.
was born January 14, 1901. I don't know
the other birthdays you ask about.
The
addresses you wish are given at the end of
are

ing,"

The

Oracle.

—

Lee Wood. There doesn't seem to be
any immediate prospect of Sessue Hayakawa's return to the screen. His contract
with the erstwhile Robertson-Cole Company was finished, and was not renewed.
It was said then that he was going to appear in New York on the stage, but nothing came of the rumor.
I
don't know
where you could get a picture of him now,
as he seems to have dropped completely
out of sight for the present.

;

—

Speegals. By all means call me "Just
Plain Oracle." Every time I look into the
mirror, I realize that the most appropriate
thing any one could call me is "just plain."
You want me to tell you all I think you
ought to know about Bert Lytell. I must
say, most fans don't put their questions
so discreetly.
Bert was born and educated
in New York, and comes from a family of
actors.
He told me once that he was
"born in a theatrical trunk" figuratively
speaking, of course.
He appeared on the

—

A. C.
ideal?

Haver.

And

you seem

— So

Pauline Garon is your
Kentucky,

since you live in
to be a long way from

your

ideal.

Pauline is about twenty-two and has never
been married.

Blonde.

— No, Eugene and George O'Brien

are not related, and neither are Irene and
Lillian Rich.
Richard Talmadge's real
name is Metzetti, which makes him not
even a tenth cousin of the Talmadge sisters
Colleen Moore's real name is Kathleen
.Morrison. Tom and Art Mix also sprang
from different family trees Tom is always springing from trees. Ben Lyon was
born in Atlanta, Georgia, about twenty-five
years ago
I think that is his real name.
John Gilbert was born in Logan, LT tah, in
1895.
Yes, he and Leatrice Joy are getting a divorce
the new baby is a daugh-

—

;

;

ter.

Ronald Colman was born

in

England

Florence
about thirty-three years ago.
Vidor's last name is pronounced Yee'dor
Lon Chaney's Cha'ney; Lyon like the

Addresses of Players
Betty Bronson, Pola Negri, Lois Wilson.
Esther Ralston, Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton,
Billie Dove, Betty Compson, Richard Dix.
Ricardo Cortez, Adolphe Menjou, Raymond
Griffith, William Collier, Jr., Kathryu Hill,
Wallace Beery, Jack Holt, Greta Nissen,
Florence Vidor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Kathlyn Williams, at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California.
Colleen Moore, at 530 South Rossmore
Street, Los Angeles, California.
Alice Terry, Norma Shearer, John Gilbert,
Pitts, Claire Windsor, William Haines,
Lon Chaney, Aileen Pringle, Sally O'Neil,
Helene D'Algy, Renee Adoree, Marion Davies,
Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Lillian Gish, Pauline Starke, Eleanor Boardman, Paulette Duval, Mae Murray, and Blanche Sweet, at the
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Califor-

Zasu

nia.

Colleen Moore, Ian Keith, Vilma Banky,
Ronald Colman, Jack Mulhall, Corinne GrifMyrtle Stedman, Norma and Constance
Talmadge, May Allison, Conway Tearle, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Lloyd Hughes, and Eugene O'Brien,
at the United Studios, Hollywood, California.
Virginia Valli. Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Margaret Livingston, Marc MaeDermott,
Mary Philbin, I/aura La Plante, Marian
Nixon, Bert Lytell, Pat O'Malley, Lola Todd,
Art Acord, Louise Lorraine, Nina Romano,
House Peters, Josie Sedgwick, Norman Kerry,
and Mary McAllister, at the Universal Studios,
fith,

Universal City, California.
Rod La Rocque, Leatrice Joy, Edmund
Burns, Jocelyn Lee, Rita Carita, Lillian Rich,
Vera Revnolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman,
and Sally Rand, at the Cecil De Mille StuAlso Julia
dios, Culver City, California.
Faye.
Dorothy Gish and Richard Barthelmess,
care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Patsy Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Wilton
Place, Hollywood, California.
Betty Blythe and George Haekathorne,
care of Hal Howe, 7 East Forty-second

New York City.
Bebe Daniels, Thomas Meighan. Diana
Kane, Carol Dempster, and James Kirkwood,
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Sixth
and Pierce Avenues, Long Island City.
George O'Brien, Alma Rubens, Tom Mix,
Edmund Lowe, Charles Jones, Marion Harlan, and Earle Foxe, at the Fox Studios,
Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Charles Mack, care of D. W. Griffith, 1-176
Broadway, New York City.
Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Irene Rich, John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Marie Prevost, Kenneth Harlan, Willard Louis, Helene Costello, John Roche,
June Marlowe, Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue,
Sydney Chaplin, Alice Calhoun, Matt Moore,
Huntley Gordon, and Dorothy Devore. at the
Street,

Studios, Sunset & Bronson, Hollywood. California.
Robert Frazer, at 1905 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Warner

Angeles, California.
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TRUE WESTERN

M

STORIES

W

/>..

—The New

Magazine

...

>.\

New Thrill—

with the

The Real West

at

Your Doorstep

m

Now
Here

is

you need no longer wonder what the real West is like.
a magazine that brings it into your home with all its

beauty and mystery and romance.

Men
the plains

and
and

the true stories

women

and laughter, brought up on
in the mountains of the glorious West tell you
of their adventures, loves and triumphs.
of

full

life

With them you go riding on the round-ups
and rodeos, make camp under the star-strewn
skies, hear their tales, crammed full of
action, told in the camp-fire's glow.

No

other magazine can give you so
clear and fascinating a picture of the

West

as

it

really

is.

True Western

'

Stories is your
magazine, made to answer your demand for reading that will take you
out of the monotonies of every day
into the wind-swept open.
IjtfsOtefcome as

a-

'Breath

ofJreshdir

TRUE WESTERN STORIES
Ask your dealer for your copy

25c at

all

news stands

Death Followed In
Wherever there fell
came sudden
Shadow.

seen, there

Its

Wake

the shadow of the man whose face no one had ever
death.
Men trembled at the very mention of The

How The Shadow tried to shift his crimes onto the broad shoulders of
a lovable youngster, how the identity of the bandit was finally solved by
the quick wit of a girl, that's the breath-taking story told in

"The Shadow of Silver Tip"
By GEORGE OWEN BAXTER
Price,

S2.00

You know

of Baxter's reputation as an author of
he can whirl you away
mance. In this latest book of his he surpasses all his
tells a bully yarn in a sparkling style, a yarn that you
after you have turned the last page.
are different.

On

You know how

previous work.
will

He

remember long

your way home to-day ask your dealer for "The Shadow of Silver

Tip," by George
It's

Western stories that
on the wings of ro-

Owen

Baxter.

a Chelsea House publication

—

that guarantees

fnCLSEA MOUSE

5

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

its

worth.

"Buy a Studebaker direct from the maher"

Just $i oo! The balance in
easy monthly payments. You
get the famous Studebaker, 2
Jewel Watch insured for
direct from the
a lifetime
maker at lowest prices ever
named on equal quality. Send
at once for FREE Book of

—

—

advance Watch

Styles.

21 Jewel

Studebaker
-

the Insured

Watch

latest, thin model, Art Beauty Cases
in yellow gold, green gold or white gold effects; 8

Choice of 60

adjustments, including heat, cold, isochronism and
Direct to you from the factory
the
5 positions.
greatest watch value in America today

—

Write for Style Book!
Send at once and get a copy of this book — FREE!
See the newest, beautiful.advance styles in Studebaker
Art Beauty Cases and Dials. Read how you can buy
a 21 Jewel Studebaker Insured Watch direct from the
maker save big money and pay for it while you are
using it Write for our Free Book
It will post you
on watch styles and watch values Send coupon now.

—

—

Watch Chain FREE!
For a limited time we are offering a beautiful
Watch Chain FREE. Write now, while offer lasts.

STUDEBAKER WATCH

CO.,

Canadian Address

J'

:

Dept.

W26. South Bend, Ind.

Windsor, Ontario

M^couV m Today

i
'I

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.

W

26, South Bend, Indiana
Canadian Address: Windsor, Ontario

Debt.

Please send

and

me your Free Book of Advance Watch
down offer.

particulars of your $1.00

Name

.

Address

City....

State.

Styles

ETA NfSS£N
r

HE BEST MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN

IGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

m

A Book

with

the Pace of

a Running
Horse
A man

—

with two wives one
of them enormously wealthy. What
better object for the attention of a des-

perate blackmailer?
It

was "Wiggly" Price, happy-go-lucky newspaper man,

who

mysterious events that came after Channing Searles'
second marriage. As you follow his clever detective work there
are thrills aplenty in store for you in
solved

the

64

The Bigamist
By John Jay

Here

is

a book,

more

99

Chichester

exciting than any movie, that has the

running horse and holds you breathless to the
unexpected ending.
Ask for it at your dealer's to-day. It is
published by Chelsea House, one of the oldest and best-known
publishing concerns in this country whose mark on a book is

swift

pace

of a

a guarantee of

good reading.

Be sure you read "The Bigamist."

Price, $2

CHELSEA
79-89

Seventh dre

HOUSE
&ty

_A£w Ybrh

!

!

!

.
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Was Afraid of This
New
Way
to Learn Music
—
A-B-C
Was Easy
Found
I

Until I

My Husband

Then I Gave

the Surprise of His Life

"pvON'T
You

You're perbe silly, Mary.
I fectly foolish to believe you can
learn to play music by that method.
can never learn to play the piano

that way
it's crazy
to even think about it."
."
"But, Jack, it's
.

.

.

.

!

You

are

silly

.

"Mary, how can you believe in that
crazy music course.
Why it claims to
teach music in half the usual time and
without a teacher.

It's

impossible!"

That is how my husband felt .when I
showed him an ad telling about a new way
He just laughed. His
to learn music.
I
unbelieving laughter made me wonder.
Perhaps I had
began to feel doubtful.
been too optimistic perhaps enthusiasm
and the dream of realizing my musical
The
ambitions had carried me away.

—

course, after all, might prove too difficult.
I knew that I had no special musical talent.
I couldn't even tell one note from another
a page of music looked just like Chinese
to me.
But how I hated to give up my new
hope of learning to play the piano. Music
had always been for me one of those
dreams that never-come-true.
I
had
longed to sit down to the piano and play
some old sweet song
or perhaps a
beautiful classic, a bit from an opera, or
even the latest jazz hit.
When I heard
others playing, I envied them so that it
almost spoiled the pleasure of the music
for me.
For they could entertaia their
friends and family
they were musi-

—

...

.

And

cians.

had

to

be

I,

I

.

.

was a mere

satisfied

with

listener.

only

I

hearing

music.
I

was

so

disappointed

at

Jack,

As

It

I

felt

I put away the magazine
advertisement.
For a
the
week I resisted the temptation to look at
it again,
but finally I couldn't keep from
It
It fascinated me.
"peeking" at it.
told of a woman who had learned to play
She had mastered
the piano in 90 days
the piano by herself, in her spare time,
and at home, without a teacher. And the
wonderful method she used required no
tedious scales
no heartless pv erc!^j3 no
Perhaps I might do
tiresome practicing.
the same thing
So finally, half-frightened, half-enthusiastic I wrote to the U. S. School of Music
Almost as
without letting Jack know.
soon as I mailed the letter I felt frightSuppose the course proved to be
ened.
suppose Jack were
horribly difficult
right after all
Imagine my joy when the course arrived and I found that it was as easy as
A. B. C. Why, a mere child could mas-

very bitter as
containing

!

—

—

—

.

.

.

said, "Mary, don't laugh, but I want to
try learning to play the violin by that wonYou certainly proved to me
derful method.
that it is a good way to learn music."
So only a few months later Jack and I
were playing together. Now our musical eveEvery one
nings are a marvelous success.
compliments us, and we are flooded with inMusic has simply meant everyvitations.

and

thing to

It

us.

us Popularity

has given

..— -

Happiness!

Fun!

*

*

—

..

_

*

*

then write
If you, too, like music
to the U. S. School of Music for a copy of the
Home",
in
Your
Own
Lessons
"Music
booklet
together with a Demonstration Lesson, explaining this wonderful new easy method.
Don't hesitate because you think you have no talent.
Thousands of successful students never dreamed they
possessed musical ability until it was revealed to them
by a wonderful "Mu.

Test".
can learn
your favorite instrument thru
this short-cut methAbility

sical

You,

to

too,

play

Send the coupon.
The Demonstration Lesson, showing
how they teach, will
come AT ONCE.
Address the U. S.
od.

.

.

Pick Your Course
Mandolin
Drums and
Traps
Harmony and
Composition
Sight Singing
Ukulele

Saxophone
Piano
Organ
Violin

Banjo
Clarinet
Flute

Piccolo

Harp

School of Music, 5311

Trombone

Cornet

ter it!

Brunswick

Hawaiian

'Cello

While Jack was at work, I started learning.
quickly saw how to blend notes into beautiMy progress was wonderfully
ful melodies.
rapid, and before I realized it, I was renderpupils who study with
which
ing selections
For
private teachers for years can't play.
thru this short-cut method, all the difficult,
tiresome parts of music have been eliminated
and the playing of melodies has been reduced
to a simplicity, which anyone can.follow with

New

ease.

Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
I am interested in the following course:
Special Offer.

decided to play for Jack, and
show him what a "crazy course" had taught
me. So one night, when he was sitting reading, I went casually over to the piano, and
Words can't
started playing a lovely song.
why
describe his astonishment. "Why
." he floundered.
I simply smiled and
Jack
course,
went on playing. But soon, of
insisted that' I tell him all about it. Where I
when I learned
had learned
and
how? So I told of my secret
how the course he had laughed at had made
musician.
accomplished
me an
One day not long after, Jack came to me
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

d g

.

,

York.

sup-

when
needed,
plied
cash or credit.

U.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

S.

5311

Guitar
Guitar
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger
Control
Piano Accordion

Steel

Instruments

I

Finally

B

New York City.
me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Home", with introduction by Dr. Frank

Brunswick Bldg.,

Please

send

Own

Your

Have you above instrument?.

Name
(Please

.

.

Address
City

.

,

Write Plainly)

MONTHLY

NOVEMBER,

What
Ben
If

It's

8

.

.

.

•

•

face that lias wreaked havoc in feminine breasts.

You—You'll

for
John Roche's

Get

It

.

Dorothy Manners

Wife's Story

The

How Genevieve MacGregor saw Malcolm
Motion Picture of the Future
A fanciful excursion into the year 1950.

Confession

Helen Ogden

.

.

.15
.16

attempt to retreat from Hollywood.

futile

The

A

...

open forum for discussion by our readers.

in Profile

A

1925

Fans Think

the

An

No. 3

.

17

Eugene Clement d'Art 20

.

Rudolph Valentino

.

.

.

through.

.

22

In which the star frankly reveals his innermost self.

Paramount School!

Let's Visit the

And

how young movie

see

show

...

their possibilities.

Who Waited .
How Ruth Clifford's patience is reaping
Brushing Off the Welcome Mat
The

Horace Woodmansee

.

aspirants are at last being given

Girl

its

a

24

chance to

27

Myrtle Gebhart

reward.

.

Caroline Bell

.

29

.

Setting the stage for Dorothy Phillips' return.

The Baby
Some

Don Ryan

Spot

30

interesting bits about the studios which have not before been brought
to light.

How Many Film Celebrities Do You Know?
A

picture puzzle that will keep

32

you guessing.

Would You Trade Places with Frances Rich? Myrtle Gebhart
How

it

feels to be the

33

daughter of a famous movie actress.

Favorite Picture Players

35

.

Rotogravure portraits of prominent people before the camera.

The

Clouds Roll

By

.

And Opportunity knocks

a'

.

.

Edna Murphy's

.

Helen Klumph

43

door.

The Observw

To

44

comment cr

Editorial

timely topics concerning the

Please the Chicago Fans
Glimpses of D. W. Griffith on location

45
in the

Mid- West metropolis.

Don Ryan

Cut That Out!
Say the
It's

All

Fun

.

.

....
.

.

Screen in Review

A

46

censors, clapping a heavy lid on the movies.
.

.

A. L. Wooldridge

William Haines' reaction to the ups and downs of

The

screen.

critic's

his

49

career.

Sally Benson

.

50

impressions of recent film productions.

A Confidential

Guide

to

54

Current Releases

Tips on the movie market.

Hollywood High Lights

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

55

Flashes straight from headquarters.
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Personalities
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RICARDO

The dark and dashing blade who can make
war or laughter equally well

is the role
to order for Ricardo Cortez. As a hotblooded cavalier in Argentine Love he made a
terrific hit, and his star shone equally brightly
in Children of Jazz, Feet of Clay, The Next

love,

made

Corner, The Bedroom Window, The Swan,
and The Spaniard. His newest Paramount
Picture will be In The Name of Love.

ADOLPHE MENJOU
the perfect boulevardier, cane, waxed
mustache, ingratiating smile and all, in love
with the world and social life, passing marriage
as lightly as other people pass a cigarette, and
dangerous to feminine hearts everywhere. Most
people will remember Menjou in Spanish
Dancer, Shadows of Paris, Open All Night, The

Here

is

A

Fast Set, Forbidden Paradise, The Swan,
Kiss
in the Dark. His newest Paramount Picture
will be The King on Main Street.

WALLACE BEERY
To

play the part of a King of Spain requires
a very exuberant personality, rich, tyrannical
and decorative. Wallace Beery appeared as
King Philip IV. in The Spanish Dancer, and
it was visible in an instant that monarchs
don't come any mightier. New season
Paramount Pictures in which Wallace
Beery's art may be enjoyed are The

£

Night Club, In The Name of Love
and The Vanishing American.

Famous Playejis-LaskyCorp
adolph zukor- president

^paramount Qictur&s
Don't he too
There

is

rhinosiirh a
n thing
such

critical to enjoy life!

heino too
fnn wise
wisp
as being

snrnrisp
surprise

nf their
fhpir lives
of

if

rhp\ saw a
they

to enjoy yourself, too solemn to know
that tonight's the night and Paramount's

Paramount Picture tonight.

the show.

million have not seen a photoplay since

There are

thousand audiences every night thrilling to Paramount
Pictures, but think of the old-fashioned
millions who still don't know that
Paramount of 1925 is different to the
movies of years ago

At

at least ten

least five million inhabitants

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

five

before the war, and they still think the
Custard Pie rules the roost.

Today the

greatest names and fames
and drama are allied with
Paramount to delight nations. Look at
in literature

the programs!

See a Paramount Picture tonight and
up with the dance of life!

of the

United States would get the pleasantest
"IF IT'S

According to our records these

catch
IT'S

THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN!"
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.
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our readers.

Love and

the Movies

HAT'S

a big subject, and tbe article we will run on it
next month is one that you are going to find of unusual
interest.
It will take you right back of the scenes, and
tell you how you can learn, through your reactions at different
types of pictures, things about yourself that you may not have

known.

Are You Interested

in

Fan Clubs?

We

have a story about the founding of one of the most
successful clubs of this kind, which will show you how to start one if you

What Months Were
Dorothy Wooldridge has been investigating
in a

very interesting

the Stars
this

subject,

like.

Born In?
and

will

give you her conclusions

article.

One

of the Hits of the Season
"The Unholy Three " was made possible by a woman's faith
in her husband, who directed that production. He had dropped
out of the game, beaten and defeated. How his wife helped
him regain his confidence and prestige will be told by Myrtle
Gebhart.

"I

Never Discourage Any Movie Aspirant"

And in an article that we will print next
why, basing his reasons on his own personal
experience in working his way up to fame.
These are but a few of the outstanding features which we have planned for our next
There will be several others equally interesting. Don't fail to procure a copy.
says Harold Lloyd.

.month he

tells

issue.
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$125 a Week. "I
as a boo3ter,"says
Phoenix, Ariz. "I
over $5U0 a month

Auto Electricity pays W. E.
a a a Pence,
$9 '""
Albany, Ore. over

i

Your advertiaemeot started

me

a

to suc-
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$•#
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Month

^°^n Jirinec, 1133 Fourth
Avenue, Astoria,L. I., now
earning S12, 000 a year.recommends Cooke Training.

1

says, "It alone is responsible for my success."

(Below)

l. L,

COOKE. TRAINED
ELECTRICAL MEN
RECOMMEND INI?
GUARANTEED
TRAINING TO

COOKE, Chief Engineer

r
"Thanks

A

S700
-_ _ .
in Z4
Days

tliese men

YOV

Chicago Engineering Works, who
has trained thousands of men fcr
Big-Pay Jobs in Electricity.

$9,000 a year. 58 men enrolled for this training on
his recommendation.

Year

cess,

EARN-'

to you,

I

made

$700 in 24 days in Radio,"
says F. G. McNabb, 848

Spring

St.,

Atlanta, Ga. "I
training

recommend your
everywhere."

ayeav
IIICTMCAl
EXPERT
learn at Home in your Spare Time;
*5»$oo to §10,000

f

Don't you keep on working for $25 or $35 a week. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke Trained
Men who knew nothing about it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200 a week as Electrical
Experts and they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small pay job? Why stick to
a line of work that offers no chance no promotion no big pay? Get into the world's greatest business. Electricity needs you. I'll show you how to do it. Get ready for the big-pay job now.

—

Electrical Experts are in Big Demand
Even ordinary electricians
the "screw driver" kind
are
making big money, but trained men— Electrical Experts who
Ket the top salaries — are needed more now than ever before.

—

—

RFUL

WORKING
OUTFITS

GIVEN
WITHOUT EXTRA

Thousands of Cooke Trained Men easily earn $3,500 to $10,000 a year.
That's the kind of a job you want where you can plan and boss and
supervise the work of others or go into business for yourself. Get
started towards one of these big-pay jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to $200
a week
you can do it with Cooke training
recommended by more
than ten thousand successful graduates. Just mail the coupon below.

—

—

—

Employment Service— No Extra Charge
you for a big-pay job and then help you get it
without extra charge. Hundreds of employers look to me for
the electrical men they hire. Last year I placed over one thousand men at big raises in pay. Hundreds of others were promoted by
I will train

their employers through the help of my Vocational
Service and other hundreds went into business for
themselves with the help of my special Business
Training. Mail coupon for big free book which explains this service and fourteen other features, many
of which can't be had anywhere else.

CHARGE

Age or Lack
Bars
You don't need
this big

my

than pays

its

own way.

Your

Satisfaction Guaranteed

am so sure I can make you a big success in Electricity, just
like I have done for the men whose pictures you see here and
thousands of others who now boost my training, that I will
I

guarantee your satisfaction with & signed, moneyback guarantee bond. If my training doesn't satisfy
ycu after you have finished, you get back every penny
you pay me. A two million dollar institution stands
back of thic guarantee.

and Practical Engineer Mem-

which does a

Itself

—

bers, has approved Cooke training and the C.E.W. 100%. Their
printed and publicly distributed
report of their investigation is
theonly endorsement of aschool
they have ever issued. Full details of this endorsement sent
with my free book.

You don't have to

Pays for

start earning extra money a few weeks after you
start
training. I give you special instruction for doing
simple electrical jobs in your spare time -show you how to
get these jobs and tell you what to charge. Many of my students make
as high as $25 a week extra this way while studying. My course more

Engineers, with 15,000 College

No One

million dollar institution

My Training

— only

You can

The American Association of

general Consulting Engineering Business besides operating one of the world's greatest Training Schools,
I know just what training you need to make a big success in electricity. Let me give you that training with

tion Kit.

3

two

of nearly 50 other engineers. Learn to earn $70 to $200 a week
spare time needed.

Cooke Training

of Experience

experience.

my simplified, complete home course—the world famous"Cooke" Training— built on my own 20 years of engineering experience with the help

Engineers' Association Endorses

be a College man. You dont have to be even a
high-school graduate. As Chief Engineer of

ins*

—

—

Now—Mail Coupon
Get my free book —"The Vital Facts About
Electricity." Read about the success of hundreds of other men — men who recommend
and whose names and
Get Started

addresses are givthis training
book. Getthe real dope about youropportuen in
nities in Electricity. See how easy it is to get started
on the road to jobs that pay $70 to S200 a week. Don't
deny yourself this chance to make big money. Get the
for the facts
facts

my

NOW— MAIL COUPON AT ONCE

and

my

guarantee.

Ou***Vigb.ts. FJj to
CO'-

^deiectriC

s

light**

L. L.

COOKE,

Chief Engineer,

Chicago Engineering Works, Inc.
Dept. 448

_
awrence Avenue
MSOJL
-

9
a****

L< L COOKE, Chief Engineer,
Chicago Engineering Works, Inc.,
Dept. 448
-~~
2150 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Send me at once, without obligation, your big
.

^itscago, EMsnoss

illustrated book and complete details of your Home
Study Course in Electricity, including your outfit and

employment service

Address.

The Vookelrained man is theBiqPay'Man

Occupation.

offers.
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What

What

the

the Fans Think

Fan Letters Reveal.

WONDER,

if the
fans know how
they tell about themselves when
they express their opinions in "What
the Fans Think." I enjoy speculating on
the authors of many of the letters.
There is one in every issue a pessimist. He knocks
the pictures and actors, everything is the bunk, or hokum,
actors are cheap, et cetera.
Either he longs for the days
when hokum was considered drama and pies flew thick
and fast, or else he condemns movies from the very
beginning and longs for the melodramic, second-class
stage plays that used to wander from town to town.
These fans puzzle me: if they hate movies so, why do
they read movie magazines ?
Then we have the half-sister to the first class, the
evil finders and narrow-minded reformers.
They tell
of the great evils waylaying us fans every time we
enter a theater.
"Motion pictures are withering the
flower of the nation," et cetera. They are positive that
all actors are veritable "diablos" and that "no good can
come by them." Since they are all so well posted, they
must attend quite regularly, and they seem to resist the
temptations.
The largest class by far is that of the egotistical fans

I

much

—

who build dream castles about their favorites. What
good times they have
Yet they are sometimes very
brutal in their condemnations of persons who do not
happen to please their fancy. They think not that some
one else may have their own dreams about these very

We

are not fond of Gloria Swanson, but we greatly admire Pola
Negri.
She is the finished actress,
the polished lady, the worldly woman, and the real aristocrat.

Valentino is greatly admired by the school fans.
Cortez is agreed to be fascinating to every one.
We can all imagine ourselves in love with Richard
Dix or Rod La Rocque. Harrison Ford is especially
fancied.
He has been adored by the dramats in school
ever since his more than excellent performance in "Smil-

Through."
would love to see "The Four Horsemen"
again, and also to have Wallie Reid's pictures reissued.
Luckily for us we do not suffer from narrow-minded
censors and consequently receive an unaltered version of
in'

All of us

the screen play.
We, too, love Nita Naldi. In spite of her cobralike
she seems to be
parts
no, I've not yet seen "Cobra"
a perfect sport. That always wins fans.
are not interested in stars' private lives.

We

A

Marguerite Eldenburg.
8 East Sixth Avenue, Spokane, Wash.

What the High-school Fans Like.
an overly popular high-school senior in one of
the largest high schools in the world, Central High, of
Washington, D. C, and would like to offer the opinion
of a group of students in contrast to the opinion of "Two
High-school Fans."
\\ e like Ben Lyon, but there is no romance about
I

This Fan Speaks Well of All the

are concerned.
He is too possible for us
to know.
see his type every day in class, and on the
street, every night at the dances, and so on indefinitely.

We

Stars.

When I read about the dirty digs poor Gloria Swanson
gets it makes me want to absolutely kill that person.
People misjudge Gloria altogether and I really think
No
it's mean.
I, for one, won't roast any of the stars.
matter how terrible I think they are, I always try to
speak well of them. There's only one I will acknowledge having roasted and that's Rudie Valentino. He
may be a nice fellow, but he's not my star. Nope
I have over nine hundred pictures of the different
The funny part of it
stars, and I have Rudie's, also.
is I got a letter back from him
of course, I appreciated
it
but all I did say was to "Kindly send me your
photograph." I got a letter back which I thought was
very conceited.
He said, "I enjoyed your letter, and
what you say about me" et cetera when I only said
L. R.
what's above.
129 McDonough Street, Brooklyn, New York.

—

—

—

Nine Wishes.

am

him where we

Sorority Fan.

Washington, D. C.

!

persons they are abusing. Their dislikes are but petty,
trivial things in a great world.
Why be harsh?
We read, too, the dignified epistles of learned persons
who speak of complexes and juggle lengthy words.
They, perhaps, are paying "only a dollar and a half each
week to the collector" for the latest encyclopedia and are
making good use of it.
Then, too, there are the delightful fans who are tolerant, hopeful, optimistic, and who do not take themselves or their opinions too seriously.
They save the
day, God bless them.

—

—

wish
That the brilliancy, versatility, and perfect technique of
Miss Emily Fitzroy were more generally appreciated.
That all directors would unite in a concerted moveI

ment

to teach the

off, instantly,

men

of the screen to take their hats
raise the hat

on entering a house, and to

clear of the head, always, in greeting
Continued on page 10

women.

!
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MAE MURRAY
plays the

^DheMerry

Widonv

An
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JOHN GILBERT
plays the Prince

Erich Von Stroheim production

DROWSY with love and smouldering with desire, her haunting eyes ruled
ics.

gay Vienna and caused brave hearts to beat far faster beneath tight tunThen came Prince Danilo foot-loose and fancy-free to meet his fate...

—

All New York is crowding to see this world-famous picture of love and life
in Vienna's realm of romance, gladly paying two dollars a seat for the privilege.

You may see

it at

your favorite theatre

at

popular prices

— do

not

let

opportunity pass
Von Stroheim and Benjamin G/azer made the adaptation and scefiario from the
famous dramatic operetta of Franz, Lehar, Victor Leon and Leo Stein, as produced on the stage by Henry W. Savage.

"zJxCore Stars

Than There Are

in

Heaven"

the

What

10

in

"The Man

estly dressed, clean shaven, very dark, with
small, dark hands, stood in their midst.
By him was Miss Murray, diminutive, elegantly dressed, scarlet lipped, her small
The
face framed in lemon-colored hair.

celebrities wedged their way through
the crowd single file, passing so close that
their garments brushed ours.
they

two

Who Came

Back."
That

such splendid films as "Driven,"
Gets Slapped," and "The Enchanted Cottage" might be shown again
in picture houses of the same class as
those in which they made their first local
appearance.
That the personality and acting ability
of Conway Tearle were never wasted on
the rubbish in which he often appears.
That Lewis Stone might be presented
in more characters such as that he played
in "Scaramouche."
It is too bad that an
actor who can assume the grand manner,
and scarcely any of them can, should be
relegated to playing small-town commuting husbands.
That the numerous company of screen

"He Who

When

my friend and I made
nearest drug store.
"Strange," remarked she, over our cold
drinks.
"One who didn't know they were
movie stars would never give them a second glance, yet as soon as they are recognized people fight for a glimpse of them."
"I guess it's the mystery surrounding
them and the curiosity they arouse," I observed.
And so another hectic preview night
ended.
Sincerely yours,
had driven away
for

Hartford, Conn.

Madeline Glass.

have just

Close Ups.
noticed that some stars'

pic-

are but a series of close-ups and
nothing else.
There is a close-up of the
star whenever she turns her head, whenever she registers any emotion, whenever
she says something; in fact, almost every
time she moves.

when you happen

really nice

to

have

a crush on her, but when you don't, it's
sickening!
Do they do this for fear the
audience won't see them unless they pop
their heads out every five seconds?

ESPERANZA ESCURDIA.
823 Rizal Avenue, Manila, P. I.

A
am

Message from Sweden.

Swedish Valentino fan and I
you that in Europe Rudolph Valentino is the most popular of all the American stars
Gilbert and Novarro are not
I

a

will tell

!

so popular as Valentino.
Here in Sweden
the girls love Valentino.
we are
waiting for his next pictures.
He is a
great actor.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" was a
wonderful picture and so was "A Sainted
Devil."
N. Herman.

Now

all

Stockholm, Sweden.

Impressions at a Preview.
recently attended a preview in a neighborhood theater.
The picture was "The
Merry Widow." It deals chiefly with royalty and is very cleverly done.
The story
itself is creaky in spots and sprinkled with
hokum, but the public will like this film
and Mr. Gilbert's fans will swoon with
delight
over his
portrayal
of
Prince
Danilo.
In this picture he literally takes
off his coat and goes after the love scenes
without regard for the censors or the
Marquis of Queensbury rules.
True, he
has some "tender" moments but these moments are entirely too fender to be hi keeping vyith the general tempo of his characterization.
Men who insult and assault
decent women don't break down and cry
I

over nothing at

all.

Miss Murray

young

girl,

is miscast as the innocent
but she dances exquisitely and

does very well as the widow in question.
The other characters are splendidly done.
Toward the last there is some very beautiful colored photography and the picture
fades out to the music of much hand
clapping.
In the

foyer

I

Avenue,

Los

Angeles,

Calif.

A New
Here's

newly

Fan Club.

cheer for the success of a
formed club that should interest
a

met a

girl

friend

stands
reissuance of
Wallace's best pictures, and secondly, the
erection of the memorial that Famous
for

tures

It's

Leeward

William Duncan serials, "The Fast Express" and "Wolves of the North." Also,
Boris Karloff, the greatest natural actor
on the screen to-day, is becoming popular.
He has always been my favorite actor ever
since I first saw him
mond Mystery" serial.
Mary Beth Mil ford
ite of many since she

who

two things

:

first,

promised to his memory.
We believe that an organized movement
for this, backed by enough of those who
loved Wallace, will prove to Lasky that
there is a demand for Wallace Reid's best
pictures and a desire for the memorial.
We feel that every fan has in his heart
a memorial of love and cherished memory
of Wallace, and will certainly wish to
unite with others in giving that heart
memorial a concrete realization.
Wallace's beloved mother, Mrs. Bertha
Westbrook Reid, is our honorary president
and every one who loved Wallace could
not help but love her, as she is so very
much like him, though not so tall as her
"over six feet" Wallace.
The c'.ub also

numbers numerous film favorites.
There are no actual membership dues,
every member pledges as much as he feels
he can toward the memorial fund. When
we have completed our enrollment we will
have an estimate of how expensive a
memorial can be erected and then we will
take up the matter, with Famous PlayersLasky, and with all loyal Wallace Reid
fans back of the movement we feel sure
that Lasky will reissue Wallace's best
pictures and undertake the memorial they
promised to erect.
All those wishing to unite with ui in this
movement the club will also be a medium
for correspondence between those members
who signify a desire to correspond are
cordially invited to join. There is no minimum or maximum to the pledge amounts
and the regular blanks and full information can be had by writing to our head-

—

—

quarters Woodstock, Virginia. As president I will be pleased to answer any inquiries personally.
Here's for success and
let's prove that the public really doesn't
forget those they truly love.
Ray E. Harris, President.
:

What They
am

Like in

New

a great lover of the movies, and
to put in a little praise for some
of the actors and actresses. Harry Woods,
who played the part of the Sheik Kali in
Priscilla Dean's recent picture, "A Cafe
in Cairo," has suddenly found quite a following here for his work in that picture.
Many predict a brilliant future for him
as a heavy.
He has also played in two
I

I

want

•

has been the favorappeared in the

first

liness.

We

are extremely fond of railroad pic"The Danger Signal" was
dandy. "The White Desert" took the audiences by storm.
also like good action
tures

here.

We

and fighting pictures.
Gloria Swanson is fast becoming unpopular.
Unless she stops boasting that
she is the best actress on the screen, she
won't have any following soon.
I
and
many of my friends are in favor of having
the producers give Boris Karloff, Harry
Woods, Mary Beth Milford, Arline Pretty,
Craig Ward, and Betty Francisco real
chances for stardom.

Harry

Livingston..

16 Church Street, Nashua, N. H.

Four Replies to Mary Edwards.
The letter signed "Mary Edwards" which
you printed

in the last issue of Picturedid not deserve the space you gave
it.
It is true that all cannot like the same
actors.
But I am sure that there would
not be so many people acclaiming the talent of John Gilbert unless he was deserving of their praise. Mary Edwards stated
in her letter that she "had studied the expressions of John Gilbert and Ronald Colman and that any one with any sense could
see what they were by their expression
and why didn't people boost some decent

Play

like Ramon Novarro instead."
Ramon Novarro has always been

chap

cast
heroic roles, therefore he impersonated
the noble hero, without sin. But John Gilbert, in "The Snob," was required to assume the facial expression his character
required.
In "The Wife of the Centaur,"
he was supposed to be a man cynical, discontented, and groping for a hold on the
ideals of life.
The very fact that he is a
talented actor, a genius, made him capable
of assuming these characteristics, so completely eclipsing his own character that no
doubt some people like Mary Edwards
imagined him to be the kind o man he
was impersonating. But any one with any
should realsense
I use her own words
ize that an actor's expressions must be in
accordance with the character he is porin

'

—

—

traying.
Is Wallace Beery a villain in real life,
just because he takes the role of villain in
Is
the play?
Is Lon Chaney a monster?
John Barrymore either a Dr. Jekyl or a

Mr. Hyde?
Every one I know thinks Ronald Colman
and John Gilbert are handsome and talented actors.
I have never heard any one
before say he did not like John Gilbert
as an actor.

V. S. Hunter.
3922

Avenue,

Fifth

Mary Edwards
Hampshire.

"The Hope Dia-

!

the

Players-Lasky

in

second "Fighting Blood" series. Wc would
like to see her as a star in pictures, because she is so sweet and lovely, and a
really good actress.
Ah how I adore her,
that golden-haired miss of exquisite love-

many fans.
The Wallace Reid Memorial Club

Too Many
I

the

2975

actors and actresses who do splendid work
in minor parts received more recognition.

Elderly Fan.

Think

works as an extra in the movies.
We
went outside where the crowd was milling
Mr. Cilbert, rather tall, modabout.

Continued from page 8

That young screen actresses would profit
by the example of Miss Jetta Goudal's
shapely head, and stop bobbing their hair.
That a sequence of parts worthy of his
talent might be found by Clive Brook.
That Dorothy Alackaill might be presented in other parts as dramatic and worth
while as the girl

the Fans

for

one,

hate

Colman and

To

I

says

Pittsburgh,

in

her letter

Pa.

:

"I,

John Gilbert and Ronald
don't care

who knows

it."

I presume
me, this is very childish.
Miss Edwards is young. Quite often you
can judge a writer's age from a letter.
Miss Edwards goes on to say, "Why,
instead of boosting such men, don't people
praise some handsome, decent-looking chap,
such as Ramon Novarro, for instance?"
Continued on page 12
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You,Too, Gin RealizoYour Drcams
By Developing a

Strong

Rich Voice

More than 20,000 men and women all over the country have
developed powerful, beautiful voices by Physical Voice
Culture. You, too, can build up a strong, magnetic, compelling voice that will be the marvel of your friends,
your key to success and fame.

and

Read the letters on this page from men and
women who have made their dreams come
true by this wonderful, scientific method of
voice culture. You can continue your present occupation and mode of life while
you study in your own home and the cost
only a very small
is nominal
amount each month as you study.

—

—

100% Improvement
Guaranteed
It

makes no difference whether you

wish to improve your voice for your
own pleasure or for professional

The man or woman singsinging.
ing in the home the opera or conthe choir singer
all
cert singer
canimprove their voices 100%, atthe

—

Gives Physical Voice Culture
Credit for

Grand Opera Voice

—

very least, by Physical Voice Culture.
We absolutely guarantee 100%
improvement or your tuition will be

me

Each

24 hoars brings
a stronger and better hold on
I feel like telling you of it each day when
I think back to six years ago when catarrh had just
about finished
hearing and voice.

my voice.

—

my

gladly refunded.
to be the judge.

Los Angeles Opera Company this Spring
and we will have five Operas ready in September. It is
really pathetic to see the etar pupils from the greatvoice
masters try for a place in the Company. Some very
pretty, but weak, palate attacks, throat and lip attacks.
I work hard all day and your silent exercises are e>
I joined the

You alone are

wonderful rest.— Bert Longtre.

Harry Lompierre
Finds the

Way"

"Right
I

wish to give credit where

The past twelve
years have been spent in procredit is due.

fessional singing.
Believing that I had at last found
"the ri^ht way," I cancelled an
entire season's bookings to apply
myself diligently to your idea.

my

voice is completely new.
Formerly, I could sing only a fair

Today

"F"
high

Now

(fifth line).
flat, with

"B"

nant, manly tone.

I

can sing

rich,
— aHarry

reso-

Lom-

pierre.

Church Singer Delights Congregation
"Thank God" for everything you have
done for me. As I sang in church yesterday people turned to
see who was singing.
I hope you will always think of me as one who has made a big success in
the work I chose to do. — Carolyn Baker.
I

cannot help but say

For obvious reasons the names signed to these letters have been changed.
But
the letters are all true and the real names of writers will be sent on request.

Inspiring B ook Now FREE

Singer Triumphs Over

BBSaBBHHBaBSSSHBSBBBSBaBSSSBBBElSnHHBBBBBHHyaOaaB.r.

Discouragement

Send Coupon!

Did you think one year ago that I would now be singing
as high as high "C"? I am very sure that I didn't.
I often think of that hopeless first letter I wrote to you
and I want to thank you for the help you have given me
and especially for the cheering letters at the beginning
when I needed boosting along the worst way.
Hoping that you will believe me to be ever your grateful friend— Mrs. Mary Brown.

bring you a
FREE copy of "Physical Voice
Culture "—a valuable new book
on voice building. Do not hesitate to ask for it. It is FREE
and need not be returned. This
may be the first step in a great
career for you. Send the cou-

Perfect Voice Institute,

1920 s

The coupon

pon

TODAY!

S^

s

will

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 12-88
1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me, FREE and without any obligation, Prof. Feuchtinger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture." I have checked the
subject in which I am most interested.
Weak Voice
Stammering
Singing
Speaking

Q

b Name.
n Address..

8

Ave "

Chicago

City-

Advertising Sfxtion
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qA romance of the

What

ranches

with the thrills

of the

circus

Continued from page 10

r

Now,

with

fans,

those

I'm

adjectives,

parently not in her estimation.
As a matter of fact, it seems to me that
the public could be capable of liking all
three of these actors at the same time,
without disliking one or the other.
Personally, I would not care to impress
my favorites of course I have them
upon other people. I consider that every

mad.

entitled to his own likes and disContrary to the old adage "What's
sauce for the goose is not sauce for the
."
gander

Thomas Meighan.

it

—

—

is

likes.

JACK

MULHALL

W. PATTON

and

HELEN
FERGUSON

he

Ramon

one

'Produced by

Novarro.

is
no
back!
Kent, Ohio.

hut

up to you whether Miss Edwards goes to movies to see acting or
handsome faces. Of course, an actor can
he an artist and be handsome, too, but apleaving

—

C.

Think

the Fans

Honest

My

opinion of the embodiment of Mary
Edwards' letter especially when she says
"I, for one," et cetera
is that it is pure
egotism
Who cares what "she for one"
thinks?
Will people like that ever learn that
their opinion doesn't mean everything in
this world?
That for the one fan who
hates John Gilbert and Ronald Colman
there are thousands of others who adore

—

—

!

their artistry?
And that
just a particle in the great mass of
ever-growing fans ?

want

our

goodness
I'm getting real
been a constant movie fan
for years and know a good actor when
I
see one.
I
certainly do agree with
to
I've

!

Mary Edwards

She
of September issue.
right about Ronald Colman.

perfectly

is

How

about Maurice Costello? You never
tire
Bring on Antonio
of him.
Moreno, Ramon Novarro, Richard Dix,

could

Mary Edwards

II.

Colma, Calif.

Envy!

.

.

We

Dorothy Moore.

man

Oh, Roland O. Clarke, what a lucky

How

would not I just like to
push my way through a crowd to find myself face to face with Richard Dix.
Oh,
boy if I could only gaze into the brown
orbs of the "one and only Richard" I'd
verily be willing to give up the ghost
art thou!

!

within the next five minutes.
Here's to the smiling brown eyes of the
"

Dixie Boy.
Sydney, Aust.

W.

D.

them and admire
she

is

Elfriede

Shawn.

West Annapolis, Md.

qA drop of

the

sword

—a

blast

from a bugle and the race for
homesteads was on. Who won
out in this struggle for land?

Here

is

a

new

Patheserial

that will interest you from

the start of the

first

episode,

you breathless at the
end of it, and bring you back
to the theatre each week to
leave

see the succeeding chapters.

You

will

be intrigued by

the clever story of the founding of the famous 101 Ranch.

You

will

be

thrilled

When

by the

an

actor

or

actress

fails

a

in

because they aren't any
good, it's because the producer has shown
poor judgment in selection and they are
not suited to the part he has asked them
picture,

isn't

it

to play.

When it comes to putting them off the
screen, I say give them a part they can
justly fill, and we will have better movies.
isn't one person on the screen who
trying his or her best, and I think
that we should take off our hats to all
of them for sticking to the game, and
modestly overlooking the insulting remarks of some of these one-man fans."

Justice to All.
Glendive, Mont.

What

ever has happened to discourage

interest in

Ben Lyon?

A

few months ago

Lately
every magazine was full of him.
no one hears a thing.
I am one of his
loyal fans and I miss the praise that has
suddenly stopped.

want to criticize Mary Edwards'
your September number toward
Ronald Colman and Jack Gilbert.
She
talks about Ramon Novarro being her idol.
Also,

I

attitude in

for me, give me a tall man
not so short myself so I like tall

am

As

You will be moved by
the romance of the un-

and Ramon is positively tiny!
I think
Jack Gilbert and Ronald Colman are gen-

bounded ranches. Don't
miss
'

a

single

chapter

of

!

I

men

tlemen, every bit as much as Ramon.
As
forfor their being hissed off the screen
tunately, most people do not agree with
E. B.
Miss Edwards.

—

I

In Ten Weekly

Chapters,

agree

City, whose letter was published in
September Picture- Play.
Why must we tolerate Jack Gilbert and
Ronald Colman when a real man and
actor like Ramon Novarro is still somewhere on this planet and ready to make

is

at

least

not vulgar,

S.

Bellamy?

"What

I

ailing

is

Madge Bellamy?"

She

has had so many good parts to portray
and yet she doesn't seem to get to the

She is a beautj% that's
inclined to think that per-

top in popularity.
certain.

am

I

too conscious of it. She overmy opinion. I wish fans
write and tell what they think is

haps she

is

too

—

in

wrong with

Jermayne.

her.

Cleveland, O.

Never Once Disappointed!

Now
quite

a

want to say that I have seen
few stars off the screen and I

I

have never once been disappointed.

Windsor

Claire

I
be real.
wanted to go up and touch her to make
Her eyes are
sure that she was living.
the bluest blue that I have ever seen.
Bebe Daniels is so snappy and such large
Viola Dana is so tiny and
sparkling eyes
is

too

beautiful

to

!

take his place.

Ronald Colman

C.

think doesn't really count as I
suppose I don't know anything about pictures, actors, or cowboys.
But one thing I do know is that Ben
Lyon, Larry Gray, Mary Brian and Betty
Bronson are my four favorites. I would
so love to have Mary and Larry play together and Ben and Betty together. That
would be my dream come true. You, perNo, I
haps, think I'm all for juveniles.
like Percy Marmont and Wallace Beery,
too.
Gloria Swanson used to be my ideal
but now that she is so disgustingly popular
I have really lost some of my enthusiasm.
But I don't mean that I don't admire her
the less for her gaining popularity over
Mary Pickford and Pola Negri.
That is all, except one question I'd like
I don't know who could answer
to ask.
it except that "star" herself, and that is:

sas

pictures for his fans?
I,
for one, feel disgusted at MetroGoldwyn for keeping him off the screen
for so long.
No John Gilbert can ever

ASK YOUR MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

What About Madge
What

would

on the Other Hand.
with Mary Edwards, of Kan-

But,

Patheserial

given a chance.
Venice, Calif.

acts,

West Hartford, Conn.

'Wild West."

if

There

isn't

exciting spectacle of circus
life.

Concerning Pierre Gendron.
had to laugh at the fan who, in the
September issue of Picture-Play, called
He is no
Pierre Gendron a Frenchman.
more a Frenchman than John Patrick,
whom she also mentioned, is. Pierre Gendron is Irish, and talks just like he came
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I think he
looks the part of an Irishman, and I don't
I
see why he doesn't take an Irish name.
think Pierre Gendron will go a long way
I

Continued on page 115
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$12,000 a Year!

Ward,

A. H.
Chicago, held a
small pay job. Now
he averages $12,000 a year as a
salesman.
month he cleaned
up $1,350 anil he
stepped into this
kind of earnings as
a result of reading
this book.

Itfhat Ibis Amazing

—

Book Didfor
These 8 Men

A. H. War
Chicago,

It would be just as easy to tell the same story about
thousands of men even more but what this book
brought these eight men is typical. If you do not
get a big salary increase after reading this message
you have no one but yourself to blame. This
amazing book is

—

m
WFREE
mwr

m

"After ten years
the railway mail service I decided to make
My earna change:
ings during the past
thirty davs were more
than $1,000."
W. Hartle,
Chicago, Illinois.

—

seems such a simple thing but the
men on this page who did this
simple thing were shown the way to

ITeight
First

Month $1,000

jump from deadly, monotonous
work and miserable earnings to
incomes running anywhere from $5,000.00

quickly
routine

"The very first
month I earned $1,000.
I was formerly a farmhand."

to $10,000.00 a year.

They Sent

for the Book, "Modern
Salesmanship," That You
Can Now Get Free

Charles Berry,
Winterset, Ioioa.

—

More Than $10,000
Your

training

has

m

enabled me to learn
more, earn more and
be more.
I am now
President of a na-

ff

tional

^

I

I

organization,
earnings for

my

and
1925

will

ceed

the

easily exfigure

five

mark.
iCharles V. Champion.

City Salesman
"I

want

to

The only question
increase your earning

in

One

Week
"East
week my
earnings
amounted
t o
$554.37
this
week will go over
$400."
:

F.

Wynn,

Portland, Ore.

Week
Miller,

in

Only 3 Months
Chicago, made

of

a month as stenographer in
In September, 3 months later,
he was making $100 a week as a
salesman.

July.

Success Inside

$10,000 a Year
H. Malfroot, of Boston, Mass.,
stepped into a $10,000 position as a
SALES
so thorough is

MANAGER—

,

this training.

is

—

Twenty Weeks

There is no long, drawn-out wait after
you have sent for this book before you
begin to do as the men on this page did.
Within twenty weeks you can be ready
This may sound remarkto forge ahead.

—

able
but after seventeen years of intensive investigation the National Demonstration Method has been perfected
and this
means you can now step into a selling
position in one-fourth the time it formerly
took to prepare for this greatest of all
money-making professions.

—

Men

O.

—

do you want to
power? If so this
book will quickly show you how to do it
in an amazingly easy way.

Jr.,

$554.37

D.

is

or

—

Minneapolis, Minn.

H.
$100

is

ing to investigate.

tion."

$100 a

it

nothing unusual about Mr.
Thousands
about his success.
after reading this book have duplicated
what he did Mr. Ward simply was will-

There

you that your employment
department helped me to a
good selling posi-

Wm. W. Johnstone,

just as hard for you at
this moment to see quick success ahead
as it was for A. H. Ward of Chicago.
When he was a soldier in France, wondering how he would make a living if he got
back home safely, $10,000.00 a year seemed
a million miles away. But read what happened after he had read the book we want
you to send for. Almost overnight, as far
as time is concerned, he was making real
money. The first year he made $10,000.00.

Possibly

Ward,

tell

—

every walk of life have made
this
change farmers, mechanics, bookkeepers, ministers and even
physicians
and lawyers have found that Salesmanship paid such large rewards and could
be learned so quickly by this new method
in

—

—

F*W*

that they preferred to ignore th3 years
they spent in reading law and studying
medicine and have become Master Sales-

men.

Simple as

ABC

There is nothing remarkable about the
success that men enjoy shortly after they
take up this result-securing system of
Salesmanship training.
For there are
certain ways to approach different types
of prospects, certain ways to stimulate
keen interest certain ways to overcome
objections, batter down prejudice, outwit
competition and make the prospect act.
Learn these secrets and brilliant success
awaits you in the selling field.

—

Make This Free Test

at

Once

You don't need experience or a college
education.
And if you are not sure of
yourself, you can find out at once whether
you can make big money as a Star Salesman.
Simply send the coupon for this
Free Book. Ask yourself the questions it
contains.
The answers you make will
show you definitely whether a big success
awaits you in this fascinating field. Then
the road is clear before you. This amazing book will be a revelation to you. Send
for it at once while this free offer is open.

National Salesmen's
Training Association
N.

S.

T. A. Building, Dept. S-18

Chicago,

111.

National Salesmen's Training Ass'n
Dept. S-18
N. S. T. A. Building
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: I will accept a copy of "Modern Salesmanship"
with
the
understanding that
it
is
sent
me
entirely- free.

Name
Address

City

Age

:

State

Occupation

...
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FOX PICTURES

FIRST

YEAR

WHEN & DOOR
OPENED
A

PRODUCED by John Golden,

Northwest James Oliver

for two solid years this play

Curwood

by Frank Craven occupied the
stage of one theatre in

Frances Marion

York.

adapted

it

picture of that Canadian

New

snows, the tall pines!
superb
cast-Jacqueline Logan, Walter
McGrail, Margaret Livingston,

for the screen ^

drama of young married life
ever written! Frank Borz;age

J.

Farrell

MacDonald,

Robert Cain, Frank
Keenan;directedby
Reginald Barker.

the picture superbly.

^ofis

hail

him with

delight

BUCK JONES
c4ce

It is

A

has

perhaps the greatest comedy

directs

writes about.

in the far, wide places,
vivid, throbbing *. the deep
life

of the great

J-JERE

is

outdoors

^

the true type of hardy American

manhood

as seen in his

pictures of adventures in the

From the pens of the

many romantic
open country.

best writers, these are

unvaryingly clean, invigorating,

wholesome

entertainments^ to be had in the best family
theatres.

He

be seen in "The Timber
Wolf," a story by Jackson Gregory,
and "Durand of the Bad Lands" by
Maibelle Heikes Justice.
will next

Fox Film Corporation,

SEP

c?8

1925

•

©C1B668096
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Lo, the conquering- hero comes
love-inflicted

wounds

!

"Invisible Wounds" is Ben Lyon's latest picture, but not at all invisible are the
his good looks have caused in the hearts of countless, fair movie fans.

3

for You

If It's

You'll Get

It

John Roche thought he was through
with movies, but Destiny kept him
in, and now he's glad.

By Helen Ogden

HEREYou

is

a funny thing:

can set your heart and
mind to a goal, go after it
with all the tenacity of a bulldog and
the enthusiasm of a yell leader, and
still it eludes you.
And then in dis-

—

couragement you call it "quits" give
up the ghost, let the ship go down
and the first thing you know there
it is, right in your hand without any
seeming effort at all.
You've seen
it happen yourself?
that strange sequence of events that work out to
achievement in spite of all sorts of
obstacles
and opposition?
Some
people call it fate. But whatever you
want to call it, fate or luck, it merely
amounts to this
// it's for you you'll get it.

—

—

—

What made me think of that, is
the story John Roche tells about his
career. He said that things just happened

to him, even when he tried to
discourage them, turned from them,
set his heart to

something

else

;

and

eventually led him to
Hollywood and the movies, for who
ever heard of one without the other ?
But maybe I am going too fast ? You

these

things

know Mr. Roche?

If you saw "Kiss
Again" you do. He was the very
human young man who stepped outside and feverishly counted his loose
change before inviting Marie Pre-

Me

vost to dine with him. In the picture
In
he was a temperamental pianist.
person he is a placid, dark, young
actor with amazingly long and artistic
fingers.
I suspect him of being serious about "things." I even think he
has "ambition."
For instance, he
doesn't want to play heavies but prefers leads because of the "sympathy."
To look at him you would never missay
a lawyer or a
take him for
merchant or a chief. He is an actor

— —

When
with an actor's background.
seven-day
he was a child he was the
wonder of the neighborhood because
of his clear flutey voice. Because he
was a handsome child with a clear
flutey voice every one said he ought
So he went
to be on the stage.
barnstormed
and
stage
on
the
around the country in all sorts of
Maturity brought
characterizations.
him to Broadway and an Elsie
Janis show.
Just as he was getting
Continued on page 110

—

—
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Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm MacGregor and their daughter, Joan,

The

now have wonderful

times together.

Here they are

in

Joan's

own

little

playhouse.

Wife's Story

You've read many times of how successful screen stars felt and suffered when they were fighting for recognition- but in this story Genevieve MacGregor tells how it felt to play an even harder role in the struggle.

By Dorothy Manners
in a capricious mood, occasionally rewards
FATE,
perseverance — some promising young blade shoots

had been won, was worth the burning of the candle.

For struggle in the abstract is well enough, but in the
the kleig-lit horizon and the fan world
concrete it is to be compared only with, what a famous
does homage to a new idol.
Another thing:
Perched more or less sefighter said about warfare in general.
curely on his pedestal he finds himself the recipient of
There is a vast difference between being, the active
many flattering attentions. Inwarrior and the passive sitter.
terviews, for instance.
Yes, he
Even when you strive for someIT
IS
NOT
OFTEN
thing
and fail, there is at least
had a hard struggle, he tells the
that the lives of motion=picture players
world. For a while things looked
the zest of contact with outside
may be said really to parallel those of the
the
general viewpoint.
bad, very bad,
One
forces
indeed.
ordinary person striving for success in
There is a certain satisfaction
didn't know where the next meal
other lines. But once in a while a story
was coming from. One was disabout being even a failure as long
conies out of the studios that could just as
It
as you are an active failure.
couraged almost to the point of
well be the story of that nice young couple
from
going
giving up the ship.
keeps
you
to seed
But one
next door to you, who are so charming,
stuck it out, and with the help
up on your toes fuels a certain
but who had such a hard time getting
energy.
The active participant
of the little wife, who is, a la
ahead at first. The story of Malcolm and
in the seeking of any goal has
Merton, one's best pal and severGenevieve MacGregor is like that, and in
reading of Mrs. MacGregor's thoughts and
the satisfaction of being in the
est critic, everything is lovely
outlook during those dreary months when
fray, no matter what the final
now.
her husband was trying to get a foothold
outcome. But for the warrior's
In scanning these testimonies
in pictures, you will be struck with the
family, his mother, sisters, wife
I have often wondered about that
humaneness, and the similarity to the aver=
frank
ex=
reactions,
in
her
age
person's
whoever he has sitting at home
other story the wife's story. I
pressions of weariness and doubt, and the
waiting
it is
life lived at secwondered what these pals and
temptation to give up. But having stuck
exhand-me-down
ondhand.
critics
it
had to say about
it out, she is now sharing the glory and
Merely a monotonous
istence.
whether the game, now that it
sunshine of her husband's success.
across

—

—

—

—

—

A

The
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Story
she

wanted

to,

a

continual

fretting with a small baby
wondering, as perhaps that

woman gone down

little

—

was wondering
warrior was coming

street

if

the
the

home

with the bacon or if it was
just the end of another day.
There had been no politely
perfect servant then.
They
had been living in a bungalow
court unit that was nice but
too
crowded for comfort.
There was no zippy little car
in the garage.
When I had
first

met them Malcolm was
extra work and extra

doing

work does not allow for zipSo, because I knew
there was a kinship between
Virginia and the lady who
piness.

walked down the street I asked
her: "You gave two or three
of the best years to helping a
man struggle over the bumps
and is it worth while ?

—

Would you do

Did
it again ?
take something Out of you
that you didn't get back?"
it

The MacGregors are an attractive

famity.

And a

And Genevieve

very happy one these days.

It has

procession of twenty-four hours a day and three meals
to cook.

Or so Genevieve MacGregor told me.
And Genevieve ought to know, being

the wife of

Malcolm MacGregor, who came all the way up to featured roles from the bottom of the extra ladder.
You know the MacGregors. They live next door to
you.
That charming young couple just settling down
in their first home.
She's such a lovely girl and he is
doing so well in the banking (?) brokerage (?) medical(?) law( ?) real estate (?) business. They have that
cute sport-model car that is the envy of all the other
young married couples and with' their little Billy(?)
Jane( ?) William ( ?) Ruth( ?) they make the most stunning family. That these particular MacGregors happen
to be in the movies and have a daughter named Joan is
immaterial.
You know the MacGregors.

One day I was calling on Genevieve in their new
home, a swanky Spanish dobe with a courtyard and all
the other things a young bride could want, and we happened to look out the window just as a young woman
with a shopping bag full of groceries in one hand and
a small child clinging to the other, passed by. She was
young, this woman, and she might have been pretty if
she hadn't looked so tired.
As she straggled on down
the street you could see where her shoes were a little
Wisps of hair hung untidily
face needed powder.
''There goes some man's wife. She's
going over the bumps now. I wonder if she will stick?
Well, here's wishing them luck in whatever thev're
after."
run over

at

the heels.

around her face.
Genevieve said

Her

:

'

I looked at Genevieve.
How smart she looked with
her well-groomed hair, her stunning white sport dress
with the colored scarf, the French shoes she wore. In
the back of the house you could hear the politely hushed
movements of a perfect servant.
I looked at Genevieve and mentally contrasted her
with the first time I had seen her. She had been stunning then, too. But with a spiritual difference. Then
she had been uneasy, worried, no time to do the things

said

:

been worth while.

'-Yes

!

But

I don't know
I'd hate to think I had to do it over.
whether I could last through another siege or not.
"I suppose every young wife has the greatest confidence in her husband in the beginning. I'm sure I did
in Malcolm when he told me he was going to give
pictures a try.
We were living in the East at the time
and Malcolm had been in the clothing business. When
he had never liked the business anyway
that failed
It
he decided to try himself in motion-picture work.
never occurred to me that there would be anything to
hinder him, so we agreed that I would stay with my
people for a short time until I heard from him. I didn't
think it would be any time until he sent for me and we
would be riding around in one of those high-powered
cars you see in the movie magazines.
"Malcolm's people thought he was crazy. My people
thought I was crazy.
Our friends thought we were
both crazy. But we were so sure that everything would
come out all right that all the opposition in the world
wouldn't have stopped us.
So Malcolm left for Caliwifely
game of waiting. The
started
that
fornia, and I
weeks went by and I still waited. I would hear from
Malcolm every day but apparently something was wrong
Malcolm had been out there several
with the movies
months and was still unstarred. And so after a great
deal of fussing and fuming over what to do, I decided
to join him.
If Malcolm was having trouble there was
no reason why I should stay sheltered at home while he
sweated it out alone. I thought my place was with him
and I came.
"If there ever was a stranger in Hollywood, I was
'it.'
Outside of one or two men friends Malcolm had
made I didn't know a soul. And I wasn't used to that
When we were first married we went
sort of life.
around a lot. We had our circle of friends and there
was always something doing. But out here in California, especially in Hollywood, there aren't any parThe professional people are clannish and
ticular 'sets.'
the rest of the population seems to be made up of tourists who aren't out here long enough to care to form
any permanent friendships. No 'teaing.' no 'partying,'

—

—

'

—
The
no

had been used to all my
and discontented and when

'bridging,' that I

was

first I

restless

life.
I

At

passed

was even worse. I was just in a rut.
"I'd get up in the morning and cook Malcolm's breakfast.
Sometimes he was working and sometimes he
wasn't, but he was usually out hustling anyway.
At
that time Joan was just a baby and as soon as Malcolm
was taken care of, there'd be Joan .to feed and dress
and keep an eye on. When the beds were made and
the dishes washed Jean and I would go shopping.
'Thirty cents' worth of round steak, please,' Ts the lettuce fresh?' 'Isn't asparagus in yet?' was about the
limit of my social contact.
I could give you all the
that stage I

quotations on beans but I didn't know a ''single
new author. I knew all about cabbages, but kings were
out of my ken.
latest

"The next thing on the
program was lunch. When
were
cook
dinner.
After dinner we'd
wash the dishes and sit
around for a game of
hearts.
Then it was time
Inspiring,
to go to bed.
the

lunch

washed

it

dishes

was time

to

isn't it?
I'd think to my'Well,
in a little while
self
they'll say, 'Yes, she's a

good

little

woman,

plain,

but a good mother to his
child.'
I could feel myself

And the
rusty.
part of it was, I
didn't particularly care. It
growing

worst

wouldn't have been so bad
if there had been only a
few months of it but it
stretched out so long.
It
looked like an endless procession of nothing.
If I
hadn't had an almost fanatical faith in Malcolm's future I don't think I could
have stood it.

"On top of this my
people kept urging me to
come back home. Malcolm
wanted me to go. I suppose it would sound more

19

Wife's Story

it seemed to me
that every one else in
was succeeding and we were the only failures
left
Malcolm got his first part with Rex Ingram. He
had known Rex in Yale, you know, and 'the picture he
was cast for was 'The Prisoner of Zenda.' Through
Rex's friendship with Malcolm. I met Alice Terry.
You can't imagine how perfectly lovely Alice was to
Joan and me. She used to come and take us on the most

"Just

when

the world

—

—

marvelous rides plan outings to the beach for us
do so many little things that were considerate and
Things began to break a little better for
thoughtful.
us.
I met people.
I commenced to take an interest in
myself again in my appearance in my life.
"I held my breath after that first part.
I thought it
might be a false alarm.
But you know how things
Malwent after that.
colm kept right on going.
He's still at it. Just the
other day he had a costarring offer and every-

—

—

.

thing

lovely,

is

indeed.

Back where we come
from if a young man
makes five thousand dola year it is considMalered big money.
colm has just signed for
lars

'The Vanishing Ameriand he'll make that
much in a month.
"This last year you
can't imagine how much
fun we have had.
can,'

"First, this house.
it just the

planned
we had

always

We
way

wanted

Then we shopped
one.
It got
for furnishings.
to be a big issue with us
whether a blue lamp or a
rose lamp would look
best in the living room.
It has really been a .picnic.
But during that
'spell' I lost

a

little

some-

of myself that I
I mean
can't get back.
gadding
love
of
my

thing

around

—

sociability.

I

noble
was alone so long I
to
wasn't
say
I
Genevieve and Joan and Malcolm MacGregor in the courtyard of
tempted.
can't get back to that old
That I saw my
their charming new Spanish home.
duty and 'done it nobly'—
form of enjoying entertaining as I used to.
but when I would think of
large circle of friends means nothing in my life any more.
the good times they were having, when my friends
would write and tell me their wonderful plans for the
"For instance, Malcolm went East on a picture not
Naturally, we went
long ago and I went with him.
summer, I'd get so homesick it was all I could do to
home. Malcolm wanted me to have a good long visit
keep from taking the first train 'out. Oh, I was sorely
with my people and I was to have stayed until Septemtempted, all right. But I just couldn't bring myself to
ber.
Of course, every one entertained us. That is just
do it. It was just about that time that Malcolm decided
what I had dreamed of. I guess no one lives who hasn't
not to do any more extra work and to stake his chances
had that particular dream of showing 'the home folks.'
on parts. I thought I'd stick it out. Win or lose I'd
be on deck.
But after a lot of partying I thought to myself, 'This is
But haven't these women anylovely.
This is nice.
"I think more homes are broken up during 'that period
thing to do ?
Teaing even' afternoon dancing every
than any other time. It may 'not be the 'dangerous age'
evening. Why, suppose their husbands should make a
but it is certainly the 'dangerous stage.' If a wife leaves
big deal, they wouldn't be home to hear it. It's so aimher husband when he needs her most, I don't think
He is likely less. Is this really the sort of thing I missed so much.''''
they ever get back on the same footing.
Here
I couldn't help it.
I laughed at Genevieve.
to feel that if she can't stick through the rain where
She
circle.
in
herself
right
around
a
talked
had
how
she
does she come in on the sunshine? But I know
what
know
you
said,
"Oh,
well,
herself.
deluge
laughed
She
in
out
the
the wife 'feels, too. When you've been
Rethey say about women. You can't please them.
But to get
a year or so, you appreciate a little let-up.
on
109
Continued
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A

theater

seating

twenty thousand persons, with towers a
hundred stories high!

Music from a worldfamous band filling
the g'gantic auditori-

um

by

perfected

radio transmission!
J*

Pictures

in

three

dimensions scarcely
distinguishable

from

reality!

J*

These are a few of
marvels which,
we are told, we shall
enjoy in 1950.
the

Jke Motion Picture^
New York City boasts twelve million,
the United States one hundred and fifty
million inhabitants.
And, even as the
population has increased, so has the world progressed
since the birth of this interesting toy known as a radio
set, whose practical developments have become a tre~4

f\

CT

f\

y 7\l

mendous factor in >our everyday life.
The latest stride forward is the Animated Telephoto.
The Telephoto has placed the movie in every home
and rendered possible the gigantic spectacle we are about
to witness.

At the world's most important theatrical center, on
and about Broadway, in the vicinity of One Hundred and
Seventy-fifth Street, occupying two entire city blocks,
and seating twenty thousand people, stands the New
Coliseum.
Its massive tower, a hundred stories high,
and supporting one of the artificial suns that brighten the
nights of New York since the cumbersome street-lamp
system has been eliminated, can be seen from far down
the bay.
The New Coliseum is leader of a host of
theaters housing the supermovie.
The show begins at eight sharp.
are comfortably
ensconced in one of the easy-chairs of which the four
front rows of the first balcony are composed.
Sweet
music delights our ear. Yet no performers can be seen,
no mighty organ has its pipes distributed within the
Have people
hall, no other mechanical device is visible.
acquired good taste? Do they at last realize the charms

We

of hidden melody, the ugliness of those exhibitions of
orchestras that characterized relatively large motionpicture houses thirty years ago?
This might be an explanation, but it is not the true
There is no orchestra, no mammoth organ in the
one.
New Coliseum. Strangely, the direction from which
the music comes cannot be traced.
It seems to fill the
hall, to emanate from the very walls, to descend at the
same time from the enormous cupola whose brightly
painted orb scintillates above us with its thousands of

multicolored fairy lights.
Concealed behind countless draperies ornamenting
various nooks and corners, are the numerous radio horns
from whence come the waves of sound that bring us
sensuous inspiration. This music, played by one of the
country's leading bands, at the present moment seven
thousand miles away, is heard all over the globe in
countless theaters where the same spectacle is being
presented. .
As we glance about, we note that quite a few spectators wear queer masks from the top of which project
hornlike antennae. That is the modern telephone booth.
There is one before every seat, released upon the payment to a slot machine of a modest dime. This soundproof mask contains a most compact broadcasting-and-.
receiving radio apparatus. The spectators wearing these
masks are talking with friends and relatives who, perchance, are in distant cities.
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GcPthe Future
And now, the overture closes. There is a moment of
expectant silence.
The lights dissolve from white to
yellow, from yellow to green and from green to blue.
The hall is bathed in soothing semidarkness. The curtain
rises slowly.

We

The

spectacle begins.

confronted by an immense stage whereon
seems to have been transplanted a whole section of some
exotic, tropical isle.
The scene is filled with people naare

:

tives

working

ing:

we

in the coffee plantations.
hear the distant chorus! To

They

are singthe left, in the

foreground, a youth enters.
He is an American, no
doubt.
At any rate, he is dressed like an American.
Some among the natives notice him and look toward
him. He must be an important personage. As we study
him, we suddenly realize that the rest of the stage setthe natives working in the plantations and the
plantations themselves have disappeared.
The natives'
song is dying is gone. Only the corner of the stage
can be seen where stands the hero, for he is the hero,
as a voice tells us, introducing him by name and stating
the part he plays.
The rest of the stage is bathed in
blue darkness.
After the introduction, as if magic had
brought them back, we once more behold the plantations,
and see and hear the natives, and follow the hero as he
walks toward a bridge whereon, entering from behind
some palm trees that, so far, masked her from our view,
now stands a very beautiful young woman. The hero
meets and engages her in pleasant conversation. And,

ting,

—

and the hero and the young
lady can be seen
In all this, there is depth, color, and sound though
most of the action is registered in motion. Only at cruperhaps a terse question
cial moments are words spoken
and its equally terse answer, an introduction or some
needed explanation, a distant song or some vitally important sound easier to reproduce than to be registered
as he talks, only the bridge

—

—

through gesture.
Is this then some new form of the stage play, onetenth spoken drama and the rest pantomime?
No, it is a movie. The actors who, one would swear,
are there in flesh and blood, the scenery that seems so
natural that one would think it built of real trees, dwelling rocks, earth, and water
all we see is a shadow, all
we hear the ghost of sounds coming to us over the ether
and actually taking place there where the musical accompaniment is being played on a real South Sea Island,

—
:

seven thousand miles away.
The complicated telephoto broadcasting-and-receiving
We see
sets are the alpha and omega of this marvel.
action, not months after it has been photographed, but as
Of
it is taking place
or rather a few seconds later.
course, the whole technique of motion-picture proMotion pictures have had
duction has been revised.
to adapt themselves to the new medium of transmission.
There is less shifting of scenes, less jumping around,

—

Continued on page 104
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A Confession
Which

will help you understand something of the problems, not only of the writer,
but those of every other motion-picture star who has attained great prominence.

By Rudolph

THIS

going to be in the nature of a confession.
perhaps not a Jekyl and Hyde life, but at

is

live,

I

dual

a

least

life.

There are two Ru-

dolph Yalentinos.
There is the one that you see on the
screen, and there is the one that
you seldom see at all.
One is a romantic fellow
who swaggers through life,
makes love with great ardor, fights and wins bat
ties
against great odds

and

in the

end clasps

Valentino
completely. You know how he talks and how he looks
in the flesh.
By this complete survey you may be convinced that the actor or actress is a superior
human, yet you are conscious all the time
that he or she is only human.
But you don't get so close to the
picture actor.
There is something
eerie in the fact that this person
appears before you only in dis-

embodied form.

The other
one

real

—

working

who

has

than

his

—and

man

voting

more

had

share

hardship, and

the

hard-

a

is

is

now

not just beingmodest when I say that
former in
it
is
the
is inpublic
which the

ably.

The popular
conception of Valentino
is a blend of Julio of "The

I

and

am

:

;

he goes to

back seat. He cannot make
an appointment to meet any
one in a hotel lobby, for if he
does he soon will have a crowd
around him. When he walks on
the street people turn and stare, and
some even follow. For the sake of

Mon-

the
glad that
the interesting qualities of these
young men do attach to me in the
public mind, for otherwise my lot
might be decidedly different.
And because I realize that my shadow self
is the more interesting, I am in no danger of outgrowing
For the same reason, I don't like
the size of my hat.
The fans don't want
to make personal appearances.
to see Rudolph they want
I don't want
to see Julio.
to disappoint them.

Beaucaire,

Sheik himself.

When

the theaters he must wait
until after the play has
started and then slip into a

terested.

sieur

have mistaken

Being a motion-picture star has its disadvantages.
He cannot go
to
public
places
conveniently and comfort-

am

Horsemen,"

I

the quality of his intelligence.

tune.

Four

a
to

picture,

of

enjoying more than
his share of good forI

is

paint around the personality
of this once-removed hero
picture
a
of
perfection
hues.
Distance lends enchantment to the view.
Ask my valet what kind
of a man this Valentino
is,
and if he does not
give you a discouraging

his

sweetheart to his arms,
or else dies heroically
to atone for his misdeeds.

There

chance for the imagination

my professional standing, I hope this will
always be true in my own case.
But I am
sure you will agree with me that living in a show case
has its disadvantages.
Don't think for a minute that

don't appreciate the attention.
Without it, I would
be very unhappy, for I
would know that I was no
longer of interest to the
jury that makes us or
a careful reading of this article to any fan who really
breaks us the public.
wants to know "what a movie star thinks." It is one
Here is a problem which
of the clearest presentations of a prominent star's
always seems like a new one
attitude toward his work and the public that we have
to me.
If I go to a place
ever read, and to us one of the most convincing, for
where a crowd has gaththfs reason:
Apart from the strictly personal refer=
ered,
how shall I greet
ences, we have heard a score of stars express the same
I

We Recommend

The position of a motionpicture star is unique, and
seemingly
interesting
to
persons
besides himother
self.

The widespread

tribution

of
the

him to
the whole

dis-

films brings
attention of

—

world. No
them ? If I bow and smile,
ideas, the same point of view, not in a formal inter=
other
medium has ever
I know that some will say:
view, but in private conversation. Editor.
reached so many people.
"Well, isn't he the vain
He appears
simultaneyoung man to think that we
ously in New York. Paris, Painted Post, and Singapore.
have been waiting here to see him?"
Also, there seems to be more glamour about picture
If I walk up casually with the thought
and I freplayers than about the stars of the stage. I think this
quently have it
that it is foolish for so many people
is due to the fact that the films leave more to the imagito come out to get a look at me. I fear that I am courtnation regarding the personality of the performer.
ing this remark
"Up-stage, isn't he ?
Too good to
When you see an actor on the stage, you see him more speak to us."

—

—
:

—

:

!

A

Confession

my

mind as to the proper
If anybody can ease
attitude in such a situation I shall be greatly indebted to him. If you are ever in a crowd where I
am, you will know what is going on in my mind.

my perplexity and
appreciate
your coming, for
please know that I do
If
the
actor's soul.
which
feeds
food
acclaim is the
in
seeinterested
like
not
others
were
and
you
you
ing- me, I should have to stop acting and take up
some other occupation. This might bring joy to
thousands, but, oh, the difference to me
The editor of this magazine, in asking me to write
Please have a

little

sympathy for

this article, stated in a letter

You

are a

star

who, after luck gave

your chance

3^ou

"The Four Horsemen," succeeded notably because of
This physical appearance has appealed
your good looks.
As a consequence you
generally, but accentedly to women.
in

have been pitchforked into a position, whether or not it has
been one of your own seeking, which has made you famous
for one thing.
No matter what good work you do, how
distinguished your acting may be, the fact remains that the
name Valentino has become a household word for an attractive male.

Write, if you will, an article revealing the state of mind
What are his sensaof a man such as I have described.
tions as he moves from place to place?
What part of this
enforced experience is boring and what part of it is
stimulating?
What type of conduct is imposed on him
willjr nilly?

Those are the questions I am trying to answer.
One
of them I have already touched on.

Some

is particularly embarrassing for me to
"attractive male" part.
Now, every man wants to be attractive to women,
for love is the dominant note in life, and a man's
happiness depends more upon his finding and winning the woman who will complement his life than

phase of this
discuss

— the

any other factor. His ability to do this depends to
great extent on his attractiveness, yet a man feels a
bit sheepish when his own personality is up for
discussion.
I confess that I share this confusion,
and I repeat that I realize that people know my
screen prototype rather than myself.
"
"No matter what good work he does
.

Well, that

.

.

am

speaking frankly
and seriously. Ever since Harry Leon Wilson wrote
"Merton of the Movies" it has become impossible
for a picture star to speak seriously without feeling
self-conscious, but I shall do it anyhow.
Like
Merton, I want to be a good actor and I want to
be known as a good actor.
I should rather be so
considered than to have any other honor. Acting
is my profession and I take the same pride in it
that the painter, the novelist, the lawyer take in
is

discouraging.

I

theirs.
I am not so modest or so unbusinesslike that I do
not want to be thought of as an "attractive male."
This is based on two reasons. One is that every
man likes to be thought of as something of a dashing fellow, and the second is that otherwise my productions would drop off in public demand. Motionpicture fans are more interested in personalities than
high art. I can almost hear a chorus chanting, "You
should be thankful of that." To which I reply that
I am.
But still I would like to be thought of sometimes as a man doing good work.
To be called "The Sheik," a term applied to me
because of a picture by that name in which I played
the title role, is, I must say, annoying. In the first
place, I think my own work in the picture was bad.
In the second place, I am not a
Valentino as he will
sheik in the sense that the word
.

is

used.

One

of

mv

Continued on page 92

appear

brutal

/

part

in

of

the first

"Cobra."
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Irving Hartley.

Fencing

is

one of the requirements of the course.

WHY

Photo by Russell Ball

Claud Buchanan.

won't they give me
a real chance to make
good?" cries the extra.
"Why don't they ever notice me?
I've worked and I've waited and
yet I'm not getting anywhere. If
some experienced director would
spare the time to show me how
to develop myself, I know I
could be a star."
If the author of this familiar
plea had determined to carve out
a baseball career, he would not
have found his upward climb
blocked by indifference.
If he
made any kind of a showing, he
would have found himself under
the close scrutiny of big-league
scouts.
He might have been
tried out in the spring training

camps,
Photo by William Potter

Charles Brokaw.

and

if

he

didn't

quite

show big-league form, he would
have been "farmed out" to a
minor-league team for a further
chance to develop himself. For
in baseball the managers of even
pennant-winning
teams
have
learned that their success depends upon continually develop-

ing

new

stars

from

unknown

players.

That

is

something which mo-

tion-picture producers, too, are at
last

the

The meteoric
some neglected extra to

realizing.

rise of

dizzy

heights

of

stardom

Let's Visit the
Every

fan

is

interested in

Famous

can be systematically trained

Players' attempt to

for the

movies, and this

By Horace
is wrong with the present system.
persistent extras who wait unof
the
Just
noticed, hoping that some day a lucky bit will attract
the favorable attention of some director, have the makings of a Betty Bronson, a Jack Gilbert, or a Georgia
Hale? Why, when every other profession furnishes to
novices systematic training, and a fair start toward
success, should the great motion-picture profession force
its newcomers to sink or swim in the icy waters of indifference ?
The answer to this question is one of the most unique
experiments in the film world.
It is called the Paramount Picture School, and it is housed within the four
white walls of the huge Famous Players-Lasky Studio
in Astoria, Long Island.
score of girls and young men, some of whom have
served. as extras and in small parts, and others to whom
the glare of the Kliegs gives a holiday thrill, are the
pupils in this school.
Last spring they read of Paramount's plan to inaugurate a picture school, and, like
thousands of others, turned in their applications.
But
turning in an application is not nearly so thrilling as
receiving a telegram, in the dead of night, telling one to
report at once to the Famous Players-Lasky Studio for

shows that something

how many

A

Photo by Ernest A. Ilachrach

Robert Andrews.

Photo by Russell

Ball

Charles Rogers.

Photo by William Potte

Photo by William Potte

Walter

J.

Goss.

Greg

Blackton.

Photo by Russell Ball

Wilbur Dillon.

Photo by Russell Ball

Jack Luden.
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Grace and poise are attained through special gymnastics.

You

Paramount School!
found an institution in which ambitious young persons
an account of how the school is actually operating.

is

Woodmansee

a six-month course in motion-picture acting, with the
possibility of a starring contract at the end.
That is
what happened to Marian Ivy Harris, an Atlanta,
Georgia, debutante.
She was just saying good night
to a new escort in the bosom of her family when the
joyous news came.
She threw her arms around her
mother and kissed her, then her father, and finally the
young man, greatly to his surprise, and, later, to her
own. There were similar scenes in many a household
where the son or daughter, who had longed for a motion-picture career, saw fulfillment before his or her
eyes.

W

hat do you suppose the students in a school of picture acting busy themselves with?
You must throw
aside all of your conventional ideas of a school before
you peer into the classroom of the Paramount institution.
You will see a dozen or more girls and young men
scattered about a small room.
All of them are intent
on what their instructor and principal, Tom Terriss, the
director, is telling them.
There is none of the bored,
"Will-vacation-never-start ?" atmosphere in this classroom. The students realize that they are working out
their destinies.
The)' are striving for a very definite

and glamorous reward.

Photo hy William Potter

Josephine Dunn.

Photo by William Potter

Harriett Krauth.

will look

about in vain for

stacks of textbooks.
writer's visit to the

During the

school the
only textbook he saw in use was
a copy of Picture-Play, which
one of the girls was reading
during a spare moment to get
pointers
on the screen stars
whom some day she hopes to
emulate.
Yet, although there is
practically
no learning from
books, there is a great deal of
learning by practice, by example,

)

by William Potter

Marian Ivy

Harm

and by comment.
In the ordinary school the
teacher would call pupils to the
blackboard in turn to solve problems. In this school the instructor calls students to the low
platform at the front of the
room to practice various bits of
acting.

oto by William Potter

One

of the first things the student actors must learn is to
throw off the shyness, awkwardself-consciousness
ness,
and
which naturally invest boys and
girls gathered together in so unusual an enterprise.
see a fellow and a girl
advancing to greet each other on
the platform. They are supposed
to indicate that they are on very
good terms.
"You really should kiss her
cheek," the principal comments,

Dorothy Nourse.

We

Photo by William Potter

Lorraine Eason.

Photo by William Potter

La Verne Lindsay.

Photo by William potter

Ethelda Kenvin.
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Let's

Visit

the

Paramount School!
They are mastering the ground
work of acting; they are learning
how to time an action, how to
exits,
and
manage
entrances,

how to use the hands,
the eyes.
They are learning that
there is art in being natural on
the screen.
So the drill goes on unceasingly,
day after day. Sometimes Robert
Andrews, one of the students who
has had experience as an assistant
director, relieves Mr. Terriss as
instructor.
Sometimes the pupils
improvise a bit of action here and
there, sometimes they enact little
grouping,

plays.

As

they

grow more

proficient in

the rudiments of acting, they begin to branch out.
They go- out
on the huge stages where Gloria
Swanson, Pola Negri, Rudolph
Valentino, Betty Bronson, Carol
Dempster, Bebe Daniels, Thomas
Meighan, and a host of other stars
Each student

''but

taught to drive a car, and to know something about

is

come

can

that

m

later

the

course.

Kiss

her

hand."

This is
registering infatuation.
not a difficult performance as the girl is the winner of
several beauty contests.

The boy

complies,

Instinctively a high-school girl titters, perhaps at the
of childhood kissing games, but quickly
Careers are
checks herself. This is serious business.
at stake. The pretense of love-making seems strange at
recollection

first

—everything

in this

but in

is so new and strange and fascinating
"Arabian Nights" adventure into a film career
time it will become as natural a thing as an ex-

hibition dance.

Another

bit of business

hibits a letter.

Good news

on the platform. A boy exA group joyously gathers
!

round him.
"Don't cover each other," the director admonishes.
"I can hardly see some of you."
Again, two men and a girl sit
a table,

at

playing cards.

The

throws down her cards, rises,
and walks out. The men follow

girl

her.

"Too close to each other," comments the instructor. "Don't act
as if you were trying to beat the
next fellow out."
Once more, two
glaring at each other.

men
One

stand
allows

his eyes to drop.

"Keep

the eyes up," calls the
"If vou drop them it
looks as if you were flinching."
The students not engaged in the
bit of action keep their eyes glued
instructor.

on what

is happening on the platform, studying each move, thinking of what improvements they
would make in this action or that
gesture, listening to the approving

or critical com-

ment of

their

and
principal.
teacher

Horseback riding

is

considered a neces-

sary "study."

its

mechanism

have

been

They
same

enact

done

into

celluloid.

scenes on the
sets where nationally known
figures have just finished their day's work.
Some of
their

them are given work as extras in the picture plays that
are in the making in the huge studio.
These student actors do not have an easy schedule.
Few schools demand such hours, but, on the other
hand, few schools offer such glamorous opportunities to
keep interest at fever heat. At nine in the morning the
classroom work starts. At noon there is an hour's reDuring the afternoon, in addition to more classes,
cess.
there is a gym period. Keeping fit physically is one of
the most important requirements of the school. At five
o'clock the regular work day is over, but frequently
there is an evening lecture on some aspect of the day's
work, or motion pictures to be viewed and studied for
the way in which costumes are worn and certain episodes
are handled.
Continued on page 93
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The

Who

Girl

Waited
Ruth

Clifford, for

years lone-

and aloof from the tinsel
life of Hollywood, has found
wealth and the genuine
ly

happiness in marriage that
has passed more glamorous
players by.

By Myrtle Gebhart

THIShave wanted

the story that
to write
for four years, a story
is

I

I
hoped
would produce.

that

Hollywood

It is the
story of a girl who was wise
enough to wait, keeping her-

self from being blinded by a
glamour
that
eventually
shows itself to be false.
In Ruth Clifford's romance
I have had my faith in the

old homilies rekindled.

"Fortunately, marriage has

proven

beneficial

though

career,

if it

to

my

hadn't the

career could go hang itself.
fan mail has increased.
I have better opportunities in
the way of roles than I ever
had before.
enact them
I
better, because I bring to

My

them

a

reaction
to

live

tensely,

new
from
in

vitality,

strain

—

my work
and

was

and a
I

used

too in-

always

nervous.
But it doesn't
really matter."
Ruth's smile lingered upon
the platinum band on her
finger, and when she raised
her eyes to her husband's

was a light in them that
had never seen there before. Since their return from
there
I

their
lulu,

honeymoon at Honohad met her a few

I

Since Ruth Clifford married James Cornelius she changed from a rather sad, reserved girl into
times in the studios, but it
a happy, sparkling person who is just learning to play.
was my first occasion to dine
with them at their lovely Beverly Hills home and my
salary
her work was earnest and commendable but
first meeting with the new Ruth.
never inspired more than passing comment.
I had no intention, at the moment, of writing an inHer life was secluded. She acted and she designed
terview with her, but some of the thoughts she exher gowns, and that was about all. One never saw her
pressed are a little off the beaten path and I think, too.
at parties or the theater.
Once she let me see into her
that those fans who remember her charming portrayal
heart she was lonely, and yet some instinct caused her
in "Abraham Lincoln" and her sincere and impressionto hold back when opportunities to be a part of glitterable characterization of the older sister in "Butterfly"
ing, colorful Hollywood were offered her.
will be pleased to know that she has found happiness.
"I took my work too seriously," she mused, "because
Ruth's experience is another proof of a contention I
I had so little else.
I never had any fun.
I didn't know
have always insisted upon that the girl who waits and
Instead of making me feel a new sense of rehow.
keeps her faith, and does not lay too much stress upon
sponsibility, which I believe most actresses say is the
cheap tinsel, in the long run reaps a more fruitful harvest.
effect of marriage, mine has taught me to play."
For quite a number of years, since she was fifteen, in
"She has to play," a wide grin overspread Jimmy
fact, Ruth has been in the movies, but not until last
Cornelius' Irish face, "if she wants to stick around here.
season did she attain any particular measure of success.
It's a habit of mine."
She played sisters, a few leads she commanded a good
It is most surprising, the change that marriage has

—

;

:

:

,

;
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The

who move

Mr. and Mrs. James Cornelius,

in

a

circle in

Girl

Who

which most picture people are taboo, on the lawn of their lovely Beverly Hills home.

brought over Ruth.
The self-contained, quiet girl of
yesterday has become merry eyed, with the opening of
a gate into a garden that she never knew existed the
garden of happiness, of genuine joy.
"It's amazing, what a peachy playfellow she is, and
such a good little sport," Jimmy told me.
"When I
realized how much I wanted her, I hesitated, thinking
Shat this white-and-gold girl would never care for roughing it.
I wasn't keen on actresses.
They're so often
superficial, and most of 'em like the bright lights too
:

much

for

my

taste.

''And sports have been such a big part of

my

life

up.
But after we were married, by Johnny, if she didn't buckle down to fit herself
into my scheme of things
At first, it was an effort for
her, but now she has come to enjoy it."
Shortly after their return, Jimmy wanted to close the
duck-hunting season. Ruth insisted on going with him,
the twelve-hour drive up into the mountains, enduring
that I couldn't give

them

!

the discomforts of roughing it in a cabin just under the
snow line. Fearing the effect of the hardships on her,
he hesitated to have her go, but she insisted.
"She sat there, wrapped in blankets, in the cold, gray
dawn, watching us," Jimmy exulted. "Her nose was
blue, and she was shivering, but do you think she'd quit?
Not on your life. Henry Walthall said, 'Boy, you've got
a brick.' She was like a child, the way she wanted to
learn.
I teased her a lot, but a man likes to teach a
woman how to shoot and fish. I ordered an eiderdown
sleeping bag for her from Canada, had a gun specially

made

for her

"

knew those things could be such fun," Ruth
broke in. "I had lived in my little apartment, always
Didn't dream anybody could
comfortable and clean.
"I never

—

be dirty and happy."
Since that dinner party, I've been up to their cabin
on June Lake, and I've seen the lovely golden-white
Ruth in rough sports clothes, tramping beside her
bronzed-faced Jimmy in the clear, crisp early morning,
drawing great breaths of that vitalizing piney air into
her lungs her eyes, in which unshed tears used always
She scaled the fish
to be lingering, shining like stars.
he caught, and fried bacon over the little stove, fairly
exulting in being part and parcel of her bov's outdoor
;

life.

Waited

To

toward athletics, this roughing it
But if you had known the Ruth of
a year ago, not artificial, but certainly a creature of comfort who belonged in softest silk, you would realize the
difficulty that she faced in overcoming her natural timidity which unfamiliarity with the life of the wilds gives
to any girl.
"At first, it was just to please Jimmy, to show him
that I was anxious not to disrupt his life in any way.
But now," she brushed the thick, blond hair that she was
drying in the clear sun of midday, her eyes upon the
snow-clad peaks beyond the lake, "oh, I love every minute, every smidgen of it."
a girl inclined

would mean

little.

"

At home one sees another Ruth, the spoiled child who
has her every wish gratified, a flower of charm in the
setting in which it belongs.
The son of one of Los
Angeles' richest bankers, and himself successful in the
real estate and building business, Jimmy Cornelius is
actuated by the average young husband's desire to
shower his bride with luxuries. Their home is a dream.
The servants, trained through years of service to Jimmy's mother, need no orders. Everything moves with
that perfection of wheels well oiled out of sight, with
no jar or friction to disturb the serenity that you feel
the moment you cross the threshold.
"It must have been embarrassing at first, taking over
the management of a big home," I mused one evening as
we curled up on the lounge in her tan-and-green bedroom for confidences.
"Shhh, I don't," she confessed. "Never even know
what I'm going

have

to

to

eat.

They baby me, even

my desk and look
very important and pretend to go over the household
bills.
I can't make' heads or tails of them, but I frown
a little, and smile a little, and finally say to the houseI am quite
keeper, 'You've done very well this week.
And Jimmy," she snickered, "is so proud of
pleased.'
That"
me. When I get into a difficulty, I call mother.
the servants.

— she

Once

a

week

I

sit

at

indicated a picture of a dignified, gracious lady

our mother."
Jimmy's mother,

"is

when

she

I

was ten was

knew, for the loss of her own
the primary cause of Ruth's lone-

liness all these years.

"She loves me,

I

do believe, even more
Continued on page 100

than she does

-
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Brushing Off the

Welcome Mat
For Dorothy Phillips, who has come
back to pictures after a two-year
retirement following her husband's
tragic death.

By Caroline

Bell

IONELINESS."
In this

word Dorothy

Philthe reasons for
her return to the screen after a twoyear absence.
When her husband,
Allen Holubar, died, she retired,
lips

summed up

summoned her daughter home from
boarding

school, and shut herself
the world of motion pic-

away from
tures.

"Every one was very kind," she
explains, in reviewing the two years
that have been the most unhappy of
life.
"But I wanted
from even the sympathy

her

generously offered.

to get

away

that was so
I am not, as you

know, the kind of woman who can
wear her heart on her sleeve. It is
difficult for me to show what I feel.
And work, it seemed to me then,
and contact with friends, could never
give back to me what I had lost.
"I have been thinking, though,
lately.
I am still young enough to
accomplish something.
I
am not
poor nor am I wealthy. I do not
think of myself as a great actress, but

—

know

I must possess some
could not have remained
on the screen as continuously as I did
before my retirement.
I had fans.
portion of the public liked me. I
had given years to this work, and
was trained in it. It seemed a shame
to waste all of that.
Photo by Lucas- Karovi an
Besides, I
have my mother to look after my
child and my home.
There is little there for me to do.
For a while I was desolate. But moping and crying
does no one any good and benefits oneself least of all.
I

that

ability or I

A

The

forces of life have a way of asserting themselves,
and gradually the old ambition was reborn in me."
very deep grief shut Dorothy Phillips away in that
big, somber house.
She had been more than a helpmate
_

A

to Allen Holubar.

many ways,
ing, tactful,

She had been the sort of wife, in
Dorothy Reid was helpful, encouraga calm and quiet balance to a man's more

that

—

temperament.
Their situations differed, of
course, but they are much alike, these two women, in
nature, though Mrs. Reid is more assertive and individual.
But each has, more predominant than any other
trait, the maternal quality.
Under Mr. Holubar's direction, and contributing far

volatile

more behind the lines than the acting of scenes in which
she appeared, Dorothy Phillips played in "Hurricane's
Gal," "Man- Woman-Marriage," and others of his films.
He was dependent upon her in many ways, and sought
her counsel often when problems confronted him.
She was not considered then a very gifted actress, but
one of that assemblage whose measure of ability and perThe odd thing to me was
sonalities won fan followings.

that so often she appeared in thrillers of a type quite
foreign to her own quiet, contemplative nature.
I have never seen her ruffled out of her serene calm,
exhibiting the slightest trace of those human emotions
love, hate, envy, eagerness
which make of Hollywood
such a chaotic and vividly interesting place. Even petty
annoyances seem always to have slipped from her imperturbability without leaving the least mark.
On the screen she pointed her characterizations with
activity, limned bursts of temper, gave spirit to her
heroines' moods. Herself, she was passive, content with
the simple, ordinary things, deriding amusedly the emotional turbulence and the showy splendor which many
actresses consider essential background. There was not
a shred of pose to her with artificiality she was unacquainted.
Indeed, I often found it difficult to write of her, for,

—

—

;

though I sensed depth beneath that outward tranquillity,
and knew her to be sincere, there were about her so few
A commanifestations of outstanding individuality.
placent, sweet-tempered woman, an actress who had
mastered the technical requirements of her work until
it seemed no longer to intrude upon the even tenor of
Continued on page 108
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Drawings by K. R. Chamberlain

The Baby Spot

n which

L

,

thrown on some interestwhich seldom receive attention.

light is

ing scenes

By Don Ryan

PLUMP
director

in the center of the stage, in front of the

Nevertheless, in spite of humiliations endured in his

and everybody, the naughty wife deserts
husband and child for gilded sin personified in the

humbled condition, the outcome proved fortunate for
posterity.
Except for his metamorphosis he could not
have composed that ravishing tale of "The Golden
Asse," which is called the father of modern romances.
Observing which thing, I now take courage and plunge
my hand into the box of enchantments, caring little
what the result may be.
This day my halter has been slipped by indulgent
hands, and like a modern ectype of the beast of Apuleius, I begin to prance and curvet in my own insignificant garden. Here may grow abundance of rare weeds,
rank grasses and moon

hound with a Grecian nose.
The scene is bathed in a gossamer radiance

jazz

—

the sickly
blue of an inferno
where the mercury lights hang in
racks above the actors' heads.
The Kleigs at the four
corners spit and hum. While above, on lofty scaffolds,
the giant sun arcs
precocious Phaethons of modern
mythology pelt the scene with a brilliance that would

—

—
—papa Phoebus.

shame their
But here

in the corner

is

a

Baby Spot

that an elec-

trician has left lying on the
floor

pick

unattended.
Let us
up, switch on the

flowers, but,

juice,

and

direct

inquir-

its

let

us hope,

nothing ever so useful as
a cabbage.

it

ing rays into some of the
corners that are untouched
by more pretentious beams.
Ah-ha
Just as we suspected.
There is a pile of
rubbish under that bed, and

No
The

!

found

Pie for Thespis.
tourists

Madame

have

Helene's.

The

restaurant at the entrance
the
of
LT nited

the leading man's shoes are
not mates.
Props
Oh,

studios

—the

restaurant

!

where the food is good
and the service brisk
swarms like a beehive

props

The Beast of Apuleius.
As I read over this effort

3

introduce some sense
to
and nonsense to you, the
metaphor appears to be
far-fetched.
Better
simply to have stated that in this corner we shall deal
with facts and fancies about the movies that rarely

pretty

way

find their

When

into print.

think of all the things that have never been
told about the movies I am appalled
But I remember
the classic case of Lucius Apuleius and take heart.
Of Lucius Apuleius it is related by himself that he,
hoping to be changed into a bird and so pursue a certain
enchantress, by mistake applied the wrong ointment and
was transformed into no creature of the air, but a homelv
domestic animal, with great ears and a voice never meant
for singing. In which shape he continued until the eating of a rose, which restored him to human form.
I

!

with lank ladies
who
carry notebooks and little
cameras. The actors stand
sadly on the outside of
the screen doors, waiting
for a chance to edge in.
Gobs of atmosphere surround the doors poilus in
horizon blue clubmen sailors bearded monsters. Out
of the studio entrance pours another herd
exclusively
apaches and cocottes fifty of them at least. War and
the underworld.
Violence that is adored by the peaceloving audiences.
"Great guns
I've only twenty minutes for lunch,"
exclaims George Hackathorne, with a worried look.
The juvenile is dressed in the uniform of a British
private in the late war. On his shoulder the insignia of
a Wessex regiment. J
An opening appears. He dives for the door.
phalanx opposes him.
Five lank ladies with cameras

—
—

—

—

:

—

!

A

—

:

—

!

;

The Baby Spot
and notebooks.

Hackathorne
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scribbling autographs

into a vehicle

as fast as he can.
As he writes his eyes hungrily seek
out the plump pies and chocolate cake discernible on
the long table just inside the screened entrance.

for Connie
Talmadge, to

Mr. Hackathorne!

"Mr. Hackathorne!
set right

is

Back on

the

!"

away, please

As he turns from the admiring ladies, back toward
the studio gate, his farewell glance is poignant with longing, as it sweeps the long table where Madame Helene's
pastries repose.

Von

Stroheim's Megrims.

Stroheim's lofty piazza we could see all
the bay of Avalon, an opaque surface, ultramarine,
dotted with the riding lights of craft belonging to
wealthy sportsmen, garlanded along the strand by a line
of golden electric bulbs.
From the boardwalk, from the anchored yachts, faint
sounds of pleasure laughter, the whining voices of
many ukuleles, snatches of song. Through the night
glasses once used by a German sniper we could even pick
tableaux
out especial groups
rapt young men and
maidens, engaged in the eternal preliminaries.
Erich von Stroheim, who normally inhabits a constricted cottage in a prosaic quarter of Hollywood,
stretched out his arm in a gesture that indicated the
glorified bungalow of his neighbor at the seaside resort
Tom Mix. The Mix mansion, strung around the
eaves with colored electric globes in which the color of
orange is dominant, resembles a California orange juice
stand in paradise. On the front is the Mix monogram

—

:

—

in electric letters five feet high.

Von Stroheim swung around and
with his other arm indicated the mighty
pueblo freshly erected by his neighbor
The
on the other side Zane Grey.
Grey establishment is in taste no monogram, no orange lights. Its size is its
imprimatur.
Von Stroheim, who had rented the
cottage he occupied for a month only
grinned at
as much as he could afford
me an urchin grin, and said
"Don, I am going to make enough to
have places like those. I am going to
have a yacht in the harbor. I am going
to pay the grocer and the clothes merI am through with art. - I am going to
chant.
horse opera."

—

—

But

after

Von

has

ma

d e 'his
horse
opera
i n c i d e n-

—

per-

haps,
will

go

his

—

he

wish
back

to

money

to

the realism he cherishes.
I know well

he

will.

Meanwhile, Von
is having fun.
He
has tied up with
He
Joe Schenck.
is
to direct Con-

Talmadge

stance
this

of

first

he himself

all,

in

picture, to be followed
is

by others.

returning to the screen.

And best
He is going

Balkan picture Crown Prince
The
Vladimir Sava Slatibor, called Black Vladimir.

to play the villain in the

name

tells

:

the story.

Von

rented the cottage at Santa Catalina Island in
order to work peacefully. He is there with his wife and
little boy.
Every morning at seven o'clock
he gets into a rowboat andi pulls around
the end of the island to a lonely cove
accessible only from the sea.
Here he
spends the day dressed in bathing suit
dictating the screen story of "Balkan
Love" to a stenographer.
He showed me the story he has blocked
out. This will be no grim-faced adumbration of life, but a burlesque, a comedy
a satire on McCutcheon. The latter wrote
his novel with an aching assumption of
dignity.
Von Stroheim has stripped away

—

—

—

He

"Balkan
d
Love."

e

tally,

From Von

—

be rechristen-

pretention. And when McCutcheon
sees the picture he will be astonished to
behold his dignified and wooden hero with a name suggesting Oxford emerge as Johnny Jones of Detroit,
all this

make

Is Not!

Von is not through with art. He is temporarily
nauseated, as well he might be, by his experience with
"Greed." He is going to make horse opera all right
he is going to make over one of
George Barr McCutcheon's stories,
called "East of the Setting Sun,"

—

Michigan an American go-getter with a Ford agency
Balkans

in the

An End

to the Extra.

The thread

of irony that runs through life in Hollywood, with a recurrent tendency to twine about the deck
and throttle one, is yet of an amusing color.
I stood on one of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stages
before an immense machine.
procession of robed
dolls, fastened to an endless belt, moved through an
arched gate in miniature.
On the roofs of doll-like
houses other dolls, affixed! to. concealed phonograph
records, revolved slowly.

A

I mounted a platform and looked at the scene from
a prescribed angle. Below me stretched Jerusalem. The
horde of taxpayers were passing through the Joffa
Gate.
Crowds moved on the housetops.

"The
least ten

public will never dream but what we used at
thousand extras in this scene," chortled an as-

"This miniature stuff is
sistant director at my side.
the greatest invention of the age.
"In another year," he said with conviction, "there
Continued on page 94
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How Many

Film Celebrities

Do You Know?

Caricatures by Robert Godfrey Quigley
Most of them are
caricature are one hundred and seven figures prominent in motion pictures.
known
and have been
well
you see on the screen regularly, but the remaining few are so
them.
most
of
photographed so often, that you should have little difficulty in recognizing
After you have identified as many of the faces as you can, turn to the key on page 105 of this issue,
But don't give up too soon! You'll be surprised at how
and you will discover how many you' had right.
one face after another will suddenly become familiar if you just keep studying the page.
the above
INplayers
whom
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Would You Trade
Places with

Frances Rich?
other words, would you
to be the daughter of a
Frances Rich
screen star?
finds being a professional
mother's daughter very satisIn

like

factory.

By Myrtle Gebhart
nice being the daughter

it

ISof a movie star
say

it

?

I

should

is!"

Frances Rich shook back
her mop of thick blond hair,
swept a chair free of books
and welcomed me in her vigorous, comradely way.
I found her in the throes of
what she called "a trunk dress
rehearsal." Preparations were
being made for the family's
trip to Europe, where the two
girls, Frances and Jane, will
remain for a year with their
though Irene
grandmother,
must return to work. Having
laid out clothes and books and
trinkets sufficient to fill four
trunks, Frances was endeavor.

ing to figure out a scheme for
all into one.
i "I got twice as much in today as I did yesterday. I'll
have it down pat in another

cramming them

About having
week.
a movie actress for a mother,
well, I don't know any girl
change places
I'd want to
.

.

.

with."

The importance of her first
interview she tried to conceal
by an elaborately casual manner.
I could not imagine this
girl ever displaying undue concern, or the least affectation,
no matter how fussed she
Perhaps it is bemight be.
cause since she was eight she
has been Irene's lieutenant, to
a degree responsible for her
3'ounger sister, Jane, because
so early she was taught to
c! HeiBhton Monroe Irene and Frances Rich, at the time of the tatter's graduation from school in June.
stand on her own feet and help
"You know, I've had such a busy life," she continued
while her mother was earning the bread and butter to
She clips
in her characteristically swift, staccato speech.
keep her brood together, that she is so self-reliant and
and
tennis
plays
she
It is the way
her words short.
practical.
little
movements,
with
quick,
sure
Her frocks were laid out on the bed a couple of swims and walks
wasted energy. She knows exactly what she wants to do
silk dresses for afternoon, one lovely white lace for
or say, thinks rapidly, executes her thoughts decisively.
parties, but few frilly ones, mostly sport things, sweaters
"Until we were able to keep servants I had to help
and skirts. And everywhere a jumble of tennis rackets,
And the last few years I've had
at home after school.
all the
school pennants, manicure set, photos, books
That's enough to
after Jane.
looking
and
studying
my
trinkets which a young girl collects and thinks indis"She's
busy," Frances sighed.
mothers
sixteen
keep
pensable on a journey.
falling off of some
Always
minutes.
two
still
never
write
"See this folio mother bought me so I can
No sooner do I cure one bruise
place and getting hurt.
real leather.
It's
letters on the boat going over?
sweet little rascal—
And look at all the doo-dads inside. I don't have as than she has another. But she's a
many things as some of my chums, but mine are al- don't vou love Tane?

—

—

—

ways

nicer.

"My

mother

is

more

like a sister.

She

'explains'

me

Would You Trade
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by telling everybody that she was married when she was
.scared}- out of her cradle, but 1 don't think- she will
ever get old.
Probably her work keeps her young. I
couldn't say how it would be if she did anything else.

But so many exciting things happen at the studio and
she meets interesting people and docs something different every day. that she says she never has time to look
for wrinkles.
"We're regular

Why,

funny, but some girls
are afraid of their mothers. But mother and I get along
together just as well as if we weren't kin," Frances
snickered.
"We ride most every morning, and go to
the movies in the evenings if she's not too tired and
if I have my lessons done, and Sundays we have a whopping time at the beach.
"Anybody ever criticize me because ray mother's an
actress?" Frances answered my question with decided
spirit.
"I'd like to hear them, just once, that's all
Maybe a long time ago some smart-alecky people didn't
approve of actresses, but everybody's wild about them
now, if they're nice and behave themselves and do good
in the world, like mother does.
She is always doingsomething for somebody.
"And she's more of a lady than some stay-at-home
mothers. I've heard them say the meanest things, and a
lady wouldn't.
lady." Frances pointed an ivory hairbrush at me, "is always tactful and kind and considers
"
other people's feelings
pals.

it's

A

"Like your mother does,"

who came

I

teased,

winking

at Irene,

in just then.

The pride in her tone changed to raillery
saw her mother. "I'm telling her what a very
This is my interview.
bad mother you are.
Do you
"Exactly!"

when

she

really

need to stay?"

"Certainly not," Irene gave an elaborate shrug.» "I
know where I shall be better entertained.
young man
named Jim is cooling his heels downstairs. I believe he
mentioned tennis." She paused, selected a racket, and
laughed at us from the doorway. "He is all of seventeen, but he does plav a skillful game of tennis."
"
"Well,
like— that
And here I
"A lady, Frances dear," I reminded, "is always

A

I—

!

tactful."

My

reward was a wide grin and a quick handclasp.
Frances doesn't throw her arms around you and kiss
you. She grabs your hand in a vigorous way that makes
you feel glad she is your friend, youngster though
she

is.

"Anyway, I'd rather talk to you. He's got freckles.
Yes, mother lets me play tennis with the boys, and go
to movies when there's a crowd and somebody's mother
I can't go alone with one.
along.
The other night she
chaperoned six of us at dinner at a cafe. It was her
first time to be chaperon and she said she never realized
before that she had an almost-grown-up daughter.
"I loved every minute of it, especially when the stars
stopped at our table and I introduced my mother's famous friends to my chums. My, how they envied me
"She's such a good sport," Frances proclaimed, as
she tried to solve the problem of folding three sweaters
into a space where only one could possibly go.
"Some
mothers don't seem to understand things. Why, I've
girl friends who come here to talk things over with
mother, things they're afraid to mention at home because
their mothers are so reticent.
"When I've got something to figure out, not studies
but about friends and oh, well, things," with the young
girl's hesitancy about broaching subjects in which the
mind at fifteen begins to show a vague interest, Frances

—

fidgeted,

"anyhow,

I

just spill

it

all

out and mother

makes everything clear.
She doesn.'t scold and
'You're not old enough to know about that.' She

with Frances Rich?

Places

say,

says,

'Frances,
she's

still

it's

like this,'

pretty

and explains.

young

I

guess

it's

because

herself.

"And she likes to do the things we like. She gets too
much fun out of it to be just pretending, to please us.
Why, last night a bunch came over and we played Nicholas Billiards.
It's loads of fun.
You get so excited
you shriek. Mother played with us and laughed as much
as any of us.
She never acts bored with our crowd,
the way some of the mothers do.

"We

go to the beach every Sunday and have grand
to see my mother swim.
I can beat
her at tennis, but I'm not in her fish class at all.
"We had a good laugh last Sunday. Bert Lytell was
there with Miss Windsor.
He called, 'Irene, bring that
kid sister of yours and join our hot-dog party.' Mother
bristled right up, 'I'll have you understand this is my
daughter.''
Mr. Lytell looked so embarrassed. People
are always taking me for her sister, and even if they
times.

know

You ought

better they forget.

"When the girls at school beg me for autographed pictures of my mother, I swell all up and grow about a foot.
remind them that only very special friends can have one.
usually let them ask for a while. My mother's pictures
are valuable things to have and must be appreciated."
Frances Rich is not a pretty girl, judged by the faI

I

miliar standard, for her face is tanned instead of pink
and white, and her thick mop of hair is usually ruffled.
But there is genuineness in her, a something that Irene
has kept untouched by the petty, artificiality that so soon
sets its stamp upon the flappers nowadays.
There is very little slang in her vocabulary. She is
allowed neither rouge nor lipstick, and powder only on
special occasions.
Instead of slouching and posing, a
deplorable habit I've noticed among schoolgirls too early
self-conscious, she stands very straight, head thrown
back, eyes meeting yours squarely, firm little chin out
where it belongs.
Irene is going to be proud of that girl some day. In
her to-morrows, when perhaps her own day of fame
shall be over, she will find her fullest glory in the
achievement of the daughter to whose character development she has given such thought.

"Having a movie star mother boosts my own stock,"
Frances pointed out another asset.
"With boys, particularly.
I don't pay much attention to them, I've more
important things on my mind, but it's nice to be popular
and get candy and things. And soon as the)' find out
they look so funny and say, 'Oh, are you Irene Rich's
daughter? Well er can I come around some time?'
"There was one bov who thought he was the whole
cake, and the icing.
A wealthy miner's son, older than
our crowd and of course thought we were just kids. I
invited him to my commencement party
we had sixteen,
imagine, each graduate giving one, which made it perfectly lovely.
He acted stuck-up at first, until he met
mother. Then he just stared and stammered. And he
has been camping on my doorstep ever since.
"Another thing, not every girl has a beautiful mother
whom everybody admires and chooses to be queen of
this or that thingamajig.
It's great to watch mother
in the center of a crowd, with everybody making a fuss
over her." To italicize her remarks, one tanned fist shot
into the cupped palm of the other little brown hand, a
boyish mannerism of Frances when she is terribly in
earnest.
Her brown eyes glow and the whole of her
fairly vibrates with an intense vitality.
"Like when she was queen of the Shriners' ball. They
sent cars for us and we rode in the parade.
I told Jane,
'If we weren't Irene Rich's family we'd be standing
there on the sidewalk looking at the parade instead of
being in it.' I pretended I wasn't a bit excited, but I

— —

—

Continued on page 106
i
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THIS

unknown girl, Joyce Compton, has just been
given a long-term contract by First National, and
will be seen for the first time in "Joseph Greer and His
>aughter."
i

PAULINE STARKE
that

it

used to be such a sad

little girl

will be surprising to see her as the brill iam
heroine of "Paris," which Erte will super

and modish
vise for Metro-Goldwyn.
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L2

a long time Edna Murphy hardly knew she was
FOR pictures,
jobs were so slow, but after making a
in

>ew

changes

she

became

the

attractive,

ctress described on the opposite page.

sought-after

—

—
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The Clouds Roll By
Edna Murphy kept smiling
warded;

it

at

trouble

and

looks as though her misfortunes are

now
all

she

is

re-

in the past.

By Helen Klumph

WHEN

she signed a contract a short time ago to
with Leon Errol in "Clothes Make the
Pirate," Edna Murphy threw dignity to the
winds and her hat in the air with a childish and wholly
natural "Whoopee!"
For the prayers that she had almost despaired of offering up had suddenly been answered.
She had looked on it only as a lucky break, a few
weeks before, when she was hired to play opposite
Glenn Hunter in "My Buddy's Wife;" she had shown
only mild surprise when engaged immediately afterward
to play opposite George Hackathorne in "Asleep in the
Deep." But when the Errol picture offered her an engagement right on the heels of the others, she couldn't
restrain herself and act blase any longer.
For it looked
as though Old Lady Opportunity had finally decided to
nail her knocker on Edna's door.
Right on the nice
shiny spot that had been awaiting it for years.
It had seemed for a while as though Edna's career had
come to a dead stop right where it should have begun.
Just when she got past the awkward age of frizzy hair
and stare-y eyes and began to show real promise in network, no jobs were forthcoming. People in the casting
offices seemed to have forgotten that such a person as
Edna Murphy was alive, and when reminded, didn't
seem to think it was particularly important.
That is just the state of affairs that has made many a
girl in pictures go into hiding with a fit of sulks or start
on a round of all-night dance clubs to dance away her
troubles in forgetfulness. Either course is apt to bring
tired lines to the most trusting eyes, and hard, set lines

play

around the mouth.
But Edna is different. She looks ahead. She tried
being philosophical and adopting a Pollyanna pose, and
when she found that she didn't fit that role at all, just
went ahead and lost her temper. And instead of taking
out her fine Irish temper in hating the directors who
didn't hire her, she went to the nearest gymnasium
which happened to be right downstairs at the Hotel
Shelton where she lives and played handball.
4' hack!
she went at the handball, imagining that it was one
of the directors who seemed so blissfully unaware of

—

1

Bang! she hit it again, thinking of
The
the casting directors and their calm insouciance.
benefit to her figure could be measured in inches and
pounds the benefit to her disposition will have to be
her existence.

;

measured by the many chapters written by psychologists on "Release."
Having a superabundance of energy, she went on to
After
the swimming pool, and then to a dancing class.
forgot
how
time
she
a while, she was having such a good
genial,
habitually
such
a
wore
it all had
started, and
sunny smile that people who saw her started asking who
she was.
Even picture directors who had turned her
down a few weeks before were interested. Soon the
break in her luck came and companies began sending
for her.
Now, she is in a happy position, for she is
working all the time, and quite unknown to her, several
companies are studying each new script to see if it has
a part for her.
"I could die happy," she remarked one day, "if just
once I could work tinder John Robertson's direction."
It looks as though she would have that chance, for

about ten minutes later Mr. Robertson was asking

me

who the dear little sunshiny blonde was I had been
lunching with.
When I told' him, he murmured that
he must remember her, he'd need her in a picture soon.
"Oh, dear," Edna wailed when I told her, "I went to
see him about a job months ago and he doesn't even
remember. He looked at me with kindly forbearance
but I could see he didn't like my looks.
I know now
that my clothes were all wrong and that I'm not the
type that can wear make-up, but 1 didn't know it then.
"If a girl waited until she knew how to wear smart
clothes, and how to make up, and how not to put her
worst foot forward, before breaking into the movies, she
might make a successful debut in grandmother roles,
but where would the fun be?"
Edna had been reading the fan magazines avidly and
had taken to heart every bit of criticism of every one
1

else as well as of herself.

m

"Maybe it is hard on the public to bear with
through the awkward age, but they're the only ones who
can tell us how terrible we are. Families never would."
Perhaps you remember Edna's "awkward age" pictures.
As a Brooklyn schoolgirl she played extra it! a
few pictures and then rose to the dizzy heights of stardom with Johnnie Walker in a Fox serial. She went
in for lots of gestures, playing her love scenes staccato
and her dramatic horror scenes with the Australian
Childlike, she was fascinated by the amount of
crawl.
make-up that the human eyelash could support and
loaded it on to the limit.
Even

was a certain naivete and charm to her
engagements
in Universal pictures and a
appearance, and
Then
followed
serial
those
Hal Roach
early pictures.
she came to New York, and suddenly she grew up.
Her irrepressible giggle graduated into a soft, musical
voice with a chuckle in it that has brought her an offer
Her careless, ambling walk
to go into musical comedy.
completely disappeared, and a certain gracious dignity
came into her bearing. Suddenly, Edna was no longer
just one more cute little blonde; she was a personality,
and a mighty ingratiating one.
Edna talks very little, being one of those rare good
listeners who says just the right thing to keep other
people talking.
But occasionally, when we have been
alone, she has expressed herself on the subject of picso, there

ture careers.
"If there only

a starting point and a finishing
through the twilight one
plaintively
line," her voice cut
night when we were sitting in her apartment watching

was

the lights flicker on in the buildings below, "and a man
to shoot off a gun to signal you that you were starting
on your last lap toward success, then you'd know
where you were. But" and she sought to dispel the

—

seriousness of the occasion with a philosophical laugh
"how are we to know when we're through?"
Some sort of explanation was clue from her, for a
few minutes before, I had asked her how she happened
to be in pictures, and she had replied pertly, "Oh, am
pictures ?"
That sort of remark is characteristic of the third dayafter finishing a picture without getting another engagement. There is nothing else in the world so utterly lost
as an actor with nothing to act, and that was the state
I in

Edna was

in.

Continued on page 109

Every motion-picture director admits
Recognition

that in the ranks of

the extras in his
pictures
there
ma}be
a potential Barthe
for
thelmess or Chaney or Pickford or
Extra
Gish, but there are very few who have
either the time or the energy to devote to seeking out
the ones with talent.
The extra has almost no chance
to distinguish himself from the mob.
He is unhonored

no one to champion him and
At least,
see that he gets a chance at something better.
there wasn't, until a short time ago when Ben Lyon
decided to do what he could to remedy the situation.
Young Mr. Lyon knows what it is to work week after
week lost in the background of a picture, unnoticed by
the director, for only a few years ago this popular young
man was playing atmosphere. Now that he doesn't have
to worry about his own opportunities he is going to do
what he can to help others. In each picture in which
he appears he is going to study the extras and pick out
the one who seems most promising.
This one, old or
young, man or woman, is going to receive the Ben Lyon
Award of Merit. It won't be a gold medal, or an
autographed picture of the star, or a message of con-'
gratulation.
It will be all the help that Mr. Lyon and
a committee of writers, one member of which will come
from the staff of Picture-Play, can give professionally.
He will go to all the casting agents and directors
he knows and recommend that the winners be tried out
in parts.
The writers cooperating with him will pub-

and unsung.

licize

them.

There

At

is

least

two

directors

— Howard

Higgin,
appear-

whose "Invisible Wounds" Mr. Lyon is now
George Archainbaud, for whom he made "The
Necessary Evil" will offer encouragement in the way

in

ing, and"

—

of roles to the people he selects.

The manager of a big hotel in New
York is very much concerned because

Don't

Be

a delegation representing a convention
of business men that is to meet there
Mislea
in the late autumn wants to locate some
of the cafes and night clubs they have seen in pictures.
Not for them the stuffy and prosaic confines of the
New York restaurants they have seen. They want
the gilded, gay, spectacular palaces where every one is
vivacious and smart wherein to entertain their delegates.
They know there must be such places because they have
seen them right on the screen. The hotel manager's explanation that scenic designers in the studios are more
extravagant and original than real cafe decorators, was
received skeptically.
So the men have scouted around
New York and although they have found nothing worthy
As for the
of De Mille as yet, they are still hoping.
hotel manager, he says he is going to buy a discarded
But
set from some studio and put it up in his hotel.
all other visitors to New York he would like to counsel,
"If you expect to find it as bright as the movies paint
it,

stay

home."

Occasionally a plaintive voice speaks
out in "What the Fans Think," or in
the columns of professional criticism,
Scenes
asking that the movie makers seek new
The shores of Southern Caliscenes.
fornia and Long Island, the streets of Los Angeles and
Manhattan, and even certain favorite mountaintops are

New

all

too

familiar to movie audiences.

There are vast

stretches of beautiful country occasionally glimpsed in

news

reels or travel pictures that

would

offer a

welcome

change from the old-favorite spots, but few' directors
have courage enough to seek them out. And it requires
courage to take a motion-picture company into a community which, unused to them, all but kills them with
kindness and curiosity and entertainment. Alan Dwan
is willing to face this situation, however, for the sake
of variety in his pictures, and so he has taken Gloria
Swanson and several other players down into West
Virginia to make scenes for "Stage Struck." Another
director, J. A. Fitzgerald, a producer of pictures for
the independent market, is making Opie Read's "Wives
of the Prophet" down in the caves near Harrisonburg,
Virginia, with a company that includes Alice Lake,
Ruth Stonehouse, Niles Welch, and Harry Lee. That
takes two more States out of the ranks of the unfilmed,
but there are

still

plenty of 'others.

men in the motion-picthe actors, the theater
owners, and the critics never agreed
whole-heartedly on the merits of a moG?~ound
tion picture- until the coming of "The
Unholy Three." Often the critics and the actors have
agreed on a picture of which the theater owners said,
"Poison at the box office." Occasionally the critics and
the theater owners have agreed on one that actors have
found lacking in all essentials of Thespian art. For
some reason, professional jealousy perhaps, actors and
theater owners never seem to agree except on the actors*
own pictures. All of which is a minor reason for acT
cording a niche in the film Hall of Fame to "The L n-

One
Common

According

ture

to

industry,

holy Three."
The major one
splendid entertainment.

of course, that

is,

it

is

The "motion

Music
Scores by

Radio

picture of the future"
than the time
allotted by our cautious prophet, Eugene
Clement d'Art, in his article elsewhere

may
in

arrive

this

much sooner

issue.

Experiments have

re-

cently been made, in connection with the showing of the
German picture "Siegfried," with a view of broadcasting
by radio to smaller theaters the musical accompaniment
as given at the special presentation in New York. The

Radio Corporation of America
the idea, and hopes to put it into
future.

experimenting with
effect in the very near

is

To

Please the Chicago Fans

HY,

ask the Chicago fans, aren't more movies laid in
our city ? Haven't we locations around the Loop, and
along the Lake Front, and in our parks that are just
as interesting as those in New York and Los Angeles that we
see so often, over and over again ?
And, in reply, Paramount selected for D. W. Griffith's next
picture, "That Royle Girl," a story laid in the Windy City, and
sent him there to make exterior scenes in places which every one
who knows Chicago will recognize.
Of course, his appearance there attracted such cr<
was with great difficulty that he was

\\

able to

work

at

all,

especially after the

Chicago papers printed columns about
the Chicago society girls who were appearing in the picture.

The two larger pictures show him at
work in Lincoln Park, taking scenes of
Carol Dempster, as the little news girl.
The smaller picture is a location on
Wilson Avenue.
In the early part of the story, Miss
as a small Chicago girl
who has a hard pull keeping herself and
her drunken father alive. At one point/in
greatest despair, she goes to the statue of
Lincoln, and appeals to him for comfort
and encouragement. It is this bit of the
film that is shown being made here.

Dempster appears
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Out!
An

intolerant evening with the censors.

By Don Ryan
ings by K. R. Chamberlain
might know what things to avoid
itself much trouble and exMr. Beetson added that the ensuing reels was
pense.
stuff the general public would never be permitted to see,
but felt he could safely show it to such a selected gathering of those who had at heart the best interests of filmdom. He had ahead}- shown it to selected gatherings
of directors and scenario writers and' now it was the
turn of the men who were nearer the heart of the great
American public than any other group in the industry,
namely the men who directed the publicity activities of
the motion-picture world, to have an eyeful, or words
film

:

that the industry

future and thus spare

in the

THE

to that effect.

of crazy pool at the Writers' Club was
unusually tiresome, in spite of whoops of gayety,
which we emitted at regular intervals to convince
Besides,
ourselves that we were having a good time.

The Wampas cheered loudly and the room went dark.
Mr. Beetson placed himself at my elbow and suggested
adroitly that if I wrote anything perhaps it would be

Donald Ogden Stewart, that uncanny Scot, had cornered
I reached
all of the olives and most of the spaghetti.

mention

for

my

game

hat.

to

h e
names of any
of

''Something
"Don't go!" hissed a voice in my ear.
minutes."
coming
off
in
few
good
a
The speaker who accosted me was one of the young-

not

better

the

t

direc-

tors or actors

who had been
responsi b

1

e

Wampas, that organization of earnest
young men engaged in the noble art of

for these censurable . per-

world the truth about the movies. In otherwords, he was a press agent.
"Fred Beetson's here to-night," said my accoster,
meaningly.
Fred Beetson is the representative of H. R. H. Will
Hays on these western shores.

form ances.

est

members

of the

and credulous
telling the

"See this collar and tie?" the Wampas sniggered.
"We're all wearing wing collars and bow ties to-night
in honor of Mr. Beetson.
He dresses that way. you
!"
know. But listen
The Wampas leaned- closer and his face assumed the
expression of one who is about to pronounce the magic
words, "Prewar stuff!"
Mr. Beetson has six reels of film that the
"Listen!
various
States have cut out of the curcensors of
going to show it to the boys toreleases.
He's
rent
want
if
you
to see something spicy just stick
night.
So
around."
I replaced my hat on the peg and followed him into
the dining room, where the Wampas was assembled in
weekly session.
Mr. Beetson in wing collar and bow tie was just
He was telling
concluding his preliminary remarks.
the assembled company his purpose in exhibiting this

—

—

Mr. Hays had
requested that
there
be no

publicity
and
"Uh-huh!"
I said, which

might be
either a threat

"That might
teach

how

children
to

light

bombs," confided
Mr. Beetson.

Cut That Out!
or a promise, and leaning back in
adjusted my spectacles.

my

chair,

47

carefully

I

"She's stalling! They're in it together and I'm going
'em both!"
The words flared whitely on the flickering background
and the next instant there appeared the ill-favored countenance of a well-known screen heavy. He was thrusting a deadly weapon uncomfortably close to the white
(I decided to keep
throat of a certain popular heroine.
faith with Mr. Beetson.)
"They'd have got away with that scene," confided the
latter at my elbow, ''except that he's holding the gun too
close to her. Three feet is the limit in Ohio."
young damsel, most fair, was
The scene changed.
night.
must have been a costume
It
retiring for the
century,
previous
for she was heavily
from
the
picture
Moreover, her long
clothed against the chill night air.
and luxuriant hair, neatly marcelled and loosened for
the occasion, would have effectually clothed her had no
other garment been available.
"Oh, she's altogether too pretty !" exclaimed Mr.
Beetson.
"The director should have taken that into
Nearly all the censors are women," he
consideration.
added confidentially. "And most of them are er not
to croak

The sequence
in

a comedy

wherein a

bound and
helpless, bit

the burlesque
villain's nose,

was

A

deleted

as being

bad

in

taste.

— —

exactly young ones."
great light dawned on me. At last I understand the
perennial popularity of some of our leading feminine
No censor would ever cut them out.
screen stars.
scene tense with drama now pulsed before our
The heroine, wronged by the villain, had armed
eyes.
herself with a businesslike dagger and was engaged in
pursuing him around the room. She caught him after

A

a

A

ridiculous whiskers, lighting the long fuse of a ridiculous, old-fashioned, cannon-ball bomb by means of a

about

hundred

five

feet,

and gave him what was coming

to him.

"You see," explained Mr. Beetson, in my ear, "she
took too long to kill him. Ten feet is the limit for that
sort of thing in Pennsylvania."
Upon the screen flashed a title disconnected from
_

—

"And you, you poor stiff,
That's why you're a misI

Mr.

you're too lazy to work.

!"

laughed out loud,
frowned,
Beetson

slightly.

"That was
pardonable
the part

of

burning glass.
"That might teach children

of the

to light

bombs," con-

to go to Mexico to start
a revolution," boasted a flippant character in the next
scene.

"That might get the United States into trouble with
Mexico," said my mentor.
"Better croak than be croaked," remarked a philo-

A

an unoversight on
really

the

title

"That word 'croak,' " mused Mr. Beetson, "the censors seem to think it's a little off color."
The next scene showed a close-up of an alarm clock
and an opium pipe.
"Of course they can't get away with an opium pipe,"
said Mr. Beetson.

de-

close-up of a revolver being cocked.
"Children might get hold of revolvers
shoot themselves," he remarked.

some

member

family in the

mission field."

Along came a

and

Appeared the portraits of a dead cat and a
dead dog.
"Cruelty to animals," he explained, succinctly.
Another comedy sequence. The heroine, tied
and helpless, bites the villain on the nose.
"Bad' taste," commented my mentor.

partment. There's hardly
a censor in the land who
hasn't

how

Mr. Beetson.
"We've got enough money

fided

sophical character.

any action

sionary

comedy company. "Moscow" Murphy, the bolshevik,
had threatened to blow up the town. He was shown in

riot-

ous sequence made by

the author

glanced at him sharply. He was not smiling.
I looked back at the screen and saw an
artist painting designs on a pair of plump, girlish calves.
The camera moved upward and I beheld
the lady's face, which was old and wrinkled.
"That makes it worse, you see," explained Mr. Beetson.
At this point I began to tabulate. I observed that
censors have an unqualified aversion to hospitals, hangings and the kissing of a girl while engaged in driving

was

an automobile.

I

]tt

one case
in

hearty

sympathy
with the
censors I

No

than six times did I behold this deed of danger
And for once
ruthlessly cut out by the censor's shears.
nearly run
been
I, also, have
I was in hearty sympathy.
to keep
fail
men
young
who
down by absent-minded
road.
the
their eyes on
less

Next appeared

a

long series of shearings from the
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Cut That Out!

My eyes ached from
looking at one scene after another, all nearly identical,
and all depicting precocious conduct on the part of the
flapper and her male complement.
Dancing that must have heen wicked, for- the young
persons looked as if they were enjoying it. Hip flasks
if the flasks snipped out of hip pockets by censors' shears
were placed end to end they would reach from Sandy
Hook to Venice, California.
"Flaming Youth" type of movie.

—

Bathing suits the one-piece variety that are in vogue
along the Pacific coast are not permitted, if the wearer
is a sylph possessing gracious curves.
Nor is it lawful,
in the eyes of a censor, to
kiss a' young girl and exclaim "Wow!"
Innumerable wise cracks
by the precocious younger
generation most of which

—

could sec the rigid aigrettes bristle on many a hat.
could hear many an acrid voice exclaim: "Well, /
!"
wouldn't
I

I

"The parson's away from home.

There's nobody here
!"
your brat
There might be a sly implication here that preachers
are not attending to business, though, as every one
knows, a parson's work must keep him away from home
a great deal. At any rate, out it came, in spite of the fact
that it is a sentence taken literally from a famous and
highly moral novel that was lately adapted to the screen.
Drinking I expected to see demolished. I lost count
to christen

were aimed at their elders
have been properly sup-

of the drinking scenes that
fell by the wayside.
Nevertheless, I think it
was a little unfair to rule
out one drinking scene. It
was in the garden of a
fashionable
The
hotel.
drink was most evidently

pressed.

lemonade.

:

—

—

Item
listen

"New York

"Let's go out and

:

:

They

to

her
bring

may,

drinking."

Smoking is
upon

feet

her

frowned

He

round,

in

re-

f

i

filthy

of

If a

water into her
face.
But he
should be careful that none of
it

trickles

may

down

a harmless bit from
swimming hole"
old
had been ordered

"Now

please tell me what
the objection to that?"

On

—

At

the first glimpse
a real tug under my vest.
are all sentimental at heart, I suppose.
The scene that was being irised in on the
screen took me back to a certain nearly

"I know.

But the censors do not usually take the
consideration.
It's the individual act that

boards, composed largely of the dangerous
would squelch such a sweeping indictment.
ship

are

all alike.

They

came a scene

me

We

I

I sat still and watched as one vice after another, one
daring act of immodesty after another, was smelled out
and relegated to the limbo of scenes that will never be
shown.
The titles that had been eliminated were more of an
index to the psychology of the censor than were the bits
of action which had been chopped.
"Damn all women !" roared one title.
It did not take Mr. Beetson to tell me that censor-

"Women

last

of which gave

'protested, "in the picture."

story into
offends."

that

after

brides.

supposed to be
girl,"

observa-

was

too rough that will never be released to feed
the blood lust of our bank clerks and their

Beetson, patiently.
"She's
with her mouth
open. That's bad manners."
she's

ing

reaching a certain pitch, becomes vcrbotcn

—

ill-mannered

out.

my

of

interest-

Many
in the eyes of a great many censors.
were the fights in which the contestants got

chewing

"But

is

go.

violence,

in a boyish bob
chewing
gum.
"Don'tyou see !" asked Mr.

an

cigarette.

woman

One
most
tions

the screen a close-up
of a flapper

had appeared

Es-

of the

the offender the
entire sequence

her bosom.

is

Kansas.

pecially

dash a
pure

quired,
glass

no
on

take

chances

fatigue her escort shall not

rub

Mr.

everything
sometimes.

from

faint

that,"

Beetson. "They
cut
out
soda
fountains
and

Item "Granny, you have an
evil mind."
If a young
woman happens
to

did

remarked

moonlight."

the

to

give

when they

sex,

love!"

forgotten period of my life: my boyhood on a farm.
old swimming hole, dappled with the shadows of
overhanging willows. The worn, narrow path through
high meadow grass. The figures of half a dozen boys.
I felt as if I should like to shout: "The last one
" but I was forestalled.
in
The youngest member
of the tribe
gave tongue
a sunburned boy of twelve
with the familiar cry. He whirled, on the brink of the
pool, so that his back was turned toward us.
With a lightning movement he hauled off his calico
shirt.
The thin bare back of an adolescent boy with its
high, peaked shoulder blades was exposed.
The film stopped. The lights went up.
"That's all," remarked Mr. Beetson.
"That's enough!" I rejoined.

The

.

—

—

:

Fun

All

It's

William Haines greets both ups

and downs with enthusiasm.

By

A. L.

5

Wooldridge
t

THE

kid with the dark
hair and dark eyes turned
to the kid with the light
hair and blue eyes on the streets
of the small Virginia city and
said

"Got any money?'/
"No,"
other
replied.
the
"Have you?"
"No. But I've got a shawl
pin with a li'le diamond in it
that belonged to my grandmother.
in

S'pect

I

pawn

could

it

Richmond."

"My mother's got a collection
of old coins put away.
I c'n
swipe them and pawn 'em, I
guess."
"Let's do it!"

So they struck out from
Staunton, their little home town
nestling in the hills of old Virginia,

see

to

world.

what was

They made

it

in the
to Rich-

mond, where the shawl pin and
the old coins went into hock,
the pin for thirteen dollars and
the coins for sixteen dollars.

William Haines, new leading

man
all

for

Mary

that he

is,

Pickford,
all

says

that he ever
owes to that

hopes to be, he
little shawl pin.
If he hadn't
owned that pin, he couldn't have
got from Richmond to Hopewell, Virginia. And if he hadn't
got to Hopewell, he couldn't
have got the job pushing a truck
in

the

And

DuPont powder

plant.

he hadn't got the job in
the DuPont powder works he
couldn't have started the dance
hall.
And if the dance hall
hadn't burned, he wouldn't have
got out of Hopewell and into
New York. And if he hadn't
been in New York, a young
if

woman

casting scout for Metro-

Goldwyn wouldn't have stopped
him on the street and asked him
go into pictures. And if he
gone into pictures he
likely would not have known the
fun there is in this old world
and how it seems to be squashed
between the eyes by disaster one
minute only to have bank notes
pushed at you the next.
I sat in a dressing room with
Bill Haines at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio in Culver
to

hadn't

Continued on *page 104
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The Screen
A

critical

summary
By

of the

Sally

celebrities the rest of us couldn't

weren't any
IF there
around complaining
sit

that they weren't

good
that an

as

as they used to be.
It hardly seems fair
experienced and conscientious person should reach the
top of the ladder only to have a lot of warped natures,
mine included, sit at the bottom watching meanly for the
first slip.
Maybe the critics are too critical, and then

again, possibly the artist is too much an artist.
When I went to see Charlie Chaplin in "The Gold

Rush,"

I

in

went remembering him in "The Kid," "Shoul"The Pilgrim," and many others, and just

der Arms,"

Review

latest

photoplays.

Benson

Caricatures by John Decker

it.
The Pagliacci idea of the clown whose hollow
laughter hides a broken heart has been used so often
that I can scarcely go to the circus and see these pitiful
creatures through my tears. I don't want to be amused
if it's going to be painful.
To be sure there are wonderful things in "The Gold
Rush." I liked the fight in the log cabin over a gun
with the gun always pointing at Charlie.
I liked his
beautiful politeness when he danced with Georgia at the
dance hall with a rope tied around his trousers to keep
them up, and a large collie dog at the end of the rope.

to

as old men will say that
the girls aren't so pretty
as they used to be or the
songs not half so tuneful,

say that

I will

being ingratiating.

There

tell

them

able

sit

perfectly

W.

in

ing wistful.

and

immensely.

One

magazine,

I

might be

even,
I

really

mean.

Mr.

much more important

being funny than he is being poignant. I don't want
a big fine thing made of
my coarse and loud laughter. I feel a little like a lady
I know who complained, "That radio music is getting so
refined that you can hardly hear it."

Chaplin has more pathos and less comedy than usual
"The Gold Rush.

own laughter. If a funny man happens to
funnier and harder than other funny men, some
one is sure to say that he is really great, and by calling
him great, they have made him important, and important
things are taken seriously, which is not good for a
comedian.
Chaplin used to be a ridiculous little man who every
now and then seemed a little sad. Now he is a sad
little man who everv now and then seems a little ridiculous.
Personally, I don't like my comedy with strings
_

think Charlie Chaplin

I
is

Chaplin used to be a funny man first and an artist unintentionally, now he is an artist on purpose and a
funny man only when it's absolutely necessary. However, I don't think this is entirely his fault.
It is the
fault of the people who, not content with being hilariously entertained by him, had to label him an artist to
fall

is,

McKay.

more Anglo-Saxon and say what

justify their

cry

lin made effective use of
the name "Georgia." Every
time Georgia Hale entered
a scene, the name "Georgia"
was thrown on the screen.
It had the effect of making her seem something
very rare and desirable,
and not just the heroine
of a story.
Miss Hale is
pretty and graceful. MackSwain is good as Big Jim

the happy ending.
Seeing Charlie a
multimillionaire
with
a
valet and two fur coats,
both of them on at once,

me

My

"Louder and funnier."
In his direction, Chap-

I did like

of the coats had an
embroidered
lining
to
prove that he was even
more ultra than plus.
The picture lacks pep.
If this weren't such a nice

C. Fields.

pathetic, not because
he couldn't help it, but because he meant to be, and
if
a man can make an
with
audience
scream
mirth, it is a waste of time
for him to go about look-

wondering whether to

cheered

is

too

miser-

didn't like the story

In fact
superb.

But Chaplin was mostly

laugh or to bite their finger nails.
"The Gold Rush" has a
plot' and a happy ending.
I

is

only one person
near the standard he has set, and he is

advance that things ai'e
both dramatic and funny,
because instead of relaxing to the fun or bracing
themselves for the drama,
they

comedy

who comes

"The Gold

isn't
so
nearly
funny. In fact it is called
"a dramatic comedy" which
in itself is a mean trick to
play on an audience.
It

fair to

his

all

Rush"

isn't

him when he was

I liked

.

A

in

Spectacle with a Moral.

"The Wanderer," the new Paramount

spectacle,

is

one

of those pictures that point a moral and have lots of
fun doing it. There is more time taken to show the
downward path than there is the upAvard one. Vice
reigns throughout a greater part of the picture with time
out every now and then for a mother to put a lamp in
the window for her boy's return.
It is the story of the prodigal son, or as the advertising posters have it, "The first boy who went wrong and
"
the girl who led him astray. Both in 'The Wanderer.'
Well, it does show him going wrong, just about as
wrong as I have ever seen, and while in the end he

The
does admit

it,
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was not im-

it

pressive.

William

Collier,

is

Jr.,

a difficult part to play and he does
it as well as
any one could.
There were times when he
hung a bashful head a little
too often, but I liked him
when he wasn't taken up with
being' just a boy.
Greta Nissen is indeed the
Jether, the son.

who

girl

leads him astray.
was no doubt about
She was photographed

There
that.

every

to

It is

and she

advantage,

possible
justified

She

it.

is

not pretty when she smiles, but
I don't think any one noticed
that.

Ernest Torrence

means the
Tola,

as

by

is

all

best of the picture,
the first bad egg.

Wallace Beery comes in for
his share of the sin, too.

Toward

the very end, there
one of the very best disasters I have ever seen.
The
is

entire city falls as

William Collier, Jr.,

The photography during these
scenes is really fine, and the coals of fire coming down
from the heavens were beautiful. There are some lovely
pictures of shepherds and sheep, too.
Frankly, I see no point in a picture of this type. I
see no need to jazz up Bible stories with a lot of girls
from the ballet schools and the beaches. The story was
no more than a country boy out with his first chorus
girl, and no amount of long beards and Biblical sub.

make it anything else. Not only that but
was one unnecessarily disgusting incident in it.
I am no moralist, but I think things should be labeled
correctly.
They make them do it on the tomato cans.
Raoul Walsh directed it. Kathlyn Williams, Tyrone
'Power, and Snitz Edwards were also in the cast.
could

there

Some
"The Goose

Intelligent Acting.

Woman"

is

something new

in pictures.

has for its principal character a woman who is dirty,
not young, and depressingly drunk. Many pictures have
had heroines touch bottom in such picturesque places as
opium dens in Shanghai, or dens of vice in Paris, but
few of them have the courage to be as realistic as this
It

one.

In "The Goose Woman," a Universal-Jewel picture,
Louise Dresser plays the part of an opera singer, Marie
de Nardi, who. having lost her voice when her baby is
born, succumbs to the tragedy and seeks forgetfulness
in hundreds of cases of synthetic gin.

She
empty

lives in a filthy shack,

bottles,

until

a

raises geese,

and

collects

murder brings her before the

public eye again.
Her son, whom she blames for her
bad luck and hates accordingly, is accused of the murder.

Just

when

"the first boy to

go wrong,"

in

"The Wanderer."

punishment

on these pagan people.

titles

is

things look pretty black, her love for

him comes to the surface, a minor character confesses to
the murder, and everything is pretty and pink at the
end.

Louise Dresser gives a performance that is better than
a good one. You will have to figure that one out for
yourselves. Her reform seemed a little too sudden, but
that was undoubtedly due to the fact that there was
nothing more to be done about her. I couldn't help but
wonder if, after all the excitement of reforming was

and with her voice still gone, she wouldn't backlittle bit on the longer winter evenings.
It is
lovely to have people urging you to see light, but it must
be quite a let-down, after you are finally saved, to be
left alone again.
I always sympathized with Huck
Finn's pa who signed the pledge, and immediately got
drunk, fell off the roof, and broke his arm.
Jack Pickford seems to enjoy being cast as a son.
Perhaps it is because he is one in real life. Constance
Bennett is again exceedingly attractive and well dressed.
The big disappointment of the picture for me was
over,
slide

a

when they
I

killed

can think of

Marc MacDermott

lots of others

in

the

first

reel.

they might have conveniently

sacrificed instead.

Old New York and Betty Bronson.
"Not So Long Ago" is a rather tedious picture, with
The rumor
Bettv Bronson as the principal attraction.
is that she has indeed arrived successfully, but in "Not
So Long Ago" I do not see that she does anything that
any capable young person could not handle equally well.
The Gishes and Mae Marsh, as embryo stars, had twice
her charm.
This picture was taken from the stage play by Arthur
Richman.
It is the story of an innocent New York
with its volunteer firemen, placid streets, and tandem
bicycles.
Sidney Olcott evidently attempted to make it
"Little Old New York," but it seems a little
miniature
a
too affected for

my

taste.

is a poor inventor, who is strugNecessity
gling to invent a carriage without a horse.
forces her to take a position as seamstress at the wealthy
Bollards' home, where young Billy Ballard, the son of
the house, soon fires her romantic fancy. She makes up
beautiful lies about his attentions to her until her bluff
is called.
Of course he really does fall in love with
her, and the horseless carriage does run a while before

Betty Dover's father

blows up.
Ricardo Cortez is handsome and stilted as Billy Ballard.
Laurence Wheat was the other young man. He
had one of those comedy parts. I thought Jacqueline
Gadson, as Ursula Kent, both pretty and worth seeing.
I haven't seen her before but I hope I shall again.
it

The
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There was a lot about mortgages and "just one week
more and I will pay the note." The picture isn't nearly
as nice as the play.
That had the beautiful line in it,
worthy of Booth Tarkington's young folk, "I was a
moth, attracted by a flame I was a mouse, attracted
;

by a piece of cheese."
Wild, Wild Horses.
time at "Wild Horse Mesa."
Wild
horses seem to have taken the place of the covered
wagons. The only thing left for next year is to get a
wild horse in a covered wagon, or train it to pull one.
They seem as plentiful as the "Elsie" books.
This time we have the horses in Arizona with some
superb scenery and plenty of thrills. The story is about
the attempted capture of the herd, with all the Indians,
horse thieves, and romance that would naturally follow.
Jack Holt is in it and he is a superb rider. Seeing him
mount and dismount en route is as much fun as anyBillie Dove is the girl, chased, but not
thing I know.
caught, by Noah Beery and a company of wild horses.
This is a splendid Western melodrama with a fine cast.
There is a lovely grandmother in it, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is fine as the lovesick young brother.

had a

I

fine

Two

Topsies and Sometimes More.

"Winds
It

of Chance" is the gold rush taken seriously.
directed by Frank Lloyd of "Sea Hawk" fame,
adapted from the novel by Rex Beach.

is

and
There

enough room

in this magazine to tell the
the hero and he finds everything but
The program says that
the gold he started out for.
there are twenty-two hundred extra characters, including one hundred and fifty original gold-rush sour doughs,
gamblers, Indians, Mounted Police, dog sledgemen. and
so forth. I don't know what the ''and so forth" stands
for except possibly Ben Lyon.
plot.

isn't

Ben Lyon

is

Louise Dresser gives better than a good performance

in

"The Goose Woman."

Instead of one quaint old character, there are four of
them.
Two of them are dear old men, rough and all
that, but with hearts of gold, and the other two are
confidence men, also with hearts of gold. There is no
end to the antics of these four, absolutely no end. Claude
Gillingwater and Charles Crockett are the old cut-ups,
and John T. Murray and Fred Warren are the young
ones.

There are two heroines, the Countess Courteau, played
by Anna O. Nilsson, and Rouletta Kirby, played by
Viola Dana. Miss Nilsson wears charming dresses of
the late 1890s, but she has a tendency to handle every
one within reach.
I have never seen people pat and
clap one another about so except in pictures. And must
a lady, to be attractive, keep a firm hand on a manly

arm ?
Viola Dana simply can't convince me that she is just
a slip of a thing. She looked more natural when she
took a hand dealing faro.
There are three bad men in it, and a French Canadian.
If you ever want to surfer, you must have the man behind you read the subtitles in French-Canadian dialect
out loud. They were pretty bad reading in the fastness
of my mind, but when "Poor leetle seek bird, 'Poleon
weel tak' care of you," is actually said, it becomes al-

most unbearable.
There is one of those fights in the dark in it, and some
wonderful pictures of boats shooting the rapids.
The fur coats made it look just like a Yale-Harvard
football game.
Interesting But Lukewarm.
"The Home Maker," adapted from the

othv Canfield,

baby

a

story by Dorgood picture injured by too much

talk.

It is the

who

is

can't

story of an efficient woman and a husband
Fortunately, he becomes
up to her.

live

The

Screen
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comes home again with a brand-new
of ideas as to how things should be run.
In fact
he gets to be a sheriff himself.
There is a sheriff who has designs on Emmy, and he
comes to no good end.
but, of course, he
set

Lucille La Verne plays the part of Ma Cagle which
she played in the stage production in New York.
She
is
a finished, capable actress.
There is a delightful
scene between Conrad Nagel and Miss La Verne when
he returns home from France, chewing gum and all,
and tells her how he won the war.
I can't say enough about Conrad Nagel's work in
this picture.
He was always excellent. Pauline Starke,
as a little wild thing, looked more like Gloria Swanson
than ever, and seemed almost too cute at times.

Constance

The most

— Not

at

artificial picture I

Her

Best.

have seen

latelv is

from Paris," starring Constance Talmadge.
just about as tawdry as anything I have ever

"Her

Sister

I

it is

seen.

think

Evidently, a great deal of money has been spent on
the production and on Miss Talmadge's clothes.
It
would have been better spent buying fur-lined cuff links
for the Java coffee pickers.
The story by Hans Kraely is supposedly laid in
Vienna, and while the signs around the sets were undoubtedly in German, I was never for one instant transported any farther than Broadway and One Hundred
and Tenth Street. Joseph Weypnger, a young Viennese
author, and his wife, Helen, do not live amiably together.
They are shown in good old funny-paper fashion, breaking the china.
Helen leaves him, and he decides to throw off dull care for wine, women, and song.

Alice Joyce has

and has

crippled

in a very interesting
"The Home Maker."

a cold role

to

stay

home while

Helen's sister, La- Perry, is a famous dancer and it is
with her that the abandoned husband and the family
friend seek diversion.
Luckily, she is a twin sister,
and Helen takes advantage of this to impersonate
her gay, gay twin and win her husband back.
She
wins him by backing him into corners where there is no

picture,

escape.

There
she, just as

for-

She
is forced to earn a living for the family.
succeeds in business where he has failed, and he makes
home a pleasant place to be.
It is an interesting story, not badly done.
I thought
most of the home scenes were excellent. It was the
kind of house where a spot on the floor looked larger
than it should.
Alice Joyce was very cold as the wife.
I have seen
a great many women like her and I thought she was as
good as she has ever been. Clive Brook was the easytunately,

going husband.

The two

older children were all right, but there was
a great deal too much of the little tot. Yes, he was a tot.
"Sun Up," was one of the pleasantest pictures of the
month. In the first place Lucille La Verne is in it, and
in the second place Conrad Nagel is entirely rejuvenated
in it.
I expected Miss La Verne to be excellent, but I
wasn't thinking about Conrad Nagel one way or the

He

usually such a neat, polite young man, but
pep.
This is the story of the Carolina mountaineers. The
Widow Cagle and her son Rufe live in a little shack
shut off from civilization by the hills.
Her father and
her husband having been killed by "revenooers," she
other.
as

is

Rufe Cagel he has humor and

spends most of her time hating the law and wondering
when Rufe will avenge their deaths. Rufe isn't nearly
as interested in the feud as he is in the little girl next
door, Emmy Todd.
When the war breaks out, Rufe
goes to fight for France which he says is "about forty
mile t'other side of Asheville."
He is reported dead,

is

the longest, crudest, dullest,

bedroom scene

in

Constance lives
captivity in "Her Sister from Paris."
up to such subtitles as "How that man can kiss!" and

"A woman's

glory

may

be her hair, but

it's

her ankles

that get her there."

Ronald Colman

If he
is not so good in a light role.
He
a comedian, Jackie Coogan is a big silent Dane.
doesn't seem happy doing it, not even when he crushes
a pencil in his hand under the fervor of Miss Tal-

is

madge's embraces.

The
had
well.

friend of the family

is

George K. Arthur, who

"Sun Up," which he handled fairly
In "Her Sister! from Paris," however, the bad

a small part in

witch has cursed him, too, because he acts and looks
an anxious spaniel.

like

e

One with Lots

of Acting.

"The Ranger of the Big Pines" is notable principally
for the superb performance of Eulalie Jensen as Lize
She is a stunning-looking woman, and
Weatherford.
plays with vigor.
The story is pretty bang, bang. Kenneth Harlan is
as neat as a pin as a great big ranger, who is pretty
well protected throughout by his womenfolks, who won't
let any one harm a hair of his head.
Helene Costello, daughter of Maurice Costello, is the
daughter. There was a bit of excitement when Eulalie
Jensen sent her daughter out to rescue her lover, sayIn my day women
ing, "This gun was your father's.
fought for their men." Or words to that effect.
Continued on page 112
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WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.
"Beggar on Horseback" Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic
stage play. Clever nonsense, perfect^

—

done.

"Don Q"— United

Artists.

Douglas

FOR SECOND CHOICE.

the Zorro type of
role, is more magnetic and entertaining than he has been in years.
His
playing of an
adventurous young

lent.

Spaniard is a delight. Warner Oiand
and Donald Crisp contribute clever
performances, while Mary Astor is

"The

Fairbanks, back

lovely as the

in

girl.

"Freshman, The"— Pathe.
Harold
Lloyd's "latest and best."
College
football from an uproarious angle.
"Grass" Paramount.
A rare and
beautiful picture of the tribes of Persia and their journeys to the grassy
plains.
Actually filmed in Persia, it
has gorgeous scenery.

—

"He Who Gets Slapped"— MetroGoldwjm. Lon Chaney is magnificent
as the clown of the Andreyev stage
play, produced by Victor Seastrom. A
picture of rare power.
"Isn't
Life
Wonderful?"— United
D.

Artists.

W.

Griffith's

simple

but

powerful story of after-war conditions
in Germany, centered around a Polish
refugee family. Carol Dempster is surprisingly fine in the leading role.

"Kiss Me Again"— Warner.
Ernst
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
funny.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Clara Bow, and John Roche give excellent performances.
"Last Laugh, The"— Universal.
A
German film of revolutionary technique.
Simple character study, without subtitles, made understandable and
appealing by Emil Jannings.
"Sally of the Sawdust"— United Art-

The lightest and most entertaining picture D. W. Griffith has made in
years.
Carol Dempster is engaging
as the
circus
hoyden and W. C.
Fields' screen debut as her rascally
but lovable guardian is highly sucists.

cessful.

—

"Shore Leave" Inspiration. Richard
Bartheimess is very funny as a gob
romancing with a village dressmaker.
Dorothy Mackaill as the girl helps

make

this great

"Siege"
ture of

entertainment.
A simple

— Universal.

pic-

New England

prejudices, remarkable principally for its finely suggestive direction by Svend G?de and
the poignant, human performances of

Mary Alden,
Virginia Valli.

Marc McDermott, and

"Siegfried"— Ufa. The beautiful and
famous legend of the last pagan,
gorgeously produced by the German

company. It is a fantastic and lcvely
picture, which you shouldn't miss.
"Unholy Three, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best pictures of the year.
Lon Chaney and
Mae Busch give perfect characterizations.

"As No

Man Has Loved"— Fox.

A

sincere and touching production of the

Edward

Edward

masterpiece,
Country," with
Hearn and Pauline Starke.

"Black Cyclone"
picture

which

Hale

Everett

Man Without

a

— Pathe.

An

unusual

featuring Rex, the horse, in
the human actors are merely

incidental.

—

"Crowded Hour, The" Paramount.
The story of a girl who went to war to
be near her lover and stayed to be spirBebe Daniels
itually
rejuvenated.
plays her with sincerity and animation.

—

From
"Declasse" First National.
Corinne
the Zoe Akins stage play.
Griffith appears as the lovely English
hounded by scandal.
— Metro-Goldw}^. Rupert Hughes in his lighter moments.
Fast-moving comedy of premarriage
aristocrat

"Excuse Me"

complications.
"Fool, The" Fox. A sincere presentation of Channing Pollock's st-.ge
play, with Edmund Lowe as the handsome young minister who sets out to
lead a really Christian life.

—

"Friendly Enemies"
tributing.

— Producers

Weber and

screen version

of

their

DisFields in a
stage tactics

Rather
and making up.
entertaining comedy.
"Great Divide, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Antique movie plot made enjoyable through expert treatment and the
acting of Wallace Beery, Alice Terry,
and Conway Tearle.
"His Supreme Moment" First NaRomantic love scenes between
tional.
Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman,
and some attractive color photography
make this worth seeing.
"How Baxter Butted In"— Warner.
Matt Moore in an amusing farce about
a clerk in a newspaper office.
"I'll Show You the Town"— Universal.
One of the best chances Reginald
Denny has had to sho." his flair for
comedy. He plays an absent-minded
professor whom no one will leave
of

fighting

—

alone.

—

Me" Associated ExhibDouglas MacLean in a someitors.
times slow, but mostly amusing comedy about an Alpine guide.
"Kivalina of the Ice Lands" Pathe.
Another picture of life among the Eskimos. Not as good as "Nanook," but
interesting and educational.
"Learning to Love" First National.
A rollicking farce on how to get a husband.
Constance Talmadge and An"Introduce

—

—

tonio

Moreno

makes for a rollicking
Monte Blue is the hero.

gold that

—

"Are Parents People?" Paramount.
A faithful and amusing picture of married life, complicated by a modern
child.
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vidor, and Betty Bronson are all excel-

are the principals.

An
"Limited Mail, The"—Warner.
old-fashioned thriller about wrecked
trains and engineers with hearts of

—

time.

—

"Lost a
Wife" Paramount.
An
adaptation of the French play "Banco," which doesn't mean much except
for the screen debut of the lovely
Greta Nissen. Adolphe Menjou plays
the suave husband.
"Lost World, The"— First National.
A novel picture, dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hu-

man

actors.

—

"Lucky
Devil,
The" Paramount.
Another chance for Richard Dix to
look graceful and winning in an automobile.
Good entertainment, with
Esther Ralston as the pretty heroine.
"Madame Sans Gene" Paramount.
Not Gloria Swanson's best, but well
worth seeing.
The genuine French
backgrounds and settings are strik-

—

ingly lovely.

"Miracle
of
the
Wolves"— Paramount. A French production showing
up Louis XL in a new light. Costumes
and settings are interesting and authentic, but the plot

is

rather

silly.

—

The"
Metro-Goldwyn.
A.n ingenious melodrama, in which Lon
Chaney plays a lunatic doctor.
"My Wife and I"—Warner. A cheap
"Monster,

story made into excellent entertainment through the acting of Constance

Bennett,

Irene

Rich,

and

Huntley

Gordon.

—

"New Lives For Old" Paramount.
Betty Compson as a beautiful French
dancer involved in intrigue.
"New Toys" Inspiration. A domestic
comedy in which Richard Bartheimess
and Mary Hay, properly enough, play

—

the couple.
"Night Club, The"— Raymond Griffith
in
an excruciatingly funny comedy
about a bridegroom deserted at the altar.

Louise Fazenda and Vera Reyn-

olds help the

humor

considerably.

"Night Life in New York"— Paramount. An amusing and authentically
set story of an Iowan's adventures

Rod La
the bright lights.
Rocque is good as the "Western sap,"
while Dorothy Gish and Ernest Torrence also contribute some fun.
Home Week" Paramount.
"Old

among

—

Better than the average Thomas Meighan picture of the small-town pattern.
Lila Lee is unusually pretty as
the girl.
Paradise" Paramount.
to
"Paths
Raymond Griffith does it again.
Smooth, expert comedy on a crook
theme. Betty Compson appears as a
lady crook.
Exhibitors.
Associated
"Percy"
Charles Ray back in his old forte of
the bashful boy painfully growing into

—

—

a

man.

—

Ladies" Metro-Goldwyn.
Mostly glorifying the Ziegfeld "FolFamous stage personages are
lies."
represented, while Zasu Pitts gives a
good performance as the plain and
lonely comedienne of the show.
"Pretty

Continued on page 118
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Hollywood High Lights
Surveying the adventures, both intimate and incandescent, of the film

By Edwin and
has a
HOLLYWOOD
surprise the world

mystery, and it may
that it surrounds
to
Where does she go ? what does she
Lillian Gish,
do ? are the questions that everybody has been asking.
She has remained in virtual isolation ever since she came
to California, and this is not in accord with the newer
rules of the colony.
These prescribe that one be gregarious
we believe that is the word or else utterly
unusual.
Lillian spends much of her time, as is her
wont, reading and studying, and seldom goes to social
affairs, except to those at

new

learn

—

—

—

Elza Schallert

Mae Murray,

in which their father has the lead.
just a vacation trip that brought them to California, as they have been going to college in the East.

ring
It

was

Now, however, they want to stay
who desires them to continue with

so, will permit them to do so.
At latest
Mr. Bushman was weakening a little, and one
cannot blame him, for the two girls are very charming
and have been very companionable to him, and to his

reports,

son, Ralph,

who

is

now

starring in a series of independent productions.

We

suspect it will be
only a comparatively short
time now before the older
of Irene Rich's daughters
makes her debut. No pro'
ducer can be long oblivious to her bright personal

preside.

Miss Gish has also upShe
rehearsed her production
set other precedents.

of

"La Boheme"

tirety in the

on, if their father,
their education for

another year or

Doug and Mary

which

folk.

in its enaccepted Grif-

was

attractions.

The

busy for weeks acting out
her tragic role before the
camera ground a single

accompany

their

fith

fashion.

time.

When

She

there

nearly

practically

were

unknown

Club.

Colleen a Linguist.

Trust Colleen Moore to
do something clever whenever she has the chance
and it isn't always on the

in

the Western studios.
It
is the custom to rehearse
each scene separately, and

photograph

Some
actors

know

it

screen, either.

She and her husband,
John McCormack, had an
amusing experience while

immediately.

of the time the
are lucky if they
what the story is

More than a few
have confessed to us that
they never see the script
on
certain
pictures
in
which they play, and that
they have only a very hazy

now

mother
everywhere, and

one of their principal joys
is the days that they have
spent at their beach home
Frances
this
summer.
Rich is an excellent swimmer, and won a cup recently offered by the Beach

no settings ready, she
went through the action
on a bare stage with a
table
and a chair for
props, just as is done in
th,e spoken drama.
Lillian has always
worked on her pictures
that way, but her method
is

girls

traveling to Basel, Switzerland, while on their recent European trip, and
one which indicates Colleen's humorous turn of

about.

mind.

"Please! Dad, let us stay!" That's what Virginia and Lenore Bushman
are begging of their famous father, after playing a bit in a picture
What chance do you think he has to
during their summer vacation.

They were

traveling in

notion of the character
a compartment, and sevgot
Frenchmen
eral
they are supposed to intersend them back to college?
aboard, finding seats bepret.
Miss Gish's method,
side them.
while it may be thought too expensive for universal
The Frenchmen were immediately attracted,
adoption, is considered excellent, because it puts the
and desired to make an impression. They successively
player so thoroughly in the mood of the picture, before
talked in French, German, Italian, and English, hoping
the filming itself begins, and doubtless goes far to exto get a response from Colleen and John, who smiled
plain the heights she has attained as an actress.
inwardly at their efforts.
Then of a sudden, Colleen leaned forward, and said
Younger Bushmans Arrive.
to her husband
"Awt-way oo-day oo-yay ink-thay of-ay ees-thay
Directors will have to sit up nights soon trying to find
eeple-pay ?"
places for the second generation in the films, if the presWhereupon John in his best pigeon English answered
ent influx of sons and daughters of the famous keeps
"Ere-thay ee-thay unk-bay" meaning, if you can't hapup. Dolores and Helene Costello both have their dainty
pen to translate
feet on the first rung of the ladder leading to fame, and
"What do you think of these people?"
now two new arrivals, Virginia and Lenore Bushman,
:

—

have expressed their desire to achieve a career. They
have been playing bits in "The Masked Bride," star-

"They're the bunk."

"Lay ink-thay o-say

oo-tay," answered Colleen, while

06
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the Frenchmen stared and stared at them, trying to
out what outlandish nationality was theirs.

New

make

Double Trouble.

Only one disconcerting circumstance has arisen to
disturb Dorothy Mackaill's peace of mind since she has
been making "Joanna with a Million" in California, and
suddenly discovered resemblance

between
most astonishing, but
Dorothy does really look exceptionally like Miss Davies
since she has bobbed her hair.
A clerk at the Beach
Club recently even insisted on giving her a telegram be-

that

is

her and

the

Marion Davies.

It

is

longing to the other star, saving, "Why, I know you're
Miss Davies."
Such resemblances were once supposed to be very
damaging to a star's professional future, but they do not
seem to make so decided a difference now. Jacqueline Logan and
May McAvoy look quite a bit
alike, as do Anna O. Nilsson and
Greta Nissen. Their talents have
never been confused on the screen,
however, nor do we believe that
those of Miss Mackaill and Miss
Davies could possibly be, either.
The former's success has been
chiefly won in emotional and dramatic portrayals, whereas Miss
Davies is essentially the comedi-

Near-domestic Drama.
by
merest
the
chance, Barbara La Marr and
Just
Jack Daugherty came within an ace of meeting at the
railroad station, when Barbara arrived on the Coast a
few weeks ago. Jack, you know, is now one of Barbara's numerous ex's, although they are not divorced
but merely separated. Jack had no expectation of meeting Miss La Marr, but was waiting for another train
to come in.
Unfortunately for the interested group
of onlookers he did not stay until the arrival of Barbara's train.

Miss La Marr was badly laid up the first few
weeks after her return, owing to an infection of the
throat; and the start of her picture, "Spanish Sunlight," in which she is to be cofeatured with Lewis
Stone, was consequently delayed.

The Hollywood Hoodoo
The jinx is still at larg

Players have never suffered
so many accidents and injuries
Zasu Pitts is only
as this year.
just recovering from a fractured
skull, an injury that she sustained as a result of an automobile wreck that occurred while
she was on the way to visit her
former home at Santa Crnz,
California.
The driver of the
machine in which she was riding
lost control apparently on a steep
mountain road, and the car

enne.

Barrymore Will Stay On.
Pictures have evidently captured a real hold on John Barrymore this time, for instead of making two
features
for
Warner
Brothers as originally announced

plunged down an one-hundredand-fifty-foot

a time

Hollywood during his stay. It
their first visit to the Western
film metropolis.
Mrs. Barrymore,

in
is

known

"She entered into
quite independently,

Ernest Torrence

is

no doubt a prouder and happier

father than this picture would indicate, for he's
having the pleasure of appearing with his son, Ian,
in

"The Pony Express,"
his

this

in

which the

bow as an

latter

actor.

activity

looked as

if

For

the accident

fatal.

makes

spine had been injured.
Norman Kerry, on location in
Oregon with the company making a big Western special, was
severely hurt as a result of a
fall from a horse, and was taken
Portland.
hospital
in
to
a
"Hoot" Gibson had to replace
him in the cast. Anne Cornwall had to replace Gertrude
Olmstead in the same picture,
owing to the fact that

Miss

and willingly

took any small part that offered with the company at
the start for the sake of the experience," he said.
"I
have not the least doubt that she could make a great
success on the stage if she desired.
I rehearsed her in
one or two plays, but I have never given her any actual
instructions, as she has her own ideas about acting, and
I think that that is a splendid thing."
Barrymore also speaks enthusiastically of the companionship that he derives from his little daughter, and
ventures the opinion that a girl provides much more
enjoyment in this respect during her childhood years
than a boy.
Which may or may not meet with a
unanimity of opinion from the readers of this col-

umn.

embankment.

Cullen Landis is another reHe was driving a
cent victim.
road to Santa
on
the
small car
machine was
His
Barbara.
forced off the road by the careless driver of another big car,
and overturned in the ditch. For
a time it was thought that his

Barrymore's wife and fouryear-old daughter are to join him

to her.

it

would be

he is to do three. He will probably be in the West until well
along in the spring.
The third
film has not yet been decided on,
but may be directed by Ernst
Lubitsch.

professionally as Michael
Strange, and a writer of note, has
lately been appearing on the stage
in Salem, Massachusetts, and Barrymore is quite proud of the fact
that she has been making a success of this venture which is new

in

Hollywood.

operation

for

Olmstead

underwent

an

appendicitis.

Connie a Foreigner.
Those who have always referred to Constance Tal-

madge

as truly typifying the American girl in pictures,
must have suffered a jolt recently when Miss Talmadge
announced her intention of taking out citizenship

papers.

The fact has been overlooked by nearly everybody
that John Pialoglou, from whom she was divorced two
or three years ago, after a brief marriage, was a Greek
subject.
Connie lost her American citizenship by the
marriage, but being a true red-white-and-blue girl, this
fact eventually became very irksome to her, and she

—
Hollywood High Lights
made up her mind

days,

ties to

their

to go through the necessary formalirecover her right to vote and other prerogatives.
It is said that the undertaking was carried out as simply
and expeditiously as possible, but that it was none the

less

/'

prcssivc.
JE.

K. Lincoln Returning.

Any one who has been curious as to the whereabouts
of E. K. Lincoln, who was frequently seen as leading
man in the films a few years ago, may be interested to
learn that he is shortly to return in* an independent film
called "The Perfect Crime."
Wanda Hawley and Mary
Carr are other featured players. Miss Hawlev, by the
way, is in private life now Mrs. J. Stuart Wilkinson,
having recently married her manager, who is also noted
as a racing driver.
Lincoln has been devoting most of his time to farming in the past few years. He has a large estate in the
East, and also a home in California.
He divides his
time between the two.

who have made very correct decisions regarding
future, according to the consensus of opinion in

Hollywood. One is Mildred Davis who has decided to
return to the screen in a Paramount production, "The
Spoils of War," and the other, Charles Ray, who has
accepted a featured role in "A Little Bit of Broadway."
Mildred has been wavering for a long time trying to
make up her mind whether or not to continue her career,
but Paramount, by offering her a very "fat" contract
for a big lead, that of a romantic French girl of the war
period, settled her doubts temporarily. And now, if the
picture is a success, she may soon make "Alice in Wonderland."
Charles Ray's fans on the other hand, will indeed
welcome a change for him which will identify him with
a rather pretentious production. Charley happened to
be just the chap to fit the part of the country boy who
falls in love with a Broadway chorus girl, and everybody is predicting a really big hit for him this time.
Incidentally, he is receiving a very high salary for this
feature.

A

Surprise.

Marian Nixon surprised quite a few of her
friends by her wedding to Jose Benjamin, the lightThey eloped and were married
weight prize fighter.

Harry Carey's Enterprise.

Little

at Riverside, the bride giving her

name

as Elsie Nixon,

San Diego, and her age as twenty. They tried
keep the wedding a secret.
Miss Nixon, who was one of the baby stars of
of

season or so ago, has
Reginald Denny.

Von

to

a

been playing leads with

lately

Versatile
.

the popular star of Western pictures,
host extraordinary. His ranch, located about
thirty miles from the studios, is the scene now of regular Sunday parties that are attended by the film folk.
One of Harry's diversions is the trading post that
he owns at the ranch, and he has made a reputation for
the authentic Navajo rugs and other Indian goods which
he sells. Carey has been doing a rushing business for
some months there because it is a Mecca for the tourist.

Harry Carey,

is

the

new

A

new form

Stroheim.

'We have always felt that it was very regrettable that
Erich von Stroheim's talents as an actor have so rarely
been given to the screen of late, and it is a great satisfaction to know that Joseph Schenck is sponsoring his
reappearance as a player in "East of the Setting Sun."
Even in the most despicable portrayals, such as the one
in his own "Foolish Wives," Von Stroheim always exHe
hibited an incomparable vitality in his every action.
Von is
is really one of the finest of screen Thespians.
also to direct "East of the Setting Sun," not to speak

The Other Von, and Still a Third.
The other "Von" that is, Josef von Sternberg,

—

of "Sal-

vation Hunters" fame, if you want
has been having his troubles. "Too much supervision" at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios is
what he has objected to, and. he tendered his resignation during the making of "The Masked Bride"
with Mae Murray. Rumors of a row between him
and Mae were vigorously and emphatically denied
to call it that

parties.

One day in a fitful mood during the time that
both Von Stroheim and Von Sternberg were
Marshall
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
at
of his
door
the
on
painted
sign
a
had
Neilan
office, which read "Marshall von Neilan."

working

Saying

It

with Radio.

of entertainment has been tried out
lately at some of the theaters in Los Angeles, and that
At the
is- the combining of radio with motion pictures.
premiere of Charles Chaplin's "The Gold Rush," Fred
Niblo introduced the various celebrities over the radio,
instead of from the stage as has usually been the custom.
Various glimpses of the stars, including Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickf ord, Gloria Swanson, Rudolph Valentino, and others, preparing to attend, were shown on

made kidding and apropos reappearing
himself on the screen
marks about them,
introducer.
time
as
from time to
More recently Norma Shearer and Lew Cody, at the
the screen while Niblo

of writing the script for the picture.

by both
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of "A
of
Fashion,"
over the radio,
during the unreeling of
views taken of them in
their respective homes.

first

showing

Slave
talked

other theaters throughout Southern California
with the radio accompaniment.
It is possible

Two

Wise

Bouquets

Decisions.

and

felicitations

are going to two players these
Bare legs are out—on
beaches—according

who

in the

European watering

thing-

being done alL over the
country in the not-fardistant future.

Los

the bath-

ing girls in "The Trouble
with Wives" will appear
in silk stockings.

perhaps

same

Castles in the Air.

set the styles

And so

to vision the

the bathing
to

those

resorts.

the

Simultaneously

same film was flashed
on the screen at various

^

Angeles

news-

papers have been telling
of the plans of Doug
and Mary for a huge
Continued on page 92
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Art

On

Sober Reflection
By Horace Woodmansee

A

department of pungent shots

Have You Heard

THAT
day

Our Mary
by

playing

away with

her eightieth birthGoldilocks and getting

will celebrate
little

—

it?

That Jackie Coogan's grandchildren will get a lot of
fun out of a revival of their granddad's childish pranks?

at

random

targets.

matism.
Superficially their talents are the same, but
fundamentally they are quite different. The ideal role
for Wallace is that of a primitive brute, simple in his
reactions as a child, while the best part for Noah is that
of the cunning, sardonic tyrant. Instances are Wallace
in "The Devil's Cargo" and Noah in "The Light of

That little Helen Rowland is giving considerable
Western Stars."
promise of stepping into Jackie's outgrown shoes?
Again That Movie Influence.
That one of the reasons animal stars are so popular
with the public is that success doesn't go to their heads?
Once more fact proves itself stranger than fiction.
That up to elate four hundred
Last month in this department
invented some fantastic epiI
and ninety-three actresses have
MOVIE MAXIMS
sodes by way of showing the sinbeen called "the most beautiful
Where there's a will, there's a stunt man.
woman on the screen" and yet
ister influence of the films.
Now
Barking villains never bite off the
some fans still think their faa Brooklyn school principal who
screen.
He who laughs last is the hero of the
vorites are slighted?
for many years has fought the
comedy.
That "Kiss' Me Again" was
evils of rum, cigars, cigarettes,
Haste makes a serial film.
chewing gum, and the movies,
not filmed on a fishing smack?
A cut in time saves nine when the
has come forward with some incensors pass on the film.
Half a Loaf.
Every rose has her husband.
stances of the horrible effects of
When the cat's away, the extras will
seeing pictures which, she says
An acquaintance of mine can't

—

—

any reason why he should
pay a dollar or two dollars to see
see

play.

Make hay

while the fans write.

a big picture when he can wait
and see the same production at his small neighborhood
theater for a quarter.
By his policy of watchful waiting he manages to see most of the important films for
next to nothing, but even then he feels he has a griev-

ance.

One day he announced

:

"Just came from seeing 'The

"

Five Commandments.'
"You mean 'The Ten Commandments,' " I suggested.
"Ten Commandments nothing !" he retorted ruefully.

"When they finished cutting that film down to
!"
length there were only five of 'em left

program

Tweedledum and Tweedledee?
In the course of Alice's adventures in Wonderland,
you recall, she fell in with a very odd pair of brothers
named Tweedledum and Tweedledee, who were exactly
alike in even- way except that Tweedledum responded
to every remark with "Nohow!" and Tweedledee with
if

"Contrariwise

!"

The modern Alice in the course of her explorations
of cinemaland has encountered another pair of brothers

named Wallace and Noah Beery. Because they look a
good deal alike and appear in the same kind of roles, she
assumes .they are as alike as Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
It

Is she right?

appears to

me

that

little

in

all

seriousness,

really

hap-

pened.

Alice suffers from astig-

She has heard of a man who
so unnerved by the realism of a screen shooting affair that he jumped up from his seat and shot
himself.
So did another moviegoer who couldn't stand
watching the exciting pursuit of an ex-convict, prob-

became

ably much to the annoyance of the ushers who had to
carry him out.
Worst of all is a harrowing account of how the films
are corrupting our youth.
Some Cape Cod boys who
had witnessed exciting pictures of the old whale harpooners were spurred on to emulate the seafarers' exploits, she says.
What do you think they did? They
attached table forks to coils of ropes and sallied out
to
harpoon the neighborhood tomcats.
Can you
beat it!

On
Try

it

on Your Piano.

Song for movie heroes leaving one
another: "You Made Me What I
Now I'm Being Re-vamped."

fair

Am

Noted
Reed Howes,
things,

how

to

siren

To-day,

for

in Passing.

boosting the sale of. collars.
Some of our leading comedians who were brought
up in the Mack Sennett school of custard art are said
to have been born with silver spoons in their mouths.
It would be more accurate to say that they were born
with silver pie plates in their faces.
The tragedy of the double's life is that he never gets
a chance in the really dangerous scenes. For instance,
a happily married actor would never think of allowing
a substitute to go through an impassioned love scene
He's willing to take all the risks
with a screen siren.
himself.

Ho-hum!
I

hate these confounded retakes.
your love scene with Marylyn

this is

La Vamp.
Well, I suppose
Leading man
through with it, but this overtime
:

Why Rome

r

r

I'll

is

have

to

go

tough.

ducked

y

the
wise-

was

cracker,

punching villains, and otherwise showing us
wreck clothes, There's more than one way of

:

J e

Hobbs,
town

the

Leading man:
Director But

News Notes from Merton's
Home Town.

But

original collar model, is romping
melodramas, scaling fences, crawling under

through
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in the

horse
pond
last night by
indignant cit-

izens.
During a

discussion

of
na-

the

tionali

t

of

y

Ben Turpin, Jerry

A

designing stranger in these parts who tried to sell
motion-picture stock to our townsfolk, representing
himself as John Bunny, was foiled by the vigilance of
Luke Wiggins, our most skeptical movie fan. "Why,
that feller's dead !" said Luke.
"So are the people of this town!" retorted the
stranger, as he was led away to the lock-up.
Luke spent the hot season with his nephew in the
Luke noticed that all the theaters had signs saying,
city.
"Twenty degrees cooler inside." Luke's suspicions were

aroused and he made an inwith
his
own
Sears-Roebuck pocket thermometer and found the temperature was only eighteen or
nineteen degrees cooler.
"It's a crime the way those
city fellers take in the darn

Burned.

vestigation

Rome was

in flames.
great Nero, who had
ordered the conflagration,
stood at a safe distance
and watched row after
row of buildings burst
into flames, while thousands of people rushed
through the streets, dragging their household possessions after them.
It was a scene of indescribable
terror and confusion, and Nero watched it with considerable satisfaction while his small but well-chosen
string orchestra rendered appropriate music.
At length Nero wearied of the spectacle and motioned
to his strumming musicians to be silent.
"I'm getting a bit tired of these super-special-epicmaster pictures," he announced, reclining in the direc"True, Petor's chair, which was labeled "SPOR."
tronius tells me that I am Von Stroheim, De Mille, and
Griffith rolled into one, but next time I'm going to do
one of those simple little domestic dramas with lots of
heart throbs."

Ben must be an

he thought

said

Eye-talian.

The

Luke commented.
Miss Beth Potson, the

fools,"

vil-

lage belle, created quite a deal

hereabouts

excitement

of

when she was found

on three of her jealous ad-

sitting

mirers and pounding them vigorously.
"The matter?" Beth said, in response to questions.
"They said that (whack!) Rudolph Valentino (whack!)
is a stuck-up dude."
Laura Bugbe's scenario, "The Life History of Sarah
Kent," has just been returned from Hollywood with
the notation that a picture continuity with such a title
Laura has changed the title to "The
is not available.
Whirl of Folly" and expects to sell it right away.

The
Mille,

local

citizens

whom Harv

were

all

agog when Cecil B. De

Whittleby, the editor of The Weekly
World's Greatest Director, passed

Argus, calls The
through this town on his way to Hollywood. Harv
climbed aboard the train to interview him.
"What do I think of your town?" said Mr. De
Mille in reply to Harv's queries, as he took a look at
Main Street through the dusty car windows, "There's
not a presentable set nor costume on the lot besides,
those people are not the type. This town is out."

—

De

"Yes, Mr.

Mille,"

Harv

said.

Harv says his talk with Mr. De Mille convinced
him that the movies are really getting to bigger and
It seems that Mr. De Mille is probetter things.
ducing a picture about a country girl in a gingham
would you believe it he has sent to
dress, and
Paris for the finest creation in gingham that has ever

—

—

been seen.

Deacon Brown says
movies The

Little

Gem

that the kind

of

wild

West

Theater shows are degrading

Continued on page 105
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Pride Precedeth
a Fall
Joseph Schildkraut, humbled

by

previous

his

ing

into

sallies

wonders
screen,

if

he

but

disappoint-

the

movies,

is fitted for

that

feels

the

now,

under the direction of De Mille,
he may at last find success.

By Mona Gardner
Thus he came
Hollywood even
guished

away

;

but he

left

as

an extin-

skyrocket,

stealing

in the darkness of

com-

no one
ostracism,
knowing or caring just when
he left, and followed only perhaps by a few pitying remarks
parative

told you sos."
Never having been an

and "I

ar-

dent enthusiast about motion
pictures, the
in

reality

time

on

young Joseph had

spent most of his
or near the stage.

The few

pictures he had seen,
then, were poor, very
And he made the mispoor.
take of judging the whole out-

now and

put by the infrequent, but bad
He had heard
ones he saw.
the remark about "beautiful

and dumb," and either in ignorance or conceit, believed it
and included in that category
nearly

many

all screen players, as
others have done before

and since.
So it is interesting to note
the change in this young actor
for actor he is, beyond gain-

—

Pboto by Muray

has there been seen such a complete change
SELDOM
in the attitude of a screen
place
actor as has taken

Joseph Schildkraut since he first appeared in
Hollywood two years ago. It will be remembered that
he burst upon the colony like a gayly colored, scintillatingin

skyrocket.
He came condescendingly, a conscious
suavity of manner cloaking an almost childlike arrogance of spirit.
He came, fresh from the laurels of
"Liliom," to teach Hollywood, to show its rather blind
and slow-witted screen puppets the real essence of acting, the divine spark of ability.
What before had been
considered flames of screen romance he would prove
to be mere smolder ings in comparison with the fire of
his own impassioned love making

—

second
his
saying during
and
pictrial of Hollywood
imold
is
the
Gone
tures.
least
to
at
arrogance,
perial
and
appearances,
all outward
in its place is an eager interest
in the affairs and work of
Like a child burned
others.
by touching a set of highly
ornamented fire tongs, he apof
a critical tenor with a sideproaches conversation
manner, quickly excludes
deft
and,
in
long glance
a
himself, or changes the topic.
More than merely a superficial change is this, yet
whether it is deep enough seriously to affect his work
and consequently improve it. is as yet a highly debatable
question, even with Schildkraut himself.
"Heaven knows I've never really had a chance before
to show what I can do on the screen," he says in explanation. "Oh, yes, the Griffith picture* put me before
the public, and my role was a splendid one beyond doubt.
But I think a costume picture would not give even the
*

"Orphans of the Storm."

(Continued on page 98)
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Charlie Chaplin
And

in

winning his

lished a precedent
tect

the

Wins His Derby

fight in the courts,

he has estab-

which Hollywood believes

will pro-

fans against future imitators of other stars.

By John Addison

Elliott

fan who
ever come
EVERY
gusted
having seen a poor

out of a movie theater, disimitation of one of his favorite
stars, will be interested to know that Charlie Chaplin's successful fight to keep his imitators off the screen will do much to
discourage that type of effort in the future.
Chaplin's suit was to restrain one Charles Amador from adopting
his style of dress and mannerisms and from appearing on the screen
under the name of "Charlie Aplin."
On the witness stand Chaplin told of his years of effort to develop an entity that would be known by sight whenever shown on
He told, with becoming modesty, how he had sucthe screen.
ceeded to the point where virtually every child of kindergarten age
and older, not only in this country but throughout a major portion
lias

at

of the world, recognized
the man wearing the baggy
trousers, outrageous shoes,
threadbare coat, dented

SAM OK

I

>

PRODI CTIOXS

derby, and funny mustache,
and carrying the flexible
cane, as Charlie Chaplin.
January

B?

;

fair fH^i

Sinasraly yc^:

"It's not the apparel or the clothes

you wear," he said to Judge John L.
Hudner.
"It's
the
attitude
and

Compare

the three small pictures of the Chaplin

imitator with the larger ones of Chaplin himself,

and see how

closely

the

famous comedian was

copied in appearance and posture.

philosophy in the characterization.
"I got the whole idea for my movie
characterization from the pageantry
of life. All of my character is a symbol gleaned from humanity, a kind of
satire on mankind.
I originated the
character from my own mind, out of
my fund of experience with life.
from an old cab driver in London.

—

—

"I got my walk or at least the idea of it
That shrugging movement of the shoulders came from him, too, I think. My
trick of sliding around corners on one foot came out of my own head
occurred
to me on the spur of the moment.
"I really don't know how I came to use the grimaces I do. I don't know that
I just do what the situation and the moment
I am making any special grimaces.
seem to suggest. The mannerisms I use are something automatic, something

—

psychological. They are just a part of the natural being of the character I have
created. When I am before the camera, I just try to act out the character with
the big shoes, ill-fitting clothes, goose-walk, and grimaces."

There was no braggadocio, no pompousness, no egotism

He

in his recital.

appeared to be battling not so much for himself as for the quaint
character which has become so widely known on the screen. That charAttorneys of Amador sought to show that
his creation.
acter was his
The names of Will Pulaski, Harry Weldon and Albert Bruno
it was not.

—

Continued on page 114
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the left is a gray chiffon negligee worn by Bebe Daniels in ''Lovers in Quarantine;" in the center sits Joyce Compton in a
lounging-robe of black satin; while on the right is a costume of flesh-colored satin and pink souffle de soie worn by Florence
Vidor in "The Trouble with Wives."

At

fashions,
the
SCREEN
which they are shown, never
like

flickering- 'films

upon

Each
stand still.
the
''stills"
of
newer
proinspection of
of any
the
ductions, each viewing of the current releases, and above
all each visit to any of the great studios with its enchanting glimpses into the workrooms of the designers,
shows the careful attention given to each significant
change of the mode.
Time was when nobody expected -a screen star to be
particularly in keeping with the current styles.
The
play was the thing, and as long as the heroine was clad
in garments even remotely approximating that state in
life to which it had pleased the scenario writer to call
her,

everybody was

satisfied

and nobody dreamed of

complaining.

Then, subtly, a change was upon

us.

The dowdy

heroine in palatial surroundings looked out of keeping;
costumes even a few months behind the times and this,
by the way, was a condition hard to remedy, owing to
the length of time between the making of a picture and
were criticised and ridiculed, and the
its final release
makers of pictures realized that something must be done.
Something ims done, and the result is apparent upon
the screen.
Such designers as Gilbert Clarke, once connected with the famous Lucille, and Erte, the wellknown French artist, are now fashioning garments for
our screen stars which anticipate the current mode by
many months, so that even though a picture may con-

—

—

sume months in making, at its final release
worn are strictly new and even in advance

the costumes
of the mode.

A visit to the workrooms of Mr.
Paramount Studio on Long Island,

Gilbert Clarke, at the
is a revelation to one
accustomed to the small scale operations of the usual
smart shop or dressmaking establishment. The designing of costumes for the forthcoming production of "A
Kiss for Cinderella" was in progress when I visited the
studio recently, and hundreds of quaint, bouffant-skirted
frocks fairly filled the great rooms. These gowns were
made of an oddly glazed material, the invention of Mr.
Clarke himself, which, when photographed, will have a

transparent effect. Most of the costumes made for this
production were too fantastic for practical use, but
other things were under way, one of which is sketched at
the lower right of the opposite page. It is of navy taffeta,
with a broad border of varicolored stripes at the bottom
of the full-gathered skirt and a narrow one on the
feature of the dress is the quaint,
shawl collar.
puffed sleeve with inserts of the striped border.
trip down the corridor to the dressing room of
Miss Bebe Daniels revealed so many lovely things that
I wanted to sketch every one of them but had only time
for the dainty negligee at the left of the picture above.
It is of gray chiffon, bordered with marabou and silver
lace, and fastened with a cluster of orange blossoms.
This is worn over a "nighty" of gray chiffon, with
sequin-embroidered yoke of silver.
strip of silver lace
wanders merrily down the front, dotted at intervals
with demure little bows. Miss Daniels wears this negligee in "Lovers in Quarantine."
As this month's excursions into filmdom have turned

A

A

A

;

The

Mode

Early Winter

up an unusual number of
smart street and afternoon
gowns, I think it more interesting

to

upon these

of

O 0"

in

The gown

ton,

is

also of

terial this

made

page are both worn in
the First National production "What Fools Men."
The one at the left is worn
by Miss Ethel Grey Terry,
whose gowns throughout
this picture are charming in
taste

the

satin,

which, by the way, is
a most popular ma-

gowns
satin
the center of

good

at

which is worn
by Miss Joyce Comp-

this

their simple

unusual

right,

son.

two

line,

an-

crossed bodice effect
the wide lower portions of the sleeve,
and the lining of the
skirt draperv are of
white satin.

concentrate

;

The

skirt

and

ing the evening gowns unthe next issue especially,
as most of us at this early
more
giving
date
are
thought to daytime frocks
than to gowns for elaborate
evening affairs, which usually come later in the sea-

sketched

draped

uneven hem

circular,

at this time, leav-

til

03

fall,

most

and

is

effective

by its quaint fichulike
drapery and its dainty
touches

of
plaited
chiffon ruffling.
At the lower left of
this

and

page

I

have

Continued on page 108

smartness.
This one is a
splendid example of the
ever-popular,
black-andwhite combination. It is of
heavy black satin with a

Two smart, black satin gowns to be seen in
"What Fools Men." Ethel Grey Terry wears
the dress on the

left,

and Joyce Compton

is

sketched on the right.

At

the left

is

shown Hedda
in "The

Hopper as she appears
S'.lver

usual
ior.cd

Treasure,"
afternoon

in

an an-

gown

fash-

of ecru lace and brown
velvet.

A

navy-blue

taffeta

cos-

tume seen at

the

Para-

mount Studio,
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How

would you like to play
tug of war with a lion cub?
That's the pleasa'nt diversion

in

which

Laura

In and

La

Plante and Edna Marion
are engaged, in the picture
above, while waiting to be'
called

Out

of

the Studios

for a scene, at Universal City.

Film celebrities caught by the
camera at work and at play.

If

you don't know how

to

dance the Charleston, the
movies will show you
how. Eleanor Boardmah
demonstrates
obligingly
one" of the steps,
picture at the

in

the

left.

Patsy
Ruth Miller tries
teaching a young dog some
new tricks between scenes
in
the
Warner Brothers
picture, "Hogan's Alley."

In

and Out

of

the Studios

65

"Lights of Old Broadway" is to have some very
interesting sets.
The one above shows Fifth Avenue and Sixty-ninth Street, New York, where
millionaires'

mansions now stand, as

it

was

fifty

years ago.

Ann

Pennington has deserted the "Follies," for
which the movie fans may be thankful, as they
will alt be able to see the famous dancer this
winter, on the screen.
Here she is with Natalie
Joyce.

Jack Conway, who directs Elinor Glyn's productions, is the possessor of
one of the finest prize-winning Russian wolfhounds in Hollywood.
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In

and Out

of

the

Studios

Another interesting scene from "Lights of Old Broadway"
that

will

cause

many

a

sigh

for

the

days of

—and

one

old.

Here are the two principals of
"Mare Nostrum," Antonio Mo-

A

reno and Alice Terry, snapped at
Nice, where the picture was

demonIt
is
of gray hair.
strated for you by Kathleen

made.

Key.

novelty introduced by Erte,
the Parisian designer, is a band

In and

Carme

1

stops her

Myers
swim at

Santa Monica long
enough to imbibe a
lemonade.

Out

of

the Studios

Ibanez, the author of "Mare Nostrum," took
a keen personal interest in the filming of his
story, and had several consultations with Rex
Ingram, at the former's villa near Mentone,
France.
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OS

Over the
The tongue

of

Fanny the

social activities in motionand the Eastern studios

By The

So Fanny,
wich and one

fortified

with a sand-

last layer of

powder

on,

her nose, held forth.
"I never thought Fd live to see
another Chaplin picture," she began.
"He worked so long on 'The Gold
Rush' that I thought he had decided
to ignore this generation completely
and belong to the ages. But at last
the great day of the opening of 'The
Gold Rush' came, even as dawn has
a way of coming in the subtitles, and
a thousand or so hot, weary people
surged up to the Strand Theater with
an air of 'It had better be good.'
"Who but Chaplin," she continued,
"could keep confirmed week-enders
in town on a hot Saturday night waiting until midnight to see the opening
of a film?"
"W. C. Fields," I wagered heavily,
but my cries were drowned out as
she raised her voice so that the people
at the next table, who were obviously
interested, could hear her without
leaning on our table.

thousand people gathered
door of the Strand exarrive.
Chaplin
see
to
pecting
They're hardened to the way these
celebrities steal unnoticed into back

"A few

at the stage

Photo by Muray

Though not always so

lovely on the screen, Esther Ralston, if seen in person by the
public,

WHERE
some

would be picked as a beauty.

have you been?"

I

demanded

of

Fanny

My

without rancor, for after all, the later she is the more
she has to tell.
"How can you ask?" she gasped in a hoarse whisper.
"Don't you ever read the papers ? Don't you know that
Charlie Chaplin has come to town to open his picture
and give a party, that Dick Barthelmess has been entertaining at his studio and imploring his friends to help
him find a leading woman for his next picture, that
Lois Wilson has been here on a flying trip on her way
to Ireland, that Gloria Swanson is off to Virginia to
start 'Stage Struck,' that Mabel Normand is in town,
"

Her

voice died away to a whisper.
"Just pretend that I don't know anything,"
her eagerly. She always does anyway. "And

I

begged of

tell

me

and started into the theater before an onlooker's shout brought the
crowd from around the corner. Twenty policemen appeared as if by magic, did the daily dozen at the crowd
Once inside, he
with their clubs, and got him in.
fare,

as she sank limply into a chair at the Algonquin
and beckoned a passing- waiter to give her
remark was made quite
one else's iced tea.

that

doors while the crowd waits in front,
and they didn't intend to be fooled.
But Chaplin outguessed thein. He
drove up to the front door in the
conventional black-and-white taxicab,
alighted, let his companion pay the

all."

started down the aisle quietly enough, but almost every
one there was an old friend of his, so in a minute he was
surrounded and a roar of applause came from the bal-

cony.

"Then Will Rogers came in, got a big hand, and the
The picture is marvelous in spots. I'll
picture started.
leave description of it to Sally Benson, who has bigger
and better adjectives.

There

is

just

one depressing

thing about it."
In an effort to be original Fanny would find something depressing about a Chaplin picture.
"When I think of the thousands of imitations that are
going to be done at dinner parties this winter of his
Oceana Roll, I almost wish he had never thought
of

it."

"But what about

" I began.
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Teacups
Fan wags
picture

hum

the faster as

circles

with

pick up,

production.

Bystander

"Go no further,"' Fanny commanded, "I know what you're going
to ask. You want to know the truth
about what happened to Chaplin and
I don't know it.
It's just one of
those mysteries that will probably
never be solved'. Some of the scandal papers printed a story to the effect that a 'Follies' girl tried to kiss
him, he turned his head away and she
bit him.
He was confined to his
room for a few days, seriously ill,
but all I can say is that the night his
picture opened he appeared with a
face unscarred except by emotion. I
wish the girl named in the stories
would sue the papers for libel and then
perhaps the truth would come out."
"After all," I remarked, trying not
to appear interested^ "the only thing
that matters is that he has made a
great picture that is going to entertain thousands of people."
"Then why did you ask me what

happened?" Fanny demanded. "I'll
tell you anything again."
But I knew she would and in a
few minutes she did.
"Mabel Normand arrived in town

never

to start rehearsals of her stage play

and some of the newspaper editors
got so excited' that they sent a whole

army of
Her old

reporters down to meet her.
friends say that she looks
marvelous and is quite herself again,
and the catty ones say, 'Look at

Mabel

you

go through all she
has lived through without showing
;

can't

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

Madeline Hurlock

is all

upset because nowhere in "Lord

the native girl,

whom

Jim" has Conrad

told

how

she plays, should be dressed.

"

it.'

"Well, how does she look?" I asked, quite eagerly.
"Perfectly glorious," Fanny raved, allying herself
stanchly with the old friends.
"Originally, her play was called 'Diana of the
Movies,' " she went on, "but for some reason that I
don't understand, they have changed the title to 'The
Little Mouse.'
That seems in rather questionable taste
and I've no doubt they will change it again. For, 'The
Little Mouse' is the epitaph on the grave of the first
Chaplin baby.
"Mabel attended the premiere of 'The Gold Rush,'
but she didn't stay to the party afterward. She is keeping early hours now.
The party was a last-minute
affair held in the rehearsal room of the Strand Theater.
Mr. Chaplin's manager and a few others had little cards
of invitation that they pressed into the hands of a few
favored ones as they came into the theater. But some-

how, 'Tammany' Young, the famous film comedian and
gate crasher, got a handful of them and invited his

friends, too, so I wouldn't go so far as to say that the
party was exclusive.
"Dick Barthelmess had an original idea for a party
the other day.
Dick firmly believes that critics like to

see actors suffer, so he invited the New York film critics
and a few other friends yes, he has made their work

—

—

over to the studio
so easy, the critics are his friends
to see him and Bill Powell do the big fight for 'The
Beautiful City.'
All those who had any pet illusions
about film fights being faked promptly lost them.
"The scene was in a Chinese theater, a replica of an
old one down near the Bowery, and before the fight
scene was taken, a Chinese company gave a play. Maybe
it wasn't all profanity, but the singsong lines of the
Chinese actors sounded like the most daring Broadway
plays.

looking for a leading woman for his next
picture, 'Just Suppose,' and is imploring every one to
Betty Jewel, Edna Murphy, and Dorothy
help him.

"Dick

is
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Over the Teacups
"By

Knapg, the Atlantic City bathing beauty

you

the way, did

has been in the 'Follies' all season,
are the leading nominees so far.
"I'm pulling hard for one of them,
The girl
but I won't tell which one.
most want to see playing with Dick
I
wouldn't be suitable for this particular
She
That's Ann Pennington.
picture.
opposite
one
him,
some
would be so cute
story
for
them,
write
really ought to
a
called 'The Country Boy and the City
Gal,' perhaps. Another picture I want to
see will be written around the trials and
tribulations of a sister act in vaudeville,
and the two leading roles will be played
bv Ann Pennington and Bessie Love."

hear that Bessie Love
won a Charleston contest out at the Sixty

''Perhaps you'd
to see Ann as
and Thais, and Brunhild, too,"
suggested acidly.
She merely raised her eyebrows

heard that the
Warner Brothers have
put a scene in one of

who

Club in Los Angeles?
She should do it in a
picture some time, and
probably will when she
makes 'The Song and
Dance Man' for Fa-

mous

It

is

and

vaudeville

acts.

I've

like

Juliet,
I

Players.

about time the Charlesthrough
ton
swept
every picture, the way
it
has through plays

their

coming

pictures

that depicts the collapse
of that dance hall up in

slightly.

Boston that was shaken
to ruins by the persist-

^

ent vibrations of people

dancing the Charleston.
Photoby Euireiie E ,beit Richce
"Well, while Bessie is getting modern,
According to a New
her friend Blanche Sweet is getting quaint,
York newspaper
I went
and simply dazzlingly beautiful.
writer, Betty Bronup to the studio to see her the other day and
son has given one of
found her dressed in an old Empire costhe
two greatest
tume that was wonderfully becoming. She
screen performances
was supposed to be posing for a portrait
of the season, the
that Pedro de Cordoba was painting, but
other having been
really she was a picture no artist could
given by Carol
paint.
She moved with all the grace and
Dempster.
Pavlowa doing her famous
airiness of
gavotte.
Any artist who caught the ravishing beauty of her would probably leave the twinkle of humor
out.
Maybe the camera can catch her just as she is.
-.

I

M-

"She is making 'Invisible Wounds,' you know. Howard
Higgin has evolved a really original idea for that picture. He
is going to have an all-star cast really made up of stars and
not has-beens.
There is Blanche and Ben Lyon, Holbrook
BJinn, Claire Fames, Effie Shannon, and then, just for good
measure, Diana Kane and Betty Jewel.

"Ben Lyon's next picture is going to be 'Bluebeard's Seventh Wife' and they, plan to have seven of the screen's most
They couldn't get the
beautiful girls in it.
Doris Kenyan,
most beautiful ones, of course, because they
in "The Unguarded
are stars in their own right, but I wonder
Hour," has at last
who the}' will have."
found her most be"Who are the seven most beautiful?" I
coming costume a
asked idly.
one-piece bathing
"All a matter of personal opinion," Fanny
suit.
granted.
"My choice would be Corinne
Photo by
Kenneth Alexander
GrifHth, Alma Rubens, Greta Nissen, Madand after
leine Hurlock, Norma Shearer
that I'm stuck."
"That's better than I could do," I admitted
"I'd choose Lillian Gish and then
through.
There are lots of girls
be
all
I'd
who are interesting looking and stunning,
but they don't live up to my requirements
of beauty. I wonder who the public's choice

—

—

1

.

of beauties would be."
"Esther Ralston," Fanny assured me at
On
once, "if they ever saw her in person.
By
lovely.
always
so
isn't
the screen she
in
'A
East
to
play
coming
she
is
the way,
Herbert
first,
Cinderella.'
At
for
Kiss
Brenon considered using some one else in
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AN IDYLLIC INTERLUDE

This charming scene from "The Big Parade" shows Renee Adoree and John Gilbert
tender moment snatched from the din and havoc of the war.

in

a
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Where
1

i

Shirley
if,

Lives

i

Shirley Mason's home is
not one of those pretentious affairs, but a nice,
comfortable place free

from

If

austerity.

itors don't see

vis-

Miss Ma-

son around the gardens,
they know they'll most
likely find her writing in

her den.
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Another

Charming

Home

Diana Miller, a fairly
newcomer, has been so
successful lately that she

has been able to acquire
this lovely home in which
to relax after her hard

work

at the studio.

She

has huge windows all
around, which look out
high above Los Angeles.

7S

What De Mille

Since going on bis own, Cecil
De Mille has been so taken up
with organizing his stock company and supervising his various units that he has had little
time to do any directing himself.

But

in

"The Road

to

Yes-

terday" he will, for the first
time since leaving Paramount,
give his personal direction to a
film.
As these scenes show, the
production will have the modern splendor and the romantic
flashback so characteristic of

De

Mille.

79

is

Doing

In "The Road to Yesterday" there are
two romances. Joseph Schildkraut and
Jetta Gouda], shown in the modern episode on the opposite page, play one pair
of lovers, while William Boyd and Vera

Reynolds, shown here, play the other.
Trixie Friganza and Casson Ferguson
also have important roles.
The story,
which begins as a modern tale and then
flashes back to medieval times, is based
on the play which was so popular some
years ago.

8(J

Fulfilling a

Wish

John Barrymore was happy when he went back
he
to pictures and started "The Sea Beast," for
old
the
of
picture
a
make
to
wanted
had long
whaling days in New England. The story is one
of the simplest that Barrymore has done, and
deals principally with a young whaler's battles
Dolores Cosat sea and his romance at home.
tello

appears as his sweetheart.

These scenes show the blond and internationally known Peggy
Hopkins Joyce in the title role of Adela Rogers St. Johns' popular story.
The part, that of a lowly born girl who reaches the
heights of fame and stardom in Hollywood, only to whirl down
again, will mark Miss Joyce's first work for the camera, and it
will be interesting to see what comes of it.

H2

Night Life
in

Vienna

Though "The Viennese Medley'
wiH bring out an unknown direcKurt Rehfeld, it will have
two of our most expert troupers in
the principal roles. Anna Q. Nils-

tor,

son plays a lovely but knowing
lady of somewhat blurred morals,
and Conway Tearle, in a new military hair cut, appears as her soldier lover.
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The three Francisco sisters are

Keeping

Up

started on screen careers.
Margaret, Betty, and Evelyn.

all well

to right, they are

left

the Sister Tradition

new group

Introducing the

From

of players

who have

entered

pictures in the footsteps of the earlier sister combinations.

By Dorothy Wooldridge

A

COUPLE

of years ago a vivacious little blond actress led
a very pretty girl up to a casting director at one of the large
She
studios in Hollywood and said, "This is my sister.
wants work as an extra."
The director took one good look, then another, and finally said,
"You're hired !"
That was how Betty Francisco got her sister

Evelyn

into pictures.

And

so long as there are pictures and so long as players have
there is likely to be a continuous procession of these young
girls coming into films in the wake of sisters who have already won
a foothold in the studios.
From early motion-picture days, when the Pickfords and the
Gishes and the Talmadges were caught in turn by the success and
enthusiasm of the first members of their families to try the screen,
the example of a famous and high-salaried sister has served as a
challenge to the ambition of a younger one.
And there is no
denying that such a personal connection is a decided help in gaining
sisters,

an audience with casting directors.
In the past few seasons alone a considerable number of sisterplayers have come into pictures. And they
Enid Bennett, at right,
not only have helped one another to get in,
has P lay ed leading roles
but have, as a rule, continued to be a freetionatelv devoted to each other's interests.
for y ears but her sister
Katherine, is just beginIt may appear rather odd that, in a business
mnS to get g° od P arts
where there is so much competition and jeal,

-

Keeping Up the
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Tradition

Sister

Lake

City and became a movie extra, she
struggled along lor a while with mediocre
success, then finally went back home because she felt that her sister, Ivy, needed

But when

her.

Ivy,

who

really

had been

got better, the Livingston family

ill,

moved

Hollywood and Ivy began going to the
studios with Margaret. She watched every

to

The slightest little
move.
Margaret that she was not get-

scene,

every

frown

told

A

sweet little smile
she was scoring.
Ivy began appearing in some of the long
shots for Margaret and then one glorious
day Universal offered her a bit in "Phantom of the Opera." She is working pretty
regularly now, but I think that no success,
however great, would supersede the interest these two sisters have in one another.
Another pretty picture friendship is that
ting over her part.
likewise told her that

between Enid Bennett and
These two came to
New York from Australia, where Enid
appeared with Otis Skinner on the stage.
There, the late Thomas Ince saw her and
offered her work on the West Coast. For
which
her

exists

sister,

Katherine.

seven years she has played leading roles.
few months ago, Louis B. Mayer saw
Katherine as an extra in one
of Enid's pictures and, singling
her out, offered her

A

Ivy Livingston, at

left,

was brought

to

Hollywood by her already established
sister, Margaret, and now plays bits.

Her enincreased
when F. B. O. requested that she be
loaned to them to
play opposite Fred
Thomson in a Western production.
a contract.

thusiasm

ousy, members of the
same family who are
doing the same work

should
unbe
so
touched
envy
by
toward each
other.
But so far .as I have
been able to discover,

\

1

Though

Marie
and her
Peggy, arsister,
rived in Los AnPrevost

sisters in pictures are

more than ordinarily
and affectionate.
he n
Margaret
Livingston ran away
from her home in Salt

I

loyal

W

geles

together,

Marie had a constart
on
She was
Peggy.

siderable

Mack

visiting at the

Sennett studios when
Sterling, then directing,

Ford
saw

her.
Helen Taylor, at right,

some

trying for
of the film success won by her

"Don't you want to work in

is

sister Estelle.

pictures?" he asked her.
"Of course I'd like

to,"

Marie replied.
Sterling introduced her to Sennett and next day Marie was in a
ballroom scene. Her first part was that of a colored maid. When
Peggy finally decided to follow Marie she went out entirely "on
her own."
She had learned to dance, knew something about picShe landed, and
tures, and bravely buckled into the studios alone.
has appeared in numerous productions, including a lead in one of
Charles Ray's pictures.
Then Lois Wilson has two sisters Constance, who played in a
couple of pictures with her—-and Diana, who is_ just coming into
The Franciscos are another
prominence now as Diana Kane.
Besides Betty and
players.
sister
three
claim
family who can
stage for
musical-comedy
the
left
Margaret,
who
there
is
Evelyn,
pictures when she saw how well her sisters were progressing. And

—

Laura

La

Plante,

left,

helped to get her sister
Violet started in pictures.

Helen Taylor, along with the other
hood, is seeking the favor won by her

sistersister,

Estelle.

Both Laura La Plante

and her

sister

Keeping
were

Violet

practically

lifted

into

Up

the

Sister

Tradition

good

within a fairly short time of each
other.
When a friend of her mother's saw
Laura, she took the little blond girl with
the charming dimples to Al Christie, who
told her to come back and see him again.
On the third trip he signed her to a contract at seventy-five dollars a week, and
she went right into stock.
Later, when Laura was playing leading
roles for Universal, Director Edward Sedgwick saw her sister, Violet, and said to
Mrs. La Planter
"You have another actress in your family.
Wouldn't she like to work?"
Violet would!
That was just a year
ago. Violet was selected as a 1925 Wampa-s Baby Star, and is now under contract
to make eight pictures for an independent
parts,

company.
In the production side of the industry,
Isabel Johnston rapidly is taking rank with

her eminent sister, Agnes Christine Johnas a scenarist.
Agnes sent Isabel
through Vassar and then encouraged her
to write.
Under her sister's tutelage she
quickly grasped the idea.
Her first work
was with Fox, doing stories for Shirley
Mason.
After that, she
wrote several stories for
Charles Ray, then went to
England to write
for the Stoll Proston,

ductions.
there,
she

Helene and Dolores Costello were signed

for the

New
is

come
York.

collab-

will
sis-

from
Agnes

the older of the

two

got her
start
old
at
the
Vitagraph studios

She started

as a typist in the scenario

department and Mrs. Sidney Drew, who was makAfter Marie Prevost became so successful
her sister, Peggy, at right, started in and
ing comedies for Vitanow plays in pictures regularly.
graph at that period, happened to be the person for
whom she typed most of the time. It was through this association
that Agnes was given her initial opportunity to do a continuity by
herself.
"Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickford's production, was
her first real big continuity, and since then she has done many
important scripts.
The only two sisters I recall who started in pictures at the same
Warner
time in recent years are Helene and Dolores Costello.
Brothers signed them on long-term contracts a few months ago,
and it appears that they will have an equal chance to make good.

Of the older sister combinations, the Gishes and the Talmadges
are the best known.
The devotion of Lillian and Dorothy Gish
They started
is one of the most beautiful sister loves in pictures.
trouping together when Lillian was six years
Dorothy four, traveling with their
mother.
Lillian grew very fast and early
became too tall and awkward to play child
roles, yet too young for work as an ingenue.
old and

same time by

Dorothy, too,
Continued on page 103

presently,

and

in the East.

the

So she looked up Mary
Pickford.who had played
with them on the stage
and had left it to go with
Biograph.
Lillian was
put in the Biograph stock
company.
Though she was kept
busy, working every day
and nearly every Sunday,
she missed the companionship of Dorothy. But

orated with H. G.
Wells on a screen
treatment
his
of
book,
"Marriage,"

ters

at

Warner Brothers.

While

which
Fox
soon produce.
The Johnston

screen

The Johnstone sisters do
not act, but are successful

Agnes is at the
and Isabel at the left.

scenarists.

right

Whom

Should an

Actor Please?
Helene Chadwick goes into the
question in a very definite way, and
makes clear not only the difficulties
of her own career but those of other
players as well.

By

Helene

Caroline Bell

Chadwick,

definite reasons

She

roles.

is

however,

has

for accepting varied

an experimenter.

She

trying to figure out in what manner
she may best succeed in this business
of motion pictures which has so many
contrary elements.
Her career has been annoyingly unIn those delicious comedyeven.
dramas for Goldwyn, particularly the
Rupert Hughes stories, she and Richis

Dix first attracted attention.
Since, she has appeared in every sort
of role, free-lancing from studio to
studio.
Never chancing to make a

ard

big hit in a special production that
won great acclaim, she has ambled
along in what, to the casual glance,
might be termed lackadaisical fashion, apparently accepting any part so
long as the producers would meet her
salary

terms.

Her remuneration

is

among

the highest paid freelance-featured actresses, and yet she

listed

not a popular favorite.
to be a sensible, matter-of-fact young woman who had
given much attention to her career. I
wondered every now and then why
she appeared in certain films which,
to my way of thinking, failed to adis.

Knowing her

vance her appreciably. Could it be,
when my thoughts
I pondered idly,
chanced to dwell upon her. that she
too was drifting, without consideration of her future?
An interview on the subject set me
right, and I perceived in the not
exceptionally beautiful but certainly
fair Helene an unsuspected astutePhoto by Edwin Bower Hcsser

Though Helene Chadwick

ness.
is

among

the highest paid free lances, she

great popular favorite.

YOU

see a number of free-lance players in so many
varied types of roles that they have no definite
typification in your mind.
Thev are not specialists they play what might be termed repertoire.
Some of them, perhaps, are as unable as you are to
account for the fact that they may appear in one film as
uncouth mountaineer types and in the next as society
They play what the producers decree, content
leaders.
;

that

their

weekly honorarium

is

of

sizable

sum, that

they appear often on the screen, that they have fans,
and do not attempt to analyze or understand the currents which shape their careers. The wavs of producers
are not for them to fathom, so long as the wages of acting;

are theirs.

not yet a

"Granting that they possess a great
degree of talent, brains, and personality, I often puzzle over the continued success of some of our biggest stars," she began.
"They make hits in a particular type of role and play
that, with variations, or most of them do, ever afterward. How, I wonder, do they manage to satisfy every-'
body, or even the majority?
"And what of us who fail, through circumstances or
our own lack, to strike fire in some instantaneous hit?
Our careers are not shaped for us free lancers by a
company's executives.
more or less hold the reins
and must guide them ourselves, with problems that cause
us a lot of worry.
"What to do ? What to do ? That is my plaint when
"The movie fans beg me not to play in any more sex
is

We

:

pictures

—

——

Whom

Since Helene Chadwick started running her

"And producers

me

offer

own

lucrative

Should an Actor Please?

career she has found

parts

in

such

plays

"When

theater owners ask that

I

appear in a comedy-

drama

"And

me

as a sad

and saccharine

''When such cross demands pour in daily, I pray you,
me, what will I do ? What can I do ?
"There are so many people we must try to please.
surprises me, considering their varied and ofttimes

tell

contrasting tastes, that

Taking

it

is

to

manage

it

so that every one

is

pleased.

will hold a public, that the fans will like a favorite reI think they
gardless of the type in which she is cast.
certain
actress
in a parfans
want
wrong.
The
are
a
ticular kind of picture
in something different she is
out of her metier and they are disappointed.
"The exhibitors' opinions are uncertain, because an
actress has little opportunity of getting definite and complete returns unless she makes a personal appearance
tour and, by talking with them, learns their attitude first
hand. I read the trade papers and magazines and have
an idea of what is- demanded of the exhibitors, but all
Beside,
sections of the country are not represented.
many exhibitors have different ideas as to what constitutes a box-office success, depending upon their individual views and the demands of their localities.
"The directors, who have their own ideas on every
subject, often insist that I play characterizations that
seem insipid and meaningless. If I refuse I do not
;

the directors cast

heroine.

It

how hard

87

my own

case,

we manage

to

which naturally

satisfy anybody.
interests

me more

than abstract examples, whose approval must I strive
to win? Only that of
the public, exhibitors, producers,
the film salesmen, directors, censors, critics, and myself.
"Trying to make my every screen role fit the requirements of each individual group is like attempting to
Perhaps a
divide one lollipop among eight youngsters.
geometrician might solve my riddle, but I'm only a movie
actress equipped with the ordinary girl's quota of brains.
And I admit that it often baffles me.
"To begin: an actress, meaning me, for that is the
actress in whom I am most interested, wins fans through
her portrayal of a certain type. They indicate their approval in letters and box-office returns.. After a couple
of years, it is fairly easy to gauge what they expect.
_

"I build

—

up

a public following.

I

think,

This

is

what

the}" want to see me in;
will continue to do this and
I will be sitting pretty.'
Then the producers say, 'Now,
we know what's best for you.' They have some pet idea
or fad that they believe will be a hit, whether or not it is
of my type or suited to my capability.
"I could cite many incidents of actors being ruined
by injudicious casting after they have become known.
The producers too often contend that personality alone
I

—

work

for a while.

"And

Not long ago I was workBrothers' studio with Huntley Gordon
There is a sequence in which
in 'The Golden Cocoon.'
I had an idea
I am leaving Huntley and am very sad.
for adding a touch of pathos to the scene which I
thought would improve it and make it more realistic.
"My director vetoed it. He was a very charming man
and we had no actual quarrel but there we were, he
thinking one way and I another. I had to do the scene
as he dictated, but I still insist that, knowing a woman's
feelings in a. moment of such stress, my way of interpreting it would have been better.
"I can only wait until the picture is shown to know
When that love scene is witif I was right or wrong.
I

ing at the

must obey them.

Warner

.

—

nessed by the fans,

I

will receive letters telling

Continued on page 96

me

that
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"Good Copy"
Why

some players gladden the

make her job

heart of an interviewer and others

a difficult

and wearisome

thing.

By Dorothy Manners
nearly
AFTER
ups and long

three years spent in sharing closeshots
mostly long shots with
some of our mutual friends, the motion-picture
players, I had acquired a repertoire of prejudices that
would have made H. L. Mencken look like an amateur.
It is true I liked some of them very much but it is
Those
equally true I liked others of them not at all.
I liked were "nice" and those I didn't like were not
"nice"
nice in this case not being defined in its strictly
correct sense which implies exactitude or aptness, but
rather as good-fellowship.
Amiability, sociability, conviviality, and a little small talk for over the holidays
was all I required of my friends.

—

—

At the end of one year spent in writing about the
complexes and complexions of celluloidions I find that
I am becoming warped.
No longer do I cultivate gracious souls and warm myself at their conventionality.
The barbarous, the ruthless, the exotic and erotic, the
haughty, the insolent, the eccentric, the individual
only these intrigue me now, for with the tenacity of a
villain in a melodrama I am out gunning for "good copy"
a colorful interview material
something, anything

—

—

work up

good story.
Naturally, all of the more prominent players are good
copy in a certain sense, for achievement is in itself
usually worth recording at least once, but some of the
that will

into a

personalities are so much better subjects for being written about than others that they pale the others into insignificance. But before taking up the more glamorous exponents in more detail let's get a few of the horrible examples offhand and save the good ones till the last, thus end-

ing on a note of cheer and good will toward movie actors.
Generalizing for a moment a great many motionpicture stars, in spite of the exceptional charm and poise
which is inherently theirs, do not quote well. Which
reminds me of a certain young player with whom I
spent an afternoon recently and who will serve as Exhibit
of what the Wampas Baby Stars should not do
when being interviewed.

—

A

.

Me

(in interview

fashion)

come back to the screen ?
Pretty Lady: "Oh, well,
think I do and sometimes
couldn't say."
Me (faintly discouraged)

going

to

I

I

:

Do you

:

really

want

to

—

sometimes 1
don't know
think I don't.
I really

But

I've heard

make "The Spanked Darling."

you were
an

Isn't that

—

you couldn't be better!"
that shrug could mean
pretty lady shrugs.
anything.
It could be taken as "Yes" or "No," but
any way you quote it she invariably meant it the other
ideal role for

Now

The

Another diffishe has been misquoted.
subject is a voung man who talks brilliantly but none too charitably about his associates in
This listens entertainingly for a couple
the profession.
of hours and you may even find yourself agreeing with
at least some of his caustic observations, but in the
name of diplomacy it is best to detour from that unless
you are contemplating suicide anyway.

way and swears

cult interview

She is
of Mary Pickford.
known
ever
so different.
Of all the players I have
Mary Pickford is the most consistent talker. I mean
by that she says what she has to say on a subject
definitely and concisely before she drops it and starts
All this

makes me think

—

on another. It would be almost impossible to misquote
Mary, unless it were done intentionally. When" some
one says black is black and white is white there is little
Mrs. Fairbanks is the scribblers'
to be misunderstood.
delight.
She talks, in sentences and paragraphs that are
The only difficulty Mary
all but punctuated for you.
Everything that
offers is to get a new angle on her.
could possibly be said about her has been said ten or
In spite of that, she is
twelve dozen times before.
excellent copy.

This is true, too, of Joseph von Sternberg, who made
Mr. von Sternthe sensational "Salvation Hunters."
berg, with the possible exception of Von Stroheim, is the

most colorful copy

in

Hollywood.

That

Continued on page 112
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meant
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a
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Madge Bellam y writes of the drowsy village life she exr\r
at\r\V\
w L/ Cl
L 1 vJ i i perienced in a small town while making "Lazybones."
,

/

To Myrtle Gebhart
Kernville,

DEAREST

California.

MYRTLE:

I've been having a marvelous time, poking around
and seeing all the sights. Mother
came up with me and we brought
my two adorable puppies. One is
a peke and the other is a wirehaired fox.
The management of
the hotel did not take kindly to the
pups at first but finally gave in and
let me have them with me.
I guess
they think I am one of those actresses you read about who always
travel with a flock of dogs, secretaries and French maids.
am
I
guilty of the dogs but that's the extent of

it.

Now

take you on a personconducted tour of Kernville.
Main Street runs from the "city
limits" through the "business district" to the cemetery, and is all of
four blocks in length.
There is a
"board walk" in front of the Odd
Fellows Hall and the store. Much
to my surprise, there isn't a movie
I will

ally

show

in the place.

Some

enterpris-

ing person ought to get busy and
build one for the benefit of the. motion-picture people who come up
here.

I

really believe that

members

of the movie colony like to see pictures as well
Madge Bellamy as she
as any one
appears in the role of
the world.
Kit, the adopted child
But we have of Lazybones, and at
excitement
the top of the page,
dance
every
the whole company set

m

—

other

Satur-

for

a

scene.

day night and a Western thriller in
town hall on the alternate Saturday, and we certainly get a kick
out of both.
Lots more fun than
dances and shows in Hollywood.
The best thing in town, that is,
the most fascinating to me, is the
the

store.
It's the center of activity for
the simple reason that you can't get
anything any place else but there.
It's the meat market, grocery store,
dry goods, shoe store, post office,
automobile agency, and public library, all rolled into one.
And,
honest, you can get anything from a
pin to a plow and some of the merchandise is the original stock puton the shelves when it was opened
fifty years ago.
I just about live in the store and
I've found more adorable things to
buy than you'd ever imagine. The
other day I went in looking for a
mustache cup several of the handsome males in the company have
gone in for those old-fashioned

—

adornments, in the inand would you believe it, they actually had a beautifully decorated one there on the
drooping

terests

shelf

lip

of art

—

!

The

village school is another place
wouldn't have missed for a tenyear contract.
I
was invited to
visit a class room by one of my
most ardent admirers who gazes
upon the world and me from under the brim of a huge black sombrero and comments on the state of
I

—

—

Continued on page 111
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A

Prophet

of the

Hobart Bosworth, who has already seen some of

wonderful thing to be in on the beginnings of
There is something thrilling about the
premiere of a new play, the galley proof of a novel,
or a preview of a much-heralded motion picture. Even
I, who still have all my teeth and can walk without the
aid of a cane, have seen some interesting phases in the
development of that unruly Topsy they call the cinema,
I have seen the stars of yesteryear go back to ribbon
counters I have seen obscure extra girls step out into
the full glare of the Kleigs.
I have seen
but who
cares ? This story is about what Hobart Bosworth has
seen.
Compared with his experiences in cinema land,
I can say with Al Jolson that I ain't seen nothin' yet.
He was in a reminiscent mood that day at the
First National studio in New York, where
they were filming "Chickie." I think it
was because he frankly disliked the
tawdry story with its moral that the
wages of sin is a millionaire husband for he started in by telling
that in "the old days"
those
days being away back in 1909,
the men at the head of the then
a

is

tilings.

;

—

;

new

really

At the close of
him with a charming
and tolerant smile. "Oh, come, Mr. Bosworth, you don't
really believe that moving pictures will be anything more
than a child's plaything, do you now?"
At that time, Hobart Bosworth was a blond-haired
giant who had made a name for himself on Broadway.
Forced out West by ill health, he became a teacher of
dramatic art. And when Frank R. Boggs, one of the
very first directors, approached him with an offer to help
him make pictures, Mr. Bosworth was as insulted as only
given the groping idea of the movies.

his talk one of the ladies said to

an established star of the "legitimate" can be.
"Why, I very nearly threw the man out of my office,"
he said.
"But he kept on talking, and somehow
be like, fired
played the lead in

believe

I

the

minute he

tions,

ourselves

else-

where."

Hobart Bosworth became fafirst as a leading man, and

mous

then as a portrayer of sea types.

9r

the
on the

^

pushed him off the cliff in the final thrilling fight.
Hobart Bosworth views the present-day movie with the
same feeling which parents regard the younger degeneration.
He thinks it should be spanked and put to bed.
"Elephantiasis, that's what's the matter with it," he
"It has grown too fast.
It has suffered from
wrong handling. It has been like a Frankenstein brought
to life from the simple imaginings of a child.
Why,
"
when I started in pictures
He was off. I had gone out to the studio to interview
some one or other, and I forgot about them. I had
lunch with Mr. Bosworth and we talked
or rather, he
talked
about the dim beginnings of that giant child,
the movies.
It seems strange to look back on as recent
a year as 1909 as an historical date.
Yet such is the
case.
are very near the molding of that history.
Hobart Bosworth had an integral part in its first life
struggles.
But most interesting of all, it seems to me,
is the fact that he realized at the time how vast and
important the new industrv would be. He prophesied it
to all who would listen.
Most people smiled politely and
said.

—

We

He
if Mr. Bosworth wasn't just a little "off."
highest-browed
Angeles
before
the
the
Los
lectured
of
women's clubs and' urged that serious consideration be
wondered

and was much relieved

when we took

screen.
He started in being- wicked with
the first reel, and never gave up until the hero

—

We

let

You knew
came

have shot more moany man

got a Chinaman to
us have the back yard of his
laundry for a 'set.'
He was
considerably worried at our ac-

living.

believed

and wrong is
wrong. Those who sinned- were
punished.
There were no suave,
likable villains of the Adolphe Menvillain

I

my

tion picture Indians than

right,

jou type in those days.

new

this

ing to

motion pictures had an
educational
mission.
They
filmed
two - reel
classics,
crudely, perhaps, but sincerely.
There were thrillers, too
"Westerns" and serials. In all
of them a very simple and
wholesome morality was taught
is

what

art was goI
enthusiasm.
the first two-reel
Western that was ever filmed in Los
Angeles.
I still have the saddle I
used in that picture, and the guns.

his description of

that the

that right

a few more.

Squier

—

industry

makes

his early screen predictions fulfilled,

By Emma-Lindsay

IT

Cinema

His Sea Wolf was the greatest
character he ever played, and was
such a tremendous sensation that
Lasky reproduced the picture some
years

later.

The

latter

production

was a weak echo of the first because
the powers that be decided that the grimly
sardonic Sea
olf should become a stock
villain, filled with brutality and lust and ferociousI need hardly say that Mr. Bosworth did not play

W

ness.

role of the second adaptation.
laughed as he talked about the many sea pictures
he has made. "If any one had told me in my boyhood
days before the mast
I went to sea when I was twelve
that those smelly, dirty, creaking ships would ever
spell romance for hundreds of thousands of people, I'd
have thought them as crazy as they thought me when I
said that motion pictures would become the world's

the

title

He

—

—

greatest artistic industry.
Romantic? Lord
But I
dare say the time will come when our descendants will
!

look back upon this 'quaint' age of automobiles, and talk
!"
about the 'romance' of motors
Here is a man with a strangely impersonal viewpoint,
which he turns on himself as well as on people and
events about him.
He has known the heights of popular acclaim, he has known the depths of sickness and
neglect.
It is a heartbreaking thing to drop from stardom into complete obscurity. To see the industry which
meant so much and to which his best efforts had been
given, pass by without a backward glance for the man
who had been the idol of thousands of picture fans. He
Continued on page 107

Gloria, the Versatile
was not so long ago that they called Gloria SwanITson
merely a "clothes horse," those
who did
critics

not care for her.
But of late, every new picture in which she has
appeared has shown unsuspected abilities along many
and varied lines.
In "The Coast of Folly," her next picture, Gloria
will appear in the four guises
running the gamut
from youth to age shown in the four pictures on this

—

—

page.

Her

is that of a young woman, Joyce
Gathaway, as seen in the picture at the right.
At a costume party, she goes as Pollyanna, in the
"Pickford" make-up shown in the oval.
But she also plays the part of Nadine Gathazvay, the
mother of Joyce. Below you see Nadine as a young
woman, and in the lower right-hand corner, as a woman
well advanced in years.

principal part

A

92
Continued from page 23

friends

tells

when

ing

I

me
say

that
I

am

the psychoanalysts

merely pos-

is a problem for
and too deep for

me.
Having- arrived at the position of
stardom, I feel a desire to remain
there.
This imposes upon me a
regimen of living far more rigorous,
1
believe, than is imposed on the
average successful business man.

While working on

a picture I arise
the morning and
am at my studio riding ring by six.
I ride horseback for an hour under
Mario Carillo, a
the tutelage of
former captain of Italian cavalry,
who is putting me through the same
course as though I were in training
to become an army officer.
at

rive

o'clock

in

I go to the dressing room
rubbed down by my trainer.
Then I don my costume and make-up
and am ready for work at eight

At

and

Acting before the camera, and attention to the hundreds of details
which attend picture making, take up
my day. I seldom leave the studio
before seven at night. You will believe me when I say that I am in bed

On the evening before a reholiday,
cent
I planned to celebrate
theater. After dinner
going
to
the
by
I was so
sleepy that I decided to
forgo even that mild dissipation.
at nine.

Fortunately, this program does not
last continuously for fifty-two weeks
in the year.
I am mindful of what
all work and no play does to Jack,
and am anxious that the same should
not apply to myself.
So, between
pictures, there are glorious holidays
with motor jaunts in Spain, and return visits to Italy, my native land.
In connection with the conduct

imposed upon a
it

is

he

is

follows him after
he leaves the studio wherever he may
go.
If he should arise late some
morning and neglect to shave this
has no reference to my own recent
beard the report is circulated that
So-and-so, always so immaculate on
the screen, is really unkempt in private life.

This

star,

I

might add

easier to become a star than
Once the spotto remain one.

it is

spotlight

—

better than to appear in bad stories.
In many cases the star has no say
in the matter, but must appear in
the stories assigned to him.
This

does not apply, however, to such
players as Norma Talmadge, Doug-

Fairbanks, Mary Pick ford, and
Charles Chaplin, who produce their
own pictures and therefore have comlas

plete authority.

—

the

If

direction

is

bad,

the star

blamed. It is almost an impossible
matter for the spectator to decide
is

whether excellence or failure on the

supposed to sacrifice some of his romantic appeal to the feminine theater

the actor to make a scene
is due to the player or to
the director, but the latter is so remote a figure that the public points
its finger of scorn at the person it

patrons.

can

he mistreats his wife, he is a
brute, and should not be allowed on
the screen.
If he loves her, he is
If

he appears at a cafe with a
jolly crowd, he is dissipating terribly.
If

seven,

am

thirty.

that

begins to play upon the actor,
like a Specimen under a microscope.
Under the magni fying glass
his wings frequently look singed and
sometimes they are not visible at all.
light

don't like the desig-

Well, that

nation.

I

Confession

was invited

I

Year's

attend

to

Eve party

a

New

at a public place.

It was to be a perfectly respectable
celebration such as were attended by
good people all over this country,
which does not mean, however, that
all of the eighteen amendments would
be kept absolutely inviolate.
I had
heard reports that the dry law en-

forcement agents would be unusually
active, so I stayed at home, for I
knew that if an}' liquor were found
on any one at my table, headlines

from coast

to coast

would read

VALENTINO CAUGHT IN
LIQUOR RAID
The only

place

I

can find any pri-

my own

home, so for
that reason I stay there most of the
time that I am not in the studio.
vacy

is

in

But if the star's private life is an
open book to the public, his professional life is even more so. - He is
held responsible for manv things.
If the story is bad, the star is
blamed. He didn't write it, but the
public reasons that he should know

part of

effective

see.

By

the same token, I suppose that
good work on the part of author or
director reflects credit on the star
and that he receives praise which he
does not deserve. But the slings and
arrows of criticism seem to strike the
cuticle harder than the roses of applause.
So the star finds himself the focusing point of both the camera and the
picturegoers. If he steps to one side,

or is too forward or too backward, he
gets out of focus.
So he must keep
in the one position.
But even so, if
he remains there long enough, he will
find the spotlight wavering and seeking other targets.
That spotlight is
There are fixed stars
a fickle jade.
in the firmament but none in the motion-picture skies.
All of my energies will be devoted to keeping such
position as I have attained, and I
want to remain in pictures as long as
I can, for if ever a man enjoyed his
work, that man is myself.
In closing, I might borrow a line
from the Gilbert and Sullivan policeman and sing that the star's life may
not be a completely happy one, but
for me, it is the happiest I hope to
find

on

this earth.

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 57

Spanish hacienda, built on a ranch by
is to be their future
home. The menage, as outlined, is to
be a veritable dream castle designed
to take a person back to the days of
the sea, which

hundred years ago, when Caliwas composed of vast estates
ruled by the Spanish grandees. Even
automobiles are to be barred from
the premises, and the hacienda will
a

fornia

be a historic show place, the scene
of fiestas, rodeos, and other old California celebrations.

Doug and Mary

plan to live there "the life of the don
and donna of old Spain."
All of which indicates no doubt
that the locales of the popular pictures in which they appear are bound

eventually to exert an influence on
the minds of stars.
Doug particularly has enjoyed two
of his greatest successes in "The
Mark of Zorro," which was laid in
old California and "Don O," which
has the setting of Spain.
For contrast to this news, Joseph
Schenck has recently announced that
he will build a big amusement park,
with
scenic
railways,
shoot-the-

chutes,

and other Coney Island

ef-

fects.

Strong on Headwork.

Through a typographical error, an
item in one of the daily newspapers,
instead of saying skillful, referred to
Henry B. Walthall and Mary Alden
as "skullful" players.
Andi that's
quite O. K., pronounced like "oak"
in the colony, with us.

The next telephone girl
who says "allrighty"

studios

in

the

to us,

however, we're going to gag with a

powder

puff.

!

Let's

The

Continued from page 26

The
of

writer has mentioned that

the

all

students are not present at
few are

the classroom sessions.

A

out on the bridle paths or suburban
lanes, learning that horseback riding
for

the

novice

proposition.

A

is

often

a

painful

few are learning how

an automobile without incurring the wrath of every traffic
policeman they meet. They are not
larking while the rest are working,
they are merely picking up those acto operate

complishments which are

in

common

demand in the films. Every
of the Paramount School must

pupil
learn,

he hasn't already, how to fence,
drive a car, ride horseback, and
dance.
They must learn to do these
things gracefully and well, for fans
who are willing to overlook mediocre
pictures and acting will not stand for
awkwardness in the everyday pursuits which they themselves have
if

mastered.

Perhaps the final examination is
the most unique thing about this
school.
Imagine an examination to
which the students look forward all
through their course
This final is
a motion picture in which members
!

are cast.
Those who
shown the most pronounced
ability and the most faithful appliof the class

have

cation to duty will be given the leading roles, and the others will receive
parts according to their merits in the
eyes of the school heads. Those who
pass the examination with high honors will be given "diplomas," that is,
personal letters of indorsement by
Mr. Lasky together with selected film
cuttings and still pictures, which will
serve as a recommendation for employment in the studios of other companies.
But those who have completed their course with a "summa
cum laude" degree will receive contracts for one year with Famous
Players-Lasky. If in that time they
make good with the public as they
have made good with the studio officials, the contracts may be extended
four more years.
Thus that dream
of a million fans, a screen career, will

have been realized.
But interesting though the fates
of the score of student actors in the
school of film acting may be,
the outcome of the great experiment
is more absorbing. If even one Betty
Bronson develops from the first
class, the new system of making
players may be considered a success
and other studios may adopt it.
Perhaps it will no longer be necessary for the film aspirant to pack up
his belongings and what few dollars
he or she possesses and journey to
Hollywood or New York to beg for
first

a chance

which may never come.

the Paramount School!

Visit

route to a screen

may

career

soon be the filling out of an application blank for admission to a school,
the submitting of photographs, a film
test, and an interview with an official.
What are the qualifications which
may place one among the lucky men

and

selected for a motion-picexceptional
school ?
First,
beauty of face and figure, and youth.
There are fine character actors and
actresses on the screen who obviously
do not qualify in this respect, but the
stage offers a great reserve of players of histrionic talent and few novices can compete with them.
The demand is for new, young blood.
But there is a joker in that phrase,
"exceptional beauty of face and figure."
Many of the candidates
selected for the Paramount School
from thousands of applicants seem
quite like other boys and girls, in the
flesh.
But in their photographs they
are sublimations of their real selves.
Ravishing beauty, charm, arrestingpersonality stand out in their film
girls

ture

tests.

The camera must have

its lit-

obscuring the
beauty of sought-after people and in
tle

joke.

It delights in

creating rare charm in others who
pass unnoticed.
You can never tell
your possibilities for success in the
films until you have faced the capricious camera.
Of course, the picture-school aspirant must have latent ability to act.
He or she must have versatility, for
the insipid, dumb-dora school of film
acting is going out.
There must be
good health, for motion-picture acting is trying, with occasional overtime work, exposure, and other hazards.
Advanced education is not required, but general intelligence is.
So also are good principles, ambition,
coupled with patience and perseverance, and a happy disposition.
If
the candidate for film honors is confident of the possession of all these
qualities, and is between the ages of
eighteen and thirty, if a man or between sixteen and twenty-five, if a
woman, the chances are that he or
she may be one of the lucky ones
enrolled in some future film class.

nalism to test his

—

The charter members of the Paramount school are an interesting lot.
Thelma Todd, a Massachusetts girl,
was going

to

normal school

to

fit

herself to be a teacher when she was
summoned to the Astoria studio.
Dorothy May Nourse, a sixteen-

year-old girl from Roxbury, Massachusetts, is the baby of the class,
while Charles Brokaw, staggering
under the weight of his twenty-six
summers, is the oldest.

Claud Buchanan was recruited
from the ranks of the medical students, while Charles

Edward Rogers

forsook a university course in jour-

abilities

as a film

Walter

J. Goss was a practicing New York newspaper man and
Mona Palma and Ethelda Bernice
Kenvin were models. Jack Luden

actor.

holds several athletic records.
Several have traveled widely and
have absorbed the atmosphere of
other lands and peoples.
Harriett
Siega Krauth spent her early years
in the British West Indies, Lorraine
Eason was in Panama for many
years, and Greg Blackton has spent
long periods in the Argentine, Cuba,
and Europe. Irving Hartley seems
to hold the championship of the class
for all-round experience.
He has
been a radio operator, a ticket clerk,
manager of a department in a steamship line, a press photographer, and
an actor.
La Verne Lindsay has

composed music and Wilbur Thomas
Dillon has served in the technical
branches of picture making.
The
ancestry of the students runs largely
to English and Irish, with some
Scotch, German, French, and Spanish.
The majority of them reside
in

New York

The Hollywood

City.

represented by three or four,
Massachusetts by the same number,
while the homes of the others are
widely scattered.
Perhaps one of the most significant facts about the school is that
many of its pupils have been striving for recognition in the studios
The
with no particular success.
chance to prove themselves which
has been denied them through the
They are
old system is now theirs.
installed in one of the largest studios
in the world, they are being developed and watched by capable instructors and their lights cannot remain
hidden under a bushel. If this spells
opportunity to those who have struggled long for recognition, how much
larger a development it is for those
who have had no experience with the
sector

is

studios whatever

The Paramount

;

—
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Picture School

is

It
a development worth watching.
business
whole
revolutionize
the
may

of

selecting

players

for

the

screen

and bring the chance for a screen
career close to every one's door.

THE NEARLY PERFECT
MOVIE THEATER.
of the following:
do not make us
feel, after a half hour, as if we were
sitting upon a tree trunk.
An arrangement in the ceiling by
It will consist

Padded

seats that

which a cannon ball will drop upon
the head of any one who starts reading the subtitles aloud or who, having
seen the pictures before, starts elucidating the plot to the person beside
him.
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The Baby Spot
Continued from page 31

won't be any extras

motion

in

left

!"

pictures

said

the

:

!

The machine

saving

is

pro-

the

ducers at this end just a bit to offset the three million dollars squandered on "Ben-Hur" in Italy.

When

Torrence

Was Tough.

was punching cattle then, in the
State of Chihuahua, old Mexico.
Didn't see a white

human

for a year.
That was twenty-seven years ago. I
was trying to get a start in the

world."

David Torrence, his square Scotch
frame in a sweater and knickers,
smiles as he reminisces.
''It's surprising how tough

you get

under such circumstances," he con"I remember Lord Delvel
Beresford, who was on the ranch
next to ours for six years. He grew
a beard and got so tough he .would
eat raw meat.
I suppose I looked
pretty much that way myself.
Well,
I lost my little pile in ranching and
decided to go to New York.
"Nature had given me a decent
baritone voice. I had been well educated in the University of Scotland.
My voice had been cultivated. So I
decided to try to get into opera.
I
remember going into the old Casino
tinues.

Theater

in

New York

manFresh from

to see the

ager of the opera troupe.
the ranch, burly, tanned, dressed in
rough clothes, I suppose I looked

enough

to

bite

nails.

Ironies of Chance.

David Torrence and his brother
came to Hollywood three
years ago.
Ernest had tried very
hard to get into the movies in New
York. They told him he was too tall.
But David had a chance to work for
Mary Pickford in "Tess of the
Storm Country," so he brought his

Not only I, but a lafge class
Americans it would be a large
class if you could get them all together are being exploited by those
who purvey our amusements. Those
ploited.

brother along.
"It shows how much this business
depends on chance," the character
actor continues.
"Ernest got his
chance the one role that fitted him
perfectly
that comic heavy in 'The
Covered Wagon.'
I don't suppose
they dreamed what a hit 'The Covered Wagon' was going to be.
In
fact, I understand that it was not intended for a big feature at all. But
you know what happened. Biggest
success in years.
Ernest was fa-

—
—

mous

scandalous

broth-

— simply

He

grinned good-naturedly.
I know any number of good
actors out here
trying to get into the
movies.
They can't even get their
heads inside the gate."

"And

—

Exploiting the Highbrow.

And

acted that way, too.

my

To-day

overnight.
salary
is
scandalous."

er's

It

a

came

to

me

revelation

the other
that I am

—

who

read this outburst have undoubtedly said with me
after being inveigled into a particularly dull eve-

being

as

ex-

—

ning

:

"By Heaven,

I'll never go to anThey're all trash!"

other play!

Or:

"By Heaven, I'll never go to another movie
They're all trash !"
And then along comes a "Beggar
on Horseback" or a "Last Laugh"
and we see them and our faith in the
theater or screen is restored.
Now
!

what happens?

We

go gayly off to see the next
play or the next movie at the same
theater.
Perhaps we sit in the very
same seat in which, a few days before,

we were

thrilled, uplifted,

and

enlightened. And we see an "Abie's
Irish Rose" or a "Her Love Song."
I am now convinced that the occasional appearance of a good play or
a good movie is not just an accident
as I once imagined.
I believe it is
deliberate.
The producers are baiting us. They recognize the existence
of this large class of Americans and
our money looks just as good to them

—

anybody else's money. So they
throw us a morsel now and then,
merely enough to keep us coming to
the theaters in the hope of more. It
as

just another variety of exploitathe pernicious exploitation of

is

morning

—

of

Ernest

"I

tough

manager shook his head.
'You've got a voice all right,
but great heavens, man
You've got
to go somewhere and learn stage deportment. You must look like a gentleman in opera. You're too uncou'."
"For

He

tion

:

the so-called highbrow.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 71

When

a director does not want to
use a double for a star, instead of
getting a slim graceful girl like Lora
Winberg who really looks like Doris
at a distance, he gets the clumsiest,
bulkiest person he can find.
Then the
star willingly does her own stunts.

"Dolores Cassinelli wears one of
those smart, high-necked, satin bathing suits in the picture.
It's a pity
the film won't be shown until after
the northern outdoor swimming seaover.
But never mind. Even
too late to copy her suit for
swimming, it's a great pattern for
a dress.
No schoolgirl's wardrobe

son
if

is

it's

will be

complete without one

like

it

some shopping when she finishes
working in the Meighan picture in
Ireland and Carmelita Geraghty and
Virginia Valli will be coming home
some time during the fall. They are
in Munich now, having the time of
;

lives.
Studios abroad can't
as efficiently as the ones here
do, because the girls always have
plenty of time to go shopping be-

their

work

tween scenes over there.
"Speaking of clothes, Madleine
Hurlock is all upset because nowhere
in 'Lord Jim' does Conrad tell how
the girl should he dressed.
So she
doesn't know whether to go in for
ginghams-a-la-mail-order grass skirts,
or one of those gaudy things a native

this winter.

wraps around and

Speaking of clothes, I don't intend
buy any until all the screen stars
now abroad come back home and dis-

if

to

play the latest styles.
Hope Hampton is getting dozens of frocks to
use in those fashion films she makes
every once in a while Lois Wilson
is going to skip over to Paris to do
;

"Worry about
I

were

"What do you think of their sep"Here is
aration?" she exclaimed.
Rudolph, in Los Angeles, stoutly
denying that it is a permanent break
only a marital vacation and then
Natacha, on arrival in New York,
bursts into the papers with tales of
how the Sheik was too simple and
domestic in his tastes to be a romantic enough husband. What will
the Valentino fans think now, I wonder? Well, at least, Rudie manages
to keep them supplied with something to talk about."
I could see from the determined
way that Fanny was assembling
books and vanity cases under her

-

that she was about to run.
"Seeing some one off for Europe?"

arm

pins.

that

if

vou like, but
go in for

in her place I'd

—

—

I

asked.

"Don't

the long, slinky, plain things like Nita

Fanny

Naldi wears."

thoughts.

At mention

of Nita Naldi Fannie
suddenly recalled the startling news
about Nita's close friends, the Valentinos.

bother

to

murmured,
"I'm just

come

along,"
my
reading
seeing Gloria

There
for Virginia.
be too big a crowd there anyway. And I'll tell you all about it
when I see you."

Swanson

will

off
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A

Test for

Mary

Philbin
In "Stella Maris" her work must stand

comparison with what is generally regarded as Mary Pickford's finest picture.

MOTION-PICTURE

critics

were unusually

in-

when it was announced that Mary
Philbin was to make, for Universal, a new

terested

version of "Stella Maris," the picture which is generally
conceded to have been Mary Pickford's masterpiece
from an artistic point of view. In that picture, Mary,
for the one time in her career, stepped into a real character part, and created a type radically different from
any she has ever done before or since. This was the
role of Unity Blake, the little London slavey, whose

The two smaller
pictures on

this

page are of the
two Marys as
Stella Maris,
the one above be-

ing Mary Philbin.

The larger pictures

show

the

players as Unity

Blake.
above
Philbin

The one
is

Mary

and

the

one below, Mary
Pickford.

twisted

mind and

bod)- required the ability to create

a repellent characterization.

character, as played by Mary, would have been
a splendid piece of work on the part of any character
actress, and because many persons had claimed that

The

Mary was limited to the conventional type which she
had always played before that, her rendition of the
role caused much comment, and a great deal of praise.
Persons interested primarily in the art of acting hoped
that the picture would be the forerunner of many
others in which Mary would extend her versatility
farther and farther along artistic lines.
But that has
not happened.

Now, however, comes Mary Philbin, willing to be
put to a test of a comparison with Mary Pickford's
Like her predecessor, she is playing
finest picture.
both roles, that of the sweet, fragile Stella, and the
embittered, twisted Unity Blake.
The admirers of Mary Philbin, who feel that she
has not had the right sort of vehicles in some of her
recent pictures, will look forward with a good deal of
interest to Universal's production of "Stella Maris."

Whom
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Continued from page 87

do or do not

they
do not, I will he in a position to cross
my ringers and cry to the director,
It is human na'See, I told you so.'
'I
told
you
so,' isn't it?
say,
ture to
But in this case will I ? I will not.
We seldom say that to directors.
the}-

"I

might

sit

hack

like

it.

If

my home and

in

wait lor only the parts with which
censors could find no fault, but I

would make

little

And even

money.

the censor elements are constantly at
war among themselves, unable to decide upon what is objectionable and
what isn't, certain things being taboo
in one section or city

and acceptable

another, so how am
what will please them ?

in

"The

critics

one to give
such pictures

is

demand
it

to

I

art

to

know

— but

how

them? Because
'The Enchanted

as
Cottage' fail to reap great financial
harvests, the producers are averse to
making them and the opportunities to
play in artistic films of which the
more cultured persons, approve are
few.
"That brings us," Helene continued
in her definite, businesslike way, ''to
'wholesome'
myself.
I dislike the
roles that are so often given me.
Because I happened to interpret one
or two such parts in pictures that
proved successful from the financial
standpoint,
several
producers be-

should do nothing else.
I had such a role in 'The Recreation
of Brian Kent' and hated it from the
dav I started work until I completed

lieve that

I

it."

"But now the producers inform
that 'Brian Kent'

is

me

a popular picture,

Therefore,
it is making money.
should play similar roles.
"Personally, I loathe sex pictures.
They are not only unclean but most
They
of them are such silly junk.
are well patronized, however, so
in order to please the sensation-loving element of the public as well as
the producers who find them paying
propositions, I have to forget my own
dislike of them and play in some.
"I much prefer a film in which I
can wear old clothes and interpret an
individual
characterization,
rather
than display fashions, but many of
the fans demand that an actress adorn
herself in all that is of the moment's
mode and step onto the screen in resplendent glory.
In reply, I sometimes do what they ask.
"I am trying to get a perspective
on my problem, to achieve a happy
medium if there is such a thing. At
least. I can set my foot down on some
points.
I refuse absolutely to appear
in a film that I think will hurt the
morals of the children who will see
it.
I won't play a definitely despicable and unclean part. I might have
become a more popular actress, if I
that
I

—

Should an Actor Please?

were not so particular, but after all
respect is worth more than momentary sensationalism.

"When

1

started

free-lancing,

I

determined to run my career in accordance with my own convictions.
But after struggling for some time
play only parts that I liked, I
reached the conclusion that I could
I
not draw the line too severely.
must, unless the role is quite offensive, obey the producer and keep
to

discreetly silent.

"I must please the director by
enacting the scene as he thinks best,
and keep to myself all thoughts that
he has the wrong viewpoint. I must
attempt to do my work in such a
fashion that it will win the approval
of the men who sell the pictures, so
that they will write and suggest that
the producer call me for other films.
"I must remember that the critics
who will review the picture will be
watching for flaws in my work, so I
must be careful of my technique. I
must bear in mind that the theater
owner has to make money, so I must
be a little daring, to please the portion of the public that likes it, and yet
not so risque as to arouse the censors' ire and have them cut out man}'
of my scenes.

"And, more important than all else,
must not forget that the public
makes or breaks those who act in the
movies.
If I fail to please the maI

jority of these varied fan classes,

screen

my

be brief."
Helene Chadwick does not always
keep up a steady, even pace as do
some featured players who continue
in the same sort of things and retain
This she exa regular popularity.
plains by the fact that she has been
experimenting, "trying to figure out
if any consistent success in pictures
is possible
for the majority of us,
this regiment between the unknowns
and the big stars."
She was at her best, I have always
thought, in those Goldwyn comedylife will

laugh and be amused.

In that re-

we are all kin. The dearth
of comedy-drama must be due to lack
spect,

of stories.
"I had a reason lor doing each,"
she explained her acceptance this past
year of varied types of roles and her

appearance

some

in

pretty poor pic-

"I did not have any illusions

tures.

that 'The Recreation of Brian Kent'

would be an exceptionally fine thing,
but I knew there was a strong public
for the outdoor movie.
Men and
boys like Westerns.
I had noticed
that most of my fan letters were from
women and girls, and I wanted to

men of those families.
"Free-lancing has two advantages.

interest the

me

gives

It

a better pick of

restrained though I
restrictions

many

in

am

trying

varied tastes.

roles,

within certain

At

to

please

so

have
do some-

least, I

the privilege of refusing to

thing that I think would be really injurious to my career.

"And

it

enables

me

to get

on

all

For years I played
only Goldwyn programs, was seen
only in forty houses then I was on
the Paramount release and did picof the programs.

;

tures for other studios who have various exhibition systems. I had never
been on the Universal program and
I knew that they had a string of
houses and were particularly strong
in the smaller towns in sections where
was practically unknown to the
I
fans.
"That is why I signed for the picture I'm working on now, 'The Still
,

Alarm,' which I do not expect to be
anything extraordinary, nor is it intended as a world-beater or sensational success.
For one reason I like
it takes me away from those tireThe plot
some 'wholesome' parts.
orders me to leave my husband and
run away with another man, though
my actions are motivated by what I
it

:

dramas,
particularly
"Dangerous
Curves Ahead," "Scratch My Back,"
and "Brothers Under the Skin." And
of them she highly approved.
'T am not a weepy, sentimental

believe will be an understandable re-

heroine.
I am not inclined that way
myself, and I feel ridiculous acting so
before the camera.
I would like to
do comedy-drama, but good stories in
that field are rare.
Only very clever
people, with a delicious sense of hu-

the public will not like
gives me a chance to be
different, so I am making the gamble,
which I think will bring me new fans.
"It resolves down to one thing,"
she summed up, "I must try to give
the majority of the public what they
want, for they, after all, are the final
judges whose opinions are most influential, but I must use tact in dealing
You can
with the other factors.
please some of the people all of the
time, all of the people some of the
time, but you can't please all of the
You can
people all of the time.

mor and

ability to translate that into
delicately satiric scenes, like Rupert

Hughes, can write them.
"'They made
producers' and

And

money

—

there is the
exhibitors' answer.

yet we see so few of them now,
aside from an occasional one of
Lubitsch's.
Pictures are getting too
heavy. I think.
All publics like humor. It is human nature to want to

volt.

"Probably the censors will throw
up their hands in horror. No doubt
the critics will say, 'An old idea done
over.'
it.

Maybe

But

merely

—

it

try."

—
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ex.

OS

Watch Out

for this

Boy!

By

REALIZING

—

Fenton,
to

have

a
all

new juvenile signed by Fox,
the possibilities of film success.

Caroline Bell

a while ago the scarcity of juveniles,
the producers began scouting- around for new
faces to fill that gap in the male ranks, and on
the wave of this favorable attitude toward young men
of promise Leslie Fenton has sailed into a five-year
Fox contract after a short training.
Les, however, has had a rather varied experience,
playing with one profession only to discard it when his
interest in another was aroused, all of which, in his
changing contacts with life and people and their accomplishments, may be influential upon his picture career,
now that he thinks he has found his anchor.
He has been student, poet, tramp, actor and a couple
of other things.
To each he gave his whole-hearted
if only momentary
Each at first
boyish enthusiasm.

—

Leslie

seems

colored his imagination with the possibilities of romantic
adventure, and while each held him his dreams soared
He
to the heights of attainment in that particular field.
has vacillated, but in so doing has accumulated some
knowledge of young men of different temperaments and

environment.
You are conscious of this assortment of interests in
his inquisitive young mind, that he is qualified to enact
the problems of his own generation with which he is
Fie seems less an actor than those
so much in tune.
of many years in the theater whose thoughts and instincts run constantly to this one form of expression.
His boyish eagerness first impresses you, and then the
great amount of fun that he gets out of it all.
Continued on page 109
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Pride Preceded! a Fall
Continued from pnge 60

trayal of his real artistry.

prone

The pub-

concern themcostumes
or sets, and critics apparently judge
solely by the seeming reality or hislic

too

is

to

selves with the beauties of

truth of the plot structure,
being unable, because of the lapse in
time, to give a true criticism as to the
realistic portrayal of the character of
a human being who may have lived
in previous centuries."
torical

A

somewhat changed viewpoint

is

found

on Schildkraut's rather
distressing experience with the Goldwyn studios and Victor Seastrom's

also

"Name

the Man." It will be remembered that Schildkraut was engaged
to play the leading role in this production, but that three weeks later,
after his sudden return from location, he found himself outside the
studio gates with a terminated contract in his pocket.

as much as. the
for that fiasco,"
he says.
"I should have read the
script before I signed the contract
but, you see, I thought I could play
anything then
And when I got
out on the Coast, I found that I was
scheduled to enact a reserved, thor-

"I blame myself

Goldwyn company

!

oughgoing Englishman
"How in Heaven's name could I
do that when in the first place I
don't look anything like an Englishman or have any conception of how
an Englishman thinks or feels or
acts?

Tell

me

mistake in the
realized

it

Why,

that!
first

was a

it

we

all

we began

to

place and

soon as

as

shoot the picture.

"And

on top of that came
bloomer that part with
Norma Talmadge in the 'Song of
Love.' I am ashamed even to mention the name of the thing, it was so
terrible
True, I had read the
script in that case and loved it.
I
was in my element, a Frenchman
masquerading as an Arabian,' a part
that called for temperament in sympathy with mine. But when we began work, what a difference
The
story was changed daily it was rewritten until I was a mere jack-inright

another

—

!

!

;

the-box.

the

Storm"

camera,

his

angered

once

the

studio

workers to the extent that one gang
of electricians threatened to drop several tons of floodlights on him unless he behaved.
Now, while not
having attained the camaraderie of
Richard Dix or Monte Blue, he gives
and receives the same friendly and
unrestrained greetings as dozens of
others.
In other words, instead of
his absorbing the studios, the studios
have absorbed him.
Whether this
may or may not be due to some subtle
influence exercised by one Cecil De
Mille, Schildkraut's new patron, is
not thoroughly apparent.
But it is"
certain that De Mille has had a great
effect
upon the artistic side of
Schildkraut, and has gained an ardent
admirer thereby.
"I don't know whether I'm really
designed for a screen actor," says
Schildkraut.
"But if I am, I shall
certainly show it under the direction
of this 'man De Mille.
Why, I find
him as sensitive as a violin string!
He fairly tingles with emotion. I
find we are attuned, perfectly attuned, to the same note. I know before he speaks what he is telling me,
and when he moves away from the
camera while I am still making a
scene, I feel it so keenly that I can
hardly go on! It is just as if a taut
wire had been broken between us. Fie
utterly dominates my personality and
I love it
He is so masterful
!

"I figure, of course, that his is the
governing the picture,
so why shouldn't I let his mind dominate mine during the scenes ?
He
surely knows how he wants the trend
of thought and action to be shown!

intellect that is

"However.
it would

how

I

can readily see also

and hamper a

irritate

myself, will always think the
real reason was that one da}-, in the
projection room, some one saw a love
scene between Miss Talmadge and
myself and said I looked like her son
instead of her lover.
From then on,
I found my part dwindling, and in
the scenes already finished, the cut!"
ting room did the rest

Coupled with this new and rather
modest naivete, one can see a great
'

in

ment on the

Schildkraut's
set itself.

It

deporthas been

ments than

either his lips or eyes,
Schildkraut, under ordinary circum-

would

stances,

even

confidence

attract

arguing on the texture of the
moon. If analysis should fail you,
you'll undoubtedly become a willing
victim to his almost hypnotic eyes
but

if

if

doesn't,

it

you may suffer

the'

disappointment of realizing that he
well knows the talents which gained
him fame on the stage, and is perhaps using them to subjugate another
victim, off of

De

it.

in speaking of Schildprobable
future
on
the
screen, fails to approach the danger
line of hysterics, probably because of
an ingrown habit of expressing him-

Mille,

kraut's

self

guardedly, but he

not

is

uncom-

plimentary.

"Schildkraut
is
undoubtedly a
type," he says, "and as such cannot
be used indiscriminately in all kinds
of pictures. Great care must be used
in placing him in the proper story
setting, but once that is secured I
have a premonition that Schildkraut
will bring the same element of stark,
dramatic reality to his screen characterizations as he did in 'Liliom'
and 'The Firebrand' on the New
York stage. He is not and never
can be superficial, and for that reason makes his portrayals more elemental than the majority of film
players.
For this same reason,

he
prove to be
though,

probably

will

never

which can be
served continuously on the amusement menu."
But withal, Schildkraut's somewhat unusual and decidedly individual characteristics have not been enHe still delights,
tirelv submerged.
a

dish

for instance, in the vigorous osculation of all feminine digits within his

person with an, individuality not attuned to his to enter into close conHe is, of course, temtact with him.
peramental, and clashes of temperament will always produce discord.
But in my case, our relations have
been perfect.
When I first came

His pointedly foreign accenreach.
tuation in ordinary speech has apparently suffered no improvement despite the preciseness of English called
He
for in his various stage roles.

went to 'Paradise,' his
country home, and for two days we
talked art. literature, life, and the
manner of its living and we coincided and coordinated to a marvelous
degree
His thought and mine
grooved perfectly, so how can I

the fair sex in the studio.
still
assumes the role of

here,

I

;

"I,

difference

making "Orphans of
pompously arrogant
parade, both before and behind the
said that while

must sublimated of opportunists a
wide field for development or por-

!

doubt but that
great

deal
tions ?"

With

we both

will gain a

from our mutual

rela-

and eager manhe bends toward you, his
dark eyes intently serious and apparently blind to everything but your
belief in his remarks, and his slender,
overly sensitize fingers more expres-

ner,

his earnest

as

sive in their graceful, catlike

move-

is

still

adept

in

the

memorizing of the

collecting

first

and

names of

all

And

he

Joseph

Schildkraut upon awakening in
morning and discards it not until

the
his

eyelids drop in
if

slumber late at night,
you get what I mean.
Pie's working harder these days

also.

He

gets to the studio at seven

thirty every

morning.

At

eight, he

takes a fencing lesson, and after that
is over, he must ride for an hour to

improve his horsemanship.
Both
these accomplishments are requirements for his new picture, "The
Road to Yesterday." in which he has
a role which others say, and he believes,

is

particularly suited to him.
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'
'

probably
THIS
always

'

another of those almost ridiculously elaborate movie sets that some critics are
But it happens that it is not a movie set at all, but an actual
bewailing as being untrue to life.
section of the lobby of the Commodore Hotel in New York.
When they decided to film "Night Life in New York," the Paramount company felt that they wanted to
make the atmosphere as authentic as possible. So for some scenes they arranged to set up their cameras and
their lights in the lobby of the Commodore.
You should easily recognize it when you see the picture on~rtie screen.
looks

like
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Continued
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As

Jimmy.

soon as we gut to know
each other, she took me right to her
heart.
I'm almost afraid to

Oh—

breathe,
find

it

for fear

"Work,

that

was

clay in the studios,

my

fixing

I'll

wake up and

a dream.

all

all

knew.

1

reading a

clothes

in

the

All

little

and

evening,

Sundays at the beach, occasionally a
movie and, on rare occasions, a party.
couldn't,

I

into

Hollywood
crowd that runs around and dances
until all hours.
And the men I met
so many men out here seem to refit

this

—

gard an actress cheaply.
I couldn't
be the sort of person the}' wanted,
entertaining

in

a

light,

superficial

way, sparkling with animation, bubbling with chatter, and they had no
time for wallflowers.
Until Jimmy
came. I knew I liked him right

away

—he

was a big brother,

sort of.

I thought he didn't care.
I
erable, but I couldn't make

But

was misany over-

tures."

From a friend of Jimmy's I
learned the reason for Ruth's
mistake
about his

feeling,

and

it

expresses

boy— he is over thirty, but is
very boyish in manner better
than
can be done by any words of
mine.
His partner and pal had been
presented to Ruth first, had
admired
the

—

and Jimmy thought, for three
years, that this other chap
was in
love with her.
A mutual friend invited them down to her
beach parties
on Sunday afternoons and at
dusk
they would light a fire
and have

her,

wienie roasts.
All

that

time Jimmy worshiped
from afar, but made no effort to gain
her attention, not even telephoning
or asking permission to call,
thinking that his

When

the

and

chum had a prior claim.
chap moved away

other

_he_ realized that there
was no
possibility of a romance
in that direction, he hopped
to it and in a

whirlwind courtship of three
months

won

his bride.

was in a daze at first, it was all
new and wonderful, having some

"I

so

one

to really care,

and

clean.

men

some one

didn't

I

so sweet

know

there were
like that— unselfish,
strong, and

yet with a spiritual
quality.

a

good

other girls were having

time.

I

wondered why

I

couldn't be popular and receive
candy
and flowers and have the men
crazy

about me, like So-and-so, and
mentioning names of girls who had

Waited

been the center of attraction during
those years when she felt the sting
of loneliness.
"But when I tried it
a time or two, I saw I couldn't, so
I gave up, and resigned myself to a

vague hope that some day something
would change things for me. I never
dreamed that love would come, and
so beautifully, so perfectly.
I'm just
beginning, after seven months of
marriage, to feel that it is all real.

write you my definition
of happiness." She busied herself at
the green-and-gold desk, and then
showed me what she had written
''Wait,

I'll

"Some one

do

— something

to love

— something

to look

forward

to

to."

"I'm glad you didn't say, 'Some
one to love me,' " I mused.

"Why,

that is wonderful, but the
and most precious thing is
loving, for that means service.
This
covers everything. The affection and

biggest

consideration

which any
that

we

for another without
incomplete, the work-

life is

all

need

to

keep us busy

—and

the 'something to look forward to'

you can guess what I mean by that.
Then I'll have everything. And Soand-so, and the others, whom I used
to envy, where are they now? What
have they?"
Where are they, indeed ? Broken
little moths that played too excitedly
about a flame that was bound to burn
them, or
ness.

at least

scorch their fresh-

Trampled

flowers, their
blase
twenty, faces that

petals dirtied.

and

cynical

little

Tired
at

little girls,

should be young and eager, already
worn and beginning to show lines
through the paint
powder.
and
Cheap popularity doesn't last long

to be sure, a lower

the newly rich,

and who

rung of

society,

who welcome movie

—

and sometimes
But the Cornelius
family is of that upper segment
where tradition rules, where money

girls

patronize

lionize

— them.

has been so long that it is taken for
granted and is seldom thought of, of
that breeding which is expressed in
naturalness

utter

No

manner.
there

but

though

is

and simplicity of
drawn

definite lines are

a

vague,

tacit
is

barrier

as

which,

invincible

as

granite.

And

charming society
moves the young Mrs. Cornelius.
Her work is mentioned only quite
casually.
It is relegated to a comparatively unimportant place.
The
family had no objections to her returning to the studios when it was
seen that she had nothing with which
As Jimmy says,
to occupy her days.
"It isn't fair, when a girl has worked
for years and is interested in it, to
take her out of all that and give her
nothing but pink teas with which to
in that quiet,

the long hours."

in

fill

—

Since her return she has played in
three films
"As Man Desires," "The
Love Hour," for Warner Brothers,
and "The Titans," with House
Peters.
She will take a vacation between each picture, working only
often enough to occupy spare time,
or when it may amuse her to do so.
Realizing that the career to which
she devoted years, because she had
nothing else, is relatively unimportant
compared with what she has found
in marriage, she regards it now as a
sort of toy or hobby.

Ruth pitied herself a few years
ago, because she couldn't be a part
of that light fun, because some queer
thing in herself kept her at the side

that

their eyes are restless, discontented.
Sometimes I think the greatest trag-

to

As

a rule, a picture actress declares

marriage "awakens one to the
seriousness of life" and teaches one
"how to enact dramatic situations,"
lines.
She didn't understand then and all those high-sounding theories.
that it was a selective instinct in her,
It has had just the opposite effect
waiting for the thing that is truly
upon Ruth Clifford. It has given her
worth while.
a new and thoroughly delightful
Where are they? Oh, some are 'lightness of spirit, as though a sparkle
You see of sunshine, long imprisoned, had
still
"running around."
them at the theaters and the cabarets, been let out to play.
dancing to the jazz, trying to kid
It has made her much more indethemselves that they are having a
pendent.
As a struggling actress,
grand time. But their mouths droop, who must appear on the screen often

edy of Hollywood is not the down
and outer, but the girl who keeps up
her show of

tinsel,

her pretty

little

which brave and
desperate effort vou can see the
emptiness of her heart, the knowledge that she has cheapened something that should have been kept
display,

"It hurt, a lot of times,
to stav at

home when

Who

Girl

through

priceless.

As

the wife of

Ruth moves

Jimmv

in a circle in

Cornelius,

which most
There is,

picture actresses are taboo.

keep up her value to the producers,
as well as to earn her living, she did
not have much choice of roles. With
the Cornelius money back of her, she
has a new self-assurance. If a role
does not interest her, she smilingly
shrugs it aside.
The producers are
amazed at this new confidence in her.
It isn't upstaginess.
It is simply
and this, to my amusement, bewilders
them that she has realized that for
her compared with the realities of
life
the movies aren't so terribly important

—
—
—

!
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Information,
A

where questions are answered, advice

department

pertinent side lights on

making and

picture

By The

do I know so much?
That comes from hard study and the
fact that I was born with an inquiring
nature. When but a mere child, as 'the saystuck a stick in a beehive to
what would happen.
P. S.
found out. Gloria Swanson is in her late
Her newest pictures are "The
twenties.
Coast of Folly" and "Stage-struck." Robert Agnew is twenty-six, Viola Dana a
year older.
Mae Busch doesn't give her
age.
Neither Lois Wilson nor Raymond
Griffith is married.
I

—

The Green

Imp.

—If

you keep right on

asking questions, you won't be green long.
Norma Talmadge is Mrs. Joseph Schenck
Constance is divorced from John Pialoglou.
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is about fifteen; he
seems to be considered a pretty good young
actor.

Renee Adoree

is

Mrs.

Tom

Moore.

Betty Bronson is seventeen; I believe that
is her real name.
The reason you haven't
seen Wesley Barry's address i . the list is
that he doesn't give a home address and he
isn't connected with any particular com-

pany just now. I am including the other
addresses you ask for.

Paula Wade.
lad\
hours' sleep

—

So you're a very retiring
That's right get your eight
every night.
I
don't think

Dixie Boy asks me
the formation
Club, care of

of

the

to

tell

the fans of

Richard

Dix Pal

Harold Devine, 179 Arthur

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

—

Margie. It's too bad if
the trouble of expecting an

you went to all
answer in Sep-

tember Picture-Play, because that
of

those

expectations

me to live up
may perhaps
was
and
her
not

to.

The

is

one

impossible for
actress you describe
it's

be Barbara Bedford.
She
born in Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin,
was married to Albert Roscoe after
divorce from Irvin B. Willat.
I am
sure whether or not she has a child.

Miss Sweet Seventeen.
Never let "sixteen" get

—Good for you!

all
the credit
there's no reason why one can't be just as
sweet at seventeen as at sixteen. Raymond
Griffith was born in Boston in 1890 and
was at one time a scenario writer. And

he became a comedian more or less accidentally.
He used to play "straight" roles
in pictures, but he was always making such
clever

something that would make a good laugh

Famous Players decided to try
in comedy pictures.
And you

that finally

him out

know
to
est

the result

Paradise?"

Did you see his "Paths
That is one of the funni!

have

ever seen.
I
don't
not that was Peggy Eleathe first bride in "The
Night Club;" her name is hot mentioned
in the cast.
Pauline Starke is not married and neither is Bessie Love.
I should
say Lila Lee is not separated from James
Kirkwood they are a particularly devoted
couple, and Lila left the screen and went
onto the stage so she wouldn't have to be
sent out of New York on location, leaving
the husband and baby behind.
pictures

I

know whether or
nor who played

;

Crey

—

Loon. Well, well, you must
personage
New York has a
lake named after you
Or
Loon Lake.
was that named for your sister Panta
Z.

be quite a

Loon ?

Jackie

;

—

Coogan

is

Farina of "Our Gang"
Allan Hoskins.

Dot and Gin.

eleven years old.
a boy, named

is

—That's

a combination I
haven't tried yet.
is it?
I don't know
Marian Nixon's exact age, but she isn't
much more than twenty. Her early pictures include "Rosita," "The Courtship of

How

;

Anita Stewart and Rudolph Cameron
have ever got a divorce.
The addresses
you want have been added to the list at
the bottom of this department.

Street,

and

suggestions

to

the

many

interesting

phases of motion-

the lives and interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

Picture Oracle

NANCY. — How
ing goes,
find out

given,

is

ease

PI

director

as

to

Miles Standish," Lewis Sargent comedies,
and the "Hall Roorn Boys" series. She has
now signed a contract with Universal, and

become quite a successful actress.
Margaret Quimby has also signed a contract with that company.
She has been

has

playing the heroine in the serial, "Perils
of the Primitive"
which, translated, means
"Swiss Family Robinson." Hereafter she
will play roles in Universal-Jewels calling
for skill as a dancer, which heretofore was
Miss Quimby's profession.
Merna Tibbetts is not sufficiently well known for me
to have any record of her.

—

—

Try'n fixdout. Well, if one works hard
enough at it, one usually does find out.
Richard Dix is thirty-one, Phyllis Haver
twenty-s ix, and Vera Reynolds nineteen,
It never seemed necessary to give the address fo r this Information column, as the
address of Picture-Play is given in the
front of the magazine. Your addresses are
listed at the bottom of The Oracle.

—

A

Florence Vidor Admirer. I won't
keep you wondering long as to whether I'll
answer your questions it's such a lot of
work, having to wonder about things.
Barbara Bedford has dark hair and eyes
see Margie.
Edmund Burns was born
;

—

in Philadelphia in

1897 and

is

not married.

Yes, he used to play on the stage before
appearing in pictures.
Buster Collier is
the son of William Collier, a well-known
Broadway star. William, Sr., does not
play in pictures, however.
Yes, Buster's
hair is curly.
Florence Vidor was born
in Houston, Texas.
She and King Vidor
have got their divorces Florence seems to
have no present intention of remarrying.
;

Jeanne.

—No,

swering a

lot

indeed, I don't mind anof questions and even if

—

answer them anyhow,
because I get paid for it. Betty Bronson
is seventeen
yes, she is making pictures
I

did,

I'd

have

to

;

Since "Peter Pan" she has
"Are Parents People?" "Not
So Long Ago," "The Golden Princess"
her first starring picture and "A Kiss
for Cinderella."
Malcolm MacGregor is
constantly.

played

in

—

in

his

Doug Fairbanks is
Esther Ralston twentyThe others you ask about don't give
late

forty-two,

twenties,

and

three.
their ages.

—

Troublesome. It's
some than to trouble

better

to

trouble

everybody.
Zasu
Pitts has one daughter about three years
old, named Zasu Ann.
Doris May MacDonald has no children. Alice Day is still
under twenty and is not married.

—

Easy. Quite right if every one's queswere as easy as yours, life for me
would be very simple. Helene Chadwick
was born in Chadwick, New York, in 1897.
She is five feet seven, and is a blonde with
brown eyes. Wallie Reid was a blond, six
;

tions

feet tall.

—

A. K. Yes, you with your ninety-one
photos of screen stars seem to have beaten
"Quizzy's" record of sixty-one. Where do
you keep them all? Have you a special
museum for them or do you paper the
room with pictures? Now that you mention it, I don't think Marie Mosquini is
playing in pictures any more
I haven't
heard of her in some time. I have added
the addresses you ask for to the list at
;

the bottom of

The

Oracle.

—

Alice. I would just love to tell you
what you want to know, but Victor MacLagen is so new to the screen world that

know almost nothing about him. He
used to be a professional "strong man"
I don't think
before playing in pictures.
he is married. The cow-puncher you refer
to in "Sun Down" was evidently just an
extra whose name is not recorded in the
I

cast.
Continued cn page

121

!
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Keeping Up the Sister Traditon
Continued from page 85

was working in pictures. Their presence was an inspiration to each other,
and in 1921 Lillian enthusiastically
directed Dorothy in a comedy, "Remodeling" a Husband."

Of similar beauty is the devotion
Norma and Constance Talmadge.
When Norma left high school in

of

Brooklyn at the age of fourteen, she
joined a group of girls going down to
the Vitagraph studio in Flatbush for
lark, and was so charmed by the
studio atmosphere that she enrolled
for extra work.
On that very first
afternoon she was selected for a tiny
part in a hectic one-reeler called "The
Household Pest," which dealt with
the adventures of a camera fiend.
Her face didn't appear once in the
whole picture. Every time the camera was turned that way she had her

a

head under a focusing

But

Service cannot stop

cloth.

with that
experience, she determined to continue the work. And from the evening
Norma went home and told her family about her first engagement in the
movies, Constance was consumed
with an ambition to follow in her
footsteps. Morning, noon, and night
she teased her mother to be permitted
fired,

nevertheless,

and join Norma

leave school
pictures.
to

The
of

offer

from D. W.

Griffith to

go

'

know

as sisters are Viola
Shirley Mason.
Their
other sister, Edna Flugrath, played in
pictures for a while but later when
she married, gave up her screen aspirations. Then there is Anita Stewart
and her sister, Lucille Lee Stewart.

Dana and

on,

and probably

will

has gone
go on, as long

as the lure of the studios lasts.

and

while

itself

yet the ramifications

the terminals on

its

switch-

To

is

going on.

communication for a single moment would interrupt

cut

and jeopardize

the well-being

and

The doctor or police must be called.
break out. Numberless important business and social
arrangements must be made.
safety of the community.

Fire

may

Even when a new exchange
not interrupted.

over

and

is

built

and put

into use, service

is

Conversations started through the old are cut

new, the talkers unconscious that

finished through the

growth has taken place while the service continues.
Since 1880 the Bell System has grown from 31 thousand to

16 million

stations,

while talking

was going

on.

In the last five

years, additions costing a billion dollars have, been

made

to the

system, without interrupting the service.

ssssiiD^s.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

BELL SYSTEM
One

Policy,

One System,

Universal Service

to

California, Constance decided to give

And Jane and Eva Novak.
And so the sister tradition

cables

the endless stream of calls

received

up her engagement in Flatbush and
go with her.
Another devoted couple whom all
the fans

while work

itself

in

Constance stopped immediately but
Ince begged her to continue.
Fie
watched her closely, and when she
finished, offered her a job as an extra.
Constance confessed to me that
she never had had a thrill like that

an

its

must repair

rests,

Like an airplane that has started
on a journey across the sea, the telephone must repair and extend

for his entertainment.
She was in
the middle of her impromptu performance when Ralph Ince, director,
and Anita Stewart happened by.

when Norma

heart,

telephone system never

wires, the reach of

its

human

boards must ever increase.

So the afternoon that Constance
completed school she hurried to Vitagraph and watched Norma work.
While there she made friends with a
fat boy named "Billy," and over in a
dark corner of the studio put on a
strenuous imitation of Flora Finch

later,

The

works.

it

"Finish vour schooling first," her
mother said, "and then you may try."

A little

telephone, like the

Reduce Your Limbs
with
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Write Mme,
La Nore for
packet of
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Yc
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*$ie Secret ofa §kin ihats

and

rheumatism promptly.
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stars attribute their youthful skins to daily
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protection against cold and dampness.
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$7.00
Stockings, per pair $ 1 2. 00
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WRITE FOR BOOKLET TO
DR. JEANNE G.A.WALTER, 389 Fifth Aven^ New York

1

use of Sem-pray— the famous almond-scented,
pink complexion cake. Contains imported cos-

metic

oils and beautifiers not possible to put up in
A eleanaintr creme, skin food and powder base
par excellence. Safe, nure— skin specialists advise it.
At all stores.* Also Sem-pray Powder, Rouge. Lip
Stick. Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay, 683- M Sem-pray Bldg.,
Grand Rapid9. Michigan.

jars.

,

i

-

%
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The Motion

Picture of the Future

Continued from page 21

more

unity.

As

in the stage

drama,

using various wave lengths.
productions are staged at the
same time, staged as a whole, after
weeks of rehearsal, and not piecemeal, scene for scene, as in the old

done away with. Newspapers print
news and pictures many pictures
by means of the N-ray on sensitized
sheets of paper, thousands of copies
at a time, and thus manage to issue

days.

reports of events almost as fast as
they appear on telephoto screens.
Of course, many persons sit in
their homes and watch the news or a
movie on their own telephoto set.
When the home apparatus was first
introduced, exhibitors were panicstricken and believed that their days

centered about one

The modern camera

is

also a

mar-

development. It not
photographs but develops the

vel of technical

only

negative and prints the positive in a

few seconds.

Tm Too Fat"

That's folly nowadays

Note how slendcrExcess fat is not one-

Look about you.

ness prevails.
tenth so common as it was.
Ask those slender people why. Some
will say, "I starved and exercised."

More will say, "I took Marmola Prescription Tablets and they brought
weight down at once."

my

That's the modern, scientific way, the
easy pleasant way. People have used
it for 18 years.
Now they are using
100,000 boxes monthly because of the

proved

results.

Investigate Marmola in fairness to
yourself. Don't let excess fat blight
your beauty, your health, your efficiency,
when millions knov; how to avoid it.
state every ingredient in Mar-

We

you how and why it acts. You
will know why results, which seem so
amazing, come in a natural way. Then
are bound to let Marmola bring you
to the weight you want.
mola,

tell

Marmola Prescription Tablets

are sold

by

all druggists at $1 per box.
Send this
coupon for our latest book, a 25-ct. sample
free and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

The Pleasant Way

to

MARMOLA

2-234 GeneralMotors Bldg.

NAUSEA

Of SEAandTRAIN

SICKNESS
more to
the comfort and pleasure of your
trip than MothersilPs.
No matwill contribute

how rough

the voyage or
you can prevent
symptoms of nausea and
ride,

enjoy your experiences.
4

The news

forms part
of the New Coliseum's program, of
course. There is an earthquake in the
West. We see it and seem to rock
with the earth, for the sending apparatus is rocking.
The Olympic
games are in progress in Chicago.
see the events as they take place.
The President of the United States is
making a speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington.
see and hear him.
gentleman occupying a seat near us utters a little
startled cry, stands up and leaves hur-

We

We

A

!

—

were numbered. They soon realized,
however, that the majority would not
be satisfied with midget performances.
So they created the contrasting Giant Super Motion Picture
which we have just seen at the New
Coliseum, in the year 1950.

All

Fun

City a few weeks ago and heard him' banks. There is quite a resemblance.
laugh in glee at the adversities which But Bill says Mary got him because
have cluttered his path since he ran Hugh Allen, whom she had selected
away from home eleven years ago.
for his role, had been hurt in an
He didn't have much time to talk. accident and she had to have some
He was working an three pictures at one at once.
the same time, just then. Mary Pick"She wanted a truck driver," said
ford had borrowed him from Metro William, "and I guess I look like
for as much time each day as he one. That's why they sent for me."
But that isn't what Miss Pickford
could spare, to be her leading man
Victor says. She sent for him because she
in "Little Annie Rooney."
Seastrom was grabbing him an hour had seen his work in some pictures
or two to play the lead in "The made in squalid, obscure "Poverty
Tower of Lies." In between times, Row."
he played the juvenile lead in Hobart
William Haines has been in picHenley's "Nothing to Wear."
tures three years and has suffered
Six feet tall, weighing one hundred enough vicissitudes to dishearten and
and seventy-two pounds, built like discourage nine out of every ten
an Apollo and, as the flappers would actors who ever sought a career.
say, "handsome as a Greek god,"
"Life has been just one up and
this twenty-five-year-old, rollicking,
down after another for me, but,
laughing. Virginia lad was bubbling golly what a dandy time I've had.
with the joy of life, confident of him"I've had the fun.
I don't think
self and ready for a battle with any
I am an actor, yet.
'Rotten !' I'd say,
adversity
provided they'd allow him just as Metro did.
But they keep
to smile while he fought.
Some per- bringing in work and they've signed
sons have been unkind enough to say me up to a new two-year contract and
that Miss Pickford asked him to play Miss Pickford has borrowed me and
the leading male role in her picture
well, I'm not idle much these days
because he looks like Douglas Fair- with three pictures in the making."
!

75c. 6? $1.50 at Drug Stores
or dire& on receipt of Price

Co,.

of the day

lire;

Continued from page 49

ENTIRELY

The Mothersill Remedy

Many

It's

FREE FROM THE

all_

where,

Mail for

ENJOY YOUR TRIP

ter

the broadcasting apparatus.
There are established powerful,

25c Sample

j

rocky the

the positive, re-

by

Reduce

328

Nothing

And

producing faithfully all natural colors, runs directly from the camera to

Free

DETROIT, MICH.

His home

movable broadcasting stations every-

is

spot.

e

riedly.

is being destroyed
he ha* just seen it, there, on
the screen
Have telephoto news done away
with newspapers? Not at all. One
cannot stand all day before a screen
and watch the earth's events unfold.
Newspapers are still a necessity, and
they get out news so much faster
than they used to
Keen to meet the
competition created by the telephoto
news service, newspapers have sought
The
novel methods of production.
cumbersome printing press has been

the whole action

N.

Y. City

—

—
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How Many Film Celebrities Do You Know?
Continued from page 32

Stuart Holmes
Vera Reynolds
William Haines
Jetta Goudal
George O'Brien

26
27
28
29
30

6

Estelle Taylor

31

7

Jack Dempsey

8
9

Tom Moore

32
33
34
35
36
37

1

2
3

4
'5

Rockcliffe Fellowes

11

Mae Busch
Eugene O'Brien

12

Mae Murray

10

Lon Chaney

51

Alma Rubens

52
53
54

Ronald Colman
Lillian Gish
Dorothy Gish
James Rennie

Betty Bronson
Herbert Brenon
Fred Niblo
Enid Bennett
Lillian Rich
Lewis Stone

May McAvoy
Malcolm MacGregor
John Gilbert

Norma

Shearer

55

Aileen Pringle

56

Claire

57
58

Bert Lytell

Zasu

Erich von Stroheim

61

Richard Dix

Bebe Daniels

Tom Mix

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Ben Turpin
Jack Holt
Wallace MacDonald
Percy Marmont
Agnes Ayres
Antonio Moreno
Eleanor Boardman
Adolphe Menjou
Corinne Griffith
Conway Tearle

72

Colleen Moore
Anna Q. Nilsson

73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Ernest Torrence

Ramon Novarro
Rex Ingram
Richard Barthelmess

Mary Hay
Ralph Graves
Charles Ray
Lois Wilson

81

82
83
84

13
14

Alice Joyce

15

Raymond Griffith
Lew Cody

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

38
39
40

Monte Blue

41

Cecil B.

De

32

Mille

Reginald Denny
Ernst Lubitsch
Pola Negri

Conrad Nagel
James Kirkwood
Lila Lee

42
43
44

Rod La Rocque

Marshall Neilan
Blanche Sweet

45

Norma Talmadge

46
47
48
49

Buster Keaton
Constance Talmadge
Glenn Hunter

Neil Hamilton

Wallace Beery
Lloyd Hughes
George Hackathorne

On

50

Harold Lloyd
Mildred Davis

Mabel Normand
Madge Bellamy

Pitts

59
60

71

KEY TO CARICATURES ON PAGE

Windsor

J.

Warren Kerrigan

Mae Marsh

85

Lenore Ulric

86
87
88
89
90

Thomas Meighan

91

Milton

92
93

Alice Terry
Gloria Swanson

94

Ben Lyon
Barbara La Marr
James Cruze
Betty Compson

D. W. Griffith
Carol Dempster

John Barrymore
Douglas "Fairbanks
Sills

Artistic Talent
+ perseverance

^Success

George Holman Ray was employed as Cree
Indian interpreter and storekeeper at Hudson's Bay, over a hundred miles beyond the
railroad.
It required three months for him
to receive an answer to correspondence.
In summer his mail was carried over 100
miles by canoe
in winter it came by dog
-

;

sledge.

At one time he had no ink with which to
prepare his Federal lesson because it was
from an overturned canoe.
Ray carefully studied the Federal Course
and secured a posiaion in Bridgen's at Winnipeg by submitting samples of his work.

lost

He advanced so rapidly in quality of work
that he did not stay there long but came
to the art department of the St. Paul Dispatch at a much higher salarv. Now he is
truly on "A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS."
Compare your opportunity witlh the diffiunder which Ray worked.
The Federal Course was prepared by sixty
leading artists such as Sid Smith, Neysa Mcculties

:

Jlein,

Clare

Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston Bull,
Briggs and many others equally fa-

mous.
Prepare yourself through our teaching.
Over five thousand publishers are on the alert
right now for high grade artists.

95
96
97
98
99
100

Mary Pickford
Natacha Rambova
Rudolph Valentino

101

Nita Naldi

102
103
104
105
106
107

Marion Davies

TO BIGGER THINGS."

Charles Chaplin
Will Rogers

structions

LET US CRITICIZE YOUR

WORK

Send your name, age, occupation and adWe will send you a free lesson.
dress.
Send us some of your work, and we will
criticize it.
We can then judge whether it
is worth while for you to take up the Federal Course.

Step out boldly into

"A

ROAD

Send
day for the Free Book and

—

let's

get

toin-

busy.

Carmel Myers

Baby Peggy
Jackie Coogan

Sober Reflection
Continued from page 59

the public. To prove that our young
folks prefer something wholesome
and educational, the deacon showed
a picture called "The Unfolding of
the Flower" at the last church enter-

tainment.
That evening The Little
Gem Theater, which was showing

Tom Mix

in

"Biff,

Bang, Zowee,"

Practice on that one a while, then
you can't make up a twister

Any

yourself.

be printed

in

twister sent in will
this

department with

your name and address.

A

Tongue Twister.

Governor
Yetta- Letz,
150
of
Street, Paterson, ~?ew Jersey, contributes the following twister:
"Pickford
pleads to the
pictures, too."

and
pictures
picks
people to please pick

Minneapolis, Minn.

No More Wrinkles
You too can have a firm
complexion, smooth as satin

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD

As Real As Life.
Dauber
At last I have sold my
painting, "A Woodland Scene," and
it is to be shown in every city and
town in America.
Friend
Splendid
Where is it
hung now ?
:

had a record crowd.

1112 Federal School Bldg.

see if

:

!

In the Classyart Film
Studio, back of an open window in
a log-cabin set.

Dauber:

Restores youthful freshness, revives
beauty marred by time, illness ornegsure way to regain the charm
of a clear, wholesome complexion.
Amazing results in short time. Removes wrinkles, crowsfeet, frown
lines, furrows. Restores elasticity to skin, and firmness
to underlying tissues.
Fills hollows of face and neck.
lect.

A

Remarkable Bust Developer

FREE
TBI A L
SAMPLE

Renews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth
and soft. Most welcome discovery — not an experiment — thousands made happy during many
years. Write today for FREE trial sample and
Beauty Secrets. Enclose 10c. [stamps] to cover
cost of mailing.
Cleveland, Oltore,

—

205 Parisian Bldg.,
-

MME. FOULAIRE,

AGENTS WANTED

*
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DIAMONDS
WATCHES-JEWELRY
»,

MONTHS
lO
16 TO PAY

J

SendM,

Would YouTrade Places with Frances
was awfully thrilled. I don't always
get to go to .such things, hut she
brings us her favors and place cards.

"How many

mothers are recognized
on the street by total
Frances' eyes, brows,
strangers ?"
and entire self became an animated
question mark.
"You just show me
another^ But when we go shopping,
at mother,

This Rreat biff cluster of seven best trade;p.ir[>lirK' blue white diamonds is set in SOLID
PLATINUM in this 18 karat solid white frold
rincr. The cluster of 7 diamonds sparkles
and flashes like 2 carat solitaire and looks
like one big diamond from a short distance. The rinff is beautifully engraved j
^in an artistic desiicn. Give finger,

No
i

'

size

and mail coupon for
this ting:.

$195 A CARAT

mm,

Decide what size diamond
you want and figure price

lyf $75. Pay's3 down, SG \>M

IVl^ue^Mlrl/l
/^m
*V diamond. blue
Kv.

at this rate. Pay small deposit, balance in 12 equal
monthly payments. Retail
value over $300 per carat.
'

4
!k „ 'sapphire s^*#

NO RED TAPE
All credit dealings confidential. You get quick delivery, the best of service.

FREE TRIAL
you return your purchase within 10 days we
will return your deposit.,
You take no risk.
If

LOWEST PRICES
EASIEST TERMS
....

Try as hard as you please,
you can not buy elsewhere
and get as good value for
your money. The terms
are so easy that you will
never miss the money.

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE
You get our gold bond
written guarantee that
your money will be returned

if

not

satisfied.

8% EXCHANGE
We will give 8% more for
a diamond than you paid
for it, when exchanged
for a larger diamond.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail coupon and we
send ring to your bank
or express office for inspection. See what you
will

|

are getting before paying.

WRITE FOR BIG
FREE CATALOG
Every customer who
answers this advertise-

brings our jewelry store
ment will receive a val- into your home. A large
uable premium as a free stock for you to select
addition to ring.

frift in

It

from. Mail the coupon.

BUY DIRECT FROM DIAMOND IMPORTERS

STERLINGSCQ

(Diamond Importers— $1,000,000 Stock— Est. 1879)
1540 BROADWAY, Dept. 2001 P, NEW YORK

TEAR OUT AND MAIL

SEND NO MONEY
STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO., Inc.
1S40 BROADWAY
Dept. 2001 P,
NEW YORK
to me on free trial. I agree
fl Please send No
to pay for it according to your terms. (Deposit can
be sent with order if you prefer.)

Please send your big new free catalog to me, showing diamonds, watches and jewelry at special low
prices, on easy-to-pay terms.
r~j

City

»

is

sure to follow us, staring
I feel so proud."

and

lachrymose story of a child's
for mother's career would

the sharply clipped words of young
Frances spin for me. Irene had told
me how the kiddies had been such
good little soldiers during the hard
early days of her picture work, how

dumb-bells my mother wouldn't work
with them. No matter what 1 do, it
will always be there, and what you've
got inside your head will com?' in

handy some day.
"Mother lets me have
about a

my own way

of things," Frances re-

lot

plied when I sought to compare an
actress mother's discipline of her
children with the manner by which a
home mother enforces obedience.
"When she started to work, I was

only eight,
'Frances, I

but she used to say,
holding you responsi-

am

for Jane and I want you to do
what you think best about everything
and not bother grandmother unless
ble

it

is

.

necessary.'

they in their little ways had given up
pleasures when her acting interfered.

"Sometimes she sets her foot down
and when she does it's no use argu-

"Well, sure, there were some
things that we missed, that other children had, but what of it?" Frances
shrugged. "I didn't mind her not being here all day cooking and doing

ing or begging.
Several of the girls
drive their own roadsters and I
wanted one. I knew we could afford
it.
I thought up all the nicest realike taksons why it was necessary
ing the copy for the school magazine
down to the printer's, and I could
drive her to the studio and come for
her in the afternoon, and that would
help when she's tired, wouldn't it?
But she said I couldn't have one until
I earned it, so I guess I'll walk or
take the street car for a long time.''

Once I remember I
housework.
thought it was funny that other
mothers stayed home and baked
cookies,
but
grandmother- made
pretty good ones, so it wasn't as if
we didn't have any. Mother doesn't
I'm
like to cook and I don't either.
going to make a lot of money so I
won't ever have to.
"Lots of times we're disappointed,
when we plan to do something and
she can't go with us, but we know
she works hard to give us a nice
home and a good education, so we
don't complain.
"It comes in handy to have a clever
mother, when we're doing school
dramatics," Frances reminded, as she
recounted her little stack of handkerchiefs.
"She, coaches me, and
when we have costume parties I win
the prize.
For four years I have
won, with the things she designed for
me, always more original than the
other mothers could think up.
"Course, sometimes she can't come
to things we invite our mothers to,
like school plays.
Last week we put
on 'David Garrick' and I was disappointed because she had to work.
But when we did 'Twelfth Night,'
she was there, and the girls were so
thrilled at having her back-stage."
Following
their
abroad,
vear
Frances will spend four years at Vassar.
She is enthusiastic over her future; but regards it from a much
more common sense and practical
viewpoint than do most girls upon
graduation from prep school.

don't

say,

'And after

all

you will go into the
movies !' It makes me boil, I'm not
crazy about acting, but if they were
that education

.

girls'

sacrifices

"Now,
Local
Address

^ch?

Continued from page 34

somebody
r No. 251-Price $62.00
$2 Down and $5 a Month

i

—

This most individual young person
proceeded next to knock into a
cocked hat my half-formed theory
about the irritability of a tired working mother in the evening.

"When she has had a hard day she
goes to bed early, but she's never unreasonably cross. I've heard stay-athome mothers act more crank) than
she ever does.
She's got a pretty
good disposition, for an actress.
Most of 'em, they say, are temperamental. If she is, it must be only at
the
srudio
because she never is
-

around the house.
"It's fun,

and

times,

come home

going to the studio somewaiting for mother to
about six o'clock. She's

Maybe,"
always so glad to see us.
behind Frances' laugh there was a
shrewd truth, "that's because she is
all day.
I've noticed where the
mothers and daughters are together
so much they often get on each
other's nerves and quarrel over petty

away

things.

from

The

girls

their mothers,

want to get away
and I think that's

queer.

"Mother has lots to tell us about
what happened and we are popping
That makes dinner
full of news.

We

take turns telling it."
Altogether, I gathered that Frances
Rich considers herself one lucky girl
and highly approves of having our
well-liked Irene for her mother.
jolly.

!
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Prophet of the Cinema
|

Continued from page 90

very simply, without any
an impersonal humor such as the Sea Wolf might have
shown. It would have broken some
men but not Hobart Bosworth. He
resolved to '"come back"
and come
back he did. It has left some scars
upon his inner spirit. His blue, alert
eyes look very tired at times. But the
experience gave him a perspective
that man)' a rising young star might
take a lesson from.
"I learned that
you are only as big as the real you
told about

it

heroics, even with

—

—

— inside—measures up.

Fame ? Why

that can pass in the night.

means

It

than nothing. Money,
they
applause, fair-weather friends
nothing

less

;

—

It is when you are
don't count.
stripped of everything, even your
health, that you find out how big the
universe is, and how small the individual is. You learn that you have
inside of
to begin building again
you. If you can do that, nothing can
hurt you again."

The Beauty Touch Your Skin Needs
The appearance of your skin and complexion reflects the
degree of your beauty. If they are fascinating and attractive, your beauty likewise will be fascinating and attracDo not worry over irregular features or blemishes.
tive.
Overshadow these minor defects with the alluring, entrancing complexion rendered by Gouraud's Oriental
Cream. It gives that seductive Oriental touch of mystic
beauty instantly. You will possess a clear, soft, silky skin
of bewitching charm that commands immediate admiration
and attention.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream is both antiseptic and astringent, giving invaluable results in correcting Blemishes,
Plabbiness, Wrinkles, Muddy Skins, Undue Redness and
excessive oiliness. Made in White, Flesh and Rachel.

—

Now

Hobart Bosworth has reestab-

lished himself as one of the screen's
best character actors. He brings to

every characterization a sincerity, a
finesse,

that

umphant

the result of his tri-

is

There

fight against fate.

is

about him that sets him
wonderfully sympathetic
voice, a virility, a graphic trick of
using gestures to illustrate whatever
he is saying.
His pictures are extremely popular in Japan. Even the
old ''Sea Wolf" has been reissued
many times over there.
Japanese
actor told him the reason for his
Oriental following:
"It is because you always struggle
so hard for what you believe to be
a bigness
apart.

A

A

right.

—

ing

Even

the

his spirit

Sea Wolf died

"Since I am to be billed as a
prophet," he said, "I'll make another
prophecy.
The pictures of the future are going to swing back to simple, sincere portrayals of life.
Just
the influence
Continent.
Emil

is

'The Last Laugh,'

coming from the
-

Jannings'

picture,

a wonderful example of that. Look at the theme
Just the bare portrayal of an aging
man's losing fight.
Yet it swept

Broadway

off

its

is

If

feet.

I

had

taken the script of that story to any
producer in America and said, 'Look,

would make a wonderful picI
would have been judged
insane.
But sooner or later it will
come.
Pictures of filth and sordid-

this

ture,'

ness

will

pass

When? Oh,

into

the

discard.

ask me something easy.
wouldn't risk my reputation as a
prophet by setting a definite date. The
people who said the world was coming to an end got into trouble that
wav."
I

"Beauty
Send

M-7-5

Ferd. T, Hopkins

&

s

^Caster

10c. for Trial Size

Son,

(state shade)

430 Lafayette

Develops Hust Like Magic!

GROWDINA

True-Tone

Saxophone
Easiest of all instruments to
play and one of the most
Three first lessons
6ent free give you a quick

QfS& Have a Satin • Smooth
Hair- Free Skin

beautiful.

—

easy start in a few weeks
you can be playing popular
tunes. No teacher necessary. You can take your
place in a band or orchestra
in ninetydays, if you so desire.
Most popular instrument for dance

Science hag solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasant-

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

City

Easy to Pay.

for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testimonials of efficiency. Confidential proof
and literature (sealed) on request. Write
now. Mile. Sophie Koppel, Inc.,
Suite 1 15, 503 Fifth Ave.. New York

ly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a
mild, dainty cream. You merely spread
it on and then rinss off with clear water. That's all;
the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the accepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
50c per tube. 35.000 Drug and Dept. stores sell
Neet. Money back if it fails to please yoa.

New York

St.,

Easy to Play

During tbe past 17 years thousands have
added to their captivating glory of worn-

anhoodby using

fight-

was never beaten."

now

ORIENTAL CREAM
^ouch

orchestras, home entertainments,
Saxochurch, lodge and school.
player is always popular
"ally and has many opportunities to
earn money. Six Days 1 Trial and easy
payments arranged.
(105)

A

phone

Free Saxophone Book

I'S"

models and gives first lesson chart; also pictures of famous
professionals and orchestras. Just send your name f or a copy.
Mention anyother instrument in which you may be interested.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

Everything tn "Band and Orchestra Instruments
ELKHART, BM DIANA

954 BUESCHER BLOCK

v

4 Lasting Wavefir-

15 permanent wave or curling treatments
in a bottle for only $1.49! At last you can save the high
vegetable liquid
cost of electric waving.
leaves your hair in lovelv shimmering, permanent waves or
Pretty hair deteasing curls, simply radiant with health

Just Imagine!

NATURAL

^^^^ serves this treat,

!

much as dull hair needs it.
just
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE that you will he astonished and
Simply pay postman $1 .49 on delivery
delijdhted with this marvelous discovery. (NOTE: Do not use
'dIus a few cents postage) for the complete curling outfit.
for boyish bobs, as waves fire not easily combed out again.)
prepayment.)
Regular $2.00 value. (Stamps accepted in
Premier Salons de Beaute, 145 Nassau St., New York, Desk P. T-l
SEND NO MONEY.

A DV E RTISING S FXT [ON
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Brings your Choice
"of*these

_

Brushing Off the
Continued

«3Bi£ Specials
Buy From Us and Save Money
Simply pin a dollar bill to this ad, put it in an
envelope With your name and address and Mai!
it Today. Your choice of these exceptional values will come Prepaid for a 15 Day Trial. Ifyou
can duplicate your purchase! or less money anywhere,
send it back and your dollar will he returned. It satisfied p;iy

monthly payments.
— Prompt
Delivery
Transactions

balance in ten

Tape

e(ui;il

Confidential

J2jL

Rush Your
DollarToday

but was merely a maton and off a switch
a trained artisan rather than an emo-

her

life at all

ter of turning
tional actress,

Dorothy

Phillips.

never could find an adequate explanation for this contrast between
her type of characterization and herself, and she had no reason for it
other than the fact that she had
scored in a tempestuous role and
thereafter found herself cast in them.
She was a college girl of Baltimore,
had had some stock experience in the
I

George Fawcett company, and had
created

the

title

role

of

"Pilate's

Daughter" on the stage before, with
her husband, she turned to pictures.
"Hell Morgan's Girl" was, I believe,
one of the first films of a dynamic
heroine in which she played.
That route, however, has now been
abandoned.
Her return, in "Every
Man's Wife," for Fox, has been followed by a featured role in "Without
Mercy," a George Melford producA

complete Booklet with over 3,000 other big
bargains in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

Send for it.
20 Months to Pay on Everything.
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL

w,'

6

1.000,000.

LW- SWEET
INC
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
1660

Beautiful Complexion
IN

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes.
I can Rive you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And 1 do it in a few days. My
method is different.
No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or other
Implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take. Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obligated.
Send no money.
Just get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite

fig,

Chicago

SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
f

]>age

29

"These heartaches,

this

loneliness,

perhaps it has all been of value to me
in a mellowing sense.
I feel that I
have more of feeling in mc now to
give to my work than I had before,
and f want to come back if," her lips
twisted ever so little, "I am still
wanted."
Though she has returned to the
studios, her life continues in those
vague, remote backgrounds which to
a great extent she affected even during her husband's lifetime.
She has
discarded the black of grief now for
the brown which she used to wear so
much, and it is a shade that seems
best to express her withdrawal from
the vitality of life into

shadowy

cor-

ners.

tion

jured her,

eyes, and occasionally a sparkle of
quiet humor.
Life and work and
people, are beginning to awaken her
laggard attention.

which depicts the rise to financial
power of a clever and cold-hearted
woman. To avenge herself in business deals upon those who have inis

her aim.

Probably there

the usual finale, but it promises a
more distinctive heroine than is cusis

"I am through with daggers and
climbing the rigging of ships and
shooting popguns," she smiles, in retrospection. "I never cared much for
that, even then, but it seemed to be
Now I
what was desired of me.
want to do the sort of thing that has
brought Pauline Frederick back so
gloriously
women, not girls, women
experience
and depth, who are
of
capable of genuine emotion.

—

PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES

om

She does not seem to care a tremendous lot about the things that
most women make such a fuss over.
One gathers that from her manner
only, for she is very reticent.
But
an interest is flickering in her brown

tomary.

15 DAYS

fr

Welcome Mat

Just what reception she will meet
from the public remains to be seen,
together with what those two years
may have added to or detracted from

her ability,
f am rather under the
impression that they have been fruitful years, that they have given her a
new and more real emotional power

which was the
form of her expression during her
earlier days.
At any rate, because I
like her and appreciate her genuinein place of the vitality

am

ness, f

glad to brush off the wel-

come mat for Dorothy

Phillips.

Thick or swollen ankles can

reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.
Quickly be

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN

The

Different in reducing action from all other
reducers. Slip on wh en you go to bed and
note amazing results next morning. Re-

sketched an unusual afternoon gown,

which

is

worn by Miss Hedda Hop-

per in her role of Mrs. Gould in the
William Fox production of "The
Silver Treasure."
The skirt is of
brown velvet, and the blouse is fashioned of ecru lace, the design ornamented by headings of tan wooden

U

LENOR MFG. CO., Dept.
K
503 Fifth Avenue, New York

GUARANTEE

I POSITIVELY
that you can produce wonderful,
sweet music in three days and
quickly play popular and clas'

beads.

Miss Hopper

is

a strict be-

selections.

liever in dressing to suit one's indi-

Complete Outfit

vidual type.
She never affects the
short skirt, in spite of the fact that it
is now the mode, as she thinks the
long slender line is more becoming.
Although negligees are perhaps
rather out of their element in an

devoted chiefly to afternoon
wear, still I was unable to resist the
ones which f have sketched at the
article

MUSSEHL& WESTPHAL
Fort Atkinson,

230~ West Water

St.

Mode

Continued from page 63

duces and shapes ankle and lower calf.
Slips on like aglove. No strips of rubber
to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing to
rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stock*
ings without detection. Used by prominent actresses
Send $3.25 and we
will send you Lenor Ankle Reducers in
plain package subject to your inspection.
Give size of ankle and widest part of
calf.

Early Winter

Wis.

head of the

first

page.

That

at the

be seen on Miss Florence
Paramount production,
"The Trouble with Wives." Over
flesh-colored satin, a robe of pink
souffle de soie is worn, trimmed with
many rows of rose petals that shade
from pale pink to a deep rose.
The piquante young lady in the
center is Miss Joyce Compton, wearing a simple and practical lounging
robe of satin, with wide shawl collar
and cuffs of clipped marabou; it is
fastened by a knot of silver rosebuds.
Negligees are more easily made at
home than any other garment and
any of these, though at first glance
they may appear elaborate, are really
of simple construction and could
readily be copied by any girl with
right

Vidor

is

to

in the

;

clever fingers.

—
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Boy

for this

Continued from page 97

He was

born

in

Liverpool, but
war the family,

shortly before the
parents and six sons, came to

Amer-

and settled in Columbus, Ohio,
where a shoe factor}? was established
and soon became a thriving business.
Several of the beys went back to
England to take part in the conflict,
ica

all

returning except the eldest.

Les longed for an adventurous life.
After graduating from high school,
he had entered the State University
but of a sudden tired of school and
departed, neglecting to take leave
either of the university or the family.
It was just a notion, he says, laconically.
He thought it would be

rather romantic to be a tramp, and
New York was the place where
things happened.
Walking was his
only available means of locomotion,
considering the state of his pockets.
Perhaps his adventures as hobo were
quite prosaic, but he tells them with
color and imagination.
At any rate,
a tired and hungry boy reached the
city of his dreams three weeks later.
For a while he lived in a Salvation
Army hotel and that organization obtained a job for him. After a time,
still
possessed of that restlessness,
he gravitated to Greenwich Village,

went
sively

in

for

.

the

literary

art

inten-

and actually had some poems

published. Through his contact with
professionals in the Village, he was
offered a role with the Bellamy Players and appeared in a number of their
productions.
The stage then was to be his goal.
During his third season he experienced his most serious disappointment.
For once, and to his rather
pained surprise, things failed to work
out with charming ease. He understudied Glenn Hunter in "Merton of
the Movies" and spent the entire winter praying that the star would sprain
his ankle.
But Glenn remained disappointingly healthy and capable, and
Les never had a chance to play the
role.

A

year ago he embarked upon a

new adventure

— Hollywood

and the

His atmospheric work

in

films interested Rowland
who cast him in a role

V.

movies.

two Fox
Lee,

in

That completed, he was
given the part of Richard Hare in
"East Lynne" and his contract. His
next appearance will be in "Lazy"Havoc."

bones."

Les is a likable youth, possessing
such a keen interest in everything
that crosses his horizon that his con-

spiked with eager comments and his acting mirrors that
vital enthusiasm.

versation

WIN

$1000

Quick

an *i

Put Each Movie Star
In a Separate

Ro@m

By drawing 3

you can put

straight

Send N® Money
Just your Solution and your Name and
Enter this Contest to win!
Address.
Your chance is as good as anybody's and
think of what you can do with $1,000 cash!
There's no time to lose. Quick action
Solution
your
counts.
Send

NOW

Peerless Peti €3©r$orati©ra
Sept. 12-38
600-&30 S. Dearborei Sto,

is

ciR L f
Write for

50

Sets St.

10c a

set.

When

for

CMeago,

111.

Earn Xmas Money

S

Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sel!
$3.00 and keep $3.00.

sold send us

No Work-Just Fun.

Girls!

Wife's Story

lines

each of these 6 Movie Stars in a separate
room. Then cut out this Advertisement
right away, and send it to us, with your
Name and Address. We will then
full
credit you with 100 "Points" toward winning the Big, Grand $1,000 Cash Prize and
tell you how easy it is to secure the additional "Points" to make you the Big Winner! This Contest closes Dec. 19, 1925. In
case of a tie the full amount of the Prize
tied for will be paid each person tying.

Dept. 19Q

St. Nicholas Seal Co.

The

Easy

How

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Does Your

Figure Compare with These?

Continued from page 19

FAT ?

member this is a woman's story and
women are always inconsistent."

passed the kitchen

a woman's story," I replied, pulling on my hat preparing to

road a little earlier the one with
the shopping bag in one hand and

go, "it's a successful wife's story."
Genevieve went with me to the
door.
Very chic, very smart, is

And
the child clinging to the other.
through the window I could see her
stewing over a hot stove.
All the
curl had been steamed out of her
hair.
Her face needed powder. You
could tell she knew all about cabbages but kings were out of her
ken.
I wonder if she will stick for the

"It's not

Well
Genevieve.
Well groomed.
cared for.
She has a quick wit, a
keen mind, a keen interest in everything.
She is very happy, which is
no more than she should be. That is
her reward.

As

I

walked down the

street

I

window of
woman who had walked down

—

the
the

Here

is

a new way

SILPH CHEWING GUM!
"Did you hear about
the

latest

discovery

—

"It is called
'Silph' and is making
a hit because it does
in the
take off
easiest
the other

FAT
and most

What
agreeable way.
Simis there to do?
ply chew two or three
pieces of a refreshing
and pleasant gum it
is
as good as eating
candies."

—

—

Through
velous

a most

recent

?

refreshing chewing
authorities and
— medical
burdened with obesity

been

Roll

pretty blond ingenue who is the belle
of the college boys in New York.
For there aren't any three-day rests

any more for Edna between pictures.
There comes a moment in every re-

have

porter's

life

when

she

wishes

she

hadn't used the words "wholesome"

failed.

you

day

when she gets acquainted with
Edna and realizes that she has no

is

other words with which to describe

For Edna

gum

—Doc-

are suffering from excess fat you should toget a package of SPLPH Reducing Gum which
That is enough for one week or you
sells
for 50c
can send in a dollar bill and get a full two weeks'
supply which is a sufficient amount to see wonderful
results.
If your druggist cannot get it for you send
West 60th
direct to the Silph
Medical Company.
Silph is also recomStreet, Dept. 35, New York City.
of the imimended for stomach troubles.
Remember that
tations which are bound to spring up
SYLPH-LIKE," that's
to
SILPH IS TO
New York's latest slogan.
If

and "sweet" and "sunny" in a derisive or critical mood.
That moment

her.

"Silph"

called,

grateful users, who had
for years, are amazed at

the quick and astonishing results produced by "Silph"
in most obstinate cases where everything else seemed to

By

Continued from page 43

But that will probably remain the
one cynical public utterance of the

mar-

discovery

'scientists
have I) e e n
able to incorporate the
plants
extract
of
sea
and herbs known for
"years as wonderful re^
Mucers into a delicious,

tors

The Clouds

to

reduce?" one fat woman is whispering it to

—

fun

to reduce!

is

wholesome and

sweet and sunny and she makes you
consider those attributes quite the
most important a girl can have.

—

BEWARE

"CHEW

BE

—

Beware of Imitations
name of the original and genuine
The only one zve personally
guarantee to be safe and harmless.
Silph is the

reducing gum.
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Continued from pa^e 16

off to

great

a

start

11011"'
al

came

the

war

And

that brings us to the first side-

tracking.

John
would.

Roche

went

addition to ambition

Your EYES
Can Be Improved

—

him and

—

in

due time, after the Armis-

he came back to Broadway and
picked up where he had left off.
He played in "Deburau," "R. U.
R.," and with Doris Keane in "The
Czarina," among other hits. He had
his heart all set to the stage, to the
tice

ingredients.
books on "Eye Care"
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request.
illustrated

The Murine Company

with a motion-picture

tiny, in league

•or

when Des-

cultivation of his voice,

Chicago

28.

think he has

—

There can be no EYE beauty without
EYE health. But with reasonable
care, even the most unattractive
EYES will soon become clear, bright
and healthy.
Millions of womerv the world over
have adopted Murine for daily use.
It instantly refreshes and invigorates
keeps them free from
the EYES
dust and other irritating particles.
Murine is hygienically prepared and
positively does not contain harmful

Dept.

I

"ideals."
He had a dependent, a
mother, to support, and like a lot of
actors he could have pulled that old
one about being of more benefit at
home cheering up the home folks
than
in
active
participation
the
moral being that any one can get
killed but an entertainer is greatly to
be desired and not treated rough.
But John went to war. Because it
was intended that he should live to
be a movie actor, the Heinies missed

Yes,

Our

He

war.

to

forgot to mention that in

I

producer, lured him to Hollywood to
play in an adaptation of "Lucretia

v» ur

Lombard,"
Mr.
rechristened,
as
Roche tells it, "Flaming Passion," or
"Tongues of Passion," or just plain

elVes

—

Your Handwriting Reveals Your Character!
Send 25c (silver) and ink sample of own or friend's writing
for expert analysis and astounding demonstration of dominant characteristics. Real guide to success.
P,

PENCRAFT,

Collins,

FREEGetTRIAL

jS",

Y.

BOTTLE

rid of that

Gray Hair
this easy

O

need to

way

feel that

gray

hair must be endured, as
Mail
I'll quickly show you.
coupon for trial bottle of my
famous hair color restorer. It

—

No

nothing
interference with shampooing
to wash or rub off. Restored color even and
discolorastreaking,
natural in all light. No
tion or artificial "dyed" look.

FREE
TRIAL

MAKY

T.

——

GOLDMAN

615P Goldman BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial
darkbrown
Outfit. X shows color of hair. Black
lightbrown
auburn (darkred)
medium brown
blonde....
light auburn (light red)

COUPON

Name
Street.

"At two thirty th'e phone rang. It
was First National wanting me to
come over for an interview. 'Thanks
just the same
awfully kind of you,'

—

I

said,

York

I'm

'but

leaving

New

But First National
was insistent. Mr. Roche could at
least drop over and hear their proposition.
He might change his mind
about the New York trip.
Mr.

Roche said "Ha-ha!" to that, but he
borrowed back his car from his
friend and drove over just to kill
time.
He was through with the
movies.
He was leaving for New-

—

York

that night.

found that they were casting
'Flowing Gold' and had me in mind
for the part of Anna Q. Nilsson's
brother," says John.
"In fact, they
not only had me in mind for it
they offered it to me.
'Sorry,' I
"I

said, 'I'm leaving town.'
I was firm
on that.
But did that faze First
National?
It did not.
They said
something to the effect of 'Don't be
silly,' and went on.
When I saw
thati my immediate departure meant
nothing to them I started on another

angle.

I told

That

them

I

wasn't the type

had read the book and
knew the character and that personally I couldn't see myself in the role.
That I wasn't interested in pictures
at

all.

I

inally

"After it was over we drove home
in silence.
I didn't ask her how she
As
liked it and she didn't tell me.
soon as we got home I dragged out

" 'O. K.,' agreed F. N. 'We won't
quibble about a hundred dollars. Go
"
home and unpack your grease paint.'
And he's been here ever since.
That just goes to prove what I said:
"If it's for you you'll get it."
After all, you can't cheat the movies
out of as good a character actor as
John proved himself to be in "Kiss
Me Again." I don't agree with him
Characterizaabout playing leads.
But
tion seems to be his forte.
maybe I'm wrong. If it's written in
the cards that he is to play leads
he'll get them!

packing.
trunk
and
started
'What are you doing?' she asked. I

said,

'Going to

New York
!'

—

fer

company

to

get

my

trunks

at

and particularly not

in that picture.

named.

—

I

TO A STAR.

I
I

I

for

to-night.' "

I

I

killing

out.

:

—
—

Believe me,

That we

those endearing young charms
gaze on so fondly to-day
if all

to change by to-morrow, you'd find to your sorrow
Scant chance in the movies to play

Were
.City.

around

"First National said, 'What's your
salary ?'
"I told them what I got in the
Warner Brothers' picture. 'Well.'
said F. N., 'we'll give you that and
four- week guarantee.'
a
was
I
beginning to' get a little huffed by
then.
I told them I wouldn't touch
the part for less than a hundred dollars more than the figure I had orig-

on the first
'Fine
mother
said.
train
out.'
I invented this scientific preparation many
years ago and gave it my own name — Mary T.
"I don't know whether I slept
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer. I have always
used it myself with wonderful results. Although through the night or whether I was
I am no longer young, my hair is notably beaumerely unconscious but when dawn
tiful, without a thread of gray.
Fill out the coupon carefully. I must know the color of
your hair. If possible enclose lock in your letter. By return came I was down buying tickets to
mail I send my Special Patented Free Trial Outfit with full
New York on the night train. I sold
instructions for testing on single lock. When results prove
what Mary T. Goldman's is and what it does, get a fullmy car to a friend called up a transsized bottle. From your druggist or order direct from me.
Please print your name and address—

sat

"Passion" I forget which.
"So," went on Mr. Roche, "that
thing was shot and finished and
mother and I drove over to Pasadena
Mr. Roche
to attend its preview."
made an odd noise. A sort of groaning noise.
When he got back his
powers of speech he said "You can't
imagine I can't tell you how awful
never in my life have I seen
I was
anything so terrible. My mother and
I sat and watched it out because we
were too weak to get up and walk

own story.
What you get is a clear
colorless liquid, dainty — clean.
Comb it through your hair
and the gray goes. That's all. the
tells its

and

three thirty,
time.
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A

Letter from Location
Continued from page 89

with great wisdom gained
from seven years of life's experi-

things
ences.

He is the champion spitball thrower
of the town and was playing hooky
the day I met him.
He urged me to
play hooky with him and go fishing
but I was afraid of Frank Borzage,
my tyrant of a director, but I did
go before we leave.
is
one of those you
read about and never dream of finding.
The youngsters are adorable.
They look like something out of
"Huckleberry Finn" or "Tom Sawyer" and all eight grades are in the
same room. The girls are seated on
one side and boys on the other, to
preserve the teacher's peace of mind.

promise

The

My
came

to

school

young friend beamed when I
and immediately began dem-

in

onstrating his ability to shoot small
moist wads of paper at selected
points, to the great satisfaction of
every one but the teacher. I had to
leave in a hurry for fear I would
disrupt the morale of the place by
cheering his unerring aim.
Since
then he has offered to teach me the
art and guarantees to make me as

good

as he

my

In

is.

moments Fve been

spare

—that

every fish in
Kern River has dined on nice,
fishing

worms

is,

my

the
fat,

but
they have not been noticeably appreciative.
I have not pulled one in yet.
We're giving a big dance in the
town hall this Saturday and the boys
from our company are going to play
for it.
have a good orchestra
with two ukes, a banjo, a violin, and
one of the boys can double on a
juicy

since

arrival

We

mouth organ and the piano. I do
wish you could have come up, Myrtle.
Zasu Pitts, Jane Novak, Edythe
Chapman, Emily Fitzroy, and

I,

are

going to doll up and look our best.

For the last dance, two weeks ago,
came from miles around.
There is one long bench at the door
where the babies are parked to sleep

people

while

The
had

parents cavort around.
only objection that the people
to us was that, coming from
their

wild Hollywood,

we

all

wanted

to

go

home

a little after midnight.
Parties
Kernville don't usually break up
until breakfast time.

in

Another novel

institution

up here

the tag dance, which is piles of
fun. You start out with one partner
but by the time the number is over you
is

have danced with half a dozen men.
Like our cut-in system, but more exciting.
And great to make a girl feel
popular.
Zasu and Jane and I are
planning to introduce it to Holly-

wood when we

get back.

While we are on the subject of
Saturday nights, let me tell you that
I'm sure the time-honored custom of
weekly immersions originated here.

—

The hotel is modern it has two tubs,
one on each floor, with faucets for
both hot and cold water. But I dare
you to try to get into the bathroom
unless you sneak up from location by
yourself at some odd hour and even
then you're sure to find some one
else has had the same bright idea.

—

And when we come

1HR1E1E9
To Readers

of Picture-Play

in after a day's

work

in the sun with the temperature
hovering around one hundred, you
should see the wild scramble for

baths.

The whole company

in training to challenge

is

getting

Nurmi.

have developed one talent which
mother never knew I possessed. I
am a really remarkable laundress, if
I do say it myself.
I was teased terribly the other day because I went
I

down and borrowed

washboard
from a dear old lady and started
a big

do my own laundry. Some one
must have told on me, for just as I
was going good the whole company
gathered around, giving suggestions
in to

by the yard. I finished what I started
and I'm very proud of the job.
But here I've gone and written you
a young novel without even mention-

of Normandy Chocolated
JUST mail

the coupon below and

know

the delicious tastiness of these famous
At the same time we will tell you
you can earn a
$25

how

BEAUTIFUL

PLATINUM FINISH, JEWELLEDMOVEMENT BRACELET WATCH for
samples of these fine candies.
100,000 girls have already received watches
and other valuable gifts from us, for this
same easy spare-time work.
WRITE QUICK— Simply mail the coupon and get your
half-pound box of assorted Normandy Chocolates.
Send only 10c for postage and packing. That's all.
You don't have to do another thing for us if you
distributing

don't

want

so easy to earn a Bracelet

to

Watch without a
penny of

cost to
you, that we are
sure you will be glad
to read every word
of our remarkable

crowds and for some

bits.

gorgeous, the most
around the hotel, and
when the sun is setting is something

ery

is

trees

never forget.
Buck Jones is playing Steve Tuttle,
who is known as Lazybones, and I
am Kit, the little girl whom he adopts
I

shall

and

an enfrom anything I have ever done and I could
write pages about it. I had to gather
a crop of freckles and then Mr. Borzage wouldn't let me use any makefalls

in love with.

It is

tirely different sort of part

up.

I will

ask the

still

man

to

but it is nearly stage time so I am
going to call it a day.
connect
with the outer world twice a day by
means of the stage. The mail goes
out in the morning at eight and comes
in as an event at night around six.
In fact, the arrival of the stage, dinner, and the rushes are our usual evening entertainments.

We

lots

write

of love,

Madge Bellamy.

But

once —

at

N O W—b e c a u s e
only

60,000

boxes

can be given away.

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
Dept. 6811,

131 Duane Street, N.YC.

Home Supply Company,
Dept. 6811,
Please send

Duane

131

Street,

N.

Y.

C.

lb
box of assorted Normandy
Chocolates.
I enclose 10c to pay for postage and packing.
Also tell me how I can earn a $25
bracelet Watch for introducing Normandy Chocolates to my friends and acquaintances.

me

a

V2

PLATINUM

FINISH
Name

Age

City

STOP Skin
Troubles/i
Do you suffer from skin troubles? Doyou
long f orrelief from thatirritatingitch? What
would you give for a cool, clear, velvety
sltin? Then try the famous lotion

send

you some pictures so you can see how
funny I look.
I could ramble on for a long time

With

reward plan.

we have

for the
The scenbeautiful
the desert

will

candies.

I
ing the picture we are making.
wouldn't make a good publicity
writer, would I?
It is an adaptation
of "Lazybones," and you know that
I am under contract to William Fox.

This location is ideal and
used the local inhabitants

we

send you a big half-pound box of delicious Normandy Chocolates; assorted nut
centres, cream centres, caramels, mints, etc.
60,000 boxes will be given away in this
amazing offer because we want every girl to

D.D.D.
This healini? antiseptic wash bas a record of 25 years of soccess in
relieving skin troubles. The action of D. D. D. is calm and gentle;
still it soothes the irritated skin instantly. Apply D. D. D. to your
troubled skin. It willreraove your skin afflct ion and allay irritation.

|
I
|

Trial Bottle Free
Write today for ereneroas free trial bottle of D. D. D. Prescription and get quick relief from your skin troubles. Sample mailed
free and postpaid. No obligation. A postal will do. Send now!

D. D. D. Co., Dep£.1758

b

Peel Off Your Skin

jif

g

§

3845 Ravenswood Ave, Chicago I

you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly
peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, discoloration,
sunburn, blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,
pimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a liquid free from
acids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent
free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept.B

T,

30 E. 20th

St.,

New York

Advertising Section
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Good Copy"
Continued from page 88

His

caps, his scarfs, his canes,
his manner of wearing

the

each and all of them is a story in itself.
In addition to this he is an
unusually interesting conversation-

up.

ally.

and

his spats,

alist.
,

His wit

is

keen and doesn't

For instance,
some one once asked him to have a
have

be

to

diluted.

I

Eyes darkly diVine,
a heaVen of dreams

made with

picture

publicity

Jacqueline Logan

a trick

mule they had been using in a scene.
He looked the ambassador coldly in
the eye for a moment and replied: "I

o( the lashes that lends the eyes their tantalizing

will never pose in a picture with a
mule.
The temptation would be too
"
strong to caption it 'Two Jackasses.'

depths and haunting mystery.

Von

Make

by darkening your
lashes with WINX.
deft touch or two and
your lashes immediately appear much longer
and heavier.
Your eyes at once take on enchanting new depth and beauty

paradise.

WINX

their work.

captivate

shadowed
the shadow

hearts because they are

all

by long, dark, heavy

your eyes

lashes.

It

is

irresistible

A

is'a

nor smears.

harmless waterproof liquid that neither runs
It dries instantly and keeps your lashes
Brush attached to stopper of bottle.

lustrous for days.

Complete, 75c, U. S. and Canada. Black and brown.
(cake form) complete, with one-row
brush and mirror, 50c.
Black and brown.
and
at drug and department

WINXETTE

WINXETTE

WINX

stores or

by

mail.

WINX.

Mail 12c. today for a generous sample of
Another 12c. brings a sample of 'PERT,

the

24-

hour waterproof rouge.

ROSS

COMPANY
New York

247 West 17th Street

WINX
Wa terproof

Sternberg

is

an

interviewer's

Erich von Stroheim is the interviewers' wildest enthusiasm, and if
you are observing you can see it in

He

fires

them with some-

thing of his own intensity.
I
can
truthfully say that I have never read
an interview of Von Stroheim that
has not been an excellent piece of
work. Von Stroheim never waits for
you to lead off with an assortment of
third-degree
questions.
He talks
freely and without self -consciousness.
On the other hand, information has
to be pried out of Reginald Denny.
Our talk reminded me of a district
attorney grilling a murder witness.
Mr. Denny not onlv seemed reticent
about the facts of his life he seemed
But,
determined not to tell them.
at that, he is very likable and talks
well about everything except himself
of airplanes, motor cars, motor
boats, and such.
Mae Busch is another prize pupil in
Von Stroheim's class. She is frank
'

—

—

I
and outspoken and aboveboard.
Aileen
shares
understand that
Pringle

An interviewer told
Aileen could be quoted
verbatim it would read like a page
from the most scintillating of the
English novels.
Conrad Nagel speaks when he is
spoken to. I mean, he will respond
wholeheartedly to any topical suggestion you make but he never forces
his opinions on you.
He, too, is very
frank and never seems to be afraid
you are going to betray him. Conrad talks enthusiastically of his new
home in Beverly Hills, the new plays,

this distinction.

r CoroditeDiamond
NO
— NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL \
C.O.D.

NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER

We make

this remarkable offer so that every lover of
beautiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing
a Corodite Gem side by side with a Genuine Diamond.
We want you to see with your own eyes the fiery flashing
beauty of this Gorgeous Gem.
CORODITE DIAMONDS
are double polished and have the true diamond <32 facet)
cut.
So closely do they resemble the genuine that even
lifetime experts are astonished.
The illustrations above

show how

CORODITE

tooks when mounted
in a ring.
Send your name and address and 10c In coin
or stamps (to help cover cost of handling) to us Today.
Your Corodite will come Fully Prepaid by return mail.

beautiful a

E.RICHWINECO.m: a-84 WSfrV. Vt

Adjustable in
every wav.

V

Sizes for

all

^Pe?"

M,

\^

\^„,

types of no 3e9

.

— ~
y

^^Bfe>'

.JBNQPQ^

/

1

—

V^r*

me

that

jf

The

desired.

porter.
Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by

Gold Medal
WinnerFeb.'23

/v

/*>-

story of mine called

"Madame,

the

Maligned," which was submitted to
her, she had her secretary correct my
spelling.
If every one were so considerate what a lot of wear and tear
it

would

save

the

editors

— or

the

Mrs. Glyn, or Maproof readers.
dame Glyn, as she prefers to be
called, is always gracious and never
fails to

make some

remark that

sort of startling

food for thought. I
sometimes believe she does this deliberately, but whatever her reason
is

the subjects she brings' up are pertinent, and backed by her strange personality and glamorous background,
make interesting reading.
One of the most amusing things in
the world is an interview that is deliberately

"set."

There

is

a

little

ingenue in Hollywood who is famous
for this.
I had been warned about
this beforehand and naturally I enjoyed it all the more. She had prepared her little speech and, believe
The
me, she was going to say it.
speech she had in mind for this particular occasion concerned her books.
That one is so old it is more to be
pitied than scorned, but that was her

—

like glue.
story and she stuck to it
mentioning
by
not
I had my revenge
a thing she had said about her books
in the article.
In this very brief resume of who
and what constitutes good copy, I
have necessarily omitted many stars
the "necessity" being that I have
never interviewed them but in coining a slogan it might be safe to say, in
general, that "the brightest are the
The qualities and characterbest."
istics which carry them to the top of

—

the ladder are the very qualities and
characteristics which make up "good

copy.

Screen in Review

The

Big Explosion.

"The Halfway Girl," with Doris
Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes, is the
picture with the ship explosion in it.
I suppose you read all about that in

Co.

Building,
529 Springfield Ave.,
Newark, N. J. I

—

—

Continued from page 53

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, painless and safe.
The ANITA is a Genuine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-

The^HITPk
Dept. 1190, Anita

Elinor Glyn talks past you directly
In the course of a talk
she will interrupt to say, "Will you
kindly mention please do say for
me will you kindly not forget," et
cetera, and then advises you to emphasize this or that in your story.
She also insists on seeing all articles
on herself before they go out. In a
to the public.

P rpp

(Patented)

Physicians.
Write for FREE booklet.
"Nature's Way to Happiness."

pictures, casting pro and con,
else you care to bring

Demonstration

flniTh HOSE dPJUSTER

§

.

if

new

and anything

BEFORE-AFTER

last

month's Picture-Play.

It

is

about a

girl

who

is

neither

good nor bad, but just medium.

member

As

of a theatrical troupe, she
stranded in Singapore, and the
is
only honest labor left her is a job as
a

Continued on page 114

—

;

;

Advertising Section

— Continued

and Help Wanted

<4genfs

WE START YOU WITHOUT A

Agents and Help Wanted

DOLLAR.

Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.
Soaps,

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMCharges discharged batteries inEliminates old method entirely.
stantly.
Lightning Co., St.
Gallon free to agents.
Paul, Minn.
pound.

ters

$200 A
—
for
store

Free

Samples.

$60

WEEK.

U3

Business Opportunity

LATEST MANUFACTURING SPECIALTY
Money Makers.

Formulas.
ing,

Dept

Southern Trad-

71, Flushing, N. Y.

DON'T BUY A BUSINESS.
149 Broadway, N.

IF YOU WANT $96 A WEEK, A BIG,
permanent business, an honest company and
an Essex coach without a cent of expense,
write now.
I
need 100 men and women
quick

take

to

orders for

Jennings hosiery.

Send post card now for details.
The Frank B. Jennings Co., Dept. M-223,
Dayton, Ohio.
Don't delay.

Start one yourInformation Paul Kaye,

Small capital.

self.

Y.,

Dept. 113.

Wanted

Detectives

MEN — Experience

unnecessary
travel
secret investigations
reports salaries
expenses.
Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
;

make

;

;

;

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Easily
offer
Liberal
to
Metallic Letter Co., 428
agents.
Clark, Chicago.

applied.

general

Help

B North

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1908 Broadway, New York.

Wanted— Male

ALL

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.
owner buys gold

initials for his

Every

You

auto.

charge $1.50, make $1.35.

Ten orders daily
Write for particulars and free samAmerican Monogram Co., Dept. 170,

easy.
ples.

East Orange, N.

J.

Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
to
accept
Government positions
$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozment, 30S, St. Louis, Mo., Immediately.

•willing

EARN

$110 to $250 monthly, expenses
Railway Traffic Inspector.
Position
guaranteed after completion of 3 months'
home study course or money refunded. Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free BookJet.
CM-28 Stand. Business Training Inst.,
paid as

EARN

$10

DAILY

silvering mirrors, plat-

chanDecie
York.

ing, refinishing metalware, headlights,
deliers, bedsteads.
Outfits furnished.

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

New

AGENTS—WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 503 Broadway,

New

York.

Buffalo,

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
Write Adam

olLY EKING MIRRORS, r rench piate.
learned
immense profits.
Plans

ily

;

Wear Mirror Works,

Excelsior

Springs.

Easfree.

Mo.

$115-$400

MONTHLY

paid

—Ry.

Station

Free passes, Experience unWrite Baker, Supt., 49, St. Louis,

to

;

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent
nity
1909.
:

Desk
latest

keep

SEND YOU A SUIT made

in
will

the

from the finest goods,
you
wear it, and show it to your friends

style

it.

as a sample of my sensational $25.00 suits
guaranteed regular $50.00 values? Could you
use $3.00 an hour for a little spare time?
If so, write me at once for my wonderful
new proposition. Just write your name and
address on a card and mail to Dept. 900,

Knickerbocker Tailoring
St..

Co.,

opportu-

big money and rewards.
Established
Particulars free. Write C. T. Ludwig,
436, Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS.

PatFisher

Louis, Mo.

St.

Guide Books
Blank" before
Send model or sketch
disclosing inventions.
of invention for Inspection and Instructions
"Record

for

free

Invention

of

Terms Reasonable. Victor
767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

Free.

to advertise our goods

consumer 00c an hour
American Products Co.,
write for samples.
4215 American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

I

PATENTS — Write

Co.,

Mo.

IF

ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright,

and

necessary.

AGENTS WANTED

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
644 G St., Washington, D. C.

N. Y.

Office positions.

and distribute

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS — Write
"How

our

for

J.

Evans

guide book,

Your Patent" and evidence of
Send model or sketch for
invention blank.
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms reato Get

........11
T>
.1 ..1
.Randolph
sonaole.
ington, D. C.

r
cc

i"*..
Co.,

Tkrt»^+.

jjepr.

i1 O

n cli
\A7
vvasii-

$l,900-$2.7OO

Men

18-35.
Particulars Free.
Write
today.
Franklin Institute, Dept. J2, Rochester, N. Y.
year.

Educational

RAILROAD POSTAL CLERKS

start $155
Send stamps for ques;
Institute, B-3, Columbus;

month, railroad pass.

Salesmen Wanted

Columbus

tions.

133 So. Peoria

Ohio.

Chicago.

MAKE
AGENTS

$S to $10 Daily Easy— Introducing "Chieftain" Fine Quality, Guaranteed
Tailored Shirts.
Write
Just show samples.
:

No capital or experience necessary.
Spare time pays you big.
Send toV fJLvyt
c\v TT'tp
A RiinnlpQ
Pinr-inniti
Vi l vi~
11
JL'itrtT
1_>±11 kJ<IlliJJlr;*i.
Vi.Il'-iill»<lll ^
OJLlll
l Pum
every day.
fl
4.1^1

pany, Secy. 19211, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sell

$100 WEEKLY IN SPARE TIME.
what the public wants long distance

—

Stammering

radio receiving sets.
Two sales weekly pays
$100 profit. No big investment, no canvass-

Sbarpe of Colorado made $955 in one
month.
Representatives wanted at once.
This plan is sweeping the country write today before your county is gone. Ozarka, Inc.,
126 West Austin Ave., M, Chicago.

ing.

—

ST-STU-T-T-TERING
Pnrpfl

And

Stammering

Instructive booklet free.
TTmne
McDonnell, 80 Arcade, 1126 Gran-

nt

Walter

ville Ave.,

Chicago,

111.

Stamps and Coins
$15

— Female

DAILY EASY— Your Pay in Advance
New Insured Hosiery. Must

Help Wanted

— Introducing

wear or replaced
ence

No
Just show

capital or experi-

free.

required.
orders.
Samples

samples.
furnished.
All

Write
colors,

including silks.
Macochee Textile
Company, Station 45011, Cincinnati, Ohio.

grades

FREE BOOK. Start little Mail
Business
beginner's outfit furnished.
995 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
;

—

.>JLo A UKjztiiits
uecoiating pillow tups
at home, experience unnecessary
particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint
Co.,
110, LaGrange, Ind.
;

Order

;

;

How

Numismatic

to Entertain

PLAYS, MUSICAL COMEDIES, and

HERE'S YOUR LAND!

MONEY—

May mean much profit to you.
Co., Dept. 440, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Farm Lands

Pier,

BIG
every one buys
fast sales
gold initials for their auto sell $1.50, profit
$1.44.
Ten orders daily easy. Samples, information free. World Monogram, Dept. 12,
Newark, N. J.

OLD MONEY WANTED. Will pay Fifty
Dollars for nickel of 1013 with Liberty head
(no Buffalo). We pay cash premiums for all
i*p pp r-ninQ
Spud 4f for Tjii rsre Ooin Folder.

$10

down and

$10 a month buys 20 acres of my best land
in Cent. Mich, for $400 or 10 acres for $250.
Write at once for free 48-page picture book.
G. W. Swigart, X12G5 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg..
Chicago.

re-

vues, minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readings, stage handBig catalog free. T.
books, make-up goods.
S.

Denison

132,

&

Chicago.

Co.,

623

So.

Wabash, Dept.

Advertising Section

The

Screen in Review
Continued from page 112

hostess in the hotel there.
Here she
meets the shell-shocked Mr. Hughes
who is getting over an unfortunate
love affair, and seems to be going

Sulphur a&ais
Skin Eruptions/
Mentho-Sulphur, a pleasantcream.will soothe
that is irritated or broken out
with eczema; that is covered with ugly rash
or pimples, or is rough or dry. Nothing subdues fiery skin eruptions so quickly, says a
noted skin specialist.
The moment this sulphur preparation is applied the itching stops and after two or three
applications, the eczema is gone and the skin
is delightfully clear and smooth.
Sulphur is
so precious as a skin remedy because it
destroys the parasites that cause the burning,
itching or disfigurement.
Mentho-Sulphur
always heals eczema rash, skin eruptions and
pimples right up.
A small jar of Rowles Mentho-Sulphur may
be had at any good drug store.

and heal skin

FREE SAMPLE
Send coupon

for

sample

Rowles Mentho-Sulphur

of

Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Dept. 4-B, New York, N. Y.
free sample of Rowles Mentho-Sulphur

Send me

Name
Street

from bad to worse. The two melancholy young people sit around and
Forgetfulness
cry in their glasses.
seems a dreary affair with them.
It takes a shipwreck to bring them
out of themselves, and it's really a
peach.
Mr. Hughes is hiding on the ship
under a false charge of murder.
Luckily the policeman who finds him
is his own father and he tears up the
warrant.
There is a fight in the dark in this
picture, too.
It saves the wear and
tear on the actors. Hobart Bosworth
is the father and Tully Marshall is
the evil old thing who gets killed.

Two

that Strike

Twelve.

"A Woman's

Faith" is a good
melodrama, adapted from the novel
"Miracle," by Clarence Buddington
Kelland.
The hero, blinded in a fight, is led
to the Cathedral of Restoration by
the girl who is accused of murder.
She ascends the long staircase, praying, while the blind man awaits her
below. As she reaches the last step
It is

Ring'

Watch

watch face bordered with
DAINTY
14 jrorireous blue white trems of
startling brilliancy.
Richly ensolid white gold effect.
Blue
synthetic sapphire crown jewel. SE-

eraved

CRET ROUGE COMPACT

and mirror
hidden under dial. Get yours today.
Send strip of paper for finger size.

Send No Money.

C|

A
™

Jj

Pay postman V M
postage

$2.45 plus

on

delivery.

J. N.

I

R

Complete
1

HUGHES CO.

85 Sprague

St.,

Dept. 411-E
Providence, R. I.

THICK LIPS REDUCED!
(FREE

FOLDER

TELLS

HOW)

Thin, adorable lips is beauty's cry, Cloree's
lip-reducing
makes
unnaturally
lotion
thick, protruding lips, thin, shapely and
bewitching.
No plasters, rollers or cutting; a simple, painless, harmless lotion.
If you value sweet, lovely, alluring lips,
start using "Cloree" today and watch reParticulars free; send today.
sults.

for

young fellow who can't stand raw
Huntley Gordon is the boy who

fish.

a legitimate, well-handled pic-

is

a

little

found when the boat

can't be

sails

for the States.

Matrimony Once More.
"The Trouble with Wives"

is

an-

funny story about marriage.
This one is pretty cheap stuff handled
so well that it really is amusing. The
audience loved

There

it.

a mother-in-law in it, a
best friend, a suspicious wife and a
beautiful
stenographer everything,
in fact, to break up a little home.
is

—

Ford Sterling as the best friend
His amazed reactions

hilarious.

The Younger

Generation.

"Wild, Wild Susan,"

stilted.

"Never the Twain Shall Meet" explains everything right in its title. It
is adapted from the story by Peter B.
Kyne. and deals with -the romance of
Tamca, the Plawaiian queen and a

Tamca is the, daughter of an Hawaiian mother and a French father,
a sea captain. While his boat lies in
the harbor at San Francisco, he discovers that he has leprosy, and leaps

is

the story

hoyden who should have
been spanked.
It is adapted from
the story by Stuart Emery called
"The Wild, "Wild Child," and Bebe
of a

little

Susan.
one of the younger
generation who make prankish ways
It makes dull going
a profession.
for a long picture.
Daniels

She

young American.

is

to

broken conventions are wonderful.
Tom Moore is the husband and
Florence Vidor is the wife.

ture with Alma Rubens doing some
pretty fine acting at times.
Percy

Marmont

Tamca.

little

Anita Stewart is softly interesting
as Tamca, and Bert Lytell is the

other

his sight is restored.

City...

overboard, rather than face the tedious death that awaits him.
His
daughter is left with an extremely
young guardian, and complications
arise.
Eventually he follows her
back to Hawaii, where in almost no
time at all he goes native. She sees
his downfall and sends him back to
the white girl who loves him.
He
has a friend, however, who stays behind, so things don't look too black

is

is

just

Rod La Rocque is the young man
who chases about with her.

MLLE. CLOREE of NEW YORK
21 W. 42nd Street,
New York, N. Y,

Charlie Chaplin

PERSONAL
Appearance
is

now more than

Continued from page 61

ever

key note of sucboth in social
cess,

Wins His Derby

the

and

business

Bow-

Legged

life.

and

Knock-Kneed men and
women,
both
young
and old, will be glad
to bear that my new
appliance
cessfully
within a

will
sucstraighten,
short time,

bow-leggedness and
knock-kneedlegs, safequickly and perly,

Worn
manently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitner," Model 18, U. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its results will soon save you
from further humiliation, and improve your personal
(Model 18 is not like oldappearance 100 per cent.
fashioned splints or braces, with bothersome straps,
hard to adjust, but a scientific, modern device of
proven merit, used and recommended for the last 3
years by physicians everywhere.)
Write today for particulars, testimonials and my free
copyrighted physiological and anatomical book which
tells you how to correct how and knock-kneed legs withEnclose a dime for postage.
out any obligation.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1315-L,

W.

U. Building,

Binghamton, N. Y.

were mentioned as comedians who
had worn a part at least of the Chaplin ensemble, and it was claimed that
European clowns had used it in many
stage plays. Billy West went on the
witness stand and admitted he had
worn the Chaplin make-up but had
done it openly, as an imitation or
burlesque

of

Rob Wagner

the

great

comedian.

testified that others

had

copied the outward technique of
Chaplin but were unable to build up
a spiritual entity.

"The

costume

was

essential

establishing the character,"

in

Wagner

said to the judge.
"But around it
Chaplin built up a distinctive type
that is something more than a man
in funny clothes, big shoes, and flexible cane."
It was a peculiar problem that
faced the jurist.
Could a person
copyright a suit of clothing, a dented
derby, a pair of preposterous shoes,
a little dab of a mustache, and a
cane, to such an extent that no one
else could wear them and be pictured
on the screen? Is Charlie Chaplin
an institution in himself upon which
Must the
no one may infringe?

.

Advertising Section
screen character, "Charlie Chaplin,"
Shall
die when he quits the screen ?
no one use his mannerisms, his funny
little
walk, and grimaces without
placing himself in legal jeopardy? In
other words, could Charlie Chaplin
build a wall about his characterization
which would bar all imitators ?
Judge Hudner has at last handed
down his "findings of fact and conclusions of law" in the case and, in
general, has barred all imitators of
Charlie Chaplin from encroaching

upon

domain.
found that an actor

Hudner

Judge

his

is entitled to the
benefit of a characterization he
has made nationally or internationally
famous and that no one shall attempt

full

to portray that character in any way
that might tend to deceive "the or

any people."

And

that little clause, "the or any
people," is held to be the main point
•in the decision.
If a child who cannot read advertisements or titles sees
an imitator of Charlie Chaplin on the

screen and believes it to be Chaplin,
the child is being deceived and comes
any
under
the
appellation
"or
people."
The screen colony in Hollywood
believes the court has thrown a protecting arm about the motion-picture
stars and said "Shoo!" to imitators
who might seek to enrich themselves
through shadows of reflected glory.
There is to be no opening in screen
work for any Floria Swansun, Merry
Tickford, Nola Pegri, or Orma Falmadge.
restraining order awaits
the advent of anv such name.

oAt Last He Told
Her The Truth!
PO that was why he had hurried her
\

home The
!

the Fans

of

her radiant young cheek had spoiled
his pleasure in their autumn walk. Jealous of the admiration that she had
aroused on every side ! And now, in the
cozy firelight, he frankly confessed his
misery at sharing with any other the
clear vividness of her youth.

Always aglow with a magnetic beauty,
she owed her vivacious charm to Pert
compact Rouge.
She had tinted her
cheek with

its

lasting flush, applying

before powdering to

She enjoyed the

make
of

feel

it

waterproof.

it

this

smooth handma
and its

rouge. It is delightfully fine to the touch
texture is like satin on the skin.

For perfect adherence of bloom she uses Pert
cream Rouge first as a base for the compact. It
spreads quickly at the touch of moistened finger
,

and

Yet

lasts indefinitely.

it

on

disappears

ap-

of cleansing cream or soap.
Pert compact Rouge is made in blush, rose and evening (a
bright new shade)
Pert cream Rouge comes in light and
plication

.

dark orange, also in rose.
Pert waterproof Lipstick enhances the beauty of the lips
and matches the rouge.
Compact, 50c. Cream Rouge or Lipstick, 75c, U. S. and
Canada.

Mail the coupon today with 12c for a sample of Pert cream
Rouge. Another 12c brings a sample of Winx, the waterproof lash-darkener

ROSS COMPANY

New York

247 West 17th Street

rert 'Rouge

GET THIN

"GENUINE^

Free Trial Treatment
for my "payI
have successfully reduced thousands of persons, often
at the rate of a pound a day, without
diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof
at my expense.

Sent

on.

State

of

Ask

request.

when-reduced"

DR.

Think

distracting loveliness
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offer.

NEAVMAN,

R.

New York. 286

Fifth

Licensed
Ave., N. Y.

DIAMOND RINGS^

Physician,

$£*00 Brings the

Desk C-68

Most Sensa-

Continued from page 12
sweet,

tional Price

the world.
Clara Bow is a
regular flapper with red, red curls all
over her head, and she's very sweet.
Agnes Ayres is very beautiful and, oh,
so very blonde.
Rudolph Valentino is so
dark, so polite and so different than on
the screen, much more human.
I think

mouth

INSTANTLY 9 makes them

in

Mae Murray

is

cute, but she is

Walter Heirs

Smashing

DARKENS and SEAUTIFflES
EYELASHES and BROWS

and Marie Prevost has the cutest

Eear naturally dark, Song and

Adds wonderful charm,
Lxuriant,
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions

Made

v

•

is

set with guaran-

is

teed,
perfect cut,
blue-white, fiery diamond of first quality; 18 kf
white gold mountings, hand
engraved in the very latest
designs

MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

Liquid

Form

no young-

a

Tess

Ricardo Cortez.
derful smile and Madge Bellamy has the
cutest
voice
and most beautiful eyes.
Billie Dove is sweet, too, and Laura La
Plante

is

like a breath of spring air.

—

that.
Oh, yes, I want to say that
think Renee Adoree is so pretty.
don't we see more of her?
Her picture
on your cover is beautiful.
that's

Why

I

Calif.

Look Out
Just a line

for Grant Withers.
suggested by a recent letter

your column stating that John Roche
the first Wallace Reid successor.
In
my estimation, Roche, although a fine performer, does not fill that classification at
all.
I think he will sooner or later succeed
in
is

Norman Kerry.

A real follow up for Reid, however, is
Grant Withers, one of the handsomest of

Ff?ee Trial

and your choice ccmes
If for any
to you all charges paid
reason whatsoever you are not satisfied at the end of ten days, return
the diamond ring to us and your
S2.00

A legal
deposit will be refunded.
bond as to quality and value accomAf4er trie! pay
panies each ring
balance

in

12 mon4hly payments-

NO RED TAPE— NO DELAY
FREE BOOK ©g GEMS

The Wonder-Working Lotion
Use like toilet water. Is positively recommended for quickly and permanently removing

Most complete jewelry catalog ever
published
of watches
d

iamor

and jew

Fanny, the Flapper.
San Francisco,

Days

mply send

She

very, very blonde and has .small twinkling eyes, and a heavenly smile
and so
is

*

Each of these rings

of lovely women. PLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in solid form or waterproof liouid. 75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.

dream and so is
Lois Wilson has a won-

ster.

Di-

amond Ring
Offer Ever

ap-

Acne Eruptions on the face or body,
Barbers Itch and Eczema, Enlarged
Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. Endorsed by
druggists, physicians, skin specialists,
barbers, and over 100, 000 men and women test cases, who succeeded with ClearTone after failing with everything else.
Write today for my FREE
**
Booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin,"
telling

how I cured myself after being

E. S.
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I

*675P

at Towesf

Kansas

City,

Mo.

-

newest

*V IfiSfWn,

designs

A

prices.

full year to pay for
everything you order
from our two million

Jfj

dollar stock.

Established 1895

Address
Oept« 1447

DIAMOND &WATCH

afflicted 15 years.

GIVENS

Chemical Bldg.

elry
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ROYAL
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BROADWAY

CO.
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He has been
the younger screen players.
doing some great Western leads which
should eventually get him something much
better.
Elinor Glyn has picked him for a
winner and Elinor guesses pretty well, I've
noticed.
fear for

More boys
the

like

Withers and

continuance of

I

Latin popu-

larky.
|

Faye Paul.
928 Brond Boulevard, Glendale, Calif.

The

Spirited Appeal

often wonder why so much attention
is paid to the so-called sex appeal, and so
very little attention given to that appeal
which takes us out of the material up
into the spiritual.
This latter appeal is possessed by some
of our biggest stars.
few have it to a
very high degree notable among these are
Irene Rich, Lillian Gish, Thomas Meighan,
Richard Barthehness, Douglas Fairbanks,
and Ernest Torrence— and the late Wallace Reid.
These stars have the power and ability,
when given suitable roles, to carry their
audience into the very gates of heaven.
This, to me, is the supreme test of true
I

A

;

Girdle Garter

OW
new
N
Velvet Grip Girdle Garter
comes

accessory

a

new

of feminine dress, the

which does not in the least retard circulation
and permits entire freedom of movement. Worn
around the hips instead of at the waist line, the
Girdle Garter is so comfortable that you hardly

know
that

it

is

and the

there,

cannot possibly

it

slip

stress

is

planned

so

down.

The

Girdle Gaiter comes in different styles of
webbing and shirred ribbon, in dainty colors
and combinations of colors to harmonize with
the prevailing shades in lingerie, and is equipped
with the new Velvet Grip clasp, having the

Oblong Rubber Button with no metal

have been so exalted by exquisite bits
of acting done by the above-named artists
that I seemed to dwell in a different world
for days afterward.
While each of the above-named actresses
and actors possess a goodly amount of atI

tractiveness from a material standpoint,
this, of itself, is of small importance.
The
appeal that these artists have is something
far deeper and finer than the mere physical
could possibly have.

A

stud in

George Frost company, Boston
Makers of Velvet Grip Girdle Garter
Patented

— This

r eb.

i

10, 1925

a new product and all stores are not
stocked as yet. If you do not find it readily, ask your
dealer to order for you, or buy direct
web garters
$1 .25, shirred ribbon $1 .75 postpaid.
is

—

Fan.

More Impressions.
Letters have been printed frequently in
Picture-Play listing impressions of numerous movie stars seen in person.
As I
had the advantage of living in Hollywood
for a period of time, I was given the opportunity of seeing and meeting a large
number of stars. I am, therefore, writing
my impressions with the hope that they
may prove a source of slight entertainment
to some of your readers.
Norma Tahnadge
tiny person with
gorgeous eyes and a possessor of a very pro-

—A

nounced individuality. She appears oblivious to the curious and staring people about
her.

Constance Talmadge

my mind

Why Not Grow
Shadowy Lashes?
DEAUTIFUL EYES
brilliance to the

By

owe

shadow

nourishing your lashes with

you can quickly enhance
siveness of your eyes.

LASHLUX
lashes

is

their

depth and

o( luxuriant lashes.

LASHLUX,

the size

and expres-

a colorless cream that

grow heavy, dark and

makes the

glossy.

Just pat

each night and your eyes
will soon be thickly fringed with silky lashes.
Applied over Winx. the liquid lash-darkener, LASHa

little

into the roots

LUX makes the lashes highly lustrous. After powderLASHLUX to replenish the natural dried
the powder.
Black and brown LASHLUX both

ing, use

oils

by

nourish the lashes and serve as light make-up.

LASHLUX,

colorless, black or

and Canada.

At

brown, 50c, U. S.
drug, department stores or by mail.

ROSS COMPANY
247

West

17th Street

New York

she

affects

— Tall and
too

To
thin.
much make-up

for the street.
She is Norma's opposite
respect that she notices her surroundings and every one about her.
Conrad Nagel The image of his screen
self.
Medium height, thin and very blond.
Does not appear so boyish as the screen
would lead one to expect.
One of the
most natural and unaffected persons of the
movie colony. His devotion to his wife
is superb.
Mae Murray Owns a perfect figure
and has the most beautiful legs and feet
I have ever seen.
I was surprised to find
how exceedingly blue her eyes are.
showy dresser and one who plays to the
public continually.
She has a charming
voice but in general is too affected to suit
in

—

—

A

me.
Pauline

—

Frederick Has one of the
strongest personalities in the movie world.
Appears a great deal younger in real life,
but seems to be of a decidedly nervous
temperament.
She is unusually gracious
and as for her voice words fail me. It
is a real treat to hear her speak.

—

LASHLUX

means luxuriant tashes

—

Reginald Denny Very masculine indeed.
Rather ordinary looking and speaks
with a noticeable English accent. Has a
nice singing voice.

Ask Miss Crawford!
off eighty-five pounds in four months!
Marjorie Crawthis big reduction is not imaginary

Imagine taking

But

—

6710 Merrill Ave., Chicago, did it.
She used Wallace reducing records to play off this huge
excess of weight, and this is what she has to say of Wallace's method.
"The day my weight reached 235 lbs. I sent for the free
It
trial record and put in one earnest week of daily use.
was novel and I enjoyed it, and lost eight pounds that first
week. I used the movements faithfully, and nothing else.
I didn't take any medicine, I didn't starve myself, either,
and there was not one week that I failed to lose at least
five pounds until I was down very close to what a woman
My present weight is 150.
of my height should weigh.
You can be sure I'm going to keep it there."

ford,

/

Anybody Can Reduce by This
Remarkable Method
Thousands of women — men, too— have restored normal
Reducing 85 lbs. is unusual, but
any number of women have played off thirty and forty
pounds with these records. Many more have used them
for lesser reductions. Such cases ordinarily take less than
If you weigh too much for comfort, health, or
a month.
appearance's sake, you owe yourself this relief.
proportions in this way.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Prices range from $1 .25 to $2.50.

sight.

Note:

artistry.

"Can I Reduce?"

Free Proof to Anyone
Send name and address now and your first week's reducing lesson, record and all. will come by return mail, prepaid.
Do not enclose any payment, don't promise to pay
anything; this free trial means free.
You'll enjoy the use of this demonstration record. You'll
commence to reduce the very first week. Let actual reThe coupon
sults decide whether you want to continue!
brings everything:

WALLACE
630

S.

<

590 >

Wabash Ave., Chicago
send me FREE and POSTPAID

for a week's free
Please
trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.

N ame

-

Address

—Very handsome and a
Windsor—A beautiful

Bert Lytell
dresser.

good

girl, but
Claire
She also aftoo thin in my estimation.
fects a great deal of make-up.
Clara K. Young Say, fans, she is not
tall at all, and here's another surprise
she is also thin. At least, she was when I

—

A

handsome woman,
saw her.
oh, she has such a high voice.
last

but

—

Just the same as he
the movies, crooked smile 'n'
all.
Ever notice the springy little way
he walks and the habit he has of raising
himself on his toes?
Pola Negri The most stunning of them
all.
one else is the least bit like her.

Eugene O'Brien

appears

in

—

No

—

Lila Lee Very ordinary and not a very
good dresser.
Douglas Fairbanks The darkest tan
complexion imaginable. A snappy dresser
and always there with his ever-ready smile.
Norman Kerry Dashing looking. Also

—

—

very much tanned.

Has

a splendid phy-

sique.

—

Mary Philbin Diminutive and doll-like
with beautiful hair and gorgeous eyes.

:
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—A

dear little girl and,
Pretty as can be, too.
And last but not least
Ben Turpin
small man maintaining
surprising dignity.
Knowledge of the increasing proportions
oh, so sweet.

—A

of this letter limits
wish,

my naming

countless

Perhaps some day, if the fans
would like to write again.
Harriet M. Gladstone.

others.
I

San Francisco,

Calif.

A Word

from

Why

Australia.

Pola Negri given such pictures,
and why is she kept so groomed, repressed
and "tight?"
Tight is the only word
which seems to fit. Her hair is plastered
tightly in position, her face through excessive
use of make-up has a tight,
strained look about it, her very gestures
have lost that beautiful pantherlike grace
so
noticeable
her Continental-made
in
films.
Only once have I seen the wonderful, wreckless Pola of old, and that
was the early part of her characterization
of the gypsy in "The Spanish Dancer."
is

Most of the actresses of the present day,
for that matter, suffer from over-grooming.
so much fuss over Dorothy
Mackaill, Norma Shearer, Mary Philbin,
and Colleen Moore?
Their work never
impresses me as being "anything to write
home about," while on the other hand,
Doris Kenyon is very good and most natural in her acting.
I sincerely hope she
does not have her hair cut off.
In these
days of universal bobbing and shingling,
it is absolutely delightful to see an actress
who looks the way woman was intended to
look and not like a poor second edition of
man which seems to be the aim of most
-actresses and indeed most women these
days.

Why

A

girl

to

watch is Jane Thomas. She
She is going to be very

sparkles.
popular in the
sparkle.
just

future

if

Estelle

she retains this

Thompson.

J.

663 Stanley Street, S. Brisbane, Aust.

Theater Managers

A

few weeks ago
picture

latest

I

Who Offend.
saw Charles Ray's

advertised

Ray and Betty Blythe

Now,

thought from

I

follows

as

"Charles

in 'Percy.'

"

ad that Betty

this

Blythe was the heroine and had an important part in the picture.
Because I do
not happen to care for Betty Blythe I did
not go to see it. Recently I found out that
she is only a dance-hall girl in "Percy"
and has a comparatively small part. Barbara Bedford is the real heroine, and as
I like both her and Charles Ray, I am
sorry now that I didn't see the picture.
About a year ago when I saw 'Wine of
Youth," the same thing happened.
The
signs in front of the theater read "Johnnie
Walker in Wine of Youth.' " Being an
ardent Walker fan, I went to see the picture.
Johnnie was in the picture for about
half a minute.
He was in the part that
depicted an old-time party which was then
compared with a party of to-day.
He
didn't appear in the picture again, and if
Pauline Garon and Eleanor Boardman
hadn't been in the picture, I would have
walked out on it.
Another example of
this is "The Folly of Vanity," in which
Betty Blythe was advertised as the main
attraction.
Her part in the picture was
no more important than some of the others,
and why she was spread all over the ads
I don't know.
Something should be done
about this.
Theater managers should not
so impose upon the public.
E. Reinhardt.

OWN A^TYPEWRITER
ELECTIVE

:

Milwaukee, Wise.

The Debate

Continues.
Yes, the debate continues
Marion Delahey's cynical words filled me with rage.
!

Courses for Acting, Teaching:, Directing;

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING

DIRECTORS
Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller

and SINGING.

Sir John- Martin

life.

Developing poise and
personality essential for any calling: in

Harvey

J. J. Shubert

Marguerite Clark
Rose Coghlan

Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
Co. (appearances while learning-). N.Y,
debuts and careers stressed. For Prospectus (write study desired to Secretary.
43 West 72nd St., N. Y., EXT. 46

GrayHair
To
Its
Restored
Original Color

inl and

Without Dyeing
hair handicap yonr
(social or business progress. Amazing discovery
I—
a clean, colorless liquid, restores your
J hair to color it was before it turned gray. Is not
la dye! Is applied to scalp, not to hair. Fenestrates coloring cells and supplies missing pigr
Restores exact original shade so
, mentation.
'naturally and Bkillfully, so gradually, that your
Does not
friends will not notice the change.
Hair
streak or crack the hair. Will not wash off.
s ^™«
keeps uniform color always. Does not get gray at roots.
naar
needed.
of
your
cases.
No
samples
colorless liquid used for all
Overcomes dandrulT. EnREVA also acts as tonic for the scalp. natural
colored hair. Toous.
courages growth of luxurant. lustrous,
ands have used REVA sueer^—
ceesfully. Write today for
hook explaining how you can
flfesP |<f
lestore original color of
WRITE TODAY!
your hair without dyeing it. No olibgations.
Cbicag*, RL
REVA CORPORATION, 1700 Wilson Ave, DepL 14,
E
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yours
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ace of writing

now
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it's

you

machines— at a bargain price A
free trial, and easiest monthly payments if you buy
This Underwood No. 5— rebuilt from top to bottom—
five-ycar-guaraiiLeed— removes the last reason for not
owning your own machine. Get our proposition with
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The Misses Dclahey, Kilmer, Austin, and
Kirikead telling us what we should and
should not like!

CLOSING OUT

In fact, calling the aver-

age fan absurd for idolizing actors.
I
must say there is little enough in the world
to love without being told
very untruthfully
that our idols have feet of clay.
I, for one, consider Betty Ruth Janright
childishly loyal and sincere.
Why should

—

—

MfiT'TtRlM

BANKING

BUSINESS

she grow up?
It's ever so much nicer to
be like Peter Pan who never grew up than
an old fussj person thinking wrong of

Genuine Diamonds
Less Than Wholesale

everybody.

New
Comes

Beauty
in

30 Minutes

By Edna Wallace Hopper
wish every girl and woman would send this
coupon and see the results of Clay. You will be
amazed. I have seen countless women seem to drop
ten years with a single application. I have seen
multitudes of plain girls gain a rosy bloom in oneI

now

That is the clay I now use. All
toilet counters supply it as Edna Wallace Hopper's
White Youth Clay. The price is 50c and $1.
Youth Clay purges the skin of all that clogs and
mars it. It draws out the causes of blackheads and
It
blemishes.
It combats all lines and wrinkles.

multiplied results.

brings the blood to the skin, so every use leaves a
rosy bloom. No lover of beauty who once sees these
results will ever again go without them.
Send the coupon for a sample tube. I will also include a sample of my Youth Cream. That should
always follow Clay. Learn what White Youth Clay—
I

my new-type
me

clay— can do. You will always
for supplying such a beauty help as this.

thank

Some Suggestions for Producers.
There are a few things I should like

this today to

Edna Wallace Hopper,

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.
10c for postage and packing.
I want to try White Youth Clay.

Enclose
4 pp

They

see in the movies.

Ramon Novarro and

1.

"Romeo and

3.

Betty Compson as Joan of Arc.
Ronald Colman as Sir Ralph Wellalone and Anna Q. Nilsson as Guelda Rhos
in

Berta Ruck's "Sir or Madam."
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as Stalky and

7.

Wesley Barry

McTurk

as

Kipling's

in

Ramon Novarro as Christ and Lillian
Mary in the "Life of Christ."

Confidential Guide
Current Releases

to

"Proud Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn.

of these fine gifts.

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
25 W. Broadway

Dept. 170

New

York, N. Y.

Greatest Bargains you ever
saw.. Explains credit plan which mokes it easy to
get just what you desire- at big savings. Get your
copy todayl Free. Send Postcard NOW1

famous

—

A

story.

"Sainted
Devil,
A"
Paramount.
Valentino in South America again, but
with not-so-wonderful results.

"Sally"— First
popular

Moore

National.
From the
stage
play,
with
Colleen
as the dancing heroine.

REAL
PHOTOS
YOUR
OF

SCREEN FAVORITE

Just mention names of the ones you
want.
I have them all, size Sslfl.
Beautiful and life-like.
50c each. 12
for S3.
Money cheerfully refunded
not satisfactory.

der. TJ.

Order

S.

Send money

bills or TJ.

NOW.

ors. 2c stamps.

IS*, of Stars on request.
S.

BRAM

Dept. 182, 729.7th Ave., N. Y.
Special prices to dealers

122 W. MADISON ST.,
212iaB(3iCAG0
V4 Century Same Place

BeauflftlPnbfcs,
of Screen Stars
Make a collection of your favorites. Real, life-like
portraits. 8x10, 50c each, 12 for S5. Extra heavy, $1.
20 bathing scenes, $5.
11x14, $2.
Colored, $1.
Select any star or player.

Fan

Studio,

P

135 W. 44th

10,

St.,

New York

Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full instructions for staging.
.
_
You can stage your own show with our books. Full line
monologues,
afterpieces,
crossfire,
songs,
plays,
stage
of

MINSTRELS
.

URJ

HANDS

melodramatic plot. Eleanor Boardman and
Harrison Ford are excellent as Spaniards,
while
Pat O'Malley is the
plumber who complicates their romance.
"Quo Vadis"— First National.
Emil
Jannings appears as Nero in this new

if

III!

Beautifully illustrates and describes a million dollar stock.

Protect yourself against

clever, rollicking burlesque of a

mation how you can secure one

Jewelry Book Free

vaudeville acts and make-up. CATALOGUE FREE.
T. S. DENISOM & CO., 623 So. Wabash. Dept. 67 Chicago

Continued from page 54

Italian version of the

Watch

Nothing Down $2 per month.
Small size, latest style, white
gold filled case. Movement
fully guaranteed to keep accurate time. BiggeBt bargain in
America. Only $23.95.

Q. Nilsson

4. Valentino as Vinicius, Mary Philbin
as Lygia, and Ramon Novarro as Petronius in "Quo Vadis," with Rex Ingram directing.

A

FREE

$77.

Percy Blakeney and Lady Blakeney
"The Scarlet Pimpernel."

V. E. Cornett.
429 Short 7th Street, Santa Rosa, Calif.

FREE!

now

Ladies' Wrist

as Sir
in

OWE

US NOTHING.

Lillian Gish in

Ramon Novarro and Anna

delay. We Bave you onethird— trust you for any article
you want and if you are not
entirely satisfied within 10
days', return the merchandise
at our expense and YOU

No

Ring No. 1 Nothing Down $5 per
month. The popular lady'e DEVORIE.
Dazzling Bteel blue diamond. !8K solid
white eroldrinff, beautifully hand engraved
ano pierced. Regular $90 value Price $58.
Ring No. 2 Nothing Down $5 per month. Klein'a
„
Special Gentleman's Ring. The large dazzling steel blue diamond selected for perfect cutting, is Bet in maBsive 14K green
gold mounting beautifully hand engraved. Regular $100

2. Ramon Novarro and Lillian Gish in
the picturization of a story called "Jingle
Bells," which appeared in The Ladies'
Home Journal a year or so ago.

8.

14-Kt. white gold filled wrist
watch or a beautiful man's watch
or your choice of any of the various gifts listed in our catalogue
without a penny's cost to you for
devoting a few hours of your
spare time in selling our delicious high-grade candy to your
friends and acquaintances.
Write today for our
Premium Book giving full infor-

^lODaysFreeTrial^
Regular
0°J Value

Juliet."

Gish as

A

to

are

"Stalky and Co."

Address.

in America that really allows you
wear a genuine diamond without
paying one cent down.

house

value. Price

6.

For Trial Tube

No Money Down wpen &1 et 5f.,SSJ3

to

5.

Mail

—

down 10 Days'
Free Trial. We are closing out our dianond banking business. $100,000 stock of
finest diamonds goat a big sacrifice. Get cat*
alog to select from quick.

Edna Swan.

tended youth.

There is
a super-clay.white, refined and dainty.
It is the final result of 20 years of scientific study.
It combines two clays with other factors to bring

Here's your chance! Get your beautithan whole-

ful genuinediamond at less
sale. Pay nothing

492 Sprague Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada.

half hour.
Clay did

more to make me a famous beauty than
any other help I found. It does more now, at my
grand old age, to keep me looking like a girl.
Noted beauties have for ages relied on Clay. So
have women famed in history for their long-ex-

would be good

to keep in mind that
actors are not the property of the public
as the determined three in the Jul., issue
seem to think. We owe them a debt which
we cannot repay for having helped to
while away many otherwise weary hours
by their entertainment. True, by amusing
us they earn a great deal more money than
many of us can hope for. Yet, why seem
jealous?
If you are, don't spread it.
No, we do not have to adore them but
we may if we wish. Why not? What
right has any one to tell fans what they
should or should not like? None!
it

hold-up, rowdies, etc. with
this clever cigarette case
of light weight metal. Looks
exactly like the real thing! Pull
the trigger, back flies the lid

—

jhowing your

cigarettes.

Lots

of fun scaring your
friends, and a great

,

protector. Sold exclusively by us. PAY POST-1
I

MAN

**- 79 °" de "

Pat. Pending

livery plus postage.
Money back if not satisfied.

PATHFINDER CO., Dep.EJ9B534SixthAve,N.Y.

Kill

The Hair Root

is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write today enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.

My method
D.J.

MAHLER, 191-A Mahler

Park, Providence, R.I.

BUST DEVELOPED

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I send
you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

TREATMENT

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-

If

Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?

der

your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, witb. ten cents only
If not.

Madame D.

P. Williams,

Buffalo.

N. Y.

'

Advertising Section
Chances"

"Seven

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Buster Keaton is not quite so funny
in this, but still has some uproarious

moments.
"Shock

—

old plot of the sacrificing older sister
gets excellent treatment, and Pauline
Frederick, Laura La Plante, and Mal-

colm MacGregor do

work.

fine

—Inspiration.

"Soul

Fire"

A

poor

stage play, "Great Music," turned into
Richard Barthelmess
a good movie.
plays the suffering musician, and Bessie Love is good as a South Sea island
native.

The"— Para"Thundering
Herd,
mount. A thrilling Western, with some
wonderful scenes of buffalo stampedes.
Noah Beery, Lois Wilson, and Jack
Holt support the buffalo.
"Way of a Girl, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Eleanor Boardman in another
pert performance of a headstrong girl.

An

old plot, novelly treated.

"Wife of the Centaur"— Metro-Goldwyn. A sex story handled with good
taste by King Vidor.
John Gilbert,
Aileen Pringle, and Eleanor Boardman
are in

—

"Enticement" First
National.
A
frank tale in which Alary Astor plays
a girl who thought all men were noble.

—

—

The" Paramount.
One of those high and dizzy affairs,
with Richard Dix skipping around on
the tall girders. Thoroughly enjoyable.
"Smoldering Fires" Universal. The
Punch,
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it.

"Wizard of Oz, The"— Chadwick. Not
very much like Frank Baum's whimsiLarry
cal story, but funny at times.

A rather
"Eve's Lover" Warner.
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then
Iren: Rich
falls in love with after all.
and Bert Lytell play the leading roles.
"Fifth Avenue Models" Universal.

—

Mary

Philbin

splendid as a girl

is

who

and later marries her
rescuer. Norman Kerry is the man.
"Grounds for Divorce" Paramount.
An adaptation of the stage play, minus
most of its flavor. Florence Vidor,
Matt Moore, and Louise Fazenda are
is

saved from

jail

—

general dullness.

lost in the

—

"Headwinds" Universal. House Peters and Patsy Ruth Miller in a rather
slushy story of a cave man and an heirA sea storm supplies more interess.
than the plot does.
"Heart of a Siren" First National.
Barbara La Marr tempting a couple of
dozen more men.
A
"Hunted Woman, The"— Fox.
story of a wife pursuing her wandering
husband in order to save her brother
from jail. Pretty dull.
"Husband's Secret, Her"— First National. Antonio Moreno starts out as
a bad boy, but reforms when he marries Patsy Ruth Miller.
est

—

"I

Want My Man"— First

"Zander the Great" Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies in some delightful comedy as a freckled orphan in pigtails.

RECOMMENDED—WITH

about-town characterization.
"Lady of the Night"— Metro-Goldwyn. Norma Shearer slips a little as a

plays the Scarecrow.

—

.

RESERVATIONS.
"Any Woman"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Al-

Terry as a pretty working girl
who has a hard time making her employer believe that she has intelligence, too. Not very convincing.

"Burning Trail, The"—Universal. A
wild tale of action, with William Desmond playing the hero who goes West.

—

"Cafe in Cairo, A" Producers
tributing.
Priscilla Dean as an

Eng-

among

the

lish

girl

brought

up

Dis-

sheiks.

—

"Chickie" First National.
Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her romantic experiences.

"Cloud Rider,

much on

The"— F.

B.

Not

O.

strong on

but

plot,

thrill-

ing airplane stunts.

"Crackerjack"

you

— First

National.

If

—

An
de Bergerac" Atlas.
Italian version of the Rostand clasthat is sometimes beautiful, but,
on the whole, pretty dull. There is a
good performance of Cyrano
by a
French actor, Pierre Magnier.
sic

"Deadwood Coach, The"— Fox. Typical Tom Mix Western, with the usual
amount of fast action.
"Dixie Handicap,

The"— Metro-Gold-

Frank Keenan as the impoverished Southern gentleman whose horse
wins the race in the nick of time.

wyn.

Million"— F. B. O.
Old-fashioned whimsy in which Mary
"Drusilla with

can preserve the delicate complexion of youth, bring the soft,
warm texture of the rose to your
Norida

cheeks!

silver, filled

with Fleur Sauvage (Wildit yourself with

your own Favorite Loose Powder.

Worth many times its cost. Buy one
at any toilet goods counter.
If your
dealer can't supply you, order direct
from Norida Parfumerie, 630 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Lied"— The

Single

Double

Powder only

Powder and

$1.50

mm®

Lewis
she marries some one else.
Stone, Virginia Valli, and Nita Naldi
play the principal roles.
A
"Lilies of the Streets"— F. B. O.
story -of how girls go wrong, written
by a New York policewoman. Typical
melodrama, poorly done.

French

Girl,

your complexion

flower) Poudre. Refill

First NaOne of those pictures where
tional.
the hero discovers his heroine after

"Little

is

friend, exquisitely engraved, gilt or

Rouge, $2

I

The"— Para-

Can

^TeachYou

Anne Sedgwick's novel painstakingly translated, but a little dull.
Alice Joyce is lovely as the French
mount.

Classic

mother, and Mary Brian is
sweet, and sometimes stirring.
"Making of O'Malley, The"— First
Milton Sills as the policeNational.
man who has to choose between love
and duty. It is the usual hokum, but
girl's

leg
Only

well done.

like Johnny Hines, you'll find this
of his best comedies.

one
"Cyrano

Who

—

and carry my own Favorite
Loose Powder in a Norida
Vanitie." ONLY Loose Powder

girl.

"Lady

Complexion Friend

X TOW, my troubles are over

IN I've found a true complexion friend! I can throw
away that gritty cake powder

—

Bowery

ice

<<

National.

Doris Kenyon as the positive heroine,
with Milton Sills playing the man who
almost escaped her.
"Kiss in the Dark, A" Paramount.
Hardly enough to make a picture out
Adolphe Menjou in his usual manof.

Semon

My

a

Carr, as a sweet-faced drudge, is left
a million dollars. Pathetic and humorous at times, but mostly pathetic.

"Man and

Maid"

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Elinor Glyn stuff, but not up to
her usual box-office standard. Harriet
Hammond returns to the screen as the
heroine, and Lew Cody is converted to
the role of a hero.

More

"Necessary
tional.

good

and bad

Pretty dull

The"— First

Na-

hereditary

his
influences.

stuff.

"One=way
tional.

Evil,

Ben Lyon torn between

Anna

Street, The"— First NaQ. Nilsson again plays a

rejuvenated beauty with her customary
skill, but the picture on the whole is
dull.

to Live"— First National.
cast and elaborate gowns
and settings fail to make this count
Aileen Pringle, Dorothy
for much.
Mackaill, and Antonio Moreno are
some of the principals.

"One Year

An imposing

Miss

Helen

O'Shea
Premier
Dauseuse

"Moonlight.

'

Yes,

my

remarkable new method

makes

classic dancing easy and
fascinating: to learn at home. Under
personal direction, you learn danc-

ing technique that few outside the great cities
have ever had opportunity to master— and at a
mere fraction of the cost of studio instruction.
The simple charts, clear photographs, easy text,
and phonograph records make this a delightful
way to gain better health— greater beauty— slenderness— increased poise and charm.

Complete Studio Outfit Free
I willsend you, with your lessons, adainty practice
costume, slippers, phonograph records, and adancing
bar everything necessary for a practice studio in
yourown home, all absolutely without extracharge.
Whether you dream of a career as a
**
professional dancer, or wish todance
for charm and grace, write today for fall information about my wonderful new home instruction
method. No obligation. Write today!
M. Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
Studio 12-88
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

—

We
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"On Thin Ice"— Warner. Another
crook melodrama, but nothing to get
excited about. Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, and
William Russell play the

How I Was Shamed

leading roles.

into Popularity/
For some reason

I

—

"Open Trail, The" Universal. Jack
Hoxie goes back to the old-fashioned
Western of Indians and cowboys with
not such good results.

could never get out

of the wall flower class. But one night
I had a bitter experience that changed

what

Here's

everything.

By JAMES PRESTON

You know,

once thought nerve alone was
is, I thought
so till I met Olive. You never in your life saw
two people take to each other the way we
did.
I f only that dance party hadn't come
But dances are what parties are made for. I
a
sat out two or three fox trots watching Olive
spin around in the arms of other men and then
I decided to take a turn with her myself. At

enough

to get

"Rainbow

I

by anywhere. That

doubtless

Tony

must have stum-

"Roughneck, The"
the adventures
O'Brien.

—

—

—

—

in a few evenings.
The booklet and Test Lesson came at once 32 pages
that showed me at once how easy it was to become a
I
good dancer how quickly I could master the art.
tried the test steps and found that the hardest dance step
took me only a few minutes to learn.
Now the girls are just too glad to accept whenever
I ask for a dance.
I haven't known what a lonesome
evening is since I mailed the coupon.

—

ARTHUR MURRAY,

Studio 519,

Madison Avenue, New York City
Without obligation please send me absolutely free
the Arthur Murray booklet, "A Short Cut to Popularity."
801

—

Also, your Test Lesson.
and mailing.

enclose

I

10c to cover postage

CARDS
MIDGET NAME 50c.
Per Book

THE LATEST NOVELTY

Each book contains 50 perfect

W

60 Main

Greene, R.

St.

Send

the latest thing in jewelry. Ringillustrated here, set with 21 fiery, perfect
cut dazzling stones and 2 triangular
sapphires. This ring was copied from
solid platinum genuine diamond model
costing over S500. Even experts bavt
difficulty in telling one from the other.
Biggest jewelry bargain ever offered
Whyshonldn't you own one when it costs
only $3.89? Send no money. When
ring arrives, pay postman only $3.89.
We prepay all postage. Keep ring ten
days Lt not satisfied, we return your
money. Order today. This bargain
price may be discontinued at any
tune- FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO., <•*

i

— Fox.

and
Another

"Sackcloth

Goldwyn.

Continuing
George

attractive

Scarlet"— Metro-

sacrificing big-sister plot, with a slightly new twist. Alice Terry is decorative, as usual, and

Dorothy

who

Sebastian plays
causes all the trouble.

the

sister

—

"She Wolves" Fox. Alma Rubens
romantic wife who gets her fingers burned when she looks foi adventure outside marriage.
Jack Mulhall
plays her husband.
as a

A

story

about blundering crooks, with
lyn Brent the one bright spot.

Eve-

B. O.

"Sporting Venus, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman save this hackneyed plot based
on misunderstandings from being un-

Lew Cody

bearable.

"Swan, The"

is

in

it,

— Paramount.

too.

The Mol-

nar stage play cruelly mangled. You
might bear it if you haven't seen the
original play.

"Talker, The"— First National. Anna
Q. Nilsson as the woman whose tongue
caused a lot of mischief. Lewis Stone

guided words seriously.

—

Paramount.
"Tongues of Flame"
Meighan winning through

Thomas
those

terrible

knocks over so

barriers

he

always

easily.

.

&

97-Yjtoss^^t^NewM^£l^g^

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can

Easily be Yours
Trados Model No. 25

corrects

noses

now

all

illshaped
painlessly,

quickly,

permanently, and comfortaIt is the only
bly at home.
adjustable nose-shaper ap-

No Money

out the coupon below
Inc.,J3-35 West 46th Street, New York
fill

Shapers

is

at

your

service.

for

how

Model 25 jr. for children.
testimonials and free booklet, which tells
obtain a perfect looking nose.

to

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Dept. 2506

Desert"— Metro-Goldwyn.
"White
Windsor roughing it in the
snow country, with Pat O'Malley as
the big-hearted Irish hero.

Nose

you

"Up the Ladder"— Universal. The
story of an inventor who has a fluctuating career, but learns wisdom after
a few flops.

Over 87,000 satisfied users.
For years recommended by
physicians.
16 years of experience
in manufacturing

Write

Lewis.

Claire

guaranteed

Inc.,

"Tracked in the Snow Country"—
Warner.
Some excellent acting by
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, and some not
so good by David Butler and Mitchell

and is a safe and
device
patent
that will actually give you
perfect
looking
nose.
a
pliance,

33-35 West 46th Street. New York City
Please send me without cost or obligation full details
of INECTO Rapid Notox and the Beauty Analysis Chart
Form M 24,
Name

INECTO,

the

plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's mis-

Diamond and sapphire dinner rings are

Ruere, expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in the world, is ready to give confidential advice on your particular problem.

Merely

I.

Dinner Ring*

—

INECT^

cards, size

MIDGET CARD SHOP

Wr

ITH invariable success hundreds of thousands of American women are regaining the
youthful glory of their hair by using INECTO
RAPID NOTOX. And the success of these is
guiding thousands more to use this, the one tint
that is perfectly natural and perfectly safe;
strictly scientific, conforming with the most
exacting laboratory standards.
It is specifically guaranteed to impart to gray,
streaked or faded hair all its former harmonious
beauty of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its
use cannot be detected. It is guaranteed permanent; its color withstands any condition or treatment that Nature's will brushing, rubbing,
shampooing, sunshine, saltwater, perspiration,
Turkish baths, permanent waving, marceling
and curling. It is safe, it cannot injure texture
or growth; it contains no paraphenylene diamine. The ease of application enables anyone
to apply it in the privacy of her own home.
If you are concerned about your hair, Jeanne

name

little

1^4x^4, in genuine leather case. Choice
A perfect
of black, tan, green or red.
name card. Name in Old English type.
coin
Send
stamps,
complete
50c.
Price
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
anted,
or money refunded. Agents

Banis
Gray Hair
Minutes

of

"Smooth as Satin" — F.

Name

—

in 15

wrote

Hoxie.

Just then I wanted the ground to open and swallow me
was quite a while before 1 saw Olive again.
Whether you've had an experience like mine or not
But that night I sat up and thought suddenly it
take a tip from one who knows avoid the possibility of
dawned upon me why I was so rarely able to make a
Mail
pleasure-giving way.
embarrassment
this
easy,
Equally suddenly
date with the girls of my social set.
the coupon at once and enclose only 10c to cover postase
a quick, simit occurred to me that there was a remedy
801
Studio
519,
MURRAY,
ARTHUR
yet
and
mailing.
ple remedy that I had seen time and time again
Madison Avenue, New York City.
never heeded.

That very next morning I mailed a magazine coupon to
Arthur Murray, America's foremost dancing instructor,
asking him for his free booklet. "A Short Cut to PopuHere was a free way
larity," and for his Test Lesson.
to test whether or not I could learn to dance and learn

and

Grey

"Roaring
Adventure" — Universal.
Over the Western plains with Jack

did that

colors.
It

I

Zane

fans.

will

Tom Mix

•

Where

—

Sent for Free Booklet
and Test Lesson

the

you'd expect.

I
girl ever get her patience?
and then in the middle, she
bled twenty times
winced with pain and stopped to rub her toes.
"Jack," she said, her voice tried hard to be
friendly
"Jack let's not finish this dance. I'm*
too tired anyway," she added, struggling with herI guess I turned a million
be
nice
to me.
self to

Then

please

"Recompense" — Warner. Monte Blue
Marie Prevost, in a sequel to
"Simon Called Peter," do not do their
best work. The story is as sexy as

—

up.

Just
it

and

must have been screamingly funny if it
weren't so pathetic I started what I thought

—

The"— Fox.

story.

J^wthe very first notes of the orchestra I swallowed a lump of fear and taking a hold that

—

Trail,

another Western picture, but

I

was dancing.
Wherever did I get my nerve ?

—

Universal.
House Peters
not dashing enough in this story of
a crook. In fact, the whole picture is
too slow.
"Raffles"

is

happened.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Youth"— Fox. Another of
wild flappers who
calm down when mother steps out.
"Wings

those

of

tales

about

Ethel Clayton is good as the mother,
while Madge Bellamy plays one of the
daughters.

!

—

—

—

Advertising Section

"A New Skin
Days"

In 3

Information, Please

Knock His Block

Continued from page 102

You would be

—

Your Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne, Oily Skin, Wrinkles, Tan,

Get Rid

121

of

Freckles, Unsightly Blemishes and
Marks of Age This New Way!

READ THIS FREE OFFER!

It's

PromotPhysical

Fitness

new
for

old.

am

taking

p e p I e
forlorn

—

cause they're OFF!"
Most astonishing German discovery in the history of
beauty culture.
AH explained in an amazing free book
called "A New Skin in 3 Days."
Learn how to do
at
home yourself, what foreign beauty doctors have
charged enormous prices for.
Make your own skin and
complexion the envy of all who behold it.
Send your
name and address only no money!

MANLY ART OF BOXING AND SELF DEFENSE.
are
getting
BIGGER MUSCLES—huskier

Many

result

a

—

MAKE YOUR FACE YOUR FORTUNE
Hundreds of men and women are now doing
home — in the quiet of their own rooms — without

it

at

the

knowledge of their most intimate friends, emerging in a
few days with a new, soft velvety, clear, spotless youthlike skin on face, neck, arms, hands or any part of the
body where a new skin is desired.
It's astonishing
almost beyond belief!
Send now the book is absolutely free to readers of this paper.
Address, Marvo
Beauty Laboratories, Dept. 81, No. 1658 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

—

GROW TALLER
Your Height

increase

Develop your physical beauty
Simple, Natural, easy method. Will increase your height and improve your appearance. Writejor free booklet to Dept. J

The Natural Method Bureau,

New

Atlantic City,

MOVIEJ ^
PHOTOS
ORIGINAL
8x10, 50c Each. 3

for

Jersey

ie

^

$1.25

POST CARD PHOTOS 50c PER DOZEN
catalogue containing 75 pictures,
FREE with every SI order or hand-colored picture of your favorite photo star FREE with every
have original photos of over 250
order.
$5
stars including Mary Pickford, Doug Fairbanks,
Bebe Daniels, Betty Compson, Piiscilla Dean,
Nazimova. Talmadge Sisters, Chaclin, Jackie
Ooogan, Harold Lloyd, Rudolf Valentino, etc.
Illustrated

We

-

.

I

HOMER

V.

HOWRY
s
1

1

CO., 424 So. Broadway, Los Angeles

Large List New
Vaudeville, Acts,
Stage Monologs,

PLAYS
|

iNew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
[Songs, Blackface After-pieces and
fCrossfire, Musical Comedies and
(Revues, Musical Readings, Novelty
Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
ILLUSTRATED
Goods.

'

CATA-

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S.Denison

&

Co.,

623 So. Wabash, Dept. 53 Chicago

BUNIONS

Have SHAPELY FEET Unmarred by Bunions

PEDODYNE "Solvent." New way. Pain immediately vanishes. Acts like magic on worst
Bunions. Hump gradually disappears.

SENT ONyouTRIALwe-n^ladly
box
"Solvent"

to try
of
arrange to send
a
for your own bunion. Thousands are sending.
Simply write, "I want to try PEDODYNE."

LABORATORIES. 186 N.LaSalle St.

Dept.

R-684, Chicago

Boardman, Paillette Duval, Mae
and Blanche Sweet, at the MetroCity, California.

Bessie Love, Victor MacLaglen, Ian Keith,
Colleen Moore, Vilma Banky, Ronald Colman,
Jack Mulhall, Corinne Griffith, Myrtle Sted-

man, Norma and Constance Talmadge, May

Anna

Nilsson,
Lloyd Hughes, and Eugene O'Brien, at the
California.
United Studios, Hollywood,
Virginia Valli, Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Margaret Livingston, Marc MacDermott,
Marv Philbin, Laura La Plante, Marian
Nixon, Bert Lytell, Pat O' Malley, Lola Todd,
Art Acord, Louise Lorraine, Nina Romano,
House Peters, Josie Sedgwick, Norman Kerry,
and Mary McAllister, at the Universal Studios, Universal City, California.
Red La Rocque, Leatrice Joy, Edmund
Burns, Jocelyn Lee, Rita Carita, Lillian Rich,
Q.

Culver

City,

California.

Also

and Richard

Barthelmess,
care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Patsy Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Milton
Place, Hollywood, California.
Betty Blythe and George Hackathorne.
care of Hal Howe. 7 East Forty-second
Street,

Gish

New York

my

roll

under

this

free

City.

California.

Charles Mack, care of D. W. Griffith, 1476
Broadway, New York City.
Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood- Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Don Alvarez, Helene Chadwick, Irene Rich,
John Barrymore, Dolores Costello. Marie
Prevost, Kenneth Harlan, Willard Louis, Helene Costello, John Roche, June Marlowe,
Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney ChapAlice Calhoun, Matt Moore, Huntley
lin,
Gordon, and Dorothy Devore, at the Warner
Studios, Sunset and Bronson, Hollywood,
California.

Robert Frazer, at 1905 Wilcox Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Constance Bennett, Virginia Lee Corbin, at
Associated Exhibitors, 35 West Forty-fifth
Street,

New York

City.

Priscilla Dean, at Producers Distributing
Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ralph Graves, at the Mack Sennctt Studios. 1712 Glendale Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
™.
Lila Lee, at the National Theater, West

Ruth

Clifford,

New York

—

Let

me

send you

NOW —THIS

MIN-

BENNY LEONARD
Undefeated Lightweight Champion of the World
123 V/. 3 st St., Dept. 30-N, New York, N. Y.
this
coupon
NOW for my free booklet-

—

1

Send

no obligation
i
a
b
8

Benny Leonard, 123 W. 31st St., New York City,
«
Dept. 30-N
Please send me your, free booklet, "Now I Can Tell I
You," without placing me under any obligation. I
enclose 10c (in stamps or coin) to cover costs.

I

Name
Address

IS

NOT NECESSARY

Wm. J. Brandt's
Liquid

EAU DE

HENNA
Hair Color
Restorer
will cover gray hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that you
It is liquid.
would not know it ever was gray.
No
One application with a toothbrush does it.

mess.

No one .will suspect
the natural color.
Leaves it soft and lushair has been dyed.
trous
no dead color no streaks no spots just a
You

your

get

—

—

—

uniform

—

color.

Anyone Can Put
will

It

not rub

off.

It

stays
sun,

It

On

on several months.
permanent waving,

sea bathing,
straightening iron nothing takes it off.
You can cover any gray no matter how stubborn
It also takes at the roots.
or how caused.

Shampooing,

curling

—

or

Wonderful For Touching

Up

Can be
on just where needed.
used over other dyes or where powdered hennas
hair.
Does
break
the
not
Does
have been used.
not interfere with permanent waving.
Full directions in each box in English and SpanColors: Black, Dark Brown. Medium Brown,
ish.
Light Brown, Drab. Blond, Auburn (in ordering
Price $2.50, C. O. D.
please state color desired).

You can

put

it

$2.65.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.

City.

Dept. 120, 112 East 23rd
Men as well as women can

7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

No

pack.

.

Fortv-first Street,

my personal instruction.
booklet write for it
no obligation.

UTE—there's

Thomas

Meighan, Diana
Bebe
Kane, Carol Dempster, and James Kirkwood,
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Sixth
and Pierce Avenues, Long Island City.
Madge Bellamy, George O'Brien, Alma RuTom Mix, Edmund Lowe, Charles
bens,
Jones, Marion Harlan, and Earle Foxe, at
the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
Daniels,

BUILDING BODILY PERFEC-

for myself.
What I did for myself I can do
for YOU.
It is impossible to tell you all about
methods,
here.
If you'll just send me your name and address
on the little slip printed below, I will send you,
free of charge, my wonderful booklet, "Now I Can
Tell You," which tells you just why you should en-

Julia

Faye.

Dorothy

—

of first

TION

Vera Reynolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman,
and Sally Rand, at the Cecil De Mille Studios,

of

am

I

a result

as

May McAvoy, Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro,
Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Zasu Pitts,

Tearle,

—

— larger

limbs heavier necks, arms, chests
the scientific steps of development
pointing out to them.
And many are
forging ahead in business as a result of renewed pep
and vitality, the singing, tingling body, which my
physical culture course has given them.
Remember that I didn't always have the perfect
I
body I now have once I was skinny and weak.
achieved the Lightweight Championship of the World

Griffith,

Conway

they

Most of them are young or middle-aged men who
were getting prematurely old until I took them in
hand. Many are studying my course to learn the

William Collier, Jr.,
Wallace Beery, Jack Holt,
Greta Nissen, Florence Vidor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. and Kathlyn Williams, at the
Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

Allison,

,

n

e

women

BENNY CeONARD S

Hill,

Goldwyn Studios, Culver

all over
the world, how
to get the pink
of physical perfection
are after. ,

yHOME COUflSE OF MUSCLE AND BODY BUILDING (AND BOXING);

Lois Wilson, Esther Ralston, Mary Brian,
Neil Hamilton, Billie Dove, Betty Compson,
Richard Dix, Ricardo Cortez, Adolphe Men-

Eleanor
Murray,

s s

and

homes,

I

m

and

gri,

—

is

bodies

—

Claire Windsor, William Haines, Lon Chaney,
Aileen Pringle, Sally O'Neil, Helene D'Algy,
Kenee Adoree, Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel,
Mae Busch, Lillian Gish, Pauline Starke,

or

instruct i n g
them by mail,
their
own
at

rundown,

Addresses of Players

no
WORRY
plexion!

man

PHYSICAL

condition,

men

giving

Lawrence Gray, Betty Bronson, Pola Ne-

fornia.

Off
you were

if

under my wing,
studying their

of

and

which

Forget your failures with lotions, clays,
creams, powders, massage, steaming pots and "coverups."
Throw away your rubber masks, plasters, and
beauty makeshifts.
Because here's where you get a
new, true skin!
Your blackheads, pimples, large pores,
freckles, tan, sallow complexion, surface wrinkles, blemishes and signs of approaching age go, definitely
"be-

e

ing

as

"They're
Because They're OFF!"
Place a Piece of Paper Over Half the
Above Photo and Note the Transformation!

matter of having

unusual

s t

bodies

more over your "terrible" skin and com-

just a

m
Muscle
Building
S y

—

GONE—

11

VIGOR AND FITNESS.

My

spring that old one about the course of true
Ricardo has been playing in "The
love.
Pony Express," which James Cruze is directing, with Betty Compson
his wife
in the leading feminine role.

Raymond

—

AND YOU

CAN!

—

Kathryn

and happier man

only able to
'knock the block off" of the
the thing tli at stands in your way.

Adelaide. Yes, Lillian Gish's troubles
seem to be over for the moment. Her suit
against Charles Duell was won and now
she has signed up with Metro-Goldwyn to
start making pictures again.
Ricardo Cortez isn't married, but if you believe in signs,
looks as if he and Alma Rubens may
it
change all that, when her divorce decree
from Daniel Carson Goodman becomes
final, and when Ricardo's current contract
with Famous is up. It happens to forbid
his marrying
having in mind the Valentino case.
If it weren't so trite I might

jou,

a better

to

advantage.

St.,

New York

use

Eau

de

Henna
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Qet ready Jor the
laugh of your lijel

Syd Chaplin.
is

Jirst

coming soon

in his

new Warner comedy

"Thejfan
on the Box?*
—

This

is Syd's masterpiece of fun
the most comical combination of
mis - adventures, intrigues, lovemaking and unadulterated jollity
ever packed into one evening's
screen entertainment.

In "The Man on the Box" Syd
Chaplin steps right out IN FRONT as
a comedy star of the first magnitude.

The

fact that Warners have secured
matchless comedian to star in
Warner Classics demonstrates again
Warner leadership and Warner
supremacy in giving the American
public the best entertainment the
screen can offer.

this

"If

a Warner Picture,
it's a Classi"'

it's

Classics of the Screen

—

The Youngster Who
Cleaned Up Wall Street
The

big guns and the

this quick-thinking young

New

little

of the financial world handled

man who matched

York's most dangerous gangmen.

his

wits

with

him with
those

gloves

of

one of

There's something very likable

about

the hero of

"Watched Out"
An

Adventure Story

By EUGENE A. CLANCY
Ask for this latest "CH" book at your dealer's to-day. He will be glad
show you other titles that have made these low-priced books so popular.
Remember that none of them has ever before appeared between book covers.
They are not reprints but the first appearance of handsomely bound books that
to

give a reading value that has not been offered

The "CH"

brand on a book

is

a sign of

to

the

public for

many

years.

good reading.

Published by

HttSEA HOUSE

75c
silllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

IIIIIIIIIII0IIII1

each

PUHKHDg
79-S9 SEVENTH AVE-.'
NE.W YORK. CITY

__.

75c

each

How a

Crazy Invention
Ended My Baldness
Sixty days ago they called me "Baldy." Now
they're amazed at my new growth of hair.

G

EORGE,

don't be

know

ing in the world can help. But so
many others have regained hair
this new way, that he absolutely
guarantees it to produce an entirely new hair growth in 30 days
or the trial is free. In other words,
no matter how thin your hair may

fool-

You ought

ish.

to

no help
just
You're
throwing your money away."
"But listen, Bill—"
You can't
"Nothing doing.
anything
that
convince
me
grow hair on that bald
will
And especially
head of yours.
there's

baldness.

for

ment 30 days
fails

At

He just wouldn't listen to
He was all against it. And in

I always felt that the people behind
doing nothing but giggling at me

the theatre

me

to take.

a

way

I

blame him. For I certainly had wasted
an awful lot of money on other treatments
with no results.
I
had tried countless
tonics and salves. I had tried singeing and
massages. I tried crude oil and even mange
cures. But every new thing I tried actually
seemed to make my hair thinner.
didn't

new treatment was

this

Still,

entirely

from anything I had ever tried.
Other methods treated only the surface
skin. This one consisted of a new invention
which provided, for the first time, a method
different

down

of getting right

dormant roots
The results it was

to the

and nourishing them.
bringing seemed really astonishing.
Men
who had been partially bald for years, who
had long given up hope, were getting brand
new growths of hair in surprisingly short
times.
Women, too, were using it with
equally remarkable results.
But the best part of it all, as I later
learned, was this
I didn't risk a penny in

—
—

taking the treatment.
this new method
Alois

famous Merke

the

The discoverer
Merke founder

—

Institute, Fifth

of
of

Avenue.

a

lot

to

So

gain,

I

sent

for the treat-

ment.

My

The Biggest Surprise of
When
laughed
called

it

I

new invention I
friend Bill had
invention."
It almost
But that didn't keep me

saw

first

out loud.
a "crazy

looked the part.
from trying it.

Life

this

My

The first two or three days, nothing happened. True, my scalp felt very much invigorated. And I didn't see anywhere near
the amount of hair on my brush that I used
Then, a few days later, I looked in the
to.
mirror. What I saw almost bowled me over
For there, just breaking thru, was a fine
downy fuzz all over my head.
Every day I spent 15 minutes taking the
treatment. And every day this young hair
kept getting stronger and thicker. At the
end of a month you could hardly see a bald
spot on my head. And at the end of sixty
days well, my worries about baldness were
ended. For I had regained an entirely new
head of healthy hair.
!

—

New York—absolutely guaranteed an entirenew growth

ly
I

couldn't

just

offer.

I

resist

had nothing

such an unusual
and perhaps

to lose,

Read This!
—

My

hair was coming out at an alarming
rate, but after four or five treatments I
noticed this was checked.
hair is coming in thicker, and looks and feels full of
life and vigor."
W. C, Great Neck, N. Y.

My

—

"I ha\ used your system for eight weeks
and although the top of my head has been
'

entirely bald for six years, the results up to
the present are gratifying.
In fact, the entire

bald spot

of hair."

— W.

is

covered with a fine growth
Kenmore, Ohio.

B.,

"The top of my head is almost covered
new hair. I have been trying for last

with
five

years,

that could

but

never could

find

Carson, Ohio.
(Original of above letters
Institutes.)

on

—

and

if it

—

doing,

Yet that

when

I

is

just

what

used to douse

I

my

had been
head with

tonics, salves, etc. To make a tree grow you
must nourish the roots. And it's exactly the

same with the

a

Coupon Brings You
I

you
hair

was once
are, too.
is falling

Full Details
And I suppose
But no matter how fast your
out— no matter how thin it is
skeptical.

—no matter how

little hair you have left
certainly advise you to at least learn more
about this treatment.
I

This story is typical of the results that
great numbers of people are securing with

Merke Treatment.
"The New Way to Make Hair Grow"

the

the title of a vitally interesting 34 page
book, which will be sent you entirely free,
if you simply mail the coupon below.
This little book explains all about the
Merke treatment, shows what it has already done for countless others, and in
addition contains much valuable information on the care of the hair and scalp.
Remember, this book is yours free to
keep. And if you decide to take the treatment, you can do so without risking a
penny. So mail the coupon now. Address
Allied Merke Institute, Inc., Dept. 3511,
512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
is

—

_Get

hair.

This new treatment, which Merke perfected after 17 years' experience in treating
baldness, is the first and only practical method of getting right down to the hair roots
and nouiishing them.
At the Merke Institute many have paid as
high as $500 for the results secured thru personal treatments. Yet now these very same
results may be secured in any home in which
there is electricity at a cost of only a few
cents

To be bald is certainly a real
misfortune.
In my own case it
was more than embarrassing,
Most of my well-meaning friends
wrere
called me "Baldy." At the office
they were always "kidding" me.
And at the ball game or theatre, I
always felt that the people behind me were
doing nothing but giggling at me. I never
felt comfortable.
So when I saw Merke's
offer of new hail in 30 days or no cost, I
determined to give it a trial anyway.
And without a doubt in the world, I will
always consider the day I sent for the Merke
treatment one of the luckiest days of my life.

ThisJBook

Tallied merke institute,
{

file

in

the

New

512 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

—

—

I

Please send me without cost or obligation
copy of your book describing the Merke System.
s

Name

.

(State whether Mr.,

day.

Hair in 30 Days or

No

Cost

Mrs. or Miss)

[

Addr

Merke very

frankly admits that his
treatment will not grow hair in every case.
There are some cases of baldness that noth-

inc.,

Dept. 3511,

anything

make hair grow until I used your
now my hair is coming back."

treatment, and

— Tom

According to Alois Merke, in most cases of
baldness the hair roots are not dead, but
merely dormant temporarily asleep. Now
to make a sickly tree grow you would not
think of rubbing "growing fluid" on the
leaves.

"Results are wonderful.
My hair has
stopped falling out and I can see lots of new
hair coming in.
I preach your system to
everyone." F. D. R., Washington, D. C.
*

Here's the Secret

of hair in 30 days, or the

would cost me nothing.

trial

to

not.

and hang on to your
money."
That was how my friend,
Bill Jenkins, felt.
I
had been
telling him about a new treatment for baldness I wanted
advice

me.

at his risk,

grow

hair then he's the
loser
not you. And you are the
sole judge of whether you pay or

Take my

that crazy invention!

he invites you to try the treat-

be,

I
!

City.

State.

big dinners, appetizing suppers, and
kinds of good times. How is your
dining-table dressed for these occasions?
Does it have that definite touch of distinctiveness
good silverware? If not, here

You have
all

—

your chance to get,
PRICE, and on the

is

AT A VERY LOW

EASIEST TERMS

a big 32 Piece Set of Rogers Silverware—
S. L. & G. H. R. Quality, Made Exclusively for
Spear— with your own initial on every piece.
Every piece is guaranteed to give splendid
service. If your set does not wear satisfactorily / will replace it Free of Charge. What
Monthly
more could you ask?
Every single piece is made over a metal blank of enduring strength, plated with a layer of pure silver
sufficiently heavy to wear wonderfully well.

The"Plymonth"- an Exclusive Spear Pattern
The pattern
Write Now for my Big Free Holiday
Gift Book. It shows a wonderful
array of toys, dolls, doll carriages,
coaster wagons, violin outfits, games,

youngsters and
able gifts for grownups.
etc., for

many

desir-

All sold on
Easy Monthly Payments. I will
also send you my Big Free Catalog

of

Home

Furnishings.

of this set was created by a Rogers masterdesigner exclusively for this Big Sale. It cannot be
purchased elsewhere at any price. This Plymouth
Design is one of dainty beauty and exquisite charm.
In its captivating attractiveness it can be com- This Silver Set will make a
pared with the most costly most desirable Gift. We will
supp'y any initial you desire.

silverware.

NATHANIEL SPEAR,

*> Spear

Pres.

&

SPEAR & CO.. Dept. S 2 50,

Co. <*-

Dept

S25-°

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa

Send me the 32-piece Initial Silver Set. I enclose
J1.00 first payment. It is understood that if at the end
of the 30 days' trial I am satisfied. I will send you Ji.oo
Monthly. Order No. TA2460. Terms: $1.00 with
order, Ji. 00 Monthly. Price $9 95- Title remains with
you until paid in full. Send me your Christmas Gift
Free Catalog.

Name

Print plainly
the initial

yon

desire,

>
here
Book and Big

m—

Occupation

.

.

R. F. D., Box No. or Street and No.
Post Office
If

©102s _
Spear & Co

your shipping point

State
is different

from your post otfico

fill

In line

below

Send shipment to
,
FREE
If you want Gift Book and Catalog Only, Send No Money, put X here
CATALOG
and write your name and address plainly on the above lines.

—
—

)

|

/
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Advertising Section

Sudden New Demand
for DaringlfoungMen!
AVIATION in America

is on the
threshold of an amazing new
development. For in the past few
months gigantic commercial air lines
have been established. The biggest
capital and business forces in the
world are behind this enterprise.
Even in the beginning, thousands of
young men are needed. For those
who can qualify there will be highly
paid jobs which will lead quickly
and surely to advancement and suc-

cess.

Big Opportunities Await

Trained
Look over the
which are open
today.
is the

You

Man

fields

to the

The
work

Aviation
not over-

ONE FIELD that
crowded—the ONE FIELD
is

!

Now
Yes,

Aviation offers the same wonderful
opportunities today that the automobile and motion picture industries
did 15 and 20 years ago. Men who
got in on the ground floor of those
industries
made fortunes before
others

woke

of Aviation
almost as interesting as the work

is
it-

Prepare For One of
These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor
$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer
$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous
to

per

Easy to Become An Aviation
Expert— $SO to $100 A Week
You can qualify now quickly for
one of these exciting highly paid jobs

Every lesson

week

Aeroplane Salesman

select

your

easy

to

is

.success.

read and

quickly understood.

$5,000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler

$40
$75

to

$65 per week
$200 per week

Aeroplane Builder
to

Big Book

On

Aviation

Send coupon below for
is fascinating and
That's
of interest.
why Aviation is so easy to
you don't force
learn
yourself to study
Only one hour of
spare time a day
will give you the basic
training in an amazingly
short time.

self.

Every lesson

packed

Book

like a romance, and what is more,
after one reading, the student gets a
thorough understanding. One never

3601 Michigan Ave.,

111.

New

Free

It is inter-

and instructive and
will show you many

esting

—

student, S. F. McNaughton,
Chicago, says: "Your lessons are

FREE

just out, "Opportunities in the

Airplane Industry."

full

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Chicago,
Dept. 1749,

to

that are essential

One

up.

They

the lessons, lectures, blue prints and
bulletins.
They tell you the things

$75 per week

$70

have had actual experi-

through your training.

Profits

Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $80 per week
Aeroplane Inspector
to

Men who

ence in Aviation give you personal
attention and guide you carefully

Aeroplane Repairman

$60

reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another student says:
"I am indeed surprised that such a
valuable course can be had from
such practical men for so little cost."

tires of

in

which there is plenty of room at the
top. Think of it
Only 21 years ago
Orville and Wilbur Wright made
the world's first airplane flight.
airplanes fly around the world.

The study

training.

$50

of

young man

will find that

through a new, sure, easy method of

things

Avia-

about

which you never
Only a
knew before.
tion

number

limited

GET YOURS
edition

is

offered

before the

exhausted.

S

American School

|

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1749, Chicago,

Fl

of Aviation
II).

Without any obligation, send me your Free
Book,

"Opportunities

I

try," also information
Practical Aeronautics.

\

Name

I

Address

the Airplane Indusabout your Course in

in

fi

R
g

|
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up
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the old
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You

Malcolm Oettinger
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failed.

of rotogravure portraits of players in the limelight.
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dazzling half hour with Greta Nissen.
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the director
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Personalities of rPa r amount
D.W.

Griffith

A Qreat Pioneer of the
Art of the Motion Picture
There

is

a point in the life of every
when, if he is free from
can produce his greatest

great artist
cares,

he

works.
Everything before, however distinguished, serves as preparation.

Some critics feel they can pick out
the place where Shakespeare's art
reached its richest period.
So it is with that master director,
David Wark Griffith, who is at work
on a series of Paramount Pictures.
In freedom from all worry and with
the resources of the world's foremost
film organization at his disposal, D.W.
Griffith is now in the golden age of
his art.

Every photoplay he makes will find
more thaneleven thousand Paramount
audiences in the United States alone
eager to see it, and thousands more in
every civilized country.

Art and organization once more
combine to produce "the best show
in town."

I

J

The Foundations

of

and

functions on a
efficient business.

basis
Its

of honorable

mere existence

guarantees the safety of millions of dollars
invested in exhibitors' theatres in every
state, because it guarantees a permanent
supply of the kind of entertainment de-

manded.
supports and facilitates the creative
work of all those temperaments of genius
It

"If

it's

a Paramount

!

AOOIM ZUK0R-PM3IKMT

I

Paramount^ Leadership

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is the
vast underlying organization which affords
a world-stage for the world-leaders of the
screen art.
It

pkooucco a*
Famous Playoo-LukyCout

Picture,

and

art

whose names

are painted large in

the bright sky of fame.
It guarantees that every penny necessary
to the functioning of Production will be

forthcoming.
It guarantees a distribution of Paramount
Pictures to more theatres than any other
pictures reach.

Today Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
with Paramount Pictures is the leader by any
test of an industry which represents an investment of fifteen hundred millions of dollars in the United States and Canada alone.
it's

the best

show

in town!

....
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Sonic impressions written by a student at the Paramount School.

A

Fan Returns
And

"A

sees

Betty

When

Hart
He

The

Ethel Sands
in

is

....

the

is

Dorothy Wooldridge

most propitious month for screen success?
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our readers.

The Revelations
HAT

of

Leading

a

which

Man

appear in our next
every fan. The leading man is Wallace, MacDonald, and what he reveals are
the methods and means which different female stars and leading women have used in "vamping" him on the screen.
His
observations, as related to Dorothy Manners, are extremely
bright and amusing.
is

issue.

What
is

the

title

It is

a Pair of

of a story

one that

Newlyweds Think

sell.

two players who are
In

this

of

Each Other

made to Myrtle Gebhart, by the newlyweds themevery movie fan Helen Ferguson and William Rusarticle they tell what they see in each other
the faults as well as the g-ood
qualities, and every reader who is married, or ever expects to
be married, will find a good deal in the way of interest and
enlightenment in what this couple have to say.

the substance of another set of confidences,

selves,

will

will interest

well

known

to

—

—

These are but two of the many interesting and novel features
we are preparing for you next month. There will be
some thirty other articles and departments, and we are sure
you will find the issue one of the best of any fan magazine that
vou have ever read.
that
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The
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Food Method of Milk Modification
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ing thousands of happy, vigorous, healthy babies.
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Co.,
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What

From

Two

the Fans Think

High School Flappers.

BY

the letter from "Two High-school
Fans," we take it that they think
themselves rather important. They
started out by saying, "We are going to
tell you what the average high-school student thinks
about the stars."
Well do they think that because they like and dislike
!

certain stars, all other students think the same
far
As for Gloria Swanson, we'll agree with
!

Not by
them that

?

But as for Ben Lyon not being the
the nerve
It's absurd.
We'll bet that
if a vote was cast among the high-school students as to
whether Ben was liked or disliked, about ninety-nine
out of every one hundred would be in favor of him.
The writers claim that they like Novarro, Valentino, and
Cortez. Give us the Americans like Ben Lyon. They're
she's a real actress.

berries

Of

!

all

!

lots better.

I remember a nature study, where
poor
insect of sorts was painfully
a

working

Ben Lyon. He's best of all. Betty Bronson,
Greta Nissen, and Mary Brian, newcomers on the screen,
And how wonderful Greta was in "In
are wonderful.
the Name of Love" and "Lost, a Wife."
Connie Talmadge is a dear, too".
of course,

Two High-school

Flappers.

Denver, Colorado.

appear

Detective.

A

funny thing happened the other day that made me
Alberta Vaughn had quite a case on George
O'Hara. I received a picture from her but instead of
my name on the envelope it had George O'Hara's, with
think

address.

She must have been thinking of him

!

fly.

came

of its old shell
All through the profrom the boys and

shouts of "Hea-a-ve!" When the insect at last administered the final push and emerged exhausted but free,
loud cheers broke out that lasted several minutes
This cinema is not much yet, but it is a start, at any
rate, and I, for one, hope that a few years from now,
not only Eton, but all English public schools will be
showing the boys good pictures once a week.
At universities the men are, of course, already allowed
Edward Hutchinson.
into the town cinemas.
Les Cytises, Villennes s/Seine,
S. et O., France.

An

Ardent Fan, Indeed!

To say that the fans don't collect pictures of directors
as well as players is not true, for they do. I have a little
She thinks he's a
sister who just adores Cecil De Mille.
wonderful director, but it is Cecil himself and not his
directing that she likes so well.
Recently, in one of the movies magazines, there was a
very nice picture of Mr. De Mille. As soon as she saw
Isn't he grand?"
There's my Cecie
she cried, "Oh
She has
"her
Cecie."
talking
about
of
never
tires
She
said that same thing every time she saw a picture of Mr.
De Mille. And it is neVer anything but "my Cecie."
She is a very ardent movie fan, but none can compare
Amber Renaud.
with Cecie!

it

An Amateur

way out

its

in the end as a May
cess cries of encouragement

to

We sincerely love Lloyd Hughes, Colleen Moore,
Marion Davies, Harrison Ford, and Pola Negri. And,

my

j*3

!

!

145 6th Street, Apartment
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

5,

Miss Harriett Wetzler.
828 Linn

The Movies at Eton College.
At Eton College most of the boys like the motion pictures.
Some just to go to them when they have nothing
better to do, and others as an amusement which they
place above

many

others.

only applies to vacation.
At school,
we are not allowed into any picture palace in the neighborhood or anywhere else
But for the last two years,
on Saturday nights, during the winter only, we have
had a cinema show at school. It is, however, not much
of a show.
The films are all British and mostly poor,
while the projection machine has a habit of going on
strike at critical moments.
Every time this happens,
there are howls and jeers from members of the audience,
who, being at their own private show, feel it their priv.

From an Exacting

Street, Peoria, Illinois.

However,

—

ilege to liven

this

!

up the performance.

My

text

is

taken

Fan.

from Aldous Huxley's "On the

Margin :" "However much we may admire the 'Chromatic Fantasie' of Bach, we all of us have a soft spot
somewhere in our minds that is sensitive to 'Roses of
Picardy.'
But the soft spot is surrounded by hard
spots ; the enjoyment is never unmixed with critical approbation."
I had long heard Richard Barthelmess praised and
lauded.
In fact, he seemed the critic's idol. I went to
After seeing it, I
see him in "The Bright Shawl."
wearied patient friends with eulogies on Dot Gish, William Powell, and Jetta Goudal. I was brought up witli a
start when, in answer to the question, "How was Dick?"
I realized I had hardly noticed him at all
I liked it.
year or so later I saw "Classmates."
For the reason, please read Mr. Huxley's comment my

A

;

Continued on page 10
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DIAMOND.

OTHER EMBLEMS /dV

r/lOOCt. CUT

'

9

;>:'

Fife©

These Astounding €ash Offers
This 14 kt. green gold ring (any em-

2?T j.'Ai

blem) large genuine diamond only $28.65. Free
examination. Or, let us send on approval
the 78/100 carat, snappy, brilliant solitaire diamond

—

—

in handsome mounting at $100.00. Never in three
quarters of a century have we offered more amazfor latest Diamond Baring bargains. Write
gain' List and see the hundreds of other moneysaving opportunities, equalling those shown here.

NOW

This 75-year-old firm, through its soundest of policies, has an
ever growing business. This largest and oldest diamond banking institution of its kind in all the world has the highest over
$1,000,000.00 capital rating. We have made loans on diamonds, jewels, etc., in excess of $25,000,000.00 and still doing an
ever increasing loan business. (Read Free List offer below. )

Why Pay Full Prices
Costs Nothing to See
Now, we have thousands and thousands

of unpaid loans,
which we must sell to get back our cash. Diamonds, jewels,
watches and other gems of unusual qualities— at an entirely
different price basis— viz: loan values not market values. Also
many other special advantages — from big cash deals direct
with European Diamond Cutters. Sent to your very door at
but a fraction of market prices. These are spot cash offers—
but at our risk we send you any bargain you wish for abso-

Don't
lutely free examination. No red tape. No obligation.
buy unless satisfied you cannot match the bargain at 60 per
cent more. See coupon belowl

As Low as $60 per Carat
all, but some.
Yes, some even lower priced,
but also diamonds of finest qualities at higher per
Get a diamond now at half its marcarat charges.
ket price. All in classiest of brand new mountings.

Not

Send for Latest List

PLATINUM

5

of Diamond Loans

BLUE- WHITE DIAMONDS

*46
soup white Cold-

4 DIAMONDS'

FLAWLESS

1

Unlike the ordinary catalog. Hundreds of Diamond Bargains
described in full detail with exact weight, color, quality, etc.
You know what you're buying before you buy. Besides it
tells of Guaranteed Loan Value, unlimited exchange privilege at full price paid, and complete
details of free examination offer. Send now. A
real opportunity! The very stone you wish may
be in this list at a price that will amaze you.
Latest Bargain List now ready. List is FREE.

No
,

obligations.

Mail Coupon

29«>9DeRoyBldg

.

j,

NOW!
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What

A romance of

Continued from page 8

the ranches with

spot was touched, my feelings tallied
exactly with his description. Eagerly, then

Dorothy Sebastian

soft

the thrills of

through "New Toys," in
which Mr. Barthelmess gave a perfect imiGathering
tation of a fish out of water.
up the scattered bits of my optimism, I
went out to "Soul Fire" in the hope of a
few more moments such as I had had a
glimpse of in "Classmates." Alas! "Soul
For
Fire" proved a great disappointment.
all the melodrama and "big moments" in
never penetrated through my hard
it,
it
patiently,

the circus

spots.

West
PRODUCED BY
C. W. PATTON

Think

the Fans

With

Jack Mulhall
and
Helen Ferguson

I

left the theater, all belief

ics gone and only a vague
Mr. Barthelmess.

Now

with
Orville Caldwell

Henry King and

sat

I

for

prodigal son

the

faith

Neither Miss Sebastian nor Mr. Caldwell
meant anything to me, so I did not attend.
I received a trade journal later.
the front, in glaring capitals, was

Henry King

starring

in

business.

I

My

very
best bow do I make to Richard BarthelIt was a masterpiece of perfect actmess
ing.
Only Clive Brook could have equaled
which, sad
it, of all the actors of filmdom
to say, holds very few who really deserve
!

;

why

can't we have more
from Mr. Barthelmess?

know it
make
when they

is hard to find great stories or
only great pictures, especially
turn out financial failures. But
just as a treat, after the mediocre, flabby

I

Alice Terry is my favorite actress, and
for the first time I missed one of her
pictures since "The Four Horsemen." Miss

Terry and Miss Murray had worked hard
only to be put back for new talent. Was
Maybe it was the exhibitor's
it
just?
fault.
If it was, can't the picture companies impress upon them "who's whor"
A Lloyd Huges and Alice Terry Fan.
Bellefonte, Pa.

to

we have had

affairs

all

year, can't

we have

to rouse us, something to show
what heights the movies ca- reach,
something to make us cry "Our Dick is

something
us

back again?"
I

my

oA. narrow road

am sorry to have talked so much, but
earnestness carried me away.

Barbara Forsyte.
Fort Tyron Hall, 774 Fort Washington
Avenue, New York City.

— an escaped

What

presents

"Sackcloth and Scarlet"

in crit-

left

On

ALICE TERRY.

saw "The Enchanted Cottage."

that title.
Now,
pictures like that

in

"Sackcloth and Scarlet."

a Thrill!

We Want

Mae Murray!

Last night I saw Mae Murray in "Mademoiselle Midnight," and was more convinced than ever that she is the most thoroughly delightful actress on the screen.
That woman made over a thousand gestures, and one could not point out a single
one which was meaningless she moved her
eyes, her mouth, her hands, but every one
of her movements had a particular mean;

ing, all its

own.

think the most remarkable thing about
her is that she is as natural as she is expressive
she is never forced, she makes
you feel that she wants to do whatever she
does, whether it be to laugh or to dance.
Her spontaneity is a joy, and the fact that
she is the cutest and most graceful figure
on the screen to-day makes her the most
I

;

elephant charging toward the
little

car. <2^o

no time
pened ?

to

place to turn

back

— 'what

—

hap-

The answer is but one of the many
new Patheserial.
"Wild West" tells an interest-

absorbing and breath-snatching
story of a circus star and a ranch
foreman, with the barriers of race
an ever present obstacle to their
happiness.

A plot of outstanding freshness,
every chapter

day when

thrill

of a lifetime last Satur-

saw handsome Lloyd Hughes

I

person!
I cannot describe my delight
when he smiled at me. I was thrilled to
death
To me he is "the perfect handsome actor." No one can compare with
him.
He was splendid in "Sally'' and
"The Desert Flower," as well as all of
the rest of his pictures.
He has and is
making a wonderful success as the handsome young, clean, versatile actor. Keep
in

of-

a new sensation for every

movie-goer.

From the first chapter— with
the swindling activities of the old
medicine show, through the troubles of a struggling circus, and to
the end with a fight for the inheritance of a fortune in oil fields,
there are variety and originality
in "Wild West" that will make
you want to see every installment.

Patheserial
Chapters,

In Ten Weekly

it

up,

The

lui

ASK YOUR MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

Star System.

system" to me is one of the
most important branches of the screem
Stardom should be the coveted goal of
all featured players, and the stars should
also be proud of their position and make
each picture a sample of their best.
But
stardom is broken up terribly in several
instances. Recently while glancing through
a trade journal I was struck by this ad-

"The

star

vertisement

We

We

just as

much

as

we want Harold Lloyd

or

Charlie Chaplin to stick to theirs.
Mrs. W. H. Roberts.
Milford, Del.

We

Like Her.
Our Mary
Wasn't she
Annie Rooney?"

Mary, as

Fans, what did you think of
"Little

in

ivondcrful ?
In a recent interview, Mary stated that
she desired to play more mature roles.
Perhaps it is selfish of us to continue to
want Mary, the child, when we know she
prefers other roles but, fans, who but
Mary can portray a beloved impish little
gamin, whom we all love, with more genuWho but Mary
ine pathos, more feeling?
can gladden our hearts with a single
smile? Who but why go on?

We

—

need Mary!"
True, we found Dearest in "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" a beautiful character Rosita,
Dorothy Vernon,
a lovable screen singer
a charming, lovely maid. But what are these
compared to the mischievous little East
Side gang leader she portrayed in "Little
Annie Rooney?" You who agree with, me
;

:

;

Von

Stroheim's

"THE MERRY WIDOW" with
JOHN GILBERT— Mae Murray.
am

not wild about Miss Murray and I
like John Gilbert, but is not Alae Murray a beiter-known name, a star of longer
standing, and the actress playing the principal role?
Why then should he be billed
in larger type?
I

instance
The theater which
attend specializes in "First Pennsylvania Showings," so when "Sackcloth and
Scarlet" arrived our paper had it

Another

i

enjoyable one as well.
want
do not want her changed.
her to stick to the things she is doing now,

Lloyd

For a case of "blues" I advise any one
His
to see one of Mr. Hughes' pictures.
handsome face and bright smile wall cheer
you up any time.
June Minter.
2402 N. Harding Avenue, Chicago, 111.

— a cast of

famous stars— "Wild West"
fers

had the

!

surprises in this

thrills in

I

I

:

will rejoice to learn that Mary is to play
a child of twelve in her next picture,

"Scraps."

Mary

truly "America's sweetheart."
is
other can ever take her place in the
And I,
hearts of her faithful admirers.
for one, am glad Mary has returned to
parts we all love her best in.

No

Dale Atherton.
960 Iglehart Avenue, St. Paul, Minn,
Continued "ti page 112
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I Will "BainYou

at Home to fill
a Big feyJob!

mm
Look What These Cook®
Trained

Men Are Earning
Makes $700 in 24
Days in Radio
"Thanks to your interesting
Course I made over $700 in 24
days in Radio. Of course, this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me."

FRED

G.

McNABB,

848

Spring

St., Atlanta,

Georgia

$70 to $80 a

week £or Jaeqiset
"Now

_

I

am

specializing in

—

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3,50© —to $10,000 a Year
—
—

Auto Electricity and battery
work and make from $70 to
$80 a week and am just getting

Today even the ordinary Electrician the "screw driver" kind is making money big
money. But it's the trained man the man who knows the whys and wherefores of

started. I don't believe there
is another school in the world
like yours. Your lessons are
a real joy to study."

Electricity

ROBERT JACQUOT, 2005 W.

Colorado Ave.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

$20 a Day for
mms

Schareck

—
—the Electrical Expert—who

is picked out to "boss" the ordinary Electricians
jobs that pay $3,500 to $10,000 a Year. Get in line for one
of these "Big Jobs." Start by enrolling now for my easily learned, quickly grasped, rightup-to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity.

—to boss the Big Jobs— the

Get Started

Age or Lack ©£ Experience

I

No Drawback

Now—Mail Coupon

want to send you my
Book and

Electrical

You don't have to be a College Man;you don't have

Proof Lessons, both
Free. These cost you

"Use my nameas a reference
and depend on me as a boost-

to be a High School Graduate. AsChief Engineer of
theChicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the
kind of training you need, and I will give you that

you'll

er.

training.

start today for aff

The biggest thing I ever
did was answer your advertisement. I am averaging bet-

m

It's a shame for you to earn $15 or $20 or $30
a week, when in the same six days as an Electrical Expert you could make $70 to $200— and
do it easier not work half so hard. Why then
remain in the small-pay game, in a line of work that offers no chance,
no big promotion, no big income? Fit yourself for a real job in the
great electrical industry. I'll show you how.

ter than $500

a month from
I used

my own business now.

My Course in Electricity is simple,
thorough and complete and offers every man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the
chance to become, in a very short time, an * 'Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

to make $18.00 a week."
A. SCHRECK, Phoenix, Arizona

Plant Engineer-

Pay raised 150%
"I was a dumbbell in electricity until I got in touch with
.

you Mr. Cooke, but now I
have charge of a big plant including 600 motors and direct
a force of 34

men — electri-

cians, helpers, etc.

My salary

has gone up morethan 150%."

GEORGE ILLINGWOETH,
63

Calumet Road,
Holyoke, Mass.

No Extra Charge Scr Electrical
Working Outfit

—

Cooke, Chief Engineer

—

.
Engineering
Chicago
„

,

^(forkS

nothing an d«_
•
.
enjoy aT^-»«_ 215© Lawrence Ave.,
them. Make the If Jt*IST~
Dept. 449.
a bright future /'

3

J

^***3sa^^-~^^

CHlicagO

inElectricity.
Send in

Coupon

NOW.

With me,you do practical work — athome. You start
right in after your first few lessons to work at your
profession in the regular way and make extra money in
your spare time. For this you need tools, and I give them
— 5 big complete working outfits, with tools, measur-

to you

in
—
So sure am that you can learn Electricity— so sure am
that after studying with me, you, too, can get into he " big

ing instruments, and a real electric motor

Your

5 outfits

all.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

I

I

t

muney"

class in electrical work, that I will guarantee under bond to return every single penny paid me in tuition if
Course, you are not satisfied it
when you have finished
,

my

was the best investment you ever made. And back of me

in my guarantee, stands the Chicago Engineering Works, Inc., a two million dollar institution,
thus assuring to every student enrolled, not only
a wonderful training in Electricity, but an unsurpassed Student Service as well.

L. L.

outfit

9

no extra*
charge1

Name

Address.

is tAe '3ig Pqy!Man

COOKE,

The Man

Who Makes
Dept. 449
"Big-Pay"
21 50 Lawrence
Men
Ave., Chicago
Send meat once without obligation
your big illustrated book and complete details of your Home Study
Course in Electricity, including your

J$
K&

JKc 'tboke 'Tmined Man

L. L.

HI Occupation.

and employment service

offers.

>>
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Richard Barthelmess in

"THE BEAUTIFUL CITY"

ANOTHER "Tol'able David" character! For years Barthelmess
l

New

fans

York

have been asking

—

not the

and blood human

for

qualities

that

made

Dorothy Gish plays the
role of

Gilardi.

with the unfolding of

feminine

Time and
this

"David"

—

Lower East

but the

Side of

sincerity, flesh

"Tol'able David" the out-

standing picture of the year, are present

Tony

the

It's

it.

Kentucky mountains

in

"The

Beautiful City."

lead opposite Barthelmess'

place dwindle into insignificance
of the East Side.

It's

a story

of genuine emotions that only

an actor of Barthelmess' proven
could screen effectively.

ability

Edmund Goulding, who
"Fury," supplied this

wrote

and the picture
directed by Kenneth

original script

\

•

was

Webb.

Richard Barthelmess in
his big picture of the year,

"The

Beautiful City."

Milton

Sills

and Doris Kenyon

in

"THE UNGUARDED HOUR"
SKILLED
story

picture producers

by Margaretta

who have

read

Tuttle, declare that

Duke Andrea d'Arona,

this

Sills,

as

has the most chivalrous,

With lovely Doris
Kenyon as his leading woman he sweeps into step
with modern romance in the atmosphere of Italy.
picturesque role of his career.

Society's million dollar .waterfront estates have

been used

to

make

of setting that

fits

this
this

a lavishness

picture.

It's

lavish

story of

romantic

intrigue.

Claude King, Dolores Cassinelli, Cornelius
Keefe, Jed Prouty, Charles Beyer, Lorna Duveen,
Vivian Ogden and J Moy Bennett comprise the
balance of

this

excellent cast.

Lambert

Hillyer

directed under Earl Hudson's supervision.

Count Andrea

(Sills)

with

Virginia(Miss Kenyon) in

"The Unguarded Hour."

Advertising Section

Edwin Carewe

presents

"WHY WOMEN LOVE"
EDWIN CAREWE'S imprint on a picture
as unmistakable as a Tiffany trade-mark

In

silverware.
tation

"Why Women

Love," an adap-

Willard Robertson's play,

of

Woman," he

is

on

has again engraved his

"The Sea
distinctive,

entertaining touch.
"Cheer-io!" Blanche Sweet

from
Love."

as Molla. with a scene

Surrounding the stern splendor of a rock island

"Why Women

—

with Blanche Sweet as Molla, and
Robert Frazer, Dorothy Sebastian and Russel
Simpson in featured roles and with an emolighthouse

—

tional

drama

of sea faring hearts, Director

has produced

Carewe

another picture of unusual strength.

The story's dynamic force lies in a girl's fulfilment of her pledge to protect the daughter of a
dead man, even to love's oblivion. From such a
problem the spectacular burning of the lighthouse
blazes the

trail

to ultimate happiness.

John McCormick presents

Colleen Moore in

"WE MODERNS"
k

AINTY COLLEEN'S

D'

picture in five

Israel

Zangwill's

"We

months
stage

is

first

from

success,

Moderns," directed by John

Francis Dillon with June Mathis,
editorial supervisor.

Mary

Sundale, played by Miss Moore, and her brother, are leading

exponents of a smart young
torianism.
gaieties,

father

How

seared

ambitions and near tragedy

and mother

Topping the

set that scoffs at

is

in

"We

Moderns."

a story that will

give

Miss Moore's dominating, whimsical personality

at naive,

humorous characterization.

holds rank with the best she has ever done.

Mary Sundale (Colleen Moore)
breaks in on her first big parly

is

their inning.

plot

and her adeptness

anything savoring of Vic-

they learn their lesson through a cloud of whirling

"We

Moderns"

Jjttlt

things of large importance from

the William Fox studio
T OFTEN happens in the theatre that the long picture
on the program has failed to please you, yet you are delighted with one or several of the "short subjects" that
William Fox has given the greatest
complete the bill.
care to these little "Gems of the Picture Program."

Van Bibber
Comedies

Richard Harding Davis wrote the celeVan Bibber stories from which

brated
is

made

the

of

series

short

"society

comedies" in which Earle Foxe has won just renown.
Van Bibber Comedies have been ruling favorites in high-

two

class theatres for the last

Married Life
of Helen
and Warren

The

stories

seasons.

by Mabel Herbert Urner

published in the newspapers for fifteen
years under this title have now been
secured by Fox a new treat for lovers
of the ittle good things of the screen.
Kathryn Perry
and Hallam Cooley play Helen and Warren respectively
throughout the series.

—

You j^ill
screen

Stories

%

them

see

live

by America's

ated

and move on the

—those entertaining characters

ere-

greatest short story

William Fox has made a series of new
comedy dramas from these "Gems of Fiction." Never
genius, O. Henry.

screened- -these

before

masterpieces

little

visualise

and characters long beloved

theatre patrons stories

for
in

thousands of American homes.

Imperial

Comedies

The

old "slap-stick" comedies are things
so far as Fox is concerned!

—

of the past

No

custard pie or glue-pot messiness mars
the entertainment that ceaselessly rolls through these, the
cleanest, cleverest and most zestful comedies of this kind.
Pretty girls galore, real plots, many clever animal actors
and brains used in the mixing
\

A
Fox News

vivid,

stirring,

gripping presentation

of the great events of the world unfolded
The scenes of today
before your eyes.

tomorrow, caught by the alleye of the camera, brought to you with speed,
sincerity and truth— and a wonderful feeling for the
that will be the history of

seeing

human

angle!

New,

novel, charming and beautiful bits
of romance from the far places of the
Varieties
world. Pictures that push back the walls
of the theatres and take you through the lands you
dream of seeing that give you the feeling of far

Fox

—

and brave adventures of your own.

.Eight

Expeditions

GJhty add spice to your
favorite entertainment

are in jar lands

seeking

FOX VARIETIES

Fox Film GarparatinrL

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise

picture version
Surely this picture will arouse the eagerness of every fan to see Metro-Goldwyn's forthcoming
Pans— Lillian
of
Quarter
Latin
of
the
atmosphere
the
story of poignant romance—
of "La Boheme."
for
us.
in
store
were
treat
great
though
a
as
Gish and John Gilbert— it looks

A
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Have you ever had a movie crush?
Have you found yourself falling in
love with a screen actor or actress who
typified the ideal

of your dreams ?

Have you mentally given to your idol
more of yourself than you have ever
dared to give to any one in real life?
Probably you have been ashamed of
this, but if you read this article, you

may

find that

it

v>as the best thing in

the world for you.

X E N

A

WRIGHT

o

TO

begin with, I want to tell you about three people,
three different cases that will illustrate what I

want

The Movies

to say later.

The first is a girl who, in spite of the fact that she
has money, friends, everything that one would think
she'd want, is perfectly miserable
or was until she
found out what lay at the bottom of her difficulties.
People didn't like her.
She was decidedly unpopular.
She was pretty, entertaining, seemed to have everything
that would bring her the happiness that she wanted and
yet she was lonely, misunderstood, and finally, ill.
Her
family said she had a nervous breakdown and sent her
to a sanitarium and she stayed a month and came home
feeling just as she did when she went away.
She told me frankly what it was that made her most

The

—

unhappy.
"I wish I could fall in love," she said.
"Something's
wrong with me, I guess, for I just can't. And that
isn't the worst of it.
Nobody falls in love with me.
People don't seem to care, after they meet me once,
whether they ever see me again or not. I have friends,
but they aren't close friends and they're my friends
because I call them up and go to see them and make an
effort to keep in touch with them.
They don't really
care anything about me."
She went on then and told me other things about
how she'd always been hungry for love. She'd never
confessed it to any one else.
The answer to her problem was very simple. As a
child she had learned not to allow herself to express
affection, except very moderately.
She had been ridiculed by her older brothers when she ran to one of
them and threw her arms around him. As a result,
she had thrust love into the background of her life even
then, made it a thing to be ashamed of, denied it any

—

—

outlet.

Naturally,

She

when

she got older, she could not give out
friendliness that makes people like us.
might as well have tried to drag a shv child into

even the

warm

the midst of strangers and bade it entertain them. What
she needed was an outlet for her own power of love.

influence

of

movies on the emo

conservative people, but.

may

be

in offering

it

is

told

in

an outlet to pent-up

By Louise
how

she got it.
I asked her to describe her
wasn't hard for her to do. He was dark
and romantic looking and a wonderful lover. I found
later that she was describing her eldest brother, whom
she had adored as a child. Valentino might have posed

This

ideal

is

man.

for the

It

word

portrait.

We

went to the movies,
which was being revived

to see

"The Four Horsemen."

a neighborhood house.
I
did not sit with her she did not even know that I went
into the theater.
I told her to let herself go, to imagine
anything she liked about her hero on the screen, to let
her desire to love some one go out to him.
She went to the picture several times later she looked
up some of his other pictures and saw them over and
over.
She began to let the love that was being released
The inner
in that one way, come out in other ways.
irritation which she had felt, unconsciously, and which
had made her nervous and hard to get along with, and
finally ill, began to seep away.
Valentino, as she imagined him, was not at all as he
is in real life.
She made him a symbol. She endowed
him with all the qualities which she liked most in a man,
the qualities which had attracted her in her brother.
There was no barrier placed in front of that love, as
She could feel
there was between her and real people.
For the first time in her adult
perfectly free, you see.
at

;

;

she could be herself.
that, she had been embarrassed when she met
strangers, particularly men, because the ridicule which
she had suffered as a child had made her so self-conlife,

Before
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Or perhaps, you have been thrilled at
sight of some one on the screen
doing what you yourself have always
yearned to do, but never known how
the

to do,

or never dared do.

And perhaps,

like

of the people in

some

the ac-

companying story, you
have realized for the first
time your
ties,

own

couraged

to

the

and Love?*
been strongly condemned by

tions has

how

this story

feelings that

beneficial

this

influence

have long craved expression.

She grew awkward in the presence of new
people, said things she didn't mean to, or else relapsed
into what seemed a sullen silence, that really filled her
scious.

with rage at herself.
When she realized the way in which she was coming
out of that self -hypnotism she was heartily amused,
and as soon as she began to watch her own progress
intelligently, she improved much faster.
She recovered
her health as the strain on her inner self was dispelled.
The second case is of a woman who had been strongly
devoted as a child to her father. To her he had seemed
perfect.
He died when she was sixteen. She did not
get over losing him for years. She kept remembering him.
There were several men who were very fond of her,
one who was madly in love with her, for whom she
cared a great deal.
She realized that he would make
her happy, that the marriage was suitable in every way.
Yet somehow she could not feel that she loved him.
Something seemed to stand between them. And against
her will, she kept turning to another man. He attracted
her strongly, and she could not tell why.
She was annoyed at herself, disappointed at the way
her life was turning out, yet she felt helpless.
She and I talked things over, and as we talked I asked
her how she amused herself. She said that of late she
she loved
couldn't read because she was too nervous
to go to the movies.
She particularly liked Richard
,

;

Barthelrness' pictures.

time I saw him was when he did 'Tol'able
she told me.
"That was shortlv after r-

first

David,' "

put them

to

test.

father's death.
The country in which the action took
place reminded me of the country where my father was
brought up.
That is, I suppose the two places were
alike
I've never seen the place where my father lived
as a boy."
Later, in trying to explain her feeling for the man
who seemed to come between her and the man who
loved her, she said that he had taken her to that picture, shortly after they first met.
It developed that what she had done was to identify
him with the background of the picture which so strongly
reminded her of her father's life, and so of her love for
him.
tiny thing, but, upset by her grief, she had
seized upon it, unconsciously, and then transferred the
feeling which the association of the picture with her
love for her father made, to the man. When our emotions are seeking an outlet they often will take even so
slight a thing as that to help them.
As time went on, she had begun to feel that there
was something inexplicable that was drawing her to
this man, in spite of herself, and by thus believing in it,
she gave it power over herself. Although she knew that
if she married him neither of them would be happy,
she was on the verge of marrying him, feeling that somehow she was in love with him and could not be happy
with any one else. But finally, by analyzing the reason
for his attraction for her, she overcame it.
The third case is that of a woman who was un;

Williams

"The

possibili-

and have been en-

A

happily married. There seemed to be no reason for her
he was kind to her, very
irritation with her husband
much in love with her yet they could not get along.
She could find no fault with him, specifically but she
did not want what marriage had brought her. He was
no better satisfied than she was. Incidentally, they were
both motion-picture actors, near the top of their pro;

—

—

.

fession.

The woman's childhood home had been a turbulent
one.
Her mother was a very excitable woman, one of
those little, dark women who are never happy unless
Everything that
there is excitement all about them.
The woman's father
°he did was done vehemently.

The Movies and Love
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humored her mother,

treated her like a spoiled

child,

that she had the excitement which she craved.
Life was a party or a fight, always.
The woman herself, when she fell in love, picked a

saw

to

it

man who was

married, and became engaged to him.
His marriage had not been a success, hut his wife had
refused to free him, when he had asked her to before
he had met the other woman. Consequently the entire
period of their engagement was shadowed by the need for
deception.
He and she were like actors in a thrilling
drama. Their moments together were stolen, never as
prolonged as they wished, fraught always with the dan-

—

ger of discovery.
The man's wife finally conquered her jealousy and
divorced him.
He and the woman were married. The
excitement, the thrills were gone. All was plain sailing.
It was too peaceful.
Without realizing it, she missed
the turbulence that in her childhood had been associated
in her mind with, love.
Her idea of happiness in married life was not perfect peace
although she had always
supposed that it was. The period before her marriage
had been perfect because it had had the excitement which
marriage dispensed with.
She could hardly believe that it was too much peace
that was making her and her husband unhappy.
When
she realized it, the unhappiness vanished.
That is nearly always the case when people see what
the hidden bugaboo is, they can laugh it to scorn, just
as the scarecrow in the moonlit cornfield no longer
frightens the small boy when he sees that it is not a
ghost, but merely a scarecrow.
One of the things that made her realize what was the
matter with her life was the fact that the roles which
she liked best to play were those in which she portrayed
a wife who was having some kind of trouble with her
husband either- because he had become interested in
another woman or because some other man had comebetween them. She-actually yearned for conflict in her
married life. She liked pictures of that type best, when
she went to the movies.

—

;

—

There are many cases similar

to the first

one

I

have

The majority

of people do not fully release the
within them. By shutting it off from other
people in their childhood, they shut it off from people
cited.

love which

and from

is

their

work and

their play, in adult life.

This is one reason why the movie crush is a thing
that should not be discouraged.
Many a young girl
makes of A^alentino or Richard Barthelmess or Ramon
Novarro a symbol of what she wants when she falls in
love.
She endows her screen hero with the qualities
which she wants her ideal to have. By pouring out her
emotions in his direction, she keeps them from being
dammed up within her.
This symbol becomes part of her life the crudest
hurt that she can suffer, she knows when some one
makes fun of him. This is because he is a symbol, an
idol, and not himself, the man.
The wise mother makes
no protest because her daughter has a screen crush.
Rather, she encourages it, realizing that the girl is in
this way giving vent to the love which must have release, and which might far more unwisely pour itself
;

out less successfully in real

life.

The vampire type of heroine has been successful on
the stage and on the motion-picture screen because she
answers a need of many people which is involved in their
life.
Knowing that they are not using all of
the ability which they feel they have, most of the people
in the world to-day are
unconsciously, as a rule

every-day

—

reaching out toward the thing that will help them.
Women go to see actresses of the Pola Negri type because of two reasons. They want to know what it is
in these other women that gives them the power of

attracting men, all men.
Even while they know that
the enchantress of the screen is irresistible to all the men
in the story because the scenario says that she is, many
of the women in the audience accept her for what

she

is

supposed

most of the time. Thus it is curithem to see Barbara La Marr

to be,

osity, partly, that takes

and Pola Negri and Aileen Pringle in such roles.
It is also an unrealized desire to see a woman triumph
over a man.
They themselves may be irresistible to
some men. But they like to think that it is possible for

woman

to attract

man

always.

The

screen

vamp

gives

them what they want.
In this country, however, the seductive woman, who
just that and nothing else, cannot hold her popularity
on the screen. Pola Negri's pictures, for instance, have
not the success that Gloria Swanson's have.
This is
partly a matter of race. In this country, we do not take
the Continental point of view about love outside the
marriage bonds. In France, for example, it is an accepted thing that a man and woman may make a marriage of convenience, and then seek love elsewhere, but
not so here.
For this reason, Pola Negri's Germanmade pictures were a sensational success over here, for
in them there was much comedy, much opportunity for
her to do other things than play the siren.
The young girl who dreams of having all the world
fall in love with her, puts herself in the place of the
vampire on the screen. The older woman to whom life
has not brought satisfaction enjoys the vamp because
she can't help feeling, "Well, I might have done it, too
if
conditions had been different, if I'd had the
chance."
And the young boy or the man is likely
to enjoy such pictures because it flatters him to feel that
he might be the object of just such affection as he sees
displayed between the people on the screen.
The power of love, if rightly directed, can make those
is

—

who

feel it accomplish their desires, because it makes
them go into whatever they want to do, wholeheartedly.
For instance, I know a young actress who has achieved

great success in a certain kind of role, because she likes
She has been acclaimed as a great
so well to play it.
actress
in that one kind of part.

—

Not long ago she signed a big contract. Her first
picture was one in which she had a role which seemed to
lie well within her powers
but her work in it fell far

—

When

below expectations.

she stopped to analyze her
afterward, she said that, although
she had felt that she ougJit to play it, since the story was
one by a well-known author and had been much advertised, she did not want to play it.
There is the secret. If you are going to do really
good work, your best work, you must fall in love with
it.
You must care tremendously about doing it.
Such men as Edison have succeeded because they
could let themselves be carried away by love for their
work. Such success can come in no other way.

own

feelings about

it

It is quite possible that by going to motion pictures
you can find out where you are holding your own love
back from your life, and why.
For instance, I knew a girl who was a stenographer

in the offices attached to the studio of one of the big
motion-picture companies. She was secretary to one of
the heads of the firm, was very well paid, and had every
reason to expect promotion. Yet she was not contented
with her work.
"I just haven't any desire to go on with it," she said
"When I wake up in the morning I
to me one day.
don't care about going to work, don't have any desire
even to get up."
She was energetic, ambitious, the kind of girl who
needed a position that would take her out of her home.
Continued on page 100
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Don't Be Discouraged!
Thus speaks Harold Lloyd

to girls and boys ambitious
movies, and goes on to tell of his own
troubles as a youngster and how he overcame them.
to break into the

By Harold Lloyd

WHILE

it

is

true that

bitious youngsters

Hollywood

is

filled

with am-

who may never

get their chance
to make good in motion pictures, i do not believe
in discouraging a single one of their ambitions.
The
movies literally are a game of chance. If you combine
luck with ability, you stand a splendid gamble of makinggood, in my opinion. Discouragement is the worst enemy

of every youngster trying to get ahead in the screen world,
if you can't stand a lot of hard knocks it's useless to
try to succeed in the field of motion pictures, or in any
other sphere, for that matter.

and

Several times, in the last eighteen months, I have been
requested to write an article advising the youth of America
to keep away from Hollywood, saying that there is no
chance, except for a favored few, for them to make their
way in motion pictures, and that if they must come to the
West Coast, they should come prepared financially to spend
at least a year in idleness.
Always I have declined to appear as the author of such
an article, for I consider my own case, and wonder what
would have happened to me, where I would be to-day,
had I been discouraged from coming to Hollywood. After
I landed in the Mecca of filmland, I had a mighty difficult
time getting as far as the inside of a studio but I do
believe that for the boy or girl with acting ability, who is
persistent, and is prepared to stand some
hard knocks, there is
If any one can tell whether or
plenty of opportunity
not it's difficult to get into the
in the motion-picture
movies, it should be the stars
Certainly, the
field.
themselves. They got there, and
so ought to know just how hard
successors to the Fairit
was.
And you'll usually find
bankses, the Pickf ords,
that they, who have had more
the Swansons, and the
firsthand knowledge on the sub=
Meighans must come
ject than any one else, also have
more encouragement to offer to
from somewhere. Just
beginners than is the rule.
where is that someOnly last month, the Observer
where, presents the
noted that Ben Lyon was cham=
por•great problem.
pioning obscure extras, and now
Harold Lloyd comes forward and
tion of them will come
with his )wn pen, advises young
from the field of the
movie aspirants to take discour=
legitimate drama, the
agements with a grain of salt,
vaudeville stage, the
and not to allow themselves to be
bluffed by tyrannical gatekeep=
musical comedy
;

THEY SHOULD KNOW

Photo by Gene Kornman

roles with a local stock company.
I was then about
eighteen.
company of Edison players were working at Balboe Park, and needed a number of extras

A

to play Indians at a

Spanish

fiesta.

I

was engaged

for one of the parts. That was my first introduction
to work before the camera.
Later, when we decided to move to Los Angeles
Dad and I we had our hard battle trying to break
into the film game.
At first it was like breaking
through a ring of steel. It seemed as though everything and everybody was pitted against me. And I
ers.
He says, in effect, "I, too,
others from farms, or
believe it is the same way to-day for the youngster
hadn't
a
was once told that I
from offices. That at
trying to break into the game, unless, of course, you
chance, but if I had believed
least, has been the hiseverything that was said to me,
can exert a little inside influence. If you waver or
where would I be to=day?"
tory of the motionlose hope, you are absolutely lost.
I certainly should
picture industry so far.
have been, had I let every little discouragement I
Its recruits have come from every walk of life.
You met weigh very heavily with me. I will admit, however,
can glance through the biographies of the principal stars
that I was pretty sorely tried before I finally managed
of to-day and you will find that is true. Gloria Swanson
to break through and get my start with -Universal.
and Norma Talmadge are developments of the screen
Day after day, as I visited the Universal studio,
exclusively.
They came from nowhere, figuratively.
which at that time was the main one on the West Coast,
But they are exceptions.
In fact, I never was able to get
I met with rebuff.
As for myself, I had quite a little dramatic training
past the gatekeeper, who still stands out in my memory
before I ever thought of going into motion pictures. In
as a demagogue supreme.
fact, I just literally drifted into them.
Finally, I pitted my wits against his, and I won
From the time
by
I was twelve I was on the stage, playing with stock
margin. Across from the Universal lot was a
narrow
a
companies in the Middle West and in California.
I
little restaurant, where most of the actors lunched.
In San Diego, I was an assistant instructor in a school
noticed that the people in make-up came and went at

A

—

—

—

^of dramatic

arts,

and

in the evenings, played character

Continued on page 105
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Bebe's entire world would crumble if the Kleig lights went dark and the studios shut down, and her pale,
probably haunt dressing-rooms grieving over the lost mascaro and grease paint.

wan ghost would

The Sketchbook
Intimate glimpses and impressions of

some

of the stars, encountered here

and there about Hollywood.

By Dorothy Manners
Revelations of a Former Domestic.

BEBE

DANIELS

California making
"Martinique" at the Lasky Studio after several
years in New York. I saw her the other day and
almost bobbed her a curtsy out of sheer force of habit.
Which reminds me of something.
I used to prance up to Bebe on the average of
two or three times a day and say "M'lady, the car" or words to that effect.
riage awaits without

And Bebe would

is

say,

back

in

"Ho-ho,

Hortense, without what?" or some
such.
Then I'd hold her coat and

other actresses so bored with a part, it was all they could
do to drag around the ermine. But Bebe, never
I don't know what would happen to Mrs. Daniels'
daughter if the Kleig lights went dark and the studio?
shut down. Other players can be imagined trotting off
to Europe, or settling down to the lives of country
But with Bebe it would be someladies and gentlemen.
thing terrible.
She would probably haunt the dressing'
rooms, a beautiful, wan ghost, grieving over dusty
mascaro boxes and pink, greasepaint sticks. It's in her blood.

DOROTHY MANNERS,

a snappy little bow as sfce flew
off the set in the direction of the carriage awaiting without.
Or maybe I was one of those uppity maids who giggled at Bebe, the
poor little country girl, who wasn't

make

who, as our readers know, has
been a player of experience, a
leading

woman

well=known
with this

ment

know that if I had to go back
domestic work, I'd rather work
for Bebe than anvbodv.
I

to

to several of the
stars,
begins,
installment, a depart=

male

of her own, in which she
will present, in brief, chatty form,

Romantic

Interlude.

Now

that Charlie has left on the
first lap of Jiis trip to Europe, Lita

her impressions of the stars whom
on to our elegant, city sophistications.
Gray Chaplin has seemingly secluded
she knows, not merely as an in=
For a while she and
It all depended on the scenario.
herself again.
But
terviewer, but as a fellow profes=
entertained
extensively
you can count on this if it was a
Charlie
were
sional.
Bebe Daniels picture, I was the maid.
by Mary and Doug, Marion Davies,
You will find, in her comments,
an unusually interesting point of
Maybe
I used to maid it for Wanda Hawley,
the Talmadges, and others.
view, and one differing from that
May McAvoy, and other Realart
little Charles, Jr., is taking too much
of any other writer on screen
stars on rare occasions, but Bebe was,
of her time. Or maybe Lita doesn't
topics.
you might say, my permanent emcare to go around without Charlie.
ployment. I don't know why, unless
Just a few days before he left for
it was because they were
New York, I saw the Chaplins motoring along Sunset
featuring her in clothes extravaganzas at the time, and wardrobe symphonies are
Boulevard. Charlie was driving his blue roadster and
always good for at least one maid.
he and Lita were quite chummily alone except for a
Bebe's pictures were scheduled like sausages.
chauffeur marooned out over the tail light. Charlie was
She
to
from
used
go
one scenario to another, all formulated,
gazing at his wife with what appeared to be all the afAnd Mrs. Chaplin
stereotyped, patterned, sure-fire stuff. I used to marvel
fectionate ardor of a schoolboy.
in pale-blue sport
was
at her enthusiasm.
look
She
began
though
it
was
was
something
to
at.
She
each one as
the story of her heart's desire.
clothes, and with her black hair and eyes, looked very
She played those little
lightweight roles with the same enthusiasm she would
striking indeed.
Also very happy. The dove of peace
have lent Zaza or Carmen or Du Barry. I have seen
was conspicuously present.

—

.

The Sketchbook
Mr. Dix, on the

New York
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Shows.

People used to say to me, "You
know Richard Dix, don't you?" and
when I'd say "No," they were always
polite about it, but a little put out.
I
got the impression that you hadn't
lived life fully unless you knew Richard Dix.

Having met him
might say that he

just

is all

recently,

I

he was cracked

up to be. He is, by turns, witty, serious, convivial, philosophical, fanciful,
and

practical.

found him a little more of a play
boy than "The Christian" had led me
to expect, it may probably be accounted for by the spur-of-the-moIf I

-

ment impression of a first meeting.
Both of us said "How do you do"
simultaneously, and neither answered.
I once read that Mr. Dix .said it was
one of the handicaps of this game
meeting people— "especially lady interviewers." I agreed with him. So by
way of an opening, I suggested that

—

were rather stupid and
think so?
"Not at all,"
smiled this hero of a million picture
frames, not knowing that I knew betinterviews
didn't

he_

ter.
But at that,
lant thing to say.

it

was the only

gal-

The well-conducted

young man doesn't look even a lady
reporter in the face and tell her she is
about to be a bore.
He has since returned to New York,
but at the time I met him, he was under the impression that he was going
to be in California for several months.
California, he said, was a marvelous
country.
He was smoking as we
talked and he might have been burning
incense to the weather.
New York
had. its plays, of course.

"But

at the present,"

he said, "they
embarrassing for mixed
company. You take a young lady to a
popular hit and before the first act is
half over, you begin to hope she is a
little hard of hearing.
Not that some
of them aren't perfectly wonderful.
are

a

little

Photo by Eucrene Robert Richee

Richard Dix finds it a little embarrassing to take a young lady to any of the current
New York stage hits, and begins to hope before the first act is over that she is a
little hard of hearing.

'What Price Glory'— Lord I haven't
any words for it
It is a masterpiece.
But it is typically
a man's show.
Very few women like it. It is war
without its glamour, and women aren't used to that
phase of fighting.
The language is far from pretty,
and that goes for 'They Knew What They Wanted,'
too.
That is also a powerful thing, but when the man
in the piece begins to call his wife everything under
the sun but a lady, you begin to wish you had come by
!

!

yourself."

Knowing the way Richard feels about it, I hope they
have cleaned up the New York shows for him so that he
won't have to go alone. That would be tough on the
"debs," or the baby stars, or whoever it is he escorts
to the theaters, wouldn't it?

the various stages. He would
tination, and unless you stood
handspring or something, he
you.
This would be Conrad

Now,

be very intent on his deson your head or flipped a

probably wouldn't notice
Nagel.
because you have always admired Conrad on

you might go up and tell him so. Whereon,
Conrad would grasp you by the hand and assure
you in almost boyish enthusiasm that he was glad to
meet you.
As you chatted for a while, you might
think how unlike an actor he is.
So interested in his
the screen,

—

new home

—

in Beverly Hills
in his wife
in their little
Just like that young Mr. Thompson who married
Bessie High the second High girl, you remember. Like

girl.

folks.

—

Even

as

you and

I.

You would

The
If

you were

Puzzling Mr. Nagel.

to get past the

gateman

at the

Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studio and
browse around

find yourself at liberty to
the lot, leisurely, it is more than likely

that before long you would run across a tall, fair young
man, in pink make-up, on his way to work on one of

think these things about Conrad Nagel and
then you would go away thinking you knew him. Which
would be a little joke on you, because you wouldn't know

him at all.
Ever since Conrad flashed on the screen in "Little
Women," I have been reading that he is just like "average folks," but either I am all wrong or else every one
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way

or

quality

the

You

other.

instinctively.

what he thinks
something, and
pens

of
this

sense

this

Yet ask him
some one or
is
what hap-

:

He

looks you amiably in the eye for
as though mentally debating
whether you are worthy of his confidence.
Deciding briskly that you
aren't, he flashes one of his illuminating smiles, and says, "Oh, great!
Isn't he (or she, or it) ?" when you
know all along he thinks he, or she, or
it is a perfect dud.
a

moment

I have always felt that Conrad is a
person who lives in his mind. A few
people do.
Most of us live in the
body, and a scattering few, in the
spirit.
But Conrad, having established
residence in his own head, has isolated

himself
from petty contact.
Few
people would be invited to his confidence.
He is lavish in his acquaintanceship, being on speaking terms
with every man, woman, and child in
Hollywood, including the Scandinavians, but I believe his friendship
would not be lightly given.
I never think of him as having conthe way
think of Mary Pickford as being always "wistfully gracious," or
Percy Marmont as witty and friendly.
Rather do I think of him as the central figure in a series of disconnected
tableaus
standing in the light of a
stained-glass window, as a congregakidding
tion sings hosannas to God
and squabbling with Renee Adoree
over a game- of mumble-the-peg between scenes reading popular novels
Disconin a quiet corner of the set.
nected things like that.
tinuity in his personality in

that

I

—

—

—

But if I were to try to express the
keynote of his personality into a few
words, they would be "sympathetic
detachment." No shoddy cynic, Conrad.

A

believer.

Even

if

his trust

should betray him, I imagine he would
arise to dust his suit in the face of
whatever it was, and continue to believe.

Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise

Conrad Nagel

is

said to be just like "average folks," but Dorothy Manners thinks
him the most puzzling young man in the studios.

out of step but me, for I have a sneaking suspicion
that he is the most puzzling and enigmatic young man
in the studios.
is

—

—

Our casual acquaintance Conrad's and mine has extended over three years. I have been on location trips
with his companies.
Several times between scenes we
have had long chats, yet I feel that I know him no better
than I did the first time I saw him swinging across the
Lasky lot. There is always that barrier of his tactful
cordiality.

For

instance,

he

is

a person of

decided views one

These are all just so many surmises
and suppositions on my part, and
should be taken for such. For a fact
or two, he is now working on "Memory Lane," with Eleanor Boardman,
which you and all may see.

Since California has had rain out of
season this year, also earthquakes and
forest fires, Walter Heirs says the R. S. V. P. on smart
dinner invitations means, "Rain, snow, and volcanoes
permitting."

This Charming Person.
had always wanted to meet Corinne Griffith but I
had heard she was a lady so I put it off indefinitely. I
had met Hollywood "ladies" before.
Besides, I am
never at my best near too much refinement and I wanted
Corinne to think well of me.
She is one of my parI

ticular

favorites.

The Sketchbook
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On the screen she has always stood
so definitely for good taste.
It is said
around the studios that she won't do
this, or that, in her pictures if it borders on the vulgar or the cheaply sensational; and that her professional
policies are merely reflections of her
personal taste.

you have

to

In Hollywood, where

make up your mind one

way or another, Corinne was unanimously a lady. .
I might have gone on letting her
good name stand in the way forever
I hadn't read that she liked beer.
figured that any lady who liked the
kind of beer you get now, couldn't be
without a sense of humor.
if
I

So, by appointment,

her

at

I called on her
in Beverly Hills.
Hers
of the loveliest places in a sub-

home

one
urb of nothing but lovely places.
Its
charming English dignity is an ideal
is

Corinne Griffith. Tall trees
fringe the outskirts of her property
in wavy formality, and on this par-

setting for

ticular
sunny morning nurserymen
were busy with other foliage which
will border the footpaths and a new
swimming pool. Later, Corinne told
me she had spent the morning superin-

tending the planting of some of these
"Not that I know anything
about planting trees," she explained.
She had thoughtfully sent her car
for me and when I arrived, she was
waiting.
Evidently the lady doesn't
care anything about making entrances
for effect.
But why should she ?
Corinne Griffith is her own effect. At
ten o'clock in the morning, she was
looking perfectly lovely, which is no
time for any woman to look perfectly
lovely unless she was born that way.
She wore an utterly enchanting face,
trees.

_

framed softly in brown hair and elegantly ornamented with the clearest
gray eyes I have ever seen. But I was
prepared for her beauty. It is an institution in
It

Hollywood.
was when she opened her mouth

that I got the surprise of
it

my

life.

wasn't what she said, because

And

all

she

was "Good morning, how are
you?"
It was the way she said it.
There she stood, that orchid of the
said

me

Corinne Griffith- -a "lady," but not without a sense of humor
Ku Kluxers on a lonely Texas road.

screen, talking to

a lazy language I hadn't heard in years. Not
since the last time I had been home.
That particular
intonation means just one thing: that ones English has
summered at some time cr other in west Texas where
it is so hot that consonants melt
on the tongue and the
"r" is dropped, out of sheer fatigue.
Right then and
there, we launched into a half-hour discussion of the
cities, finances and tamales of our mutual State which
couldn't be of much interest to the world in general. But
Corinne told me something about herself which proves
without a doubt that I was right about that sense of
humor.
"My sister in Texas had a birthday not so long ago,"
she said in drawly humor, "and I slipped down home
with a little car as a gift. It was just a tiny little thing,
in

looked like a little bug. But the first night I
the whole family decided to go riding in it.

was

there,

You know

— encountered

some

those Texas roads ? You get started on them and they
are so bad you can't turn around.
kept right on
going toward the end of the world until we ran right
into a Ku-Klux Klan meeting.
It looked like just a
nice social affair but my family was scared to death.
sister was so nervous she couldn't turn back. Somebody had to. So I took the wheel and turned around on
a space about as big as a dime between two ravines. I
haven't driven a car in four years which probably accounts for the skill. Any one who knew anything about
driving couldn't have done it. From the way we scooted
home, the dust must still be flying."
Corinne, the aloof, the unattainable, scooting down a
rotten Texas road in a little bug of a car, fleeing from
the Ku-Klux Klan was too much for my sense of humor. I had to laugh. And Corinne had to laugh at

We

My

herself.
Continued on page 108
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Keeping

Fit

Tremendously wearing is the life of a movie player, with its long, irregular hours
and its drain on the emotions, and unless he makes a point of squeezing in all
the

physical

exercise

he

possible,

may

find

himself breaking

under the

strain.

It's

never too soon

to start, and at the

Ramon Novarro
ways plays such
rile

1 d w y n
even the extra girls have be-

Metro-G o

al-

vi-

studio,

parts that he's

bound

to keep in
shape for them
not that he wouldn't
keep in shape, anyway, for he loves

sports

as

much

gun

for
train
to
strenuous career ahead of them.
the

as

any young man in
His
the movies.

Kathleen

attitude at the right
is

characteristic of

his daily

Key,

shown below, never

activities.

fails

off

to

for

take time
setting-up

exercises.

George O'Brien, at the left, is a great
man, as can be seen from
the heavy coat of tan that he has ac-

outdoor
quired.
letes

He

among

is

one of the

all

the

finest ath-

screen

Hollywood.

stars

of

Keeping
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Photo by William Davis Pearsall

When

Leatrice Joy, above, returned to studio work after
having taken a little time off
for maternal duties, she found
even more necessary than
it

Kenneth Harlan, above, had a severe illfew months ago, but as soon as
he was able to be about, he began ex-

watch her health and
You will see her, by
figure.
the way, at her rowing machine,
ever

to

in

her next

picture.

ness a

soon
got his strength back. It's not at all unusual for him to start the day off with a
long, cross-country run with his trainer.
ercising

so conscientiously

that he

photo by Fidler

Bert Lytell

have

and

Edmund Lowe,

above,

in
opponents
much excitement

famous

become

squash, and there is^
over the competition between the two.
Ed has got a slight edge at the moment
on Bert, but they are very closely
.

matched.

And Pauline Starke, at the right, gets up
bright and early every morning, just as
regularly as clockwork, and devotes an
entire

hour to calisthenics of every de-

scription,

topping

into her

it

off

with a plunge

swimming

pool.

Milton

Sills,

in

the

picture

in

the

cen-

looks as though he is fighting in
earnest, but he's really just limbering up
for another long spell before the camera.
ter,
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Where Do the
No matter how much

they have to begin with they usu

By

Violet

for treatments that give you a new face in place of the
old one you've had a chance to grow accustomed to,
but one of those where you are given beauty health,
It's like a beauty rest cure, in other
to coin a phrase.

words. And no doubt Miss Young had dropped in
for one of the cleansing treatments, or rest treatments, for which this establishment is famous.
If you're as much interested as I was, you'll want
to know what sort of treatments these are.
The shop is high above Fifth Avenue, whose rumble
faintly reaches you, as you take off your frock in a
lovely, little gray room and sit down in a big morris
chair that is covered with light material. An attendant
sees to it that you
a graduate nurse, in my case
are protected by towels so that no oil or cream can
get on your clothing, and binds your hair in a towel.
You know the procedure of the usual beauty treatment cleansing with skin tonic, with cold cream, with
skin food so much has been said and written about
But
the care of the skin that every one knows it.
there were special features about this establishment's
For instance, there was an eye cream
treatments.

—

—

—

;

—

fragrant, pale-yellow cream that was lightly
fine,
sure sign of
rubbed into the skin beneath the eyes.
come
your eyes,
wrinkles
that
under
telltale
age, those
likely to
that
is
the
look
so
one
is
puffy
another
and
years.
with
the
appear
But this cream really feeds the skin, makes it look
young. I know a young motion-picture actress who
some time ago was laid up by an accident. Like most
young actresses, she wouldn't waste time, even while
she was convalescing. Twice a day she rubbed cream
under her eyes, very lightly, so that the skin would
not be drawn. When she went
back to work all the sun wrinkles
that she had had were gone, and
photographed
much
she
so
younger in the scenes of the picture that still had to be taken that
some retakes were necessary
Another feature of the treat-

A

Colleen

Moore's

sparkling

and

eyes

would not be so

expressive

keep them clean

if

quent applications of eye

NE

day

she didn't

and refreshed with

last

winter

fre-

lotion.

I

sat in

the pale-gray salon of a fa-

mous beauty specialist, discussing special treatments with her.
woman swathed in luxurious furs

ment

I've just been telling about
and
the use of an eye lotion
incidentally, the best eye lotion in
the world is diluted boric acid
It
is
used with an eye cup.
x\fterward small, thin, curved
pads of absorbent cotton are
wrung out of skin tonic and
placed beneath the eyes, and
then you lie quite still for five
minutes, with other pads of cotton over your eyes, just resting.

A

came

spoke to her, and went on
*to one of the smaller rooms.
There
was something- familiar about that
fur-wrapped figure, and I wished
that I had seen her face.
Some time later, when she left, I
saw her again. It was Clara Kimin,

Young.
For years she has been famous

ball

as

a beauty, as well as for her ability
as an actress.
And remembering
that she was coming back to the
screen, after being away from it for
a while, I was curious about her
appearance in that temple of beauty.
It
was fitting enough that she
should be there, certainly, for this
was not one of the freak places
where you pay thousands of dollars

—

is

Try
see

it

some time at home, and
bright and clear your

how

eves are afterward. This is part
of the daily beauty care of many
an actress who can't afford to
why not make it
lose her looks
part of yours ?
When the treatment has been
finished,
by the use of ice

—

The lustrous beauty of

Alma Rubens'

hair can h

attributed to applications of hot olive

oil.
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Buy Beauty?

Stars
ally

want

to get

more, and

to protect

what they have.

Dare

in gauze that has been dipped into an astringent lotion, there's nothing but make-up to follow
vanishing cream as a powder base, if you want it,
powder, rouge, and you're done.

wrapped

Ten

Dollars for an Egg!

Here's another beauty hint that I gleaned from a
beauty shop further up Fifth Avenue, one that made
me rage inwardly when I discovered it, but which has
caused me to rejoice ever since, because it can be used
Several motion-picture stars,
with profit at home.
whom I knew, had told me of this establishment, and
urged me to go there at five dollars a treatment, ten

—

for a special astringent treatment. It was early in the
fall, and summer is rather hard on one's complexion
so I had a ten-dollar one.
And what I got, aside from the usual cleansing
Not a whole egg, either, just
treatment, was an egg.
was smeared
white
not all of it
The
part of one.
left
dry.
it dried, it
and
to
As
neck,
and
face
over

—

—

drew the

—with

skin,

making a mask.

had followed

it,

— and

When

it

was removed

a light rubbing of skin food
I looked as if I'd bought a new skin
Raid the family egg basket and try it

cold water

for my old one.
vourself
Another carefully guarded beauty secret, the cleans-

Take
ing sachet, can be used inexpensively at home.
two cups of white corn meal, two of oatmeal, three
tablespoonsful of almond meal, three of orris root, and
mix them together. Leave out the almond meal if your
Cut some white cheesecloth
skin is very sensitive.
into pieces measuring three by six inches, sew them
down two sides, fill with the
mixture and sew the remaining
sides, so that you have small
bags three inches square. When
you cleanse your skin, wash it
with hot water and one of these
little bags, letting the bag remain a moment or two in the
water before using, so that the
contents softens and the water
turns milky. The acticn is both
cleansing and bleaching.
Speaking of corn meal reminds me of Dorothy Gish.
few years ago, when she was
working in "Orphans of the
Storm," she made a number of
scenes in which she had to
trudge through the dirt after
the cart in which Lillian was
riding to the guillotine.
The

far as she

The

By scrubbing

Gish

—

them herself.
There is one rather drastic beauty
treatment in which many of the stars
can't
give
indulge I
you their
for

—

names, because quite naturally, they
don't want it generally known that
they're like other mortals and have
Perhaps
to keep on the beauty trail.
some day this reticence will vanish,
just as the old one about a star's be-

get clean.

room.

was concerned.

girls
have only one
secret
perfect
cleanliness.
beauty
A formula for cold cream has been
handed down in their family for generations, and Mrs. Gish prepares it

weather was unusuallv warm,
and there was a good deal of
dirt and dust everywhere.
It
seemed almost impossible to

dressing

health.

herself with that, instead of with
soap, when she finished her day's
work, she made the dust vanish so

A

Dorothy solved the problem
by having a jar of corn meal in
the bathroom opening off her

The beauty secret behind such an exquisite
complexion as Blanche Sweet's is perfect

When Dorothy Gish has been working in scenes
on dusty roads, she solves the problem of getting clean by using cornmeal.

ing married has disappeared.
This treatment is based on one perFirst
fected by a Viennese doctor.
of all, a brown ointment is spread
over your face and neck. In a few
moments it begins to burn. Before
long you are enduring positive agony.
Continued on page 98
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Over the
Fanny the Fan holds forth on the
what and why, and on the strange

By The
get arty, and insist on playing the role of the
Angel Gabriel or anything like that.
He
has another picture all finished that is said
to be even greater than 'The Merry Widow.'

'The Big Parade,' and no less an authorthan Paul Bern told me that he considers
the greatest picture ever made.

It is

ity
it

—
—

"Then after that, Mr. Gilbert see how
will be
respectful his fame is making me
;'
Lillian
in
'La
Boheme
so
Gish
seen opposite
can
other
player
can't
see
how
any
I just
even begin to race with him.

—

"The

the
ironic part of it all is that Jack
familiarity just will crop out now and
then never really cared about being an
old

—

He wanted

actor.

to

write or direct.

He

did do both at one time, but some prophetic
soul saw that he had a big future as an

and discouraged his other efforts.
"Just out of curiosity, I should like to see
'The Count of Monte Cristo' reissued.
Maybe he was great in that and we were all

actor,

too blind to see

it."

"Are you going to talk about him all day?"
merely out of jcuriosity, "Because if
asked,
I
are,
I might as well go over to 'The
you

Merry Widow' and

listen

to

the audience.

same."
!"
exclaimed
in surprise,
Fanny
"All day
him
all
week!"
talking
about
been
"I've
"Well, maybe it would interest you to know
that you've been so engrossed in him that you
didn't even notice that Alice Terry is sitting
right over there, and Lois Wilson and Carmelita Geraghty came in a minute ago,

Their

line is exactly the

and
"Oh,

"

and

Dorothy

there's

Fanny recovered her

Sebastian."

interest in things other

than Jack Gilbert sufficiently to notice.
"I can't figure out whether she is just lucky
is great screen maFanny ventured. "Certainty, none of
the critics were moved to dust off their best
adjectives to apply to her work in 'Sackcloth
and Scarlet' or 'Winds of Chance.' But Robert Kane

or

Though her films had never swept

New

Yorkers off their feet >

Evelyn Brent in person did.

NOTHING
announced

ever happened before," Fanny
and although I wasn't
quite sure whether she was referring to the battle
royal for the film rights of "The Green Hat," the surging mob waiting for a table in the cafe at the Ritz, or
Mr. Lasky's devastating prediction that ample figures
were coming into vogue, I didn't press her for details.
Give her time and Fanny will let you know what she is
like

it

breathlessly,

talking about.
"I'm sure that no one else ever had the tremendous
popularity that John Gilbert is enjoying now.
Since

'The Merry Widow' came out, everything has changed.
Even the blase film reviewers simplv gush about him,
and as for my flapper friends thev tell me they have
torn up all other male photographs that ever adorned
their walls. And the striking thing about his popularity
is that it hasn't a chance of dying.
He won't go and

—

whether she really

terial,"

thinks she has great personality and is going to give
her every chance to prove it. Almost every girl in pictures yearns to play a Michael Arlen heroine, and she
She is going to do 'The
is to be the first one to do it.

Dancer from

Paris,'

"And one

of
asked.

you know."
Seven Wives,'

'Bluebeard's

too,

isn't

she?" I
"Yes," Fanny drawled, "but from the number of girls
who have confided to me that they are going to play
in that picture, it will have to be changed to his seventeen
wives, or maybe twenty-seven when the returns are all
in.
Blanche Sweet is to be one of them, and she and
Ben Lyon are going to appear as Romeo and Juliet,
though just what that has to do with Bluebeard isn't
entirely clear.
"All that I

am

sure of

is

that

when

the director savs
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Teacups
incomparable hero, who is playing
ways of motion-picture producers.

Bystander
he

going to have

is

lessly beautiful,

it

girls in

it

who

are flaw-

means something, because

the director is Al Santell and he has been
directing Corinne Griffith, so his standards
are high.
"Of course, you really can't tell much
about a girl's work on the screen from seeing her in one or two pictures.
Or a man's

When you consider that Ricardo
has suddenly bloomed out in 'The
Pony Express' and made himself awfully
well liked, then there is hope for every one.
Maybe Dorothy Sebastian will be a great
popular favorite by this time next year.
I
either.

Cortez

wish

I

knew

her.

Sometimes, meeting

girls

whose work in pictures has never impressed
you as anything to cheer about, gives you
tremendous faith in what they will do when
they get just the right opportunity."
"For instance?" I asked, a hound for facts.
"Evelyn Brent," Fanny answered, without
a moment's hesitation.
"Eve seen her in a
lot of pictures that were just a little better
than indifferent. She played crook roles in a
manner reminiscent of Norma Talmadge.
But she came East a few weeks ago and I
met her, and now I know that with half a
chance she will distinguish herself.
She is
very beautiful and she has a crisp, breezy
manner that is all her own.
"But speaking of Norma, let's all join in
the chorus of 'Old Friends Are the Best.' If
you ever read the papers, you know that
her 'Graustark' broke the world's theater record when at the Capitol here. It played to
more money during the first two days of its
engagement than most pictures collect in a
week.
"Major Bowes, the impresario of the Capitol Theater, gave a little party in his office at
the theater, on Friday, to celebrate the picture's astounding success.
The one flaw in
the party was that Norma was thousands of
miles away, but at that, a fine time, was had
by all. Evelyn Brent was there, and Christine
Mayo, whom she is going to take back to

Hollywood

to

go into pictures again,

and
"

Lois Moran, just back from Hollywood
"
"Stop!" I ordered. "Is it true that
But she didn't let me finish,
"Yes, Lois Moran is to be Dick Barthelmess' leading woman in 'Just Suppose.'
There is a trail of broken hearts every time
Dick picks a leading woman for one of his
Photo by White
pictures.
All the ambitious girls who are
Her work in small parts convinced Paramount that Ruth Wilcox has a promising
trying to get ahead want to play with Dick
future, so they are sending her to Hollywood to make pictures for them.
because his pictures are always so good and
he gives his leading women such wonderful
Sevopportunities.
"Motion-picture producers are strange people.
But no one can think of any objections
to his choice of Lois Moran, no matter how fond they
eral companies made tests of her when she came over
from London last spring, and just because she had inare of the other try-outs.
She is so young and cunning and quaint.
dividuality and didn't look like somebody who had
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Over the Teacups
With her abundance

of enthusiasm, Fanny turned
of death before I could remark that she
came to praise actors, not to bury them.
"Are pictures really getting much better or am

from

talk

I

my

second childhood?" she asked suddenly, and
before I could remark that no one had ever observed
that she had outgrown her first, she rambled on.
"For a while, all the motion-picture studios in town
seemed just like factories.
Every one was grimly
intent on work, but lately, they have been real play
rooms. Up at the Cosmopolitan studios, Leon Errol
keeps the 'Clothes Make the Pirate' company in gales
of laughter.
On a neighboring set, Ben Lyon makes
'The New Commandment' people relax from work
long enough for a general rough-house started as a
game of tag. And over at Famous Players, mobs of
people gather round every afternoon to watch Bessie
Love dance the Charleston.
"How Bessie can dance For a while she wondered
if she really were any good at it or if her friends were
just prejudiced in her favor.
So, she went down to a
little theater in Great Neck where they have amateur
contests, entered under an assumed name, and won
without a dissenting vote! I heard she was going to
do the Charleston in 'The King on Main Street,' and
in

!

I

hope

it's

true.

"The Famous Players

studio

is

a fascinating place

Betty Bronson, Tom Moore, and Dorothy Cumming, to say nothing of a mob of pretty
girls, are finishing 'A Kiss for Cinderella;' Gloria
Swanson has every one in an uproar over her slapstick
comedy in 'Stage Struck;' Thomas Meighan and Lois
Wilson are finishing the picture they started over in
Ireland Richard Dix and Esther Ralston are working
on 'Womanhandled' out in the back yard; Carol
Dempster and Harrison Ford and W. C. Fields are
doing 'That Royle Girl ;' and Monta Bell has the most
glorious cast you ever saw in 'The King on Main
Adolphe Menjou, Bessie Love, Greta Nissen,
Street'
Edgar Norton, and Carlotta

now.

to visit

;

—

Monterey.
Photo by Woodbury

Almost every girl in pictures has yearned to
play a Michael Aden heroine, but Dorothv
Sebastian, in "The Dancer

be the

first

from Paris,"

one to do

will

"I was over there the other
day when there was a regular
convention on Thomas
Meighan's set.
Carmelita Geraghty came

over

it.

with

Valli

have

leading woman.
But
Lila and James Kirkwood are out in the

vil-

are
foreigners
with
arched
eyebrows,
and
all
mothers white-haired.
My
favorite story about casting
true to type is of the underlors

few

with Tom over which
one was his favorite

lains

taker up at the

a

started an even more
exciting
argument

"being type bound is thinking
that all ingenues have blond
curly hair, that all sirens are
tall
and willowy and have
all

Bessie

Love came for

they could

—

sleek black hair, that

to like them.

minutes. If Lila Lee
had only been there,

"Whatever that may mean,"
prodded her on to explain.
Well
Fanny hesitated
'

from

Europe, and were so
beautifully dressed no
one could be expected

chance in 'Stella Dallas.' He's
not type bound."

'

Virginia

had just

returned

already made a success in pictures, they didn't engage her.
Sam Goldwyn was the wise
man who first gave her a

I

—they

dog towns somewhere
trying out 'Edgar Allen Poe.'

funeral par-

where most actors end

their careers.
perfectly
normal,
plain-looking
corpse was sent there, and they wouldn't

A

bury him because he wasn't the type."

Gloria

Swanson had every one

the studio
slapstick

in

in

an uproar over hsr
"

comedy

in

"Stage

Photo by Eugene Robert T.xhee

Struck.

Over the Teacups
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"But speaking of try-outs" Fanny's voice rose to
"every one envies
a shrill crescendo of enthusiasm
me. for I went up to Stamford and saw Mattel Normand on the stage in 'The Little Mouse.' Mabel is
She was nervous about making hersimply darling.
self heard, but she needn't have been, because you can
hear her even in the back of the theater, and her voice
is quite lovely.
She implored me not to come she was
nervous, and preferred appearing just before strangers.
But I simply couldn't stav away. And when I went
backstage to see her, instead of being annoyed, she
chuckled, 'Oh, you darling !' and heaped my arms full
of orchids that she had had sent up from New York
for me.
"Just before the curtain went up for the first act,
a woman slipped in unobtrusively and sat in front of
me, and who should it be but Geraldine Farrar, who
had come to applaud her old coworker at the Goldwyn
lot
She had motored over from her summer home,
forty miles away.
"Later on, when the play comes into town and settles down for a run, Mabel will make pictures again.
In the meantime, people are simply flocking to see her.
After all, no one else has ever been adored quite as

—

!

Mabel is."
"But tell me,"

I demanded eagerly, "can you see her
on the stage?"
"Yes, and they are just as cute and expressive as
they ever were on the screen. They're never still for
She certainly has exclamatory legs.
a minute.
"I wonder sometimes if any of the new players,
like Greta Nissen and Betty Bronson, will ever build
up the tremendous following that Norma Talmadge
and Mabel Normand and Mary Pickford had. It's
hard to tell, because now you can't go to see your favorite in a new picture every four weeks, as you
could in the days when fans were fans, and girls
became bitter enemies because they disagreed about

feet

movie stars.
"Paramount has two new

their favorite

play-

whom

they have high
hopes.
I can see a future for
one of them. That's Ruth Wilcox.
She is a lovely
looking girl, very reserved in manner and
ers

for

Photo by Eugene Robert Richee

Bessie Love wondered for a while whether
her friends were just kidding her

or whether she really

She
patrician in type.
has just finished playing
a bit in 'Stage Struck,'

,,\

was good

at the Charleston, so she entered

a

contest incognito

and won

it

without a dissenting vote.

and now
sent

make

she is being
California to
a picture for Wilto

Dorothy went, and with her
success

liam de Mille.

and

''Incidentally, she

Dorothy Sebastian both
George
White's 'Scandals,' and
now it is up to them to

had

—

lies.'

talent

the

as

lots of

'Fol-

They roomed

way

to-

tures.

both

They

Alice Laidley, otherwise

John Harriman,

known as Mrs.

playing

is

in

"That \oyle Girl."
)

i

heart-

has

By

the

been

frantically

order to finish 'Stage
Struck' in time to go abroad
for a three-week vacation
She
with her husband.
may sav that she is going
to Paris to buy clothes for her next
picture, but / know that she is going
to buy a box of games that Allan

couldn't
go, so

to

good advice.

—Gloria

in

to break into pic-

afford

the

of

working simply

gether and often used to
discuss going to Holly-

wood

any

breaking struggles that
most beginners go through.
"Gloria was awfully nice
to Ruth Wilcox, gave her
every encouragement and

prove that the 'Scandals'
or should it be are
just as great a cradle of
film

tried her luck
Neither of them has

here.

came from

is

encouragement,

as

Ruth Wilcox

Griffith's
Pboto by Maurice Goldbercr

Continued on page 112
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Woman

Because a
A

true story of

and

how

how

a big director

Believed

who had thrown away

his career,

was brought

back;

he made, on his return, one of the biggest successes of the present season.

By Myrtle Gebhart

ON

the screen, four characters moved stealthily,
bent, hookcovert eyes suspecting each other.
nosed old woman, who removed her wig and specs
and disclosed the lined face of a master criminal, with
lumbering, knobcraft and cunning in his eyes.
muscled, huge figure with the dull eyes of a dolt.
pigmy, pin-points of accusation squinting from his
girl, hard-boiled, caustic, with
cherubic, baby face.
bitter eyes that slammed at the others the truth about
themselves and spared herself in scorn least of all, with
lips that irony twisted, to disclaim the tenderness that

sequence those scattered comat the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, where he is preparing to start production on an original story of his own.
At first he
A
was loath to' talk. His reticence, considering the circumstances, was natural.
"I guess it's only fair that the truth be told, though
it hurts a man's vanity to confess his own shortcomings,"
A
he finally reconsidered. "I want to give my wife every
bit erf praise that she deserves.
When a woman does
what she has done, you can't eulogize her enough."
lurked behind them.
So, bit by bit, he dug into the past that most men
would prefer to keep buried from public scrutiny, that
The action moved slowly, hinging upon little details
tribute might be paid to a woman who "stuck."
with an uncanny gauging of suspense, so that the spec"The whole thing resolves into this: a woman's faith.
tators could scarcely keep back their screams then of a
Men think they're so gol-darned imsudden tensed and shot on to a quick
portant, but they're weak babies comand forceful melodramatic climax.
IF
COULD ONLY
pared to the strength that a woman's
The lights flashed on.
mysThree'—
the
belief in a person gives to her.
"The Unholy
the human stories of stress and
Too
done
be
couldn't
"I made an ass of myself
we
tery play that
struggle that lie behind the rnak=
everyunreal,
and
can't
weird
use pretty words about this, bestrange, too
ing of the motion pictures we see,
how much more interesting would
cause the facts are ugly and why in
Comments, staccatobody said."
our
visits
be
to
the
theater!
It
from
ears
my
the world she ever loved me and
struck
surprise,
like' in
is seldom that these stories come
exown
thought
into
my
she saw enough worth in me
cut
and
roundabout,
to light, but here is one, freely
to salvage, I haven't fathomed.
But
clamations of astonishment.
told by the man most concerned,
I'm not questioning the why of my
For seven years that story has been
and after reading it, you will have
good fortune.
I'm just thanking
a white elephant, banded about the
a keener interest in the memory
Heaven
that I've got a wife like
Everybody was afraid of it
studios.
of the picture he made on his
that.
and a director who "couldn't come
"comeback," and a keener interest
"Two years ago, I went to smash,"
back !" For two years nobody would
in the pictures which he will make
he said slowly, with a candor that
take a chance on Tod Browning.
in the future.
refused to gloss over his own imperWent to pieces, you know. One

A

it,

hitch together

to

So

ments.

sought

I

in

Tod Browning

A

;

WE

KNOW

—

!

—

—

Nobody knows
thing and another.
Except Tod. And, one should say,
the whole story.
She just smiles. But— when he lost his grip
his wife.
on himself, she pulled him back into self-confidence.
And now, he had turned out a picture that was going to
be one of the big hits of the season.
"Please don't, please don't," the director disclaimed
his right to the congratulations that an enthusiastic audience, partly public but mostly professional friends,
showered upon him. "If this picture is a success, the
It should be dedicated to
credit should go to my wife.
woman's

faith."

For it is a tribute to a
Those simple but sincerely spoken words interested
me, and also the aggravating little rumors I had heard
those chance remarks that hint at a tale but half told,
a story of how a plucky wife took hold of a man, when
he was down and out, and virtually forced him back into
the place that once he had occupied and that his own
weaknesses had caused him to lose.
I knew, vaguely, what all Hollywood knew: that for
seven years Tod Browning had been connected with the
movies in various capacities, ranging from acting to
directing, that he had held the megaphone on Priscilla
Dean's best Universal pictures, that he had a distinct
flair for melodrama.
I knew that two years ago, when
he seemed to be at the peak of success, he suddenly
went to pieces, that he dropped to the ignominy of
her.

—

being refused a job, that he drifted without caring a
rap, until his wife started gathering up the pieces and
refashioning them into the man in whom she still believed.
It intrigued

me.

I

wanted

to

know how

she had done

fections.

wanting

my own

"Temperament, impulse,
there were a numI had rows with the com-

way, stubbornness

—

ber of contributing factors.
pany with which I was then associated. I may have
been partly in the right, for at that time they were in a
grand, internal mix-up, changing executives, each man
bringing in ideas of his own. There were a dozen people
a director had to please, with little chance of doing anything the way he wanted to.
"I had always got what I wanted before.
I wouldn't
wouldn't
listen to reason.
I was as stubborn as a mule
budge or make concessions, even when I knew inside
that I was wrong. I quarreled constantly with the various and assorted swivel-chair bosses, and finally blew up

—

and stalked out.
"I had earned the reputation of being contrary and
temperamental and 'Uncertain. The rumor got around
and let me tell you, it
that I had a nasty disposition
was true
It isn't easy to say these things about my-

—

!

self,

but

my

wife has taught

me

to look facts squarely

in the face instead of crawfishing.
"For two years I couldn't get a job.

Nobody would

hazard money on a production, with me at the megaOnce you're down in this game, the odds are
phone.
strongly against your ever coming back or convincing
anybody in authority that you're worth being backed
up, even if your own inclination is to fight your way
There's a funny Hollywood
back and mine wasn't.
mind that rubber-stamps people and situations.
"It's queer psychology, that all these brilliant and individual minds, forceful and pioneering minds, should
run in a parallel groove on some thinp^ But let the

—

Because a
idea get around that a certain
minds follow like sheep.

thing" is so,

and

all

Woman
those

"I suddenly got sick of pictures, work, people, life,
everything and most of all of myself.
I didn't care
what became of me. I drifted without any interest in
what was going on.
"Once I stayed shut up in the house, alone, for three
weeks, with scarcely anything to eat, barricaded by a
sort of self-hatred.
At times, I would write feverishly
the melos I'd always wanted to write, with strange
characters in unusual situations.
Then, in a fit of disgust, I would throw them into the wastebasket.
"My wife had simply had to leave, of course. I can
only realize now, partly, how deeply I must have hurt
her.
There is just so much that a sensitive, well-bred

—

—

woman

will stand.

had quit me, and it added to my
But now I see the intuition that motivated
her action. She knew there could be no compromising,
that only when I came to myself and was ready to stand
on my own two feet and quit crabbing against
"I thought that she

bitterness.
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Believed

sounds like a scene from an old melodrama, but it
actually happened.
"That was the beginning of what might be called a
man's regeneration.
That term is usually applied to

moral

Fortunately, I hadn't any immoral
ruckers.
tendencies, but I think the word could be used just as
well to signify a man's getting a hold on himself when
he has lost his self-respect from other causes.
"The next day I went to see Alice and told her my
decision.
But she is the 'show me' kind.
" 'If
I'll

you want me,' she said, 'you've got
it's up to you.
I don't care

help, but

Knowing me so well, she
realized that the decision must be my own.
Of my own
accord, I had to want to come back.
She was willing to
back me up, but I had to prove that my inclination was
real and deep, and not just talk.
"Though she wouldn't return
let

me

pull

me down from

have

I

to

me

for a while, she

and take her to the theater. I
wasn't quite broke, and scraped together a little
call

to see her,

to 'court' her again.

"I

all keyed up over my high reAlice intuitively understood
the little boy that is in every

was

solve.

that

—

grown man and

that

makes him

like

dramatize emotions.
was
I
anxious to resume our old rela-

"I'm a queer cuss.
I'll have
what I want, no matter what it
costs me.
If I desired something, even though I knew it

would

prove it.
go down

with a sinking ship.'
"You see her method?

the world, could I possibly pull myself together. And the only way to make me
do that was to leave me alone until I
began to do some constructive thinking again.

top to the bottom,

to
to

to

suffering

tionship,

acute

re-

morse, vowing reparation, high-

my own

humility, my
trouble assumed,
in my eyes, the proportions of
a tragedy. Any one connected
with the make-believe professional world is subconsciously

lighting

the

would

faults.

it.

"She knew,

this wise Alice
of mine, that the only way to
salvage me was to wait, and
hope for me to zvant the
right things again.
Did she
pray ?
Maybe.
I
don't
know.
Probably.
did
I
once.
The night I realized
what a fool I had made of
myself.
"I missed Alice at first, in

My

an actor.

I

was

sincere,

mind

but I was sensitized to
feel things in an exaggerated
dramatic pitch.
"She only smiled that slow,
lazy smile
and yawned, 'Why
make a mountain out of a molehill,
Tod? Surely, you'll make
good. When you stop orating and
get down to brass tacks again, I'll
In the meantime, let's
be waiting.
you,

—

—

'

ways.
When you've
been married to a woman for
seven years, you get to take her
presence and her work for granted.
It was vaguely annoying, after she had

practical

have supper.'

You

see

what I'm driv-

ing at ? By making it all seem prosaic,
brought me back to realities the actushe
gone, that my clothes weren't in shape,
ci a renc= s. Bun
photo
^
alities
upon which the only really worththe house disorderly, and meals irregular.
life can be built.
while
When things are going well, you never realTod Browning, director
"I'm beginning only dimly to sense the
ize the woman's efficient hand oiling the
of "The Unholy Three."
heartaches that she must have concealed in
wheels out of sight. Men are animallike in
her effort to keep things on a casual plane.
the way they snuggle into comfort, but it
They call them the 'weaker sex,' but I don't see where
seldom occurs to them to consider the work that goes
they get that," he mused. "Women are much stronger
into making their surroundings pleasant.
than men, only it's a different strength.
men, phys"It was that that I missed first
the disorganization
ically powerful, swagger in this masculine braggadocio,
of the household. Then I began to miss her in deeper
believe we control things.
But a frail little woman can
I
ways her helpful talk, her suggestions, herself.
make or break any one of us. The strongest man is a
wanted to ask her advice about stories, and she wasn't
there.
And I thought of our years together, of those child, compared to a woman's spiritual backbone.

—

—

We

—

dreams we had started out with, of her hopes in
a mess I had made of them.
"It struck me suddenly, one night, how much I
wanted Alice. I was moody, sunk in gloom. I got out
a bottle of whisky, and was just pouring a drink, when
it suddenly occurred to me, 'No wonder Alice left a
weak specimen like you.'
"I threw the bottle against the radiator, smashing it;
fine

me and what

said

one brief

together

!'

prayer,

'God, help

me

and turned over and went

to
to

pull
sleep.

myself

That

"Alice

is

typically feminine

—

dainty, charming, pretty.

She has a pleasant personality that immediately makes
From outward aspects, she is the sort that a
friends.
But
would
feel needed protecting and babying.
man
under that sweet femininity, there is a firmness like
She degranite, sure of her instincts, and unwavering.
termines what she thinks is best, intuitively figures nut
the way to achieve it, and sticks to the track.
"When she was convinced that I wanted to make good
.

Continued on page 100

A Nordic
Although no camera does her

Eye Opener

Greta Nissen

justice,

is

undoubtedly one of the

six beauties of the screen.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

FOR

most people February 12, 1924, was simply
Lincoln's Birthday, but to the thousand or more
souls who attended the premiere of "Beggar on
Horseback," at the Broadhurst Theater, it marked the
dawn of a new blond era named Grethe Ruszt-Nissen.
That was a memorable first night. The four hundred and the fourth estate were both notably repreDuring
sented. Diamonds and wit sparkled brilliantly.
intermission the lobby buzzed with praises of the Messrs.
Kaufman and Connelly they had concocted a great
satiric burlesque, a triumphant fantasy of the American
:

scene.

the second act with its superb pantomime,
midst of which glowed a bewitching, delectable
blonde, so exquisite, so piquant and beguiling, as to
make the Princess of the interpolated masque a dominant figure.
And as the curtain fell, the lobby once
more rang with enthusiasm, but now the subject had
Kaufman and Connelly were abruptly forchanged.
Grethe Ruszt-Nissen was the name on every
gotten.

Then came

in the

one's lips.

-

,"Where*did they find her?" "What has she been in
before?" "How did Ziggv miss anything that beauti?"
ful?"
"Who is she?" "How will she 'photograph
"She must be foreign: where from?" The play became
secondary for the moment the Norse star was in the
:

ascendancy.

Rumors that were soon verified had it that she was a
Norwegian ballet dancer imported to play in the pantomime. Thus it was that Norway involved us in debt.
For Grethe Ruzst-Nissen won Philadelphia and Chicago and Boston as she had captured New York. Before she had been in "Beggar on Horseback" a month,
Then, with the conshe was signed for the movies.
for Hollywood
run,
she
departed
the
play's
clusion of

new contract.
The first thing they did at Paramount was to simplify
her name to Greta Nissen.
And the first thing Hollywood did was to acclaim her

to fulfill her

She became what is
as the latest optical knock-out.
known as the cynosure of all eyes at the Western firstnights, at the Hollywood parties, christenings, clam
bakes, and other social events. Where celebrities of all
sorts gathered, she rapidly became known as the newest
beauty.
In less than six months she was ranked with
Claire Windsor, Corinne Griffith,
the reigning quartette

—

—

Florence Vidor, and Norma Shearer making it, in fact,
a quintette to stagger all comers.
Of all the blondes currently facing the camera, four
stand out in my mind. There is Claire Windsor, typical
of the American beauty. There is the spirituelle Lillian

There is the alluring Helen Lee Worthing, in the
Manhattan manner at its highest degree of charm. And
now, there is Nissen, a fitting fourth, a dazzling beauty
Gish.

suggesting the Continent in

and verve.
No camera

will ever

all its

sophistication, subtlety,

do justice to

this

sweet sister of

On

the screen much is lost.
Her coloring
fades, and her perfect complexion is lost on the cold

the vikings.

silver sheet.

Hers is a profile bespeaking defiance the chin determined, the nose definite in its contour.
But facing
her, you are struck with her eyes, gray, saucy, daring
eyes, capriciously screened behind exaggeratedly long
:

Dark eyebrows

lashes.

contrast

with the

effectively

sunlight of her hair.

She

,

provocative and beguiling and distinctly Lorelei
in her appeal.
There is nothing one-hundred-per-cent
American in her beauty: she is not "wholesome," in
the Pickford fashion.
She is obviously Continental, to
be associated with Schnitzler rather than Sinclair Lewis,
Molnar rather than Channing Pollock. Men will cheer
her and women will wonder what cold cream she favors.
She belongs, in short, in the category labeled "dangerous, not ingenuous."
Although, to be sure, there is
much that is naive in her outlook.
"This is so much better than Hollywood," she asserted.
"New York is beeg, and gay. Out there was
"
no life. It was nothing to do so
"Provincial," I suggested.
"I thank," she smiled.
"Pro-vincial.
That is so.
Hollywood is not aware of anything but itself. You
know? Everything there is limited and close. Small.
So." Her hand daintily described a tiny circle. "They
wait but for some one to talk about. Terrible !" Her
eyebrows arched in distress.
It is not a simple thing to quote Greta.
For you watch
her, and you think of Dresden china and Delia Robbia
and spun glass and very rare porcelain, and you forget
that she speaks.
She is a figurante from a fairy tale,
come to life.
She is the princess of every legend
brought to Broadway. She is the eternal heroine, worthy
is

—

any hero.
was a danseuse in Christiana," she
many years I train and learn. Very hard.
of

"I

said.

Then

"For
I

am

dance in the opera, but my teacher wishes that I come
to America to dance in New York.
I do as he ask.
'Beggar on Horseback' was my first debut here."
She speaks timidly, skipping lightly among the
words, making quaint little additions and subtractions to
the king's English.
Her voice is well modulated, low
in pitch, and possessed of a sympathetic quality that
would probably register on the spoken stage.
to

When she talks, she chooses her subjects carefully,
as well as her words. Some one has coached her in the
ways of the press, and her native tact has furnished
further guidance.
Regarding her work, she was enthusiastic.
It was all very wonderful.
Yes she had
enjoyed "Lost a Wife." Yes, "In the Name of Love"
had been very interesting. Mr. Higgin was a kind director.
She liked the foreign atmosphere. That had
led naturally to her work in "The Wanderer," in which
she donned a brunet wig, doffed practically even-thing
else, and essayed the role of Tisha, a high-powered
B. C. home wrecker.
Her eyes sparkled as she told me of the glories of
that part, the splendors of that picture.
"Bad women," she vouchsafed, "are so much more
interesting to me than good.
You know good women
"
are so
"Llard to find." I ventured. But this was lost. "Com;

—

monplace," I substituted.
"Yes, commonplace.
"Yes," said Greta.
It is so.
There is about the good woman not enough of the

You know? And the stage, if it is ballet or operS.
or picture, the stage needs very much color. Is it not?
color.

I think."

Continued on page 96
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GRETA

NISSEN

is

in

New York

Street"

She
was
of "The King on Main

certainly

was given another boost
for the filming

in

stepping

out

salary while she

•"THOUGH
•I

Clive Brook has not been in this counthe quietly attractive Englishman has
a great impression on movie fans. With Irene

try

made

long,

Rich, he's

now making "The

Pleasure Buyer."

I T'S whispered that great things are expected of Vilma
* Banfcy, the young beauty recently discovered in Budapest.
Immediately launched into leads, she is now playing opposite Valentino in "The Eagle."
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ASTOR'S
MARY
page,
a strange
is

distinctly different

from

revealed on the opposite
interviewer found her
the other players he had met

story,

one.
all

The

The Tale

of an Old-fashioned

Gir

Would you believe that there is a movie star who by her own choice knows nothing of
No, and neither
night clubs, petting parties, or any social activities of the gayer sort?
would the interviewer have believed it if he hadn't talked with Mary Astor and her mother.

By Harold

STARTED

I

I

out to interview

Mary

Astor.

Having interviewed many motion-picture stars,
naturally thought getting a story from Mary would

be nothing very unusual.
But three hours of conversation convinced me that in
Mary Astor I had met one screen star who is really
different from all others I had met. The following facts
are what led me to this conclusion
Mary has never seen the inside of a night club.
She has never seen the "Follies."
She hates to be pointed out in public as "a screen star."
She can't be bothered with men under thirty.
She likes to play with birds and animals.
She doesn't believe in petting parties.
She leaves her own family fireside only two evenings
a month then only to attend a movie show with her
mother.
She refuses to go anywhere without her mother.
Her mother is her only pal.
She will not even work unless her mother is within

—

sight.

She

will not

be interviewed without her mother by

her side.

Because of the last five statements one simply cannot
Mother Astor, as her
about this girl alone.
mother wants to be called, is almost as much a part of
Mary as are Mary's eyes, or her auburn hair or charming personality.
Such being the case, Mother Astor
write

plays a big part in this story.
You might be inclined to infer from the above facts
that Mary is a rather peculiar girl
that she must be
quiet, lacks a sense of humor, or is uninteresting to meet.
As a matter of fact Mary is one of the jolliest girls the
writer has ever met, either in or out of screen circles.
She is just a nice, beautiful, wholesome, fun-loving
young woman, who gets a great "kick" out of playing
;

a practical joke on a camera man, a director, an electrician, or a prop boy.
In the studio, she is a favorite
with everybody.
"I guess I'm just old-fashioned," is the way Mary
put it when I asked her why she never goes to the night
clubs to dance.
"If I am old-fashioned, I like it," she
added, "for no one enjoys life more than I.
"Other girls may like all these things that take up so
much of the modern girl's time, but for me well, I
prefer the company of my mother to all of them. I stay
home nights because I can't see any reason for running
around with a lot of people who are not nearly as interesting as she is."
"There, what did I tell you?" exclaimed Mother
Astor.
minute before, while Mary was on the set, her
mother had whispered confidentially that she and Mary

—

A

were

pals.

Then Mary

sat down and told me a few things about
her early childhood, and I had a fairly good idea as to
just why Mary loves her mother so dearly.
There are
not many mothers like Mother Astor and few daughters
;

Mary.
Mary was born in Quincy, Illinois, in 1906. From
that time on, Mother Astor has lived for one thing
her
daughter. From that time, Mother Astor has struggled
as few other stars' mothers have struggled, so that
Mary might reach the position she now enjoys.
Mary's father was a teacher of German in the Quincy
like

—

R.

Hall

Even as teachers' salaries go, his was not
Meeting the monthly bills and keeping the
ice box filled, meant something in the Astor household.
"Do you know," exclaimed Mother Astor, "there were
times when a ten-dollar bank note would have looked
like a fortune.
Mary's teeth were never spoiled with
fine bonbons, for whether we wanted her to have them
or not, we could not have bought them.
We had all
we could do to keep clothes on our backs, the rent paid,
and sufficient plain food in the house to live on."
Neither Mary nor her mother are "high hat." They
are not ashamed of past poverty.
Both have a frankhigh school.
a large one.

ness that is delightful.
Mary has not been spoiled by her mother, either, even
though that mother's life has been devoted to her
daughter. She has always known what discipline is.
When Mary was six, her parents moved to a small
farm on the outskirts of Quincy. There, for four years,
she attended a little one-room country school during the
winter.
In the summer she spent most of her time in
the woods and ravines with her two dogs.
She loved
birds and animals and spent hours with them as her
only playmates.
"She never cared to play with other children," said
her mother. "She liked animals better."
"And I am that way to-day," added Mary. "They're
much more interesting than most people."
Mother Astor watched her little girl grow more beautiful day by day and decided that she should some day step
out of the poverty which had handicapped her parents.
"I decided on the stage for Mary when she was a
little' tot, and all my plans were laid in that direction,"
declared her mother. "I had no idea as to how I should
bring it about, but I kept praying, and saved a dollar
here and a dollar there, hoping that when the time came,
I could take Mary to New York.
For there, I figured,
would be the field."
When Mary was eleven years of age, America entered
the World War, and the child's whole life was changed.
German was banned from many of the schools, and
there was therefore no work for her father in Quincy
as a German teacher.
"Here's where mother shines again," said Mary as
her mother told of the turning point in Mary's career.
"I decided we could do nothing for her in Quincy,"
continued Mother Astor. "So we took the little money
I had saved and headed for New York.
got as far
as Chicago, when the money played out.
So Mr. Astor
secured part-time work as a substitute teacher in the
Chicago schools.
He received eight dollars a day
zvhen he worked. Pretty rough sledding in those days.
"Well, I wanted Mary to go to a private school, but
we couldn't afford it. I heard a teacher of dramatics
and English literature was needed at the Kenwood Loring School for girls, so I applied for the job and was
given it. The next week Mary was in school."
•

We

"And this was my complete wardrobe," chimed in
Mary. "Two cheap little blouses, one plaid skirt, and
one cheap, but good-looking serge dress."
"I did the best I could for her at the time," added the
mother, "but at times I did feel badly, for all the girls
in the school were daughters of the very rich
and they
dressed so well. However, Mary was such an attractive

—

Continued on page 109
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The Wreckage
New

rules are

now

in

force affecting

the

By Edwin
a brand-new sign has apparently been hung out at the entrance
way to celebrity "places for everybody."
Successively, we have seen the debut and rapidly growing
popularity of a Norma Shearer, a George O'Brien, a Dorothy
Mackaill, and finally, of that most absolute of novices, a Betty

—

Bronson.
We have watched the rapid advance made by an Adolphe
Menjou, a Jack Gilbert, and a Ronald Colman, and in the
Griffith, Harry Langdon, and Sydney
have witnessed the growing power of a Colleen
Moore and Corinne Griffith, not to speak also of Ramon
Novarro, Irene Rich, Rod La Rocque, Leatrice Joy, and Marie
We have heard the rumors of new arrivals and new
Prevost.
successes in an apparently unending succession, and we have

comedy

field,

Raymond

We

Chaplin.

seen certain of the older notables torn ruthlessly

down from

their pedestals.

the meaning of this new rivalry, this overthrow of
long-cherished customs and precedents, this placing of new
idols before a public that seems only too glad to welcome them ?
Many people, no doubt, have been striving to analyze the
been
situation, to figure out the exact meaning of what has
history,
in
screen
shake-ups
greatest
the
of
one
regarded as
Does it mean the
which has always been rather chaotic.
the advancement
and
aristocracy
old
the
of
overthrow
oradual
it just the perennial readjustment
is
Or
democracy?
new
of a
began ?
that has gone on ever since films
noticed the beginnings of a new order,
I, personally, have

What

and'
shall

I

is

believe that
see

we

complete
during the

its

fulfillment

The
current season.
absolute reign' of a few
has passed, and in its
place there has been
a
arising
gradually
There are
hierarchy.
Of

the older

idols,

Norma

Talmadge keeps the steadiest hold on the fans.

George O'Brien is one of the newer stars whose
popularity has progressed by leaps and bounds,
setting the pace for other arrivals.

THE

hall of fame in filmdom is no
longer a white palatial edifice presided over with royal dignity by a
small group of established stars.
It is, instead, a modern apartment-house
building with rapid elevator service to the
top floors and accommodations for both
permanents and transients. Think of the
new faces that have shone forth upon the
screen during the past season or so and
you will admit the truth of the preceding
statement.
complete upheaval has taken place in
the realm of stardom, and instead of the
old-time "niches for none but the famous,"

A

Already a stage favorite, Lowell

Sherman shows every sign of
making a hit on the screen too,
and is well worth watching.
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Of
destinies

Stardom
of

popular

idols

on

the

screen.

SchalT.ert

and subdivisions assorted groups of types ranging
from the child, Jackie Coogan, to men such as Luke Cosgrave
and Jay Hunt suited to play grandfather roles. We are no
longer to have on the star list only Pickfords, Fairbankses,
Valentinos, and Talmadges, but are adding to it, gradually, such
people as Lowell Sherman, Louise Dresser, Joseph Schildkraut,
Lois Moran, Belle Bennett, and others, possessed of peculiar
and specialized talents. Perhaps some of them will be featured
in only a few pictures, but their names will glow for the time
being in electric -lights, and their individual achievements will
be hailed and remembered.
divisions

;

evolution is natural.
.. This
The extensive production of the
past season or so has made it impossible for the former limited
number of players to carry all the prominent parts. The constantly increasing demand for variety in screen entertainment
has made it necessary for producers to go farther and farther
afield for talent.
The plots alone of pictures no longer suffice to hold the
audiences. There is an increasing stress laid on the importance
Big
of characters, and diversity in the types of characters.
pictures do not arrive nowadays in waves and groups similar
in their general aspect they are, rather, individual units, each
The actor or actress must
requiring an entirely distinct cast.
be chosen not solely because of his or her personal influence
at the box office, but rather because of a suitability to the part
to be interpreted.
Acting, characterization, and
type are fast becoming
the deciding factors in
this
new process of
;

selection.

Not long ago, I was
talking to a producer on
Mary

suffered

a slump when

grow up and followed Doug into costume

she tried to
films,

but she

knows

better

now, and should regain her
old popularity in her return
to childhood in "Little Annie
Roonie.

Photo by Henry Waxraan

Rudy

is

thought by some to have lost his boxbecause of the "Sainted Devil"

office attraction

flop,

this

but if "The Eagle" proves to be good, he
may come back with a flourish.

subject,

and he

said,

;

A

was a happy day when some one
Raymond Griffith's comic
possibilities; he is now the most
outstanding of the new comedians.
It

discovered

"Yes,

we can

afford to take a chance on a new player
Admittedly, one who is
these days.
known to have a strong box-office attraction is to be preferred, for this always
helps a production but a new one will
few years ago,
often do in a pinch.
that was impossible.
"ft is the production nowadays that is
The public is beginreally the thing.
ning to demand more than a personality.
No star, consequently, can risk any falling off in the quality of his or her pictures.
Audiences are becoming too critical.

The Wreckage
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"Say that we have
Talmadge picture that

weak

in interest

or a

Norma

— that the

pub-

It will open with a big attendance, of
past popularity of Miss Swanson or Miss
assures that.
But after the opening, watch

docs not

lic

course.

Swanson

a Gloria
is

like.

The

Talmadge
out

"Airs. Smith goes to see the picture, and she is disappointed.
She tells Mrs. Jones that Gloria may he all
right, hnt that the film is a lemon.
Mrs. Jones may or
may not go. If she does, and doesn't like the picture,
she will stay away the next time that Mrs. Smith offers
a similar unfavorable opinion.
She may have gone the
first time to see whether Mrs. Smith was right, but
she'll take her word on the second occasion.
"A star can stand an unsatisfactory reaction to one
picture, but he can't survive two in succession without
quite a falling off in attendance, and even on the first
picture, there is likely to be a drop of twenty-five per
cent in the size of the audience due to the word-of-mouth
information that is passed around following the opening."
I need not mention, perhaps, that various stars have
suffered greatly from this state of affairs during the
past season or two.
Rudolph Valentino is perhaps the
most striking example. He is thought by some to be
dead as a box-office attraction, because "A Sainted
Devil" was such a flop as a picture.

Hear the producer again on

this point,

though, and

everything does not 'look so dark for Rudy
"There is a bright side to the situation that I have
described, and that is that while a star's popularity falls
off very rapidly with bad pictures, a comeback can be
made as soon as he or she appears in one good one.

The real feeling of interest on the part of the public in
a screen personality is not altered fundamentally. They
are ready to forget all past disappointments as soon as
a star accomplishes something new that is good. There
is no
need for a long campaign to reawaken their
enthusiasm. They will come to the theater if the picture
is worth it.
But they want acting, nowadays, not merely
an heroic manner, or a beautiful and interesting face.
Our plays now make our players not our players the
plays
though there are still exceptions."
;

—

This statement explains much that has happened in
filmdom during the past year. It is in a nutshell the
new rule for stardom, and in so far as this new order
of things provides a wider latitude for acting, as con-

—

mere personality great as the allure of
personality may be
is broadening the horizon for
it
pictures in general.
There is no longer the evil of
fitting plays to a small set of popular people on the
one hand, nor on the other, is there the great danger to
a star of vanishing completely just because he has suffered one or two disasters.
trasted with

Various

—

development are suggested as a reThe first and most important is,
perhaps, the future of the older and more familiar
stars.
They have their niches, and the main thing for
them is to hold them.
In this respect, I believe that Douglas Fairbanks has
accomplished the most. He has adopted a practice of
not making his productions too frequently, and contrary to the criticism that has occasionally been cast his
way because of the delays between releases of his
pictures, I think his practice is very wise.
He is fortunate, naturally, in being his own producer, and thus
able to do this.
If he makes one picture, or at the most
two a year, he is doing well nowadays, and I do not expect to see him make them oftener than that during the
remainder of his career.
Mary Pickford's problem is different. I think that
she made a mistake by following Doug's course into the
lines of

sult of this condition.

Stardom

of

costume type of features. I think, too, that she realizes
this now, and consequently, has set about to correct the
error.
If she has suffered a slump, as she undoubtedly
has, Mary is not deterred by this. She has been through
slumps before.
No one, she declares, has really succeeded on the
screen until he has been through one slump, and recovered from it. From what I know myself, I believe
that this assertion of Mary's may safely be adopted as
an axiom.
Mary is now probably going to bring joy
to her admirers once again in "Little Annie Rooney,"
a return to her little-girl type of characterizations, and
I do not look for her to change very soon again from
the type of photoplay in which she relies on comedy
and pathetic, rather than decorative, appeal.

Norma Talmadge has been making pictures too freThat is practically her only source of grief.
quently.
She retains altogether the steadiest prestige of the older
favorites who are appearing consistently.
Gloria Swanson needs something lively to reestablish
her.
Popular as she is, she has slipped somewhat since
"The Humming Bird" and "Manhandled." Here, for
instance, is the opinion of a theater owner regarding
"Wages of Virtue" that is perhaps typical of the reIt is badly stated
action toward her recent pictures.
but interesting.
"

box

'Wages
office.

of Virtue'

That

was an absolute

finishes

me

flat

with Gloria

;

tire at

the

they

just

simply won't come to see her in that foreign, ancienthistory stuff."
And it is true that Gloria is most relished when she
is doing light, bright comedy in the modern or the ultramodern vein. For which reason, "The Coast of Folly"
may be generally liked much better than others of her
recent offerings.
But Gloria's fate will never be secure until she, like
Fairbanks, Lloyd, and others can slow down sufficiently
When
to allow for the careful picking of her stories.
can
no
longer
fame,
stars
height
of
they attain a certain
manufacture pictures, they have to make them, as somebody I think it was Lowell Sherman sagely remarked

—

—

to

me

recently.

have no desire to go through the entire

list of stars,
this
article.
attainments,
in
I can cite
cataloguing their
Rush" as
"The
Gold
Chaplin
in
Charles
of
the success
indicating that it doesn't matter how long a star stays
away from the screen. If his work is popular, the fans
will be on hand to greet him back.
Colleen Moore, on the other hand, has kept up a dizzy
pace right straight through, and every picture of hers
has seemed to find a greater audience. Richard Barthelmess, under similar pressure, has not fared so well.

I

Neither, perhaps, has Corinne Griffith.
Constance Talmadge's recent gains are proof again of
the comparative ease with which a comeback can be
made in good pictures, although Connie has had quite
Tom Mix can bat the ball three hundred
a struggle.
and sixty-five days in succession and everybody will
like

it.

Meanwhile, a host of new favorites are crowding into
the spotlight, and they can do so without any great fear
for their future. What with the slowing down in some
of the older stars' activities, there is more and more
space for their efforts. The public has no desire nowadays to see the same group constantly. The variety is

much more

satisfying.

Severally, Norma Shearer has brought a touch of
Jack Gilbert, an overwhelming dash
rare refinement
Betty Bronson, the breath of new and vibrant youth.
They have set the pace for other arrivals, as have
George O'Brien, Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman, and
;

Continued on page 104
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You Can't

Ignore

Her
Dempster never inspires indifference and
you can no more forget the girl herself than
you can her characterizations on the screen.
Carol

By Helen Klumph

WHEN

motion-picture history casts the
present-day stars in an allegory and
represents them as Luck, Shrewdness,
Versatility, Beauty, and Lure, there will be no
hesitation about the role assigned to Carol
Dempster.
She will be Miss Independence.
For Carol, more than any one else in pictures,
has gone her own way and you can love it
or leave it. She won't change to suit the shifting tides of public fancy.
And if your criticisms hurt her, chances are that you will never
know it, for in all probability you will never
know Carol. She is the lone star of picture-

dom.
While the

rest of the motion-picture indus-

grown

to be like a great public schooi,
sharing the same schooling and pleasures,
and rubbing elbows with each other constantly,
Carol has remained aloof.
She is the pupil
who has had governesses and tutors, and her
training has been highly specialized to suit her
requirements.
For years she worked in the Griffith studio
at Mamaroneck, remote from the other companies.
But even now, when the Griffith pictures are being made at the Long Island Famous Players Studio, she has not met the
players on near-by sets.
Not that she doesn't
admire them tremendously, but she is engrossed in her own work, and also, I think,
try has

all

diffidence

is

partly responsible.

Any

other player who scored the remarkable
success that was hers in "Sally of the Sawdust" would
have made a grand entrance at the studio next morning.
Carol slipped in as quietly as ever, and only Mr. Griffith,
and one or two people who had long been with the company, knew her well enough to congratulate her on her
triumph.

Carol reminds you of no one else you have ever seen
on the screen and no one has ever copied her method
of character portrayal. People are inclined to get maudlin over her, if they like her at all.
I remember watching one of her pictures in a projection room, and in the
middle of the projection, a reviewer spoke up, saying,
"Can't she stop using her hands and feet like that? I've
never seen any one else do it."
Whereupon a voice
emerged from another corner of the room with "Well,
they're all out of step but Carol."
Carol has been in pictures for eight or nine years, ever
since she was a mere child, in fact, and though there
were people here and there who always thought she
was exquisite on the screen, it was not until she made
"Isn't Life Wonderful?" that she was universally acclaimed as a superb actress. That was stark, poignant
tragedy and it seemed as though Carol were made for her
role, or the role made for Carol.
But then came "Sally
of the Sawdust," with as delicious comedy moments as
had ever been screened, and Carol was equally at home

in them.
I can't

see that success has changed her in the least.

five years ago, when she was makand found her a slender, flowerlike
young person who sat and watched intently what was going on around her. Meeting her again only a short time
ago, during the making of "That Royle Girl," it seemed
as though the other meeting must have been just yesterday. She was still quiet, restrained, alertly following all
that was going on.
I watched her make a few scenes for "That Royle
Girl" and was interested in the ease and speed with
which they were made. Apparently, the principals had
been thoroughly rehearsed, for there were no spoken
directions from the director, just "We'll do the scene
now," and Carol Dempster and Harrison Ford proceeded to do it expertly.
"Let's get some air," she suggested, walking off the
I

met

ing

her,

first,

"Dream

some

Street,"

—

"They won't need me for about three quarters of
an hour." And so we went out to where her roadster
was parked across from the studio. Carol scurried into
a near-by candy store and emerged with paper cartons
of ice cream, and we settled down for a chat.
With Carol, there is no exchange of studio gossip,' no
wise-cracking about current pictures. She sees few pictures, and then, not at first nights when a friendly crowd
of reviewers and players and directors usually congreIt may be innate tact that
gate and exchange views.
keeps her from discussing the ins and outs of the picture
set.

Continued on page 98
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From
A

the Pupil's

student at the Paramount School

the

movie world,

and

of

things

Bv Marion

that landed

me

here,

was something

quite

different.
I had begun to study commercial art,
and was planning to go to Chicago this
winter to an academy.
Along in April
or May, I had happened to notice in a
newspaper an advertisement of this school,
but had thought it was just some sort of
publicity stunt, and hadn't paid any attention to it.
I had forgotten all about the
thing, when one day, about a month or so
later, while I was in the middle of a piano
lesson, a local newspaper man whom I
knew, phoned me and asked if I should
like to go into the movies.
"Uh-huh," said I.
"Then, come on over to the riding
school right away," he said.
"There's a

here from New York making screen tests of the people
who applied for the Paramount
School, and I think I can
squeeze you in if you come on
over."
I dropped everything, grabbed
my hat, and tore from the house
leaving
my amazed music
teacher in a state of rage.
My newspaper friend had
more than once told me that he
thought I'd screen well, but I
had hooted at the idea, because
I take such a poor photograph.
I've learned since, however, that
animated photography is quite a
different thing from the still

man

The problem of make-up

you have at
you see the

is

very tricky.

You think

found the correct formula until
the camera can
result on the screen
last

—

be awfully cruel sometimes.

me six months ago
going
to be now and
was
I
was going to be doing, I should

any one had told

IFwhere
what

I

I still
never have believed that person.
give myself periodic pinches to make sure
I'm not dreaming. The reason for all this
excitement, I should explain, is that I'm
at the Paramount School studying for the
movies, and am having the thrill of my

life

—not

just the ordinary, futile sort of

but one that I hope may actually lead
The way it all happened
to something.
was really very strange, for I had long
since regretfully,
but firmly, put the
thought of a screen career out of my mind.
Ever since I had been a kid I'd been
movie-mad, and had, when little, been
teased because I was always pretending I
was a great star, but as I grew up, the
movies had seemed so remote, and from all

thrill,

had heard that it was so difficult
for an unknown person to break in, that I
just hadn't considered them as an actual
sides I

possibility at

work with

all.

I

had done

a dramatic stock

bits of stage

company

in

whereas an ordinary photograph catches just one momentary glance of you, which is
often not at all characteristic.
Well, anyway, I rushed over

sions,

to the riding school, and was
given a screen test, and was
then told to come that night to
one of the theaters for a more
I was a little
elaborate test.
scared, but it was awfully exI had to do an emoscene, and I became so
worked up that I began to cry,
and cried so hard that the

citing.

tional

my

home, but that was the nearest I had come to an acting career.
What
was really getting ready to do, last
I
spring, when the things began to happen
Atlanta,

and that a person who
looks like nothing at all in a set
picture, may appear to the greatest advantage in a movie. That's
because a movie shows a composite of your facial expresvariety,

Learning

how

to

how

to

walk,

how

to stand,

go up and downstairs,
part of the ffamQ

is

all
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Point of View
tells

of her

that

were

first

impressions

revelations

to

of

her.

Ivy Harris

mascaro from
have make-up

.

my

—

eyelashes
for I did
streamed down
time
my cheeks so that there were great streaks
of black all over my face. I thought that
would finish 'me, that I couldn't stand a
chance after that.
For two weeks, I lived in awful susThen, late one Saturday night, I
pense.
received a telegram saying that I had been
chosen for the school* and that I must be in
Xew York on Monday to see Mr. Lasky.
I went absolutely wild with excitement.
After a night of fevered packing, I just
managed to make the morning train for
New York, arriving there per schedule on
Monday, and was rushed off immediately
to the Paramount studio to see Mr. Lasky.
He was a great surprise to me. With my
mistaken conceptions of the movie world,
I had vaguely expected a huge, overpowering, brusque man, who would probably
scowl and roar at me.
The small, neat,
gentlemanly person who greeted me was
the exact opposite of the picture I had
formed of a movie magnate.
Our interview was very brief, and after
a luncheon that was given for all the applithis

—

who had been sent for, we were
shown our screen tests. You have no idea
cants

what a queer sensation it is to see yourself
acting in a movie for the first time
You
don't recognize yourself at all, and are
thoroughly surprised at some of the things
that the film shows that you did.
When I saw the one of me crying, with
the faiascaro running down my face, I
!

asked Mr. Lasky how
could have picked

me

after that, and
he said that the main
point
was that I

could produce tears,

and that the other
was just a minor detail of make-up that
could be remedied.
One of his men

came to me afterward and gave me
some stuff to use on
my lashes that
wouldn't wash away
with tears.
as

well

It's

just

learned
too, because
I

about it,
I'm the worst one in
the

in

the

Photo by William Potter

A

portrait of Marion Ivy Harris, taken at the

Famous Players

studio.

world he
behind the camera.
One day, I
was watching Carol Dempster rehearse a very emotional bit in
"That Royle Girl," and she was
sobbing as though her heart would
break.
The first thing I knew, I
was weeping, too, and was having
a fine time all by myself when,
suddenly, Mr. Griffith caught sight
of me.
"What on earth are you crying
"Save your tears,
for!" he said.
child—you'll have plenty of use
for them before you're through
with this game."
One of the nicest things about
the school is the chance it gives
you of going about from set to set
and watching the stars work. I
wandered about in a trance dur-

school for cryTo fall downstairs backward and headforemost is rather
I don't know
ing my first few days, I was so
a large order, but in the movies, there's no telling what
whether it's a good
fascinated by it all and it was all
may be asked of you.
or bad sign, but I
so new to me.
At the time that
shed tears on the slightest provocation, either before or
this is written, there are at least six [Continued on page 94]

ing.
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And

sees

"A

Kiss for Cinderella"

By
two kisses," said
THEY'RE
clasped two tiny glass slippers
"Like two love

"No, they're

—the

letters,"

in

the making.

Ethel Sands

Cinderella as she

like

Movieland

to

to her breast.

added the policeman.

kisses."

But imagine stepping through the door and finding
yourself right in the ballroom, with the ball in progress,
and with Cinderella, the Prince, and all the guests in
brilliant array
The illusion was perfect.
I have seen many beautiful sets, such as the ones in
!

And

the trilly laugh of Betty Bronson rang airily
through the big studio. Betty and Tom Moore were
"When Knighthood Was in Flower" and "Monsieur
repeating the last lines of "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Beaucaire," but I had to pinch myself, to make sure I
It
few years ago, I had gazed enraptured at this same
wasn't dreaming, when I gazed on this splendor.
scene as I watched Maude Adams on tne stage of my
was an enormous ballroom, covering nearly the entire
stage of the studio.
Rows of tall pillars on each side
home-town theater. This time, I experienced even more
led up to a wide flight of marble
of a thrill, for instead of the curtain
steps, at the top of which a fountain
descending on her last words, the
OLD READERS
played.
cameras stopped clicking and CinOn one side, a throne stood
Picture=P!ay will remember
of
out, hung with red-and-gold A»elvet
derella climbed out of bed and came
Ethel Sands, who has written so
draperies.
Over two hundred exright over to talk to me
vivid impressions of meet=
many
pertras
in
satins
and laces some of
Betty Bronson is Cinderella
ing the stars in both the Eastern
wearing
"Beaucaire"' cossonified to us fans.
the
them
the
she
not
Is
and Western studios.
lovely
shades
and colors,
realization of all our daydreams of
tumes
of
As her adventures in Movie=
lent
the
more
glamour
to
the scene
ourselves?
Haven't you ever just
all
land were, to her, a sort of
imagined yourself stepping out of the
as they marched or danced around.
Cinderella dream, we could think
nowhere right into some famous role
In this biggest of sets, where
of no one better fitted to give
to the fans an impression such
Peter Pan, for instance ? Making a
would one be able to find the smallest
as they would have had, if they
big hit, and becoming a star while
of stars, I thought, as my dazzled
had been able to enjoy the same
you're really young enough to enjoy all
eyes searched around for the main
experience.
the thrills and glamour, without havBut it
figure of interest to me.
ing to attain them by weary years of
wasn't as hard as I expected. Even
experience and disillusionment?
in the midst of all that array, the little figure of Cinit's everv fan's
dream
And Betty Bronson has accomplished all of it. derella in her trailing gown of silver lace stood out,
as Prince Tom Moore led her around the ballroom.
So when I heard she was making her new picture here
in the East, I thought maybe
Only when you see it yourself on the screen, will you
if I just wished hard
enough
And sure enough, the magic word came be able to realize what a scene of beauty it really was to
that I was going to be able to see her as Cinderella at
greet a fan's eyes, after coming from the plain reality
the ball.
of the everyday world. And then it will be lacking all
I may not exactly be a Cinderella, like Betty

A

—

—

—

Why

!

—

Bronson, but, anyway,

I feel like her half sister someget some of my wishes as a movie fan.
The Lasky studio has always been the most fascinating part of all movieland for me. It was the first studio
I ever visited.
To the eyes of any fan, the interior of
any movie studio seems a fairyland of make-believe.

times, the

way

I

its

gay

color.

so thrilling to me just to be allowed to be a
spectator, then how must a little girl like Betty Bro"son feel, knowing she was the center of attraction in
all that gorgeousness ?
The Cinderella of the fairy tale
If

it

was

had nothing compared

to this

one of the movies

!
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They were shooting

the action almost continuously,
only had a chance to meet Miss Bronson and say,
''How do you do?" She seems so tiny and childlike at
close range, I felt as if I were shaking hands with some
little fairy person like Tinker Bell, instead of with an
Her costume was so heavy she was
important star.
anxious to get it off, and she was trying to find her
mother in the maelstrom of people, so she could linger
The crowds of extras, the rushing
but a moment.
around of assistant directors, and the general air of excitement wasn't exactly conducive to an intimate little
decided that that had best be
chat with Cinderella.
other
time.
Besides, there was so much
for
some
left
to be seen, I was satisfied just to feast my eyes on it
all and try to take in everything.
Herbert Brenon, the director, and the cameras were
perched on a high platform at one end of the set. Mr.
Brenon was hoarse from shouting his orders, and even
so, assistants had to be sent among the crowd of players
to straighten things out. Yet it all ran smoothly enough.
The intense heat of the day and the fussiness of the
elaborate costumes made comfort impossible, but nobody seemed to be complaining. "Grin and bear it''
seems to be a slogan for movie extras. Even Betty
Bronson, in her heavy gown with a long fan-shaped
train, and with her fluffy hair hanging around her
shoulders, was laughing and chatting with Tom Moore
and dancing around quite undisturbed.
This ball scene is the dream of a little slavey. She
is stricken with brain fever and imagines she is CinHer sweetheart, the policeman, and the four
derella.
little orphans she has adopted, are all woven into the

so

I

We

The Fairy

Godmother

Movieland

to
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is the Knave of Hearts
a prince.
It seemed rather comical to
see Tom Moore in such a costume and with bobbed hair,
with that jovial Irish face of his. Refreshments were
ice-cream cones, but because the cream melted too

Thus, the policeman

dream.

—her

idea of

marshmallow was substituted. A street organ
was her idea of grand music. So a crowd of organgrinders stood at the top of the steps and merrily ground
their organs.
At the same time, off set, a full orchestra
was playing, "I'll See You In My Dreams" for the

quickly,

players to dance by.
It took about ten days to
with the cast sometimes
Betty Bronson as well as
o'clock, instead of stopping
twelve.

—

complete the ballroom scene

working

late into the night.
the rest worked until two
at Cinderella's time limit of

The next time

I saw her, the final episodes of the
were being made. This time the set was the interior of a little country hospital where Cinderella is
recovering from her illness.
The policeman comes to
tell her he loves her, and the Fairy Godmother turns out
It seemed like "after the ball," all
to be her nurse.
Everything was so different from the previous
right.

story

time.

Miss Bronson,
pers,

came over

gown and bedroom slipwhen she had a brief intermission

in a dressing

to us

between scenes. I was glad to see that this time she
seemed less like Cinderella and more like Betty Bronson.
More little-girlish and friendly, as she smiled up at me
when we shook hands.
"We didn't have much opportunity to talk last time,

appears before Cinderella and invites her to the

ball.

A
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Her career seems somewhat connected with
those of James Barrie and Maude Adams, so I
asked her if she had ever met them.
"No, I haven't," she told me.
"I've often
wished Mr. Barrie would come over here so I
could meet him, but I guess that's impossible, as
he doesn't like the water."
"Does it seem very different for you to be
working in the East, now that you're used to
California?"

"Well,

Long

I

and I used to live in
and before that in East Orange,
But now California seems like my

started here,

Island,

you know.
Still, when they tell me I am to come
home.
East, I'm always glad, because it's a change.
"I always wanted to go into pictures, and I
started in when I was fifteen. But I only played
small parts.
I had to wait sometimes as long as
six

months

for a bit in the days before I got

Peter Pan."

Remembering how Mary Brian had told me
it was to work with all the young people

what fun

in that picture, I asked Betty if she liked the
youthful co-players, too.
"Yes, indeed, it was very nice," she said. "I
love to work with Esther Ralston, especially. She
Fairy Godmother in this picture, you
is the

know."
She has a quaint habit of ending her sentences
in a questioning little, "you know?" and a childish way of speaking quite slowly and pausing to

Betty Bronson as the

little

slavey, the heroine of the story.

"Let's find some chairs where we
chose a corner alongside of one
of the little portable dressing rooms.
She is not so beautiful as some of the movie actresses
I have seen, but her big blue eyes gaze at you with the
wide-eyed frankness of a child. The look of eagerness
and hint of mischievous laughter that beams from her
face, even when she is not smiling, is a refreshing contrast to the usual sophisticated or doll-like prettiness of
many of the actresses.
I wondered how she could look so fresh and brighteyed after having worked so long and steadily for the
did

we?" she

can

sit

down."

said.

And we

few weeks.
"Well, do you know," she told me, "I don't mind those
big scenes half as much as I do some of the smaller ones.
You see, in such a large crowd they have to take quite
a few shots of different groups and action in which I
am not needed. So I get more breathing spells that
way. But after this picture I am going to get a vaca-

last

tion."

And

she seemed as happy as a schoolgirl over it.
I
if she still continued her studies and she said,
"Oh, yes; that's my teacher over there," pointing out
a young woman sitting near by.
"We have our lessons
in between scenes and, of course, that only gives us
snatches, but it's all the time we have."
If you knew what noise and confusion goes on in a
movie studio, you might be able to realize what concentration it must require to step right out of a character you are portraying and put your mind on studies.
How many of you fans would stick to that?

asked her

think, as if she wasn't quite sure of herself.
Peter Pan motions stick to her in the quick tilt
of her head and birdlike little mannerisms.
Tom Moore, in his bobby uniform, passed
by us, and Betty called him over and introduced
him.
He has always been one of my favorite
actors, and though I had watched him work in
various pictures, I had never had the chance
They were keeping him so busy
to meet him.
that he had hardly a moment to mop his brow
before they called him back to the camera.
I noticed
the players don't have such long waits between shots
as they used to. Not so much time is lost, and they are
'
kept working almost continuously.
I asked Mr. Moore if he wasn't glad they were winding up the pictuie with these last scenes, but he laughed

and

said,

"Oh,

well,

it

was fun."

Tom Moore

always seems to be good friends with all
the members of the cast he's playing with.
I've always
found him chatting, and making people laugh. A very
blond girl, in a short, pink satin gown and cap of gold
net, came over from the next set to watch Betty work.
When Tom spied her, he came right over and greeted
her enthusiastically. "Why, I didn't know you fo.r the
moment," he said, "with that headgear on." It was Greta
Nissen, who is playing in "The King on Main Street."
When I heard that Adolphe Menjou was the lead
in that picture, of course I couldn't miss a chance of
seeing him. So while we waited for Miss Bronson, we
walked around the studio to peek into some of the other
sets.
Who should I see but
And, oh, thrill of thrills
the most admirable Richard Dix
He was talking to
some friends, and though it has been several years since
I saw him, he has changed but slightly.
Grown a little
heavier, I think, but still possessed of that irresistible
manner of his. I shall always remember how charmingly he entertained me when he took me to Catalina
Island, out in California.
Noticing the difference nowadays in how hard it is to approach the stars, I appreciate how wonderful they all were to me while I was
!

!

adventuring.
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Downstairs, we discovered D. W. Griffith, himself,
Carol Dempster in a road-house scene for
"That Royle Girl." The last time I had watched them
work they had been making "Dream Street." And what
It
do you think ? Carol Dempster remembered me
from
the
smiled
at
me
set
when
she
thrilled me so
And as soon as she had a chance, she came over to me
and said, "Well, are you still as interested in the movies
She looked a little thinner, but
as you used to be?"
absolutely stunning in a tight, black satin gown and big
directing

!

picture hat. Miss Dempster may have improved greatly
in acting ability, but one thing has remained unchanged,
and that is her sweet friendliness. She is a very enterI
taining talker and we had a delightful long talk.
could write reams and reams trying to convey to you
fans how nice Miss Dempster really is, and then I
couldn't half tell you.

was in a communicative mood. He
got chairs for us and asked ""us our opinion of the
scene he was directing. Imagine! The time before, no
one was even allowed to see the scene while he was
Mr.

Griffith, too,

directing.

Upstairs again, an orchestra was filling the big studio
with strains of "If You Knew Susie" and "Yes, Sir,
That's My Baby," and as I was led toward a complete
set of dining room, drawing room and hallway, Adolphe
Menjou, looking every inch a king of anything else but
"Main Street," was clapping his hands while dainty
little Bessie Love did an impromptu dance.
Bessie is a splendid dancer and she does the Charleston and other fancy steps beautifully. I was surprised
to see how much more attractive she looks off screen.
the same
It seemed odd for her to be working right
studio with D. W. Griffith who had been the first to
discover her possibilities.

to
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Back on the "Kiss for Cinderella" set, I met Herbert
Brenon.
Years ago, when Mr. Brenon directed
Nazimova's "War Brides," his name had stood out as
that of the greatest of directors, in

seemed a very

my

estimation.

He

middle-aged man, and not at all
like the excited director I had seen on my previous visit.
He looked just the type I had always imagined important
directors should be.
He let Betty and me sit on the
bed and talk, while Tom Moore stood close by and joked
with us.
There was a book on a table near by, which they told
me was an original copy of the Barrie story. I noticed
it being referred to often.
"We get the subtitles from the book," Betty Bronson
explained. "It's much easier to act when you have lines
to speak that really mean something instead of improvising as

nice,

you go

along.

when you have

The

correct lines are necessary,

them for close-ups."
"Aren't close-ups rather a strain on you?" I wanted
They had been filming close shots all mornto know.
ing and I should have thought she'd be a bit shy or- selfconscious with all the people that were around watching.
I had noticed screens being put in front of her line of
too,

to speak

vision so that onlookers wouldn't be in her view.
"Why, they don't bother me now that I'm used to
them.
It does get a little tiresome, though, so much
repetition of the same action."
It is surprising to find what experienced players these
young folks are in the art of pantomime, and yet so
childishly unsophisticated compared to girls of the same
They aren't a bit the flapper or
age in our own set.
collegiate type.

m

I

asked Betty

boy and

girl

if

she played around very much with
and she said, "Well, not so

friends,

Continued on page 98

Betty Bronson invited Ethel Sands to come and chat with her on the bed used in the hospital scene, while
to be introduced and to answer our fan's questions.
i

Tom Moore stopped
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your arrangeto be born in
if
you would
achieve success on the screen.

When

ments
June

Your chances

are

better

then than in any month of
the year, so statistics indi-

you are aiming

If

and

astrology

Should a

at a brilliant screen career,

statistics

show

that

some months

cate.

opportunities
f or
reaching the topmost rung
of the cinematic ladder are
good when you are born in
January, March, or April
but the greatest opportunity
comes to the children of

''Strong, yet
reliant

weak

— not

self-

— temperamental.

June.
successful comedians come into the world
during the latter part of spring or the early summer,
when the world is smiling
with the verdure of another
year.
pinnacles of
achievement await the children of March, April, and
May, although there is not a
month in the year in which
at least one genius does not
appear. The hardiest riders

The most

The

come when winter

and the most versatile of all
the stars, in summer.
There is an interesting and

Sign of Pisces
'Generous and helpful

here,

is

speculative
dis-

criminating.

birthday

study
records

in

of

the
the

"movie" celebrities.
It has
been shown that the greatest

number
ica's

of persons whose names are inscribed in AmerHall of Fame, were born in the month of June.
December is the worst month
for opportunity, then come
August and September on a
parity.

February

is

little

better.

To

find

under just what

signs of the zodiac it is best
to be born, I selected one
hundred and twenty-five of
the widely known stars. Their

birthdays were distributed as
follows

Four were born

Sign of Aries

"Bom

leader, difficult to con

trol— positive,

self-reliant

—

uncanny intuitions."

vember, fourteen

m

in

De-

cember, six in September,
six in August, eight in February, eight in May, ten in
October, ten in July, twelve
in March, thirteen in No-

in April, fifteen in

January, nineteen

June.

Sign of Taurus

"Strong

likes

and

dislikes-

very determined, but

generous.

Gloria Swanson, Mary Pickford, Mae Murray, Norma
Talmadge, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Harold
Lloyd, and Rudolph Valentino all were born in March,

her horoscope predicted that, being naturally persistent
and competent, she could, through those qualities, win
success.

And
her

she has

!

took years of persistency to impress
the world, but her success is

It

competency upon

achieved.

New Year's Day saw the advent of Lillian Rich,
Marion Davies, and William Haines. They arrived following the December slump, and all proceeded, when
they had reached the proper age, to blaze their way
into the spotlight of the screen.
Molly Malone made
her advent -on Ground Hog Day, February 2d, and "Buster" Collier on Lincoln's Birthday, February 12th. Lew
Cody and Mildred Davis Lloyd celebrate their anniversaries on February 22d alongside of George Washington, while Dorothy Mackaill observes Inauguration
Day with

the

new

presidents,

March

4th.

Gloria Swanson isn't Irish, but she celebrates her
birthday on the seventeenth of March
St. Patrick's
Day. Lon Chaney, Nita Naldi, and Kathleen Key were
born on April Fools' Day April 1st.
Along in the
same month come the anniversaries of Charlie Chaplin.
Harold Lloyd, and J. Farrell MacDonald.
On All
Saints' Day, immediately following Hallowe'en, Laura
La Plante appeared, while Margaret Livingston and
Lou Tellegen were creatures of Thanksgiving time, in

—

—

November.

The fates were unkind to Joe Bonomo whose birthday occurred on December 25th Christmas Day. He
gets only one set of presents.
There isn't a motion-picture star who was born on
Good Friday, St. Valentine's Day, Decoration Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Election Day, or Armistice
(Carelessness, somewhere!)
Day.
Now then, what does the zodiac say of these screen
stars? Between January 20th and February 19th, under

—

— very

restless,

—

May in the springtime of the year. Harry
Langdon, who has made amazing strides as a comedian,
did not appear until June, and Lillian Gish, acclaimed by
many as the greatest of all screen actresses, was born
in October.
However, she arrived under the zodiac
sign of Libra, whose governing planet is Venus, and
April, or

Sign of Gemini
'Extremist

are

By Dorothy

The

Sign of Aquarius

be careful

magnetic-

anxious."

Sign of Cancer

—

understand very
sensitive— can do many things
"Difficult to

well.

55
Your

Star Be Born?
about the month that you choose
far

more

propitious for

for

your

success depends upon tre-

mendous push and systematic effort.
In love affairs you will be
a dire failure if you are the -least
birth,

for

screen success than others.

You are positive in
bit jealous.
disposition and bilious in temOriginal, logical, inperament.
dependent, self-reliant, a naturalnatural leader,
born organizer.
difficult
be
control cannot
to
forced or driven.
Not quarrelsome, but you neither meddle
with others nor allow others to
meddle with you. You have occult powers.
It is almost impos-

A

Wooldridge

the sign of Aquarius, whose motto
there were born the following

is

"Human

Nature,"

You have days of great happiness and days of great
To avoid them, understand that you are possessed

misery.
unBut if you are blue or depressed, you cannot
usual powers.
Throw off your doubts as to your success
use these powers.
The moment you
and you come to great health and wealth.
begin to doubt, fret or worry, the planetary forces cannot
work. Always be careful to think alone over a project, and
after cool and careful thought go about it.
Cast out of your
mind all fear, doubt, lack of hope, thoughts of failure, and
your life will be bright and happy.
People who are born under this sign are said to be the
strongest and weakest people in the world.
Your strength
lies in your hands and you can make of yourself what you
choose.
You can achieve the best or highest things, or be a
great and complete failure.
Your great trouble is that you
are not self-reliant.
Some days you are happy and hopeful
and others, you are so depressed that life seems to have no
charm.
You possess unusual powers, but don't use them to
advantage.
of

Under

the sign of Pisces, February 19th to March
were born Alma Rubens, Lew Cody, Mildred Davis
Lloyd,
Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Mackaill, Edwin
Carewe", Bobby Vernon, Charles Ray, Conrad Nagel,
Gloria Swanson, and Betty Compson.
Their horo21st,

is

Under the sign of Aries, March 21st to April 19th,
come Robert Ames, Madge Bellamy, Warner Baxter,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Lon Chaney, Nita Naldi, Kathleen
Key, Vera Reynolds, Mary Pickford, Carmel Myers,
Claire Windsor, J. Farrell MacDonald, and Charlie
Chaplin.
Does the horoscope of these eminent actors
and actresses

tell

a truthful tale

Sign of Leo
ed,

—

to

must do everything
way.

Under

in

your own

ik

the zodiacal sign of

Taurus, April 19th to May
20th, whose motto is "Endurance,"
come
Harold
Lloyd, Dorothy Sebastian,
Norma Talmadge, Paulette
Duval, Frances Lee, John
Roche, Rudolph Valentino,
Mae Murray, Constance Talmadge, George O'Brien, WilLouis,

lard
tinge.

—

f
Sign of Sagittarius
"Impulsive

— apt

to

make

enemies — lose hope easily."

and Julian El-

Their horoscope says

You

are generous and like to entertain your friends.
It is
for you to make money than it is for you to save it.
No matter what line of work you follow you will be successful if you put your whole heart
and soul into it. In love matters,
social attainments, and leadership,
easier

A

you
and

will

excel.

patience.

Practice silence

Have

self-control

Don't be too exacting. Naturally, however, you will
have your own way.
But the
at all times.

People in this sign are naturally generous and helpful. You
have good judgment and a discriminating mind, which will
place you in high positions of trust.
You should spend much
time outdoors.
By being patient, calm, and cheerful, your
power will increase. If you want health, wealth, and happiness, it will be necessary not to fret or worry.
You must learn
to become calm, quiet, and tranquil before the planetary forces
can help you.

"Jovial,

Sign of Capricorn

hide anything from the
"Hypnotic powers
strong
Aries individual who has recogindividuality proud
high
nized his or her power of intuiideals."
tion, and for this reason you develop quickly the gifts of the
spirit.
Your brain is always busy. You are an independent
character and have your own idea of right and wrong.
You
appear to be stubborn, but really are not. If required to do work
in the same manner as others, you
are thrown into confusion.
You
sible

—

George K. Arthur, Raymond Griffith, Greta Nissen,
Harry Care}', Ronald Colman, Ramon Novarro, "BusThe
ter" Collier, John Barrymore, and Molly Malone.
prediction of the sign of Aquarius is as follows

scope

—

friendly — kind-heart-

sympathetic
lazy.

— sometimes

?

It

greatest of

all conquests is conquest of self. This is a very hard
sign to overcome.
It gives you
strong likes and dislikes.
You

generate life force vei / rapidly,
and are very determined in whatever you do.
Are sometimes
"stiff necked."
Are unyielding.
As a ruler, are apt to have your
own way at all hazards you
think your way the best.

—

Under

says

the

zodiacal

sign

Sign of Scorpio

"Great possibilities— but easily

—high temper—
ousy — love praise."

disturbed

of

Gemini,

jeal-

May

20th to

Continued on page 92

Sign of Virgo
'Cool, calm, confident."

Sign of Libra

—inspired

'Excellent foresight

— energetic,

persistent.

'
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Hart

Bill
And you

will

soon see

picture called

By Myrtle

smart. I don't know whether
I sing bass, tenor, or alto in
the quartet, but I'm dog-gone

happy

at bein' in it."

Hart's

disagreement

Paramount

two

arose over
supervision.

the

with

ago
years
question of

Having

made

twenty-seven pictures for that
concern, besides all the others
in his years of work, he fig-

how to do it.
to exercise cer-

ured he knew

They wanted

over his work.
a pretty old man
to have any one pull a 'Betty
Bronson' on me," he chuckled.
His face sobering, he added,
"But please, ma'am, don't put
any harsh words in my mouth,
when you write up this piece.
We've done our ftghtin' and
it
was a plenty and now
we're peaceable, all differences
I'm inclined to
patched up.
easy-goin'
cuss and don't
an
be
tain supervision

"And I'm

—

—

up any more fuss.
had enough trouble,
anyhow. Things have worked
aim

to stir

"I've

out right, as they always do,

and I'm on a calm prairie of
life's range now, and figure to
stay at peace with the world
and everybody in it."
He is hard at work on
re"Tumbleweeds," which
cords the last homesteading
Photo by W. F. Seeley

was welcome news
fans that
ITwas
get back
harness again.
to his loyal

to

Bill

Hart

in

"I never did retire," he drawled, as I talked to
recently, at his studio.
I've been
"I just quit.
a star, and producer of
own pictures, since
first

him

my

my

day's work for the camera. I just have to make 'em
way or else pasture myself out on my ranch."

my

His agreement with United Artists gives him complete supervision of his own productions, with but one
stipulation
he and Joseph Schenck must agree on
:

stories.

"I'm right proud to be one of the Big Four, with
Chaplin," he went on as he tilted
back his chair. "We became stars practically together.
Mary had been in the movies longer, but about the time
Doug and I came in, she was starred. And I remember
my first day's work, at seventy-five a week but a star,
mind you out at Edendale. Charlie was there in his
baggy trousers, with the hat and cane that were to be-

Mary and Doug and

—

—

come a trade-mark, just gettin' started.
"For eleven years we've gone steady upward, and
none of us has dropped enough so's you could notice it.
That's somethin', ma'am, to make a feller feel right

stampede.
The story, concerning the feud between the
cattlemen and the homesteaders, is being filmed on a more
pretentious scale than any Western he has ever made.

The

hero, Tumbleweeds, so called because he is a homerover of the range, loves a homesteader's daughter.
Facing an. unjust accusation, he breaks out of the army
stockade, has some rousing fights with the villain, saves
the land for the girl's father, and eventually closes the
breach with peace and the inevitable happy ending.
less

The same

old

theme of so many Western

pictures,

but with novel trimmings.
The last homestead rush,
filling up with claims the final range of open Kansas
territory, has never been filmed.
Laid in 1889, it might
be termed a link between "The Covered Wagon" period
and our own day. -And there will be new thrills, set to
the old tune of vital Western action.
"What would a Bill Hart movie be without 'em?" he
muses. "I ride a lot, and practice flyin' mounts, and
limber up, every day, at the gym. When I can't do 'em
any more, I'll quit. I'm gettin' along, but I'm still spry.
Haven't varied a pound in weight. Eleven years ago,
when I started, I weighed one hundred eighty-four and
one-half pounds to-day I tipped the scales at one hundred eighty-four and three fourths."
;
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Back

is

in

tle

logical incidents, litscenes, and elaboratin'

his

romance with plausible

in'

happenin's.

him in a characteristic
"Tumbleweeds."

"He was

an ornery but

Wore

lovable cuss, Patrick.

Gebhart

buckskin clothes, spent his
time huntin' and fishin',

Many

Just plumb lazy.
Said, T
can make friends, but I
swear I can't make a livin'."

wine and

drinkin'

of his old gang have
Only the
to him.
is missing, luxuriatHe isn't
ing out at the ranch.
so very old, but Hart loves that
"paint hdss" so much that he is
afraid some accident may befall him, so the pinto has been

come back
pinto pony

This quaint character will
be carried through historic
scenes, brimful of action,
to the smashing, patriotic
ending, "Give me liberty or
give me death!" With the
ringing of the old Liberty

retired.

"Tumbleweeds" will
come the fulfillment of a dream
After

from the

the question of
Hart's second production
for United Artists came up,
he took four stories to
Schenck one
a
story, the second a baseball yarn with a Western
umpire, the third I forget,
the fourth was his Patrick

dearly beloved Patrick Henry.
played that role on the stage
and noticed, though he was only
a subordinate character, how
the public liked the fellow.

He

—

"I tried many a time to do
somethin' around Patrick's life,
but nobody would listen," he

"If they don't hit you in
the right place, Joe," he
said, "chuck 'em in the can.
But if one of 'em does, hol-

is di-

recting, coach his extras for the
shot,

weeds was

ler."

Tumble-

wherein

people
so

who

read

it

was told that his own
brain-child had been picked,
Hart's face broke into a
wide

grin, and he plunged
preparations with renewed enthusiasm.

and
thought it

into

next,

good they suggested

I

make

It will

I
laughed.
haven't the education for fine
writin', but I'd studied so much
about Patrick's time that I
knew all the idioms of the day.
Finally, I tackled it, and spent
three years, spare time, on it.
I can turn out Western stories
by the yard, but this was real
it

into a novel.

ture

I

still

running somewhere,

in

and just recently
he ambled into a cheap little Main Street theater and
reissues,

—

saw the first two-reeler
that he had filmed, eleven
years ago.
"I belong to this here
West that I love, ma'am,
and I'll keep it on the

—

screen.

my

my

facts right.

But

let

Photo by

I

w

p

is

my

!

of

I'm
you

a-goin' to
1 99
love that gol-darned fool.
The years have brought

SeeIey

could lay

Not much

me have

fling with Patrick

make

"I
studied
every research
book, every bit of historical data,

that,

of the

Do
picture endure.
they endure, you may ask.
Well, I am told that every
one he has ever made is

counexcept one, turned it down.
He didn't, because he didn't get
a chance just then. Later, when
my lawyer sent it to him because / thought it was no use
by dingo, if he didn't buy it
And it's the only book on the
American Revolution, written
by an American, that has become a popular success in England.
I'm right proud of that.

on

West

his

"Ever)'- publisher in the

buildin'

his

he plans to embody in it the majority of
the qualities that have made

try,

Patrick's private

be a slight depar-

from

plains, but

downright labor.

on, to get all

—

hollered
for
Schenck
When he
Patrick Henry.

resent the villain's kicking a small boy and
douse him in the well. "Wrote
six vaudeville sketches about
him, but couldn't sell 'em.
to

"Did a scenario

snow

Henry drama.

said one day as we sat on the
sidelines of the dusty little Kansas village street and watched

next

screen.

When

—

King Baggot, who

the picture will flash

Bell,

that has lain close to his heart
his
years
twenty-three
for

capable

fiddlin'.

hands

known

of

life.
But his character is clear, and
Eve had a whale of a good time work-

all

Tall, lean, erect, he
noticeable change in Hart.
the same old lithe grace, living for "spells
of thinkin' " out on his ranch, which is off the beaten

no

moves with

Continued on page 107
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The Screen
An

impartial survey of films

By

Sally

WHEN

Erich von Stroheim produced "The Merry
the beautiful Viennese melodies of
Franz Lehar must have saturated him completely, for it is the most tuneful picture I have ever
seen.
To be sure, the story is preposterous, but under
the influence of a series of beautiful waltzes, it seems
reasonable enough at the time.
The picture glitters with uniforms, dancing, and light
wines.
It is thoroughly sophisticated and delightful,
and like the Lubitsch comedies, it soars far above other
attempts in the thin air of grown-up story-telling.

Widow,"

Not

that

it

isn't full of

the good old heart-renders.

It

Review

in
now

showing.

Benson
When

Caricatures by John Decker

with the sight it offered of
an amazing array of uniforms, and realized that all that the world held for me was just one
Fair Isle sweater after another, with plus fours thrown
I

left the theater,

Mr. Gilbert

in

seemed pretty dull.
just one thing more.
I hope that, after
seeing Mr. von Stroheim's enchanting "Merry Widow,"
in, life

And now,

all

other directors,

who own manuscripts

labeled,

"The

action of this picture takes place in Paris and Vienna,"
will either tear them up in despair or head them "Broad-

way After Dark."
"America for Americans,"

is

my

motto.

But when Sally O'Hara,

is.

a dancer in a cheap, road
company, tells the Prince
that she is really a good
girl, he doesn't take off his
bat

William

true

in

Hart

S.

style; he just doesn't

believe her,

more

which

finally

announce
marrying
out of

is

much

And when

he
goes to his family to

logical.

his

Sally

it.

of

intention

him

her, they talk
is

left wait-

ing,

wedding dress and

and

in desperation

all,

marries
the ancient Baron Sadoja.
The Crown Prince was
played by Roy d'Arcy, a

Where
There

West

Begins,

is

no need

to tear

a picture like "The Pony
Express" apart and submit it to a cold, reasonable
eye.
It is enough to say
that it is a perfectly fine
Western melodrama, a
little
too long, perhaps,
for more hardened souls,
and not half long enough
for the romantic, young
ones.
It is the story of the
political unrest in
California shortly before the

young man who

Civil

markable

a

is
a recharacter actor.
He was another astonishingly good part of the pic-

the

and Begins.

War.

Jack Weston,

handsome gambler,

knows too much about
California

senator's

the
plot

to establish that State as a

ture.

have never particularly admired Mae Mur-

separate
With his

ray, she gives the best per-

ger, he follows the stage
coach carrying the senator to the East, partly for

While

I

formance of her career

"The Merry Widow."

in

Von

government.
in
dan-

life

has toned her
revenge, and partly bedown until she seems quite
cause he has seen Molly
a lot like other girls. About
Jones, who is also travelthe meanest thing to say
ing East.
about a woman is, "How
little more than halfIn "The Merry Widow," Mae Murray gives the best performance
young she looks," so I will
way,
he stops off at the
of her career, and John Gilbert makes you strongly suspect he is
not say that about Miss
tiny settlement of Julesa very fine actor.
Murray. She looks eighteen.
burg, again partly because
The rest is no concern of anybody but herself. Tully
of Molly and partly because he is offered a chance to
Marshall is a fine, repulsive old thing who dies obligjoin the Pony Express which has just been established
ingly on his wedding night, and George Fawcett is the
to carry the mail across the continent.
Of course the
froggish old King.
villains try to stop the news of Lincoln's election from
And now I am where I wanted to be in the first reaching California, and of course Jack Weston, as
place.
Stop me if you've heard this before. It's about
an Express rider, saves the day.
John Gilbert as the Prince, and I am afraid to say too
This picture has more than the usual quota of lovable
much for fear of the hoots and jeers that might follow.
old characters.
Ernest Torrence is a pleasant, religious
I think he is a fine actor, but am not sure.
fanatic.
There isn't a great deal for him to do except
Besides, it
doesn't matter the leas't bit.
when he starts amiably out for converts with a sledge
It is enough to say that
he is the most promising star since Valentino. To be
hammer. Wallace Beery is wonderful as Rhode Island
sure, Valentino has stopped by the wayside, but someRed.
how I don't think Mr. Gilbert will. Elderly ladies will
The outstanding performance, however, was given
not like him, and very young girls won't, but for that
by George Bancroft as Jack Slade. I have never seen
vast majority in between, I predict he will be the raison
Mr. Bancroft before, to my knowledge, but he is a
d'etre for Better Movie Season.
thoroughly smooth and satisfactory bad man, and much

Stroheim

A

—

The

Screen
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more

Riattractive than the hero.
cardo Cortez is Jack IV est on, the
gambler, looking very handsome and
not as stiff as usual. The only debit
goes to Betty Compson who seemed

Molly Jones.
don't think this review sounds as

entirely futile as
I

mean it to be, for
"The Pony Express" is a really good

enthusiastic as I
picture.

Expensive and Everything.

"The Phantom of

the

Opera"

is

one of those superproductions.
It's
the kind of picture that is buoyed up

by stories of the terrific trouble and
time and expense required to make it.

But I don't care how much trouble
and care is put in a picture. The
only important thing is whether or
not I am carried away by the illusion.
And I wasn't fooled or scared one bit
by Lon Chaney as the reputed,
ghastly Phantom.
There were horrid rumors going
about as to just how unpleasant he
was.
I was prepared for quite a
shock. But when Mr. Chaney pulled
Ernest Torrence is an amusing, religious fanatic, Wallace Berry, a delightful old hobo,
off his mask with an air of going
and Betty Compson, the rather futile heroine in "The Pony Express."
"Boo !" I felt like saying, "Don't you
'boo' at me, Lon Chaney, and take that false face off
playing comedy, Louise Fazenda, who is a lady crook,
!"
right away. A great big boy like you scaring children
and Kenneth Harlan, who is the young man with the
The story, by Gaston Leroux, is a pleasant little thing
money and the motor car. Francis McDonald and
about a criminal maniac who lives under the Paris Opera
Walter Long are the two hard eggs.
House in a maze of tunnels and hidden rooms. He
There is also a terribly funny dog in it who plays
falls in love with a pretty young singer and almost hypHe has
opposite Miss Fazenda, much to her disgust.
notizes her into success.
Then she must pay the rather
fifty thousand dollars that she wants, but she doesn't
blood-curdling price of marrying him.
When she is get it. I have never seen her as funny as she was in
carried away to his den beneath the city, her lover
these scenes.
rescues her, in spite of trap doors and all the horrors of
Mack Sennett's pupils never seem to forget their,
the torture chambers.
training.
A quick, jazzy pace is set for "Bobbed Hair,"
There are a few consciously horrible things in it,
and every member of the cast steps in with the syncoas the coffin, with its two large candles, which the
pated rhythm.
Phantom uses for a bed, and the scene where the colossal
This is by all means the best comedy of the month.
chandelier falls from the ceiling down onto the audience
Part of the picture is done in color
of the opera.
well done, if you like the impression of a basket of
colored Easter eggs.
I don't know whether or not Mr. Chaney did good
work as the Phantom. Behind his make-up his features
may have rippled with expression. He opened his mouth
rather horribly, and waved his hands about gruesomely,

but that was

all.

Norman Kerry was entirely wooden as the J'icomte
de Chagny.
Mary Philbin was pretty and colorless.
The rest of the cast included Virginia Pearson, Gibson
The
Gowland, Snitz Edwards, and Cesare Gravina.
film was directed by Rupert Julian.
If you are frightened by pumpkin heads and black
It
cats, you will like "The Phantom of the Opera."
sheer
for
cannot compare with "The Unholy Three"
horror.

The Sennett Touch.
"Bobbed Hair," produced by Warner Brothers, is
thoroughly funny, fast-moving comedy, taken from

a
a

novel by twenty authors. The whole picture is a series
of swift incidents starting with the plan of young
Connemara Moore, which is to choose a husband by
bobbing her hair, or not bobbing it.
The plot is handled by such competent comedians as
Marie Prevost, who knows all there is to know about

The

latest

Another Beautitul Innovation.
importation from across the

sea,

Vilma

appearance in a First National
production called "The Dark Angel."
This story was adapted from the play by H. B.
Trevelyan, and in spite of a rather hackneyed plot,
makes a very lovely picture. There is nothing very
thrilling about it, but it has the same sort of appeal that
"The Enchanted Cottage" had. Captain Alan Trent, a
young British officer, and his fiancee, Kitty Vane, decide
upon a hasty marriage before his return to the front, but
due to the late hour, cannot secure a marriage license.
They register at a tavern as man and wife, and spend

Banky, makes her

first

the night there.

Captain Trent is reported missing in the war, and is
given up for lost, but he has really been blinded and hides
himself away to avoid Kitty's pity. After a great many
heart throbs, everything turns out all right in the end.
Ronald Colman is excellent as the handsome, blind
My warped nature was glad to see him playing
officer.
in bad luck again, after that awful brief debut of his as
a comedian. I hope that things will continue to go wrong
with. him from now on, with just enough time off, every
now and then, for a happy ending. I won't even begrudge him a smile or two, provided it is a bitter one.
Vi'lmy Banky is not only a very beautiful woman, but
she seems to be a fine actress as well.

The

CO

Review

Screen in

of twenty, pretty and modern; as her mother she is
The mother's age must be between
unbelievably old.
forty and fifty, but she looks and acts seventy.
If, oh
the other hand, she was thirty-five when her daughter
was born, things might be more reasonable.
subtitle slipped in would clear up the mystery.
This is not meant to reflect on Miss Swanson's interpretation of the dissipated, pathetic woman, once
a beauty, who is frantically clutching at the remnants
of her lost youth.
I thought that her work was reliked her coquettish little ways with
markable.
I
younger men, her walk, the movements of her hands.
It is not her fault that there was no explanation made
for her age. She was at all times excellent.
As the daughter she was fresh looking and pretty.
To be sure, at times she was a bit too much of a little
romp, and the moving-picture ball was pretty cheap
stuff, I thought, but little slips like these in a picture
can hardly be blamed on the star.
Allan Dwan should hide his face whenever "The
Coast of Folly" is mentioned."

A

Particularly Terrible.

am

aghast at what they have done to "The
Circle."
Next to "Faint Perfume," it is the most terrific hash I have ever seen, warmed over from an
originally choice bit.
The play by W. Somerset
Maugham was a brilliant one. The picture has no
more sparkle than an old boot.
I

The

still

title,

am ashamed

in the

movie version,

loses

its

point.

I

but the English husband
turns into a he-man, dresses up as a chauffeur,
and when his wife and her lover elope, he drives
them away, winking foxily at the camera, and at
the first dark lonely spot, blacks the other man's
In

a

to

write

it.

dual role in "The Coast of Folly," Gloria
Swanson does some remarkable work.

difficult

-

Taut/

Sugar and Water.
I am quite certain that in every theater where
"Graustark," starring Norma Talmadge, is shown, the
house will be rilled to capacity. People will go to see
Miss Talmadge, and they will go to see the film version
of George Barr McCutcheon s novel of twenty years

ago.

They

are going to be disappointed.
Either this light, romantic novel can't stand the cold
gray light of 1925, or it has been adapted badly for
the screen. I don't think the fault lies with the story,,
for "The Merry Widow" cannot boast of a logical
plot, so the fault must lie with the picture itself, and
although I hate to say it, with Miss Talmadge.
Since she is my favorite star, these are indeed harsh
words. The picture is unbelievably dull. It drags. It
does not tell its story well.
The climax, where the
Princess Y'Stive appeals to her people to let her marry
her American lover and be happy ever afterward, is
indeed pure bunk.
If this is royalty, even in the
movies, let us have bigger and better bombs for 1926.

A

Little Bit of Folly.

Another disappointing picture
Folly," starring Gloria Swanson.

is

the

"Coast

of

Adapted from the
novel by Coningsby Dawson, and directed by Allan
Dwan, it falls embarrassingly flat. This time, however, the fault is not with the star, but most obviously
with the director.

Miss Swanson plays two parts in the film, the part
of a mother and also her daughter. I do not believe
to be just
that she has ever worked so conscientiously before.
There is one glaring fault in the
picture, but whether it is due to direction or titling, I
cannot say. x<\s the daughter, Miss Swanson is a girl

—

—

Marie Prevost,
there

in

"Bobbed Hair," shows

is to

that she

know about playing comedy.

knows

all

The
eyes,

and takes

about

his wife

home.

Nothing very

Screen in

Review
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circular

that.

lovely and capable Eleanor Boardman is totally
Malcolm MacGregor, as Edward Luton, the impetuous lover, is pretty bad, and Creighton Hale, as
the husband
oh how could he do it, after the nice
!"
work he did with Lubitsch in "The Marriage Circle

The

lost.

—

!

Some Old-fashioned Melodrama.
"The Tower of Lies," in spite of the imposing names
Just

is just the old story of the mortgage
Victor Seastrom is the director. Selma
Lagerlof's book, "The Emperor of Portugalia," is the
source from which it sprang.

surrounding
on the farm.

it,

,

The

action of the story takes place in Sweden instead of New England, and there is neither snowstorm
nor child. Otherwise, things are about as usual. The
landlord is the Squire's nephew, the daughter pays the
price, and the papers are turned over to the old people.

Just for a change, the old father loses his mind, and
imagines himself an emperor and his lost daughter
an empress. After his death; his daughter marries her
childhood sweetheart who has remained faithful
through all the years.
This is not an especially good picture, nor is it a

bad one. There are some beautiful scenes, and Mr.
Seastrom has been careful to transplant the simplicity
of Miss Lagerlof's book, both in the action of the
story and in the interesting interiors.
Lon Chaney is good as the old father, Norma
Shearer is a lovely Glory, good or bad. David Tor-

Lon Chaney is not nearly so unpleasant in "The Phantom of the
Opera" as had been rumored; Mary Philbin makes a pretty heroine,

rence, the villain, sneers successfullv.

;

though a

Another Good Book Gone Wrong.
If I were the author of a successful book, I should
protect it with my life. It hardly seems fair that Harry
Leon Wilson should sell "Bunker Bean" down the river
after all it has done for him.
The treatment handed
out to it is even worse than I expected.
The stage play of this story was pretty bad, but the
picture is much, much worse.
I can just see the gruesome gathering around the murdered book. "Now here
was a funny story," says the first ghoul. "Let's make

it

Matt Moore, that not very humorous young man,
plays the part of Bunker Bean.
He turns the vague,
eccentric character into a funny man, a slapstick comedian.
Now, no one loves good falls better than I
do, but I like them in their proper place, which is not
in "Bunker Bean."
The parts of the film showing
Bunker Bean's reincarnation are just as bad as possible.

Grandma

Demon, played by Gertrude
humor in the grand shuffle. In

the

Claire, has

fact, every
endearing part of the book has been dug out and given
a double exposure.

also lost her

Not So

Side-splitting.

"Red Hot Tires" is intended to be a high-speed comedy of a man, a girl, and several automobile accidents,
which is all very well, if it only could carry out the

Some kidnapers steal the girl he loves,
forced to mad motoring to save her.
idea isn't so bad in itself, and audiences may

in the picture.

and he

The
even

is

like

it.

Not

deal of

him

if

with Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth
Miller.
Monte Blue is a very good comedian, but not
for swift-moving farce.
In the Lubitsch comedies, he
is wonderful, but in "Red Hot Tires," he seems a step
behind the parade. Patsy Ruth Miller just isn't funny.
She has none of the requirements of a comedienne. She
can look wistful and fairly pretty, but she cannot make

is

"to find

gentleman

laugh.
The story

is about a young man with a fear complex
on automobiles, and there are nothing but automobiles

see this picture.

him

a fighter in the ring,

and

a cultured

in private life."

heroine, who owns a lumber camp, can't bear
fights for money, much preferring private fights around
the house.
But when the logs jam, and there is no
money with which to pay off the notes, Milton Sills returns to the ring and wins the purse for her.
There is a pretty fine log jam in this picture, about
I was disappointed
the best jam I have seen this year.

The

when the dynamite didn't break it up because I should
have liked seeing them float down the river.
Milton Sills is a great 'strapping fellow who fights
Lorna Duveen is the
and gets very hot doing it.
heroine.

"Hell's

difficulty lies

me

you

an educated prize fighter, if such a phenomenon
exists, and to prove it, you are shown a scene in his
library where one of the guests picks up a volume of
"Epictetus" and says something about how strange it
is

A

intention.

The

a Knock-out.

The First National Picture, "The Knock-out," starring
Milton Sills, journeys from the prize ring to the Canadian Northwest, and it seems hardly worth the trip.
However, if you like Milton Sills, you will see a great

He

funnier."

little ineffectual.

Mean Trick on

Highroad"

is

just a

Leatrice.

mean

trick

on Leatrice

the story about a little girl who pushes her
Joy. This
husband to success only to find that he has become
money mad not so money mad, however, as to be blind
So she plans for
to the charms of another woman.
is

—

his downfall.
There really wasn't

much

planning about

it,

because

the background Sanford Gillespie lurked, and you
know how those men with big interests make and break
in

Continued on page 111
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A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.

—

"Beggar on Horseback" Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic
stage play. Clever nonsense, perfectly
done.

"Don Q"— United

Artists.

"Unholy Three, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best picLon Chaney and
tures of the year.

Mae Busch

Douglas

is more magnetic and entertainHis
ing than he has been in years.
adventurous young
playing of an

and

a delight.

Donald

performances,
lovely as the

Warner Gland

Crisp contribute clever
while Mary Astor is
girl.

Harold

College
Lloyd's "latest and best."
football from an uproarious angle.

"Gold Rush, The"— United Artists.
Charley Chaplin in his new "dramatic comedy," is in spots superbly
the whole too pacomic, but
Film not nearly so funny as
thetic.
his previous pictures.

on

—

A rare and
"Grass" Paramount.
beautiful picture of the tribes of Persia and their journeys to the grassy
Actually filmed in Persia, it
plains.
has gorgeous scenery.
Ernst
"Kiss Me Again"—Warner.
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
funny.
Clara Bow, and John Roche give excellent performances.

"Last

Laugh,

The"— Universal.

A

German

film of revolutionary techSimple character study, without subtitles, made understandable and
appealing by Emil Jannings.

nique.

"Merry Widow, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Skillful screen version of the
popular old musical comedy in which
Mae Murray gives one of the best performances of her career, with John
Gilbert ably supporting her. A credit
to its director, Von Stroheim.

"Sally of the

Sawdust"— United Art-

The lightest and most entertaining picture D. W. Griffith has made in
Carol Dempster is engaging
years.
circus
as the
hoyden and W. C.
Fields' screen debut as her rascally
but lovable guardian is highly sucists.

cessful.

—

"Shore Leave" Inspiration. Richard
Barthelmess is very funny as a gob
romancing with a village dressmaker.
Dorothy Mackaill as the girl helps

make

this great entertainment.

— Universal.

—

"Are Parents People?" Paramount.
A faithful and amusing picture of married life, complicated by a modern
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vichild.
dor, and Betty Bronson are all excel-

A

"A Woman's Faith"—Universal. A
good melodrama with a blinded hero
whose sight is restored by a miracle.
Alma Rubens does fine acting. Percy

Marmont
picture

which

"Coast of Folly,
Gloria Swanson, in
guises,

"Siegfried"— Ufa. The beautiful and
famous legend of the last pagan,
gorgeously produced by the German

company. It is a fantastic and lovely
picture, which you shouldn't miss.

roles and four
stab at character

thin plot.

—

"Crowded Hour, The" Paramount.
The story of a girl who went to war to
be near her lover and stayed to be spirBebe Daniels
rejuvenated.
itually
plays her with sincerity and animation.
From
"Declasse" First National.
Corinne
the Zoe Akins stage play.
Griffith appears as the lovely English

—

hounded by scandal.
"Friendly Enemies" — Producers Distributing.
Weber and Fields in a
aristocrat

screen version of their stage tactics
of

fighting

and making up.

Rather

entertaining comedy.

Brook plays easy-going

—

Show You the Town"— UniverOne of the best chances Reginald
Denny has had to show his flair for
"I'll

sal.

He

comedy.

plays an absent-minded
no one will leave

whom

professor
alone.

"Introduce Me"—Associated ExhibDouglas MacLean in a sometimes slow, but mostly amusing comedy about an Alpine guide.
itors.

"Kivalina of the Ice

Lands"— Pathe.

Another picture of life among the Eskimos. Not as good as "Nanook," but
interesting and educational.
"Limited Mail, The"—Warner.
An
old-fashioned thriller about wrecked
trains and engineers with hearts of
gold that makes for a rollicking time.
Monte Blue is the hero.

"Lost— a Wife"— Paramount.
An
adaptation of the French play "Banco," which doesn't mean much except
for the screen debut of the lovely
Greta Nissen. Adolphe Menjou plays
the suave husband.
"Lost World, The"— First National.
novel picture, dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hu-

A

man

actors.

—

"Lucky
Devil,
The" Paramount.
Another chance for Richard Dix to
look graceful and winning in an automobile.
Good entertainment, with
Esther Ralston as the pretty heroine.

"Lucky

—

Horseshoe, The" Fox.
A
Western, with Tony, as usual,
an important part.
Billie

Woman, The" Universal.
Louise Dresser, excellent as degraded
former opera singer who is reformed
in the end by the awakening of her
love for the son she had deserted at
birth. Jack Pickford makes good son.

Tom Mix

"Great Divide, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Antique movie plot made enjoyable through expert treatment and the
acting of Wallace Beery, Alice Terry,
and Conway Tearle.

"Madame Sans Gene" Paramount.
Not Gloria Swanson's best, but well
worth seeing. The genuine French
backgrounds and settings are strik-

"Goose

"Halfway

Girl,

The"— First

National.

Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes, as
two derelicts thrown together in the

from bad to worse until a
shipwreck shocks them out of themOrient, go

tional.
farce,

the poignant, human performances of
Mary Alden, Marc McDermott, and
Virginia Valli.

makes good

The"— Paramount.
two

work, playing both mother and daughter in an amusing light comedy with a

selves.

simple

New England

—

Pathe. An unusual
featuring Rex, the horse, in
the human actors are merely

incidental.

pic-

of

stilted.

"Black Cyclone"

prejudices, remarkable principally for its finely suggestive direction by Svend G?de and

"Siege"
ture

been; Clive
husband.

Baxter Butted In"—Warner.
in an amusing farce about
a clerk in a newspaper office.

lent.

The"— Pathe.

"Freshman,

woman

Matt Moore

FOR SECOND CHOICE.

role,

is

The" — Universal.

Maker,

efficient
with husband
who can't live up to her. Alice Joyce,
in cold role, is as good as she ever has

"How

Fairbanks, back in the Zorro type of

Spaniard

give perfect characteriza-

tions.

"Home
Story of

"Her Sister from Paris" — First NaA mildly amusing domestic

playing

Dove

is

the beautiful heroine rescued

from the wrong man, and Ann Pennington makes a brief but effective appearance.

—

ingly lovely.

—

The"
Metro-Goldwyn.
"The Unholy Three,"

"Mystic,
Sister

film

to

showing the machinations of three
fake spiritualists and a clever crook.
Aileen Pringle is quite flashing in the
title role, Conway Tearle good as the
crook.

"My Wife and I"—Warner. A
story

made

cheap

in
locale
supposedly
with
Vienna. Constance Talmadge in dual
role.
Ronald Colman not so good as
husband.
George K. Arthur also in

excellent entertainment through the acting of Constance
Bennett, Irene Rich, and Huntley

cast.

"Never the Twain Shall Meet"—
Metro-Goldwyn. The romance of an
Hawaiian queen and a young American, featuring Anita Stewart, Bert
Lytell, and Huntley Gordon.

"His Supreme
tional.

Moment"— First Na-

Romantic love scenes between

Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman,
and some attractive color photography
make this worth seeing:.

into

Gordon.

Continued on page 114
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Eleven Reasons Why
We

should

be motion-picture players and live in Hollywood.

For one

all like to

reason, the players don't take life too seriously.

Buck

Jones and his cowboys, above, are putting on a burlesque, showing

what happens when they

try to do the Charleston.

Marian Nixon may have
rise

early,

but

that,

with

mind

licious breakfast

to

who

would

such

a

de-

ready and

all

waiting?

Everything that makes bathing

a

when

real

the

sport

is

players

at
visit

hand
the

Here you see Patsy
Ruth Miller and Matt Moore

beaches.

with the latest type of

surf

with balloon

and

boat,

everything

tires,
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Why

Eleven Reasons
To

be good at sports

trade.

Vera

champion

is

part of every screen actor's stock in

Stcadman,

girl

of

motor-boat

Christie

racer on

Comedies,

the

as

qualified

coast

Pacific

at

the

Santa Barbara regatta, driving Al Christie's Baby Mine.

What
tives

!

a chance a star has to

Here

Canada who

is

make

a hit with her

young

Pauline Garon with her two nephews

visited her

Think of being picked by

a

from

Just imagine

during their vacation.

what they think of "Aunt Pauline

rela-

!"

famous Euro-

pean painter as a subject for a portrait
That's an honor that was bestowed upon

Jack Hoxie by Stanislaus Poccha, a Polish
artist,

famous for

his pictures of Cossacks.

Poccha chose Hoxie as a subject because
he considered him a representative type of

American plainsman.

Florence Vidor evidently approves of the

game which her young daughter, Suzanne,
has

been putting up against her on

tennis

court.

mother and

It's

pretty

daughter enjoy

company.

evident

each

the

that

other's

Eleven Reasons

Stars

have such pleasant surprises.

Lois

Moran was

Why

65

recently-

presented with an elaborately equipped traveling bag by her producer,

Samuel

wyn, and
Henry
token of

director,

King,

as

a

appreciation

of her splendid
in

Gold-

"Stella

work

Dallas."

Irene Rich finds

much

pleasure midst her rose

bushes and other flowers

—and you

wonderful flowers grow

Nearly all the players have interesting hoband the means for indulging in them.
Every fan who's also a stamp collector will

bies,

probably start
writing to Jean

Hersholt,

at

Universal City,
when they learn
that he shares
their interest in
philately.

|

What would

g\

doctor,

or

people
business

in

think

know what

California.

of

a

lawyer,
seen

man who was
doing

this

front gate

Lupino

on his
But

!

Lane,

Educational
Comedies, can do
any boyish trick
he likes, and no
one thinks anything of it.
of
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Some

Frocks for the

As Christmas approaches, many exam
fashionable bride should wear, as well as
holiday mood, will be seen on the players

By Betty
T

looks to me," remarked one of

my

friends as she glanced

from some of the forthcoming productions, "as though December is the appointed month for
over a pile of

"stills"

screen weddings."

"Mercy

my

child!" said I, patronizingly, "June is the
but since I possess the usual feminine
interest in wedding finery I couldn't resist a look, and sure
enough, there were no less than five pretty brides, and all of
them in pictures scheduled for release in December
no,

only orthodox time"

"Well,"

I

weddings?"

—

And

"Why

isn't December a good month for
no satisfactory objection was forthcomshow at least one of these dainty wedding

mused,

as

decided to
this page, for the benefit of the girl who chooses to
celebrate her wedding in this jolly, holiday season.
It wasn't easy to choose between those five brides, because
they were all lovely, and even when my choice had simmered
down to two, I couldn't decide for ages, and changed my mind
Finally, I shut my eyes, turned around
half a dozen times.
three times, and stabbed a hairpin at the nearest one and it
ing, I

gowns on

—

was Eleanor Boardman. She wears this dress in "Memory
Lane," and just for good measure, we'll have a look at the
gowns of the maid of honor and the bridesmaids, too.

To

begin with the bride's gown.
It is of silver lace over
The demure little
white satin.
basque, with its round neck line edged with
a design of seed pearls, has an unusual feature in the soft folds at the waist line, terminating in knots of the lace over each hip.
The skirt, as is easily seen, consists of four very
full, ruffled tiers of the silver lace, and it is of very
modest length, reaching almost to the ankles. The
close, helmetlike cap, from. which the tulle veil depends,
pretty and original
is of silver lace edged with pearls.
substitute for the usual bouquet is the fluffy muff of
silver lace and tulle, upon which is fastened a small
bunch of orange blossoms and roses, ending in a cascade
of ribbons. These muffs were also carried by the maid
of honor and the bridesmaids, whose gowns were of
pastel shades, with touches of silver.
As, last month, we confined our attention to daytime
frocks, so this month we will consider only the more
frivolous, evening and dinner gowns.
What pretty

heavy

A

The circular skirt,
they have this season!
while not new, nevertheless holds undisputed
sway, and is developed equally well in either velvet
or chiffon. The latter, however, seems to be the
favorite for festive frocks of all kinds, and it is the
exceptional evening gown that does not show the soft
folds of this beautiful material in at least a portion
of the gown.
lines

The

plain cuirasslike bodice, slightly form-fitting,
seems to hold unusual favor. This is generally of
chiffon, lace, or brocade, either plain or beaded, and

frequently terminates with the "up in front and down
used so much this season.
Most of the gowns sketched on the second page are of that
type, as our screen stars are quick to seize upon so graceful a
style and one so becoming alike to slender or mature figures.
at sides" effect

—

Eleanor Boardman is to be a Christmas bride on the screen.
In "Memory Lane," scheduled for
release in December, she goes to the altar in the gown, of silver lace over heavy white satin, shown
at the upper left of the page.
Her maid of honor, at the left, and a bridesmaid, at the right, wear
dresses of pastel shades, touched with silver. Each carries, as a variation of the usual bouquet, a
fluffy muff of silver lace and tulle, on which is fastened a small bunch of orange blossoms and roses.
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Wedding
pies of

other
of

satin

what the
styles

double "bib" effect is also
edged with pearls.
The
hose are nude and the

in

The young

Brown
The gown at the left
of the group at the top
of the page is worn by

she

Miss Esther Ralston in
the Paramount production of "The Best People," and of the many
beautiful gowns which
she wears in that picture
this one is her favorite.
It is of three shades of
pink chiffon over a slip
of pink satin. The chiffon petals which form
the skirt are attached by

and

pink

lady at her

is

appears

Brooms."

"New

in

It is

of shell-

pink chiffon, trimmed with
bands of silver lace. Gardenias are worn at the
waist and on the shoulder.
On the lower half of the
page, I have sketched three
gowns particularly noticed
during the making of the
pictures in which they appear.

The

first

is

worn

by Miss Doris Kenyon in
''The Unguarded Hour."

the

The circular skirt and cuirassbodice are very much in
favor this season, as may be
seen from the five gowns on
this page.
The two girls at the
right are Esther Ralston and
Phyllis Haver, both wearing
dresses of pastel-colored chiffon, the most popular material,
at the moment, for evening
wear.
like

of

Miss
Phyllis
Haver, wearing the charming dinner gown in which
right

beads,

shade

used in the frock.

the screen.

pearl

match the

slippers

deepest

Continued on page 110

Below,

at

the

Doris

is

left,

Kenyon as she appears in " The
Unguarded Hour."
She, too,
has a gown of chiffon, the tunic
of which
Cassmelli,

is

in

beaded.
the

Dolores

center,

is

wearing georgette, while Vilma
Banky, at the right, may be seen
in "The Dark Angel" in a dinner

gown

of silver lace
georgette.

end.
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Hollywood High Lights
Reflections of what's going on in the

Western

By Edwin and
have been
a premium
BOWLEGS
ever since Douglas Fairbanks started
at

in

Hollywood

filming "The
Black Pirate." Doug has decided that pirates are
hot pirates unless their lower limbs have the contour of
a parabola or an oversized ostrich egg, and for that reason extras for his picture have been chosen not for
their manly beauty but for the breadth of the distance
Altogether, they should make a
between their knees.

grotesque spectacle,

with knives

between

their

teeth,

studios, with bits of gossip

and a small, fisherman's paradise, namely, a
stream stocked with trout and bass, and maybe little
eels.
He is also considering a shooting lodge.
As we look over this list of attractions which Harold
and Mildred will offer their many friends with characteristic warm hospitality, we have come to the decision
that they have overlooked just one very important item
namely, a handsome and ornate boxing pavilion where
matches may be staged by such renowned and celebrated
air theater,

—

around
on their
hanging at

Hollywood as Mr.Dempsey,
the
illustrious
"Bull" Montana, and the incomparable welterweight, Mr.

fighters of

their heads, earrings

and

ears,

boots

half-mast.

Doug's new production is
going to be a great novelty.
Color photography, as he is
using it, will probably prove a
surprise to those who have

"The Wanderer of

seen

in.

Elza Schallert

wrapped

bandannas

thrown

Michael Neilan.
P. S.
Speaking of contests,

and quite

we have

confidentially,

already

made

ar-

rangements with that understanding soul, Harry Rapf,
of the Metro-GoldwynMayer company, to rent for
just one evening the discarded set of the Circus Maximus which they are using
at present fpr "Ben-Hur."

the

Wasteland," "Toll of the Sea"
and other features that have
used this embellishment. For
Doug is aiming to avoid glaring colors, except in the few
instances where they will enhance the dramatic action.
Personally, we will be quite
happy if Doug achieves new
effects with colors and we have

two-hundred-round
endurance bout between Messrs.
Ronald Colman and Jack Gil-

no doubt he

bert.

infrequently,

broken

his

And

because he
ever,
has
promises to the

here

we

plan to stage a

Also, very entre nous,
already sold twentyfive thousand tickets at the
usual, speculators' figures.

will,

we have

if

public.

Dove has been chosen
new leading woman, and
she naturally has been more
Billie

Valentinos on

as his

than thrilled over this triumph.
Strange to say, however, the
honor of playing with Doug
seems to be a hoodoo. Enid
Bennett has seldom appeared
on the screen since working in
"Robin Hood," and Julanne
Johnston has not been having
any luck to speak of in getting
good parts since her return

Is a Paris divorce in prospect for Rudolph Valentino

and Natacha Rambova ? Mrs.
Valentino has gone abroad,
and Rudy has also started
Photo by

on a trip to Europe. Whether
they intend to meet and be-

St. Elrr

Theda Bara

—she

may

be only a name to the younger

Palatial

Home

makes us absolutely dizzy these days

to contemplate the plans of film stars for new homes.
Professional rivalry seems temporarily to have given way to
competition in residence building, and not to be outdone by the others, Harold Lloyd has announced plans
for a one-million-dollar estate which he will establish
It

establish

—

is right in this case
in Beverly Hills.
the usual attractions of a swimming pool, a ballroom, tennis courts, a miniature beach, and the like,
which stars frequently have in their back yards, he is
adding a bridle path, an agricultural farm, sheep-grazing
land, formal gardens, and a tropical forest, not to mention
one minute for rest a private golf course, open

To

—

—

come

legally separated has
not been announced as yet,
but it is generally conceded
by everybody who is "in the
that there will be no patching up of their diffi-

generation of fans, but the old-timers can't wait to see
her on the screen again.

from Europe. Even Marguerite de la Motte has rarely
equaled the opportunities that she had while appearing
some time ago in Fairbanks' pictures.
Another

Tour

know"
culties.

Valentino was in court before he left here but
His trial, nevertheless, drew a
only for speeding.
big quota of ever-curious onlookers, including many
Remaining ever true to his audiences,
flapper adorers.
he appeared in his film costume before the judge, having
come to court during the noon hour while working on
"The Eagle."
He was indeed a handsome and magnificent figure in
the rich, full-dress uniform of a Russian army officer,
with a dashing astrakhan toque, a long, flaring cloak,
heavily trimmed with gold braid, sparkling boots, sword,
must admit, too, it was an impresand everything.
sive and touching ceremony to see our Rudv turn over
to the cold, stern minions of the law a single greenback

We

for fifty berries, as

John Barrymore would

even a dime for trink geld

say.

Not
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Hollywood High Lights
Growing Up Together
Two of the most charming demons for work that
we have met in the colony for a long while, are
These two old
Alice Joyce and Anna O. Nilsson.
friends actually do study French and Spanish in between and during the making of pictures, and judging
by the ease with which they carry on conversation in
the languages,' they

Hollywood's

greatest

who

astute gentlemen

soon be able to qualify as
linguists, even against several
speak some six varieties of the

will

mother tongue.
Alice loves the Continent and proves it by having had
her delightful young daughters in charge of a French
They are lovely children, and besides talkgoverness.
ing French intriguingly, they reflect the good manners of their very nice mother.

For her

Anna Q.

part,

is

sand dollars' worth of shirt studs, taken from his room
Ambassador. Mickey's penchant for shirt studs
had never been brought into the limelight before, but
his possession of so man}- was attributed to the fact that
he had taken such an active part in the social affairs of

at the

the colony.

Neilan was personally responsible for another mild
sensation when he appeared not long ago with his head
shaved, except for a tuft of hair right on top, very similar to a mandarin's.
The story went the rounds that
Mickey did this to win a bet with Eddie Kline, the director.
He had made Kline glower because, in the middle of a scene, he walked on to a set where Eddie was

working.
"I'll

bet that I can

very

—

at

always

hair.

Irene Rich's Girls

plans to place both girls in a school
abroad during her sojourn in Europe
this winter.

Miss Rich
appear

will

go to Toronto

to

some race-course scenes

in

made for Tubitsch's production of
"Lady Windermere's Fan," and her
will join her in
after these are completed.

mother and daughters

New York

Miss Nilsson, and
the same holds good for Anna
when she goes to New York.
"We have been so loyal to each
other that we have always told
people we were exactly the same
age," said Miss Joyce to us. "Until just lately, we always told them
that we were both twenty-two.
However, since it is more fashionable now to be mature on the
screen, Anna and I have
is

twenty-eight

heretofore

his

For the time being, Irene Rich is
going to settle rumors about her
daughters going into pictures.
She

friendship

be

of

cost

bushv

between these
back man}- years to the
period when they both worked for
Vitagraph. Despite the fact that
they have been separated for long
stretches of time, because they
worked at different ends of the
continent, their devotion always
endured.
The very first person
Miss Joyce seeks when she comes

will

answered

can't,"

But they say that Mickey did
the

girls dates

reluctantly decided that

you

bet

Kline.

that she may do away with an interpreter, and be able to order her
meals in peace and safety.

to California

laugh," exclaimed Neilan,
of nothing better to do.

"I'll

serious about taking up, at some
time in years to come, a residence
along the French Riviera, and so
is preparing herself in languages

The

make you

thinking

"I want my girls to spend about
two years abroad in school and there
they can make up their minds what
sort of careers they desire to pursue."
Lillian Gish will not go
until she has

make "Faust"

abroad to
completed

another picture for Metro-GoldwynMayer. It has been decided that she
is

star

to

in

"The

Scarlet

Letter,"

we

and the best news of all is that she
will be directed by Victor Seastrom,

in-

who

"He Who

filmed

Gets Slapped."

stead."

A
As

Dorothy Succumbing?
Although she has def-

Is

initely

that

asserted in print
she
would never

marry an

actor,

Dorothy
kept busy

Mackaill is still
denying reports of her engagements to Thespians.

limit.

good
With so many movie marriages going on the rocks,
it's a risky thing these days for two players to
venture into matrimony, but Edmund Lowe and
Libyan Tashman decided to take the chance, and look
as though they had started out happily, anyway.

Harron is the
player with whom she has been seen in public most frequently of late, but Dorothy declines to admit that this
means anything more than a very pleasant companion-

Johnny

ship between them.

"Just because I say that I am not going to marry an
actor, I have a worried feeling that it may some day be
my fate," said Dorothy. "You know how things go-

when you say
Which may

that

or

you won't do a thing."

may

not

mean

signs of weakening.

best one that they have told on Mickey Neilan
for some time is that he was robbed of some four thou-

Not

Tom Mix
satisfied

is going the
with cornering a

of the handsomest
and white gloves in the

majority
ties,

world, his latest outburst

is

his

new

A

quarter of
a million dollars is set as the cost of
the mansion and the feature of the
construction will be nine tile baths,
Needless to say, the stables for his horse will be the
very last word in everything, probably including a private
harness shop, and certainly a staff of veterinaries.
Mix and his wife, incidentally, were reported separated by the newspapers, but if there have been any
differences between them these have been patched up.
It all seems to have arisen because Mrs. Mix spent a few
days at the Ambassador Hotel while her husband was on

home

in

Beverly

Hills.

a fishing trip to Ensenada, Mexico.

Mary and

The .Colony Cut-up
The

shirts,

usual

Mix Mix-Up

Mary
She

is

the Giants

Pickf ord has a brand-new problem on her hands.
running into difficulties over the speed she has
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Hollywood High Lights

"'Little Annie Rooney" had
lately shown in production.
hardly been released before "Scraps" was completed,
and she wanted to plunge right into another picture
thereafter, but she- is hesitating about this now.
"Scraps" is the first film Mary has made in some time
that will have a fantastic sequence like "Suds" and some
of her earlier features. The story is about the sufferings
of some children on a "baby farm," principally their
starvation.
Mary, therefore, is having some trick photography scenes showing the little waifs being fed during a dream by huge giants.

and directors

will be represented in the collection which
consequently be valued in excess of a half million
dollars, at least.
Many famous painters from all over
the world are to be invited to enhance with their talents
will

this art exhibition.

We

move that the portraits not only be confined to
beautiful stars who have made picture history, but include as well those of the great technicians and cinematographers who have contributed so very handsomely to
the perfection and beauty of the screen.
And last but
not least, we really think the portrait of at least one great
scenario writer should also be hung and properly draped.

Lew Waxing Wealthy
Lew Cody

And he
has reason to be.
He has recently signed a new contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer at the twenty-five-hundred-dollar-aweek figure, and considering that he started his comeback about three or four years ago at five hundred dollars
a week, in "The Valley of Silent Men," and was glad to
get the job, his progress is quite worth talking about.
He has also made many very profitable investments.
Chiefly, though, Lew is happy over his new success
in comedy.
The first showing of "An Exchange of
Wives" promises to be a great occasion for him.
is

a highly elated star these days.

More High Romance
Tashman and Edmund Lowe were married
Lowe's home town, San Jose, in the northern part
Lilyan

in

of

the State, and about the third day after,

Lilyan was
ordered straightway to Alaska to appear in a lead for
Metropolitan Pictures.
Siberia couldn't have been
greater punishment for Ed and Ljlyan, and while the
wedding breakfast was a gay and charming affair, we
just simply had to weep with Edmund over his sad, sad
Lilyan has bobbed her spun gold hair, but if
plight.
anything, she looks more stunning than ever. And that
is saying a lot.
We wish them well because they are a
delightful couple.

Wonders

happen once

in a while.

An

eighteenyear-old schoolgirl in New York sent a story to the
studios recently which was accepted as a starring feature
for Reginald Denny.
still

Lucky Dolores

A

Mexican Find
The discovery of the month is a Mexican society girl,
Senora Dolores del Rio,
and her first appearance in
a second lead in "Joanna

Dolores Costello is enjoying the
of any newcomer in pictures.
She has
stepped from one good role right into
another.
Her latest is the lead in

"The

Mannequin," the Fannie Hurst
Paramount is producWarner Baxter plays the male lead.

prize story, which
ing.

Dolores' rapid progress is attributed to the coaching that she re
ceived from John Barrymore during "The Sea Beast." He helped
her particularly to solve some problems with make-up. Among
other things, the studio wanted her to apply rouge to her lips
in such a way as to form a Cupid's-bow mouth, but Barrymore advised against this and told her to use the lipstick
so as to emphasize the straighter line of her mouth
attractively.

A

With

closely
cles.

Million,"

with

in

the studio cirthe

Edwin Carewe,

director,

is

who found

the

Columbus
on

her, while

a trip to the Southern republic, and induced her to

come
Real Hall of

a

Dorothy Mackaill, is goto be watched very

to

California

to

Fame

Five thousand dollars is the nice large sum
that will be invested in individual portraits

work

in

pic-

tures.

As

she was

very happily
married, and
living a very

adorn a Hall of Fame dedicated to their
honor in a new Chinese theater in Hollywood to be built
by Sid Grauman. Norma Talmadge has already had her
portrait painted by Howard Chandler Christy which will
be one of the first installed. Probably one hundred stars

-of the film stars to

pleasant social
life, she was
not particularly anxious to enter pictures, but Carewe painted
such a 'glowing picture of the
colony, and her chances for a career, that she finallv consented.

Hollywood High Lights
Her husband is so devoted to her that lie seldom leaves
her side while she is working, and accompanies her
both to and from the studio, which is by way of making
all the married stars envious.
Anent the Charleston
Hollywood

have nervous prostration if the
Charleston championship is not settled soon. The fever
has spread to the very exclusive and fashionable Saturday-night Sixty Club dances, and a goodly portion of the
program at these affairs is devoted to a Charleston comwill

"Lady Windermere's Fan,"
under Ernst Lubitsch. The noted German director is
of the belief that his performance is going to be a revelation.
And since Lubitsch has often demonstrated his
ability to discover new lights and shades in the acting
talents of many of our popular players, we feel Mr.
Lytell's performance will be worth watching.
Bert himself is naturally elated, since he has not enjoyed such an
since he has been playing in

opportunity for some time.
Stars

Douglas Fairbanks

petition.

At
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the dance

we

recently attended, the principal con-

were Ann Pennington, Ruth Roland, Lena Basformerly in pictures and more recently of the
And we
"Follies," Priscilla Dean and Viola Dana.
mustn't overlook mentioning Jimmie Young, the director,
who added all sorts of fun to the occasion by giving his
version of the dance. Mr. Young is not really a champion as yet, but as some one at our table commented,
"Jimmie is all right. He has one step and he means to
testants
quette,

Pay and Pay

the reigning king of incometax payers.
He has given the government $182,190
during 1925 to cover his earnings during the previous
year.
The amount that he paid in 1924 was $225,769
and the difference is no doubt partly due to the change
is still

in rates of taxation.

Other prominent players, directors, and so forth, who

paid very large income taxes include Gloria Swanson,
$57,075; James Cruze, the director, $40,353; Betty
Compson (Mrs. Cruze), $6,192; Lillian Gish, $36,967;
Mary Pickford, $34,388; Mrs. Charlotte Pickford
stick to it."
Smith, $34,268; Harold Lloyd and wife, Mildred Davis,
Ruth and Priscilla did a Charleston duet that was a
sensation, particularly to those who knew that the girls,
$28,151; Dick Barthelmess, $24,803; Ernest Torrence,
like virtually all the others in the colony, have been
$22,209; Pola Negri, $15,109; Bill Hart, $15,785, and
Mary C. Hart (Bill's sister), $15,910; A. E. Christie,
practicing it feverishly night after night at "cat parties"
$13,974; and Charles Christie, $13,784; Lewis Stone,
held at each other's homes.
Ruth has been at it longer
$12,853; Ernst Lubitsch, $11,464; Corinne Griffith and
than Priscilla, consequently she stepped and kicked
husband, Walter Morosco, $10,965
Eugene O'Brien,
But Priscilla received a
faster and more intricately.
big hand,
none the less, for her obvious good
$10,901; Jack Holt. $10,792; Tom Mix, $7,515, and
Mrs. Tom Mix, $7,560.
sportsmanship.
Bessie Love, one of the leading exThe following are additional interesting figures
ponents of the "hay foot, straw foot," was absent, or
Charles Chaplin, $346 Percy Marmont, $8,153 Adolphe
the battle for honors might have been even more exMenjou T $1,402; Mrs. Adolphe Menjou, $1,452; Walciting.
lace
Beery, $2,671 D. W. Griffith, p. 777; Jack Gilbert,
One great drawback to the pastime has been discovEddie Burns, $3,885; Lon Chaney, $999; Bebe
$5,264;
ered, however, and may soon result in its passing as a
Daniels,
$75; William Farnum, $12; Leatrice Joy, $18;
fad. The Charleston is dangerous to the figure, accordTalmadge, $5,809; Milton Sills, $3,694; Mrs.
Constance
ing to Lena Basquette. The hips of the dancer become
Milton
Sills,
3,743; Florence Vidor, $2,739; Alia Nawho
muscle-bound, and we feel that when the stars
Will Rogers, $2,700; Blanche Sweet,
zimova,
$3,953;
appearance
on
the
screen,
and
work
so
value a svelte
$3,220; Conway Tearle, $1,551; Ben Turpin, $6,105;
hard to retain it, find this out, they likely will give up
And Rudolph Valentino, $1,995; Mrs. Rudolph Valentino,
their ambitions for first honors in the dance.
$2,350; Francis X. Bushman, $28; James Kirkwood,
quite frankly, we shall not grieve deeply, because
$3,609, and Lila Lee (Mrs. Kirkwood), $3,843; Bessie
there is little in it that is genuinely attractive.
Love. $3,006; Monte Blue, $3,996;
Jackie Coogan, $268; Jack Coogan, Sr.,
Bert Lytell Progresses
This is nothing for Irene Rich 's
$2,197; Viola Dana, $5,470; Charles
Bert Lytell and Claire Windsor
daughter,
Ray, $1,359; Colleen Moore, $1,890.
boyish
young
entertained at one of the most
Frances, who would as soon
elaborate dinner parties at the
Terrible Error
same Sixty Club affair, and among be on her head as on her feet.
There are persistent rumors
There's no separating the professional
their guests were
several very
that she is to follow her
from the personal in the movies, as witromantic couples. These included
mother 's career.
ness the social faux pas recently comEdwin Carewe, the director, and
mitted by a prominent critic of pictures.
Mary Akin, the actress, who were
He was the guest at the home of a noted
wed in Mexico at the same time as Bert and Claire, but
star who is engaged to an equally noted
who kept their marriage a secret until just recently;
The three were together at
director.
Kathleen Clifford, who at this writing is engaged to
;

.

;

;

;

A

'

M.

P. Illitch, a

prominent banker of Los Angeles

;

and

Lena Basquette, who has lately become the wife of Sam
Warner, one of the numerous Warner brothers.
Bert and Claire are the most delightful hosts imaginable and proved this by the wav in which they made
everybody as happy and congenial as possible, even
though their guests included stars, directors and studio
executives not ordinarily grouped
together in the social catalogue of

Hollywood.
Bert Lytell, it

is

verge

new

seems,

on

the
of

a

success,

dinner.

The newspaper critic, it seems, had
viewed a picture made by the star's exhusband, and had liked it immensely.
He raved about it in no unmistakable
terms, but without any wish to offend
simply with a glowing appreciation of
art where he found it.
The wife naturally listened with interest, but her intended husband evidenced all signs of a deepening depression during about fifteen minutes of
tributes and superlatives.
Finally, when the critic had
Continued on page 96
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How One

Up

Girl Built

Fan Club

a

A

letter written by Constance Riquer, only two years ago, was the seed from
which has
grown, under her guidance, a Norma Talmadge club covering the entire United States
and many foreign countries, and including in its membership dozens of film stars.

By Lora

YOUTH
darkened
sits

Kelly

wide-eyed in

"Well, that's over," she said.
I can give all my time to
the fan club."
There wasn't much of a breathing spell after that commencement for one girl graduate. The
mail man who delivers on Northfield
Street in East Cleveland
was piling up mail so fast that
the
young president of the
Norma Talmadge Fan Club had
to delve into it immediately.
letter she had written to the
editor of a picture-play magazine
two years before, asking for the
address of -her favorite star, had
started an amazing chain of correspondence, which now covers
nearly every State in the Union,
with several branches abroad. At
the end of the first year the membership had reached nearly five
hundred, with an imposing array
of screen stars heading the list.

a
theater.
On
the screen passes a fleet-

"Now

ing world, peopled with dream-

whose magic art lifts one
from the dullness of every day.
Romance is its setting and chief
folk

concern, while adroit twists of
adventure, through palace or
slum, offer a holiday for the
spirit, a release from the com-

monplace.

For most of us the enchantment fades when the lights
come on. But there are exceptions.
One of them is a young
fan

A

Cleveland, Ohio,
into the makebelieve world do not end with
the exit march. From the first
girl

in

whose glimpses

moment Constance Riquer saw
Norma Talmadge 's charming
on the silver sheet her
fancy has been caught and held.
For two years or more, this
high-school girl spent what time
she could spare from her studies, slowly making her dream
come true in the organization of
a Norma Talmadge Fan Club.
When June brought a diploma,
she tied it up in her class colors
and put it away with a sigh of
face

One room
dence

is

quarters.

resi-

graph that dominates the room is
one of the beloved Norma herautographed and sent to
self,
Miss Riquer on the club's first
official

Photo by

J.

B/SanteF

work for Constance Riquer
but after she had enlisted Charles Ray, and

Getting members 'was slow

whom

Riquer

up as club headNoted faces, familiar

to all picture lovers, look down
from its walls, but the photo-

relief.

What To Do

in the

fitted

at first,

birthday

last

April.

What Not To Do

i.
Do not start activities with
then persuaded Miss Talmadge to become honorary
be dedicated,
the idea that you can "carry
president, things began to hum.
of your plans; obtain her peron" in your spare time. Be premission for the use of her name, and her cooperation
pared to give to the undertaking all your time and
in the enterprise
if possible!
energy, and some money.

1.

Inform the
the club

2.

4.

star

to

to

Invite other stars

tween
3.

is

star,

A bond of union bewelcomed by both parties.

to join.

and fan

is

Get as much publicity as
magazines are glad to help
If

possible.
in this

you have enough members

in

fan

way.

several cities to

establish regular branches, do so.
ties,

Some

with consequent publicity, are very

2.

favorite.

It

members and
3.

Do

promotes

ill-feeling

rejected fans, but

not

just those fans

as

their

only

however, as

or to give those

who

to

prime

between

between various

not be so intent upon enlarging your

ship,

Local activibeneficial.

Do not limit your membership to
who claim your "guiding star"

clubs.

member-

admit undesirable applicants,
members a chance

are already

to lose interest.

Take your progress slowly, if you would take it
surely.
This includes making no promises till you
are sure of your ability to fulfill them; entering upon
no project without adequate financial backing and the
cooperation of your members; and not undertaking at
one time more work than you can attend to promptly
and thoroughly.
5.

4.

Do

There are certain
must do, but beyond

not imitate other fan clubs.

things, of course,

that

all

these few things strike out for yourself.
5.

But

— do

not

make

the mistake of considering other

fan clubs as "rivals."

and you

is

the best policy.

Cooperation between them

How One
The

Built

Up

a

Fan Club
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her
a busi-

despite

president,

bubbling enthusiasm,
nesslike

Girl

is

Her

young woman.

brown

hair is cut in a bob,
her blue eyes meet yours
frankly, and when she smiles,
which is often, there are
dimples.
But she has no

ambition

become

to

tion-picture

mo-

a

herself.

actress

!" she assures one.
don't
think
I have any tal"I
!"
ent in that direction at all

"Mercy, no

She has never seen Miss
Talmadge "in person." The
noted Norma is known to her
only through the medium of
pictures, and through the dispatch of one autographed photograph and two congratulatory telegrams from the Talmadge studios. That has been
the sole reward of nearly two
years' constant labor on her

and the part of two or
three other members of the
fan club who often help her
with the burden of her mail.
part,

The purpose

of the organito
Miss
band together

zation,

according

Riquer,

is

"to

sincere motion-picture fans,
particularly admirers of 'Our

all

Norma,'

to give the stars an
opportunity to come into a
more intimate relationship
with their fans, and to boost

the better films."

The ambition

of the mem"to build up
fan club in the
in so doing, to

bers, she says,

the largest
world, and

is

auazcf somes. \&nmoi

Mrit) »*•

to

WI

tofefrss. Ottrtr-

«—wtog

Bto dwelt.
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Norma Talmadge was

NORTHFIELD AV

inspiration

E CLEVE

spirit

TO CLEVELAND BRANCH NOJ34A TALMADGE CLUB

GREET IN OS

YOUR

ONLY WOMAN

AS

GOOD WISHES
3»-.

WILL OBTAIN AS MUCH PLEASURE

CHAPTER

YOUR

II

DID IN MAKING IT.

IN YOUR

ALTRUISTIC

FROM SEEING

THE

ENDEAVORS TO BE OF REAL HELP

TALMADGE

our

leader

in

spirit,

Norma Talmadge."
Riquer

says

admiration has
her
dated back to child-

hood days.

"My

af-

Miss Talmadge began with
that burning adoration
fection for

Ik.

club.

make others happy,
the stars proud of us,
and to be worthy of

Miss
NORMA

of the

I HOPE THAT

YOU ALL HAVE MY SINCERBST

COMMUNITY.

the

and guiding

How One
that only a very emotional child can
remember writing to an editor for

"I

Girl

know," she

my

said.

idol's address,

confiding to him that 1 should be happy and ready to
die if I could only possess her true signature
!

came! That phase gave way to photo collecting, and that was followed by a foolish desire to help
her.
Please don't smile at that impulse
I was so much
"Well,

it

—

earnest!

in

"And

that opportunity came through the publishing
of a letter of mine in the column of 'What the Fans
Think.'
wee note it was, with a very frightened signature attached, but it brought letters of friendly greeting from other Norma fans. I was thrilled to the core,
and every other thought was a wonder if she had seen it

A

"Then an idea took shape as I saw the mail man
staggering under his load each day: why couldn't all
these admirers of Miss Talmadge be brought together
in some way?
fan club! I had heard of such things
but had not the faintest notion how one should be organized, or what to do first.
I went right ahead anyhow
and, all aquiver with excitement, told my girl pals what

A

I

had

in

mind.

"They liked the plan, too, so we proceeded to ask
every one to join our club, just as if it had been a longestablished reality.
It took some patience, I'll admit.
We had to take some kidding, too, from some of our

—

But we persevered, and at last we had a memThat girl will never know she was our first, either.
It was nearly two months before another was enrolled
weeks so full of dreams and plans that there was no
time to worry about our slow progress.
"Thrill number two came with the announcement that
a real photoplay star was coming to town in person. It
was Charles Ray, and I liked him heaps, with his fleet,
but catching smile. My brain was atingle as I left the
theater, but I made myself a dare and took it.
No
wonder my friends and relatives gave me up for lost,
for it was my firm intention to write to Charles Ray and
invite him to join our club.
It took a great deal of
courage, and more time than I'd like to admit, to compose and mail that letter. But the important thing is
that Charles Ray answered it, and what's more, he
friends.

ber

!

—

joined the club.
"The next thing that happened was 'Secrets.' By the
time that film was announced for its Cleveland showing, our club had two dozen members.
were regally calling -ourselves the Norma Talmadge Correspondence Club, and we thought it was about time Norma
knew about it
"A timid, tiny group we were when we met to write
a letter to Norma to tell her of our plans, and to invite
her I almost said implore her to become our honorary
president.
week or more of silence, then the registration card was returned, signed by an unknown— a prop
boy, perhaps, I imagined in my disappointment.
"We tried, however, to be Pollyannas. What more
could we have expected, we reasoned. Norma is so popular, so famous.
Why should I have dared hope she
would answer, or even bother to read, my letter when it

We

—

Up

Built

—

A

came

a

Fan Club

her with a thousand others?
What should I
friends ?
Thank goodness they had
already laughed all they could, anyway. Just the same
I couldn't still the faint, singing hope in my heart when
I peeked into the mail box again the next day.
Disappointment again just a photomailer
"I had decided to hide my hurt behind a mask of
pride over at least receiving a photograph from her,
when all of a sudden, I discovered the words 'First
Class' written across the outside.
That meant a letter
to

my

tell

scoffing

—

!

—from HER!
"So our Norma did write, and she did express herself
as pleased with our venture, and she did accept our invitation to become honorary president.

"Of

course, with 'Secrets' showing in Cleveland, our
received its first official recognition.
were
honored with bewildering lobby and window displays,
photographs and newspaper stories, and best of all,
Norma herself telegraphed seats for Cleveland club
members, and there never was assembled a happier,
prouder group than we were, when the theater manager
!"
ushered us into our places of honor

We

club

A

brief excursion to

Columbus, Ohio's

capital,

I attempted to tell every boy in that city
was a Norma Talmadge Club.
"We had displays in store windows, theaters, and
near the State House Square. I went to schools, and the
theater entertained for us, and altogether, we were feted
quite a bit.
We had a gorgeous week of it, all to the
glory of Norma.
We returned to Cleveland all agog
with excitement, and with a determination to work
The fruits of our labors were beharder than ever.

in

Columbus,

that there

ginning to shpw.

"One by

one,

came

letters

from the big screen

A

'accept-with-pleasure' type, to the long, gushing, ultracomplimentary variety that make me blushingly wonder
what I could have written them. There were also handwritten confidential notes, and there were the dictated,
But I am happy
scholarly masterpieces of eloquence.
to say that every star has expressed himself, or herself,
as happv to be associated with our organization."

STAR

By Lowell Kayne

P^U, lady of the languid glance,
What sadness have you seen,
That

in

your eyes

Where

its

traces lurk,

joy should dwell serene?

stars

our invitation to become members of our
club.
We have quite an imposing list now. I can cite
at random the names of Thomas Meighan, Norma
Shearer, Eugene O'Brien, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ruth Roland, Adolphe Menjou, Hope Hampton, Glenn Hunter,
Constance Binney, Julian Eltinge, Ethel Grey Terry,
Alice Calhoun, Alberta Vaughan, Mabel Ballin, Dorothy Dalton, and ever so many more.
"A handwriting expert would find their letters of
acceptance interesting. The collection we have in our
files shows every sort of letter, from the one-sentence
accepting

iiiiiin

TO

brought

forth another round of triumphs for the growing young
"Secrets" was showing in
club, Miss Riquer relates.
Columbus, and the president and her associates were in"That manvited to help with the publicity campaign.
ager's wishing was weak beside mine," she said, "and
when mother said I could go, I could scarcely contain
myself. With the aid of our vice president, who lived

Perhaps your sorrow has been caused

By something no

one knows

Perhaps by unrequited love

Perhaps— it's

just a pose!

77

Var-time Intrigue

py

and Antonio Moreno get mixed up

in the

dfar in the film of Blasco Ibafiez' "Mare
* Miss Terry as a seductive German spy, and
i Spanish sea captain who comes beneath her

—

disastrous results.
|above,

is

The

Hughie Mack

disreputable-looking
in

one of the

aesthetic scenes of the picture.

less-

How One
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that only a very emotional child can
"] remember writing to an editor for
-

know," she

my

said.

idol's address,

confiding to him that 1 should be happy and ready to
die if I could only possess her true signature
it came!
That phase gave way to photo coland that was followed by a foolish desire to help
Please don't smile at that impulse
I was so much

"Well,
lecting,

her.

—

in earnest

"And that opportunity came through the publishing
of a letter of mine in the column of 'What the Fans
Think.'
wee note it was, with a very frightened signature attached, but it brought letters of friendly greeting from other Norma fans. I was thrilled to the core,
and every other thought was a wonder if she had seen it

A

"Then an idea took shape as I saw the mail man
staggering under his load each day
why couldn't all
these admirers of Miss Talmadge be brought together
in some way ?
fan club
I had heard of such things
but had not the faintest notion how one should be organized, or what to do first.
I went right ahead anyhow
and, all aquiver with excitement, told my girl pals what
:

A

I

had

in

!

mind.

liked the plan, too, so we proceeded to ask
every one to join our club, just as if it had been a longestablished reality.
It took some patience, I'll admit.
We had to take some kidding, too, from some of our

"They

—

But we persevered, and at last we had a memThat girl will never know she was our first, either.
It was nearly two months before another was enrolled
weeks so full of dreams and plans that there was no
time to worry about our slow progress.
"Thrill number two came with the announcement that
a real photoplay star was coming to town in person. It
was Charles Ray, and I liked him heaps, with his fleet,
but catching smile. My brain was atingle as I left the
theater, but I made myself a dare and took it.
No
wonder my friends and relatives gave me up for lost,
for it was my firm intention to write to Charles Ray and
invite him to join our club.
It took a great deal of
courage, and more time than I'd like to admit, to compose and mail that letter. But the important thing is
that Charles Ray answered it, and what's more, he
friends.

ber

!

—

joined the club.
"The next thing that happened was 'Secrets.' By the
time that film was announced for its Cleveland showing, our club had two dozen members.
were regally calling -ourselves the Norma Talmadge Correspondence Club, and we thought it was about time Norma
knew about it
"A timid, tiny group we were when we met to write
a letter to Norma to tell her of our plans, and to invite
her -I almost said implore her to become our honorary
president. A week or more of silence, then the registration card was returned, signed by an unknown
a prop
boy, perhaps, I imagined in my disappointment.
"We tried, however, to be Pollyannas. What more
could we have expected, we reasoned. Norma is so popular, so famous.
should I have dared hope she
would answer, or even bother to read, my letter when it

We

—

Up

Built

Girl

—

—

Why

TO

A

came

to

a

Fan Club
What

her with a thousand others?

should I
they had
already laughed all they could, anyway. Just the same
I couldn't still the faint, singing hope in my heart when
1
peeked into the mail box again the next day. Disappointment again— just a photomailer
"1 had decided to hide my hurt behind a mask of
pride over at least receiving a photograph from her,
when all of a sudden, I discovered the words 'First
Class' written across the outside.
That meant a letter
tell

my

friends

scoffing

?

Thank goodness

!

—from HER!
"So our Norma did write, and she did express herself
as pleased with our venture, and she did accept our invitation to become honorary president.

"Of
club

course, with 'Secrets' showing in Cleveland, our
received its first official recognition.
were

We

honored with bewildering lobby and window displays,
photographs and newspaper stories, and best of all,

Norma

telegraphed

herself

seats

for

Cleveland

With

myself.

the aid of our vice president,

That

in

your eyes

Where

its

traces lurk,

joy should dwell serene?

who

lived

Columbus, I attempted to tell every boy in that city
that there was a Norma Talmadge Club.
"We had displays in store windows, theaters, and
near the State House Square. I went to schools, and the
theater entertained for us, and altogether, we were feted
quite a bit.
We had a gorgeous week of it, all to the
glory of Norma.
We returned to Cleveland all agog
with excitement, and with a determination to work
The fruits of our labors were beharder than ever.
in

ginning to shpw.

"One by
accepting

We

club.

one,

came

letters

from the big screen

stars

our invitation to become members of our
have quite an imposing list now. I can cite

random the names of Thomas Meighan, Norma
Shearer, Eugene O'Brien, Anna O. Nilsson, Ruth Roland, Adolphe Menjou, Hope Hampton, Glenn Hunter,
Constance Binney, Julian Eltinge, Ethel Grey Terry,
Alice Calhoun, Alberta Vaughan, Mabel Ballin, Dorat

othy Dalton, and ever so many more.
"A handwriting expert would find their letters of
The collection we have in our
acceptance interesting.
files shows every sort of letter, from the one-sentence
'accept-with-pleasure' type, to the long, gushing, ultra-

complimentary variety that make me blushingly wonder
what I could have written them. There were also handwritten confidential notes, and there were the dictated,
But I am happy
scholarly masterpieces of eloquence.
or herself,
himself,
expressed
star
has
every
to say that
our
organization."
with
associated
to
be
as happv

STAR

By Lowell Kayne

y^H, lady of the languid glance,
What sadness have you seen,

club

members, and there never was assembled a happier,
prouder group than we were, when the theater manager
!"
ushered us into our places of honor
A brief excursion to Columbus, Ohio's capital, brought
forth another round of triumphs for the growing young
"Secrets" was showing in
club, Miss Riquer relates.
Columbus, and the president and her associates were in"That manvited to help with the publicity campaign.
ager's wishing was weak beside mine," she said, "and
when mother said I could go, I could scarcely contain

Perhaps your sorrow has been caused

By something no one knows
Perhaps by unrequited love
Perhaps

—

it's

just a pose!

Jo
Lea

La

he
es

ache

dancing

lurray, in her

"The Masked
forth in all
-with so much
eed, that she
?s

fie

i.^art

of a

then

pro-

ind
il\

tales

jlices

on her

of the un-

Roy d'Arcy
i

i

Rath bone are
Murray, at the
left.
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War-time Intrigue

Alice Terry and Antonio Moreno get mixed up in the
World War in the film of Blasco Ibafiez' "Mare
Nostrum" Miss Terry as a seductive German spy, and
Tony as a Spanish sea captain who comes beneath her
spell with disastrous results.
The disreputable-looking
character, above, is Hughie Mack in one of the Jess*

—

aesthetic scenes of the picture.
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"The Vanishing American"
The tragic history of the American Indian, from the early
days of the cliff dwellers, through the invasion of the
white men, up to present times, is effectively shown in this
Paramount picture. Richard Dix, as a modern Navajo
Indian, who tries to keep peace between the redskins and
the whites, does some striking work against the beautiful
background furnished by Arizona. It is Lois Wilson bending over him, below.
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The

Inimitable

Two

Fans are probably glad

Mary Picknot stopping with

to hear that

ford

is

"Little Annie
Rooney,"
but is going on to play
another ragamuffin part
"Scraps."
As for

Doug, he

is

his

same

old

fascinating self in a bandit role in "The Black
Pirate," ready as usual to

challenge

Pbote bt K. O.

the
world.

Rakmo

entire
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From
From

Scandinavia comes

the

Land

of the Vikings

another to join our already swollen ranks of foreign screen
Greta Garbo, who is famed throughout Europe for her beauty
and talent, and has just come to this country to do some pictures for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
A native of Sweden, she is a statuesque blonde, very reserved in manner. Just what will be
the films that she will make in America has not been decided, but they will probably be of a
very dramatic nature, as she has a particular flair for that sort of thing. It was she who
played the leading role in the big Continental production of Selraa Lagerlof's "The Story of
Gosta Berling," and it was her performance in that which first brought her fame two years ago.
actresses.

The

still

latest arrival is
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When Walter Hiers drove up

in

front of a bank on Hollywood Boulevard atop a load of hay for "Hold Your Breath,"
business there stopped.

Hollywood Gets

a

Kick

No matter how familiar its inhabitants may be with seeing movie
scenes being made, they are always ready to be thrilled again.

By

IN no many

city in the

world are

strange
spectacles to be seen as in
Hollywood.
The point has
been reached where nothing
surprises its residents because
of the activities of the motionso

producing companies.
probably would result
in riot calls and fire alarms

picture

What

and organization of citizens'
posses in other places, does
little more than offer a "kick"
to the inhabitants of cinema-

A. L.

Wooldridge
Most all of them
recognized Harold Lloyd with
comfiture.

horn-rimmed glasses and
saw the scene reproduced
in "Hot Water."
They got
A little
'nawful kick from it.
while later, a motor car stalled

his

later

in the center of a street intersection at a busy boulevard
corner and within a few minutes
traffic
was jammed in
every direction. Two or three
motor cars had driven up to

the

machine

stalled

and

stopped in

awkward

Hollywood gets a kick out
Whenof most everything.

A

officer

ever a Hollywoodite sees or
hears something that interests
or "amuses him, he remarks:
"I get 'nawful kick out of

Horns began honking
tangle.
and sirens wailing. And then
from the windows of an ad-

land.

that

!"

He

from a good
from an airplane
rodeo, a kick from the motor
races and he gets a kick from
gets a kick

positions.

envainly
the
out
straighten
deavored to
traffic

jacent

building

motion-picture

cameras popped and the operators began cranking.

story, a kick

More "Hot Water" scenes
The motorists got a kick
out of it when they learned

movies.
When Gabriel
blows his horn some enthusiastic native son is likely to
rush up and grasp his hand
and tell him what a wonderful kick he got when he heard

what it was all about, smiled
good-naturedly and watched the

the

the

first

trumpet.
There's

happening

blast

always

from

the

something

to give that greatly

desired kick.

A

young man

!

performance

till it

was

finished.

Travelers coming into Los
Angeles not long ago encountered a strange throng on the
beautifully paved road along
the palisades near Santa MonFat men and fat women,
ica.
grandpas in knickers and grand-

mas

in

sport

togs,

flappers

and sedate-

wearing
tumbled from a street car on
A "wild man" scrambling up latticework on Sunset
looking business men wearingSanta Monica Boulevard last
Boulevard, with two men in pursuit, proved to be
puttees,
all trundling along the
comedian.
Jimmie Adams, a Christie
year, spilling about nineteen
boulevard
on kiddie kars and
bundles and a turkey into the
down the highbeating
it
just
were
They
scooters!
street.
A whole morning's shopping lay scrambled on
one wonder
make
enough
to
was
spectacle
The
way.
fee paving.
He wasn't hurt, but the drivers of autosome
paying
were
insane
or
gone
folks
had
if
the
dishis
mobiles and pedestrians laughed gleefully at
tight skirts,
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Hollywood Gets

a

Kick

Photo by Gene Kornman

Hollywood got a great kick out of the traffic jam
created for scenes in Harold Lloyd's "Hot Water."

runaway flivver were photographed for scenes in "Any

the

Woman,"
duction

bet.
Just around a turn
road,
an old-fashioned, onelung motor car suddenly came careening down a hill and ended with a sufOcean.
focated gurgle in the Pacific
The surf rolled in and over the little

foolish

in

election

the

sousing its
Alice

flivver,

Then

brine.

Butt

two occupants with
Terry and Lawson

emerged

therefrom
and waded ashore
while cameras were
clicking.

Both the crowd
on the scooters and

This

amazing scene on

a California dock turned
out to be a shot for a
Hal Roach comedy, with
Charlie Chase.

The

King.
woodite

got

from the

Two

a Paramount prodirected
Henry
by

passing
Hollya splendid kick

incidents.

men

fought on the
girders of a building under
construction,
high above the
busy
in
Broadway
tunnel
Los
Angeles.
Pedestrians
stopped to gaze, awe-stricken
for the moment, at the battle.
The larger of the two men
managed to encircle the throat
of the other with his powerful
fingers

and bend him backward

over the steel work. In a moment, it seemed, he would
be hurled from his perilous
position.
The clothing of
the combatants was being
torn to shreds.
The smaller
of the two men managed to
regain his
feet
and both
grasped an overhead cable
as they tore into each other
with their disengaged hands.
Thrilling ? Why, a similar

spectacle would not be enlifetime.
countered
in
a
No
Still, no officers came.
one endeavored to stop the
Presently, some one
fight.
in the crowd discovered a
motion-picture camera at a
respectable distance to one

The bathing beauties always draw
a crowd. Here is a group used
in "The Night Club" to wave at
outgoing steamers.

Hollywood Gets

side

;

then

one

every

grinned.

They got a kick from the spectacle.
The fighting men were Reed Howes
and Ben Hendrick, Jr., making
scenes for "The Cyclone Rider,"
a Fox production.
Not very long ago, a costly, lowhung roadster stopped suddenly on
North Los Angeles Street in the
heavy trucking district, with a man
knocked flat on the cobblestones, a
long,

head.

red welt on the side of his

The poor

fellow, collarless,

appeared to be badly hurt. An officer dashed out from the curbing,
whistling to another that an accicrowd asdent had happened.
sembled and the prostrate man was
helped to his feet.
"Stand back !" ordered the
man in uniform. "Let's have

A

air

!"

The "officer" was J. Fartell McDonald and the "accident" had been prearranged
for use in "Kentucky Pride,"
If
another Fox production.
hundred
the
faces of two
extras had been desired in
the scene, they were on hand
before the shot was finished.
The crowd got its kick from
the incident.
Santa Monica.,

Sunset, and

Hollywood

are
Boulevards
thoroughfares
principal
the
through movieland. On Sun"wild man,"
set, recently, a
Alice

Terry and

W. Lawson Butt

rode into the Pacific in a

runaway

for "Any Woman," which
stunt properly thrilled the spectators.
flivver

a

85

Kick

What looked

like

a sure-enough accident was

when ]. Farrell
MacDonald was identified as the "officer,"
and the other principals as Fox players.

disclosed as a movie scene

—

dressed in South Seas costume grass
skirt, beads, horns upon his head
and painted in hideous colors
scrambled up the latticework over
an iron gate, closely pursued by two
white men at the head of a crowd.
The wild man
moved
with the
This fight on tall
agility
of
a mongirders between Reed
Howes and Ben Henkey and soon
dricks, Jr., for "The
hung in what apCyclone Rider" was
peared to be a

—

genuinely thrilling
the

to

crowds gathered
below.

perilous position.
Continued on page 103
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Sets that Repre
Used regularly in motion- pic
quaint pieces and rare an
dollars

and

many

years of

By John

R.

strange and the old and the
the
antique have been brought to produce
those enticing screen effects you see.
There are genuine antiques worth a

There are imiquantity worth
twice as much more.
There is everything from the cheapest little rug
woven in a factory of New England
to the most gorgeous design made by
the hands of the Turks and Persians.
And there is everything from the
machine-sawed cupboard evolved in
half

million

tations

in

dollars.

limitless

Grand

Rapids to exquisitely handcarved period chests and tables.
Housewives who have enormous
bank accounts might be able to duplicate some of the handsomest interior
sets, but such a thing is beyond the
average person's purchasing power.
In this day and age when so much
hokum is resorted to in putting over
picture
plays,
many persons look
upon the gorgeous stage furnishings
as being made of papier-mache or in

some way photographed to make them
appear much more luxurious and
they really are. In
done. The camera
But if all the
can work wonders.
stocks in the largest furniture houses
of New York, Boston, Grand Rapids
and San Francisco were arranged in
one vast exhibition room, they would
not offer the range of things that the

valuable than
instances

many

prop rooms

in

it is

Hollywood

offer,

be-

cause they do not go in for the odd and
strange and quaint things that picture

This reproduction of a section of Maxim's, the famous Paris restaurant,
the aid of props from the Metro-Goldwyn studio for "The Merry

THOSE
De

lovely boudoir sets you saw in the exotic
Mille pictures
you are going to duplicate
them when again you furnish your home
And
that refined, luxurious private office with its carved
desk, deep chairs and harmonizing rug
"John" just
must fit up his office that way
The table in the reception room
it certainly shall have one
of those exquisite vases I
Is there a woman anywhere who hasn't yearned for
those beautiful things?
But try and get them
In the motion-picture studios of Hollywood are more
than three million dollars' worth of props or stage settings.
From the distant corners of the globe, from
the islands of the sea, the Orient, the Dark Continent,
the quaint little shops of Paris and the musty basements
of London; from attics in New York City and from
the cliffs where dwell the Indians of Arizona
from
the tropics and from the arctic circles the quaint and

—

!

—

!

—

—

!

;

was made with
Widow."

producers do.
Outside of the studios of Hollywood, too, are outfitting houses which

enormous stocks of beautiful
furniture, rugs and tapestries;
Their
rental charge is ten per cent of the value of each article,
per week.
The huge sums which some of the sets
cost is what started the studios equipping their own
and in recent years thev have grown to be worth milcarry

lions.

Rental of the stage furnishings in Norma Talmadge's
"The Eternal Flame," for instance, cost fifteen
thousand dollars.
The cathedral set in "The Merry
Widow" alone cost one thousand dollars a week. The
picture,

drawing-room sets, rugs, tapestries and the like in "One
Year to Live," cost nearly one thousand dollars a week.
For each picture produced at each studio which owns

own props, a cash rental is paid to the property
superintendent, even though it is little more than taking
money out of one pocket and putting it into another.
It enables the company, however, to determine whether
or not the props are earning interest on investment.
The most extensive stock on the West Coast is
owned at the United Studios. Nearly one million dolits
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sent Fortunes
productions

ture

are

odd,

which cost millions of
search and care to accumulate.
tiques

Emerson
lars
worth of stage settings are
housed there in an enormous twostory warehouse.
From it the First
National, the Corinne Griffith, Ritz
Carlton, M. C. Levee, and other productions have been outfitted.
Levee
is president of the holding company.
Sets and furnishings are rented to
other
producing concerns.
Seven
years have been spent in assembling
the stock.
Thomas Little has done
most of the buying.
He is an au-

thority

on the value of antiques.

"We

didn't have much money when
started gathering this supply," Mr.
Little said.
"I bought what I could
and I got in the habit of poking
around in the Los Angeles city dump
I

where broken furniture and iron and
such things are junked.
Sometimes
I
picked up a quaint metal vase or
an iron lamp or something of the
kind, usually worthless.
But I found
other pieces
which were valuable.
You know, every one does not understand the value of old furniture
and vases and urns and I guess mil-

worth of these things
have been thrown away when art
shops would have paid princely sums
In "The Eternal
for them.
On the other hand, thousands of persons believe they have
antiques in their possession worth fortunes when, in
fact, they are almost valueless.
"A man came rattling up to our 'prop' room not
long ago in a flivver with an odd-appearing chair
bouncing around in the back seat. It was a beautiful
thing, hand carved, old and undoubtedly the product
of some noted craftsman.
He wanted to sell it.
lions of dollars'

_

"

'Where did you get

" 'Oh,'

"
"

he replied,

'it

it?'

I

came

asked.
to me.'

'From where?' I insisted.
'From the family,' he added.

"I couldn't figure how a man driving such a cheap
car could own such an exquisite piece of furniture,
but he said it was his and in two minutes it was in
my possession. At about the same time, a woman,

moderate circumstances, appeared with
several pieces of antique furniture which fairly made
me gasp.
Beautiful work, beautifully paneled and
carved, quaint in design, different from most anything
I ever had seen and 'as old as the hills.'
I looked
them over and turned to her.
" 'Madam,' I said, 'I would love to have this furniture, but I cannot possibly pay you what it is worth.
You had better take it to some collector who has unlimited means at his command.'
" 'But I don't know any collector,' she complained,
T wouldn't know where to start. Won't vou make
an offer on it?'
She
"I set a price- -the very limit I could pay.
studied a moment, then replied

apparently

in

Flame" Norma Talmadge was surrounded by valuable French
tapestry and furnishings.
" 'Well,

you have been honest about it at least, and
I'm going to let you have them.
Some time, maybe,
I can see them again in pictures.'
"We stored the pieces alongside our other antiques.

They

are beautiful!

"There

really isn't any necessity for using genuine
antiques in motion pictures.
The imitations serve virtually as well.
have here the bed used by Mary
Pickford several years ago in 'Little Lord Fauntleroy.'
It is an exact duplicate of a famous hand-carved sixteenth-century canopy bed now in a London art gallery.
Yet it was made in the U. S. A., by American
craftsmen.
have replicas of the most famous
pieces manufactured during the periods of Louis XIV.,
Louis XV., Marie Antoinette
of the walnut pieces
manufactured during the time of Queen Anne and
of William and Mary, and of the master craftsmen
who made such marvelous furniture centuries ago in
Italy, Flanders, China, and Spain.
"For stage scenes we are able to supply furniture
'which looks similar to the handiwork of Antonio
Zucchi, Cipriani, Peronesi and Pergolese, who went to
England from the Continent during the seventeenth
century, and we have furniture indicative of the efforts
Admittedly, these are imiof Thomas Chippendale.
tations, but thev have been made by the most skillful
craftsmen of the present day and are worth what persons ordinarily would look upon as enormous sums.
"Different plays, of course, require different styles
The pieces manufactured in the French
of furniture.

We

We

;
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Sets

This set for

that

Represent Fortunes

"Ashes of Vengeance" contains some rare and

periods are most frequently seen where lavish wealth
and luxuriousness are demanded. The furniture you
see with massive and grand lines is of the period of
Louis XIV. the overelaboratiori of
mounted ornaments, twisted curves
and fanciful details is of the period
of Louis XV., and the sober and
sedate lines with jewellike metal
work is of the period of Marie
Following these come
Antoinette.
First Empire
Directoire and
the
;

•

styles."

Mr. Little frankly declares most
of the stage furniture is merely in
imitation of the old masters.
If all
the pieces from boudoir sets which
were said to have been owned and

by Marie Antoinette were
under one roof, the collection would cover a city block.
And
if
the
so-called
Chippendales
all
were similarly assembled, they would
stock a warehouse.
Yet Thomas
Chippendale had only a small factory in London when he won imused

placed

mortality as a furniture designer during the latter part of the eighteenth
century.

The property manager
with the
"worm holes"

sant

method
into

is

of

wood

conver-

blowing
with a

lovely pieces

from the

rich store

of United Studios.

of props, valued at approximately three hundred thousand dollars.
It owns few real antiques but has, on
the other hand, some of the most exquisite pieces of
modern furniture to be found. It
has one thousand chairs valued all
the way from fifty cents to four
It devotes
hundred dollars each.
a whole section of the building to
It maintains
rugs and tapestries.
its
own manufacturing rooms, its
own upholstering plant and employs the most skilled workmen it
can find.
It could outfit a complete gambling hall with faro, roulette,
baccarat and other gaming
tables and it could from its silver-

department

ware

set

a

perfectly

B.
E.
dinner.
court
appointed
Willis but recently returned from
New York, where he bought nearly

twenty thousand

dollars'

worth of-

material to be used in scenery
for picture making.

new

Metro-Goldwyn some months ago
from its prop room and craft
shops,

duplicated

a

section

of

Maxim's restaurant in Paris when
filmed "The Merry Widow."
it
It

reproduced the stage of Zieg"Pretty Ladies,"

feld's "Follies" in

and

its

cathedral scene, previously

mentioned, was one of the most
shotgun to make it look antique
beautiful ever built on the West
and of the difference between a fin
coast.
ish given to woods by beeswax disA corner of a studio prop room where the
solved in turpentine and rubbed inThe Lasky studio, where Cecil
et
kept.
candlesticks, vases,
cetera, are
termittentlv for years and a finish
De Mille has filmed so many gorsupplied by paint and varnish as is done in modern
geous pictures during recent years, has an enormous
times. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio in Culver City
sum invested in props, largelv of French and Italian
uses a four-story brick building to house its collection
design, and Universal has an equally large amount.

Sets
The p
most

w

that

Represent Fortunes

oe larger studios contain

a}-,

vn might be needed for any picture.
armor, grass skirts from the South
Sea IsL
spears, lances, bolos, machetes, snow;hoeS, grain mortars, throne chairs, moose heads, tiger
skins, gorgeous crystal chandeliers, priceless Chinese
and Japanese vases inlaid with pearl, tapestries from
the countries of Europe, earthenware from Africa,
torn toms from India, musical instruments from all
e

.

.

the other peoples
Orient.
The list
less.'

of
is

in

an old mansion rented

89
at

Lee

Dougherty,

Florence

the

end-

At each studio, too, are
the highest skilled interior
decorators and designers,
paid big salaries to arrange studio settings. The
odd crook

little

Lawrence,

and Marjorie
Favor. In the pictures.the
props consisted of neighborhood houses, the streets,
and what have you
In 1911, David Horsley,
!

•

cover, the
chair or
couch, the
ing of a

Eighth and Olive streets

the picture was "In the Sultan's Power "
and the props consisted of whatever could be found
in the house.
In 1909, New York sent out the old
Bison Company and in 1910 came the Biograph with
D. W. Griffith as director.
With him were Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Arthur Johnson, Mary Pickford,

The name of

Al

E.

and

to a table

a
table
or a
different hang-

—

drapery or arrangement of a tapestry
or rug, can change the
appearance of an entire
room.
Because of this

—and

presently Jesse

an

old

these
skilled
decorators
are
employed.
If
a

studio

now

housewife

the

such work were to
tempt duplicating a

at-

ting,

she
the

in

many

wonder

effect

she

made
The stage of Ziegfeld's "Follies

why

obtained

_

—

disappointed or surprised when they are unobtain many of the beautiful designs in furniture and vases or of tapestries and rugs they see pictured on the screen.
Indicative of the enormous growth of the motionpicture industry is this assembly of props at the West
Coast studios. The first complete motion picture made
in Los Angeles was produced by Colonel Selig in 1908
feel

able" to

A

view of one section of a prop room at the United Studios.

great Lasky
stands and
stable

Paramount

The

made
pic-

picture
studio of

first

in the first

Hollywood was

faithfully reproduced for

titled

"The

Law

of the Range." The
props therefor were the
wide open spaces and whatever could be borrowed.
Now, scarcely fourteen years later, the props alone

"Pretty Ladies."

was not the same. Undoubtedly, many women have
obtained ideas from screen plays on how to make rooms
appear unique and attractive and they may be assured that the stage-set rooms of certain productions,
at least— are correct in their fittings.
But they need
not

was

this

first

ture.

set-

instances

would

from

bought
and lot

stable

the

L.

He

Lasky came.
where

in

Milton

Fahrney arrived in Hollywood with two thousand
five
hundred
dollars,
leased the old Blondeau
Tavern at the corner of
Sunset and Gower now
a part of "Poverty Row"

slight turn of a

untutored

Thomas

Christie,

Ricketts

cost millions.

For "The Wanderer," a new Paramount production,
one of the most remarkable and expensive sets ever

Hundreds of carpenters, elecwas constructed.
and prop men went fifty miles from Hollywood
and there built an entire Biblical city. It bore the exact

built

tricians,

appearance of such a place years before the birth of
Thousands of extras may be seen roaming its
Christ.
narrow streets. The city did not last long, however,
being destroyed almost as soon as it was erected. An
earthquake not a real one brought the wrath of God
upon the city and its wicked inhabitants and its mighty
buildings were soon nothing but smoking ashes.

—

—
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How

Players Safeguard Their

Though

accidents sometimes happen, everything possible

vent the players from becoming

ill

or suffering

is

done to preat work.

injury while

By Myrtle Gebhart

YOU

read of accidents in which stunt men, doubling
for the stars, suffer injuries, but you seldom bear
of a featured actor being hurt or even indisposed.
Rarely is a production held up because of the illness of a

principal.

The main reason for

majority of the
constitutions
strong
to begin
actors have good health and
with. If they hadn't, they would never have been able
to withstand the hardships which at various times during their careers they have had
And they keep
to endure.
their health, or most of them
do, by a certain amount of exercise
and a common-sense
this is that the

diet.

A

deal of discomfort.
And ocean sequences are reasons
why some players wonder that so many fans want to be
movie stars. Several of the comedians, who more often
have to do water stuff, coat their bodies with grease and
oil and wear woolen underclothing to avoid taking cold.
Because of numerous accidents in the past growing
out of the extras' desire to work regardless of the risk,
and their insistence that they were expert at aquaticsports when perhaps they could not swim a stroke, tests
now are made of applicants for

such work.
De Mi lie had a
difficult time selecting the girls
for the "Feet of Clay" aquaplane episode, keeping in mind
the twin necessities of beauti-

sickly person would not
very long in the movies.
For even the featured players,
though they do not take the
risks run by the trained stunt-

ful faces and figures and familiarity with water sports.
During the preliminary tests
it was discovered that a number, eager to play in the pic-

nthletes, imperil their health
by water scenes, by performing the less hazardous thrills
that cannot be faked, and in
various other ways necessary

ture,

last

to their

work.

Kleig eyes are

had claimed

swimmers

common

ail-

to

be good
reality

in

would have been
endangered had they been pertheir

lives

the
these
thorough tests, which now are
insisted upon by most of the

mitted

to

participate

In addition

scene.

ments and so far no practi-

when

in

to

directors when such sequences
are included in pictures, lifeguards are stationed just outside the camera range.
Similar tests are made for
riding and steeplechase scenes,
not only that the most skillful
may be chosen but that no
with
foolish young
people,
thoughts of an opportunity
overbalancing common sense,
Some, with more pigmentation
may be allowed to risk their
in their eyes, are exceptionally
lives unnecessarily.
susceptible to Kleig eyes.
Working with animals is
It is curious that so few of
dreaded by all of the players,
the girls are annoyed with
though as a rule the ferocious
colds, in view of the fact that
When Lois Wilson sprained her wrist during the stampede
jungle beasts, under the guidpractically all of them at one
scene in "North of 36," Ernst Torrence rendered first aid
ance of experienced trainers,
time or another have to enact
with thekit that accompanies every movie company on location.
appear only in the long shots,
night scenes out of doors and
more tractable animals being
often clad in gossamer chiffon evening gowns.
used for close-ups. Even so, however, there is danger,
Frequently, garden moonlight parties are filmed on outdoor
because the best-humored citizen of the menagerie is
sets and such productions, destined for spring release,
likely to be blinded and bewildered by the lights and
are usually taken during the winter months. And, while
run amok. The most hazardous animal scenes recently
the cold of the East is unknown in the West, the nights
filmed were for a Sennett comedy, in which Madleine
are far from warm, with the chilly fog seeping down in
Hurlock permitted a tiger to follow her around and to
a mist from the hills.
stand upon the train of her gown as she walked about
When such scenes are being taken, big iron stoves are the room.
placed at the edge of the set. About them, wrapped in
The set was inclosed in a high iron cage. One surly
heavy coats, the girls huddle cozily until called. The
beast, annoyed by the lights, performed his scene permore important players usually wait in their motors
fectly through rehearsals, then, as it was "being filmed,
or, if the set is on the studio's open stage, in their dressturned, snarling savagely, and made a dash for the caming rooms until the last moment.
eras.
Trainers warded him off with whips just as he
Water scenes are always dreaded. In the kindest of
was .about to leap over the barricade of chairs and boxes
climes, they are unpleasant, and immersion even in
which served as semiprotection to the director and camheated studio tanks for an hour or two causes a great
era men.
[Continued on page 107
cable method of eliminating
the ultra-violet ray from the
lights
which causes the temporary blindness has been
found.
All a player can do
when so afflicted is to bandage
his eyes and live in darkness
until the pain subsides.
Often
a drop of olive oil in each eye
before facing the big sun arcs
serves to, ward off the strain.

—

—

—

.
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VICTOR SEASTROM
Director

r

ORMA

wLON CHANEY
VICTOR SEASTROM

SHEARER.

directed by

"THE TOWEIi OF LIES
another proof of Metro- Gold wyn -Mayer's
in

Still

superb genius for selecting Stars and Directors
to produce the utmost in motion picture art.

The
"Tower of Lies"
Starring

NORMA SHEARER and
LON CHANEY
A

Victor Seastrom Production.
Adapted for the screen by Agnes
Christine Johnston. From the
novel "The Emperor of Portugallia" by Selma Lagerlof.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.

LON CHANEY
as Jan

NORMA SHEARER
as Goldie

tc

>npHE TOWER OF LIES" is a powerful, heart-stirring drama
JL based on Selma Lagerlof s Nobel Prize novel
"The Emperor of Portugallia"
you will breathlessly await each new

—

—

unfolding of the plot.
In this picture the art of acting and the art of directing are
united as you, who have seen "He Who Gets Slapped", have
learned to expect in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer dramas.
Stars that brilliantly dominate the motion picture firmament
these are the
the cream of the World's directing genius
factors that have made such pictures as "The Unholy Three",
-

—

—

"The Merry Widow" and "Never the Twain
NORMA SHEARER

and

WILLIAM HAINES

Shall

Meet"

possible.

They stamp

all

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

screen-plays as un-

disputed classics.

You who have learned to measure motion picture perfection
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions will find the "Tower
of Lies" just another proof of your good judgment.

"More

stars than there are in

Heaven"

When Should
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You

Continued from page 55

June
uity,"

whose motto is ''Contincome many nationally known

21st,

are Douglas
Alia
Edeson,
Nazimova, Shirley Mason, May Allison, Harry Langdon, June Marlowe, Norman Kerry, Louise Fazenda, Mae Buscti, Richard Dix, and
Blanche Sweet.
Their horoscope

performers.
Fairbanks,

In the

list

Robert

says
a restless, anxious nature. You
have two natures one very high and one
very low. You are apt to be an extremist
You usually experience
in all you do.
Worry,
great success or great failure.
discontent will keep you in darkness and
misery.
Don't be too ambitious, too anxLearn not to hurry and
ious, too impatient.
Do one thing
not to worry through life.
Don't be too
at a time and do it well.
sensitive.
You are very magnetic. Look
after your faults and correct them, and
you will have a long and prosperous life.
You will make a success in any line of
business where you have the control or
direction of the efforts of many people.

You have

—

Actors and actresses born between
June 21st and July 22d, come under
Cancer, whose
motto is "Tenacity." Included in the
list
are Marguerite de la Motte,
Martha Sleeper, Mary Akin, Vera
Steadman, Lois Wilson, Viola Dana,
Georgia Hale, John Gilbert, Jetta
Goudal, Edward Earle, Mary Philbin, and Walter Hiers.
Their horoscope says of them:
the zodiacal sign of

You are naturally restless and nervous,
and have a hard time in making people
understand your true nature. Your propensity is to travel, and it would be best
for you to engage in work that will require you to be on the go a good deal.
You are naturally adapted to doing many
things well, but stick to one thing.
In
love affairs, Cancer people are successful
when they are
this sign are

sincere.

very

Some

people

in

fickle.

paradox of the
people are found
in it.
The genius of you Cancer people
is difficult to explain.
You have a persistent will, a clutch of determination, intuition, and purpose.
You are invincible to
argument, and cannot be talked out of
anything.
But if your feelings are hurt,
are apt to lose heart and abandon whatever
you have undertaken. Very sensitive. You
are fond of travel, often taking long voyages which are not always successful. You
are gifted above the average in many directions, if educated thoroughly. You have
a superior intelligence and an aptitude for
learning new things and working out new
principles.
It is hard for you to work for
This sign

twelve.

is

called the

Few harmonious

and difficult to live harmoniously
house of which you are not head.
You are very tactful in some matters, and
in others not.
You have an excellent memothers,
in

Be Born?

a Star

a

are of a naturally jovial, friendly
You are born under very fortunate planetary conditions. You have the
strength of a lion, and if you are not successful or happy, it is due entirely to your
lack of cultivating your wonderful powers.
Learn to take the bitter with the sweet,
rain with sunshine, sorrow with jjy, and
never grumble over seeming ill luck.
You have a natural taste for decorating.
You are kind-hearted, generous, sympaAre very intuitive,
thetic, and magnetic.
and possess so much magnetism that, as a
disposition.

rule,

you

much

friction.

at

will

repartee,

story

teller.

through

go

without

life

You

are a good talker, good
and are often an excellent
You always make a point and

always see a point. Are practical and invincible if you learn the pathway of silence.
You would rather plan than work, and are
by no means fond of detail are sometimes
lazy and fond of taking things easy, yet,
when necessary, are up and doing, and do
not shirk work or duty. You are fond of
home comforts and have a genius in catering for the table, and would make a fine
cook. Your love of nature is your weakness, and you are misled by those profess;

You know things,
ing friendship to you.
but can't tell how or why you know
them.

Under Virgo, August 22d
tember 23d,

whose motto

to Sepis

"Pu-

come Esther Ralston,

Betty
Blythe, Priscilla Dean, Pat O'Malley,
and May McAvoy, described as "cool,
calm, and confident," and who are
promised a marked success in whatever calling- they choose. Under the
rity,"

zodiacal sign of Libra, September
23d to October 23d, come Tony
Moreno, Renee Adoree, Buster Keaton, Huntley Gordon, Irene Rich,
Lillian Gish, Evelyn Brent, Lloyd
Hughes, and Harriet Hammond.

Their horoscope says
are naturally persistent and compecan, through these qualities, win
Your foresight and judgment are
success.
excellent.
Don't worry over losses, trou-

and

The moment you do
you are in danger. Be self-reliant; you
will succeed when you rely upon your own
abilities, when you can be calm and tranThat moquil no matter what happens.

bles,

and obstacles.

ment you become powerful.

What you

attribute to luck is not luck, but the work
of unseen, intelligent forces or powers,
that help those who try to help themselves.
All born under this sign are naturally energetic, ambitious, generous, and
inspired.

Under Scorpio, October 23d to
November 22d, whose motto is "Determination," come Hope Hampton,
Dorothy Phillips, Gertrude Olmstead,
Lewis Stone, Betty Bronson, Jobyna
Ralston, Reginald Denny, Marie Prevost, Leatrice Joy, and Laura La
Plante. The horoscope says of them
great

magnetism.

You have great possibilities.
helpful men and women come

The most

Scorpio

July 22d
Pringle.

Gray,

the zodiacal sign of Leo,
to August 22d, come Aileen

Kenneth Harlan, Lawrence

Duane Thompson, Clara Hor-

Robert Vignola, Norma Shearer,
Hobart Bosworth, Pauline Frederick,
Colleen Moore, and Eleanor Boardman. Says their horoscope
ton,

"Activity"

is

the motto of Sagit-

tarius people, born on
and between that date
21st.

Under

this

November 22d
and December

sign

come Alice

Chadwick, Lou
Tellegen, Rod La Rocque, Jacqueline
Logan, Margaret Livingston, and

Helene

Calhoun,

"Buck" Jones.

They

are declared to

be born for great achievements, but
are impatient. Their horoscope says

You should rely upon your own impressions and not follow the advice of others
too often. The only thing that can retard
your success is a tendency to doubt and
You
fear, a lack of hope, and impatience.
must have faith in your ability to succeed.
Neatness, order, attention to details belong to your sign. Your chief characterYou are bold,
istic is executive ability.
Evfearless, determined, and combative.
erything that you do or say is very deAre apt to be too quick to decide,
cisive.
You are a person of one
act, and speak.
idea and thought, and in order to execute
this one thought you will throw into it
your entire energy without properly weighing and balancing the consequences, and
Your mind is
the difficulties in the way.
you have a
constantly running ahead
tendency to peer into the future and foreYou do not like to gi\e in if
see events.
you are wrong. You are apt to speak the
from
first thing that comes into your head
this you often are led into combat and make
enemies.
;

;

You

tent,

ory.

Under

is the tendency to get disturbed if things
don't go just as you think they ought to
For this cause, many Scorpio people
go.
are not successful in love and business.
You have a great magnetic heart. You
have a high temper and a great deal of
jealousy in your nature. You have a great
tenacity of life.
You are proud and like
to lead and have others look up to you.
You set too much value in external things.
As a rule you are very exacting and see
You love
that your laws are carried out.
to be praised.

people

have

out of this
In money matters you can amass
large wealth by steady and persistent efforts in one line.
Traveling on water is
Don't
beneficial to you.
Don't worryr
hurry. Take it easy. In love affairs you
will be successful from the moment you
fully control any feeling of anger or jealousy.
The worst tendency in this sign
sign.

.

Capricorn, December 21st to Janis the dark and mysterious

uary 20th,

sign of the earth. Its motto is "Understanding," and under it come
Winifred Bryson, Ann Pennington,
Joe Bonomo, Marion Davies, William Haines, Pola Negri, Lillian
Rich, Tom Mix, Pauline Starke,
Monte Blue, Bebe Daniels, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Noah Beery, and Milton
Sills.

Says their horoscope

Among you

are rulers of many people,
Act as you think best

actors, musicians.

and do not permit any one to run your affairs.
At times you are liable to become
blue and despondent. You have wonderful
Don't help others too
hypnotic powers.
much. It is your nature to do large and
great things. It is foolish for you to engage in any work in which you cannot willingly put your whole heart and soul. Don't
Be a good listener. You
talk too much.
must control yourself with an iron will.
There is scarcely any limit to your wonderful powers.
You have strong individuality, great enYou are
thusiasm, strong love of life.
many-sided in capabilities, talkative, versatile, competent to bear great responsiCannot be subordinate. You are
bilities.
the natural head of large enterprises. You
are proud, independent, high-minded, and
indisposed to labor with your own hands.
_

Continued on page 94
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Famous Marcelling Cap
Now

New Low

Offered at

Price

Tremendous volume of sales makes further reduction possible on remarkable Curling Outfit, which marcels yonr hair at home in 15 minutes

—a

After moistening the hair
with
cGowa n's Curling
Liquid, which comes with
every outfit, you stretch the
elastic headband with the hands

M

and bring

it

total

of

80,000—we

could afford to sell them
at a still lower price. But
we're not going to wait
until the 80,000 are sold
to give you the benefit of
this quantity production.
We're going to give it to
you now while orders are
still
pouring in at the
regular price almost as
fast as we can fill them.
We're going to cut nearly
one dollar off the price and
distribute this saving of
approximately
$40,000
among the next 40,000
girls
and women that

over the hair.

—

If

you read the
newspapers

sawt

w

It not only accentuates the curl, but acts as a tonic for
scalp and hair, eradicates dandruff and
itching and promotes rich, luxurious growth.
It is absolutely neutral and is guaranteed
not to stain the hair or affect its color in

beneficial to the hair, too.

any way.

Be Among the 40,000

Who

Will

by This Reduction

The McGowan Marcelling Outfit consists of the
Marcelling Cap and a large size bottle of McGowan's
Curling Fluid. The Curling Liquid itself has always
sold for $1.87 a bottle and the Cap, if ordered separately, for the same amount
a total of $3.74.
When we offered the combination for $3.27, we had
to do some close figuring, but we did it in order to
get a great volume of sales in the shortest possible
time. Now we're going the limit and making another
reduction to $2.45 for the entire outfit and this
price includes the postage
a price which, as we
have said, is based on the anticipation of selling
40,000 more during the next few months.
Frankly, unless we can do so it will be impossible
to maintain this price.
We may have to change it
at any time, so if you've been thinking of ordering
one of these Marcelling Outfits, don't lose any time.
Remember, we still take all the risk. The same
guarantee of Absolute Satisfaction or Money Back
applies at this reduced price just as it did before.

—

Meanwhile you can read
or finish dressing.

Nothing succeeds like success! Rarely in
the history of American business has any
invention received such instant and hearty
approval as the McGowan Marcelling Cap,
recently granted a Patent by the United
From the very first
States Government.
announcement orders have come pouring in
and pouring in, until now this marvelous
marcelling outfit is in the hands of more
than 40,000 women 40,000 satisfied users,

Send No

—

are doing more to "boost" our sales
than all the advertising we could possibly
run!
In our first advertising we told the women
of the nation we were going to set a price
that would mean ruin for us unless we could
Inquickly get a big volume of business.
stead of pricing this unique invention at
$5 to $10, as many advised us to, we went
to the other extreme and offered the entire
outfit (including a $1.87 bottle of McGowan's Curling Liquid) at $3.27 ($2.87
This was
plus average of 40c postage).
little more than enough to cover the cost of
making, advertising and selling, but we
felt that by selling at the closest possible
margin of profit, we could quickly get the
volume of sales we needed to operate most
economically.

—

knew the Marcelling Cap was some-

thing every girl and woman wanted. We
expected a quick response from the women
of the nation.
But optimistic as we were,
even we did not anticipate such an over-

whelming flood of orders. Our judgment
was vindicated. Soon our facilities were
overtaxed so we could hardly keep up with
orders.
But now we have just completed arrangements which will practically
double our capacity and we're going after
the next 40,000!

You're Invited to Share in
the Profits
we're going to do an unheard of
We've figured that if we can quickly
thing.
sell 40,000 more of these Marcelling Outfits

Money—Just

Mail

Coupon

the
Even

at this reduced price you do not have to pay
your Marcelling Outfit in advance. Just sign

for

who

Now

The Curling Liquid that goes with the
Hair Waving Outfit is most

—

Then with the fingers, or an
orange stick: puff out the
hair in little "waves" and
let it dry in this, position.

We

natural way, you'll begin

McGowan

Profit

there is the loveliest
evet

safe,

to see the difference.
Split ends and unruly
strands will vanish.
You can put the
waves in the same place each time and soon
you will be able to train your hair and keep
it
naturally marcelled with very little
attention.

order!

In 15 minutes your
hair is dry, you remove the Cap and
marcel you

adopt this

regularly, you are more or
less familiar with this remarkable hair waving
device.
You can see at a glance just how it

and magazines

and mail the coupon and when the postman brings
your new found beauty aid, simply deposit with
him $2.45. Then after trying this outfit for seven
days, if you aren't entirely satisfied in every way
just return it and we will refund the purchase price

works.

in full.

it;

didn't

There is nothing complicated about
nothing to get out of order. It is so
amazingly simple that you can hardly beBut 40,000 girls and
lieve your eyes.
women throughout the country are using it
with gratifying results. That's the best
proof we can offer.

style of

"bob" you

prefer

Ina Claire, cross-wave, center or
whatever kind of hair you
side-part bob

shingle,

—
long or short —
—soft

coarse and straight,
this new marcelling device is
guaranteed to give you just the kind of
marcel you want in 15 minutes' time. And
the beauty of it is that you can have a fresh
marcel every time you need it with as little
trouble as it ordinarily takes to comb long

have

and

Your mirror

—

—

did

I

fluffy,

The McGowan Laboratories
710

o.

-celling

and

Blvd.,

Chicago

-COUPON- — — — "1
THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES,

W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 132,
Chicago.
Dear Mr. McGowan Please send me your hairwaving outfit, which includes your recently patented
Marcelling Cap and a bottle of Curling Liquid. I
agree to deposit $2.45 with the postman upon its
710

—

Think what a saving this will mean.
Instead of paying $1.00 to $1.50, plus a
25 to 50 cent tip every time you need a
marcel, now it will cost you only about one
Instead of an hour or two going and
cent!
coming from the Beauty Parlor, it will take
only 15 minutes at home!
But even more important than the saving
of time and money is the benefit to your hair.
Any specialist will tell you that constant
marcelling with artificial heat is most
Shortly after you discard the
injurious.

method

West Jackson

I

hair.

harsh, artificial

—

the sole judge.
If you don't find
the McGowan Marcelling Outfit the greatest beauty
invention you ever used if it doesn't give you the
loveliest marcel you ever saw
if you
are not
simply delighted in every way with both the
Marcelling Cap and the Curling Liquid then the
cost of the trial is on us.
Don't put it off another day. You have nothing
to lose; everything to gain.
Tear out the coupon,
fill in and mail today.
You'll always be glad you
is

—

For Every Type and Style
Whatever

We couldn't afford to make such an offer if we
know the McGowan Marcelling Outfit would
do everything we say if we didn't know you will
be amazed and delighted if you give it a trial.

After seven days' trial, if I am not satisfied
with results in every way I will return the outfit and
you are to refund the purchase price in full, without

delivery.

any further obligation on

my

part.

NameAddress
Note: If you expect to be out when the postman calls,
enclose $2.45 with your order and the McGowan
Outfit will be
postpaid.
Marcelling uutnt
De sent postpaic
j

When
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Should a Star Be Born?

Under
Swanson

Gloria

Douglas Fairbanks, born under the

she has good
judgment and a discriminating mind

zodiacal sign of Gemini, found that

which

apt to be an extremist in

beauty, and social intelligence. Are a lover
art, and education.
The women among you as a rule are not
apt to make very domestic wives unless
they have thousands at their command, and
even then they want more. You will work
for yourself without stop or stint, but are
restless when harnessed to work for others.

her in high positions
of trust.
Didn't Famous PlayersLasky find this out when they began
negotiating with her for a renewal
of contract?
Under the sign of
Aries, Mary Pickford is told that her
brain is always busy that she is an
independent character and has her

Do the horoscopes truthfully picture personalities ?

own idea of right and
she must do things her

correctly

Are

and

determined,
and apt to be recognized as the head of
You have an exwhatever you are in.
harmony,
love,
ideal
of
tremely high
positive,

executive,

of literature,

From
Continued from page 49

big productions all being made here
in the studio at the same time, and
I've been snatching glimpses of all of

them

And when we

of the school aren't
watching the
stars,
and getting
pointers, they drop in to watch us
not, however, to get pointers
I was
surprised at first to find how friendly
they all are not a bit upstagey, as I
had thought they might be.
They are full of fun, most of them,
and have a grand time together when
thev aren't working. The other day,
we heard a big uproar over on the set
for "The King on Main Street," and
I sneaked away and ran over to see
what was going on. During a rest
period, Adolphe Menjou, the suave
and dignified, in very correct full
dress, was doing a clog dance to the
accompaniment of a blaring jazz
band, while the darky leader of the
band sang-at the top of his voice, and
everybody on the set stood about and
applauded. Then, Bessie Love joined
with a demonstration of the
in
Charleston, and Menjou sat down
and clapped time, whooping and yelling to spur her on.
But the one thing about this movie
life that has impressed and surprised
me most of all, is the good moral at-

—

!

—

mosphere that seems

to exist.

After

the usual ugly tales that every one
hears, I certainly never expected to
find things as they are.
And my

mother, who came North with me,
has confessed that on the trip up,

the sign of
told

is

Pisces,

that

will place

wrong

;

that

the Pupil's Point of
the director said that coming from
the South, I ought to find that easy
and to underact rather than overact.
For the camera exaggerates
everything.
Now, on the stage, it's quite the
opposite, for there, it's you who must
do a little exaggerating, because if
you moved and acted at a perfectly
natural pace, the play would be inclined to drag.
The usual rule, on
the stage is to speed up and act up,
be it ever so little, in order to get
your stuff across the footlights, but
in the movies, no
you must linger
over every little point, or it will appear slurred in projection and you
must hold yourself in a little in a
dramatic scene, or the camera will
turn it into melodrama.
Another thing we found hard to

—

—

;

grasp was just where to direct our
acting in reference to the camera.
You shouldn't play entirely toward
the person with you, for then your
facial expressions are lost, nor on
the other hand, should you turn en-

away

from

him

and stare
straight into the camera.
Learning
to strike a happy medium was difficult.
Also, we were taught never to

tirely

turn the head without first turning
the
eyes.
Otherwise, the motion,
when seen on the screen, loses its
effect.

Some one, by the way, asked me
not long ago if I hadn't found it
hard to act with so few spoken lines
to guide and inspire me.
I had expected to, but on the contrary, Fve

and left me.
So I did stay, and am surely glad
There were lots to learn at
I did.
first, and of course, we all made idiotic mistakes.
There are so many

is to save your best acting for
the camera instead of wasting it on
rehearsals.
After j^ou've rehearsed
an emotional scene four or five times,
you're apt to find, unless you've been
careful, that when the camera begins
to grind, you've used up all your inspiration and shed all your tears.
The problem of make-up is a very
trying onew6fir the camera is certainly

life

sometimes
ever,

difficult

to

Do

own way.

found that it's really much
for with no set words to worry
you can concentrate so much
on just the acting. One thing

slowly than you would in real

direction

of

the

efforts

many

of

people.

;

she had no intention of letting me
really stay, but that after she got
here and saw how things were conducted, she changed her mind completely, and quite happily went off

technical things to know that just
don't occur to the beginner.
For instance, one of the first things we
were told was to move much more

he was of a restless, anxious nature,
all he did.
Yet he found true the prediction that
he wouM make a success in any line
of business where he had control or

easier,

about,
better
that is

manage, how-

the

horoscopes

picture

them

?

Judge for yourself

!

View
You think you have at last
discovered just what combination of
grease paint, powder, and so forth,
makes you look best, and you labor
cruel.

over your face, eyes and lips for an
hour, then go onto the set and act
as you never have before, and when
the scene is later projected onto the
screen, you take one look at your
face, and are ready to quit.
Many funny things have happened,
of course, as we've gone along. One
day, in the early stages of the school,

had to do a bit with a boy in which
was supposed to lose my temper
and pull his hair. Unfortunately, I
really did get mad, and pulled his
hair so hard, and yanked him so far
away from the camera that the director had to stop the shot, and the
boy swore that he would never act
I
I

with

me

again.

'Tor Pete's sake," shouted the
"don't be so realistic!

rector,

member,

there's a

camera here.

di-

ReThis

fun."
another time, one of the girls
spent ever so long rehearsing to perfection a part in which she was to be
very sweet and lovely and gracious,
and just at the height of the. actual
when everything was going
shot,
isn't just for

And

beautifully, she tripped

on her

We

and

fell

flat

face.

are growing

proficient,

more and more

however, every day, and

hope by Christmas, when the course
comes to an end, to be full-fledged
actors and actresses.
We're to finish off with a big, complete production, in which we will
all

take

part

together.

What

will

to us after that, remains to
be seen, but nobody can say that we

happen

If we
haven't been given a chance.
don't succeed after these six intensive months of preparation, it will be
because we just haven't it in us, that's
But of course, we don't think
all.
about that side of it, because we all
have great hopes that we shall suc-

ceed.
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a Studebaker direct from theJlahef

OQ Down f
The balance in easy monthly payments.
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somewhat exhausted his adjectives
and compared the picture with "The
Birth of a Nation, "The Four Horsemen," and sundry other screen masterpieces, and its maker with D. W.
Griffith, there was a momentary lull
of absolutely dead silence, and then
the director broke in with what ap-

Night
Nurse,"
his
comedy
Warner Brothers.
Most amusing of all is the fact
Syd says that people have been
ing

well, I don't

Who

know.

I

knows, maybe

him for Madame Elinor Glyn.

probably uses the cigar to
counteract the mistaken impression.
Madame, of course, does not smoke.

Theodore Roberts' Wife
Most tragic of recent occurrences

don't

won't

that
tak-

He

peared to be a nonchalant

"Oh,
know.

for

far more promising than any of the
other debutantes, with the possible
exception of Betty Bronson.
And
all things considered, we think that
she has even greater talent than
Betty.
"Stella Dallas" is quite a remarkable picture in every respect.
It is
an indication of the exact certainty
with which producers are selecting
talent these days, regardless of the
allure

box-office

Is it necessary to add that the critic
forthwith changed the topic of conversation to the latest picture of his

has been the death of the wife of
Theodore Roberts, the character
actor.
Mr. Roberts, as everybody
knows, has been ill for a long time,
and has been able only occasionally

hostess' fiance?

to

appear on the screen, when his
role permitted his working in a wheel

"Madame X."

be so

much

after

all.

it

Ha-ha

!"

Rudy and Vilma
There
ture

in

Banky.
fore.

is

chair.

an exquisite young crea-

Hollywood

called

Vilma

We

have spoken of her beShe made her bow to Ameri-

can picture audiences in "The Dark
Angel," with Ronald Colman.
But
now there is added reason for talking
of her, since we have seen her several times escorted to various functions
last

His wife has been nursing him all
through his illness, and was seemingly in

and though Miss
Banky is Hungarian and speaks little English, she and Rudy seemed to
suffer no difficulty in making themselves understood to each other.

Elinor Glyn's Double

Not so long ago, Syd Chaplin created a sensation in the Montmartre
Cafe when he appeared in a satin
dress and picture hat, smoking a big
black cigar. Syd is doing his second
female

impersonation

in

"Nightie

She was known professionally as
Florence Smythe, but seldom played

on the screen.

New Triumph

Her little accent reminded me of
Nazimova, of° Fay Bainter in "East
Is West," of Elsie Janis imitating
some one. It was chiseled and perfect, and the quirks and turns came
at delightfully unexpected moments.
Yet, hearing it, you would swear to
Listening to Jetta
Dagmar Godowsky, one
may pardonably suspect affectation.
But Greta is Greta, and her Norwegian tricks of pronounciation fall
on the ear as genuine.
Signed at the canny sum of seventy-five dollars a week, Greta recently saw her contract destroyed, to
be replaced with one calling for fifteen hundred dollars a week.
So
she may be said to have arrived.
She is not vain, but she is conscious of her beauty, sparing herself
its

authenticity.

Goudal, or

wherever possible. Between scenes,
for example, she permitted another

in Offing

Another Cinderella has triumphed.
Little

Lois

Moran

certain

is

of

We

of

names.

The

whose performance is absotremendous is Belle Bennett.

Her work, we
alongside of

believe,

will

register

Pauline Frederick's in

Ronald Colman also offers a splendid performance, as do Jean Hersholt
and Alice Joyce, and the others.
viewed the picture in Pasadena
at a so-called "sneak-out" preview,
a test showing, where very few of the
group were present.
professional

We

Those who were

there,

however,

in-

cluding Norma Talmadge, Marion
Davies, Constance Talmadge, Frances
Howard, and a few others, all
emerged from the theater with eyes
still

shining with tears.'

"The Big Parade" and

"Stella Dal-

las" are the best pictures that we have
thus far glimpsed at the previews in

Hollywood. "The Big Parade" is a
tremendous war spectacle destined to
create a greater sensation than anything since "The Four Horsemen."
believe we have mentioned before that Karl Dane, who plays in
that picture, is one of the greatest
character finds since Ernest Torrence
came to the front. If we have, it
will do no harm to tell it again.

We

Nordic Eye Opener

pose for her, for lighting and
timing, while she sat quietly adjustgirl to

ing her make-up.
In addition to looking very lovely,
la Nissen is said to design her own
costumes and headdresses.
"It is all part of the work of acting," she said. "The costume is much
of the part,

—

lutely

a

great success in "Stella Dallas."
have seen this picture and are ready
and willing to concur with Samuel
Goldwyn in the belief that he has a
great find in this little girl.
She has a child charm and lack of
obvious sophistication that are seldom seen in film discoveries. She is
the first little girl that can truly be
described by that alluring adjective,
wistful.
She may indeed be a genius
in the making.
Certainly she looks

A
Continued from page 34

Her death was

health.

due to heart failure, and has been a
deep blow to Mr. Roberts.

by Rudolph Valentino. At the
Sixty Club dinner, they danced

beautifully together,

good

actress

She

I

think.

Is

it

not so?"

the opposite of Pola Negri
in coloring, in manner, in disposiis

tion.
There is nothing fiery about
her, nothing temperamental, nothing
excitable.
To all outward appear-

ances,

she

is

calm, assured,

camera and director

alike

facing

with in-

This was promising, but Greta
stopped abruptly.
"I like the picture work," she admitted, "all but the waiting.
You
wait hours, and you are acting only
Then the last time a
but minutes.
scene is taken, perhaps you are tired
of it, and they decide to use that one."

Because her beauty is aloof and
and piquant and unusual, la Nissen will never be a great popular star.
So long as they cast Greta Nissen
in spicy, saucy roles, she will gleam
resplendently. But it were foolhardy
to attempt to make a Gish or a Talmadge of her. She is a lovely golden
cool

scrutable poise.

figure, graceful, flippant, transient in

She finished a particularlv adroit
love scene with Menjou, and re-

her appeal. Few audiences will give
her sympathy
she must hold the
whip hand in her picture roles if she
is to be successful.
It is too bad that the all-seeing eye
of the camera sees so little of the
Nissen magnetism.

turned to her chair smiling.

"Good," she said. "Good. He is
good lover.
Very foreign.
Americans are so conventional in all

the

things."

:
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CECIL

B.

DE MILLE
Rising from one triumph to
another, now plans a series
of pictures to excel anything
ever before offered

—

1915: Geraldine Farrar in

"Carmen", a De

Mille

"scoop" and a never-to-beforgotten picture, which
marked a big step forward
in the film industry.

A

LITTLE

over ten
years ago, Cecil B.
DeMille was putting in
his second year in the
moving picture field,
1916: Under DeMille's

and

management, "Wally"
Reid was the best loved
of movie heroes.

he

was

working

feverishly to prove that
there was a place in motion pictures for bigger
and better films.

1920: Gloria Swanson

— Lila Lee — Thomas
Meighan — headed for
fame

in

"Male and

Female".

In between those first desperate
days and the present time, is a
record of achievement which has
been equalled by no other producer.
With each succeeding DeMille
triumph, it has seemed as though
the topmost pinnacle of Motion
Picture perfection had been reached,

and yet when

it

seemed

as

there were no further
heights to which he could climb,
there burst upon the world, two
years ago, that greatest of all DeMille spectacles "The Ten Commandments" a production so vast
and so absorbing that it held audiences breathless and convinced
them that DeMille must, indeed,
be a worker of miracles to have
wrought so stupendous a master-

though

—

—

piece!

willCecil B.DeMille
next? DeMille is looking

brought to Meighan a
new leading lady and

to the public a new idol
Leatrice Joy.

be a notable event. The finest
have been secured and they

stories

be interpreted by artists whc
take pride in upholding the DeMille
tradition of Supremacy!
The clean, fresh beauty of Leatrice
Joy and the charm of Rod Lawill

Rocque have been captured

Goudal, Lillian Rich,

Noah

Beerv,

Henry B. Walthall, William Boyd,
Vera Reynolds, Robert Ames,
Robert Edeson, Theodore Kosloff,
Rockliffe Fellows, Clive Brook,
Edmund Burns, Julia Faye, Trixie
Friganza just to mention a few.

—

NEW

talent being developed
in the DeMiile Stock Company: In addition to those artists who have already made a
place for themselves, Cecil DeMille is constantly working new
personalities into his pictures.

He

has a glorified Stock Company in
which promising youngsters are
drilled, encouraged and shown the
way to make the most of their own
All Cecil

*

DeMille productions,

forward to even

and those of his Associates, will be released through the

more glorious

Producers Distri-

achievements in the
future. He and his

buting Corporation.
There is untold
wealth of entertainment ahead of you.
Watch for future

Associate Directors
have planned a
series of pictures,
each one of which

announcements.

A magnificent picture

—

magnificently

acted

And now! "The Road to Yesterday ".DeMille'sfirst

by Joseph Schild-

great independent offering through the Producers
Distributing Corporation. Adapted by Jeanie
Macpherson and Beulah Marie Dixfrom the play
by Beulah Marie Dix and E. G. Sutherland.

kraut, Jetta Goudal,

Vera Reynolds, William Boyd and Julia
Faye.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
f. C.

for

these DeMille pictures. And there
are hosts of other well known
names, each a guarantee of quality
in itself: Joseph Schildkraut, Jetta

possibilities.

WHAT
do

1922: "Manslaughter"

will

MUNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FlINN.

Vice-President and General Manager

Where Do
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You
have

that

on your

stuff

You're told that

longer.

for you, that

it

face
it

is

any
good

active, tautens

its

brown

When you
murder or
the brown

stuff

coat.

is

is

black hair is
remarkably beautiful, used to apply
hot olive oil to it before it was shampooed. The best way to do this is to
part the hair and rub the hot oil on
with a pad of absorbent cotton, then
part it again and repeat the procedure.
Afterward, the hair should
have the oil rubbed on each strand.
Cocoanut oil is used .by several of
the specialists, and is applied in the
same way. You can buy a jar of it
for a quarter, and use it twice a
month the hair should be shampooed
each week, or every ten days, at the

commit
in another moment,
removed with pads

feel that you'll

suicide

it

Alma Rubens, whose

—

neath

a motion-pic-

are several excellent systems of caring for the hair.

up relaxed muscles, closes enlarged
lores
and you helieve all that, for
you can feel the blood rushing from
the very tips of your toes into your
face.
In the mirror you can see that
your skin is beginning to redden be]

To

most important that
the hair be in good condition, so that
it will
photograph well. And there
ture star

increases your circu-

makes the skin

lation,

of beauty culture.

that you'd rather die than

feel

Buy Beauty?

the Stars

cotton dipped in a soothing oil.
Your face is still red, it still burns a
little.
The oil is left on for a while,
then is rubbed off, and a skin food
is rubbed in.
Your skin absorbs that
when that
greedily.
little later,
turn
handcomes off, you want to
springs just for joy. The little, fine
wrinkles that you may have had, have
vanished.
Your skin is soft and
velvety as a baby's.
You feel as if
the woman at whose shop those treatments are given ought to go out on
the street with a parody of Aladdin's
!"
cry, shouting, "New faces for old
of

;

A

longest.

A

beauty treatment for the hair

that brings

sure results consists of
the use of iodine. It is applied to the
scalp with a small brush, each day
until the old skin of the scalp has
all scaled off.

Pure soap makes an excellent
shampoo, and if you want to wash
your hair in the most approved
method, get a small sponge, and when
you begin to wash your hair, dip the
sponge in very hot water, rub it hard
on the soap, and then on to your
scalp.
Part the hair and go all over
the scalp in this way, then apply the

I know one very beautiful girl, a
famous movie actress, who uses this
treatment every morning when she
is working, because it makes her skin
photograph so well, and makes her
eyes look so bright.
She buys jars
of the brown ointment and bottles of
the oil, and puts it on herself.

soap to the hair.

Massaging the scalp with the finger
is
a good practice, one that
should be indulged in for a few moments every night.
When you are caring for your hair,
tips

To Have
I
ists,

took

in

too, in

Beautiful Hair.

the various hair specialmv adventures in quest

You
Continued from page 47

business, but I think

it

is

de-

keep a firm hold on the few
other interests for which she has time.
Clothes engage her passing interest, motoring she loves, and Waley's
translation of poems from the Chinese is the book with which she whiles
away waiting hours at the studio.
But her real interest is in homes. At
the moment, she is going around
studying the little country places her
sire to

A

have bought, trying to dewould be near
enough to the studio for commuting,
and yet would give her the surroundings she desires.
There must be a
little rambling cottage with lots of
flowers that look as though they had
been growing there for years there
must be quiet and solitude and a
cow and chickens. Carol is adamant
about the cow and chickens. Accordcide on a locality that

;

—

Fan Returns

Continued from page 53

get as

much. I haven't many friends here
and I'm generally with older people.
have relations here my grandI
mother and mother are mostly with
me, so I spend my time with them.

them."

—

I get a lot of pleasure out of making
a picture, so I hope the movie fans

eyebrows

your

The brows
attention, for powder
lashes.

and they

lose the lustrous look that
if they are to add to

so essential
your beauty.
is

and

need
them,
into
gets

especially

t

Hot

vaseline is good for both
and brows the brows can be
washed in hot soap suds first, so that

lashes

;

they are thoroughly clean.
Apply the heated vaseline with an
eyebrow brush, to the brows, and
with your finger tip to the lashes.
Leave it on overnight if you can if
you're just dressing for a party, take
it off after a few moments.
;

Remember

this,

if

you go

caring for your looks:

it

in

isn't

for
just

what you do to your skin in the
morning, or when you're dressing in
the evening, that counts the skin that
is not
properly cleansed and cared
for each night may look well when
;

you

finish

powdering and rouging

it,

look
gray and dull.
The girl who looks
as nice when she goes home from a
party as when she arrives is the one
who devotes at least five minutes
every night before she goes to bed
to caring for the skin of her face
and neck.
,
She may vary it may use a skin
food one night and a bleaching cream
the next, may wash with soap and
water occasionally, and use cleansing
cream at other times. But she sees
to it that her skin is clean, and well
nourished, every night.
Don't neglect your complexion, no

but after a

while

little

it

will

;

how

matter

you

tired

are.

That one

night of neglect will show for days
afterward.
It's really a small pri ce
to pay for beauty, five minutes a day!

Can't Ignore Her

friends

more a

forget

don't

to

much enjoyment

Which we

home

is

complete with-

If you saw Carol, you would carry
away just one impression that of
unmarred beauty. Her features are
beautifully delicate, her hair wavy
and dark red. Her brown eyes are

—

thoroughly alert and untired, and
about her delicate, mobile mouth
there hovers a smile.
Life has been good to her, and she
is enjoying every minute of it.

Movieland

out of seeing

do, I'm certain.
Miss Bronson is fortunate
in having what we girls call a "line"
all her own.
Neither does she look
like, or fit into the type of, any other
movie favorite.
Creating her own
Little

ing to her, no
out them.

and original

in her style of actfurnishes the "something
new" we fans are always wanting.
But I wonder if we should be able
to get all our fun out of just playing
It isn't
in pictures, as Betty does?
everybody could be a Betty Bronson,

niche,
ing,

she

you know.
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Obviously, the thing for her to do
was to find work which she would
want to do, work with which she
could fall in love.
She liked going to movies, provided the picture shown was one in

women wore

which

beautiful

cos-

She

said that she could alfeel the delicate silks and velvets

tumes.

most

beneath her hand.

She enjoyed any

picture in which there were beautiful sets and lovely costumes.
"Do you ever go into the costume
department at the studio?" I asked
her.
"Have you ever thought of

studying costume design ?"
She hadn't
she knew nothing
about sewing or designing. She went
in, one day after that, and was so
happy just handling the beautiful
fabrics that were used that the answer to her problem lay right there
before her.
She gave up her position and took
one in the costume department, that
brought her much less money. Most
of that money, incidentally, she spent
on clothes for herself, clothes made
of the fabrics which she liked to
;

It might have seemed useextravagance to one who did not
understand, but it really was economy. She was happier in fabrics that
she liked than she was in the cheaper
ones that she had bought when she
was putting all the money that she
could spare into the bank. She was
saving her own ability to work, her
own power.
She advanced rapidly in her new
work because she cared so much for

difficult for

less

understand yourself you would

Every moment that she was at
and even after she had gone home
night, her mind was going back to

it.
it,

at

of a man or a girl
love goes out to the beTherefore new energy,
loved one.
new intelligence, was released to go
into that work.
To-day she is a remarkably successful young woman, with an establishment of her own. The work with
which she could fall in love has
brought her everything that she has
as the

it,

who

is

mind

in

always wanted.

You may feel that life hasn't been
quite fair to you, that you haven't
had the opportunities you should
have enjoyed, that things have been

Because a
Continued from page 33

to live

came back

dependability.

me.

to

I

Finally, Bernie Fine-

man gambled on me and
two Evelyn Brent
great feeling it was

let

films.

me direct
What a

to be in harness
Trojan, and once the
word got around that I was running
even again, I felt a gradual change
in the attitude toward me,
more
I slaved like a

friendliness.

"But

still

my own

fight

impulse to

had

it

was hard.

I

had

to

cussed disposition, the

flare

up, to disagree.

I

my

cantankerous spirit
into subjection, into calm cooperation.
But I won.
I schooled my
tongue and eventually had my temper
under control.
"Then Irving Thalberg sent for
me. Irv had always believed in me
we had worked together on the
lot
but he had to fight harder for
me than for anybody or anything
else he has ever gone to the mat for.
Say, there's nothing I wouldn't do

—

to beat

—

Woman

gruesome possibilities that
might be offensive. It wasn't pretty
and light and sentimental. Even Irv

U

for that boy

"M.-G.-M. took me on. The story,
question came up.
For seven years
I had wanted to do 'The Unholy
Three.'
It had been owned by almost every film company. Many directors had considered it, recognizing
its novel theme and interesting characters, but every one of them had
discarded it as one of those things
the industry is afraid of.
It had

balked, but

when

I

told

him the

treat-

planned, he wired to his New
buy it for me.
"Hollywood laughed, and shrugged

ment

I

York

me

office to

aside.

'Here

he's

got

a

big

chance to come back, but he's up to
old tricks,' they said, with the
air of washing their hands of me.
'Tod always was a fool and always
will be one.'

his

"I got a little scared, myself, realizing that all my 'hopes of reinstating
myself rested upon the success of this
one picture, and also that its failure

would reflect upon Irv's usually
canny business instinct.
didn't
I
want to get him in bad.
"But Alice backed me up. When
she met the producers' wives at teas
and luncheons, and the}- repeated,
'Joe says this can't possibly succeed
why don't you make Tod drop it and

try something else?' she just smiled
and replied, 'Why should he? I believe in it and he believes in it.'

"She had always thought the story
had possibilities, and it meant the
fulfillment of a seven-year dream to
me, besides bringing me back.
I
had a novel theme and story, splendid
actors, but most of all, faith in what
I was doing
and carte blanche. It
was to be Tod Browning, sink or
swim. And if you look back you will
see that most of the best pictures

—

you.

Ifi"

really
real

that the fault has Jain
1
with'
yourself, because you did not
JW
k>^
how to use the ability which ea ''-y
ize

'

r

was yours. It lies within vo ..irself,
but you have not known how to release

the ability to love,

It is like

it.

which does not have

its

expres-

full

sion in the majority of lives.
In many cases, things which have
happened during childhood, conditions which have prevailed at that
time, have resulted in the bottling up
of one's ability.
This ability has
never been released.
It is a gold
mine that lies within. The key to

your own character

own

reach,

hold of

if

is

within your
to take

you know how

it.

Through analyzing your own

preferences in motion pictures, through
seeing what you like best in the pictures to which you go, and why you
like certain people or certain things,
you can see what you have been missing, what ability you have used only
partly, perhaps, and perhaps not at
all.
It is there before you, if you

know what

do with

to

it.

Believed

certain

had
down that reputation for un-

again, she

you could

handle.

have been to a great extent one person's inspiration.
Too many minds
are bound to cause conflict."
So that is the story of how

"The

Unholy Three" came
Into

to be filmed.
unusual picture he intro-

his

duced adroit humor and the charwere uncannily clever.
brought something distinctly
It
new to the screen, an eerie quality
made into entertainment without any
;

acterizations

of the usual

trimmings.
Even the
scene had a

hackneyed

courtroom

breath

novelty.

of

And

man

the

proved himself a genius at sustaining
suspense until the

and

moment

logical climax.

of a swift

True, his actors

contributed skillful and human performances, but the picture is really
Tod Browning the Tod Browning

—

that one

woman had known

once and

believed might be reborn.
It is a
success because she had faith in it,
and in the man who made it.

He

will

stories

that

next film two of those
he salvaged from his

moody weeks

at the typewriter,

when

he was shut in from the world, wallowing in melancholy self-disgust.
One deals with a criminal's regeneration, the other is an expose of fake
spiritualism.

Oh, yes the sequel is a happy
home, over which a charming woman
presides, to which every evening a
;

man

huries as

can take him.

fast

as

his

new

car
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7 Pieces
Genuine
Cut Glass

extra special offer to those who hurry their order for
the 77piece combination outfit offered below, we shall include
in addition,
absolutely tree, this entire 7-piece set of GENUINE
CUT
Pitcher of 2 qt. capacity and 6 tumblers of 9 oz. capacityGLASS
Each
piece is pure, sparkingly clear, thin and dainty. Hand
cut decora.

nsisting of

fe?,,w

mejlpra\

design with appropriate foliage

l

SM^gS^

8

S3le -

en F R

Se nd co u p^ today

pieces all for i
44 Piece Bluebird
Dinner Set

26

Piece Sheffield
Plate Silver Set

7 Piece Bluebird
Tablecloth and
Napkins

AND

7 Pieces Genuine
Cut Glass FREE
Besides

A sensational offer—to show how Straus & Schram smashes the spot cash price while

Com

giving almost a year to pay! Here's an outfit of 77 pieces, things you need and use in
your household every day and a 7 piece set of Genuine Cut Glass FREE, if you order now at a price
you could not equal in your home town. We'll ship this complete outfit 84 pieces in all—direct to your
home on 30 days trial for only $1.00 down. Examine the quality, the beauty, the durability of each piece.
Then compare prices see how much more the local dealer asks for cash. After 30 days trial and use, if
you're not delighted with the bargain, send the outfit back and we'll refund your dollar plus all trans*
portation charges you paid. No obligation not one penny of risk to you!

—

bination
Outfit

—

Consists of:

44-Piece Bluebird Dinner Set
tinted design of Bluebirds

piece

is

twice fired

is

beautifully shaped.

Pi*»r*» Oliver
2fi nece
Silv*»¥» Oet
9«»f
£.V

A silver service of Sheffield

Plate that will give years of
pleasing pattern and popular polished finish.
silver plated. Set consists of 6 knives, 6
forks, 6 tablespoons, 6 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell, 1 butter knife.
Packed in a convenient flannel roll as illustrated.
satisfaction.

A

Each piece heavily

7 PieceTablecloth and Napkins

"

cloth 60x60 in. and 6 napkins, 18x18 in., made of strong durable
linen finished cotton in pure snow flake white that will launder
beauti fully. All edges neatly scalloped with overlapped stitch in
blue. Both tablecloth and napkins nave handpainted design of
Bluebirds and AppleBlossoms in their natural color, absolutely
guaranteed fast colorB. Harmonizes perfectly with dish set.

And remember:— The 7-Piece Genuine Cut Glass Set is
FREE, if you send at once. Shipping weight of entire
outfit

about

Order by No G8498A.
$2. OO monthly.

SO lbs.
$1.00 with coupon;

Total Price $19. 90.

& Schram,

»R*"mO©
t r
f^F

$19.90

j/m
<»<%

H you decide to keep the outfit, start paying only
IWrY
DRIN m W% $2.00 a month until you've paid our rock bottom
|WH af^'atft

AffAVJillwAl

price— only $19.90 for the entire 77 piece outfit with
the 7piece Cut GlassSet FREE. 84 pieces in all— only

—and almost a year to pay! Where else can you find a bargain like that and on such liberal terms?
JiaaiaiaEigiiaiaiaaBaiiiaaiiiiiiiij

^aaf*11fl1
kj^almft «r*£¥3!FII¥i!
^V^VI'&fif'vMB
™
_

fRfMM^WSate
B Ifl/ MHtiBBnSb
BaaY
m
IS
t&af' HrBBF PwuT^aaiKBfe
"
WS "*
W«
U n .rn made up only
„*,1,,«
i;^,
We have
a hm-

™

number of these combination outfits for this special
sale. Send the coupon quick,
while this offer lasts. Only
$1.00 deposit brings the outfit on 30 days' trial.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your
ited

money back. (Wedonot
ship CO. D.)
OllSaTV*>
aTftfa.
«1
Bl- WIE
IMAa
Aam«
wuavwgvj
^759

Free Bargain Catalog of Home Furnishings on credit sent
with or without order. See coupon.

Straus

—

Pcatet

and foliage in natural colors. Each
and has a snow flake white glaze of great

brilliancy which cannot craze. The set consists of 6cups, 6 saucers, 6 dinner plates, 9 in. diameter; 6 fruit saucers, 5 in. diameter; 6 oatmeal nappies, 6 in. diameter; 6 salad plates, 6 in.
diameter; 1 meat platter, 102£ in. long; 1 round vegetable dish,
9 in. diameter: 1 cream pitcher, 1 pt.; 1 sugar bowl and
cover, (2 pieces); 1 butter plate; 1 utility bowl, 1 pt.; 1 pickle
dish, 6 in. in diameter.
Each piece has a dainty blue edge

and

—

—

"
_

B
Z

Straus

& Schram, Dept.

Chicago, I1L a

1759

Enclosed find SI. Ship special advertised 77 piece Combination Outfit,
with 7-piece genuine cut glass set FREE. I am to have 30 days free
trial
If I keep the Outfit, I will pay you $2.00 monthly. If not satisned I am to retnrn the Outfit with the 7-piece cut glass set within
30 days and you are to refund my money and any freight or express
charges I paid.
77 piece Combination Outfit, No. G8498A, $19.90.
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g

Name
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-
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I

7-Pieces Genuine cut Glass free.
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Information, Please
A

where questions are answered, advice

department

picture

making and pertinent

By The

side lights on the lives

hasn't George O'Brien
He met
of late?
some of the stars socially when he was
just an extra, and they liked him so much
they helped him to get ahead.
This is
most unusual, for with Hollywood so full
of extras, it's seldom that any one of them
gets personal attention.
George isn't married.
His recent pictures include "The
to

Man Who Came

Back," "The Roughneck,"
"The Iron Horse," and "The Dancers."
He has recently been working on "Havoc."

—

If you'd change those initials
F. V. F.
about, you'd be one of the F. F. V.'s.
"The Birth of a Nation" was first released
in 1915.
Robert Warwick alternates his
screen work with stage appearances ; I
think he has been playing on the stage
most of the time during the past few
years.
I
haven't seen Gordon Griffith's
name in connection with any recent pictures.
His pictures include "Tarzan of
the Apes," "Son of Tarzan," "Watch

My

Smoke," "Village Blacksmith," "Penrod,"
"Main Street," "Little Sunset," "Huckleberry Finn," and others. I have no record
of the career of Norman MacDonald.
The players in "Born Rich" were Bert
Lytell,
Claire Windsor, Doris Kenyon,
Cullen Landis, Frank Morgan, J. Barney
The
Sherry, and Maude Turner Gordon.
cast of "The Golden Bed" includes Rod

V

Lillian Rich,
era Reynolds,
Faye. Theodore Kosloff, Robert
Edeson,
Warner Baxter, and Henry
Walthall.

Julia

—

Helen of Troy. How many ships has
your face launched? Of course a thousand
seems rather a lot to ask of any face.
Anna Q. Nilsson is under contract to First
National. No, Betty Compson is not playing in "Eve's Lovers ;" "Eve's Secret" is
the name of her picture.
Eve seems to
be getting heavily into the limelight after
all these centuries.
Clara Kimball Young
has been playing in vaudeville and I understand has been breaking records for attendance
wherever
she
has
appeared.
Larry_ Semon's new bride appeared opposite

him

in his

new

picture,

"The Wizard

of Oz."

when

the

—That

flu

many

phases of motion-

interesting

and interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

when Jack and Bull have

a fistic mix-up.
something of a fighter himself.
George O'Hara seems to be pretty expert
with the gloves.
He is going to do another series, as yet untitled, when he completes "The Pace-makers."
No, I don't
think George and Alberta Vaughn are likely
to be married soon.
In fact, I suspect
they aren't going to get married at all.
George O'Brien is no weakling when it
comes to fighting; he handed Harry Morey
a couple of staggering blows in the making of "The Roughneck."
Bull

is

—

Francie. Yes, it is true that Frances
Howard has retired from the screen. She
still had several more pictures to do under
her contract with Famous Players, but
after her marriage to Samuel Goldwyn, the
contract was canceled .by mutual agreement.
Mr. Goldwyn said he was relieving the screen of its worst actress. However,
she'll
probably return eventually.
These screen stars always do. Her latest
picture is "The Shock Punch," opposite
Richard Dix. Agnes Ayres is married to
a Mexican, S. Manuel Reachi.
May Mc-

Avoy

playing

is

in

a

Universal

picture,

"Old Dutch."
Jazz Bird.

—

—

I

suppose you only warble

at night
or should I say wabble?
erly Bayne returned to the screen

months

ago

via

Warner Brothers

Bevsome
pic-

Pauline Garon is playing in "The
Sign of the Rose." No, Pauline isn't married.
She comes from Montreal. The girl
who played the role of Fox Trot in "She
Wolves" is Judy King. I agree with you
that she shows great promise.
David Buttures.

release is "Tracked in the
Snow," which has Rin-tin-tin, the police
dog, as a star. June Marlowe is also in the
picture.
ler's

current

—

All Aboard. Not, I hope, including
your head
I can't think of any screen
stars who used to be sailors, with the exception of Hobart Bosworth, who ran away
from home when he was still a boy and
went to sea. Hoot Gibson used to be a real
cowboy, and then he went to Australia with
a circus. He has been playing in pictures
!

since 1911.

Fighting Blood.
venient
house.

and

given,

Picture Oracle

DOG.—Yes,
HOT
come
the fore

La Rocque,

is

must be congerms come to your

Yes, Jack Dempsey is going to
make another picture. He and Estelle are
now making one for Associated Exhibitors called "Manhattan Madness."
Bull
Montana also plays in the production, and
it should
be a treat for the fight fans

tures

lately,

is

to play opposite

Ramon No-

varro when he gets around to making that
picture dealing with life at Annapolis.
Irma Harrison was the girl who played
the colored maid in "One Exciting Night."

but has devoted her time to

mothering

baby Mildred Gloria Lloyd.
However, she wants to continue her screen
career and has at last persuaded "papa"
That's her nickname for Harto let her.
old

;

I

don't call

him

Who's Hughes.

that myself.

—No,

Gareth and Lloyd
Gareth hasn't
lately
he ap-

Hughes are not related.
done much on the screen

;

peared not long ago on the Broadway stage
in a play called "The Dunce Boy," which
was not very successful. Gareth played the
title role, but he achieved the dunce boy
he wasn't born that way. He was born in
Wales, in a town called Llanelly only he
doesn't pronounce it that way. He calls it
by its Welsh name that is as long as the
name of one of the royal family. Lloyd
Hughes was born in Bisbee, Arizona, in
1899.
He is married to Gloria Hope. He
played opposite Corinne Griffith in "Declasse," and opposite Colleen Moore in
"Sally."
Colleen has been vacationing in
Europe, getting completely recovered from
her recent accident, when she was in bed
in a plaster cast for several weeks.

—

Ann.

—

George Hackathorne was the acyou refer to in Bill Tilden's "Haunted
Hands." Marjorie Daw was the leading
lady in that production, and there was one
of those rumored engagements between
Marjorie and the tennis champ. Only the
star has to be freed of one husband, Eddie
tor

Sutherland, before she can very well acquire another.

Murder Will Out.

—

I

hope

do

you

haven't one concealed about you anywhere.
Forrest Stanley is married to Marion
Hutchins.
He is playing in "Beauty and
the Bad Man" I don't know whether he
will be seen as the bad man or as beauty.
Previous to that, he played in "Up the
Ladder." Joseph Schildkraut is returning
to the screen in a picture personally directed by Cecil De Mille, "The Road to

—

Yesterday."

The Old

—

Dot. I haven't had any Dots on this
page for quite a while, and I understand
dots are quite in style this season. Harriet

Hammond

She recently appeared in "Lilies of the
Street."
Irma was "bawn" in New Orleans, as you Southerners would say it.
No, Mildred Davis hasn't been making pic-

—

Lady. But not, I see, from
must be quite amusing to live
near the New York-Pennsylvania border
line and see pictures as they are cut by
the censors in both States. But don't ask
Dubuque.

It

me why

the Pennsylvania board of censors
I can't
cut the pictures the way they do
I don t
fathom the mind of a censor

—

:

!

Continued on page 193
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Kick

Continued from page 85

But a camera was shooting and the
"wild man" was only Jimmie Adams
making- a scene in "Savage Love," a

Hollywood watches amusedly the
comedy stunts in the out-o'-doors. It
perturbed

isn't

when

it

sees

—matched
Three

FGI

Christie comedy.

Fit

perblue-

fectly

mm

white diamonds set

hand

beautiful

In

pierced mountins; 18Kt. white
Special price,

Bold.

—bow
A

FQ2

t

ve

-

t i

sign

ladies'

18Kt.
first

t

t a

c

iy)ld,

pierced ladies' ring;
18Kt. white gold,
perfect cut blue-

blue-

white diamond. Spe-

ring;

white

duality

white diamond. Special price. .$22.00

cial

—

FG4 We'd d~l n g
ring; 18Kt. white
gold; hand engraved,

—.Daintily

FG3

-.

knot de-

price.

.

.

with

set

uine

b

1

$37.50

price

.

.

gen-

five

ue

diamonds.

-

wh i te

Special
,.^^30.00

$36.75

Bobby

Vernon in one of his wild dashes
after some trick motor car or Larry

Semon cavorting around the front
lawn of some expensive residence
with a motion-picture camera in the
offing.
Hollywood stops to look
with just as

much

interest as

gold,

twisting
gracefully,
their
flashing beneath translucent, twirling skirts.
They were
there to attract a crowd to a theater
where Doug Fairbanks' picture, "The
Thief of Bagdad," was being shown.
torsos

brown limbs

Hollywood

chuckled

when

it

that some young men had
two terra-cotta deer from the
picturesque grounds surrounding the
home of Carter de Haven. It chortled when it learned the police had
shot the large cinnamon bear belong-

learned
stolen

ing to Jack Boyle, short-story writer,
after the beast had escaped from his

home.

got another kick in discussing the request made by Lord
Auckland of Tottenham that the authorities grant him permission to
keep two wolves as pets in the back
It

yard of his home on North Coronado
Street.
It debated his assertion that
wolves
make wonderful "watch
dogs" or household pets.
The discussion ended only when it was
learned that City Prosecutor Friedman had drafted an ordinance prohibiting

any elephant,

bear,

rhinoc-

hpippopotamus,
tiger,
lion,
leopard, wolf or other wild, carnivorous animal being domiciled at a prieros,

home

within

the

city

pets.
It doesn't

even

like dogs.

duality

mond two blue sapphires. Special
;

price

*

x
M
A
S
G
I
F

..

™.

—Popular hand
;

Effort
to

have

four dogs in a home adjoining that
of Mae Murray declared nuisances

Ladies'

—

FG8 Dinner ring;
beautiful lace design; 18Kt. white
gold three matched
blue -white dia-

ar-

hand

pierced mounting 18Kt. white
gold, fine quality
;

blue-white diamond.
Specialprice $50.00

.$65.00

cial price..

—

FG7

tistically

pierced ladies* ring
gold, set with
first quality bluewhite diamond. Spe-

ni

cial

NET*

—A

price..

LTJ

Spe.$42.50

I

^^.fciiwiaiiMiu.'j^^i7ii

Is

diamond

on ds, two 'blue

sapphires.

.$50.00

w

FG9

FG6

18Kt.

perfect cut FGI0~Scarf pin;
set in la- 'solid platinum top,

hand pierced finest Quality diamounting; 18Kt. mond beautifully
white gold. Special engraved; 14Kt
FG
dies'

;

price

FGI 2— Seven
white

—

Ladies' rectangular shaped wrist watch
$11.75 white gold pin. Spe- f solid 14Kt. white gold; highest grade 17 ruby
Lifetime guarcial price. .. $27.50 and sapphire jeweled movement.
$20,00
antee. Specialprice

.

blue-

diamonds

set

18Kt. white gold,
mounting to resem-

in

ble two-carat solitaire; sapphires on
S p e c i al
sides.
price
$57.50

I

FGI3— Oe n u ne
blue-white diamumt
set in % carat cup
1

;

In t¥i es'

mounting

:

engraved
1 8
t.

K

white gold.

Special

price

$75.00

t

FG14

—Ladies'

hand pierced mountlSKt. white
ing;
gold; large superior
duality diamond in
center, two
on
sides.

price

diamonds
Special

....$100.00

i

|

1

—

Gentlemen's
F615
beautiful scroll demounting of
sign
18Kt. white sold;
hand pierced: genuine blue-white dia-

Special

mond.

$75.00

priee

—

FGI7 Solid platinum top bin" pin; genuine French blue sapphire in center; two blue-white diamonds on sides; beautifully
Special price
$33.00
filigreed; 14Kt. white gold pin.

FGI 6
set

—Genuine

with

perfect

imported black onyx
cut blue-white dia-

mond; lSKt. white gold pierced mount$18.75
ing. Special price

$2 Brings Your Choice
NO RED TAPE—NO DELAY

Simply send $2. CO and. your choice
goes to you charges paid. You
have ten days in which to deMoney back instantly if
cide.
you are not satisfied as to the
quality and value.

Ten Days' Free Trial
Send only $2.00 and your choice
goes to you in handsome gift
box all charges paid. Guarantee
Bond attesting to quality and
value accompanies each shipment.

A

Full

Year

to

Pay

Simply send $2.00 and receive
your selection, all charges paid.
After trial pay balance in 12
monthly payments. 10% discount for cash.
Free Royal Xmas Catalog
The most complete Catalog

T

ever published of Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Cameras, Ivory Toilet
Sets, etc., sent
Prices from $5.00 to
$1000 quality the highTen days' trial and
est.
a full year to pay on
eve ry thing you order

FREE

—

limits.

Hollywood is accustomed to seeing
these wild beasts being transported
from studio zoos to location but it
doesn't want any of them around as

was made a few months ago

first

blue- white dia-

tourist

another kick when a bevy of barelimbed girls dressed in Persian costumes did an ancient dance in the
street, their jeweled anklets jangling
like silver bells, their slender bare

vate

—

Gentlemen's
FG5
newest style mounting; 18Kt. white

does

from Iowa or Kansas.
When Walter Hiers drove up in
front of a bank at the corner of
Hollywood Boulevard and Cahuenga
Avenue atop of a load of hay in
"Hold Your Breath," business there,
for a time, stopped.
Hollywood got
It got
a kick from the spectacle.
the

Sent

—

FGI8 Beautiful 12 size thin model Elgin
watch; hand engraved case; guaranteed
Hand lettered silver dial.
twenty years.
Special price

from our $2,000,000
Send

for

your

copy today. Dept.

1470.

stock.

$ 16.50

DlAMOND&WATCH
ROYAL
New York,
170 Broadway

Co
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Advertising Section
because they

VAlpliTzep

barked and yelped at

night.

Carola"
Landaus

Bi7/

Serenadert

"If they don't go, I'll
said to Judge

Murray

move!" Miss
J. Kava-

M.

naugh.

The piquant little
The dogs stayed.

actress

Miss

meant

it.

Murray

moved.
It

the

—

Couldn 9t Play a Note

Now Makes $ 1002?
Week
"When I sent for your catalog, I didn't know a
note of music. A few months after I bought my
Wurlitzer instrument, I had taken my place in a
professional orchestra. Now I am making $100
a week, three times what I made as a clerk. I

wish everybody knew how easy it is— anyone
who can whistle a tune can learn to play a musical instrument."—
Carola.

l

Free Trial— Easy Payments
\

You may now have any

Wurlitzer instrument

for a week'sf ree trial in your own home. Examine

the instrument, note the fine workmanship, the
full, rich tone value and especially how easy it
is to play.

the

trial.

No obligation to buy—no expense for
We make this liberal offer because we

want you to
litzer

try for yourself a genuine Wurinstrument, the result of 200 years' experi-

ence in musical instrument building.
Easy payments are arranged to suit your convenience. This is your opportunity to try a famous Wurlitzer instrument in your own home.

Zd Free Book

s

and describes every known
musical instrument— more than 3000 artides, many of them shown in full

Illustrates

colors. All

—

genuine Wurlitzer instru-

ments buy direct from Wurlitzer^
and save money. Special
offers on complete outfits.
We also give you our Free
Trial Easy Payment Flan.
/

t

is

no uncommon sight to see

historic

old

stages

of

pioneer

days lumbering along Hollywood's
boulevards
behind
six
four
to
horses or mules, on the way to location.
Recently, a number of these
old vehicles of bonanza times were
purchased in Nevada and moved to
the film capital for use in wild West
scenes.
These were said to have included stages which had been ridden
in by Mark Twain, Bret Harte, John
Mackay,
Adelina
Patti,
Senator
James G. Fair, as well as the one
in which Senator William M. Stewart rode to face a mob forming to
lynch him.
The miners had been
told he was trying to have their
wages reduced. It took considerable
strengthening and patching to make
some of these old stage coaches hold
together, but they are looked upon
as almost priceless around a few of
the studios.
Irrepressible press agents do much
to add strange spectacles to Hollywgod's boulevards.
panorama of
bare legs some of America's prettiest
caused a mild sensation recently when screen celebrities appeared without stockings and with
short skirts and sandals to enhance
the effect.
Dorothy Revier was one
of the first to be seen.
She wore a
knee-length dress, sandals and a coat
of natural tan.
Nita Naldi, screen
vampire, came' out with a serpent
stenciled on each leg and a touch of
rouge on both knees. Anita Stewart

—

A

—

wore a pink pearl ringlet around her
left ankle and Jacqueline Logan was
just stockingless, with no make-up on
her nude limbs. Clara Bow, diminutive flapper, had her legs painted a
rich bronze from the knees down.
Pauline Garon, Viola Dana, Clara
Horton and Mae Busch were among

Of
those advancing the new fad.
course, all denied they were deliberately seeking to attract attention but
maintained that comfort and economy
dictated the abolition of silk stock-,
Boulevardiers got a kick from
ings.
innovation.
the
Away from the boulevards, GrifPark, the
fith
Park, Hollenbeck
Lasky ranch and the beaches see the
strangest outdoor activities of movieOf the four, the beaches offer
From one
the most opportunities.
of the big loading cranes at the Los
land.

Angeles harbor docks recently, Charcomedian from the Hal
lie Chase,
Roach studio, was seen suspended
in mid-air closely holding the figure
of a woman in his arms while gap-

ing crowds gathered to see what it
was all about. Then they discovered
little farther down
the camera.
the water front on one of the piers
were a dozen bathing beauties waving occasionally at outgoing steamers.
The mermaids were there for scenes
in "The Night Club," a Paramount
picture featuring Vera Reynolds and

A

Raymond

Griffith.

However, spectacles such as have
been mentioned are not continuously
in evidence.
Hollywood, nestling in
the shadows of the' Sierras, is a
placid, flower-strewn little city,

ming with

business,

hum-

happy with

its

motion-picture activities.
Its streets
afford strange sights sometimes but
they just help give that kick to life
in movieland.

,

No

obligation.

Send Coupon
Today!

The Wreckage

m

Stardom

Continued from page 46

They are all finding niches.
They have not yet reached that stage
in stardom where as much is expected of them as from the estabothers.

they too will

Send

of

this

Coupon

TleRndolohWurlitzerCo.,

Dept

117 E. 4th Si. Cincinnati 329 S. Wabasb Ave. Chicago
120W.42ndSLNewYork 250StocktonStSanFrancisco
Send me your Free Book on musical instruments. Also
your Free Trial, Easy Payment Plan. No obligation.

Instrument..

Copyright less, XJisRude'Sb Wurlitzer Co,

lished personalities, but
have to proceed more and more carefully in proportion to their success.

no wreckage in stardom
a changing of the
Mary
set of rules for the game.
Pickford is potentially as popular today as she ever was, and it needs just

There

really.

is

It is just

the right sort of play to bring her
back with a flourish. Too much ambition in her case was dangerous.
She made her mistake when she tried
to grow up.
She, as well as the majority of others, has always done best
when adhering to her type. Mary
has too fine a sense of comedy to

in
this
age which loves
waste,
laughter more than any other one

thing.
If

Rudolph Valentino? Watch him.
"The Eagle" is good, he'll be

back with a fanfare of trumpets, for
despite all the sheik stuff, Valentino
And he's done
is an actor of ability.
wisely to choose a comedy rather
than a more serious type of picture in
which to exploit his talent.
I look to see much applause won by
John Barrymore in his next film,
"The Sea Beast." He is making a
definite break from highbrow and
elegant roles, that brought him only
limited popularity, as the returns on
"Beau Brummel" showed, although
this was considered one of the best
of last season's pictures.

The new

Advertising Section
debut of Lowell Sherman is worth
watching.
He was the villain in
"Way Down East,"' b«t he is likely
to make a decided hit in sophisticated

He

and melodrama.

corned}-

plays a

combination of the two in "Satan
in Sables" and "The Love Toy."

many

In

respects,

the quality

of

going to count more than
Mrs. Smith will
tell Mrs. Jones if the one she sees is
good, and Mrs. Jones will repeat the
information to Mrs. Brown.
That
pictures

is

ever this

season.
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the popularity of stars will react according!}', there

seems no doubt. The

everybody, and all entrants are certain to be warmly welcomed according to the merits of
their work.
Moviedom is no longer

open

field is

narrow and

to

restricted as to

but after

ites,

more

all,

I

its

favor-

believe that the

familiar stars are,

as

their

own

provided they will stick to

good pictures.

Choice*
lO

Don't Be Discouraged!
Continued from page 19

past

will,

morning
box, and

my make-up

brought out

just before noon,

hind the restaurant and

As

So one

gatekeeper.

the

I

went be-

made myself

crowd drifted back to
I went along,
and before I realized it, I was inside
the studio.
Once inside I was still
without a job, but at least, I had a
up.

the

the studio after lunch,

start.

I

had not been

in there

very long

the assistant director of one of

the companies

gaged

met me, and learning

was not doing anything, en-

that I

me

for an extra role

—

—

at three

day in a picture
"Samson and Delilah."

dollars per

With

called

came a
little easier.
I received enough work
to keep me going.
It was while with
Universal that I first met Hal Roach.
Some time after we had formed our
friendship, Hal was willed a little
the ice broken, things

money, and he started producing pictures
comedies, they were called.
He asked me to go with him, and on
being offered forty dollars a week, a
small fortune at that time, I went

—

without hesitancy.
Those early days presented a continual struggle, but struggles are easy
when you don't lose your sense of
humor. As we progressed and our
pictures kept improving, naturally
things looked rosier for both of us.
Opportunities to improve our pictures kept coming all the time.

Roach had a

lot of foresight, and instead of pocketing the profits on each
of his pictures, he put a good share
it

back into

thereby

next production,
constantly
improving the
his

class of his pictures.
sible

move on

It

was a sen-

his part, as the future

revealed.

character

— one which never had been

Now you can get worthwhile gifts for Xmus.
Simply pin $2 to this ad, Indicate your cholcfe
and mail it with your name and address TODAY)
We will open a charge account for you and your
selection will come for approval and 15> Day
Trial. Convince yourself of its value. If satis*
fled, pay balance in 10 monthly payments—
otherwise return and your deposit wilt be sent
1

back,

j
Our Charge Account Plan is simple and' easv,
W£ TRUST YOU— no inconvenience to you—
no difficulty — all transactions confidential.
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY.

done before on the screen. It was a
move which resulted in the opening
up for us of a field in which we were
entirely

alone.

permitted us to

It

make comedies without much

slap-

which had characterized our
With our "dressedup" character we were enabled to
place him in any atmosphere, and
not be embarrassed by plausibility, or
stick,

From
class,

rather lack of

we

the

"Lonesome Luke" one-

we moved into the two-reel
when we hit upon the idea of

wearing the tortoise-rimmed glasses,
rather lensless glasses.

As we

it.

N117.

N118. Ladies 18K
white gold Dinner
Ring,
artistically

Ladles 14K
green gold

progressed,

;

diamond

make our pictures more
human, more real and the more sin-

N119. 18K
white gotd

hand-carved and Octagontop ring;
7
pierced design
AA1 quality, blue- blue-white
white diamonds. A diamond.
$50.00.

engraved
ring, bluew hit e

tried to

$62. 50,

bargain at bur
price. $64.50.

;

low

cere our efforts were, the greater our

success became.

But getting back

to the prospects

of the average boy and girl to

make

H 12<*. Ladles

To

begin with, there
good
is room in motion pictures for only
It is a very limited
a chosen few.
Though there are thousands
field.
pictures.

actually engaged in

rise to actual popularity
I

S

—

ceive,

;

—

personally was fortunate in
the opportunities I did reI

had to create

my

own,

at the start.
If

one must come to Hollywood,
to

face a

stiff situa-

hard even to get past the
I found.
But if you
can manage to weather the early difficulties, you should win out in the

tion, for

it is

gatekeeper, as

end.

mond.

d 1 a mo n d s

$57.00.

.

^$42.50

and success.

I

but

Gift—

who

youngster who feels there is a golden
road ahead of him to triumph as a
movie star, to pack up his trunk immediately and head for Hollywood.
That would be folly. In a few weeks,
or a few months at most, his spirit
probably would be broken, and he
would be ready to give up the ghost.
It is a difficult problem
one that I
certainly cannot solve
to advise any
one just how to get into motion picgetting

ship

$55.00

ISK

certainly should net advise every

tures.

pred top

18K
Ladles 18K
white gold mat. cents isk white
gold
ring; 7 AA1 white gold Spred- ring; 3 AA1
blue-white to p rin g A A I
diamonds, blue-white dia- blue- white
cluster,

working on the

screen, there are only a handful

come prepared

reelers,

,or

We

took advantage here of an opportunity to create an entirely new

MONTHS TO PAY

earlier efforts.

when

of

Brm^

always,

the ones loved the best, and will hold

—

white Sold
Two
ring
triangularcu t
blue

N124.A bargain
18K white gold

Ladies
N12S.
18K white gotd

lace-work design.
AA1 blue-white

floral

sapphires;

$29.50.

,

AA1

diamond.

blue-

white diao n d

m

and scroti

AA1
design.
blue- white diamond and regdiaular-cut

mond on each

.

side of shank.
$52.00.

$62.50

m

N126, 14K white (>ol<J Js ar.Kl -engraved, rectangular wrist watch, set with 4 regular- cut,. bluewhite diamonds and 4 blue sapphires Guaranteed 15 jewel

movement.

$42.50.

N127. Same Watch' without diamond s and sapphlres.

$24.95.

Let this
3.000
gi f ts

ap
in

Book be your

D

1

a

1

Guide

m

Watches, Jewelry
verware and To
Articles— all prices
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THING
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Continued from page 102

blame you for considering John Gilbert
one of your favorites he is surely one of
the coming stars and it won't take him
long to get there.

She is five feet three inches and a blonde
she was at one time married to Justin McCloskey.

Red-headed Girl.— I suppose you always
put your money on the white horse. Elsie
Ferguson recently made a picture for
Vitagraph called "The Phantom Lover,"

actress,

;

—

but for the most part she has been giving
her time to the stage. One of her recent
plays, "Moonflower,"
tures a few months

—
—

To enjoy the homage and admiration attractiveness commands,

be some dispute about het right to use that
title, inasmuch as there is a play running
on Broadway called "What Price Glory."
Nita Naldi and Pierre Gendron have the
leading roles in the production.

in the appearance of

your
and complexion. Give to
them an enchanting loveliness—
skin

the glorious sparkling touch of
Beauty that

—

A Lover of Serials. And which kind
do you prefer for breakfast? Yes, it is
quite true that your old favorite, Helen
Holmes, is making serials again one,
anyway. It is a railroad picture, and is

GoURAUDS

—

ORIENTAL CREAM
has rendered for over 85 years.

An-

called "Perils of the Trail."

and

astringent in effect,
exceptionally valuable in
cases of blemishes, wrinkles, flabbiness, excess oiliness and undue color.
Renders a lasting beauty instantly,
that preserves and protects the skin
and complexion.
Made in White,
Flesh and Rachel, also in compacts.
Send 10c for trial size.
tiseptic

making

is

it

Ferd.T. Hopkins

& Son, New York

Mystery."

Bonomo

serial,

Sedgwick are costarred in "Beasts of
Paradise" and "The Riddle Rider." William Duncan is back in pictures again,
making three serials "The Fast Express,"

—

"The

and

Trail,"

Steel

"Wolves of

the

BANISH GREY HAIR
Brandt's

Liquid

—God

bless you, not to mention
That last is just to show

you the German word that I learned in
school.
Yes, Matt Moore made quite a
Narrow
hit
as
a comedian in "The
Street."
He is now making "His Majesty, Bunker Bean," which ought to be a
very amusing picture.
Dorothy Devore
Cullen
opposite him in that also.
is playing with May McAvoy and
Pat O'Malley in "My Old Dutch," for
Universal.

Landis

EAU DE
HENNA

Blondie.

"Dangerous Innocence," and will soon be
seen in "Winnie of the Wolves," which ran
as a series in the Saturday Evening Post.
Eugene O'Brien plays opposite Norma

Restorer

her new picture, "Graustark,"
has been playing mostly in
Universals of late "Dangerous Innocence"

again
the grey, and restores the color to grey,
bleached, or streaky hair, leaving it Soft,
Glossy and Natural.
Works so well no one will know the color has
been restored.
Covers ALL the grey; covers
grey, no matter how stubborn or how caused.
Does not interfere with permanent waving.
Eau de Henna is two liquids, one application.
colors
It
at
once.
No mess.
No pack.
Does
not
shade off reddish as with many powdered
covers
faded,

ANY

Hennas.

It

On

Wonderful For Touching
You can put
where

it

on just where it is needed.
powdered henna dyes have

Not
percli-

Up
Can
been

The shades blend in beautifully.
Can be
other hair
dyes or restorers.
Direcin English and Spanish.
Eau de Henna comes in colors:
Black, dark
brown, medium brown, light brown, drab, blond,
auburn.
In ordering please state color desired.
Price postpaid $2.50 or C. O. D. $2.72.
Order through your Druggist, Department Store
or Beauty Parlor, or direct from us.
used.

used

though

he

—

and "Siege."

—

Letah L. Flood. Of course I don't
think you are trying to wear me out with
The
your letters I wear better than that
director, James Flood, was born and educated in New York City, and has been
That
directing pictures for twelve years.
His most
is about all I know about him.
recent picture was "Satan in Sables."
!

over

—

A. J. B. I have added Alice Terry's
address to the list at the bottom of The
Oracle.

tions

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 120, 112 East 23rd St., New York
Men as well as women can use Eau de Henna
to

in

;

experience necessary.
Will not rub off.
affected by sea bathing, sun, shampooing, or
manent
waving.
Will
withstand
tropical
mates.

used

you are quite right,
coming to the fore

is

these days as a first-rate little comedienne.
She played recently in "The Teaser,"

Hair Color

be

—Yes,

Laura La Plante

Anyone Gan Put

advantage.

\

—

non was born
in
Denver she doesn't
give her age and grew up there.
Then
she went on the stage and played with E.
H. Sothern and Maude Adams. She has
been in pictures for five or six years;
she played opposite William S. Hart in
"John Petticoats," opposite Earle Williams,
Bert Lytell, and Charles Ray.
She is a
blonde, with blue eyes, and about five feet
three inches.

—

The Blue Moth. —Don't

blame

me

be-

cause the caption writer in Picture-Play
said Greta Nissen was Swedish.
I don't
think I ever said so, did I? Anyhow, the
editor tells me that the error won't happen
again.
You are right Greta is a beautiful dancer; I saw her dance on the stage
in New York before she signed her film
;

contract.

Gloria's

little

girl

is

the daugh-

her second husband. Herbert Somborn.
I believe she is about four years
old now.
Gloria is said to be very
deeply in love with the marquis whom she
married
he is certainly very attractive.
Sigrid Holmquist returned to Sweden a
few months ago, and there has been nothing said about her coming back to America.
I'm sorry I have not heard of Devah
Dharma. Ian Keith's address is at the
bottom of The Oracle yes, Blanche Yurka
ter of

.

;

was

plays

No

—

If you're interested in one
there's
no
reason
why you
shouldn't ask a lot about her. Ethel Shan-

;

North."
.

Gesundheit.

J.

Joe

"The Great Circus
William Desmond and Eileen

making a

A-choo.

Win.

in pic-

ago under the title
"Eve's Secret."
Betty Compson was the
girl with the secret.
Miss Ferguson is
married to Frederick Worlock. Yes, Mrs.
Valentino is making a picture How, called
"What Price Beauty" at least, the film
was to be called that but there seems to

Your Opportunity To
Possess Beauty -lies

was produced

V.

B.

G.

—

Eileen
Sedgwick's
Fan. I should
think she might have more than one.
Eileen was born in Galveston, Texas, and
is the sister of Josie, and of Edward, the
director.
She attended Ursuline Convent
in her native city, and then went on the
appearing in stock, vaudeville, and
in musical comedy.
She has been playing in Universal pictures for seven years.
stage,

his

write

me

Just a Fan.
you

I

do hope you will

It -was

most thoughtful of

wife.
again.

first

—

your extra picture of Olive
Thomas which one of my readers wanted.
I don't think that film companies as a rule
will send out stills to fans
perhaps you
could get one from the picture in question
through the exhibitor who showed the
film.
I am sorry I do not know anything
about Jack Joyce, as he is so new to pictures.
I believe he was a monologist in
vaudeville.
If you wrote him in care of
to send in

;

Variety,

a

theatrical publication, at 154
Street, New York, he

West Forty-sixth

would probably get yaur letter.
Victor
Varconi doesn't seem to have played in
any recent pictures, and I have no idea
where he can be reached.
Marc MacDermott's address the only one I can suggest for him is at the bottom of The

—

—

Oracle.

A

Girl from the

Windy

City.

—You

asked where one could get a photo of
Olive Thomas, and "Just a Fan" was good
enough to send me a small kodak picture
of her. If you will let me know your address I will gladly send it to you.

—

Bud. No, Lillian Rich is not related to
Irene or Vivian. She is about twenty and
is not married.
Julia Faye is with Cecil
De Mille's stock company. Warner Oland
was the villain in Pearl White's old serial,
"The Iron Claw," so I presume he was
The Iron Claw. "Dick Turpin" was filmed
out in California.
So far as I know,
Patsy Ruth Miller uses her real name.
"The Blizzard," recently released by Fox,
The
seems to be a Swedish production.
leads were played by Mary Johnson and
Dinar Hansson.

—

Virginia Anne. Yes, I'm afraid it
would be necessary to send return postage
when you submit your book to a pubContinued on page 118
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Players Safeguard Their

Health
Continued from page 90

When

'E AfW*WIMF
1

filmed they are

stunts are

timed as accurately as possible beforehand and such safeguards as
thick mattresses and nets are placed
at the point of fall when they can be
concealed from the camera.
Location trips, while affording
much fun and a welcome contrast to
studio work, are fraught with danger.
As a rule, a doctor or nurse accompanies a large troupe. and a temporary

A

hospital is the first building or tent to
be erected. And no company would
think of going on location without a

complete

first-aid kit.

By

these means, such precautions
safeguard the health
of the actors, reducing risk to a minimum. But a certain amount of danger must be faced and to avoid serious illness they must keep themselves
in the best of physical condition.
as are possible

Bill

Hart

is

Back

!

Continued from page 57

paths

—a

own by

rather solitary

life,

but his

choice.

"It was black for a while," he
ruminated, when the conversation
had turned upon those months of his
retirement,
when his matrimonial
troubles brought him unjust accusations.
"I was in the kind of a hole
where a man, if he's halfway a gentleman, can't answer back. I had to
take it, smack in my face, standin'

"The day of my vindication was
the happiest of my life.
It brought
me peace again, and the old ambition
that had gone to sleep when things
looked so bad.
I had determined I
wouldn't appear before the public
again until I could come back cleared
of all charges, provin' myself worthy
of the ideal of Western chivalry that
the people had always thought me a
symbol of."

What

is

there

Hart ? Nothing.

ivliat

a difference just
a few cents make

1
MINSTRELS

Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full in-

He

.

_

_

.

CATALOGUE

Easy to Play

of face powder and Booklet
Lablache Creations
Ben'Levy Co.,Dept.48 ix; Kingston St., Boston, U.S.A.
for free sample
illustrating new

True-Tone

His person-

Saxophone
Easiest of all instruments

—

to play

and one of the

most beautiful. Three first

$100

lessons sent f ree give you a
quick easy start in a few

—

J|>

weeks you can be playing

Sv\

popular tunes.

necessary. You can take
place in a band or
Orchestra in ninety days, if yoa
uu desire. Most popular instrument for dance orchestras, home
entertainments, church, lodge and school.
Dhone player is always popular socially
many opportunities to earn money.
Trial and easy payments arranged.

a Week

CARTOONSM

No teacher

^your

woman's presence by any man.
All I can say is that Bill Hart is
just the same.
He feels that you Free Saxophone Book and efves^st !esseonchart!
pictures of famous professionals and orchestras. Just
want him back, just as he used to be, also
send your name for a copy. Mention any other instrument in
bronze-

and loved by four generations

ON SALE. EVERYWHERE

Write

ality, his

so here he is, lean, lanky,
faced, likable Tumblewecds.

Known

Easy to Pay

to say of Bill
is like the moun-

strength, contrasting with his
tender gentleness toward women and
children and animals
all the facets
of him have been so often mirrored in
print that there's nothing new to say.
He champions the weak and fights
the strong, and will permit no disrespectful word to be spoken in a

^Boston

structions for staging.
books. Full une
of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,
FREE.
vaudeville acts and make-up.
T. S. DEMSOH & CO.. 623 So. Wabash. Dept. 67 Chicago
_

You can stage your own show with our

new

tains that never change.

a >vhale of

which yoa may be interested.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

(166)

Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
.
.
ELPHART, INDIANA
95S BUESCHER BLOCK, .

GET INTO THIS ATTRACTIVE
FAST-GROWING FIELD NOW

team to Draw Cartoons atHome
A wonderfully simple method makes it amazingly .easy
become a professional cartoonist right at home in a
Enjoy easy hours
few minutes' daily spare time.
freedom from routine and make $100 a week or more.
Write for Free Book which tells all about thfs easy*
Mail card TO-DAY.
method.
to

—

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
Room 2312-C, il!3-l5th

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
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The Sketchbook
Continued from page 23

By

that time

was awfully glad

I

I

had come.

as

Later the talk got around to picas talk always does, and she

tures,

told

Keep up

me

she hoped to

make

a costume

picture.
" 'Cassar's Wife,' my next picture,
will give me an opportunity' for sev-

the old

pep with

eral sequences in costume," she said,

Beemaris

costume drama

"but

-men on

I

am

possible.

the road
find its use

"a seas/6k

habit"

so anxious to do a real,

— 'Monna

For

second

dramatization of the
press
Josephine.

Vanna,'

if

choice,

a

life of the
I

don't

Emknow

whether costume dramas are practical
I am told they are simply
the box office.
I wonder?
I think the fans will patronize any
picture if it is good."

or not.
'out'

at

Corinne Griffith,
and laces, amid court intrigues and medieval tragedies, would
be Corinne Griffith come into her
own. But if she could get a screen
story that would employ some of her
own charming, lazy humor, it would
I

in

think so, too.

fluffs

be a sensation.
Of all the charming people

Beauty Parlor Notes.
Hair is being worn off the forehead and ears this season. As prac-

Tepsin Gum
AMERICAN CHICLE

CO.

Hollywood
Dorothy Devore looks

ticed in

CLOSING OUT

BANKING

BUSINESS

Genuine Diamonds
Less Than Wholesale
—

We

No Money Down ^S5Se*llSkSSS
in America that really allows you
wear a genuine diamond without
paying one cent down.

house
to
c

*

.10DaysFreeTrial tNa°^d
No delay. We save you one-

Value
,

third— trust you for any article
you want and if you are not
entirely satisfied within 10
days', return the merchandise
at our expense and YOU

OWE

US NOTHING.
7

Ring No. 1 Nothing Down S5 per
month. The popular lady's DEVORIE.
Dazzling Bteel blue diamond. 18K solid
white gold ring, beautifully hand engraved
ana pierced. Regular $90 value Price $68.
Ring No. 2 Nothing Down $6 per month. Klein's
Especial Gentleman s Ring. The large dazzling steel blue diamond selected for perfect cutting, is set in massive 14K green
gold mounting beautifully hand engraved. Regular $100
value. Price now $77.
r

Ladies' Wrist

Watch

Nothing Down $2 per month.
Small size, latest style, white
gold
filled case. Movement
fully guaranteed to keep accurate time. Biggest bargain io

America. Only $23.95.

Jewelry Book Free
Beautifully illustrates and describes a million dollar stock.

Greatest Bargains you ever
saw.. Explains credit plan which makeB it easy to
get just what you desire at big savings. Get your
copy today! Free. Send PoBtcard

mm

NOW

1

122W.MAblS0NST.,

2IEH(mcAG0
V4 Century Same Place

some

little

—

Perfect Cafe Behavior.

Here's your chance! Get your beautiful genuinediamond at less than wholesale. Pay nothing down
10 Days'
'Free Trial.
are closing out our diamond banking business, $100,000 stock of
finest diamonds go at a big sacrifice. Get cat*
alog to select from quick.

like

kid brother.
Patsy Ruth Miller looks like a
young debutante who is determined
to wear the prevailing style or die.
Aileen Pringle looks dashing and
daring.
Anna Q. Nilsson looks like a lady
viking in from a cruise in icy watefs.
one's

Mr. Donald Ogden Stewart, who
has several bids to celebrity, other
than being one of Patsy Ruth Millet's boy friends, wrote a book called
"Perfect Behavior."
It is quite a
good book if you care for humor at
its

best.

But

carelessly,

Mr. Stew-

omitted a chapter on "How to
Bored."
Act
In
Cafes Though
Having picked up some firsthand observation from some of our mutual
screen favorites, I should suggest to
Mr. Stewart that the chapter run
somewhat as follows if at all
"Under no circumstances should
the well-bored patron order more
than lettuce or less than coffee. Potatoes, rice, puddings, and pork, making for bigger and beefier movie
stars, should be dodged like personal
appearances. When served, the idea
is not to eat, but to toy negligently
with (1) the soup spoon, (2) the
stem of the water glass, or both.
This last is not recommended with

art

degree of enthusiasm, however,
creates the illusion of energy,
which in turn creates the illusion of
activity, which might be mistaken for
a good time."
But anyway, it is funny how bored
the players are with cafes.
It is the
fashion at the moment for stars to
pick out inconspicuous little tables in
the corners and around the walls and
arty

—

—

it

there for the rest of the evening.

sit

The only person
cently

who seemed

have seen

re-

to be getting

any

I

fun out of his cover charge was Syd
Chaplin.
Syd often visits Montmartre on the dance-contest nights.
On one of these occasions, there was
a draw between the final two couples.
It seemed impossible for the judges
to decide which of the rival ladies
merited the prize of the dancing slippers.

With Solomonlike wisdom,

it

was

Syd's idea to give them each a shoe.

"Unhappy Hollywood?"
Speaking of cafe boredom, there is
a great deal being written now about
"unhappy Hollywood." Clever philosophers and keen diagnosticians inbehind their seeming gayety
contentment,
the stars are nursand
ing secret sorrows.
sist that,

And

there

—you do
The more
sob
that

is

no getting away from

hear a

it

stars

lot

of sob stories.

you know, the more

Remember
you hear.
actors are essentially egoists

stories

which is meant in no disparagement,
egoism in some form or other being
an attribute of all creative artists
but some of the stars are inclined to
take their moods and whims too seriously.
With almost childish morbidness, they dwell on their misfortunes
and emphasize them out of all proportion to their importance. One girl
told me she was simply a slave to the
studios.
She had no time to read
new books, to attend concerts or
theaters, or to pay attention to other
nearly
"developing influences."
I
wept over her plight until I ran
across her spending a two-week
the
absence
executing
of
leave
Charleston on the sets of her friends.

This Hollywood "unhappiness" reme of the philosophy of a little
Every new doll
girl I used to know.
she got she immediately proceeded
to smash in the face and otherwise
mutilate.
When her mother asked
her whv she acted so horribly, she
said, "Because, after they are dead,
dear, I enjoy burying them so much."
Maybe they are
I may be wrong.
unhappy.
But I do know this if
they weren't just a little bit miserable,
they wouldn't he happy at all.

minds

:
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of an Old-fashioned Girl

/otida

Continued from page 43

child that her

clothes

were not no-

ticed."

Mother Astor

had her eye on
New York, so to earn a few extra
dollars toward the carfare, she sestill

cured evening work coaching several
community dramatic clubs.
Mary was thirteen when she sent
her picture to

New York

for a beauty

and was chosen as one of the
honor beauties. She and her mother
were certain that she could make the
motion pictures then. So when she
was only fourteen, the Astors gathered their stray dollars together and
started for New York.
"Mother and I went to Charles
contest,

Albin, the

New York

photographer.
photographs of me
and declared that I had a future in

He made some

pictures."
"He said you were one of the most
beautiful girls he had ever seen,

!

but,

mother,

that

doesn't

sound nice coming from us."
"Well, it is true, anyway," replied
her mother, with emphasis.
"After Mr. Albin saw her, the
rest seemed easy," continued her
mother.
She started right in with
Truart in two-reelers, which were
followed almost immediately by 'The
Beggar Maid.'
"You know, I have had many good
laughs over 'The Beggar Maid.'

Mary was

not quite fifteen when she
played her first love scene in it. She
came to me the night before and
asked me about it.
'What in the
Avorld shall I do, mother?' she asked.
I told her just to kiss the man as it
is done in real life.
'But, mother, I
never have kissed a man,' she said,
and I laughed. She did well, and is
still receiving letters from fans about
that picture."

Mary forged rapidly ahead from
then on, and soon found herself in
demand. But she had a few ideas of
her own which her friends have never
been able to understand. They have
to do with night clubs, petting, going
to dances in hotels, and the like.

"Whv

you

don't
clubs?"" I asked.

"Why

should

I ?"

go

Mary

to

night

countered.

There was a sticker. "I get no good
from them, why go to them? All
you do is drink and dance. The next
day you have nothing to show for
your evening."
"But surely you like the company
of young men?"
"Do you know," she replied, "I
simply can't be bothered with

men

under thirty."

"What!"
"Yes,

I

mean

it.

All

is

flasks

on
for

tween

and

thirty

fifty.

I

they

can

Loose Powder

think they

They have
gone through their puppyhood and
know something about life. They
know that flasks and those things
mean nothing. They are interesting.
are the interesting ones.

Why, I could talk for hours with a
man like John Barrymore. But the
young things

—no

!"

"What do you do
nings?"

I

"You

with your eve-

asked.'

tell

him, mother."

"She stays home with me, all but
two nights a month. Then she and I
go to a motion-picture theater. We
go early and see the first show."
"Another thing I hate," added

Mary,

"is

°rhe Gift

this pointing out of stars

by the fans. I hate to be
pointed out and have everybody looking at me and saying, 'There goes a
in public

Mary," added Mrs. Astor.

"Oh

think of and talk about

the hip, dancing, night clubs, and petting parties.
Give me the men be-

for Svery

nomari

l^ORIDA! The patented, up^ to-datevanitie. Cannot spill

screen star.'
"I rarely go to the legitimate theWhen I do go, it is to a
ater, either.
'Follies' and don't care to go."
"What do you read?" asked the

easy to refill. You can now carry
yourfavorite loosepowdereverywhere in a Norida Vanitie. The
ideal gift. Comes filled with Fleur
Sauvage (Wildflower) powder.

writer.

An

"Shakespeare."

exquisitely designed case in gilt

Worth many times its
Buy one at any toilet goods
counter. If your dealer can't supply
you, order direct from Norida Parfumerie, 630 S. Wabash Avenue,
or

silver.

cost.

"Now, now, Mary, that is what all
the publicity men used to train the
stars to say before 'Merton of the
Movies' was published," I chided.
"But I mean it. I do read Shakespeare and Plato and Aristotle."
"Mother

"Mary

is

Astor,"
I
not what she

Chicago, Illinois.
Single,

Double,

Powder only

Powder end
Rouge,$2

$1.30
Not a

Not a Compact

Sifter

protested,

seems.

I

can't believe this."

"She
plied.

is right," Mother Astor re"She loves Shakespeare, and

sits on her bed with a shaded light
and reads until far into the night."
At this point, Webster Campbell, the
director, started calling for Mary.
She was working in "The Pace That
Thrills," which was being made by

First

National at their

New York

She and Ben Lyon are co-

studios.

featured in the picture.
bullfight scene was about to be

A

staged in which Ben kills the bull
with a slim little sword. Mary was
wanted in the .seat of honor next to
the ring.
"I love scenes like these for they

make

me

Mary,

as

"And Ben

excited,"

said

powdered her

nose.

terribly

she

looks so wonderful in his

toreador suit."

Why
"Just one more question.
haven't you bobbed your hair?"
"Probably another of my oldfashioned whims," answered Mary.
She smiled and was at work.

Ernest Pechin

c

3£i?sss°

—

-~.

y

How to Win
,

Success in Music
Begin with the right instrument. This is the advice
of the world's foremostartists. Conn instruments,
used and endorsed by the most successful players,
are easier to play, most beautiful in tone, perfect in

—

possess many exclusive
scale; reliable in action
features, yet cost no more than others

Free Book by Sousa and nine other famous
on "Success in Music," helps you
choose the instrument for your talent. Send now for your copy and
details of Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn instrument..
C. G. CONN, LTD.
1230

Conn

Bldg.

Elkhart, Ind.

artists
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What Do
Lon Chaney.

Fat
"Ybwr
mine did"
Will go as

For 18 years women have

told

women

Marmola Prescription Tablets.
Told how easily, how pleasantly they
ended excess fat. No exercise, no diet-

about

ing required.
Mark the result today. Countless
women keep slender with Marmola. You

every circle. Over-fat
figures are the exception now. People
are using over one million boxes of
Marmola every year.
You know that Marmola must be safe
and efficient, else it never could have
gained such a place. Then let us tell you

meet them

in

how and why

it

has done, what

it

the ingredients, also
acts.

Also what

it

Investigate Marmola in fairwill do.
ness to yourself.
Excess fat is a blight to beauty, to

health and efficiency. Let us tell you
how to easily and quickly reach the
weight you want.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are
by all druggists at $1 per box. Send

6old
this

coupon for our latest book, a 25_-ct. sample
Clip it now.
free and our guarantee.

The Pleasant Way

to

Reduce

MARMOLA

25c Sample

DETROIT, MICH.

Free

2-234 General Motors Bldg.

Mai

1

for

329

less

time for contact with

dealing with
character studies rather than plot
machinations have usually arrested
my attention, though a good mystery
tale often relieves my tired mind.
Romain Rolland's "Jean Chrisfiction,

stories

tophe" always interests me. It is impossible to absorb this book at a
single reading, for only with time
can every detail be grasped. The plot
in this instance is negligible, yet every
of the life and soul struggle of
man who becomes the great mu-

bit

this

sician

Christophe

vitally

is

and understandable

enthrall-

the attentive reader.
Rolland writes dexterously of thought shadings so difficult for the less skilled to delineate.
ing,

Our

seem

run along parwrite together?
We're crazy about fiction and read all
the new novels. At first we argued
over which of us should have each
new book first, but now we compromise by reading together.
favorites
this is Ken
are Harold Bell
Wright and Zane Grey.
That
tastes

to

may we

My

—

—

—

Marie, pen in hand is because he
knows Mr. Wright personally and
played in the film of one of his books.
Catty from Ken she likes him,
too.
Besides, the man knows how to
write.
Marie again I can't pick a
choice, but when, once in a while, I

—

—

—

Two

of

Cities"

and ''Bleak House."

Joe Bonomo.
I study* physical-culture books, but
for recreation I pick mystery stories
like Conan Doyle's.
Lemuel L. de
Bra writes vividly of San Francisco's
Chinatown, and in the Hcrcule Poiret
stories Agatha Christie has evolved
a new type of fiction detective, and
her trick of pausing near the end of
the story with the suggestion that the
reader, before going further, try to
guess the solution, has always intrigued me.
Sax Rohmer, Edgar

Allan Poe, Emile Gaboriau and Gaston

Leroux come

next.

William Desmond.

The wild he-man of the great
movie open spaces does not always
care for raw, red literature. I never
read Westerns, for that would be like
Instead, I'll
talking shop at home.
take Irish sentiment, next to Shakespear, the poems of Baudelaire in
the original French, Robert Burns,
Locke, Sabatini, Conrad, and Poe,

Wilde, and Holmes.

to

Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan.
allel lines, so

to

men

and women engaged in other fields of
endeavor than have persons who are
not so confined to one profession.
Comprehensive autobiographies of
interesting men and women are always worth one's time. Studying actual lives and reactions to true circumstances add greatly to one's fund
of knowledge, round out a viewpoint
that easily becomes warped, enlarge
a horizon that otherwise might suffer
through limitations.

Of

of the modern authors I resort
Dickens.
have always had a
I
boundless" enthusiasm for "A Tale

tire

Reading good books is the only
way in which an actor may further
his education and entertain a balanced
view of life. Working at all hours,
he has

Read?

the Players

—

Theda

Bara.

My

reading has covered a wide
range, both as to subject matter and
authors. French literature from Balzac to Anatole France holds my interest.
I have studied the philosophy
of Hegel and have found comfort
and inspiration in the humor of Mark
Twain, while the wit and satire of
Rabelais never dull for me. And of
course there is always Shakespeare.

Poets I have enjoyed range from
Keats and Swinburne to Oscar Wilde
and Walt Whitman.

Among the later writers whose literary products have given me pleasure are Fannie Hurst, Willa Cather,
Sherwood Anderson, Arnold Bennett,
Margaret Kennedy, Havelock Ellis,
Carl van Vechten, and Ronald Firbank.

Something ^JS^fV
for

BOBBED HAiR

There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some
are wonderfully attractive and becoming, while
others, well
which kind is yours ?
I wish you could picture the becoming kind I
have in mind
the sort that makes men turn to
admire. I can't tell you what the color is, but
it's full of those tiny dancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more actual color than sunlight is. It's only when the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be
improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glint
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like that
I have in mind, buy a package and see for yourself.
At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct to
J.W. Kobi Co., 678 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wn.

—
—

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

Some Frocks

for the

Wedding

Continued from page 67

The cuirasslike tunic is of beaded,
pastel-tinted chiffon.
The most distinctive feature of the gown, however, are the ornaments of paradise

full circular skirt.

An immense

with pendant leaves and buds,
principal ornament.

rose,
is

its

sprays which appear at shoulder and

The last figure in the group is the
exquisite dinner gown worn by Miss

side.

Vilma Banky

In this production, Miss Dolores
Cassinelli also wears several beautiful
gowns, one of which is the one in the
center of this group. It is also of the
ever-popular beaded georgette, with

from the shoulders.

in "The Dark Angel."
Like the others, it is of georgette,
with wide flounces of silver lace. A
noteworthy feature is the scarflike
arrangement of silver lace depending

Advertising Section
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Screen in Review
Continued from page 61

people.
So all Leatrice Joy had to
do was to say the word, and her husband became rich or poor at will.
It was a case of now you see it, now
you don't.
Beggared by the stock market, he
finds his wife with Sanford Gillespie,
and starts choking her.
Here is
where the prize subtitle was used.
It said, "Thank God you have blood
in your veins instead of gold," and
was spoken by Miss Joy.
There is a typical Cecil De Mille
party in it with confetti and every-

deals with fake spiritualism, that interesting study which occupies so
much of Mr. Houdini's time.
Aileen Pringle is Zara, the strikingly handsome mystic, and Conway
Tearle is the brains of the hoax.
They manage to fool a wealthy

thing.

heiress.

Not Tom's Best.
Thomas Meighan isn't really a
crook in "The Man Who Found

in

Himself,"

so he really never lost
In other words, there is
not much point to this story.
Just
how Booth Tarkington could condescend to write such a mediocre plot
for a picture, will go down as one
of the mysteries of the film world,
and there are many of them.
It is the kind of story where there
is a shortage at the bank, and the
heroic brother takes the blame to
protect the cowardly one, who stole
the money.
The one bright spot of
the whole thing was a brief glimpse
of lovely Lynn Fontanne in a part
that didn't matter in the least.
She

with messages from her
and almost manage to
dead
Conway
take everything she has.
Tearle relents a little at this point,
and I was almost afraid that he was
going to reform enough to marry
her.
Gladys Hulette was the young

young

girl

father,

Mr. Browning has an

original

way

handling his stories, and "The
Mystic" makes fairly exciting entertainment.

himself.

photographs beautifully.
Ralph Morgan plays the role of
the real offender, and does very well
with it.
Virginia Valli is the girl
who misunderstands things. Norman Trevor appears for an instant,
and so does Julia Hoyt, looking not
at all like a beauty.
She photographs
very badly. In spite of this imposing
cast, this might be anybody's picture.
Society Again.

"The Love Hour" begins with
Coney Island and gayety, and ends
with gilded palaces and attempted
murder, with nothing in between to
account for the change in temperacast

includes

Ruth

Clifford,

Louise Fazenda, Willard Louis, and
Huntley Gordon, and they all pretty
nearly work themselves to death.
They even have Miss Fazenda in
curl papers, in case she might not be
funny enough. Willard Louis is a
composite picture of all the fat men
the world.
It did my old heart
good to see the scenes of wealth in
the so-called society scenes. Huntley
in

Gordon almost succumbed

to

a slow

case of poisoning.

Tod

I

starring Betty Bronson.
The story
is by Bret Harte, and the title an unfortunate one, I think.
Any suggestion of Betty Bronson and a fanciful plot is bound to fall rather flat.
However, it is a story of the West
and the gold rush.

Betty looks exceedingly charming.
she grows older, I hope some
one will cast her as Becky Sharp in
"Vanity Fair," because she has

When

enough slyness and sophistication

to
Phyllis
successfully.
Haver is very good as the fallen
Kate Kent, young Betty's mother.
Neil Hamilton is an attractive young
man and the hero, of course.

interpret

it

—

"In the Name of Love," with Ricardo Cortez and Greta Nissen, is
It
also fairly good entertainment.
is taken from a play by Bulwer-Lytton, and changed about a good bit
to make it more modern.
A newly
rich mother and daughter find themselves alone with their wealth and decide to capture position with a title.
Two genuine titles are offered, but

EARLE
Author of

Muscle Building ." " Science of Wrestling," "Secret3
of Strength." "Here's Health," etc.

Death-What?

Alter

You don't
But don't get excited.
That's the mystery.
You were
need to worry it you play the game square.
You were
given a good hody to care for on earth.
told to spread happiness, but keep your body clean.
You've gone in for
Are you doing it? You are not.
You never stop
every possible kind of self-indulgence.
Are you playing the game
to consider the consequences.
square?
You're cheating both your Maker and yourself.

How To
Why

Cut it out, men!
you realize what

Browning's

latest

picture,

"The Mystic," can't compare with
"The Unholy Three," although the
story has infinite possibilities.
It

Ricardo Cortez

is

the determined

young man, Greta Nissen

is

very

and spoiled as Marie
Dufrayne, and Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton are the dissolute
beautiful

"The Coming of Amos" ought not
to cause a very great stir.

a
William J. Locke story done too elaborately and with too much fuss. Rod
It

is

La Rocque is an uncouth young AusHe
tralian who lands at the Riviera.
falls

under the

up.

spell of

played

Noah Beery
things

Live

be square
to

you?

shooters?

Do

you

Don't

know you

—

—

—

—

Well,

let's

ride.

Send

for

My New Book

MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT
IT'S

FREE

peppiest piece of reading you ever laid your
I swear you'll never blink an eyelash till you've
eye on.
And there are IS full-page photos
turned the last cover.
This
of myself and some of my prize-winning pupils.
is the finest art gallery of strong men ever assembled.
And every last one of them is shouting my praises.
Look them over. If you don't get a kick out of this book,
you had better roll over you're dead.
Come on then. Take out the old pencil and sign your
Do
Snap into it'
name and address to the coupon.
All I ask is 10
Tomorrow you may forget.
now.
it
No
strings
atwrapping.
postage
and
cover
cents to
IT!
tached— no obligation.
the

—

GRAB

noblemen.

princess,

means

it

—

It's

out.

not

Sure, you
will really enjoy life better and live longer?
have to give up some things, but think what you get in
return.
I would give up a dime to get a dollar any
day.
The difficulty is, you are so chock full of germs
and decayed tissue by now, it would take you years to
even get back to normal.
But listen, fellows. There's a short cut. I found it.
I've been showing others how to take it for nearly 15
years.
And not only do I chase those disease bugs out
of you— and clean all that rotted tissue out of your body,
but I put good solid tissue live, animated tissue in
I deepen your
I build out your shoulders
its place.
I give you arms and legs
chest
I strengthen your hack
like pillars.
I
teach you how to breathe so that your
Every time you take a breath,
lung capacity is doubled.
you draw rich pure oxygen down into every last minThis loads your blood with red
ute cell of your lungs.
corpuscles which fly around your hody in jig time, clearing the cobwebs out of your brain, toning up your liver,
your kidneys and the muscles of the very organs themselves.
In less than no time you'll feel the thrill of life
You'll feel like fighting a
shooting up your old spine.
wild cat.
You will have the flash to your eye and the
snap to your step that will make people stop and say:
"There goes a real He-man; Boy! but he has pep."
fellows?
You can bet your Sunday
Is it worth it,
And the best of it is it's a sure
socks it's worth it.
Remember, I don't just promise
bet that you'll get it.
Can you beat that?
I guarantee them.
these things.
Are you with me? Of course you are.
Try and do it.

the personalities attached are so unattractive that they are difficult to
bogus title and a handswallow.

some young man win

LIEDERMAN

E.

The Muscle Builder

A

ture.

The

Odds and Ends.
"The Golden Princess,"

liked

also

a scheming

Jetta Goudal.
helps to muddle

EARLE
Dept. 1412,

EARLE
Dept.

E.
1412,

E.

LIEDERMAN
New York

305 Broadway,

City

LIEDERMAN
305

Broadway,

New York

City

—

Please send me, without any obligation on
Sir:
my part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
I enclose 10 cents to cover postage and
Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
wrapping.

Dear

Name

by

Street

City

State
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 31

Dwan told her about. Gloria and her
husband simply adore games. They
don't go in for poker or bridge or
that

lost

art,

and

parchesi

mab

jong; they play

tit-tat-toe,

and things

like that.

"The perfect Gloria Swanson fan
was found while they were down in

New

SULPHUR Clears

Up

Skin Right
Any

breaking out of the skin, even fiery,
can be quickly overcome
by applying a little Mentho-Sulphur, declares a noted skin specialist.
Because of
its
germ destroying properties, this sulphur preparation begins at once to soothe
irritated skin and heal eruptions such as
rash, pimples and ring worm.
It seldom fails to remove the torment and
disfigurement, and you do not have to wait
for relief from embarrassment.
Improvement quickly shows. Sufferers from skin
trouble should obtain a small jar of Rowles
Mentho-Sulphur from any good druggist
and use it like cold cream.
itching eczema,

FREE SAMPLE
Send coupon

for

sample

of

Rowles Mentho-Sulphur

Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Dept. 4-C, New York, N. Y.
Send
free sample of Rowles Mentho-Sulphur

me

NameStreet

Martinsville, West Virginia, on
He beat his way there on a
train from Florida, was found by
"the train crew, and broke his leg in
the chase that followed. He was put
in jail but luck was with him, because
the town jail was right next door to
the house where Gloria was stopping.
He stayed at the window hoping for
a glimpse of her, and after a day or
so, one of the men in her company
went over to talk to him. When he
learned how the boy happened to be
there, he bailed him out, and then
location.

fairly stunned him by asking if he
wouldn't like to meet Miss Swanson.
He was taken over to her house and
introduced, had a long chat with her
when he recovered his voice sufficiently to speak, and now adores her
more than ever.
"Gloria will be back soon, but I
hate to see her go away. That's the
chief fault in popular players
they
are such will-o'-the-wisps. Carmelita
Geraghty is going to rush out to California to make a picture, though she
insists that her official residence is
now New York. Virginia Valli came
back from abroad intent on parading
before Hollywood in her marvelous
Paris clothes, only to find that she
had to go to Portland, Oregon, to
make a picture. Helen Ferguson, or

—

.

City._.

BOYSS &
G°£ L J

Earn Xmas Money

Write for 50 Sets St. Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sell
for 10c a set. When sold send us $3.00 and keep $3.00.

No Work— Just Fun.

St. Nicholas Seal Co.

Dept. 190

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Banishes
Gray Hair
in 15 Minutes

Mrs. William Russell,
arrives in

New York

days to make a Pathe

if

you

insist,

within a few

Esther

serial.

Ralston is off for Texas to make
scenes for 'Womanhandled.'
Marguerite de la Motte is here for just a
few days to make the exteriors for
'Fifth Avenue.' Dorothy Gish is going to London to do 'Nell Gwynne.'
Let's go over and weep on Lois Wilson's nice new fall suit."
"All right," I agreed, "but first tell
me what you meant a moment ago

when you

said that

Paramount had

signed up two players, and that you
liked one of them?"
"I hope I'm getting excited over
a false alarm."
Fanny grew indignant.
"Jesse Lasky has signed Fay
Lamphier, the winner of the Atlantic
City beauty contest, to appear in pictures.
And he says that she is the
type that is going to be popular.
And, oh what a bitter blow she

—

!

weighs one hundred and thirty-eight
pounds
Just think how Nita Naldi
must feel when she thinks of how
she suffered to get down to one hundred and eighteen. I can't bear the
thought of hefty screen players.
I
hope that some one tells Miss Lamphier that she reminds them of two
or three of their friends. I suppose
when Miss Lamphier arrives at the
Famous Players studio, the popular
luncheon menu will cease to be thin
chicken sandwiches on dark bread,
unbuttered, with pickles for dessert.
There may even be a run on ice
cream."
!

Fanny was

getting weepy already
picked up her things and
headed for Lois Wilson's table.
"Oh, well," she murmured philoas

she

sophically, "if this terrible prediction
true, we'll have to make the best

is

of it. Let's get up a house party at
the Milk Farm."

Wr

invariable success hundreds of* thousands of American women are regaining the
youthful glory of their hair by using 1NECTO
RAPID NOTOX. And the success of these is
guiding thousands more to use this, the one tint
that is perfectly natural and perfectly safe;
strictly scientific, conforming with the most
exactinglaboratory standards.
It is specifically guaranteed to impart to gray,
streaked or faded hair all its former harmonious
beauty of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its
use cannot be detected. It is guaranteed permanent; its color withstands any condition ortreatment that Nature's will — brushing, rubbing,
shampooing, sunshine, saltwater, perspiration,
Turkish baths, permanent waving, marceling
and curling. It is safe, it cannot injure texture
or growth; it contains no paraphenylene diamine. The ease of application enables anyone
to apply it in the privacy of her own home.
If you are concerned about your hair, Jeanne

Ruere, expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in the world, is ready to give confidential advice on your particular problem.

Send

No Money

Merely fill out the coupon below
INECTO, Inc., 33-35 West 46th Street, New York
Inc.. 33-35 West 46th Street, New York City
Please send me without cost or obligation full details
of Inecto Rapid Notox and the Beauty Analyeia Chart

INECTO,

Form

M 26.

What

Think

Continued from page 10

From Seven Coeds.

In Defense of Horse Drama.

We're really just seven crazy "coeds,"
but we're dead set on telling the world in
general what we like about the movies
and what we don't like about the movies,

October issue, while reading
Fans Think," I came across
some statements of a Miss Esperanza Escurdia in regard to horse dramas.
Heretofore, I thought it was bad enough finding
fault with the stars and leads, but why
find fault with the poor dumb animals?
Can't the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals do something?
Miss Es-

so here goes.

Of

course,

it's

frightfully bad

manners

with a grievance, but we just
absolutely cannot understand the popularity of Barbara La Marr, Ramon Novarro,
or Richard Dix
Now, on the other hand, we're wild about
Norma Shearer and we rave over John Gilbert.
They're a perfect screen combination, and every time we see them we're
going to shout "Rah
Rah
Rah !" Jack
is the only one who does the "Romeo stuff"
exactly to our liking. We've simply got to
see more of that man
Sevex Coeds.
St.
George Street, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
to start off

!

!

!

Slate

the Fans
In

your

"What

the

curdia does not think that they should be
shown because they bore her.
Well, I
beg to disagree. I think horse dramas are
pictures which should appeal to all ages
to the young because horses have been cast
in the leading roles, and to the adults because the acting of these animals is so remarkable. After seeing them, I certainly
believe in "horse sense."
Indeed, either
horses have a certain amount of intelligence, or else their director was a genius.
"Black Cyclone" was the. second picture of
Continued on page 114
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU WITHOUT A

Help

DOLLAR.

Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.

Soaps,

Charges discharged batteries inEliminates old method entirely.
stantly.
Lightning Co., St.
Gallon free to agents.
Paul, Minn.
$60

—$200storeA
for

ters

WEEK.

ALL

Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
Government positions
to
accept
$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozment, 308, St. Louis, Mo., Immediately.

EARN

DAILY

B North

New

learned

ily

expenses

immense
Works,

chanDecie
York.

unnecessary

secret investigations

;

reports

;

;

travel
salaries

;

expenses.

Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Eas-

Plans free.
Excelsior

profits.

Dept.

plate.

$115-$400

BUILD

27,

SPLENDID

BUSINESS

making

chipped glass number and name plates. Particulars free.
Simplex Co., 1133 Broadway,
New York.

Springs, Mo.

MONTHLY paid—Ry.

Station-

Free passes. Experience unWrite Baker, Supt., 49, St. Louis,

Office positions.

necessary.

Mo.

GET OUT OF THE RUT,
learn

BE A DETECTIVE —Excellent

AGENTS — WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or

nity
1909.

Many earn $100 weekly

Desk

Sell

:

$100

privilege

trading.
Dept.
Kaye, 149 Broadway, N. Y.

sufficient,

113,

Paul

opportu-

Established
big money and rewards.
Particulars free. Write C. T. Ludwig,
436, Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Patents and Lawyers

Madison Mfgrs., 503 Broadway,

and bonus.
York.

BIG

;

Wear Mirror

silvering mirrors, plat-

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

New

monthly,

$250

SILVERING MIRRORS. French

general

ing, reiinisliing metalware, headlights,
Outfits furnished.
deliers, bedsteads.

experience required.

to

Wanted

Business Opportunity

applied.

Easily

Liberal
offer
Samples.
to
Metallic Letter Co., 428
agents.
Clark, Chicago.

$10

$110

paid as Railway Traffic Inspector.
Position
guaranteed after completion of 3 months'
home study course or money refunded. Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free BookBusiness Training Inst.,
let, CM-28 Stand.
Buffalo, N. Y.

MEN — Experience
make

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Free

EARN

Detectives

willing

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMpound.

Wanted—Male

GET UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MONEY—fast

increased $300 a year.
Earn $1,900 to $2,700 in Railway Postal
Service, Post Office, Custom House, Internal
Revenue, Rural Carrier or other branches.
Former U. S. Civil Service Secretary-Examiner trains you at home.
Guaranteed Preparation.
Free Booklet. Patterson Civil Service School, Dept. 9812, Rochester, N. Y.
Salaries

Position.

sales

;

every one buys

gold initials for their auto sell $1.50, profit
Ten orders daily easy. Samples, information free. World Monogram, Dept. 12,
Newark, N. J.
;

$1.44.

—

AGENTS Send postcard today for highgrade proposition that will bring you $10 to
Whole or spare time. Automo$20 a day.
bile given free.
American Products Co., 4216

Permanent.

AGENTS,

our new Household Cleaning Device washes and dries windows, sweeps, cleans
walls, scrubs, mops.
Costs less than brooms.
Over half profit. Write Harper Brush Works,
201 3rd Street, Fairfield, Iowa.
$5 TO $15 DAILY EASY— Your Pay at
Once, Introducing New Style Guaranteed
Hosiery.
Must wear or replaced free. No
capital or experience required.
Just show
samples, write orders.
We deliver and collect.
Samples furnished. All colors, grades
including silks, lisles, heathers.
Maeochee
Textile Company, Station 45012, Cincinnati,

sured.

Write now, Tanners Shoe Mfg.

C

Co., 9-497

Street, Boston, Mass.

Help Wanted

$6

— $18

to Repreorders shoes
Good income.

A DOZEN

—Female

G

644

Watson
St.,

E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

A PAYING POSITION OPEN
sentative of character.
Take
hosiery direct to wearer.

—

American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Best results.
Promptness as-

PATENTS — Write

Guide Books
Blank" before
disclosing inventions.
Send model or sketch
of invention for Inspection and Instructions
Free.
Terms Reasonable. Victor J. Evans
Co., 767 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

and

"Record

of

for

free

Invention

—

INVENTORS Write for our
"How to Get Your Patent" and

decorating pillow tops

at home, experience unnecessary
particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange, Ind.
;

guide book,
evidence of
invention blank.
Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

Educational

Farm Lands

Ohio.

AGENTS — No

Capital

— Spare

or full time,
unusual toilet and household necessities. Assured income, special proposition.
Omar,

Dept. A, 518 W. Division

St.,

Chicago,

Illi-

nois.

HERE'S YOUR LAND!

$10

down and

$10 a month buys 20 acres of my best land
in Cent. Mich, for $400 or 10 acres for $250.
Write at once for free 48-page picture book.
G. W. Swigart, X1265 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg.,

RAILROAD POSTAL CLERKS start $155
month, railroad pass. Send stamps for questions.
Columbus Institute, B-3, Columbus,
Ohio.

Stammering

Chicago.

Salesmen Wanted
ST-STU-T-T-TERING
And
Stammering
Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Arcade, 1126 Gran-

Stamps and Coins

MAKE
Sell

$100 WEEKLY IN SPARE TIME.
what the public wants long distance

—

radio receiving sets.
Two sales weekly pays
$100 profit. No big investment, no canvass-

Sharpe of Colorado
month.
Representatives
This plan is sweeping the
day before your county
Inc., 128H, West Austin
ing.

made $955
wanted
country

in one
once.
at

— write

to-

Ozarka,
is gone.
Ave., Chicago.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Hosiery

ville Ave.,

OLD MONEY WANTED.

that Coin Collectors pay up to $100.00 for
And high premiums
certain U. S. Cents ?
We buy all kinds. Send
for all rare coins?
May mean much
4c for Large Coin Folder.
Numismatic Co., Dept. 440, Ft.
profit to you.
Worth, Texas.

DANZIG

and Shoe salesmen can earn $100 a month

sortment

extra

postage.

by adding line of specialty slippers.
Write Superior Shoe Co.. Bangor, Me.

Canada.

STAMPS FREE

Chicago,

111.

Do you know

— Splendid

as-

—

Danzig 2c
Independent
State
Midland Stamp Company, Toronto,

How

to Entertain

PLAYS, MUSICAL COMEDIES, and

re-

vues, minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readings, stage handBig catalog free. T.
books, make-up goods.
S.

Denison &

132,

Chicago.

Co.,

623

So.

Wabash, Dept.
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cKcnu
"Weigh 730

type that I have seen, and I am looking forward with pleasure to any possible

new

ones.
certainly

We

do want more horse draare clever and amusing, and a
decided relief after a run of the other type
The Barnyard Friend.
of picture.

mas

S1l/ee\s

— they

New York

^AG diets, exercises, creams, danqerous

drucjs,or u/orthhss

Better Roles for Ronald.

this

Only
9hmds

0oo£ off 50 ^Pounds in

Think

the Fans

reducing girdles

ing

Venus" and "His Supreme Moment."
1 saw these pictures, the entire au-

When

dience

A

loudly,

in
each case laughed long and
during some of their most serious
sequences, at their absurdly ridiculous situ-

Suggestion.

recently

I

reason for writing this letter is to
appeal to Ronald Colman's producer, or
to whoever selects his roles for him, to
give him better material than "The Sport-

City.

noticed in your magazine a
statement to the effect that Miss Dupont
was seeking a name. I suggest calling her
Patience Hope or Patience Dupont, as I
think the word "patience" is written on her

Jioad about"SAN-G r\l -NA test3renck
way to ta\e off Oat- fft's safe and lasting

My

ations.

His greatest dramatic roles were in "The
Paradise,"
in
Sister," "A Thief
and "Tarnish." I didn't think so much of

White

"Romola"

—but

it

wasn't his fault.

Howard Emerson.

Bernice Grace Noseworthy.
231 Emerald Street, Maiden, Mass.

face.

Where

"Praise

Your corner

Praise

is

Box

Due."

a most useful and interesting clearing house for all our excess
emotions regarding the stars, with emphaBut sometimes, I
sis
on the "excess !"
fear, we are a bit unkind and unusually
is

Praise for Lucian Littlefield.
The "Our Gang" comedies are, I think,
among the most entertaining of the screen.
"What Price Goofy" is one of the funThe
niest comedies I have seen in years.

frank, where a little sane, constructive
criticism would often be helpful instead.
I should like to put in a few words of
warm appreciation for some stead) shiners
who are seldom mentioned in your pages,
their splendid work being evidently taken
Marc McDermott,
as a matter of course.
for example where could be found a subAnd
tler, more polished actor than he?
how often he steals the picture from the

—

beauteous star

Rod La Rocque is another we should
hear more of. His work has been so consistently good, and his is such an arrest"I did not have to go through strenuous
exercises nor rub myself with absurd creams,
which generally put on flesh instead of takI did not wear weakening garing it off.
ments, nor torture myself with diets. I was

ing, striking personality.
And dear, lovable
Moore aside from being such
an excellent actor, what would the screen
And
be without his irresistible grin?

fortunate enough while in Europe to find out
the secret with which millionaires, French actresses and beautiful women of Paris keep
Not only did I easily
their figures slender.
and gradually lose 50 pounds, but the reduction was lasting, as I have never gained a
pound since stopping the treatment. I feel

where has he ever disappointed us

ami look years younger, and ray health has greatly ImNo matter how
proved with this wonderful discovery.
tat you are, you may do just as I did, and easily lose
Simply go
a few pounds every week without any clanger.
to anv good drug store, get a package of SAN-GRI-NA
tablets (insist on these as nothing like it has ever been
offered before to the publicl take it as per directions
You can eat all you
and watch your weight go down.
IT IS GUARANwant while vou take SAN-GRI-NA.
TEED ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, the formula of a
recommended
by leading
now
French physician and is
American specialists and physicians as a safe and effinot carry
your
druggist
does
reduce.
If
cacious way to
SAN-GRI-NA in stock he can get it from his wholesaler or you can send a money order or check for $1.50
Scientific
Research Laboratories, 1841
direct
to
the
Broadway, Dept. 315, N. Y. C. and one full sized box
of SAN-GRI-NA will be mailed you prepaid.

OWN A^/TYPEWRITER

—

Tom

in

any

part he played?
But, oh, Tom, please do
your daily dozen
All the time I watched
you in "Pretty Ladies," I was aware of
those excess pounds you have taken on.
Let's give praise where praise is due,
whether among the brilliant glimmerers or
among the lesser lights which, if truth
were told, often out-twinkle the greater
!

—

Montgomery, Ala.

Confidential

Guide

—

"New Lives For Old" Paramount.
Betty Compson as a beautiful French
dancer involved in intrigue.
"New Toys" Inspiration. A domestic
comedy in which Richard Barthelmess
and Mary Hay, properly enough, play

if

you

clip this

A

The ace of writing machines— at a bargain price
free trial, and easiest monthly payments if you buy
1

!

This Underwood No. S— rebuilt from top to bottom—
five-year-guaranteed— removes the last reason for not
owning your own machine. Get our proposition with
new and valuable Typewriting Manual, free.
T*T\T*T* I Typewriting Manual, large catalog, and
p r 1 full particulars of free course in touch
*
writing, if you mail this to Shipman-

Hn

Ward Mfg.

NameAddress

Co., 3089

Shipman

Bldg., Chicago.

They

!

are,

I

find,

the
-

Nietzsche, envy beaut}
believe
in
evolution,
point out Shakespeare's dramatic weaknesses, and think
the Apollo Belvedere is vulgar, and flappers usually under sixteen years old
who are intrigued by the glamou: of sophisticated evil, read Elinor Glyn, think
youth is rather disgraceful, and are unable to appreciate art.
Thank goodness,
though, that the former class is scarce and
the latter will soon reach maturity.
As
for me, I'd like to give Mr. Novarro the
laurels of all the great for bringing joy,
genius, grace, and goodness before the
public eye.
,

—

Gramercy

May

Ramon

!

the Radiant
of "Juddh, Prince of
even farther along the road

chariot

the

Hur, carry you

that leads to immortality.
S.

Elaine Thompson.

to Current Releases
comedy on a crook
Betty Compson appears as a

Smooth, expert
theme.

lady crook.

—

"Percy"
Associated
Exhibitors.
Charles Ray back in his old forte of
the bashful boy painfully growing into
a man.

"Night Club, The"— Raymond Griffith
in an
excruciatingly funny comedy
about a bridegroom deserted at the altar.
Louise Fazenda and Vera Reyn-

"Pretty
Ladies"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Mostly glorifying the Ziegfeld "Follies."
Famous stage personages are
represented, while Zasu Pitts gives a
good performance as the plain and
lonely comedienne of the show.
"Proud Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn. A

among

now

make me furious
cynics who enjoy

the couple.

humor

considerably.

"Night Life in New York"— Paramount. An amusing and authentically
set story of an Iowan's adventures

yours

A Tribute to Ramon.
These people who think it is their mission in life to knock Ramon Novarro

Continued from page 62

olds help the

it's

Doris Burn-.
the greatest success.
1417 Peach Street, Dallas, Texas.

Port Huron, Mich.

—

and

Lucian Littlefield, who
is a scream.
played the role, is an artist. I wish him
butler

Polly Laird.

ones.

A

Detroit, Mich.

1293,

the

bright

Rod

lights.

La

Rocque is good as the "Western sap,"
while Dorothy Gish and Ernest Torrence also contribute some fun
"Old
Home Week" Paramount.
Better than the average Thomas Meighan picture of the small-town pattern.
Lila Lee is unusually pretty as

—

the

girl.

"Paths

Raymond

to

Paradise"— Paramount.

Griffith

does

it

again.

clever, rollicking burlesque of a melo-

dramatic plot. Eleanor Boardman and
Harrison Ford are excellent as Spanwhile Pat O'Malley is the
iards,
plumber who complicates their romance.
Emil
"Quo Vadis" First National.
Jannings appears as Nero in this new

—

Italian version of the

famous

story.

From the
"Sally"— First National.
Colleen
with
play,
popular
stage
Moore as the dancing heroine.

Advertising Section
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— Metro-Goldwyn.

Buster Keaton is not quite so funny
in this, but still has some uproarious

moments.
"Shock

WIN

$1000

Quick

and

Easy

The"— Paramount.

Punch,

One

of those high and dizzy affairs,
with Richard Dix skipping around on
the tall girders. Thoroughly enjoyable.

—

Learn to Draw

"Soul Fire" Inspiration.
A poor
stage play, "Great Music," turned into
a good movie.
Richard Barthelmess
plays the suffering musician, and Bessie Love is good as a South Sea island
native.

at

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Home

"Sun Up"

Simple Method Makes It Amazingly Easy
Trained artists earn from $50 to over $250
a week. Tremendous demand right now for
good art work. Magazines, newspapers, adprinting houses, etc.

vertisers,

Become an artist through this quick easy
method right at home in spare time. Learn
Illustrating, Designing and Cartooning.
Ac-

—

tual fun learning this way.
Individual attention by mail from one of America's most
famous artists. Learn to draw and earn big

money.

BOOK

Send for FREE

—

a new book which describes the latest
developments and wonderful opportunities in Commercial
Art, and gives full details on quick easy method of
learning to draw.
Tells all about students
their successes
what they say actual reproductions of their
work and how many earned big money even while
learning. Write for this Free Book and details of special
free offer.
Mail postcard or letter now.

Just

printed

—
—

—

—

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room

2312-C, U15-15th St., N. W.,

Large List

Washington, D. C.

New pfc
W** I

Vaudeville, Acts,

AV

mma^^m
+tW
INew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
Songs, Blackface After-pieces and
ICrossfire, Musical Comedies and
1

Stage Monologs,

IRevues, Musical Readings, Novelty
Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
Goods.
ILLUSTRATED

CATA-

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
f . S. Denison & Co., 623

So. Wabash, Dept.

63 Chicago

Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller
Sir John- Martin
Harvey
Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Rose Coghlan
J. J.

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING
and SINGING.

Developing poise and
fiersonality essential for any calling in
ife.
Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
appearances
Co.
while learning). N.Y.
debuts and careers stressed. For Prosf

pectus (write study desired to Secretary.
43 West 72nd St., N. Y.. EXT. 46

Reduce Your Limbs
with

DR.

WALTER'S

Medicated Rubber Stockings
The

wearing- of these wonderful medicated rubber
anklets and stockings Cin either light or dark rubber)
not
only reduce and shape the limbs but give
will
excellent support and a neat and trim appearance.

They

relieve swelling varicose veins

which
Conrad Nagel does some surprisingly
good acting. Lucille La Verne is very
fine as his mother, and Pauline Starke,
as

his wild little sweetheart, looks
like Gloria Swanson than ever.

more

"Trouble with Wives, The"— Paramount.
Cheap matrimonial comedy
handled so well that it is very amusing.
Tom Moore, Florence Vidor, and

Ford Sterling furnish the fun.
"Wanderer, The" Paramount. Spec-

—

tacular film based on
Prodigal Son, with
Jr., acquitting himself
cult leading role, and
teresting as dancer

biblical story of
Collier,
well in the diffi-

William

Greta Nissen

in-

ture.

"Way

of a Girl, The"— Metro-GoldEleanor Boardman in another
pert performance of a headstrong girl.

wyn.

In a Separate

Room

By drawing 3

you can put

lines

Send No Money
Just your Solution and your Name and
Address.
Enter this Contest to win!
Your chance Ss as good as anybody's and
think of what you can do- with $1,000 cash!
There's no time to lose. Quick action

Send

counts.

Peerless

your

NOW

Solution

Pen Corporation
Dept. 12-89

old plot, novelly treated.

S.

Dearborn

Chicago,

St.,

SIS.

"Wild
Horse
Mesa"— Paramount.
Western melodrama, with good cast,
including Jack Holt, who does some
fine riding, Billie Dove, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and a company of wild

"Winds of Chance"— First National.
The gold rush taken seriously. Complicated plot, with Ben Lyon as hero,
and with Anna Q. Nilsson and Viola
Dana, both heroines.

"Wizard of Oz, The"— Chadwick. Not
very much like Frank Baum's whimsiLarry
cal story, but funny at times.

Semon

plays the Scarecrow.

—

"Zander the Great" Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies in some delightful comedy as a freckled orphan in pigtails.

Get into this wonderful, big-paying
profession. Hun-

a

M

dreds of openings now in Motion Picture Camera Work, Portrait and Commercial Photography. Learn at home.
Big money while learning,

i% $ 250 a Week
High salaried positions
where or open your own

and

"My

business

everystudio.

averages

to $1000 a week,"
Galio.
Michael
Others doing equally well.
Even spare time work pays
up to $75 a week !

$700

Worn next to the skin they induce natural heat and keep i t in the body. They
stimulate the circulation andare a great
protection against cold and dampness.

writes

RECOMMENDED—WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Any Woman" — Metro-Goldwyn.

Anklets, per pair
$7.00
Stockings, per pair $ 1 2. 00

Al-

Terry as a pretty working girl
who has a hard time making her em-

Send ankle and calf measure

ice

WRITE FOR BOOKLET TO
DR. JEANNE G. A. WALTER, 389 Fihh

Aveo^New

SLENDERANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
'

,
\

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN
Different In reducing action from all other
reducers. Slip on when you go to bed and
note amazing results next morning. Re-

duces and shapes ankle and lower calf.
Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber
to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing to
rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent actresses. Send S3.25 and we
will send yon Lenor Ankle Reducers in
plain package subject to your inspection.
Give size of ankle and widest part of
calf.

straight

each of these 6 Movie Stars in a* separate
room. Then cut out this Advertisement
right away, and send it to us, with your
full
Name and Address. We will then
credit you with 100 "Points" toward winning the Big, Grand $1,000 Cash Prize and
tell you how easy it is to secure the additional "Points" to make you the Big Winner! This Contest closes Dec. 19, 1925. In
case of a tie the full amount of the Prize
tied for will be paid each person tying.

rheumatism promptly.

Thick or swollen ankles can
quickly be reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.

Movie Star

Past Eaeli

who

leads him
astray.
Ernest Torrence, in part of
villain, gives best performance of pic-

An

BEBE
DANIELS

horses.

ELECTIVE
Courses for Acting, Teaching, Directing"

DIRECTORS

Drama

of the Carolina mountaineers in

LENOR iMFG. CO., Dept. 12 K
503 Fifth Avenue. New York

York

intelliployer believe that she hr
gence, too. Not very convincing.
:

"Burning Trail, The"— Universal. A
wild tale of action, with William Desmond playing the hero who goes West.
"Chickie"— First National. Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her romantic

one

Send

Book

for

Tells all about Professional Photography
and how to make bier money quickly. Also
details of Free Camera Off er. Write today.

NOW

!

New York

of

Institute

143 West 36th

St.,

III.

'eacock
Ring
Oriental

land of the bamboos.
prettiest jewelry creation
known to Fifth Ave. or PariB—
the genuine, full fashioned Peacock
Ring. Sterling Silver, handsomely
L engraved, 19emeraldsand sapphires,
J arrayed as feathers and ruby eye in
"
the head. Sentin,attractive ring box
Why shouldn't yon own one whenit
costs only $1.83? SEND NO MONEY.
When ring arrives, pay postman only
S1.83. We preDay all postage. Keep
it 10 days, andifnotsatiafied, we will
return your money. Order today. This
low price for a genuine, full fashioned
Peacock ring mav be withdrawn any day

Comes the
ever

—

—

An
Bergerac" Atlas.
Rostand classic that is sometimes beautiful, but,
on the whole, pretty dull. There is a
"Cyrano

(Dept. 3)

personal instruction,
day or evening'
write for
classes,
Catalog R-8 to nearaddress:
141
est
West 36th St., New
York, or 630 So. Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

From the

First
National.
If
like Johnny Hines, you'll find this
of his best comedies.

Italian

Photography

New York

experiences.

"Crackerjack"

you

Your choice of real Motion
to students.
Picture Camera taking standard professional film used by all theatres, or 5x7
NOTE:
View Camera, latest model, genuine
If you prefer to come
anastigmat lens.
to our New York or
Chicago Studios for

de

version of the

'

FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO.

3*N Nassau St.

New York

Advertising Section
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.good performance of Cyrano
French actor, Pierre Magnier.

by

a

—

"Drusilla with a Million" F. B. O.
Old-fashioned whimsy in which Mary
Carr, as a sweet-faced drudge, is left
a million dollars. Pathetic and humorous at times, but mostly pathetic.

—

A rather
"Eve's Lover" Warner.
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then
Irene Rich
falls in love with after all.
and Bert Lytell play the leading roles.

—

"Fifth Avenue Models" Universal.
Philbin is splendid as a girl who

Mary

You Owe
A

famous Paris beauty
for this cleansing cream
By Edna Wallace Hopper

now supply

ers
this

"ioutli.

All druggists and toilet count-

And my

it.

formula has cost.
has meant worlds

price

fraction of what

a

is

wish I could

induce
all women to try it.
I know all cleansers, but nothing
else compares.
One use of Facial Youth will be a revelation.
Apply it one morning and your whole skin will
seem new.
Let me send a sample bottle. Mail the coupon. Judge
for yourself how this cleanser excels.
You will find here
Clip
one great step to new beauty and new youth.
coupon now.
It

to

me.

I

later marries her

and

jail

Norman Kerry

is

the man.

—

"Golden Princess, The" Paramount.
slow-moving gold-rush romance,
Betty
ending in cheap melodrama.
Bronson her usual self; Neil Hamilton

A

"Grounds for Divorce"

An

536
.Mail this today to Edna Wallace Hopper,
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. Enclose 10c for postage and packing on a sample of Facial Youth.

— Paramount.

adaptation of the stage play, minus
most of its flavor. Florence Vidor,
Matt Moore, and Louise Fazenda are

behold!
How iMuch gMore
Your Syes Can Say
TV/TORE than all else, well-defined eyebrows
lv 1 and luxuriant
lashes create the beauty and
-

-

expression of your face. The slight darkening,
the accentuation of line and shadow is the secret.

lost in the general dullness.

—

"Headwinds" Universal. House Peand Patsy Ruth Miller in a rather
slushy story of a cave man and an heiress.
A sea storm supplies more interters

est

than the plot does.

—

"Heart of a Siren" First National.
Barbara La Marr tempting a couple of
dozen more men.

A
"Hunted Woman, The"— Fox.
story of a wife pursuing her wandering
husband in order to save her brother
from

^s-pp

For Trial Bottle

saved from

pleasing.

Lucie Lantelme, a famous Parisian beauty,
this supreme beauty help.
first told me of
But French scientists gave it to tier. Now
everywhere are using
experts
beauty
great
and advising it, but their price is high. As a
result, most women do not know it.
Ii is a liquid cleanser, containing" no animal,
no vegetable fat. The skin cannot absorb it.
So il cleans to the depths, then departs. All
the grime, dead skin and clogging matter
come out with it. I never knew what a clean
skin meant until I used it.
Now I am offering this to women as Edna Wallace
Hopper's Facial

is

rescuer.

Pretty

jail.

makes scant eyebrows and lashes appear naturally
dark, long and luxurious. Instantly and unfailingly
the eyes appear larger, deeper and more brilliant.
The improvement will delight you.
Maybelline may now be had in either solid form or
waterproof liquid form. Both forms are absolutely
harmless, beingused regularly by beautiful women in
all parts of the world.
Either form may be had in
black or brown. 75c AT YOUR DEALERS or direct
from us, postpaid. Be sure to accept only genuine

MAYBELLINE" and your satisfaction is assured.
Tear this out NOW as areminder.
Maybelline Co., 4750-58Sheridan Rd., Chicago
'

dull.

"I Want My Man"— First National.
Doris Kenyon as the positive heroine,
with Milton Sills playing the man who
almost escaped her.

—

Nime

"Kiss in the Dark, A" Paramount.
Hardly enough to make a picture out
of.
Adolphe Menjou in his usual manabout-town characterization.

50c a Week!
—

Who

Lied"— The First Naof those pictures where
discovers his heroine after

"Lady

One

tional.

—

No deposit no papers to
sign no
references
Just
ask for No. 18 our choicest blue-white Prizraa Diamond, in the famous Deauville design, guaranteed for
25 yrs.
Rich,
true-blue
sapphires on sides. All the
flame and flash of genuine
diamonds.
Pay only $2.45
when delivered, and 50c a

the hero
she marries some one else.
Lewis
Stone, Virginia Valli, and Nita Naldi
play the principal roles.

—

I

week ($10.45 in

all).
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Tie
string around finger for size.

Streets"— F. B. O. A
go wrong, written
by a New York policewoman. Typical
melodrama, poorly done.
"Lilies of the

how

story of

Thick Silky
Lashes Grow Quickly
when

nourished with

mount.

is

and expressive.
Why not begin today to
enhance the size and brilliance of your eyes?

LASHLUX

a colorless cream that quickly
grows luxuriant lashes. Each night pat a little
into the roots and your eyes will soon be

shadowed by

is

lovely lashes.

Applied over Winx, the
beautifully glossy.

LASHLUX
dried

liquid lash-darkener,

LASHLUX

colorless

by

the

Used

restores

powder.

makes

the

the

natural

Black

or

oils

brown

LASHLUX serves two purposes — nourishes
the lashes and darkens

them

slightly.

LASHLUX colorless, black or brown,
U. S.

50c,

and Canada. At drug and department

stores or

by' mail.

ROSS COMPANY
it

17th Street

Girl,

New Yorkj

The"— Para-

painstakingly translated, but a little dull.
Alice Joyce is lovely as the French

mother,

girl's

and

Mary

Brian

is

means luxuriant lashes

ENTIRELY

sweet, and sometimes stirring.

FREE FROM THE

"Making

of O'Malley, The"— First
Milton Sills as the policeman who has to choose between love
and duty. It is the usual hokum, but

NAUSEA

National.

well done.

"Man and Maid"— Metro-Goldwyn.
More Elinor Glyn stuff, but not up to
her usual box-office standard. Harriet
returns to the screen as the
heroine, and Lew Cody is converted to
the role of a hero.

Hammond

"Necessary

good

Evil,

The"— First

Na-

Ben Lyon torn between

tional.

and bad

Pretty dull

LASHLUX

ENJOY YOUR TRIP

Anne Sedgwick's novel

lashes

powdering,

after

French

"Little

LASHLUX.

the fringe of long, dark, heavy lashes
that makes the eyes look deep, luminous
It

girls

"Not
Rather

So

hereditary

his
influences.

stuff.

Long

tedious

Ago"— Paramount.

picture

of

old

New

York, with Betty Bronson not at her
best, and Ricardo Cortez stilted.

Of SEAondTRAIN

SICKNESS
Nothing will contribute more to
the comfort and pleasure of your
trip than Mothersill's.
No matter how rough the voyage or
rocky the ride, you can prevent
all
symptoms of nausea and
enjoy your experiences.

&

4

The

75c.
$1.50 at Drug Stores
or direct on receipt of Price

Mothersill

Remedy

Co,.

N.

Y.

City

Advertising Section
"One=way
tional.

Can

I

Teach

You

to

Dance
Like
This
—Sergei Marino ff

Helen O'Shctt

Premier
Danseuse
"Moonlight"

Yea,

my

remarkable

method makes

new

classic

dancing easy and fascinating to learn at home. Under personal direction, you
learn dancing technique
that few outside the* great
cities have ever had opportunity to master— and at
a mere fraction of the cost of studio instruction.
The simple charts, clear photographs, easy text,
and phonograph records make this a delightful
way to gain better health— greater beauty— slenderness— increased poise and charm.

Anna

117

Street, The"— First NaQ. Nilsson again plays a

rejuvenated beauty with her customary
skill, but the picture on the whole is
dull.

—

"One Year

to Live" First National.
cast and elaborate gowns
and settings fail to make this count
for much.
Aileen Pringle, Dorothy

An imposing

Moreno

Mackaill, and Antonio
of the principals.

are

—

"Open Trail, The" Universal. Jack
Hoxie goes back to the old-fashioned
Western of Indians and cowboys with
not such good results.

—

Universal.
House Peters
not dashing enough in this story of
a crook. In fact, the whole picture is
too slow.
"Raffles"

is

"Rainbow Trail, The"— Fox.
another Western picture, but
doubtless

Tony

please

the

Zane

fans.

Just
it

will

Tom Mix

and

Grey

wrote

the

Complete Studio Outfit Free

story.

I will send you, with your lessons, adainty practice
costume, slippers, phonograph records, and a dancing
bar everything necessary for a practice studio in
your own home, all absolutely without extra charge.
^XTflrffa9 Whether you dream of a career as a
professional dancer, or wish todance
for charm and grace, write today for full informa-

"Ranger of the Big Pines, The"—
Vitagraph.
Notable chiefly for the
superb performance of Eulalie Jensen.
Kenneth Harlan plays part of big
ranger who is well protected by his

1

1

—

tl»Ct

my

wonderful new home instruction
method. No obligation. Write today!
M. Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
Studio 12-89
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, III.
tion about

Use like toilet water. Is positively recommended for quickly and permanently removing

PIMPLES.BLACKHEADS
Acne Eruptions on the face or body,
Barbers Itch and Eczema, Enlarged
Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin. Endorsed by
druggists, physicians, skin specialists,
barbers, and over 100, 000 men and women test cases, who succeeded with ClearTone after failing with everything else.
Write today for my FREE
Booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin,"
telling how I cured myself after being afflicted 15 years.

F59FF
tfc

E. S.
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GIVENS

Kansas

Chemical Bldg.

City,

FURNESS

Mo.

A

8ERMUDA
(Bermuda Gov't's

Official

Contract Steamers)

BERMUDA—

Gem

of

Winter Playgrounds

(Average Yearly Temperature 70°)

Only 2 Days from

New

Sailings

York

Twice

Weekly
From N. Y.
Wed. & Sat.
via

Palatial

Twin-

Oil-burning

screw

Steamers

S. S.
S. S.

"FORT VICTORIA" and
"FORT ST. GEORGE"
No

AH

— Modern

Hotels
Outdoor Sports

Passports

Golf, Tennis, Sailing, Bathing,

Horse Racii ig,

Fishing, Riding, Driving, etc.
For illustrated Booklets on Bermuda write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall St., N. Y.
Any Local Tourist Agent

or

SILENT

MODEL

womenfolk.

"Roughneck, The"
the adventures
O'Brien.

The Wonder-Working Lotion

T

some

— Fox.

"Sackcloth
Scarlet"— Metroand
Goldwyn. Another sacrificing big-sister plot, with a slightly new twist. Alice Terry is decorative, as usual, and
Dorothy Sebastian plays the sister

who

causes

all

the trouble.

"She Wolves"— Fox.

Alma Rubens

who

gets her fingers burned when she looks for adventure outside marriage.
Jack Mulhall
plays her husband.
as a romantic wife

"Smooth as Satin"— F. B. O. A story
about blundering crooks, with Evelyn Brent the one bright spot.
"Sporting Venus, The"— Metro-GoldBlanche Sweet and Ronald Colman save this hackneyed plot based
on misunderstandings from being un-

wyn.

bearable.

"Talker,
Q. Nilsson

caused

8

Continuing
George

OtaTftis

attractive

of

Lew Cody is in it, too.
The"— First National. Anna
as the woman whose tongue

a lot of mischief.

Lewis Stone

plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's mis-

Bargain
HAVE

you a good typewriter in both your home and
It not. you are running the risk of costly
misunderstandings and criticism no matter
All business and personal letters
how well you write.
It is the method
and invoices should be typewritten.
used by modern men and women, old and young, and anyWe will send you
one can afford a machine on our plan.
one of these wonderful typewriters with no obligation to
Just fill out and mail
you whatsoever.
Send no money.
the coupon.
This brings full particulars of our Free
Trial Plan made by special arrangement with the express
company.
Take advantage of our Remarkable New Special Low Price Offer which makes it so easy for you to
own this handsome full size machine with all late style
features and modern operating conveniences.
office?

—

errors,

Days Free

10

want you to give this wonderful typewriter bargain
You
the most thorough test in. your own home or office.
cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful machine
You send no money.
until you have seen it and used it.

When

the typewriter arrives, you deposit only $3 with your
express agent.
Test it thoroughly for ten days.
you are not satisfied it is the greatest bargain
the very finest typewriter you have ever seen, just return it to your express agent and he will promptly return
your $3 to you. " If you decide to keep it, you make
monthly payments so small you will never miss them
just like rent
and then this wonderful typewriter is
yours.
No "red tape" no annoyance no delay. Fiveyear written guarantee with every machine.
local

Then

—

if

—

A
We

"Tracked in the Snow Country"
Some excellent acting by
Warner.
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, and some not
so good by David Butler and Mitchell

—

—

Lifetime Bargain

giving you the lowest price ever made on this
wonderful machine late style models up-to-date just
like new
absolutely highest quality rebuilt, perfect adjustment and fully guaranteed. The world famous BALLBEARING L. C. Smith has set the standard of quality
and long service for over 20 years.
It
is
the easiest running and longest wearing typeThe choice of largest and discrimiwriter ever built.
Over half a. million sold.
nating users all over the world.
No machine leaves our factory unless it is 100% perfect
Our prices are so low because we are
in every detail.
Smith
the world's largest exclusive dealers in L.
Typewriters.
You cannot buy a typewriter at anywhere
near our price that will give you as many years of satisare

—

guided words seriously.

Trial

We

—

—

—

C

Lewis.

"Up the Ladder"— Universal.

The

story of an inventor who has a fluctuating career, but learns wisdom after
a few flops.

Desert"— Metro-Goldwyn.
"White
Claire Windsor roughing it in the
snow country, with Pat O'Malley as
the big-hearted Irish hero.

service.

factory

Free to You

Complete Course of Lessons on touch typewriting;
Tools; and Waterproof Cover; Complete Operating InThis is the
structions
given with your machine.
all
Anyone can use
easiest typewriter to operate and learn.
it.
Send the coupon now before this offer is withdrawn.
;

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CORP.,
212-360 E.

for a long picture.

of Youth"— Fox. Another of
those tales about wild flappers who
calm down when mother steps out.
Ethel Clayton is good as the mother,

"Wings

while Madge Bellamy plays one of the
daughters.

Grand

Ave., Chicago

FREE TRIAL COUPON

Susan"— Paramount.

Wild
"Wild,
Bebe Daniels as a little hoyden chased
about by Rod La Rocque. Dull going

Now!

A

Smith Typewriter Sales Corp.,
212-360 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.
Send me your New Special Offer Free Booklet

"1
of

Valuable Typewriting Information; Your Catalog; and
Free Trial Plan with no obligaton to me.

Name

I
Jl

]

1

Employed by

I

Advertising Section
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Continued from page 106

PERSONAL

lislier.
It is always customary with unWhen
solicited manuscripts of any kind.
you realize how many thousands of them
publishers receive, you can readily see
that their postage bills would run into

Appearance
is

Mosey Ernie.

Novak. <lream*j-eycd Motion Picture Star
is

Beautiful Eyes

That Weave

a Spell

enchantment always owe their irresistible
magic to the shadowy depths of luxuriant
of

only

way

to

know

Marian

Show You
Lloyd

Life."

the

Town"

Hughes

is

not starred, but fea-

is

"The Lost World" was shown in
York about six months ago, but was

New

fall release throughout the
Richard Talmadge is an F. B. O.
star.
Doug Fairbanks is forty-two. "Don
Q" had its New York premiere on June

held up
country.

harmless waterproof liquid that cannot run
once and keeps your lashes beautiful for days.
Brush attached to stopper of bottle.
Complete, black or brown, 75c, U. S. and Canada.
At drug, department stores or by mail.
It

"I'll

"Sporting

tured.

is'a

or smear.

include

tures

twenty-six; no, he

bewitch and ensnare.
Bring out the hidden enchantment of your eyes
by darkening your lashes with W1NX. Just
touch them up lightly and they immediately
appear much longer, darker and heavier.

WINX

— The

and ask questions.

Nixon was the heroine in ''The Circus
Cowboy."
She was born in Wisconsin
She is under
about nineteen years ago.
contract to Universal, and her latest picand

With every dark-veiled glance they

lashes.

to be nosey,

dries at

for

Harry

15th.

Myers

played in
Pauline Garon's

recently

"Grounds for Divorce."
picture is "Rose of the World."

Mail 1 2c today for a generous sample of WJNX..
Another 12c brings a sample of 'PERT, the 24-

latest

hour waterproof rouge.

Mrs. John Gilbert. Now that Leatrice
Joy has gotten a divorce from John, she
can't mind your signing yourself that way.
But one can't be too careful, you know.
John has never mentioned having a middle name; how do you know he has one?
His mustache is real quite odd for a film
hero to wear a mustache, isn't it? But I
must say it's becoming. Before playing in
pictures, John used to play in stock companies in Oregon, Washington, Cincinnati,
and in road companies.

ROSS

—

COMPANY

New York

247 West 17th Street

WINX
terproof

Bow- Legged and
Knock- Kneed men and
women,
both
young
and old, will he glad
to hear that my new

notes
to read.

Nodreury
practice.
Just three
short, simple
lessons and you

play popular and
Classical music.
I
guarantee success: no

charge whatsoever if I
fail.
Thousands of my students are amazing friends,
dance and broadcastorchestras
ingor at lodge and
church entertainments. Write for
playing: in

SPKCIAL INTRODUCTORY OP'FER

of Saw, Hammer, Uow and Resin, FREE
with Course of Instruction and how you
can obtain complete outfit on trial.

MUSSEHL
23

1

West Water

et

St.

WESTPHAL

Fort Atkinson, Wis.

years
she occasionally makes a picture
over there, but plays most of the time in
revues.
Yes, Gordon Griffith played the
;

boy in "Tarzan." Gretchen Hartman
seems to have retired from the screen
whether she will ever play in pictures again
I do not know.
She is married to Alan
"Hale and they have a little daughter, Karew, born in March, 1924.
Thanks so

much

for the flower.

—

FREE!
14-Kt. white gold filled wrist

watch or a beautiful man's watch
or your choice of any of the various gifts listed in our catalogue
without a penny's cost to you for
devoting a few hours of your
spare time in selling our delicious high-grade candy to your
friends and acquaintances.
Write today for our
Premium Book giving full information how you can secure one
of these fine gifts.

FREE

REPUBLIC TRADING CO.
25 W. Broadway

New

York, N. Y.

knock-kneed legs, safequickly and perly,
Worn
manently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitncr," Model 18, U. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its results will soon save you
from further humiliation, and improve your personal
appearance 100 per cent.
(Model 18 is not like oldfashioned splints or braces, with bothersome straps,
hard to adjust, but a scientific, modern device of
proven merit, used and recommended for the last 3
years by physicians everywhere.)
Write today for particulars, testimonials and my free
copyrighted physiological and anatomical book which
tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed legs without any obligation.
Enclose a dime for postage.
Ml.

TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Binghamton, N. Y.

1315-L, W. U. Building,

Flay a Tune

InOH1Q
Minutes"
SEND
IT BACK

Anyone can play the Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Mandolin* or Guitar, in ten minutes with this wonderful
new device. Works like a typewriter— just press
the keys. Play by numbers instead of notes.

Lee, and was formerly married to
Gertrude Robinson. Most stars charge a
quarter for their photos in order to cover
the enormous expense of sending them out.
I don't know whether Mr. Kirkwood sends
out his photos or not.

Illllllllll

;

Amazing
New
Invention
music needed,
No knowledge
of

No expensive

lessons.
No weeks of
tiresome practice.
So simple
child can use it.
Praised by

prominent musicians. Thousands of delighted users.
Astonish your friends
with your playing.

Become popular

I

New pleasures.
New money-

BOOK

making
oppor*

Send for FREE book, alio
catalog of mueicai instrument*
No obligation to bay.

r bargains.

T&l&ted. Dept. i7ss Chicaflo

BUST DEVELOPED

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerabsurdities.
I Bend you a

ous

GUARANTEED TWO JJULLAK
DOLLAR

14-DAY

FREE

TREATMENT

_

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-

If

Cream
IS IT

der

included.)

WORTH

Plain wrapper.

10c

TO STOU?

your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
If not.

Madame D.

P. Williams.

N. Y.

Buffalo.

SEND ONLY
(t No More

10*^

TO PAY
ONE CARAT

We Will Send You a Full Cut,

©date Diamond
Cor
NO C.O.D.— NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL

NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER
Wo make this remarkable offer so that every lover of beaatiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing a Corodlte Gem side by side with a Genuine Diamond. We want you
to see with your own eyes the fiery flashing beauty of this Gorgeous Gem. COROD1TE DIAMONDS are double polished and

,

nave the true diamond (32 facet) cut. So closely do they resemble
the genuine that even lifetime experts are astonished. The illustration above shows how beautiful a CORODITE looks when mounted
in a ring. Send your name and address and 10c in coin or stamps
(to help cover cost of handling^ to oa Today. Your Corodlte will come
Fjlly Prepaid by return mall.

E. RICH WINE CO.Oept.
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Lila

Nu

Cens.

—Beter

be nu cens than no

cens.
Richard Dix was born in St. Paul
in 1894.
has brown hair and eyes and

weighs one hundred and eighty-five pounds.
I can't think of any stars whose birthdays
occur on August first. I'm glad you think
I'm a blessing; that's because I sneezed
sornuch as a child, and the family always
said

"God

bless you."

TRY AT OUR EXPENSE
This new method enlists the aid of sun
air to restore not only the color but also
the normal growth and healthy gloss all
with the one and same bottle of colorless
liquid for both blond and dark hair
No more
dye-stains on fingers and linen
no streaks
nor spots in hair. Quick, but safe. May be
used forever without the slightest harm.
Tones up the scalp and destroys dandruff.
TRY COMBINATION TREATMENT 10 DAYS. De-

and

He

Dept. 179

ill!

James W. Brady. James Kirkwood has
returned to the screen, I am sure you
will be glad to know.
He has bee' playing in "That Royle Girl," which D. W.
Griffith is making for Famous Players,
with Carol Dempster as the heroine. Just
before starting work on that picture, James
played in one called "The Police Patrol,"
with Edna Murphy.
He is married to

wilt
sucstraighten,

within a short time,
bow-leggedness and

Nefa Gringres.— I'm glad you're only
lonesome sometimes, and not all the time,
and I hope you'll write to me whenever
you feel like it. That's just what I'm for,
in this department.
Clara Kimball Young
has been playing in vaudeville most of the
time lately, though she appeared not long
ago in a picture called "Lying Wives,"
in which she played a villainess.
Pearl
White has been living in Paris for several

little

A

appliance
cessfully

—

No

ever

key note of sucboth In soctat
and business life.
cess,

thousands of dollars a year if they paid
for the stamps on manuscripts they re-

"Three Things" was produced on
turned.
the screen too long ago for me to have the
cast.
I am sorry.

now more than

the

—

—

posit only SI. 39
turn for refund

with
if

not

!

postman when delivered and repleased

with

results.

GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOU.
PJ? EIV1! ER SALONS DE BEAUTE
Yuo
14S Nassau str..
New
York

$1,000.00

oesk

P.

T.-4

,
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types
noses.

then

Adjustable
in every way,

^niTPl HOSE APJUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep. Rapid, painless and safe.
The ANITA is a Genuine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-

porter.
Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by
"

Co.
TheflniTft
Dept. 1290, Anita Building,
529

BE fore; -aft er

|

in

Girl."

—

Never mind,
Virginia Lee Corbin

Poor Little Me.
grow.

you'll

French

Little

maybe
is

fif-

Dorothy Dalton retired from the
screen several years ago and has been traveling back and forth between here and
Europe I don't know where she can be
reached now.
The other addresses you
wish will be found at the bottom of The
teen.

Oracle.

Springfield Ave. v

Newark, N. J.

"The

in

;

Physicians.
Write for FREE booklet.
Nature's Way to Happiness."

Gold Medal
WinnerFeb.*23

Brian first became
"Peter Pan." After
"The Air Mail," and

to the public in

that she played

Sizes for
all

T.
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Rose Ward.

ONLY
ONE TO
EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)
PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences, we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c— to cover packing[and mailing coats! Each Fleur D'Or container is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a golden screwcap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . • •
and a lasting golden odor not soon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c — 35c if outside U.S. Additional vials at
full price. Sendyour trifilled

al order now ! Send
this ad, 25c, your

name and address.

MA1SON D'OR —

Parfumers

124 East 16th Street, Desk 25 New York City
.

—You

write from Los Anraining
Aren't
you afraid the Chamber of Commerce will
get you?
Gloria Swanson will probably
return East to make pictures.
Her little
girl lives with her, but Gloria feels she
should not be thrust into the limelight before she is old enough to decide for herself whether she wants to be.
I think it
most commendable of Gloria to take that

and you say

geles,

vMORNING

it's

!

CURPRISE

and delight your loved one with a really
A dollar's all you need at Bales!

beautiful gift!

—

Send a dollar mention gift desired.
That's all!
Prompt shipment made.
Charges prepaid, under our

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! If fully satisfied
pay balance NEXT YEAR 10% monthly.
TEN
FULL MONTHS TO PAY! ORDER NOW, AVOID
THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.

attitude.

Hazel Lewis.
sists in

—

If John T. Murray permaking such a hit I shall certainly

—

have to do something about it such as
write him and say, "Who are you, anyhow?" Because I don't know. A few
months ago he had never been heard of in
pictures, and now here he is with a lot
of fans asking about him.
I do know,
however, that he formerly played in vau-

— 14Kt

X5I

solid

sold

Fiery blue-white
genuine diamond- $65.00
$1 down; $6.40 monthly
solitaire.

.

X52
w i

— Dinner

;rfhg.

ISK't.

li
f e
sold; three fine
quality genuine diamonds;
two blue sapphires $48.50
$1 down; $4.75 monthly

deville.

—

M. O. Clarke. So you're very, very
fond of Bebe Daniels? You'd be surprised

Troubles/Do yon softer from skin troubles? Do yon
long for relief from that irritating itch? What
would you give for a cool, clear, velvetv
skin? Then try the famous lotion

D.D.D.
wash has a record of 25 years of success In
reheypg akin troubles. The action of D. D. D. is calm and gentle-

This beaiinff antiseptic

still it Boothes the irritated skin instantly. Apply D D
D to your
troubled skin. I t will remove your skin affict ion and allay irritation.

Trial Bottle Free
generous

Write today for
free trial bottle of D. D D Prescription and get quick relief f rom your skin troubles. Sample mailed
free and postpaid. No obligation. A postal will do.
Send now!
D. D. D. Co.. Dept.1759 3845 Raveniwood Ave, Chicago

how many

other fans are, too. Bebe was
born in Dallas, Texas, and attended a convent there
she was a child star on the
stage at the age of four. Bebe is five feet
three inches tall and a striking brunette
of the Spanish type.
She is about twentyfour and is not married. Ben Lyon was
born in Atlanta, Georgia, and educated at
;

Baltimore Park School and Baltimore
City College. He played on the stage for
several years before appearing in pictures.
He is a brunette with dark-blue eyes, is
about twenty-six, and is not married. His

—

X53
14Kt. solid gold
gent's tooth ring.
Fine
quality blue-white genuIne diamond
$55.00
down:

$i

X55

— IRKt.

while

exquisitely engraved
pierced ring.
Large

Develop your physical beauty
Simple. Natural, easy method. Will increase your height and improve your appearance. Write for free booklet to Dept. J

The Natural Method Bureau,

~ piay

Atlantic City,

New

Jersey

~
ihis

Beautiful professional instrument, very finely made.

Worth $6.00.
FREE: Instant Lesson

toy.

t

and Song Book sent with
ukulele.

one can't think of any other way to be
fascinating, being mysterious will just have
The hero in "The Hunted Womto do.
Pierre Gendron
an" was Earl Schenck.
is one of the new players who has suddenly become prominent
something will
have to be done about him. I am swamped
with questions concerning Pierre, and I
have no list of his pictures.
;

JAZ%YVHVltl%!
Not a

—

Tanned. I hope you don't mean that
some one gave you a "tanning." So you
think "Mr. Mystery" fits me? Well, when

Pay postman

"1.98 plus postage.

A

you don't like it, and have a beautiful new skin.

Youth- Ami Liquid Skin Peel
A Scientific Discovery, harmlessly and painlessly
peels off the old skin and removes surface blemishes; tan, discoloration, sunburn,
blackheads, whiteheads, large pores,
pimples, freckles, etc. Not a clay or cream but a linuid free from
acids and mercury. Booklet, "The Magic of a New Skin" sent
free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth- Ami Laboratories, Dept.B

T,

30 E. 20th

St.,

New York

$1

.

—

and

X56 Dainty 18Kt. white
gold ring set with fine
quality

.

blue

mond
$

I

-

white

dia-

$35.00
$3.40 monthly

down;

down;$4.85 monthly

X57

—

Four genGuar-

Solid whtt

uine diamonds, two French blue sapphires.
anteed 15 Jewel movement.
Complete only
$1 down; $4.15 monthly
.

.

.

$42. 50

my

print.

X58

—Hand
green

14Kt.

.

engraved

X59

gold

gold

gent's

ring, white gold top.
Fine quality blue - white
diamond
$52.50
$1

down;

$5.15

—E

x

ft tl

Ladies'

Two

ring.

diamonds
$1 down;

I

«|

t c

green

Aquamarine
fine

genuine

$4.15

monthly

$42.50

monthly

Wounds."

—

Princess. That's really quite a thrill
life, having a princess write to me.
Mildred Davis hasn't made any pictures
since her marriage; she threatens to make
"Alice in Wonderland" some time soon.
If you wish to write to the "What the
Fans Think" department, just use that
in the heading of your letter, addressing
the letter to Picture- Play. It takes about
three months for the letter to appear in
in

if

clus-

—

Slim. No, I didn't get cross-eyed reading your letter, and even if I had, Ben
Turpin makes a lot of money, doesn't he?
You don't have much room for wall paper,
do you, with seventy-two pictures of screen
stars all over the walls. Virginia Lee Corbin is fifteen; her latest picture is "Headlines."
Ben Lyon has been making "Invisible

Peel Off Your Skin

set

fine

gold

genuine diamond.
Two
blue sapphires.
$49.50
.

ncrease Your Height

monthly

— Platinum

r

latest picture is "The Pace That Thrills."
I'm sorry, I have no information to speak

of concerning John Patrick.
He is about
twenty-five, I believe, and I think he is
not married.

$5.40

X54

ter, seven tiers" diamonds
exquisitely pierced 18Kt.
white gold ring ... $52.50
$1 down; $5.15 monthly

FREE CATALOG— If

the gift you have in
isn't in this "ad," send
for complete catalog illustrating in natural
colors most complete assortment of Dia-

AT ONCE

mind

monds. Rings, Watches, Silverware, etc.,
in America!
Our prices as Direct Diamond Importers and wholesale jewelers
defy comparison.

MOST LIBERAL

TERMS EVER OFFERED!
FOR CATALOG NO.

ASK

O.F.BALE 6.CO.
21-34 Maiden Lane

jVeiOYork

Advertising Section
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Mauy Magdalene. — I
individual

Colman,

Ronald

since

you have very
you don't like

Jack

Gilbert,

tastes,

see

Where Meet is Used
Science haa solved the problem of
removing unwanted hair pleasantly, without discomfort to the skin
or complexion. This with NEET, a
mild, dainty cream. You merely spread

;

The
Romance

;

Youth

of

GLORIOUS youth and

its

vivid allure sparkle

and beckon from the glowing ardor

of her

radiant cheek!

youthful coloring of Pert
Soothingly fine, hand-made,
of satiny texture, this lasting rouge is waterproof
when applied before powdering. For perfect ad-

Hers is the fresh,
compact Rouge-

she uses Pert cream Rouge
base for the compact.

herence of
waterproof

—

Perl compact

Rouge

Pert

clear,

tint,

as a

— Blush rose, evening (bright red) 50c-

cream Rouge— Light

orange, dark orange, rose, 75c"

Pert waterproof Lipstick, 75c.

Mail 12c todav for a generous sample of Pert
cream Rouge. Another 12c brings a sample of
Wmx, the waterproof liquid lash-darkener. .

ROSS COMPANY

New York

247 West I7th Street

?ert 'Rouge
A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Can

Easily be Yours
Trados Model No. 25
now

corrects

noses

illshaped

all

painlessly,

quickly,

permanently, and comfortably at home.
It is the only
adjustable nose-shaper apsafe and
device
guaranteed
patent
that will actually give you
nose.
perfect
looking
a
Over 87,000 satisfied users.

pliance,

and

a

is

For years recommended by
physicians. 16 years of experience in manufacturing
Shapers is at your

Nose

Dept.

.

GET THIN
Free Trial Treatment
on

request.

when-reduced"

Ask
I

for

my

"pay-

have

successfully reduced thousands of persons, often
at the rate of a pound a day, without
diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof
at my expense.

State

of

offer.

DR. R. NEWMAN.
New York, 286 Fifth Ave.,

Licensed

Physician.

N. Y.

Desk C-68

see that

you

fact,

that

was

99-M Nassau St-.NewVqrh

^

^

Beautiful Complexion
IN
|
I

^s'
^•"^
fc-

**N.
«

/

15 DAYS

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes.
1 can give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. A nc I do it in a Jew days. My
method is different.
No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor spravs. massage, rollers or other
Implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take. Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obligrated.
Send no money.
Just get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite

69,

Chicago

C.W.

being

doesn't it?

Addresses of Players
Laska Winter, Lawrence Gray, Betty Bronson, Pola Negri, Lois Wilson, Esther Ralston,
Neil Hamilton. Billie Dove, Betty

Mary Brian,

Corapson,
Richard Dix,
Ricardo
Cortez,
Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith, William
Collier, Jr., Kathryn Hill, Wallace Beery,
lack .Holt, Greta Nissen, Florence Vidor,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Kathlyn Williams, at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hol-

.Dept. 14

New York

Develops ^BustLike Magic!
During the past 17 years thousands have
added to their captivating glory ox womanhood by using

GROWDINA
for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testimoniafs of efficiency. Confidential proof
and literature (seated) on request. Write
now.
Mile. Sophie Koppel, Inc.,
Suite 116, S03 Fifth Ave.. New York

BUNIONS

PEDODYNE,

the marvelous new Solvent, banishes
Bunions. The pain stop? almost Instantly. The Hump
vanishes as though by magic. THEN YOU WILL

HAVE SHAPELY

FEET.

SENT ON
TRIAL
from
want

want yon to have relief
Bunions. I
know the pleasure of foot comfort. I will
I

yon to
gladly ar-

range to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply writ*
and say, "I want to try PEDODYNE." Address—

KAY LABORATORIES

Dept. N684

186 N. La Sails St*

Chicago, l!Un&n

Ring WatcH
engraved in solid white
RICHLY
gold effect. Set with 14 gore eoua
blue white

New York

idle,

JOHNSON & CO

198 Broadway,

first

on June fifteenth
since then she has played opposite Richard
Dix in "The Lucky Devil," and in Mai
Clair's picture, "The Trouble with
St.
Wives." Betty Bronson, after playing in
"Are Parents People?" played i: "Not So
Long Ago," with Ricardo Cortez, and is
to be starred in "The Golden Princess."
Bebe Daniels' next is "Lovers it Quarantine," and then she will be seen in "Martinique." Doug Fairbanks is making "The
Black Pirate," to follow "Don Q." That
does seem to be rather a lot of questions
for one little girl in one little letter, but
that's all right
keeps us both from
it
in

Real $20 Values!

Write now-pay when

delivered.

:

in

Gold.

Adjusted and regulated by
experts.

;

;

White

Special
25-yr. guarantee.
6-jewel movement. Sapphire
crown. Silver dial. Silk ribbon with Rolled Gold Clasps.

;

Diamond and sapphire dinner rings are
the latest thing in jewelry. Ringillus*
trated here, set with 21 fiery, perfect
ut dazzling stones and 2 triangular
sapphires. Thisringwas copied from
solidplatinum genuine diamond model,
costing over §500. Even experts have
difficulty in telling one from the other.
Biggest jewelry bargain ever offered.
Whyshouldn' t you own one when It costs
only $3.89? Send no money. When
ring arrives, pay postman only S3. 89.
We prepay all postage. Keep ring ten
days.
U not satisfied, we return your
money. Order today. This bargain
price may be discontinued at any
time. FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO.,

1,000 "Lady Dainty"
Special Watches, at less
than half real worth, to
introduce bargain catalog
of Elgins, etc. 14-Karat

Rolled
I

;

inner Ring*

TwoBMRCMM!

Yes, Adolphe Menjou is
in his forties.
married.
Bebe Daniels has signed a new
contract with Paramount. Constance Talmadge is divorced from John Pialoglou.
Mary Pickford is the sister of both Jack
Dorothy Gish's next picture
and Lottie.
is "The Beautiful City," opposite Richard
Barthelmess
after that, she is to be
I don't
starred by Inspiration Pictures.
know whether Elaine Hammerrtein has a
middle name no, indeed, she has not retired, but has been working in pictures constantly.
She plays for one of the smaller
companies, whose films perhaps you don't
Her recent pictures include
"Pasee.
risian Nights," "The Romance of an Actress,"
"After
Business
Hours."
and
Esther Ralston finished "Beggar or Horse-

shown

Binghamton, N. Y.

w

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, M0.

Linda Maglia played Roxaye, and Angelo
Milton Sills is
Ferrari played her loyer.

Model

2505

—Yes,

on and then rinse off with clear water. That'9 all;
the hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable hair-removing cream which is the ac:i y *» Lit i c
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
60c per tube. 35,000 Drug and Dept. stores sell
Neet. Money back if it fails to please you.

it

love to ask me questions, but that's all
right with me. I can only answer so many
in a lifetime, and they might as well be
yours.
Irene Rich was the queen in
"Cyrano de Bergc.ac" was
"Rosita."
made in Italy, with a famous French actor,
Pierre Magnier, in the title role.

service.

TRILETY, SPECIALIST

Sent

Sproul.

back" months ago

25 jr. for children.
Write for testimonials and free booklet, which tells
you how to obtain a perfect looking nose.

M

Mary W.

No Hair Offends

I

Norma

Shearer, and all the new stars who have
And you
suddenly become so popular.
want to know everything I can tell you
about Glenn Hunter that's a large order,
Glenn was born in Highbut here goes.
land Mills, New York, and is in his late
twenties.
He is not married. He played
on the stage for several years before appearing in pictures he first came to public notice in Booth Tarkington's stage play,
"Clarence;" he was quite ideal in that
adolescent type of role. But it was "Merton of the Movies," which ran for several
years on Broadway, which made him a
Glenn's pictures, lately, have been
star.
His latest are
more or less occasional.
"The Little Giant," a Universal production, in which he played with Edna MurGlenn is
phy, and "My Buddy's Wife."
about six feet tall and is rather blond.

Blue

brilliancy.

gems

of startling
synthetic sapphire

crown jewel.

SECRET ROUGE COMPACT AND
MIRROR hidden under dial.
SEND NO MONEY, t* i
Just name, address.

and

strip of paper for
finger size, ray postman $2.45 plus post*
age on delivery,

J. N,

A

*

2

.45

Complete

HUGHES CO.

85 Sprague

St.,

Dept. 412-E
Providence, R. I.

OV CAN OIL PAINT
uji:., wopi..

rt.n.jL

or.

*.toi ciu. v^miii 01.

^u.tevv

Free toMenPast40
Why
does it come
What i9 prostate gland disorder?
to two-thirds of all men past middle age?* Why does it

cause loss of vitality, sciatica, aching
feet, back and legs? Amazing boqk.wntten by well known American scientist,
answers these questions and tells how
20,000 men have found relief without
1

drugs, snrgery, lessons. Simply send name
and address for copy, no obligation.
Address the ELECTRO THERMAL CO..
7552 Main St.. Steubenville. Ohio. Western Office. Dept. 75-T, 711 Van Nuys Bld(

Price Watch Sale!

lywood, California.

May McAvoy. Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro,
Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Zasu Pitts,
Claire Windsor, William Haines, Lon Chanev,
Aileen Pringle, Sally O'Neil, Helene D'Algy,
Renee Adoree. Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel.
Mae Busch, Lillian Gish. Pauline Starke,
Eleanor Boardman, Paulette Duval, Mae
Murray, and Blanche Sweet, at the MetroGoldwyn Studios. Culver City, California.
Alice Joyce, Lewis Stone, Dorothy Sebastian, Teddy Sampson, Gertrude Short, Belle
Bennett, Bessie Love, Victor MacLaglen, Ian
Keith, Colleen Moore, Vilnia »Bankv, Ronald

Extra

thin model.

Jeweled,

adjusted

and

exmovement;
damascened
regulated,
quisite French Grey case, solid white gold
guarantee.
25-year
written
dull finish,
effect,
Positively the handFancy embossed hacks.
Easily
somest, thinnest watch for the price.
Fancy Knife and Waldemar
sold for double.
buyers.
quick
watch
to
each
given
with
Chain
ONLY 20 CENTS for postage. Pay rest
Our Money Back Guarantee
when delivered.
Protects You.
"

SEND
D'Oro

Co.,

Box 90, Varick Sta., New York.

Desk P.T

Advertising Section
Colman, Jack Mulhall, Corinue Griffith, Myrlaluiadge,
tle Stedman, Norma and Constance

Anna

Q. Nilsson,
LloVd Hughes, and Eugene O'Brien, at the
United Studios, Hollywood, California.
Virginia Valli, Reginald Denny, Hoot Gib-

May

Conway

Allison,

Tearle,

Margaret Livingston, Marc MacDermott,
Thilbin, Laura La Plante, Marian
Nixon, Bert Lvtell, Pat O'Malley, Lola Todd,
kit \cord, Louise Lorraine, Nina Romano,
son

Mary

House Peters, Josie Sedgwick, Norman Kerry,
and Mary McAllister, at the Universal StuUniversal City, California.
La Rocque, Leatrice Joy, Edmund
Burns, Jocelyn Lee, Rita Carita, Lillian Rich,
Vera Reynolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman,
and Sally Rand, at the Cecil De Mille StuAlso Julia
dios, Culver City, California.
Faye.
Dorothv Gish and Richard Barthelmess,
care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Patsv Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Milton
Place, Hollywood, California.
Betty Blythe and George Hackathorne,
care of Hal Howe, 7 East Forty-second
dios,

Rod

Street,

New York

BROS. 8tC O.

SMITH, President,
Corporation, publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
Francis S.
18th day of September, 1925.
Duff, Notary Public, No. 173, New York
(My commission expires March 30,
County.
G.

& Smith

of Street

1927.)
The Diamonds in
these Rings are brilliant. Blue White, high-x
grade Quality Gems. The mountings are
White Gold. Cased in handsome Ring box.

PLAY
AT ONCE
OR SEND IT BACK!

Solid 18-k

Diamonds Win Hearts— Win Her With a Diamond
ToBeSuccessful.Look^-*
«•
.
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No knowledge of music necessary. No
*aons. No practice. JAZZ CLARINETTE
has eweet jazz; tone.
™"

f c£imsi bbXs&Send for Catalog
Over 2,000

e for dances, parties, entertainments. Special Offer:
1

RealmnBical instruments

i

a toy. 13 in. long. Don't
a penny— just name and adores
On arrival of Clarinette and 87
songs deposit with postman our bar
Cain price of only $2.48 plus few pennies
postage. Satisfaction Gu aranteed or deposit money returned. Big

illustrations of

W.

Charles Mack, care of D.

Griffith,

1476

Broadway, New York City.
Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Don Alvarez, Helene Chadwick, Irene Rich,
John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Marie
Prevost, Kenneth Harlan, Willard Louis, Helene Costello, John Roche, June Marlowe,
Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney Chaplin,
Alice Calhoun, Matt Moore, Huntley
Gordon, and Dorothy Devore, at the Warner
Studios, Sunset and Bronson, Hollywood,

We

yoaog and

CREDIT TERMS:
of one-tenth of purchase price; balance
in equal amounts, payable weekly, semimonthly or monthly at your convenience.

.

Money Back

musical Catalog free witn
each order. Send todayl

Watch, Solid 18-k Gold,17-JewelElWhite Gold — 17 gin Watch, 25-

Dept.7759,Chicago

Jewels,

California.

Robert Frazer, at 1905 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.

?

Act,- fTcf Give name in full—in your own handASIV
Uo< writing, address, age and occupation
—no obligation. Address Premium Dep't.

CONSUMERS

CO., 25

W.

HESTROY

My

1/HairRoots
Statement of the Ownership, Manage=
ment, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of
the PICTURE=PLAY MAGAZINE,
published monthly, at New York,
N. Y., for October 1, 1925.
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GIRLS
WRITE

I,"

method prevents hair
growing again, for it kills the
root. Quick, easy, painless;
no scars. Booklet free for

three red stamps.

We teach

beauty culture. Write at once,

Sell for 10c
$3.00 and keep $2.00. Trust
Neubecker Bros., 961 E. 23d St.,

A
$11 00 WEEK

A

LOFTIS BROS & CO.
National Jewelers
DEPT G927
108 N. State St., Chicago. Ill
Stores In Leading Cities

WHT every_ Tuesday night
7 to 7:30, every Friday night from
to 10:30, central standard time.
Co.'s hour of music.

Listen in on

from

RADIO FANS

10

&

boys & CHRISTMAS MONEY GIVEN
KL J Send name and address. We send you 50
Christmas Seals.
$3.

Be

first in

sets
will
Easily sold 10 cts. a set. You keep $2; send ua
trust you. Many earned

your neighborhood.
Write at once.

We

$10 last Christmas.

MISTLETOE SEAL

1.

sold send us

Xmas.

till

on Case; 12 Size, Gilt
$ 8
;

WEEK

Loftis Bros.

NOW for 50 Sets Christmas Seals.

When

a set.

You

„
LMIi

Chicago.

Year Quality

$36.00,

payment of Dial, $30
down, then

$100
1—

M ahler Park, Providence, R.
BE FIRST
<t»0 Aft
t|>£.UU IN YOUR TOWN

MAHLER, R-1112,

BOYS &

Kinzie St.,

first

$3.60 then

YOUR
NAME WORTH?

IS

Not Satisfied

If

49— Wrist No. 15— Green

No.

FERRY & CO.

WHAT

Diamond-set Jewelry,

Pearls, Watches, Wrist Watches, Mesh Bags, Silverware, etc. Sent prepaid for your Free Examination. Catalog explains everything.
Invite Comparison of Quality and Prices

Songrs— jazz, old-time
favorites— FREE with
each order. (Regu~
tar price of songs
alone £2.00.)
Played by

Delivered

California.

fSl'S

DIA MONDS WATC HES
DIAMONDS
-WATCHES
ofprs
CASH "CREDIT <rfKs

rect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

City.

Bebe Daniels, Thomas Meighan, Diana
Kane, Carol Dempster, and James Kirkwood,
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Sixth
and Pierce Avenues, Long Island City.
Madge Bellamy, George O'Brien, Alma RuMix, Edmund Lowe, Charles
bens, Tom
Jones, Marion Harlan, and Earle Foxe, at
the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,

FTIS

and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest di-

ORMOND
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CO., Dept. 54, Brooklyn CRJ N. Y.

Your Handwriting Reveals Your Character!
Send 25c (silver) and ink sample of own or friend's
writing for expert analysis and astounding demonstration of dominant characteristics.
Eeal guide to success.

P.

Dept. 189, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PENCRAFT, HAMBURG,

N. Y.

am delighted with the 'Wonder* telescope. Today I have)
been watching- submarines 3 miles off the coast." Wrote Philip
"I am very much pleased with teleBrush, Beverly, Mass.
scope. I saw a Light House 18 miles away."— Clyde Scnbner.
above
my expectations. Can see men
Far
Taunton, Mass.
'I

3JFt.Telescope"'
5 SECTIONS
8 POWER

State of New York, County of New York (ss.)
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Ormond G. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is President of Street & Smith
Picture-Play
publishers
of
Corporation,
Magazine, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit
1.
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busiPublishers, Street & Smith
ness managers are
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y. editor, Charles Gatchell, 79 Sevmanaging
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
editors, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
business
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
managers, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Street & Smith
2.
That the owners are
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y., a corporation composed of Ormond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
George C. Smith, 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Annie K. Smith,
89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. George
C. Smith, Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
N. Y.
Cora A. Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.; Ormond V. Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are

LENSES

Hand:
12
WWeoine
leatherette Carrying .Case
in.

.
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with Btrap sent freo withWonder
Telescope for short time. Wonder Telescope trives new pleasures to home, farm, camp^
See people and objects miles a
travel, sport.
on land or sea, as if they were close. See moon
Btars as never before. Opens.out over 3 feet long, id
6 sections* measures 12 inches closed. Brass bound?
powerful lenses. Entertain your friends day or night.
Thousands pleased. Be first in your neighborhood.

.Send
I

pusaods Delighted
'Wonder' Telescope

<S
my
I can tell time on the
mites
clock
5
EdwT^^^^BS^^^^^^^^^Sifc^^hurch
Foster, lon^^VBBS^^^/jfli^^^H^^^ away."
MdT^^QaaWgB/i j^ ?™j|^^I^^J.ele scope
Baltimore,
"Could tell color of aero^^B^B
^fy.^^^SIS^m£^'
£Iane 4 miles away." — Mr9**i5^^B
Hi

iave

I

—

,

No Money

drees for Wonder Telescope with FREE Case and Strap. On arrival deposit
with PoBtman ?1.85 plus few pennies postage, gatis
faction Guaranteed or deposit refunded. Order now.
Ferry & Co., Dept. 9759
1

3224

had

Ifc^mgnths.

(lift,

M. Yarbrough, Stringer, Maas^^fljW
freight cars mile awa.
See mountain on moon."— A. C. Palmer, Indiana^
"Watch my boy arrive at school, 2 miles away,"— Mrs. Horw

*»

I

I
working 7 miles away."— S. M. Gearhart, Bolan, Iowa.
could see a wind-mill on a farm across a lake more than 4
miles away. I am much pleased. "—Raymond Cosanova, Hua|rj, Wisconsin.

.

"Read numbers on

N. Halstod St.

:

*

;

v_^/ Lasting Wave.fi>

;

Just Imagine! 15 permanent wave or curling treatments
in a bottle for only $1.49! At last you can save the high
cost of electric waving.
NATURAL vegetable liquid

;

leaves your hair in lovely shimmering, permanent waves or
teasing curls, simply radiant with health ! Pretty hair deserves this treat, just as much as dull hair needs it.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply pay postman $1.49 on delivery
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE that you will be astonished and
delighted with this marvelous discovery. (NOTE: Do not use
(plus a few cents postage) for the complete curling outfit.
Regular $2.00 value. (Stamps accepted in prepayment.)
for boyish bobs, as waves nre not easily combed out again.)
Premier Salons de Beaute, 14S Nassau St., New York, Desk P. T-l
.

:

<

;

;

;

;

r

r JSeo B
Balite and Sapphires

None.

That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company, but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
4.

Any Two

statements

embracing

belief as to the

affiant's
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full

circumstances

Hen's Belchtr

Startling offer to quickly introduce brilliant Halite Diamonds set In cew.'beaiitifal
Feraloy mountings. Ealite gems have all the dazzling sparkle, the living rain-jf^
fbowjire, the blazing flash and perfect cut of genuine diamonds. Feraloy
mountings have the soft, velvety sheen of real platinum, and are engraved and
pierced in the very latest designs* Ralites deceive even diamond experts* J
^Your friends will believe them genuine if you, or anyone else, can tell 1
"Utalites from genuina diamonds send them backl Prove It yourself pith coriakl
0*1
RfitV\nA%# J Qat choose tbetwo rings yoa wantaod send
•3*^m7Wa%M W^%tw IVo *vfi SC^jT T13 jour name, address, ring numbers and
aiies (send strip of paper fitting cod to end

;

contain

Baaket Setting

YOU CAM TELL IT FROM
A DIAMOND-SEND IT BACK
IF

I

fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given
also that the said two paragraphs

knowledge and

EaJtoHereoir

-lerced Deafen
Ballte Sapphires

t
l

finger) -

OnorrivaldeposItwItnpostmanoarsBecial introductory price of only $2.48

.

We

"pay postage! (Pourringaonly $4 96). Ifyouaranetdslightedtcndtkrmbavkl Satisfaction positively
Ball to and?
Orange Bios- guaranteed or deposit money refunded. Don't miss this, sensational ring offer! Don't delay—
m Solitaire send today. FERRY ft CO,, 3224 11. H listed St.. Pep?i&759 Chicago. III. (Catalog Free.) four Sanpbirr-
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Advertising Section

MONTE 5LUE
worite,

a/millions of

movie Gfans

arm
Stat
MONTE BLUE

is one of the outstanding dramatic characters who will

make

the

coming Warner

Classics

the

most popular pictures on the American Screen.
His rugged, red-blooded personality

— his

deared him

reserve

—

—

sparkling
to millions throughout the world.
dignified

new Warner

his

his faultless realism
action have en-

—

you will see this remarkably versamelodramas in brilliant society roles in
stupendous mountain productions in flashing comedies and in
every situation his mastery and flawless art will reveal to you
new thrills and delights.

In the
tile

Classics,

actor in thrilling

COMING SOON!— Monte

—
—

—

Blue in "RED HOT TIRES"—
and laugh romance. Don't fail

pip
record breaking non-stop
to see this new

—

thrill

WARNER TRIUMPH!

Classics of the Screen

X

am

A

Lone

Swimmer
the Dawn—

in

A speedy

yacht to take the es-

caped prisoner down

to tropic

seas and an island where

had

treasure

Those

are the elements that

as exciting a yarn as

moons.

the

It is

been

you have read

buried

make up
in many

new "CH" book,

"GOLDEN

ISLE"

By

Roland Ashford
Your
as

heart will quicken at the rapid pace of this story and

you will be carried away from the world of business
the most romantic surroundings.
Like all the other "CH"

you

into

read,

books, "Golden Isle"
sells

Phillips

for only

your books

—

is

handsomely bound

seventy-five cents.
it

is

Look

in

for the

cloth covers and

"CH" mark

on

the sign of good reading.

75 Cents
Each

PELSEA HOUSE
TM AVE
79-S9 SEVENTH
HEW YORK. CITY

75 Cents
Each

Noa)/ the VENIDA BomYA'for Bobbed Hair.
When

THEN

Short Hair Grows
a Venida Hair Net

is

First a Bobnet, because

friend in need.

a
it

smaller in size and mesh. Afterwards,
With a Venida,
a regular size Venida.
the growing of Bobbed Hair is surprisingly simplified. The loose ends
are held in control, and a chic coiffure is yours from the moment
the hair starts to grow.
*

is

2

—
Cap and Fringe Shapes
—
(White and Grey 25c Each)
for

2 5c

Single and Double

Mesh

3»

Mi

!

"Try Venida Towellettes

To Remove Cold Cream"
Says Claire Windsor
M«'tro-(ioldwyn-Mayer Star

''I
J

recommend them, for
know from experience

their

daintiness

towels,

— softer

than

more absorbent, sanitary

and economical.

They save

linens and laundering.
Cold
cream is a greater luxury
when Venida Facial Towellettes

wipe

it

off."

Get some today at Drug and Dept.
2jc, in large pink package

Stores,

FREE SAMPLE COUPON

'*)

Rieser Co., 220 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
City: Send free Towellette samples.

fENIDA
HAIF^JNtET

NAME
ADDRESS

Photo

of

Miss Laura La Pfante,

Universal Star,
coiffure

with

showing a chic

a Venida

Bobnet

PICTUREPIAY
MAGAZINE
f
JAN. 1926

25 cents

REVELATIONS OF A LEADING MAN

Waterman's
Ideal
Fountain Pen

The Treasure Chest
Here

—

package that will add to Christmas joy a treasure
chest containing a Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen and
Pencil. No Christmas gift could be more acceptable.
is

When

a

you

Chest display and Santa Claus
window card shown below you will know you have arrived
where Waterman's seasonable packets may be secured.
see the Treasure

Watermansffi)FountainPen
Always an
pencil

ideal

add to

its

Christmas gift. The Treasure Chest and
charm and acceptability.

Pen shown may be had with

black, cardinal

and mottled

Different holders for different sized hands; different
points for different characters of writing. Pencils to match.

holders.

Waterman's pens vary

in price according to

siz,e -and decoration. The
cost from $4.00 to $7.50.

more popular models

Waterman's pens are sold by 50,000 reliable merchants and are guaranteed without time limit.

BOSTON

191 Broadway, New York
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

MONTREAL

Advertising Section
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Get a job ZiKe These
MaSies $700

$20 a Day So* SchffecBt
"Use my name as a reference
and depend on me as a booster.
ment. I am averaging better
than $500 a month from my
own business now. I used to
make $18 a week."
A, Schreck,
Phoenix, Arizona.

$70 to $80 a Week £or
Jacquofc
I am specializing in Auto

PLANT ENGINEER—
Pay Raised 150%

was a dumbbell in

Electricity

touch with you
Mr. Cooke, but now I have
charge of a big plant, including
600 motors and direct a force of

men — electricians,

$1000 a Mosith
fior Jirinec

"Now

electricity

until I grot in

34

24 Days

to your interesting

Course I made over $700 in 24
day3 in Radio. Of course, this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me."
Fred G. McNabb.
848 Spring St., Atlanta, Ga.

The biggest thing I ever did
was answer your advertise-

*'I

fin

in Radio
"Thanks

make from
I

will be glad to know that
my business is now rounding
into shape
I am making now
from $800 to $1000 every month
myself. But I've got you to
thank: for what I've done."

"You

and battery work and
$70 to S80 a week and

am just getting

started.

I

—

don't

believe there is another school in the
world like yours. Your lessons are a
real joy to Btudy. '

helpers,

My salary has gone up more
than 150%."
George Illingworth,
etc.

W

2005
Colorado
.

63 Calumet Koad, Holyoke, Mass,

John

Robert Jacquot,
Colorado

Avenue.

Jirinec.
1133 Fourth Ave.,

Springs.
Colorado,

**-jt*~^~^
^BB
^.
j

j

Astoria,

N.Y.

10,000 aTfear

^ IWill TtahiYou

IlICOTffCITY

at Home*$w?tf

NEEDS Y0UN0W
Don't you keep on working for only $25 or $35 a week.. Get into Electricity. Thousands of Cooke
Trained Men who knew nothing about it a short time ago are now earning $70 to $200 a week as Electrical Experts
and they don't work half as hard as you do. Why stick to your small pay job? Why stick
to a line of work that offers no chance no promotion
no big [pay? Get into the world's greatest
business. Electricity needs you. I'll show you how to do it. Get ready for a big pay job now.

—

—

—

Electrical Experts

Demand

Big

Are In

Schools,

Even ordinary electricians— "the screw driver" kind— are
making big money, but trained men — Electrical Experts
who get the top salaries are needed more now than ever
before. Thousands of Cooke Trained Men easily earn
$3500 to $10,000 a year. That's the kind of job you want
where you can plan, and boss and supervise the work of
others or go in business for yourself. Get started towards
one of these big-pay jobs now. Learn to earn $70 to $200 a
week you can do it with Cooke Training recommended
by more than ten thousand successful graduates. Just
mail the coupon below.

—

—

—

—

My Training Pays For Itself
money a few weeks after you
give you special instruction fordoing
simple electrical jobs in your spare time show you how
to get these jobs and tell you what to charge. Many of my
students make as high as $25 a week extra this way while
studying. My course more than pays its own way.
You can
start

No Extra Charge
I

I

placed over one

men at big raises in pay. Hundreds of others
were promoted by their employers through the help of my
Vocational Service and other hundreds went into business

am so sure I can make you

—

which does a general Consulting Engineering Business
besides operating one of the world's greatest Training

COOKE. ChieE Engineer,

Chicago Engineering Works?
t

2153 Lawrence Ave.,

mm

7fie "Cooke Trained

™*

Elec-

— a com-

3. ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFIT. Wire,
Switches, Lights, etc. Everything needed
to make up all complicated electric lighting:
circuits.

The
4. ELECTRIC POWER OUTFIT.
Famous"Cooke"Motor and other apparatus.
but a real, honest-to-goodness
Not a toy

—

workable machine.
5. TRANSFORMER OUTFIT. Complete
parts for building and winding this widely
used equipment.

Get this Big

Book Now!

in

I

outfit

[2

tools

L. L.

COOKE,

The Man

Who Makes
Dept. 441
21 50 Lawrence "Big-Pay"
Men
Ave., Chicago
Send meat once without obligation
your big illustrated book and com*v plete details of your Home Study
Course in Electricity, including your

CHICAGO, ELI.SNOIS

extra*

and

plete installation kit.

a big success in Electricity,

my big free book— "The Vital Facts about Electricity."«Read about the success of hundreds of other
men—who recommend this training and whose namea
and addresses are being given in my book. Get the
real dope about your opportunities in Electricity.
See how easy it is to get started on the road to jobs
that pay $70 to $200 a week.
Don't deny yourself this chance to make big
Mail Coupon at once for
money. Get the facts
facts and my guarantee.

You don't need experience. You don't have to be a College
man. You don't have to be even a high school graduate.
As Chief Engineer of this big two million dollar institution

no

BELL AND ALARM OUTFIT.

trical apparatus, material

Get Started Now—Mall Coupon

Age or Lack of Experience
Bars Ho One

Depe.

material for interest-

experiments.

Get

else.

h. L.

ing:

of this guarantee.

for themselves with the help of my special Business
Training. Mail Coupon for big free book which explains
this service and fourteen other features, many of which

had anywhere

—

Free to Students

OUTFiT. Complete
2.

Outfits

LABORATORY AND EXPERIMENTAL.

have done for the men whose pictures you see
here and thousands of others who now boost my training
that I will guarantee your satisfaction with a signed,
money-back guarantee bond. If my training doesn't satisfy you after you have finished, you get back every penny
you pay me. A two million dollar institution stands back

thousand

can't be

I

1.

just like I

you for a big pay job and help you get it without extra charge. Hundreds of Employers look to me for
Last year

start earning extra

my training.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

I will train

men they hire.

know just what training you need to make a big

ing experience with the help of nearly 50 other engineers.
Learn to earn $70 to $200 a week Only spare time needed.

Employment Service and Helpthe electrical

I

success in electricity. Let me give you that training with
my simplified, complete home course, — theworld'sfamous
"Cooke Training" — built on my own 20 years of engineer-

5

Wonderful

Working

Name

:

Man is theBfgPaylMan
I

Occupation.

and employment

service offers.

Vol.
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Index to "Picture-Play Magazine"

A

What

Fans Think

An open forum of
Great Friends

Two

A

in the past

.

.

.

....

guide to the material published

the

No. 5

.8

.

six issues.

10

.

.

»

.17

discussion by our readers.
.

.

.

photographic study of

•

.

Anna Q. Nilsson and

Man

Revelations of a Leading

Dorothy Manners

.

.

•

Alice Joyce.

Wallace MacDonald's views on women, derived from

his

.

18

.

19

..

20

.

22

extensive screen

experience.

Hats Off

to

George Bancroft!

The newly found character
Pon v Express.

The "Ben-Hur"
The

Chariot Race

thrilling circumstances

Katherine Lipke

.

.

who

actor

carried

.

it

honors

in

"The

A. L. Wooldridge

.

under which

the

off

was

filmed.

Dorothy Manners

The Sketchbook
Light and intimate sketches of some of the stars.

A

The

....
....

Pringle Shingle

Three views of Aileen Pringle's

Your Make-up

Suit

How

to

to

An

What

latest style of hair cut.

Your Mood

evening with the players

Violet

.

Dare

27
28

.

Think

My

in

Wife

William H.

McKegg

31

a unique retreat.
.

Myrtle Gebhart

.

32

Husband, His Faults and His Virtues

Myrtle Gebhart

.

33

I

Bill Russell

of

.

.

on the subject of Helen Ferguson.

Helen Ferguson's opinion of

...

Bill Russell.

Favorite Picture Players

Rotogravure photos of some of the best-liked players.

Lloyd Hughes Has Arrived
The

On

....

vary the rouge and powder according to your character.

One Hollywood Night

My

Malcolm H. Oettinger 26

of Suave Sophistication
Adolphe Menjou's appeal to the knowing.

Master

recent increase

in

.

Sober Reflection

....
who

43

Horace Woodmansee

44

has long been a favorite.

Paragraphs of comment on various movie matters.

How

a Studio Lot was Transformed
Photos of how a swamp was made to order

Christmas in Hollywood
Typical scenes

in

.

.

for

.

.

Mary
,

....

46

Pickford's "Scraps."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.47

the colony at holiday time.

How Would You Like this Dancing Lesson?
Pauline Siarke learning her steps

When

35

.

Harold R. Hall

.

.

popularity of one

....

the Stars Speak
Some unsuspected talents

Over

in

the Radio

revealed at

.

48

McKegg

49

mid-air.

Warner

Wil'iam H.
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OHacJiban
the hero of "The Hottentot," "GoASing
Up," "The Yankee Consul,"
-

"Never Say Die," "Twenty-three and a
Half Hours' Leave," and "Introduce
Me," Douglas MacLean needs about as

much introducing as the sunshine.
The way comedy is divided up is very
unfair. Some people scrape along on one
week and

others you can
by the laughs they leave
behind them.
Nobody ever proved to Douglas
MacLean that there was any serious
trouble in life that couldn't be laughed
back to happiness, and ten thousand

smile per

hourly

trail

Paramount audiences

are perfectly will-

ing to be persu aded he's right any leisure
hour of thebweek!
With Douglas, entertainment is not
so much an art as a way of living. And
you live it with him, and enjoy the plot,
an' everybody feels kinder young, and
that's that .... see you again, Thursday
night
His latest Paramount Picture headed
to your theatre is entitled "Seven Keys
to Baldpate."

paramount (pictures
The Qreat
Screen Artists Value Paramount
Wouldn't you ? The resources of
a world-wide organization are yours
to draw on.

All literature, past, present and
prophetic, is combed for the ideal
stories to star

you

it's

States finds two or
people
any evening of
million
three

the week to see your Paramount
Picture.

The great screen artists are right.
They need a vast organization for

in.

Your fame invades half a dozen
more countries, applause following
your fleeting image wave on wave.

"If

The United

a Paramount Picture

the fullest presentation of their
genius to the world, and Paramount
provides it.
it's

the best

show

in

town 1 99
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DO YOU KNOW KARL DANE?
PROBABLY

not.
But you will, as soon as you see "The
Big Parade" a picture that every fan is going to want
to see.
Karl Dane doesn't exactly steal the picture away
from Jack Gilbert, but he does such outstanding work that
every one is going to ask, "Who is he, anyway?"
If you read the next issue of Picture-Play, you will learn
just who he is and all about him, for Edwin Schallert, as soon
as he found out what a fine piece of work Dane had done,
sent us a story about him, which will be printed before most
persons see the picture.
While we have no intention of neglecting our old favorites, we consider it part of our duty to
keep our readers informed about the new players who appear from time to time, especially when
they attract special attention, as George Bancroft did in "The Pony Express." You'll find something about him, by the way, in this issue.
By reading Picture-Play Magazine regularly you
will be able to keep posted on all such new players who are doing unusual work.
Besides stories about individual players, our next issue will have several general articles one,
by Myrtle Gebhart, on the opinions of several of our younger male players as to what type of girl
each prefers, which we guarantee to be one of the most interest~\
ing symposiums of the sort vou ever read. Edwin Schallert has
collected some amazing facts about the history of "Ben-Hur,"
which will probably have its New York premiere at about the
time the issue is on the stands.
There will be other articles
of interest by Helen Klumph, Malcolm H. Oettinger, Dorothy
Manners, and the other well-known contributors. Don't fail

—

—
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*
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lists the contents of the last six issues of PlCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE under three general
Personalities, Screen Productions, and General Articles.
The first classification gives
references to all photographs, interviews, and articles pertaining to all persons listed.
The second refers to
reviews, picture layouts, stories, and location letters about screen productions.
The third is a list of all
general articles, under explanatory group headings.
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July p23, Aug.
Mix, Tom
Miles Aug. p33
Moore, Colleen Aug. p
p60, Oct. pGl, 91
Moore. Matt
20, 97, Sept. pl9, 85, Dec. p2«
Sept. p59, Dec. pGl, 63; Moore, Tom
Moran,
pll4,
Dec.
Nov.
p53
Oct. p55, 57.
Lois Aug. p79, Sept. p21, Dec. p65 Moreno,
Murphy,
Dec.
p77
Antonio Nov.
p66,
Murphy, Edna— July
Charles B. Aug. p85
Murphy, Joe Aug. p99
p31, Nov. p42, 43
Murray, John T. Aug. p30 Murray, Mae
July p30, Dec. p5S, 76; Myers, Carmel
Aug. p62,'Sept. p81, Oct. p79, Nov. pG7.

—

Pearson, VirPalma, Mona Nov. p25
Pennington, Ann Nov. p
ginia
Aug. p47
Philbin, Mary
July
Janice
p76
65; Peters,
Aug. p32, 42, Nov. p95, Dec. p59, 61

—

—
Oct.
—
p59,

—

;

—
Dorothy — Nov.
Nov. p51
;

Phillips,

—

;

;

p21,

Dec- p45,

;

p29

Pickt'ord,
Pickt'ord, Mary
99, Oct. p59, Nov.

p45,

Sept.

;

81

;

68,
Pierce,

Evelyn

Jack
Aug.

p95,
— Aug.
p79
Plimp57
;

Pitts, Zasu— Aug. pS8, Oct. p55,
Poccha, Stanislaus
Sept. p53
ton, Cal

— Power,

:

—

;

Tyrone

PreSept. p76
vost, Marie— Aug. p66, 67, Sept. p39, Oct. p
Prevosf,
60
Dec.
p59,
70, 93, Nov. p85,

p64

Dec.

;

—

;

—
;

Nov. p85 Pringle, Aileen Aug. p21,
I'eggy
Puffy, Charles H.
Oct. p36, Dec. p55, 111
Oct. p50.
;

—

;

—Aug. p79.
Ralston, Esther— July p58, Aug. p24,
Rand,
Oct. p52, Nov. p68, Dec. pal, 67
p78 Rapf, Harry
Sallv — Julv p63,
p7G
Basil — Dec.
Rat-hbone,
July
p99
Rawlinson, Herbert — Aug. p21 Ray, Charles
Reh—Julv p53, Aug. p23, Sept. p21,
Revier, Dorothy
Kurt — Oct. p21
Reynolds, Vera — Aug. p32,
Aug. pG3
Rich, Frances — Nov. p
p78, Nov. p78, 79
Rich, Irene — July pl9,
Dec. p71
Rich.
p26, Nov. p33, Dec. p65
—Roche,
Aug.
July pG6.
p78
—
p61;*Riquer, Constance — Dec. p72
Rogers, Charles — Nov. p
John — Nov. plG
Roussr,
Roland, Ruth — July p42, 43
24
Rubens, Alma — July p
Dolores — Julv p89
pll4,
Dec.
p26,
Oct. p99, Nov.
Quimby Margaret

63,

;

Sept.

;

;

;

3.3

feld,

:

:

Sept.

;

;

33,

20,
Lillian

;

Oct.

;

Sept.

Riu-tin-tin

;

;

;

;

;

;

54.

25, 26,

Schenck, Joseph
Schenck, Earl — Oct. p78
Schertzinger, Victor — Dec. p78
—
Aug. p21
Joseph — Nov.
Schildkraut,
p60,
Sebastian,
Dorothy — July p76
Seastrom,
Dorothy — Dec. p30 Semon, Larry — July
Aug.
Shearer, Norma — July p24, 58,
55
:

;

;

78,

T'.i

:

;

p-j4,

:

80.

;

pOl, 73, Sept. p.3S, Oct. p53, Nov. p37, Dec.
Sherman, Lowell Dec. p44 Sills,
p61, 79
Milton Dee. p25, 61 Stanford, Betty Aug.
Aug. p32, Nov. p40,
Starke, Pauline
p29
Steadman, Vera Dec. p64
53, Dec. p25
Stedman, Mvrtle Julv p51 Stewart, Anita
Swanson, Gloria
July p33, Nov. pll4

—

—
;

—

;

—

—

:

:

:

—

—

;

;

Continued on page 12
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placed hunI have
dreds of
Electrical
Experts in fine jobs"
by A. H. Burgkart, Employment Manager

6etreadyfir tAese

will train you
for a
better job and a big raise
Chief Engineer DunSap
in pay!

AT HOME

i

—

you are now earning less than $40 a week,
better go into Electricity where Experts earn
from $60 to $200 a week! All you need to
succeed BIG in Electricity is honest training, such as I give you at" home in your spare
time.
Men with only common schooling can
If

—

my

quickly master

Method

new, simplified JobAnd you can, too!
by 23 Noted Engineers

of instruction.

Training Built

This is not a one-man, one-idea school. 22 famous
Engineers and Executives of the following corporations
and universities helped me make Dunlap-training com1. General Electric Co.
2. Commonwealth Edison
3. Crocker-Wheeler Co.
4. Cutler-Hammer
5. American Tel. & Tel. Co.

Westingh.EI.&Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.

6.

Many
The

10.
11.
12.
13>

my

Dartmouth College
Massachusetts Inst.
Lehigh University
University of

Vermont

AND MANY OTHERS

No

Extra Cost!

Applied Electricity, a
In the second half I give you

training

is

complete course in itself.
Electrical Engineering subjects, Elec-

tricity,

—

Radio, Busi-

Management

11

at one small

price,

and on easy

a

Superintendent Wanted

of 10,000 people.
Must have experience in operating and maintenance. Location in
England. (Name on request.)

town

New

ELECTEE CAL
PERT
experienced in mechanical ,and, electrical installations, repairs, tests, plant construction
and operation wanted for Florida. (Name

on request.)
to handle all maintenance work for a group
of sub-stations; must be able to make routine
tests, inspections and repairs to all substation equipment, such as relays, grounds,
arresters, transformers, oil switches, etc. only
man accustomed to such responsibility as this
will be considered; location Southeastern
states; reply giving complete outline of education
and experience with references.
;

(Name on

request.)

For big hotel now under construction. Must
understand maintenance, installation and repairs of large privately owned plant. Executive ability essential. (Name on request.)

tomotive Elecness

DISTRIBUTION
in

,

terms!

Radio Set
Given
Experienced in industrial, com-

Electricity is easy

and special lighting
_
in large central station
property operating in East-

mercial

to learn by the

work

u nlap Job-

Method, because

I

send you standard tools and

ern Ohio and Western Penn-

materials and put you to work on actual Electrical jobs from the very beginning.
First you
learn bell-wiring, electric light house-wiring'
and when you're expert I issue you a WIREMAN'S
so you can go out and make
money soon after enrolling. Four big outfits in

sylvania. Give age, experience, salary expected and
when available. (Name on
request.)

—

CARD

This $10,00 Motor Given

One is a fine Radio Set. Another is this
The same type as the big fellows
power plant. It's sent knock-down. You
wind thefield and armature, assembleit, change
it over to a generator.
That's the way you
learn every branch of Electricity here! That's
why Burgkart has no trouble in placing my
students and graduates in fine positions at good pay.
all.

S10 Motor.

in a

Mail Coupon quick

jobs at a big
pay, because Chief Engineer
Dunlap has given them
real training, the kind
A. H. Burgkart,
of training that employers demand. The
the man who gets
great Electrical indusyou your job!
try is clamoring for
more TRAINED
men who know engineering subjects, who can design machinery
and plants, men who can take charge of important work, men who can direct the work of
ordinary Electricians.
increase

in

MEN—

A

—

Twin-Service Training
and Jobs

Opportunities, fine jobs, big pay are waiting for
you in Electricity wiring houses, superintending power plants, building Electrical machinery
in charge of construction, as Chief Electrician,
as contractor or foreman. Prepare for these
jobs RIGHT
The moment you enroll

—

for free book, guarantee

Department

will register

you

aiming at. For 29 years the
American School has helped thousands of
men, first, by training them, then by finding
them better jobs at big increases in pay!
This job-service free to all students and
graduates.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

1
CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. E-176
Drexel Ave. & 58th St., CHICAGO
I want to be an Electrical Expert.
Please
rush guarantee, job-service facts, complete information,money-saving offers.

—

and special offers

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
Drexel Ave. &
§8tto St.,

this Employment
for the job you're

I

CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP
Dept. E-176,

men good

NOW!

4 Costly Outfits
Given

D

have placed hundreds

of students and graduates of the American
School in fine Electrical
positions ki the past
year. I have no difficulty in finding these

CHIEF ELECTRICIAN WANTED

Au-

trical Drafting,

I

wanted, for Middle West light and power
Fairly good technical education
Also ability to handle twenty to
thirty men necessary. (Name on request.)

property.
required.

MAINTENANCE MAN WANTED
8. Underwriter's Lab., Drue.
9. Columbia University

Extras, But

first half of

WANTED

POWER - PLANT SUPERINTENDENT*

and up-to-date.

plete

7.

ELECTRICAL, EXPERTS

CHICAGO

r

I

I

I

Name.
St.

No.

City.

.

State

1

10

What

the Fans Think

Doris.

D

Dear and Dainty and Desirable.
Oh, a lot of pleasant things.

R

Radiant energy untirable.

for
O for
for
/ for
>S for

May I presume to give a personal
analysis of a few outstanding types ?
Just to see a still of May McAvoy
makes me think of sunlight, dreams, fairy princesses)
and apple-blossom memories. She represents all girl-

Inspiration that she brings.
Something simply unacquirable,
That holds us all without the aid of strings.

ishness.

Can an

actor,

picture fan
Yes, yes

and a screen actor

at that, be a

motion-

Many

!

yesses.

Anyway,

the writer

is

a

Doris Kenyon fan to the extent of the foregoing acrostic,
and then some.
You fans who see her on the screen or stage call
her dear and adorable and all the other nice adjectives
you can think of, and you are more than justified. But
let me tell you that personal association with this girl
raises your sense of appreciation to the nth degree.
She is just about the sweetest thing on the screen, or
off

it.

What's that
wouldn't be

!

In love with her

?

Sure

I

am

!

Who

?

New York

A

gypsy woman
Barbara La Marr is a woman repressed, dominated
by modern culture and civilization. In her the fires of
the ages have been banked and she is to-day's woman
!

still

with the

fires in

her breast, but smoldering.

These three are combined in Gloria Swanson the
She has just enough of bouyancy to
woman finished
offset the calm control of the woman of the world, with
the added touch of passion loosed from the primitive.
Once I saw a personality vivisection of Lillian Rich
which aptly characterized her as the clinging vine upon
!

;

Warren Cook.

City.

Personality is the Thing
Those connected with the production end of motion
pictures seem to think it a strange and unexplainable
and even deplorable situation that the fans are more interested in personality than in fine acting.
This, however, is a very natural situation and one
which is easily explained.
To their fans the motion-picture actors and actresses
are not artists, they arc just folks.
I choose my friends among the players on the screen
in the same way I choose my personal friends in real
life.
If I choose a certain girl for a friend, it is not
because she is a wonderful musician or dancer, or lawyer, or doctor, or cook
I choose her for my friend because of my personal regard for her, regardless of what
her accomplishments and achievements may or may

—

not

Nita Naldi symbolizes the primitiveness and dormant
passion of all women
poppy, enticing in her pure suggestiveness, a nature so plain that it is complex.

—

?

be.

Her beauty

of an ethereal
sort, which inspires protection in a man making that
the way to his heart.
Claire Windsor is a wonderful silken rose, made of
the daintiest satin, perfect, inexpressibly lovely; yet
she. lacks a personal quality which would make her
that

I

cannot improve.

more than an enchanting

is

picture.

me

the "girl woman," a piece of
Roses, red and yellow,
old lace from Valenciennes.
soft feathers, curled and plumed, needle dagger, rich
velvets speak the sumptuous Middle Ages through her.

Corinne

Griffith is to

Annabelle Urban.

5105 Holcomb Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan.

They've Missed a Lot.
I am so glad to see that Theda Bara is coming back.
I met a family just a few days 'ago that told me they
I
hadn't been to a movie since she left the screen.
But they explained that they
could scarcely believe it
went only to see her, so when she quit, they quit also.
Barbara Henderson.
130 Beltzhoover Avenue,
!

My

favorites among the screen artists are chosen,
not for their histronic ability, but because I love than.
When I go to a motion-picture theater, I go to spend
the evening with a friend and I would rather see one
of my favorites in a poor picture than some one for
whom I do not care in a good picture.
To me personality is the whole thing.
Kansas City, Mo.
Fan.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania..

;

A

Some Vivid Impressions.
Acting .ability, plus personality, defined as the state
of being individual, is. in my opinion, the factor which
makes any actor what he is to the public.

What

When

it

about stars

a Princeton Student Thinks.

—

comes down to brass tacks I am talking
and their beauty Norma Shearer surely

—

All the Princeton fellows voted for
holds all prizes.
her as their favorite and they are mighty hard to please.
In "He Who Gets Slapped," Norma certainly gained
millions of admirers and many more devoted fans than
any other actress. I admit Pola is good, Gloria attractive,
Continued on page 14
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How a Strange Accident
Saved Me From BaldnessSixty days ago it made me boiling mad. Today
I look back and laugh at the incident for it

me a

brought
willing

bet

to

marvelous new growth of
that

hair.

wasted

I've

more money trying to end my baldI'M
ness than any other man
the world.
in

So naturally
sounded

a

like

oftenej

the

laughed at any ad that
baldness remedy.
And

I

laughed,

I

the

more bald

I

became.

When my wife began to look sorrowfully
my thinning hair I smiled regretfully.
When mj' friends began to call me "baldy"
I felt somewhat annoyed.
But when my
at

secretary began to look strangely
well
glistening scalp and snicker

private

—

my

at

made me mad

it

But the worst was yet to come. About
days ago I saw a tooth paste ad-

sixty

vertisement that offered to send a free
booklet. It sounded interesting so I clipped
the coupon and gave it to my secretary to
fill in and mail.
ell, a few days later, to my utter sur-

W

—

I found on my desk
not a booklet
on toothpaste but a booklet and a letter
telling how to end baldness in 30 days
I glanced from the booklet to my secretary.
I felt my blood boiling.
"Miss Harris," I said to her, "I can't
say that I appreciate your sense of hu."
mor. Just what is your idea?
Is it.

prise,

—

.

—

—

just breaking through,

fuzz

Every night

way

night on ray
I
read the
about
baldness.

book

And
that

more
book

my

I
have to admit
a more interesting,
helpful, more honest
I've never read in

It

life.

described an
of

new method
making hair grow
entirely

—a

method
perfected
by
Alois Merke, founder of
the

Merke

Avenue,

Institute, Fifth

New

York.

the

down

to

the

and awakened
new, vigorous

As

I

read

hair

roots

them

to

activity.

on

myself weakening

Read

was

hair

coming

at

out.

an

alarming

rate, but after four or five
treatments
I
noticed
this
was
checked.
My hair is coming in
thicker and looks and feels full of
life
and
vigor."
Great
W.
C,
Neck, N. T.

—

felt

in

my

Here's the Secret
According to Alois Merke,
in most cases of baldness
the hair roots are not dead,
but merely dormant temporarily asleep.
Now to

—

make

grow
would not think of
rubbing
"growing fluid"
a

sickly

have
used
your
system
for
weeks and although the top of
my head has been entirely bald for
six
years,
the
results
up to the
present are gratifying.
In fact, the
entire bald spot is covered with a
fine growth of hair."
W. B. Ken-

—

more,

,

Ohio.
of
at

above

the

letters
Institutes.)

on

file

Coupon Brings You

tree

This

on
is

the

leaves.

Yet

tonics, salves,

To make a tree grow
you must nourish the roots.
And it's exactly the same
etc.

with the hair.

This new
w h c h Merke

nourishing

of

is'

people

Full Details

typical
of
the
results
that
great
are securing with the Merke Treat-

ment.

"The New Way to Make Hair Grow," which explains the Merke Treatment in detail, is the title of
the vitally interesting
34-page book, which will be
sent you entirely free, if you simply mail the coupon
below.
This little book tells all about the amazing new
treatment, shows what it has already done for countless others, and in addition
contains much valuable information on the care of the
hair and scalp.
Remember,
this book is yours free
to
keep.
And if you decide to
take the treatment, you can
do
so
without
risking
a
penny.
So mail the coupon now and get the surprise of your life!
Address
Allied Merke Institute, Inc.,
Dept. 351, 012 Fifth Avenue, New York.

—

GET THIS

FREE BOOK

that

what I had been dowhen I used to douse

just

ing,

story

numbers

yon

my head with
"I

eight

(Original
I

I

at

This!

"Results are wonderful.
My hair
has stopped falling out and 'i can
see lots of new hair coming in.
I
preach your system to everyone."
F. D. B., Washington, D. C.

It

only treatment I
had ever heard of that
actually
reached
right
is

treatment

—

j

"My

downy

head.
spent 15 minutes taking

hardly see a bald spot on my head. And
at the end of sixty days
well, my worries about baldness were ended.
For I had
regained an entirely new head of healthy
hair.
Can you blame me
for laughing now at the
strange incident of 60 days
ago?

that

home

fine

and

roots

The thing I like most about Merke is that he verv
frankly admits that his treatment will not grow hair in
every case.
There are some cases of baldness that nothing in the world can help.
But so many others have
regained hair this new way. that he absolutely guarantees it to produce an entirely new hair growth in 30
days or the trial is free.
In other words, no matter
how thin your hair may be, he invites you to try the
treatment 30 days at his risk, and if it fails to grow
hair then he's the loser— not you.
And you are the sole
judge of whether his method works or not.

my

this

us.

But

a

home.
And every day
young hair kept getting stronger and
thicker.
At the end of a month you could
the

—

tween

over

all

was

hair

At the Merke Institute many have paid as
high as $500 for the results secured thru personal treatments.
Yet now these very same
results may be secured in any home in which
there is electricity
at a cost of only a few
cents a day.

!

sobs she explained why it wasn't really
her fault.
She said that the coupon which I asked
her to mail had another coupon printed on
the back and the other coupon offered to
send a free book about baldness.
Well,
she simply used her own judgment
"Hm," was all I could say. And during the entire day not a word passed be-

the

to

them.

—

She paled.
"Why, Mr. Burns what's
wrong what have I done?"
"Done?" I shouted, "aren't you content
with laughing at my bald head must you
make matters worse by sending me this
hint.
If it pains you to look at my head
you are always at liberty to resign !"
Tears came into her eyes. And between

—

down

resolve not to try another hair treatment.
then when I read that Merke actually
guaranteed a new growth of hair in 30
days or no cost to me well, I completely
weakened and sent for the treatment.
The first two or three times I used
the treatment I began to notice that my
hair didn't fall out as much as it used
to.
But, a week or so later when I
looked in the mirror I saw something
that almost bowled me over
For there,

And

treatment,
perfected
after 17 years' experience
in treating baldness, is the
first and only practical
method of getting right

I

j

Allied

Merke

Institute, Inc.

Dept. 351. 512 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
Please send me without cost or obligation,

—

plain

Merke

wrapper, a
System.

copy of your

book describing

Name
(State whether Mr., Mrs.

i

Address
City

State

in

a

the

12
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Commercial Drawing

Continued from page 8
July plG,
Nov. p71,

—July

Sept.

52,

pl9,

G3,

Oct.

79,

pGS,

Dec.

ill,

i>30, lid; Sweet, Blanche
i>G6, 68, Oct. p32, Dec. p27.

pSl, Aug.

—

Talmadge,

Constance Aug. p22, Sept. p
19, Oct. p52, Nov. £58, (!7, Dec. p41
Talmadge, Norma Aug'. p22, Sept. p20, 61, 9."),
Nov. p67, Dec. p44, 00, 73, 87
Tashman,
Lilyan July p70, Aug. p71, 79, Dec. pG9
Taylor, Estelle
Oct. p60, Nov. p8-l
Taylor,
Helen— Nov. p84
Tearle, Conway
Oct. p
Tellegen, Lou
21, Nov. p82, Dec. pill
Oct.
p99 Terry, Alice Sept. p89, Nov. pGG, Dec.
Oct. p-53, Nov.
p77, 83* Terry, Ethel Grey
pG3 Thompson, Duane Sept. pG4 Tincher,
Fay- -Aug. p99 Todd, Lola— July p59 Todd,
Thelma Nov. p25 Torrence, Ernest July
p97, Aug. p23, 88, Sept. pS5, Nov. p50, 50,
Torrence, Ian Nov. p5G
Dec. p5S, 59, 90
Troubetzkoy, Frince Youcca Sept. p05.

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

—
Rambova —Aug.
—

;

;

Valentino, Natacha
p46
Valentino, Rudolph
Aug. p77, Sept. p33,
Oct. p62. Nov. p22, Dec. p45
Valli, Virginia
Sept. p44, Oct. p34„35, Dee. p39, 111
Vidor, Florence
July p22, Aug. p62, Sept.
Vidor,
p03, Nov. pG2, 111, Dec. p37, 04
Suzanne Dec. p64
Vignola, Robert G.

—

;

;

—

;

—

Von

;

Von

;

Eltz,

Sternberg, Joseph

;

Oct.

;

;

;

88,
,p59, Sept.

artists.

75,

;

training"

;

little

successful artists.
Many students
actually sell enough work during
their training to pay for it many times over.
*

Money

Big

Commercial Art

in

art

is

a

tremendous

field

—and

a

;

where very big money is gladly paid anyone who can produce good art .work. Admagazines,

newspapers, printing
all need trained
artists.
Competent artists easily earn from
S50 to far over §300 a week.
And now
you can easily enter this "world's most
vertisers,

houses, business concerns

"The Alaskan"

— Sept.

— Oct.

pOO

;

"Any Woman"

"Are Parents Peop59, Dec. pS5
"Ashes of Vengeance"
ple"
Sept; p58, 59
"Awful Truth, The" Oct. p94.
Dec. p88
;

—

—

—

;

;

on Horseback" — Aug. p67, 80
July p77, Sept. p81
"Big Pa—
rade, The" — Nov. p75
"Black. Cyclone"
pll5
"Black
Pirate,
The"
Julv p90, Sept.
—
Dec. p81
"Bobbed Hair" — Oct. p93, Dec.
"Boomerang, The" — Oct. p94.
p59j 60
"Charmer, The" — July, p54
"Chickie"
The" — Dec. p60 "Coast
Aug. p69
Folly, The" —Sept. p79, Nov. p91, Dec.

"Beggar

;

"Ben-fiur"

;

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

A

new handsomely

illustrated book has
which gives all the most
up-to-date information on the thousands of
wonderful opportunities in Commercial Art
and shows how this startling short cut
method easily enables you to enter this field.

just been printed,

—

about our students their success
what they say—^actual reproductions of
their work
how they made big money
while studying.
This attractive book will
be sent without cost or obligation.
Send
for it.
Mail coupon now. Washington
School of Art, Room 231-D, 1115-15th
St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
It

tells

;

;

;

"Circle,

;

—

;

of

"Cobra- --Oct. p62, 63; "Coming of
pGO
Amos, The"--Oct. p81, Dec. pill; "Crackerjack, The"
Aug. p69 "Crowded Hour, The"
"Cyclone Rider, The" Dec. p
Aug. pll2
"Cyrano de Bergerac" Oct. p56.
85
;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

"Dark Angel,
—
Sept. p56, 57
Sept. p58.

—

"Don Q.'*
Dec. p59
"Drusilla with a Million"

The"
;

pll2

"Never

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

— Sept. p59 "One Year
"Percy"
Paradise" — Oct. p55
The"

"Old Home Week"
Live" Oct. p57.

—

to

;

"Paths to
"Phantom of the Opera,
p53
p59, 01; "Playing With Souls"—
Aug. p68
"Pony Express, The" Dec. p58,
"Pretty Ladies" July p76, Sept. p30,
59
"Private Af33, Oct. p55, 57, 70, Dec. p89
"Proud Flesh" July p
fairs"
Oct. p94

—July
—Dec.

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

:

—

;

54, 55.

— —

pllo
"Rainbow
Trail,
The" Sept.
"Ranger of the Big Pines, The" Nov. p53
"Road to I'es"Red Hot Tires" Dec. pOl
terday, The"
Nov. p78, 79.

—

—

;

;

— —

Scarlet"
July
pill;
"Sackcloth
and
Aug. p78, Sept.
"Sally of the Sawdust"
"Sea Beast,
"Scraps" Dec. p81
p56, 57
"Shock Punch,
The" Nov. p80, Dec. p75

—
—
The" — Aug. p67 "Shore Leave" — Oct. p54
"Siege"— Sept. p57 "Siegfried" — Sept. poO,
"Smooth
"Skyrocket, The" — Nov. p81
57
"Smoldering Fires"
as Satin" — Oct. p57
"Soul Fire" — July p27, 54;
July pill;
"Sport"Sporting Chance, The" — Oct. p57
"Sun Up"
ing Venus, The" — Aug. p60, 08
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

"Temptress,
The" Aug. p09
"Talker,
"That Royle Girl" Nov.
The" Dec. p79
p45 "Tower of Lies, The" Sept. p80, Dec.
p61 "Tracked in the Snow Country" Sept.
p59 "Trouble With Wives, The" Nov. pll4.

—

—
— —

;

—

;

;

;

;

"Unholy Three, The"

— Aug.

p66, 08.

——

"Vanishing American, The" Oct. p77,
"Viennese Medley, The" Oct. p21,
Dec. p80
Nov. p82.
;

—

"Wanderer, The" Aug. p81, Sept. p74,
"What Price Beauty" Aug.
75, Nov. p50
p46 "White Desert, The" Oct. p57 "White
"Wild Horse
Monkey, The" Sept. p3S
"Wild, Wild Susan"
Mesa" Nov. p52
"Winds of Chance" Nov. p52
Nov. pll4
"Wizard of Oz, The" July po3, 54 "Wom"Woman Hater,
Nov. pll4
an's Faith, A"

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

The"

—

—

;

;

Oct.

—
p94.

;

;

;

"Zander the Great"

—Aug.

p68, 69.

GENERAL ARTICLES.
"Eternal Flame,
—
Oct. p99
Acting — Aug. p32,
Accidents — Dee. p90
—
"Eve's Lover" — Aug. pll2.
Animals — July p62, Aug. p64.
Sept. p90
Bathing
"Faint Perfume" — Sept. p58
"Fashions
Athletics
—
Dec.
p24
Oct.
p91
Beauty Articles
"Fool, The" — July p52,
for Men" — July p24
Girls — Nov. p57, Dec. p84
Breaking
Articles
"Four
Flaming Days" — Sept. p51
Oct. p70, Dec. p26
55
—
"Freshman, The" — Oct. p54.
on — Oct. plG, Dec. pl9 Censorship, Articles
Pictures — Oct. p
Children
on — Nov. p46
Directors
"Golden Princess, The" — Dec. pill "Gold 47; Contracts, Movie — Oct. p74
Rush, The"-— Nov. p50 "Goose Woman, The"
Extra Girl Articles
—
Oct. p21, Dec. p32
"Graustark" — Sept.
Extras, Sto—
Oct. p45, Nov. p51, 52
July p24, Sept. p51, Oct. pG2
"Grounds for Divorce" — Oct.
Movies
Families
p95, Dec. p60
about — Oct. p83
Dec.
Fan Stories — Aug. plS,
Nov. p83
p94 "Gump" comedies — Aug. p99.
plG, 72 Fan Writings — Aug. p24, Dec. p50
The" — Oct. p97, Nov. pll2
"Halfway
Fashions — July p56,
Aug. p02, Sept. p
"Hell's Highroad" — Dec. p61
"Her Sister
Dec pG6 Health
Oct. p52, Nov. p57.
from
Paris" — Nov.
"His
Majesty
p53
—
Hollywood, Stories about
Dec. p24, 90
Bunker
Bean" — Dec.
pGl
"Hold
Your Dec. p83 Homes — Aug. p20 Sept. p84, Oct.
Breath"— Dec. p83 "Home Maker, The"
InterviewDec. p78, 79
p59, Nov. p7G,
Nov. p52, 53
"Hot Water" — Dee. p84
LocaArticles on — Oct. pSG. Nov. p88
"How Baxter Butted In" — Sept. p59, Oct. tion Letters — Julv pOO. Aug. p52,
p91,
p57.
Location Stories — July
Oct. p93, Nov. p80
Make-up — July p97, Aug. p
p27, Sept. p97
Show You the Town" — Sept. p58, 59
Canada, American — Oct. p59
88; Movies
"In the Name
Love" — Dec. pill.
News Reels— Sept. p32 Off-stage Lives
"Kiss for Cinderella, A" — Dec. p50
"Kiss
Oct. p26,
Plavers — Julv pl8. Aug. plG,
the Dark, A" — July p55
"Kiss Me Again"
86; School. Paramount — Nov. p24, Dec. p48
—
Aug pGG, G7 "Kivalina
the Icelands"
PersonPersonal Appearances — July p92
Oct. p94
"Knock-out, The" — Dec. p61.
PhotoArticles — Oct. p86. Dec. p54
Scenes — Oct. p97. Nov. p45.
"Lady
the Night" — July p24
"Limited
Poetry — Sept. p50, Oct. p44,
Dec. p83
Mail, The" — Oct.
"Lady Who Lied, Dec. p74
Properties — July p86, Dec. pSG
The" — Oct. p57
"Lights
Old New York
Sets — Nov. p99, Dec.
Puzzles — Nov. p32
(Broadway)"— Oct. pG2,
Nov. p65. 66;
86
Stage Articles — July p68, Aug. p53,
"Little Annie Rooney" — Sept. p99
"Little
Sept. p48
Studio Stories — July p56,
French
The" — Sept. p58
"Lost —
Stunts — Dec. p83
p90, Oct. p90, Nov. p30
Wife" — Oct. p56, 57
"Love Hour. The"
Tendencies
Films, New — Sept. pl8, Nov.
Dec. pill
"Lucky Devil, The" — Oct. poo.
p20, Dec. p44.
"East Lynne"
The" Dec. p87

fascinating, best paid business."

—Aug.
—

"Necessary Evil, The"

Nov. p53.

SCREEN PRODUCTIONS.

;

field

—

;

;

Millions of dollars are being spent this
year on advertising and story illustrations,
commercial designs, and cartoons. And even
more will be spent next year. Commercial

;

;

—

;

;

;

Designing and Cartooning through
this amazingly easy method.
You learn at home yet your work
receives the personal attention and
criticism of one of America's most

—

—

;

Theodor — Oct. p50
—Nov. p88.
Become An Artist Wallace, Tom—Oct. p83 Walsh, George
Sept. p30 Walsh, Raoul — Oct. p83 Welch,
This Easy Way —
Wilcox, Ruth — Dec. p29
Niles —
p7S
Wilson,
Thousands who never dreamed Williams, Kathlyn — Sept. p75-77
Dec. p80, 90;
Lois— July p58, Aug. p22,
they could draw can now easily beWindsor, Claire — Aug.
p73, Oct.
You too—without any p39
come
Worthing, Helen Lee — Aug. p74,
previous
— and no matter Sept. p44 Wray, Fay—July p64.
how
apparent talent you have
—can now easily learn Illustrating, Young, Noah — Sept. p67.
p84

Sept.

;

the Twain Shall Meet"
Nov. pll4
"Night
Club, The"
Aug. p07, 08, Dec. p84 "Night
Life in New Vork"
Oct. p55, 50
"Not So
Long Ago" Nov. p51, 52
"Nothing to
Wear" July p80.

;

;

of

—
—

—

;

—

Sans Gene" July p52
"MakO'Malley, The"
Oct.
p57 ; "Man
Who Found Himself, The" Dec. pill
"Mare Nostrum" Dec. p77 "Masked Bride,
The" Dee. p7G "Merry Widow, The" Dec.
July p53, 54; "Mystic,
p58, 80; "My Son"
The" Dee. pill
"My Wife and I"— July
p55.

;

;

—
—

".Madame

ing

;

;

;

84,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

In,

:

;

in

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

ries

;

in

;

90,

;

;

;

:

Girl,

95,
02,

;

62,

;

:

;

;

;

:

77,

;

;

ing,

:

:

Sept.

:

;

"I'll

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room 231-D, 1115-lSth
Please send
honk on art,

St.,

me without

N. W., Washington, D. C.
eost

"Quick Easy

and details of your special

or obligation your new
to Become an Artist,"

Way

offer.

Name

in

plainly

Mr,,

Mrs.

or

Miss.

;

of

:

ality
graphitic:

:

:

Girl,
;

p.

:

;

Sept.

:

:

;

State

89,
96,

:

of
80,

:

;

:

:

City

43,

;

;

;

pofi

write

;

of

:

;

of

riease

in

;

of

:

in

;
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You Too, (an RealizoYour Birams
By Developing a

Sfogg Rich Voice
More than 20,000 men and women all over the country have
developed powerful, beautiful voices by Physical Voice
Culture. You, too, can build up a strong, magnetic, compelling voice that will be the marvel of your friends, and
your key to success and fame.
Read the letters on this page from men and
women who have made their dreams come
true by this wonderful, scientific method of
voice culture. You can continue your present occupation and mode of life while
you study in your own home and the cost
only a very small
is nominal
amount each month as you study.

—

—

,

100% Improvement
••jag

makes no difference whether you
wish to improve your voice for your
own pleasure or for professional

It

•

singing.
The man or woman singing in the home the opera or conall
the choir singer
cert singer

—

Gives Physical Voice Culture
Credit for Grand Opera Voice
I

24 hours brings
a stronger and better hold on
voice. I feel like telling you of it each day when

when catarrh bad just
hearing and voice.

think back to six years ago

about finished

my

gladly refunded.
to be the judge.

I joined tiie Los Angeles Opera Company this Spring
and we will have five Operas ready in September. It is
really pathetic to see the star pupils from the greatvoice
masters try for a place in the Company. Some very

pretty, but

weak, palate attacks, throat and

lip

—

can improve theirvoices 100%, atthe
very least, by Physical Voice Culture.
We absolutely guarantee 100%
improvement or your tuition will be

me

Each

my

—

You alone are

attacks.

work hard all day and your silent exercises are &
wonderful rest.— Bert Longtre.
I

Harry Lompierre
Finds the

"Right

Way"

I wish to give credit where
credit is due. The past twelve
years have been spent in pro-

fessional singing.
Believing that I had at last found
"the right way," I cancelled an
entire season's bookings to apply
myself diligently to your idea.

my

voice is completely new.
Formerly, I could sing only a fair
"F" (fifth line). Now 1 can sing
high "B" flat, with a rich, resoHarry Lomnant, manly tone.
pierre.

Today

—

Church Singer Delights Congregation
cannot help but say "Thank God" for everything you have
done for me. As I sang in church yesterday people turned to

I

see who was singing.
I hope you will always think of me as one who has made a big success
the work I chose to do.— Carolyn Baker.

in

But
For obvious reasons the names signed to these letters have been changed.
the letters are all true and the real names of writers will be sent on request.

litspMnf BookjtowfKK

Singer Triumphs Over

SSaBHaBBBBEBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBSBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEBBBBB

Send Coupon

Discouragement
Did you think one year ago that I would now be singing
as high as high "C"? I am very sure that I didn't.
I often think of that hoDeless first letter I wrote to you
and I want to thank you for the help you have given me
and especially for the cheering letters at the beginning
when I needed boosting along the worst way.
Hoping that you will believe me to be ever your grateful friend.— Mrs. Mary Brown.

Perfect Voice Institute,

1920

The coupon

will

bring

you

a

FREE copy of "Physical Voice

—

a valuable new book
Culture
on voice building. Do not hesitate to ask for it. It is FREE
and need not be returned. This
may be the first step in a great
career for you. Send the cou'

'

pon

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 12-81
1920 Sianmyside Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me, FREE and without any obligation, Prof. Feuchtinger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture." I have checked the
subject in which I am most interested.
Weak Voice
Stammering
Singing
Speaking

G

'

TODAY!

SS.^

Address..
1

Chicago

City.

.State.
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What

New Self-Massaging Belt

Continued from page 10

REDUCES WAIST

Mae Marsh pretty, and Mary Pick ford
sweet and homelike, but Norma with her
winning ways and pleasant smile, is too
lovely to compare with any other screen
/ defy them all!
stars.
They can't compare with Norma! She was also wonderful in "A Slave of Fashion," and every one
I know saw it at least six or seven times
/ did, anyway.
College Boy.

-Easily!
Substitutes good, solid tissue for
bulky, useless, disfiguring fat, yet
does it so gently you hardly know
it is there.
Formerly those who wished to
without dieting or strenuous
bad to go to a proHis
masseur.
n a
the
brought
about
method
But it
desired
reduction.
timewas
expensive
and
could
few
consuming,
and
take advantage of it.

—

Remarkable New Invention
At last a wonderful new invention brings this same effective method within the reach
Weil Scientific
Tlie
of all.
Reducing Belt by means of
specially prepared and scien-

The one and only time I was in Hollywood I met Myrtle Gebhart. She is so

reduce

exorcise
1

e

s s i o

tifically

1

fitted

rubber

is

Actually

every

saving

field,

Ready

15 years younger.
The Weil Method of reduction is used by athletes and
jockeys because it reduces quickly and preserves their
Satisfaction
Highly endorsed by physicians.
strength.
guaranteed or your money back.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

'

|

:

'

description and

full

Special

10-DAY

THE WEIL COMPANY,

491

Hill Street,

THE WEIL COMPANY,

New Haven, Conn.
Hill

491

St.,

New Haven,

J

Conn.
Please send me, without obligation,
complete description of the Weil Scientific Reducing
Belt and your Special 10-Day Trial Offer.

Gentlemen:

>

Name
Address
.Stale

City

i

'MAIL CLERKS

WANT
$1900 to $2700 Year?
*
W

Be R.nilway Mail Clerks.
Every second week off-full p:.y
Common education sufficient. Write IMMEDIATELY for free listof
U. S. Government positions now open to men and women 18 up; and
free sample coaching.
FRANKLFN SNSTITUTE, Dept. K 293, Rochester, N. V.
.

,

SCHOOL
OF

hi

heat r e

THE

for

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING

Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller

end SINGING.

Sir John- Martin

life.

Harvey

Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Rose Coahlan
J. J.

Pictures.

the lives of the leading characters.
went to see it, wondering how the
I
public would take it, and whether I, myself, would enjoy a picture bringing back
all the horrors and memories of the war.
I came out at the end, deeply stirred and
The
with patriotism swelling inside me.
theater was crowded, and the majority
were men, old and young, and many of
Near our
them ex-soldiers and sailors.
row sat five men in khaki, one with only
Did they
one. leg, and using crutches.
enjoy the picture? With all their hearts.
They laughed at the lighter comedy parts,
and shouted at the thrilling scenes, until
we all began to laugh and cheer, and it
did us worlds of good to hear them. The
picture was splendid, for the proof lay
in the audience.
Laughs, shouts of joy,
and tears.
I confess to the
weeps myself,

and saw more than one handkerchief

appear, and I think that is enough praise
for any picture.
I fully believe that pictures, good ones, I mean, depicting life
during the Great War will be welcomed
and enjoyed by the public, and I am waiting anxiously for "The Big Parade."

Developing poise and
personality essential for any calling in
Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
Co. (appearances while learninc) . N. Y.
debuts and careers stressed. For Prospectus (write study desired to Secretary,
43 West 72nd St., N. Y., EXT. 46

Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full in-

MINSTRELS

structions for staging.
You can stage your own show with our books. Full line
of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,
FREE.
vaudeville acts and make-up.
T. S. QENtSON & CO., 623So. Wabash, Dept. 07 Chicago
_

CATALOGUE

the vast theater.

Why

At Home-It's Easy
Just think— $50 to over $250 a week paid to good
cartoonists for work that's fun! And YOU can easily learn cartooning at home
no matter if you've
never touched a drawing pencil. Write for interesting FREE Book describing our easy simplified method.
Also details of special Free Outfit Offer! Sen 1
postcard today to Washington School of Cartooning, Room
Z31-D, 11 13 -15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

the sudden hush?

—

!

flashes on.
The door opens
walks a short slight man with a
peculiarly humorous face.
Surely this is
But behold he raises
not the great one?
his high silk hat and his lips part in the
most delightful grin the audience ever witAs he unfolds his bag of tricks
nessed.
Laugh?
the audience roars with laughter.
Whoever heard of
You say, laugh?
But, hold, can't
laughing at a magician?
you guess? He is the magician of laughter.
This little man holds the key to every
bit of humor in your hearts
It does one good to glance over the audilight

in

Look there in the corner. That old
veteran
chuckling to himself.
is
There a child is shrilling with glee. The
plump woman is actually shaking with
ence.

war

it

is

am

offer-

I

:

Poor Ramon
For the writer who inspired

this

out-

She dehave a great contempt.
tests Mr. Valentino and refers to him with
Yet she
vulgar familiarity as "Rudie."
asks for and accepts his picture for which
As
she returns nothing but ingratitude.
burst

I

for the letter which so pains her, his secretary undoubtedly wrote that by mistake.
Another thing: at twenty-five cents each,
her pictures would cost more than two
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
many of these did she pay for?
I consider myself a good fan, yet I have
large one from my
only three pictures.
It
favorite of favorites, Mr. Barthelmess.
is autographed to me personally, and I have
Regiframed.
it beautifully colored and
nald Denny sent me two nice poses, per-

How

A

sonally autographed to me, because

about him

Picture-Play.

in

I

wrote

And Mal-

colm MacGregor sent me a nice autographed picture because I wrote him a letof constructive criticism
All the magazines publish beautiful pictures of the players, so if the fanatics must
ter

!

them

collect these.

geles, Calif.
in

—

LEARN CARTOONING

advice, but I

Here

anyway.

it,

Madeline Glass.
750 South Rampart Boulevard, Los An-

fore smile to themselves in delightful anticipation.
Those who have not ah they
Is he not the
sit in silent expectation
great genius of all times?

The

of Reproval.

my

enough to realize it. One boy wrote to me
He had fiftyabout his great collection.
seven pictures of Mr. Novarro alone

Two

Girls

Who

Like the

Cowboys

Best.

The Great Magician approaches. Those
who have witnessed his performances be-

and

—

me gay

advise
every picture player to stop, completely and
at once, the practice of sending photos to
the fans. The letter in the November Picture-Play from the fan who has a collection of over nine hundred so exasperated
me that I decided to speak a word in deWhy, in the name of
fense of the stars.
reason, does a fan want such an enormous
mass of pictures? It's a gross imposition
on the stars, but some people haven't brains
ing

Olympia, Wash.

The Magician of Laughter.
The audience is quiet. Not a noise

one asked

collect, let

Elinor Garrison.

ELECTIVE
Courses for Acting, Teach in gr,Direct.nff;

DIRECTORS

War

have just seen the film "Havoc." It's
a war picture from beginning to end, with
fighting, killing, and the effect of war on
I

(5

Offer.

A Word
No

.

weeks you find 4 to
gone from your waist
You look and feel 10 to

Trial

keep

to

Building 56, Garden City,
Island, N. Y.

Long

Calif.

Removes Fat

today for

home

Curtis Field,

for a Writer.

—

inches

Write

Word

writer-person I know and most awfully
Virginia Ferguson.
nice she is.
919 Lincoln Street, Station A, Bakers-

does not merely draw
in your waist and make you
actually
It
appear thinner.
Within a
takes off the fat.
tew

Kind

so gracious, and so interested in her
fans, that you just can't be stiff or formal
with her.
She lives up to your expectations, and going away you hope fervently
that you've lived up to hers. She is the one

It

line.

bundle you off to my
throughout eternity

J.

Roma Hollingsworth.

A

movement you make imparts a constant massage to every inch of the
Working for you every
abdomen.
second, it reduces much more rapthan ordinary massage,
both time and money.

Who

A

Princeton, N.

so

idly

laughter. Even the stern, melancholy man
in the third row is trying vainly to hide
a smile.
The whole crowd is one at last.
ever thought, Raymond Griffith,
that you would become an ideal magician?
You have, and with bells on. Every time
I see you I feel so gay that I could jolly
well put you in your high silk hat and

tiny,

constructed that as you wear
every breath you talie and
it

Think

the Fans

As
in

I

was looking over your magazine
the Fans Think" depart-

"What

the

noticed that every bit of the praise
the society players and not
a bit of praise.
Well, I will give you my idea of a hero.
I think there never will be a finer picture
a
I have seen
than a Western picture.
great many Western plays and I want to
see more.
I love to see Hoot Gibson, Jack
Hoxie, Tom Mix, Jack Perrin, and all the
cowboys play. I love the cowboys and I
would like to know all of them.
Edna de Armon.
2220 Park Avenue, Kansas City Mo.

ment,

I

was given to
a cowboy got

Why

does

every

one

rave

about

No-

Of
varro, Gilbert, Lyon, and Valentino?
course, every one for his own choice, but
give me Tom Mix, Jack Hoxie, Fred
Thomson. Hoot Gibson, Buck Jones, and
Richard Talmadge.
Continued on page 111
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ON NAVARRO

MIDSHIPMASP

CTflG
Story by

Scenario by

CAREY WILSON

SUPERB

F.

McGREW
splendid

acting,

direction

supervision of the United

have combined to produce the

shown of our Admirals

and

satisfied

States
first

CHRISTY CABANNE
and

critical

authentic picture ever

in the making.

at sea

—-another

the

Navy Department

throughout the yarn

Thrill follows thrill

wave follows wave

Directed by

WILLIS

—

it

as

rapidly as

will leave you breathless

proof of Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer's

supreme genius in the making of motion picture masterpieces.'

"More

stars

than there are in heaven"

Advertising Section
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No

Photo by Walter Frederick Seely

An

a formal, off-the-set~photograph of two screen stars together, but these two, Anna Q. Nilsson
Alice Joyce, have long been such great friends that it's surprising they aren't pictured together oftener.

unusual thing

and

is

5

18

But

how much

subject of this

or any other

does

Revelations of a

the

interview—

man — really

quizzical

Man

Leading

know about
women? The
look

Every feminine fan will be interested
in what Wallace McDonald learned

women

from seven of the
most wily women, for his
revelations contain many

about

screen's

on how to attract
male of the species.

points

the

By Dorothy Manners
quoted from the
I
well-known nursery rhyme.

heels,"

Or was

"Any
know

a subtitle?
one but an actor would
it

that."

"Can't they beat just as
honestly over French heels ?"
he countered, being without
shame. "Flat heels are like
They belong in
flat tires.
of Things
catagorv
great
that

That Should Not Be. If I
were to write a book entitled
'How to Hold Husbands

Though

Married,'

to

women

all

in Cubans.'

'Step
could

it

book

if I

I

tell

my

advice

would be,
But then, I

a lot of things in

wanted

my

to."

But
said "Yes-s," like that.
sensitive

Wally evidently wasn't
in

Carefully ignorabout his book.
ing my interruption, he went on
"Great educational force, the movies. The
three Rs aren't in it with the three Ss

our inter

viewer's eyes

would indicate

scenarios,

that back of that

steady gaze, she is
laughing at the presump
tion

of this young man who
to give advice to

would dare

women as

to

how

to interest

one of

the opposite sex.

subtitles

and

scintillating

stars.

Stars especially. Constance Talmadge, Constance Bennett, Pola, Norma, Barbara La Marr, Clara
Bow, Betty Compson, and others of equal voltage
I learned
have been teaching me things for years.
She never
about flat heels from Constance Bennett.

wears them."

MIGHT

I

Now
have loved her but she wore

flat

heels,"

said Wally McDonald, grinning, "so the scenario
writer obligingly tied me up with a well-shod blonde
for the finale, which is just what I should have done for
myself. I felt so natural in that part."
Wally was back in Hollywood after a recent trip to
^
New York, sporting the latest in haberdashery, not to
mention the latest in Broadway philosophy and "Follies"
epigrams that sounded as startling in naive Hollywood
as atheism in church.
He had temporarily exchanged
the haberdashery, on the day that I encountered him at
the studio for the Western costume that he uses in his

next picture.

His new collection of conversational bon

mots, however, was very

much

in evidence, as

we stopped

on the studio steps to chat, while waiting for his car.
But there is a limit to all things. When he took his bigleague sophistication out on flat heels, which are as
every one knows very sensible, and indicative of common sense in women, I felt called upon to protest. After

—

—

all,

virtue

"Full

is

virtue.

many an

honest heart has beaten above

flat

what Wally

said

was perfectly

true.

He had

Pola had
betrayed the Spanish army for Barbara.
Constance had wound him
trifled with his honest heart.
around her finger. He had looked into the fascinating
orbs of little Clara Bow and lived to tell the story. All
in fun, of course.
But surely, the man must have picked
up something, was the way I figured. Even professional
proximity to such experts could not go for naught. So
with the avidity of an amateur, I led off with a hard
one, hoping something beneficial to the poor working
would come out of it.
I said, "Has a close-up with Pola taught you anything
that you could pass on to the world of women for their

girl

own good ?"
"Ah, many

things.
nettes should live in

—and

Pola convinces

Europe

—

me

that

all

until well seasoned.

important sophistication should be
only as Iwrs d'ecuvre, not a steady diet."
With the steamship rates to Europe what they
there was nothing for the average girl in that one.
I thought I might have better luck with Norma

madge.

this

is

And

I did.

bru-

But
used
are,

But
Tal-

[Continued on page 96]
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Hats Off to George Bancroft!
Unknown, he accepted

a part in "The Pony Express," and against the competition of Ernest Torrence,
Ricardo Cortez, and Wallace Beery, made his characterization the most outstanding feature of the picture

By Katherine Lipke

PARAMOUNT

wanted a

for

killer

"The

^

Besides being able to appear as
a cold-blooded villain, he had to make
up to resemble Dick Slade, a famous

bad man of early Western history.
Because he qualified in the latter
respect, George Bancroft, an actor
practically
unknown
on
the
screen, got the job.
If you have
seen the picture, you know how
well he made good in the role of
the man who could "shoot them

lit up his countenance.
The man who
had been so quick on the draw seemed
anxious to be equally sudden on the
withdraw.
So I mentally took him
under my wing, instead of looking
a bit frightened and saying, "What
a big man you are !" as I had pre-

publicity

Pony Express."

viously planned.
The fringe of beard which
formed a short facial decoration,
did its best to prove adequate,
although it was grown for a role
he was playing in "The Splendid Road," under Frank Lloyd.
Instead of a villain, he is, in that
picture, a drunken miner who
sees life through an aura of intoxication, a six foot two, comic
relief for Lionel Barrymore.

j

down with

a smile."
saw the picture in a
Paramount projection room, the
huge smiling person with the
flapping coat tails interested me
amazingly.
He was so casual
about his murders so genial, and

When

I

A

—

tremendously

tremendous undertaking

Under direct pressure, Mr. Bancroft confessed that he had been a
romantic leading man on the New

likable.

When

the showing was over, the
one question I asked was, "Who is
George Bancroft?" Surely a man six
foot two in stature, with a smile like
that, couldn't have remained unknown all
his life.
To satis fy my curiosity, a press
agent obligingly hunted out the giant and
brought him over for inspection.
Under a five-gallon hat stood a mortally

York

To

see

off

you would
never take him for so
the screen,

beings, I don't mind."
That is just it he doesn't mind. He shot
successful a villain.
men down with a smile in the picture, and
there is a distinct possibility that the everexpecting
present g enial smile will shoot down film opportunities

shy man who looked as though he would
run for cover at the first indication of any
shooting.
It was plainly evident that he was
the worst
and that I was it. No joys over forthcoming

—

Bancroft

stage for years.

"But this face of mine would never spell
romance on the screen. There's too much
of it entirely.
There is nothing left for me
but heavies, and as long as they are human

as well.

—
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The taking of the picture was even more exciting than the scenes that will be shown on the screen, for an accident,
chariots, twenty horses, and their drivers went down in a heap, will never be screened.

thousand extras making
EIGHT
Greeks, Arabians, Athenians,

a Roman holiday.
Corinthians, Assyrians,
Egyptians,
Esthonians,
Byzantines.
Twelve gilded chariots drawn by perspiring horses in
Glittering banners, buntthe heat of a California sun.
ing, gaudy raiment.
moiling, milling, gesticulating
crowd.
Shrieks through a megaphone. Signals transmitted by
flags.
Forty-two motion-picture cameras trained upon
everv inch of "Circus Antioch."
Hot-dog venders, ticket

in

which five

The "Ben-Hur"
This scene, the most spectacular one

in the

most expen-

A

By

—
takers, ambulances,

U.

S.

cavalrymen, buglers,

A.

L.

officers

of the American Animal Defense

League,

two

hundred

and

fifty

special policemen, deputy sheriffs,

surgeons, veterinarians.
Bobbedhair girls, knickered men, crowds
of spectators lining the brows of
near-by hills.
Red beards, gray
beards, black beards
beards made
from sheeps' wool and horses'
tails, beards made from excelsior
and twine. Wigs, tunics, sandals,
capes, in all colors of the rainbow.
Francis X. Bushman in pink B.
Ramon Novarro in a
V. Ds.
leather
shirt.
Skilled
drivers
Fred
bawling out their steeds.
Niblo, high above the throng, eating an apple. Men from the bread
line taking numbers and being assured of a check.
Special inter-

—

urban trains running to location.
"Two thousand more needed!"
sounded a voice. "Drag the city
parks

!"

Francis X.

Bushman as Messala.
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The most fearless drivers that could be procured were selected to drive the chariots.

Chariot Race
sive pictureever

made, was recently filmed

in

Hollywood.

Wooldndge
Came the unshaven and unshorn.
ne'er-do-wells.
The hu-

man

derelicts.

Came

the

adventurer,

the

clerk

with a day

off,

the

re-

business man out
on a lark
the professional extra, the aged
Shakespearean actor in
need of food, the Mexican laborer, the highschool lad playing hook}"
for a clay.
"Five dollars cash, and lunch !"
tired

;

Grasp all that and you
have an idea of what
took place at
Culver
City when the chariot
races in Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer's

Hur"

belated

spectacle,

"Benwas be-

ing filmed.
In Culver,
the producing company
had reproduced Circus
Antioch so that it looked
grander even than in the
best days of the real Cir-

The

'idlers.

cus.
Tinsel, gilt, and gold had been added which surpassed the splendor even of the old Roman Forum. Here
was the costliest set ever made in cinemaland. And on
this set was staged a colorful, thrilling, madcap chariot
race, wilder, probably, than any of which old Messala
had ever dreamed.
Movie patrons will never see all that took place in that
"Ben-Hur" derby.
They will not see five chariots,
twenty horses, and their drivers go
[Continued on page 110]
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The races were photographed from every possible angle.
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Sketch

The
which you

In
a

girl

who

is

find a collection of vivid

will

im

herself a screen player of experience,

By Dorothy
caught him in the lighter tempo, this time, for with
sudden, boyish seriousness he leaned forward. He
had said, you remember, "I want to forget as soon
"
as possible that I ever made 'The Big Parade,'
and at my smile, previously described as "faintly
skeptical," he protested

"No, I mean it. Listen!
"After Henry Walthall played the

Little Colonel
he was the Little Colonel forever after. He was
You can
an actor who had played one part.
name several others who have had the same misI'm afraid that is
fortune.
I'm afraid of that.
what 'The Big Parade' will do for me. Because
never in my life will I have another part like that
one.
I absorbed it and I let it absorb
I loved it.
me. When we began 'La Boheme,' I found I was
playing this tempestuous Rodolfc in the manner
that I had played the easy-going Jim.
I had to
fight against

man known

it.

I

want to become 'the gentleThat is the reason I want to

don't

as Jim.'

as soon as I can.
funny the grip that picture got on me. It
When
both the picture and its hold.
just grew
to
going
we started it, we didn't know we were
feature
starring
make a big picture. It began as a
That was all.
for me
just for program release.
knew we had
the
second
of
shooting,
we
But
day
it.
It was uncanny
the feel and swing of the
thing.
Not because I worked in it, but because

forget

it

"It's

—

—

—

Preceded by "The Merry

Parade"

is

going

to

The Future

WANT

Widow" and followed by "La Boheme," "The Big
Gilbert the most discussed man in pictures.

make John
of

John

Gilbert.

forget as soon as possible," said John Gilbert, "that I
"
ever made 'The Big" Parade.'
"The Big Parade" is .the big picture
of the season. I think there is no doubt
about that now.
Preceeded by "The

I

to

Merry Widow" and followed by "La
Boheme," it will make Gilbert the most
popular and discussed man of the screen
There is no doubt about
an idol.
Everything considered,
either.
that,
then, and in view of the hurrahs it has
occasioned, those were strange words he
spoke as we sat in his dressing room be-

—

tween scenes of "La Boheme."
I felt I might be pardoned a faintly
skeptical smile.
Was the young man
by any chance kidding the nice reporter?
That was the question. John Gilbert is
always raising questions in my mind. It
I like to have people piis annoying.
geonholed in set. obstinate opinions. But
he eludes. At times, he seems a dashingly handsome young man-about-town
weary, slightly sardonic, and wholly

—

sophisticated.
At other times, he is as
eagerly interested and ingenuous as
Harold Lloyd's freshman. Moods, perhaps. If that is the explanation, I had

I

love it, I think it is the greatest picture of years."
interrupted himself to inquire, "Cigarette?"
Reaching under the dressing
table, he struck a match.
To the
right of him, just beside the mirror where he makes up, I noticed, for the first time, a picture
I
of Leatrice Joy and a baby.

He

was looking at it when he glanced
up and caught the direction of

my
.

eye.

He

flicked

the burnt

match away and went on

am

afraid of a lot of things
business, but of nothing
so much as a definite hit. Up to
a certain point you have every
one's good wishes, and then you
"I

in

this

begin to notice a change.
I've
seen it happen to other people
The world says, 'Sure, he is sitting pretty for a little while, but
He'll break
wait until he slips.
his neck.'
I picked up a magazine the other day, and under a
picture of mine was written,
'How long will he last?' The
only way to dodge the crash, I
figure,
is
not to sacrifice the
Clarence

Brow

i,

who has

Valentino, says that if
to

been directing

"The Eagle" fails

be a success, he will not be able to

say as an

alibi,

that

Rudy overrode

him.
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book
down

random, by
as well as a writer of unusual insight and charm.
pressions of players, jotted

at

Manners
In this picture, I am Lillian
player to the star.
Gish's leading man, and proud of the job. I begged
for it.
I'll take all like it I can get."
I was just getting ready to say something about
riding the crest of the wave while the riding was
good, and not letting it get on your nerves, when
some one from outside called, "On the set, Mr.
Gilbert !" That was my cue to exit, so I didn't get
Anyway, I like John Gilbert in that
to tell him.
mood. Better than the dashing young man-abouttown, I like him young, uncertain, hesitant
little worried about how to go about this business
of being an idol, without "breaking his neck." In
that mood, he is what every young fan should meet.

—

The Future

of Valentino.

We now

have before us the case of a young man
who, having ridden the wave, finds himself
stranded on a problematical shore Rudolph ValenIn spite of Jack Gilbert's undisputed rise to
tino.
matinee supremacy, Valentino is still very much
a topic of essays and table talk in Hollywood. Just
where he stands, no one knows. His current pictures, "The Eagle" and "Cobra," will decide the

—

In

question.

particular,

For this the
finest technical and artistic
brains in Hollywood were
Hans Kraly,
assembled.
the brilliant German dram-

"The Eagle."

adapted

atist,

the

PV,oto hv Clarence S. Bull

story.

Yilma Banky, starring maheaded

herself,

in

terial

supporting cast, and
Clarence Brown, responsible for such knock-outs
of the year as "Smoldering Fires" and "The Goose
the

Woman,"
I

directed.

met Mr.

lunch

Brown

recently,

at

former

"difficult"

directors.

by

But

Rudy

has learned
not infallible in
his judgment of screen
values, or else he has undergone a severe right
about face, for Mr. Brown
says of him
either

that he

is

"During the making of
'The

was

Eagle,'
like a child.

Valentino
He put

himself entirely in my
hands.
If the picture is
not a success, I won't be
able to fall back on that
old one
'Rudy overruled

—

me.'
rected

Win

The writer wishes that Marv Philbin would not appear
at the cafes.
She approves, however, of the presence
of Lucille he Sueur, Los Angeles' leading exponent of
the Charleston.

we

and

talked of Valentino. It is
no secret that he has been

considered

Photo by Freulich

or lose, I dithat
picture ex-

actly as

would have directed a no-star cast.
his staging a successful comeback

I

As for
why not?

—

The first fever of Valentino's
was over his personality. Now he can
show them what he can do as an actor. He
There is a great
is an excellent picture actor.
difference in being merely a good actor and a
good picture actor. Rudy knows timing and
He
all the other tricks of the camera trade.
He is an allmoves with ease and grace.
He rides, swims, dances
around athlete.
does all the physical things which are nine parts
of screen acting, and just as important in themselves as being able to register love and hate in
flair

a four-foot close-up. From now on, it is just a
matter of whether these talents are utilized to
the best advantage. Mr. Schenck is willing to go
the limit for him. So where is the great problem of whether Valentino can come back other

than in the mouths of the calamity howlers ?"
In spite of Mr. Brown's enthusiasm, that re-

The Sketchbook
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Montmartre

liked the Lafayette but she liked

You saw more

people you knew, there.
But cafes were an awful lot alike, weren't
they ?
Slight pause.
Well, good-by, she was
glad to have met you.
She hoped she would
see you again soon.
With a pleasant little
inclination of the head, she was gone. I doubt
if any one in the place recognized the inconspicuous little figure in black, as Mary Philbin.
I wish Mary's mother wouldn't let her come
to cafes.
She ought to be at home playing the
piano for an old-fashioned beau.

better.

On the other hand, no cafe entertainment is
complete without Lucille Le Sueur's exhibition
of the Charleston. Lucille, newly rechristened
Joan Crawford because it is easier to pronounce, does the tantalizing, fascinating, irritating Charleston as nobody else can.
Yes,
sir
when it comes to doing those Southern
steps, Lucille Le Sueur Crawford, is the lady.
Yes, ma'am she wins all the dancing contests.
First come, first served.
The management is
;

;

not responsible for casualties in the crush.

Seen Within One

At

Week

— Leatrice Joy and Paul
the Lafayette — Leatrice Joy and
Montmartre — Leatrice Joy and

Orpheum

the

Bern.

Dining at
Paul Bern.

Supping

at

Paul Bern.

Now

that constitutes a

every one

romance or

is

wondering if
only good

if it is

for a rumor.

Speaking of the Orpheum, the Los Angeles
more than their share of •entertainment there. Some movie stars are bound to be
in the audience, and the Dutch comedian always
spots them and insists that they take bows.
Walter Hiers, who can do more than bow, is
always good for a few dialect stories, and Ruth
Roland's yodeling song is a regular box-office
When the jazz impresario, Abe Lyfeature.
man, played there, a select bevy of beauties
went down in a body to pay him honor. Kathleen Clifford hopped out onto the stage with
a huge bouquet of flowers, and amid much enthusiastic
applause, Norma Shearer, Wanda Hawley, Beverly
Bayne, Ruth Roland, and others, made blushing bows
from the lower box. Norma Shearer even threw kisses,
which was sweet, but not necessary.
fans get

Photo by Melbourne Spurr

Leatrice Joy has been seen often of late with Paul Bern.

mains to be seen. The fans will tell. But if Rudy's
future is on the fence, certainly Mr. Brown's is not.

They

are beginning to call

him a

He

genius.

He

flat-

is

a quiet, charming man with a soft-spoken matter-of-factness that reminds me of James Cfuze, and he seems to regard the
big plums of the season which are falling into his lap as
so many "jobs" rather than "self-expressions."
His
next job, he told me, will be Norma Talmadge's "Kiki."
After that, he will probably sign a long-term contract
with Joseph Schenck which will put him in charge of
the Schenck stars, and in league with the first halfdozen directors, numbering Griffith, Lubitsch, A^idor,
Cruze, and who will you have?

tered, but refuses to act the part.

is

—

Around Town.
The Cafe Lafayette is the latest place

to

go

to, in

Los

Angeles.
It is an interesting cafe of excellent cuisine,
but it is no place for little Mar)' Philbin, whom I saw
there recently. No cafe is. Mary, dancing through the
smoke haze of the local jazz temples, is as out of place
as one of the little Peppers at a political rally.
Before
she left, she came by our table and I met her for the
She makes quaint little deferences to your
first time.
opinions, and expresses few herself. Yes
timidly
she

—

—

Tribute.

Ramon Novarro

has never made any secret of .his
deep admiration for the artistry and beauty of Lillian
Gish, and now that Lillian is well into the making of "La
Boheme," Novarro is often seen on the outskirts of
her set. The other day, he was over in a corner quite
alone. When Miss Gish finished the scene, Ramon went
I once
up, rather he ventured up, and spoke to her.
saw a freckle-faced little schoolboy present a beloved
teacher with a bouquet of flowers.^ She thanked him for

bringing them.
"No, ma'am," he replied, "thank you
for taking them." Such was Ramon's attitude. His deference was a lovely tribute from one artist to another.

Autumn

Colorings.

The fashions of the fall are running to bright and
gaudy colors. Pastels are out. Dashing combinations,
and plenty of jewels and ornaments, are the latest decrees.

The Sketchbook
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Norma Talmadge has a tomato-red gown
which she wears with a black, picture hat.
Norma Shearer wears an all-purple ensemble.
Pauline Garon was seen lunching in an offcolor, green sport suit that only a beautiful
girl could have carried off successfully.
At a dinner party given by the Clarence

Browns, Ruth Roland was strikingly
in a short, tight-fitting black

effective

gown worn with

red shoes and stockings, and with a brilliant
flower in her hair.
At the same party, Claire Windsor was
adorned with heavy silver earrings, and a
dashing plume falling from the brim of her
hat.
Mrs. Brown, whose magnificent jewelry
is the envy of feminine Hollywood, was in red,
with a plumed, black fan giving the necessary
staccato effect.
Gay greens, bright reds, yellows, blues, and
purples earrings, beads and bracelets, are
the thing.
No getting away from it, the ladies

—

of the black and white are going in for colors
with a vengeance.

Free Publicity.

A

"newsy" on the beat of Hollywood
Boulevard swears by Aileen Pringle and the
little

Christian faith, with Aileen several laps to the
He is so enraptured of the clashing,
good.
Glyn heroine that he supplies her with papers
gratis.
When Aileen insisted that she should
pay for the offerings, he was so insulted that
she apologized, pocketed the offensive money
and never made that mistake again.
The other day she entertained him at tea
As a climax to the festivities,
in her home.
him
with an elegant "eight by
she presented

autographed" of herself.
you ought to hear him.
The combined efforts of the
Wampas couldn't do more for
the Pringle name.

ten,

Now

Romance

of Beauty and the
Bad Man
I called up Wallace Beery
and his wife the other day and
learned that they were up in

Photo by P.utU Harriet Louise

Ramon Novarro makes no

They met when Wally was
a king in "Robin Hood" and
Rita was a court lady, also in

drove out the gate.

at

They
with them.
used to say "Good morning"
and "Good evening" when they
passed each other in the studio
corridors, but in the beginning,
Rita was interested in some
one else, and I think Wally
was, too.
first

But things didn't get serious until his acciHe was driving home from location

sight

One day, between scenes,
Wally was perched up on his

admiration

throne cracking walnuts, much to the disgust of a prop man who had put them there
He cracked
for the purpose of a banquet.
one that came out whole. Instead of letting
it go the way of the others, he tossed it into
the lap of the lovely, blonde Rita. That went
on for days, Wally cracking nuts and tossing
the good ones over to Rita.
Then, one day, when Rita was particularly tired and footsore, Wally asked if he
"Wally's playing
couldn't drive her home.
favorites!" the other girls yelled, as they

the northern part of the State
on a hunting trip. That rather
muffed my idea of doing a
little squib on Rita about how
it feels to be married to a villain.
So instead, I am going
to reminisce about their romance.

"Robin Hood."
It was not a case of love

secret of his

for Lillian Gish.

dent.

one evening when another car crashed into
and he and several other people were
While he was in the
pretty badly cut up.
hospital, Rita and a couple of the girls,
formed the habit of dropping in to cheer up
the long afternoons.
On a certain day, Rita came into my dress-

his,

Photo by Kulli Harriet Louise

Continued on page 103
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A

Master of Suave Sophistication

Adolphe Menjou, the world-weary man about town,

is

making

capital of the

new vogue which

he helped to

start.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

Tl
to

And

E grown-ups

1

cbming
their own.

into

are

Where once we had
choose between

After Dark" was

Valentino in an Elinor

Glyn

mar shmallow

matched

drama and Jack Holt
in Zane Grey horse

we

opera,
offered

by

his

gay

bachelor in "Sinners
in Silk;" his Prinos

now

are

he endows his

characterizations with
a flavor of the genuine. His suave philanderer in "Broadway

in

an occasional

"The Swan" domi-

nated the picture just

sophistication,

as surely as his Prime
Minister carried off
the chief honors of

by the

"Forbidden Paradise."
In film after film, he

adult

him

as well.

The movement

for
inagurated some years ago

Von

ruthless

convinc-

has been
more tactfully ad-

has

vanced by other hands,
and such pictures as
"The Marriage Cir-

possessed of all those
important little details

Stroheim,

cle,"

"A Woman

that distinguish artists

from hams.

of

Paris,"

"Forbidden
Paradise," and "Soul

Cornell,

and the war

wood

in

approaching success.
"And now," he told
me, "now my chief

;

caution is not to make
too many pictures.

screen

making to posterity.
The big special pro-

From one extreme

ductions

have almost
been above the ju-

venile level, but
place for itself

Hollywood and
Chief

among

now

adult entertainment

finding

is

workaday output

new order

is

a
of

Adolphe

Menjou.
Introduced to prominence through the excellent meWoman of Paris," Menjou has
consistently progressed, lending subtlety and assurance
tc each new picture since, and he has not been idle by
any means.
He belongs to that select little group who may safely
be cast as gentlemen, valet at elbow, Rolls-Royce at
beck, Mumm's extra dry within reach.
When he discards dinner jacket for brocaded dressing gown, you
find the gesture credible, gesture though it may be.
When he glances at the gallery of fair women adorning
the wall of his bachelor apartment, you grant the premise that he had engineered such conquests.
He is the

dium of Chaplin's "A

Gallic

Romeo,

of the heart.

to

Popularity
the other.
like
can be killed
that
He snapped his nervous fingers. "Pictures like
'For Sale' and 'Lost a Wife' cannot help any one!"
He is of medium height, slender, debonair, sardonic
of face, sure of himself. When he is not smiling quizIf I
zically, his expression is one of patient boredom.
Man
fellow.
were painting a canvas of that universal
About Town, I should use Adolphe Menjou as my
model.
Essentially an aristocrat, he may always be counted
upon to essay the regal manner, whether as duke, prir.ee.
or archdiplomat.
Bored he is, certainly, but not too bored cynical in a
kindly, gentlemanly sort of way and with a general de-

—

the general,
Long Island.
the priests of the
in

"The Three Musbut it was

not until Chaplin
launched him in "A
Woman of Paris" that
he achieved anything

than ever before,
proving something, to
be sure but it is gratifying to note that these
are not the only con-

all

Minor

keteers,"

now

the

career.

parts in minor pictures
were his portion for
years. True, he served

more money

tributions

pref-

all

aced Menjou's Holly-

genuous neighborhoods, and Tom Mix

is

Broadway

in its brightest phases,

Fire" are more recent
evidences that the cinema is coming of age.
The hot and heavy
Glyn tintypes continue
to raise the blood pressure in the more in-

receives

created

ing, believable figures,

casual, airy, cool, practiced, in his affairs

—

;

;

portment that must be termed elegant. Now his hand
toys neatlv with pendent monocle, now it carelessly adjusts tie that needs no adjusting, now his forefinger
Through
deftly caresses the edges of his trim mustache.
half -closed eyes he surveys the scene, his mouth curved
in a faint smile, his body half-mooned against a prop
castle's

marble

pillar.

[Continued on page 109]
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The

Pringle Shingle

WHO

would have thought, when short hair first came
that there would he so man}- variations
of it?
The mere conventional hoh was at that time
thought dreadfully extreme, but what would have been said
into vogue,

if

the shingle of to-day could have been seen, particularly the

closelv clipped variety that is almost an exact copy of the
man's style. The old-time bob, standing well out around the
head and discreetly covering the ears, in womanly fashion, is
now tame by comparison. Very bizarre are some of the cuts
to be seen in these days, with not an inch more of hair than
is

absolutely necessary.

We

might have expected Aileen Pringle, with her fame as
vamp, to affect one of the most extreme styles, but
her new shingle, as you can see, is really quite conservative. She
has, 'tis true, brushed her hair well back over the ear, leaving
only a mannish side burn, but she has cautioned the barber
to use circumspection in clipping the back, and so has retained a well-rounded effect, which shows off to advantage
her shapely head.
And the bangs in front give a feminine
a screen

touch that offsets the masculinity of the side view.
She had not yet acquired this new trim when she was makingscenes for "The Mystic" so that fans will not be able really to
judge whether or not it's more becoming to her than the fuller
bob that she used to have until she appears before them in
"The Reason Why." And if she wears such a succession of
headdresses in that picture as she does in "The Mystic," they
may even then get only a glimpse of it. But it's said that

Hollywood like it so much
barbers to do the same for them.

several people out in

have told their

that

they

The bangs are something new for Miss Pringle, as she
has been in the habit of leaving her forehead bare.

Aileen prefers to have only

a trace of a wave, and
more than a slight point of hair at
nape of the neck.
Her profile is the most at-

does not
the

tractive

like

of the three pictures of her, giving the
of her particular style of shingle.

effect

full
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Suit
How

Your Make-

you should vary your rouge and your

and mood

is

interestingly told

in

this

article,

By

Violet

Remember that most women's faces are their own fault.
They want to he beautiful, vet they so often allow themselves
to be limited by what they think they were born with.
They
don't realize that beauty is a flexible thing.
They look enviously at Gloria Swanson or Corinne Griffith or Norma Shearer,
and then go right on doing their own hair in the same way
for months at a stretch, and using the same shade of powder
and rouge for

years, perhaps.

You can't change the
face is like an artist's canvas.
shape of your nose or the color of vour eves I grant you
but you can make them look different.
that
Sit down and study, not just your face, but what's behind
Your

—

—

Don't be satisfied with making up just once before you
go out for the evening; do it three times, perhaps, so that
vou can be sure which shade of powder goes best with the
frock you want to wear, or with your mood which shade of
rouge -to use on your lips, and how much.
it.

;

Cosmetics and Character.
Photo by Strauss-Peyton

Pola Negri

is

of that rare type that can use make
up so that it is obvious.

Let's suppose you have raeclium-brown hair and gray-blue

Your features are
right in their way, but
you can't lay claim to

eyes.
all

i

CHANGED my

I

times before

I

got

make-up
it

three
right for that

part," a well-known star said to
the other day, in speaking of one
of her most successful roles.
"I went
over and over the character of the girl
was playing, and then studied my
I
various big scenes before I got it ex-

me

actly right."

Now, wouldn't you think that the
average girl would pay as much attention to her looks as that screen star did?
Wouldn't you think she'd be willing to
shop for hours till she found the powders and rouges and lip sticks that best
suited her? She doesn't do it, however.
She usually buys the first cosmetics
that come to hand, or else the same brand that
some friend

Any

uses.

who wants to be distinctive in
can acquire that distinction by
How two contrasting moods
studying, not merely her face, but her charcan be brought out with makeacter.
She may be of the gentle, sympathetic
up is shown in these two pictype.
Or she may be restless, quick of movetures of Esther Ralston. One
ment, energetic.
Two girls who have much
should never, however, rouge
the same coloring, or shape of face, may vet
the lips solidly as she has
be absolutely different in character.
done in the upper picture.
Or one girl may have moods that vary as
widely as day and night. Just stop reading for a moment and study the
accompanying photographs of Esther Ralston. Thev look almost like pictures of two different people, don't they?
It's all in the make-up.
You yourself have your frivolous moods and your more serious ones.
There are some people who stimulate gayety in you, others who make vou
feel grave.
Now, remember that, when you're putting on the powder
and rouge, which are as much a part of the modern girl's costume as her
girl

appearance

frock.

striking beauty.

In tem-

perament you're the average

sort

of

person —

neither a Pola Negri, nor
Mary Pickford.
Your skin may be very
inciwhite, like Pola's
dentally, nightly applications of a good bleaching

yet a

—

cream

will encourage this
tendency or
you may
have one of those inbetween
complexions.

—
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up

Your Mood

to

powder according

your character
on the use of make-up.

to the nature of

with other valuable

tips

Dare

Whatever

is to find a powder
any one of the three shades
Probably you will have to
mix two of them- to get the one that matches exactly. That one
should be your stand-by. It's best, when you mix powder, to use
shades of the same brand. These have about the same consistency,
and so blend more smoothly
than two shades made by difit

the

is,

thing for you to do

first

This may be
that exactly matches it.
known as brunette, rachel, and flesh.

ferent manufacturers.
Do the same thing with
There are many difrouge.
ferent tints of rouge

now on

the market,
from the
varying
that
pinks
sharp
have a good deal of
vellow in them, to
the dark red, that
has a touch of blue.
If" you use a grease
rouge, you can blend
two shades exactly.
Grease rouge, how-

be found to be her charm, and for
her to redden her cheeks would
be a mistake. She can rouge her
lips, perhaps only the upper lip
she should strive for an effect of
delicacy."

though a good

ever,

thing to use at night,
is likely to be a bit
daylight
garish
in
unless you are an
expert at applying it.

Where Your Mood Comes In.
Now, you may be of the in-between type that I've described, and
have your blonde moods and your
brunette ones. Then have two sets

compact

The

rouges don't mix so
well as the grease
variety, because you
have to put one on

your face

first,

then
over

use

the

it.

However,

little

and
other
after

practice, this can be

quite successfully.
Mascaro, for your

a

done

lashes

Different

modes of dressing

the hair can

and eyebrows, can't be mixed, change one's appearance entirely, as may
of course.
You must choose be seen from these three interesting studies
of Greta Nissen. She has also, as you
between black and brown, accan see, varied the shape of her lips by
cording to your brows. "Linskillful application of the rouge.
ing," as the cream for eyelids
is called,
comes in blue and
brown. The powder which can be used instead, comes in the same
shades.

your coloring fits the general description that I have
given, it probably has an inclination either toward blonde or toward
brunette.
You should, as a general thing, select all your make-up
accordingly.
Your powder should have a touch of flesh in it,
instead of rachel you should use black mascaro, if any, and blue
"lining"
very little of it, if you are rather blonde.
Greta Nissen says, "The dark brunette type can use a little more
freedom in making up for the street than can a girl of my type.

Now,

if

—

;

hair can stand stronger contrasts than can the blonde or the
with golden hair and hazel eyes.

Dark
girl

"If a

woman

is

naturally pale or fair, that fairness will often
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Your Make-up

of make-up.
You'll see, in the pictures of Esther
Ralston, how two different moods can be brought out.
If you're feeling frivolous, you shouldn't use rouge
You can afford to
that is all wrong for that character.
use the light rouges, even the rather sharp pinks, if you
You should
blend them in well when applying them.

have no make-up on your eyelids at all, no mascaro on
your brows, very little on your lashes. Your lip stick
should match your rouge, and you can afford to outline
your lips rather sharply, even approximating a Cupid's
bow, if nature hasn't given you one to start with.
But don't redden your lips solidly, as Miss Ralston
has done in one of her photographs.
Blend the rouge
down from the outer lines' of your mouth, so that the
lips are light and delicate looking.

—

When you're inclined to be serious, don't make up to
look frivolous.
The effect would be like a slap in the
face
the other person's face, not yours.
Use a soft
rouge with red in it, and use enough of it to give your
mouth character. Make up your eyes with brown shadows, rather than blue let these shadows be very delicate and soft, so that they deepen the color of your

—

;

eyes.

•

.

In applying rouge, the general plan is to let it make
a V, following the line of the cheek bone toward the
But if applied near
nose, then back toward the ear.
the eyes, it makes them more brilliant than they would
be otherwise, and not so soft and sympathetic.
Let
the contour of your face guide you in your use of
rouge.

to

Your Mood
For Various Occasions.

Just as an actress makes up differently for close-ups
and for long shots, you should use a different make-up
for big parties from what you use for evenings at home
when the favored suitor calls. I know a girl who complains that she always looks nice in her owo home but
that at parties her looks are gone before the refresh-

ments are served.
"People say I'm witty in a crowd," she told me mournfully.
"I have to be. I have to make people think about

my mind

instead of my face!"
you're going to a party and want to look
as nice from across the room as from near by, and also
to be as attractive late in the evening as when you arrive, use grease rouge, which only cold cream or soap
and water can remove, and accent the brightness of your
eyes with mascaro on lashes and brows.

Now, when

Blue will probably be better for your eyelids than
brown, brown having a tendency to deepen them. Accent your features with your make-up, this time.
If you're going to stay at home, in all probability the
powder you should use is rachel with a touch of flesh
color, which is rather pink.
This will give your skin a
faintly glowing tint.
Use powdered rouge, and blend it
Make up your eyelids with a touch of
ver3' carefully.
brown powder, if you want to, but don't use mascaro
on your lashes or brows it is likely to give a rather
hard effect.
You may want to harmonize the colors of your

—

Continued on page 94

THE WORLD'S GREATEST MOTION-PICTURE THEATER
T

T

is

to be built,

1 Seventh Avenue,

within the next year, at Fiftieth Street and

New York

City."

It will cost §7,000,000.

It

to be named The Roxy, the name by which its manager, S. L.
Rothafel, is known to his friends and to the thousands of radio
fans who stand by every week to hear him and his "gang."

is

Roxy

is

one of the greatest showmen that the' United States

has ever produced. Beginning with a tiny movie theater run in
connection with a saloon in a small Pennsylvania town, less than
fifteen years ago, he has become so famous as a theater manager
as to have this huge enterprise named after him, and to be called to
manage, not only this one, but a chain of similar theaters which
will be built later.
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Photo by Eugene Robert Richee

Buster

Collier,

Hl.

lII B

ffl

fi

lis

1

seated by the fountain outside his

home

Mexican

in the

village.

One Hollywood Night
A

vivid picture of

an evening spent

in

one of the most interesting spots

in the

motion-picture colony.

By William H. McKeg'g

A

MEXICAN

the heart of Hollywood
Impossible? No, such a village exists, and shelters several of screenland's stars.
Mexican plants and flowers abound, to keep up the
illusion of the surroundings.
Leading off from the patio
village

in

!

are entrances to various apartments.
In this place Hollywood offers an Arabian entertainment to any one not too fed up with movie people.
From where I sit, dining with two of my intimate
Through it I can see
friends, I face a long window.
every one entering the patio, and get as much interest
as old Daudet obtained from looking through the win-

dow of his mill.
Toward evening,

the stellar residents return.
The first arrival is George O'Hara. Earlier in the
day he had rushed from the studio to visit his mother
down at the beach. With maternal instinct she sends

—

him back with a chicken one she roasted herself.
Instead of going next door to his own abode, George
pops in to say hello and is invited to join us. The radio,
made by our ingenious young host, pours forth selections

As

from "Carmen."
if the' music alone

is

not sufficiently appropriate

for the Spanish environment, a personification of Bizet's

wild gypsy flashes into the patio in the form of Leatrice
Joy.

"Ah, there's a Carmen!" I exclaim, nodding over my
piece of bass toward the long window. "Leatrice always
makes me think of the wild Rakoczy March so dear to
my heart -rhapsodies, strains of the Magyars, Redetzkys, et cetera."
three companions glance toward the patio as
silver jet of water
Leatrice passes the fountain
its
She
refracting a nimbus of colors in the late sunlight.

—

—

.

My

—

enters an. apartment directly opposite ours.

—

owner, William
you've guessed right
Its

Collier, Jr., is there.

—

With him

are Norma and Constance. All
surmise,
preparing,
to breeze off to the Mont-,
are
I
martre, or to the Ambassador, or to wherever the bon
vivants gather.
Should one inquire
"Are they really engaged?
i

All

know

to

whom

I allude.

"I shouldn't be surprised if they were, nor would I be
surprised if they weren't," comes from George over his
iced tea.
I call to mind his own reported engagement to the
sprightly Alberta.
A moth-eaten publicity stunt, that!
Gontinuprl on

pnge 107
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What

'

Bill

I

Think

Russell talks about his recent

naturedly what faults he has found

of

My

Wife

marriage to Helen Ferguson, telling goodher as well as what he likes about her.

in

By Myrtle Gebhart

FOR
Helen

finds a way to help
them, but in the meantime she makes herself miserable crying
over them.
That's because she
has such a deep well
of sentiment and sympathy, but I'd rather
have her that way
than callous to other

years,

five

Ferguson

and Bill Russell
were engaged. Their
marriage a couple of
months ago joined two

distinctly opposite
temperaments a man
of thirty-eight whose
had been comlife
prised of acting and
:

sports

—

and a

man"
twenty-

girl of

typically

three,

people's afflictions.
That mother-instinct

vigorous,

a

"man's

vital

causes her to adopt
every stray cat and

fem-

dog that

rather quiet in

inine,

manner, with much
depth and sweetness.

along.

sought Bill first,
and then Helen, to
find out what this little
while of marriage had
taught them, what they
loved in each other,
whether or not matri-

in

some day
motherhood, and I

expression

I

mony

happens

It will find full

am
it,

glad that she has
for she will make a

wonderful mother.

One

of her outstanding traits is her

common

practical

ming up

were in
shipwreck in the.
middle of the ocean,
she would rest one
elbow on a wave, raise
her head above the
surging seas and, looking around carefully,

ities,

decide

had

changed

sense.

a

either.

We sat on the veranda of their beach
place and talked. His
comments, succinct
and to the point, sumdefinite qualreveal the man's

mind,
less

She was not accustomed,
Photo by

is

my

ideal

because she is a
wife and hopes to be
a mother.

want children

W.

"Helen makes a tragedy of nothing," says Bill Russell, discussing his wife's
"but in a real crisis, she is right there with calm dependability."

— and

not when it will be "conwhen it pleases God to give
woman was created for wife-

Helen's faults? H'm let's see. Faults? Well, she
worries too much about things, and over other people.
You noticed how upset she got to-day just because I
had forgotten to tell her you were coming to luncheon ?
It's the maid's day out and she insists the house isn't
cleaned up, though I can't see anything the matter with
it.
Helen takes it to heart, makes a tragedy of it, when
company comes in and she hasn't a nice luncheon pre!

pared.

somebody

is

else.

always worrying over the troubles of
When she hasn't any of her own, she

takes unto herself those of her friends'.

instance,

upset, but quickly got things organized
and arranged as efficiently as if she had been a housewife all her life. Like to-day she was in a panic for

ding, she

them to us. I believe that
hood and motherhood, that all other interests must be
subordinate, and Helen agrees with me. I am ambitious
for her in her work, and expect her to do very good
things, but her career must never conflict with her home.

she

for

managing a household and giving orders
For one
to servants.
day, after our wedto

F. Seely

failings,

venient" to have them, but

And

do.

situation.

:

Helen

to

do it.
I can't
imagine her ever becoming rattled in any

than the woman's.
He began, after a
bit
of gentle proddine

girl

what

And

thinking along
subtle channels

We

If she

She usually

was

—

a few minutes, but the picnic lunch she scraped together was fine, wasn't it?
Both husband and wife must make adjustments. I
know Helen has made some concessions, though she has
not whined over them. So have I, but so willingly that
they have not assumed the proportions of sacrifices.
For instance, Helen once objected to my going in so
much for sports, following the races and such things,
and spending my time with those old boon companions
of the sport world. Before our marriage, I insisted that,
while I would give up many of them, I must have two
She consented.
evenings a week to spend as I chose.
But, darn it all, I've wanted to go out only one eveThe
ning and it was the longest I've ever spent.
lost
have
marriage
things that interested me before our
cooing
billing
and
Though we have passed the
flavor.

—

Continued on page 98
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Photo Ly
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Arthur

;tecl:

man longer to dress than any girl I ever knew," says Helen of Bill,
always appears with such a beaming face that I melt right away."

7f takes that

My

'but he

Husband, His Faults and His Virtues
Helen Ferguson, not to be outdone, retaliates with her opinion of Bill Russell,
sparing him no more than he spared her singing his praises, too, however.

—

By Myrtle Gebhart
obtained from
Russell
HAVING
marriage
Helen Ferguson, and an
Bill

his

bis reaction to

to

analysis

of her character, those traits which appealed to

him and won his love, and those less pleasing, I thought
turn about would be fair play, and asked Helen to focus
the searchlight on Bill.
f ollows

Her

story, in her

own words,

that with strength
He had always
seemed so masterful. But his love for me has made
him so tender and thoughtful and considerate of me.
With his friends he remains the same: vigorous, opinionated, stubborn.
I see another side to him, which

never associate

I

suppose every

man

lets just

one person, the

woman

he

cares for, see.
can't quarrel, because we laugh at each other.
One starts out excitedly, "I don't like your doing soand-so, blab, blab, blab," and the other bursts into a
People
laugh, and there we sit, howling at each other.

We

toward women.
No matter what her reputation, I have never heard him
That was
utter one disrespectful word about a woman.
Billy's finest attribute is his attitude

the

first trait in

him

that

liked.

I

We

admire mascu-

both have old-fashioned ideas. I
a man, and he worships femininity in a woman.
seems to me the two essentials for a happy mating are

linity in
It

:

respect for the man, and appreciation of the woman.
Billy's strength, his physical power, the very vitality
He stirs in me the old,
of him, always appealed to me.
elemental impulse of wanting to be controlled by a man

much stronger than this little feminine me.
Marriage, while showing me some little qualities in
him which all humans possess but which we would
rather not see in one we love, has revealed in Billy a
Somehow, you
tenderness.
trait that I did not suspect

so

:

do look so funny when they fuss.
Well, it takes that man longer to
Billy's bad traits?
He fools for an
dress than any girl I ever knew.
hour.

And

I tell

him

that

I

can't see

where the process

improves his face a bit.
I am always ready in the morning long before he is, and
I sit waiting impatiently, thinking up choicely worded
reprimands.
He emerges from his dressing room, all
slick and shiny.
I open my mouth to tell him how mad I
am, but when I see that beaming face I end lamely, "My,
how nice you look !" Sometimes I seethe with a furious
self-disgust because I can't stay angry, but I simply
Love does queer things to people, doesn't it ?
can't.

My

34

Husband, His Faults and His Virtues

Our

meeting, friendship, and romance have been very
I'm the only girl fan I ever heard of
thrilling to me.
who actually married the hero of her dreams, the movie
idol she had loved from afar.
You see, I was Bill's fan, about seven or eight years
ago, when I was a youngster at school in Chicago, playWhen I
ing hooky to work extra in Essanay pictures.
ambitiously braved New York, 1 had a difficult time,
but no matter what was the state of my pocketbook I
managed to see his movies. I often went without lunch
or dinner, choosing to satisfy my heart
by the long
rather than my tummy.
distance of dreams
I thought him the homeliest man I had ever seen,
but I liked his smile.
It seemed so friendly.
I used
to think, "Well, he isn't anything to rave over, but he
looks as though he would understand things, and would
be a comfortable sort of person to tell your troubles to."
No, love and marriage haven't blinded me. He hasn't

—

—

become handsome

in

my

eyes.

I

still

tell

him

that his

nothing to brag about. But I've found that he
docs understand. So my first instinct was right.
Determining to be his leading lady, I spent rapturous
hours planning how I should dress to impress him.
When the fatal day of our appointment came, I was
in an agony alternating between hope and fear, and
paraded the best of my meager wardrobe.
My heart
was going pit-a-pat.
He looked me over, very casually, and asked, "How
tall are you?" I'm ordinarily quiet but, summoning all
lily nerve, I replied flippantly, "Tall enough for you."
Evidently he disagreed, for he shook his head and
said I wouldn't do.
Agnes Ayres got the part. I shouldn't have forgiven
her, except that I felt I must stand in with her in order
to get news of my idol.
She told me every little thing
he said and did, and I treasured each bit of information.
Later, after I had come West, I was called to be considered for his lead.
He glanced at me, just once, and
nodded his approval.
left next day for location in
Arizona. At the station, he asked if he might carry my
When I replied that George Stewart, Anita's
bag.
brother, was carrying it, he looked huffed and said, "Oh,
is that so?" and stalked away.
Being the star, Billy had a drawing-room, but seeing
that another girl and I were not very comfortable out in
the Pullman, he kindly gave tip his drawing-room to
Meeting us as we returned from the diner the first
us.
evening, he looked right at me and asked, "Have a nice
face

is

didn't even wait to let him plead, for fear he mightn't,
but answered breathlessly, "Yes, yes; yes."
Five years were to come and go, however, before we
married. And, though in our case, they led to a better
understanding, 1 think it was four years too many.
I
don't believe in long engagements, particularly if you
are separated for any length of time. The irony is that
you become accustomed to not having each other and
realize that the one you have thought indispensable isn't

quite so necessary.

No matter how much you care, you can live without
any certain person. Life goes on, brings new contacts
and experiences, and you are in danger of gradually becoming adjusted to new friendships and, perhaps, affections, so that the one you previously thought so important becomes less so.
I favor an engagement lasting from six months to a
year, in order to give time for the two people to thorknow each

oughly
lieve in

when

other's characters, but I do not beprolonging a romance too long beyond the stage

the

first

glamour

.goes.

However,

it

is

better to

I

wait long enough to be sure, and have a marriage that
will last, a love that is a fruition of genuine comradeship and understanding.
Any one not worth waiting
for isn't worth having.
That's what I told Billy all along, and he has been
very sweet and patient with me, while I found my way
through my little problems. There were various reasons
why our engagement dragged out for five years. I determined not to marry until I had reached a certain point
Though Billy would gladly
of financial independence.
give her everything he has, I would not let him support
my mother. She lives with us, but I insist upon taking
care of her with Helen Ferguson money.
And I wanted to be in a position where Billy's gifts
to me would have no sense of duty attached to them. It
is glorious to receive, when you know that it is a free
offering, given in love, with no strings of proprietorship.
Several little habits of his also displeased me and
caused me to hesitate. He is a typical man's man. The
sport world was his life, aside from his picture work.
Fie didn't like parties or the entertainments that I cared
He preferred going down to Tia Juana and betfor.
The vigting on the races, and all that sort of thing.
orous masculinity of him appealed to me, but his life
had elements in it that grated on me, and there were
times when I was afraid that we would not be well
mated.
I made a mistake, which caused us both much heartache, bv hesitating to speak my mind.
So often a word
held
back,
fearful that
things
out,
but
I
straighten
can

so solicitous.

might lead to a quarrel, and poor Billy had no idea
how he had offended me. So I kept postponing the
marriage date, without offering any adequate explana-

We

dinner,

little

lady ?"

My heart fluttered so that I could only nod an answer.
hated myself for being such a silly fool, but remember,
I'm sure
I had been crazy about that man for years.
any girl fan would be just as excited at having her hero
The next morning he surprised me by

getting off the
train at Barstow and buying me a perfectly huge box of
candy. I still have the box and the ribbon that tied it!

After we had worked a few days on the picture, he
Once, when I made some
began to appear smitten.
remark about New York, he wailed, "You lived in New
York, Miss Ferguson? Why didn't I meet vou there!"
"You did, Mr. Russell," I replied, relishing his discomfiture.
"No, no," he insisted. "I could never forget having
met you."
And to this day, he has no memory of that first meeting.

During December we finished the

picture.

He seemed

anxious to please me in every way, but I thought it
merely kindness. "If I can't impress him," I decided,
"I positively won't let him impress me."
But when he proposed, the following March, I

—

it

of

tion.

It

was

just a fear that

we

couldn't

fit

our

lives

together.
Billy demanded a definite explanation, and
the things I did not like he immedimentioned
when I
I did not ask him to, for I felt
ately gave them up.
No girl has a right to come in
that would not be fair.
and disrupt a man's whole life. But if he really cares,
he realizes that the girl means more to him, and of his
Finally,

accord will make these sacrifices.
contract with Pathe, to do alternate features and
serials, gave me the financial independence I had been
waiting for. So we set the day and were married. He
was nervous, did you notice? I wasn't. I was perfectly
calm. I had known for five years that I would be there
at the altar with him some day, so it seemed quite natural.
In contradiction to the wise psychologists, I think
men are more excitable than women, anyhow.

own

My

Continued on page 98
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Favorite Picture Players
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'T'HE wistful Zasu Pitts is developing into a gay
A comedienne. Having made a great success of comedy

in

"Pretty Ladies," she will try a bit of

"The Mannequin."

it

again

in

36

37

DORIS KENYON

teams so well with Milton Sills
that he and she are again playing together in "Men
of Steel,'' the story of the steel industry that First National is filming.

p

AFTER
•

having

long given
support

vivid

to

various stars,
Clara Bow at last
stepped

into

her

own

the

fea-

tured role in

"The

in

Plastic
is

life

Age," and

to be the
of the picture.

said

f

hnic by

HtroM Deu

Carl

THERE'S

no

holding B e b e
Daniels in the West
any more.
She
did return, after an

absence of over a

year, to play a
crook part in
"Magpie," but she

was soon yearning
again for the East.

Photo bj

NUdnm
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LLOYD HUGHES

has been a favorite with the fans
for years, but of late his popularity has greatly increased, and it's said that his weekly mail has become

something tremendous.

43

Lloyd Hughes Has Arrived
His ascent has not been of the "skyrocket" kind, but for that reason he
probably will not suffer a sudden descent from the cinema heavens.

By Harold

NOW

and then, those of us who write about motion-picture people meet a screen player who
leaves an impression that not only remains, but

grows on us as time goes by.
That probably explains why some of the articles that
you read about stars fairly bubble over with nice things
that

that the writer has to say about them.
Human nature
a peculiar thing, and as writers, after all, are human,
it is only natural that they write glowing phrases about
people who cause their hearts to jump a beat when they
is

meet them.
All of this brings us to the subject of Lloyd Hughes,
I introduce to you as one of the screen's most

whom

modest young men.
For a number of vears I have watched Hughes on
the screen, and I must admit I have always had a warm
spot for

him

my

in

motion-picture heart.

He

has

al-

When he
walks across the screen he never exhibits the swagger
that you sometimes see in other young leading men.
He seems to be there for the business of portraying a
character rather than for the furtherance of Lloyd
ways seemed such a clean-cut young man.

—

Hughes the person.
The peculiar thing about Hughes and his screen work
is the fact that, until recently, when he signed a contract with First National, the producers who had him
under contract seemed to be trying to hide his light under a bushel.
Not much was written about him. Nor
did he have the sort of roles that gave him much opportunity.
Of late, however, he has been coming into his
own, and fans have shown their rising interest in him
by increased fan mail, and floods of inquiries sent to

movie magazines and writers.
When I met Hughes, I knew at once that my opinHis
ion, formed from the screen, was not wrong.
kindly personality is as captivating in real life as in
pictures.
He looks you squarely in the eye, shakes
hands vigorously, and sweeps you off your feet with his
smile.

"You know,

I

viewed," he said.
it

have never got used
"I

still

feel as upset

to

as I did at the very first."
So we agreed to "just talk things over,"

mediately

We

being inter-

and excited over
and he im-

felt better.

had hardly started when an incident occurred

perhaps much better than anything else,
the type of man Hughes is, off the screen.
publicity man from his office interrupted to ask him
if he knew whether his name or the name of the feminine player who was to be cofeatured with him in the
picture he was making should be used first in billing

which

illustrates,

A

and

publicity.

know," replied Hughes. "It has not been setit would be polite to mention the
woman first, don't you ?"
To the unsophisticated, this might not mean much.
But in the motion-picture and stage world, the position
of a player's name in advertisements, and so forth,
means as much as a prince's title. It is the banner, as it
were, which tells the world where he stands in his pro"I don't

tled yet, but I think

fession.

Yet here was Lloyd Hughes freely stepping aside bePercause the other party happened to be a woman.
haps
2

this

sort of

attitude

may

be the reason

why he

R.

Hall

has had to work so hard for eight long years to reach
the place he now holds in the film world.
Perhaps it
has held him back a year or two, but if it has, I feel
that perhaps it will hold him on the heights just that

much

longer.

Reaching his present position has been no easy task.
Every step of his advancement has represented work of
the hardest kind, and there are many men to-day who
started with him who gave up the struggle long ago.
Unlike many of the present stars, Hughes, in becoming one, has achieved a boyhood ambition.
He was born in Bisbee, Arizona, but his parents moved
to Los Angeles when he was a baby, and he, grew up in
His father figthe atmosphere of the motion pictures.
ured he would make a good electrical engineer, so his
high-school course was so shaped.
Lloyd had other ideas, however. While still in school,
he decided to become a movie actor. Not until he had
finished school, however, did he tell his parents.
But he
thought he was too young to be a leading man, so he
announced that he would go into business until old
enough to start his screen career. He went to work as
a clerk in a tailors' trimmings shop and remained there
six months.

"Then

I

figured

it

would be a good thing

to learn

something about some of the side lines of the screen
game," said Hughes, "so I got a job with Selig as a
developer in his laboratory.

A

year of chemical smells

and darkness was enough, so I left and went to work
clerking in a hardware store."
At the end of six months, he left the hardware business, bought a make-up box, and started his first tour
of the studios looking for work as an extra.
He was

—

the age when boys are easily
discouraged.
"Getting work as an extra in those days in Hollywood
"The casting directors
was no cinch," said Hughes.
just nineteen vears old

leally seemed insulted when you asked for work.
I
tramped for weeks before I secured my first job.
"I was to take part in a night scene to be photographed
on an estate in Hollywood. I told my mother, ate an
early supper, put on my evening clothes, and set out.
When I reached the location, I and the other extras
learned that a hose pipe was to be turned on us for several hours during the filming.
It was a cold night for
California, and we kicked.
We were to get three dolWhen the director promised us five,
lars for the work.
we agreed and took the drenching. I admit the film
game did not look so rosy the next morning."
Then followed a long period in which he wore out

more value in shoe leather than he earned,
"Great mobs of film-mad men and women would be
ahead of you even at an early hour in the morning,"
"After we had waited for hours, the
said Hughes.
casting director used to come out, look over the mob,
pick a half dozen, and tell the rest to go home. It would
be too late to go to another studio."
Finally, Hughes made himself known and was placed
on the preferred extra list and was notified by casting
directors when he was wanted.
"This didn't mean much," he said, "but it saved shoes
anyway."
Twelve months passed and it looked as though he
Continued on page 100
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On

Sober Reflection
By Horace Wood man see

A

"The Good Old Days."

REMEMBER,

remember, those movie days of yore
When the hero socked the villain, how the crowd
would gasp or roar
While now they yawn, ''Oh, apple sauce, this hero

I

I

;

stuff's a bore."

I

remember,

I

remember, ''The Exploits of Elaine."

Though
lain

the vil-

still

sued

pur-

poor

Pearl,

with

all his

might

and main,

Through
ninety -seven

reels
more,
fans

or
the

came

back again.

remember, I
I
remember, the slushy custard pie,
And the cross-eyed Keystone copper who got it in the
eye;
It

1

used to make 'em howl with mirth, but
merely sigh.

now

they'd

remember, I remember, those "flicker-dramas" old,
the most atrocious sort of stuff was sure to "knock

When

'em cold

The

;"

old thrill's gone, despite the fact the tales are better
told!

mine who has always disliked the Chaplin
was very favorably impressed by the
courteous way in which the comedian greeted the advances of persons who were entire strangers to him.
If he felt that they were prying too much into his
affairs, he gave no evidence of it.
friend of
the screen

of

Concerning Carol.
If you were unexpectedly introduced to your favorite
film star, what would your first remark to her be?
Do
you think you would have the nerve to invite her to a
football

game?

That's what a friend of mine did.
Meeting Carol
Dempster for the first time, he asked her to come and
root for the pigskin warriors of his Alma Mater.
"I'd love to," responded Miss Dempster, "but I'm going to be busy with Mr. Griffith making some cyclone
scenes for 'That Royle Girl.'
Wouldn't you like to

come and watch them?"

My

friend decided that a cyclone
a football game any day.

is

the equivalent of

A Real Convenience.
moviegoers were having a little afternoon chat in one of the downtown film palaces during
the summer hot spell.
The seats next to them were
piled high with plunder from their shopping tours.
"Say, these refrigerated cooling systems are a great
thing," remarked one of the women, who was glad she
Two women

was not out in the
"They certainly
friend.

"Why,

stop in here on
melting."

I

broiling sun.
are," enthusiastically

responded her
shopping for supper and
way home without the ice cream

can do

my

my

Charlie Himself.

Many who have

read of Charlie Chaplin's aloofness,
of his frequent refusals to see reporters and interviewers, may have gained the impression that Chaplin
is a rather unpleasant person for the average man to
rub elbows with. Quite the contrary is true.
When Chaplin came East to be present at the New
York opening of "The Gold Rush," his fellow passengers
on the train had frequent contacts with the genius of
pantomime. Chaplin had his own private compartment,
but frequently he emerged. At meals he was besieged by
strangers who wanted their menus autographed, and he
cheerfully complied with their request. At many towns
along the route, groups of excited small boys were waiting to catch a glimpse of their idol.
Chaplin spoke to
them, apparently enjoying the experience.

Impertinent Paragraphs.

A certain

producer announces that his films "have senChorus of fans "Then whv not do it ?'»

timent to burn."

A New

:

Yorker was

ar-

rested and fined for walking
into
a
studio
and
getting in front
of the camera in

an

important
Wonder
he had the

scene.
if

presence of mind
to
ask for his

resulting
test?"

"film

—s

On

Universal plans to produce "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Small-town audiences will never accept it as a substitute
for the road shows because there will be no ham actors

making

to pelt with overripe vegetables.

principal

for "Uncle Tom's Cabin:"
Charlie Chaplin, in blackface, as poor old Uncle Tom;
Noah Beery as Simon Lcgrcc ; Mary Pickford as Little
Eva; and Louise Fazenda, in blackface, as Topsy.

terests

Suggested

cast

all-star

From

year 'to year some Hollywood
actresses, like the special productions, seem to be getting
bigger and bigger.
Judging from recent "bigger and better" productions,
an "epic" is anything over ten reels which cost one million dollars or more to produce.
The practice of moving-picture producers of calling

Observation

:

their season's output,

"The Tremendous Twenty," "The

Thrilling Thirty," or something similar, has suggested a
bright idea to a theatrical producer.
He is planning to
advertise his year's output of bedroom farces as "The

Dirty Dozen."

Art

Is
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Sober Reflection

Art.

The Hollywood

director dropped in at the home of
his fiancee, the movie queen, entering so quietly that
she did not hear him.
There was his bride-to-be, in
the arms of his rival.
"Darling," he heard his rival say, vibrantly, "You are
the most wonderful woman in the world !" And he registered a kiss which would have made any flapper roll
her eyes in ecstasy.
For an instant the director observed the amorous
tableau in tense silence. His eyes glinted with a strange
light.
His chest heaved.
"Great stuff!" he ejaculated. "At last Fve found just
the right type to play opposite my Tess in 'Flame of the
"
Desert.'

Another Tongue Twister.

Mary

Callaghan, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, offers

one
"Milt

Sills'

went

into pictures he

known

and

H

i

as a

home

was

bod}',

his
in-

socks

knitting.

method

s

was

to

liber-

ally distribute

the socks and
then wait for
the bones to

A

film magnate, having read somewhere that
only skin deep, gave him a starring contract.
At the present time he receives 159,483 fan letters a
week, most of them from the managers of championship
contenders.
knit.

beauty

is

A

Herculean Job.
"And where has your husband been these past twenty
years, Mrs. Rip van Winkle?" inquired a neighbor.
"The poor man is a film editor," sighed Mrs. Van
Winkle, "and he has been trying to cut down the latest
Erich von Stroheim picture from
the original ninety-two reels to

program length."
Shed a Glycerine Tear.
For million-dollar Mary Pickford,

when she makes

a bid for

your sympathies as a poor ragged
little waif whom nobody loves.
For Jackie Coogan, who between spins in his Rolls-Royce
appears as a pathetic little street
gamin.
For Harold Lloyd, the pale,
timid, half-starved-looking screen figure who is really a
healthy, athletic, practical business man of great wealth.

this

swell sea shows seldom

sell

slow."

Sleepy-time Story.
there were two girls named Bess
and Tess.
Both of them longed for movie careers.
They were equally beautiful, equally talented, equally
accomplished. But Bess had lots of initiative and persistence, and so she packed up and went to Hollywood
to begin the long, weary climb of the extra girl, while
Tess, unwilling to work hard for success, shrugged her
shoulders and stayed at home.
Before long a motion-picture beauty contest came to
Tess' home town.
Tess submitted her photograph, was
declared the winner, was sent to Hollywood with a
flourish of trumpets, and soon became a featured player.
Bess is still working as an extra and hoping to attain her

Once upon a time

Little_ Stories of

Big Successes.

Calvin Coolidge, popular film star
Pathe, Fox, International, and Kino-

gram

pictures,

coming a

his

appearing in

heart on be-

pic-

actor

ture
while

still

a

small

boy.

This in

itself

was

set

now

quite re-

markable, as the movies had not been invented at that
time.
Knowing that one must prepare one's self for
one's career through long study and intelligent application, he ignored the movies entirely, and so attained the
enviable distinction of starring with four companies
every week.
Will H. Hays laid the foundations for his film career

United States post office. Knowing the attention
given in that department to excluding indecent pictures
in the

and

literature

from

the movie magnates
hired Will to make
everything all right
with the film censors.

circulation,

It

is

rumored

"Jurgen"
into
will

the

is

that

films,

stipulate

if

ever done

Hays

that

the

adaptation be prepared

by John S. Sumner.
Before Jack Dempsey

sister's

eminence.

The moral

of this is that really serious candidates for
a film career had better follow the example of Tess'
more industrious sister.

A Solemn Thought.
heard that the films have a great influence
on our ideas and deportment.
Consider how unjust our treatment of that faithful
animal, the horse, has been.
We have allowed our dogs
and our cats in the house, and have let them lie under
But have we accorded
the stove or on the davenport.
equal rights to our equine pets? No, we have not. The
faithful horse may cock a reflective eye longingly at the
living room, but social caste is against him.
But the movies have raised a champion of man's great
burden bearer and pal. Tom Mix with the aid of his
You have

all

Continued on p;ige 105
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How
THE

a Studio Lot was Transformed

story for Mary Pickford's next picture,
"Scraps," is. laid in a Southern swampland, centering about an old dilapidated house surrounded
by moss-hung trees and ditches of stagnant water.
Undoubtedly such a location, already made, would
have been comparatively easy to find by traveling some
distance and staying there while the exteriors for the
picture were being taken. But Mary was loath to leave
her home to undergo the discomforts of living on location, so the experts were set to work to see what could
be done on the Pickford-Fairbanks lot.
These pictures show what they achieved. The one
above shows the selected section of the lot at the time
the work was being started.
The one below shows the
same spot after it was ready for the camera. Everything
that you will see in the scenes taken around the old house
'was built.
The ditches were dug, the trees were

planted,

moss was hung.
It scarcely seems poshouse so dilapidated could have been erected,

the

sible that a

but even that was accomplished.
still

ture

And

to

more realistic, the fall rains began
was about to be taken.

A
know

make the scene
just as the pic-

dismal setting for a picture
But Mary's fans
that she will supply enough sunshine to make up
!

for that.
The story has to do with a group of children who are
mysteriously brought to this old place and left to the
care of the old man and woman in charge.
Mary is
the eldest of the children, and she takes it upon herself
Finally,
to become a sort of "little mother" to the rest.
through the intervention of a wealthy man whose child
was stolen and taken to this place, all of the children
are rescued from the dismal swamp, and are placed in
happy, wholesome surroundings.
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Christmas in Hollywood
These pictures give you a glimpse of a few
typical scenes in the movie colony at holiday
time.

To

baby brother, Robert Coogan.

North, the
an odd Christmas
Yet just such a scene will probably
the fans

picture above will
picture.

who

Jackie Coogan appears in the small oval, playing Santa Claus for the amusement of his

seem

live in the

like

take place at the Christie studio, where this
girls get together to hold their annual, studio Christmas

was snapped, when the comedy
party, with a

comedy Santa Claus

to distribute

the presents.

The

picture below shows Frank Currier, the
veteran character actor, reading "The Night
Before Christmas" to a group of the children
at

the

Metro-Goldwyn

studio.

There are Christmas trees in Hollywood,
Aileen
even though there is no snow.
Pringle is shown in the picture above,
trimming one of them.
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How Would You Like
It's

the kind that Pauline

this

Dancing Lesson?
At

first

seemed

it

a

took while preparing: for her work in
"A Little Bit of BroadFanchon, of the
way."
vaudeville team of Fan-

lark, but finally after go-

Marco, was
and Fanmethod includes
chorfs
stringing her pupil up by

down, she lay limp on the
gymnasium mat, as you

Starke

and

chon
her

instructor,

a rope attached to a belt

and
the
waist,
putting her through several exercises while thus
around

ing through all the different exercises, Pauline

begged

for

a

when she was

see her below.

rest

and

at last let

However,

by the next day, she was
quite ready and eager to
go through the whole experience again

suspended.

4m
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Huntley Gordon, Monte Blue and Matt Moore, singing a comic song to an invisible audience of fans.

When
A

description

of

the Stars Speak Over the Radio

what goes on

in

the

broadcasting

studio

on the

Warner Brothers

lot

each

evening.

By William H. McKegg
W.
KF.The

B.
They
big letters pierce the evening dusk.
'shine in bright electrics on the sides of the two
spiring radio towers in front of the Warner Brothers
studio.
In daytime, this large structure, with its white
facade, is the most handsome studio in Hollywood. At
night, its columned front takes on a multicolored appearance an effect caused by skillfully concealed lights.
Every evening a concert is broadcast from the studio.
Between ten and eleven o'clock, various Warner stars
if not too tired after a day's hard work on the sets
drop in.
The great event, however, is the "Sunday
Night Frolic."
Sunday is the night devoted especially
to the stars.
Any of them are likely to appear.
Once every so often, a particular Sunday is set, with
a definite program, and some of the stars prove that
they possess talents not limited simply to acting on the
screen.
Therefore, from nine to twelve on a Sunday
night, the radio towers glitter brighter than ever. These
three magic hours are worth the attention of any movie
or radio fan, for many of the stars broadcast delightful

—

impromptu

pieces.

—

In the broadcasting room decorated like a genuine
De Mille boudoir Syd Chaplin or Monte Blue may act
as official announcer.
If either fails to turn up, or if
both are still working on the sets for stars have to
work even on Sundays sometimes Huntley Gordon or

—

—
—

Matt Moore takes up the task.
The most delightful spirit results from the fact that
no prearranged program is fixed. The stars, after all,
are only human. And broadcasting according to a cutThe
and-dried schedule would prove rather boring.
players are free to drop in whenever they feel like doing so.
No one knows what he is going to sav until
there.
These impromptu renderings add to the fun:

Louise Fazenda can always be relied upon to get

some humorous statements
A lively repartee
flashes between her and "Chuck" Reisner.
Any opportunity that offers itself is seized upon as an excuse for
badinage and good-natured raillery.
-

acr'oss

.

Paul Bern, in his clever conversational manner,

tells

and wrong way of
writing screen stories which to me seems a waste of
time, as stories are so seldom bought from any but professional writers. All the same, young brainwaves con-

young

literary aspirants
.

stantly write in for

—

the right

more

scenario advice.

You

can't

keep great minds down.
Marie Prevost, looking as cute as ever, gives an account of how she felt, having her husband play opposite
her in ''Bobbed Hair." Kenneth Harlan, likewise, says
what he thought under similar circumstances Marie
rushing to the microphone to contradict some husbandly
joke Ken broadcasts about her.
Patsy Ruth Miller is always dependable and never fails
to tell something appropriate, while a crowd of young
gallants look on through the plate-glass wall of the
anteroom.
The word "sweet" generally irritates me when I hear
it attributed to some person by an admirer.
With Irene
Rich, however, it seems exactly to fit.
Her smiling appearance makes you associate "sweet" with her name
right away.
It is better to miss the hilarious comedy
songs sung by Messrs. Blue, Gordon, and Moore, than
fail to be present when Miss Rich is there.
Warner Brothers are planning to use their radio to
advantage.
A movement is now on to have receiving
sets installed in all the first-class picture theaters of the
country.
In this way, whenever a particular picture is
being shown, instead of giving those direful personal appearances, the stars can speak to the fans over the radio.

—
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The Baby
Bringing to light some more of those

little

things

By Don

Drawings by
Putting

One Over on

the Censors.

"Why

are the movies making so many biblical stories
nowadays?" I inquired of the practical young producer.
"All trying to beat 'Ben-Hur' to it?"
"Yes, partly so," replied the practical one. "But that
isn't the only reason.
The other reason is censorship."
"Censorship?" I echoed.
"Sure. Don't you see? The censors are laying for
anything that's snappy in the way of a dance or a vamp
scene or anything of that sort, but no censor is going to
raise his shears against an authentic Bible scene.
"We all know that in Bible times people didn't wear
very many clothes in those hot countries, so when one
of our cuties comes out in an Oriental outfit, all we have
to do to get her by the censors is to label her 'Salome'
or 'Bethsheba,' or something like that.
"A shimmy dance performed in a modern cabaret
But no censor
will get the censor's goat right away.
is going to monkey with an authentic shimmy of the
ancient Egyptian vaiiety performed against a proper
recalled

I

Get me?"

background.

biblical

some of the

biblical stories

from

my

early

Sunday-school lessons and I removed my hat.
"Accept this tribute," I said, "and with it my apologies for having, in times past, reproached motion-picture producers for a lack of active cerebration."
Pat O'Malley

John Barrymore

on Barrymore.

lunching with his keepers, the
Warner brothers. He does not take the trouble to
make his hosts feel at ease. He is like a disdainful wolf
is

hound escorted by

The Shimmy
is

ITof

—

in Celluloid.

a keen disappointment to

Hollywood

that

"Aloma

the South Seas" is being filmed in the East. For
Hollywood remembers the merry times we had when
Gilda Gray was among us on her stage tour.
It was during that time that I held my one and only
salon, which was a howling success.
The crowning
glory of the evening as the society reporter might have
said
was the $769.74 worth of shimmy generously clo-

—

—

nal ed by Gilda.

Miss Gray was getting $15,000 a week for her shimmy.
That is what her percentage in Los Angeles amounted
to.
For this amount she was doing three fifteen-minute
shows, in which her actual shimmying time was two
minutes each. At this rate she received $178.51 a minute.
For us she performed exactly 4.2 minutes.
I
held the watch myself.
W hich figures down to $769.74 worth of shimmy
that

we

received

free,

—

gratis,

its trainers.
Across the rattle of
Musso-Frank's dining room we hear his languid voice.
"
"I am getting fed up with Hollywood again
The Warner boys wrinkle their brows and raise depre"But I still have many debts in New
cating elbows.
York." The Warner boys beam joyously
ing forefinger, taps the
Pat O'Malley, with a
table at which we are sitting.
"There he goes!" he exclaims.
"Always like that.
Always an artist. You know that man's my ideal.
When a scene is about to go flat with me, I say to myself, 'How would Barrymore play it?'
I never get what
Barrymore would do, but the result is always satisfac-

without

let,

hin-

tory."

"What is the distinguishing feature of Barrymore's
work, do you think?" I demand.
"That he never makes the mistake of being serious.
That is the great danger with us movie actors. We
take ourselves, and
the roles we have,
altogether too seri-

never
man comedy of a

pa

r

t

Even
a

sequence.

like

or

fails

to

bring out the hu-

encumbrance $769.74 worth of glittering
motion, which Cecil De Mille would have given his
right eye to have incorporated in an ancient Egyptian
drance,

Barrymore

ously.

t

g

in
r o

-

u

e

e s q

thing
'Dr.
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.

Chamberlain

That's his secret. Comedy opJekyll and Mr. Hyde.'
posed to tragedy. Somehow or other, that combination
always gives the effect of absolute reality.
"I suppose," concludes the Irishman, thoughtfully,
"because life itself is that way."

The question of a double has been solved most
star part in

Mayer

suc-

Mae Murray, who

"The Masked

has been playing the
Bride" at the Metro-Goldwyn-

studios.

Mae uses
And Minnie

Minnie is the dummy's name.
a dummy.
t^kes a load off Mae's feet.
I'm not saying that Minnie actually acts although
I am almost convinced that she could get by in the movies.
Minnie is a very talented dummy.
What she really does is to stand at rehearsal in the
spot designated for her mistress until it is time to shoot
Then an assistant director shouts, "Give
the scene.
grips whisks her away and the real
Minnie the air !"
star steps into her place.
Minnie is exactly the height of her
mistress.
She has a pretty face not
exactly mobile, but still as expressive
as many other faces that are frequently acclaimed in the movies.
It is amusing at rehearsals to see
the hero making passionate love to
Minnie, or the villain twitting and
sneering at this innocent and helpless

—

A

—

Sometimes I have hoped
creature.
that the assistant director would forthat the camera
get to yell his insulting line at Minnie
would actually start grinding on her that Minnie would

—

have her chance at last.
But it will never happen.

It is

who

—

only in fiction stories

beautiful and good
It is
gets her opportunity at last and. becomes a star.
only in the minds of dreamers that Cinderella ever slips
out of the ashes into the glittering beauty of the palace.
Poor Minnie she will never be anything except a
dummy. She is beautiful, is Minnie. Beautiful, but

of

Hollywood

that the girl

is

—

dumb

Yet, you say,
Ah, yes,
the movies.
!

many such have won fame

in

—

But bend closer
my
which
no girl can ever
without
something
Minnie lacks
appeal
no
sex
Minnie
has
Poor
star.
become a
friend.

Fineman may not be

a

name

these,

eighty million go to the movies
constantly. These eighty million people are of the great
proletariat
so-called.
They are the dressmaker and
the carpenter and the woman who fusses with her housework all day. Now when these people who work hard
in the daytime, go to the pictures at night, they go seeking entertainment.

that

is

known

to

But the
of Evelyn

fans.

name

Brent is well
She is
known.
his

Bernie
one
is

who

And

wife.

Fineman

of those
in business

or politics, amusements or
are content
not,
to sit behind the

what

and
scenes
the strings.

pull

—

"On

the other hand, there are, let us say
to be libwho occasionally go to the
movies.
They do not go seeking only entertainment.
eral

—

thirty or forty millions

They are interested in art. Yet it is a grave mistake to
produce pictures for this minority who go to the theater
only once in a while a mistake which some producers
are still making."
Bernie has taken the certain formula of crook melodrama as a vehicle for Evelyn Brent, and the reports
of the trade journals show that every
one of her pictures has made money.

—

"Smooth as Satin," made at a cost of
only twenty-eight thousaTisi-ciolia^^^n^.
into the Capitol Theater in New York
and was a success.

What
i^ssy

3

tP"

is

an Artistic Picture?

"I don't bother about
Bernie, flat-footedly.

But he

is

wrong.

art,"

states

These crook melos

are sound artistically. They are logical
in their milieu.
Consequently, they are popular.
Being true to a mood is the only critical test. It is a
truism that movie audiences demand entertainment. The
movie-going public in which artists are in the minority
is not interested in art in itself.
But that is not saying that the movie public are not attracted or repulsed

—

—

by sound artistic values.
The producers who are failing are those who try to
outrun the public demand for entertainment.
"The Unholy Three," starring Lon Chaney, is an
example of an artistic crook picture, because the characters behave naturally in the environment provided.
The development is logical in this environment. Therefore the story is convincing. If it were not convincing,
it

Catering to the Majority.
B. P.

"Of

Bernie.

probably

—

Minnie, the Double.

by

shrewd.
He has a conabout what movies
ought to be.
And he has
followed this conviction to a
triumphant end.
"There are probably one
hundred and twenty
million people in this
country,"
remarks
viction

Ryan

cessfully

general

is

is

the movie world that aren't generally known.

K. R.

official title

manager for F. B. O. Bernie

would not be entertaining.

"The Monster," another melodrama starring Chaney,
which immediately preceeded "The Unholy Three," is
an example of the direct opposite. Not satisfied with
melodramatic situations, the makers tried to get the
They injected a lot
audience both coming and going.

comedy into the picture, ruining what otherwise would have been a soundly artistic piece of work.
It alSlapstick comedy also can be soundly artistic.
producers
ways is when it remains slapstick. But the
seemingly argue in this fashion the public like melodrama the public like slapstick therefore we will combine the two and make a knock-out picture. What they
made in the case of "The Monster" was a flop.
To sum up this critical brochure, we might conclude
It is a mistake, as Bernie Fineman points out, to make
of slapstick

:

;

;

Continued on page 106
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varied travels on the screen have carried her

the days of the gold rush, and thence to a

modern

By Margaret
our perilous trek across the continent, with
always somewhere about, and after that
stormy sea voyage, for we did things right in those
days I reached Sacramento by both boat and covered
wagon, so as to be sure of getting there.
The reason for this was that some of the extras
who were used as pioneers arriving in California
by ocean were also used as the brave souls who
plodded across the country in the vehicles James
Cruze made famous. Our first work was on a lumbering old ship in San Pedro Harbor, just outside
Los Angeles. From the outside looking in, it will
doubtless be a gallant picture the heavy barque cutting the water, white sails flung taut to the wind.
But from the inside looking out how that deck
rolled and rocked and dipped
Then we worked on prairielike land many miles
from the city, journeying on and on with our oxdrawn wagons, camping at dusk round great crackling
fires.
And so to Sacramento.
This was a street of wooden buildings on the back
Ramshackle houses, a shop
lot at the United studio.
or two, and the rest saloons, lining a narrow, dirt
road pitted with ruts and mud puddles.
"So this," one extra remarked, "is the Splendid
ful after

Indians

—

—

—

—

Road."

Our

had been an early one, and the set looked
Bearded extra men
grav and desolate.
swore cheerlessly as they smeared grease paint on
their faces, making of the benches by the horses'
Amhitching stand an impromptu dressing room.
call

realistically

bitious lady pioneers practiced the Charleston, despite
The cowboys in charge of
interfering hoop skirts.

Among

the seekers after gold in

Nilsson,

who

"The Splendid Road" was Anna Q.

arrived in Sacramento with a baby on her hip.

have been, the sights I have seen,
have lived in. the history I have
helped make. I have journeyed to Haddon Hall
with Queen Elizabeth, I have seen the Man of Sorrows
whipped through the streets of Jerusalem, with bloody
hands I have stoned Marie Antoinette and the next day
fled before the revolutionists as one of her ladies-inwaiting. I have cheered English and German regiments
onto the Great War, and wept at the return of both the
Blue and the Gray from the Civil.
Crinolines I have
worn, jewel-encrusted satins and rags, court gowns and
peasant costumes, one-piece bathing suits and bustles.
1 have pioneered in New York when the Battery was a
wide, quiet place to promenade.
And now I have
pioneered in California when Sacramento was a gold
field and Flollywood a potato patch.
The illustrious Frank Lloyd was making "The Splendid Road," which treated of the days when avid fingers,
the world over, itched to dig into the gold-infested earth
of Sacramento.
By land and by sea they came, in
broadcloth and in tatters, crowding into the mushroom
growth of shacks and saloons that was then Sacramento.
I speak authoritatively, as an inhabitant of the town
in that period.
Ah. the brawls they had in that saloon
next the meeting house! But even that seemed peace-

OH,

the places
the lands I

I

the horses somnolently shot craps.
The only working person in sight was a tanned and
out-of-doors-looking man, apparently fulfilling the
Fits wide,
duties of an eighth or ninth assistant.
boyish smile was greeted by the gloomiest with an
awakening interest and friendly shouts. The gentleman
replied in broad Scotch accent.
He was Major Sutherland, Scotch-Canadian war hero and Victoria Cross man,
and owner of Ceylon tea plantations that have amassed
him just five million dollars. When exteriors for Frank
Lloyd's previous picture, "Winds of Chance." were being filmed in British Columbia, no one could be found,
even at an enormous price, to double for two principals
in a canoe shooting the falls
no one until the company
was entertained at dinner by Major Sutherland on his
magnificent estate, and told him of their difficulty. Next
day he and his wife stepped into the canoe and hurtled
over the dreaded falls in great glee at this new lark.
And so enamoured of the movies was this daredevil
soldier that he asked Frank Lloyd for a job in his next
picture.
So now he was having a lovely time taking
orders and hauling props for forty dollars a week.
Within forty feet of the end of Sacramento were the
projection rooms. As we waited for activity to begin, a
little group filed out of one and came toward the set.
They were our company, discussing the "rushes" of
The nucleus of the group was a
yesterday's work.

—

gentleman who looked as though he had won early success in banking circles or some line of finance equally
refined and stable.
For Frank Lloyd it was he is of

—

—
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Extra Girl
"The Splendid Road," to Sacramento
in "The Girl from Montmartre."

Spanish cafe

Reid
a very businesslike air, with no time for moods
or inhibitions, no patience for. whilom emotions.
One could tell that his metier would be
the depiction of people who work rather than
the average, sane
feel, think rather than react
and human individual.
The first scene was the entrance of Anna
Q. Nilsson, the heroine, into the town. Coming, as she did, with a baby on her hip and
clad in a flannel shirt and canvas trousers

—

tucked into high top boots, she caused a consternation among the conservative natives that
was supposed to be unbounded.

Mr. Lloyd in a brief rehearsal, briskly outlined every one's action, then went back to the
cameras with a crisp, "All ready, Ann? Let's
take

it."

At
was

the end of the

first

shot—

fine in that one, folks."

'Well, the baby-

—

At the end of the second "Great, great
Everybody was good that time. Let's do another for safety's sake."
Mr. Lloyd could work with no more fitting
star, I think, than Anna O. Nilsson.
The
boyish costume she wears in much of the
picture is singularly appropriate.
Her charming femininity in more formal attire to the
contrary, this costume best fits her off-screen
personality.
This personality is an odd thing.
I don't know that there is much softness in
it,
nor many tenable points where you could
Barbara La Marr showing Margaret Reid the genuine antique Spanish comb
reach Anna's heart. She is such a very efficient
which she wears in "The Girl from Montmartre."
person, strong-willed, and firm-opinioned, I
am sure. And I imagine she is the sort of
woman who would count no sacrifice too great to make looks very like her mother, but the youthful Peggy refor any one dear to her, but she would make it briskly
sembles her mother only in coloring. They are beautiand matter-of-factly.
fully mannered children, but, of course, Alice Joyce's
It is impossible to imagine her
gently sentimental.
children would be.
Robert Frazer is the hero of the piece, and Lionel
After lunch we stepped back through the years again
Barrymore is a sort of sympathetic heavy. Mr. Frazer
into the turbulent life of our ancestors.
Lionel Barryis a very tall,
dark, and handsome young man who
more worked now, as the proprietor of the most sucdrove up to the set in an eye-filling, specially built roadcessful saloon.
Pauline Garon and Gladys Brockwell
ster.
were his dance-hall attractions.
Lionel Barrymore will always stand out in my memory
The very blond and sprightly little Garon arrived on
as a gentleman with infinite capacity for sleep.
He is the set with an enormous Mexican-straw sombrero,
an interesting-looking man with keen blue eyes and
which she arranged dashingly on Mr. Lloyd's head.
graying hair.
"There," she beamed, "if it just must have a straw
Most of the time, between scenes, he
sat in his chair, with great dignity and with his eyes
bat, the darling."
closed in slumber.
The day before, straw-hat season having closed some
Awake, he surveyed the adjacent
scenery with what might have been boredom, or amusetime previous, she had snatched Mr. Lloyd's straw
ment, or neither.
When spoken to, he replied with chapeau, thrown it on the floor, and stamped on it.
charming courtesy, and went back to sleep.
And this umbrella effect now reposing on his head was
Luncheon was called, and we hurried out the gates a gracious gesture of penitence.
to Madame Helene's tea room.
To hear Pauline Garon talk is nothing short of a
Anna O. Nilsson came
in and sat down alone.
shock. She is very little over five feet tall and, as I said,
few minutes later, the door
very blonde.
opened and a pretty, dark-eyed four-year-old peered in.
It is startling, when you expect a corresponding voice, to hear, instead, deep resonant chest
called,
and
Peggy
"Over here, Peggy," Miss Nilsson
entered, followed by a governess, an older sister, and
tones.
Apropos of nothing in particular, Lionel Barrymore
her mother Alice Joyce.
is a fascinating soul.
hero that is, one of them
Miss Joyce, as usual, looked the way all women pray
they may look in heaven.
Her eyes are very dark Mr. Arlen, would say, "He was a deep one, that man."
He works cleverly, with subtle nuances and shadings,
brown, her clear olive skin unrouged, and her full lips
technique that has ceased to be tricks and become habit.
scarlet.
The eldest little girl about ten, I should say

A

—

My

—

—
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The same extras used here as prospectors reaching California by boat were later photographed on the prairies journeying

toward

Then when
gleam

in his

their

goal

camera stops, you see that sardonic
eye that might be boredom, or amusement,
And you can't discover whether or not it
the

or neither.
lias been there all the time.
But about the metamorphosis of Miss Nilsson there
One minute she is the cheery Anna O.
is no doubt.
kidding with the "gang." She steps before the camera
and at once her gentian-blue eyes soften, her beautifully
chiseled lips grow gentle, and she is the familiar, lovely
lady of wistful charm.
Quitting time, and the daily transition with it, the boundary line between
the vears being the line of cars parked
Cross it and
at the end of the set.
vou are back in the world of to-day.

in

ivagons.

Constance Talmadge with her jewels and beaux, and
Barbara La Marr.
Before she went East I had seen Miss La Marr at a
brilliant opening.
She stepped from the velvet depths
ot a long, blue limousine.
In the white glare of the
spotlights turned on the street, I saw how green her
eyes were and how white her skin.
I remember I quite
liked her because she neither blew kisses, nor frowned
languidly, as she walked up the narrow lane through the
onlooking mob. Faintly smiling in a
friendly fashion, she walked through
the sea of craning necks and popping
eyes to the entrance of the theater.
Stardust
Now that I have worked with Barbara La Marr, I know that she is a
regular person, a very human sort of
person, and even on a dingy set, in
the hurly-burly of the studio, she
preserves that strange, fascinating
substance star illusion.
By some fortunate mistake I was
called to work in a Spanish cafe
scene in Miss La Marr's picture,

There are stars, as you may have
players who might
heard, and stars
live next door to you, so simple and

—

are the impressions they make
others of the intelligentsia, dashingly
others,
still
clever, jauntily bohemian
in the minority, who are such lofty gods
and goddesses, so far removed from
the mundane, as to be tinged with the

human

—

—

—

unreal.

And

then again there are stars

—

"The Girl from Montmartre." I
blonde.
But then, the whole thing
lies in what the wardrobe lad}' hands
you, and in how you make up.
Decked with a Spanish comb and lace
mantilla, I sought out the little rustic
cafe on stage No. 6.

—those

charmed creatures who

ride in imported
limousines, clad in the most luscious of

Paris whims, precious stones reflecting
smooth beauty, scented fur drawn
Their
round their white shoulders.
every personal appearance, whether at
an opening or in an exclusive shop, is
the occasion for gratified murmurs from
spectators who feel they have seen the
heart of Hollywood, spectators who
don't get that vague cheated feeling they
had when told that that plainly dressed,
quiet girl walking
walking down the
their

On

—
a

—

was Norma Talmadge.
There are many to uphold the stellar
tradition.
There are, for instance, Mae
Murray, with her canary Rolls-Royce
and rapid gestures. Claire Windsor, in
the crystal-sewn white gowns she affects. Gloria Swanson just being Gloria,

the benches off the set, I found

few extras whom I knew, and only
The
one or two speaking English.
majority were Spanish and Mexican
warm, dark faces, quick of interest
and easy of laughter.

Round the edges of the set hovered
man in a gray suit and tennis shoes.

Now

and then he walked briskly on,
spoke a few words to Jack Boland,

street

the cheerful young assistant director,
then, interest seeming suddenly to go,
wandered away again. It was only
Lionel

Barrymore as

the proprietor of

most successful saloon

in

tlie

Sacramento.

later, when he stood by the camera
and rehearsed the first scene, that we

Continued on page 92.
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All

is

Not

Seems So

Tinsel that

Rich shattered our interviewer's preconceived idea of how a De Mille
star should look and act, but she proved to be none the less interesting.
Lillian

By Helen Ogden
silly !"

said Lillian Rich in throaty British disgust.
do people say those things ? When you get
know Cecil De Mille, he is the kindest of men.

SO"Why
to

You'd be surprised at his thoughtfulness for his family,
his players, and his company.
As a director, De Mille
is fascinating
as a man, he is charming, and simple in
his tastes.
When I signed my contract with him he
told me he had investigated my private life, found out
I was happily married and contented, and that he was
;

very pleased."
Lillian Rich's revelations of a homespun De Mille,
putting his paternal blessing on domestic felicity, were
surprising to me.
But for that matter so was Lillian
herself. I had seen her only once before
a mere glimpse
through the banks of lights, just before she stepped beIf you refore the cameras for "The Golden Bed."
member, she wore a blond wig' in that picture. If not,
you will see her wearing it in future pictures, for she
That wig does something which I
is to don it again.
think is unflattering to her. In "The Golden Bed" she
looked physically beautiful, but characterless. In addition, it gave her an annoying resemblance to Alice Terry.
I watched a while as De Mille draped her on a lounge
and put her through languorous pose after languorous
pose.
When I went awav I put her down as another
would-be follower in the trail of Gloria Swanson. She

—

—

expensively indolent like other De Mille
could recall, striving to perpetuate their
silken characterizations between scenes as well as before
looked so
duchesses

I

the cameras,.

Now

I thought:
that she's a De Mille leading lady,
bet she's forgotten that she ever supported Strongheart,
tl;at sterling animal actor.
Probably rented herself an

apartment with the personality motif emphasized.
Orange frames against pale gray walls. Dorothy chairs
slung with Spanish shawls.
At least one first edition,
preferably of Sherwood Anderson, but Michael Arlen
would do in a pinch. The lady, I expected and sus-

would fit the setting.
That was my guess about Lillian. Not so good as
you can see for yourself if you read on.
Certainly there had been nothing to prepare me for a
brunet young lady of engaging frankness and candor,
who lives in a little colonial bungalow that is neat without being the least bit gaudy. True, there were silken
pected,

cushions about, but for comfort, not effect. Also books
Stephen Leacock and P. G. Wodehouse.
And last,
but not least, was a framed enlargement of Strongheart
over the fireplace. Surprisingly enough, the lady did fit
the setting.
She was recuperating from an attack of
throat trouble that had kept her from the studio for

—

Continued on page 100
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To

Norma

Shearer,

shown here breakfasting with her mother, wealth has meant among other

What Does Wealth Mean
To some, extravagance; to others, thrift,
you how money has affected some

DID you

ever, in imagining your-

a
motion-picture star,
speculate on what the sudden
wealth accompanying that position

would mean to you?
It might mean various

things, ac-

cording to your temperament, for it
has meant various things to the hundreds of players who have experienced it in the last few years.
To some it has meant only the opportunity to indulge in purposeless
spending, often ending in wretchedness or ruin. Of late years there has
been much less of that. The example
of the downfall of those who could
not stand prosperity was a warning to

who

followed.

There

are,

however, any number of players who
passed through the bonanza days of
the movies without losing their heads.
Mary Pickford, made rich while still
a young girl, is a conspicuous ex-

ample of

this.

It may surprise you to know
Mary has made the observation

"The chance

to

pursue a hobby.

This

article tells

sponsibility.

Miller

self

those

to a Star?

wealth has not brought her freedom,
due, no doubt, to her sense of re-

of the leading players

By Barbara

charity, peace, or the chance to

things a luxurious home.

do things for

my

that
that

family,"

"It has, however, meant ease and
comfort," she added. "And, most of
all, it has given me the opportunity
of doing things that I have long
wished to do for others."
Elusive Mae Murray, typically perverse, declares that her money has
enabled her to afford the luxury of
being selfish
And hear her unique

—

is

—

:

"One cannot

afford to give until

one has attained a certain amount of
success.
And I enjoy being able to

do

as I like, to give

in her decided,

low

when
voice.

I please,"
.

Without hesitation, Irene Rich
proclaims her three great and only
true
interests
life
in
her two
daughters, Jane and Frances, and her
work.
By the latter she has gained

—

security for these attractive girls.
"I entered pictures solely to provide for the children.
that success has come to me, I am investing
in stocks and bonds.
I have a definite amount for which to strive, and
am religiously putting aside part of

Now

mv

was Louise Fazenda's answer when asked
what success had brought to her. She
shown at the right with her mother.

!

unique, at least,
idea of selfishness
in that few of us would be so clearsighted

salary each week."

Far be

it

from Adolphe Menjou

admit anything even approaching
altruism.
No indeed! He talks of

to

What Does Wealth Mean

to
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security and tells of hard times he has experienced.
But there is a huge life-insurance policy and trust
fund in case of his death, so that his wife and son
are in no danger of prrvation. Menjou is very firm
in his attitude.

to be broke.
When I was
had gone through Culver and
Cornell, my father lost all his money, and I had to
get busy. So now we don't use up all I make, only a
small part of it. And everything we do buy is of a
jewels, cars, and so
type that can be readily sold

know what

it

twenty-one, after

I

"I

is

—

forth.

"I'm not going to put on grease paint for five years
and then have nothing to show for it!"
Another thing, these people who have arrived so
conclusively talk in the most matter-of-fact manner
of that future time when they will be passe.
Stars
like Menjou and exquisite Florence Vidor simply
Whoever heard of a
take the prospect for granted.
business man even considering such a possibility ? He
might retire, yes, but not because he was "through."
Just another phase of that same frankness which permits the mention of their poverty before the golden
era.

At any rate, Menjou puts his cherished savings in
bonds, of the good, reliable government variety.
He
fairly writhes when investments paying seven and
No risks for him just
ten per cent are mentioned.

—

security.

That phenomenal young Latin, Ramon Novarro,
seriously explains that with nine in one's family, a
salar) r of movie proportions is quite a welcome, as
Nine in the Novarro
well as an essential, thing.
Young Ramon says that his
Horrors
family
mother and brothers and sisters were very, very poor
1

!

before he succeeded.
Photo by C. Heighton Monroe

"Only, even now I cannot say that I am a financial
All her life Dorothy Devore had wanted an ermine coat, but when
success," he says, with engaging modesty.
"Once I
riches finally brought her one, she found that there wasn't nearly
worked as a theater usher here in Los Angeles for
so much fun in having it as there had been in looking forward to it.
five dollars a week.
My mother wished me to quit,
saying that I could make more money elsewhere, but
in the theater."
I preferred to starve and be happy
must be insured against, so that his small sons may work
Out in the Creighton Hale household, there are three
out their own lives, unhampered by an insistent breadboys Creighton, Pat, and Bob. Pat is six and Bob is
and-butter demand.
well, he is more of a big brother
In spite of a not-too-easy road, Louise Fazenda is
three, while Creighton
still a carefree, frank individual who finds life quite an
than a dad, a playfellow thinking of the future, which

—

—

—

interesting excursion,
There are

few of

who have not bought
on the go, owns one of

the players

be

cars,

and

May McAvoy, who

the handsomest.

loves to

who

is

even strong enough to laugh
over old hurts without bitterness.

my

"If I hadn't succeeded,
folks would have been just
'working people.'
So I have
been able to give them oh,
things, a pretty home, cars,

—

and

Just a few weeks
took my two old aunts
up to San Francisco for a litago,

trips.
I

tle visit.

It

means

so

much

to

be able to do things like that
for those you love."
Thus the girl whose childhood hopes had been submerged by her father's inability to provide, had faced the
future, almost penniless, and
totally unprepared to make her
way, and had come out on top.
And there is Noah Beery,
Now, a ponderous heavy like
Noah should have at least a
Continued on page 94
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Gowns

Gilda Gray's

from
A

peep

at

some

Paris

of the smart creations brought

home from abroad by Paramount's new

star.

By Betty Brown

Here are four of Gilda's street frocks , distinctly Parisian, and yet so simple in cut that any girl could
copy them. They seem to indicate that skirts will continue short, sleeves long, and collars rather high.

'HETHE'R
one

lives in

New York,
where the contemplanew and
of
tion
smart styles

is

commonplace

but
in

one's

journey ings
about the city, or
whether one is so far removed
from such distractions that
one's only glimpses of fashion
are gleaned from magazines or

moving

pictures, one's interest,
or at least that of the feminine
population,
the
portion
of
never fails to be stirred at the
thought of trunks full of
lovely frocks, hats, and friptheir
peries
from
fresh
Parisian birthplace.
Such is the wardrobe that
Gilda Grav brings back from

foreign shores, and although much of it will be seen in
her new productions, it is impossible to resist giving you

an advance peep at some of its glories.
Miss Gray's taste seems to run to frocks which depend for their style on simplicity of line rather than
elaboration of trimming.
Many of her gowns are the
very acme of simplicity, the exquisite material of which
they are made and their perfection of fit and line being their only claim to ostentation.
This is quite as it should be and we must "hand it to
Gilda"' for knowing so well the style that best suits her
bionde and rather childlike type. For it is easy to stray
very far from one's own style if turned loose among the
Paris coutouricrs.
There are fashions to suit every
type the vamp, the ingenue, and the flapper; but Gilda
is none of these, and she knew it.
The ones chosen by
her were not theatrical nor spectacular in any way. They
are simply such gowns as Ethel Smith and Mary Jones
and Betty Brown would like to wear if they could choose
what they liked. These are what Gilda liked.
At the top of the first page, at the right, Miss Gray
is wearing an ensemble suit created by Jeanne Lanvin.
It is an ideal costume for afternoon wear and is as

—

Gilda Gray's
gown can

simple as a

wool kasha

cloth,

The

be.

coat

is

Gowns from
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Paris

cent of our grandmothers' day, with
the quaint, tight bodice and long,
full skirt.
Its odd feature is the
wide. Tuxedolike collar, with its vest
of silver cloth.
corsage of pink
satin buds and silver ribbons gives a
finishing touch.
The gown itself is
of palest pink, antique satin.

of black

trimmed with wide green-gold

braid in a shawl collar effect.
This also forms
the lower part of the sleeves.
Beige fur makes
ihe odd flaring cuffs.
The dress worn
beneath the coat is of apple-green velvet
with silver-bead embroidery.
7'he next gown almost explains itself,
as its only trimmings are the shaped
bandings of the material unless the
many bone buttons could be considered trimming, as they certainly add

A

The long flowing

—

lines of the orig-

need not be taken as an
indication that long skirts are soon
to be with us again, as everything
points to the opposite extreme. One
need not feel out of place, however,
if one prefers long skirts, for some of
the smartest models feature them, as
witness this one.
This gown could be
charmingly copied for the debutante,
however, with skirt of regular dancinal dress

This gown shows
ever-popular turtle neck which
bids fair to carry its popularity well
into the spring season. Although this
does not exactly come under the category of ensemble suits, Miss Gray always
wears with it a coat of the same color,
a soft beige shade, trimmed with raccoon
to its effectiveness.

the

ing length.

,

At

the left of this page, I have
sketched a bona-fide dance frock.
Its bodice is of flesh-colored crape

fur.

The gown on

the seated figure is my
pet of the entire collection.
It is of seal-

"

with silver embroidery, while its furbordered skirt is of black chiffon.

brown,

brocaded-velvet chiffon, made
over a coco-brown crape slip.
Its Eton
collar
a n d

turn

Odd

back

-

seal

of

group
one that

this

-brown

ace,

last

g own

gold

ornaments are appliqued

skirt.

The

cuffs are of

heavy

silver

on the

with

is

would

be

particularly

Above is a Lanvin evening
giving a quaint effect with
full skirt

Lelong.
the Parisian
of
giving
a
to each new crea-

love

custom

name
tion.

called

very aptly,

More
modern
this

dance

frock.

Its sil-

ver-embroi-

dered bodice
is

of flesh-

colored

and the

think, for

its

crape,
skirt

of black chiffon

gayly colored beads.
The Lanvin evening

tion,

most

worn
top

by
of

gown

Miss Gray at the
page is reminis-

this

and becoming

to

the

and
.clinging
fringe arrangement
long and
delightfully
gives
Although this
slender lines.
is one
of the most effective
dresses of Miss Gray's collecmatron,

is

remind us strongly of the
gorgeous trappings of the circus parades we used to view in
our childhood.
This model,
another Lelong, by the way, is
of navy blue, silk voile trimmed
with bandings of crimson velvet and lavishly embroidered
with metal rings and various

pink satin,

bodice and long,

but smart.

suitable

and
gay

colors

in

lines is

its

I

The one below
"Parade,"

its tight

— exceptional,

velvet tie and bandings
as its sole trimmings.
This dress is by Lucien
I

gown of palest

it

as

is

its

graceful

one that could be
its founsimply a sheathlike

easily copied, as

dation is
crape.
slip
of
flesh-colored
The long, silk fringe is of the

same shade and its odd zigreally
zag
arrangement is
simple to copy.
Although none of these
models show any revolutionary changes in the mode, they
are all indicative of style tendencies which will appear in
early spring frocks.
Skirts
will
continue short, sleeves
Continued on page 107

-

Particu-

larly suit-

able to the

matron
the

on the

whose

is

gown
left

cling-

ing fringe

arrangement
gives delightfully long

and

sljr.der
line

Over the
Fanny

the

Fan expresses her

peats a few rumors which are

By The
when we first saw it was because we hadn't
been studiously looking for evil. You really
have to have a censor's turn of mind in order
to see the worst.
So in order to encourage
detection

of

sin,

we

offered

a

prize

to

the

person who could put the worst interpretation
on any seemingly harmless scene of the picture.
it might
I won't tell you who won it
;

and then what a good

get to the censors' ears

would have cutting that person's
Well, anyway, the prize was supposed to be a copy of the Censor Board's annual report on eliminations, but I couldn't get
that so I substituted a pamphlet on vice issued
by the Society for the Suppression of Vice.
"I'm really awfully grateful to the Censor
Board for providing the inspiration for such
hilarious evenings.
"Constance and Norma are both here now
on a visit, but I haven't seen either of them,
Norma is busy getting
except at a distance.
clothes to wear as Kiki and a few trunk fuls
for herself.
Constance is getting outfits for
'East of the Setting Sun,' but really, it wouldn't
She
matter what her clothes were for that.

time they
pictures!

will

have

Von Stroheim

directing

it,

so

it

is

bound to be marvelous.
"I wonder
introduce the

who the first
new bob in

player will be to
pictures,"

Fanny

rambled on as she directed the waiter to bring
her anything that looked interesting to him.
"Maybe Leatrice Joy. She's always doing
original things."

"But what is the new bob?" I interrupted
her monologue long enough to ask. "The last
one Gloria introduced left us only one long
lock to distinguish our hair cuts from men's."
"Oh, but the new one is much more fascinating.
The short side where it is parted is short
Photo by Melbourne Spurr
and straight and sleek the other side is left
Lois Wilson is happy that her part in "Bluebeard's Seven Wives" gives her a
rather long and fluffy, and covers the ear. Of
chance to get away from sweetly saccharine roles.
course, you always have to stand with your
otherwise, you look a
profile toward people
bit unbalanced.
one had had a new idea for a party in ages,"
It would be a great test for a player.
Fanny remarked, sweeping me along with her
"New fashions in clothes are playing havoc with
from the waiting corner of the Ritz into a divan
the intended seriousness of some pictures, though. The
in the cafe lounge, with all the dignity of a ball player
new skirts are so dreadfully short that most of the
making first base. "And then along came the Chicago
Dorothy
girls have had to stop rolling their stockings.
censors.
Those are the boys who are always up and
Mackaill made the first few scenes of 'Joanna' with her
doing.
They looked at Constance Talmadge's last picstockings rolled, as usual, and when she saw the rushes,
ture, 'Tier Sister from Paris,' and were so shocked that
she got mildly hysterical. Every time she walked a step
they tried to ban it. They maintained that it was subor two, her bare knees showed.
Imagine that in a
versive of morals, tended to degrade the moral tone of
heavy dramatic scene
the community, and would corrupt the minds of the
"Dorothy is not to play in 'Mile. Modiste' after all;
young and innocent. What an idea
all began getCorinne Griffith has bought it from the First National
ting up corruption parties at once, and going to see the
company. But Dorothy is coming to New York soon to
picture again.
It had already played all over Broadappear in 'The Lunatic at Large Again,' with Leon Errol.
way and had moved out into the sticks, so sometimes we
"The New York studios have been awfully quiet
had to motor to the strangest little towns in order to
lately
everybody seems to be away on location or just
see it.
It was well worth the while though, in the ingetting ready to work.
But the night clubs have been
terests of research.
opening at the rate of two or three a week, and you
"We decided that the reason we hadn't been shocked can usually find a few of your motion-picture
;

NO

;

!

We

;
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Teacups
gratitude to censors, and

even

interesting

not

if

re-

true.

Bystander

favorites there.

Not

that they like Jate par-

von understand, but merely because
gives them little glimpses of human nature that
help them in their characterizations."
"Is that excuse really still in circulation?" I
asked, in amazement, but Fanny looked on it
ties,

it-

as purely a rhetorical question.

"Every one goes
course,

to

'Texas'

Guinan's,

of

arrive in New York.
a sort of official registration booth for

when they

first

That is
Broadway's Who's Who.
Arid then crowds
go to the Club Lido to see Barbara Bennett
dance with Maurice.
She is Constance Bennett's younger sister, you know, and she has
worked in pictures a little. She was just a
youngster

— when

—

she's

hardly more than that

now

George Fitzmaurice gave her a job as
page in the big banquet scene of 'The Eternal
City.'
She was the most adorable-looking,
doll-like young creature you ever saw.
Now
she looks like Paris' idea of the perfect young
debutante is very fresh and refined and subdued, wears pale-pink tulle and almost no
jewelry.
I heard, a while ago, that she and
Maurice were going to play in a Famous Players picture, and I hope it is true.
''The most heartbreaking sight in New York

—

for a girl who thinks she
at the Club Mirador.

knows how to dance,
Mar j one Moss and
Georges Fontana dance there, and Miss Moss

is

through the air just like thistledown.
She makes every one else you ever saw seem

flutters

clumsy."

"Where's Gilda Gray?
her interest in night-club
»

I

asked unmoved by

celebrities.

''Down

in

Porto Rico

shooting the first scenes
for "Aloma of the South
Seas,' of course." Fanny
glanced at me in shocked
"Is

surprise.

it

—

bring

Hayakawa back

the screen.
Just to
make her departure quiet,
a lot of her friends went
to

down and serenaded her
with a brass band.
Viola Dana doesn't care much
for New York, and her one
thought, when she was there
making exteriors for her next
picture, was to get hack to
Hollywood as quickly as she
could.

After seeing "Satan in Sables," Fanny decided that
Pauline Garon had the cutest pair of legs in pictures.

possible

you haven't heard
about the marvelous cast
she has
Sessue Hayakawa, William Powell,
and
Percy
Marmont.
Gilda would be the person to have sense enough
that

to

Photo by Freulich

"Porto Rico is pretty well civilized, so the
studio carpenters sent all the makings of a
barbarous country along with the company.
They built outrigger canoes, for .in Porto
Rico the natives travel in rowboats with those
They even
little put-put engines attached.
had to send along a lot of bamboo huts, well
weathered, because even the most primitive
huts in Porto Rico are likely to be of native
plaster, which looks like fine white stucco,
and even the poorest families have a few
saints' images in the wall, or a Delia Robbia
plaque or two.
"Gilda went down there almost immediOn the
ately after her return from abroad.
ship coming home, she raised a lot of money
for the widows and orphans of dead sailors
by giving a dance recital, and so captivated
the French diplomat who was on his way
back to his post in Martinique, that he im-
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"Incidentally, Gloria will have another marvelous home when she returns.
She has
leased the whole eighteenth floor of the Park
Chambers Hotel, up at Fifty-eighth Street
and Sixth Avenue, and is going to transform
it into one of those roof mansions with gardens and walks and fountains.
wouldn't
I
be at all surprised to hear of her having a
private skating rink up there this winter.
The view is gorgeous you can see all over
Central Park. Imagine how beautiful it will
be to see pictures in her projection room far
above the lights of the city,
"I suppose you've heard that Gloria is so
discouraged over the reception of 'The Coast
of Folly' that she is going to make a picture
that is rather like her old clothes-horse roles
to see if that is what her public wants.
She
will probably bring a lot of fashion novelties
from Paris for it.
"Hope Hampton brought back loads of
clothes from Paris to wear in her fashion
films.
She brought some sheer silk stockings
that have anklets of rhinestones sewn in them, but how
she going to show, in a picthat they aren't the same
;

old,

diamond

real

anklets that people have
been wearing for years ?

"Hope may be awfullv
popular with the shop-

keepers

in

but

Paris,

how
Carmelita

imagine

Geraghty
felt

when

she went to
the leading

shop and found

lingerie

that they wouldn't even

h
j. Ar°thur steck

Helen Ferguson had to

Pathe

plored her to
island

would

come down

make a

lot

of risky scenes for

girl,

who

their

entire

weeks,

for

stock

beof

and

ordered
keep them

enough to
busy for ages.
"Blanche Sweet

The

left

town the other da}' with
the most dazzling lot
of clothes you ever saw.
Most of them were for
her own use, but some were costumes for 'The Far Cry.' Won't
it seem nice to see Blanche in a
picture in dressed-up, modern

what

busy making pictures, do with one
island more or less ? She decided, instead, to go to Porto
Rico, where the social life wouldn't be so strenuous.
"Gloria is abroad on a vacation, and the rumor gets more persistent every day that she is going to leave Famous Players to
Famous
join United Artists.
It isn't a question of more money
Players will meet any offer made by any one else and I understand that already they have gone up to twenty thousand a week.
"I've heard from a friend of a friend who is very close to
Gloria, and probably doesn't know anything about it but tells an
interesting story anyway, that the real, underlying" reason for
her wanting to leave Famous Players is because of some advertising.
When she married the marquis, it was distinctly understood that his name was never to be used in connection with her
pictures, particularly in France.
And then, when 'Madame Sans
Gene' was shown abroad, she was advertised as la marquise. I
understand that she really feels terrible about it, and that one
reason for this trip abroad was her anxiety to straighten the matter out and convince herdiusband's friends that she did not deliberately try to capitalize on his name.
Well, there's the story and
vou can take it or leave it.
can a

Hope had bought

samples,

a

serial.

there to make her picture.
be hers, he declared.
But, after all,

making up her

begin
order
cause

is

—

/

clothes

?

"She says she couldn't

/

re-

sist buying almost everything
she saw because the styles this
winter are so interesting. And
vou should have seen her pearls
Hattie Carnegie, the dress designer, has a string of pearls
valued at sixty-five thousand
!

\

Gilda Gray's friends

saw

a brass band when she

her off with
sailed for

Porto Rico to shoot the first scenes
for "Aloma of the South Seas.
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She puts them in a jewel case with
of strings of imitation pearls, and then
challenges you to pick out the real ones.
Blanche, having real ones of her own, thought
she could distinguish them, and she was so
fascinated when she found she couldn't, that
she bought four beautiful strings of the imitadollars.

a

lot

tions.

I

"One night, just before she left, she and
Marshall Neilan went to see the 'Vanities,' and
were dragged up onto the stage by Julius Tannen to be introduced to the audience. She had
been out shopping all day and had been too
tired to dress, so had just worn an old brown
suit and a close sports hat.
She produced the
strangest effect. You see, Katherine Ray, who
frolics about in the 'Vanities,' wears only a
rose or two by way of a costume, and she is
the exact image of Blanche.
To see her stroll
off the stage wearing next to nothing and then
to see Blanche step up, a moment later, demurely clad in a tailored suit, was simply uncanny.
if Katherine Ray looks
her in pictures as she does in real
life.
We'll have a chance to find out soon because both of them are in 'Bluebeard's Seven
Wives'. Blanche appears just in one sequence
as Juliet, with Ben Lyon as Romeo, and she
is the most exquisite Juliet you ever saw. Even
the blase people up at the studio go into the
projection room and run it over and over.
"Isn't it terrible the way nothing interesting
happens for a long time and then suddenly,

"I'm anxious to see

as

much

like

everybody you like comes to town at once?
Irene Rich was here for a few days on her
way abroad with her two daughters. She is
Helen
putting them in school in Switzerland.
Ferguson was here for a
week or two on her way
to New London, Connecticut, to start a Pathe

exactly

Not

serial.

•cheerful for her husband,
for she had been away

two days when
news came of the disasabout

trous sinking of the sub-

marine up
don, and a

at

New

he was just finishing a
picture,
and a chance
came along for him to

two

in
pictures
New York, so he jumped
on an eastbound train
and now, if the hero of
the picture
O'Hara,
incidentally
isn't right on hand to
save Helen, Bill Russell
will be standing by.

— George
—

•

"Viola

Betty Jewel
the player

Dana was

in

was picked by a merit comof greatest promise in "The

New Commandment."

Lon-

lot of Helen's
scenes take place in submarines and speed boats
Luckily,
and airplanes.

make

oxford studio

mittee as

town making exterior scenes for a Marshall
Neilan picture, but her one thought was to
get back to Hollywood as quickly as she

Of

course, a cold wave had to hit
just as she got here, so she hated
even more than usual.

could.

New York
it

"Oh,

almost forgot to

tell you.
Replan to have a merit
committee choose, from each picture he
makes, the player who most distinguishes
himself?
Well, in 'The New Commandment,' it was himself who won the honor,
as it happened, but it was Betty Jewel whom
the committee selected as the player of greatest promise.
Right away, she was rewarded with a marvelous part in 'Bluebeard's Seven Wives,' and a lead in 'Broken
I

member Ben Lyon's

Homes.'
Diana

Kane,

different

Wilson,
in

who

from her
is

is

quite

sister, Lois

playing with her

"Bluebeard's Seven Wives."
Photo by Mishkin

"The

of that picture seems to be
Alice Lake, who is playing the
lead, is divorcing her husband and will
marry again soon. And Gaston Glass, who
title

prophetic.

Continued on page 92
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The Screen
Clear-cut

summaries

By

of

Sally

roadsters so easily.
He has become,
as Nophaie, one of a waning people
making a last flurry of protest against
the civilization surrounding them. He
plays with dignity and reserve, and
seems, on the whole, more like a real
Indian than many actors I have seen
who have that sort of role. They
usually look like Al Jolson in blackface, about to burst into a "Mammy"
Some of Mr. Dix's close-ups
song.
were a little trying, but not once did
he fall into stagy, conventional attiHe didn't fold his arms once,
tudes.
to my knowledge, nor did he wrap a
around himself and look
blanket
toward the setting sun. And there was
a surprising but pleasing scarcity of
"heap bigs" in the subtitles.
Noah Beery, as the bad man, seemed
a little too leering for a modern story.
I think that all along, he thought he
was in a story of the California gold
His hair, clothes, and general
rush.
villainy caused that impression.
Lois Wilson, as Marion Warner, the
Richard Dix, in "The Vanishing American," plays the role of an Indian with individuNophaie,
school-teacher
loved
by
ality and dignity; Lois Wilson is sweet as a school- teacher.
seemed almost unbearably sweet. She
didn't in the least look like a little
desert flower, and she patted a great many Indian chilVanishing American," the new Paramount
dren at every opportunity.
production, is a beautiful, somber saga of the rise
and fall of the American Indian. It is not a picMalcolm MacGregor had nothing to do as a young
ture for those romantic souls who want their Indians
lieutenant in the army.
clean, dashing, and interestingly primitive, but it is an
The Indians themselves are wonderful, especially one
authentic, pictorially perfect film, telling a sad story a
small boy known only as The Son of Man Hammer. In
little too faithfully.
fact,
educationally and
scenically,
"The Vanishing
Of course, there is always a question as to just how American" surpasses any other American story that I
much rose color should be added to make things less have seen, but don't expect a glint of steel and flying
plausible and more pleasant, and in this instance, George
sparks.
Look instead for a once-wild people, calmed
and bitterly facing the inevitable.
B. Seitz, the director, has chosen to be authentic rather
than thrilling. The disintegration of a race has seemed
Better Lowell Sherman.
dramatic enough to him to be able to stand by itself,

THE

A

with only the support of a very meager plot, against
a background of the most stupendous beauty that I have
ever seen photographed.
In fact, most of the picture rises above the story,
which strays from fact to fiction, and back again, in a
most bewildering way. Some time during the third or
fourth reel, a modern plot rudely intrudes on the dignified procession of a race, and a very ordinary Western story of a good girl, a bad man, and a handsome
young Indian, takes charge of the remainder of the film.
To be sure, there are interesting bits in this, but even
they are pushed about by the disjointed action.
Richard Dix is the only member of the cast who is
not entirely eclipsed by his surroundings, always excluding the real Indians, of course. On so tremendous
a stage, even the best of actors might blur into the background, but Mr. Dix has been wise enough to make himself a part of the picture rather than to endeavor to
stand out against it. At no time is he the usual, pleasant, smiling Mr. Dix who steps in and out of sport

In "Satan in Sables," another Warner Brothers picture, Lowell Sherman turns his back for a time on villainy, and decides instead to be a rather dissipated Russian prince with a philanthropic nature.
Besides wearing some amazingly stunning uniforms,
Mr. Sherman is attractive through the sheer force of
If he decides to be a Russian prince, he
his acting.
most decidedly is one, and though I have never seen a
Russian prince, I am ready to take his word for the way
one would act. even against my better judgment. I suppose that is the definition of a very experienced, capable
actor.

Michael Yervedoff becomes interested in a little street
into his house one night when he is
giving a party, so much so, in fact, that his former mistress, Dolores, feels called upon to have her revenge for
his neglect. Knowing that he adores his younger brother,
Paul, she strikes through that channel. If you want to
know the rest of the story, I should advise you to go
You won't be sorry.
to see it.

gamin who strays
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Review

^0 Mr/

the latest releases.

Benson

Caricatures by John Decker

Pauline Garon is Colette, just another one
those naughty but innocent French girls.
Gertrude Astor is a very beautiful Satan in
her sables.
John Harron, that fine young
actor, is the young brother.
of

Classmates at Annapolis.

"The Midshipman,"
Goldwyn,

produced

by

Metro-

the picture of life at Annapolis
that 'you have heard so much about.
All of
you who have been to Annapolis will recognize the background, without a doubt, but I
am not at all sure that you will recognize the
is

life.

In an endeavor to bring before the public

some of the traditions and ideals of the Naval
Academy, the director, Christy Cabanne, has
sacrificed both his star

Novarro

and

his story.

Ramon

the one person in the entire world
who should not have been chosen for the title
role.
He is badly miscast, and in his anxiety
to be one of the boys, turns prankish and
young. Naval officers in the making often err
on the side of dignity, but they do not turn
into little mischiefs.
The boyish horseplay
was unbelievable and as antiquated as a college picture of ten years ago.
Aside from the story and such impossible
situations as the rescuing of the heroine from
Satan in Sables," Pauline Garon is a naughty but innocent little French
In
the bad man's yacht with the aid of a navy
girl, while Lowell Sherman portrays to perfection a Russian prince.
plane and one of the minor destroyers, the
picture manages to be mildly interesting. Some
of the scenes are really beautiful, and Metro-Goldwyn
Corinne Griffith is Babs Comet, the astute young lady
went to the maximum of trouble to make them as authenwho knows when it is time to leave. She proves, in
tic as possible.
this film, that it is possible to be both funny and beautiful, and with no great wardrobe either.
The plot follows pretty much along the same line as
that of "Classmates," only instead of an old father, the
Everything about the picture is refreshing.
When
Midshipman has an old mother, and he does not go to
Babs comes home at six o'clock in the morning, after
a long walk back, the breezy young Irishman who is in
the jungle. But there is the impending disgrace on the
love with her does not turn away, crushed and broken.
eve of graduation, and the sense of duty intruding unInstead, after one quick look at her worn and muddy
comfortably at the wrong time.
shoes, he believes her story. The rich young man really
Secretary Wilbur makes his film debut by handing
does want to marry her, and when she refuses him, her
out diplomas at graduation time. But except for a few
family, instead of being righteous about it, are a little
such realistic touches and the authentic and lovely backdisappointed that all that money has vanished from their
ground, I cannot say that I liked '.'The Midshipman."
is

However, I saw it, uncut, in a projection room, and to
avoid being accused of disloyalty to the government, I
shall only say hopefully that it may be better with music.

Some Comedy

Relief.

"Classified," a First National picture starring Corinne
Griffith, is a thoroughly delightful comedy with the best
subtitles these old eyes have ever seen.
The story is by

Edna

Ferber, and is about a poor working girl who is
employed in the want-ad department of The New York
Times, and who rides to work every morning in a RollsRoyce or a Renault by the simple method of standing
on a street corner and looking anxious until some one
offers her a lift.
One morning, when imported cars are
scarce, she accepts a ride from a carefree young man in
a homemade car, who supplies the love interest from

then on.

lives.

engaging as the poor young mechanic,
the most plausible idle-son-of-the-rich
I have ever seen, Charles Murray as Old Man Comet
is excellent, and of course Corinne Griffith reaches a new
Jack Mulhall

Ward Crane

is

is

milestone in her work.

Movies Made Romantic.
"The Pace That Thrills" is what seems
trick to play on Ben Lyon.
It is a false,

to

me

silly

a

mean

story of

the life of a moving-picture star.
Danny Wade is accused of being cowardly because
he won't take a chance. Doubles are used for all his
rough work in pictures, while the rest of the cast look
on and sneer. Doris Tate, daughter of his producer,
believes in him, but even she has moments of doubt
when he refuses to enter a race, and forfeits the ten

The
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Ever since the day I saw a fish swim in and
His picout of his mouth, I have liked him.
tures are the burlesque shows of the film world.

West

of the Mississippi.

There is something engaging about the way
Tom Mix, in an extra large hat and dashing
clothes,

rescues a

In

girl.

"The Everlasting

Whisper," he rescues one right at the start, just
to show what he can do at a minute's notice.
This time he snatches the beautiful girl from her
horse just before the animal reaches a broken-

down bridge. The rescue is so close that the
horse jumps over the gap after Tom has obligingly removed his passenger.
The villains of the picture haven't the ghost
of a show with the experienced Mr. Mix, who
makes them look exceedingly foolish and helpless.

A

Fine Cast in Fine Clothes.

"Fine Clothes" was adapted from Franz
Molnar's stage play, "Fashions for Men." It
is the story of Peter Hungcrford a mild-mannered haberdasher who turns the other cheek
with an annoying regularity. His wife elopes
with the head clerk, his business is taken over
by his creditors, and his cashier, whom he
loves, is beset by an oily earl whose intentions
,

are not honorable.
In the end he refuses to turn his cheek another single time, and is appropriately re-

warded.

Corinne

Griffith,

beautiful,

and

as a poor working girl in "Classified,"

facie Mulhall is

is both funny and
engaging as the young mechanic who loves her.

thousand dollars put up as good-faith money. Danny's
mother is serving a life term in prison, unjustly of
course, and it is for her that he sacrifices his honor.
This might have been a legitimate racing story, but
it has been distorted by a lot of silly incidents.
Ben Lyon is miscast as Danny. In one scene, he
wears a Spanish toreador's costume which doesn't suit
him, but I thought he was really g'ood when he posed as
the tough, very Irish-looking son visiting his mother in
the prison.
However, if you like Ben, there is no use
in my saying anything about the picture, because 'you
will undoubtedly see it anyway.

Something Louder and Funnier.

much about the new Warner com"The Man on the Box," starring Syd Chaplin, because when I saw it, a man who sat in the row behind
I

can't say very

edy,

distracted my attention by leaning on my shoulder,
helpless with laughter.
He completely lost his breath
with mirth, only reviving long enough to gasp, "This

me

good, you know," and then subsided into
a helpless mass again.
At that, his criticism is a
pretty fair one.
It really isn't so awfully good, but it
is funny.
The comedy is old, but Syd Chaplin reduced
the audience to a mass of ten-year-old boys screaming
with delight at everv funny fall.
The film is put together with the assumption that all
the well-rounded jests in the world are not worth one
good stumble.
Syd Chaplin walks in and out of the
picture, in and out of the plot, entirely stopping the
show at times to do a funny trick, but he does it with
the same broad and heavy fun that he handles so suc-

isn't

The stage play was supposed to have taken
place in Budapest, but the screen version of it
has been transported to London, and the
change of air hasn't made it a bit more prob-

mont
ier,

is

able.

The cast is unusually good. Percy Marthe mild Peter, Alma Rubens the beautiful cash-

Raymond

Stone

is

Griffith the lively head clerk, and Lewis
pleasant and ill-meaning as the Earl of Denham.

More Crooks.

"Go Straight" is a modest but entertaining melodrama.
It is the story of a pretty young robberess who decides
that the profession is getting overcrowded, and so goes
tc Hollywood to work.
She does not go into the
movies, and that in itself is enough to make this picture
stand alone, but being familiar with banks by profession, she gets work in one.
The police trace her there and annoy her with all
their best detective methods.
In the meantime she has
and who wouldn't?
fallen in love with her employer

—

The employer

is

Owen Moore.

Gladys Hulette is sensible and contained as the young
Robert Edeson is the leader of the bad
lady crook.
There is some good
element, and a very tough egg.

comedy

in this picture.

really

cessfully.

A

Little

More About

the Clergy.

"Thank You," a William Fox

picture,

has

adapted from the stage play by Winchell Smith and

been

Tom

Gushing.
old minister, played by Alec
well patronized by his parish.
paid
but
Francis, is poorly
with
him, and the fact that she
live
His niece comes to
things more than ever
complicates
Paris
lived
in
has

David Lcc, a

saintly

for the nice old man.
The general idea is a good one. It emphasizes its
meaning in a subtitle which says, "How can you expect
people to look up to you on Sundays when they look down

The

Screen in

week ?" I think this film will
good many smaller communities, where
the minister and his family are always under a large
on you

hit

all

home

the rest of the

in a

microscope, with the entire parish looking on.
There is a love story running through it, with George
O'Brien, smile and all, and lovely Jacqueline Logan as
the parties of the first and second parts.
My main criticism of "Thank You" is the distorted,
I
stagy impression of small-town life that it gives.
think it's high time that villagers rose up against this
antiquated method of dealing with their lives.

Jumping Johnny Hines.
I have seen many a heroine rescued, and as many different methods employed by the hero in rescuing them,
but in "The Live Wire," Johnny Hines saves the gal
by sliding down an electric wire on his head right
through a window into the room where honor is at
If you can think of a more novel entrance, send
stake.
the idea, with ten cents in stamps, to Mr. Hines.
I am
sure he will consider it.
The story is of the great Maranelli, who makes his
living by sliding down a wire on his head in a circus.
At every performance, the music stops, the drum rolls,
and Maranelli slides, until the general wear and tear
begin to affect the muscles in his neck. After that, he
and Saivdust Sam expose a trusted friend, save the
power president's daughter, save the power house even,
and in fact, do almost everything that the seven thousand
feet of film give them time to do.
There are lots of comedy, a great many stunts, and
plenty of excitement in "The Live Wire."

Society

"The

Shown

Up.

People," a Sidney Olcott production,
adapted from the play by Avery Hopwood and David
Grey, is one of those comforting pictures made for the
purpose of proving that all that glitters is not gold.
There is nothing new about it, and as far as I can
remember, I seem to have seen this same plot many,
many times before. There is the mean, wealthy, drinking, dancing family, with a no-account son there is the
model chauffeur who, although poor, won't stand for
any goings on and there is the favorite daughter who
The result is inevitable.
falls in love with him.
theater
firmly
convinced that chauffeurs and
left
the
I
chorus girls were noble and kind, and that every one
with more than fifty dollars would

Best

;

;

come

to

no good end.

It's

young

man.

In the end
he is elected
president of
his
country

and

starts

wearily
about laying

corner

once
stones
more.
This is a
breezy comedy with two
or three high
spots of humor. I recall

particularly

the

launching of

the

battle-

ship.

There

is

something

thoroughly
enjoyable in
a
prince
trip
on his robes

seeing

and knock
is

his

Ramon Novarro as a

student at Annapolis, in

"The Midshipman."

crown over one

eve.

Raymond

Griffith

wonderful.

Married Life Made Funny.
"Exchange of Wives," is a light amusing comedy about
two young married couples who become involved with

one another.

The Rathbums live next door to the Morans.
John
Rathburn likes dancing and light wines, and so does
Mrs. Moran. Margaret Rathburn is a good cook, and
Mr. Moran likes to eat. Things are becoming pretty
tense when Mrs. Rathburn decides upon a scheme
w'hereby they exchange husbands and wives for two
weeks. They go to a lodge in the mountains to test the
idea out.
Left with the intense Mrs. Moran, John
Rathburn lives on love and canned food. Mr. Moran
lives on marvelous food and lemon meringue pie, but
misses out on kisses.
Things turn out satisfactorily

in the end.
This
rather foolish plot is made terribly
funny by such experts as Eleanor

that

Boardman, Renee Adoree, Creighton Hale, and Lev/ Cody.
Creighton Hale as the well-fed
young man with a nice little singing voice is perfect.
Eleanor
Boardman is as beautiful as ever,
and as clever at' managing her

kind of picture.
Warner Baxter, Esther Ralston,
Striker,
and
Joseph
Morris are in the cast.
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Margaret

The Life of a Prince.
Raymond Griffith, in "A Regular Fellow," has a beautiful time as
the prince of some obscure country,
but he is not quite as engaging
when depicting royalty as he was
when depicting crime in "Paths to
Paradise."
In "A Regular Fellow," he is a

comedy.

much overworked young man, who

brother on a ranch in the far
West, only to find that he has become involved with a band of
smugglers who are sending munitions over the Mexican border.
His former employer is about to

A

minutes at home, he en-

Players present "A Son
Father," by Harold Bell

Famous
of His

Wright.
Irish girl

runs from the launching of battleships to the laying of corner stones
with a lightning rapidity. In one of
his brief

Harold Bell Wright Picture.

As a young movie star in "The Pace that Thrills,"
Ben Lyon appears in a variety of guises.

counters a party of tourists who
are being guided through the palace.
Mary Brian is one of the tourists, and the Prince
decides, then and there, that princing is no career for a

It is

the story of a

who comes

lose his ranch to the villain,

there are a good
set right again.

many

heroics

before

little

to visit her

and

everything

is

[Continued on page 96]
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A

Confidential Guide to Current Releases

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.

—

"Beggar on Horseback" Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic
stage play. Clever nonsense, perfectly
done.

Thor"Bobbed
Hair"— Warner.
oughly funny, fast-moving comedy, one
Marie Prevost excellent
of the best.
in lead, Louise Fazenda a lady crook,
and Kenneth Harlan a young man
with money and a car.

"Don Q"—United

Artists.

Douglas

in the Zorro type of
more magnetic and entertain-

Fairbanks, back
role,

is

His
ing than he has been in years.
playing of an adventurous young
Spaniard is a delight. Warner Gland
and Donald Crisp contribute clever
performances, while Mary Astor is
lovely as the girl.

"Freshman, The"— Pathe.
Harold
College
Lloyd's "latest and best."
football from an uproarious angle.
"Gold Rush, The"— United Artists.
Charley Chaplin in his new "dramatic comedy," is in spots superbly
comic, but on the whole too pathetic.
Film not nearly so funny as
his previous pictures.

—

"Kiss Me Again" Warner.
Ernst
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
funny.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Clara Bow, and John Roche give excellent performances.

"Merry Widow, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Skillful screen version of the
popular old musical comedy in which
Mae Murray gives one of the best performances of her career, with John
Gilbert ably supporting her. A credit
to its director, Von Stroheim.

"Pony
Stirring

The"

Express,

Western

picture of the days

just preceding Civil

riding

scenes,

— Paramount.

War, with

plenty

of

effective

excitement,

and a splendid cast, including Ricardo
Cortez, Betty Compson, Ernest Torrence, and Wallace Beery.
"Sally of the
ists.

The

Sawdust"— United Art-

lightest

and most entertain-

ing picture D. W. Griffith has made in
Carol Dempster is engaging
years.
the circus hoyden and W. C.
as
Fields' screen debut as her rascally
but lovable guardian is highly successful.

—

"Shore Leave" Inspiration. Richard
Barthelmess is very funny as a gob
romancing with a village dressmaker.

Dorothy Mackaill

make

the girl
this great entertainment.

"Siege"
ture

of

as

—Universal.

A

helps

simple

picEngland prejudices, reprincipally for its finely sug-

New

markable

gestive direction by Svend Gade and
the poignant, human performances of

gorgeously produced by the German
company. It is a fantastic and lovely

wyn. An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best pictures of the year.
Lon Chaney and

Mae Busch

who

which you shouldn't miss.
"Unholy Three, The"— Metro-Gold-

picture,

—

can't live up to her.
in cold role, is as good as

Alice Joyce,
she ever has
plays easy-going

been
Clive Brook
husband.
"How Baxter Butted In"—Warner.
Matt Moore in an amusing farce about
;

FOR SECOND CHOICE.
"Are Parents People?"— Paramount.
A faithful and amusing picture of married life, complicated by a modern
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vichild.
dor, and Betty Bronson are all excellent.

"A Woman's Faith"— Universal. A
good melodrama with a blinded hero
whose sight is restored by a miracle.
Alma Rubens does fine acting. Percy

Marmont

stilted.

—

Pathe. An unusual
featuring Rex, the horse, in
which the human actors are merely

"Black Cyclone"

a clerk in a
"I'll

incidental.

"Coast of Folly, The"— Paramount.
Gloria Swanson, in two roles and four
guises, makes good stab at character

work, playing both mother and daughter in an amusing light comedy with a
thin plot.

"Crowded Hour, The" — Paramount.
The story of a girl who went to war to
be near her lover and stayed to be spiritually
rejuvenated.
Bebe Daniels
plays her with sincerity and animation.

"Dark Angel, The"— First National.
soldier.
Ronald
Colman at his best. Vilma Banky
makes first appearance on American
screen — a very beautiful woman and
Old story of blinded

fine actress.

"Friendly Enemies"

— Producers

Weber and

tributing.

screen version of their

DisFields in a
stage tactics

and making up.
entertaining comedy.
of •fighting

Rather

—

Woman, The" Universal.
Louise Dresser, excellent as degraded
former opera singer who is reformed
in the end by the awakening of her
love for the son she had deserted at
birth. Jack Pickford makes good son.
"Goose

"Graustark"

Talmadge

— First

in film of

National.

Norma

George Barr Mc-

Cutcheon's novel.
Great box-office
but may be disappointing to any
one inclined to be critical.
hit,

"Halfway

The"— First

National.
Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes, as
two derelicts thrown together in the
Orient, go from bad to worse until a
shipwreck shocks them out of themGirl,

selves.

"Her Sister from Paris"— First NaA mildly amusing domestic

Virginia Valli.

Vienna.

with

locale

supposedly

in

Constance Talmadge in dual
Ronald Colman not so good as
husband.
George K. Arthur also in
role.

cast.

newspaper

Show You

the

office.

Town"—Univer-

One of the
Denny has had

best chances Reginald
to show his flair for
comedy. He plays an absent-minded
professor whom no one will leave
alone.
sal.

—

Me" Associated ExhibDouglas MacLean in a sometimes slow but mostly amusing comedy about an Alpine guide.
"Introduce

itors.

picture

Mary Alden, Marc McDermott, and
"Siegfried"— Ufa. The beautiful and
legend of the last pagan,

give perfect characteriza-

tions.

tional.
farce,

famous

—

Moment" First NaRomantic love scenes between
Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colman,
and some attractive color photography
make this worth seeing.
"Home
Maker,
The" Universal.
Story of efficient woman with husband
"His Supreme

tional.

"Kivalina of the Ice

Lands"— Pathe.

Another picture of life among the Eskimos. Not as good as "Nanook," but
interesting and educational.
"Limited Mail, The"—Warner.
An
old-fashioned thriller about wrecked
trains and engineers with hearts of
gold that makes for a rollicking time.
Monte Blue is the hero.

"Lost—a Wife"— Paramount.
An
adaptation of the French play "Banco," which doesn't mean much except
for the screen debut of the lovely
Greta Nissen. Adolphe Menjou plays
the suave husband.
"Lost World, The"— First National.
novel picture, "dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hu-

A

man

actors.

—

"Lucky
Devil,
The" Paramount.
Another chance for Richard Dix to
look graceful and winning in an auto-

Good entertainment, with
Esther Ralston as the pretty heroine.

mobile.

"Lucky

Tom Mix
playing

Dove

is

Horseshoe, The"— Fox.
A
Western, with Tony, as usual,
an important part.
Billie

the beautiful heroine rescued

from the wrong man, and Ann Pennington makes a brief but effective appearance.

—

"Madame Sans Gene" Paramount.
Not Gloria Swanson's best, but well
worth seeing.
The genuine French
backgrounds and settings are strikingly lovely.

—

The"
Metro-Goldwyn.
"The Unholy Three,"

"Mystic,
Sister

film

to

showing the machinations of three
fake spiritualists and a clever crook.
Aileen Pringle is quite flashing in the
title role, Conway Tearle good as the
crook.

"My Wife and I"—Warner. A
story

made

cheap

excellent entertainment through the acting of Constance
Bennett, Irene
Rich, and Huntley
into

Gordon.
Continued on page 114
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Such

He's
An

intimate

train trip,

a

Regular Fellow

impression of Richard Dix, gleaned on a cross-country

which substantiates the general verdict on the Dix

By

OU

Bill

;

Century gate
the

first

thing

at
I

Grand

and

Central,

learned about Rich-

ard was that he is far from methodical.
He had put off till the last moment a number of important duties,
with the result that the guard was
just about to call it a day when Dix
came hurtling through the crowd,
two porters with bags in his wake.
Comfortable at last in our quarters,

we

talked

and talked as the

train

breezed up the Hudson on the first lap
of our three-thousand-mile journey
of plays, directors, actors, and the "in-

dope" of the big Paramount stuNeither of us had had time for
lunch, so we paid an early visit to the

side
dio.

dining car.
Over the strawberry
shortcake we discussed the relation
of egotism to success.
"Every actor," said Richard, "goes
through three stages of development.
First, the consciousness of his inexperience makes him sing pretty low.
Next, if he becomes popular, he begins to think he's pretty good.
He
can't help this, for the attention and
flattery he receives from
would give anybody but a

all

sides

saint

an

Colling

for my work in this production
the truth, too, only it happened
as she was.
that we were both working for nothing!"
agreed to match coins each night for the lower
bunk. I won the first night, and Richard decided that
the climb into the upper justified him in taking five
minutes off his regular, before-bed setting-up exercises.
At last the lights were out and I
watched the New York State dairy
farms roll by and listened to Richard
gently sizzle aloft.
Second day. This morning we
reached Chicago. One thing I'm behe's
to discover about Dix
just a big kid.
He's so downright
human and unaffected that you can't
help liking him immensely, and his
heart is as big as a bucket but he
also believes everything that's told
him; he will do all sorts of things he
doesn't care about just to avoid hurting people's feelings, and he hasn't
a great deal of business ability. He
has sudden impulses, and he sticks
to them stubbornly.
He seems always to be thinking of things far removed from the present.
Such matters as transferring to the
proper station here, of checking baggage, and the like, don't interest him
bother him.
He overtips waiters
and porters, not with any idea of
NO STAR IN PICTURES
showing off ^for he is too real and
has aroused more admiration for
has too great a sense of humor for
his democratic qualities and lack
that
but simply because he hasn't
of pose than Richard Dix. Seeing
a good perspective on money.
He
his pictures, fans feel that he just
gives a waiter a half dollar. looks at
must be as human and likable and
it and hesitates, and then washes his
sincere as he appears on the
hands of the affair by dumping all
screen.
And, after having seen
the
change in his pocket into the willRichard Dix constantly and under
ing palm.
the always=trying conditions of a
long train journey, Bill Colling
Several of Richard's friends took
herewith joins the chorus of Dix
us in tow soon after we arrived and
trumpeters and proclaims that he
kept us on the jump until train time
is
one of the world's best, and
in the evening.
Again we tossed for
genuinely deserving of all the adthe lower, and this time it was I who
miration and attention he receives.
climbed while Richard assailed me

can get pretty well acquainted with a man
when you spend four days and nights with him in
a Pullman drawing-room. I had known Richard
Dix tor a long time but only, as you might say, on
dress parade. So when he invited me to ride from New
York to Hollywood with him recently, I jumped at the
chance of getting the inside dope on the personality
of this popular Paramount star.
We were to meet at the Twentieth

Y

personality.

old-fashioned case of swelled head.
Finally, if he has any sense of humor
at all, he comes to understand how far
short of perfection he really is and to
discount about ninety per cent of the
nice things he hears about himself."
Dix says he has never felt any
great confidence in himself.
He has
had to grit his teeth and force himself on to success to vindicate "ma."
"Ma believed I'd make good when every one else said I'd
flivver.
Even when I was playing leading parts on the
Broadway stage, I've been scared silly that I couldn't make
the grade. I've stood in the wings, telling myself it couldn't
be done, and then I've said to myself, 'You've got to do it.
For ma !' Believe me, I don't overrate my ability, but
I'm going to keep right on doing the best I can for ma.
If she thinks I'm all right, that's all I care about."
On the platform at Albany we ran across John Barrymore, who was also going to the Coast. Later, Dix told
of his first meeting with John's famous sister, Ethel.
It was during the actors' strike several years ago, and
they were both playing "super" roles in a benefit for
Equity.
"'When we were introduced," said Richard, "I told
her that at last mv life's ambition was realized, for I

much
Which was

was being paid

as

We

—

:

;

—

—

—

with

Third day.

jeers.

— We scuffled

all

day through quiet Kansas

towns, mopping our brows and ringing frequently for
cooling drinks from the club car ahead. At nearly every
stop, Richard received a bunch of telegrams from
friends who awaited his arrival in Los Angeles
which
was fine in the daytime, but not half as interesting

—

around two

We

made

a.

m.

the usual train acquaintances, but it was too
warm for casual chitchat, so we retired to the compartment, peeled for comfort, and read and slept.
Dix is
a voracious reader, though his tastes don't seem to follow any particular line.
Since leaving New York he
had finished one "best seller" and three magazines, and
on this particular afternoon he was deeply immersed in
a learned tome on psychology, occasionally disturbingContinued on page 108
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All the latest
at

HE

salaries of picture players
are again in the spotlight as
a result of some recent big"
Alice Joyce and Percy
contracts.
Marmont have lately signed up
with Paramount, while Constance
Bennett, who has won much favor
during her butterfly career in the

movies,

Mayer

with Metro-Goldwynlong term, at a reTheir very
high figure.
is

for

a

putedly
fortunate engagements are not, how-

ever, the talk of the colony, as are
some of the others, which are positively freakish.

Louise Dresser,
for
example,
seems to be causing a decided flurry
in the money mart.
For, though she
is under contract at a lower figure,
it

is

said that since she

made "The

Goose Woman," her salary
.

has,-

on

occasions when she has been lent
out to other companies, jumped to
as much as two thousand dollars a
week. About a year ago she was
lucky to get five hundred dollars.
Everybody is for Louise, and she
has lately played in Rudolph Valentino's film, "The Eagle," and has
been engaged for "Fifth Avenue,"
which is being made at the De Mille
studios.

Sensational also is the report that
Harry Langdon, while with First National, is receiving a sum amounting to about eight thousand dollars
a week. Official secrecy, of course,

news, picked up here and there,

the capital of the motion-picture industry.

has
his

surrounded the exact figure, and
arrangement with the company is

said to be for only a brief term, until
his value as a box-office attraction is
fully determined.
If such were not the
case, his salary would probably cause
some of the other stars, who are not
receiving quite so much, to suffer an

attack of Kleig eyes, if not actual heart
failure.
Generally, comedians are paid
by the picture, and Harold Lloyd and
Douglas MacLean received even higher
sums, as might be surmised, on their
recent contracts.
Lloyd's income, it is
said, has frequently been as much as
twenty or thirty thousand dollars a week,
and MacLean's in excess of ten thou-

sand dollars.
Barrymore's
with
contract
John
Warner Brothers is one of the topnotchers, but that was to be expected.
It is
understood that he gets approximately
ten thousand dollars a week during the
time he is actuallv working before the
camera. He is paid only by the picture,
however, and puts in quite a few licks
on the preparation of the scenarios himself.
Still, there are very few dramatic
stars who receive a
higher figure.
Here's Baby Peggy's
possible successor.
Barometer Still RisShe is Mary Ann Jacktwo-year-old
sister of "Peaches"
Jackson, and is being

ing.

son,

featured

in

a series

of two -reel comedies.

No

remarks

re-

garding salaries
could be brought to
a fitting climax
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some mention of Conway
Tearle, who still remains the barometer of the steadier list.
No other
player has equaled his record for consistent, get-rich-quick progress as a
free lancer, and his popularity will be
put to a new test with the beginning
of his starring contract with E. M.
without

Asher.

At

present time, he is getting
four thousand dollars a week

the

about

which were previthousand to

for his services,
ously quoted at

three

hundred

thirty-five

"Good Luck"

dollars.

the appropriate
of his first starring production.

A

is

title

Widow's Wig.

Anna O.

Nilsson has set a new style
for the divorcee in Hollywood. At the
very first Sixty Club dance that she
attended after the announcement of
her separation from John M. Gunnerson, she appeared in an attractively
marceled. snowy wig, which was the
talk of the part}-.

"I turned white overnight on account of my tragedy," Anna exclaimed
lightly as we passed by her table.

The Swedish
The

Invasion.

greeters' committee in the film

colony have lately suffered tribulation
over the fact that they may have to
learn Swedish in order properly to
their

fulfill

For

duties.

Hollywood

has been the
scene of a regular Scandinavian invasion, including
actors,
ers,

directors,

and lacking

thing, as

and writone

in only

Lew Cody

—masseurs

and

put

it

mas-

Fhoto by Woodbury

Howard Chandler

Christy, who is as well known as any movie star, has just
completed a splendid portrait of Constance Talmadge for the Film Hall of Fame
in Hollywood.

seuses.

Metro - Goldwyn

-

Mayer has acquired

the
largest group, including

Lars
Hansen,
Greta
Garbo, and Einer Han-

—

names
mean anything to you
who are actors, and
Benjamin Christiansen
and Mauritz Stiller, disen

if

those

In addition, of
course, the}- have Victor Seastrom, who has

rectors.

been in this country for

some time.
The funny part
is

of it
that all these new ar-

are described as
the Jack Gilberts, the
Norma Shearers, and
Ramon Novarros of their narivals

Would you ever think that Marion
Davies would make up like this? It's

way she will look in part of
"Lights of Old Broadway," but she
will appear to much better advantage

the

in other

parts of the picture.

land.
So far, though, we haven't heard of any Swedish"Bull" Montanas, and don't expect to, because there is but one
Bull, and he hails from the land of vino and spaghetti.

tive

Leatrice

More Contented.

We

are glad to announce that Leatrice Joy is living up to her
again.
She is happier, at any rate, over the character
of her newest picture, "Made for Love," which looks as if it
would be much better than "Hell's Highroad."
For a time, she had, according to current report, reached the
point where she was hardly on speaking terms with the Cecil B.
De Mille studio, where she is under contract, and frankly, we
can hardly say that we blame her a bit, because the first feature
she made there was a very disappointing one in the opportunities
last

that

name

it

gave Leatrice.

Ben Turpin Will Play On.
Ben Turpin will return to pictures, and behind this announcement is the very touching story of the grief that has come to
the

famous cross-eyed Sennett comedian through the death of

his wife.

Ben had decided a few months ago, to retire and with the large
fortune he has accumulated, to proceed to enjoy life instead of
just helping other people to enjoy it, as he has done for many
years.
He had built himself a very beautiful home in Beverly
Hills, and intended to spend part of his time there, and the
for
rest in traveling with his wife, who had been ailing
some time. They were all but ready to move in, when Mrs.
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Turpin's illness became more serious, eventually ending
her death.
And now that Ben has been left alone, he has decided
that to take his mind off his sorrow, he had better get
busy once again, and so he has signed a new contract
with Sennett.

an outgrowth of the Sixty Club dances that have been
regularly held during the past year, and consequently
is another step toward the fulfillment of the colony's

who came West recently to keep
now living in the house that he had

Elinor Glyn has definitely gone over to that film group
who are the apostles of freedom and self-expression
apostles, that is, in so far as these aspirations can be
made to coincide with the filming of successful pictures.
At least, it is to be assumed that Mrs. Glyn will join the
so-called independents, now that she has left MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. The United Artists organization appears to be the most logical locale for her future en-

in

With

his

sister,

house for him, he is
wife to

built for the

At

"The

whom

Last!

he was so deeply devoted.

The

Chariot Race!

accident that ever happened in the
movies."
That's what they are saying at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios, about the chariot spill that occurred during the filming of "Ben-Hur," in which no
one was severely hurt. The famous spectacle really has
played in good fortune for once.
The chariots in this race were not driven by the
principal actors themselves, needluckiest

but by cowboys who
could probably drive rings around
even a lusty Roman, not to speak
of a Greek, or a Hebrew, such
as Ben-Hur himself was.
Another very interesting thing
about this portion of the spectacle is the amazing miniature
that was used to fill out the
less to say,

Why

rather amazing social ambitions.

Elinor Transfers Allegiance.

deavors.

«

There was no disagreement involved in her departure
from- Metro-Goldwyn, according to representatives both
of the studio and Mrs. Glyn, but there was a hint, perhaps, that she felt she had been
suffering from a little too much

Did De Mille Quit?

A few months ago

supervision.

he amazed the film

Tiny imitations of the onlookers in a huge
audience at the circus were pho-

world by leaving Famous Players, the or=
ganization with which he had been identi=
fied since he first entered pictures, and be=
gan making productions "on his own."
This move, coming at a time when almost
the last of the big independents had gone
back to one or another of the organiza=
tions, was doubly surprising. The reasons

tographed in such a way as

for his action are interesting.

crowds of people.

to

seem part of the huge general
assemblage.
These little manikins were so operated, too, that

They

will

be given in an illuminating article on Cecil
De Mille, the most interesting one we have

Whatever she does

next,

we

wish Mrs. Glyn luck, for we have
always believed, and always shall,
that

she

is

a

singularly

clever

woman.

We

Veteran a Hero.
have hailed the success of

so many
that it is

young

players

lately,

a satisfaction, for a
change, to bring to the attention
of the fans once again, the name
of a very mature and experienced
actor.
The laurels this time go
to
the
Rudolph
Schildkraut,

ever run on this striking personality, which
they rose along with the crowd,
will appear in our next issue.
swung their arms, and did everyfather of Joseph Schildkraut, for
thing but cheer, with as ready a
h i s
performance in
"Proud
Heart," a story of Jewish life not, however, laid in the
response as if they were worked by an electric button.
picture colony.
While we were watching this, we couldn't help thinkSchildkraut's portrayal is one of tear-evoking syming what a good idea it would be to animate human picpathy, and the film itself promises to be something of a
ture mobs in that way, occasionally.
successor to "Humoresque." Schildkraut has, of course,
had a long experience on the stage, both in America
Society This Time!
and
abroad, but this is his first important screen appearThe housewarming of the new Four Hundred Club

—

was an unusual social function. Except for the fact that
Ruth Roland and Priscilla Dean furnished a divertissement by dancing the Charleston, it was the most sedate
of affairs ever held in the colony.
The atmosphere was
that of a formal afternoon tea or reception, and some of
the guests wondered whether they had made a mistake

ance.

A young chap by the name of Arthur Lubin, who has
been doing a lot of work in community theaters around
Los Angeles, also seems likely to make an impression in
the picture.
Sally O'Neill's Sparkle.

in forgetting to bring their visiting cards.

One

of the main reasons for the dignity was the fact
that the party
hardly be called that in the
it could
ordinary sense was held on a Sunday, and as it was
in the afternoon, evening gowns, dress suits, and dancing were naturally eliminated.
Conrad Nagle set the
style for the occasion by appearing in a frock coat, and
theie was the most unusual scarcity of golf pants that
has ever existed in the film colony.

—
—

The clubhouse

is very swagger, and also befittingly
a celebrated residence, formerly occupied
by three bachelor brothers named Bernheimer, and overlooks all of Hollywood.
The establishment contains a
dazzling assortment of Oriental art treasures, and the
Japanesque building itself looks as if it might be the
summer home of his majesty, the honorable emperor.
Not the least striking feature are the Nipponese gardens, which are likely to be a seductive setting, on moonlight nights, for budding film romances.
The charm of the Four Hundred Club surroundings
should really make it a great success.
The project is

exotic.

It is

Little Sally O'Neill has the reputation for being

one

of the hardest fighters for success in Hollywood, and
this is all the more remarkable since she appears to be
such a mere youngster. She is the discovery of Marshall
Neilan, and was first featured in "Mike," the railroad
story.

Mary

of "Sally, Irene, and Mary," and
from Constance Bennett and Lucille
Le Sueur, now renamed Joan Crawford. The other
girls had a good share of advantage over her, because
they wore the smart clothes, but it is predicted that her
Sally

had

is

the

to steal scenes

performance

will be a big hit.

own ideas of Romeos. She
demonstrated this on the set one- day when another girl
was going into ecstasies over the talents of one of the
male principals of the picture.
"Gee, that chap's a wonderful love maker," the girl
Incidentally, she has her

exclaimed.

"Huh

!"

for me."

said Sally, turning away, "he's too picture-y
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Down

looked around
astonishment at the
sudden commotion.
After about ten minwhen Dave's
utes,
friend had left him,

with the Pessimists

The

usual

onists
in

!

fall

talk

about a slump in picture making has been
going the rounds, but
so far it has caused
little

the

among

or anybody else
with
the
studios.
don't
will,
think
that
it
either,
because most
of the companies seem
already to be busy on
new schedules of protors,

connected

We

safe yet?" he
the operator.

"Oh,
over,"
plied

likely

to

suffer,

sure,

the

asked
all

it's

latter

re-

reassuringly,

having seen the pro-

duction.

nobody

and peered

rather fearfully out of
the elevator.
"Do you think it's

players, direc-

If anything, it is the
small film rather than
the large one that is

man came down

stairs again

or no pessimism

Photo by Eugene Robert Riehee

Adolphe Menjou

is

who has had his portrait painted
was none other than Mrs: Menjou.

another player

The artist

and

—that

recently.

ceedings, and knowing
their character.
"Gee !" cried the
man, still white,

up
had!
you
was a narrow escape

to

Dave.

cry very much over that, except possibly
one or two companies that may be overstocked. And
even if they do have a few lemons on their list, they
can sugar them with fancy auxiliary programs that are
now the rote and rule of so many large movie theaters
throughout the country.
Perhaps you may think that we are trying to resurrect
that old popular tune of the studios, that films are bigger
and better. Far from it.
We have troubles enough
already without assuming any extr.a responsibility. The
fact remains, however, that competition in film making is
at the highest pitch it has probably ever attained, and
that each organization, as a consequence, feels the necessity of stepping out a little more than usual.
Besides, nearly every big picture since "Robin Hood,"

there can be no doubt that Charlie Chaplin's pictures are classics.
set of the popular ones, including "A Dog's Life,"
"Shoulder Arms," "A Day's Pleasure," "The Kid,"
-'Pay Day," and "The Pilgrim," are to be shown again.
The reissue price for these comedies is said to be a
nice cool million.
And Charlie has already got half a
million for the delivery of one group, and will get the
remaining half, for the rest, in the near future.
He announced, on his return to the West, that he
would soon make a few pictures in the East, closing
up both his home and his famous English studio, here.

"The Covered Wagon," and "The Ten Commandments,"

Knowing

will

that has been successful, has proven that the biggest
money is in big productions.
So instead of being a time for grief and wailing, this
is really an occasion for celebration.

Too Many

Westerns.

We

—

—

to

him:

"Stop, or I'll shoot you!"
In mock fear, Dave halted
and threw up his hands.
There was a rush of feet
past the pair.
man who
bad been sitting on one of
the chairs in the lobby
made a wild dash for
the elevator, while the
two pretended antag-

A

" The Woman of the
Jury " pillow, and
under

her

More Riches
After

for Charlie.

this,

A

Charlie's penchant for
to the press, we shall believe this

making announcements
when we see it happen

Robinson Crusoe Barrymore.
can only find enough islands on the Pacific
coast, maybe they can keep John Barrymore in pictures
If they

forever.

of the tourists who come to the Coast must see
entirely too many Westerns.
don't know how else
to explain the excitement caused in the Biltmore Hotel
one evening, recently, by David Butler, who is known as
one of Hollywood's principal cut-ups.
Dave and a friend of his not an actor, as it happens,
but a business man have a great habit of acting out
whenever
thriller
scenes
Myrtle Stedman has
just for
they are in public
a novel idea of conthe fun of the thing.
verting the frocks
On this occasion, Dave's which she wears in
friend stopped him in the
pictures into dazzling sofa pillows.
lobby of the hotel, and holdEach one has a name.
ing his hand in his overHere you see, at her
coat pocket in such a way
feet, a "Flaming
as to suggest that he held a
Youth" cushion,
"Chickie" cushion,
revolver concealed, called

Some

—

'Gee

!

He seems
locale,

as

to have an urge for seeking sea-encircled
he has already evidenced on two occasions,

while getting inspiration for his starring pictures.
He
works on the scripts of his films with the regular
scenario writer.
He carried off "The Sea Beast" to
Santa Catalina, the popular vacation resort, and took

"Don Juan"

Santa Cruz Island, where Cecil B. De
"Male and Female."
Everybody wonders now whither "The
Tavern Knight" will lure him.
Somebody
suggested that, if he plans to remain indefinitely in pictures, Warner Brothers might
do well to build a permanent set for him in
the middle of one of the studio tanks, with
wave-making machines operating at all
hours, to produce the right island feelto

Mille filmed

ing.

nimble

a "Famous
Mrs. Fair" bolster

needle,

being completed.

It

is

difficult

Bumper Whisker Crop.
getting to be more and more
to recognize the actors nowadays, with all their
whiskers. Rearing sideburns,
mutton chops,
and Vandykes are becoming fads among the

matinee

idols.

Except

Continued on page 103
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The Truly Modern Subdeb
— who

—

one of the screen's sensations of this season knew at twelve that she preferred
the stage to society and she set out to prepare herself for a career with soldierlike perseverance.
Lois Moran

is

By Helen Klumph
it

JSthe

ask when they hear any of
innumerable stories about Lois Moran. "Is life

really true?" people

ever really like that ?"
And one can hardly blame the doubters, for the events
in the past year of this youngster's life sound like the
concoction of an incurable romanticist.
And so, if I
seem a little maudlin in telling about her, forgive me
on the grounds that hers is an unusual and refreshing
story.

One

actress to play Juliet.
to him for the role.
it

seemed

Lois' friends urged her to apply

So with some misgivings, because

to her pretentious that she should ask for such

Mr. Goldwyn, like
an opportunity, she wrote to him.
tremendously
impressed
as soon as he
others,
was
the

met

her.

Perhaps she was not his ideal of Juliet; perhaps he
had never seriously intended to produce the Shakespearean romance. What interested him about Lois was that
she embodied the character of Laurel in "Stella Dallas,"
a role that had caused him considerable worry whenever he had thought of finding a girl young enough to
look the role and yet capable of playing it.
But Mr. Goldwyn wanted to leave the choice of the
cast to his director, Henry King, so he didn't definitely
However, her mother had to
promise her the role.
come back to the United States to look after some property, so Lois came, too, hoping that
she might get the part in "Stella

day early last spring, a dear little dewy-eyed
with fleeev light-brown hair came hatless into the
dining room of the Algonquin Hotel in New York.
Her entrance was like the sudden introduction of a
violin playing Rubinstein's "Melody in F" after the
People stared at her and comblare of a jazz band.
mented on her rare quaintness and poise, but she seemed
quite unconscious of the stir she caused.
She had the
self-possession of a young princess.
Marc Connelly, author of a numDallas."
ber of Broadway successes, saw her
EVERY ONE
Before Mr. King had a chance to
and decided at once that he must
who has seen Lois Moran on the
see her, she had been engaged for
have her in his new play.
He had
screen, predicts that she will be
"The Wisdom Tooth." It was in
written a part in "The Wisdom
one of the most=talked=of per=
Tooth" for just such a person, hardly
that, at an out-of-town try-out, that
sonalities in pictures before long.
hoping that he would be able to find
he caught his first glimpse of her.
By reading this article you will
any one so ideally suited to the
He, too, capitulated to her charm,
be posted in advance, and will
role.
and since the play was not to be put
on in New York until fall, he was
A few days later, when he had
know all about her by the time
met her through mutual acquaintable to get her to go to Hollywood
you see her in "Stella Dallas," or
ances, and arranged for her to make
and play in his picture.
in "Just Suppose."
her stage debut in his play, she was
It
was after her return from
delighted, but not swept off her feet
Hollywood that I met her, when another great opportunity had just been given her.
with surprise. Such an experience was not entirely new
She
had been engaged to play opposite Richard Barthelmess
to Lois.
Months before, a French motion-picture director had in "Just Suppose," a part that many experienced young
players had sought.
paused before a photographer's window, his attention
Her eyes twinkled with pleasure
as she spoke of working with Dick, but she didn't gush.
arrested by the portrait of a flowerlike slip of a girl.
She doesn't. Her manner of repose might well be the
"I must have that girl in my next picture," he said.
And when he made inquiries he learned that she was envy of a distinguished star, and the quiet, interested
way in which she sits back and lets her mother do the
Lois Moran, an American girl pupil in the Paris opera
ballet.
He engaged her for one picture and was so talking might be the model for an old-fashioned book
charmed with her work that he found a part for her in
of etiquette.
his next one.
"When Lois was only twelve years old she knew
She more than fulfilled the promise' of
the beguiling photograph he had seen, for she proved to
that she wanted to go onto the stage, so I took her to
be an adroit actress, not merely an untrained, pretty girl.
Paris to study," Mrs. Moran told me. "When she was
But even that glory had not been her first taste of
only fourteen, she passed university entrance examinarecognition.
There had been the day when the great
tions and began to concentrate on her stage training.
It
Pavlowa came to visit the opera school. The dancer
meant hard studv for her, and the giving up of the
had watched the pupils for a few minutes, and then,
companionship of other children in school, for in order
singling out Lois, had said, "That girl has a great forto accomplish so much in two years, she had to work
tune in her toes. See how intent she is, and how beauentirely with private tutors. But a girl must begin very
tifully she does each step."
young to make a success on the stage. I think you
Perhaps if Lois had followed only her own desires,
should have made your first appearance by the time you
she would have bent every effort to fulfill Pavlowa's
are eighteen."
prophecy.
But Lois' mother knew the years of cruel
Lois has done even better than that, for she has just
training demanded of a dancer, the slim chances of any
passed her sixteenth birthday, and already she has acoutstanding success. And since her child had her heart
complished a great deal.
set on a career, she wanted her to have a glorious one.
"I wanted her to know just what she was giving up,
So, she encouraged Lois to make her dancing just one
so when we came back home a few months ago, I urged
of many interests and to train herself for motion picher to renew old acquaintances. She went to visit her
tures and the stage.
old school friends; several of them go to the Spence
While Lois was working in her second motion picture,
School here in New York, and others she saw when
Samuel Goldwyn came to Paris and gave out an interwe went down home to Pittsburgh. But she seemed
view stating that he was looking for a promising young
Continued on page 104
girl
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Are Mustaches
It would seem so, to
judge from the layout

on these two pages.
There was a time, not
long ago, when a cleanshaven hero was the
correct

time

thing,

has

but that
passed, and

now the number of leading men
who affect
mustaches

is rapidly increasing. What a variety of forms they have

adopted, ranging from
the long, curled, and

waxed type to a thin,
closely clipped line. And

Conrad Nagel,
Flaming Days,"
the

latest

in
is

recruits

"Four
one of
to

the

ranks of the mustached.

Raymond

Griffith

strikes

—

a happy medium his fanshaped mustache, tapering up to a point just under the nose, is full but
not
flowing,
closely
clipped but not abbrevi-

Adolphe Menjou,
and Walter
McGrail, at the left, have

ated.

at the right,

both

cultivated

little

twisted ends which very
appropriately give them
rather a devilish air.
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Coming

In?

how

funny they will
probahly look twentyfive or thirty years from
now!
all laugh at
old pictures of bearded
college boys, but who
can say that we won't

We

some day
of

find

modern

pictures

mustaches

strange and
Sotne of the
actors shave theirs off
just

as

periodically,

grow

them

and
only

some
for

special productions, but
their popularity seems to

be growing.

Very Frenchy are die mustache and goatee of Nor-

man

Kerry, at the right.

Below

is

Lewis Stone.

Having pleased half his
fans by appearing dean
shaven in "The Big Parade," John Gilbert will
please the other half by
using a mustache in "La
Boheme." Pat O'Malley,
at the left, looks strange
indeed with' an appendage
on his lip, grown for
"The Midnight Sun," but
Jack Holt, at the right,
would look very strange
without one.
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"Stage Struck'

"Stage Struck"

—

the
of Gloria Swanson's next film speaks
for itself.
frowzy
title

A

waitress

little

in

a

small-town

restaurant

longs

fame

for

glory.

and

The

picture at
the upper right shows
her as she actually is,

while the one at the
left shows the
great and dazzling actress that she imagines
herself in her dreams.

upper

The little
dreams—she

waitress

a celebrated prima donna,
acclaimed the world
over she is playing
Salome the feast is
at its height
triumphantly she bears aloft,
on a golden tray, the
head of John die Bap-

—

—

is

—

tist
Salome fades out
and she wakes to find

that
is

her golden tray
black tin one

the

of the restaurant.

What would we do
without

them?

two-foot

A

cigarette

holder, freak earrings,

hand-painted
scarves
robes that tell
stories in their designs
these are but a few
of the novelties^ that

and

—

Nazimova, the extremist, brought back with
her from abroad.

PiKitoe

by UftrvM D^nn Carney

'

Beauty

and

a

Bandit

Vilraa
Hungarian
The
Banky and the Latin Valen-

a Russian background
are the components
of "The Eagle." a romantic
film showing the thrilling
adventures of an aristocratic
tino in

—these

bandit who eventually elopes
with the beautiful daughter
of his bitter enemy.

fbete br Neboo Smftfa

First as the Cossack officer
shown at the left, then as a
Tartar bandit who periodically assumes the disguise
of a French tutor, shown at
the right, Valentino races
through this picture with
energy and versatility such as
he has never shown before.

Even, on location, the studio musicians are present.

Pauline Starke and Conrad Nagel have them play their favorite pieces

for this precariously-staged scene

To What Music Do
Leaders of the studio orchestras

tell

A.

L.

you had to emote through a few hundred feet of
and start real briny tears flowing, what piece
of music would help you most?

IF

film,

On every motion-picture set a little orchestra, usually
of three or four pieces, plays during the filming of all
scenes and each leader endeavors to give what the star
likes best.
He knows the likes and dislikes of his little
cinema queens and plays accordingly. Gloria Swanson,
for instance, never can weep to the same tune twice,
says her musical director at Famous Players-Lasky and
he changes from one old-time melody to another constantly during all her acting.
But there is one little
Polish song, "The Last Sigh," which never fails to
bring sincere grief to Pola Negri. When she was leav-

home in Poland, leaving the great tragedy of her
behind and starting forth without a friend upon the
career she felt was rightfully hers, she heard this folk
song played in a peasant's cottage.
"It seemed to me then," Miss Negri said recently, "as
I had been bowed in
if it were the end of everything.
grief, in great sorrow, and starting off with that lilting
tune, 'The Last Sigh,' coming from a lowly cottage,
seemed to portend something. I knew not what."
The favorite emoting melody for Pauline Frederick
is "Rock-a-by, Baby," according to Dolores Ordoqui,
who, with Roy Bush, has played for more than a score
of motion pictures at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio
"Lon Chaney's favorite is 'Let the Rest
at Culver City.
of the World Go By,' while Jackie Coogan likes 'Barney
Google' and a song written by his father, 'You'll Never
Know What a Good Fellow I've Been.' Elinor Glyn
has two favorites, 'All Alone' and 'Chanson Triste.'
ing her
life

3

she

is

"Sun Up."

directing a picture she asks for

them

in

Emote?

the Stars

the things they play, and

By

When

in

why,

for the various

cinema

celebrities.

Wooldridge
emotional scenes. Mae Busch may not be old fashioned
but she prefers 'Home, Sweet Home' to anything else
we ever have played for her. When 'Confessions of a
Queen' was being filmed, Alice Terry and Lewis Stone
both expressed a liking for 'Eleanor' and we played it
almost constantly.
Conrad Nagel and Norma Shearer
both like 'Madrigal of May' and Lew Cody is very fond
of 'Remembering.' Aileen Pringle's favorite is 'Memory
Lane.'
"I've always heard it said that comedians are sad,
and perhaps it is so. At any rate, the favorite piece of
Syd Chaplin is 'Little Gray Home in the West.' "
Betty Compson was a professional violinist before
she became an actress.
When an extremely emotional
scene is required, Miss Compson often takes the violin
or the cello and plays some of her pensive airs until
the proper mood- comes over her.
The leader of one of the little orchestras at the Cecil
De Mille studio says that Leatrice Joy prefers the ballad
type of music for the sentimental words as well as the
sentimental strains, and that "Parted" by Tosti and Noel
Johnson's "Gray Days" seem to please her most. While
playing opposite Miss Joy in "Hell's Highroad," Edmund Burns asked for Italian music. Jetta Goudal has
a leaning toward Spanish and Russian melodies but naturally responds quickest to songs of her native France.
Lillian Rich, Robert Ames, Norman Kerry, Irene Rich,
Clive Brook, Gayne Whitman, and John Roche, prefer
.

bits of

grand opera.

"Irene Rich must have 'Valse Treiste' for
tional roles,"

which

has

said

played

all

her emo-

Bernard Browne, leader of the
for

a

majority

Continued on page 106

of

her

trio

pictures.
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Am on
Brief sketches of

He Got

some

of the

the Job

THAT

a Little Lord Fauntleroy type of boy can
represent typical American youth,' was proven by
Director Bob McGowan recently, when he added
Johnny Downs as a permanent member of "Our Gang"
comedies.
Johnny is nine years old. When he appeared at the Hal
Roach studio in company with his mother a few weeks ago,
his appearance struck McGowan forcibly.
He looked like
a boy who was ready to fight, play, or do anything healthy
and full of fun. He had been doing character songs in
San Diego theaters and elsewhere, and quite a bit of radio
singing.

—

But he had long hair
It was flaxen and fluffy, and just about the right length
to offer a good handhold for Mickey Daniels, the star of
"Our Gang," when he got ready to fight.
McGowan ordered some screen tests made, looked them
over, approved them, then turned with decision
mother and said: •

Photo by Freulich

"I'll

The O. Henry Girl

NOT

from among the many girls tested for the
was Marion Harlan selected to typify the

role

O. Henry girl, but quite by acciand quite unexpectedly.
For months Hollywood had been combed

dent,

give

While

may seem

A

B

at times blindfolded.

an expression that flashed
her face.
All at once her
vivacity, and ingenuousness
them, and George Marshall,

across
youth,
struck
superseries, ex-

vising director of the
claimed, "There's our
girl

the

—why,
lot

!

O. Henry
Marion
Right on
Can you beat that ?"

it's

!

Tests substantiated that quick con-

and gave the decision

viction

to

Marion.

She

is

an attractive brunette,

still

her teens, and is daughter of
Otis Harlan.
Since she was three,
Marion has played on the stage.

in

He

looks

Veteran Player

ORN

of actor parents in Concord,
Hampshire, Frank Currier received his education in Boston, and
considers it his home town.
His former
wife, Ada Dow, trained and developed
Julia Marlowe, and it was he who selected

their scouts

.

you'll cut his hair.

•

directors,

were covering the field
of youthful charm and beauty, the Fox
officials
were keeping Marion busy in
"Wings of Youth," "The Kiss Barrier,"
and "Thank You," and it never occurred
to them to look right on their own doorstep for what they wanted.
Mr. Fox, in New York, was not quite satisfied with
any of the tests sent for his approval. Executives of
the West Coast studio were in despair. Then one day,
several of them, as they were talking together, noticed Marion crossing the lot and were impressed by

if

'sissy'

in the character.

however,

a job

now, to be here."
Whether that was a stinging blow to the heart of
Johnny's mother, is not told. But to the boy, it was
decidedly agreeable. In a day or two, Johnny appeared
on the lot, a strong, robust, short-haired
urchin, and was established
too

for the ideal person to play the part in the
series of O. Henry tales to be filmed by
Fox.
From five hundred called to the
studio, over seventy-five were given tests

Even canny producers and

him

to Johnny's

New

—

name her own was Fanny Buff.
he was only three years old, his
mother introduced him to the stage in
"Ireland As It Was." In 1860, he became
call boy at the Continental Theater in Bosher stage

When

He

did his first "bit" in "Rolla," which starred
During the same year,
Forrest, the tragedian.
he played in "The Shaughran" with Dion Boucicault at
Wallace's Theater, New York, and then went
on the road with that play. In 1880, he went
to Leadville, Colorado, with a stock company
ton.

Edwin

from New York.
His screen career is almost as varied. He
began with Vitagraph in 1913, and stayed in
pictures for a year. But he went back on to
the stage for a time and when he returned to
pictures, it was with Metrto.
Mr. Currier has appeared in many of the
biggest Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer films during
the past vear, and is regarded as one of the
most lovable characters on the screen. His
first big success was scored in "Revelation,"
although his most recent triumph was in
Reginald Barker's production, "The White
Desert."

He

"Ben-Hur."

plavs

the

role

of

Arrius in
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Those Present
most

interesting people in pictures.

A Dream

THE

that Vanished

how

Lita Lopez got her start in pictures
director
dreams are made of.
is such
work
for
him.
to
her
to
go
begged
and
saw her,
But alas, only the start of her career was like that!
Soon she was "walking the weary" from casting office to
studio, in New York City, facing the grim reality that it
is sometimes easier to break into motion pictures than it is

to stay

story of

in,

A

stuff as idle

even

if

a girl has talent.

She was working in a government office in Porto Rico
a few years ago when a magnificent studio was built there
and producers from New York came down to make pictures.
She did not applv for work the director sought her
out.
She foresaw years ahead of pleasant glory and easy
money.
When the Porto Rico studios shut down she came to
New York, expecting that everything would be easy. But
she soon learned that the streets of that city teem with girls
Now, after months and
of arresting Spanish beauty.
months of struggling, she is only just beginning to gain
She played a small part in "Lying Wives,"
recognition.
followed by engagements in "Tin Gods" and "Red Kisses."
And her immediate prospects are promising.
But whatever success is hers, Lita Lopez will never quite
forgive the unkind fate that made New York studios
grubby, factorylike buildings. For she had looked forward
to working always in just such an exquisite,
ivy-scented garden as the
;

studio in Porto Rico.
She has found that in
a player is just a working

Photo by Edgar Scott Spargo

From the Movie Training School

THE

New York

good old rubber-stamp remark that

"comedies

girl.

Another Latin

THERE
cent

is

of

something reminis-

Ramon Novarro

in

Don

Alvarado, the newest recruit to the Warner Brothers fold.
Not only is he a Latin, and has, like
Ramon, a huge family of younger
brothers and sisters, but there is in his
eyes a hint of the same boyish idealism that is so noticeable in Ramon,
about the extra lots for a year or so
until

Mae Murray, charmed by

ness, singled

his gentle-

him out from the crowd for

No
bit in "Mademoiselle Midnight."
wonderful roles followed, however, and
again he took up the weary tramp, meeting only the occasional encouragement of
promises which never materialized.
That is, until Harry Beaumont, while
directing a mob scene for "The Lover of
Camille," noticed Don, and spoke to Jack
Warner about him. The result was a
a

contract.

He

being carefully groomed for
In "Satan in Sables," he played
the
the duplicate of his role in real life
chum of Johnnv Harron but his most
elaborate opportunity so far is in "The
Pleasure Buyers."
is

leads.

—

;

Don knocked

are

the

stepping-stone

to

have to be resurrected from
the pigeonhole once again, and there is an
especial reason to celebrate on this occasion, because little Edna Marion, the Century Comedy
girl, has won her first chance in feature.
She
has been playing a sprightly ingenue in "The
Still Alarm," produced by Universal.
What more natural than that the U, on casting about for new talent, should turn their eyes
toward the little girl, in a related organization,
who had been making a good record for a year
by earnest trouping in the slapstick? The cornedies in which she had appeared had been small-time
affairs, just to fill out a routine program the gags had been moth-eaten,
many of them, but little Edna had consistently registered pep and personality.
She is a bright-eyed little girl, who
reminds one just a trifle of the late
Lucille Ricksen.
She has demureness
and sweetness, as well as sparkle and
animation.
Her talent for comedy,
which will continue to be disclosed in
the new phase of her career, will doubtless carry her rapidly toward popularity.
The difficulties that face her have been
minimized, because of the strenuous
course she has already had in the film-

fame"

will

;

making

A

mill.
reel or more a week
of course, the rule with all who are
engaged in making program shortis,

reelers.

8G

Among Those

Present

They Can't Overwork Kraly
HANS KRALY could have more jobs than

—

any

scenarist in Hollywood
He
if he wanted them.
came to this country from Europe, two years
ago, to write the Ernst Lubitsch scenarios, and already
he is being hailed far and wide as the man who is always
certain to do a perfect script for a picture.

Consider the list of worthwhile features that he already has to his credit "Three Women," "Her Night of
Romance," "Forbidden Paradise," "Kiss Me Again,"
"Her Sister from Paris," and now, "The Eagle,"
starring Rudolph Valentino.
Before coming to the
United States, he also wrote "Passion," "Deception,"
and other major productions that Lubitsch directed
abroad. He is now under contract to Joseph M. Schenck
to do Norma and Constance Talmadge pictures.
They say of his scripts that hardly a line ever has to
be taken away or added.
They are not mere drab,
dreary, dull recitals of long shots, close-ups and cutbacks.
They are alive and electric with intimate feeling.
They are so vividly done, and with such an intense personal note, that the action really seems to
transpire before your eyes as you read them.
Kraly has not compromised with his new environment
either.
He doesn't like to be rushed or hurried. He is
one of the few who work totally by inspiration. Some
days he may write only about a half hour, while the
Another time he may get
stress of his enthusiasm lasts.
up in the middle of the night to jot down the high lights
:

of a scene.

The Evolution
Photo by Henry

THE

Waxm

She Can't

TO

see

Frances

Grow Young Again

that her first chance
on the screen was in a
mother role, and that she did

her part so well that forever
producers refused to
consider her for anything

after,
else

But such is the case. She
achieved her first recognition
as a mother, in "Lovers'
Land."
The chief reason
she is not seen oftener is because it appears to have been
impossible for her to grow
young again since that time.
In "Feet of Clay," she had a
lot of work to do in the
studio, but when the film

on

regularity
bit left of

her

Miss Dale is one of the players that have been atfrom the stage during the last year or so.
Like many others, she has found that her experience
in the spoken drama has been a drawback rather than
an aid.
Nevertheless, her stage experience is likely to prove
of value as Miss Dale goes on.
She is an exceptionally bright and clever girl.
She would, in fact, be
termed somewhat sophisticated by some of the mental
lightweights around Hollywood, but if she is sophisticated it is in an attractive way;

tracted

"white vamp" has returned to the screen.

Rafael." Her first important return role is with Leatrice
Joy in "Hell's Highroad," and in keeping with her traditions, she makes life miserable for the heroine.
Miss Sullivan was probably one of the very first
players to demolish the notion that vamps were nevei
vamps unless they possessed a crown of jet tresses
Theda Bara was dictator of siren styles, and a film Circe
even approaching blondness was not to be thought of.
In "The Soul of Rafael," Clara Kimball Young played'
the starring role.
She desired that the "other woman"
picture
should
be a blonde, for contrast.
Miss
in the
Sullivan, who was apPhoto by William Davis Pearsall
pearing in stage productions in Los Angeles, was accordingly
chosen, and the reviewers dubbed her
the "white vamp."
For a season or so,
she appeared with fair

Dale,

showed on the screen, the only
was her legs in the surf-board race.

"White Vamp"

Helene Sullivan glories in that name and fame,
having won it some years ago in "The Soul of

you would never think

finally

of the

screen

—

the

finally, in the

revival of "The Sign
of the Rose," in a
stage version of which
she toured the counThe stage tour,
try.
of course, meant giv-

ing

up

her

start

in

and upon returning to Hollywood,
she found that the oppictures,

position

vamps had

to

blonde

increased.
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Yet Another Cinderella

THE

great majority of extras are unfortunately
destined, according to current beliefs in Hollywood, to remain just extras. The chosen few?
Well, maybe, says the film metropolis, doubtfully shaking its head maybe they will have the good fortune
of Joyce Compton.

—

It isn't a new story, of course, that a very smartlooking young girl of blond persuasion should walk
into a casting director's office, and win a five-year contract, with hardly so much as the batting of a golden
eyelash.
Nevertheless, it is still a novel one, and Miss
Compton, who recently performed the feat, is being
appropriately envied by the atmosphere sisterhood.
She is one of several girls signed by First National
for future stardom.
The temptation to get into pictures had long lurked
in her mind, but it was not clearly formed as an ambition until she had entered a beauty contest, conducted by a Los Angeles newspaper, and emerged as
one of the first ten successful competitors.
By the merest- chance, she applied to David Thompson, First National production manager, one day when
tests were being made in the hope of discovering new
talent for screen roles.
She was asked if she wanted
to compete in this with a number of other "likely candidates." She of course said yes, and when the film of
her was made, the other "likely candidates" vanished
into oblivion, for Miss Compton evidenced more poise
and attractiveness than any of them, with the result
that the company awarded her the long-term contract.

Back from Foreign Service
NIGEL BARRIE has seen more

Photo by James N. Doolittle

foreign service in the films
than any actor who has gone

abroad in the past few years.
Barrie will be remembered

Content to Be Single
ARRY LEON WILSON hadn't

H

by

many

heard of Matt Moore when he
wrote "Bunker Bean," but the
story is admirably tailored to fit Matt's

Young, and Katherine MacDonald.
Reserve, suavity, and polish, have

personality.

fans for his work opposite
Marion Davies, Constance Talmadge,
Pauline Frederick, Clara Kimball

A

of Wilson's, who dreams of glory
of
those
stepped-upon
and
shoved-aside, lack-luster folks, of no

been the distinguishing features of
his work.

When

the English,

pany were seeking

—one

Gaumont com-

talent in

America

for a film called "Fires of Fate,"
in the Sahara desert, they engaged Wanda Hawley and Barrie as
the two principals. Miss Hawley remained away only for a film or two, but Barrie
stayed on, and signed a year's contract with the
company in Berlin. He also later appeared
with a Swedish organization, and during the winter, while working with this company, had the
somewhat unique experience of riding ten or fifteen miles to location in the morning in a sleigh.
Altogether, he traveled the Continent pretty thoroughly from the Mediterranean to the. Baltic during
Finally, however, a
these foreign productions.
longing for the old familiar environment triumphed

made

UFA

and he returned home.
Instead of reentering the lists as a hero, on his
return to Hollywood, he has set forth to make a
career as a heavy.

He

has changed his appearance

somewhat by raising a mustache. The first
in which he will appear is in the Monte Blue
ring feature, "Hogan's Alley."

whimsical fellow, this timid young

man

consequence to anybody, who through
the gateway of fancy walk in glory.
He imagines himself, as the mood
strikes him, to be Napoleon then the descendant
of an ancient Egyptian
king, a born ruler of men.
;

Dreaming

gives him confidence and, quite by accident, the unreality of his
inner thought-life comes
true. These are situations
which furnish hilarious

comedy.
Matt does not believe
himself to be the reincarnation of Napoleon, but
he might nevertheless well
be the dreaming stenographer.
For he sits by

role

himself, a little away from
things, and idles through

star-

spare hours with fancies.
Continued on page 104
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Why
Though they

take

much

a

is

time and are the greatest dread of

By Myrtle
Sometimes it happens that the
of work there is some doubt.
casting director believes, or has been almost convinced by the
actor's faith in himself, that a player long identified with a
particular sort of characterization can portray one quite different.
Only a test will prove it one way or the other."
The camera is the fastest known means of registering emotions.
Vague feelings and transient thoughts that escape the
eye are indelibly recorded upon celluloid.
It catches details
that fail to impress one's vision.
girl who appears beautiful to the eye often loses all her
beauty before the camera, which catches her from every angle,
picks up every trifling mannerism, and unerringly reveals bad
proportions or small blemishes.
Before the camera she loses
the charm which a good
complexion gives her, the
effect of the carefully se-

—

A

lected

and harmonious colors of her gown,
and the personal
magnetism of voice.
Often a studio
jury

with the

sits

director when tests
are run and deciFine
sions made.

shadings in characdeter-

terizations
Cecil

De

on the

making a

mine the choice,
and it sometimes
happens that a
newcomparative

two girls you see
opposite page, Josephine Norman and Rita Carita,
Mille

whom

test

of the

he recently placed under contract.

who has
comer,
given more painstaking attention to
her interpretation,
will be selected in-

been tested for forty-five pictures,"
I'VE
wailed a young picture girl who has been

"Nothing
seen in several featured roles.
They're gruelling, and
but tests for weeks.
you have such a scant chance with so much
competition. You used to be called for a part,

and that was all there was to
producers must be getting

way they test so
for every important role."

icky, the

Her comment

set

me

to

it.

stead of a player of
reputation
greater

But now the

whose

fin-

attitude

negligent.

is

This was illustrated when

many
Kathryn

won-

comer,

dering why such precious time is
They
spent in countless tests.
do test many more actors for
special roles now than they did
a while ago. It seems queer, too,
that actors of recognized talent
and reputation have to be con-

Hill,

was

a

tested

new-

and

found

to

blond

type for the girl

in

be

the

right

"The Wanderer."

the role of Stella Dallas was
awarded Belle Bennett who,
though she has been in theatrical

work

for years, had

never been particularly disSamuel Goldtinguished.

wyn

tested seventy-

two candidates, and
even paid the exHolly-

tinually tested.

penses

"Surely, you know what your
people under contract can
do?" I asked the casting direc"And in the case of a free
tors.
lancer you can have his latest film

wood of several
aspiout-of-town
qualirants whose

own

run and in that way judge his
work."

fications

A

test

the

of George Rigas as

prodigal's

brother

in

"The Wanderer" proved him

to be ideal for the part.
of reasons for the prevalence of testing
now," James Ryan, casting director of the Fox Western
"Perhaps the actor who immediately
studios explained.
available, and another must be submind
is
not
comes to
stituted, one about whose ability or suitability to that type

"There are

a

number

to

had

ap-

pealed to him.

mightily
the
in
it
because

Being

interested
part,

George
chosen

O'Brien

from

was

twenty-

seven tests to play the
hero in "The Iron Horse."
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Screen Test?
motion-picture players, directors

tell

why they are

indispensable.

Gebhart

meant so much to her future and was the sort of thing she
wanted to play, Miss Bennett took infinite and minute pains
with her preparations, fashioning' costumes, studying the role,
steeping herself in its psychology and experimenting with many
make-ups before she evolved one that she thought correct.
role is usually cast by the process of elimination.
The
choice narrows down to three or four, whose tests are run again
and sometimes many agains for the final decision. For a very
important production, these tests are shipped to the company's
high mogul in New York for judgment.
.This elimination process is not as involved as it might seem
It is curious that usually but a few feet of
at first thought.
film are necessary to show the player's suitability to the role or
the merit of his interpreta-

A

—

—

I have known ninety
eight per cent to be elim
inated the instant thei
faces flashed on the
screen.
Some imprint
immediately

tion.

an individuality.
occurs to

It just

me

m

how

a n y
countless faces we
see
in
news
the
reels,

and how few

possess that indefinable thing called
screen personality.

General
has

it,

He

d o

man may

decide the arrangement of lights
will best suit, so that all may be in readiness for the start of the picture. The shade of

Pershing
spark.

that

m

which

n at e s,
would stand out
from a mob even
though his name be
unknown he has

the

i

;

poise,
riage,

ance

;

dignity, carself-assur-

there

his face,

and an engaging

twinkle in his eyes to belie

Wouldn't

the stern lines.

he make a splendid actor
of the strong and silent
type ?
Three distinct kinds f
tests are made
photographic, acting, and
:

lighting.

to

The

first

is

make-up,

judge

principally, or, in case

of newcomers, actual
screen quality.
The

second
ability.

determines

A

lighting

given only to
the player finally setest

is

lected, that the

camera

Margaret Livingston's test
a blond, wig won her the

in

highly contested
role in

vampire

"Havoc."

color

of

the

eyes,

—

character in

is

hair,

Because she took such pains
with her test characterization
for "Stella Dallas," Belle
Bennett was awarded the
role over seventy-two candidates.

the

profile,

the

contours which call for special lights and shadows, all must be taken into consideration.
Tests are the worst ordeal that an actor can
undergo. Even skillful troupers shrink from
them. The actor is not yet in the spirit of the
story, and those aids to mood
such as music
which inspire him on a regular
set, are lacking.
He must evolve
a characterization, give it life,
hint at its previous experiences,
and portray its immediate drama
in the scene selected, while knowing little of the role, and often
on short notice.
Besides, he is conscious of the
fact that on his instantaneous response depends whether or not
he will get the coveted role. Naturally, he is much more nervous
than during the making of the
picture when he no longer has
any anxiety about getting the
Lucy Beaumont, who will
appear in "The Viennese
Medley," was selected from

—

part.

Even veteran

actors are stricken
self-consciousness, despite
among seventy-five tests.
efforts sometimes made by the
director to put them at ease. Too
often the test must be made in a hurry so that others waiting may have their turns. The only persons allowed to be
present are the director, camera man. and electricians.

with

Continued on page 105
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Young Crocker

arrived -at

the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
studio in Culver City unannounced, a short time ago.
He lined up alongside a
crowd of young men seeking

extra jobs, and was cast to
play the part of a buck private in "The Big Parade,"
directed by King Vidor. No
one knew who the broadshouldered, stalwart, smiling
young man was, other than
that his name was Crocker.
That he was a member of
the family which controls a
large part of the world's
sugar supply, he did not tell.
Rather, he chose *to go it on
his own hook, as a type of
strong American youth, re-

and confident.

liant,

When
scenes

army

filming of the

was

begun,

Vidor

noted the ease and self-possession with which young
Crocker carried himself.
"I can use that young man
"Who is
in a bit," he said.
he?"
He called him to one side
and told him that he wanted
him to appear as a cultured,
gentlemanly youth among the

made up the
American army. And very
courteously, young Crocker
replied that he would do his

varied types that

best.

His

bearing,

his

polish,

and his courteousness made
him stand out in the mob,
and won him a role, small
of course, on his very first
appearance before the camera.
Now, with Director
Vidor's eye upon him, as you
see in the picture above, he
seems destined to make a
rapid ascent of the cinematic

ladder.

not a business

man

and never will be," he
"Banking and I did not

said.

"I

am

hit

it

am

happier
ever would be in

off just right.

A Millionaire Among the Extras
A
Look sharp, and you may see him

YALE

in

"The Big Parade."

graduate, independently rich, scion of a
wealthy and distinguished California family, and
working as an extra
This is Harry Crocker of San Francisco, grandson of
Charles Crocker, who was builder of the first transcontinental railroad to the Pacific Coast. Is it any wonder that dreamy-eyed blondes and lovely brunettes in
Hollywood are having a new thrill?

I

here than I
a financial house and I have
definitely committed myself
I'll
to a dramatic career.
rest
with
the
take my chance

—at
I

the foot of the ladder.

probably can find sufficient

dollars to
"

live

upon

until I

'arrive.'

When he got his check for work in "The Big Parade,"
he found he had earned seven dollars and fifty cents a
day.

"That's real money!" he smiled, as he departed.
Quiet, unassuming, deeply interested in his work, he
has little time for femininity, although many admiring
"Pretty kids!" he exeyes are cast in his direction.
claims.
But there his interest ends.
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A
From

Letter from Location

the Navajo Indian reservation in the desert country of Arizona, Lois

of the hardships

and pleasures connected with the filming

of

Wilson writes

"The Vanishing American."

To Myrtle Gebhart
Away Out

Yonder,

any desire to diet but because there was nothing to

Arizona.

Dear Myrtle:
may thank

YOU

Paavo

blame

eat.

Noah Beery

or
for

to

even if the filming schedule does allow me a few

"pick up" one of the Los
Angeles broadcasting stations but the best he gets
is a sound like a phonograph gives when you forget to lift the needle at the
end of a record. "Buddy"
the
one
of
Williams,

days' leisure.

camera men, has had

because
hadn't ridden him
if
I
thirty miles yesterday, I
this

letter,

shouldn't feel "like staying
in camp to-day while the

others

on

are

I'm plank

—

location,

—
—

pause

ing

the

and

scenery

desert
thirty-five

Paavo

thousand Indians.

—the

beautiful

horse

—

the

scenes

of

same wonderful cook

carried it in and it had sixteen candles. To be technically correct there should
have been more, but I did

I

rode in "The Thundering
Herd" is here, and I'm
going to ride him in some
of

Too

brag about.

static,

who was .on location with
us when we were making
"The Covered Wagon,"
made a marvelous cake
with my name on it. They

reservation,

by

with

they say.
I arrived here on my
birthday, and Jim Hurley,

.

Navajo

to

much

We

surrounded

luck

his receiving set but noth-

near Kayenta, one hundred and sixty miles from
the nearest railroad, on
the

better

slightly

plunking
plink
pause
this missive, one letter at
a time, on a limping porare
table typewriter.

"The

not complain.

Vanishing American."
We' have had rain-

Richard Dix spends
most of his spare time at

storms, sandstorms, heat
that sent the mercury up
to one hundred and thirty
that
locations
degrees,

the

could be reached only by
long horseback rides and
sometimes only by mulepack.
In some places,
every drop of water had
to be hauled over trackless rocks for miles, and
conserved carefully, a bit
at a time doled out to us
and several times we have
skipped meals, not through
;

•

tries faith-

evening

every

fully

Indian

trading

post.

He

gets a lot of enjoyment out of watching the

red men trading silver and
turquoise jewelry for food

and

He was

supplies.

telling us at breakfast this

morning about a
the

post last

Hopi and
At the top of the page is a bit of the Painted Desert of Arizona,
where blinding sandstorms come up at a moment's notice, and where
Lois Wilson and Richard Dix, shown just above, spent many days
making scenes for "The Vanishing American."

his

visit

night of

squaw.

to

a

The

Indian traded a bracelet,
his wife, for a

made by

and thirty cents,
and a stack of groceries
dollar

Continued on page 111

Looking On with An Extra
Continued from page 54

was

the

director,

Al

realized

lie

Green.
Rut

one might he uncertain as

if

would he
She
mistake the star.

to the director's identity,

it

impossible to
her appearance shortly after,
swathed in a long coat of fitch pelts
so perfectly matched and so silky
that they looked like yellow satin
^tarred with brown velvet.
In her
wake were gentlemen of varying degrees of
importance hairdressers,
costumers, business managers.
At
her side was a gentle-faced man of
middle age her father.

made

—

—

—

Miss La Marr is wearing an odd
and becoming coiffure in this picture.
Her black hair is drawn back
off one ear while the other side waves
softly round her face.
Into the knot,
low on her neck, is thrust an enormous comb, intricately carved, of
green-painted ivory.
The
longs to Carmen Castillo,

comb

bea lovely
on the set,

young Spaniard working
and is a priceless treasure

that has
her family for generations.
The first scenes were of Robert

been

in

nice-looking, quiet young
May Allison. White
lights flooded the set, chasing away
the ghastly blue radiance that renders
corpselike the healthiest countenance.
little
Spanish orchestra played
slow, haunting tangoes.
Men and
girls swayed and glided to the mournful, rythmic
"Cup of Sorrow," a
glimpse of their own vivid land in
their graceful fervor.
The next scenes were of the La
Marr herself and of Lewis Stone
which made it a large, not to say
Ellis,

the

ex-husband of

A

abundant,
Stone on

day.
If you enjoy Mr.
the screen, you will get
my point for there is practically no
difference between his audible and
personalities.

silent

His humorous

mouth and twinkling brown eyes

in-

dicate a ready sense of

He

speaks in a

humor.

cultured voice. His
reserved but not aloof,
genial but not fulsome.
La Marr is surprisingly smaller
than her screen counterpart.
She is
of only medium height and, at present, very slender.
She has a little,
pointed face and small features. Her
green eyes have a hint of obliqueness
in their setting.
Her mouth is scornful and sharply curved.
It
is
a
piquant face, strikingly individual.
The enswathing furs discarded disclosed a gay costume of cerise tulle,
many-skirted, but boasting little above

manner

fine,

is

She made a lithe, vivid
As she walked to her place

the waist.
picture.

on the platform, an old extra man of
battered visage hobbled up to her.
"Hello, Miss Barbara," he quavered.
"It's mighty good to see you
back again."

"Why,

Jimmy !" She stopped
horny paw. "I'm awfully glad to see you here."
This amazing revelation was followed by others. "Hello, Miss La
Marr. How's everything with you?"

and took

"

hello,

his

'Member

that picture

we made

just

afore you went East?"
"We heard
you was sick, Miss Barbara. I sure
hope you're better now."

The

significance of this

is

immense

— had never seen a similar demon— stration before. She shook hands
I

with each one, calling them by name,

Girl
laughing and kidding and asking

how

things had been going. Most of them
were rather seedy-looking elderly men
and women character extras, than
which there are few things more nondescript and pitiful.
Miss La Marr slowly made her
way up to the platform. Once there,
the orchestra thrummed a tango and
she swung into a swift, whirling
dance.
At the close of the shot, she sank
wearily into a chair, for she had not
yet entirely recovered from the acute
bronchitis she had contracted on her
arrival in town.
Her voice was so
low and husky as to be almost inaudible at times.
Her father hurried up behind her

—

with a heavy

silk

shawl

which he

wrapped round her shoulders.
It is rather touching, the devotion
of this mild, quiet man to the dazzling bird of paradise that is his
daughter. He sits behind the camera
and watches her every scene with loving absorption. And he seems to enjoy it so when she calls, "Daddy,
would you get me my powder puff?"
At the end of the day, Mr. La

Marr brought Barbara's magnificent
coat and put it round her and, with
Lewis Stone, walked with her out the
door, followed by gentlemen of varying degrees
of
importance hairdressers, costumers, business managers.
Distantly could be heard the
refined pur of a town car, the dignified slam of its door, and away down
the studio road it whirled, a sleek
black head, nestling in yellow fur,

—

faintly

visible

through the window.

Stars"!

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 63

came on to play opposite her, woke
up one morning to find in the papers
an announcement of Renee Adoree's
engagement to Douglas Gilmore. He
was somewhat upset, naturally, as he
is engaged to Renee himself.
The
announcement was also something of
a shock to Gladys Frazin, playing on
Chicago, as she is
Douglas Gilmore's wife.
But now
the matter is all straightened out, I
believe.
Gaston has gone West, and
he and Renee will be married in the
spring. And Gladys Frazin has gone
out to join her husband.
"Now is the time of year when a
lot of magazines and newspapers are
sending out questionnaires asking
people's opinion of what have been
the ten best pictures of the vear and
the
best
individual
performances.
One paper got a lot of them back'
with Vilma Banky's name down for
the stage out in

all

ten best performances, and 'The
as all the best pictures.

Dark Angel'

"Since 'The Vanishing" American'
out, Richard Dix is no longer
in the ranks of those players who
could be great if they had a chance.
His performance is marvelous, and
Lois Wilson has never been so good

came

before.

"Lois has been loaned to Robert

Kane

to play the lead in 'Bluebeard's

Seven Wives,' and

she is awfully
gives her a chance
to get awav from sweetly saccharine
roles.
That picture is just full of
interesting
contrasts.
Her sister,
Diana Kane, plays an important role.
Won't it be great to see them together? They are quite unlike, you

happy, because

it

"Some one

reallv

ought to offer a

prize for the cutest pair of legs in
pictures, and Pauline Garon would
win it with a unanimous vote from all
who saw 'Satan in Sables,' " she rambled on. And then, apropos of nothing, apparently, "Michael Arlen is
certainly the wisest man who ever
went to Hollywood.
He said, just
before he left, the other day, that he
was going out with the intention of
writing a screen vehicle for Pola
But
Negri, and some other stories.
he added that if he found the atmosphere distracting, he wouldn't try
It doesn't
to force himself to work.
take a prophet to foresee that he

checks,
nodding to acquaintances,
and looking as though she were just

probably won't do any work.
"But why should anybody?" she
asked blithely, steering me through
the crowd. "Let's go to 'The Vanishing American' and have another good
cry.
I've heard that tears make the
eves bright and beautiful, and I'm

about to burst with more information.

willing to try it."

know."

Fanny began to gather up her vansummoning waiters bearing

ity case,
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A Triumph

for Pauline

who have a tender memory
FANSPauline
Frederick's work on
of
the

who wonder
screen, and
what has become of her, will be glad
to know that she recently had a season
on the stage in Australia which, as regards enthusiasm, has seldom been
equaled by any player anywhere.
She was induced to make the trip
by Snowy Baker, an Australian who
was, for a time, in pictures in Hollywood. The plays selected for her were
"Spring Cleaning" and "The Lady."
When she arrived in Australia, she
was amazed at the welcome she received.
On her opening night, the
audience fairly covered the stage with
flowers and streamers.
She was entertained by the governor-general and by
all the leading executives and notables
of the commonwealth.
champion
race horse was named after her, and it
was expected that she would have to
charter a special steamer to bring home
the presents that were sent her

A

The oval picture

is

a recent portrait of Miss Frederick, and the

other two are scenes showing her as she appeared in "Spring

Cleaning." With her, in the scene at the top of the page, is
Jane Elvidge, a member of her company whom the older fans
will remember as a former screen star.

What Does Wealth Mean
Continned from page 57

few

diabolical plans for disposing of

his wealth, but the evil Beery is proverbially soft-hearted, the man who
always approached for help by
is

every "down and outer."
"I'm an old trouper, have been at
So I know that feelit twenty years.
being low on cash. Now I can
ing

—

give the little woman and the boy
the things they want."
Movie gold has unlocked the heavy
doors for many, particularly women,
who have known the insatiable wander thirst, who would have, in all
probability,

been

home by

fire

days

if

doomed

to

sit

at

for the rest of their
fate had not singled them out

the

for favorites.

To

wide-eyed

little

May McAvoy,

the enchanting world calls perpetually.
She plans some day to just
travel
without another thought.
Another girl in whom the same
dangerous longing surges is Alma
Rubens. And Alma intends to realize her dreams, too, for she has included a clause in her recent contract by which she is allowed to
spend several weeks of every year in
searching out those elusive byways
so often passed by a hastening world.
Conversely, there are those to whom
home is the vital interest, home and

—

beautiful, luxurious things.

Florence

Vidor, Corinne Griffith, and Norma
Shearer are essentially of this type.

Magnetic

Corinne

Griffith

Suit

sums

Continued from page 30

give your face a slightly foreign air.
Brownish cream for your eyelids,
cream-colored powder, red rouge on
your lips that's all you need.

—

The
You may

up success in one word, home. She
admits, in her calm, impersonal way,
that she has known the unhappy state
when one longs for congenial surroundings, and tells of that time
when she lived in a shabby Flatbush
lodging house.
Now, her years of
dreaming and saving have been rewarded with a real home out in Beverly Hills.
And Miss Griffith finds
no greater pleasure than this
"I just want to sit on our front
porch, and rock, and watch the people

driving by."

Beauty is as essential to Florence
Vidor as pure air, and she is forced
to concede that most lovely things
are attainable only through money.
"It is necessary to be a good business woman in order to have the
things I love
fine pictures, good
books. But money is only important
to me for what it buys."

—

—

Fashionable Type.

be the type that can use
so that it is obvious.
For
instance, I know a girl who is far
from pretty.
Her only hope is in

make-up

being fashionable. She can wear extreme styles and affect new hair cuts,
no matter how bizarre the effect may
be.
In this she is like Pola Negri,
though of course Miss Negri has

beauty also.

Her

face might be a sample case
representing the newest things in cosmetics.
Not long ago, when it was

fashionable to use brown powder, she
took on a distinctly Creole cast of
countenance. Just before the rest of
us realized that the mode was done

is followed by an intense desire for
a renewal of the struggle.
And here is what Dorothy Devore,
has to say about success.
"This is just a small thing, but it

—

shows what I mean all
have wanted an ermine
long ago

Shearer, of breathless loveliness, frankly adores the ease and
carefree feeling which is an accessory of success.
And the pretty
clothes.
They mean a great deal to
her, too. though recently she has
turned her interest to the equally engrossing task of selecting furnishings
for her new home.
But there must be shadows for
contrast, and strange to say, the
much-acclaimed screen lover, John
Gilbert,

finds in success, disillusion-

ment

He

!

gold are

declares that fame and
for their attainment

futile,

I finally

wrap

the kind of

When

ined.

I

my

life

I

Not

coat.

bought one, exactly
have always imag-

I

got

home from

the

wore it,
Mother asked if I had had a wonderful time.
And I hadn't I had
enjoyed looking forward to the coat
!"
loads more than actually owning it
Lew Cody has some decidedly hertheater, the first evening

I

—

views on the subject.

etic

"Money has brought me

the realization of the respect accorded financial success.
all like to think that
we, not our money, are getting the
homage. It isn't true, but why not be

We

deluded

Norma

Your Make-up

make-up with those of your frock.
For instance, if you're in a velvet
mood, soft and sympathetic and responsive, let your make-up accord
with it. Use rouge that has a touch
of red, and let it come up well under
the eyes, if you think you'd like to

to a Star?

—and

To Monte

happy ?"
Blue, a kind of waking-

up process has accompanied his frequent salary elevations, and now he
feels himself fully alive to the necessity of

providing for the future.

"When

I

— —and
pff

!

got just a small salary
it was gone, every cent.

Now T

realize that I

pecially

when

I

must

see others

save, es-

who have

spent everything."

So you see what a variety of reactions the players have had from their
wealth. But how dull it would have
been

if

they had

all

reacted in the

same way.

Your Mood

to

"He was disappointed in me," she
"What in the world can I do?
much prettier than I did
looked
I
when I knew him last summer."
She told me then why he had said
ahead of you. If you don't believe it,
that he liked her. And I showed her
look at the accompanying photomade herMerely what was wrong. She'd
graphs of Greta Nissen.
for, she

appeared with a complexion

as delicately lovely as Alice Joyce's.
If you've never tried changing the
way you do your hair and make up
your face, there's a fascinating time

brushing her hair back off her forehead gives her face a different shape.
There's another thing that you
must consider, which is sometimes
more important tnan anything else.
I can best illustrate it with an incident about a girl I know.
She had been on a vacation, and
a young man who was
strongly attracted to her. He thought
her delightfully sympathetic told her
quite frankly that that was the thing
he liked best about her. After she
came home and had been there for a

had

met

;

few months, he came to town, and
came to see her. She had, meanwhile,
changed the kind of make-up that
she used. She had also changed the

way

she did her hair. In appearance
she wasn't the same kind of person.
He, manlike, believed what was in
front of his eyes.
She came to me
after he had gone.

said.

sympaShe looked gay, as gay as a
butterfly, with her pink cheeks, and
self

up

to look anything but

thetic.

her bright eyes.
I advised her to phone him and ask
him to call again. And when he came
well, he met the girl he'd known at

—

whose eyes were soft
and faintly shadowed, whose cheeks
were only lightly rouged, whose
mouth was like red rose petals
the lake, a girl

—

sympathetic, lovable

girl.

He

asked

her to marry him, before he went

home

An
for

that night.

actress makes
different roles.

up

Why

differently

shouldn't

you ?
But mix your powder with intelligence, apply your rouge with brains.
And let your make-up look like the
faint touch of the hand of Dame
Nature
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Our New Annette Kellermann
These
camera,

recently
a Graflex
caught her at

different

moments

pictures,

taken with
dive

into

one

of

of

a

the

famous Hollywood swim-

ming

pools.

Norma Shearer
would need no double

for

scene,

a

diving

unless

it

were

one fraught
with such danger
that her company
would not allow
her to risk it, for
is
one of the

Miss

she

most

Shearer

swimming

and
graceful divers and
swimmers in Hollywood.
skillful

to

be

believes

one of

the best and most concentrated forms of exer-

and one doubly
agreeable to her because
of her ability to do it
cise,

well.

w
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Revelations of a Leading

Continued from page 18
" 'The Lady,' " he said, "is living
proof that a well-manicured hand can
rule the world.
On the other hand,
Constance was responsible for my

learning that a bracelet on the ankle
is worth two on the wrist, and that
blondes should own at least one black
hat."
Talmadge or Ben"Constance?
nett?"

They
humor that

"Both.
light

specialize
is

the

that

in

root of

all

flirtation."

"And

romance," I
finished.
But Wally wouldn't have
it that way.
"Not when either one
of the Connies is. your sweetheart,"
"They're remarkable
he defended.
heroines."
I agreed that they must
be.
Girls who can be romantic and
funny at the same time are more
death

the

of

—

they're acrobats. But
than heroines
time was pressing, and there was still
Betty Compson to be accounted for.
"What about Betty?"
"Femininity
is
her
strongest
weapon.
Tweed may be more practical than organdie but that is all you
can say for it. Betty is all woman.

Sex

in chiffons.

"One thing about you," I granted.
"You certainly seem to prefer your
groomed."
forward
confi"I'll tell you a secret.
All
They may deny it with

virtues well

Wally

leaned

dentially.

men

do.

their

dying breath, but don't believe

them.

I

don't

mean

that

women

must be expensively dressed to attract.
Far from it. There are extra girls in Hollywood who dress in
better taste than some of the stars,
on much less money. It is merely a
matter of selection and care. Women
don't have to be
ought to be neat.
.

gaudy, but
Well-kept

—

they

well-cared-for hair
these things can
be expected from the smallest income. And they pay triple interest.
Dandruff does nothing for romance.

How many
down

the susceptible sex is clothes.
'We
can't all dress like movie stars,' sir,"
she said, picking at her imitation fox.
"Wait a minute," Wally said
quickly.
"Clothes attract men.
heroines have taught me that women
aren't interested in attracting men
so much as they are in attracting a
man the man. And lady, may I
tell
you that the Royal Mounted
aren't in it in getting their men com-

My

pared to

broken nails have gone

in history?"

Fundamental fact, that. Not having an answer or even a wise crack
for it, I tackled from another angle.
"If we girls are to put any stock in
you as a criterion of femininity,
woman's only weapon for ensnarling

in love.

that love beit

doesn't al-

"I have never been able to resist
the lovely ladies who have loved me,"

he insisted.

"You mean on the screen?"
"On the screen, of course,"

Continued from page 67

Bessie Love, as Nora, supplies the
bright spot of the picture.
Warner
Baxter is the son of his father, although I do not see why this point is
stressed.
All of us must either be
sons or daughters.

Abused Again.
"Compromise," the new Warner

said

Wally, getting white around the gills.
"I understood, when I consented to
bare my heart for you, that all this
referred to my shadow romances.
I
am a married man. You wouldn't
double cross me, would you?"
said I wouldn't, on account of
I
libel suits.
"But go on."
"I was saying that all things are
capable to women in love. And," he
added, with that satisfaction that
comes only from coining a trick
phrase, "women in love are capable
of all things.
"They either make successful marriages after plenty of forethought,
or else they love as instinctively as
flowers turning toward the sun.
"Did you ever watch Clara Bow
in a love scene ?
Do you recall the
way she closes her eyes, relaxes her
arms, surrenders herself completely?
That gamin child is a direct descendant of Eve.
She belongs back in
the days when love was really a
whole
woman's
existence
when
courting was very simple when a
strong-armed man, a little stronger
armed than any one else she knew,
came calling, grabbed woman by the
hair, and dragged her to a bungalow
cave with none of the modern conveniences but an elegant outlook.
"There was no resistance in her
arms as the strong-armed boy clasped
'She asked no
her to his heart.
questions and made no prayer. Just
kissed the lips and caressed the hair.'
Isn't that the way it goes?"

The

Irene Rich

women

"Then your advice is
gets love.
Nice.
But
ways work."

—

nails,

Man

—

know

I said I didn't
appropriate.

it,

but

it

sounded

"Well, anyway," Wally dismissed
"that is the way Clara, and Betty

Compson,

and

Barbara

Man-

La

play their heroines.
They couldn't
reason themselves into loving a man
just because he was a good provider.
They wouldn't reason at all."
"Love for love?" I ventured.
"Love for love," Wally agreed.
"Women like that hold men by the

song

in their hearts.

"What of the others you were
ing me about
those ladies who
make sure they're right?"

—

tell-

first

"I didn't say that.
I wouldn't."
"I would," sticking to my guns
after saying it.
"It's nothing to be
I would take a good provider to a sheik any day, providing
I loved the good provider.
How does

dodged.

Constance Talmadge do

She

it?

al-

ways picks out

a doctor, lawyer, merchant, or chief, in the first reel and

goes after him with a vengeance."
"Heaven help the man Connie set
her heart on," Wally chuckled.
"Would she swoon in his arms?"
I inquired, out for practical pointers.
"She would laugh in his eyes."
"Would he drag her by the bob ?"
"She'd drag him to his feet."
"Hold him by the song in her
heart ?"
"By the song on her lips prob'Aggravatin'
ably 'Kiss Me Again'
Papa.'
She would subtly flatter him

—

—

by wearing

favorite gown,

his

and

break his heart by wearing it out
with another man. She would make
appointments just to break them
for the suspense.

She would make

with her eyes and
deny them with her lips."
"Well, that's two ways of doing it.
Anything else?"
"If I told you, I shouldn't have
any secrets left. I ought to keep a
couple of things up my sleeve for
my book."
"Oh, yes; your book! What are
speeches

lovely

you going

to call it?"

"What do you

think of 'He Learned

About Women From Them
"Not

?'

"

original," I replied, "but not

bad."

The

last I

saw

ing a note of

of him, he

was mak-

it.

Screen in Review

Brother's picture starring Irene Rich,
has a good idea which is spoiled by a
bad ending.
The idea is that, in
order to live in the world as it is,

you must tone down your ideals to
make them more livable. The bad
ending is a cyclone and general upheaval.

Irene

Rich

takes

the

part

of

a

supersensitive

romantic

young girl with high
She marries a child-

ideals.

hood playmate, and soon afterward
loses him to a minxish half sister.
Whereupon Miss Rich, ideals shattered, takes a whip, and in a towering rage, very effectively beats up the
little

blond vamp.
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TRAGEDY
but

stalks

comedy

alone,

often does better by

working

in pairs.

Weber and

Fields,

Prim-

rose and Dockstadter, McHeath,
GalIntyre and
lagher and Shean the list
could be strung out indef-

—

initely.

Perhaps Warner Brothers
thought of that when they
decided recently to feature
and perhaps to star two

—

—

their
leading
of
players, as a team.

The comedians

comedy
in

ques-

are Louise Fazenda
and Willard Louis. Each
of these players has been
long established as a distinctive comedian, but neither has been thought quite
tion

capable of carrying, single-

handed, a series of produclike those of Mabel
Normand, Constance Tal-

tions

madge, Buster Keaton, or
Larry Semon.
There's
But together?
the opportunity
So thought the producers
when they cast them in

"The Love Hour," in which
Huntley Gordon is starred.
You will see them in that
production before long, and
if
your applause is loud
enough, you will see them
in

a

tures,
special

names

series

of

built

to

talents,

And

suit

their

with

their

in electric lights,

in big type

the

other pic-

on the

and

billing.

here's to success for

new combination

What
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I'd rather be at home with
Helen, talking, and sometimes yawning, than anywhere else.

stage,

Helen has been a peach about Edand that's one friendship that
will never be broken
Eddie Kauffman, you know, the scenario writer.'
We had batched together for eleven
years.
He cleared out the day before the wedding.

—

After the ceremony Helen told
Eddie she wanted him to consider
himself her brother, and our home
his, always.
His old room is kept
for him, and he pops in every weekend.
Helen has tactfully made him
feel that he belongs to the family.

Why

didn't

We-11, for a

we marry for so long?
number of reasons. I

was willing most any time, but Helen
wanted to have enough money saved
and invested to care for her mother,
though I'm only too happy to look
after Mother Ferguson as much as
she will let me.
I admired Helen,
however, for her attitude.
She was afraid, too, that some of

My

Think

of

My

Wife

my

Continued from page 32

die,

I

interests in sports might make
her unhappy, but bless her heart,
those things don't count so much. As
soon as I understood that they might
hurt her, I gladly gave them up. And
now just shows how contrary a
woman is she fusses at me sometimes because I don't chase out with
the fellows more.
Another thing, I wanted to be able
to give her everything.
For years I
played the market, and there is a certain amount of hazard in all speculations.
man may be rich one day
and broke the next, and it isn't right
to ask a woman to share that uncertainty.
I've gradually got away from
that, investing in securities whose interest, even aside from my picture income, will enable me to keep Helen
in reasonable luxury.
Marriage did not appeal to me before I met Helen, because I couldn't
see these modern women.
Too artificial, particularly the beauties of the
professional stage and screen world.
When they marry, they play what
they call a "game."
Matrimony, to
many, is a battle of wits. Either the

— —

A

We

have had to make some adjustments. No matter how well you un-

just mine, and have everything ready
for him that I couldn't always consider my desires, dash out some place
;

derstand a man, you don't really know
until you are married to him.
Certain concessions must be made,

on a whim, as

and by the wife.
We need each other, but

ordered.
At home, Mother had
looked after the table, telling the
maid what to cook. I had had no
such experience.
After a few meals of dainty salads
and such things, with the table prettilv decorated, Billy rebelled.
"Honey," he said hesitantly, "I
don't want to butt in or anything,
but can't we have some substantial

him

There are

in differ-

is

more like a mother.
suppose every man has a lot of the
little boy in him.
Why, Billy actually
pouts. Yes, he does.
When he can't
have his own way, at times, he will
sulk like a child. Then, when I give
in, he insists that it shall be as /
want.
The way to get along with a man,
I have decided, is to sell him an idea
by making him think it is his. You
can get anything you desire if you
let him believe that he thought of it
first and that he is doing it to make
you happy.
I
approached the dependence of
marriage with more than a little
temerity, because at home I had been
feel ages older,

I

sort of "the

man

of the family," the
main wage earner, and accustomed to
having the household to a great extent revolve about me and my work.
It was a shock to realize that I
must submerge my individuality in
that of a man that I must order the
;

household

in

conformity

I had formerly done.
almost killed Billy the first few
days of our marriage, with the meals

I

I

the boss.
I give
decisions and opinions.
times, however, when I

Billv

become so

my ways

set in

that

I

afraid marriage to one of these

was

mod-

ern scatterbrains would prove a constant disruption.
When a man marries, he wants to feel that he is settling down into an unexciting peace
Marriage
for the rest of his life.
may be boresome at times, but it's
darned comfortable.
both feel
don't mean this
I
conceitedly
that we're real people,
genuine and worthwhile, and we're
trying to make each other happy inare
stead of "playing a game."
absolutelv without jealousy, because
we know and understand and feel too
sure of each other to harbor any
doubts. If Helen wants to go to her
girls' club, or, for that matter, out
with another man, it won't cause me
any worry. Why should it ?
I didn't marry a fool.
I married
an honest-to-God girl.

We

—

—

We

Husband, His Faults and His Virtues

Continued from page 34

ent ways.
in to his

wife or the husband will flirt in an
effort to arouse the other's jealousy.
I can't see any happiness in that,
how there can be any without complete understanding and faith. I had

with

his

work rather than my own that I
must look after his clothes, instead of
;

food?

all

It's

"

dainty

very

sweet

and

"Brides always have croquettes and
I defended myself.
"Maybe so," he replied ruefully.
"Never having been a bride, I can't
say what's customary.
But," he
grinned, "I know one groom who

would

like to sink his teeth in a thick,
juicy steak well decorated with potatoes and vegetables.
Now, if we
"
could just have some cabbage
!"

I

screamed, and fled

to the kitchen.

served him a regular hemeal, and he was so boyishly grateful
that I determined he should always
have what he wanted.
insist that each shall have certain liberties.
Billy has two nights a

But

up completely

all

the things

before he
And, being a contrary
loved me.
male, since he finds he can do all
those things, he doesn't want to parthat

constituted

ticularly

his

life

!

And we

have eight weeks of

shall

We

may
separation in each year.
week
at
a
it
all
once,
or
a
take
at
time, as our moods and our work
People get on each other's
dictate.
nerves when they are together too
continuously.

A marriage that
freedom too much
irksome.

Why,

restricts individual
is

the

bound

to

become

day after our

me

go to aJuncheon
It was one of
those publicity affairs which it is
good policy to attend, but I thought
that very sweet of him, to make that

wedding he

let

with another man.

salads,"

"Cabbage

to give

I

We

week "off," to go to the fights or any
place he cares to.
that I have
won my own wav, I don't want him

Now

concession to my career.
He is very ambitious for me, and
proud of me.
But here's a funny
thing which proves the old instincts
control every man his pride in me is
greater when he sees me in an apron
puttering around the kitchen than
when he watches one of my screen
:

characterizations.
Of course, we haven't had a lot of
time yet in which to test out these
ideas upon which we have started
our marriage.
But we believe that

we

are building upon a firm founda-

tion of understanding that will last.

Anyway, right now I think I am
I've
the happiest creature on earth.
married my girlhood hero.
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Why They

Call

Him

Some explanations of Raymond Hatton's
high rating with casting directors.

HATTON
RAYMOND
think
you stop

is

unique in motion pictures.

you will realize that most
either
straight types or character
screen players are
If

to

Even our best character actors become associated
with a certain type of character role. But you. can't say.
"That's a typicaf Hatton part," because there is no typical
Hatton part. It is really amazing the changes that man
can make in one small frame and face. He can play a
cruel and haughty, or a foolish, doddering king to perfection; but put him into the rags of a sordid Bowery
tough, and you are startled at his realistic picture. Again,
place him in the authoritative cap and jersey of a smalltime sailor bully and you get an extraordinary sense of
Going back to pioneer days, you will find his
verity.
pictures of those courageous, hard-living ancestors comThen put him again in a debased atpletely convincing.
mosphere, and you will be stirred with repulsion at his
sinister study of a mind sickened
and twisted by dreaming too long on
into
Stepping
poppy seed.
the
comedy, you will find no one more
deft in putting across his points than
Raymond Hatton. Is it any wonder
that he very often is working in two
pictures at once?
types.
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Lloyd Hughes Has Arrived
Continued from page 43

would remain an extra forever. But
King Vidor was one day looking
around for a juvenile lead for a tworeeler he was planning to make, and
noticed Hughes.
Lloyd's extra
lie
days ended right then and there.
Peculiarly enough, he was just enu ring his twenty-first year, and his
first picture was called, "I'm a Man."
"I felt like one,
"I thought

can

I

said.

tell

you," he

was made, but

I

soon

discovered that the road to
screen glory was to be even longer
and rockier than I had expected. I
have tramped a long way over it, but
I'd not advise any other young man
to set his heart on the movies and
start as an extra.
The road is too
uncertain.
One may spend his best
years in struggle only to find that,
in the end, he is still only an extra
man a bit player at most.

—

my first picture, I played
leads for several companies.
But I
did not seem to get anywhere until I
"After

met Thomas Ince.
three-year

was

contract,

He gave me a
and the way I

started convinced

me

that

I

was

on the road to my success.
"During my first year, I played
in 'Below the Surface,' 'Homespun
Folks,' 'Mother o' Mine,' and 'The
False Road.'
My notices were not
had, and as Charles Ray had just left
Ince. it was thought that perhaps I

at last

All

is

Continued from page 55

For the occasion of an
invalid being interviewed, she wore a
pale-green negligee that was prettily
several days.

comfortable rather than sophisticated.
Right then and there I appointed
myself a committee of one to save
Lillian Rich from blond wigs.
"I really think that actresses should
be glamorous creatures," she half
apologized after I confessed that I
had expected something a little more
bizarre, in the way of interior decoration,
from Cecil's newest star.
"Fans expect it.
They aren't particularly interested in having their
favorites just ordinary people like
themselves. Don't you think it rather
spoils the illusion to tell them, 'Miss
So-in-so was busy paying her telephone bill when I came in, excusing
herself immediately to run to the
door for a dozen rolls for dinner.' "
I

mentioned something then about

the De Mille tradition of keeping up
the pose after office hours and that is
how Lillian happened to launch into
that defense which opens this essay.

would lake his place, although 1 was
not his type. But the second year I
was with Ince saw me in only two

"What are you going to do when
you outgrow young men's roles ?" I

worked

"Well, let's hope that time will be
a long way off," replied Lloyd.
At
present, I am putting all my thoughts
into the work at hand.
All I ask is
that my wife and I may live in Cali-

pictures,

and the third year,

I

in only one.

"This hurt, for you know that a
screen player must have his face constantly before the public or he will
soon be forgotten. I was getting discouraged when my contract expired,

and
But

gladly

I
I

set

out

to

free-lance.

had been almost forgotten by

the producers."

Mary Pickford was
man for "Tess

leading

looking for a
of the Storm

Country," and Hughes was picked.
This film put him back on his feet.
In all these pictures, he was cast

man.
But he wanted to show that he could
act.
Then, when Frank Lloyd made
"The Sea Hawk," he gaves Hughes
a character part in which he wore a
in the colorless role of leading

The producers began to nohim.
Here was a juvenile lead
playing the part of a heavy, and put-

beard.
tice

ting

it

over.

First National
the male lead in

then cast him for
"The Lost World."

and on December

he signed
a three-year contract with that organization.

He had

15, 1924.

arrived.

And no

an authority than June Mathis
has said that the "Lloyd Hughes
type" is to be the next popular male
type on the screen.
less

Not
don

But that was about the
the movies were having that
much press-agented influx of English
beauties
and Lillian decided that
she might as well come to Hollywood
while the influxing was good. It was
a good idea, but like a lot of good
stage.

time

—

—

ideas, it didn't work
at first.
By
the time Lillian got to Hollywood the
town was so overrun with beauties

—

—

English and otherwise that another
one was just a charming nuisance.
She played anything she could get
that payed cash, and particularly concentrated on the comedy lots, because
she had heard they were good training.

She might have gone on for vears
bit. and out of another" if
she hadn't been spied by Jane Murphin and Larrv Trimble, owners of
the
famous
Strongheart.
They
thought Lillian had that breezv femininity that would close-up charmingly with their husky star, so they
"in one

over four years ago, Lillian

was dancing and singing in Harry
Lauder's "Three Cheers," on a Lon-

shoes?" they asked.
Now, Lillian
didn't exactly say that she did, but

little

fornia."

And that brings out another side
of Hughes.
He is -a thoroughly domestic soul. He has a charming little
wife who was known to the screen
world a few years ago as Gloria
Hope. Gloria has the same domestic
complex as her husband.
She has
just about decided to give up the
screen in order to devote her entire
time to keeping house for him.
"Really, I think one actor is enough
"We
in the family," she whispered.
both love our home, and I like to take
care of it for him.
"We have the cosiest little place
Lloyd cuts the grass
in Hollywood.
on our lawn, himself, and tends to
the flowers."
"Tell him about your car," urged
her husband.
"I've had it three years," said
Gloria, "and Lloyd laughs at the noise
it

makes, but

I

love every rattle in

it."

"Why? don't you tighten up a few
of the bolts, Lloyd?" I asked.
"Gosh,
guess I

I

never^ thought of that.

will,"

he

answered

I

— and

Gloria laughed.

Tinsel that Seems So

offered her the hectic lead in "The
Love Master." But that coveted role
was not to be so easily got.
"Of
course you know how to skate, ski,
handle sled dogs, and negotiate snow-

A

asked.

she didn't sav that she didn't, either.
But she didn't.
The first day on location, up in the
snow country near Lake Louise, they
called her bluff.
Right there is where
Lillian did some of her best emotional
acting.
She begged and pleaded with
Mr. Trimble to allow her to remain
in the cast, and so, while the company
shot scenes in which she did not appear, she got an expert to coach her
in the northern sports.
The outcome
of that story is that she came scooting over those mountains as though
she had been born on snowshoes.
After the first lead, others came
more easily.
Just at present, she is
riding prettily. De Mille has put her
under a long-term contract.
Professionally. I doubt if Lillian
will take a place among the first half
dozen starring figures. But her flair,
again like Alice Terry, seems to run
more to the pictorial than the interpretive.
I understand they are debating the advisability of letting her
appear an auburn, which is the natural color of her hair.
I wish they
Lillian Rich, the girl who
would.
sticks to her own mode of living, has
it
over that gilded, glamorous
all
blonde of the soft-focus close-ups.
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the only
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found

known

ever

—that removes

Cold Cream

— that removes

it

—that removes

all dirt

thoroughly

safely

with

it

It combats skin eruptions.
For
they're invited by germ accumulations left in the skin, breeding places
for bacteria.

Will you accept a 7-day

Old methods, towels, cloths and

supply to try?

fibre substitutes failed in

absorbency.

Infectious dirt accumulations

rubbed back

beautyTHIS offers you a test of amust
be

means

that, in justice,

termed a great discovery.
The first and only way ever
known that removes cold cream
that ends the annoyance
safely
of old ways and their dangers to
.

Multiplied skin benefits

Now
it

want

to

without charge.

send you a supply
Then to get your

you'll love.
It is 27 times as absorbent as the
ordinary towel.
25 times that of
paper and fibre substitutes. You use
it, then discard it.
It does what no other method yet
has done
removes
the
cleansing cream, all dirt and pore
accumulations gently from the skin.
And that means much to you.

opinion.
It

new

not a cloth, but an entirely
kind of material.
is

A scientific

discovery

.

We

are makers of absorbents
world authorities in this field.

Are

On

the urge of a noted dermatolwe perfected this scientifically
right material for removing cold
cream. For removing it as it must be
removed to keep the skin flawless.
ogist,

the only product

made

solely for
It represents several years
of scientific research. There is no other
It is

this purpose.
like

it.

No

oily noses

and dark

.

oily skins

coupon

receipt of it a full 7-day supply
be sent without charge.
Or
obtain a packet at any drug or

will

Your "make-up" holds hours
longer than before
Instead of towels, cloths, harsh fibre,
or paper makeshifts, you use thisi de27 times
iiciously soft new material
as absorbent!

skins

.

.

.

department

store.
Put up as exquisitely
as fine handkerchiefs, in two sizes: the
Professional, 9xl0-inch sheets and the
Boudoir, size 6x7 inches. Boxes that fit
into flat drawers of vanity tables ... a
month's supply in each. Costs only a
few cents.

—

KLeeNex

.

powder now so

the

Upon

more

It stops oily nose and skin conditions
amazingly. For these come from overladen pores
cold creams and oils left
for nature to expel.
That is why you
.

ALL

.

.

Send

—

Ends

failures are

Soft as down and white as snow,
contrasts the harshness of cloth or
fibre makeshifts with a softness that

the skin.

We

Kleenex those

in

corrected.

.

.

were

your skin. That is
why tiny imperfections often appear.
Why your skin may look distressingly dark at times.
into

Sanitary Cold

often.

Cream Remover

First

Remove

every bit of germ.
laden matter, every particle
Kleenex comes in exquisite
Hat handkerchief boxes, to fit
your dressing table drawer
... in two sizes.
Boudoir size, sheets
6 by 7 inches

of dirt,
off face.

— pay

simply

by.

wiping

KLEENEX

particular attention
it

will

be white and without shine.

.

Professional, sheets

9 by 10 inches

.

.

.

Then
You discard the used
sheets— no more soiling
of towels.

— FREE

CO..
167 Quincy St., Chicago, in.

Then

to the nose, so that

7-Day Supply

p. p. i

Please send without expense to me a
of KLEENEX as offered.

sample packet
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Information, Please
A

where questions are answered, advice is
making and pertinent side lights on the lives and

department

picture

By The

THE

DEMON.— This

department is a
wild with a demon, a green imp,
and a Crey Z. Loon.
Such goings on
Yes, Nazimova went to Paris, but returned
to America some months ago with a divorce tucked under her arm or maybe
she had it in her trunk
I didn't ask her.
You will doubtless continue to see her on
the screen from time to time. Doris Pawn
hasn't been playing in pictures lately
suppose she just got tired of working and
stopped.
The addresses you ask for are
given at the bottom of The Oracle.

—

;

—

—

have added

I

addresses you requested to the
end of this department.

list

the

at the

—

;

Royal Mounted" was Charlotte Merriam.
His picture to follow that was "Eve's
Lover." Wilfred Lytell plays on the stage
more than in pictures I think he is younger
than Bert, but I'm not sure. As far as I
know, there are no other brothers in the family.
As for letters to the "What the Fans
Think" department, so many come in that
I suppose it just happens that none of
yours has been published.
To obtain old
copies of Picture- Play, just address your
letter to the magazine subscription department, Street & Smith, 79 Seventh Avenue,
New York City, and state what you want.
Back numbers can be supplied for the
;

thereabouts

Mabel Crocker.

—No,

not the same actor

for

tw-enty-five

John T. Murray

who

frequently sings
in Broadway musical shows, though he has
been appearing in vaudeville. His address,
at least as accurate a one as I can suggest,
since he free-lances, is at the end of The
Oracle.
is

—No,

Sills-Tearle Admirer.
from turning your

dizzy

I

letter

am

not

around

turning somersaults that makes me this
way. Milton Sills is in his forties; he is
six feet tall, and is a gray-eyed blond.
I
don't know whether his daughter is in
Hollywood at present or not.
Conway
Tearle is forty-three
he is a brunette
and is five feet ten inches tall. I'm sorry,
I have never heard what Sally O'Neil's
it's

;

real

name

is,

if

that isn't

it.

More Than U.

—Are you trying to

start

an argument or something?
It shouldn't
be hard to know how to address me in
your letters
you may call me anything
except "you big bum." The truth always
hurts.
No, Raymond McKee has not been
very active in pictures lately I haven't his
California home address and he is not connected with any particular studio, so I
So
don't know where he can be reached.
you have seventy photos of screen stars?
;

;

—

Lillace Valentine. Isn't
have a valentine in one's life

So you're much

o. year?

formation?

in

know

I
don't
supplied.

it

lovely

at

this

to

time

need of inof anything

Pierre Gendron is
about twenty-six and unmarried.
Just
lately, he has been playing in Mrs. Valentino's
picture,
"What Price Beauty."

more

So you don't see enough of Bert
C. B.
Lytell to make you happy?
Something
will have to be done about that
we want
I will tell Helen
to see everybody happy.
Klumph, as you suggest, that you want an
interview with him and Claire Windsor.
Bert's leading woman in "Steele of the

past year or
cents each.

interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

Picture Oracle

little

Minnie Loweman.

and many interesting phases of motion-

given,

He

easily

appeared

also

in

see that?
a list of favorites.
don't like?

Cypress.

—

It

"Three

You seem

Did you

Is

Women."

to have- quite

there anybody you

altogether

isn't

In the case
neglected.
Roche, for example, there

a

maga-

seems to be
of Charles de

is not much to
say about him, because he hasn't been do-

ing much.

I

don't

know

of any pictures

he has played in since "Madame SansGene," and so I haVe no studio address for
him.

—

A

Star, it's
E. Star. If you can't be
Alice Terry
a good idea to be E. Star.
was born in Vincennes, Indiana she is five
feet six, and has blue eyes and auburn
hair.
She wears a blond wig in most of
her pictures. I am told that her real name
Yes, I think she would send you
is Taafe.
a picture of herself- address at the end of
Greta Nissen is Norwethis department.
gian. Lois Wilson and Diana Kane are sisters.
I'm afraid I don't agree with you
about Tom Mix's playing in different
kinds of pictures.
If he stopped playing
in Westerns, the shouts of protest, if laid
end to end would well, they'd cause a
disturbance. I think he looks best in cowboy clothes, anyhow. Lila Lee's real name
is Augusta Appel.
I don't know Blanche
Sweet's or Bessie Love's. Theda Bara did
not play in pictures for three or four
years
recently, however, she returned to
the screen in "The Unchastened Woman."
;

—

—

;

—

Dwan was

born

in

To-

;

one hundred and seventy pounds, and has
black hair and brown eyes.
Ann Forrest
was born in Denmark in 1897 she is five
feet two inches, weighs one hundred and
four pounds, and has blond hair and blue
eyes.
Alice Joyce doesn't give her age
she was born in Kansas City, is five feet
seven inches, weighs one hundred and
twenty pounds, and has brown hair and
;

eyes.

Hughes

Lloyd

Mary
her?

—

Fan. So you think
worth more than they give
That depends on how much they give
Philbin

is

Mary is about twenty, is five feet
two, and weighs ninety-six pounds. Esther
Washington,
Ralston was
educated
in
D. C, and in New York; I don't know
the names of the schools she attended. She
her.

was born in Bar Harbor, Maine, in 1902.
She is five feet five, and weighs one hun-

fault if a certain actor

zine's

Allan

formation.

ronto, Canada, and Alfred Green in Perris,
California.
Allan Forrest was born in
Brooklyn in 1889 he is six feet tall, weighs

M. M. I haven't personal descriptions
of film directors as a rule, because there
is seldom any demand for that sort of in-

dred and twenty-five pounds. Mary Brian
she has
was born in Corsicana, Texas
been in movies only about a year.
;

Lloyd Hughes and Glenn Hunter
Admirer. You call me "Dear Old Oracle"- who's giving me away like that? So
pictures of Ronald Colman and John GilHave
bert give you the heeby-jeebies ?
you tried the milk cure for that? Marion
Davies was born in Brooklyn, and went
Claire Adams
to school in New York.
was born in Winnipeg, Canada she
and went to school there
doesn't say when
She is about five feet
and in England.
four inches. Madge Evans has been growing so fast the last year or two that it's
impossible to keep track of her height and
I'll tell the editor you want picweight.
tures of Lloyd Hughes and Glenn Hunter

—

—

—

in the

—

gravure section.

Hubby.—You don't need to tell
a fictitious name; you couldn't
Gloria Swanfooled me, anyway.
in"Zaza,"
preceding
pictures

Gloria's

me

that's

have
son's

"Male and Female," "Why Change
Your Wife," "Something to Think About,"
"The Affairs of Anatol," "Under the
Lash," "Don't Tell Everything," "Her
clude

"Beyond the
Trade-mark,"
Husband's
Rocks," "Her Gilded Cage," "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," "My American Wife,"
1 can't
and "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
Continued on page 118
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The Sketchbook
Continued from page 25
ing-

room and

sat

down.

As though

I didn't have enough on my mind trying to head my eyelashes without getting the stuff into my eyes, Rita unburdened herself.
She said she
thought there was something to
all}
I knew, then and there, that
it
was all off.
The minute a girl
tells you there is something to a man,
it is the beginning of the end.
When she went on location with
other companies, it was Wally who
drove her to the station.
When she came back from location,
it was Wally who drove her home.
And then they were married.
Now he takes her hunting.
Greater love hath no husband.

W

-

.

Amen.

The Amazing Mr. Barrymore.
They tell this story on John Barrymore, in Hollywood
The amazing Mr. Barrymore. was
attending a private, pool party. Brilliant shots were being made, and the
scores
were unusually high, but
toward the end of the game, Barrymore attempted a shot of such intricacy that the others scoffed.
An
onlooker at the table snickered that
Hoppe himself wouldn't have at-

tempted such a thing.

Maybe Hoppe
would.

made

wouldn't.

And John

did.

But John
And John

it.

Every one was bowled off his pins.
Out of the silence, some one breathed,
'Alin an ecstasy of admiration,
mighty Allah!"
"Ah," said Mr. Barrymore, "thank
you" bowing elaborately in the di"thank you."
rection of the voice

—

—

An

Account of Stewardship

Fifty years ago Dr. Alexander

Graham Bell was busy upon a
new invention— the telephone.
The first sentence had not been
heard; the patent had not been
the demonstration of the
telephone at the Centennial Exposition had not been made. All
these noteworthy events were to
occur later in the year 1876. But
already, at the beginning of the
year, the basic principle of the
new art had been discovered and
Bell's experiments were approaching a successful issue.
filed;

^The

inventor of the telephone

lived to see the telephone in daily
use by millions all over the world
and to see thousands of developments from his original discovery.

If he had lived to this semicentennial year, he would have
seen over 16,000,000 telephones
linked by 40,000,000 miles of
wire spanning the American continent and bringing the whole
nation within intimate talking
distance. He would have seen in
the Bell System, which bears his
name, perhaps the largest industrial organization in the world
with nearly $3,000,000,000 v/orth
of public-serving property, owned
chiefly by an army of customers
and employees.
He would have seen developed

from the product of

his brain a
together the
thoughts and actions of a nation
for the welfare of all the people.

new

art,

binding

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and Associated Companies

Hollywood High Lights
Continued from page 73

BELL

for the sideburns, most of the facial
scenery is grown for professional
purposes.

Jack and Lea trice

SYSTEM

IN ITS SEMI-CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FORWARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

Make Up!

Leatrice Joy and Jack Gilbert have
made up but only unofficially. Jack
recently enjoyed the privilege of a
visit with little Leatrice Joy II that
started a lot of rumors of a reconciliation, but this was subsequently deThere is
nied by Miss Joy herself.
no doubt, however, that the two
players have reached a friendly understanding.
At the opera, a sort of compromise
was reached in that Paul Bern, the
director, went several nights with
Gilbert, and on another occasion with
Leatrice.
Paul is recognizedly a
great social diplomat, and it is possible that he acted as peacemaker.

—

S

Learn

INTERIOR

JVlaketfOOO to
$10,000 a year

i

DECORATING
at Home

-

6©
Easy to establish business for yourself,

or take hich salaried position.

Prominent New York decorators teach
you practical, professional methods
through simDl^ new system, by mail.
No special ability needed.

BOOK FREE
Shows how you can enter profes*
easy way, deeorate
your own home. Send postcard or
eion in new,
letter today.

New attire for an old favorite —
Sem-pray

in a dainty, pink,
oval metal tube
Oval in shape, the new "push-up" metal tube provides
a. broad, smooth surface of Sem-pray to apply upon
your skin — without handling the cake. Convenient to
carry in handbag! Atdealer's* — or by mail, 75c. Trial
supply, with new beauty booklet, free. Mme. LaNore,
683- A Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich.

'

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF INTERIOR
decoration. Dept. 37l 2 West 47th St., New York
p

V«*
Say
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IOFTIS
Mm
RO S

E3

.

&;

CO-

fil'E

DIAMONDS WATCHES
Special Christmas Bargains!
Sp?ci$] values for buyers of Christmas gifts — lowest
prices on Diamond RiriKS, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Easy credit terms— all goods delivered on
payment of one-tenth purchuao price— balance in nine months.
Newest style miMi illi. mi blue white
..

Dianiondaset in lB-b
white gold mount-

Free! Big Catalog
Shows 2U0U bargains
highest quality
jewelry. Sent absolutely free. Write today!
WrlatWatch-14-k white 1 7-Jewel Elgin-No. 18gold,

Grecn gold, Elgin

case

Watch; 25-year quality

16

-

case; 12 size; gilt dial.

Jewel move$30— $40O a

nient.

S3

™

down and

$30— $3.00
down and

OO
$j
*™

a

week

week

LOFTIS BROS.
The Old Reliable Original Credit Jewelers
Dept. H927, 108 N. State St., Chicago. III.
Stores in Leading Cities— Established 1858

WHT every Tuesday night
7 to 7:30, every Friday night from
to 10:30, central standard time.
Co.'s hour of music.

Listen In on

from

RADIO FANS

10

Loftis Bros.

&

His

pet

dream

is

to

play

Peer

Gynt.

"Barring that," he says, "I should
character such as
we have in Bunker Bean, and carry
him through a series of pictures.
There are so many people like that,
like to create a film

find their release from everyday, monotonous life in imaginative
fancy, always seeing themselves perform nohle deeds, winning honors.
Some day, I shall hecome violent,
kidnap one of these Warner Brothers scenarists, and hold him captive
on rations of Dread and water, until
he agrees to write me stories of

,

ONLY
ONE TO
EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)
PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences, we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c— to cover packing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or container is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a golden screwcap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go . • •
and a lasting golden odor not good forgotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 35c if out*
side U.S. Additional vials at
full price. Sendyourtri-

dreams."
Since those early days of the movies that produced a number of our
present stars, Matt has been acting
for the camera, ambling along in his
own slow manner. As year has succeeded year, fie has been adding to
his salary check steadily, but not to a
figure worthy of headlines, and has
been gradually elevating his place in
the film world, but with no conspicuous attainment.
One thinks of him as one of that
regiment of "fill-in-the-gaps" people,
a man whom everybody likes, and
who seems capable of an achievement
that he somehow has just missed.
Improper casting, Hollywood has
decided, and yet cannot definitely assign a niche to Matt.

filled

al

order now

!

Send

Present

Continued from page 87

who

lOfffl.

hand engraved
Fancy wing ends.
Silver dial. High grade

Among Those

"I haven't known exactly where I
belonged, or what I wanted, but
"have taken what seemed best," he
explains.
"Flares
don't believe
I
in them.
They go out. It's better

—

never to be a big success, than to
reach the top and flop.
I'll
never
flop," he adds with a grin, "because
I'll never be great enough to have
far to drop."
A peculiar lad, Matt. His charm
has no definite, outstanding points.

He is the sort you must know a long
time to appreciate, the kind you like
immensely, and yet in whom you find
nothing startling enough to form an
arresting pen picture.
Being a dreamer, he is always in
with
love
usually from a distance
one or another of the screen's fair
charmers, most often the vamps.
Either he is too timorous to broach
matrimonial suggestion, or else the
ideal's allurements fade upon a closer
acquaintance.
At any rate, he remains in single blessedness.
"The reason I don't marry," he
replies to questions, "is because I'm
afraid that if once I started, I might,
like my brothers, get the habit."
He lives at the beach, with a Japanese servitor looking after his needs.
It is a comfortable house atop a cliff.
From the veranda, with his binoculars, he can sweep the sands below.

—

—

If

he spies somebody he knows and
like to talk to, he ambles

would

down

if
people are present for
he doesn't care, he contents
himself with a book, or with taking
pictures of the temperamental sea
with his trick camera, or with tuning
;

whom

in

on the

radio.

An

unhurried, uninspired existence.
But it suits amiable, even-tempered
Matt.

this ad, 25c, your

name and address.

MAISON D'OR —
147 Fourth

Ave.,

Parfumers

Desk 2S, New York City

A

BFURNESS

ermudA
JTJL
LINE

{Bermuda Gov't's

Official

Contract Steamers)

BERMUDA—
Gem

of

Winter Playgrounds

(Average Yearly Temperature 70°)

Only 2 Days from

New

York

Twice

Sailings

Weekly
From

N. Y.

Wed.& Sat.
via

Palatial

screw

Twin-

Oil-burning

Steamers

S. S.
S. S.

"FORT VICTORIA" and
"FORT ST. GEORGE"
— Modern

No

Passports
All

Hotels

Outdoor Sports

Golf, Tennis, Sailing-. Bathing,

Horse Racing,

Fishing, Riding, Driving, etc.
For

illustrated Booklets on

Bermuda write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall
or

Any Local

St.,

N. Y.

Tourist Agent

The Truly Modern Subdeb
Continued from page 74

more eager than ever to get back to
her work after seeing them."
"All they talked about was boys
and parties," Lois remarked quietly.
"But don't you like boys and parties ?"

She haltingly admitted that she did,
but not as her chief interest in life.
"It was great fun out in Hollywood. I met a few of the younger
screen players
Mary Brian, Betty
Bronson, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

—

—and

we used to go swimming and
have parties together," Lois told me
enthusiastically.

enthusiasm in life is
is verv young and
companionable and who has devoted
every
energy to
furthering
her
Lois'

chief

her mother,

who

daughter's career.
"Our friends back home have criticized me for the wav I have encour-

aged Lois

in

her. ambitions,

but

I

sincere and I know
that she would regret it later if she
didn't have the best preparation for
her work.
They tell me that it is
my ambition, not hers, that goads her
on, but I know better."
reassuring smile from Lois assured her that she was right.
Lois has been named "the child
wonder" by the New York press and
she seems all of that to one who has
met her.
Her contract with Sam

know

that she

is

A

Goldwyn, which begins next August,
reads that she is to appear in his
pictures so long as she remains "ununsophisticated."
modernized
and
But it seems to me that she is modern in the best sense of the word,
for she knows what she wants and
with amazing persistence she is settmg out to get it.
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a Screen Test?

Continued from page 89

The cost of a test differs with the
photolength of time required.
graphic test usually costs about one
dollar a foot of him, between fifty
and one hundred feet of him being
used in each test. An acting test consumes three or four hundred feet and
is valued at about two dollars a foot
of him, the difference in cost being
due to the fact that another player is
employed to assist in the action of
the scene.
long shot is taken, followed by a medium shot, and finally a
close-up of the player depending in
length upon the expression registered.
sometimes
Amusing
incidents
lighten the tiresome business of takDuring the casting of the
ing tests.
fantasy sequence of "The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner," Henry Otto

A

A

was

testing

two hundred

scene was quite simple
is the hardest, usually.

girls.

—but

The

The

that kind
girls

had

walk on, bow, smile and,
as Mr. Otto directed, "exit gracemerely

to

fully."
Try exiting gracefully, withsee if you
a camera trained on you
It was accomplished in more
can.
different ways than one could imagine

—

—the

vampire

the debutante
slouch, the cutie skip, the regal walk,
and the athletic stride. Girls ordinarily quite graceful were embarrassed and awkward.
You have heard of how Betty
Bronson was selected from many
candidates for Peter Pan, of how
slink,

O'Brien was chosen from
twenty-seven tests to play Davy
Brandon in "The Iron Horse," and
Jay Hunt, from over a thousand ap-

George

plicants, to enact the role made famous by Frank Bacon in "Lightnin'."
The exacting and subtle vampire
role in "Havoc" caused Fox officials
much worry. Test after test was

On

taken of famous heartbreakers. Margaret Livingston's
was the most
pleasing, but it lacked something. At
her insistence, another test was taken
of her in a blond wig, which proved

She won the

satisfactory.

role

and

her portrayal brought her a long-term
contract.

When Fox
Henry

was

for the

girl,

seeking

new

an

series of

O.
two-

comedies based on his stories,
seventy-five girls were tested
from a group ot five hundred.
Finally, Marion Harlin was selected

reel

over

as best typifying the "ideal American
girl of charming manners," which
was the characterization's chief specification.

Raoul Walsh had in his mind's eye
a certain type of blonde for the girl

"The Wanderer," but was unable
Kathryn Hill happened

in

the

into

chanced to be the

studio,

was tested and accepted. The
prodigal's brother, in the same film,
was hard to locate. He had to be a
heavy and of what is termed "Biblical
looks." A Greek actor named George
Rigas proved ideal for the part.
For the Madonna in "Ben-Hur,"
almost every young actress of any
prominence was tested, as well as
many newcomers, before Betty Bronson revealed the spirituality which
type,

won her

the decision.
Joseph Striker's emotional acting
in a test won him a contract with
a
Paramount.
Compton,
Joyce

from Oklahoma, walked
into the United Studios one day when
they were testing, and within fortyeight hours had been placed under a
novitiate

five-year

however,

That,
piece

First

National contract.
was an exceptional

of luck, and

is

seldom dupli-

cated.

horse, Tony, is setting a sterling example to the rest of us.
have
all
heard how Mix quartered his
horse in the bridal suite in a promi-

We

nent hotel.
With our own eyes we
have seen him ride Tony into the
house, and in "The Lucky Horseshoe," even up to the altar.
Eventually, the movie example will
have its influence on our national life,
and will force man to deal with equal
justice to all his pets.
In that gladsome day it will be the proper thing
to park your steed in your bedroom,
as President Coolidge does now.

Names, Names, Names.
still

Author of "Muscle Building," "Science of Wrestling," "Secrets
of Strength," "Here's Health," etc.

Pills

Muscles
Wishing Never Brought Strength
No
If
it.

one can paste muscles onto youv arms and shoulders.
you wish a strong, healthy body, you must work tor
And if you don't have one, you are doomed to a

of misery.
Modern science has taught us that we must keep our
bodies physically fit or our mental powers will soon
That is why the successful business
exhaust themselves.
man resorts to golf and other active pastimes.
life

Examine Yourself
the strong, robust body which keeps you
times to tackle the daily tasks confronting
Do you
looking for bigger things to do?
jump out of bed in the morning full of pep; with a
i
activities
day's
keen appetite and a longing to enter the
Do you finish your daily tasks still thrilling with pep
go
awake
and
half
Or do you arise only
and vitality?
through a languid day?

Do you have
at

fit

vou

the quest for lovely, sac-

for

PEP UP!
Come on out of that shell
Don't let it get you, fellows.
Build out those
and make a real he man of yourself.
Let me put some real
skinnv arms and that flat chest.
armor plate ot
put
an
pep in your old backbone and
muscle on you that will make you actually thrill with
I will
guarantee
to
do it.
I
ambition.
I can do it.
put one full inch on your arm in just 30 days and from
boast.
idle
is
no
This
grow.
'em
then on. just watch
A genuine guarantee.
It's the real works.
prove
it.
me
make
job
and
on
the
now.
Get
Come on

Germans have on occasion
American passion for

the

happy endings and sickening sweetness, I turned with a feeling of con-

toward "Siegfried," the amproduction.
But even

UFA

bitious
there,

the

in

cast

of

principals,

I

found the name of Margarete Schoen,
which,

translated

Margaret Beautiful.

into

English, is
she wasn't.

And

Free

This will show you some of my remarkable achievements.
Sixty-four pages with dozens and dozens of full page
photographs of myself and a number of my pupils.
Read what they say about my system. Don't take my
This will be an impetus, an inspiration to
word for it.
All I ask is the price of wrapevery red-blooded man.
Remember this does not
ping and postage 10 cents.
obligate you in any way so don't delay one minute.
This may be the turning point in your life. Tear off the
coupon and mail at once now while it is on your mind.

—

—

EARLE
Dept. 1401,

EARLE
Dept.

E.

1401,

E.

LIEDERMAN
New York

305 Broadway,

still

City

LIEDERMAN
305

—I

Broadway,

New York

City

herewith 10 cents, for which you
are to send me. without any obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular Devel(Please write or print plainly.)
opment."

Dear Sir:

enclose

me

suggest a few names that
for latecomers to
film
fame
Angeline
Sweetness,
Arbutus Adorable,
Sally
Cookie,
Faith Lovely, Gloria Goodie.

Let

are

New 64 Page Book

It Is

screen

jeered at the

fidence

all

— always

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

actresses goes on.

As

Never Made

Send For My

noms dc plume

charine

LIEDERMAN

E.

The Muscle Builder

Sober Reflection
Continued from page 45

And

EARLE

to find her.

available
:

Street

City

State
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Music

Continued
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Emote?

the Stars

•om page 83

"Huntley Gordon has two that he Abe Feldom, pianist, is the third
A-wearyin' for You' and member of their little troupe.
'Song of Songs.' Monte Blue wants
Jacqueline Logan likes the old
nothing but 'White Blossoms' and in. Southern melodies and when at work
his latest picture, 'The Limited Mail.'
on any of the sets at Universal stuAn accordion player was taken along dios, "My Old Kentucky Home,"
when the company went on location "Suwanee River," and "Massa's in
in Colorado, to play that piece while
de Cold, Cold Ground," may be
he worked.
Marie Prevost delights heard, if emotional scenes are being
in
'Rose of Picardv' and 'White taken. "Isle of Golden Dreams" and
River,' an old-time waltz melody.
"Merry Widow Waltz" appeal to
Willard Louis, who played the title Mary Philbin, while "La Paloma"
likes, 'Just

role of 'Babbitt,' one of the

A New

Beauty Instantly

whole filming.

one spot and see the vast im»
provement over your usual appearance.
Feel the wonderful silky softness of
your skin and note the new alluring

Just try

GoU BAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
holds

You

for

your

know

skin

and complexion.

renders a subtile,
alluring beauty you can obtain in no
other way. Antiseptic and astringent in
effect.
Counteracts flabbiness and
wrinkles. Made in White, Flesh and
Rachel, also in Compacts.
S.C.5
will

that

it

Send 10c. for Trial Size
Ferd. T. Hopkins & Son,
New York

—

Cit y

Browne has been playing for motion pictures in production and studying the actors and actresses for the
past ten years.
He worked with D.
,

W.

on "The Clansman" and

Griffith

While playing for the
met George Cox, cellist, and

"Intolerance.''

the two have been together ever since.

PIMPLES
1

Are unsightly pimples robbing
you of social popularity and happiness? Be rid of them, quickly/

—

Lesculene
a new, amazingly
fast-working, harmless, cream
treatment docs wonders in most stubborn
cases of Pimples, Blackheads. Sallow Skin, Prickly Heat, Acne erupt-

ions and all other blemishes, Gives you the smooth attractive complexion you havf Doped for.GetajarJodai/. If your druggist hasn't Lescn!ene, send 60c f or full-sized jar postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteedt

THE LESCULENE

CO., Dept.8,

HENDERSON, KY.

ENJOY YOUR TRIP

HI

pictures for twenty per cent of the

audience.

make
they

It

is

pictures

ENTIRELY
FREE FROM THE

NAUSEA

Of SEAandTRAIN

SICKNESS
Nothing will contribute more to
the comfort and pleasure of your
trip than Mothersill's.
No matter how rough the voyage or
rocky the ride, you can prevent
all_ symptoms
of nausea and
enjoy your experiences.

&

4

75c.
$1.50 at Drug Stores
or direct on receipt of Price

Co,.

N.

a worse mistake to
inconsistent

so

that

with the spell of
important eighty per cent.

fail to enthrall

reality the

perfectly plausible to make
pictures so perfect in their way that

But

it

is

they will be thoroughly enjoyed by
the vast majority and may occasionally attract a few stray dimes
the pockets of the minority.

A

The Mothersill Remedy

House

ducts

tear

for

Vir-

Peters, one of the rugged

he-men of the screen, pays little attention to what music is played, if it
isn't too bad.
William Desmond gets
his best "kick" out of "Wearing of
the Green," and Reginald Denny in
the music of "Rose Marie."
Laura La Plante voiced the opinion of

many when

she declared her

music was more of a convention than anything else.
"It has its greatest use between
scenes rather than during them. I

belief that

little
blond star said.
emotional scenes there is
nothing more refreshing than a good
dose of popular jazz to banish fa-

think,"

the

"After

tigue."

Continued from page 51

J>WPLEC8EAM^

*

will loosen the
ginia Valli.

The Baby Spot

With

'

the

was tired of it but Louis.
"June Marlowe, like Miss Prevost,
wants 'Rose of Picardy' and can weep
large, voluminous tears for time unto
end by that time. John Barrymore in
the making of 'Beau Brummel,' called
for the old ballad, 'None But the
"
Lonely Heart.'

latter he

~J

Remove

Every one around

set

Then you
appearance that is revealed.
will quickly realize the exceptional value

Warner

Brothers' recent productions, had us
play the 'Spinks Waltz' during the

from

a stage of the United, where a
pretentious military spectacle is being
filmed, I brush against a translucent

the

man

German navy

in the

— that

"Hello!" I observe,
thought you were dead."

uniform of
was.
politely,

We

move

"You

—

—

"What happened

to

you

capture ?"

after your

—

"Oh, I was released soon through
Washington.
My father was mili-

to a sheltered spot while

mops

"Well,

the floor

put up a plucky fight with

I've

just

made

a

transla-

'White Collars' for
the German stage.
I spoke English
before I did German, you know."
tion of the play

"I see."

—

If you run into me
I say.
never mind about the name
and title. I'm Alan George here."
"That's an one hundred per cent

"And

"I

"Not yet," smiles the Baron Hubert E. von Herwarth, speaking with
an accent that is reminiscent of
school days in England.
"I suppose
the gas will get me in the end.
I
had a bad attack the other day."
a props industriously
near by.

blushes with pleasure.
"Yes the commander of the Rainbow Division complimented us after
we were taken."

"Doing anything much now?"

lot.

On

blond young

—

tary attache there, before the war."

Queer Lot.

Extras are a queer

last
machine gun
the
in
Argonne."
The boy the Kaiser's former second lieutenant still looks a boy

that

again,

Anglo-Saxon name all right."
The props is mopping uncomfortably close to us.

"Well,"
dcrsehen."

We

I

salute

speak again, "auf wiefurtively.

The mop

passes triumphantly over the spot on

which we stood.
Extras are a queer

lot.
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One Hollywood Night
Continued from page 31

But reminiscences are broken by the
more celebrities at the Col-

arrival of
lier

menage.

F6I

Norman Kerry and his wife. Then
the Noah Beervs.
Spanish-looking

A

scintillating

company

is

Often, on cooler evenings, logs are
burned in the big open fireplace near
the fountain.
Rustic benches are set
in a semicircle before it.

Nazimova may

trip

Or

in

from her
Land.

Stella de

After sunset, quaint lanterns are
The whole scene looks like the
second act of "Carmen."
lit.

"There

should be an innkeeper
serving manzilla and casalla," I suggest as my friends join me.

George adds, "we
ought to have a maguey tree growing here, as this place is supposed
to be Mexican.
You can make all
kinds of things from the maguey
"Better

still,"

—

even drinks."

The conversation

takes a Spanish

turn.
Finally,

under the Spanish influConnie an ex-

ence, I visualize our
cellent dancer, by the

—

—

way rendering
With exag-

an impromptu bolero.

gerated postures, hiding her face in
her veil which serves as a mantilla
she repels the pursuing Buster who
has a cloak belonging to Norma flung
about him.

—

—

But it gets late. Good-bys are said.
Thus an evening at the Mexican
village

Gilda Gray's
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FGI8 Beautiful 12 size thin model Elgin
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Special price

chemiselike frock
seems to have disappeared, and in its
stead is a style which subtly suggests
the natural curve of the figure by
means of clinging draperies and

two 'blue
Spe-

sapphires.
cial
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diamond

—

FG8 Dinriir ring;
beautiful lace de18Kt. wh i t e
sign
gold three matched
blue-white dia-

Ladies' ar-

tistically

pierced mounting lSKt. white
gold, fine quality
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price
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price
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mansion near by.

sign
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Shadows lengthen.

The hills stand out in deep purple
masses against a sky of brazen gold.
The hillsides are spotted with palatial
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FG2

tive bow-knot de-

hand
pierced mountbeautiful

gold.

there

At dusk the
patio takes on a seductive glamour.
From an upper balcony, a splendid
view can be seen of the sunset.

perblue-

white diamonds sot
in

Carmelita Geraghty enters with some
friends.
Clara Bow and Alberta
Vaughn, with her sister.

Our meal is over. While George
willingly aids with the washing-up, I
saunter out to the patio.
most

—matched
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He's Such a Regular Fellow
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the
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Bow- Legged and
Knock- Kneed men and
women,
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young
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to hear that my new
appliance
cessfully
within a

will
sucstraighten,
short time,

how-leggedness and
knuck-kneed legs, safely,
quickly and per-

Worn
manently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
at night.
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Patent, is easy to adjust; its results will soon save you
from further humiliation, and improve your personal
(Model 18 is not like oldappearance 100 iter cent.
fashioned splints or braces, with bothersome straps,
hard to adjust, but a scientific, modern device of
proven merit, used and recommended for the last 3
years by physicians everywhere.)
Write today for particulars, testimonials and my free
copyrighted physiological and anatomical book which
tells you how to correct bow and knock-Kneed legs withEnclose a dime for postage.
out any obligation.
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1315-L, W. U. Building,
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me

long passages

what sounded to me like prime
flapdoodle.
At any rate, it got an
argument out of me, and perhaps
that was all he was after.
of

Toward evening we ran
thunderstorm

r'arin'

which

a
cooled

into

the air just in time to save the club
car's

supply

from

total

of

refreshment

liquid

Looking out

extinction.

the
pleasant
countryside,
we
talked about life on the farm as com*pared with the city, and I was surprised to find that Richard has a
strong aversion to farms.
Not that
he champions city life, for nothing
delights him more than to get out
into what he called the great open
but it seems that he lived
spaces
on a farm for a few years when he
was a kid and had some particularly
unpleasant experiences there which
made a lasting 'impression on him.

on

;

It

Jewelry Book Free

SeCTIO X

was

Richard
games.

also interesting to learn that
takes no interest in card

—
!

—

morning of the fourth day
we were up at five and spent several
hours on the observation platform,
drinking in the cool, sparkling air and
the inspiring scenery.
We were
passing through some rugged country,

the

down a
high

fairly

by
covered with some

rolling valley inclosed
hills

variety of scrub pine.

Back

in our quarters after breakRichard started the day by
plunging into the study of a very
weighty problem, namely and to wit:
does a fly have much trouble flying
on a train? Across several miles of
Arizona desert he closely observed,
like the big kid that he is, the somewhat drunken meanderings of a lonefast,

some fly.
During

the half-hour stop at Albuquerque, we stepped into the station to send telegrams.
Somehow
the word got around that Richard
Dix was there and in five minutes
the place was a boiler factory for
noise and a sardine car for tightness
of packing.
Richard honestly hates

and I couldn't help
thinking that the incident was pretty
good proof, both from his angle and
from the crowd's, of the correctness
of Bulwer-Lytton's remark about
that sort of thing,

fame
want

:

"It's the last

one

I've got."

"Thanks, sonny," grinned Dix, and
gave him a dime. "How many did
you start out with?"
"One," said the kid, as he dropped

from the step of the moving train,
and Richard laughed so hard that I
was afraid he was going to follow
suit.

That evening we began

Amundsen

of the

to get news
expedition to the
"ate it up."
It

north pole.
Dix
was curious to see how much real
interest he took in the romantic aspects of this polar dash, as though
some deep-buried inheritance from

a viking ancestor had been unleashed
by the spectacular trip of the Norse
explorer.
For hours he poured over
long newspaper articles, stopping
now and then to read me some interesting bit.
Then we got to talking about explorations at the south
pole,
up the Amazon, in Aztec,
Mexico and I found that Richard
is widely read on this subject, indicating an interest which amounts almost to a hobby.
My companion prepared with all
;

He

plays poker on occasion,
but generally speaking, he can find
more profitable ways in more than
one sense of the word
of spending
his spare time.

On

Dix," he drawled.

"To have

it is

it

is

purgatory

—to

hell."

Eventually

we

reached

the

and there we found a
newsboy with a paper.
again,

"I saved this special for you,

car
little

Mr.

sorts of incantations

and solemn cere-

monies—which he claimed

to

have

re-

ceived secretly that day from an Indian chief who was selling strings
of- beads at one of the stations we
had passed for the last tossing of
the coin to determine who would have
the lower bunk.
But they availed
him nothing, for even the Indian on
the five-cent piece played him dirt,
and up he climbed.
The last few hours of the journey
were marked by the usual bustle of
preparation, the usual resumption of
formality, and the usual relief of getting into California after two days
on the desert.
An enormous crowd of convening
Shriners was at the station, for which
Dix was truly thankful, as it served
to cover the slighter stir roused by
his friends when he stepped from the
train.
The studio photographer was
there, it is true, and made the star
pose for several "stills," but the
marching and countermarching of
the fezzed hosts effectively took the
curse off his involuntary "public appearance."
had had
So the trip was over.
a splendid time, with plenty of laughs
mixed with serious discussion we
had learned a lot about each other
and cemented a fine friendship.
Every one knows, by looking at him
on the screen, that Dix is a regular
when you travel with him,
fellow
you find out that he's one of the
world's best.

—

We

;

;
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Suave Sophistication

of

Free Trial Bottle
Read Special
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are

"Stories

devilishly

complained.

he

find,"

hard

"If

it

to

is

a

story, Mr. Hays doesn't like it,
Mayor Hylan, or Mrs. Grundy,
some one.
And so many fine

good
or
or

stories are not

"Given

make

good

decent

pictures,

I

film material.

time in which to
next want actors

me who know

with

business,
direction is as important as acting, and I
don't pretend to be able to carry a
picture without it, or without sur-

and capable

their

direction.

I

know

rounding actors.
Stardom ?
The
devil with it
It's a snare and a delusion.
If they star me, very well,
!

but the prospect doesn't interest me
in the slightest.
Instead of stardom
I want to make good pictures.
Stardom too often means an inflated salary with cheap sets, cheap support,
cheap directors.
As a result, the
'star's' pictures are cheap, and the
crowd leaves the theater saying 'Isn't
that guy getting terrible!'"

Not unlike Conway

Tearle, Mena business man as well as an
artist.
He counts the future, and
analyzes mob reactions.

jou

is

"Take any tremendous success," he
said, "and you will find that at the
core, it is pure bunk.
Millions must
enjoy

it

mendous

in

order to

success,

make

and

it

a

anything

tre-

so

simple as to be seized upon and understood by millions, cannot rise far
above the commonplace, can it?"
He was doing a play that once
served Ditrichstein, a wise little com-

edy

"The

King."
But the
tintype version has a title of broader
appeal, "The King on Main Street."
The reason for the change is interesting
as
explained by
Director
called

Monta

Bell.

"For

a year I've been trying to get

acceptance

of

sophistication?"

thirty-five.

future.

I

So I must think of the
can't afford to be a one-

part man.

"And one

thing I'm most careful
don't let my roues and men
about town seem too old." He shook
a wary finger.
"Bad, you know, to
let 'em think you're old.
And I'm
not
There's Tommy Meighan and
about.

I

Paramount, and one day I went to
Mr. Lasky to sell him the idea of
'The King.' And I did. But to take
off the foreign curse,

we

decided to
write in a visit to America, where the
flirtatious monarch falls for a little
village girl, realizes he can never
marry her, and gracefully fades out
of the picture, returning to his blond
beautv while the village girl marries
her American sweetheart."
Bessie Love and Oscar Shaw essay the Americans, while the exquisite Nissen plays the blond mistress.
"How do you account for the

Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer isn't a new experimental preparation. I invented it many years ago
own prematurely gray
to restore
hair.
It is a clear, colorless liquid,
clean as water, which renews the perfect original color to graying hair,
perfect results assured. No interference with shampooing, nothing to
wash or rub off, but soft, clean, fluffy,
natural hair which renews your youth.

my

young enough."
Unlike many another actor, Menjou is as polished, as poised, off the
screen, as are the gentlemen he counterfeits before the camera.
And his
tastes are becomingly sophisticated.
He seemed, in short, an artist of artistic inclinations
an actor engrossed
in his work, but not to the exclusion

Mail

for free trial outfit, containing
trial bottle of restorer with full directions for making test on single lock.

Let me prove how easily, quickly and
surely your gray hair can be renewed,
Be sure to state natural color of'
your hair carefully. Enclose lock in

of other interests.

"The theater is fascinating in the
way it imitates life," he pointed out.
"The better an actor is, the more
the

j

letter

if

possible.

he can carry out his part of
imitation.
And to do this he

must know

life.

That

keep alive to what

to

Coupon— Now

Send

—

truly

It!

— Here is the way

Sills and Conway Tearle all
playing devil-may-care young heroes.
And they're all way older than I am.
So I take care to keep my old men

is

why

I

like

As he

mannerisms of the
screen are reproduced. He makes an
eyebrow speak volumes a twist of
his mustache adds emphasis to a retalks, the

;

mark

a shrug of his shoulders serves

;

Hair Color Restorer

going on in

is

the cafes, the night clubs, the race
tracks, the prize ring.
All part of
the big scene."

idea,

picture treatment. But no one could see the thing.
Foreign atmosphere seemed taboo.
Then I began making pictures for

Stop

Milton

said.
"It's a part that fairly cries
out for Adolphe, and a plot lending

to

Gray H&ir

!

as exclamation point.

delightfully

I

asked Menjou.
"It's one of these queer things,"
he guessed.
"It's hard to explain.
It's safer to say nothing about it,
but simply play it up while it lasts."
He pulled a droll face. "It can't last
long, you know.
And I'm only

'The King' and Menjou together," he

itself

Offer

w

~ — Please -print your name and address* —
r"Mary T. Goldman, 3C>4 A Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
|
'
I
I
!

me

your FREE

of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer. The natural color of my
Please send

trial bottle

medium
dark brown
Black
auburn (dark red)
light brown
brown
blonde
light auburn (light red)
hair

is:

Address.

knowing, a bit weary of it
good-humored, suave, diplomatic,

side of two years. Meets all requirements for entrance to collesre
and the leading professions. This and thirty-eix other prnctical
courses are described in our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

—

ticated,
all,

clever,

gracious,

experienced.

And

perhaps this last that captivates
the feminine portion of the audience.
Experience
His men look as though
they had lived and loved. And it is
the dream of young and old, maids
and matrons alike, to be squired by
such a fellow a man who is worldly
wise and knowing.
it

i
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device
guaranteed
patent'
that will actually give you
nose.
perfect
looking
a
pliance,

more critical observwelcome Menjou for his well-

Certainly the

Over 87,000 satisfied users.
For years recommended by
physicians.
16 years of experience in manufacturing
Nose Shapers is at your

considered portrayals, his easy technique, his economy of gesture, and
most of all, because his presence in
any picture is assurance of a touch,
at least, of smooth sophistication.

Easily be
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The "Ben-Hur"

cftectHce your

ankles

W

DR FOLT

down

That has been cut
what happened in the
filming.
And although two or three
horses in each of the five teams were
on the ground, and some of the
drivers buried beneath a huge pile of
wreckage, not a limb was broken.
The spill happened at the first turn
in the course.
"Spike" Spackman's
chariot lost a wheel.
"Spike" was
dolled up as a Greek and was laying
it
down hard to his steeds as they
wheeled from the straightaway into
out.

in a

But

heap.

that's

the turn.
He was using mule-skinner
English rather than Latin. When the
wheel came off, he reverted to a cowhand.
He had driven stage coaches

on half the

Hollywood.
"ole buggy"
had shed a wheel earlier in the day
but nothing had happened. But when
Spackman's four began trying to turn
themselves wrong side out, and fell,

Mickey

Any

woman can wear

fat

short

skirts

IF

she reduces her legs with the simple, easy
formula given below
Go today to a good drug or department
store, buy a cake of DB. FOLT'S SOAP
for 50c. or three cakes for $1.20, and use it
every night and morning for a few days.
All you need to do is to make a good
lather, rub it on fat parts you want to reduce, then wach off.

—

—

ACCEPT A CHEAPER IMITATION. ASK
FOR THE GENUINE REDUCING SOAP
CALLED DR. FOLT'S.
your druggist is out of Dr. Folt's
If
Soap, you can send a check or money-order
direct to the Scientific Research Labs., 1841
Dr. Folt's
B'dw'y, Dept. 106, N. Y. C.
Soap sells for 50c. a cake, or 3 for $1.20.
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The Continental Casualty
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$245

Your
skin can be
quickly cleared
of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch
and Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily
or Shiny Skin. CLEAR-TONE has
been Tried, Tested and Proven its merits
in over 100,000 test cases.
WRITE TODAY for my Free
Booklet— "A Clear-Tone
Skin"— telling how I cured
E. S.

GIVENS

afflicted for fifteen years.

237

Chemical Bldg.

Kansas

had been bought

Altogether,

til.

ONLY

myself after being

it

City,

at

.His headdress

the

hung
The

on one ear. His shirt was split.
Sidonian had his shins barked, the
Corinthian had lost his helmet, and
the Assyrian wanted to go home.

UNIVERSAL JEWELRY CO.
"
jrir. """ W.Madison
Chicago,

hands, policemen, helpers, and roustabouts raced to the struggling mass
and began cutting away harness and
hauling disabled chariots to one side.
Messala came crawling out of the
pile with his holiday suit looking as

ribbon counter.

on arrival Satisfaction guaranteed,

O
^SggS^fel
_

It was an equine-human melange.
Clouds of dirt, dust, and splinters,
were flying. The cavalrymen, stable

though

OR; and will retain their luster for years.
These beiutiful reproductions of the famous Peftrle of the i
kOrient, Guaranteed, Imported 24-inch string of in- 1
7 destructible, perfectly matched and Graduated Fatima I
k Pearls; delicate cream white tint that wil] retain their 1
fluster for years; with sterling silver clasp set with TJnl-r
I

'

versa
Brilliant,
in
satin-lined
gift box.
AND
^GUARANTEE BOND with each ?trinp; protectingyou.
Send Order Now. Pay Postman 52.45

lots in

Millerick's

things transpired.
Harlow O'Connor's team was so close behind that
thev leaped, head on, into the wreck.
Roy Fisk, driving Messala's blacks,
couldn't stop either, and his four
made twelve in the squealing, kicking heap.
Bob Miller's browns
leaped in with the others, then Harry
Bath's bays tried to hurdle the
whole.
Bill Wilson, driving BenHur's whites, made a detour and
avoided the wreck.

DR. FOLT'S SOAP is a scientific formula
containing reducing ingredients which are
absorbed by the tissues and melt away fat
Guaranteed
almost under your very eyes!
to
make your skin smooth and beautiful
and not to leave tissues flabby or wrinkled
after the reducing lias taken place.
DR. FOLT'S SOAP when used as per ditwo to three cakes genrections never fails
erally are sufficient for wonderful results, but
DO NOT
save yourself from disappointment

Co.,
p 000.00

Chariot Race

Continued from page 21

and legs

W/A

S ECTIO

Mo.

the

first

revival

of

Ben-Hur's derby in two thousand
years would have made the original
race, as described by Lew Wallace,
look like a Sunday picnic. Of course,
the battle royal will not be shown on
the screen because it wasn't in the
original script.
There was, according to Mr. Wallace, only one spill,
and that came when Bcn-Hur maliciously hooked the tip of his ironshod axle into Messala's off wheel
and thereby ruined a Roman buggy.
"There was a rebound," he wrote,
"as of the axle hitting the hard
earth another and another then the
car went to pieces and Messala, entangled in the reins, pitched forward
;

;

;

headlong.

"To

increase the horror of the
by making death certain, the
Sidonian, who had the wall next behind, could not stop or turn out.
Into the wreck full speed he drove,
then over the Roman and into the latter's four, all mad with fear.
Pressight

ently, out of the turmoil, the fighting

of horses, the resound of blows, the
murky clouds of dust and sand, he
crawled, in time to see the Corinthian
and Byzantine go down the course
after Ben-Hur, who had not been an
instant delayed."
But in the picture as photographed
and
by
M.-G.-M.,
five
chariots
twenty horses engaged in the scrimmage. So it all had to be taken over
again.
Fred Niblo, directing the proceedings, was the least conspicuous principal in the gorgeous spectacle.
In
a camera tower high above the forum,
completely surrounded by dark canvas, he sat directing progress with a
signal system quickly transmitted to
every part of the lot. Occasionally,

he emerged with megaphone to issue
an order Which was relayed from assistant to

There was no

assistant.

The thousands

confusion, no delay.

working under

commands

his direction got their

instantly

and

clearly,

and

barring the tie-up which came in the
chariot wreck, there was no hitch.
He came out for no camera bow, no
adulation.
Fie ate an apple and a
sandwich at noon.
Virtually all of the screen stars of
Hollywood were present to witness
Douglas Fairbanks,
the spectacle.
Mary Pickford, Enid Bennett (Mrs.
Niblo), and John McCormick were
Ramon
in a specially reserved nook.
Novarro, Francis X. Bushman, Car-

mel Myers, May McAvoy, and Kathleen Key, featured players in the production, were on hand and all saw
the chariot spills. Harold Lloyd was
present alongside Samuel Goldwyn
and his pretty little wife. All three
were muchly photographed by amateurs.

To the visitor, the filming of scenes
The
offered some amusing sights.
spectacle of a Sidonian walking about
munching a "hot-dog" sandwich, a
Corinthian spreading mustard over
a hamburger, an Esthonfan smoking
a brier pipe, and an Arabian drinking
a bottle of near beer, didn't seem human. And as for a Greek, behind

horn-rimmed

glasses,

shelling

and

eating a hard-boiled egg without garlic
well, it simply isn't done.
These chariot-race scenes were a
climax to more than two years' work
on what is expected to be the great-

—

est screen spectacle ever

shown.
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Letter from Location
Continued from page 91

into her arms.
He
put the money in his pocket, then
stalked out, mounted his horse, and

which he piled

rode away, the squaw following at a
respectful distance, on foot, with all
the groceries in her arms and a baby
slung on her back.
There is always a battle for the
end seats at the long tables where
we breakfast in the morning-and dine
on our return to camp at night.

Every one gets as much exercise as
a ditch digger, in passing the potatoes, the sugar, the canned milk, the
water pitcher, the salt, and twenty
other articles you never realized were
a part of every meal.
If you sit
halfway down the long bench your
time is entirely taken up with passing things.
If you are at the end
you have almost no passing to do.
There is just one drawback to the
end seats by the time the platter
reaches you it may be empty
I have a Navajo maid, the most
conscientious person I have ever seen.
Next year she will be a senior at the
Sherman Indian School at Riverside.
Once a week we have ice cream
for dessert
sometimes.
It arrives
in a very pliable state, and whenever
a truck breaks down in the middle of
the one-hundred-and-sixty-mile trip
across the Painted Desert from Flagstaff, it's always the ice-cream wagon.
No one worries more about this than
"Pidge" Beery, eleven years old, who
:

—

from Los Angeles with his
mother and Noah. He is built like
his father and can lift his dad, who
weighs two hundred and thirty-five
pounds. The trip here is a reward
drove

for
Pidge,
who for the second
time, has been awarded the gold
medal for taking highest scholarship
honors at the military school he attends in Los Angeles.

The days may be hot, there may be
blinding sandstorms and torrents of
rain that come up on a moment's notice, there may be twenty-eight-mile

What

Beautiful book
shows how easy
it is to play a
Bueschcr. Gives

by horseback over almost impassable trails, where a slip of your
horse's foot means death, but the
moonlit Arizona nights make up forall the privations and hardships of
the days.
As twilight creeps in and
trips

night lowers, there

is

first lesson.

pages.

the regular eve-

ning electrical display on the horizon,
caused by the day's heat.

With the darkness, cool breezes
come murmuring and rustling in a
friendly way from across the desert.

One star appears, then another, and
moment later the sky is crowded
with them, right down to the earth's
rim. The moon is so large and clear,
a

you

you could reach up and
you stood on your tiptoes

feel sure

touch

it if

on Francisco peak.
The six Hawaiians who furnish
music during the day's work stroll
from their quarters, with their steel
guitars, and begin to play magic
music.
They sing songs that are a
pleasant succession of soft vowels,
sung a thousand years ago when Kilhauea was young, songs that cause

you

to lean

go

drifting

memory

back and

down

let

your mind

half-forgotten

a Saxophone lifts a young
the crowd, puts him in the social
He's
spotlight and develops his personality.
the life of the party with a

The

_
SAXOPHONE
*@TrueQ~(me

The

Montmartre,
Hollywood
Boulevard, Vine Street, seem in an-

Try

I'd better stop before I romance
any more, Myrtle, and besides, it's

the owner's

turn to use this type-

writer.

So sorry you couldn't come out to
visit us here, I expected you and had
an

Indian
planned.

all

He

celebration

There's one

And

that

who ahvays
is

Tommy

fills

the

Meighan.

Everything in

Easy

By which he

never

loses.

Easy

to Play -

to

Pay

.
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1270 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana.
ITilllM'
Gentlemen:
I am interested in instrument
ft^J^
•'ft

I

•»

*

checked below:

CornetQ

I

Saxophone^

I

Mention any other

|

Name

Trombone^

TrumpetD

j

J

State

Town

|

BLUE-WHITE LUX8TE

DIAMOND
RING
SEND ONLY

Only down payment of 10c
will send you this ring
immediately. Stylish basket setwith a

does not fling a wicked look,

sheiks most always do.
just turns on that Irish smile
And captures me and you.

A
Oakland,

ting, sterling silver, set

Calif.
If

like

more patrons of the movies
"Elderly Fan," whose excellent letter

your October number, the qualof the screen play would soon be im-

appeared
ity

in

proved.

even withdraw my former objection
Mr. Oettinger's phrase describing Conway Tearle, provided it means what
"Elderly Fan" seems to think it does.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
A Tearle Fan.
to

beautiful, flashing 1-carat blue-

—

Fax.

J

•

Street Address
I

I

i

i

and we

As

I

When as a lover he is cast,
No cave man tricks he uses
He has a method all his own

Band and Orchestra Instruments
Elkhart, Ind.

Think

If there were

bill,

FREE

1270Buescher Block

'specially

He

Meighan.

from near and far
play upon the screen,

Days

Lois Wilson.

the Fans

the folks

Six

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

Sincerely,

people think that just because the
country isn't as wild as it used to be that
the cowboys are all put on?
It's not so!
And, as for me, I would stand up for
them any day. I am sick of these so-called
"sheiks."
Leona B.
R. F. D. 2, Canandaigua, N. Y.

Who

It

Try a Buescher, any instrument you may choose, in
your own home. Six Days FREE. This places you
under no obligation. We ta\e the risk. If you like
the instrument and decide to k. ee P
P°y a little each
month. Play as you pay. Get the details of this wonClipcoupon
below.
or free literature.
Sendf
derfulplan*

other world.

Do

Of

m

You can learn to play a Buescher - 3 lessons free
give you a quick easy start. You can pick it up
yourself and later get a teacher if you wish to
make it your profession.

lanes.

Noiselessly, one by one, the Indians
appear, hypnotized by the music
which is so unlike their own monotonous, high, nasal ceremonial hymns.
You dreamily watch the cowboys'
cigarettes glowing in the blue night,
and your only wish is that those sons
of old Hawaii would play on forever.

ability to play

man out of

Continued from page 14

To Tommy

64

illustrated

white Luxite Diamond. Not one
diamond in a thousand has the
dazzlingbrilliancy of this Luxite.
Look prosperous surprise your
friends with this beautiful ring.

—

WE TRUSTNeeded
Y@U
JV©

References

Shipment Made Same Day
Make first payment of only $1.00 to postman when
delivered, and pay $1.00 a week until special low price
of $4.00 is paid. To duplicate this ring in a diamond
and platinum would cost $300. Send name, address
and finger size (paper strip which fits end to end
around finger) and state if ladies or gents is desired
—you'll get your Luxite .Ring by return mail.
Your Money Back If Not Delighted.

GARFIELD IMPORTING CO.
3S49 Roosevelt Rd., Dept.798-A,

Chicago,

III.
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JCissproof
Lipstick
Will give >ou

Lovely

lips!

IntriKuinur lips!

Used by America's leading

beauties.

Waterproof—Stays on

pelldngly beautiful.

Rouge Compacte
- — FREE-

You r

LABORATORIES

DELICA.

can

dealer

supply.

———

the Other Hand
answer a letter written by an
"Elderly Fan." This person says: "Compared with Conway Tearle, the clumsy at-

Gloria Swanson, 8. Alice Terry, 9. Betty
Compson, and last of all, Bebe Daniels.

tacks of such young players as Ben Lyon
appear pathetically crude."

in
America, while here in England she
takes seventh place.
Hector Mitchell.
Bailey Fold Farm, Allerton, Bradford,

want

to

Conway Tearle's method is aK right, but
Elderly Fans aren't the only ones who attend the movies.
His sophisticated air
wouldn't look very well sported by such a
young, enthusiastic player as Ben Lyon.
As for Ben's love scenes wouldn't he look
wonderiul wearing that well-known look
of one who has found true love after
twenty years of disappointment? If all the
youths of the country took to making love
like Conway Tearle, pity the poor ilapper
Ben Lyon's method is just as pleasing as
Conway Tearle, although it ia different.
And it certainly cannot be called "crude."
Let a forty-year-old man make love his
own way but Ben
Don't you dare to

—

Kissproof Lipstick is a new. daring
shade— so indescribably natural it
deties detection!
Gives your lips a
soft, full color— a rich effect, com-

Your first caress of this waterproof Roufre will fascinate you!
A warmth of coloring — exotic
yet delicate. Get it today.

On

I

If not. send
direct.
Accept no
aubati tutc. Li pstick
50c, Rouge 75c.

—

!

Ruth H. Curdy.

copy him
Butte. Mont.
!

Inc.,

Dept.

1571

Broadway, Chicago, lit.
Gentlemen: Please send me one week's supply
4003

Kissproof Lipstick and Rouge Compacte.
10c for packing and mailing.

I

am

of

en-

closing

No Wonder These
American

Perhaps
hear of a

little

Fans Like Betty.
fans

would

experience which

like

to

wc two

fans had to-day.
Betty Blythe is appearing in town in
song and dance at the Hippodrome, and
we, being thrilled to the core about it,
called her up at her hotel. Imagine if you
can, our surprise when Betty herself really
did speak Vera was doing all the talking;
I being at the receiver
At first Betty
could hardly understand her, but sc n
the) r were talking quite chummily.
She
was very cordial not gushy and said
she appreciated very much the thought of
our ringing her up.
ell,
about ten minutes afterward, we
were passing the Hippodrome in the hope
of seeing her arrive for the matinee and
hadn't been there three minutes when a
huge red car rolled up, with the bewitching
Betty ensconced therein
Fans!
She looked perfectly ravishing!
era and. I were so thrilled to see her
pass by; but when a second later the car
backed, and pulled up right in front of
us!
I
leave you to guess how thrilled
we were.
expected her to simply rush
right into the theater.
But did she? She
did not
She came out of the car with
outstretched hands, aud turning to the little
enthusiastic

Address

—

!

Sizes for
all types
of noses.
Adjustable
in every way.

Free

Demonstration
if

desirei

^niTft nOSE dPJUSTER
(Patented)

Shapes while you sleep.
Rapid, painless and safe.
The ANITA is a Genuine and most Comfortable Nose Sup-

porter.
Absolutely GUARANTEED.
Highly recommended by
Physicians.
Write for FREE booktet.
*' Nature's Way to Happiness."

Co.
TheflniTft
Anita Building,
Dept. 190,
Gold Medal

Winner Feb.

529

'23

Springfield Ave.,

Newark, N.J.

BEFORE 'AFTEJJ

I

Beautiful Complexion
IN

15 DAYS

61,

Chicago

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them

ap-

pear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant.

W

—

Adds wonderful charm,

beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions

of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN,
obtainable in Bolid form or waterproof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or
direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

V

!

crowd said, "Oh, fans, you are so lovely to
me!" and played for a few minutes with
a dog one of the girls had.
She wore a stunning black-and-red frock,
with black satin coat, and close-fitting
black hat, and was devoid of make-up
except her lips. But what we fell for was
her utter lack of "upstaginess."
Here's wishing her every success.
Dorothy R. Whitehouse and Vera

Parsons.
"Newry" Hale,

A
Just

there

among

England.

seems

to

be a

violent

number of picture
whether Rudolph Valentino,
Jack Gilbert, or Ramon Novarro is the
most charming and talented hero of the

SEND ONLY
(t No More

a

This controversy will never be
goes on continually from year
to year with an occasional change of subscreen.

^

TO PAY
We Will Send You a Full Cut,
ONE CARAT

settled.

Corodite
Diamond'
NOTHING
NO C. O. D. —
TO BUY OR SELL
NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER

We make this remarkable offer so that every lover of beantiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing a Corodite Gem aide by side with a Genuine Diamond. We want you
to see with your own eyes the fiery flashing beauty of this Gorgeous Gem. CORODITE DIAMONDS are double polished and

nave the true diamond (32 facet) cut. So closely do they resemble
the genuine that even lifetime experts are astonished. The illustration above shows how beautiful a CORODITE Looks when mounted
in a ring. Send your name and address and 10c in coin or stamps
(t j helpcovercostof handling) to aa Today. Your Corodite will come
F jliy Prepaid by return mail.

il&J&Ti'.'tf:

jects.

It

Can you not

cerning the

is

interesting to note that Gloria
is voted the most popular actress

Yorkshire, England.

Some Thoughtful

Observations.

In almost every issue of Picture-Play
there is a violent controversy in 'What
the Fans Think" regarding the respective
merit's of John Gilbert and Ronald Colman.
It is both amusing and sad to read how
the hectic admiration for one almost invariably calls for furious hatred of the
other.

Speaking for myself, I prefer Mr. Colto Mr. Gilbert, principally because the
former has happened to be my favorite
actor ever since he appeared in "The

man

White Sister;" but I am quite capable of
viewing Mr. Colman's work dispassionately
and comparing it with that of others. If
I think Ronald Colman's work is invested
with fine sincerity and personal charm, I am
still able to admit that Mr. Gilbert's performances are also not without their force
and power. They are both sincere, earnest, and convincing actors.
Why cannot
their respective admirers admit as much
and state their preference without feeling
called upon to criticize the other?
This rivalry is a very fine thing for

awakens a healthy deit
but recently the fans have
carried it to ridiculous extremes and are
showing signs of malicious prejudice incompatible with good' sportsmanship. One
might just as well find fault with the work
of Norma Talmadge because one admires
Mary Pickford, or make derogatory remarks about Gloria Swanson because one
admires Marion Davies. All the stars are
rivals to a greater or less degree.
Why
should the case of Gilbert and Colman be
considered unique?
both actors, as
sire

excel

to

;

probably always admire Ronald
little more than I do John
Gilbert
but if the outcome of this present rivalry is ultimately more favorable
to Mr. Gilbert, I shall never slander him
at any time, and will accede to the wishes
I

shall

Colman

just a

;

After all, what differof the majority.
ence does an actor's popularity make to a
fan? If the personal response is there, no
amount of public appreciation or depreciation can alter it.
George D. Troll.
110 Lorraine Avenue, Upper Montclair,

N.

J.

Stop the Epidemics!
seems to me that an undue amount of
space in your magazine is allotted to John
Gilbert and Ronald Colman.
These two
actors undoubtedly are deserving of credit
It

—

for their sincere efforts just as every
other player on the screen
but I cannot
see anything about either of them to warrant so many superlatives or to entitle
the squabbles about their relative worth to
so much space in your magazine.
These epidemics which seem to sweep
the country every few months, each time
with a different player riding on top of
the waves, seem to afford much entertainment and amusement for some of the fans,
but there are others of us who are immune from epidemics, and it seems to me
we should be given a little consideration.
The freYizied hip, hip hurrahs of the
Glorious Gloria epidemic are just dying
down, and now up pops the Jovial John and
Rollicking Ronald epidemic and splatters
itself all over the scenery.
If the substantial, worth-while players,
those who have earned their places by reason of hard, conscientious work and real
merit, and hold them by the same means,
;

Cheshire,

Perpetual Controversy.

now

controversy
goers as to

E.RICHWINECO.Dept.B95

—

We

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlareed pores, oily skin
and other blemishes.
1
can give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. Avd I do it in a few days. My
method is different.
No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprays, massapre, rollers or other
implements.
No aiet, no fasting. Nothing to
take.
Cannot injure the most delicate 6kin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obligated.
Smd no money. Just get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite

—

—

It

Swanson

recall the rivalry con-

respective

merits

Meighan and Eugene O'Brien,

man and Costello?
It may interest your

of Thomas
of Bush-

readers

to

know

that a movie magazine in our country ran
a popularity contest during the early part
of this year, and the result was as follows:
1.
Rudolph Valentino, 2. Norma Talmadge, 3. Ramon Novarro, 4. Jackie Coogan, 5. Harold Lloyd, 6. Ivor'Novello, 7.

Continued on page 114
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted

Help

WE START YOU WITHOUT A DOLLAR.
Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.
Soaps,

ALL

Wanted— Male

Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
Government positions
accept
to

willing

$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozment, 308, St. Louis, Mo., Immediately.

SILVERING MIRRORS. French

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMCharges discharged batteries instantly.
Eliminates old method entirelyLightning Co., St.
Gallon free to agents.
Paul, Minn.
pound.

Stamps and Coins

immense
Mirror Works,

learned

ily

Wear

:

profits.

Dept.

EasPlans free.
Excelsior
27,
plate.

UIjU MUALl
1894 Dime,

\\

ANTLD — Will

pay $100.00

Mint., $50.00 for 1913
Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo).
Big
premiums paid for all rare coins. Send 4c
for Large Coin Folder.
May mean much
profit to you.
Numismatic Co., Dept. 440,

for

Ft.

S.

Worth, Tex.

Springs, Mo.

Patents and Lawyers

GET UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Salaries increased $300 a year.
$1,900 to $2,700 in Railway Postal
Service, Post Office, Custom House, Internal
Revenue, Rural Carrier or other branches.
Former U. S. Civil Service Secretary-Examiner trains you at home.
Guaranteed Preparation.
Free Booklet. Patterson Civil Service School, Dept. 98, Rochester, N. Y.
Position.

ters

$200 A
—
for
store

Free

Samples.

$60

WEEK.

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Easily
Liberal
offer
to
Metallic Letter Co., 428
agents.
Clark, Chicago.

JljilKiN

JpJLU

applied.

general

B North

Sllveiing llllllUlb,

LfJ±LLjl.

New

AGENTS— WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 564 Broadway,

New

$115-$400

MONTHLY PAID — Ry.

MONEY—fast

sales

;

every one buys

gold initials for their auto sell $1.50, profit
$1.44.
Ten orders daily easy. Samples, information free.
World Monogram, Dept. 12,
Newark, N. J.
;

18 UP.

Railway Mail Clerks. $1,900
year.
Sample coaching Free. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. L2, Roch-

—

Weekly

and up— Your
12 months' In-

Daily, Introducing New
sured Hose for men, women, children.
You
write orders.
We deliver and collect (or
goods on credit and you can deliver, suit
yourself).
No experience or capital needed.
Samples furnished.
All colors, grades, including silks, lisles, chiffons, heathers. Write
quick.
M. H. Mathews, Card 4,501, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pay

AGENTS WANTED

to advertise our goods

and distribute samples given to consumers
90c an hour -write for full particulars.
American Products Co., 5821 American Bldg., Cin;

cinnati, Ohio.

BUILD

SPLENDID

ehipped-glass
ticulars free.

BUSINESS

number and name
Simplex

Co.,

E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

Watson
St.,

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED.
Write Adam

ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright,

Make $75

a

"Record

^iiu ii) 'p~*uw in u n n i,\ e.\ pe n ?>e & puni
as Railway Traffic Inspector.
We secure
position for you after completion of 3 months'
home-study course or money refunded.
Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free Booklet, CM-28,
Stand. Business Training Inst.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
\

1

1

of

for

free

Invention

Terms Reasonable. Victor
767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

J.

Evans

week

while learning.
Write at once for TempoInternational
rary Offer.
Studios,
Dept.
1401, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

.

Louis, Mo.

St.

YOURSELF— AT HOME—

As a Photographic Expert.

.

PatFisher

Guide Books
Blank" before
Send model or sketch
disclosing inventions.
of invention for Inspection and Instructions

and

Co.,

i

.

"How to Get Your Patent" and evidence of
Send model or sketch for
invention blank.
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

,

PATENT-SENSE — Valuable

book

(free)

for inventors seeking largest deserved profits.

Write Laeey & Lacey, 719
D. C.

F

St.,

Washington,

Established 1869.

Educational

— Female

Help Wanted

RAILROAD POSTAL CLERKS

—

$6 $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tups
particulars
at home, experience unnecessary
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange, Ind.
;

start $155

Send stamps for quesInstitute, B-3, Columbus,

month, railroad pass.
tions.

Columbus

Ohio.

Stammering
making

plates.

Farm Lands

Par-

1133 Broadway,

York.

HERE'S YOUR LAND
Detectives

G

Free.

ester, N. Y.

i

AGENTS— $91.50

sured.

644

PATENTS — Write

MEN

ESTABLISH

New

Station

Free passes, experience unnecessary.
Write Baker, Supt. (ABM), Star
Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo.
positions.

office

York.

BIG

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for pre-"
liminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Promptness asBest results.

piill-

chanDecie
York.

ing, refinishing metalware, headlights,
Outfits furnished.
deliers, bedsteads.

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

Earn

!

down

$10

and

$10 a month buys 20 acres of my best land
in Cent. Mich, for $400, or 10 acres for $250.

Wanted

ST-STU-T-T-TERING
Stammering
And
Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Arcade, 1126 Granville Ave.,

Chicago,

111.

Write at once for free 48-page picture book.
G. W. Swigart,
n it ago.

X1265

1st Nat'l

Bank

Bldg.,

v_

MEN — Experience
make

How
unnecessary

secret investigations

:

reports

;

;

travel
salaries

to Entertain

;

Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.
expenses.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Business Opportunity

PLAYS, MUSICAL COMEDIES,

and' re-

nerative.

vues, minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readings, stage handBig catalog free. T.
books, make-up goods.

capital.

S.

A DIFFERENT BUSINESS, worth remuLearn privilege trading, small
Dept. 113, Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway, New York.

Denison & Co.,

132,

Chicago.

623

So.

Wabash, Dept.

114

Advertising Section

New Way

Wonderful

What

Remove
Cold Cream
to

Continued from page 112

Told by

Mary

Philbin

Universal Film Slur

"I first used Venida
Towelletles in ihe studio

remove make-up.

to

I

found lliem so dainty and necessary
al

I

now

use tliem

home.

"They remove my cold cream in an instant, and
are softer than towels. They are a luxury that saves
money, for they save linens and laundering; more
You.

were given more attention in the motionpicture magazines, it might help, to some
extent, to discourage these outbursts of
misdirected admiration on the part of the
and
overerithusiastic
excitement-seeking
And in any event the magazines
fans.
would certainly be more enjoyable to those
fans who arc just regular, sane, normal
human beings, and this class surely must
outnumber the sensation and excitementseeking flappers.
These epidemics
nerves

San Francisco,

find Venida Towellettes ns delifrlilful as
Get some today, at drug avd dept. stores,
pink package.

FREE SAMPLE COUPON
(Y)

my

on

A Word

to

Those

Who

ADDRESS

Pictures

Books and Novelties

Particulars Free

HOWARD
Dept. 20,

SALES COMPANY

1188 Folsom

San Francisco.

St.,

Calif.

GROW TALLER
Increase

Simple. Natural, easy method.
Will increase your height and improve your appearance. Write for free booklet to Dept. J

BOYS &

GIRLS
WRITE

When

Trust You
E.

Atlantic City,

New

IN YOUR
Christmas Seals. Sell

TOWN
for

lOc

S3. GO and keep £2.00. We
if necessary.
Neubecker Bros.,
Dept. 189, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Xmas

St.,

GET THIN
Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request.
Ask for my "paywlien-reduced"
offer.
I
have
successfully reduced thousands of persons, often
at the rate of a pound a day, without
diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof
at

my

DR.

New York.

expense.
R.

NEWMAN.

Licensed

Physician,

GRAY HAIR
of

286

Fifth

!

Ave.,

A

Confidential

Jersey

sold send us

till

23d

Sets

Why

:

—

—

Alice White.
2612 Thirteenth Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minn.

Guide

to Current Releases

Continued from page 68

BE FIRST

Earn $2.00

NOW for SO

—

Your Height

Develop your physical beauty

The Natural Method Bureau,

favorite of all

Valentino must detest Novarro and
vice versa.
The same condition seems to
exist between Gloria and Pola.
Don't you
dislike
fans thinks that is petty?
stars who have never harmed any of us?
Naturally, there are stars who appeal to
us and whom we admire more than others.
But surely it is the height of rudeness and
ignorance to write insulting, belittling letters about them.
Some of the fans' letters are full of
fine, sound criticism expressed in such a
way as to hurt no one. This is the manner in which we all should write, and make
the What the Fans Think an ideal spot
where the fans can meet and exchange
thoughts that will help both the stars and
the fans to better themselves.

—

nfiwellettes

my

likes

—

ENIDA^QfCfCr/

V—

Knock.

often wonder when I read some of
the fan letters if the writers ever heard of
the saying, "As a man thinketh in his heart,
so is he."
Such remarks as
"Things I
don't like
Gloria Swanson since she discovered she was the most important star
in the movies
Ha-ha-ha
Movie critics
who know it all, Milton Sills and his psychology" quoted at random from a recent
fan letter, are very revealing.
What a malicious remark that one about
Gloria Swanson and "Movie critics who
know it all." Surely no enlightened person feels that he knows it all.
But since
the study of motion pictures is the critics'
profession, surely the critics are in position
to know much more about pictures than the
majority of us. Consult their constructive
criticisms before attending the movies and
you won't regret it.
I
I know, because

—

.

is

Warren Kerrigan my
men stars. But that is

no reason I cannot appreciate the artistry
of Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri, Lillian
Gish, Mary Pick ford, Ethel Clayton, Lois
Wilson, Lloyd, Chaplin, Novarro, Milton
Sills, Valentino, Percy Marmon*, Thomas
Meighan, Conway Tearle, and so many
others in both sexes.
I
cannot understand why a fan who

Calif.

—

NAMli.

State

Norma Talmadge
the women and J.
favorite of all the

I

Rieser Co., 218 Fifth Ave., N. V. City.
Send free Towellette samples.

961

getting

—

too. will

Miss Philbin.
Coc, lartje

a set.

are

always do. As for Mr. Sills and his psychology Mr. Sills appears to be a cultured, well-educated star.
His psychology
could no doubt be employed to good advantage by many a disgruntled fan.

Justice for All.

"

because softer and super-absorbent

satisfactory

Think

the Fans

N.

Y.

Desk C-68

Gray, Faded, streaked hair or hair mined by dyes restored to original color by only French Establishment specializing in hair
restoring. Call or write for FREK Consultation. Monsieur h. P.
Valli gn y, Dept. 1 28. 3 4 W. 5 8 St., New York.

Enlarged Nosepores, Pimples, Blackheads, Red Nose,
Oily Skin, Sallow Complexion and
other miserable local skin affections will be quickly remedied
and overcome with M. Trilety's
A. B. A. Lotion, leaving the skin

ican, featuring Anita Stewart,
Lytell, and Huntley Gordon.

Bert

"New Lives For Old" — Paramount.
Betty Compson as a beautiful French
dancer involved in intrigue.

"New Toys"— Inspiration. A domestic
comedy

in which Richard Barthelmess
and Mary Hay,, properly enough, play

the couple.

"Night Club, The"— Raymond Griffith
an excrutiatingly funny comedy
about a bridegroom deserted at the altar.
Louise Fazenda and Vera Reynin

olds help the

humor

considerably.

a clean, clear and natural
healthy condition.
No sticky or
oily substance, but refreshing
and fragrant. Applied at night.

A

3-oz. bottle sent on receipt of $.75
Address M. Trilety, 76 VV. U. Bldg.,
Binchamton, N. Y.

'

trated here, set with 21 fiery, perfect *
cut dazzling stones and 2 triangular
sapphires. This ring was copied from j
solidplatinum genuine diamond model 1
costing over $500. Even experts havt I
difficulty in telling one from the other. I
Biggest jewelry bargain ever offered.!
Whyshouldn'tyou own one when it costs I
only $3.89? Send no money. Whenf
ring arrives, pay postman only $3.89.1
We prepay all postage. Keep ring ten!
days. If not satisfied, we return your
money. Order today. This bargain ^
priee may be discontinued at any /?
time- FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO., Jx
97 -Y
I

I
'

—

represented, while Zr.su Pitts gives a

good performance as the plain and
lonely comedienne of the show.
"Proud Flesh"— Metro-Goldwyn. A
melodramatic plot. Eleanor Boardman and
Harrison Ford are excellent as Spaniards,
while Pat O'Malley is the
plumber who complicates their romance.
clever, rollicking burlesque of a

"Quo Vadis"— First National.

Raymond

the

Home

Week" — Paramount.

"Paths

—

Paradise" Paramount.
does
again.
it
Smooth, expert comedy on a crook
theme. Betty Compson appears as a
lady crook.
"Phantom of the Opera, The"— Universal.
Gruesome story of a criminal
maniac who haunts
Paris
Opera
House, making life horrible for mem-

Raymond

to

Griffith

Phil-

"Pretty
Ladies" Metro-Goldwyn.
Mostly glorifying the Ziegfeld "Follies."
Famous stage personages are

among

"Old

iamond and sapphire dinner rings are
the latest thing in jewelry. Ring illus-

Norman Kerry wooden, Mary

as
at,

bin pretty.

Jannings appears as Nero

Better than the average Thomas Meighan picture of the small-town pattern.
Lila Lee is unusually pretty as
the girl.

Dinner Ring)

bers of the opera.
Lon Chaney,
Phantom, pretty
awful to look

"Night Life in New York"— Paramount. An amusing and authentically
set story of an Iowan's adventures
bright lights.
Rod La
Rocque is good as the "Western sap,"
while Dorothy Gish and Ernest Torrence also contribute some fun

in

J^j^^^J^^^^"^^gr^

"Never the Twain Shall Meet"—
Metro-Goldwyn. The romance of an
Hawaiian queen and a young Amer-

Emil

in this

new

famous story.
Fellow,
A" Paramount.

Italian version of the

"Regular

—

amusing picture
life

of a

delightful
an
in
satirizing the social
crown prince. Mary

Griffith

modern

Brian opposite him.

—

Punch,
The" Paramount.
high and dizzy affairs,
with Richard Dix skipping around on

"Shock

One

the

of those

tall girders.

Thoroughly enjoyable.

—

A poor
"Soul Fire" Inspiration.
stage play, "Great Music," turned into
Richard Barthelmess
a good movie.
plays the suffering musician, and Bessie Love is good as a South Sea island
native.

"Sun Up"

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Drama

of the Carolina mountaineers in which
Conrad Nagel does some surprisingly

Advertising Section
good

113>

Lucille La Verne is very
mother, and Pauline Starke,
as his wild little sweetheart, looks
more like Gloria Swanson than ever.
acting.

line as his

Send Only till

"Trouble with Wives, The"— Paramount.
Cheap matrimonial comedy
handled so well that it is very amusing.
Tom Moore, Florence Vidor, and

w

Pay Next Year Forx

Ford Sterling furnish the fun.
"Wanderer, The" Paramount. Spectacular film based on biblical story of
prodigal son, with William Collier,

—

These Beautiful Gifts
YOUR opportunity to dea truly wonderful gift!
ONE DOLLAR and numNO RED TAPE!
THAT'S ALL
ber of
WE SHIP PROMPTLY FOR 30 DAYS' TRIAL.

Read

acquitting himself well in the difficult leading role, and Greta Nissen interesting as dancer who leads him
astray.
Ernest Torrence, in part of
villain, gives best performance of picJr.,

Our Big Xmas

this;

Offer!

Xmas morning

someone

light

with

NOW.

Make your

Send

selection
gift desired.

—

Try

to duplicate your selections, quality considered, for.
Then if corLr
the same price anywhere cash or credit!
BALE
CO.. as leading Direct Im>
vinced O. F
porters and Manufacturing Jewelers, offer the BEST
VALUES IN AMERICA pay balance 10% monthly;
1^

&

ture.

.

—

"Wild
Horse
Mesa" Paramount.
Western melodrama, with good cast,
including Jack Holt, who does some
fine riding, Billie

banks,

Jr.,

and

TEN FULL MONTHS TO PAY!

Otherwise return and we refund deposit
without question or delay.
Thousands will read this astounding
offer
thousands are ordering this very
Avoid that
minute as you read.

——

Dove, Douglas Fair-

company

a

of

wild

> SEND YOUR

muiSh^-Bush.

*

horses.

"Winds of Chance"— First National.
The gold rush taken seriously. Complicated plot, with Ben Lyon as hero,

\-o\v:f

N

\

and with Anna Q. Nilsson and Viola
Dana, both heroines.

"Wizard of Oz, The"— Chadwick. Not
very much like Frank Baum's whimsiLarry
cal story, but funny at times.

Semon

plays the Scarecrow.

ling

plftriifeiWy

pierced

and engraved.
quality

mond;

X62

— SuMa

vt-hftu
e.:W «rtst wwrti, latest style.
sapphire win-img *i*-jf;, black silk grosgrain
.$23.50
ribbon, 15 Jewel guaranteed movement.

$49.50
phires
$1 down) $4-85 monthly

—

Blue

"Zander the Great" Metro-Goldwyn.
Marion Davies in some delightful comedy as a freckled orphan in pigtails.

RECOMMENDED— WITH
RESERVATIONS.
"Any Woman"— Metro-Goldwyn.

Al-

Terry as a pretty working girl
who has a hard time making her employer believes that she has intelligence, too. Not very convincing.

"Chickie"— First National. Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her romantic experiences.
"Circle,

The"

— Metro-Goldwyn.

$

A

very bad picture of a good play, poorly
adapted, poorly directed, and poorly
acted.
Eleanor Boardman, Malcolm
MacGregor, and Creighton Hale in featured roles.

iSKi. white gold
dinner ring. Three
fine blue - white
diamonds, two

blue

"Crackerjack"

one

pierced and

gold

ring.
Cluster seven fiery
brilliant genuine

sapphires.

$48.50

.

$1 down;$4.75

I

— First

National.

FREE

CATALOG

diamonds, platinum set. $52.50
down; $5.
$

v e r

v.

w

in

a

r e

X69

din-

$1

of

18Kt. white gold,
quality bluewhite, diamond.

$37.50

Only

center.
$57.50
down; $5.65

—

—

Massive
X7t
gent's belcher

X70 14KI. solid
gold solitaiie
cluster.

cluster,

Seven fine

accurately

14Kt.

solid gold.. Seven
fine accurately cut

cut

genuine diamonds,
platinum set only.
$48.50
$1 down; $4.75
monthly

fine

in

gnld

Mne

diamonds.. $42. 50
monthly
$4.15

etc.,

ANTEE.

and en-

graved ring

square cut blue
sapphires; large,
fine quality diamond

—

sreen

with tw«

$55.00

America,

BACK
G U A R-

Daintily

pierced

solid

,

MONEY

ring, -18Kt.
white gold. Two

\

Cam-

eras,

— New

X66^W J?
lSKt^whitie^ukl
ring-,
fmir rectangular bine sapphires, fine quality
blue -white diamond in center.

Ivorywear.

ner

blue-

$55.00
$1 down; $5.40
monthly

Watches, Sil-

1

.monthlj
'>£;!

X68

Fine quality

white diamond.

monthly

$2.25

If the gift you wish
isn't on this page send
at
once for
illustrating most complete assortment cf Diamonds,

engraved

genuine diamonds,
set.

platinum

$55.00
$

I

down

$5.40
monthly

•

$1 down; $3.05

monthly

4m

monthly

— S en

of Amos, The" Producers
Distributing.
William J. Locke
story done too elaborately, with Rod
La Rocque playing uncouth but rich
young Australian who lands at Riviera and falls under spell of scheming princess, Jetta Goudal.

A

down;

X65»IMaSMte

—

"Coming

you

1

FREE
CATALOG
X(

ice

xss-*ii 4 KWjssfeU d
KS:fs' t.iwt(f"'ru«.

Fine

blue-white diatwo blue sap-

do

c~

tggs^smSAi?

v.

X73— I*Kt. solid
white

—This
watch
with
white
blue
two
grosgrain
stem —
guaranteed movement.
X72

wrist
gold case set
specially cut
silk

teads the word for value! Solid
four fine genuine diamonds,

sapphires. Blue sapphire winding
ribbon.. Wonderfully accurate 15-

white diamondand
blue sapphire.

$32.50
$1 down; $3.15
monthly

$42.50

jewel

scarf

gfld

Fine blue-

pin.

$1 down; $4.15 monthly

If

like Johnny Hines, you'll find this
of his best comedies.

—

An
de Bergerac" Atlas.
version of the Rostand clas-

"Cyrano
Italian

X77— Seven-

':.
2

!*
/

te^n-iew
I1H-.
tecn-jewel

nois

gent's „
*"4

Beautiengraved
warranted gold

'watch.

that is sometimes beautiful, but,
on the whole, pretty dull. There is a
good performance of Cyrano by a
French actor, Pierre Magnier.
sic

14Kt

solid X75

— 14Kt.

solid

green gold gent's ring, gold ladies' solitaire,
Hand White gold prongs,
white gold top.
engraved.
Finest qua- Specially selected fine
Refilled case
nmrkahie value Its* blue - white dia- quality blue-white
$52.50 diamond. Only$65.00
$42 50 mond
$1 down; $5. 15
$1 down: $6.40
*l down $4 1 5
m °" thl *
m
° nt h'*
monthly
fully

„

Flower, The"— First National.
A queer mixture of comedy,
burlesque, and melodrama revolving
about an orphan flapper of America's'
Colleen Moore and
desert country.
Lloyd Hughes.
\

"DrusiHa with a Million"— F. B. O.
Old-fashioned whimsy in which Mary
Carr, as a sweet-faced drudge, is left
a million dollars. Pathetic and humorous at times, but mostly pathetic.

Beautiful Gift Cases

O

F.

2/'35.

ri

— Neat.

FREE

1

8Kt.

Genuine

ng.

and genuine

mond
$

set

fine
in w

Only..

gold.

-

-

"Desert

X76

solid while gold onyx

I

dia-

.$26.50
down; $2.50
monthly
.

with every purchase

BALE CO
ESTABLISHED 1888-

onyx

bite

-

Maiden L arte ' JveuJ York.

Advertising Section
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"Eve's Lover" Warner.
A rather
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then

Play a Tune

InOB1Q
Minutes'
SEND IT BACK

falls in

—

ma xing New
A
No knowledge

needed.
No weeks of M

—

"Grounds for Divorce"

Become popular!
pleasures.

BOOK
Send for FREE book, alio
catalog of musical instrument
No -obligation to bay.

largainB.

An

—

"Heart of a Siren" First National.
Barbara La Marr tempting a couple of
SOc. Per Book dozen more men.

MIDGET NAME CARDS

THE LATEST NOVELTY

Each book contains 50 perfect

1?4X^,

in

little

name

cards, size

Choice

genuine leather case.

A perfect
of black, tan, green or red.
name card. Name in Old English type.
coin
stamps,
Send
Price complete 50c.
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
Astnti Wanted,
or money refunded.

MIDGET CARD SHOP

Greene, R.

St.

ACTING PLAYS

FOR

PE DO DYNE, the marvelons new Solvent, banlshe
Bunions. The pain stops almost Instantly.
"nstantly. The Hum;
Hump
vanishes _as though by magic. THEN YOU WILL
FEET.

SENT
ON
TRIAL
have
from

want yorj to
relief
Bunions. I want you to
know the pleasure of foot comfort. I will gladly arrange to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply writ*
end say, "I want to try PEDODYNE." Address—
1

BOYS &

St,

Dept. N684
Chicago.

Illinois

Earn Xmas Money

GIRLS
Write for

50

10c a

set.

for

86 N. La Salle

Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sell
When sold send us $S.OO and keep $3.00.
No Work— Just Fun.

Sets St.

St. Nicholas Seal Co.

rt

Dept. 190

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CornerY>ur Fictures-Aibum

where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

%QO

4711 N.Clark St., Chicago

slapstick

:

.

I

You must overcome Self-Consciousness— Mental Fear— Bash fu In esa
to succeed in the business and social world. Send 10c, for amazing
booklet, "Road to Poise and Achievement." TelU how thousands
have conquered Self-Consciousness in a very short time.
INSTITUTE, 56 W. 45th St., Dept. 21, New York

SEYMOUR

x-

'

1

i

Large List

New

Vaudeville, Acts,

Stage Monologs,

PLAYS
|

INew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
[Songs, Blackface After-pieces and
Crossfire, Musical Comedies and
IRevues, Musical Readings, Novelty

Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
ILLUSTRATED CATAGoods.

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. Denison

&

Co.,

623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52 Chicago

Your Handwriting Reveals Your Character!

"Knock=out, The"— First National.
Milton Sills in a film about a cultured
fighter and a girl who owns a
lumber camp. A log jam brings things
to a crisis. Lorna Duveen is the girl.

prize

Who
One

Lied"— The

First

Na-

of

Streets"— F. B. O. A
go wrong, written
by a New York policewoman. Typical
melodrama, poorly done.

how

story of

the Oriental land of the
comes the prettiest jewelry creation
ever known to Fifth Ave. or Paris—
th? genuine, full fashioned Peacock
King. Sterling Silver, handsomely
engraved, 19 emeraldsand sapphires,
arrayed as feathers and ruby eye in
the head. Sen tin. attractive rlnR box
Why shouldn't yon own one whenit
costa only $1.83? SEND NO MONEY.
When ring arrives, pay postman only
$1.83. We prepay all postage. Keep
it 10 days, andifnotsatisfied, we will
return your money. Order today. This
low price for a genuine, full fashioned
Peacock rinp: mav be withdrawn any day

FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO.
N Nassau St.
New York

The"— Para-

Girl,

Anne Sedgwick's novel

kid with a killer's reputation.

And

coming,

his

at

known

he was

men
the

trembled, for

West over

for

his sheer bravado.

Robert
of

Horton

J.

character

fascinating

this

the story

tells

in

"The Spectacular Kid"
Western yarn, told by a
veteran who knows how to make
his readers sit up breathless.
his

book,

a rattling

This

is

of

a

are

in

store

that

treats

when you

number

one

of

for you

follow the crowds that

"CH"

are buying books with the

"Love

Hour,

comedy

that

The"—Vitagraph.—

starts

in

Coney Island

and ends in gilded palaces. Louise Fazenda, Willard Louis, Ruth Clifford,
and Huntley Gordon all work themselves almost to death.

"Making

man who

of O'Malley, The"— First
Milton Sills as the policehas to choose between love
It

is

the usual hokum, but

a well done.

"Man Who Found

Himself, The"—
poor picture in

Paramount.
Rather
which Thomas Meighan is supposed to
be a crook but isn't. Ralph Morgan
is real crook, and Virginia Valli the
girl

who misunderstands.

good

—

Evil,
The" First NaBen Lyon torn between his

"Necessary
tional.

and bad

Pretty dull

their jackets.

—

in

this

books

magazine.
too

— no

timers

but

cloth,

with

They

reprints

are real
of

old-

new books bound
handsome

in

stamping

and jackets and all for 75 cents.
Ask your bookseller to show you
some of the books listed below

stuff.

hereditary

The Brand of

Good Books

pains-

takingly translated, but a little dull.
Alice Joyce is lovely as the French
mother, and Mary Brian is
girl's
sweet, and sometimes stirring.

and duty.

Peacock Ring
bamboos,

this

girls

French

"Little

mount.

PENCRAFT, HAMBURG, N.
From

into

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorites whom you have followed

National.

Y.

down

County,

"Keeper of the Bees, The"— F. B. O.
Gene Stratton-Porter's story; sentimental melodrama, that becomes ridiculous.
Good cast, including Robert
Frazer, Alyce Mills, and Clara Bow.

25c (silver) and ink sample of own or friend's writing
for expert analysis and astounding demonstration of dominant characteristics. Real guide to success.

Send

River

mark on

"Lilies of the

are
YQU SELF-CONSCIOUS?
DO YOU STAMMER

P.

into

those pictures where
the hero discovers his heroine after
Lewis
she marries some one else.
Stone, Virginia Valli, and Nita Naldi
play the principal roles.

FMGEL MFG. CO.

Dopt.-i-iA

a 'galloping

Smith

young man.

tional.

'¥\rt Corners'^ Colors
)

are on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brines 100
&ua samples to try. Write
t

Buys*

Bean

"In the Name of Love" Paramount.
Newly
entertainment.
Fairly good
rich mother and daughter set out to
capture titled husband for the latter.
Greta Nissen is the beautiful spoiled
girl, and Ricardo Cortez the handsome

"Lady

El\5>cl

5
Styles

Another good book ruined. Matt
Moore turns Harry Leon Wilson's ec-

Bunker
comedian.

He came
the

—

bunion:

KAY LABORATORIES

— War-

ner.

centric

The "Spectacular
Kids" Middle Name

of

"His Majesty, Bunker Bean"

AMATEURS

Dis-

a girl who revenges herself on faithless husband
by ruining him financially and starting
an affair with another man. Leatrice
Joy in the lead.

Story

I.

Monoloprs. Recitations, Drills, Minstrel and Vaudeville Jokes and Sketches; ideas for entertainments.
Send for free catalog.
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO., S42 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

1

Highroad"— Producers

"Hell's
tributing.

Sssspccd!-

— Paramount.

adaptation of the stage play, minus
most of its flavor. Florence Vidor,
Matt Moore, and Louise Fazenda are
lost in the general dullness.

lalsted. Dept. 1751 Chicago

HAVE SHAPELY

roles.

pleasing.

Astonish your f
with your playing.

60 Main

Irene Rich

"Golden Princess, The" Paramount.
slow-moving gold-rush romance,
ending in cheap melodrama.
Betty
Bronson her usual self; Neil Hamilton

tiresome practice.
So elm piechild can use it.
Praised by^j
prominent musicians. Thoua-^,
ends of delighted usarB.

New

all.

A

Invention

of music

No expensive Teasons.

love with after

and Bert Lytell play the leading

!

Anyone can play the Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Mando- I
lln, or Guitar, In ten minutes with thin wonderful [
now device. Works like a typewriter just preM
the keya. Play by numbers Instead of notes.

influences.

OTHER "CH" TITLES
UNSEEN ACRES
THE BLACK STAR
BULL HUNTER
THE GOLDEN BOWL
THE TRACKING OF K. K
JIM CURRY'S TEST
ROVIN' REDDEN
QUALITY BILL'S GIRL

WATCHED OUT
THE BOSS OF CAMP FOUR
ANNE AGAINST THE WORLD

Harry Golden
Johnston McCulley

David Manning
Harrison Conrard

Douglas Grey

David Manning
James Roberts
Charles

W.

Tyler

Eugene A. Clancy

Emart Kinsburn
Victor Thorne

HlLlSEA MOUSE
AVE.N—
70-H9 .SEVENTH
79-89
SEVENTH AVE..
NEW YORK. CITY

*

Advertising Section

—

"Not So Long Ago" Paramount.
Rather tedious picture of bid New
York, with Betty Bronson not at her
best, and Ricardo Cortez stilted.

—

"Open Trail, The" Universal. Jack
Hoxie goes back to the old-fashioned
Western of Indians and cowboys with
not such good results.

—

Universal.
House Peters
not dashing enough in this story of
a crook. In fact, the whole picture is
too slow.
"Raffles"

is

"Rainbow

Trail,

The" — Fox.

another Western picture, but
doubtless

Tony

please

fans.

the

Zane

Just
it

will

Tom Mix

and

Grey

wrote

the

st or}'.

"Ranger of the Big Pines, The"
Yitagraph.
Notable chiefly for the
superb performance of Eulalie Jensen.
Kenneth Harlan plays part of big
ranger who is well protected by his
womenfolk.
"Red=hot Tires" — Warner. Intended
for high-speed comedy, but the featured players, Monte Blue and Patsy
Ruth Miller, aren't up to it. Full of
automobiles and accidents.

"Roughneck, The"
the adventures
O'Brien.

— Fox.

Continuing
of attractive George
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wyn.

Blanche Sweet and Ronald Colhackneyed plot based
on misunderstandings from being un-

man

save this

Lew Cody

bearable.

is

in

it,

too.

"Talker, The"— First National. Anna
Q. Nilsson as the woman whose tongue
caused a lot of mischief. Lewis Stone
plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's mis-

guided words seriously.
of Lies, The"— Metro-GoldOld story of mortgage on the
farm.
Mediocre picture with Lon
Chaney good as old Swedish father
who loses mind and imagines himself
an emperor and his lost daughter,
Norma Shearer, an empress.

and

"Tower

wyn.

"Tracked in the Snow Country"
Warner.
Some excellent acting by
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, and some not
so good by David Butler and Mitchell

Big Books
If

"She Wolves"— Fox.

Alma Rubens

who

gets her finshe looks for adven-

gers burned when
ture outside marriage.
plays her husband.

Jack Mulhall

"What Fools Men"— First
Rather a

Mason

silly

film

in

National.
which Shirley

daughter and
Lewis Stone an unreasonable father
who doesn't know how to handle her.
Barbara Bedford also featured.
is

a

A

story

about blundering crooksj with
lyn Brent the one bright spot.

Eve-

"Sporting Venus, The"

thrilling

"White
Desert"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Windsor roughing it in the
snow country, with Pat O'Malley as

Susan"— Paramount.
Wifd
"Wild,
Bebe Daniels as a little hoyden chased
about by Rod La Rocque. Dull going
for a long picture.

B. O.

— Metro-Gold-

of

Youth"

— Fox.

on

their

Laska Winter, Lawrence Gray, Betty Bronson. Pola Negri. Lois Wilson, Esther Ralston,
Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton, Billie Dove, Betty

Dix,
Ricardo
Cortez,
Richard
Compsoi),
Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith, William
Collier, Jr., Kathryn Hill, Wallace Beery,
Jack Holt. Greta Nissen, Florence Vidor,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Kathlyn Williams, at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hol-

lywood, California.
Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro,
John Gilbert, Zasu Pitts,

Claire Windsor, William Haines, Lon Chaney,
Pringle, Sally O'Neil, Helene DAlgy,

Aileeri

Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel,

Mae Busch, Lillian Gish, Pauline Starke,
Eleanor Boardman, Paulette Duval, Mae
Murray, and Blanche Sweet, at the MetroGoldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Alice Joyce, Lewis Stone, Dorothy Sebastian, Teddy Sampson, Gertrude Short, Belle
Bennett, Bessie Love, A'ictor MacLaglen, Ian
Keith, Colleen Moore, Vilma Bankv, Ronald
Colman, Jack Mulhall, Corinne Griffith, Myrtle Stedman, Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Conway

Tearle,

Anna

Q. Nilsson,

Lloyd Hughes, and Eugene O'Brien, at the
United Studios, Hollywood, California.
Virginia Valli. Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson, Margaret Livingston, Marc MacDermott,
Philbin,

Laura

La

Plante,

Marian

Nixon. Bert Lytell, Pat O'Malley, Lola Todd,
Art Acord, Louise Lorraine, Nina Romano,
House Peters, Josie Sedgwick, Norman Kerry,
and Mary McAllister, at the Universal Studios, Universal City, California.
Rod La Rocque, Leatriee Jov, Edmund
Burns, Jocelyn Lee, Rita Carita, Lillian Rich,
Vera Reynolds, Jetta Gouclnl, Majel Coleman,
and Sally Rand, at the Cecil De Mille Studios,
Culver City, Cr'i'-.aia.
Also Julia
Faye.
Dorothy Gish and Richard Barthelmess,
care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Patsy Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Milton
Place, Hollywood, California.

Betty

Blythe

cloth-covered

fine,

"CH" mark
handsome jackets. "CH"

books cost only 75 cents apiece.

calm

tales

about

the while in a

and

George

Hackathorne,

"CH"

which have

doing

all

book.

These

never

before

of

flappers who
steps out.
Ethel Clayton is good as the mother,
while Madge Bellamy plays one of the

those

something

There's

books

Another

wild

down when mother

been published

men who

were written for

love the

sweep of the

great West, the mysteries of big

daughters.

Addresses of Players

Mary

the

books that bear the

of
Hal Howe, 7
Street, New York City.

care

of man over
Ask your book-

the conquest

environment.

seller

Allison,

brave-hearted

of

stories

show you

cities,

May

the

deecb, then ask your bookseller to

his

Shearer,

want,

spoiled

Claire

"Wings

"Smooth as Satin"— F.

May McAvoy,

you

the big-hearted Irish hero.

as a romantic wife

Norma

action

it's

Lewis.

show you

to

these

latest

titles

East

Forty-second

Bebe Daniels, Thomas Meighan, Diana
Kane, Carol Dempster, and James Kirkwood,
the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Sixth
and Pierce Avenues, Long Island City.
Madge Bellamy, George O'Brien, Alma Rubens,
Tom Mix, Edmund Lowe, Charles
Jones, Marion Harlan, and Earle Foxe, at
the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
at

California.

Charles Mack, care of D. W. Griffith, 1476
Broadway, New York City.
Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.
Don Alvarez, Helene Chadwick, Irene Rich,
John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Marie
Prevost, Kenneth Harlan, Willard Louis, Helene Costello, John Roche, June Marlowe,
Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue, Sydney Chaplin,
Alice Calhoun, Matt Moore, Huntley
Gordon, and Dorothy Devore, at the Warner
Studios, Sunset and Bronson, Hollywood,
.

New

Books

GEMS OF PROMISE.

WHOSE MILLIONS?.

California.

THE SPIDER'S DEN.

Robert Frazer, at 1005 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Constance Bennett, Virginia Lee Corbin, at
Associated Exhibitors, 35 West Forty-fifth

OBJECT: ADVENTURE

Street,

New York

California.
Clifford,

.Emart Kinsburn

.

.

.

Joseph Montague

.Johnston McOuIley

Ray Courtney
Roland Ashford Phillips

City.

Dean, at Producers Distributing
Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ralph Graves, at the Mack Sennett Studios, 1712 Glendale Boulevard, Hollywood,
Priscilla

Ruth

GOLDEN ISLE

.

75c

7627 Emelita Avenue, Los

Angeles, California.

Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan. 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,

Los Angeles, California.
Ethel Gray Terry, 1318
Los Angeles, California.

Fuller

Avenue,

fHELSEA MOUSE
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
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Information, Please
Continued from pugi; 102

give you a list of Lila Lee's and Dorothy
Mackaill's pictures also, as 1 haven't space
enough.
I'll
give you those in the next

A STAMPEDE

issue.

Gentle Reader.
a

—

Though you do seem
rough on the typewriter! No, for-

little

There

tunately, I'm not a mind reader; with all
the letters I have to read as part of my job,

Gambled with a
Stranger— and Lost
His money was all gone. He was
broke, but he would not wager his
gun on a turn of the cards. Then
the stranger proposed another bet
that Tom should ride to the top of
a near-by mountain and light a bonfire, in the event that the cards should
go against him on the next deal. Tom
accepted the wager and lost again.
He took the ride and, by so doing,
he assumed to himself the personality of the notorious outlaw known
as "The Shadow," for the lighting
of the beacon was the signal of The
Shadow's return.
Posses of riders
swarmed to the mountain, and Tom
was in dire peril.
The Shadow's
crimes were dastardly and called for
swift and certain justice.
Every one who enjoys a tale of
splendid courage and exciting adventure, of manhood tested in the crucible of danger, should read

—

working overtime if I went around
reading minds as well. And, besides, how
many minds are worth it? The old man
in "Paths to Paradise" was played by Bert
Woodruff. Andre de Beranger is French,
although he was born in midocean off Australia.
He was educated in Australia and
in France and then went on the stage.
His
first screen work was in "The Birth of a
Nation," and he played in several more
Griffith pictures
"Intolerance" and "Broken Blossoms."
He appeared in several
of Doug's films and then began freelancing. Undoubtedly Harry Langdon will
be seen in more short comedies.
I don't
know the age of Johnny Arthur he is not
yet well enough known for me to have all

Shadow

of

Silver Tip
By George Owen Baxter
Of

the

many

writers who have
the West into
none enjoys a wider

their

stories,

George Owen Baxter.
There is a magic and a wizardry
to his story-telling which is the essence of true art.
His narratives are
popularity

than

simple yet absorbingly dramatic, absorbingly real. They make the reader
live oyer again the vivid life of the
primitive West.

At

all

booksellers or order from

thunder

of

tongues,

the

don't

I

for the

who

hoofs,

is

condition of

lolling

eyes

of

no name
the

man

himself in the path

finds

In the beginning of this story
there

;

is

man and
and

such a stampede.

A

a girl are caught in

it,

from

there

is

thrilling

again in "The Dark Angel."
She also
played in "The Mad Marriage," in which
Rosemary Davies, Marion's sister, made
her debut as a screen star.
Incidentally,
that picture included a lot of old favorites in its cast besides Florence Turner
Maurice Costello, Charlotte Walker, and
Paul Panzer.

—No,

the

sightless

of such an inexorable mass.

just
actor's

—

an ava-

as

bellowing, the

Terror stricken
sorry

a screen
usually rather brief, as his popularity dies out
sometimes he gets old
or fat, and sometimes he gets tired of
working and retires on the money he. has
saved up.
You'll be glad to know that
Florence Turner, one of the early players
you mention, is appearing on the screen

portrait.

mad

heeding

rush,

little

the frantic animals

is

Quizzy.

as

lanche, the

you mention have evidently

dropped out of pictures

career

that

very

sort

moment

most
right through to

action

of

the

the end of the book.

Mr. Horton has done an extremely good piece of work.
No one who reads "The Man
of

my

indeed, I never publish
You see, the post-office authorbecome so particular lately as to

the

denv him

Desert"

can

credit for

possibly

it.

have
what is printed

in magazines.
I should
be delighted to have a photo of you if
you have one j ou would like to send me.
Naomi Childers hasn't played in pictures in
several years.
She married Luther Reed,
the scenario writer, and they have a child,
so I suppose Naomi decided to give up her
career and play "just a wife and mother."
Rumors recur now and then that Sessue
Hayakawa is going to appear in a stage
play this season, so perhaps you will be
able to get in touch with him soon. Sixty-

The Man of

r

r

six

PRICE, $2.00 NET

The headlong
obstacles

;

players

is

stampeding?

know the month in which Conway Tearle
was born I know only the year, 1882.
Are you a horoscope expert, planning to
practice on Mr. Tearle?
The old-time

iies

woven the romance of

the

the statistics about him.

—I'm

the emotion

describe

brought into play by
sight of that same herd

which

;

Louisiana.

how

but

grazing,

we

shall

—

Mr.

awe-

inspiring about a herd of cattle

peacefully

I'd be

Tom Converse

something

is

is

quite

a

large

collection

of

the Desert

By

stars'

photographs to have, but as you may have
noticed in a recent Picture-Play, your
record has been beaten with a collection

Robert

numbering ninety- four. I'll tell the editor
you would like Picture-Play to have some

J.

Horton

sort of contest, with prizes.

CHELSEA?
79-89

Seventh Ore.

HOUSE
^Haw ybrh City

Wild, Wild Susan. — What—or
—are you so wild about? Tell papa!

whom

Marian Nixon was born in Superior, Wisconsin.
She was married early in August, at
Riverside, California, to Joe Benjamin, a
pugilist.
Greta Nissen doesn't give her
age
yes,
she has
made a tremendous hit in just the short time that she
has been playing in pictures heretofore
her career has been stage dancing.
Barbara Bedford was born in Prairie du Chien,
Wisconsin previous to her marriage to Albert Roscoe, she was Mrs. Irvin B. Willat.
Not one of the Moore brothers gives his

Price,

$2.00 net

;

—

;

age.

ICHELSEA^pHOUSEf
e

m

79-89

Seventh Qve

Yorh -!£r

Advertising Section
Mr. Louisiana.

—

That's two letters you
month.
You must be sittingthere thinking up questions to ask.
That's
all right with me, though; I've got a lot
of answers up my sleeve that have to break
out somehow.
Eugene O'Brien is freelancing and plays for any company that
gives him the salary he is accustomed to
getting.
He has not played with Paramount for years, as he has been leading
man for Norma Talmadge off and on for
some time.
He recently played opposite
her in "Graustark."
Yes, the Vitagraph
Studio is still in Brooklyn; in fact, it's
quite still, as no pictures are being made
there these days.
Vitagraph, you know,
isn't making pictures any more
they were
bought out by Warner Brothers. Margie
in "The Making of O'Malley," was played
by Helen Rowland.
Wheeler Oakman

have

this
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Famous Marcelling Cap
Now

New Low

Offered at

Price

Tremendous Volume of Sales Makes Further Reduction
Possible on Remarkable Curling Outfit
After

moistening

the

hair

Mc-

with

Gowan's Curling Liquid, you stretch the
elastic
headband with the hands and
bring

it

over

die

hair;

;

played the villain in "Lilies of the Street,"
made last winter, but he doesn't appear in
pictures very often these days.

Miss Lois Noble.

—Of course you should

feel "perfectly all right" in writing to

me.

Hundreds of fans have written me before
and I have never heard of a single instance
where chills and fever or anything else
set in as a result.
Elinor Glyn is under
contract to Metro-Goldwyn.
I don't know
whether she will send out photos or not,
but it will do no harm to ask her. Pauline
Frederick is playing on the stage in Australia, and I have no idea where she can
be reached just now. James Kirkwood will
probably have finished work on "That
Royle Girl" by the time this reaches the
news stands. You will find the addresses
you ask for in the list at the end of this
department.

Wanta Know. — Do

you really think my
name is too long for "any earthly use?"
Perhaps they'll appreciate it when I go to
heaven I am of course being optimistic.
I see you have selected four bachelors as
your favorites. Richard Dix was born in
St. Paul in 1894; he is six feet tall, weighs
one hundred and eighty-five pounds, and is
Richard is a breeze, outdoor
a brunet.
sort of
person, and extremely likable.
Ramon Novarro was born in Durango,
Mexico, February 6, 1899
he gives his
height as five feet ten inches, and weighs
one hundred and sixty pounds.
He is a

—

;

Ramon

brunet.

is

rather

boyish

in

his

manner and somewhat naive.
Ben Lyon
was born in Atlanta, Georgia, about twentysix years ago, and grew up in Baltimore.

He

a brunet with blue eyes, is five feet
eleven inches, and weighs one hundred and
sixty pounds.
You have to think fast
when you talk to Ben, as he is very quickwitted.
Yes, he will send you his picture
for a quarter.
takes care of his own
fan mail, though his mother has been helping him with it lately the job is getting
rather big for Ben to do alone.
Richard
is

He

Then with the lingers puff out
the hair in little "waves" and let
it dry in this position.

Nothing succeeds like success
Rarely has any invention received
such hearty approval as the McGowan Marcelling Cap, recently
granted a Patent by the United
Prom the
States Government.
very first announcement, orders
have come pouring in and pouring in, until now this marvelous
marcelling outfit is in the hands
of more than 40,000 women.
Instead of pricing this unique
invention at $5 to 510, as many
advised us to, we went to the
other extreme and offered the en-

—
This was

of 40c).
little more than enough to cover
the cost of making, advertising and selling,
but we felt that by selling at the closest possible margin of profit, we could quickly get a
great volume of sales.
As a result, we were flooded with orders

and we could hardly supply the demand.
But now we have just completed arrangements
which will practically double our capacity
after the next 40,000

For Every Type and Style

—

Whatever

style of "bob" you prefer
shinIna Claire, cross-waves, center or sidepart bob whatever kind of hair you have
soft and fluffy, coarse and straight, long or
short
this new marcelling device is guaranteed to give you just the kind of marcel you
want in 15 minutes' time. And the beauty
of it is that you can have a fresh marcel
every time you need it with as little trouble
as it ordinarily takes to comb long hair. And
each marcel will cost you about lc
gle,

—

—

his.

the 40,000 Who Will
Profit by This Reduction

Be Among

McGowan. Marcelling
Marcelling Cap and a large
The Curling
Curling Fluid.

—

in Chicago about thirty years
has black hair, brown eyes, is six
feet three inches in height, and weighs one
hundred and eighty-one pounds.
I don't
know whether he charges for his photos

He

or not.

full of

hearted enough to tell them.
Madge Evans is not English, but was born
in New York City in 1909.
As to her
height and weight she is still growing
and I'd have to keep a daily chart or
something to have any accurate information about that.
She doesn't give a home
address and only plays in pictures now
and then, so I hardly know where she can
be reached. However, if you write her in
care of Richard Barthelmess, with whom
she played in "Classmates," perhaps his
just

big

—

COUPON

I
'

WORTH

Buffalo,

P. Williams,

N. Y.

~i

The McGowan Laboratories

W.

710

Jackson

Blvd.,

Dept.

Chicago.

146,

|

I

Dear Mr. McGowan: Please send me your hairwaving outfit, which includes your recently patented
I
Marcelling Cap and a bottle of Curling Liquid.
agree to deposit $2.45 with the postman upon its de-

I

livery.

I

After seven days' trial, if I am not satisfied
results in every way I will return the outfit and
you are to refund the purchase price in full, without
any further obligation on my part.

J
I
I

(with

i

J

,

Name
Address
Note:
calls,

If

you expect to be out when the postman
$2.45 with your order and the McOutfit will be sent postpaid.

enclose

Gowan Marcelling

FREE Be©k en

Deafness
Write today for 168 page FREE book
giving full particulars and testimonial 3
fromhundreds of grateful users whose
hearing has been restored by useof our
*' little wireless phones for the ears.'*

FREE

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Wonder Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT
10c TO YOU?
If ntit. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
If

Coupon!

this

The McGowan Laboratories
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

selling

710 West Jackson Blvd.

exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I send
you a

TREATMENT

of

aren't entirely satisfied in every way just return it and
Your mirror
we will refund the purchase price in full.
is the judge.
Don't put it off another day.
You have nothing to
Tear out the coupon, fill in
lose;' everything to gain.
and mail today.
You'll always be glad you did!

always
sepa-

Wana No.—This

month seems to be
people who want to know, and I'm

at

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing-,

Madame D.
I

itself has
if ordered
of $3.74.

anticipation

reduced price you do not have to pay
Just sign and
for your Macelling Outfit in advance.
mail the coupon and when the postman brings your
new found beauty aid, simply deposit with him $2.45.
Then after trying this outfit for seven days, if you

Even

BUST DEVELOPED

Rod La Rocque

dry.

Send No Money

Outfit
consists
of
the
size bottle of McGowan's

Liquid

is

months.

Just Sign and Mail the

sold for $1.S7 a bottle and the Cap,
When
rately, for the same amount
a total
we offered the combination for S2.S7 we had to do
some close figuring, but we did it in order to get a
great volume of sales in the shortest possible time.
Now we're going the limit and making another reduction to $2.45 (postage paid) for the entire outfit

was born

ago.

a
price which is based on the
411,000 more during the nest few

!

The

minutes

5

1

hair

—

tire outfit (including a $1.S7 botof McGowan's Curling Liquid)
$3.27
(.$2.87 plus average postage

and we're going

n

you remove the Cap
and there is the
loveliest marcel you
ever saw!

tle

—

Dix's sister answers

I

your

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
no medicine but effectively replace what is
lacking or defective in the natural ear drums. They
require

are simple devices, which the wearer easily fits into the
^rs where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.

WILSON EAR DRUM

181

Todd Building

CO., Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KY.

am delighted with the Wonder' telescope Today I have
been watching submarines 3 miles off the coast." Wrote Philip
I am very much pleased with teleBrush, Beverly. Mass.
scope. I saw a Light House 18 miles away."— Clyde Scnbner.
Taunton, Mass. "Far above my expectations. Can see men
'I

J Ft/Telescope
5 SECTIONS
8

Hand*
12
1^ Wsomo
Carrying

POWER,

in.

leatherette

CaSi_

with strap sent free with Wonder
Telescope for short time. Wonder Telescope gives new pleasures to home, farm, camp^^
See people and objects miles awa; ,
travel, sport.
on land or sea, as if they were close. See moon ana
stars as never before. Opens. out over 3 feet long, in
measures
12 inches closed. Brass bound;
sections:
5
powerful lenses. Entertain your friends day or night.
Thousands pleased. Be first in your neighborhood.

Send No Money

1"^?^^^

scope with FREE CaBe and Strap. On arrival deposit
with PoBtman $1.85 plus few pennies postage. Satis •
faction Guaranteed or deposit refunded. Order now.
Ferry
Co., Dept. 97SI
„,

3224 H.

&

Halsted St.

Chicago,

III.

I
working 7 miles away."— S. M. Gearhart, Bolan, Iowa.
could see a wind-mill on a farm across a lake more than 4
miles away. I am much pleased."— Raymond Cosanova, Huain, Wisconsin.

ousands Delaghfeo
'Wonder' Telescope S
have had

my

*fcft»h*12nth3.

EdwT^KCB
Foster,

I

can

tell

Bjjgg^^^r^fc^ifharch

time on the
5 miles

clock

away."

—

liMm W'Ullllii
MaT^^MMrt^^^^^^^^^telescopa
—
i

Baltimore,

color of aero^VAHBnM^^mrS/gj^SBRsft.
Mrs?u^^^P
Elane 4 miles away."
M. Yarbrough, Stringer, Mass7
"Read numbers on freight cars mile aw^^ ^
See mountain on moon."— A. C. Palmer, Indianap^
'.'Watch my boy arrive at school, 2 miles away."— Mrs. Horw

"Could
i.

tell
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Have I ever touched Ben
should say not never borrow,
with
I have shaken hands
is my motto.
him, if that's what you mean, but I assure
So
you, I felt just the same afterward.
you "squeezed" the man you were with, in
your enthusiasm at seeing Lloyd Hughes
I'm sure you must be a
on the screen?
Accordnice girl to take to the movies.
ing to my information, Lloyd is twentythink he and Gloria Hope
six.
I don't
Hughes have any children. Madge Bellamy is not married.
Marie Prevost is
Mrs. Kenneth Harlan.
LUCILLE T.

Lyon ?

—

I

San Antonio

Booster.

—

I

should

say

you are a booster you must be president
of the chamber of commerce at the very
;

Or perhaps you're trying to sell lots.
Where did you hear that San Antonio was
In
the home town of May McAvoy?
her biography she gives New York City
Robert Agnew went to
as her birthplace.
least.

school in San Antonio, but he was born in
Dayton, Kentucky. I'm interested to learn
that Marguerite Clarke is now living in

Yes, I knew "The Warrens
city.
of Virginia," in which Martha Mansfield
met with her fatal accident, was taken
there.
The addresses you ask for are included in the list at the foot of The Oracle.

your

shent
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m
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Bargain
AVE you a good typewriter in both your home and
If
m% office? If not, you are running the risk of costly
misunderstandings and criticism

errors,

—no

matter

how well you writer.
All business and personal letters
and invoices should be typewritten.
It is the method
used by modern men and women, old and young and any1

,

one can afford a machine on our plan.
We will send you
one of these wonderful typewriters with no obligation to
you whatsoever.
Send no money.
Just fill out and mail
the coupon.
This brings full particulars of our Free
Trial Plan made by special arrangement with the express
company.
Take advantage of our Remarkable New Special Low Price Offer which makes it so easy for you to
own this handsome full size machine with all late style
features and modern operating conveniences.

Days Free

10

Trial!

We

want you to give this wonderful typewriter bargain
the most thorough test in your own home or office.
You
cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful machine
until you have seer.) it and used it.
You send no money.
When the typewriter arrives, you deposit only $3 with your
local

express

Then

if

agent.
Test it thoroughly for ten days.
you are not satisfied it is the greatest bargain
very finest typewriter you have ever seen, just reit to your express agent and he will promptly return
your $3 to you.
If you decide to keep it. you make
monthly payments so small you will never miss them—
just like rent
and then this wonderful typewriter is
yours.
No "red tape" no annoyance no delay. Fiveyear written guarantee with every machine.

—
the
turn

—

A
We

—

Lifetime Bargain
giving you

are

—

the

lowest

price

ever

made on

this

machine — late style models — un-to-date — just
—absolutely
highest quality rebuilt, perfect adjustment and
wonderful

like

new

fully guaranteed.
The world famous BALLL. C. Smith has set the standard of quality
service for over 20 years.
It is the easiest running and
longest wearing typewriter ever built.
The choice of largest and discriminating users all over the world.
Over half a million sold.
No machine leaves our factory unless it is 100% perfect
in every detail.
Our prices are so low because we are
the world's largest exclusive dealers in L. C. Smith
Typewriters.
Tou cannot buy a typewriter at anywhere
near our price that will give you as many years of satisfactory service.

BEARING

and long

Matt

Iuka.

—Yes,

indeed, I'll answer
a few more questions for you. I've often
wondered what I'll do when I've used up
all
my answers. Virginia, Lee Corbin
gives her birth date as 1912, so you see
how right you are it hasn't been long
since she played kid roles.
Baby Marie
Osborne seems to have retired from the

—

screen

again

but perhaps she'll play
she has completed her educa-

definitely,

when

Johnnie Walker's pictures include,
"Over the Hill," "Fantomas,"
"Plav
Square," "My Dad," "In the Name of the
Law,"
"Captain
Fly-By-Night,"
"The
Third Alarm," "The Fourth Musketeer,"
"Westbound Limited," "The Mail Man,"
"Children of Dust," "Red Lights," "The
Spirit of America," and "Lilies of the
Streets."
As far as any one knows, the
engagement between Constance Talmadge
and "Buster" Collier is quite definite.
tion.

Aussie Sydney.—Your "bag of queswas an extremely interesting one,

tions"

and it proved to be well stuffed with information as well. For instance, I did not
know that Louise Lovely and her husband,
William Welch, were making pictures out
there in Australia, and I'm sure the fans
will be glad to hear of it.
The last picture that I know of in which she played
here was "Life's Greatest Question;" she
was appearing on the vaudeville stage for
several years here before her current venture in Tasmania.
I knew that Pauline
Frederick was appearing on the stage out
there, as a report came from there that
she was engaged to her leading man but
you know how those Turners are
Yes,
Sylvia Breamer retired from the screen
when she married Harry Martin last No-

—

!

Free to You
A

Now!

Complete Course of Lessons on touch typewriting;
Tools: and Waterproof Cover; Complete Operating Instructions; all given with your machine.
This is the
easiest typewriter to operate and learn.
Anyone can use
it.
Send the coupon now before this offer is withdrawn.

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CORP.,
251-360 E.

Grand Ave., Chicago

FREE TRIAL COUPON
Smith Typewriter Sales Corp.,
251-360 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.
Send me your New Special Offer; Free Booklet

n
of

Aaluahle Typewriting Information; Tour Catalog; and
Free Trial Plan with no obligaton to me.

Name
Address

Employed by

vember.

I

can't recall

pictures besides those

any Australians in
you mention. Ger-

trude Astor was born in Cleveland, Ohio.
Her first screen role was in Mary Pickford's picture, "Through the Back Door."

Her

—

Mary

Parker. Unfortunately, I can't
you this time. .The bridegroom in
"Paths to Paradise" appeared for such a

help

mail.

pictures also include,
"The
Moment," Gloria's "The Impossible

early

Great
Mrs. Bellew," "The Ne'er Do Well," "The
Wall Flower," "Rupert of Hentzau,"
"Lorna Doone," "Alice Adams." She is
five feet seven inches tall, and is a blonde
with gray eyes. I have added her address
to the list at the end of The Oracle. Mary
Miles Minter seems to be definitely out of
pictures
she has become somewhat too
;

plump for screen purposes.

short

moment

listed

in

extra,
to do.

the

who was

Question Box.

he is not
evidently an
that slight "bit"

the* film

in

that

He was

cast.

given

— So

you're "just full"
don't know' of anything
harmless to be full of especially if

of questions?

I

more
you carry them

well.

—

No, Rod La Rocque
isn't married
you wanted me to tell you
something interesting about him. Did you
see him in his first De Mille production,
After that
"The Coming of Amos?"
was completed, he went to work in "Brave

—

Heart," from the stage play "Strongheart."
But they had to change the title because it
would never do, in movies, for Rod to get
Rod was chrisall mixed up with a dog.
tened Rodrique and has a sister Mo.iique
quite unique, don't you
ink?
He was
born in Chicago he is six feet three inches
and & brunet. Yes, there is a screen actress named Catherine Bennett, but she is
not a star.
She is a leading woman who
plays for some of the smaller companies
opposite Fred Thomson, for instance, in
"The Wild Bull's Lair." She is a very
beautiful blonde, and is Enid Bennett's sister.
If you are thinking of a woman
screen star, perhaps you had in mind Constance Bennett who isn't exactly a star,
either, but is featured.
She is the daughter of Richard Bennett, well known on the
stage.
Betty Compson's latest pictures are
"Eve's Secret," "Paths to Paradise," and
"The Pony Express." The latter picture
marked the end of her contract with Famous Players, and, as this is being written, it has not yet been announced what
she is to do next.
Some screen stars are
under contract to a single company which
usually means that they draw a salary
every week whether they are working cr
not.
In this case, when their companies
have no picture for them to play in for
a few weeks, they are "lent" to other
companies for one picture or so. The trouble with a contract arrangement is that,
unless a plaj-er is a big star, he frequently
has no choice as to the roles he plays, but
has to take what is assigned to him.
For
this reason, many players sufficiently in demand to be sure of getting work, prefer
to "free-lance."
That means they are engaged by different companies for only one
or two pictures at a time, and thus are
enabled to turn down any roles which do
not please them. Under this arrangement,
of course, they frequenth- have idle weeks
when they draw no salary at all. I have
seen no announcement of Billie Burke's return to the screen, although since her husband, Flo Ziegfeld, has threatened to produce pictures, it is quite possible that she
may appear in them I rather doubt it,
however. Most of the biggest screen stars
couldn't attempt to read and answer their
fan letters, as they get hundreds of them
a week, so it requires the entire working
time of a trained secretary to answer them.
Alberta Vaughn is only about nineteen, so
her screen rise has been quite meteoric.
i.

;

—

—

—

Nelson B.—All the Mack Sennett bathing beauties can be reached at the Mack
Sennett studios, the address of which you
will find listed below
after Ralph Graves'
name. I don't recall the names of many
of them, but three of them are Alice and

—

Marceline Day, and Marion MacDonald.

Gwendolyn.

— Yes,

Lon

Chaney

was

quite wonderful in "The Phantom of the
Opera;" his make-up was the most gruesome yet. That's really a queer achievement, isn't it to be able to make up as
Mary
the ugliest man in the world?
Philbin plays opposite him in this picture.

—
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Now

For the Genuine

ZARA

VANITIES

To distribute the Genuine Zara Vanities at once among those
who have not had an opportunity of obtaining them we are now
making a special offer on both our fascinating, new styles. One,

—

you wear on a ribbon bracelet like a wrist watch
the other,
around your neck as a sautoir. They are the daintiest compact
cases you ever saw and so convenient to carry. You know how much
bother It Is to carry a powder puff or an ordinary, big compact in your
coat pocket or purse. A Zara Vanity will solve this problem to your lasting
satisfaction You will be perfectly delighted with one ofthese little cases.

Used as
Wrist

Watch

A

Vanity that is Worn
Like a Wrist Watch
This wrist vanity Is

charming and
It

is

distinctive.

worn like

a wrist

watch on a ribbon bracelet
with an attractive clasp
to match the case in gold
or platinum finish. Inside
a small compact of delicately scented powder, a

is

mirror which reflects your
whole face and a puff just
big enough for the touch
of powder that assures
perfect grooming.

Two Popular
Styles
A
If

Dainty Zara Sautoir
Vanity

you

desire,

you may have

this dainty sautoir vanity. It
looks just like an elegant little

You wear it around
your neck on a long black gros
grain ribbon
Every ribbon
is complete with a slide with
gold finish to match the vanity. This lovely vanity also
contains a powder compact,
locket.

mirror and puff.

95c
Only
NOW!

Send No Money!

Mail This Coupon

If you live in Canada send post office or express order.

You do not have

to

No

C. O. D. order, accepted from Canada, or other foreign countries.

send a penny for one of these popular Zara

postman the small sum of 95c plus
postage when it arrives. Mark on the coupon whether you want
a Zara Wrist or Sautoir Vanity and the finish you desire. After
you receive your vanity, you have three days in which to decide.
Show it to your friends. Think how they will envy you when they
see you with one of these chic vanities on your wrist or hanging
from a gros grain ribbon around your neck. You will just love to
wear your Zara. But if you are not perfectly satisfied, return the
vanity within the three days and your money will be refunded.
Vanities.

J

Just pay the

BHIHRBBBRaiHBBaBBaaiQSBfiaaBllBaBBaaBBIHIflSBaBBIIBBl
ZARAVAN COMPANY, Dept. 12-81
311 River Street, Chicago, 111.
(Not Inc.)
Will you please send me a Zara Vanity in the style and finish
pay the postman 95c plus postage
I will
indicated below.
when it arrives. I understand that if I am not satisfied, 1 can
return the vanity within 3 day s and my money will be refunded.
(Please check style and finished desired)
Platinum Finish
Zara Wrist Vanity
Green Gold Finish
Zara Sautoir Vanity

Name

out the coupon and mail it right away. There is no additional
charge for the wrist bracelet or neck ribbon. Don't delay ordering
Send the coupon TODAY
until the limited supply is gone.

Address

ZARAVAN COMPANY,

If there is likely

Fill

!

(Not Inc.)

y

River Street,

Dept
uepi.

\l o»
"J,

Chicago,

111.

State

City

no one at home when the Vanity arrives,
orifyouliveinCanada.it is advisable to enclose a post office
or express order for g5c. When you do this we pay the postage.
to be
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.

is

—

America's outstanding emotional actress best loved because she best portrays the emotions of her millions of
admirers.

—

a queenly ornament to the Screen her manner captivating her art flawless and realistic. The most
truly feminine of all feminine stars, she typifies the highest type of American womanhood.

Miss Rich

is

—

Miss Rich's recent triumphs in Warner Classics have won for her a
unique position in filmdom. In her latest Warner picture "Compromise," her genius soars into the highest realms of artistry and dramatic power. "Compromise" the newest Warner screen sensation
is coming soon!
Watch for Warner announcements!

—

"If it's a

Warner Picture

it's a

Classic"

WARNER BROS
Classics of the Screen

M

.

What Are

the Worth-

while Things in Life}
That

the

is

we

question

all

have to

answer.
It

is

question

the

beautiful Jennie Joyce

was faced by

that

when

she turned her

back on the factory

and

became an
model

artist's

in

the studios of
Greenwich Village.

How, at

last,

she

found the answer,

makes

as

fascinat-

ing a story of love

and adventure as
you have read in

many

years.

You will

not skip

a colorful page of

The Husks
A

of Life

Love Story

By Mary Douglas
You
its

will

attractive

find

it

to-day at your dealer

s

with the famous

"CH"

mark on

"CH"

is
the mark on popular-price books that have
Love stories, adventure stories, detective stories,
the best of them bear this mark.
And they are yours for
75c a copy. Published by

jacket.

never been printed before

Western

stories

—

the low price of

75 Cents

mm

nousc

rrousHEig
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
N£W YORK. CITY

75 Cents

[ANA

"Stuft" Confections are as essential to the success of the holidays as the Christmas Tree itself. C.A gift for all the family. CThese
thin
crispy
sugar shells "stuft" with pure
luscious fruitjams
are the ideal candy for the holidays and every
nuts and marmalades
social occasion. C,The packages best suited to these festive days are the 2, 3,
and 5 pound air-tight tins, or the 1 pound air-tight glass jar. C.Get the original
and genuine Diana "Stuft" Confections wherever good candy is sold.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

BUNTE BROTHERS

.

.

.

.

.

Est.

1876

-

World- Famous Q^ndies

*

Chicago

DIANA
"STUFT
Confections
FAMOUS CANDIES
WOULD
c
Choose

1XOO

D<inds

CJroriL

Whicfv to

<r

A

Big

Book

About Big Men
in the Big Woods

When

A. M. Chisholm sits
down to write about the life
that he sees all about him in
his

home

valley

in

Columbia, every lover

British
of

goc

fiction has a real treat in store.

Chisholm never did a better
job than this latest book of
his which he calls

The Red-headed Kids
Here is the story of a group of roughneck lumberjacks who try
something over on a red-headed youngster and live to regret it.
In the pages of this stirring novel, there

is

all

on the mountains that Mr. Chisholm knows so well.

brush and great colors, and once you have started his
it

aside until

you come

to the

to

put

sweep of the wind
He paints with a wide
book, there's no putting

the

dramatic conclusion.

published by
Chelsea House, one of the oldest and best-established firms in the
country. Ask for it at your dealer's and ask at the same time to
see the others in the Chelsea House line.

"The Red-headed Kids," by A. M. Chisholm,

is

Published bj

niDSEA MOUSE

Price

$2.00

Net

ilBHS

Price

$2.00

Net
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I Will TrainYou

at Home to fill

a MfayJob/
Look What These Cooke

Trained Me n Are Earning
Makes $700 in 24
Days in Radio
"Thanks to your interesting
Course I made over $700 in 24
days in Radio. Of course, this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me."

FRED

G.

McNABB, 848

Spring St., Atlanta, Georgia

$70 to $80 a
week for Jacquot
"Now

I

am

specializing in

Auto Electricity and battery
work and make from $70 to
$80 a week and am just getting
started. I don't believe there
is another school in the world
like yours. Your lessons are
a real joy to study."

ROBERT JACQUOT, 2005 W.

Colorado Ave.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

$20 a Day for
Schreck

—

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3,500 to $10,000 a Year
—
—
—
Today even the ordinary Electrician the "screw driver" kind is making money big
money. But it's vhe trained man the man who knows the whys and wherefores of

—
—theElectrical Expert—who

is picked out to "boss" the ordinary Electricians
jobs that pay $3,500 to $10,000 a Year. Get in line for one
of these "Big Jobs." Start by enrolling now for my easily learned, quickly grasped, rightup-to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity.
Get Started Now—Mail Coupon
Age or Lack oE Experience
I want to Bend you my
L. L. Cooke, Chief Engineer

Electricity

—to boss the Big Jobs— the

No Drawback

The biggest thing I ever
did was answer your advertisement. I am averaging bet-

Book and
Proof Lessons, both
These cost you
Electrical

You don't have to be a College Man; you don't have

"Use my name as a reference
and depend on me as a boost-

J

It's a shame for you to earn $15 or $20 or $30
a week, when in the same six days as an Electrical Expert you could make $70 to $200— and
do it easier not work half so hard. Why then
remain in the small-pay game, in a line of work that offers no chance,
no big promotion, no big income? Fit yourself for a real job in the
great electrical industry. I'll show you how.

to be a High School Graduate.

Free.

My Course in Electricity is simple,
thorough and complete and offers every man, retraining.

start today for a

ter than $500 a

gardless of age, education, or previous experience, the
chance to become, in a very short time, an ' 'Electrical Expert," able to make from §70 to $200 a week.

inElectricity,
Send in

month from
I

used

to make $18.00 a week."
A. SCHRECK, Phoenix, Arizona

Plant Engineer-

Pay

raised

150%

"I was a dumbbell in electricity until I got in touch with

you Mr. Cooke, but now I
have charge of a big plant including 600 motors and direct
a force of 34

men— electriMy salary

cians, helpers, etc.

has gone up more than 150%."

GEORGE ILLINGWORTH.
63

No Extra Charge for Electrical
Working Outfit

Holyoke, Mass.

extra

Coupon

NOW.

—

—
So sure am that you can learn Electricity — so sure am
after studying with me, you, too, can get into the big
Your

Satisfaction Guaranteed

I

I

*

that

'

money" class

in electrical work, that I will guarantee under bond to return every single penny paid me in tuition, if
when you have finished
Course, you are not satisfied it

my

was the best investment you ever made. And back of me

my

guarantee, stands the Chicago Engineer-

ing Works, Inc. , a two million dollar institution,
thus assuring to every student enrolled, not only
a wonderful training in Electricity, but an unsurpassed Student Service as well.

L.

Tfie

"CookeTrained

The Man

Who Makes

2 1 50 Lawrence "Big-Pay"
Ave., Chicago
Men
fS? Send me at once without obligation
your big illustrated book and comri^
plete details of your Home Study
Course
in Electricity, including your
WJW

wjj^

Name.

Man is the Big Pqy^fan

L.COOKE,

Dept. 442

55
8§H

HI

Chicago

a bright future

IW

no

ZI50 Lawrence Ave.,
Dept. 442,

With me.you do practical work at home. You start
right in after your first few lessons to work at your
profession in the regular way and make extra money in
your spare time. For this you need tools, and I give them
to you— 5 big complete working outfits, with tools, measuring instruments, and a real electric motor 5 outfits in all.

in

Calumet Road.

Works

_

er.

my own business now.

Chicago Engineering

AsChief Engineer of nothing and,
theChicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the you'll enjoy
kind of training you need, and I will give you that them. Make the

Address.

in Occupation.

outfit

and employment service

offers.

Vol.
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What

....

Fans Think

the

....

'An open forum of discussion by our readers.

Mademoiselle Corinne
A striking pose of Corinne

Yo, Ho, and a Bottle
Doug

Fairbanks'

Escaping the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.15

.

Griffith.

Rum!

of

.

8

new achievements

Type Bugaboo

Edwin

.

.

in color

.

.

Schallert

16

.

''The Black Pirate."

in

Malcolm H. Oettinger

J

8

Edwin

\

9

Bessie Love breaks bounds and does some acting.

Mr. Dane from Denmark

.

Karl Dane's overnight success
If

You're Funny Earn

A

Why

Some Money

Ben Turpin

Schallert

.

....

20

Dorothy Wooldridge

23

.

Left the Screen

.

account of the comedian's devotion to his dying wife.

Sober Reflection
Odd

-

.

$500 contest for gags for Johnny Hines' next picture.

An

On

.

"The Big Parade."

in

bits

.

.

.

.....

Horace Woodmansee

24

Dorothy Manners

.

26

Edwin

.

30

of observation on one thing and another.

The Sketchbook

Peeping over an interviewer's shoulder.

Will "Ben-Hur" Justify

its

Cost?

Significant points in the history of the

What

The

.

.

mammoth

film.

Style of Bob Suits Your Type?
.
Views of varying styles worn by screen actresses.

Banky

of Vilma
.
.
Tracing her career from Hungary to Hollywood.

Discovery

Favorite Picture Players
Price of a Success
The tragedy behind

.

....

...

....
....

....

Myrtle Gebhart

Rotogravure photos of eight prominent people.

The

Schallert

Elza Schallert

.

32
34

35
43

Belle Bennett's achievement in "Stella Dallas."

Hollywood High Lights

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

45

Elliott

49

Gleanings from the news and gossip on the Coast.

Why Did De Mille Leave Famous Players?
The

Looking
As

John Addison

part heredity has played in the great director's career.

On

with an Extra Girl

.

.

Margaret Reid

.

52

she watches Lillian Gish and John Gilbert in the making of "La Boheme."
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*TKe Trade Marl
of Romantfe

mi

i

Personalities

am/

tfeeir

of Paramount,-

Paramount

Pictures

|

1

1

1

I

oA Kiss
for (rnderella"^
Herbert Brenon Production

'-Herbert Urtnon
directed " A Kiss for

Where the Peter Pan

He

appears, hearts grow
lighter. There's more
than a touch of fairyland
about her, and the worka-day world seems slow
when she's around. See
her in "Are Parents
People?" "Not So Long

Cinderella."

girl

Ago," "The Golden

Paramount s New Year
9

Remember
how "Peter Pan" de-

lighted you! He directed
that, too! Other Paramount Pictures of his are:
"The Street of Forgotten

Men," "The

Little
French Girl," and "The
Song and Dance Man."

Princess."

Gift

Nation-wide Showing Week of December 28th
you seem so much older than you used to, if
might be a little kinder to you than
it is, come watch Betty Bronson and Tom Moore
contrive happiness out of old boards, small feet and
If

you

feel that life

a policeman's point of view!

The
QUrria Swanson
Gloria Swanson's success
and popularity sweep for-

ward like a tidal wave.
Her Paramount Pictures
are centers of fascinated
human groups at all
points of the compass.
Seeherin"Madame Sans-

Gene," "The Coast of
Folly" "Stage Struck."

UhomasJXlcighan
People who would not
to see a king pass by
would break half a dozen
appointments to meet
Tom Meighan. His is
a triple success; a man's
man, a woman's man,
and the kid's man, tool
Be sure to see "Old Home
Week," "The Man Who

peculiar thing about

"A

Kiss for Cinderella"
that although children enjoy

as

about "Peter Pan,"

it

intensely there are ten times as

is

in the long lines at the

box

many grownups

offices!

stir

Found Himself," and
"Irish Luck."

J.

The fact is that all the world is young when
M. Barrie and Paramount are partners.

Today, Paramount and the leading dramatists and
writers of the world are hand in glove in the great
cause of better pictures. The writers are giving of
their best because they know that Paramount's
resources and screen ideals are big enough to ensure
the greatest possible progress.

(polajfegri

<D.W.griffith
D. W. Griffith's "That
Royle Girl" reveals more
mastery than ever. Griffith'sParamount Pictures
are the harvest of his art
See Carol Dempster, W.
C. Fields and Harrison
Ford, in "That Royle
Girl." ) Watch for the

huge Griffith special,
"Sorrows of Satan," by
Marie

Pola Negri is a complex
and dramatic personality
whose charm is today
exercising its full power

^paramount

the United States.
Michael Arlen is writing

in

"Crossroads of the
World" especially for her.
See her in "Flower of
Night," and "A Countess in

{pictures

Iowa."

Corelli.

Produced by
Famous Players-Lasky Corp
Adolph Zukor, President
New York City

'If

it's

a

Paramount Picture

it's

the

best

show

in

town
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THE SEASON

IS ON!

HEN

two such pictures as ''The Big Parade" and
"Stella Dallas'' have had their big formal openings,
we may know that the movie season is in full swing.

A

great deal has been written about "Stella Dallas" in this
which will be fully appreciated by those who
have not yet seen the picture. But to know in advance something about it and about those who play in -it will double the
pleasure you will have when you do see it, and you will want
to turn back to this issue again afterward,
For the same reason there will be more about "The Big Parade" and those who took part in it
in our next number.
Following the story on Karl Dane, we will tell you about Tom O'Brien, another outstan ding figure in the picture.
And there will be an article about Jack Gilbert which
we promise will be of more than usual interest to every fan
whether he is a Gilbert fan or not.
As you know, Gilda Gray is soon to burst upon the screen.
Malcolm H. Oettinger recently visited her at her Long Island
home, and he will give you his impressions next month.
This is but a small fraction of the treat that is in store for
you.
There are several features we would like to announce,
if only there were space left.
As there is not, we can only
urge you not to miss the next issue.
issue, not all of

Advertising Section

Miss Georgia Ingram
Frledland's "Affairs of AnaloV
Keith's Vaudeville
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CanTeaehTtcm. to Dance Like This*
Ser^efMarinoff
can study under my personal
direction right in your own home."

"And you
TT*EW PEOPLE
J"*

FREE

living outside of

New York, Chicago, or the great

have the opportunity to study dancing with any

European

capitals

And

the
of the really great masters.
private, personal instructions of

even average teachers range upward
from $10 an hour.

But now, the famous Sergei Marinoff
has worked out a system of home
instruction.

You

can learn

—

classic

dancing in all its forms interpretive,
Russian, ballet, aesthetic, Greek at
a mere fraction of the cost of lessons
in the studio.

Records, Complete Studio Outfit

A

dainty costume designed so as to permit
free use of the limbs, ballet slippers, every-

thing you need to help you with your lessons comes FREE with the course. Simple
charts

so easy and so delightful. Just
put the record on the phonograph,
slip into the dainty litde dancing
costume (furnished free with the
Course) and you are ready to start.
Now comes the voice of MarinoS
himself instructing you, telling you
what to do, while the spirited rhythm
of the music inspires grace and confidence in you. And guided by the
charts, the photographs of MarinoS
and his students and the easy text, you
master the technique of the dance.

It is

Your progress is rapid and soon you
develop confidence so that you are
eager to dance before an audience.

is

salaries are paid.

Dancing Costume, Phonograph

and beautiful photographs illustrate

every lesson while phonograph records
and simply worded text teach the essential points of technique. You can learn to
dance, as you have always longed to dance,
and your lessons will be pleasant and easy.

Write to Sergei Marinoff

—

A Fascinating Way to Learn

in demand. Startling
And those who can
dance for charitable entertainments or
for the pleasure of their friends
quickly become social favorites. In
addition, one is so much more desirable as a partner in ball room dances
when she has developed a sense of
rhythm, and cultivated suppleness
through classic dancing.
the dancer

Everyone interested in dancing

Charm and Grace
The

natural beauty of the body is
developed, an exquisite grace and

by correct training in classic dancing. For better
health for greater beauty— for poise—
for slenderness
dance ! Dancing is
the pleasantest form of exercise.
flexibility cultivated

—

As

—

a means of developing grace in
dancing is unsurpassed.

should write to Sergei MarinoS at
once and get complete information
concerning his splendid system

home

instruction in Classic
This information is free.
Send the coupon today.
of

Dancing.

M. SERGEI MARINOfP
School of Classic Dancing
Studio 2-82,
1

1924 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago

children,

And

my

method, mother and

|

ftf.

daughter can grow graceful together.

|

School of Classic Dancing,

|

:

Studio 12-82, 1924 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago

i

with

And Fortune — and Glory

z

5

The

popularity of classic dancing
grows greater every day. It has won
its place in American life.
vaudeville
the
For the theatre

—

—

—

—

civic and college pageants
movies
everywhere
for private social affairs

—

I

Sergei Marinoff,

Please send me full information about your
home study course in Classic Dancing, I undersund that this is absolutely FREE,

|
jj*

|

|
f

Name

••

Ad&rett

§
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•

|
I
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ROD LAROCQUE
in

"BRAVEHEART"
An Alan Hale Production
Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

With Lillian Rich, Robert Edeson,
Tyrone Power and Jean Acker
Adapted by Mary O'Hara from the
play

"STRONGHEART"

by William C. Demille

CECIL B. DeMILLFS
Production

The Redskin's

"The Road

Woman

A pale-face "moonbeam" girl, or a lovely darkskinned maiden of his own race— which was the
wife for him? Had the white man's college and
the white man's ways changed his Indian heart?

"BRAVEHEART"

with

ROD LAROCQUE,

is

to Yesterday"

Adapted by Jeannie Macpherson and
Beulah Marie Dix
From the play by Beulah Marie Dix
and E. G. Sutherland, with Joseph
Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal, Vera Reynolds, William Boyd and Julia Faye.

a

rare type of pic-

SILENCE"

ture, a strong
story teeming

A Rupert Julian Production

with elemental
emotion— ambi-

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

tion, rivalry , pas-

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from
the Broadway hit by Max Marcin,

sion and heroism

—back

Crasn

>

through the ages.

ani? Then

The

—

fashionable

young crowd with their modern love problems
found themselves in a curiously different setting, where jealousy, intrigue and romance
followed them with remarkable results.

An

with H. B. Warner

of the noblest
sort. Don't miss

cA Deafening

extraordinarily colorful picture,

rich in

modern and medieval background. Splendidly
dramatic throughout,"The Road to Yesterday
Ask your theatre man for it.
.

"THREE FACES EAST"
A Rupert Julian Production

"CORNERED"
Behind the

lines

were even stranger risks than in the trenchesconstant danger from the deep deviltry of spies.

With Jetta Goudal, Robert Ames,
Henry Walthall and Clive Brook.
Adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan and
Monte Katterjohn from the play
by Anthony Paul Kelly

—

And

the cleverest spy of them all was
woman! But even she took one risk too many,
and found herself face to face with her worst

enemy, trapped like a rat ! What next? See
the thrilling answer in "Three Faces East."

LEATRICE JOY
in

"The Wedding Song"
With Robert Ames

An Alan Hale

Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

Wanted
Same Man

'Both
the

4 One was a clevi er confidence
lady slim, silken, fascinating;

—

the other a
primitive

woman fired with the

of her race.
both loved?

Who

strong passions

would win the man they

Don't fail to see Leatrice Joy
ding Song."

in

"The Wed-

Adapted by Charles Whitaker and
Douglas Doty from the novel
by Ethel Watts Mumford

CECIL B. DeMILLFS
Production

The Girl from His Past

"The Volga Boatman"
Adapted by Lenore Coffee from

the

Konrad Bercovici
With William Boyd, Elinor Fair, Victor
Varconi, Julia Faye, Theodore Kosloff
and Robert Edeson
story by

Personally directed byCecilB. DeMille

was his wedding night. Suddenly, out of the
darkness into the bright lights of the marriage
party, stumbled this bruised flower from the
streets. It was a terrible moment in his life.
It

This isbut one of the big scenes from "Silence",
the powerful drama, with H. B. Warner.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
r. C.

MUNROE.

President

RAYMOND PAWLEY. VicePres.denl and Treasurer

JOHN

C FL1NN, Vice-President and Central Manaecr
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METROPOLITAN PICTURES
^Presents

i^tfOUT MERCV"

A

Woman's Hate Deeper
Than Man's?
SHOULD
<woman
have been the
he had hurt so cruelly— body and soul
Is

really

this stern
pitiful girl

—twenty years

in

Now

he was in her power.
Relentlessly, she demanded payment.
Trembling in the balance was the fate of a lovely
girl, a political situation and a fortune! An absorbing story of love— hate and a woman's revenge.

Adapted by Monte Katterjohn from the novel by
John Goodwin. With Vera Reynolds, Dorothy

Don't miss

Phillips,

earlier?

cA GEORQE

—

it!

MELFORD PRODUCTION—

Robert Ames and Rockliffe Fellonoes.

There's a Thrill in—
—The fiery

furnace of a big steel plant

— The primitive battle of twojstrong men

—Young love that fights against tremendous obstacles.

And when you

these thrills in one magnificent
can't be beaten.
Every minute of "STEEL PREFERRED" is breath-

picture,
lessly

get

all

you get entertainment that

absorbing.

qA stirring drama adapted

by Elliott J. Cla-wson, from
The Saturday Evening Post stories, "The Adventures of

Watty Gay", by Hershel S. Hall. With Vera Reynolds,
William Boyd, Charlie Murray, Ben Turpin and a
fine cast.

TH£ JESTEiV
LOLA was a woman of the circus, yet
i

so lovely, so

three

irresistible, that

her madly, each in his own wayone with the ardor of youth, one with the deep
tenderness of maturity and one with the wild

men loved

jealousy of a passionate

nature.

Somebody

must lose—who?
A story of strange circus people, of high society,
of a gay millionaire whose days were numbered.
A whirlwind of tense and fascinating situations
in ultra-fashionable settings, in a second rate

gambling dive in Tangiers.
remarkable picture
hotel, in a

A truly

o4

FRANCES MARION PRODUC-

TION — Directed

by George Melford.

From

the novel by William J. Locke.
With Eugene O'Brien, Lillian Rich,
Edmund Burns and Henry B. Walthall,

THESE

three splendid productions are typical of the diversified entertainment offered you by Metropolitan
Pictures Corporation, Inc. Stirring drama, absorbing mystery, and tender romance are brought to life
before you. Skillful players, brilliantly directed, hold your unwavering interest right up to the final moment.

Ask Cor these

pictures,

and watch for the forthcoming Metropolitan pictures at your Savorite theatre

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, Presidtnl

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vicc-Presidcnl and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FlINN. Vice-Proidcm and

General Manajcr
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What

Where

Pictures

WONDER
I can
imagine

the Fans Think

Are Appreciated.

any of your readers
what pictures mean to

if

white men who never catch a glimpse
of a white woman for months at a time.
We are a little band guarding the northern frontier
of Uncle Sam's "Island Empire," the Philippines.
Our
official title is the Third Pursuit Squadron (Air Service),
U. S. Army. And we are garrisoned in what is probably the most lonely army post in existence.
We are
eighty kilometers north of Manila on the eastern scarp
of an extinct volcano. Mount Pinatubo, on the shores
of the China Sea, breeding place of the terrible typhoon.
Our number is about one hundred and twenty, and the
only white women nearer than Manila are the wives of
a few officers and "non-coms" who have had the courage to follow their husbands to this wilderness. Pictures
are shown here five times a week.
They are about a
year and a half old by the time they reach us. We have
just had "The Thief of Bagdad," and preparations were
made for a fitting reception days beforehand. Our
orchestra (?) was rehearsed unmercifully.
couple of
singers and "uke" players were pressed into service.
Our screen is in the open air, and on the night of the
big event, every man was ordered to shave and put on
his best, uniform before being allowed to see the show.
Officially we are divided, for purposes of drill, into the
first platoon and the second platoon, of sixty men each,
but such is the sway over us of our favorites of the silver
sheet that the particular admirers of Gloria Swanson requested that they all be put together.
Not to be outdone, those who burn incense at the shrine of Pola Negri
made the same request, so now the first platoon is called
the Gloria platoon and the second, the Pola platoon,
and we have a Betty Compson squad, a May McAvoy
squad, and so on.
There is keen rivalry between the
two platoons and on pay-day night, very often bloody
,

A

battles.
I

wonder,

home again
lovely

in

the

in the

shadow

days to come,
States,

if

we

when we

are back

will ever forget these

ladies of the days of our exile.

I

know

one who will not.
Clark Field,

Sergeant John F. Rogers.
Pampanga, Philippine Islands.

From
I'm just an old

a

Then came Novarro.
Some one said that he was a second
Valentino.
So I grrr-red and refused
even go to see him. When his pictures appeared in
the papers, I looked away from them.
Finally, I was invited to a movie party with friends
and was'obliged to see Novarro or be rude to my hostess.
to

talked volubly of the leading lady,
the storv, et cetera. I was so afraid of being asked my
opinion "of the leading man that I conspicuously avoided
the subject.- Every one at the tea table was enjoying
You see they were all Novarro fans. Finally,
it, but me.
good friend, Mrs. Tease, asked if we didn't think

After the matinee,

I

my

Novarro was very much

like

Valentino.

declared with a capital "not."
That was my Waterloo. I had betrayed my interest
So, after that. I came out in the open
in the new star.
Novarro without caring who knew
enjoy
to
and began
whenever a Novarro picture is
but
that,
only
Not
it.
shown, I round up all my kiddies— about a dozen girls
They
around seventeen and take them to see him.
the
all like him and it does girls good to have a hero of
variety.
Novarro type takes their minds off the sheik
But it must be hard on the mails! I know several of
my girls write to him. I just laugh and let them go
I might have written to him myself twenty-five
to it.

"He

certainly

is

not!"

I

—

—

Novarro fan that my
Not long ago I caught
She exMrs. Tease' looking through my hand bag.
plained that she was looking for the latest picture of
Imagine
NoA^arro.
And I might be his mother
Yes. I'm an old woman, but when I go to a show
I like my heroes as they were when
I like to forget it.
What else are dreams
heroes.
and
had
young
was
I
for? Swaggering has-beens like Thomas Meighan and
Milton Sills can't do it. They appear out of place.

now become

have

I

friends

make

such a

quite a joke of

!

As for Rudy
windows

it.

.

Grrr-rr!

my

hope

I

growls jar your

!

5428 Ninth Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.

Rosalind Rubelle.
.

...

.

Novarro Fan.

woman

—born

contrary, I guess.
I
let my hair grow long and let it go gray, and I refuse
to accept a motion-picture star just because he is a
fad. So, you see, I'm not very up-to-date.
When Valentino became the rage, I just curled up
in my corner and grrr-red, and psst-sted and scratched
until no one dared say "Rudy," "Valentino" or "Sheik"
in my presence.

Live and Let Live.

and tired of the Novarro
not that I object to their praising him all
have a perfect right to praise their favorites, even
but it is
ishlv. and to criticize all the players
brutal intolerance and utter disregard for others
I

It

am

heartily

sick

—

is

—

fans.

fans
fooltheir

that

I have noticed several letters from
is so objectionable.
Novarro fans that were particularly raw. Isn't it about

Advertising Section
time

that these fans realized, first, that
really there are other fa—> besides themselves in the world, and that it hurts a good
deal to have jour favorite harshly and unfairly slammed?
Second, that all the players,
even Valentino, who seems to get
most of their slams, have a perfect right to
appear on the screen and try to please
those fans who like them and there are

—

millions of such fans?

Violet Rand.

Wissahickon Heights, Philadelphia, Pa.

What

a Thrill

must tell the Pictl re-Pi.av readers of
my one and only thrill. It happened while
I was called
I was an extra in Hollywood.
upon to do a bit in a Richard Dix picture.
Imagine how thrilled I was to be able to
see him
But, listen.
I was picked to be
maid of honor to his leading lady. After
the ceremony, the director told Richard to
make it realistic, so what does he do, but
grab the maid of honor and kiss her
I
was so stunned for the moment that I didn't
really
know what had happened.
Of
course, it meant nothing to him, but imagine what it meant to me
I'll wager
hardly one of you has experienced such a
thrilling thrill.
Although I have not been
an extra for some time, I'm still strong
I

!

!

11

Windsor, Florence Vidor, and our other

American

beauties.
It was lucky for her
that her initial appearance was in an interesting and well-produced picture.
Perhaps some people might say, "Look

Pola Negri.
She was launched over
here with a similar blare of trumpets and
everything has been velvet for her." However, there was a demand for Miss Negri's
pictures after we had seen her wonderful
at

performances in the foreign-made pictures
which were shown here prior to her coming to America.
I am glad to see some of the newer
actresses, such as
Man- Brian, Esther
Ralston, Betty Bronson, Marian Nixon,
Mary Astor, and others, get ahead, because they have done something to justify
their advancement, but in fairness to some
of our players who have worked long and
striven hard for success, let us be allowed
to choose our own stars and not have, them
foisted upon us.
Grace O'Donnell.
2242 West Ninety-eighth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Praise for a

New

Star.

!

for the movies.

A

Former Extra

Girl.

Colmas, Calif.
P. S.
I almost forgot I also had the
pleasure of dancing with him.

What!

No

Thrill?

the heading "What the Fans
Think," I noticed an article signed by D.
W. from Sydney, Australia, saying that
she would just give up the ghost within
the next five minutes if only given the
chance to look into Richard Dix's smiling

Under

brown eyes.
Mr. Dix was

recently in Houston on location, and I had the pleasure of meeting
him.
In fact, he attended a dinner party
where I was present. While he is charming and pleasant and altogether good to
look at, there are many boys here in town
who are just as much so. In saying this

am

not knocking him. He is very good
on the screen in my opinion one of the
I

—

best male actors.
Combined with his acting ability he just happened to have good
features that filmed well.
F. H.

Houston, Texas.

appeared prior to its presentation, one
would have been led to believe that a newcomer, Miss Vilma Bank}', was the star
and that she was assisted by one of our
very best actors, Mr. Ronald Colman.

would

know how

a practically
unknown
without having served
any sort of an apprenticeship, can burst
forth into such prominence and be literally
"thrust down our throats," and our own
actors and actresses of experience be forced
It is decidedly unto take second place?
fair, and, as is usually the case, works out
to the detriment instead of the benefit of
the newcomer.
Miss Banky was billed as "the most
beautiful actress on the screen," "the actress with the most beautiful form," "the
leading emotional actress of the screen,"
and various other extreme though ambiguous statements.
With a sensational fanfare such as this, most everybody went to
see Miss Banky with that "you-gotta-showme" attitude, and many felt that they had
I
Personally,
been
"fooled
again."
like to
actress,

thought Miss Banky a very good actress,
but as far as looks are concerned she can't
hold a candle to Corinne Griffith, Claire

Your English?
DO

word of praise for a new
favorite Vilma Banky
Her work in
It
"The Dark Angel" was wonderful.

—

takes in English.

not need to make these mistakes any longer. Right at home, in
spare time, in the privacy of your own
room, you can make up the education
you missed in the days that you should
have been at school.

The

International Correspondence Schools will teach you, just
as they have taught thousands of
other men, by a simple new
method which shows you instinctively which word to use
and how to use it.

Mail the coupon to-day

!

"The White

Sister."

R. P. Leavitt.
164 Beach Street, Wollaston, Mass.

Two

!

and no

No

better.

Scranton, Penna.

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

GOOD ENGLISH
Salesmanship

Business Management
Industrial

Management

French

'

Personnel Organization

_ Traffic

Advertising

Better

Management

excellent direction.
I have seen Gilbert in a number of picOff Broadway,"
such
as
tures
"Just

Letters

Law

Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing
Accountancy (including C.P.A. )DCivil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Railway Mail Clerk
Business

Banking and Banking Law

Common

School SubjecU
High School Subjects
illustrating

TECHNICAL AND

doubt "The
Merry Widow" will be a popular picture,
but it will not be because of Gilbert. If it
does find public approval, it will be because the theme of the story is universal in
its appeal, and because of Von Stroheim's
pictures

Box 4564-D,

cost or obligation on my part, please tell ma
I can qualify for the position or in the subject betoro
which I have marked an X:

Without

how

Spanish

Contrasting Views.

am

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Bookkeeping
Private Secretary

righteously indignant
I've just
been reading the latest fan magazines, and
oh
how it does make my blood boil to
see John Gilbert named as "another Valentino successor." What the fans can see
in Gilbert is more, than I can comprehend.
I have studied the motion-picture industry for several years, and I've come to
the conclusion that a star is as good as his
I

for free booklet

a

seemed to me almost impossible that one
so unaccustomed to our ways could do
such splendid work in her first Americanmade picture. I hope we can have an interview with her by the inimitable Myrtle
In passing, I
Gebhart before very long.
must mention that Ronald Colman did the
best work in this picture that I have seen
since

say

You do

r

for

when you

Do you

"between you and I" instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your
speech or use them incorrectly when
you write?
Many a man has been held down
all his life and suffered untold
embarrassment because of mis-

from location, and so forth.
They all
seem so personal and real. I sometimes
think Sally Benson is a little harsh on some
of the efforts of our leading stars and
directors, but every one can't be of the
same opinion.
I'm wishing you many,
mam years of success, and may PicturePlay always be in the lead

Now

YOU

say "who"
should say "whom"?

!

!

Let Us Choose Our Stars.
Recently "The Dark Angel" was shown
in Cleveland, and from the publicity that

I

Here's my first contribution after three
years of earnest admiration for your magazine.
Picture-Play is a corker
I enjoy the interviews with the players, letters

AreYbu Ever
Ashamed of

IN

USTRIAL COURSES

Electrical Engineering

Architect

Electric Lighting

Print Reading
Contractor and Guilder

Blue

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

Railroad

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder

Positions

Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Steam Engineering
Radio

Structural Engineer
Pharmacy
Chemistry

Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name..
Street

Address

.

City..

..State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

—

"Truxton King," "The Snob," "Wife of
the Centaur," and a great many other
If John Gilbert is such a big
atrocities.
drawing card, why weren't these pictures
big sensational successes? Rudy is my faTo me he is everything that
vorite star.
Anderson.
Gilbert is not.

Amy

Box
I

165,

Neosho, Mo.

ELECTIVE
Courses for Acting. Teaching, Directing}

DIRECTORS
Alan Dale
Wm. A. Brady
Henry Miller
Sir John- Martin
Harvey
Shubert
Marguerite Clark
Rose Coahlan

J. J.

DRAMA, OPERA, PHOTOPLAY
STAGE DANCING
and SINGING.

Developing poise and
personality essential for any calling' fn
Alviene Art Theatre and Stock
Co. (appearances while learning). N.Y.
debuts and careers stressed. For Prospectus (write study desired to Secretary.
48 West 72nd St., N. Y.. EXT. 46

life.

have just had the pleasure of seeing

"The Merry Widow."
acterization

is

have ever seen

.-John Gilbert's char-

one of the most_ perfect
!

It

is

interesting

to

I

see

fast Gilbert has been coming along
Until about a year
within the last year.
ago, he had been held down by having to

how

•

Continued on page 110

MAIL CLERKS

"UNCLE SAM"
WORK FOR
$158 $225 MONTH.
Boys, men 18 up. Common education sufficient. Write IMMEDIATELY
for free list of Government positions now open to men and women.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. L 290, Rochester,

N. Y.
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De Maupassant Would
Have
The

Girl from

Gloried in This
Montmartre

— the most notorious

danseuse of the night clubs!

Once she had

gloried in the popularity of the superlative

then she fled from

J

Chickie"

Appealing,
But Wait for This Girl

Three

billionaires

got together and offered a

million dollars for the typical

And when

American GirL

they found her they held the magni-

fying glass over her and put her through the

it.

sternest,

In far off Majorca she found

it

inescapable.

—

She hoped, begged, pleaded
even prayed that
it would stay buried and then set herself to face
the inevitable, until

Anthony Pryde, from whose book "Spanish
Sunlight" this picture is adapted, has given a
twist to this plot of twisted souls that De Maupassant would have gloried in.
Barbara La Marr
and Lewis Stone, featured players, make the book
on the screen. Alfred E. Green
directed and June Mathis acted as editorial director for this Sawyer- Lubin production.
characters live

Was

most rigorous

test

that

any

girl

of

character has ever survived.

In this adaptation of

H.

L. Gates' widely read

Dorothy Mackaill, of "Chickie"
fame, plays the role of "Joanna."
She'll win
newspaper

serial,

your heart even as she won over the three crusty
magnates who staked their million coldly, cynically, suspiciously.

Jack Mulhall plays the male lead and the cast
includes

George Fawcett and Paul Nicholson.
Edwin Carewe production and

Presented as an
directed by

Edwin Carewe.

Advertising Section
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MEMORT
LANE

Too Many Wives
What a Comedy

Enshrined in Every Heart
Like the

Old Hearth Tunes

Jimmy and Mary of the

Or Henry and Alice

story

— the names don't matter.

In every romance there's a

Memory

Lane.

You

can supply the names yourself, probably from
your own experience. And no matter what the

names

are, there's a heart

Most men would have thought seven wives a
Don Juan Hartez,
movie

star, it

it

full

of

ro-

mance and built a picture that will endure as
If you've ever felt the
the epic of all lovetime.
urge to go back to the old country byways, see
It will bring the familiar scenes
back to you, and Eleanor Boardman and Conrad

He

was a glorious comedy.

grew

seven mustachios and acquired a wife with each
one.

Then he grew

Ben Lyon

(above)

Blanche Sweet

familiar courting ground, chocked

Is!

It

tragedy but to John Hart, alias

throb in the memory.

John Stahl, whose forte is threading romance
both before and after marriage, has taken this

— and

a beard.
is

the dashing Bluebeard.

From

(in ring) is featured.

to bottom, above, the other players are

top
Lois

Wilson, Dorothy Sebastian and Diana Kane.
Bluebeard's roster of wives includes i Dorothy
Sebastian; 2. Katherine Ray; 3. Ruby Blaine;
:

4.

Lucy Fox; 5. Muriel Spring;
7. Diana Kane.

.

6.

Kathleen

Martin;

this picture.

Nagel are whimsically

real in their portrayals.

Presented ty Louis B. Mayer.

Alfred E. Santell directed this Robert T. Kane
production. If you enjoy riotous comedy, you'll
revel in "Bluebeard's

Seven Wives."

Advertising Section
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THE STORY OF
THREE CHORUS GIRLS
"SALLY, IRENE

AND MARY

35

Still another smashing hit!

You who

held your breath at

Thrilled

at

Roared at
Take a tip

"The Unholy Three"

"The Merry Widow"—
Buster Keaton in

"Go West"

DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"!
takes you from the back-alley to the ball-room
back-stage and back again.
It

It's a knockout.

Also

it's

a

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

And

when we say that, we've said
about a picture.
It

means

We

certified satisjaction

all

there

is

to say

— sight unseen.

repeat— DON'T MISS "SALLY,

IRENE AND

MARY"!
Star-studded with Constance Bennett, Sally O'Neil,
Joan Crawford and William Haines.

Directed by Edmund Goulding, master
screen-story-teller.

From the big hit that ran a year on Broadway.
DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND

5

MARY"!
It's one of those wonderful

METROGOLDWYN-

MAYER
PICTURES

"More

Stars

Than There Are In Heaven"

fi

Photo by Mandeville

Agonized, sorrowing roles have long been the lot of the lovely Corinne Griffith, but so successful were her light
iits of farce in "Classified" that she will be given a -chance -to insert some.more in the Frenchy "Mile. Modiste."

;

Iti

Yo, Ho, and a Bottle of
The Fairbanks

pirate picture,

other milestone

in

Rum!

now completed, marks anthe development of the art of the screen.

By Edwin

Schallert

A

PHM

THE

rugged form of an historic ship floating in
turgid waters against the pallid white of a far
horizon.
Grotesque glimpses of drab
figures, clad in brown and gray, aglitter with knives and
cutlasses.
Tanned arms and bronzed shoulders,
taut with the labor of lifting huge russet
treasure chests of plunder.
The
gold of sunlight, and the dull glow of a
burnished sea, half amber.
.
The charm of unexpected radiance
and shadow intermingling.
Like no other color picture that
has ever been filmed is Douglas
Fairbanks' production of "The
Black Pirate."
You may safely leave your dark
glasses at home when you go to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

see

it.

.

—

Color and pirates what a combination
Can't you see the good old roystering buccaneers in all their
bloodthirsty animation
earrings
jangling, beards bristling, daggers
between their teeth, scarfs around
their heads, shirts open at the
throat, and boots flopping at the
!

—

.

tice

creates the illusion of making you
living figures moving before
rather than just their animated shadows!
it,

in fact

believe that

you

For

all

but

it

you are seeing

of three years now, the idea of producing a
pirate picture has been intriguing the
mind of Fairbanks. He first thought
of it before he did "The Thief of Bagdad," but shelved the plan then
in favor of that more obviously
dazzling Oriental fantasy.
But listen to the story as he
himself tells it.
"It always takes a certain
combination to produce a certain definite result," he began,
it to me.
"You start
with A, and then after you get

in relating

A you look around for B and
add the two together, and then
multiply the result by C and
divide by D and eventually get
E, which is the thing that you
want.

"That is the way it was with
us in working out 'The Black
started with the
Pirate.'
knees ?
Pirates ?
idea of pirates as A.
This picture is going to be a fulhat are they ? What do they
fillment of what the movies have promised.
How do they look?
act like?
Nothing that has been accomplished on
"When it came to visualizing them,
the screen for a long time has exerted so
it became necessary to add B to A. but
On the screen, these scenes will
revolutionary an influence as this will, by
for a long time we didn't know what B
be shown in color, as befits a
virtue of its iridescent artistry.
Truly
was, and that was the reason for all the
tale of piracy.
this is a picture like a painting.
For not
delay.
B was the thing, of course, that
only does it bring color to the screen in a way that is
would make pirates look as thev should look.
subdued and therefore natural so that you hardly no"I had a prejudice against color photograph}- at that

We

W

—

Yo,
•

time.

I

felt

rouge the
pictures in

that

lips

of

which

it

had just the same

Venus de Milo.
it

Ho, and
effect

as

it

Bottle

a

would

Rum!
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to

Instead of benefiting the

had been used, color seemed always

mind of the spectator away from the picture
making him conscious of the mechanics the artificiality
take the

of

to

itself,

—of the

—

whole thing, so that he no longer lived in the story with the
characters.
I felt that it would be successful only if it could
be controlled so as to emphasize the audience's interest in the
picture instead of distracting it.
felt that
"[Meanwhile, the idea of pirates kept growing.
they had never really been shown properly on the screen. 'The
Sea Hawk' for example, was a great picture, but not a pirate

We

picture.

"But the thought that kept intruding

demand

modern

all

the time

war

was

that

even
romances like 'Robin Hood' and 'The Thief of Bagdad' might
be told in black and white, but what pirates needed was something more vivid.
It was impossible to imagine them without
pirates

color.

Stories of

life,

stories,

color.

"It was nearly a year ago that our experiments began.
We
were familiar with the technicolor camera and knew that that
instrument itself had a decided preference for certain colors
over others. In this camera, pictures are photographed on two
strip's, of .film, one red and one green, which are subsequently
brought together, and these two colors, with a few others, generally stand out too brightly.
Certain colors, such as purple,
cannot be photographed at all. Consequently, the effect is not
natural, though many people refer to these pictures as having
been photographed in natural colors. Our problem, therefore,
became one of overcoming artificiality with artifice."
The details of how the work was done would not be of any
interest or importance in this article.
It was a tedious and
painstaking job. Sets were built in all
the colors of the rainbow, and test
shots were taken.
The walls of the
studios were painted in patches

green, pink, lavender,
orange, mauve, and every other
blue,

tint that

might be thought

of.

attention
was also
given to the texture of the
buildings and costumes.
ArtSpecial

were engaged to supply
drawings and sketches. Among
them were Carl Oscar Borg, a
ists

celebrated painter, and

Doug is not a regular pirate in the story,
but only joins a band of freebooters in
order to avenge the death of his father,

Dwight

and

to

save himself from perishing on a
desert island.

Franklin, a research expert formerly
connected with the Metropolitan Art
Museum, who probably knows more
about pirates than the pirates ever
knew about themselves.
Ted Reed, Doug's production

Billie

Dove,

the

leading

lady,

has

feminine

the

only

role

of any conse-

quence

in

the

pic-

manager, told me that many times,
when these two were satisfied with
results, Fairbanks himself often vetoed them.
"Time and time again he did this," Reed
—who supervised the experiments declared.
"He was determined to get the exact effect on the screen that he wanted, and
he was certain from the beginning of just

—

what that

tare.

effect should be."

Once the final shooting began, the
moved with quite the usual speed.

picture

plenty of sword-

took
only about eight or ten weeks to complete
it.
The difficulties that rose during the
filming were never serious, although they
required perhaps a somewhat larger number
of retakes than usual.

play.

Continued on page 108

As you would expect,

there

will

be

It
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occasion, for
tions,

quick

it

a story of trials and tribulafollowed by unexpected

is

success

and then, in the heroic manner, the
back to fame.
Five years ago, I first heard Bessie Love
mentioned.
The Western editor of this very
magazine was differing politely with a staff
writer.
"This Bessie Love simply couldn't be
the wonder girl you describe in your story," he
said, indicating the manuscript on the desk
before him.
The contributor threw up her
hands. "But she is." she replied. "Meet her.
See for yourself." The Western editor saw
for himself, and the story ran as written.
It was not m_\' fortune to meet her then, but
I did attend a preview of one of her three
starring pictures, never released generally.
Like the inimitable Zasu Pitts, Bessie Love
suffered -the ignominy of an ill-considered stardom that never jelled. The same well-meaning
captain of industry starred them both at the
same time, but in each case the idea was looked
upon as premature, and dire failure resulted.
The stellar films rest quietly on some shady
failure,

light

shelf.

Shortly after D. W. Griffith had introduced
Bessie to the screen, in the Triangle days of
golden memory, some one decided that she
was a blonde ingenue, and her case was setBlonde ingenues she played, with suctled.
cess, until the stellar contract materialized, and
faded.
Then Bessie said to herself, "I'm an
ingenue no longer I'm an actress!"
And
with such portrayals as those she offered in
"Those Who Dance" and "Soul Fire," she
proved her claim.
When I found her on one of the upper or
lower levels at Famous Players Long Island
studio, she was the center of an admiring
group that included the suave Menjou, the
stolid Meighan, the good-natured Dix, charming Lois Wilson, Esther Ralston, and Greta
Nissen. This all-star audience was engrossed
in Bessie's expert interpretation of that geographical dance known to all and sundry as
And when Bessie's slender,
the Charleston.
silken legs shuttle in and out, in the more intricate phases of that sublimated strut that has
swept over the country like a rash, it is something to stop and watch.
T
hen she had entered a Charleston contest at Great Neck, Long Island, disguised as
one of the villagers, and won it hands down,
Monta Bell had decided that it would go well

—

.

For years Bessie Love was just a blonde ingenue, until she took the
her teeth and proved that she was capable of better things.

bit

in

Escaping the Type Bugaboo
Once you are pigeonholed,

away

—here's

the

story

it's

of a

hard to break
girl

who

did!

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

ONCE you

are definitely, positively pigeonholed as
a certain type in picturedom, you will be sensible
if you look for other fields in which to toil, but'
escape is difficult. For, once you are labeled crook star,
or sex wow, or anything else, you are practically through.
Bryant Washburn was a handsome hero, Ray a bashful country boy, Theda Bara a red-hot, heartless siren,
La Marr a ditto ditto ditto. And the public enjoyed
them, and learned to know just what to expect, and
tired, and there you are.
And there they are hidden
in enforced retirement or in all-star casts.
This is the story of the Little Girl Who Escaped. It
is the story of Bessie Love.
Any chronicle of the career of Bessie Love should
find a place in one of the upward-and-onward magazines,
and Doctor Frank Crane should be the historian of the

—

W

"The King on Main Street," and he had
straightway inserted it.
The terpsichorean chores at an end, after prolonged
encores, Bessie finally excused herself, and allowed me
to corral her, for a brief half hour, on the outskirts of
a set that duplicated an Irish inn as perfectly as an
Irish inn could be duplicated, for Tom Meighan's "Irish
in

Luck."
"There

as
is this to report," said Bessie gleefully,
she adjusted her lips while referring to a make-up
They
mirror, "I've been digging up real parts lately.
had me sunk for so long with sweet young things. But
ever since I was tough in 'Those Who Dance,' I've run
across some acting parts that have done my heart good."
Bessie Love is a born little trouper, possessed of a
model disposition.
Hers is, indeed, a bubbling temperament, good-humored, naive, irrepressible.
D. W.
Continued on page 96
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Mr. Dane from Denmark
Introducing an actor

who

is

destined to be a sen-

sation for his performance in

By Edwin

HE

"The Big Parade

"

Schallert

did, and he'
he ever got the chance he could

watched what the other fellow

knew

that

if

do it some day himself.
That, in movie-subtitle form,

—

is

the story of Karl
is being hailed

who

Dane the six-foot-three
in Hollywood as the rival of Ernest Torrence.
In fact, you
You'll see him in "The Big Parade."
giant,

couldn't possibly miss him, because his performance is
He does everynearly fifty per cent of the picture.
thing but steal first honors from Jack Gilbert, the king
of matinee idols, in this huge war spectacle which
promises to be one of the year's sensations.
not attempting to be
Dane is from Denmark.

Em

making this punlike remark. It's merely
They call him the Great Dane around the

facetious in

the truth.
He is a
studios, for his size justifies the description.
rangy and rare individual, who seems to tower, head
and shoulders, over all the scenery in his immediate
And he has that contrasting gruffness and
vicinity.

good nature that go with
a

man who

has toiled with

hands and his heart, as
well as with his brains and

his

his facial expressions. He
has already, in the brief

space of his success, proven
himself the soul of lumbering shrewdness.

But when you see Dane
on the screen, I am afraid
that you will never be able
to picture him as he is in

know

reality.

I

that

after

I,

Photos by Ruth Harriett Louise

Karl Dane's role

"The Big Pa-

from the

man

stol-

engaging-

idly

have just

I

described,

man
the

I

met

the
at

Metro-

Goldwyn-

Mayer
In

is

one of those that come

lifetime.

to-

different

tally

"The Big Parade"
once in a

rade," expected

somebody

in

studio.
the role

of the riveter, who becomes the devil-may-care soldier
of the expeditionary force after the: call to service is
sounded, he is outstanding because of his broad
Americanesque comedy. He is one of three insepthe easy-come, easy-go, sure-shot,
arable buddies
alwavs-in-the-way-and-not-worrying one of the trio.
Jack Gilbert is the leading figure, of course, because he is the hero of the romantic plot; .made to
order.
He is the somewhat worthless son of a. wellThe third partner in the
to-do Southern family.
war's sweat, toil, trouble, and also grotesque humor,
played by Tom O'Brien, is an Irish bartender.
The three of diem make a variegated ensemble.
Dane's role may be described as one of those fat
ones that come along once -in; a lifetime, because if
well played, they are bound to be mirthfully and
riotously received.
It happens also that Destiny favored him when the choice of an actor to fill the
part was being made, and the smile of Destiny seems
to have been with him ever since.
His is an interesting story
The really unique circumstance in his present success is that he left pictures
four or five years ago to live on a farm, and incidentally go into the construction

—

engineering for which he had been trained. His wife had opposed his remaining
game of film acting, though he had had a good start doing straight villains
and character parts. Among other important things, he had played the part of
in "the

Continued on page 105
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Johnny Hines and
next picture, and

C. C.

Burr want you to help devise comic situations
hundred dollars in prizes to you

they offer five

THE

most important man around a studio lot
where comedies are made is the man who can

devise situations that will make an audience
laugh.
These comedy scenes, or "gags." that you see
in pictures starring the great screen comedians are
usually not written by the scenario writer, as you might
suppose, hut are contributed by a staff of experts who
are known throughout the profession as "gag men."

Any comic situation in
which the humor depends
on action rather than on
words

is

known

And comedy

as a gag.

producers

on

constantly

are

lookout for

new

the

gags.

Tohnny Hines and C. C.
Burr, the producer of
his pictures, believe that
there are many people
outside the studios who
could suggest funny sitnations for their pictures.
Thev want you to try

So

they,

tion with

in

conjunc-

Picture-Play

Magazine

are

offering

you

an opportunity to
write
gags
for
"The
Brown Derby," which is
to be Johnny Hines' next
.

,

It

takes special talent

to conceive these

humor-

ous situations.
Perhaps
you have it. If so. you
have a new source of earning real money.
Comic
situations take place daily
in your home,
your

m

place of business, on the
s t r e e t—everv where, in
fact.

If

you are observ-

'

A " gags must be received D > February 10, 1926.
Judges of the contest will be C. C. Burr. Johnny
Hines, and the editor of Picture=Play Magazine. All prize=
winning gags become the property of B. and H. Enterprises,
lnc - P r °ducers of the Johnny Hines Comedies.
5

and does not need any

'

In
explanatory titles.
submitting a gag. you
need not add a title such
This
a.s follows this one.
e * s mere b placed here
so as to show how a
tit]e j
sometimes
dovetailed into a comic
sequence

6-

No
8.

^

contributions to this contest will be returned un=

<
ic
jj
j
accompaniedj u
by a self=addressed,
stamped envelope.
You need not be a subscriber to Picture=Play Maga=
•

zine in order to enter this contest.
9.

the

Names

May

of the contest winners will be

announced

in

issue of Picture=PIay Magazine.

Another gag

PRIZE AWARDS.
Fiye hundred do „ ars jn
of this contest

izes tQ be divided

a

thfi

For the best S a S submitted.. $250.00
Second prize
100.00

And

,

—

will be

«

»

50.00

"

"

25.00

"

"

15.00

"

"

awarded.
.

to the ten contestants submitting the next best gags

$10.00 each will be

awarded.

-

GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS MONEY

lies in the inclusion of just such everyday humorous episodes.
Thev are funny because they are spontaneous and
natural.
Do not make the mistake of submitting in this contest
an idea in which the comic qualities are only conversational.
You cannot photograph conversation. You
must have action.
An example of a gag or comic

sequence such as is being sought through this contest
can be found in Johnnv Hines' most recent picture.
In "The Live Wire." Johnnv and his pal. Edmund
Breese, are broke, footsore and hungry.
Thev notice
a sign marked "Boy Wanted'' in front of a grocery
store.
Mr. Breese applies for the job and gets it. In
the meantime, Johnny has strolled around to the back-

in

"The

Live Wire" that proved
extremely
funny was
the sequence in' which
Johnny Hines, cast
the role of a hobo, finds
himself in need of food.
while wa i k ng down a
street, he notices a grocer ^ store offering free
succotash.
samples
of
As ne g° es to take one
the grocer looks daggers
at him. hut nevertheless
allows him to take a

m

.

Fifth prize

value

.

:

,

fully studied the

motion-

struts to the

.

Third prize
Fourth prize

picture
comedies
you
have seen, you realize
that their entertainment

yard of the store and noticed two small pigs in a sty.
He calls to Breese to hand them over. Johnny then

'

ant.

you notice them.
And if you have care-

Johnny's
doing it.

RULES GOVERNING THE JOHNNY
CONTEST

less

National.

for
for

front of the store and offers to sell them
The grocer, not knowing the pigs
for fifty cents each.
are his Own, buys them and tells Johnny he will buy
more at the same price. The grocer calls Breese, gives
him the pigs, and tells him to put them with the others
in the yard.
Johnny again gets the pigs from Breese
and sells them to the
same grocer. This time,
however, the grocer deHINES
cides to take them t0 tne
$
"GAG"
*
yard himself as he wants
1.
Read this article carefully and be sure that you under=
to have a look at all of
stand what a gag is. Then study the accompanying synop=
his bargains.
Breese and
s s °* "The Brown Derby."
Johnnv leave immediately, and as they go,
2.
Do not submit an entire scenario; just jot down comic
Breese says "Let's drift,
situations, explaining each one in three hundred words or
Absence
of body is someless.
than prestimes
better
3
Submit as many gags as you can think of that wi „
en
ot
ce
mind,
fit into the
, ot
of „ Xhe Brown Derby »
*
Here we have a gag
_
_
...
4
A " gags must .be addressed ^to The Brown Derb >
sequence
that
can be
"
Gag " Edito *< Picture = P!a y Magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue,
photographed.
The acNew Y ° rk City>
tion by itself is funny

starring picture for First
^T

Some Money

You're Funny, Earn

If

j

-

-

Turning a corJohnnv notices a
pick and lunch box.
He
sample.

ner,

laborer's overalls, pipe, cap,
puts the clothes on and, as he passes the store, takes

another

sample.

The groceryman expresses delight,
street, Johnnv sees a clothing-

Going farther down the

dummy

and. shedding the laborer's costume, approon the dummv and, in his new guise,
helps himself to some more succotash samples.
Again
the grocer is pleased.
As Johnnv is about to leave, he
sees a clothesline with a ladies house apron and cap
on it. Sensing another opportunitv to obtain more of
the free samples, he dons these clothes, picks up a
housewife's shopping basket and manages to obtain
additional
samples.
free
As he is walking away
store

priates the clothes

'

You're

If

from the

Funny, Earn Some ;Money
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how-

store,

tices

grocer nodisJohnny's

guise,

and

the

ever,

infuriated

been

lie
has
that
tricked,
b e g i

n

s

to

throw potatoes at him.
Johnny turns around
and catches them, and

when

his basket

is al-

most full of potatoes
and succotash, he further

the

infuriates

grocer by asking him

throw

to

matoes,

some

to-

he has

since

enough potatoes

in his

The

grocer
and after he

basket.

does this,
has
angrily
thrown
about a dozen, a tomato strikes a woman
in the face.
She runs
up to the grocer and
attacks him with her
.

umbrella.

This gives

Johnny an opportunity
get

to

away

with

enough food to supply
a good dinner
for
himself and his pals.

A

gag that proved
to be one of the most
laughable
business in
Bird''

pieces

of

"The Early

was as follows

Johnny, cast in the
role of a milkman, deto take his girl
out to dinner, and escorts her to an Automat.
Arriving there,
he turns to his sweetie

cides

and says, "I'm going
show you how to
get two cups of cof-

to

fee

for

five

cents."

Johnny then takes
girl to the coffee

his

ma-

chine and taking twocups, he inserts his
nickel into the slot.
As the cream is turned
on, he places one cup
underneath the spout
to receive it, and when
the coffee comes out,
rnuiu uv
he places the other cup Eussell
Ball JollWiy HUWi
is sponsoring this contest because he believes that there are many people outside
under the spout. He
the studios with good ideas for gags.
gives his girl the cup
sequence in "The Live Wire," wherein Johnny and
containing the cream and keeps the cup containing the
Edmund Breese, his foil, are broke and looking for a
coffee.
shows
him
that
calls
the
manager
and
He then
job.
As they pass a notoriously hard-boiled neighborhe did not receive any cream in his coffee. The manager
hood, Johnny notices a sign outside a saloon reading
goes back and turns the coffee machine on again, and
"Bouncer Wanted." (A bouncer is a physically poweras he does so, a new portion of cream comes out into
ful individual who sees that nobody gets rough or
Johnny's cup, and as the coffee follows the cream, Johnny
destructive in places where the rough element of the
grabs his girl's cup, which contains the cream, and
town usually congregate). Desperate and in need of
places it under the spout with the result that two cups
funds, Johnny is on the verge of applying for the job
of coffee are received for the same five-cent piece.
when he realizes the inadequacy of his strength. He
Another instance of what is meant by a gag is the looks across the street and notices a glazier putting putty
.

.

-
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You're Funny, Earn

If

Some Money
besieged with requests for funds from
his sycophantic relatives, and deciding
to find out which of them is really
deserving of his help, he professes to
be fatally ill and summons them all to
bedside, presumably to give each
them some bequest.
When Johnny arrives, he finds a

Iiin

of

long line of relatives awaiting their turn.
attempts to get up front, but i^
continually pushed back, until he is the
last of the relatives to appear.
Coming before his uncle, he tells him that,
in view of the long line of relatives
who have preceded him, he doesn't
expect to receive anything, but that he
nevertheless wants him to know how
much he has admired him for his
character and worldly success, and
then, in sincere tones, says how sorry
he was to learn that his favorite uncle
would soon pass into the great beyond.
His uncle, in turn, advises Johnny
of his own high regard for him. and
collect an entire
tells him that he has saved the most
prized of all his possessions for him.
Turning to his secretary, he asks him
to bring in the gift.
The secretary returns with a
beautiful silver tray on which is a brown derby. Turning to Johnny, he gives him the brown derby and tells
him that it was this hat that brought him his fortune.
He tells him that, as long as he wears this brown derby,
he will be invincible and in immediate line for great

He

A gag

scene

from "The Live Wire,"

in

which Johnny manages

free dinner for himself and his pals.

on a window. Possessed of a bright idea, he asks the
a chunk of putty and drapes it around his
ear.
Then, by stuffing wads of paper in his shoulders,
he is transformed into a real type of the underworld.
He applies for the job, and when the boss asks him
whether he is tough, Johnny points to his cauliflower
ear.
The boss is immediately impressed and engages
him.
Edmund Breese then comes in, sits down at a
The boss beckons to
table and causes quite a rumpus.
Johnny to throw him out. W ith much ado, Johnny
grabs his pal and drags him headlong through the saloon
and throws him out into the street. Directly in front
of the saloon he notices a manhole. He ties a stout cord
to it. throws the rope over the cafe's sign, which is
directly overhead, and tells- Breese to
remain there, and lift it each time that
he comes out with a rough customer.
glazier for

into numerous scraps with
the saloon habitues, and as they chase
him out the door, each of them falls
way
•into
In
this
the
manhole.
Johnny cleverlv manages to hold his
job and get rid of the obnoxious tough
element.

Johnny gets

Now
funny

bearing
situations

mind how these
were worked up to

in

get all the humor out of them, study
the following synopsis of "The Brown
Derby." You will notice that in any
number of places the action is merely
suggested. Those are the places where
good gags are needed. See how many
of them you can invent and think out
to a conclusion.

"The Brown Derby."
"The Brown Derby" concerns itself
Synopsis of

with the exploits of
who, along with a
host of relatives,

is

Johnny Hines,
By

another

summoned to the
home of a wealthy

"The

This uncle
has been continually

into

uncle.

Live

gag

in

Wire"

fohnny fools a grocer

buying

his

own

pigs from him.

to

success.

Johnny puts the hat on, and at once feels imbued
with all sorts of power and strength.
He thanks his
uncle profusely.
The flunkies bow to him and as
he is about to leave the door, he tips his hat to them.
They notice that the derby is not on his head, and instead
of ushering him out graciously, thev hurl him down the
Continued on page 98
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Why

Ben Turpin

Left the

Screen
For more than a year he stayed

who was

fort

a wife

his

loneliness,

he

slowly dying.
working in
is

at

home to comNow, to escape

comedies again.

By Dorothy Wooldridge

Y

OU

probably laughed uproariously when you saw

as Romeo in Mack Sennett's farce,
"Romeo and Juliet." You found it very amuswhen that cross-eyed comedian looked mournfully

ing

Ben Turpin

toward the ceiling after his calico-clad girl had rejected
him. and began singing Tosti's "Good-by Forever."
You wondered how he could make such realistic tears
course down his cheeks.
"Great stuff !" you howled when they dropped him
into a moat surrounding a castle where another of his
Juliets lived.

"Look at that 'egg' getting cracked with the stick of
"How does he keep from
firewood!" you chortled.
being hurt?"
You shouted in glee when Juliet's dad and the successful suitor slammed Ben out of the house, and you
giggled when they dropped him onto a runaway mule.
You hooted when he strummed a guitar and sang to
his love.

"He's a sorrowful-looking boob, isn't he?" you
remarked.
Yes, he was a sorrowful-looking boob, and by this
Ben Turpin's
time most of the world knows why.
wife was marked for death when he made that picture.
The doctors had just told him so. And behind his
mask of buffoonery, as he went through scene after
His nerves were on the
scene, his heart was bleeding.
ragged edge.
He had known little sleep for weeks.
His interest was not in the play. But he stuck to his

was taken.
His wife, with blindness and
her, reached a feeble hand from
the coverlets and said, "Ben, if the time is coming when
I can't see you nor hear your voice, I don't want to
live.
I want you
I couldn't bear it.
role until the last shot

Then he went home.
deafness creeping upon

now

—

me !"
from

all

Ben was completing his work in Mack Sennett's burlesque of
"Romeo and Juliet" when the doctors told him that his wife
could not recover.

Please don't leave
because Ben never left her

the time.

And

go

day she
died, is the reason why you have
not seen him on the screen for
that day until the

^

some time, except in old pictures.
Ben Turpin told me the story
a few days ago with tears in his

He

me how

Carrie
Lemieux had plighted her troth
told

flat

for

nine

dollars

a

how Charlie
unknown

almost

comedian

at

that time,

had put

out there.
We'll make it."
"I knew we would make it,"
he continued, in his talk with me,
"so long as she was with me.

from the manager
of the old Essanay company to
help make the first payment on
furniture.
Five dollars a week,
taken from Ben's salary, was to
repay the loan.
"If thev had taken any more,
fifty dollars

Why,

I would have lived on soup
bones "to give her the necessities.
first woman to beme that I had ever
And we did make it in

She was the
lieve

in

known.

wouldn't have been able to eat

California, just as
Then, after success

declared.

Then he told how Carrie Turpin had stuck
by him through all the lean years, cheered
him, comforted him, cared for him, made him

told

an

ing,

month, and had had to borrow

we

He

Chaplin,

him in touch with a new job that
would pav him twenty-five dollars a week and take him to California.
He told how Mrs. Turpin had said to him, "Never
mind, Ben, better times are com-

to him in Chicago in 1907 when
he was earning twenty dollars a
week.
He told me how they
had been married, had rented a
little

church and to confession, ministered
to his needs, helped him out with
his "Happy Hooligan" act when.
he was playing cheap variety
theaters.

.

eyes.

to

Mrs. Turpin as she
looked

before
illness.

her

she

said

we would.

had come, her health
began failing. Nine years ago she was hurt in
an automobile accident while returning from
Continued on page 106
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On

Sober

Reflection

By Horace Woodmansee

Who

Who's

in

Rhyme.

Prince Danilo.

RUDOLPH

"The Merry Widow
shown the girl's he's

In envy at

Jack Gilbert's

They
high

For a

;"

fairy-tale

sequence in "Scraps,"

Mary

Pick-

ford's latest, there was made a plate eighteen feet
long, holding spaghetti the size of a fire hose.
That's
just about the size it looks to an embarrassed novice

"there,"

"Rs," but. oh, you kiddo!

like their

A

A

Impertinent Paragraphs.

and Ramon, tear your hair

Regular Fellow.

trying to

a cane, a grin,
clever way about him
Since
Ray Griffith came, there's been a din
Of laughter, showing he's a prince.
silk hat,

wind

it

up on

his fork.

new formula for tear gas has been stolen.
rumored a film company appropriated it for use by
Italy's

A

is

It
its

emotional stars.

A
home.

German police dog disappeared from his happy
The owner didn't know what to do. At first, he

thought he would search the dog pound, but then he
had a bright idea and went to the nearest movie studio.
If there is another war between America and Ger-

many

—we

hate

even to

suppose

it

—undoubtedly

the

number of German

police dogs in the films will be taken
as evidence of sinister propaganda from the Vatcrland.

We

wonder if, in case of such a war, Rin-tin-tin,
Strongheart, and the rest, would lose their jobs for the
duration ?
Take a good
Faith, they say, will move mountains.
grip on your supplv of faith and try to swallow this
announcement, which was recently made by the press
agent of a New York theater:
"An interesting sidelight on the showing of the film
is that two carpenters go through the house after each
performance to tighten the seats which are loosened by
The impact on the seats during the many
the audience.
thrills in this picture proves disastrous to the screws
holding the seats in place and many of them are
loosened."
matinee idol will wear whiskers all over his popular

D. IV.
There was a man in picturedom,
And he was wondrous wise
He made some independent gems,
His fortunes didn't rise
At last he left Mamaroneck
And signed with Paramount,
And soon we hope to hear that he's
Built

up a bank account.

"The Live Wire."

No grass grows under Johnny's
No hayseeds in his hair
The boy
That's

feet.

A

through

rips

why

each melo-farce,
getting there.

he's

"The IVandcrcr."

No wonder he
When vamped

turned prodigal
by Greta Nissen
Roll those eyes and smile that smile,
Who wouldn't want to stay a while?
Harold's Experiment in Blank Verse.
(Being the salutation used by Lloyd in "The Freshman." as nearly a3
can be reproduced in print.)

it

"I'm just a regular fellow
Step right up and
Call

me

'Speedy.'
Ta, da-da, da-da,

Dura,

dum

"Shake

"

!

!"

All Set for the Set.

Casting director: Have you had any experience?
Maiden (modestly) Harold says I'm a wonderful lover.
:

On
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Sober Reflection

Now we know what people mean when
features in a forthcoming film.
they talk of "bearding the lion."
The isinglass news reel should be awarded to Zane Grey, who is nothin
In "Wild Horse Mesa," which
if not original in naming his characters.
was screened recently, his characters included Chane Weymer, Chess
Weymer, Bent Manerube, and Toddy Nokin. Wonder if those names
aren't code for something?
F. B. O. has three men whose combined weight is said to approach a
(Yes, working is the right
ton, working together in slapstick comedies.
After watching them try to move fast, we understand what is
meant by a slow-motion picture.
Nowadays comedians are getting subtlety even into the obvious final
embrace of hero and heroine. When audiences witnessing "The Live
Wire" saw Johnny Hines, at an amusement park, climbing into a boat
with the leading woman and heading into the dark mazes of the Red Mill,
thev knew it was all over but the fade-out.
word.)

Try
Bad Man

the Other Studio.

(trying to get into heaven)

was a darned good movie
Saint Peter:

Can't

let

:

On

earth

I

actor.

you

in.

We're not casting

your type to-day.
Life's Greatest Smiles.

A

novelty film entitled "Life's Greatest Thrills,"
composed of some of the most spectacular news-reel
scenes of the past decade, is now on exhibition. Now
we may look for another summary for the past decade
Here are a few
entitled "Life's Greatest Smiles."
for
it
suggestions
Henry Ford sets sail on his famous peace ship.
Jack Dempsey turns movie star and becomes beautiful overnight.

Winsted, Connecticut, cat adopts a family of chickens.
Big battleship guns boom as Navy plans defense of
Fiji Islands from attack by the Swiss.
Monkey trial gets under way in Dayton, Tennessee,
with special summer showing of galluses.
The prohibition era sets in. The cold gray morning
after the night before finds everybody dumping liquor
Musical cue, "We Ain't Gonna Drink
into the sewers.
No More."
School-day Memories.
Schoolgirls are schoolgirls wherever they may be.
The girls of the first term of tine Paramount Picture

School were sisters under the skin with the students of
algebra and home economics throughout the country.
Sometimes, between their classes, they used to stand
watching the filming of scenes in the big Astoria studio,
munching candy bars and wreaking havoc on ice-cream
cones, just as if they were back in the old school yard,
although, of course, they were not so boisterous.
Unlike the established actresses of the screen, the possibility of growing fat from such a diet seemed to cause
them no worry.
Among the members of the first class was a former
photographic model.
You have seen his face in the
advertisements above such lines as "How glad
she was she had not accepted his invitation to
the dance. '.
Even your best friends
won't tell you." Of course the classmates of
this young man couldn't let a thing like that
get by without comment. They mischievously
.

.

nicknamed him "Hal."
Believe

"Yes,

We

It

or Not.

Have No Bananas"

will be pro-

duced by the California Fruit Growers' Association.
The world premiere will be held in
Poison Gulch, Nevada, April Fools' Day.
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, personalty supervises the production of every foot of film in

which he appears.
"Bull" Montana will be the handsome young hero
in "When a Man's a Monkey," by Harold Will Write.
Some movie jobs are easy, but the camera-man's lot
is always a grind.
Director Goof has just returned from location in
heaven, where he has been filming "A Round Trip to
Paradise."
Director Goof will take the concluding
scenes in California because, he says, the heavenly
sunshine is not up to the Hollywood standard.
Continued on page 109
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The Sketch
chats with

Lively, informal

and a few interesting

frag-

By Dorothy
but

clever,

Then
;>f

of

it

are

so

came

to

a

lot

of

others.

me, over the stimulus

a demi-tasse, that she is that rarest
all
things,
a happy person

—

laughing lady who chuckles with the
polloi, and not at them.
In this city of broken hearts and
broken contracts, no wonder they
seek her out.
few days after that luncheon,
"Lights of Old Broadway" opened

A

Marion

and

me

sent

tickets

The house was jammed

to

it.

to the doors.

There were stars and stars and stars.
And on that occasion Marion proved
herself the best sport I have ever seen.
She knew those people way back in
the balconv couldn't see her if she
merely took a bow from her orchestra
seat.
She knew they wanted to see
her.
That is what they were there
for.
So she went up onto the stage
and entertained them.
She Charlestoned.
She told them about the pic-

Instead of saying how much she
making it, she told them she
didn't think it was very good. And then,
when somebodv yelled "Charleston
again, Marion !"she Charlestoned again.
Maybe you think they didn't like it
She has invited me to have
lunch with her again when she
starts her new picture.
Maybe you think I am not lookture.

Never, expect to find the

gay Marion Davies

loved

without a crowd of friends around her.

Concerning a Laughing Lady.

DAVIES
MARION
lunch with
me

had invited

her at Montmartre.
had thought we
I
would lunch. tete-a-tete, but when I got
Bebe
there I ran into a party.
Daniels was there, and Harry Crocker
who hates to be called "the millionaire extra," but is called that just the
same and Grace Kingsley, of the
Times, and, of course, Marion herself.
They were eating iced crab to the
tune of "Yes, Sir, That's My Baby,"
and with Corinne Griffith, Norma
Shearer, Anna O. Nilsson, Alice Joyce,
and the usual Montmartre devotees
within hailing distance of any one who
knew them well enough to hail them,
everything was very festive. I thought.
"Well, I won't get to talk to Marion
to

mg

—

the day of that luncheon
Montmartre, Harry Crocker
looked up suddenly from his plate
and said, "Well, if it isn't Charlie
Chaplin !" And no fooling, that's

time

at

who

by people

Marion Davies

flying.
Harry told him he was
was back. "There hasn't been
a good war since you left. Napoleon."

he explained.
had never met Chaplin before, but I gathered
he was in an exceptionally good mood. He was
rosy with anecdotes. He loved New York.
He was tired of it here. He was going
to make one more picture here, then
headquarter his interests in ManI

out,

but

as herself.

wondered what there was about
I
her that drew people. She is pretty
she was exceptionally pretty, that day,
all in black
but there are many more

—

players.

She

is

leader of the flock

banners

They

hattan.

flock to

witty and

Lea trice Joy
friendly

former

is

terms
Gilbert.

He

Jack

He

clothes

couldn't

were
stand

them
doing this and that on him. Enthusiastically he bounded from one
thing to another in a most breathtailors.

again on
with her

husband,

All of his

ready-made.

her like bees to a flower. No one's balls are as brilliant,
dinners as gay, or premieres as gala as Marion's.

beautiful

The

was.

lad he

we reached

is

it

Charlie
had returned to the fold.
was back from New York with his

the omelet to the
tune of "Cecilia," I realized I was enjoying
something of a scoop. Instead of meeting Marion
formally behind a Kleig light, I was meeting her
on her own ground.
For Marion Davies surrounded
the

it.

On

—

much." And I didn't.
At first I was a little put

forward to

couldn't tolerate

taking manner.

He

insisted

he had not been

The Sketchbook
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some of the Hollywood players,
ments of gossip and comment.

Manners
bitten

way

He

on the

lip

by a chorus

girl.

The

rumor started was like this
had had a fever blister on his
that

said, "Who kissed
Charlie had answered, "That'
isn't a kiss, it's a bite"
just kidding,
of course. But some one got hold of
it and distorted it.
That goes to show
that you can't count on anything
not
even a sense of humor.
He told other things. Charlie talks
delightfully
about himself.
Occasionally he talks about other people.
lip.

Some one had

you?''

—

—

Leatrice Joy and Jack Gilbert are
again on a very friendly footing, which
all their

friends had hoped for. They
in New York for the open-

were both
ing of
it

"The Big Parade," and attended

together.

As every one knows, they had been
estranged many times before the break
that culminated in their divorce, but
there seems to be a fundamental devotion between them which nothing, apparently, can completely destroy.
In
case their reconciliation is such that
they wish to marry again, a ceremony
would not be necessary, I understand,
for as their divorce is not yet final, it
could be, at any time in the near future, set aside.

Another Comedy Deserter.
Just when Sennett and Al Christie
think they have some particularly good
bet in their respective folds, the gals
Photo by Hartsook
get it in their heads to "up and away."
Charlotte Stevens is one of the latest to desert the comedy lots for drama.
Charlotte
Stevens,
former leading
lady to Bobbie Vernon, is the latest to
felt sorry for any one who interviewed him, because
hit out from the home of hectic situations,
Charlotte
he "never said anything." "I'll not be a bit of help to
has all the brightness and vim that make for good
"Now, if I had met you at
comedies, but her heart is set on drama.
you," he apologized.
dinner, or tea, or a dance I could think of all sorts
Oh, well, those custard-pie losses were always sunkenof things to say."
tub gains.
Always the Prophet.
But unfortunately, the occasion was not a tea, a
press agent, Mr. Colman
Not long dinner, nor yet a dance.
I refuse to be told I can't pick winners.
and I met in Henry King's office of the Samuel Goldwyn
ago I pointed out that Gwen Lee had possibilities, and
had come to dedicate a portion
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer obliged me by putting her under production building.
of the morning to discussing the movies, and particularly
If Gwen dodges French pastries and keeps
contract.
Mr. Colman's relation to them. I have a vague hunch
the lovely figure svelte and slim, she ought to go far.
Mr. Colman had requested the presence of the press
Another pet of mine, Jacqueline Gadsden, did so well
agent in case he ran out of small talk. Maybe he hadn't.
in a role in "Not So Long Ago" that Sally Benson
But
I think he had.
picked her out for special notice in her review.. MarNot that that particular p. a.
lived to regret it.
He
and
in
bigger
jorie Whiteis has left Roach to dabble
and
finest
so on, but— We will take that
of
the
isn't
one
better things.
paragraphs.
few
in
a
detail
in
more
up
Grace
girl
named
little
current enthusiasm is a
darkish, this Mr. Colman.
height
and
medium
of
is
a
He
is
carrying
and
comedienne
type
the
Gordon. She is
heavy interest in Jack Ford's new picture. You might Undeniably he has a way with the ladies. I like him
immensely, and I don't like all actors. They are always
look out for her, seeing that I am so infallible.
nice and, for the most part, complimentary to lady interThe Terribly Honest Mr. Colman.
viewers, but in nine cases out of ten, the compliments
Having been said too often, they are
don't ring true.
Ronald Colman said he felt sorry for me. He said he

A

We

My
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"No, I don't," said Mr. Colman, completely wrecking
that man-from-the-open-spaces effect, for which I liked
him

the better.

all

it came out that in his latest picture, "Stella
Dallas," he had played the father of a sixteen-year-old
girl.
Most actors tell me they live for characterizations.
I asked him if that had been his favorite role.
He said, "Not by a long way. I liked playing in 'The

Later

Dark Angel' and 'The White

much

Sister'

better."

could have cheered at this.
Instead, I gave
him another hurdle. I asked him if he didn't get
tired of the monotony of pictures
if he didn't often
long to be back on the stage.
The terribly honest Mr. Colman smiled. "No, I
don't," he answered; "not with everything' so rosy
I

—

in pictures."

Now

there is no getting away from it a press agent
do anything with a man like that, but / could
have decorated him. May he cross my path often.
:

can't

The Most

Beautiful

Still

of the Month.

Helene Chadwick, sitting on a winding stair, alone
and singing "Marcheta," accompanied by the composer
himself. I squinted my eyes and looked at her through
the haze of some one's cigarette smoke.
The whole
effect
the winding stair, the black outline of the piano
in the foreground, the dim lighting just touching her
nose and chin, looked like one of those things Dean

—

Cornwall does for a Peter B. Kyne story.
By the way, she has a lovely, sweet voice.

Watching the

Kettle.

If you have followed me carefully through print,
you know how I feel about Mary Pickford. There is
no star on the screen who means more to me. Mary,
to borrow the title of a book I saw the other day, is

"the color of youth."
Off the screen she is mellow and charming. I had
rather watch her cross the street than to talk to

Photo by Monatt

Ronald Colman's perfect frankness is the despair of his press
agent, but a delight to the interviewer.

—

much-thumbed book a little frayed at the edges.
Mr. Colman didn't once tell me that he thought it was
Yet
perfectly splendid I was self -expressing myself.
convey
to
managed
without the aid of stilted phrases, he

like a

deference, courtesy, and flattering attention.
Oh, very undeniably, he has a way with
the ladies.

We dallied around with the weather
without

getting

anywhere

with

it,

when somehow or other Valentino
Mr.
came into the conversation.
Colman said he was a splendid actor.
I said he was in a precarious position.
Then the p. a. said he attributed
Valentino's slip to the fact that men
him.
didn't
particularly
care
for

"Now," he went

most players.
That is the reason

I hate to see her in such a selfconscious effort as "Little Annie Roonie."
There was something subtly wrong with "Little Annie
Roonie" it had too much conscientious workmanship
and not enough hit-or-miss spirit. I don't care what
they say about technique or technicians, there is a certain
amount of spontaneous combustion
about the filming of a great picture
or a great 'scene.
And Mary isn't
allowing for that.
She is carefully setting
about to get the best directors,
scenarists, title writers and
cutters, and she is making a
conscious effort herself.
The trouble is, she is
watching
her
kettle
too

—

closely

The

on, with a proud-

and

it just won't boil.
best thing that could

to Man- would be an
excursion
into
something
where she wasn't sure of
anything least of all her

papa inclination of the head toward
Mr. Colman, "Mr. Colman here has
a very large following among men."
Mr. Colman squirmed uncomfortably in Henry King's swivel chair.
Right there is where I think he
wished the p. a. had been called to

happen

the phone.

This is not an interview
nor even a sketch of a suc-

—

director.

The

"Yes," went on the p. a., "he gets
a lot of mail from men and boys.
The swivel chair squeaked nervously.

"Do you get more
women?" I asked.

letters

from men than

cessful
Given

Lee,

Ha^etL?^

under

Sister Act.

personality.
contract

Goldwyn, looks

It

with
like

is

Metro-

a winner.
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The Sketchbook
just a little squib about

who

a

girl

named Marie

the sister of Peggy Prevost,
who used to be my best and severest friend.
If you have ever been the best friend of a
pretty, peppy,
girl who has a sister like Marie
and in general the belle of the town you know
what I mean. That Marie, before her marriage to Kenneth Harlan, happened to be a
belle in Hollywood doesn't simplify writing
about her in the least. It complicates it.
You see, I can't write about her in the terms
of "Miss Prevost's career." In the first place,
she refuses to take herself seriously, and in
the second place, she refuses to take me seriously.
When she found out I was going to
interview her formally for publication, she
laughed until she nearly cracked her grease
paint.
She said she thought it was a panic.
In the face of that, I had to pack my dignity.
Marie knows too much about me.
For one thing, she knows the fate of that
flame-colored dress.
Through the agency of
Peggy, I purchased this devastating gown
Prevost,

is

—

—

from Marie because I thought it looked marvelous on her.
It did
on her. But Marie is
Marie, little, dark, piquant, alluring, and I am
In other words, I couldn't get away
myself.
with it and now it is a sofa pillow. Three of

—

them, in

When

fact.

something like that on you,
bowl them over with the
formality of an interview.
But Marie was
game. She insisted that we ought to do the
thing up right, so we went to the Athletic Club
and had lunch, which is, as every one knows,
the correct procedure for an interview.
She admires
She has avid enthusiasms.
Gloria Swanson from the bottom of her heart.
And Poli Negri. And Ernst Lubitsch. This
latter is more than an admiration
he is a
creed so far as Marie is concerned.
Which
is not to be wondered at, for it was Lubitsch
who salvaged her from the ranks of the pretty
also-rans and gave her the opportunity to prove
herself.
She knows comedy like Michael Arlen

you

a

star has

can't expect to

—

knows the

alphabet. But she couldn't,
for vears, get any one to believe it
I
I didn't believe it myself.
thought she was cute and awfully pictorial in those Universal pictures, and a perfect
darling",

personally,

but

Helene Chadwick has a lovely singing voice.

was about all. When
Warner Brothers put her
under contract, they must
have believed the same

that

time Marie got there.
And do you
think the little German saw her crossing
the lot one day and demanded that she
be assigned to him for his next picture?
Do you think that? Well, you mustn't,
because he didn't. He was busy making tests of Nazimova and other high-

Certainly they had
thing.
no particularly ambitious

They figplans for her.
when
they
ured
that
needed a pretty leading

flowers
for
"The Marriage
and when some one timidly suggested Marie for the role, he nearly
threw a fit. He said, with a great deal
voltage

Prevost would
serve the purpose beauti-

lady,

little

Circle,"

fully.

But it happened that
Herr Lubitsch got to
Warners about the same

of emphasis, that he didn't like her nose.
Another thing: she had an Irish face.

But Marie kept hanging around his
sets just the same.
She thought
that something might happen if she stayed
on deck, and one day something did. The
test

Marie Prevost credits Ernst
Lubitsch with having brought to light
her flair for comedy, and saved her

from being just a pretty leading

lady.

tests

of the voltage flowers didn't turn out
Continued on page 105
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Will "Ben-Hur" Justify

Cost?

its

flood of gold been poured into any motion-picture
the entire industry will be watching with interest
and
the
eyes
of
production,
to see whether or not the picture will be able to bring back this huge fortune.

Never before has such a

By Edwin

MOTION-PICTURE

Schallert

An

untold number of extras have been used.
Thirty thousand were needed for the chariot race
alone, and seven thousand live hundred in the Joppa
Gate scenes.

productions that have
brought in a return of more than a million dollars each may still be cautiously numbered at a

two dozen.
Those that have yielded much over two millions can
almost be counted on the fingers of one hand. There has
never been a feature that has amassed more than five
scant

Now, with such tremendous costs behind it, what are
the chances that "Ben-Hur" will make anything for its
producers, or even meet expenses ?
Surprising as it may seem, the current oelief is that it
is going to come out on top.
It has been so enormously advertised that not only every fan in
America, but fans all over the
world, will want to see it.

million dollars.

What chance

then has "Ben-Hur," which, according
have to derive a return of
ten million dollars before showing
a net profit to its producers ?
That is the question that the motion-picture industry has been asking
for some time.
to the latest estimates, will

The

interest in

it

in Italy,

where

much

ally

of the film has been made,
is bound to be great.
The possible income to be derived from England alone is estimated at one million five hundred

rights

thousand

so

W here

have those ten million dolgone?
Only five million dollars has actu-

lars

been spent, but as the screen
were obtained through an
agreement that Klaw & Erlanger
should receive fifty per cent of the
profits, the total cost has to be figured as double the actual expense.

Of
spent,

dollars.

Just what America itself will contribute is hard to say, but it is expected to beat all past box-office
records.
And with the great exploitation
that it will be given, the film may
possibly run for five, six, seven, or
even ten years.

that five million dollars actually
three million five hundred

thousand dollars have gone into production, the rest into advertising, and
so forth.

And

What

amount that the whole prowas originally expected to
cost was used up during the first few
months on scenes that were later comthe

picture has ever had so remark-

The
to

its

story were
owners decided, four

Ramon Novarro

in

and two entire sets of players were used.
third of the scenes that will be shown were obtained abroad and cost almost twice as much as the
other two thirds which have been made in America.
The sea-battle sequences alone, photographed in the
duction,

One

Mediterranean, cost nearly four hundred thousand dollars.

Circus Maximus scenes at Culver
which, covering five square blocks,
is the largest ever built for the movies, amounted to
about five hundred thousand dollars.
Moreover, there was an earlier Circus Maximus set
built abroad at great expense and then abandoned.
cost

of

the

set,

a fighting scene aboard

a Roman

—

and of the

stage rights, sought in 1890.

and considered the theater too pagan
a place for his story of the coming

have gone up and down in popularity, even styles in
productions have altered
but all the time "Ben-Hur"
has been going on.
More than two vears have been spent in actual pro-

The

half a century

lace onlv after nine years of dickerhe was a verv religious man

osition.

City,

of

ing, for

years ago, to listen to a definite prop-

Since the closing of the negotiations and the actual starting of the
picture, regimes have changed, stars

historv

were obtained from General Wal-

procure

the screen rights to the

made before

earlier

millions of dollars.

able a history.

Innumerable attempts

the

ago by General Lew Wallace, was
a complete failure at first.
When it finally caught on. it made

pletely discarded.

No

is

"Ben-Hur?"
The book, written

duction

of Christ.
The plav was at last produced,
however, with William F. Hart
and William Farnum in featured roles.
The opening night in New York was a memorable
General Wallace, with a
occasion in theatrical historv.
party of friends, came all the way from Indiana to be
present, and the old Broadway playhouse was crowded
with churchgoers who greeted the production with solemn enthusiasm.
It has now been running intermittently for more than
twenty years, and has been seen by twenty million
persons.
It would still be running had not the movies
killed stage spectacles of that sort.
It had in six months brought in seven times its cost
of seventy-one thousand dollars.
It has since amassed ten million dollars.
Can the film equal this, and if so, how soon can it
equal it ?
can only wait and see.
galley.

,

We

'

Will "Ben-Hur" Justify

Novarro and Kathleen Key

in

its

Cost?

one of the more tender moments of the story.
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What Style

Bob

of

With so many wide variations
of the bob to choose from, a
girl has a hard time these days
deciding just what particular

A

style suits her best.
study
of the modes worn by various
screen actresses might be helpful, for they have the benefit
of so much expert advice and
criticism that they are in a position to know what's suitable to
various types.

May McAvoy,
ter

in keeping with the usual characof her roles, has the full and fluffy bob of
the ingenue.

Marie Prevost's
above,

mure

is

Swanson,

Gloria
the

while

style,

in

bob,

fittingly de-

left,

looks

at

best

with a tailored effect
that

is

Bronson,
right,

quite

still

feminine.

Betty
at

the

had a boy's cut

for "Peter Pan," but
let
her hair

later

Dorothy

in

Phillips,

the corner, has adopted

what

is

athletic

known
cut,

as an

which

i?

from dressy in its
h a g g y appearance,

far
s

but

awfully

ient

for any one

goes
sports.

in

conven-

who

much

for
Bessie Love's

small-girl bob, at the
is
well chosen,

left,

for

it

fits

so perfectly

her 3-outhful type.

33

Your Type?

Suits

Lilyan Tasliman, at the right, is
effective
her
envied
to
be
"siren

for

shear,"

few women

can wear this with success, and
yet, when it can be worn, is
one of the most striking of all
It resembles, somethe cuts.
extreme mannish
the
what,
style in the lower right-hand
corner, but is saved from being
severe
quite
so
by being
brushed back more loosely.

Margaret Morris, one of the younger Paramount
is another whose style should be ingenue.

players,

Greta

and

Nissen,

alert

naforever trying new modes of
arranging her hair,
but the style at the
left is quite characture,

restless

in

is

teristic.

Helene

Chadwick,

at the

achieves

a
dressy effect for the
evening by inserting
a soft marcel.
right,

Margaret

who

is

Livingston,

of an unusual

anyway, introduced the novelty of

type,

pointed bangs, shown
the right,
which
at
give her a strange,

Egyptian look.

severe,

Dorothy

is

Devore's

mannish trim,
corner,

Very

indeed,
in

the

worn by her

only for a special picture,

however.
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The Discovery
Though
to

young screen actress found

hailed as a real find, the talented

America by Sam Goldwyn,

is

Vilma Banky

of

a shy, modest

who

person

still

in

Hungary and brought

wonders, "is

it

a

dream?"

By Myrtle Gebhart

VILMA

BANKY, Sam

Goldwyn's Hungarian im-

the sensation of the season in Hollywood, though filmtown has had few glimpses of
With but one picture, "The Dark
her in person.
Angel," released, and her second, "The Eagle," just
completed at the time I write, she has won.
Curiously enough, in an environment of much jealousy, she is the object of unanimous approval. Because
portation,

is

so unostentatious, Hollywood has accepted her
eager
and
to know her better.
Fraiilein Banky came not as some other foreigners
come, with regal manner and queenly condescension
not with the ambition to reign, but humbly to beg favor,
She came, a scared
did she slip quietly into her place.
voting girl on her first journey from home, facing her
first contact with life, holding a contract that she knew
little about, adventuring to find the port of her dreams.
All through her childhood, Vilma had dreamed of
gold-carpeted America as the place where all things
were possible because people worked and made them
Glamorous stories had come across the ocean to
so.
Ach, if only
set little melodies aquiver in her heart.
she had wings to fly to that wonderful America
As her father was a prominent politician, to their

she

is
is

!

home came

.

the government to discuss
officials resplendent on state occa-

dignitaries

it

her search for English words, she might have been
brought up in anv well-to-do English or American home.
"1st das traum?"
Many, many times during the past eight months has
Fraiilein Banky whispered that question to herself.
First, when she was summoned to meet an American
producer named Goldwyn who wished to grant her an
interview.
This was indeed an honor, for which many
famous stars of the European films would have been
grateful. Athrill, she met him, sat across the table from
him in an office while papers were hastily drawn up
with words she did not comprehend. They assured her.
those gentlemen, that it meant an American opportunity
at last.
if this man is very important.
I not
a nice man or not, but he have kind eyes
and I trust him. My family much opposed, but I sign
quick-lee, so, and pinch mv arm to make sure I am

"I not

know

seemed

at

times

frightfully

dull

and

stodgy.

Grounded from her infancy in that old civilization,
surrounded by still magnificent relics of its grandeur,
palaces and museums full of antiquities, galleries with
pieces centuries old, she absorbed art and culture unconsciously and longed to get away from it all into
a busier life where one did things instead of musing

—

over the archives of the past.
There were week-end family larks up in the hill spurs
of the Bakony Mountains, and there was always the
Yarosliget with its zoological garden to wander through,
but mostly she sought Margaret Island, a bit of lovely
jade dropped into the Danube.
There her dreams of
activity seemed easier to visualize.
place almost English in character, with its trim, velvety turf and modern
aspect, thither came the foreigners who were injecting
a new thought into the musty age of her homeland.
Though she was much too shy to reveal her hopes, the
mere brush of contact with these people was stimulating.
Her dreams seemed hopeless, for she belonged to a
conservative family she was destined for marriage to
a titled landowner.
There was open to young girls of
ambition but one profession, the stage, and to that she
aspired. Obtaining grudging parental consent, she made
her debut in Vienna, but on the following day, found
herself sidetracked to the films.
screen producer,
overjoyed at her work though she insists she was the
victim of agonizing stage fright
effected a quick change
in the cast which enabled her to enter the movies.
As this seemed the lesser of two evils, the family,
while not thoroughly approving, withdrew active objections.
Her life continued then as before, quiet, tranquil, except that every day she went to the studio to act.

A

;

—

A

—

if

know

he

is

alive."

Within three weeks, after a scurry of last-minute

of

weighty problems,
sions with much gold braid.
The social life that moved
sedately about her would offer the charm of an old
To the
pride to us of the world born but yesterday.
young dreamer Vilma, stirred by an impulse to get out

and achieve,

Perhaps because she has never been associated with
the theatrical atmosphere, there is nothing about her suggestive of the foreign actress.
No artificiality of makeup or mannerisms, no coquetry mars her manner of
the self-contained, well-bred family girl.
Except for

work at the studio, and a dash to a seaport train with
make-up still on her face, she was aboard an America-,
bound liner. Only when the big boat was plowing the
nose headed toward her goal, did fear clutch;
her heart.
What if this man with the kind eyes
should prove to be a bad man ? Though a film actress.
Vilma had seen little of the world. Her work and her
family life these had limited her horizon of expend
ences.
And in her timidity, vague horrors presented
themselves to her imagination.
"I cry, I wish the boat turn back and take me home.
But next day the sun shine, and I am in a hurry to get
That boat so slow!"
to America.
Her first impression of America, one of titanic size
and mad struggle and tireless efficiency which magically
seas, its

1

at

—

smoothes otit friction, continues.
"In New York," she said, "I see only such a bigness.
Everyw'ere, high buildings, stone, and iron.
So many
peoples, all in a great hurry to work.
It thrill me,
but it frighten me.
I stand on the street, my heart go
so fast, I wonder if Vilma get lost in all this busv
machinery.
"But this man and his Madame Goldwyn. they fix
Vilma.
Such kind peoples
They say,
'Now, now, you stop worry and we make that right.'
I know so few
I am lonesome at first, mooch homesick.
Home to my bongalow
peoples, and I never go out.
from the studio, my dinner, an hour to read, then bed.
My rest I must have or I cannot work.
"After a while I meet peoples, but it is hard to make
friends.
One, two, t'ree, enough. We understand each
odder.
But many acquaintances, no. I do not know
everyt'ing for

!

It is
w'at they talk about, how to t'ink like they do.
How the}'
so fonny, to dance every night at cafes.
do it, I like to know, and not get tired or seeck?"
Though she feels at sea in the hustle of America's
so-called social life, its business efficiency is a constant
Cars whisk her to and
surprise and delight to her.
all

Continued on page 106

THE

of Vflma Banky, whose story is on the oppohas been much heralded, but her striking
performance in "The Dark Angel" more than justified
talent

site page,

all prophecies.
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A VIOLENT-TEMPERED

society girl, a modern
be Gloria Swansea's role in
"Tamed," Fannie Hurst's up-to-date version of "The
Taming of the Shrew."

Kalhcrine,

is

to

42

TOUCHED
in

with real tragedy is the outwardly glorious success that has at last come to Belle Bennett
"Stella Dallas," as yon may read on the opposite

page.

43

The
How

own

a tragedy in her

life

Price of a Success
influenced Belle Bennett's remarkable performance in "Stella Dallas.

By

THE

very

that she

Elza Schallert

thing to say about Belle Bennett is
going to be one of the most discussed

first
is

actresses of the year.

This prophecy

is

based on a single performance that

she has given in "Stella Dallas," a powerful story of
mother love and sacrifice, a picture which undoubtedly
will be listed with the biggest
of the season.
Not since Pauline Frederick's Madame
has there
been a mother role on the
screen to match for sincerity,
force, and conviction the performance which Belle Bennett gives of Stella Dallas
Stella,
a"
woman simple,
cheap, even vulgar, "judged

X

—

only
Stella,

by
appearances"
a mother who wrote

her child's happiness in her
own heart's blood when she
gave her up to another
woman, who she realized was

more

cultured,
than herself.

more

One performance
make

a career,

But

end

—and

took a whole year for Mr. GoldBelle Bennett was chosen.
I think it was the result of fate, as well as of a producer's decision, that she should play the role.
For,
the story of her own motherhood was as rich in poignant drama as the story of Stella Dallas herself.
Some people harbor the
conviction that to be a great
actress a woman must have

wyn

to

in the

make

it

his decision

—

known

terrible suffering.

Belle

Bennett should, then, be one
of the most understanding and
compassionate
players
who
ever lived.
She was brought
up in the atmosphere of tent
and park shows run by her
father.

sort of

Her mother was

the

woman who mothered

one in the company,
and when people complained
that she was working herself
every

to the point of exhaustion for

refined

people who were unworthy,
she always said, "I would
want people to do the same for

doesn't

my

little girl."

be sure.
Belle Bennett was married
But it can start the world
when hardly more than a child.
talking.
And every one who
The last photograph taken of Belle Bennett and her
Her first baby died, and, griefhas seen Miss Bennett as this
son Billy.
stricken, she adopted another.
pitiable
mother has been
Then Billy, who died so tragcaught by the emotional sweep of her characterization,
Then, as misfortune hit her
born.
ically last spring, was
and has taken up her name.
relatives, she gathered dependents into her enfolding
It may be well to recall that, more than a year ago,
arms until there were eleven dependents being cared for
Sam Goldwyn announced that he was going to film the by this struggling young actress. Her husband deserted
book "Stella Dallas." And he immediately commenced
For
her, and for years he refused even to see her.
search for the leading character.
It was" a great role
years, however, she taught her boy to love him. giving
for the right actress
A reputation could be made by it him Christmas presents supposed to have come from his
More than one player in Hollywood realized this.. But no father, making excuses for him.
one more than Belle Bennett.
Years in stock brought Belle
She was the first to be conBennett success in that line of
sidered for the part, and of
work. But always the ogre of
Never Before
her the first screen test was
poverty was lurking just outin the history of pictures has there been so
made. Her name meant litside her door. Even when she
poignant and appealing a story in connection
tle to pictures outside of the
had a triumphant season, there
with the making of a screen production as the
fact that, twelve years ago, in
story told here, of how Belle Bennett, in the face
was little left when the enthe early days of Blanche
of her own grief, carried on to a great achieve=
gagement was over. The leadment.
Sweet and Gloria Swanson,
ing actress in stock is expected
If you have not yet seen "Stella Dallas," lay
she had played leads with the
to spend her money in the
aside this story and read it again just before you
old Triangle company. And
town that gives it to her. She
go to see the picture. You will be repaid for
during the past two years she
has no time, while learning a
having done so.
has appeared in "Playing with
new part every week, to think
Souls," the last picture started
of little economies. And Belle
by the late Thomas H. Ince, and also in Sam Goldwyn's
Bennett never fell back on the time and trouble sav"Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood." The intervening
ing technique of the usual stock actress.
She did not
time she had spent on the stage in stock, and in New York
merely learn her lines and endow them with a few tried
plays, among which "The Wandering Jew," "The Demi
and true theatric tricks. Each role was a new characteriA^irgin" and "Lawful Larceny" had been the most notable.
zation, thought out in detail, carefully built.
Whether
She was not the onlv actress, however, considered
it was "The Thirteenth Chair," "Pollyanna," or "Within
for the part.
There were about twenty others. And
the Law," Belle Bennett gave it as careful study as
such scintillating names as Pauline Frederick, Louise
though she had never attempted such a role before.
Dresser, Myrtle Stedman, Nazimova, Gladys BrockSuitors never flocked around her; perhaps she was too
well, Ethel Barrymore, Margaret Lawrence, and Marbusy, or perhaps she repelled them, thinking that some
jorie Rambeau, were among those mentioned.
day her husband would come back to her. But eventuto

!

—

—

—

The

44
ally she

was divorced.

It

Price

of

was some months before she

Fred Windermere, a young director who brought
her love and understanding and sympathy, and she marj

i

in

ried again.

could go into detail and describe to you the anxiety
terrible uncertainty that Miss Bennett endured during the long time of waiting just waiting for the part
dozen times she was on the point of
of Stella.
She almost accepted an offer
returning to the stage.
for an engagement in stock in Atlanta, Georgia, where
she was a tremendous favorite, at a thousand dollars a
week. But each time that she held off, it was because
of her yearning to accomplish something really big, in
order that her boy, who had no father to look up to,
might feel that, at least, he had a mother who had
achieved something that he could be proud of.
Not long before she was at last chosen, the boy was
taken ill with an infection from a blister the same mysterious ailment that took the life of President Coolidge's
son and for 'six heartbreaking weeks she saw him
wasting away from a big, healthy lad of one hundred
and sixty-five pounds to a mere eighty pounds when he
I

and

A

—

—

died.

She buried her boy high up on a hill in Hollywood,
one Friday afternoon, and the next
day was ordered to start making scenes for the picture.

in beautiful Valhalla,

The corned}' scenes
The first sequence

to be taken was that in which Stella,
the foolish, fond mother, staying at a fashionable resort
that her little daughter may meet the right sort of
companions, comes out, dressed in her absurd, frilly
clothes, and is ridiculed by the girls and boys with whom
her daughter is playing and who do not know that she
is

the mother of their

little

friend.

day was very hard for Belle Bennett, but
something happened that did much to help her get
through the terrific ordeal.
As she walked onto the location and saw the young
people laughing and chatting in much the same way
that the characters do in that sequence of the picture
a stifling feeling overcame her.
She wondered whether
she was going to be able to carry on.

That

first

—

As

she

stood there,

trying

to

collect

herself,

Lois

Moran, who played the role of Stella's daughter, left
the group.
Miss Bennett does not even recall whether
or not they had been introduced at that time.
But
Lois had seen.
And when the rest were not looking,
>he came up to her and said, "Oh, Miss Bennett, if
your arms are empty, won't you take me into them and

And as she put
little girl?"
her head against Miss Bennett's shoulder, a sudden welling up of affection broke through the choking pain, and
a little later the scenes were taken.
Ordinarily, sorrow rips open the human heart and
time heals the wound. But very often sorrows do not
come singly, and the wound stays open, as grief is added
to grief.
This is what happened to Belle Bennett.
few days after work had begun on "Stella Dallas,"
there appeared in the press a story, which was broadcast over the country, saying that she had acknowledged
her son only after death had taken him away, and that
she had, for the grown-up years of her boy's life, posed
as his sister.
It was far from a pleasant story, as it
appeared, and not one that mothers, women, men, fathers
care to read.
I questioned her about it.
And what she told me
reveals how an actress, even though she is a mother,
must always regard herself as a public figure, who may
at any time, by anybody, expect to have the private recesses of her heart prodded open, and have placed upon
the secrets therein any inflection that is desired. Whether
just pretend that I'm your

A

a right or wrong interpretation, the story that appeared

Success

a
the

in

proves once again

press

that

an

actress,

even

often '"judged only by appearances."
"My boy Billy," Miss Bennett began, "meant to me
just exactly what ever)- bah)- has meant to every real
mother since the beginning of time. I have been an
actress all my life.
I was virtually born on the stage.
Naturally my work separated me from my boy after
But that didn't mean that
he reached the school age.
my heart was not right inside of his, that I didn't look
after his physical, mental, and moral welfare all the
time, or that I didn't spend regular intervals with him.
"He was a wonderful child. Naturally, every mother
says that. But really, my Billy was different. He grew
into such a sturdy little man, and I put him into military
school very young.
It made a splendid chap of him.
So big, so strong, so manly.
"Theodore, my other boy, and Billy were great friends
and brothers.
three were pals in the fullest sense of
the word.
must
exp.ain that Theodore has been my
I
boy since he was a tin)- three-week-old baby. I took
him to me at that time almost nineteen years ago
and have loved him just as if I had given birth to
him.
"As I said before, Billy was such a strapping youngster for his age that often, when I introduced him to
people they just smiled and thought it a joke on my
part.
And right there was the beginning of the episode
that I never, never realized was going to be used against
me so cruelly in later years.
"It was a little over three years ago that I was playing in Chicago in 'Happy Go Lucky.' I was the ingenue.
father and an aunt were with me and Billy and
Theodore had come from their military school to join
us for the Christmas holidays.
My father and I have
played on the stage together for many years, though
he did not happen to be in that production. The humor
of my being booked as an ingenue, a young girl of
about eighteen, and being in real life the mother of a
boy who even then looked fifteen, struck him, and he
commented on it. And just a few days before that, the
producer of the show had also commented on it and
said to me, 'Miss Bennett, it's pretty hard for me to
tell the public in
the advertisements that you are a
young ingenue and then have you produce this young
giant as your son.'
"I never took it very seriously, because I loved my
boy and was terribly proud of him. But at the same
time, having been raised in the traditions of the theater,
the world of make-believe, I couldn't help realizing mat
maybe the public would resent the little deceit, if you
want to call it that, of the publicity that was bein^ sent
out about me.
Of course, in the theater; a fib about
an actress' age isn't looked upon as a dreadful sin
especially not if her looks belie her age.
"Well, dad, my aunt, my manager. Billy and Theodore
talked the situation over. And just as I was becoming
very disturbed over the whole silly affair, Billy chirped
up with this T tell vou what, mother. Let's pretend
we're your young brothers. You look young enough to
be our sister.
We'll call you "Sis" just while we're
here and it'll be lots of fun.'
as Stella Dallas,

is

We

—

My

:

say that I was enthusiastic over it.
But
agreed, and from then on, when we were in
public together, I was 'Sis' to my boy. Before I realized
it, we had all got into the habit of it.
They called me
'Sis' and I let them do it.
But every single one of my
"I

can't

anyway,

I

friends, and every person who has known me at all in
business, has always realized that Billy was life to me
and that he certainly icas my son.

"This terrible thing has upset

mother can

understand.

It

me

has

in a way that every
made me think so

Continued on page 98
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This is

how

the

camera men kept up with Messala's galloping steeds during the filming of the "Ben-Hur" chariot

race.

Hollywood High Lights
Keeping pace with the news and gossip

By Edwin and

THE

is the money that is now
big pictures.
There are larger
profits in the movies to-day than at any time in
their history, and everybody is anticipating a new boom
in production.
More than ever, films seem to be divided into definite
classes.
There are those, first of all, that are destined
for long runs in the big cities and for road showing at
advanced prices.
These are receiving" more and more
attention, because recently they have gained such huge
earnings.
Charlie Chaplin's "The Gold Rush" is expected to
bring in an enormous revenue for the comedian. Estimates place the money .that it will make at seven or
''The Big Parade" has been acclaimed
eight millions.
dazzling
since
its
sensation,
as another box-office
colony.
in
the
Egyptian
Theater
premiere at Grauman's
hailed
also
Barrymore,
is
''The Sea Beast," with John

talk of

being"

Hollywood

made with

Ernst Lubitsch's feature, "Lady Winderas a winner.
mere's Fan," is the most pretentious that he has done
since coming to this country, and he is now planning a
big

American

dollars in order to

make

its

producers feel at

Fewer and

Elza Schallert
a decided improvement.
It has lagged somewhat during the past season in the quality of its lesser features,
and so there have been several shifts and changes in
the personnel of the studio, apparently in anticipation
of a better future.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with its terrific list of stars
and directors, and with the fact that "The Merry
Widow" and "The Big Parade" are tremendous successes, has given a keen edge to competition.
Rumors of many mergers and transactions have been
going the rounds, so that, instead of being the placid
place that it normally is, Hollywood has been turned into
a seething caldron of big business events.
Gilbert and Vidor.

all

happy.

Better.

Smaller pictures, particularly those that are cheaply
made by the larger studios, seem to be suffering quite
The Paramount organization, for one. has
a bump.

announced the cutting down of the number of its pictures, and everybody feels that this is going to mean

—

The

John
perfect combination of actor and director
They have joined talents again in
Gilbert and King Vidor
the film version of Sabatini's "Bardelys, the Magnificent."
Vidor directed "His Hour," through which Gilbert
!

first

idol.
He also made "The Wife
Then came "The Big Parade." The

became a popular

of the Centaur."
latest

historical spectacle.

Douglas Fairbanks' production of "The Black Pirate,"
which is all but completed, will undoubtedly be a sensa"Bardelys the Magnificent," which will star Jack
tion.
Gilbert, and also be filmed entirely in colors, holds promise of an elaborate interest.
Then, to top them all, there is "Ben-Hur," now finally
finished, which will have to yield nearly ten million

of the film colony.

Vidor production

in

which Gilbert has played

is

"La Boheme."
Erte Insults Hollywood.

Withering looks from the

girls of

Hollywood are

all

that will henceforth greet the mention of the name of
The little French designer,
Romain de Tirtoff-Erte.
Paris
over
from
to reform the styles of the
who came

movies, has incurred their ire by what are termed "a
number of insulting and very ignorant" remarks he
made at the time that he resigned from the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

organization.

Erte declared that he had only one "pleasant memory"
of his stay in the film colony, and that was of Carmel
Mvers. "She has grace and poise and a slender figure,"
he said, "and above all, she knows how to walk." He
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spoke favorably of both Claire Windsor and
Eleanor Boardman.
But for the beauty of the girls in general, he seemed
i'/ have only disdain.
"They offer no more inspiration
to a designer than other women," was his principal comment.
He was in a huff, too, because the story for
which he was devising costumes was changed three
times.
"The last attempt at the story was the worst,"
he said.
The only chance that Hollywood had to judge of the
art of Erte was at "The Big Parade" opening.
He contributed some extravagant symbolical creations for this
event that elicited both approval and disapproval.
On
the whole they were rather lavishly beautiful.
also

Harold's Canoe Course.
must certainly be going to the heads of our
foremost stars.
For now their homes, too, are beginning to assume something of the aspect of superpro-

Movie

ductions.

Before he gets through, Harold Lloyd is going to
have the most remarkable establishment in all of Hollywood.
The latest things that he has added are a canoeing
course on a river, especially constructed, and a huge
waterfall.

At Home with Alice Calhoun.
Alice Calhoun has just bought a very lovely

C

ompany and Paramount.
Monte versus Rod Again.

old-time feud between Monte Blue and Rod La
Rocque is certain to break out again now. Monte, you
know, is partly Indian, and exceedingly proud of the
fact.
Rod La Rocque claims no such distinction for
himself, but he seems lately to have enjoyed honors fit
for a chieftain at an Indian round-up
in Los Angeles.
He was formally
adopted as their honorary head by a
whole group of Indian tribes that were
gathered for the event.
\\ hile it was nothing more than a
stunt
connection with
publicity
in
Rod's new starring picture, "Braveheart," Rod was nevertheless encroaching upon a province that Monte has
regarded as quite his own.
haven't
had the courage to interview him as to
his feelings yet, but we can readily
imagine what they are.
There has always been such rivalry
between the two stars, because of their
resemblance to each other, that it is
dangerous to mention them in the same medicine ball,

The

We

breath, as

you probably know.
as a Viking's Daughter.

Mary

^ry ana
i

\

here,

Pickf ord's role in the picture she can bat it
that she will play with Douglas Fairabout just as
banks probably the next that the}- skillfully when
will make
will be that of a viking's
sheris surrounddaughter. At least, she will be a Norse ed by several
maiden, this part being chosen for her feet of water
because of her radiant and golden type
of beauty.
Doug has the story pretty well mapped
So it is fairly certain that they will
out.
this
costarring picture.
Possibly some
do
of the scenes will be taken by them this
spring during a trip to Europe.
Mary may make one more picture before she leaves, for "Scraps."
of course, is finished.

— —

in

style,

Will There Be a Battle?
Now that Erich von Stroheim has signed up with
Famous Players, all that we ask is that we may have
a ringside seat for the first fight because it will
probably also be the last one.
There is no telling, however, what may come out
of this strange association and it really is a
strange one for more reasons than we can
explain here.
Incidentally, it might be interesting to

—

—

know

Douglas Fairbanks came
making a production with

that, recently,

very

near

Von Stroheim

as

director.

If

other

had not intruded, he probably
would have done so, because he entertains a tremendous admiration for Von's
plans

talents.

FJnder his

heim

new

contract,

Von

Stro-

to act as well as direct.

is

When Lew

/

/

place,

the

the hearthside.

and though she
is firmly fixed on

Mary

English

Wilshire district of Los
Angeles.
She has been holding open house to her
friends, who are not perhaps typical of the motion-picture group, ever since she has occupied it.
Recently, we enjoyed there a ten-course Italian dinner prepared by Mont}- Banks, the film comedian.
Monty's real name is Mario Bianchi, of course, and he's
celebrated as one of the finest spaghetti cooks in the
colony.
There is no exaggeration either about the publicity that has been given him in this connection.
Alice and her mother have always been charming to
meet, and their hospitality is one of the most delightful
things about them.
In their home, the talk runs to
many things besides pictures, and when you are there,
you are likely to be entertained by an impromptu musical program, for Alice herself plays the piano, and also
sings and whistles, while her guests often disclose sufficient musical talent to make a very pleasant evening by
built in

Dissension in the Minter Family.
Alary Miles Minter 's effort to obtain an accounting
from her mother of money that she earned by her acting
has not been progressing very favorably.
Mrs. Charlotte Shelby won the first point in the contest when she
had the case thrown out of court temporarily.
Miss Minter and her mother have been at outs for
some time according to the general understanding, but
they were supposed to have patched up their difficulties.
Anyway, the court proceedings brought out the fact
that Miss Minter made nearly a million and a quarter
dollars during her contracts with the American Film

sets

Sang.

Marshall Neilan, Lew Codyma}- be named as Hollywood's princi-

Next

to

pal cut-up.

Lew was down
Hotel

not

friends,

long

and

at

ago

was

the Alexandria
with one of his

quite

interested

in

hearing for the first time one of the new
type of phonographs.
The effect struck him as so realistic
that it brought to his mind the bright
idea of serenading a lady friend
the
one presumably to whom he has
been reported engaged over the telephone.
Lew called her up, and said

—

—

"Listen,

my

dear,

good-night song."

and

I'll

sing

you a

Hollywood High Lights
"What," she exclaimed, "I

didn't

know you could

body

is

that she will choose the films rather than the
for her return to professional life in this

sing."

footlights

"Ah, hut you don't know all my talents yet," replied
Lew.
So he brought the phonograph close to the telephone,
and put on the Caruso record of "O Sole Mio."
And even to this day it is said the fair recipient
of the serenade is not quite sure whether Lew is a
famous tenor in disguise or not.

country.

—

—

Father Bosses Daughter.

A
that

somewhat attractive sentiment surrounds the news
Maurice Costello is directing his daughter Dolores
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Samuel Pepys in Hollywood.
Up very betimes and by foot to church,
meeting with Estelle Taylor and her husband, Jack
Dempsey, they going in the same direction, and did ask
Jack how he likes it that Estelle does play with John
Barrymore in "Don Juan," he replying loud and raucously that so long as she picks champions, he does not
care and so stayed the sermon and home.
Monday Fell into a dispute with my wife over the

The Sabbath

:

;

:

morning papers, securing
but one page, but found
there no important political news other than the
handsome and prolific
speeches of Mr. Valen-

her first starring picture for Warner Brothers.
He is not the first, of
course, to fill the dual
role of parent and director, but at that, the conditions are exceptional, for
Maurice himself was at
one time such a favored
in

tino

star.

Even before her appearance in a picture, the fame
of Dolores appeared to be
as amazingly spread as
that of any newcomer in
She is conthe game.
with
stantly
mentioned
Vilma Banky as one of the
feminine players who is
certain of a great future.

V

and to work.
Tuesday
:

studios,

pretty case of rivalry
between the two
Day sisters, Alice and
Marceline.
Alice,
you
that

time

in

a

great

recognize her, her flaxen
hair being now brunette,
which she says is the
original shade, and did
inquire of the health of
her baby boy, which she
has named Everett John

has been starSennett shortreelers, and is the older of
the two.
Marceline was also in
comedies for a time, and
then quite wisely chose to
try dramatic features inrecall,

in

stead.

Roach
and there did see

while, she playing a lead
there in a Charlie Chase
comedy, and did scarcely

A

ring

and by

Mildred Harris for the

Rivals and Sisters.

may

Up

trolley car to the

first

is

concerning' divorce,

marriage, babies, and the
movies, which does not
greatly interest me, being
of the opinion that Mr.
alentino
should take
care lest he talk himself
off the screen, and so
thought no more of it

McGovern, apparently
holding no sentimental
memories of her former

husband, Charles Spencer
Chaplin, as she has not
given the baby even one
of his names.
Wednesday: To Wil-

She was engaged

a prominent part in
Frank Lloyd's "The Splendid Road," and now has
just finished the lead in
for

liam Fox and saw him
sign a great check for
"What Price Glory,"
which he means to make
And since the
It is the ambition of every comedian to play Hamlet.
into a picture, it being a
producers are so keen now for a modern interpretation of the melansuccessful play, and
should
very
be.
choly Dane, this is George K. Arthur's idea of what it
did
him if all the
ask
Both of the girls began
original
will
in
the
of
the
be
subtitles on
words
were
swear
their work before the camera almost before they
being
man
of
few
words
he
a
did get
the
screen,
but
and
sweet
out of high school, and thev are singularly
answer.
no
satisfactory
natural.
Thursday: Dined at Writers' Club and saw Louise
Welcome Pauline.
Fazenda eating turkey with great content, which pleased
me very much, and laughing merrily at the jokes which
Pauline Frederick is home again, and is reported to
a famous scenarist did whisper into her ear, Louise behave left a trail of broken hearts behind her in Australia.
Not only was she enthusiastically received by the ing of good wit herself.
Friday
It being a fair promising day, up pretty beaudiences there during her eight-month sojourn, but
times and by bus to Universal studio, where there is
she was twice reported to be engaged.
much discourse because the title of "His People," being
It is really regrettable that the screen has been so long
a film of Jewish life, is changed to "Proud Heart,"
deprived of an actress of such magnetic charm and faswhich seems to me a wise change, as the programs would
cinating ability as Miss Frederick, and the hope of every-

"The Barrier," the
of

revival

Rex

Beach's story.
It is said that she is certain to win a good contract as a result of her
performance.

:
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have read, "Carl Laemmle presents 'His People,' " which
would have been misleading, and am now informed that
it is changed again to "Common People," which I hope
will be the last, too many changes causing confusion.
Saturday
To the Montmartre for lunch, where there
is a great crowd and much merriment, all the people in
Hollywood being there and trying to squeeze in at once,
no one being hurt, however, except Mickey Neilan, who
suffers a little bruise of the eye, but is very merry withal
:

tells me of his new picture, which is "The Gambling
Chaplain,'' being an adaptation of a play called "Wild
Oats Lane," a title which makes me think it may be
worth seeing.

or thirty different

women

during the unfolding of the
among others, Mary Astor
as the lead, and she has never looked lovelier.
There
are, also, Estelle Taylor as a gorgeous Lucretia Borgia,
June Marlowe, Helene Costello, Myrna Loy, Helene
d'Algy, Phyllis Haver, Helen Lee Worthing, and Hedda
Hopper, besides Jane Winton, and others, in the prologue.
Certainly, from the viewpoint of beauty, the
feminine part of the cast is par excellence.

The

picture.

cast includes,

and

A

Barrymore Answer.

Some

actors may want to play Hamlet in the attire of
to-day, as is the fashion momentarily on the stage, but
evidently John Barrymore is "agin" the idea."

A reporter was sent out from one of the Los Angeles
newspapers to secure, if possible, a photograph of him
in such garb, impersonating the famous Shakespearean
character that he has portrayed before the footlights
many times.
"Would you be

willing to pose as

Hamlet

in

modern

clothes?" the reporter asked.

"No!" Barrymore

"But

replied.

graphed as King Lear

I

might be photo-

in circus tights."

Adonis Once More.
should bring an actor into promi-

If ever a picture

nence as a romantic

idol,

it

"Don
Nothing more

the production of

is

Juan," in which Barrymore is appearing.
suited to his personality could be imagined than this film,
which is being made in a lavish way by Warner Brothers.
Barrymore plays two roles that, of course, of Don
Juan himself, and that of the don's father in a prologue.
As Don Juan, he wears a handsome blond wig, and a
mustache that is a suggestion rather than a fact. The
latter is very charming, however, and probably the smallest that has ever been seen in Hollywood.
Estimates are that he will make love to at least twenty

—

Who has

the

most
in

beautiful legs?

This is

the question

which several of the screen

's

that

was

Michael Aden in Hollywood.
Michael Aden's now somewhat celebrated remark
that he had come to Hollywood to study the silent drama
but had heard nothing but talk ever since his arrival,
may have had some reference to an entertainment that
was held in his honor at the Screen Writers' Club. Evidently this organization had decided to take no more
chances with imported writers, since Laurence Stallings,
one of the authors of "What Price Glory," had referred
to their talents in a disparaging manner some time ago.
So when Arlen was the guest of the club, thev made
the evening almost entirely one of travesty. One of the
principal features of the program was a burlesque of
"The Green Hat," in which Aden's very sophisticated
heroine, Iris March, was portrayed as a Camp Fire girl.
Another story that is told on Arlen is of his first
encounter with Charlie Chaplin. It was a cosmic meeting, it seems, and Charlie had a chance, for once, to let
loose and talk copiously about his artistic ideals, his
ambitions, and his sufferings. He availed himself of the
opportunity liberally, so much so, indeed, that Chaplin
and the Chaplin aspirations were almost the exclusive
topic of conversation, except when he digressed to his
pictures, "A Dog's Life," "The Kid," "The Gold Rush,"

and others.
Arlen listened

politely, but as he was going out the door,
he suddenly turned, and called at the top of his voice
"Don't forget, there are also" and here his voice rose
to a crescendo
"there are also Michael Arlen, 'The
Green Hat' and 'These Charming People!' "

—

—

Continued on page 96

decided

heroes acted as judges.

in

a

recent contest

among

the

Metro-Goldwyn extra

They picked the third pair from the

right.

girls
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Why

Did De Mi lie heave Famous Players?

An inquiry into the character of the man which not only answers the foregoing inquiry, but also explains
certain characteristics of his work that puzzle some persons, irritate others, but which delight the millions of
picture lovers whose loyal admiration has made De Mille one of the most powerful figures in the industry.
By John Addison

E

VER
De

stay," the subconscious

Elliott

since

Cecil

B.

Always the hired man
saw himself behind the

Famous Players-Lasky
to start an organization of
his own, every one has
been asking, "Why did he
do it, at this of all times ?"
For the tendency now is
for more and more centralization.
Save for a
Mille

handful,

scant

left

counter,
his

The hired man
did not fool himself.
He
knew that the employee can
sleep while the boss frets

and stars who broke
few years ago to
form their own companies

have either disappeared or
have gone back to one or
another of the big organi-

birth travail of a new organization.
He knew that
he must come out from behind the dollar bulwark of
an international corporation
and himself fight for financial credit, a puny figure arrayed against entrenched

zations.

Ince, one of the first to
branch out, was one of the
re-

organization
through the tips and downs
that

his

finished

less

.

forces.

Why

capable

Griffith, after

years

England and the

of hopeless struggle alone,
is now in the calm harbor
of a huge organization,
calking the seams of a boat
which has been tried by

many

little

strange

girl

an age when
were shy, Miss

in

Samuels,

a

New

York

teacher, militant, pervasive,

came
find

Christian-Jewish

maidens

dom.

And now we

to

birth of a

yclept Beatrice Samuels.
Independent, aggressive,

terrific
monetary
on the Sea of Free-

squalls

did he do it?

The answer goes back

independents.

Even

ideas.

about details money.
He
knew that years of comparative comfort, with people
and things ready to his hand,
must be replaced by the

out a

few who managed to

the

just

according to his

store

own

direc-

the

selling

goods he wanted, running

tors

tain

had

chosen.

De

v

know

to

oung

a

bashful

French- American.

Mille, for years the "bright

The romance of Henry De

young lad" who swept out
the store and arranged

not

a pedagogue, has
been recorded.
Certainly a marriage of greater
Mille, also

window displays of
bathtubs, lingerie, and so
forth, suddenly bidding the
boss good-by, in order to
set up a competing place
on the next corner.

nifty

opposites
call.

But

is
it

difficult

to re-

was a union of

Why, therefore, why?
To those who were close

interesting hereditary consequences.
From the first, Beatrice
Samuels De Mille preached
independence.
Henry De
Mille looked longingly at
the cool cloisters of the
Episcopal Church. He had
studied long and already had
mastered the duties of a lay
reader. It was only a matter of months until the surplice of a rector was to bind
him into a vast ecclesiastical
organization.
But no.
Beatrice De Mille saw a

De Mille for the
four weeks previous to his
decision, there was doubt
as to how the die would be
cast.
Even when his con-

His critics call him "poseur."
His friends call him "human."
And both indictments are true.
In his public life he is d Barnum.
In private life he is conservative

Why
Why

does he do it ?
does he venture
whence Griffith, Vidor,
Dwan, Ray, and others
have returned with burned
fingers

?

no secret that plans
for a contract to direct at
ait imposing figure lay at
one side of the table across
which the final decision of
separation was made.
It is

to Cecil

scious

mind

said,

"I

will

Photo by Witzcl

and quiet

in his taste.
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Did De Mille Leave Famous Players?
Acquaintances of ten years or more say he hasn't
had such a light in his eye since 1913, when he and
Jesse Lasky, plus a shoestring, fought and licked the
trust of that day, the General Film Company.
De Mille made great pictures at a time when he hid
the negative under the family mattress to prevent
sabotage.

He was

Fight?

behind the counter then, and he
"Virginian," the first "Call of the
North" they rolled from joyous fingers. Directors
began to howl at their hard work, so in order to shame
them, De Mille made two pictures in two weeks, working both night and day. These, "The Cheat" and "The
loved

The

it.

—

first

Golden Chance," were enormously successful.

The

critics

were severe with "Manslaughter,
million and a half.

but

it

grossed a

"The play," she cried, "our own work
independence a chance for service untrammeled."
Again, widowed, she became a play agent, spurning

creative spark.

—

offers of alliance.

Age

crept on.
Her sons had become film-wealthy.
Accept aid, a gorgeous mansion? No indeed naught
for her but her own income, her own tiny home, far below the great hilltop palace of her youngest son.
At her death, we find Cecil De Mille awed at the feeling of her indomitable will, of the desire to fight on,
which he sensed in the clasp of his mother's hand five
minutes after her heart had stopped.
Her son just couldn't help "going independent."
Of course it was convenient that Providence fixed the
date for a time when an outstanding personality could
make capital against the alleged tendency toward monopoly.
But it is doubtful if even the lure of being a leader
in a movement would have been sufficient to cause Cecil
De Mille to seek a divorce from Famous Players, if he

—

had not already made up his mind to do so. He had
inherited independence, and when circumstances confined him, something had to pop.

He

glories in being "behind the counter."

In those days, he led his people daringly, pitting them
against each other to extract their best. In "Joan the
Woman," we find discontented extras howling at the
weight of ancient chain armor.
Mutiny brewed and
on the pivotal day of an expensive set, hundreds of
horsemen refused to go on. Then it was that De
Mille, always dramatic, raised the steel masks of two
horsemen who had endured every hardship.
They
were girls. He lashed the rioters with a pitiless tongue
and secured a scene of great power.
And then, the small Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company grew huge, departmentalized. What was
once done with a sweeping gesture now became a matter
of polite, restrained conference.
Fortune smiled, but De Mille did not. He still retained his directorial touch
his pictures were consistently successful
but the old zest was gone. The world

—

—

—

was conquered, and Alexander fretted in his tent.
Born of paternal stock which had its center in the
South, Cecil De Mille's courtesy caused him to pull in
double harness.
Occasionally, however, rumors were
heard of disagreements as to story values, and successes
like "Old Wives for New" were born under protest.
Even at the time of the publication of "The Ten
Commandments," tongues prattled that not all of his
associates shared the De Mille faith in this theme.
These blazed signs along the forest trail of filmdom
meant but one thing, that the militant spirit of Beatrice
De Mille had not been crushed out of her son by a flood
of gold.

W hy on earth should Cecil De Mille give up comparative ease for desperately hard work and worry?
Why should he toss away representation in hundreds
of our biggest theaters and take a gamble that his pictures would be adequately offered?
Why be an independent and sweat blood when,
with his fortune, he need never have worked again ?
This whole paradox of De Mille as a hornyhanded, toiling independent is all the more strange
in the light of his pictorial and personal tendencies.
De Mille, the independent, works an eighteenhour day, and yet he loves comfort. He has a
large wardrobe.
He takes a keen delight in fresh
He

linen.

He

loves his yacht.

immense pipe organ

of an

He

revels in the music
mountain ranch.

at his

an epicure of epicures.
senses, however, in these very things a spirit
of protest against the days when he was an actor
out of work and his baby drank milk only because
father walked to Harlem from Fourteenth Street.
The gorgeousness of the De Mille pictorial bathis

One

tubs

?

Their genesis

lies

in

the barb which found its
into the soul of a young
actor who, assigned to
"rooms without bath,"
fashioned a pass key to gain
access to adjoining foun-

way
"Mate and Female" was
a

caricature of Barrie,

but

it

broke

all

records.

previous
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De Mille chuckles as he relates
the click of a key in the lock and the
entrance of two people caught him stealing a hath.
The relation of this incident to some of his famous
bathing episodes in films is not at all beyond the bounds
of logic or Freud.
The influence of an inherited tendency toward protest and independence gained impetus in the train of
a highly developed imagination.
Henry De Mille, the father, vised to read daily for
his boys one chapter of the Old Testament, one chapter
Posof the New. and a chapter of a popular novel.
sessed of a splendid speaking voice and an instinct
for the dramatic, he could hold even the roving attentains of cleanliness.

the time

when

—

an eight-year-old.
Imagine the father intoning the description of one
of the gorgeous royal balls which filled the romantic
Imagine his verbal pictures of
novels of that period.
brilliantly attired lords and ladies who formed the

tion of

dramatis persona.
Now consider the field upon which this seed was
Two boys, William and Cecil, sat openstrfewn.
mouthed in a room of genteel poverty, their minds
made razor-keen by colorful presentations of the exotic.
Consider the character of the home which sheltered
Conceive the choice of a genuine "haunted
this scene.
Who
house," lonely, isolated, the scene of a suicide.
would dream of selecting such a place, save parents who
had to be attracted by the necessarily reduced rental?
Why has Cecil De Mille become an Apostle of Splash?
Why does he seem to cater so unerringly to the taste
of the submerged nine tenths?

Why do his super-rich, impressionistically gorgeous
characters appeal to the hoi polloi?
Because Cecil De Mille knew, before adolescence, the
mind-pictures poverty can paint, and because his extra
picturings are nothing more nor less than a gesture
against the days when real poverty brought the two
brothers unsatisfied longings.
How Cecil De Mille has been panned for his highly
"Untrue to life,
spiced presentations of the wealthy
artificial/' the Solomons of the press have cried.
But not untrue, De Mille has held, to the imaginations
of the millions, the very intensity of whose efforts has bred
!

many times more glowingly tinted than reality.
Early in January, last year, C. B. led a party of

a picture

guests into the most exclusive, most expensive, most
liberally patronized night club in all New York.
Wealth in nine figures was present. Women danced
wearing jewels fit to ransom a king. But pictorially,
a small room, rather darkly
the scene was lacking
•

—

draped, crowded to suffocation, swimming in a haze
of cigarette smoke.
"Suppose," De Mille soliloquized, "suppose I presented this sort of cafe, the real, 'high-flying' New
York. It would not be believed nor accepted by the
great masses."
And so we find him abandoning the realities of
wealth, presenting, instead, reproductions of those
vivid, highly chromatic paintings which formed themselves in the mind of an adolescent, as the voice of a
father sketched the outlines of some striking tale by
one of those bygone authors whose pens dripped with
intriguing reds, purples, golds.
Oh, how the critics rage at this independent non-

conformist
"The worst picture ever!" they barked about "Manslaughter"
and with a gross
Never was so much spent
of a million and a half, that
on one picture in so short
photoplay ranks among the
"
a ^ me as on "^he Ten
first "ten
Commandments."
"Terrible!"
they said of
!

—

His "Carmen," with Geraldine Farrar, was a memorable
production.

—

"Male and Female," "a caricature of Barrie" and the
it just well enough to break all previous

public liked
records.

From his mother, Cecil De Mille learned independence.
From an incident he gained an asset which made it
possible for him consistently to maintain his position in
spite of quite liberal abuse from the "intellectuals."
For the first four nights in the haunted house at

New Jersey, two boys shivered in a bare
a ghostly voice said "Who-oo who-o-o !" at

Echo Lake,
attic,

as

awesomely regular

!

intervals.

And then one morning, bleary-eyed from loss of sleep,
the tree bough was found whose rubbing caused the
"ghost."
C. B. will never discuss it, but it is logical to believe
that his rather regal disregard of "Warning" signs dates
from this juvenile milestone.
Continued on page 94
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Margaret Reid, shown here with

Looking
Who,
first

Lillian

Gish, found her to be the only genuinely old-fashioned girl she

On

as one of the ensemble used

time,

in

had ever met.

with an Extra Girl
the filming of

"La Boheme," meets

Lillian

Gish

for the

and follows her and John Gilbert through the successive scenes of that pathetic

story.

By Margaret Reid

THE

mantle

greatness is a curiously potent
dazzling fascination to many
figures that were otherwise most unobtrusive.
Some wear it with regal ease, as if it were designed for
them rather than they for it. Mary Pickford is one of
these.
She is unmistakably a great woman, a woman
of achievements and power, and this as much outside
her own sphere as in it.
On the other hand, probably heading the list of those
in whom the rather awesome grandeur of supremacy
seems incongruous, is Lillian Gish.
Not when she is
at work, of course.
But outside the camera lines, the
one and
aspects of tremendous success are missing
thing,

of

lending

a

—

all.

Of course, the fanfare and trumpeting that preceded her arrival on the Coast led those of us who had
never seen her to expect not only the usual in stars,
but the unusual.
AYhich latter we got, but in the opposite direction.

At the time of Miss Gish's break with Inspiration,
the papers were full of rumors as to her future plans.
Great film magnates struggled like urchins and cried
like babies, trying to reach her with contracts proffering not only the moon but several acres of sky as well.
Then the wires palpitated that Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer
was a neck ahead. Breath was held. One pictured the
Unholy Three Hollywood's pet name for Thalberg,

—

—

Rapt, and Mayer biting their nails while straining their
Finally, one
ears over the private wire to New York.
bright

sunny morning

—

this

is

just

for

effect,

since

every one already knows there is nothing so viciously
perpetual as the- California sun a mammoth banner was
strung at the studio entrance, from one side of the high-

—

High above the road, it bragged to
to the other.
and sundry, "M. G. M. signs Lillian Gish !" Rival
bidders went home sulking and the charming services of
the favorite actress of John Barrymore, Hergesheimer,
and a few other people, were Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
for the trifling sum of eight thousand dollars a week.
I find it impossible to call up a mental picture of
eight thousand dollars a week at all, and an attempt to
conceive of that amount coming in every week throws
me into a high fever. But I understand it is a pretty
sum. And it would seem to indicate an equally vivid

way

all

We

knew

better, naturally, than to expect in the
trappings
of Swanson. But we did anthe
lyrical Gish
ticipate the definite markings of personality, the subconscious dominance, little things impossible to explain,
but apparent in most great people.
Miss Gish arrived on the same day that the elaborate

payee.

dressing-room suite designed for her was rushed to
The following morning found her at the
completion.
studio, conferring on stories.
After a polite but systematic search of the studio, 1

On

Looking
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discovered her on the lawn, talking to one of the heads,
She wore a severely plain white coat and a close hat of
pale rose felt, and carried a heavy black book in her
arms.
No make-up, not even powder, marred the
healthy, translucent pallor of her perfect complexion.

a gray flannel cape. The keepers of the M. G. M. wardrobe are the nicest wardrobe women in Hollywood,'
but even their elastic patience is tried on days when the
picture and scene require a mediocre costuming of

The famous

Their sympathetic ears are deafened with cries of
"But, Mother Coulter, I can't wear this why it's awful !"
"Can't I at least have a pretty cape to cover up
this horror?"
"Mrs. Piper, you wouldn't make me
actually wear such an ugly dress!"
Each feels that
anything less than the very best is not her type.
But to-day we were Parisians of precarious means,
offering up the old wedding ring and grandfather's
stickpin in a dingy little pawnshop in the Latin Quarter.

.

tiny

mouth showed only

its

own

faintly

pink color,

her eyes were the clear" light blue of a
child's.
Purists might not call it a beautiful face, but
the poignant, eerie sweetness of its frailly chiseled
features

To

is

the very essence of loveliness.

realize that she is a lady of great attainments

and

fame, and eight thousand dollars a week, is a
weary task. Her timid, gentle manner, her air, not only
of background, but of the cultivation of art and grace
through generations, make
her a figure that seems not
only remote from the rigors and extremes of motion-picture
success
but
from any contact with the
present age.
I have been
told, at one time and another mostly by gullible
males
"Do notice Soand-so, she is so quaintly
old-fashioned."
So-andso usually proves to be
either dumb or to be skillfully
using
a
highlv
infinite

extras.

—

The

scenes.

——

The magician Sartov,
Miss Gish's special camera man, sat on his high
stool by the camera, pulling placidly at his meerschaum

melancholy and
was almost
It

mained

so through the
building and maintaining
of a career that has meant

her

do

secret.

Parade," which is said to
be quite a skit, donned a

was some weeks be-

rakish smock hanging on
the directorial chair. These

is

managed

her triumph.

fore a story suitable

Miss
fell

was

Gish

When
there

King Vidor, a young
recently made a
picture called "The Big

to

it,

It

wistful.
like,

man who

and

misery

last

but
rather nicer than, waiting"
for the gong on the first
act of the opera.

—

age than ours is Lillian
Gish.
How she has re-

and

The
'

—

heartache, is
That she has

pipe.

touches were being applied
to the dreary little set.
The orchestra drifted into
one of Minii's first songs,

praised "method."
The
only genuinely old-fashioned girl I have ever seen
and that means typical
of a gentler and lovelier

battle

sunlight struggling in

through the grimy, cracked
windows was being repaired, a carbon stick having fallen out of one of
its rays, so we waited in
a decorous row behind the

the

final

for

smocks were the uniform

found.

for all the company during the picturing of the

decision

upon "La Boheme."
was still a long in-

bohemian Mimi and Rodolphe, a sort of atmospheric sympathy for the

terval before the scenario,

costumes, and all the
thousand and one plans,
were ready to be put into

and theme.
Each
smock was decorated with

sets,

And

two
weeks, a small space on
one of the stages was
tightlv canvassed in and
jealously guarded against
action.

intruders.

locale

symbols

then, for

In

this

sanc-

them very
RodolphEj played by John
little

seamstress Mimi.

custom of detailed rehearsal before any camera

a corner of the lot.
had not been long at work before various of the
ladies and gentlemen of the ensemble were instructed to
come out and be fitted for attire of the year 1830. I
happened to be among the fortunates and was soon
gowned in a lovely costume of hideous brown serge and

official

and
one

fine fellows

clever, but if there is

Gilbert, discovers that he loves the

work whatsoever. At the end of the fortnight, the
company gathered, en masse, on stage 3. This exclusive
place is always given to the most impressive company
It is hidden from casual visitors
in action at the time.
behind trees and shrubs beyond a wild little garden in

We

the

capacity.
Now, there are directors
and directors, many of

thing an extra lady likes

tum was observed the old
Griffith

representing

wearer's

more than a courteous and
one who is good looking as

considerate director, it is
well.
Girls
stop me if you've heard this before
will
be girls. And Mr. Vidor is an extremely personable

—

—

young man with a tanned complexion, thick black hair,
gray eyes, and a slow, infectious smile.
Which is all
every well-cast director should be. More of this paragon anon, but while we are on the subject, I might mention his brilliant young scenario writer, Harry Behn,

who

is

also exceptionally well cast.

Not only

this,

but

girl's

one Dave Howard, is the extra
dream of what all assistants will be when Will

Hays

really takes hold.

his assistant director,

And

then, of course, there

was
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Rodolphe and

his

bohemian friends, with a rousing toast, welcome Mimi into

—

Mimi's Rodolphe -a gay, moody romantic of wicked
charm. Now he paced the floor in breathless enthusiasm, now he sat hunched over in a chair, brooding and
despondent.
He was very handsome. And so, amid
ideal surroundings, the picture progressed.

When

the sunlight had been arranged to the satisfac-

Miss Gish was called and we made our
acquaintance with Mimi.
Such a sad and threadbare little Mimi, before her whirlwind rescue by Rodolphe.
Faint shadows hollowed her cheeks and her
eyes were haggard with fatigue and hunger.
In her
arms was clasped a ragged bundle which she timidly
offered up.
The coin thrust at her was too small, and
with tears in her eyes and quivering lips, she tenderly
placed her shabby, moth-eaten little muff on the counter.
The orchestra breathed faintly one of Mimi's gentle
laments oh! the pitiful little Mimi! I fumbled blindly
for a handkerchief, feeling I couldn't stand it any longer
without doing something about it anything to allay
tion of Sartov,
first

—

—

the misery of that wistful face.
When the camera stopped, she peeped round it, with
a birdlike gesture, the tears still shining on her eye-

"'Was that one
it again?"

all

right,

Mr. Vidor?

Or

shall

we

try

let's try it this way, too, and see how it looks"
Mr. Vidor's soft, lazy Southern accent.
So Mimi is unhappy this way and that way and several other ways, until she receives her scanty loan and
turns slowly away and goes out the door.
That was

all

"Well,

in

of

Mimi

When

for that time.

we saw her. it was at a picnic in the
Ville D'Avray, near Paris.
rural frolic. of
citizens of the Ouartier Latin
artists and their ladies.
The costumes for this were charming bright organdies
and taffetas of one of the quaintest of periods. The preliminary details of this picnic one must omit as being too
woods of

their midst.

—

unfestive
the two journeys to the studio at six on successive mornings only to find the call canceled, and the
old man on the outskirts of the crowd who turned away
with weak tears in his discouraged eyes.
But the third morning saw the jinx thwarted, and at
eight o'clock the buses were loaded and speeding along
the thirty miles through Los Angeles, past the great

—

estates of Pasadena, to Arcadia
a little town of orange
groves at the foot of mountains that reach straight up

into lofty

snow

fields.

In a grassy meadow, sheltered by oak

trees, the picnic

Miss Gish's town car, with its shades
was spread.
drawn, was already parked at one side. Through the
back window of an expensive coupe, a black head
swathed in a towel indicated the transformation of John
Gilbert into Rodolphe.
In another car were Louise and P hemic Phcmic was
played by a fiery Russian, Yalentina Zamina, late of the
famous Battalion of Death. Between scenes she sang
wild, strange songs of her native steppes, eyes half
Louise was none other than the
closed in recollection.
Catherine is a
director's little sister, Catherine Vidor.
child, shy and soft voiced, with lovely deep-

charming

lashes.

—

Girl

next

—

A

—

blue eyes.
This was her first appearance before the
camera, which alone was sufficient to prostrate her with
excitement, even without the surrounding circumstances.
You see, Catherine's favorite actor, bar none, is Edward Everett Horton.
"Oh, the Saturday afternoons I've spent in the front
row center at the Majestic!" which is the Los Angeles
"I just adore his
stock theater where Horton plays.
acting, it is simply perfect."
Now, Louise's beau in "La Boheme" is Colline, and
Coll in e was being played by Edward Everett Horton.
Thus we have all the elements of a truly dramatic situation, besides a most auspicious beginning for a budding

—

career.

Looking

On

with an Extra Girl

Mr. Horton is an inordinately quiet gentleman, emerging from the fastnesses of a book only for work. There
is a sort of old-fashioned courtliness in his bearing, a
throwback from the manners of the time of Colline himself.
He has a humorous expression, and smiles quizzically and contagiously with his eyes alone.
With Renee Adoree, the Musette of the picture, was
her sister Mira who, like Renee, was originally a dancer
but who has only recently turned to pictures. Also like
Renee, she is an impish comique, although she lacks
Renee's wistfulness. Renee is a mischievous, gypsylike
person, of chuckling, ready laughter.
Her eyes are
about the loveliest I have ever seen large, beautifully
shaped and violet blue, brilliant and long-lashed, equally
eloquent in tears or flirtation.
Among the jollymakers were Loro Bara, the young
blond sister of Theda a dear little couple whose adored
son is George K. Arthur the now w. k. Harry Crocker
his delicious wit the riotous center of the assembly
and Gloria Hellar, a charming discovery of Mr. Vidor's,
recently proclaimed one of the seven most beautiful unknowns in Hollywood. Which means that Gloria is
somewhat of a knock-out and presages great things.
When Miss Gish stepped out of her car and began
work, it was like the arrival of a limpid, fragrant wood
elf, so exquisite was her costume and so beautiful was
she herself.
No woman could resist its festive quaintness, and I could not help remarking, in particular, on
the air)-, organdie sleeves.
"It is sweet, isn't it?" Miss Gish said.
"We took it
from an old painting. And the sleeves are especially
effective on the screen.
Thev catch the light, and when
Minii runs, it looks as though she had wings, the wings
of a moth."
Her voice is a sharp surprise. You expect soft,
throaty accents, but instead she speaks in clear, firmly
sort of healthy voice, pitched rather
pitched tones.
There is much about her that is
high, like a child's.
reminiscent of extreme youth, besides the pure, cherubic
contour of her face. She has, not just poise and courtesy, but manners.
Careful, adorable politenesses that
she is never too tired or worried to forget, even down
to the unfailing, smiling "Thank you's" for the little

—

;

;

—

A

Mimi, having straggled back

to her lover

attentions continually showered upon her by the slavish
electricians and prop boys.
Much like a very wellbrought-up child she is, and utterly disarming.

"All right, Dave,

let's

get started," called

Mr. Vidor

impersonal way, as if nothing in particular were
pending. If he has any conscious method of direction,
in his

is his air of ease and pleasant dallying.
plishes a great amount of work, but this fact
it

He

accom-

never as
apparent to his players as the casual, unhurried comfort
of the way in which it is done.
In particular, he has a
skillful feeling for the charm a scene may contain, for
the loveliness that may be put into a situation.
This one sequence of the picnic is sure to stand out
by itself in the picture, no matter how splendid the rest
is.

It is

seldom that the

full effect of

an

is

entire scene

is

understandable when seen in the making.
The
interruptions and waits and changes damage any impression one might get.
But this seemed to hold continuity and sweep, despite the spasmodic way in which
it was necessarily assembled.
Like a bright little bird, Mimi flitted from group to
group of the bohemians, laughing and exclaiming while
administering to their needs.
Then, when the drowsy
background sprang to life at the music of rustic fiddlers,
and every one else ran off to dance but the smoldering
Rodolphe, she slipped away into the shadows of the
woods, peeping back over her shoulder, coquetting and
at

all

teasing.

When
done,

the shots of

we had

through the

leisure

our dance in the pavilion were
to follow Mimi and RodolpJie

forest.

As

opposite as possible, in every way except talent,
Miss Gish and Mr. Gilbert make a stunning picture.
Though each seems to accentuate the individuality of
the other, they are* yet such perfect foils that no salient
quality of either is dimmed.

Mr. Gilbert works with abandon, throwing self and
surroundings to the winds when he enters a scene. My
private opinion, held ever since "The Snob," is that he
is
the screen's greatest actor, without peer or rival.
My friends, who have had it expounded to them rather
often, would say it is not a very private opinion.
And
Continued on page 100

through the Paris streets, dies

in his

garret-

fx;

For Wear in the Sunny
South
Warm-weather frocks, seen on the screen, that offer
many hints of what the springtime styles will be.

By Betty Brown

NOT

all of us can go South.
1 am one of those who cannot,
but just because you may also be among the unfortunates
who must stay at home and brave the snowstorms, don't
think that this article has nothing to do with you, because it has.
The wise girl knows that the gay sport costumes, the smart afternoon gowns,, and the colorful and frivolous evening frocks worn at
the various Southern resorts are the first advance whispers of the
styles which we may expect to see blossoming forth at the coming
of the Northern springtime, and the girl who would be forehanded
will do well to study the style tendencies of these warm-weather
frocks even though the wind may be bowling and the thermometer
hovering at the zero mark.
The costumes worn by our screen stars at this time are often the
best examples of this type of gown, for the excellent reason that
many of the forthcoming spring productions are made in the South,
and many are the screen celebrities who are to be seen, both at work
and at play, at the various coast resorts south of the Mason and

Dixon line.
The gowns
podge of

I

have sketched in this number consist of a hodgeand evening styles, all of which, although

sport, afternoon

seemingly
simple in line
and style, contain

some new

note or trick
of line which
will surely be
seen in the
real spring

costumes

later

on.
irlish

gown

seen at
the top of this

For Wear

in

worn by Corinne Griffith
forthcoming picture, "Infatuation." It is of heavy crape in
an exquisite pastel shade,
its only trimming is
embroidery of many-

page
in

round neck and odd little strap sleeves. The
embroidered and scalloped skirt is worn very short, and
is simply gathered to the hemstitched belt at the normal
waistline.
A bunch of tiny roses at the waist completes this girlish dress.
Miss Griffith also sponsors the
scarf in this gown.
This one is of soft maline, attaching to the hat at the right of the underbrim and
winding around the neck and shoulders in soft folds.
With this dainty costume Miss Griffith carries a longhandled parasol, a picturesque adjunct to the
summer costume that has rather fallen into
childish

and its
embroidered

istered dots

A
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a model of charming simplicity and would be a delightful one for a young girl.
It is of soft crepe de Chine,
simply trimmed with wide hemstitching outlining the

is

her

narrow

Sunny South

the

narrow

string belt ties at
the natural waist
line.

disuse of late years.

Although evening and dance frocks cannot
be said to change much in weight and material from season to season, those worn in
the accompanying sketches have a definitely
springlike quality which makes them ideal for,
the near future for either home or Southern
wear. The one at the top of the page is
worn by Joan Crawford, who is playing
Irene in Edmund Goulding's production
of "Sally, Irene and Mary." It is an exquisitely beautiful gown, of blue, orchid,
and pink chiffon, which hangs in rhinestone-dotted points from the nor-;
mal waistline, where rhinestone
bandings, in odd pointed effect.
Continued on page 108

A dance frock of satin and chiffon worn b\
Joan Crawford in "Sally, Irene and Mary.

A
is

feature of almost all the spring frocks
the voluminous scarf, an example of

which Miss
It.

Griffith wears with this gown.
of heavv crape, matching the
in color and reaching to the hem of

too,

gown

is

Lily an

Tashman,
"Bright
Lights," wears

in

this

delightfully

girlish

the dress.

The afternoon frock next

in

shows the bustle effect which
on many of the spring models.

this

group

will be seen
It is

gown of

pink georgette

and cobwebby

a vogue

faintly reminiscent of the picturesque styles

worn

in the '80s with the gathered overskirt
and voluminous bow.
This gown is of
heavy moire silk, in a soft-tan shade, and is worn by Dorothy Mackaill
in "Joanna."
Miss Mackaill wears a beige fox scarf with this costume and a smart little hat of the same material as the gown.
The young lady standing next to Dorothy is Claire Windsor, wearing a smart one-piece frock which depends for its trimming upon
This
taffeta fruit in gay colors, which appear on the sleeve and skirt.

dress features the cape effect which, in this instance, is detachable,
Altying at the neck with wide streamers hanging down the front.
though the original model of this gown was navy blue in color, this
is a style which would be charming in any of the high shades suitable
The cape effect
for warm weather, a soft beige shade, for instance.
is a style to which I am particularly partial, as it is almost universally
becoming, and in the case of a slender figure, takes away the slightly

bare effect of the plain round neck.

The

last

gown

in the

group

is

also

worn by Corinne

A tight
bodice of g old
tissue

and a flaring

offilmy net make
the whole of the strik-

skirt

ing dance frock that

Greta Nissen wears

in

"The Luckv Ladv."
Griffith.

It is
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serious shortage of super

the

Fan attempts

to report re

By The
mobs

of others were there, and they all cried so
I don't see how they could act that

heartily that
night.

"I hadn't the slightest intention of going to the
regular opening after that," Fanny went on gustily,
"but somehow, my footsteps just strayed mechanically toward the theater.
You really have to see
'Stella Dallas' more than once.
What I am trying
to figure out is how to time my bursts of tears next
time so that I'll see the parts I missed the first and
second times I saw the picture.
"Mae Murray's face was so streaked and swollen
that she tried to rush out a side door and escape
Every
the crowd, but a lot of fans followed her.
one else looked like a wreck, too, so it didn't matter.
I've never seen so many film celebrities at a
New York opening. There was Leatrice Joy, with
her tight, smart hair cut. Leatrice has grown beautifully slender, and looks as young as she did when
she played in 'Manslaughter.' Gloria Swanson was
there, too, and so were Dorothy Dalton, Alice
Joyce, Dorothy Mackaill, Hope Hampton, Lois
Wilson, Helen Ferguson. Richard Barthelmess,
Thomas Meighan, James Kirkwood, and, of course,
Belle Bennett and Lois Moran.
"The first part of the picture isn't nearly so intense as the latter part, so during the intermission
mob of
people could still go about smiling.
them were rushing around trying to get a look at
Several people had commented to
the celebrities.
Helen Ferguson that they thought she and I looked
alike, so she amused herself by pointing at me
and remarking loudlv, 'Oh, there's Helen Fergu"

A

1

Kenneth Alexander

Corinne Griffith, after finishing "Infatuation,"

East

to

buy

clothes, this time

made

her usual hurried

for "Mademoiselle Modiste."

trip

son.'

"You

should have posted some one behind her
Who's she?'"
"And had some fan strangle them," Fanny retorted
vehemently.
The coming of "Stella Dallas" was quite enough to
make that week memorable and then came "The Big
Parade." That's a marvelous picture, too.
John Gilbert came on for the opening and was nearly mobbed
to say,

'LL never forget it," Fanny proclaimed dramatically.
"
"It was simply the most
She floundered and
gasped and finally appealed fervently to me. "Give
me a word, the most marvelous word you know, and
one that isn't shopworn from being applied to trivial

I

matters."

"What

I asked idly.
Imagine Fanny feeling
word; she usually just uses "marvelous"

for?"

ar a loss for a

or "insipid" to describe anything.
"For 'Stella Dallas' of course. The most glorious
word you can think of won't half describe the premiere
of that picture.
The production itself is superb, but
you can take a look at Sally Benson's review of it if
you want to know about that.
It's the audience I'm
talking about.
Their emotional scenes were marvelous.
I've never seen such weeping."
Fanny tugged her hat down more closely it gave
the general effect of blinders
and launched forth.
Evidently, she didn't want to be distracted.
"There were so many prominent people who wanted
to see 'Stella Dallas' that it outgrew the confines of one
opening and had to have two one in the afternoon, the
second in the evening.
In the afternoon, Ethel Barrymore played hostess and showed the picture to the
leaders of the theatrical profession and to other friends.
Mary Boland, Irene Bordoni, Ina Claire, and simply

—

—

—

'Yeah?

by fans.
fascinating to have so many film stars in New
Fanny rattled on. "Rudolph Valentino
once?"
at
was here for the opening of 'The Eagle,' even if it did
And any one who
just open in a regular picture house.
thinks that public interest in him is waning should have
seen the mob standing on Broadway waiting to see him.
"A day or two later his wife returned from Europe,
and just because he wasn't at the boat to meet her, a
lot of reporters rushed around town looking for him.
They found him at the Hippodrome matinee with Mae
Murray.
"He has gone off to Paris now for a rest and when
Mrs. Valentino finishes making a picture, she is going
abroad and divorce him. Isn't it funny? He used to
be the idol of the fans and now it seems that it is the
girl stars who are most interested in him.
Constance
Talmadge was seen at a lot of parties where he was,
and according to rumor, both Vilma Banky and Pola
Negri are awfully fond of him.
"Isn't

York

it
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latives

develops when Fanny

cent triumphs

in

the film world.

Bystander
"But if you're interested in budding romances,
Pauline Garon and Lowell Sherman go everywhere
together.
She will probably murder me for mentioning it.
And Anna Q. Nilsson is here, having
divorced her last husband.
No, I don't mean her
last
I mean her most recent.
"Corinne Griffith and Anna Q. Nilsson and I
went to the opening of Ina Claire's show together
and Corinne vows that people nearly trampled on
her trying to get a look at Anna.
"Corinne is a true sport. She nearly froze in
a thin evening wrap just because the only other
one she had with her was ermine and she knew
that Anna would be wearing her ermine.
Alice
Joyce sat two rows behind us at the theater and
we were all so delighted to see her Corinne and
Anna are her best friends, you know that we
chatted back and forth, quite oblivious of the people
between.
"Alice came back to New York to make 'Dancing Mothers.'
I love to have her here because
she acts as a model of what the well-dressed woman
should wear at first nights. Whenever you see a

—

—

—

gorgeous chinchilla wrap floating down the aisle,
you may depend upon it, it's either she or Hope
Hampton. No one else could afford one.
"Corinne's arrival in New York was one of
those ironic tricks that Providence plays sometimes.
You know, she hates being conspicuous or
having a fuss made over her, so she never notifies
the officials of her company what train she is coming on. This time she had her way. Not one person but myself was there to meet her, and I met
the wrong section of the Century.
She couldn't
even get a porter to carry her luggage.
She not
only missed the brass bands and flowers and
photographers she was completely ignored
"She rushed around while she was here and
bought some beautiful clothes to wear in 'Mademoiselle Modiste' to say nothing of a string of real

—

!

Photo by Eugene Robert Richee

Alice Joyce returned to

But even Corinne has her trials. Her company
changing the title of 'Caesar's Wife,' which
she had just finished. That title has some real significance, but she couldn't convince them of it.
They submitted to her pages and pages of new titles for it and
she finally chose the least offensive one, which was 'Infatuation.'
But she'll always regret that it wasn't put
I
suppose the company
out under the original title.
thought some foolish exhibitor would think it a play of
pearls.

insisted on

!"

the time of Caesar
"Oh, well," I philosophized, seizing a moment when
Fanny paused to catch her breath, "it just seems inevitable that stars and their companies should disagree."
"Consider Gloria Swanson."
"Yes," Fanny agreed.
"Just what about Gloria Swanson?"
"Oh, haven't you heard?" She's always surprised
when some one hasn't heard everything she has.
"Well, perhaps this isn't true, but the chances are
that it is.
It seems that Gloria was so unhappy over
'Stage Struck,' her new picture, when she saw it cut
and titled, that she wanted to pay the cost of production
and put it on the shelf. But Paramount insisted on re-

.

New

incidentally to lend

York to film "Dancing Mothers," and just
a smart note of fashion to first nights.

leasing it, and I think they were entirely right.
It's a
crude, slapstick comedy with humor which, though not
But it makes audiences
low, is at least descendant.
simply roar, and I think it will make a lot of people like
Gloria.
"You know how funny the public is," she went on,
but I couldn't resist interrupting.
"No one knows that but the box-office people."
"Well, anyway," she continued resolutely, "when a
rumor gets started, no matter how false it is, the public
seems to swallow it. And lately, a lot of people have
got the idea that Gloria is getting stiff and aloof and
high hat. Her work in this picture will certainly kill that
rumor. No one who felt the least self-important could
have done the foolish things Gloria did in 'S'tage Struck.'
"Corinne Griffith wants awfully much to play pictures
with a farcical twist. That isn't slapstick by any means,
but it shows an effort on her part to come down and entertain audiences and not be stiff and dignified in the
way some directors want her to be."
Fannv glanced idly around the Ritz, which had all
the quiet and peace of a bargain sale, and gasped, "Oh,

Over the Teacups
aunv exploded. "He s the man
the Richard Barthelmess and Lillian
Gish companies. First Dick grew dissatisfied and
had him eliminated from his company, and then
Lillian had to sue him for a lot of her profits that
lie had withheld.
"It should."

I''

who formed

"Olga Petrova and Rudolph Valentino have
been starring in the local courts, too. Some man
sued Petrova for plagiarism, claiming that her
play, 'The White Peacock,' was based on one
that he had submitted to her.
Valentino appeared as witness for her, but she lost the suit.
"But let's not talk about unpleasant things. I
had luncheon with Mae Murray yesterday and
she filled me so full of her nice sunshiny philosophy to the effect that there is good in every one
and that everything is for the best, that I resolved to mend my conversations.
I am not going to be a cat any more."
I must have looked slightly incredulous, or at
least bored.
"Have you seen Dorothy Mackaill?" she exclaimed, by way of introducing an extremely
cheerful subject. "She looks like the perfect commuter. Whenever you see her, she is just rushing to make a train.
After having a real home
in California, she just couldn't bear the thought
of living in a hotel here, so as soon as she came
East, she and her mother went out to Mount
Vernon and leased a house. Dorothv planned
that when she came to town to the theater, she
could stav overnight at a hotel, but now she finds
The
she'd rather dash for trains and get home.
minute a show is over, she dons the raccoon coat
that is the badge of a true rustic and heads for
the station.
"She is making a picture with Leon Errol,
and as they have known each other ever since she
first came to this country and went into the 'Follies,' they have great fun kidding each other on
the set.
Ever since the newspapers carried that
story about the antifat clause in her contract, she
has been receiving a deluge of- presents every
sort of fat-reducing preparation or apparatus.
Even a pair of boxing gloves from Mickey
Walker, the prize fighter.
"Speaking of Dorothy you know,
she and Pauline Garon are great
friends, but when Dorothy left the
Coast, the}- both tried to reach
each other by phone and
failed, and each one now
thinks it was the other's
fault and is offended and
won't make a move toward
seeing the other.
Every
time I see one of them,
she asks about the other
eagerly and then adds,
'But don't tell her that I
•

—

r'liotu bi

—

Ruth Harriet Lou:

Anna Q.
most

Nilsson

is

also in

New

York again, minus her
husband.

recent, but-probably not her last,

.

look!
If you'll hang over the railing
and knock one or two heads out of your
way, you can see Mae Murray. She has
on the yellow ermine coat and feathered
sport hat that caused such a sensation
courtroom the other day."
"What courtroom ?" I asked.
"Don't you ever read the papers?"
She was too busy looking around to explain anything.
"Oh, well," she began at length, when
she had satisfied herself that she had
waved at. two thirds of the people in
the room, "Mae brought suit against
Charles Duell for rent for her apartment and damage to her belongings.
She had sublet it to him last year. She
won the suit, and probably would have
even if the judge had been listening to
her as well as looking at her."
"Duell ?" I pondered. "'The name sounds familiar

in the

even

mentioned

her.'

Aren't they funny?
"Pauline said she felt
just like a hick when she
struck New York.
She
says New York girls are
different

from

all

—claims we have
Nowadays Dorothy

Mackaill always seems

a train, for she has
a suburb of New York.

to be rushing to catch

moved

to

others

affected,
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foreign accents, all wear standardized clothes of
black or demure mauve, and look like ghosts because rouge isn't being worn this season. She declared she wouldn't appear in public again until
she had bought some dull-colored clothes.

"She had a marvelous offer to
here but she turned it down. She

make
is

a picture

awfully tired
She has just

and wants to go away for a rest.
finished making 'The Splendid Road' for Frank
Lloyd, and it seems to me that there must be something wrong with that picture. As soon as it had
been projected, Lloyd, who directed it, announced
that he was going to the Orient for a long rest,
and Pauline decided she needed to recuperate in
the East."

"You weren't going to be catty any more."
"That's right," she admitted.
"All right, I'll
start all over again.
Mr. Lloyd and Miss Garon
must have put their very souls into the making of
that picture.
They worked to such a point of
exhaustion that they both need a long rest.
Pauline is going to some nice, quiet place like Atlantic City for hers."
I reserved comment on the cattiness of that remark.
"Well, with everything else to talk about, I quite
forgot to ask you if you had heard about the last
outbreak of Constance Bennett's sense of humor
before she got married and retired from the
screen."
"Oh, has she retired?" I wailed.
"Phil
"And why not?" Fanny murmured.
Plant has so much money that it will keep her
very busy just trying to think of ways to spend it.
She has already shown that she can be a tremendous success in pictures if she wants to, so
what's the use of going on? Talk about the undying urge of the artist if you want to, but I've
never known any one who had it except possibly
Pola Negri.
"Anyway, to go back to Constance Bennett, a
mischievous streak hit her when she knew that she
was going to retire from the screen. Having already signed a long contract with Metro-Goldwyn,
she started dickering with another company, asked
Then,
a preposterous salary and got a contract.
not quite satisfied that she really was in demand,
she signed still a third agreement with another
company to star in pictures for them. Then she
rushed off and got married and announced in the newspapers that she
was through with the screen forever,
and all that the picture producers could

do was tear up her contracts.

They

did, but regretfully."
"Pretty nice to be able to just
dally with contracts like that,"
"Think of all the
I remarked.
who would give
youngsters
their chance of a place in Paradise for a mere engagement."

"Oh,

reminds

that

Phil Plant she said farewell to

her

screen career.

you've guessed it, one of the girls was being directed in the Charleston.
In despair, I searched the studio for one director who had not yet included it in a
picture, and I couldn't find a single one
Is no one immune ?
They say that even
Dorothy Phillips has taken it up. Heavens
I suppose it will be Mary Can!

next.

me,"

again, "I was
Fanny burst
studio on
Paramount
the
out at
Long Island the other day, and
saw the young hopefuls of the
in

school rehearsing for their finand yes,
production,
ishing

—

Any one who thinks that public interest
Valentino is waning should have seen
opening of "The Eagle."

When Constance Bennett married

in

the

"I wish that I had time to tell you all
about the marvelous diet that Belle BenThey
nett and Lois Moran live on.
simply don't know what nerves are, and
they never get tired.
But I'd hate to
have you restrict yourself to fruits and
vegetables and cheese, no bread and no
sweets, because I'd feel so guilty and
self-conscious around you."
And grabbing another macaroon, Fanny

was

off.

02

Lets
Here's a personally
the

First, ladies

players

as

they

and gentlemen, we pre-

sent Miss Aileen Pringle, entertain-

a delegation of sailors from
Capetown.
warship
British
"Join the navy and see the movie
stars," ought to make a good reing

the

cruiting slogan.

Betty Blythe, you must know, has been enjoying a sensational season of personal appearances in England, following her work in several European films.
Here you see her playing with the Manchester City football team.

What

a lot of pep this Metro-Gojdwyn aggregation is putting into its producThese three girls are movie dancers, picked for their beauty and dash
to do a specialty number in "Sally, Irene, and Mary."
This is a rehearsal on
tions

!

the

Metro-Goldwvn

lot.
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conducted

trip to see

appear

the screen.

off

"Hot dog

Leap, you leopards
needs
new brake
These are some of the
ejaculations so necessary for the
modern
game of dice which
Johnny Harron is learning from a
master of the sport.

Daddy's
bands!"

!

car

|

Here we are on the athletic field of the University of Southern California,
where Claire Windsor has donned a football suit and joined the team in practice.
As you see, she is just making a kick-off. Coach Howard Jones declared
that she would be his choice for captain of an All-American Women's Football
Team.

"We

live

and learn,"

says'

ever, can hardly be of

Wallace MacDonald.

much

The book he

is

reading,

how-

service to so well-trained an actor as Wally, and

that look of startled interest which he is assuming only
actor he really is

shows how good an
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Now.

step into the studio

of Senor Beltram-Masses,
former court painter to
the King of Spain, and
join

Marion Davies

in in-

specting the Spanish art-

completed

ist's
recently
canvas. "The

Spirit

of

Youth," which consists of
a group of portraits of
Marion in several of her
roles.

You

know

whom you
the

astride

Hart,
below,
high
old

Bill
see,

bicycle that he will ride
in

But
"Tumbleweeds."
the lady on his

who's

You'll

left?
lieve

Shearer
in

this

never

could be

it

until

be-

Norma

you see her
"His

get-up in
Secretarv."

Let's

Do
who
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you remember Rex and Lady,
starred in "Black Cyclone?"

Well, here they are with their firstat home on the Hal Roach'
farm.
Rex has the idea that the
youngster should be an equine
Jackie Co gan, but Lady wants
him brought up quietly and in
born,

seclusion.

Times have changed
made "Intolerance."
easier for Fred Niblo

since Griffith
It

was a

lot

to direct the

huge circus scenes of "Ben-Hur"
with the aid of a loud-speaker
telephone system, by which his
voice was carried to every part of
the huge arena.

The mashers'
barometer
On
knee a
on the
an icicle.
!

.

Either

signal

can be displayed
at will,

C

and Joan

raw

ford,

Metro- Gold wyn
star, says it's an
effective
elty.

nov-
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Memories
Three years

after his death, his wife writes

of their first meeting, of the

Reid

of Wallace
some reminiscences

of their

life

together, telling

days of their courtship, and of their subsequent married

life.

By Dorothy Reid
be three years
SOON
Oh January
1923, he smiled
it

since

will

18,

hand, and that was our good-by.

Wally went away.
at

me. gripped my
No words. Just

that last handclasp
I am glad to have this opportunity to write a reminiscence of him for Picturd-Play, as a tribute to his
memory. It will be difficult, for I have always "bottled up" my feelings, trying to make everything seem

casual and matter-of-fact.

But
bit

to

that

I shall like to feel

I

have contributed a wee

monument of affection for Wally
On
have come in contact everywhere.

the enduring

with which I
my personal-appearance tour last year, I was impressed
by the strong hold that his memory exerts over
the great public heart, and most particularly
by the deference of the young boys to

whom

he

is still

an

idol.

The house is little changed.
Everything
remains
about
as
Wally left it. I am writing with
bis fountain pen.

Naturally, his
musical instruments and the
other keepsakes that I want
Bill to have, I have put away
until the boy is old enough
to care for them properly.
Little reminders of Wally
are all about
that blue vase,
his second-anniversary gift,
the big chair in which he
used to sprawl, spilling legs
and arms all over it.
The
funny rag doll that be brought

—

me
ing

one day when
ill

I

was

feel-

me
And in

grins cheerfully at

from the corner

sofa.

the basement

bis

is

laboratory,

and then presenting them in a comedy way. The most
beautiful ring he ever gave me was set in a baked
potato
And at Christmas, when he had bought me
exquisite lingerie, he used to roll it up in tiny packages,
with misleading wrappings and labels and of course
couldn't understand why millions of wrinkles in such
garments didn't improve them.
Wally, being human, was not without fault. But you
couldn't stay angry at him long.
When I was annoyed,
he used to plead, in mock supplication. "Mother Dor!

—

othy can scold her two little boys, but we love her just
the same, even if she is cranky, don't we, Bill?" What
could I do, then, but smile at his foolishness?
Just a couple of months ago. I celebrated
my twelfth wedding anniversary- alone. I
dn't want even my adorable youngsters
with me on that day, so I packed them
off to the beach with their grand-

—

mother.

b
Ink

felt that I must be alone
I
with Wally. the clean, sweet boy
who still holds onto my heart,
the Wally- whose wife I became on October 13, 1913,
and who never changed, for
me, at all.
On a Sunday it was that
we were married, quite casually, without any fuss or
excitement.
We had met two years before, when he had come to
California with Otis Turner,

who was to make pictures for
Universal, which had been recently formed and was operating at what is now the Christie
Wally had become general
lot.

—

man assisted on stories
utility
and directing, turned the camera
The house is vibrant with his
When the camera man was missing,
vital personality.
Friends are always
and acted when necessary.
concious of it the minute they enter the
I used to wonder how many hands that
door, and I would not have it otherwise.
Phuto by Melbourne Spunboy had. that he could do so many things
Yv ally, fleeting of mood, changeable of impulse,
My first vague notion of him was
at once.
chameleon of talent, one minute touched very deeply,
He used to grind the camera
that he was all hands.
the next a spirit of fun
cuddling his head in my arms
with one, jot notes on the script with the other, and I
and begging to be petted, when he was hurt or tired,
give you my word, be putting up a set or doing somelike a small boy
bustling from this to that, in constant
And he usually- managed
thing else at the same time.
activity, like a dynamo.
to be holding a ham sandwich somehow.
One of his main charms was this flashing type of
When the Turner company- stopped working, for a
interest, but it kept him awing.
Few people know that while, we borrowed him to play my lead. My first
he was within a few months of receiving a doctor's dedefinite impression of him, as a personality, was of a
gree, with a big professional opportunity promised him
very good-looking, nice boy, terribly shy, and aggravatin the office of a famous medical man of New Yorkingly conscious of his height, his hands, and his feet.
City, when he suddenly tired of it.
No other business Though his hands proved useful, they were terribly- big.
but pictures could have held him.
It was the varied
and when occasionally there was nothing for them to
panorama that entranced him. something new every- do, he used awkwardly to try to hide them behind his
day
back or in his pockets.
I guess there always was a lot of the maternal in my
After my first day's work with him. I decided that
feeling for Wally
he engendered that, he needed it so
he was a very bad actor.
but I did try to enter into the spirit of things, and
The second day. he won my admiration. \\ e were
we had a lot of bully good times together.
doing a Western, and the cowboys, dubbing him a New
He took great delight in buying lovely- presents for me York tenderfoot, determined to put him in his place.
where be used

queer

to

experiment with

liqvtids in test tubes.

—

—

—

—
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of
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So they picked the most rambunctious horse in
the corral and ordered him to ride it.
They
all lined up on the fence, in great glee, expecting to enjoy some hearty laughs.
To our
surprise, he rode like a dream, and his hightempered pony failed to unseat him, though
he fought it out for an hour.
After that,
\\ ally naturally became "one of the boys."
He and I drifted into friendship and, for
several months, went out together on Tuesdays.
He used to call that his "Dorothy Evening."
It probably would have been a lot
oftener, but forty dollars a week didn't buy
many orchestra seats and fruit salads.

He started proposing and got into the habit.
took it for granted that the evening would
always be topped off with a fervent, "Dorothy,
you're going to marry me some day, so you
might as well say 'Yes' now, and then we won't
have to argue about it any more." I told him
I thought we were both much too young to
think of marriage. As a matter of fact, though
I was only seventeen and he twenty-one, I
meant that I thought him too young.
For I always felt much older than Wall}'.
My first feeling for him was maternal. His
greatest charm, and he retained it to the very
last, was a real boy spirit.
About a year after we met, he went to
Santa Barbara with the American Film Company, where he stayed almost a year, writing
and directing. I heard from him occasionally,
and saw him a few times when he came to
Los Angeles, but it was all very cool and
I

casual.

He told me later that he had decided I did
not care and so he was not going to offer himself again.
My pride had been hurt by the
cessation of attention
I
had taken it for
granted that Wally's adoration, like the brook,
would go on and on forever and when he
came back to Universal, I made up my mind
that I would again make him attentive.
As I found out afterward, when we checked
up together on our reactions and feelings, he
had decided that I must make the overtures
Pb.Au by W. F. Seeley
and that he would spurn me. Well, we started
A recent snapsliot of Mrs. Reid with her two children.
working together writing, directing, and acting our one-reelers.
In some way or other, we dehad an old-fashioned notion that a baby should be born
termined one dav to get married. Wally always swore
at home.
All day we had sat in the garden, Wally fanhe never proposed to me again, and I think he was
ning me, trying to keep me cool.
right, though I know / didn't
And that night people coming and going, doctors,
Honeymoon?
were making two pictures a week a nurse in starchy white. She crackled, and I wished
and didn't have time for such a fuss. On the day after they would put her out. But I couldn't seem to gather
our wedding we were at work on the ranch.
Wally standing by
the strength to tell them about it.
Wally never expressed a desire that I give up my every minute, keeping the electric fan playing on me,
career
if you can call it that, for I don't feel that I
soaked in perfume, on my head.
placing towels,
ever really hit but I do think he liked to have his wife
Wouldn't it ever be over?
there, waiting for him, when he came home.
Most
Of a sudden, as everything turned black and I couldn't
men do.
they blurred and wandered
pick out faces any longer
Hardly a day passed that he came empty-handed.
around without any bodies to them suddenly, into that
Always there was some gift, if only a trinket, which he nightmare came strains of music. Haunting, sweet meloused to hide in the most ridiculous places, laughing and
Then I
dies that changed into little dancing rhythms.
giving me misleading tips while I searched for it.
He saw Wally, his face strained, standing beside the bed,
was the most punctilious thing in the world about anni- playing his violin.
versaries and seized any excuse to make a celebration in
So Bill was born, fairly lured into the world by his
memory of some inconsequential happening.
father's music.
I remember, eons later,
The night that Bill came, June 18, 1917, is just a
Afterward, it was funny.
chaotic photoslide in my memory.
Wally looking down at the baby, with the queerest exIt followed a frightfully hot California day.
The sun had beat down in pression on his face.
simmering waves, reflected from the white buildings in
"Dorothy, oh Dorothy, look at his feet !" he groaned.
Continued on page 109
a dazzling glare.
I
I had refused to go to a hospital.
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hardly seems reasonable that two of the finest productions ever screened should be released in one
month, but I am forced to admit that "The Big Parade" and "Stella Dallas" surpass anything that I have
ever seen. I hate to say this, because it uses up my superlatives and leaves no adjectives left for the rest of the year.
I'll review "The Big Parade" first, not because it is
better, for there is no way of judging that particular
question, but because it may have a wider appeal.
It is
a story of the war, but don't let that discourage you.
It is not like any other war picture that you have ever
seen. It is the story of a dirty, filthy, muddy, bitter war,
and of three soldiers. There isn't a word said about
doing your bit or dying for dear old Rutgers.
Laurence Stallings, the author of the stage play "What
Price Glory," wrote "The Big Parade" especially for
the screen.
It is a shade rosier than "What Price
Glory," but no less convincing.
There is only one story to be told of the war, or of
anything else for that matter, and that is
the old one about a man and a girl, and
lighting.
But this one reaches the heights
and sinks to the depths.
John Gilbert is Jim Appersou.
He is not the John Gilbert of
r

The Screen

I

—

"The Merry Widow" he is a
muddy, tired, excited boy. His
comedy is perfect, and when
things seem to be going badly
with him, there is nothing to do
but lean back and cry about it,
which is just what I did. Playing
with him are Tom O'Brien as
Bull, and Karl Dane as Slim, the
latter famed for his accurate spitting.

These two men and Gilbert

handle extremely difficult comedy
with an expertness that amazed
me. Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Dane
should be retired with large pensions and kept in luxury for life

Our

critic

makes the rounds

By
to

mark a

definite step in the progress of

Sally

moving

pic-

tures.

cannot adequately say what I think of this film. It
as bitterly realistic as life itself, and I can no more
review it coldly and reasonably than I could probe into
the sorrows of a best friend.
It doesn't seem to me to
I

is

be just a picture, with actors and actresses, grease paint,
sets.
It seems more like an intimate look into some
one's thoughts and soul.
Belle Bennett, as Stella Dallas, gives
the finest acting to the screen that it has
ever known.
Here is an accomplished.
finished actress, so drilled by
years of playing in stock and
so tempered by her own experiences that she has achieved
a richness that no one else on
the
screen has
even approached.
Stella Dallas is a woman
whose only sin to the world
is her vulgarity.
She is a
light-hearted, ambitious girl
who marries a man socially
her superior, and she cannot

and

•

mark he

live

up

The

rest of her life consists

to the

sets.

of her passionate, sometimes
misguided, devotion to her
daughter.
It is impossible to write
even a brief synopsis of the
for their message to humanity in
this picture. I couldn't stand it, of
plot, because it is not a plot
course, if John Gilbert were reof action, but rather a story
tired, humanity or no humanity.
and a heartrending, intiRenee Adoree was the surprise of the
mate one of a woman's life.
picture.
Belle Bennett lives Stella Dallas on
I have seen her only in small
parts up to this time, and yet she brought
the screen from the time she is eighteen
John Gilbert, as a tired and
until she is thirty-five, and each step of
a tensitv of action into the scene where
muddy doughboy in "The Big
wild
the wav is marked by infinite underJim leaves
for
the
front,
a
Parade," handles both comic
hysterical despair, that caught the enstanding and compassion for the part
and tragic situations with
tire audience and left them breathless durshe is playing.
amazing skill.
ing the intermission that followed.
At
Second to her superb performance is
other times, she played light comedy with
that of Lois Moran, a girl of sixteen
and a discovery of Mr. Goldwyn 's. She plays the part
a humorous sweetness in the face of coming disaster.
No war scenes ever filmed have equaled these for of Laurel Dallas, the daughter, from ten vears of age
both beauty and accuracy.
King Vidor, the director, until her marriage. No one could have been chosen
who would have played with Miss Bennett more symlias caught the bigness that must have been there. There
are no worn-out heroics, no cheap sentiment, not one bit
pathetically than does Lois Moran.
There are scenes
of the old hokum that you have been used to seeing.
between this woman and girl that are painfullv tragic.
"The Big Parade" is as real as anything can be outside
Alice Joyce splendidly represents the other side of
actual life.
the story.
It is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, and
The picture is beautifully balanced by her
they are making such a lot of good pictures now. that
intelligence.
Ronald Colman, as Stephen Dallas, Stella's
husband, is equally fine, and Jean Hersholt. in the terI almost advise you always to look for their trade-mark.
rifically difficult role of Ed Munn, is perfect.
See "The Big Parade" if you have to rob the baby's
bank.
Young Douglas Fairbanks is in the cast, and the love
scenes between him and Miss Moran are the only perA Milestone for the Films.
fect ones I have ever seen.
For the first time in film history, a novel has been
Not to see this picture is to miss one of the finest
transferred to the screen absolutely intact, and given
achievements of the films, and not to see Miss Bennett
real life.
I am speaking of the novel "Stella Dallas"
as Stella Dallas is deliberately to shut your eyes to most
which Samuel Goldwyn has produced in such a way as
unforgetable acting.

—
—
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of

some

Eye-tal-i-an."

Richard Barthelmess has deserted comedy for a
of melodrama in
picture.
bit

New

of the latest films.

"The Beautiful

City,"

his

little

latest

York's East Side takes on a dawnlike rosiness

and serves as a background for the romance
of a young Italian boy and his Irish sweetheart Mollie.
This particular Tony sells flowers for a living and
has a bad big brother Carlo who seems in a fair way
of becoming a gangster, and who one night robs the
Automat of all its nickels. For his mother's sake, Tony
takes the blame and goes to jail for it.
For a good many years I have watched brothers and
sisters on the screen take the blame, and as I am a
member of a large family, it has put ideas into my head,
and it has been a great comfort to me to know that if
I ever get into a shooting scrape, I can send a brother
or sister to Sing Smg for it.
in this film,

Benson
And now

let's not forget Henry King who directed it,
not forget Mr. Goldwyn, who wanted to do
this story, fought for it, put his entire fortune into it,
and chose Belle Bennett, out of seventy-two tested applicants, for the part of Stella Dallas.

and

let's

"He Might Have Been

a

Roosian."

Rudolph Valentino, after a short absence, returns to
the screen in "The Eagle." He has evidently determined
to treat himself to the best this time,
for he is directed by Clarence Brown,
who superintended the making of "The
Goose Woman," and he is sup-

There

is

a really good fight at the end of the picture and Nick, the source of all the
trouble, leaps to death from the roof
of a building.
Richard Barthelmess doesn't

ported by Vilma Banky and
Louise Dresser.
With these advantages, it is
only natural to expect "The
Eagle" to be an intelligent,
pleasant

seem as youthful in this film
as he might, but Dorothy Gish
William Powell
is delightful.
is Nick, the gangster, and an
oily,

finished picture,
and it is just that and nothing
more.
Only the very greedy
could ask for more, and I am
sure that almost every one will
be pretty well satisfied with
r
what Mr. A alentino has chosen
to serve, but for some strange
reason, the spark that brightened his first picture, "The Four
Horsemen," has never flared up
in

mean

villain.

and

anything that

he-

has

Something Seafaring.
The picture "Lord Jim"

is

said to be a painstaking effort
bring to the
faithfully
to

Joseph Conrad's book
same name. Conrad fans
will tell you that, if you are
about to read his books, you
should by all means begin with
"Lord Jim." At least that is
what they advised me to do,
and I tried for just about fifty
pages, and then gave it up.
Reading his books is like eatyou either like it
ing curry
so having given
or you don't
up the book "Lord Jim" as a
hopeless job, I can't say a word about
screen

of the

done

since then.

Just what has died in his acting is hard to say.
He seems
to try conscientiously to revive
it, whatever it is, but he lacks
vitality.
Of course I'm not one
that believes that actors burst into being
overnight, and it may be that his sudden
and victorious debut in "The Four

—

—

the adaptation.
The picture seems to lack the tang
of the sea, and the scenes inland
Horsemen" was a pure bit of luck.
the finest bits of acting that
brought to me no glamour of distant
However, "The Eagle" is by all means
has ever been seen on the
And yet the story itself seemed
places.
the best of his pictures since.
screen
Jim, a British
unusually
fine one.
an
The story is of the love affair of a
on the disships
first
mate
seaman,
as
lieutenant of the Russian royal guard
Brozvn
who is
Her
captain
is
Patna.
steamer
who refused the Czarina's more-than-tentative offer and reputable
consists
cargo
his
ship.
Her
dirty
as
and
unsteady
The plot that as
is sentenced to death for scorning her.
of eight hundred Mohammedans bound on a religious
follows is a pretty complicated affair, and combined with

the Russian names,

would,

if

Belle Bennett's performance
as Stella Dallas is one of

put end to end,

reach

The Literary Digest.

from Picture-Play to
Vilma Banky is beautiful and natural as Miscjia, but
Clarence Brown has not brought out the talent which
she showed in "The Dark Angel," nor did Miss Dresser
have much opportunity as the Czarina. Playing opposite
After all,
a male star is really no job for a woman.
woman's place is in the home.
In the New York theater where I saw this picture,
the aisles, lobby, and house were packed with people
during its entire run, which only goes to prove that I
am too fussy, and that Mr. Valentino's hold on the
public can still be accepted without questionAnyway, the picture is well worth seeing, and I don't
think you'd regret devoting an evening to it.

pilgrimage. While the captain and Yankee Joe, another
member of the crew, are drinking aimiably together,
One
the Patna hits a derelict and seems about to sink.
lifeboat is launched and, to Jim's horror, the captain
and all the crew leave in it. He is left alone on deck
with a panicky shipful of natives. Captain Brown and
the crew in the life boat are calling for him to jump
sudden squall has come up and, in
in with them.
spite of his honorable beliefs, overcome by a sudden
terror, Jim jumps, and goes with them.
The Patna is not lost but is towed in by another liner,
and the whole shameful story of its desertion is made
Jim loses his seaman's permit, and finally goes
public.
of the earth to a tiny trading post to start
end
the
to
Here is where the picture weakened,
life over again.

A
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and the bit of romance, involving Shirley Mason in a South
Sea chemise, left me cold.
Percy Marmont, as Lord Jim. left me pretty lukewarm, too.
He seemed unbearably in doubt as to what all the shooting was
for, and even when he marched bravely to death, he seemed
not so much a man who had bitterly learned that honor was
greater than

life,

as a

man

paying a rather irksome

little

bill.

There was no evidence of greatness of character nor bigness
of action.

Noah Beery is Captain Brozvn, and you know what that
means. Raymond Hatton is a sniveling minor villain.
But the picture is certainly worth seeing on the strength of
its

first

two

reels.

Gloria and

Some Custard

Pie.

Gloria Swanson has brought to "Stage Struck," her latest
picture, everything she could find in the attic that had been left
over from her old S'ennett days. She is frankly slapstick, and
you can take it or leave it. I prefer, just this once, to leave it.
In spite of a few really funny spots and that peerless comedian. Ford Sterling, "Stage Struck" strikes so heavily on
Every possible turn
the funny bone as to be actually painful.
to comedy has been used and emphasized by Miss Swanson.
and it seems to me that her director, Allan Dwan, should have
been a little more pianissimo. After all, if you play consistently
with the loud pedal down as far as it will go, there is no way
of getting an effect when the time reallv comes for one, except
perhaps by. a good hard kick at the keys.
Mr. Dwan has
chosen to kick and he wears heavy shoes.
The story, by Frank R. Adams, has a slight, amusing idea.
A little waitress in a cheap restaurant is in love with the handsome young man who flops the griddle cakes in the window.
traveling
He in turn is stage-struck, and loves actresses.
seems
interested
to be
in its leadshow comes to town, and he
win
him
waitress,
tries
to
her by a
ing lady. Jennie, the
to
brief debut as a lady boxer in a bout staged by the manager of
the show as a preliminary to his program. She gets the job.
I thought Gloria terriblv funny in this boxing bout as the
masked marvel, but after the bout was over, she tries to commit suicide and is saved by a chance meeting of a boat hook
with her bloomers.
I thought this monkey business a little
thick.
Even a rather good-natured audience took the picture
doubtfully.

—

A

Buster Keaton and a

"Go West" is the name
name of the cow.

Cow.

of the picture, and

Brown Eyes

the

Mr. Keaton in it is a tenderfoot who, with nothing but a
pearl-handled revolver and his own inimitable expression, follows Horace Greeley's advice to young men to go West. When
he arrives at a ranch, he asks for a job and is appointed nursemaid to a lot of cows. Then he meets and grows fond of the
beautiful Brown Eyes, a handsome figure of a cow who attaches herself to Mr. Keaton with pathetic devotion.
Brown Eyes is sent to the city to be slaughtered, and Buster
Keaton, to save her, opens the doors of the cattle car. She
follows him to freedom, and so do hundreds of other cows
and steers. This is an awfullv funny scene. If you aren't
hilariously entertained by Mr. Keaton, in a red Mcphisto costume (the only red he could find), wildly trying to round up
his cattle, you will never laugh at anything.
This is the kind of picture that reduces an audience to a
helpless, gasping mass of delight, and is certainly something
no child should miss.

'Lights of Old

Broadway"

A King of Light Comedy.
on
Main Street," with Adolphe Menjou, is a
"The King
Here is
crisp, refreshing light comedy directed by Monta Bell.
comedy handled with the lightest, if not the whitest, of kid
And who cares about white, when all the world is
gloves.
burning soft coal?
The story is a beautiful and absurd one of a king who comes

The
America and

Screen

in
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both kingly and democratic in the delightful
of our own, like to think a king
would act. He goes to Coney Island, rides on the scenic railway, swaps a jeweled penknife, given him by the King of Spain,
for a harmonica owned by a small boy with whom he has
scraped up an acquaintance, and finally falls in love with an
American girl. But, as he says, "A king must go on kinging,"
and this gay and giddy monarch journeys back to his imaginary
Molvania, and lives unhappilv ever afterward.
Adolphe Menjou is as finely amusing as I have ever seen
him.
Here is an actor who can make a great many of our
sleek young heroes look like big butter-and-egg men from
to

way

that we.

is

who have no king

the West.

Greta Nissen

gorgeously beautiful, and unlike other perclever and amusing.
Bessie Love, who is
almost my favorite actress, balances her comedy neatly, without dropping it once.
I think I have made it pretty obvious that I think this is one
comedy in a thousand. And I don't mean maybe.
is

fect beauties, she

is

Another Point

for

Monta

Bell.

Just as though one good picture weren't enough for this
energetic director, he has launched another smart and attractive comedy in "Lights of Old Broadway," starring Marion
Davies.
He is the only director I know who puts any degree
of style in his pictures. If he films a tea at the Ritz, you may
be sure it looks like the Ritz and not like a confetti-filled den
of vice.
This is a thoroughly clever, plausible comedy, particularly
with Marion, Davies, who long ago proved that she was an
able actress in light parts.
It is an adaptation of Laurence
Eyre's stage play, "Merry Wives of Gotham." In the picture,
Miss Davies plays two parts, twin sisters. Both had been born
in the steerage of a boat.
One had been adopted by the De
Rhondcs, an aristocratic old New York family, and the other
by an Irish family headed for New York. If that isn't the
start of a perfectly fine plot, I don't know what is.
In the end,
of course, the two meet, and one of them wins handsome Conrad Nagel.
As long as they were both Marion Davies, it
didn't matter so much.
The scene is the New York of thirty to fifty years ago, and
the views of Tony Pastor's Theater, Weber and Fields trying
to break into the show business, the city sky line, and innumerable other things, were a pure joy.

War and

Everything.

In "The New Commandment," Robert Kane, the producer, has
chosen a large and imposing array of names to help turn his
I can certainby
picture into something out of the ordinary.
"The New Commandment" is not
say that he has succeeded.
ordinary, it is simply preposterous.
Clare Eames, Holbrook Blinn, Effie Shannon, Pedro de
Cordoba, Dorothy Cummings, and the two featured players,
Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon, find themselves in as baffling
a jumble as a bowl of chicken chow mein.
If I told you the plot, you wouldn't believe me anyway, so
There are old aristocratic AmeriI won't say much about it.
can families and old aristocratic French families who act as
no people ever could act and still keep out of jail. There are
love affairs with butlers, chauffeurs and maids, artists' models,
and only sons. There is the war, a little blindness thrown in
and then taken out again, Red Cross nurses, and eventually
babies.
There are some ghastly scenes where Blanche Sweet
insists upon thanking "the little love god" for her Billy over
and over again, and there is another love scene between Miss
Sweet and Mr. Lyon which is almost a sporting proposition.
At times Ben Lyon does some remarkably good work, but he
is so sunk in the bog that he seems usually to be having diffiBlanche Sweet is beautiful, and
culty getting his legs free.

much, much too na'ive. The rest of the cast seem dazed.
It is an extremely silly picture, certainly not made for adults,
Continued on page 92

"Bright Lights"
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WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD

SEE.

Thor"Bobbed
Hair"— Warner.
oughly funny, fast-moving comedy, one
Marie Prevost excellent
of the best.
in lead, Louise Fazenda a lady crook,
and Kenneth Harlan a young man
with money and a car.

"Don Q"— United

Artists.

Douglas

Fairbanks, back in the Zorro type of
role, is more magnetic and entertainHis
ing than he has been in years.
adventurous young
playing of an
Spaniard is a delight. Warner Oland
and Donald Crisp contribute clever
performances, while Mary Astor is
lovely as the girl.

The"— Pathe.

"Freshman,
Lloyd's
football

and

"latest

best."

Harold
College

from an uproarious angle.

"Siegfried"

but

comic,

on

whole

the

too paso funny as

—

Annie Rooney"— United ArtMary Pickford a child again.

"Little

of New York's lower
East Side, full of humor, with just
enough drama to make a good plot.
William Haines makes attractive hero.

Delightful

beautiful and

company. It is a fantastic and level}
which you shouldn't miss.

"Unholy

The"— M etro-Gold-

Three,

wyn. An extraordinary story of the
underworld that is one of the best picLon Chaney and
tures of the year.
Mae Busch give perfect characterizations.

—

"Vanishing American, The" ParaBeautiful and authentic picmount.
ture of the history of the American
Indian, ending with a perfectly ordi-

nary modern Western story. Richard
Dix excellent as an Indian. Lois Wilson and Malcolm MacGregor also in
cast.

FOR SECOND CHOICE.

—

A

"Are Parents People?" Paramount.
faithful and amusing picture of mar-

ried

film

"Merry Widow, The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
Skillful screen version of the
popular old musical comedy in which
Mae Murray gives one of the best performances of her career, with John
Gilbert ably supporting her. A credit
to its director, Von Stroheim.

— Paramount.

dor,

complicated by a modern
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Viand Betty Bronson are all excellife,

lent.

"A Woman's Faith"— Universal. A
good melodrama with a blinded hero
whose sight is restored by a miracle.
Alma Rubens does fine acting. Percy

Marmont

"Beggar on Horseback" — Paramount.
James Cruze let loose on the fantastic

—

First National. Corinne
both funny and beautiful as
a poor working girl in a thoroughly
delightful corned}*.
Jack Mulhall engaging as young mechanic.

"Classified"

Griffith

The"— Paramount.

"Coast of Folly,
Gloria Swanson, in

two

makes good

guises,

roles and four
stab at character

just

thin plot.

The"

Western picture of the days
preceding Civil War, with effective

riding

scenes,

plenty

of

excitement,

and a splendid cast, including Ricardo
Cortez, Betty Compson. Ernest Torrence, and Wallace Beery.
"Sally of the Sawdust"— United Artists.
The lightest and most entertaining picture D. W. Griffith has made in
years.
Carol Dempster is engaging
as the
circus
hoyden and W. C.
Fields' screen debut as her rascally
but lovable guardian is highly successful.

—

"Shore Leave" Inspiration. Richard
Barthelmess is very funny as a gob
romancing with a village dressmaker.
Dorothy Mackaill as the girl helps

make

this great

entertainment.

"Siege"— Universal.
A simple picture of New England prejudices, remarkable principally for its finely suggestive direction by Svend G?de and
the poignant, human performances of
Mary Alden, Marc McDermott, and
Virginia Valli.

Edeson.

"Go West"— Aletro-Goldwyn. Buster
Keaton and a Jersey cow called Brown
Eyes, who follows him like a dog, are
the center of attraction in an amusing
comedy of the Western plains.
"Graustark"

Talmadge

— First

in film of

National.

Norma

George Barr Mc-

Cutcheon's novel.
Great box-office
but may be disappointing to any
one inclined to be critical.
hit,

"Halfway Girl, The"— First National
Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes, as
two derelicts thrown together in the
from bad to worse until a
shipwreck shocks them out of them-

Orient, go
selves.

—

from Paris" First Namildly amusing domestic
in
supposedly
locale
with
Vienna. Constance Talmadge in dual
Ronald Colman not so good as
role.
George K. Arthur also in
husband.

"Her

Sister

tional.
farce,

A

cast.

"Home

Maker,

The"

woman

—Universal.

with husband
efficient
who can't live up to her. Alice Joyce,
in cold role, is as good as she ever has
Clive Brook plays easy-going
been
husband.
"How Baxter Butted In"— Warner.
Matt Moore in an amusing farce about
a clerk in a newspaper office.
"I'll Show You the Town"— UniverOne of the best chances Reginald
sal.
Denny has had to show his flair for
comedy. He plays an absent-minded
professor whom no one will leave
;

stage play. Cle/er nonsense, perfectly
done.

Stirring

Express,

—

"Go Straight" Schulberg.
Entertaining crook melodrama with Glady.Hulette, Owen Moore, and Robert

Story of

stilted.

work, playing both mother and daughter in an amusing light comedy with a

"Pony

in the end by the awakening of her
love for the son she had deserted at
birth. Jack Pickford makes good son.

-

picture,

child.

Ernst
"Kiss Me Again" Warner.
Lubitsch turns out another domestic
comedy that is sophisticated and very
funny.
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost,
Clara Bow, and John Roche give excellent performances.
ists.

The

legend of the last pagan,
gorgeously produced by the German

"Gold Rush, The"— United Artists.
Charley Chaplin in his new "dramatic comedy," is in spots superbly
thetic.
Film not nearly
his previous pictures.

— Ufa.

famous

"Dark Angel, The"— First National.
soldier.
Ronald
Colman at his best. Yilma Banky
makes first appearance on American
Old story of blinded
screen

—a

very beautiful

woman and

fine actress.

—

"Exchange of Wives" Metro-Goldwyn. Light, amusing comedy in which
two young married couples become involved with one another, trying an exchange of husbands and wives for two
weeks. Alade very funny by Eleanor
Boardm'an, Renee Adoree, Creighton
Hale, and Lew Cody.
"Fine

Clothes"

— First

National.

Percy Marmont. Alma Rubens, Raymond Griffith, and Lewis Stone in
adaptation of Molnar's "Fashions for
Men." Story of mild-mannered haberdasher whose wife elopes with head
clerk, and whose cashier, whom he
loves,

is

"Goose

beset

by ill-meaning

Woman,

The"

earl.

— Universal.

Louise Dresser excellent as degraded
former opera singer who is reformed

alone.

"Kivalina of the Ice Lands"— Pathe
Another picture of life among the Eskimos. Not as good as "Nanook." but
interesting and educational.

An
"Limited Mail, The"— Warner.
old-fashioned thriller about wrecked
trains and engineers with hearts of
gold that makes for a rollicking time.
Monte Blue is the hero.
"Live

Wire,

Johnny Hines

The"— First
in

a

National.
full of

stunt, film

excitement, comedy, and unique situations.

Wife"— Paramount.

"Lost— a

An

adaptation of the French play "Banco," which doesn't mean much except
for the screen debut of the lovely
Greta Nissen. Adolphe Menjou plays
the suave husband.

"Lost World, The"— First National.
novel picture, dealing with prehistoric animals, supported by a few hu-

A

man

actors.

The"— Paramount.
Devil,
"Lucky
Another chance for Richard Dix to
look graceful and winning in an autoContinued on page 114
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The Paradoxical Mr. Colman
isn't

It

a

possible for an actor to succeed without the tricks or traits of

Barnum, wiseacres

say, but

Ronald Colman has done that very

thing.

By Helen Klumph
yl

NY

r\

stager can

old

you what
sets

a

tell

that
sensationally
it

is

successful actor apart from
showmanship.
his fellows
like
this,"
the sea"It's

—

soned veteran told me who
has seen them come and go.
"You get a job by the grace
of good luck, and the public
finds
out that you're
alive.
From then on, you
concentrate on never letting
them forget it. The more
different you can be from
any one else in the game,
the easier you'll be to re-

member.

You can

raise

trained seals in your opalescent swimming pool, cable
to the royal tailor of Afghanistan for all your costumes, or always wear a
good-luck charm presented
to you by the dying Khedive
of Egypt.
You just can't
be normal.
Write lurid
love poems, wear the largest
black pearl in the world, or
always take vour pet horse
everywhere with you, but
don't ever be inconspicuous.
That's death to an actor."

As

his

died down,

oratorical
I

flight

asked quietly,
about Ronald

"But what
Colman ?"
For a moment he

was

but the old stager
can explain anything.
"Either that boy's smart,
or he's a fool for luck," he
assured me. "He probably
knows that the most surprising thing in the world is
an actor who isn't surprising.
He's got everybody
interested by not doing any
of the fool things other
actors have done."
That's his explanation,
but I prefer my own.
Ronald Colman has never
indulged in any of the tricks
of a Barnum to bring himself before the public because such a course would
never occur to him.
He
baffled,

happens to have been born
a gentleman. That his appearances on the screen
have developed a huge fan
following,

of

made up

highly

in part
sentimental

women,

is an accident that
he himself does not seem to
understand.
Other actors have put up

an argument when talking to
me. They have told me that
the whole machinery of pub-

was

life

lic

distasteful

to

They
them, but necessary.
must feel a little chagrined
Ronald Colman

to see

rising

cess

unparalleled sucon the screen without

ever

having

to

almost

his quiet

He

departed
of life.

from

mode

isn't

a star athlete

—he

doesn't implore the public to
give him their sympathy and
understanding on the plea
that it is the very breath of
he doesn't even
life to him
give out interviews telling
about his ideal woman or the
psychology of love.
"Haven't you ever suffered
for your art?" I asked him,
knowing well that the question would make him squirm.
I had finally cornered him f or

—

an interview after some two
years of trying.
"I'm suffering now," he
told me, with entire convic"You're trying so hard
tion.
to make this a businesslike
interview when I had looked
forward to a pleasant luncheon."

Don't think that my two
years of effort were wasted

on broken appointments and
I had met
futile seeking.
times, for
many
Colman
Mr.
punctiliand
courteous
is
he
ous about anything connectec
with his work or with anything else I dare say. I just
hadn't been able to drive him
into any admissions about

—

himself.

And

so, I

am

going to for-

eet for the moment that Ronaid Colman is an actor who

should have some burning
message to give to the public.
I want to tell you about the
Ronald Colman I know
companionable
c h a nil in g,
young man who seems whole-

—

heartedly

interested

and amused by

in

life

it.

The first time I met him
was just after he had made
"The White Sister" in Italy

The
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with Lillian Gish.

He

confided to

me

Paradoxical Mr.
then that

if

he

had a lot of money he would get a little house in Italy
and live there pleasantly and indolently.
"Life is so
beautiful and complete there," he said, "that it never
occurs to yon that you should be useful.
Italy is perfect
you can't add anything to it."
The next time was in Hollywood where he had acquired something of the insouciant, playtime air of the

—

studio.
When some fifty or more clubwomen visited
the studio, eager for a glimpse of the romantic and intense young actor who had entranced not a few of them,
he busied himself with the lights and was passed by as
Asked by one of them where
just one more electrician.
she could find Mr. Colman, he looked bewildered and
assured her he had never heard of him.
Little things do not disturb his poise.
When Florence
Vidor and I developed a passion for riding on scenic
railways, he went with us and endured our hilarious
shrieks as we alternately soared and plunged.
He even
seemed to enjoy it. Later, in a nickel dance hall at an
amusement park, we kidded him about his dignity until
he vowed that he would make the bouncer throw him
out.
But the most obstreperous dance steps he could
invent failed to attract that individual's attention. Recognizing the screen star, he merely became a little more
pompous, as though impressed with the swell trade his
establishment had attracted.
It was after he had made "Stella Dallas" and "Mrs.
Windermere's Fan" just at the time when "The Dark
Angel" was drawing enthusiastic crowds to a Broadway
that he came to New York for a brief holiday
theater
and I saw him again.
He chatted pleasantly about Henrv King and George
Fitzmaurice and Ernst Fubitsch, his most recent directors.
He is an actor without a grievance. He likes
the people he has worked for and always wants to go
back to work for them again.
"Mr. Goldwyn thinks I'm crazy," he observed.
"I
went and asked him for the part of Perlmutter in the
new 'Potash and Perlmutter' picture. He took me

—

—

seriously.

"When he put the clause in Lois Moran's contract
that she should remain 'unmodernized and unsophisticated,' I demanded that he put in mine that I could
remain in his employ only so long as I remained modern
and sophisticated."
But to my plea that he explain just what his sophistication consists of, he was deaf.
So I decided on an old
trick, one that rarely fails to make an actor talk about
himself.

"Who is that woman over there? She has been staring at you ever since you came in," I remarked.
"She thinks I'm Jack Gilbert," he assured me guilelessly, switching the conversation a moment later to
Shaw's plays, his screen idol Felix the Cat, and the
beautiful photography of "The Dark Angel."
Now that he is an idol, Ronald Colman finds that he
likes being one
that is, he likes the generous salary and
the comfort his position brings.
But he did not become
an actor or go into the movies by choice. He was literally shot in.
Invalided home to England after the Battle of Ypres,
he urged an uncle who was connected with the British
Foreign Office to get him an appointment in the Orient.
While waiting for this, he was offered an engagement in
vaudeville in a sketch with Lena Ashwell.
Before the
war, he had had some success in amateur theatricals, so
he took the engagement as a lark. Miss Ashwell was
so delighted with his work that she introduced him to all
the managers she knew and was influential in getting
him some excellent stage offers.
The diplomatic service moves slowly, so Colman was

—

Colman

well established on the stage by the time his appointment
to the Orient was secured.
In London, he played the
same role in "Damaged Goods" that Richard Bennett

played in this country, and he was a great success.

His
diplomacy faded.
"The first success goes to your head terribly," Ronald
"That's why the second goes
tcld me reminiscently.
You realize how ephemeral
only to your pocketbook.
and meaningless other success is."
At the height of his success, he came to the United
States to try Ins fortune and had four failures, one right
after another.
The plays never even reached Broadway.
So after a long period of waiting for another opportunity, he went on the road with Fay Bainter in an old
Broadway success and played for nearly a year. When
the troupe got to Hollywood, he tried to break into motion pictures.
test was made of him, but nothing ever
came of it. That was in 1920, the year of the great
slump in motion pictures, and no one was looking for
new talent. They were too busy finding engagements
for the actors already under contract.
He was playing in "La Tendresse" with Henry Miller
and Ruth Chatterton when the opportunity came to make
"The White Sister" with Lillian Gish. Colman was not
He thought the movies a crazy,
in the least interested.
unstable business, judging from what he had seen of
But his manager persuaded him to
the 1920 slump.
make the one picture, and after that, Colman's love for
the stage dwindled. After his second picture, the astute
Sam Goldwyn offered him a contract that guaranteed
him the best stories and best directors that could be
had.
He recognized, just as the public did. that a new
had come to the screen.
idol
a brand new type of idol
much
interested in his work,
is
too
Colman
Ronald
before the public only
posing
insist
upon
however, to
instance
of this was his achero.
An
handsome
as a
ceptance of the part he played in "Stella Dallas." For
a voung man just become popular as a romantic lover,
this role of a
it was not a particularlv pleasant part,
matter-of-fact father who was beginning to gray at
But Colman's willingness to play it, or
the temples.
anything else that may offer, proves him to be a real
actor, and one who will find .a much more permanent
place in the movies than if he refused to take anything
but the most attractive roles.
"Just as long as they will have me. I shall go on
"And all I ask is that
making pictures," he says.
some day I'll have another part as strong and sympaI even liked
thetic as the one in 'The Dark Angel."
that duffer myself."
No need to tell you that he is handsome and magnetic
and gracious his every appearance on the screen shows
that.
But it is remarkable that, in spite of all that, men
interest in

A

—

—

—

him whole-heartedly.
Those girls who live in Hackensack or Walla \\ alia
can take what comfort they can from the fact that they
know Ronald Colman almost as well as his fellow players do; he reveals himself much more completely and
more intensely in pictures than he does in person. And
like

the sentimental yearnings of those in the audience are
Don't I know!
shared bv many a girl in Hollywood.
dinner parties
him
at
some
lust because I sat next to

Hollywood, several well-known screen ingenues have
assured me of their undying enmity.
There are actors who can make me forget momentarily that I am watching a performance in a theater;
in

there are actors who can flatter me into thinking for the
moment that my opinions are of importance to them;
but there is onlv one actor who impresses me as_ always
being entirely sincere and never acting when he is away
from the camera. That is Ronald Colman. On or off
the screen. I like him the best of any actor I know.
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From
"Madame Sans Gene"
Do you remember

Queen of Naples in "Madame Sans Gene?" Well,
Marchal a great favorite among the French and
she has come from France to be Adolphe Menjou's leading lady in "111
See You To-night" If she likes America and America likes her she
may stay to do some more pictures for Paramount. Menjou's role of a
famous pianist, in "III See You To-night," will be characteristic of him.
the

this is she, Arlette

—

—
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Ben-Hur's
Temptress

Small wonder that Bcn-Hur fell
under the spell of the Egyptian Iras
if she really was as alluring as
Carmel Myers makes her. What

hypnotism

there

Add

alone!

to

is

in

this,

her

eyes

seductive

beauty, strange and dazzling ornaments, a general atmosphere of
glamour, and you can see how easy
it

was

to succumb.
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In the

Cause
.

.

of

.

.

Beauty

—

Oaire Windsor could never look otherwise than lovely she is
one of those who add real pictorial quality to the screen.
In "Dance Madness," she is just as beautiful in the shabby
clothes of a poor working girl as in the silks and satins, plumes
and jewels of the wealthy girl that she becomes.

r
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Photo, kr fjnofck

On Her Way to Fame

Have you discovered Margaret Quimby? You may
already have seen her in some Universal films. An acrobatic dancer from Broadway, she has been signed up by
Universal and given the lead in "The Radio Detective,"
with promises of better things very soon.

!:•;
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Royalty

in

Disguise

As

present-day royalty and mythical kingall the rage in the movies now,
Greta Nissen is to be a modern princess in
"The Lucky Lady" one who disguises herself as a cheap actress to evade marrying a

doms are

—

dissipated nobleman.
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Rebellion

Gentle

Mary

Pbflbin

turns

termagant in "A Savage in
Silks."
Tired of being a
dinging vine, she hides her
Jong curls under a wig of
short ones and becomes a
spoiled,

hot-tempered,

manageable

flapper,

who

every one a merry
chase before die film is finished and she subdued.
leads
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Glory Be to
Bathing Girls
Not a tribute from a tired
business man, but from a
girl they unknowingly helped.

By Helen Klumph

A

FEW

weeks ago a man went
office on Broadway

an

into

and cast a bored glance at the
array of bathing-girl pictures on
the wall. There were the usual dancing sprites who looked arch and coquettish, as though they thought it
was all a huge joke that they were
caught out with so little on there
were others that looked like somnambulists who had wandered out unknowingly without their clothes
there were still others who grimaced
pertly in a caricature of shyness and
tried to hide behind their hands. But
they all were like those uninteresting
stores that seem to have put everything in the shop window.
The man continued staring at the
wall
for there in the center of that
brazen array was a beautifully poised
head, mounted on a body that was
apparently fully dressed. There was
something arresting in her beauty,
something spirituelle, and yet with
promise of dormant passion.
Probably he had seen that same
picture before
it was one that had
enjoyed its full meed of space in the
Sunday rotogravures but he had
never seen the full glory of its beauty
brought out in contrast to bathing
girls.
He ran to the nearest tele-

mad

;

—

—

—

phone and

Mr. Bachmann, the
head of the Schulberg
company, on the phone and told him
that he had found just the girl they
had been seeking for pictures.
The result was that a few weeks
later a girl by the name of Riza
Royce was put under contract and
sent to Hollywood.
The announcement caused somecalled

New York

thing of a flurry among Riza's acquaintances. As for herself, she in-

dulged in one slightly bitter, hollow
laugh when she recovered from her
It was coming to her. For
Riza, after five years of onslaughts
on the studios, during which time
she occasionally succeeded in getting
extra work, had given up trying to
get into the movies.
The last few months she had been
playing on the stage in "Dancing
Mothers," first in a walk-on part

surprise.

and later in a vamping ingenue
But
role that was one of the leads.
her failure to get anywhere in
pictures still rankled. Hence the holContinued on page 103
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"Heartbreak Place"
In the studio cutting

the aspirations of

room whole

roles

extras buried as

little

By

A.

L.

For the luvva Mike, get through with this
these bugs that dinner's over!"
"Play your
"Just a minute, Bill," Walsh replied.
flute a few feet more."
And Bill played on in the edge of the swamp.
The scene was finished and Mr. Mong emerged.
Then he grasped the body of a little half-caste child

flies?

or

tell

in

his

it

to board a

"Fine!"
a

crammed

arms,
tossed

case,

punch

into

it

a

crude wicker suit
to the beach

weeds and ran

into the

ship.

in that

There's

"Great stuff!

shouted Walsh.
!"

Two months Mr.
pany on the island

Mong worked

with the comHe gave
the South Seas.
a splendid character portrayal of a derelict who had
married an island girl, then promptly deserted her
in

child when a tramp windjammer hove
view and he had a chance to go back to the

and

their

into

States.

"That's bully!" Director

work,

Walsh

"Good

exulted.

Bill."

never readied the screen.
When the picture was brought back to the studio,
cut and given an initial showing in the projection
room, Metro officials groaned.
"Take it out !" they ordered. "Cut it from the
Why, that's child abandonment. Censors
picture!
front door."
it before it got to the
nail
would
Director Walsh, himself, saw the unadvisability
It

of

letting

the

scenes

stay

first

cut

and was among the
approve of them being

in

to

The

out.

Mong

that

role

entire

played went

the
course,
cutting room
he felt no inclination to leap
from the tallest pier into the
depths of the Pacific Ocean beBill

floor.

cause he,
tablished

and is
Chaney

These three scenes are from "Greed," the most

famous of
of parts.

productions for the slaughtering
Caisare Gravina, above, was entirely
all

eliminated.

AMONG

the reeds which lined the
shore of a little bay in the island
of Tahiti a couple of years ago,
William V. Mong, celebrated character
actor, sat in the shade of a native
umbrella and played a flute made from
a stick.
The weather was hot and the
sand flies and mosquitos hooked and
jabbed at his skin unmercifully.
little
distance away, half-clad natives

f~\

A

peeped from behind trees

man who
crank.
of the

at

a

camera

stood before him turning a

Near by were other members
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company

appearing

in

scenes

of

"Lost

Frank Hayes did not

live to feel the

tragedy of being completely cut out

of the picture.

and

Found."
"Say, what's the idea?" Mong exclaimed to Director Raoul Walsh. "Didja
bring me down here to feed to these

After working steadily for two years,
two short flashes were all that the
public

saw of Dale

Fuller.

Of

long before,

name

his

ranked
as

a

to

had

es-

pictures
alongside L011
in

character

actor.
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of the Movies
have

hopes have been shattered, and

died,

their precious bits

slide

onto the

floor.

Wooldridge
His services constantly are in demand.
While he
regretted seeing his work discarded, it was, to him,
no tragedy.

But suppose it had been his first appearance in
picture
Suppose he had not learned his part
was cut and when the production was scheduled

a

!

to be given its premiere he had invited all -his friends
to come see him act
Then, as sequence after sequence passed and no flash of him sitting among
the reeds playing that little flute or throwing away
the half-caste child, came to view, he probably would
!

He

have

left chagrined.
perfectly miserable,
have explained.

likely

would have gone out

He

unutterably hurt.

couldn't

has happened hundreds and hundreds of times.
the little extra girl who got her first small part
or to the young man valiantly endeavoring to win
Many, many times these
his way, it is tragedy.
young people have gone to their rooms either to
burst into tears, as girls will do, or to roll and toss
It

To

through a
as

night,

sleepless

young men

when

will do,

William

they found their parts had

been

cut.

But

the

to

successful

player, such incidents don't
count.
Seldom are scenes
eliminated because the act-

Directors
ing is "rotten."
don't pass an act until it

?

done.

satisfactorily

is

Usually the cutting results

from the necessity of

get-

production down
to the proper footage.

ting

the

Rod La Rocque

asserts

1

enough film has been
cut from his acts to pave
Fifth Avenue.
" 'Why pick on me?' I
sometimes want to ask,"
that

Rod

y

Edward Kimball, father of Clara Kimball
with a grin.
Young, had all his scenes in "I'll Show
"In 'Triumph' they put me
You the Town" cut out.
on a bench in a* park and
told me I was out of a job
down and out. Told me the foreman of my old candy facsays

—

tory

was

vage me.

to find

me

there, take

V.

Mong worked amid

tropical discomforts

for two months on "Lost and Found," only to
have the plot changed in the cutting room and his
part eliminated.

me

to his

Said he was going to give

me

home and

try to sala job again, at the

I looked and acted
bottom, and so on.
So, I did my stuff.
threw everything
out as any white man could

—

as down and
into it I had.

"Picture got to the cutting room and they said: 'Shucks!
Cut out that park bench stuff.'
all can be told in one title.
"Exit what I thought was splendid
The elimination of this
"In Cecile De Mille's 'Ten Commandscene from "Dangerous
ments' Nita Naldi and I appeared in
Innocence, "
show ing
a very dramatic scene where the wife
Laura La Plante and
finds another woman with her husband.
Hedda Hopper, was a
It was a scene in the seventh commandgreat blow to one of the
ment.
" 'Too long
surrounding extra girls,
De Mille said.
[Continued on page 104]
whose first chance it was.
Out it went.

That

!.
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Feet that
How

directors

arresting

are learning to

way by

concentrating

By Dorothy
the sets.

Carpenters,

electricians,

painters,

were hurrying about and dozens of motor
cars moving in and out of Hollywood Boulevard and environs.
But neither Miss JohnThey were
ston nor her companion heard.
too absorbed in their story.
"You can express so much with so little
"Always, when
action," Lubitsch continued.
you can, please put feet in my stories."
This bit of conversation inadvertently
overheard, drew my attention to the fact that
more and more of late directors are telling
stories, depicting tense moments, dynamic action,

A

suicide in

going

"Siege" was portrayed through legs jerking and
limp, and a revolver dropping on the fit

—

Run back in your
drama with feet
mind over some of the recent plays
you have seen and you likely will
!

Idenly realize that the action of
feet

WRITE—
ston

rector,

sat

Christine

known

feet into

it,

played

some

in-

tensely dramatic roles.
Take "Siege," for instance, directed by Svend
Gade for Universal. In
it, the suicide of a rich

Miss John-

write feet into it!"

Ernst Lubitsch, eminent diin conference with Agnes
internationally
Johnston,

deaf mute who had lost
the girl he loved, is dra-

discussing the script
of "Forbidden Paradise."
The Lasky
studio was humming with activity.
half dozen units were shooting scenes
and small orchestras were playing on
scenarist,

matically told solely by
photographs of his feet
and the dropping of a
smoking revolver on the

A

floor.

The

gruesome-

ness of such a scene, the
revulsion
feeling
of
which naturally would
come to an audience at
sight of a man firing a
bullet into his brain,

avoided.
could be

And

was

yet, there

no doubt of
what had transpired,
told the story by a close-up
the
The anger and jealousy of the
"other girl" were vividly
shown by Julia Faye's feet
crashing through a sand
castle in
"Feet of Clav."

man

sitting at

his

desk,"

Gade said. "I showed the different movements of the feet as he
the
thought the problem over
reaching of the decision, the firing
of the gun and the dropping of the
;

weapon beside the lifeless feet.
"The very unusualness of the scene heightened the emo-

The playing of the shadows on his shoes,
the slight studied movement, the convulsive jerk of the limbs
followed by repose, is a beautiful way of telling a sad story.
The loss of human life is always sad."
Victor Seastrom created an entire atmosphere for "The
Tower of Lies," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, by
merely showing two pair of feet following furrows in a field.
"I wanted the audience to be
There is both humor and eloimpressed with the fact that these
quence in a close-up in "The
two characters were plodders," he
Big Parade" showing Renee
explained.
"I wanted to show
Adoree's ankle encased in the
that they were close to the soil,
identification tag of her Amerthat they were toilers who lived
ican doughboy sweetheart.
from day to day by the sweat of
tional reaction.
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Tell the Story
show varied emotions in a new and
on the action of the players' feet

Wooldridge

their brows.
The feet stumbling- over the
clods of earth were far more impressive
than
a beautiful scenic view of a field with a man

and a woman

at

work.

"Few

picture fans realize why directors
frequently show close-ups of feet of
the
players.
I do not mean that "the fans fail
to
catch the meaning of such a scene, but
I believe that most of them absorb
it
subconsciously and understand it in their
inner
minds. The action of the feet is almost
as
expressive as the muscles of the face."
Josef von Sternberg, in "The Exquisite
Sinner,
another Metro produc'

very cleverly portrayed a
somewhat risque scene and yet
avoided any brazen vulgarity, by showing piction,

A

little

Continued on page 104

pausing
peep in

Then

there appears the feet of
a^ man passing the feet
of the maid.
The girl's
feet stop, turn slightly,

and almost immediately
the man's feet hesitate
and stop.
Neither pair
move for a few moments, then
the girl's feet begin to move
slowly out of the scene and the

man's turn completely around
and hurry after her.
"This was not an attempt at
symbolism or novelty," Von
said,

"but the best

facial expression

way

and no

In one scene in "The Desert
Flower" Colleen Moore's feet
registered everything from
embarrassment to protest at

being misjudged.

to tell such a thing,
title.

It

It told the story in

the least vulgar way it could be told."
When Cecil De Mille filmed "Feet of Clay," he caused the
feet of Julia Faye to very dramatically express a feeling of
anger and jealousy by a slight movement in a scene on the
beach.
Rod La Rocque and Vera Reynolds were happily

building a castle of sand, modeling little turrets, making imaginary windows in their dream house and playing as children
play.
Just as it neared completion, the "other girl" came
upon them and her sandaled foot
The nervous, heartbroken
crashed into the tiny edifice,
pacing
back and forth of
wrecking it. The simple action
Irene
Rich
marked one of the
told a whole story of emotion.
dramatic
most
scenes in "The
Twenty-four feet feet with
Who
Wasn't
Wanted."
Wife
shoes on them, tell the story of

—

cleverly portrayed

A

feet

French poodle in leash.
Past stores and shops on
the cement paving, she

Sternberg
needed no

is

ambition, greed, impatience, and doubt in
one of the principal scenes of the M. C.
Levee production, "Just a Woman," directed by Irving Cummings.
battle
between the directors of an immense steel
corporation and a clerk who has discovered an important process which meant
economy in production, forms the point
of the story.
"Repression,
underemphasis,
bring

with equally trim ankles,
tap-tap-tapping down the
street
as
a midinette
walks with her little

patters
along,
occasionally to
the
windows.

"The Exquisite Sinner,"

through the feet of a French midinette.

tures of the -feet of two
characters involved. The
scene,
laid
in
Paris,

shows two trim

flirtation in
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Helen Ferguson.

MIGHT

as

have a purpose in my reading.
When one has so little

I

What Do

well admit that

I

A number of screen

players, ranging from dramatic stars

literature,
time
for
why not
choose what will teach and will
inspire one in depicting real human beings for the screen?
I am especially fond of autohiographies and accurate per-

sonal

histories

stories of people

that

reflect

highbrow classics can stay dead
and buried.
I
I want poetry and romance.
like to shut my eyes and picture

the

it

who have won

Peter B. Kyne are my prime
"regulars."
have only superlatives for
I
two books not at all similar,
Kyne's "Never the Twain Shall

vorite authors, but

I

Harry Langdon.
Perhaps it's strange for a
comedian to pick humorists as facan't claim to like philosophy and

that deep stuff.
I like the life that we
see about us
every day, chock-full of humor.
I could chuckle over
Nina Wilcox Putnam, Octavus Roy Cohen, Will Irwin,

and Montague Glass by the hour.
Sometimes I like my life dressed up a little with adventure.
I devour detective stories.
I've read Jules
Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea"

many
shows,

times.
I

As

a kid,

always had

when

I traveled with medicine
eyes glued to an exciting de-

my

tective tale.

Dickens, for his quaint characters and his charm of
and O. Henry for his vitality and ingenuity, are
the most highbrow authors I read.

style,

May McAvoy.
read poetry by the hour. It
the melthe musical quality
ody of the words that'gives it
such a strong appeal for me.
Shelley heads my list, and next,
I

is

—

—

Keats.

first.

Among

The short stories by Ambrose Bierce give me the
greatest delight of anything I have ever read.
Several of the Russian writers, notably Turgeniev and
Dostoievski, are represented in my library. Their morbid outlook and the pathos of their tragedies I can well
understand and appreciate, for there have been times
when life was very somber to me, when it seemed to
be crushing in on me unbearably hard.
Just now I am greatly interested in "Gosta Berling,"
by Selma Lagerlof. I read it first in the hospital in
France during my illness and brought it home with
me.
At times I read Ibsen, Mark Twain, Kipling, Poe
you see that I am fickle, and have no particular method
but read what I like at the moment. Among the magazines, I prefer those which deal with current matters,
development and progress, but in brief, concise form.

my

—

am

concerned,

all

the

old

is

moods

sometimes, which is the one or the other, and there
him, too clean, sweet strength. Oh, I do
think he is the peer of them all.
tell,

is

—

vitality in

Aileen Pringle.
I follow no Cook's tour o'f literature, but read a book
because I like it, and enjoy things quite varied in form
and expression, ranging over poetry, prose, fantasy,
romance, satire, and even confess

an enjoyment of the most sentimental novels.
"Crock of Gold," and "Mary,
Mary," by James Stephens, I like
for their whimsy and fantasy.
"The Green Hat," and "These

Charming People,"
jt

'

I

He

He

Byrne.

sketches in

!

that quality reflected in literature,
what's
the
use
of
reading?

as

— Donn

And he is Irish, too He has the swimming laughter
of Erin, our gayly bubbling mischief, "and the tears that
are always so close to Ireland's smiles that you can't

without sentiment,
And if we can't have

There are enough worries in
everyday existence without having them rubbed in on you
when you get an hour for relaxation and reading.
As far

the

so deftly, a word or two serving to convey an atmosphere. He is skillful, to give you in a breath the feeling
of a heart, the depth of a mind, the fleeting beauty of a
sunset.

is life

ask you?

ideal

charming.

Pauline Garon.
I

prose

writers I
claim a contemporary novelist as

Gloria Swanson.

What

mind, with myself as
Offhand, I would

as my favorites Harold Bell
Wright, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
and Edna Ferber.

Meet" and Aden's "The Green
Hat."
I know Donald Ogden
Stewart personally, but had rated
his books highly before I met him.
Of them all, however, Hale's
"The Man Without a Country"
ranks

my

name

umphed over

;

all in

the heroine.

faithfully read those magazines
through struggle.
1
which relate how individuals have succeeded and triobstacles.
I love the insight these personal stories give into lives utterly unlike my own but
with the same keynote of ambition.
And in the newspapers is drama. Behind every headline is a poignant story.
I will probably never get over being a movie fan, for
I read every magazine and every single letter printed
from a fan. And I never fail to read every book that
is to be filmed.
Mother trained my sister Catherine and myself to read
a chapter from the Bible every day, and we have kept
up the habit. More and more Shakespeare is becoming a
favorite I could not fully understand him at first. The
works of Sabatini, Dickens, Guy de Maupassant, Conrad,
and, among the lighter novelists, Kathleen Norris and

the

:

m m

ifll

are

delight-

examples of sentiment disguisecl bv a sophisticated style.
"Romance." bv Toseph Conrad,
"Frames of Mind," by A. B.
ful
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highly imaginative and potentially

Read?

Players

to Western heroes, tell

what they most enjoy in

prophetic
•Wells.
literature.

I

writings of
H. G.
prefer irrefutable logic

to fiction junk.

For humanity and the humor
Walkley,

all

gesheimer's,

of Joseph Herbut
particularly

"Three

Black
and
Pennys,"
"Cytherea,"
Pirandello's
and
"Six Characters in Search of an
Author" are the "specials" on the
little

my

table beside

bed.

One

or another of them furnishes
my "nightcap."

me

Alma Rubens.
all this mad idolization
of the flippant modernists ? They
play with colors, coin sharp new words

Why

of a cutting brilof life, an admission that,
with all their cleverness, they are afraid to dip deeply
into truths ? You so seldom find human beings in these
bright, sparkling modern novels.
They reflect an age,
yes,
but surface trends, not what is in people's
liance,

but

isn't it a skirting

hearts.

So my choice runs to historical fiction and memoirs,
and particularly those of ladyes faire who ruled men
and nations. Their achievements and adversities and
their little humannesses thrill me.
I favor French and
English authors John Masefield, George and Gustav
Flaubert.
My favorite book is "A Widow in Bye
Street," by Masefield.
In Ovid's epigrams I find much
truth tersely and pertinently pre-

—

sented.
Priscilla Dean.
have a mania for reading
about the strange customs and
lost arts of Egypt.
As a nation,
they head the list in attainments.

I

The mysteries

of-

how

they built

the pyramids, hardened copper,
practiced dentistry with a skill
that recent explorations show compared with that of
to-day, manufactured rustless steel, and their mummifying process, excite my curiosity.

Most of our information about Egypt comes from
the writings of the historian, Herodotus, and the deciphering of hieroglyphics by modern Egyptologists.
I
read every line available about the marvels of that ancient race.
Victor Hugo and Dumas entertain me. "Les Miserables," for heart interest and self-sacrifice, I think has
few equals, while "The Three Musketeers," for daring
and vivid characters, stands alone.
Will Rogers and Irviri Cobb are two standbys.
I
never miss what they write either in magazines or newspapers. They can always pull me out of a blue mood.
Milton

Sills.

Give me the classics of old
really
informative
works
the
written by contemplative and discriminating minds in ages less
hurried and harassed than this.
One is sure of value received for
time spent in perusing such verse
as that of Keats and Browning,
such psychological masterpieces
of fiction as Tolstoy's, or the

that lingers, the reader will seek
vainly for a book superior to

Mark Twain's immortal "Huckleberry Finn."
Of the moderns, I find Bernard
Shaw, Rafael Sabatini, and John
Masefield most entertaining.
I am an avid reader of scientific journals, taking a
deep interest in articles that deal with physics, astron-

omy, and botany.

Rudolph Valentino.
My literary preference embraces two opposite poles—the faultless classics and the modern American humorists.
The periods of yesterday, from a distance, appear
more romantic than those in which we live. Consider,
please, Cellini, who has left us such a glowing account

He boasts of adventures impossible
of his own life.
Admitting his conceit, he writes with the hand
to-day.
of genius.
Dante is forbidding to many English readers, perhaps
because "every translator is a traitor," but I have the
advantage of reading him in my native tongue. The
historian Petronius interests me with his revelations of
the weaknesses of the great Roman emperors.

Of the modern Italian writers
prefer D'Annunzio, poet, novelist, statesman, fighter, flaneur
one of the most romantic figures
of all time. Sem Benelli, author
of the play, "The Jest," and PiI

who wrote

that unique
"Six Characters in Search of an Author," enthrall me.
For Ibanez I feel a personal
gratitude and follow his books closely.
Irvin S. Cobb and Ring Lardner reward my attention
Sabatini thrills me, Bernard Shaw
with many laughs.
astounds me and Conan Doyle's detective stories entertain me.
The cardinal qualities of Jim Tully, former
tramp and prize fighter, are a great emotional surge and
randello,

and diverting

piece,

sincerity.

me

that James Branch Cabell is most sigcontemporary
Americans. He goes furnificant among
ther "beyond life," into the realm of imaginative thought
and deduction, than all the others. Even when writing
of a mythical existence, he lays bare the workings of the
It

seems

human

to

heart.

,

He

has, too, facility of expression.

Edmund Lowe.

—

Character development the progress of a man upward, to betterment, or his deterioration this, to me
For doesn't it all center
is the sole excuse for a book.

around the human factor? There
can be no drama, nothing to hold
one's interest, without a figure so
presented that his human nature is the thing you re-

realistically

member about

him.

"Lord Jim," is my most beloved book.
Conrad has sweep
and vitality and power. His men
are strong, even in their weaknesses, in their conflicts of soul.
Continued on page 94

—
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The players

this scene

in

from "The Swan" are good actors to look so anticipatory, for they know that
warm, unappetizing ginger ale.

the

"wine"

is

merely

Those Movie Banquets
Though they may appear

to be dining

sumptuously, players have

to

rush from the tables to the studio cafeterias for real sustenance.

By

w

HENEVER

a Hollywood actor hears he is to
take part in a scene showing a State dinner, he

"More warm ginger
drive

A. L. Wooldridge

ale for

me

!"

he screams,

"It'll

me mad."

'

Ginger ale to the right of him, ginger ale to the left
of him, sizzles and sputters. When he seats himself at
the table, the Martini he gets is ginger ale.
When the
butler is serving champagne, what he gets is ginger ale.
When the after-dinner liqueurs are poured if the din-

—

—

ner ever gets that far it's ginger ale.
Adolphe Menjou says he has drunk enough of it to
float the Lusitania and Stuart Holmes has had more
ginger-ale jags than John Barleycorn had inebriations.
Only, the ultimate effect was different.
Those regal dinners pictured on the screen consist
chiefly of ginger ale, fruit cocktails, and bunk.
Occasionally some rolls get on the table but they lie there
in a state of jeopardy.
There isn't an actor or actress
who would not rather embrace a real hamburger sandwich with onion and mustard landscaped over it and
feel it was his or her very own, than take chances on
getting anything to eat in a banquet scene.
The fact of the matter is, they don't eat. Bob Wagner, president of the Writers' Club in Hollywood, says
eating

men

is

disgusting.

to prove

and go away

it.

off,

He

cites the

example of working

At lunch time they

take their pails

back of a woodpile or around a corner

feed themselves in solitude.
When a dog gets a
bone, he crawls under the house or gets back of a tree
to gnaw it.
When a chicken finds a crust of bread, it
seizes it and runs away from all the other chickens, if
possible, to pick it to bits.
cow swallows food so
long as the swallowing is good, but goes away to chew
and masticate the cud in seclusion. Jungle beasts kill
their prey, then drag the carcasses into thickets to feast.
Neither bird, beast, nor fowl likes to eat in public.
"Directors know this," said Robert G. Vignola, one of
the most widely known megaphone wielders in Hollywood, '"and the gorgeous banquet tables hold little more
than snow-white linens, silverware, and glass. No one
wants to sit watching persons devour food.
Consequently, actors and actresses seldom get any further than
the ginger-ale Martini and the fruit cocktail in any motion-picture scene. The real meal is left to imagination."
In "The Boomerang," Bert Lytell won a signal success; last year by annexing half a club sandwich.
prop boy got the other half. Allan Forrest and Leatrice
Joy got some French pastry in a scene of "The Dressmaker from Paris," and Blanche Sweet served real tea
and cakes in "The Sporting Venus."
About the only honest-to-goodness dinner served in
a studio scene in Hollywood within a year was in the
B. P. Schulberg production, "Capital Punishment."
There, George Hackathorne, as Danny O'Connor,
to

A

A

Continued on page 103
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Rex Ingram, on

the

ground at the

left,

and

Alice Terry, with

some of

the

members of

their foreign

company, have an open-air

lunch on location in Italv.

A Letter from Location
A

description

by

Alice Terry of interesting trips through southern

France and through Italy during the filming of "Mare Nostrum."

To Myrtle Gebhart
Nice, France.

Dear

Myrtle:
I

have started

to write

you several times dur-

the pretty little villages in the mountains back of
Nice, towns hundreds of years old that still retain their

to

individuality.

ing the four months I have been here with the
"Mare Nostrum" company, but something has always

Our first long trip was to
Monaco on the Providence, and

interrupted.

trip,

Nice was a pleasant surprise. Rex and Antonio Moreno and his wife met us at the station.
Our studio is about two miles from Nice, on a slight
elevation overlooking the sea.
My dressing room is on
the second floor of the studio villa and has a marvelous

Corsica, where Napoleon was
of other small islands with picturesque

view.

We have seventeen nationalities in the company, so
have learned a few words of many languages. I shall
be able to converse with anybody in Hollywood when I
I

return

have been to Monte Carlo several times, as it is less
My first visit to
than an hour by machine from Nice.
shock.
quite
I had expected
a
the famous Casino was
throwing their
crowd
well-dressed
and
to see a gay
money away. Instead, I saw seated at the green tables
mostly elderly men and women with little system books
they have figured out for breaking the bank. They play
Some have been there every day for
very carefully.
years.
They win occasionally, and all hope their "systems" will make them fortunes.
Our first location trips were along the Riviera and
I

landed at Naples.

We

We

sailed from
Italy.
after a twenty-four-hour
passed near the island of
born, and saw a number
little villages.

had a great thrill when I sighted Mount Vesuvius
with its smoking crater.
I was having luncheon when
Rex called me to the deck and there, towering in front
of us was the old mountain, with clouds of smoke pouring out just like what you see on postal cards.
It
looked like a giant threatening the city of Naples and
the small towns huddled at its base.
The landing in Naples was funny. The Providence
did not dock, so the passengers were taken off in row
I

You know how excitable one Italian can be.
Well, you can imagine what happens when two hundred
of them get together in row boats fighting for passengers.
I expected to see knives thrown.
The first evening. Tony, Mrs. Moreno, and I dined
at a little cafe on the Santa Lucia, a narrow strip of
land extending several hundred feet out from the mainland.
The little harbor was bright with yachts and fishing boats.
The restaurants specialize in the famous
boats.

Continued on page 100

The
for children.

For the Children.
about town, Jackie
That man
Coogan, has scored another success
in "Old Clothes," a story obviously
written for him. As usual, he is just
a lovable little fellow, a little more
grown up maybe, but then aren't we
The film is full of the popular
all?
like

sur-

to

round children, and Jackie makes
all seem plausible and funny.

He

really deserves a little

and

telligent treatment,
I

should

scream

good

lie

right

until

my

if

I

down and
father

Review

in

something besides riding clothes.

Continued from page 71

and even more certainly not made

hokum with which we

Screen

it

more

in-

were

he,

kick and

gave

me

a

story.

If I were called on to pick the two
cosmopolitans of the screen, I should
choose Adolphe Menjou and Jackie
Coogan, and I for one can't wait until he grows up.

know who

his tailor

Some Old
"Simon the

is

Favorites.

Jester," the picturiza-

It really does seem, as I said some
time ago, that they might let Charles

William J. Locke's novel, is
not as funny as it sounds.
In fact,
most of the airiness of Locke's novel
has been abstracted, and a rather

Ray grow

sticky sentiment takes

tion of

For the Childish.

Here is a capable, industrious young actor, who is consistently

up.

made to look foolish by bad

directing.

Charles
is not

man, but he

grown

Ray

is

"just

a

a young
little

boy

up.

"Bright Lights" is a rustic drama
of a country boy and a chorus girl.
The chorus girl is a good sort at
heart, but she bitterly thinks all

are alike, and yet she never seems to

proving this point.
One day she goes back to the old
farm to visit, and meets Charles Ray.
He is a thoroughly dull, ludicrously

dressed young man, but she loves
him, as Michael Arlen would have
it,
"for purity."
He doesn't know
she loves him, so he follows her to
the city and tries to impress her by
imitating Broadway rounders.
In
these scenes he wears a pair of lowcomedy pants and plays with a hollow
gayety.
If I lived in the country on a nice
farm, and got pood-looking clothes
from any of the New York and Chicago mail-order houses, heard the
best music over the radio, and kept
up to date with magazines and pictures, "Bright Lights" would infuriate me with its stupid rusticity and
its frightful clothes.
I think people
in small towns need a square deal
from the movies.
Pauline Starke is the chorus girl
and Lilyan Tashman her best friend.

More Log Jams.
"The Ancient Highway," a James
Oliver Curwood story, is not exactly
material,

but

it

is

decidedly

Jack Holt is in it for one
thing, and he has a chance to wear

pleasing.

its

the romance of a

not too young,

place.

young man,

who

has a bit of a
bullet somewhere near his heart, near

enough anyway to make him whimsical about life and death.
His secretary is in love with a circus girl, and
to save him, he meets her, and then
unfortunately

men He

tire of

new

It is

falls

in love

On

I

but I'd
like to know.
I bet he's an Englishman. Then, too, lovely Billie Dove is
in it, and she has an opportunity to
dress up and show how really beautiful she is.
The story crashes right into action
with a fight between Jack Holt and
the villain, Montagu Love, in an
office, and
from then on, there is
plenty of action and some pretty gorgeous scenery.
I don't know who arranged the interiors of the Quebec house, but they
are unusually fine, and so are some
of the street scenes.
The log jam
in this picture is the best this year,
and the whole picture is well cast,
well acted, and expertly directed.
And Jack Holt is the best-dressed
man for 1925.
don't

with her.

travels to Tangiers with her to

it out with her bad,
bad husband, and after a fight and a little
old murder, wins her forever and

have

the other hand,
rather pleasing

"New Brooms,"

comedy of the
stage by Frank Craven, didn't sweep
at all clean in the picture.
Except
for the brightness of Bessie Love's
acting, there is little to be said for
it.
Neil Hamilton, that handsome
young man. isn't exactly a comedian,
but then, for that matter, neither is
illiam cle Mille, who directed it.
Several good situations have been
lost and never found in the cobwebs
that "New Brooms" can't seem to
that

W

sweep away.

"The Clash
that
tin,

of the

Wolves" shows

incomparable canine, Rin-tinsurrounded by his usual quota of

bad

actors.

He

is again
a wolf tamed by a
man's kindness, and shot at but never
hit by a lot of old meanies.
I have never seen him so good as
In one scene,
he is in this picture.
he wears little boots and unlaces them
himself, and at all times he displays
startling intelligence.
Like Jackie
Coogan, he is an actor who is worthy
of better material and better support.
June Marlowe, Pat Hartigan, and

Charles Farrell are the people concerned.

"Hogan's Alley," with Patsy Ruth
Miller and Monte Blue, is a fantastic
tale of the New York slums, whimsical Irishmen, and bad rich men. Witlard Louis, that splendid Dutch comedian, is the Irish father, and is
as good as Sam Bernard.
Just for fun, I am. going to tell
you the ending of the picture. The

ever.

rich villain, in an effort to lure Patsy
to his camp in the Adirondacks, locks

Eugene O'Brien is as whimsical
Lillian Rich
and wry as can be.
cries her way through the picture,
and my old favorite, Henry Wal-

her father in a telephone booth, and
Once there,
takes her onto a train.
he begins to make all manner of advances to her. In the meantime, the

thall,

is

briefly visible.

"Seven Keys

Baldpate" is as
hilarious a film ,as any one could ask
Taken from the story by Earl
for.
Derr Biggers and adapted from
George M. Cohan's stage play, it
takes its place with the best of movie
comedies.
Douglas MacLean, Avith his expressive eyebrows, makes the most
of a night spent at the deserted Baldpate Inn. He is a young author who
is trying to write a book in twentyfour hours in order to win his pubto

As in the old Keystone comedies, there is a great deal
of chasing, inaccurate shooting, and
funny falls. The plot is caught in a
whirlwind of action, and a fast-comedy pace is set by the director and
the entire cast.
Fred Newmeyer, who has directed
some of Harold Lloyd's pictures, took
a hand with this one, and he made
the most of every gag and every
lisher's daughter.

comic situation.

accidentally

hero,

happens

along,

finds her father, suspects the villain's
horrid designs, and follows the train
in

Train and motor
but our hero
In the meantime, the

an automobile.

meet

in a terrific crash,

not hurt.
engineer gets off to see what he has
hit, and the train, just to be contrary,
is

all by itself.
Our hero,
Blue, rushes for an airplane
As the train rushes
and follows.
madly on, there is a terrific landslide
and a bridge is torn away ahead of
it.
The agile Mr. Blue climbs from
airplane to train, has a terrific fight
with the villain in the observation
car, and then runs up and puts on the

starts

off

Monte

brakes just before the engine dashes
over the torn bridge. You can imagine

how

felt

I

by that time.

then, just as every one

is

happily in a hospital, the
comic Irish father gives
cigar,

and

picture.

it

And

convalescing

dear old

Monte

a

explodes and so does the
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How
Now

Jackie Getting

is

On?

pictures do not appear quite so often, fans are beginning to ask the
foregoing question; the answer to which appears to be, "Very nicely, thank you."
that

his

By Caroline

AVE

you wondered of late what has been happening to Jackie Coogan ? The boy of eleven is
a different person from the five-year-old tot who
burst into prominence in '"The Kid."
He has, as you know, made a fortune a million dollars,

it

is

said

—

—

in the six years since

How

he began

in pic-

has that fact affected him ? And how does
he differ from other boys, now that he is reaching an
age at which he can no longer be kept in ignorance of
the fact that he is different, in some respects, from most
other boys ?
The knowledge of his earning power has been instrumental in developing in him a business instinct. Since
he is paid for each gag which his ingenuity contributes
to his scenes, he bargains cannily with his father and
recently talked himself into a raise of fifty cents per gag.
While the major portion of Jackie's wealth comes
from his picture earnings, much of it is royalty payment
on commercial contracts, from the sale of children's
clothes and toys bearing his name.
He owns real estate,
stock in one of the country's largest chain
drug stores, and is interested in various
other mercantile enterprises. Now there is
being erected in Los Angeles a Jackie
Coogan Theater.
Does Jackie live a lonely childhood in
a gilded cage?
Apparently not.
Except that he is
growing up and learning things and becoming more mischievous every day,
as all' youngsters do, he is the same
lovable boy.
He plays with the kids
of his neighborhood and couldn't be
distinguished from the bunch were it
not for the unmistakable stamp of
tures.

leadership.

During the last year or so he has
He
developed a mechanical trend.
speaks the jargon of film-making and
understands its technical phases. Allowed first to practice with a halfsized camera, he has now graduated
to the regulation

"box" and was per-

mitted to shoot some of the exteriors
for "Old Clothes," his first picture on
the new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract.
And nothing he ever did or
had gave him such delight as the
director's and his daddy's acceptance
of his shots at the final cutting.
Having made but twelve pictures in
six years, Jackie hasn't missed a carefree childhood.
Each film is completed in ten weeks, leaving him four
months of vacation between each
spell of labor.
And the latter is more
like fun than work to Jackie, for
aside from a few hours a day before
the camera and at his studies, he is
allowed to follow his own bent.
The infant prodigy of a few
years ago is developing into a
skillful little actor, as each year
his
Familiarity
mind unfolds.

Bell

with motion-picture production in

its

technical

aspects

and the awakening consciousness of his own contribution were bound to take toll of that naturalness which
was his main asset a while ago.
A great wail went up from the critics when it was
But
seen that technique was creeping into his work.
why ? He could not be expected, throughout his life, to
interpret from the wellspring of feeling, without some
aid from artifice.
It augurs well for his future that he
has learned to act consciously.

No, Jackie isn't a flash in the pan. True, his baby
pathos has been replaced by a subtle comedy talent.
But, in order to keep him on the screen without a
temporary retirement over the adolescent age, he must
adapt his gifts to juvenile tales, which consist mostly of
comic incidents.

"Old Clothes," detailing the adventures of the little
Kelly, and his friend, Ginsberg, is full of
chuckles, and Jackie's pantomime is that of a trained
Irisher,

trouper.
Off-stage, what is he like ? He might be any little
boy, except that every little boy doesn't show quite
I
so keen an aptitude for learning,
Recently he passed with flying colors the Junior
f
High School test, which usually challenges fourteen and fifteen-year-old youngsters.
His curriculum includes the customary studies,
with particular emphasis upon history and dramatic
art.
Twice a week he is given regular Hamlet
lessons, in preparation for his interpretation of
the role when he is fifteen, a reward promised

him by David Belasco provided he then proves
capable of playing the melancholy Dane.
"His future is problematical, of course," his
father says, admitting that no definite plans can
be formed.
"We hope to keep him on the
screen right along and we believe that his newly
developed comedy talent will serve for this purpose.
His present contract is for one year. If,
at its expiration, demand for his pictures continues, he will remain in the studios until he
is ready for his stage debut as Hamlet.
"And that is not a far-fetched possibility,
either.
Already he knows the famous soliloquy.
And John Barrvmore gave out an unsolicited
interview in which he placed great faith in
Jackie's being able to play the role."
Among the boy's possessions is an old and
valuable edition of Shakespeare, which bears the
autographs of Edwin Booth and other famous
actors.
It was given to him by David Belasco.
His acting instinct asserts itself almost every
moment. Algebra proves uninteresting and difficult unless he be permitted to dramatize it.
"X is daddy and Y is mother," he insists to
Mrs. Newell, his tutor.
His grandest times are the vacations spent in
the Coogan cabin in the high Sierras, where he
hunts and fishes with his daddy.
He isn't growing very fast, but he is
husky and wiry, and square of shoulder.
With studies and play and occasional work,
the happy little millionaire of the movies
is living his childhood years.

What Do
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"Lord

In

he

Jim"

takes

a

man

through many reverses and pitfalls,
touching up his life with the high
lights of joyous moments, and depicts
of this in natural detail.

all

Shakespeare interests me not so
much because of his gift for dramatic construction as for his word
painting of splendid and virile characters.
He holds' up a mirror and in
it

reflects

human

nature.

Matt Moore.
types
of
Whimsical
corned)',
founded on real events, while away

my

spare hours, with travel stories
biographies
and
to round out the program.
Memoirs are my resource
when I'm in a devilish frame of mind,
and cranky against the world, and all

The

and tribulations of other poor devils have a
tendencv to soothe me.
And when
full of bristles.

look

things

rosy,

to

travel

tales

I

Laura La Plante.

After "A Tale of Two Cities," by
Dickens, I consider Hergesheimer's
"The Bright Shawl," Arlen's "These
Charming People," Conrad's "Ro-

Why

Continued from page 51

Such

a

stoy.

kin, of

stories

Elecnore Boardman.
play few favorites, have no partype of binding, and read
everything from my fan mail to TolI

Though

have a hard time to focus
suppose it is "The Way
my
Flesh,"
of All
by Samuel Butler. It
I

choice, I

has lived longest in my memory. The
first of the modern
school, it has
never been surpassed, though aimed
at innumerably.
It seriously upsets
the mental balance of the person who
believes in the family as a holy and
inseparable unit, but it tells a story
that is interesting because it has every
right to be true.
Pola Negri.
I

am, and

my library,

proud

contains five thousand volumes, compiled after years of
Many of my books are in
study.
three, and some in four, languages,
and they represent the best of the
literature of all ages.
of

for

Ada
I

am

fond of the poems of Pushof Heine's and those of

many

Negri, the Italian poetress

whom

have idolized for some time.

I seek truth, in literature, rather
than adroitness of expression. StylOf all
ists hold no charm for me.
my reading, throughout the years, the
book which has made the most profound impression upon me is Tolstoy's "Anna Karenina." I have read
it again and again and carry it with
me when I travel. Some day I hope
to appear in a film version of what
I consider one of the greatest master-

pieces of literature.

trust pardonably,

I

I

it

The most interesting in my collecis a German Bible of the six-

Dostoievski reaches his zenith in
Idiot."
He is melancholy, pathetic, and yet there is terror in his
ruthless power of analyzing emotions.
And there is a poignancy in devotion
to a visionary ideal which mounts at
"The
times to a veritable ecstasy.
Brothers Karamazov," and Schiller

"The

tion

and Goethe also are prominently rep-

teenth century, original notations in

resented in

my

library.

Did De Mille Leave Famous Players?

Beatrice Samuels passed on to Cecil
De Mille such a definite streak of the
practical that we do not find in his
screen plays any evidence of an adherence to early personal sentimentalities.
His leading women, Swanson, Daniels, Joy, Ayres, Reynolds,
cannot be classed as portraits of
youthful sweethearts. Rather do they
resemble
fictional
heroines,
with
S'wanson, perhaps, coming closest to
the Ladies Vere de Yere who trailed
silken gowns along the vocal road of
a father's evening reading.
"He'll find that spending money
!"
isn't so much fun when it's his own
chirrup the anti-De Milles.
ness has

ticular

the penmanship of its first owner on
the margins.
Another that I value
highly and find engrossing details
Roman military tactics. It is from
the famous old Elzevir Press and
was printed in 1610.

mance," and O. Henry's short
the cream of literature.

trials

turn.

the Players Read?

remark is natural. Lavishcome to be a synonym for

De

Mille.
His films literally shout
expense. On the other hand, lavishness is an asset of the box office.
People love him for it.
He spent a million dollars on the
biblical prologue of "The Ten Commandments" between May 21 and
July 8 six weeks. Compare this with
well-known films which have required
a full year
with eighty per cent of

—

—

the expense going in salaries
Cecil De Mille gets a personal kick
from the ministrations of a big staff.
He laughs tolerantly at the newspaper
columnists who jeer at the man who
is in constant attendance, ready to

place a chair, the second that the master stops, even for a moment.
He laughs, for his. record proves
his ability to delegate words to others.
Arid the'De Mille foibles: the introduction of puttees—the megaphone,
which he introduced the shirt open
at the neck?
Dear reader, the man
zi'as an actor, is a showman, and just
simply can't help treading that path
of the unusual which is paved with
newspaper headlines.

—

His critics call him "poseur."
His friends call him, "human."
both indictments are true. In
his public life, he is a Barnum, presenting the "greatest," "the most stupendous." Before his friends he is

who lays aside
quite a regular
his taste, secretive

just "C. B.," a jester
bells

person,

to

become

quiet

in

in his charities,

exceedinglv

his delight in the

humor

human

He

is

a born independent

in that niche

And

that

in

of the hour

after an excellent dinner.

—except

which marks his home.
perhaps is his saving

grace.

You can go just so far with tinsel,
and then, unless drenched with the
blood of a human heart, it becomes

a

yachting trip with a

sudden whim to assume the entire
education of three half -orphans.
But few people know that this
streak

is

there.

Perhaps

it

is

their

ignorance that leads to puzzled wonder when the De Mille vogue still
continues despite those who, ten years

began to cry, "De Mille is
through."
Many people dislike him intensely.
ago,

His symbolism is classed as "inbefore morons."
He is be-

lieved to be a cynic, chuckling over
the adage that "the public love to be
fooled."
He is given no credit for
either depth or sincerity.
And yet his divorce series, called
"Offerings on the Altar of Sex," are
reflected in the latest marriage laws.

And

preachers have called "The

"an entertaining,
thoughtful sermon."
Beatrice Samuels De Mille put the
iron of nonconformity into his soul.
A dreamy, impractical father provided him with a heart.
The combination has made him a
born independent, with much money,
a few close friends,
mies.

and many ene-

forties, he could quit and
the world in his yacht.
Instead, he resigns a snap and steps
from a protected trench to face the
attack of all comers.

De roam

Mille, we find a man who worries
over the smallest detail in the development of one of his children, and

Ten

Commandments,"

In his

just tinsel.

Digging below the surface of

varies

cense

And

his

who
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A

Page of Novelties

Look then at these, some of them really useful, others merely ornaThe device, for instance, that Mary Brian, at the left, has
mental.
adopted of wearing a little mirror on the back of her hand, and
tying her lipstick to the end of the cord that fastens her coat, is a
real convenience.
But we hope that Norma Shearer will have no
serious use for her tiny pistol, shown
below, which actually can shoot.
'

/

Another practical though novel accessory is the
detachable skirt that Chariot Bird, at the right,
has for her one-piece bathing suit. She can tie
it on or leave it off, according as the requirements of the beach she is visiting are strict or
lenient.

Can you guess whose eyes are
behind the Spanish fan in the
picture below?
It has very
appropriately been named the
"flirt fan," and the person behind it is Louise Fazenda. It
can no doubt be quite useful

>

The

little

spots lying beside
the cartridges.

it

are

Hollywood High Lights

9G
Continued from page 48

A

Little Bit of

Hungary.

having to learn German. Russian, French, and Swedish,
in order properly to welcome new
additions to the film colony, Hollywoodites will probably soon have to
The arrival of
take up Hungarian.
that exquisite creature, Vilma Banky,
seems to have been the inspiration
for a pilgrimage from Budapest and
In addition to

its

environs.

The Hungarian playwright Ernest
Vadja, who is to write Pola Negri's
next scenario, is among the more
prominent of recent arrivals. Vilma
Banky's brother,
seen

and

whom

pictures.

Victor Yarconi, who played in Cecil
B. De Mille's film called -'Triumph,"
been
is back from abroad and has

De

"The Volga Boat-

Mille's

man."

Norma

Shearer seems to be a favorite with Swedish directors.
She
has played in several Victor Seastrom
pictures,
notably "He Who Gets
Slapped," and now she is working
with a new director, Benjamin Christianson, in the leading role of

"The

Light Eternal."
"The first opportunity I get, I'll
have to learn to speak Svcnska to
get along in the movies," Norma re-

marked

recently.

Mildred Changes Plans.

Mildred Davis

will

have a story

especially written for her.

She

retired

from the

cast of

The

portunities.
ters

entire

girl.

Lubitsch.

EdAnother actor has arrived.
ward Martindale, a former comicopera singer, is going to be one of the
big hits in Ernst Lubitsch's feature,
"Lady Windermere's Fan."
Martindale has been in pictures for
six or seven years, and has been cast
chiefly as a lawyer, doctor, or other

professional man.

In fact, his screen
activities have been confined to small
parts in which a striking presence
and a fine head of silver-gray marceled hair have been the chief requisites.
In Lubitsch's picture, however, he has a chance to display his
genuine talents as an actor.

We

saw

his

ning recently.
be hailed as

performance one eve-

He may

very likely

second Menjou.
a
There is no doubt, at any rate, that
directors will be writing in roles
for him, from now on, whenever they
get the opportunity.

A Lubitsch

premiere
Hollywood. There

in

return to pictures.

enjoyed in the colony.

went about that
she did not photograph satisfactorily
because she had increased in weight,
was absolutely incorrect.
She has

It is doubly clever because the success
of this Oscar Wilde play has always
depended on the smartness of the
dialogue, rather than on its plot.
Lubitsch has accomplished something
truly epoch-making in that he has
transformed this dialogue into action
and bits of screen business. There
are very few subtitles in the picture,
yet it seems thoroughly to have
caught the spirit of the original play.

Irene Rich gives an amazing porMrs. Erlynnc such as she
has perhaps never before equaled.

is

a real event

no director
whose productions are more greatly
is

It

may

safely

be prophesied, too, that "Lady Windermere's Fan" will be hailed far and
wide as one of the best pictures that
he has made since coming to America.

—

trayal of

Ronald Colman
for

More Discoveries by

"Be-

that

cen-

by Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatand Mildred was not particularly
anxious to be just the pretty heroine.
Harold Lloyd is said to have advised
her that it would have been a serious
mistake for her to do so.
In any event, by waiting, she has
proved herself to be a shrewd little

hind the Front," the war picture in
which she was scheduled to make her

The rumor

story

about the two characters played

ton,

she has not
join her

for four years, is to
take up a career in

cast in

twenty or more pounds and is
looking more lovely than ever.
She asked to be relieved from playing in the war picture because the
part would afford her such slight oplost

his

work

in

new favor
acting role,

will gain

a

fine

which he invests with characteristic
charm. May McAvoy is also excellent.
And the film is going to greatly
help Bert Lytell to return to prominence.
He has suffered from bad
pictures more consistently than any
other actor in Hollywood.

Theda

Theda Bara

in Slapstick
is

going to burlesque

She has signed up with
Hal Roach for a two-reel comedy,
though it hasn't been divulged yet
the vampire.

whether she will have to
gentle art of pie-pitching.

Roach has some very

learn the

interesting

ideas for using prominent players in
his new films, which are to be distributed to leading vaudeville houses
Among others who
for first runs.
will be seen in these pictures are

Lionel Barrymore, Mildred Harris,
Eileen Percy, Stuart Holmes, George

Siegman, Cesare Gravina and Walter
Long.
Roach's theory is that he can make
these pictures attractive to leading
film actors in just the same way that
vaudeville engagements are to celebrated stage players.
The comedies
have been signed up for showing on
the Keith Vaudeville Circuit.

Escaping the Type Bugaboo
Continued from page 18

who had

placed her unimportantly in a picture in 1915, was
working on a near-by set.
"He hasn't changed a bit," said
Bessie.
"Let's go over and see him
Griffith,

direct

"That Royle Girl."
sitting on a chair that was

He was

just outside prison walls.
"All right, children,"

he called.
immediately

The prison yard was
peopled with gray, grim figures.

A

guard passed.
"No megaphone," whispered Bessie.
"No yes men. A real director."

The scene
greet us.

finished,

he turned to

"This Bessie Love," he said, with
a smile, "is going to do big things.
Mark my words."
Although it would be stretching a
point to hail Bessie as a newborn
Bernhardt of the shadows, it is not
exaggerating at all to list two of her
performances among the best of the
1925 gallery.
In "Soul Fire," she
played a fervent hula ingenue with
fire and abandon.
And in "Those
Who Dance," she transformed herself into a hard-boiled moll of the
underworld tough, racy.
Her latest appearances have been

—

less colorful.

"But

I

am

out of the type class,"

said Bessie.

"My

next picture

is

to

be 'The Song and Dance Man,' with
Tom Moore, and the girl is not a
mere curls-and-curtsying ingenue."
She looked up from her five feet,
half an inch, and concluded, "When
you've once got away with character
stuff, you never have to fear the type
idea again. So I'm willing to do any
of sweet, crinoline heroines,
because I rest contented in the knowledge that, every once in a while,
they'll give me a real, acting part."
And when they do, they too may
rest assured that it will receive capable treatment at the hands of the
blond but unpigeonholed Bessie Love

number
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John Barrymore

Home

at

F EW

stars are as reticent as

more, and

John Barry-

rare indeed that he consents to give the public a glimpse into
These pictures, therefore, are
his private life.
of more than ordinary interest, for they show
the atmosphere in which he seeks seclusion
while away from the Warner Brothers Hollywood studio, where he is now at work on the
second, of his present series of pictures, "Don
it

is

Juan."

His present home

is

in the "Siesta Cottage,"

Ambassador Hotel, and although he is
be there for only a limited time, he had his

at the
to

quarters furnished throughout with his own
books, furniture, and decorations, which were
The pictures on his
sent from New York.
desk and piano are of his little daughter.
His first film of the present series, "The
Sea Beast," is about ready for release, and
the third one, which he will begin before long,
is to be "The Tavern Knight," a novel by
Sabatini dealing with the English revolution

under Cromwell.
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Continued from page 44

of

strongly

would
I

say.

my
If

what

boy and

he

he could come back,

know what he would

do.
hard for

He would
me.
To

and tight
have been told I was a bad actress
would have been nothing. But to be
attacked on the very thing that means
and has always meant so much to
!"
me, was too bitterly ironical
So there we have the story of the
mother who wouldn't acknowledge
her son
It clearly shows how circumspect an actress must be, at all
times, lest her actions be misunderstood.
If this same incident had ocfight,

She is an attractive, blond type,
reposed in manner, and she looks
about twenty-eight or thirty.
Her
voice is also reposed
too quiet, I
thought, the first time I met her.
The most arresting thing about her
face is her eyes
gray-blue, quiet, introspective, somewhat sad eyes. They
are the eyes which her husband, Fred

—

—

Windermere,

the

of

some

society
it would have signified nothing.
She would, indeed, have been
looked upon by the people in her set
as a "clever woman who just won't
let herself grow old."
Remember
in

life

she was only seventeen years
older than Billy, fifteen years older
than Theodore.
When I first met Miss Bennett, I
didn't know that she was a mother. It
is a curious observation that I never
associated motherhood with her
not,
that is, on first meeting.
There
are some women who are obviously
mothers. They make you feel it as
soon as they come in your presence,
either deliberately or unconsciously.
Miss Bennett comes in the category
of women to whom motherhood is
an extremely personal and sacred
thing, something not to be dragged
into conversation for any and every
reason, or for no reason at all.
that

—

If
Continued from page 22

on

me were

Johnny immediately realizes
he must keep the brown derby

times if he expects the hat
to work any of its charms.
After a number of amusing in-

"deep

in which the power of the
brown derby proves its influence,
Johnny falls in love with a beautiful

From then on, his luck seems
to change.
He just can't get a good
break, and after suffering all sorts of
dire need, he finally whips himself
girl.

into

a frenzy, smashes the brown
derby, and is about to throw it out
of a window when he notices a piece
of paper sticking out of the hatband.

He unfolds it and finds it to be his
uncle's will in which Johnny is named
as the sole heir to his fortune.
At
this moment, the uncle makes his
appearance and explains that he has
always felt that Johnny was the only
one of his relatives who really had
ambition and character, and that to
test him. he had hit tipon the idea of
the brown derby, which, after all,
was just an ordinary hat that did not
"possess any miraculous powers at all.

for,

life,

at

work

to

least.

moved

strongly

You

as that by what she

had done, perhaps those of them who

knew some

poor, foolish

at

And

help her.

came

the

first

she

felt

triumphant

opening

of

"Stella

Dallas" in New York meant to Belle
Bennett. Though I was not there at
the time,

I

have heard from an

in-

timate source a few things that may
be worth adding.
Before the opening of the picture,

nothing that any one had said about
it had meant anything to Miss BenThough sunny by nature, alnett.
ways able before to regain her natural buoyancy after disappointments,
she was completely unable to do so
this time.
She was not bitter, but
she had been numbed by pain added
pain.

to

If

success,

it

the picture were a big

would be too

late to

mean

anything to her.
On the day of the professional
matinee she was working on a new
picture.
But that evening she went
to the premiere. And in the darkness
of the auditorium, as she sensed the
wave of emotion surging over the
audience,

she realized,

time, that she

for the

had something

first

still

to

if

a full

came back
come.
For
had

time since her boy's death
that he

was

near,

felt

that

he had seen all and heard all and
that she could almost touch him and
feel that his soul could and would
stay with her always.
Maybe the suffering caused Belle
Bennett through the loss of her son,
maybe the humiliation of unfavorable
publicity, or maybe her ability as an
actress, alone explains why she gave
such a remarkable characterization of
the mother in the picture. I think it
was probably a combination of all
these things which prepared her, for
she proved unmistakably that she
knew her subject well.
That she will be able to repeat her
success in "Stella Dallas" in each succeeding picture is. of course, more
than any one could expect. Doubtless
she will do many other appealing
But even if she
characterizations.
never again approaches the intensity
of feeling that she gave to this great
role, she will still have built a monu-

ment

that will endure for

many

years.

Some Money

He

congratulates Johnny for showing
made of real caliber, and then
gives his blessing to him and his girl.

he

like

with that realization

the feeling that, even

acclaim and the plaudits that followed
the

woman

would not be so quick to laugh
her, but would do something to

Stella

the

will

—

a mission in
people were as

for

If

to her, peace at least

perhaps wonder what

is

at all

cidents

live

sense of happiness never

You're Funny, Earn

stairs.

that

told

wells of experience."

!

curred
matron,

Price of Success

realm of possibility. You find ideas
for them everywhere, sometimes in
the

most

trivial

incidents.

For

in-

day I was walking
along the platform of a railroad terminal when I noticed a porter, loaded
with two grips and a golf bag, walkA friend of
ing right behind me.
mine who happened to be passing
hailed me, and thinking that I had
stance, the other

The

for comic situapicture are unlimited.
Johnny Hines feels confident that
from the readers of Picture-Play
Magazine he will receive many suggestions for developing the story in
a humorous fashion.
"Almost invariably, after one of
my pictures is released, I get letters
from fans who make suggestions that
would have been valuable to us if
they had come before or during the
making of the picture," he remarked
when plans for this gag contest were
tions

possibilities

in

this

suggested to him.
is no corner on the comedy
market, as far as gags are concerned.
first

"There

So many funny incidents happen

in

our daily lives that an observant
person could probably find at least
one good corned}' idea a day if he or
she were particularly on the lookout
for this type of material.
"The best gags are usually those
that are natural, or at least in the

hired the porter to carry my things,
asked me how my golf game was
coming along. As I was explaining
to him that the porter was not with
me and that I had never played a
game of golf in my life, the incident
gave me an idea for a gag.
"See the comic possibilities in that?

Suppose

I

was broke and wanted

to

make an impression on some one who
would see me at the. railroad
Suppose but I'm not going

—

that one.

use

it

I

am

station.

to

tell

going to wait and

in a picture."

Get busy now and suggest your
gags for "The Brown Derby," and
win some real monev.
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Advertising Section

We
the only

have found

way

known

ever

—that removes Cold Cream thoroughly
— that removes safely
it

—that removes

all dirt

with

it

For
It combats skin eruptions.
they're invited by germ accumulations left in the skin, breeding places
for bacteria.

Will you accept a 7-day

Old methods, towels, cloths and

supply to try?

fibre substitutes failed in

absorbency.

Infectious dirt accumulations were

rubbed back

that, in justice,

.

Soft as down and white as snow,
contrasts the harshness of cloth or
fibre makeshifts with a softness that

you

to send

Then

a supply
to get your

you'll love.
It is 27 times as absorbent as the
ordinary towel.
25 times that of
paper and fibre substitutes. You use
it, then discard it.

opinion.

not a cloth, but an entirely
kind of material.

It is

It does what no other method yet
has done
removes
the
cleansing cream, all dirt and pore
accumulations gently from the skin.
And that means much to you.

scientific discovery

.

We

are makers of absorbents.
world authorities in this field.

Are

On

the urge of a noted dermatolwe perfected this scientifically
right material for removing cold
cream. For removing it as it must be
removed to keep the skin flawless.
ogist,

the only product made solely for
this purpose.
It represents several years
of scientific research. There is no other
It is

like

it.

Ends

failures are

it

want

A

Kleenex those

in

corrected.

.

without charge.

new

is

Multiplied skin benefits

Now

the skin.

We

That

skin.

Why

must be

termed a great discovery.
The first and only way ever
known that removes cold cream
that ends the annoyance
safely
of old ways and their dangers to
.

your

tiny imperfections often appear.
your skin may look distressingly dark at times.

THIS offers you a test of a beautymeans

into

why

Send

No

more

and dark

oily skins

Your "make-up" holds hours
longer than before
Instead of towels, cloths, harsh fibre,
or paper makeshifts, you use this de27 times
liciously soft new material
as absorbent!

skins

.

.

is

coupon

Or

obtain a packet at any drug or
store.
Put up as exquisitely
as fine handkerchiefs, in two sizes: the
Professional, 9xl0-inch sheets
and the
Boudoir, size 6x7 inches. Boxes that fit
into flat drawers of vanity tables ... a
month's supply in each. Costs only a
.

.

.

department

—

cents.

KLeeNex

.

That

the

receipt of it a full 7-day supply
will be sent without charge.

few
stops oily nose and skin conditions
amazingly. For these come from overladen pores
cold creams and oils left
It

for nature to expel.
powder now so often.

ALL

.

Upon

—

oily noses

.

why you

Sanitary Cold

Cream Remover

First

every bit of germladen matter, every particle

Remove

Kleenex comes in exquisite
flat handkerchief boxes, to fit
your dressing table drawer
... in two sizes.
Boudoir size, sheets
6 by 7 inches .

.

dirt,

face.

— pay

Then

particular attention
to the nose, so that it will
be white and without shine.

You

.

simply by wiping

Then

Professional, sheets

9 by 10 inches

of
off

.

discard the used
sheets no more soiling

—

of towels.

7-Day Supply —

FREE

KLEENEX

CO.,
167 Quincy St., Chicago,

P. P.

2

111.

Please send without expense to me a
sample packet of KLEENEX as offered.

Looking
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When

Continued from page 55

since seeing

him work.

I

can think of

several other choice points to add to
arguments. One is that he leaves

my

lack Gilbert sitting in his canvas
chair when he takes up the joys and
sorrows of Rociulphc, or Danilo, or a

doughboy, as the case may

be.

With

boyish vigor, he charges into the
heart of a character, bringing it forth
to show to you. with sensitive, unerring artistry, and with supremely
unconscious skill.
Toward the end of the day, they
set up the camera at the foot of a.
path that twisted up a hillside between the gnarled trunks of ancient
trees.
Up and down this path Mimi
ran, hack and forth like an excited
squirrel, pausing a moment to peep
round at RodolpJic, then up the path
again like an arrow.

The company watched from
hind the camera, laughing.
"Stop her!" Jack cried.

be-

"She's

gone mad. Mimi's gone quite mad!"

At the finish, she ran past the
camera into the crowd, laughing and
breathless.

"I hope I looked nice and French,"
she said.
"All the monkev business
with the hands was supposed to be
French."
(Lesson C:
Only the
greatest great can observe themselves
in a humorous light, and not as God's
special Christmas gift to the world.)

A
Continued from page 91

Neapolitan fish dishes and spaghetti.
were serenaded by mandolin and

We

with an Extra Girl

start to write of

her,

I

Mimi

am reminded

as
of the

had as a child, when
1
mother used to tell me in vain that
whatever I was reading was. only a
play or a story. I was convinced that
sensations

Eva actually did ascend, in a melancholy manner, to the angels, and
that

a

little

match

had

really

girl

heen found, cold and stiff, one Christmas morning. Thus I keep assuring
myself that Miss Gish is a young lady

who makes enough money

to live

on

very comfortably, and that she has
beauty, fame, and adoring friends.
Yet there keeps recurring the picture of our last work in ''La Boheme," and of the sobbing, dying
Mimi struggling across Paris to Rodolphc.
Her miserable clothes were
in rags, and illness had carved deep
hollows in her face. Clinging to the
steps
of a bus,
fighting
weakly
through crowds, falling into the gutter and crawling on upon hands and
knees, stumbling from a moving carriage, she slowly made her way, her
long, pale-gold hair falling down over
shoulders and back.

Between

shots,

you

might

have

thought Miss Gish was playing a bit
in the picture, so unpretentious was
her manner.
If her skirt had to be
dirty for a close shot, she did not
hail a prop boy, but knelt on the
cobblestones and

made

it

grimy her-

sing as they

row the
;

cab drivers and everybody else sing
as thev work.

We

worked in the center of the
old district where hundreds of families live in one building.
Thousands
of children play in the narrow streets.

When we

threw out a handful of
small coins, there was such a struggle for them that it took several
carabinieri to quiet the riot.
After four days in Naples, we traveled by machine to Pompeii, fifty
miles.
For three days we lived in a
little hotel a few yards from the entrance to the famous ruins of the
buried city.
could hear Vesuvius
rumbling day and night, like a cross
old man.
Every one of us felt nervous.
At night the sky is lighted up
by the explosions.
Some of the things that have been
dug up are well preserved.
It is
marvelous
that
such
things
as
statuary and paintings could be in
such good condition. There are frying pans and other cooking utensils
that were dug up. more than eighteen

We

self.
She almost never looks into a
mirror.
Her skin is so lovely that
her make-up seldom needs repairing,
yet even in her elahorate costumes
and make-up, she used to go through
scene after scene without even touching her hair or powdering her nose,
although J must say that she never

seemed

need any improvements.
the end of the sequence,
she was scratched and bruised from
her numerous falls and tumbles, her
clothes were ragged and mud-stained,
to

Toward

her beautiful hair tangled and dusty,
vet sLs waited so patiently for the
lights to be arranged on each shot,
now standing on the rough, sharp
cobbles, now collapsed on a step. As
she sat in the gutter, waiting for Mr.
Vidor's signal, she smoothed her
apron a dirty, tattered piece of
with a delicate gesture.
black cotton
"See my lovely apron" she held
"Mr. Erte
it out for our inspection
created it for me."
The preservation of an illusion
through realitv is always a feat, an
illusion being of such fragile, rariUsually, we learn
fied substance.
to be satisfied with treasured remThus, it is with pride in my
nants.
good fortune and with gratitude to
Lillian for being what she is, that I
present to you an illusion, not only
intact but even increased in value

—

—

——

Miss Gish

Letter from Location
hundred years old. I saw an eggshell that had been found among the
ruins.

Rex

guitar players.

The boatmen

I

saw

last

I

On

decided next to go to Psestum
photograph the famous temples
built by the Greeks, started in 600
B. C. and still in good condition.
It
was necessary to organize a motor
caravan, as it is. almost a hundred
miles from Pompeii over roads that
are seldom traveled.
We left Pompeii at three in the
morning and arrived in Psestum
about nine.
We were certainly a
sight, for we "ate" dust all the way.
One of our cameramen who had a
dark beard and mustache, looked like
Santa Claus when he arrived.
The temples are wonderful, and
well worth the hard trip.
It is unbelievable that the early Greeks could
have constructed such temples without machinery. Some of the sections
of the pillars weigh tons.
Thousands of lizards swarmed
to

over the place.
I know I saw five
thousand.
Not one of us was anxious to remain overnight, as it was
a most depressing place. According
to the caretaker, even the ancient
races deserted Psestum soon after
the temples were constructed.

From

there

we went

to Venice.

I

was never more thrilled in my
than when I stepped into a gondola.
There were two gondoliers, one in
front and one in back, and it was

life

surprising

how

our hotel.

On

quickly we reached
the way, we passed

many

beautiful gondolas belonging to
loaded
others
individuals,
private
market.
to
going
with vegetables
Thev even have a fire department
and a jail on gondolas.
The quietness impressed me no
automobiles, no street cars nor bi-

—

Nothing except gondolas and
an occasional motor boat.
At night all that could be heard
was the distant sound of music coming across the water and the swish of
cycles.

the dipping paddles of the gondoliers.
night in Venice is indescribable.
After dinner most of the people take
a gondola ride, or promenade in the
On the canals,
Piazza San Marco.
stringed orchestras play as they go.
No wonder Venice is called the most
From
romantic city in the world.

A

we returned

to Nice.
haven't tired you with
If you survive it, I
this travelogue.
will add details when I get home.

there
I

hope

I

Sincerely,

Alice Terry.
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cyijarvdous

Jpanish liquid
Makes any hair beautifully curly

20 minutes

in

That was the best investment I ever made.
Hija mia,' he said, 'You have been very kind to an
man. Digaraelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your
heart most desires.'
"I laughed at the idea, then said jokingly, 'Miguel, my
hair is straight and dull. I would have it lustrous and

THE SPANISH BEGGAR'S

palm.
"

PRICELESS GIFT
By Winnifred Ralston
the day we
FROM
and
were

started to school. Charity Winthrop
called the touseled-hair twins.
horrid, red-headed
Harvey, who used to put burrs in our pigtails and
angle worms in our inkwells.
Our mothers despaired of us. Our hair simply wouldn't
behave. There were Martha Brown, Helen Stahl, Betty
Davis and Leah Cohen all with wonderful curly hair.
But Charity and I could never coax ours out of a straight
I

Harvey nicknamed us that

Tom
Tom

—

—

line.

As we grew older the hated name still clung to us. It»
followed us through the grades and into boarding school.
Then Charity's family moved to Spain, where her father
was in diplomatic service, and I didn't see her again for
not until last New Year's Eve.
five years
A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel for dinner
As usual I was terribly embarrassed and
that night.
ashamed of my hair. When the bobbing vogue first came
hair
cut, hoping against hope that would imin I had my
prove its looks. Realizing my mistake, I permitted it to
grow again and by New Year's Eve it was just long enough

—

be unmanageable.
Horribly self-conscious I was sitting at the table,
It
scarcely touching my food, wishing I were home.
seemed that everyone had wonderful, lustrous, curly hair
but me and I felt they were all laughing or, worse, pitying
me behind my back.
My eyes strayed to the dance floor and there I saw a
beautiful girl dancing with Tom Harvey. Her eye caught
mine and, to my surprise, she smiled and started toward
me.
While there was something strangely familiar about her
then. No it it couldn't be.
face I didn't recognize her
About this girl's face was a halo of golden curls. I
think she had the most beautiful hair I ever saw.
face must have turned scarlet as I compared it mentally
with my own straggly, ugly mop. I had never been so
thoroughly ashamed of my hair before.
Of course you have guessed her identity for it was
Charity Winthrop who once had dull straight
really she
hair like mine.
It had been five long years since I had seen her. There
was everything to talk about, but I simply couldn't wait.
"Charity Winthrop tell me what
blurted out
I
miracle has happened to your hair?"
She smiled and said mysteriously, "Come to my room
and I will tell you the whole story." She was stopping at
the hotel. We excused ourselves and rushed to Charity's
room.
I listened breathless while she told me this
strange story:
to

— —

—

My

—

—

—

—

—

Charity tells of the
J
beggar's gift.
''•Our

house

in

my

I

"You can't imagine, Winnifred, how funny it made me
I never exI did not take it seriously, of course.
pected to look up this mysterious Pedro, but some whim
changed my mind and I called a coche and gave the driver
the address Miguel had given me.
"At the door of the apothecary shop, Pedro, a funny
old hawk-nosed Spaniard, met me. Nervously I stammered out my explanation. When I had finished, he
bowed and vanished into the rear of his store. Presently
he returned with a bottle which he handed to me.
"ByJthis time I was terribly excited could hardly wait
until I reached home.
When I was finally in my room
alone, I took down my hair and applied the liquid as
directed. In twenty minutes, not one second more, the
transformation, which you have noted, had taken place.
"Come, Winnifred apply it to your own hair and see
what it can do for you."
Breathlessly I watched Charity take a bottle from her
wardrobe trunk. Tremblingly my fingers undid my hair
and applied the liquid.
Twenty minutes later, as I looked into Charity's mirror, I could hardly believe my eyes.
The impossible had
happened.
dull, straight hair had wound itself into
curling tendrils.
head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.
You can imagine the amazement of the others in the
party when I returned to the ballroom.
Everybody
noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
never been so happy.
The next morning when I awoke, I hardly dared look in
feel.

—

—

My

my

My

mirror, fearing it
gloriously true.

—

had

been a dream.

all

My

But

it

constant exposure to
heat will bring. Read

the details of this liberal

Wavy

Bob

trial offer belo

20 minutes. One application will keep
your hair beautiful a week or more.
Don't delay another minute. Take advantage of this
liberal trial offer now and always have the beautiful
curly hair you want.
tifully curly hair in

Liberal Trial Offer
(Only One Bottle to a Family)
For a limited time we are offering a full-size bottle of

"Wave-Sta" (Spanish Curling

Fluid) at a price that
covers only the cost of compounding, advertising, and
which we figured down to SI. 97. (Please remember that this is a special offer for new users only and we
cannot fill more than one order for each family at this
price.)
If you are not perfectly delighted with results
after using "Wave-Sta" for 5 days, simply return the unused portion and your money will be refunded.
Under the terms of our special trial offer you do not
have to send any money in advance. Simply sign and
mail the coupon. Then when the postman brings this
remarkable beauty aid, just pay him SI. 97, plus a few
cents postage, and your hair worries are ended forever.
This offer may not be repeated. We urge that you take
advantage of it at once. Remember, we take all the risk.
If "Wave-Sta" doesn't make your hair beautifully curly,
give it new life, new lustre, new silky sheen, all you have
to do is notify us and your money will be returned in full.
Have you ever heard of a fairer offer?
selling,

CENTURY CHEMISTS
—

Jackson Blvd., at Desplaines Street, Chicago
Send no money simply sign and mail the coupon

—

Then the thought came

regardless of their finan-

cial status.

.

now.

„
"old coin in hi* ,a Matcntesi MarcelU

that

was

hair was curly and beautiful.
to me I had no right to keep
this great secret to myself.
There were thousands of
women just like me who would
give anything to know my precious

true

women,

.

drying

artificial

—

So it has been made available
through the Century Chemists.
They have agreed to act as distributors under a most liberal
offer, which places this new found
beauty secret within reach of all

,

minutes'

con Tios.'

secret.

,

20

"bob,"

and presto! you have a mass
of beautiful ringlets, waves
and curls. "Wave-Sta" will
keep your hair beautifully
curly for a week or more and
protect it from the damage

'

me.
p- Jit

—

ringlet curls.

often

"The day before I was leaving
Madrid I f'-p.^oed to bid him good-

solves the curl-

and marcelling problem
for bobbed heads. Just a few
drops when dressing your
ing

" Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.
Years ago I did him a great service. Here you will find
him, go to him and tell your wish. Adios, senorita, voya

"Miguel, the beggar, always
occupied the end bench of the
south end of the plaza. There he
sat all day long, asking alms from
the passersby. I always dropped
a few cenjavos in his hat when I
passed and he 30012 grew to know

3

—

curly.'

"Wave-Sta"

" 'Oigame, senorita,' he said
'what you wish is even
simpler than I thought. Many years ago a Castilian
prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her hair was
black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow. Like
you, this lady wanted los pelos Titos (curly hair). Her
husband offered thousands of pesos to the man who would
fulfil her wish.
The prize fell to Pedro, the droguero. Out
of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted the
princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass of

Madrid faced a

where
little, old plaza,
strolled after
siesta.

New Wavy Bob

'

old

Lovely

Now the golden opportunity is
yours.
You no longer have to
spend large sums of money In
beauty shops, or endanger your
,

r

by

injurious

"permanent

—
COUPON- Chicago,

I

CENTURY CHEMISTS

I

Jackson Bid., at Desplaines

111.

St. Dept. 159
Gentlemen: Please send me, in plain wrapper, by
insured parcel post, a full sized bottle of "WaveSta" (Spanish Curling Fluid). I will pay postman
the special trial price of SI. 97, plus few cents postage, on delivery, with the understanding that if,
after a 5-day trial, I am not perfectly delighted
with this magic curling liquid, I may return the
unused contents in the bottle and you will immedi-

my money

ately return

Name.
Address

Town
T

NOT

E

^-g

su'-""'

in full.

I

I
1

1
I

I
.
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(information, Please
department where questions are answered, advice is given, and many interesting phases of motionpicture making and pertinent side lights on the lives and interests of motion-picture players are discussed.

A

By The

A BETTY

Picture Oracle

BRONSON FAN. —Your

favorite doesn't happen to give her
home address. She was born in Trenton,
New Jersey, seventeen years age. She has
brown hair, blue eyes, and is five feet tall.
She formerly studied dancing under Michel
Fokine, and then began playing "bits" in
pictures, including "Anna Ascends" and
"His Children's Children." Of course you
know the famous story of her selection for
"Peter Pan." Since then she has played in

"Are Parents People?" "Not So Long
"The Golden Princess," and "A

Ago,"

Kiss for Cinderella."

Le

—Your

strict

;

—

—

—

181 Queen's Gate.
I was a little uncertain as to whether you wanted your
name published, but I do want to thank
you for sending me Ivor Novello's address,
which, as you notice, I have attached to
the list below.
Since, as you say, it is in
the London phone directory, he has evidently no objections to his home address
being given out to the public.
I am sure
Ivor's fans will appreciate, as I do, your
taking the trouble to send me his address.

—

Kate Titus. The addresses you request have been added to the list at the end
of this department.

Edward Eager.

—

should say you are
eager
With all those addresses you want
published, you must be planning to -paper
your house with screen stars' photographs
or are you compiling a directory of Hol'vwood? I don't know quite all the adjlayers
I

!

—

that

were

have added to the

Wg up.

fnpffe^Lw

list all

those that

I

can

—

Gloria's Hubby. If you really were
Gloria's hubby, she might have some objections to the interest you show in other
feminine screen stars. Dorothy Mackaill's
most important pictures include, "The
Lotus Eaters," "A Woman's Woman,"
"The Isle of Doubt," "The Inner Man,"
"Streets of New York," "The Fighting
Blade," "Mighty Lak' a Rose," "Bits of
Life,"
dren's

Next

family and your
having to sneak out to see pictures sounds
like quite a story in itself.
Especially
with all that threat about sending you to a
strict military academy in Switzerland.
I
think it has been several years since "Intolerance" was reissued occasionally those
old films are sent around again, so Griffith
may take a notion to revive that picture,
although nothing has been said about his
doing so.
The picture you describe with
Anna Pavlowa as the heroine are you
sure it wasn't Olga Petrova?
was so long
ago that I can't imagine what it was. And
not knowing what company produced it,
I know of no one to make inquiries of.
Betty Blythe made the film version of
"She" abroad, with a foreign company,
so I don't know the details of the production,
it is even possible that it won't be
shown in this country, although we can
hope that it will be. By all means, write
me again; I should love to hear from you.
Soleil.

I

give you.

"The Broken

"His Chil"The
Children,"
"Twenty-one,"
Corner,"
"The Painted Lady,"
Violin,"

"Chickie," "The Making of O'Malley,"
Lila Lee
"Joanna," and "Shore Leave."
played on the stage last season in "The
Bride Retires."
Her pictures include,
"After
the
Show," "Male
and
Female," "Rent Free," "One Glorious Day,"
"Is Matrimony a Failure?" "The Dictator,"
"Blood and Sand," "The Ghost
Breaker," "Ebb Tide," "Back Home and
Broke," "Old Home Week," and innumer(

able others opposite

Thomas Meighan.

—

R. T. Sorry, but Leatrice Joy doesn't
give her age
she is, I imagine, in her
early twenties.
Constance Bennett is now
under contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer
and can be reached through their studio at
;

Culver City, California.

—

—

get

married,

we?

don't

I

don't

whether he had a double or not

in

know
some

of those racing scenes in "The Lucky
Devil." Richard would be quite likely not
to have had one, as I think the adventure
would appeal to him. The information as
to when doubles are used is almost impossible to obtain, as only the film company
producing a picture ever knows and usually they /on't tell. They feel that it's poor
business to admit that a star didn't really
make that scene himself.

Dorothy Devore.

—The

ill-fated

"Ru-

baiyat," starring Ramon Novarro, has not
been released at this writing, because of
the legal entanglements in which it has
been involved since its production.
However, I notice that a film called "The Lover's

Oath,"
1

witlu ^-art5 ns ^ ruc\ e Kathleen
—
y Earle,
•

;

—

It isn't much to "dare to hope"
should answer your questions, is it?
new class in the Paramount Training
School begins its" sessions in January perhaps it is not too late to join. Write to
Training School, Famous Players
the
Studio, Astoria, Long Island, and ask for
an application blank, just as you would for
any other school.
The requirements are
chiefly that the school directors should conthey, of
sider you good movie material
course, will determine that when you get
into correspondence with them.
The tuition

Al. H.

—that

I

A

;

;

is

five

hundred

dollars.

The

first

Para-

mount class was graduated in December.
The man student and girl student who
showed the most promise are to play the
leads in a forthcoming Paramount picture
other students, of course, are given every
opportunity for advancement which they

seem

to merit.

—Many

curious people make
joining the circus the
bearded lady, the what-is-it, the woman who
has a taste for swords, and so on. However, when one is only curious mentally,
asking questions seems to be the only thing
that can be done about it.
Aileen Pringle
was born in San Francisco, and educated
there and in London and Paris.
So you
see she is quite a cosmopolitan person. Her
offstage name is also Pringle and she is the
daughter-in-law of the governor-general of
Jamaica. She does not live with her husband, as she preferred a career.
Miss
Pringle doesn't give her age. Yes, I agree
with you that she is a charming person
she is even more charming to meet, as, in
addition to being beautiful, she is witty
and cultured, a sparkling conversationalist.

Curious.

lots

Rae. The Oracle, PicturePlay, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City,
is quite sufficient address to reach me.
I'm
glad you think I earn my salary I rather
think I do myself, but of course there
are lots of jobs I might have where I'd
have to work much harder. No, Richard
Dix isn't married, and we hope he won't

Phyllis

to be released by the Astor Distributing Corporation, an independent company.
I have an idea that this may be the picture in question, with a change of title.
It was made several years ago before Ramon became famous Mr. Earle, I believe, claims to have discovered him as a
screen possibility.
is

of

—

money by

Red-headed Gal.
nice pair of socks?

— So
Not

you'll send

me

a

in the eye, I hope.

Marian Nixon was born in Superior, Wisand grew up in Minneapolis. She
played on the stage, in stock and in vaudeville, before making her bow in pictures.
She is five feet one inch, and weighs ninetynine pounds.
No, she is not yet a star.
I will tell the editor you would like a story
about her in Picture-Play.
Continued on page UP
consin,
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Those Movie Banquets
Continued from page 90

dreamed a dream of opulence and
wealth where he would' have a dozen
butlers serving- "Irish turkey" to him,
his mother, and his sweetheart.
The
meal really had to be shown on the

screen and here

is

what they had

LETTUCE
ROLLS AND BUTTER
CORNED BEEF AND CABBAGE
BOILED POTATOES
RADISHES
LETTUCE
RAISIN

AND POUND CAKE
CREAM

ICE

Slender Figures

COFFEE

Prop

carpenters, painters,
and other workmen
waiting- for the scene to
The fragrance of that
was devastating.

boys,

electricians,

stood about
be finished.
corned beef

But the fool company ate it. The
scene was shot just about the lunch
hour.

Such a golden opportunity to get
sustenance, however, comes seldom.
Even the beautiful baskets of fruit
seen on the tables are of little value
to hungry actors.
The fruit is wax.
But the ginger ale is real. It's real
warm usually, sitting around in the
studio for hours far from the cooling
influences of
It is

not

ice.

uncommon

from a banquet

rise

for an actor to

table

and go

the studio cafeteria or a lunch

to

sandwich and a
plate of beans.
That's a lot more to
eat than he would get if he remained

where he was.
But he never orders ginger

ale

alongside

Glory Be to Bathing Girls
Continued from page 88
in

Look about you

in

any

Note

circle.

how

slenderness prevails. Excess fat is
not one-tenth so common as it was.
Look at any fashion pictures. Note
how every style is now adapted to slim
figures. The very vogue of short skirts
shows that overweight is regarded the
exception.

A

new

now employ it. They will tell
you what Marmola does. That is how
the use has grown by users telling
about you

—

others.

Marmola has been used for 18 years.
The use has grown and grown, until
people are now taking over a million
boxes yearly to reduce and control their

era has come in this respect.
Fat is now unpopular. It is regarded as
abnormal, affecting- beauty, health and
Modern research has proved it
fitness.
unnecessary.
There is now an easy,
pleasant way to control one's weight.

weight.

Countless people have learned that way
and proved it. They have told others
about it. In every company you can now

your friends.

see the evidence of

A

The results are seen everywhere.
large percentage of the figures you have
seen grow slender are due to Marmola
Tablets. You are bound to employ them
when you learn what they have done for

efficiency.

its

wagon

to order a hot-dog

low laugh when she got

Are seen everywhere today
People get them in this easy, pleasant way

without

The Modern Method
The modern method

is

internal.

It

combats the cause of excess fat, which
usually lies in a certain gland.
That method is embodied in Marmola
Prescription Tablets. Simply take four
a day. Continue until you reach the
weight you wish.
Reduction is not too rapid. It rarely
exceeds a pound a day. So the body adjusts itself to the new conditions.
kles do not develop.

Not This

Wrin-

Try the easier method

Marmola is not secret. Our books
publish every ingredient, and explain ex-

how Marmola

You

will

know

Way

Some

people reduce by strenuous ex-

trying.

actly

In the last few years Riza's attempts to wheedle a casting director
into giving her a chance always resulted in a remark something like
this
"Of course you film well, but
we'll have to have some one we're
sure can act."
That's why Riza all but chortled
with glee when the Schulberg representative talked over her chances
with her. In signing her up he said
the kindest words that had ever fallen
on Riza's ears: "We're taking you in
spite of those bad tests because I

the scientific reasons for results.

ercise

The results are so dependable that to
everyone who mails the coupon we now
send a guarantee. If you accept it, and
then are not satisfied, every penny you
pay is returned.

require severe self-denial.
and often harmful.

:

know you can act."
Of one thing man}quite sure.

Now

us

feel

that Riza at last

has a chance she will

Ask Your

make good.

Friends

Ask your friends about Marmola—
who have reduced. People all

friends

MARMOLA
Way

to

Clip

it

now.

-

-

diet.

The methods
They are hard

Marmola does not

require that. Its
the cause of exOne simply takes a tablet four
times daily. Investigate this method for
your own sake. The coupon will bring
you all the facts, our samples and our
guarantee. Compare this method with
the others, then decide.
internal

— on

MARMOLA

25c Sample

2-235 General Motors BIdg,

Mail Coupon

DETROIT. MICH.

Reduce

Supplied by all druggists at $1 per
box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.

and restricted

action is
cess fat.

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant

of

acts.

322

Free
Send No Money
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Feet that Tell the Story
Continued from page 87

home

to an audience the importance
of a scene and holds its interest more
strongly than emphatic gesturing,"
Director Cummings said.
"I knew
that if I filmed that scene ahove the
directors'
tahle.
there
would be
trouble in sustaining suspense.
So I
filmed it under the table. The twitchings and turnings and tappings of the
feet of the twelve men bargaining
and battling over the rights to the
new
steel
process,
show their
thoughts and feelings more convincingly than would the table hammer-

Beauty Lies in
Healthy EYES
It's

ing,

ging'

much the size or color
EYES that makes them

table."

glow

One

not so

of the

beautiful. Rather, it's the
which radiates from them.

Un-

Millions of women throughout
the world promote EYE health
and beauty with 'Murine. It
cleanses EYES of irritating par-

and keeps them clear and
Contains no belladonna.

bright.

fORY° UR

the

nervous,

heart-torn

back and forth, back and forth.
"Could there have been any better
way to tell the feeling of those two
unhappy mortals?" Director Flood

Yoa too can have a firm
complexion, smooth as satin

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD
Restores youthful freshness, revives
beauty marred by time.illnessornegsure way to regain the charm
of a clear, wholesome complexion.
Amazing results in short time. Re-

asks.

A

bit of humor was injected into
a scene of "The Big Parade," which
King Vidor recently completed, by
showing the feet of Renee Adoree

encased in wooden shoes. About one
of her ankles was a soldier's identification tag.
One of those American

A

moves wrinkles,

dramatic mo-

grief,

No More Wrinkles

lines, furrows.

most

the floor, back and forth, back and
forth.
Downstairs, the man, unutterably miserable, moved with measured stride, his soul racked with

Dept. 28, Chicago

lect.

the

woman, wringing her hands, walked

The Murine Company

in

of

Upstairs,

Our illustrated books on "Eye Care"
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request.

crowsfeet, frown

a big khaki-clad soldier's sweetheart

and her exhibition of the ankle with
its
identification tag about it is a
scene in the play.
Alary Pickford won the applause
of audiences by kicking her feet to
express joy in a scene in "Daddy
Long-Legs" and the kicking feet

were

were shown.

that

all

You

ments in "The Wife Who Wasn't
Wanted," a Warner Brothers production, was depicted by Director
James Flood with pictures of the feet
of Huntley Gordon and Irene Rich.
The two, in the role of man and
wife, were preparing to separate.

lesskept always clean and healthy,
EYES lack this alluring lustre.

ticles

shoulder-shrugging, and 'mugwhich took place above the

doughboys arriving in France during
the war had filed claim upon her and
to let the other rookies know she was
his, he clamped his aluminum marker
on her. The peasant lassie was not
averse to letting people know she was

can look back over

all the
scenes mentioned and recall how directors used feet to tell stories, and
how the action was extremely vivid.
Robert G. Yignola, one of the most
widely known directors in Hollywood, says that the custom is destined to increase.
"We are learning a lot as time goes

by, about pantomine," Vignola says.
are learning,
among other
things, that feet can, in some instances, tell stories and express action

"We

better than can be done by the face,
hands, and all the rest of the body."
It sounds funny, doesn't it, to talk
about entertaining audiences with
people's feet
But it can be done.
Director Irving Cummings. one of
the greatest exponents in the use of
feet in putting over a scene, is going
to prove the truth of Vignola's statement some day. He has in mind a
plav right now to be produced entirely by feet
not a face appearing
and vet it will be replete with
!

—

—

corned)-

and drama.

Restores elasticity to skin, and firmness
Fills hollows of face and neck.

to underlying tissues.

Remarkable Bust Developer
[I

youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth
ii Renews
al >d soft. Most welcome

Heartbreak Place" of the Movies

discovery— not an exIpUkU erim
ent— thousandsmadehappyduringmany
ll'IF TH P
years.
WmfjS Beauty Write today for FREE trial sample and

GfcUtiftaa

„„.
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Secrets.

MME. FOULASRE,
_
Parisia n Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio!
AGENTS WANTED

Musical Comedies and
Revues, with full instructions for staging.
You can stage your own show with our books. Pull line
of plays, stage songs, crossfire, monologues, afterpieces,

MINSTRELS
_

vaudeville acts and make-up.

T. S. DENISON

&

CO..

CATALOGUE FREE.

623So.Wabash.0ept.67 Chicago

ONLY
ONE TO
EACH PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)
PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences, we offer a large, imported, novelty vial
with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c--to cover packing and mailing costs! Each Fleur D'Or container is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even the stopper is protected by a golden screwcap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go • • •
and a lasting golden odor not eoon for*
gotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c — SBc if outside U.S. Additional viala at
full price. Send your trifilled

al order now I Send
this ad, 25c, your

name and address.
:S' J

Continued from page 85

Enclose 10c. [stamps] to cover

cost of mailing.

MA8SON
D'OR —
tourth

Avenue. Desk 25,

Parfumers
New York

City

"They

cut out a very pleasing love
had with Vera Reynolds in
'Feet of Clay' and another in 'The
Golden Bed.' Once or twice I have
felt like going in and introducing
myself and remarking: 'I'm the feller who
played in your pictures.
"
Guess you don't know me, though.'
Gertrude Olmstead was the envy

scene

I

all Hollywood when it was announced she had been cast for the
role of Esther in "Ben-Hur."
Then,
at the last moment, she was apprised of a change and May McAvoy
was substituted.
Miss Olmstead
was immediately grabbed by Para-

of

mount

Norma

play a role parallel with
Shearer in "Empty Hands,"

to

and she worked for weeks in the
production. But again the fates were
unkind.
Not one foot of it ever

reached the screen.
story in the cutting

Revamping the
room eliminated

her entirely.
Probably the greatest slaughter
of parts ever made in a single picture was in "Greed," which was cut

from forty-five reels down to ten.
About the memory of Frank
Hayes, the old Keystone "cop"

known

world over, hovers the
tragedy
in connection with
trace of a
Yon Strothis selfsame "Greed."
heim gave him his first chance in a
serious role, the part of Old Grdnnis.
During the filming, the veteran
actor put his very soul into his work.
It seems odd not to see him in that
old, blue uniform and carrying the
hardwood stick. But, in the cutting
room, everything done by Frank
the

Continued on page 107
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Mr. Dane from Denmark
Continued from page 19

Von'

Four

Bethmann-Holhveg in
Years in Germany,"

"My
made

shortly after the outbreak of the war.

"When I married about five years
my wife thought it better that I

ago,

should leave the films," said Dane.
I'm willing.
'All right
"I said:
We'll go into farming instead.' And
so we did, near Hollywood.
"During that time I used to go to
I watched the
pictures a great deal.
the successes
changes,
new actors, the
Wallace
Torrence,
like
men
made by
And I said to
Beery, and others.
myself, 'If I ever go back into pictures I bet I can make a success like
that if I can get the chance.'
About a year or so ago, Dane's
wife died, but he still entertained no
thought of returning to films.
Then, one day, an old friend of
his, Charles Hutcheson, who makes
small independent films, met him on
the street, and induced him, after
coaxing, to take a part in a serial.

—

The Hutcheson engagement might
have continued
been

for

the

indefinitely,

fact

that

had

it

not

Dane hap-

pened to encounter Robert Mclntyre,
the casting director for Metro-GoldMclntyre, who knew
wyn-Mayer.

him from the old days, literally
pounced on him when he saw him.
"You're just the man for a part
in 'The Big Parade,' " he said.
Dane had no idea that the role
would mean much to him. In fact,
?11 the formalities that went with the
tests and with his selection irked him
considerably. After waiting late one
da}- for an expected answer that was
not forthcoming, he finally went
home and decided to forget about it.
The company had meanwhile approved of him, and as is usual in

such cases, they bombarded him with
telephone
calls
and
telegrams
throughout the night, telling him to
report the very next morning.

He was so bothered by this barrage of calls that he got up the next
morning in a thoroughly disgruntled
humor. Then, upon arriving at the
he was immediately thrust
muddy, sticky semblance of a
hole, which was the setting for

studio,

into the
shell

—not

very enticing after a much-disturbed night.
the opening scenes

"A young fellow was in the shell
"I didn't
hole with me," said Dane.
know him, or at least I didn't remember him, or care to if I did. All
that I knew was that he made a terrible lot of noise talking all the time.
"Finally I told him to shut up, but
he didn't pay any attention.
I got hold of
"It made me mad.
.

him and yanked him into the shell
hole, and said, 'Now you shut up!'
"Whereupon he turned on me and
we had a big tussle in the mud."

You may

guess

None

sary was.

who Dane's

adverother, indeed, than

Jack Gilbert!
And that chance tussle was a fortunate thing for everybody concerned
though perhaps chiefly for him.
"King Vidor saw it," he continued,
Keep it up.
"and said, 'That's great

—

!

It's just

war

we want

the spirit

spirit

—the

real

!'

"You can

scene on the
one where Gilbert
and I have the quarrel about who
should go after the Germans."

So

see

that

It is the

screen.

sure

were

Metro-Goldwyn-

that Dane would be popular
with audiences, that even before "The

Mayer

Big Parade*' commenced to show,
they started writing in parts for him
in other pictures.
In "La Boheme,"
for example, he appears as the studio
janitor in the establishment occupied
by Rodolphc and Marcel.
But he knows that really fat parts
like the one he had in the war picture
are a raritv.

The Sketchbook
over the
muffed.

Author of "Muscle Building," "Science of Wrestling," "Secrets
of Strength," "Here's Health," etc.

You Were Dying To-Night

If

and I offered something that would give yon ten years
more to live, would you take it? You'd grab it. Well,
fellows, I've got it. but don't wait till you're dying or it
It will then be too late.
won't do vou a bit of good.
Bight now is the time. To-morrow or any day, some disease will get you and if you have not equipped yourself to
I don't claim to cure disease.
fight it off, you're gone.
I am not a medical doctor, but I'll put you in such condition that the doctor will starve to death waiting for
Can you imagine a mosquito trying to
you to take sick.
fine chance.
bite a brick wall?

A

A RE-BUILT MAN

I delight in getting hold
I like to get the weak ones.
of a man who has been turned down as hopeless by others.
that's more than half
task
It's easy enough to finish a
done.
But give me the weak, sickly chap and watch him
It's fun to me belike.
what
I
grow stronger. That's
cause I know I can do it and I like to give the other
a veneer of musgive
you
just
I don't
fellow the laugh.
I work on you both incle that looks good to others.
arms and
massive
big,
put
only
I not
side and out.
legs on you, but I build up those inner muscles that
give you
kind
that
The
organs.
vital
surround your
real pep and energy, the kind that fire you with ambiyou.
before
anything
set
tackle
the
courage
to
tion and

ASK IS NINETY DAYS
Show me
takes years to get in shape?
such claims and I'll make him
your
arm in
on
inch
one
full
I'll
put
his
words.
eat
Yes, and two full inches on your chest
just 30 days.
Meanwhile, I'm putting
in the same length of time.
And from then
life and pep into your old back-bone.
At the end of thirty days you
on, just watch 'em grow.
Your whole body will take on an
won't know yourself.
But you've only started.
entirely different appearance.
Now comes the real works. I've only built my foundation.
I want just 60 days more (90 in all) and you'll
make those friends of yours who think they're strong
look like something the cat dragged in.
ALL

Who

the

says

A REAL MAN

When I'm through with you you're a real man. The
You will be able to do things
kind that can prove it.
And the beauty of it is
you had thought impossible.
Your deep full chest breathes in
you keep on going.
rich, pure air, stimulating your blood and making you
Y'our huge
and vitality.
just bubble over with vim
square shoulders and your massive muscular arms have
Y'ou
that craving for the exercise of a regular he man.
have the flash to your eye and the pep to your step that
the
both
will make you admired and sought after in
This

and
is

no

social world.
idle prattle,

make me prove

the

thing

had been

Twenty- four hours later the telephone rang to the effect that she was
Mr. Lubitsch's choice for the feature
role in "The Marriage Circle." After
director, to play opposite her.
that, you know the rest.
She says it was the "darndest" test
Marie is very modest about it.
she ever had.
She says she took a She says, "When you work for
couple of flying leaps and landed in Lubitsch, vou don't do anything. He
Paid Bern's arms with a lot of does it all."
emphatic
fervor.
is
But I know better. I've been beMr.
Bern
shorter than she is.
Every time she fore the camera myself, and I know
landed, she nearly upset him. Every- that if you haven't anything to give,
body got a lot of laughs out of it but even a I nbitsch -can't make vou srive
Marie.
She went home heartbroken it.

I

it

man who makes any

you

fellows.
If
I like it.

Go ahead,

it.

I

doubt me,
have already

my

records are
thousands of others and
I have done for them, I will do for
counts.
every
day
flies
you.
Come then, for time
and
Let this very day be the beginning of new life to you.

done this for
unchallenged.

way

LIEDERMAN

E.

The Muscle Builder

business

Continued from page 29

so well, so Lubitsch consented to film
a few feet of Marie.
It was one of those spur-of-theminute things, and there wasn't an
actor around to play the "dummy,"
so they recruited Paul Bern, the

EARLE

What

Send
My New 64-Page
DEVELOPMENT"
"MUSCULAR
FREE
Book

for

IT

IS

It contains forty-eight full-page photographs of myself
some of the many prize-winning pupils I have
trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings,
Look them over now and
imploring me to help them.
This book
you will marvel at their present physiques.
will prove an impetus and a real inspiration to you.
All I ask is 10
It will thrill you through and through.
cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing and it
is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all, but
for the sake of your future health and happiness do not
put it off.
Send to-day right now before you turn this

and

—

EARLE
Dept.

E.

LIEDERMAN
305

1402

Broadway,

N.

Y.

EAFiL^E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1402, 305 Broadway. New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents for which you
are to send me, without any obligation on my part what"Muscular Developever, a copy of your latest hook.
ment."
(Please write or print plainly.)

—
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Ben Turpin Left the Screen

Stop

Continued from page 23

Gray

church.
1

Hair
JUST

the same
leading ac-

tresses

and screen

way

They

stars do.

use

scientific

a

preparation which stops the gray. You
should follow their example and keep
your youth.
Mail coupon for free trial bottle of
Mar}' T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
and the secret of these clever women is
yours. Patented trial kit by return mail
explains all.

A dainty hair cosmetic
Mary

T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
a clear, colorless liquid. You apply it
with a comb and watch the gray disappear. In a few days the original color
returns, perfect and absolutely natural.
is

No interference with shampooing, with
curling or waving. There's nothing to
wash or rub off. In all, nothing to remind you that once you were gray except your joy, knowing the gray is gone.

1

believe that this indirectly

Her eyebrought on the deafness.
sight began failing.
A year ago she
went to bed a hopeless invalid."
He canceled all his motion-picture
He turned down ofengagements.
fers from producers that would have
brought him a quarter of a million
dollars.
He began a vigil at the bedside of the invalid.
He carried her
in his arms
from room to room.
W hen her strength was such that
she could be taken outdoors, he
placed her in a wheel chair and
wheeled her about for blocks in the
California sunshine.

Sometimes Turpin wheeled his
wife up to the intersection of Santa
Monica Boulevard
Western
and
Avenue and there placed her comfortably in the shade.
Then he used
go to the traffic button in the
center of the street and ask Officer
Schultz to let him relieve him for a
while.
For an hour or more the
comedian used to direct the movement of cars and people. It helped
to relax his tired nerves.
On the first day of last October
the
ended.
Death came to
to

coupon

Just mail

using X to indicate
Patented Kit comes by
color of hair.
Make single lock test
return mail.
then call on your druggist for full-size
bottle.
If he can't supply you, order
direct. You're supplied postage prepaid.

Mrs.

Turpin

The

chapter

late

in

was

the

afternoon.

finished:

From

everywhere
in
Hollywood
there
poured wreaths of flowers and there
came telegrams and messages.

A

few days later Ben hauled out his
old make-up kit and began replenishing the stock of grease paint.
He
straightened the stubby mustache he
so long had worn.
He took the
creases from the wigs, looked up his
slapstick shoes, and sent word to

Mack

Sennett:

"I'm ready

He

\"

back again

is

— the buffoon,

jester, the clown, taking the raps

the

on

from the yucca sticks, the
falls from the windows, the flying
custard pies and the knocks.
the head

The

comedian, fifty-eight
going it alone again
glare of the Cooper-Hewitts.
old,

is

His

example

is

one

years
in

which

the

is

revered and admired by every player
in Hollywood.
It is one of the most
splendid pieces of devotion ever recorded in that city where, too often,
marital obligations are made on a
suggestion and discarded at will.

Fill out carefully,

Over 10,000,000

|
a
j

964-B Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Out-

X

fit.

shows color

of hair.

medium brown

brown
red)

brown

light

(light red)

Black
dark
auburn (dark
light auburn

blonde

Street

City...

OWN
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TYPEWRITER

to her

dream garden and then

the gate locked in her face

$*3t

and
if

I

The

it's

you

now
1

!

This Underwood No. 5— rebuilt from top to bottom—
1 five-year- guaranteed— removes the last reason for not
| owning your own machine. Get our proposition with
Inew and valuable Typewriting Manual, free.
T^Or*!? | Typewriting Manual, large catalog, and
u 'l particulars of free course in touch
I
r fwriting,
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if you mail this to Shxpmax-
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Co.. oC^Shipman Bldg., Chicago.
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ach, that

,

I

J
|

and she must ride gracefully.

Ahead of him he noticed a girl
guiding her mount skillfully. Seeing
only her back, he thought, "Ah, there
she is !" Cantering to her side, he introduced himself and learned her
name. When scenes from "The Dark
Angel," then half completed, were
projected, Valentino arranged to bor-

row her

The little girl of the corn-silk hair
who dreamed along the stately walks
of Margaret Island, was discovered a

Since the completion of that picture, she has been resting. One never
sees her at cafes and seldom at the
theater.
The smart, modern byplay
of our English is as yet meaningless
to her, and being naturally shy, she
shrinks from meeting people. So she
reads, or goes alone for a tramp, or
writes fat letters home.
I do not consider her a beautiful

—

this

time in America.

train to Vienna.

A

ace of writing machines— at a bargain price
and easiest monthly payments if you buy

I free trial,

have

Samuel Goldwyn, seeing her photograph in a display in Budapest, had
said to a newspaper man, "I don't
care who she is or what she has done,
I want that girl for my pictures."
Yilma had been found and rushed
to meet him as he was boarding a

yours

clip this

to

"The Eagle," Valentino was riding
one morning in the hills. The elusive
lad}- must have an aristocratic charm,

would be tragedy indeed

second time

I

—
—

To her work she gives painstaking
devotion. She is so humble, so afraid
that she will not be liked here.
To
be carried gently to the very entrance

Name

I

J

her costumes are
pressed every da}' a great extravaeverything is argance, she wails
ranged for her comfort, the mere expression of a wish brings its immethe

diate gratification.

I
I

Discovery of Vilma Banky
Continued from page 34

from

bottles sold

™ _ _ = 'Please print your name and address™ - — — -»
MART T. GOLDMAN,
J

jj

|

The

After one glimpse
of her, he had ordered his baggage
removed and had delayed his departure so that contracts might be signed.

Again by accident she came to attention.
Gloomy because no suitable
Itpvoitip

am^ii"

t]>p

ajjailaU^

Hollv-

woman.
too

real

for

"The

Eagle.'''

There is something much
and genuine about her.
to
me, must always .be

Beauty,
touched with

The screen

illusion.

reveals, however, an
ethereal delicacy which does not manifest itself so clearly to the eye, a
flexibility which seems an inspira-

Advertising Section
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"Heartbreak Place" of the
Movies
Continued from pago 104

Hayes for the picture was killed.
Frank Hayes died before he knew
of the blow impending.
Reginald Denny, featured player
in Universal's production, "I'll Show
You the Town," drew on all the
reservoirs 'of his art in three particularly striking sequences in that
play.
When he saw the rushes in
"the projection room, he was pleased.

They died

"Something better"

to seven.

Ten

reels

Fritzi

Bru-

— very

better," says the

That

frequently indeed.

something better in an automobile may
cost

room.
Edward Kimball, father of Clara
Kimball Young, played a rather important role in one of these sequences, but his face doesn't appear
at all in the finished tale.

SEE something

customer

in the cutting

had been cut

ME

"LET

hundred or perhaps even

several

several

thousand dollars more; but in

a cigarette it costs just three cents

more

nette supplied a role which wove a
love story through "The Abysmal
Brute," but it never reached the

Story revamped
Only a few of these, however,
ried the pathos which attended

carthe

production

boat

screen.

scene

of

a

simple

little

"Dangerous Innocence," a

in

Universal picture filmed not long ago.
Xot more than two hundred feet was
taken of the arrival of a steamship

dock and the meeting between
Laura La Plante, Hedda Hopper
and Eugene O'Brien.
As atmosat the

phere,

couple

a

dozen

extra

women and young men had
summoned.
ticular,

it

girls,

been

For one of these in parwas an event.
She had

gone day after day

to the service
the picture studios in
Hollywood, to the studios in Culver
City and as often as she could "hook"

bureau,

to

Universal City.
Always,
there had been the same response
"Nothing to-day!" Then came this
opportunity, the chance to don a
tailored suit and appear for a few
minutes in a boat scene at a dock.
She was to receive seven dollars and
fifty cents therefor.
It wasn't the
money that counted
it
was the
chance, the opening, the beginning
possibly, of her career.
She was radiant that morning as she reported
at the studio for work.
She Wked
charming in her nicest tailored aress.
I saw her a few days ago, still
trudging bravely from studio to studio, hunting employment.
The boat
scene in "Dangerous Innocence" had
been cut.
She knew it.
She invited no friends to come view the
production when it was given its
rides,

"What a

to

;

just

extra girl or the extra
not to blame.
But you will
have a hard time convincing them
that their bits were not eliminated
because their work was poor,
i

little

cutting

room

is

nnt

^

a few

cents

difference

make"

Liggett A Myers Tobacco Co.

40 £for Expert Beauty
Free toMenPast
Why
does it come
What is prostate gland disorder?
to two-thirds of all men past middle age? Why does it
cause loss of vitality, sciatica, aching
feet, back and legs? Amazing book, written by well known American scientist,
answerG these questions and tells how

cAdvice -Write to

me

'

20,000 men have found relief without /
druse, surgery, lessons. Simply send name
and address for copy, no obligation.
Address the ELECTRO THERMAL CO..
7554 Main St. . Steubenville, Ohio. Westi
ern Office. Dept. 75-V, 711 Van Nuys Bldj?., Los Angeles, Calif.

Large List

New

Vaudeville, Acts,
1

Stage Monologs,

My

a smooth,

I

I

know how to beautify

yourself
at home. Thousands of women

I

have used my methods with
such marvelous benefit that
I actually guarantee results
to you

Jrossfirc,

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabasii,

S

Dept.

53 Chicago

—

clear, lovely skin.
It is easy to become a radiant,
alluring: woman if you just

PLAYS

Musical Comedies and
I Revues, Musical Readings, Novelty
'Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
Goods.
ILLUSTRATED CATA-

beauty methods will cor-

rect coarse pores, wrinkles,
pimply or oily skin, freckles,
flabby muscles and give you

INew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
(Songs, Blackface After-pieces and

premiere.

The
man is

whale of a

Method Book Free
be glad to send you a free copy of my book teiiins
to solve your beauty problems. Write for it todayi
LUCILLE YOUNG, Room 12-82 Lucille Young Bldg..
Chicago, 111.

3 shall

how

4 lasting Wavefe.

Just Imagine ! 15 permanent wave or curling treatments
in a bottle for only $1.49! At last you can save the high

NATURAL

cost of electric waving.
leaves your hair in lovely shimmering,
teasing curls, simply radi;"-* «•«*- -

"

vegetable liquid
waves opermanent
"
*

Advertising Section

'8

For

The Beauty
dress.

alluring, seduc-

charm of infaf
uating mystic depth,

tive

bewitching and

who

just this

those

all

behold

it.

is

It

trimming

to the
of silver mesh
over pink satin. An odd, and original
feature of this charming gown is the
unique chiffon sleeve, hanging from
the elbow and matching the skirt in
color and design.
Lilvan Tashman, who plays an important role in support of Pauline

furnish

the Orient

enamoring

in the

Sunny South

Continued from page 57

Touch of

An

Wear

the

The

only
waist

is

Starke and Charles Ray

entrancing

in

"Bright

Lights." wears the delightfully girlish gown seen in the center of this
group.
It is of soft-pink georgette,
with inserts of tucked net and edg-

touch that

GoURAUDS

ing of

new

cobwebby

A

lace.

drapery of

fichulike

decidedly
lace

is

a

novel feature.

The

gown

of the series is worn
is 'unusual with
its high neckline bordered with rhinestones.
Although the bodice is of
gold tissue, it is one which could be
charmingly carried out in satin or in
anv of the metallic brocades so much
used this season. The skirt is com-*
posed of many layers of filmy net
and the roses at the low waistline are
of maline and velvet.
last

by Greta Nissen, and

ORIENTAL
Yo, Ho, and a Bottle of

CREAM

Continued from page 17

renders to your skin and.
complexion. An appearance of glowing, fascina*
ting loveliness, bringing
you the joy of a new,
dominating beauty.

Made

White, Flesh

in

and Rachel.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream is astringent
antiseptic, proving
invaluable in
cases
of flabbiness,
undue
redness,
wrinkles, blemishes and excessive oiliness.

and

Said 10c. for Trial Size
Ferd. T. Hopkins
Son. New

&

York City

Your Choice
Musical
Instruments

FREE
Violin, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian GuiBanjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,
Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to
own any one of these instruments and you can have
few cents a day for Jessons is
one absolutely free.
your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy
that you can play several pieces by note with the first
four lessons. <We guarantee success or no charge.
Instrument and lessons sent on one Week's free
trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.
tar,

A

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept. 13, Chicago,

Illinois

PERSONAL
Appearance
now more than

ever
suc-

the key note of
both in social
cess,
and business life.

Bow-

It

Legged

and

Knock-Kneed men and
women, both young
and old, will be glad
to hear that my new
appliance
cessfully
within a

will
sucstraighten,
short time,

bow-leggedness and
knock-kneed legs, safequickly and per-

ly,

Worn
manently, without pain, operation or discomfort.
at night.
My new "Lim-Straitner," Model 18, TJ. S.
Patent, is easy to adjust; its results will soon save you
from further humiliation, and improve your personal
(Model 18 is not like oldappearance 100 per cent.
fashioned splints or braces, with bothersome straps,
hard to adjust, but a scientific, modern device of
proven merit, used and recommended for the last 3
years by physicians everywhere.)
virit£_tiiday for particulars,

^jfO

1

'

The cost of the picture will, of
course, run somewhat higher than
that of the ordinary black-and-white
variety.
The prints that are to be
distributed throughout the country
will cost about two hundred thousand
dollars, and the total outlay on the
film

will

We have a smashing
opening shots showing the
destruction of a merchantman by the
pirates. A big explosion
men boarding the decks
plenty of excitement.
It is the old recipe, but it seemed to
us absolutelv necessary for use again,
since we are dealing with a brandon the

picture.

testimonials and

my

free

~£d„ anatomical book which
1,c ourth
Avenue. uesi\

—

new medium."
Red is used

—

only a few times, for
the burning of
ships, and to convey to the audience
the horror connected with the spilling
of blood.
Doug himself is not a
pirate in the picture, but joins the
gang of sea marauders only to avenge
the death of his father, and to save
himself from perishing on a desert
island.
There are sword fights, a
thrilling escape at the finish, and of
course, a heroine to be won.
The girl is portrayed by Billie
Dove. That she was chosen for the
heroine was partly due to her previous experience in a color picture,
"The Wanderer of the Wasteland,"
and also to the fact that her placid
•ferity her sfray-blue eyes, and clear

emphasis

only feminine player of consequence
in the picture.

As regards the future, Doug makes
the interesting statement that it will
be necessary, with a color picture,
to determine first the character of
the period to be portrayed.

probably approximate one

million dollars.
At that, the picture
will be less costly than "The Thief of
Bagdad" and certain other big features that have been made.
Doug brings out some more points
that are interesting.
"We have gone at this film in quite
the old-fashioned way, putting something sensational right at the beginning to take the audience's mind off
the color photography and center it
series of

Your choice of a

is

Rum!

—

to

depict

"Pirates

brown and
other more

we can photograph

in

orange, green, and
vivid colors of high vibration," he said, "so long as we
keep these properly balanced and
shaded.
The same would apply to
other types of pictures except that
the colors chosen would have to vary.
red,

"Take the time of Louis
teenth, for example.

suggests
shades.

the
It

the FourThis naturally

more delicate pastel
was an age when one

could hardly

tell

the

difference be-

tween men and women so alike were
their dress and their wigs. The wigs
were white, the countenances perhaps
pale, or at least powdered.
A picture of that period would have to be
made with such an arrangement of
colors, and the other and more vivid
hues used only for emphasis.
"The same principles would have

wav as in my
The costumes would

to apply in a general

pirate picture.

have to be chosen with discriminating
care so as not to be gaudy or extreme
in

any

sense.

"This color camera

is

remarkable.

can't feed it too much color at
any time, because it will always eat
up more than you give it, and instead

You

of obtaining a natural effect, such as
is popularly presumed, the exact opposite results.
Nature's beauties are
spread over so much landscape that
the impression can never be garish,
but when these same beauties of light
and shade are brought to the screen,
they are concentrated into so small a

109
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Memories

of

MAN

Wallace Reid

Continued from page 67

my

"Oh.

Lord, they're going to be
as big as mine
Can't something be
done about his feet?"
Prior to Bill's arrival we had led
such a busy life, driving everywhere
and dancing every minute. During
the time that I wasn't able to accompany him, Wally had learned golf.
Then, when Bill was old enough to
be trusted to the nurse, I tried to
play, too. but Wally played such a
splendid game that I couldn't keep
up with him.
I still shared his music with him,
though.
That part of his life and
!

many

were mine as
long as I had him with me.
And then and then my sunshine
bov went away.
other sides to

it

—

—

I

don't

that his

know

when Bill realized
daddy was gone for good.
just

no five-year-old should
childhood darkened by the
depression of death, we had told him
Believing

have

his

that his father

was on

realized that he knew.

I

Don't talk about daddy when
mother's around, it makes her feel
awful bad."

"Shh!

Arc You 100%

Bill has many of Wally 's traits of
character
his
gameness, his mischievous sense and also his talents.
He takes great pride in all of his

—

ALIVE

—

Or are you satisfied to drift along
dead half alive always get-

nerves of those with
overlooking
associate
half of the beautiful things around
you ashamed to acknowledge that
you are a miserable failure a phys-

ting

—

He

And now,

I

if

come

recently

attention

and

which has caused me much worry. A
story has been circulated that I am
considering marriage again, though
nobody I least of all seems to
know the gentleman's name.

—

—

Of course, a woman never knows
positively what she will or will not
do, but I think it very unlikely that
I shall

again marry.

am

working, for one must ocI

have the chilMy aim is

dren's future to think of.

produce films. I never considered
myself a good actress, and I detest
using make-up.
So in "The Red
Kimona," though I codirect, I appear only in the prologue.
to

So

keep busy

I

—and

and

a

and the achievements of D.

films

W.

new book, entitled "When
Movies Were Young," may be

Griffith, a

the

recommended. This volume
was written by no less a person than
Linda Arvidson, the wife of Griffith
Perand his first leading woman.
haps you have heard something of
how, in an old brownstone mansion at

heartily

Restore Pep and Power
you admit that you have physical defects see
that you are completely instructed and directed
one who can prove by his own physical fitness
health,
really
give you the
that he is able to
man
desire.
To a
vigor
you
strength
and
man,
as
preaches.
am
that
practices
he
I
v/ho
what
thousands of my pupils have voluntarily testified.
built up my own body and won the world's record
as the finest specimen of physical and health attainment.
These are the same principles 1 want to
apply to you.
don't care what has caused your
1
present unfitness
don't care how often other methI
ods have failed, you will find my methods entirely
to

I

—

will rebuild and restore
will give you the power, vitality and peryou.
will acsonality that every real man must have.
I
complish this in Nature's own way, no drugs or
Simple,
scientifically
dope.
sensible
instructions
applied without the use of fads or fancy methods or
expensive apparatus.
guarantee that
will ac
complish all that I undertake with

You

will

learn

more

The New Science
This

the days pass.

about it in reading Mrs. Griffith's
book, for she was one of that band of
troupers which included Mary Pickford. Lillian

and Dorothy Gish, Mack

?

memorial.

Still better,

into a
.

moviV

his

at

of

managed

to put

family

The Keystone

of

q1 irrVt

his"

Newark, N.

J.

Strongfort
91,

NewarkT N.

J.

i

ested.

.Colds

.

.

.Catarrh

.

.

.Asthma
Hay Fever
Headache
.

.

.

.Thinness

.

.

Rupture

Increased

Height
.Pimples
Insomnia
Impotency

.

.

Lumbago

..Flat Chest
.

a

.Youthful
Errors

.

.Short Wind
.Constipation
Indigestion
Nervousness

Rheumatism
.Weak Eyes
.Weak Heart

I

STREET
CITY

.

.

.Vital Losses

Restored
Poor
Circulation

.

.

Round

.

.

Lung Troubles

.

.

Shoulders

.

OCCUPATION

AGE

.

.

.

NAME

—

Manhood

.

.

.

.

who always

performance whereas many had

25 Years

Please send me absolutely free your book "Pro
motion and Conservation of Hea Ith, Strength and
Mental
Energy."
I
enclose
ten cent
piece
dime) to help cover postage and have marked
(1
(X) before the subjects in which I am most inter-

Ster-

foot in it
a perfectly believable human being, made
most amusing by excellent pantomime. Most of the reviewers praised
this

Lionel

Dept.

characterization

the

91

Free Consultation Coupon

somebody bombarded him with rock
salt from the rear?
Perhaps you saw the utterly different Ford Sterling of "The Trouble
With Wives," and laughed immoderfriend

—

physical and JJealth Specialist for over

Dept.

cop, the absurd gentleman with chin
whiskers and fearful grimaces who
jumped three feet in the air when

ately

Free Book
of

—

Mr.

ling of the old days

My

for

a lifetime are conin my wonderfully instructive book, "Promo
tion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Men
tal Energy."
It will tell you frankly how you can
make yourself over into a vigorous specimen of vital
manhood with 100% pep, power and personality.
It
will show you how to be true to the best that is
within you.
It is absolutely free.
Just check the
subjects on the free consultation coupon on which
you want special confidential information and sent to
me with a 10c piece to help pay postage, etc.
It is
a man-builder
success
a
maker and a lifesaver.
Send for my free book right now TODAY.

Sterling.

Ford

Promotion

of Health

I

tained

.

Henry

Walthall, Jeannie
MacPherson, and many others who
were destined to become outstanding
figures in the growing profession.
The old Fourteenth Street studio
passed into disuse many years ago,
but it is still remembered for its early
associations, for the fact that it was
the cradle of artistry in the movies.
It is a tradition in the film world.
Mrs. Griffith suggests that the old
landmark be made into a permanent
Sennett,

science

The experience and research

and so many others became famous.

the

which

constructed from twenty-five
years' experience as a physical and health special'
ist will not interfere with your occupation.
No mat
ter what your surroundings or condition are, you can
successfully apply these principles in the privacy of
your own home and rid yourself of such ailments as
Catarrh, Constipation, Indigestion. Rupture, Nervousness,
Poor
Memory, etc.. and the results of
neglecting your body.
Strongfortism will give you
renewed confidence, vitality, ambition and success
and fit you for the joys of life.

might go, and
better place for it
studio where Griffith

Do you remember

I

STRONGFORTISM

New York

A New

I

I

would be no

than the old

resultful.

I

industry, with its vastresources and means of arousing popular interest, would do well to establish a museum and center of film information where thousands of fans

East Fourteenth Street, New
York, the famous old "Biographs"
filmed.

and

Send

11

were

it

by

tion-picture

there

I

When

Here is a project in which
the Will H. Hays organization might
well interest itself.
Surely the mo-

visiting

you

—

—

I

museum.

To those who see any romance or
significance in the early days of the

—
Then
—

—

I

Sober Reflection

Memorial.

wreck?

—

Continued from page 25

A Museum

mental

are indeed only 50% a man a man
despised
to
be looked down on
discarded.
But perhaps you don't know that
you can be restored that your flagging powers can be revived that
STRONGFORT
you can "come back."
Builder of Men
will
say
cheer
up and confide in me,
To you
show you how you can measure up to 100% manhood
while.
life
worth
make
your
and

different

I

and

ical

may, through the

my

to

—

you

—

likes to see

pages of this magazine, I want to
touch on a delicate matter which has

the

on

whom

movies,
but has no desire to act in them.

cept acting.

—

—

half

accomplishments and wants
exto do the same things as he did
dad^ly's

cupy one's time, and

location.

But, though he never questioned,
he seemed after a time to understand.
One day, when Wally 's name was
mentioned, I heard Bill whisper,

On

Then

.

Muscular
Development

.Great
Strength

Advert

110

i

si

n c; S ect

i
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What

the Fans

Continued from page 11

c

a series of very ordinary program
though he gave exceptional performances in "Monte Cristo" and in "St.
Elmo." His victory came, however, when
his contract with Fox expired, and he
went the ways of a free lancer. His first
free-lance part was that of the dashing
young Cossack, Prince Gritsko. In it he
seemed to walk right out of the picture
clown in front of me and hold me entranced.
Not once did my eyes leave the
picture, and when the final scene had faded
out, I was still staring, fascinated, at the
blank screen, still living out the colorful
romance
I
knew, then, that John Gilbert was an artist. His pictures since "His

play

in

pictures,

c

c

Radiant Poise
hers

is

—a

youthful serenity, borr. of her
For she is sure of the

!

fresh clear beauty.

magnetic,

sparkling

PERT

of

rosiness

Hour"

Rouge.

again,

have

all

new, handmade rouge in compact form,
blended to create the illusion of
youth
The satiny texture of Pert clings
invisibly and its subtle coloring shades into
the natural tones of your skin.
For more
lasting adherence, apply it directly to the
skin before powdering; it is then waterproof

A

New

York

HOW

TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!
M. Trilety's new lipshaper
together with its thick Hp
astringent
lotion,
will
now
reduce protruding, prominent,
thick, unshapely lips to normal and thus improve your
facial features 100 per cent.
My new appliance is comfortable, easy to adjust, and
is worn at night.
It will also
promote correct breathing and
eliminate
the
harmful and
annoying habit of snoring.
Write for full information,
testimonials, etc., without any
obligation on your part.

Dept. 119-SP, Binghamton, N. Y.

"Try Vcnida Towellettes

Remove

to

'

recommend them,

from

experience

Ipr

for

their

I

,

know

daintiness

more absorbent, sanitary and economical.
They save linens
and laundering. Cold cream is a greater
softer than

luxury

if

favorite

towels,

Towellettes wipe

off."

it

as an actress.
Percy Marmont, 0%.
Thomas Meighan, 50%.

My

pet aversion.
caters to flap-

He

pers.

Nita Naldi, 100%. My favorite vamp.
Pola Negri, 100%.
Ramon Novarro, 100%. My present idol.

place.

Not

—

Lois Wilson, 0%.
Claire Windsor. 70%.
house plant.

My

favorite

hot-

Bridget Hicks.
Topeka, Kan.

FREE SAMPLE COUPON
Sills Stuff.

IUeser Co., 218 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.
I'lcnse

send free Towellette samples.

NAME

(T)

.

ADPRES

JLJbnida (facial

Queen, and I doubt if my opinion will ever
I am looking forward with
be changed.
enthusiasm to all her future pictures.

S

is

I

is

L

is

for Sincerity, Simplicity and such,
for Ideals and Ideas.
for Lucidity that screens to beat the

Dutch.
L's for Loyal friendship that endears.
S is for Some Sympathetic Surety of touch

That sways us

at his will to smiles or

tears.

},V v^ri an&

How One
Aren't

mean.

we

We

Fan Was Cured.

We

fans, I
a funny bunch?
take a sudden and violent dis-

to a star just because we don't like
way her eyebrows are plucked or his
mouth is shaped. If we are of the male
sex we conceive a distaste for the unlucky
leading man the women rave about and
adore from afar. If we are of the gentler
(now I wonder!) sex we find a thousand
and one things wrong with the leading
like

the

men.

lady's so-called lure for the

Well, I'm cured.

Years ago a certain lady was ve r v popuThe magazines devoted pages of adjectives to her beauty and talent, and she
lar.

veritable queen, holding court in the
hearts of hundreds of fans.
But she left

There was something about her

cold.

— well,

I just didn't like her.

A

while ago I went to see "SmolderI
went because Laura La
Plante and Malcolm MacGregor were in
it.
Did I come out vowing eternal homage
Did I gush
to these two screen players?
about MacGregor's athletic figure and
Laura's dimples?
/ did not!
Honestly, now, the charm of the new
Pauline Frederick made me feel like the
joung fellow who met the only girl and
asked, "Well, where have you been all my
life?" So here's to Miss Frederick! She's
staged a wonderful comeback.
Let us see
more of her. And any one that disagrees,
please inform me, also stating whether pen
and ink, pistols or swords are in order.
ing

Fires."

Blanche A. Rexicker.
29 Fernwood Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Get some today, at drug and dept.
in large pink package.

all

so good as a

Lewis Stone, 90%.
If he
were only
younger
Norma Talmadge, 99%. My favorite star
until I saw Pola.
Valentino, 99%.
My favorite star until
I saw Novarro

stores, 25c,

of the Movies.

the roses and sweet peas in
the world, I should love to make a wreath
out of them and place them on Miss Davies'
head, as Queen of the Movies.
In my
opinion, she stands supreme as the lovely

me

80%. Too wiggly.
85%. Artificially supreme.
Corinne Griffith, 50%. Sour.
Jack Holt, 85%. My favorite Westerner.
Barbara La Marr, 100% as a beauty, 10%
Lillian Gish,
Jetta Goudal,

Gloria Swanson, 88%.
comedienne.

Valli,

Universal Star:

"I

My

100%.

Pitts, 90%.
Horrid for me to watch,
being my own type.
Irene Rich, 99%. Poor miscast lady!
Alma Rubens, 80%. Acting doll.
Rin-tin-tin, 4%.
Animals are all right in

L

had

I

was a

acrobat.

Louise Fazenda,
comer.

their

Virginia

!

Zasu

Cold Cream"
Says

The Queen
If

Mary Edwards.

Ricardo Cortez, 95%. I would like to kiss
that mouth.
Buster Collier, 80%. Oh those orbs
Betty Compson, 80%. Sirenish ingenue.
Richard Dix, 80%. Every one likes him.
Douglas Fairbanks, 90%.
My favorite
!

City.

5107 Troost Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

actor.

Trilety,

New York

Here's what / think of some of the stars

Pert "Rouge

M,

above acrostic would seem to indicate that
is not always present.
It amounts to what you might call real
inside information, the absolute low down
on a regular guy, for it was written at the
studio by a fellow actor who for some
years has been associated with Milton Sills
on both screen and stage.
Warren Cook.

•it

Fan's Percentage Rating.

Richard Barthelmess, 85%. I love him.
Wallace Beery, 100%. My favorite villain.
Monte Blue, 90%, and Marie Prevost, 90%.
I
felt more sorry over their parting
than any divorce I ever heard of.
Clara Bow, 85%.
Mr favorite flapper.
Betty Bronson, 60%. Cute.
Mae Busch, 95%. I like to watch her cry.
Lon Chaney, 100%. My favorite character

COMPANY

17th Street

over

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

for all complexions, day or evening
wear, in a dainty gold finish metal case, 50c.

West

and

Harold Revine.

Shades

247-B

over

proven,

the truth of that.

A

skillfully

ROSS

Think

hear^anitf^J^n^j^pro-

What Can Be Done?
wonder

you fans are ever as dissometimes with the way the
managers of theaters arrange their proI

gusted as

I

if all

am

grams ?
Recently I went to a show to see "Proud
Flesh," featuring Pat O'Malley and Elea-

Boardman. Well, first came Pathe
News, which was all right I like the news
reels.
Then came a picture dealing with
nor

—

birds in Egypt.
It lasted full}- fifty minutes, to the disgust of every one around
me. After that came a comedy about the
Spatfs on a hunting tour. Then the coming attractions more yawns
five acts of
vaudeville, advertised as "high class." At
last
"Proud Flesh." but I was too tired to

—

—

—

enjoy

it.

What

can be done about this? I've written to this manager about four times without success.
Julia David.
Walt!, am Street, Boston. Ma<==

T

Ill

Advertising Section

From

the Manager's Point of View.
I was reading through the letters in the
November issue, and a letter written by E.
Reinhardt interested me. I'm going to try
and see what really can be done about the
manager misrepresenting a picture. 1 was
talking to a

very

thing,

manager only to-day about

that

and here's the story he told

me

think good material
the Links," which Sir
Sidney Colvin thought was Stevenson's
best work, and "The Wrecker," actually
placed, as to locale, in San Francisco.
The idea of R. L. S. being a supreme
stylist may have scared away producers, but

Others

for Alan.

are

I

"The Pavilion on

most readers of his stories his style is secIt is trie plot which holds them
enthralled until the very last word. And so
many people would be curious enough to
see "how the producers had ruined one of
their favorites, that I am sure there would
be a good box-office return on any one of
Lillian Partos.
these.
One Hundred and Ninety-sixth Street at
Fort Washington Avenue, New York
to

ondary.

"Well," he said, ''we give you what you
want. You all flock to see a certain star,
so we try to get her pictures.
If she
happens to appear in a minor role, we advertise her in it.
don't say she's the
star, we only say "Roses are Red," with
Dolly Dimple.
She's in the picture and
we aren't misrepresenting our wares. And
then again," he continued, "if Dolly appears in a minor role and she is not advertised, the next day the patrons say
"Why didn't you tell us Dolly Dimple was
in it?
My daughter is crazy about her,
and she would have gone!"
So you see, the manager does what any
one with brains would do. He advertises
the member of the cast who will draw the
crowd, and why not? He's a business man,

We

Anna

Henderson.

City.

in
"One Who
Picture-Play I have a partiality for the
male stars. Richard Dix is far and. away
I

my

am

You might like to publish a letter from
as far away as Egypt.
have a number
of picture houses here in Alexandria, and
get very good films, mostly American ones,
and I have seen and liked some of your
best productions featuring your famous
stars.
Among so much beauty and talent
it is difficult to choose, but I place in the
first rank for charm and good acting the
two Talmadge girls, and I greatly admire
Alice Terry. For sheer beauty there stands
out a girl whose name I could not find out,

We

whom I saw in "The Bright Shawl."
Like every one else, I have loved Mary
Pickford. Of your men, my favorites are
Eugene O'Brien, Lewis Stone, Mahlon
Hamilton, and Owen Moore. May I, however, as a Britisher, be allowed to say that
no one in America or England, or anywhere else, comes up to our Matheson
and

Lang in looks or acting. I get and read a
variety of film magazines, and am much interested in the lives and doings of movie
actors and actresses.
They seem to be
beings in a world apart, but the manners
and costumes of some of them do astound

An

me.

Alexandria Fan.

Alexandria, Egypt.

Have

the Producers Overlooked

R. L. S.?
While despairing of the lack of good
screen stories, my thoughts turned to
Stevenson.
has this mine of magnificent plots and fast-moving action been
I
can remember only
left
desolate?
"Treasure Island," "Ebb Tide," and the unforgetable "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" being screened.
Gather round, ye lovers of R. L. S.
Imagine Leon and Elvira of "Providence
and the Guitar" coming to life in the persons of Raymond Griffith and Betty CompPicture Lionel Barrymore as the
son
fiend incarnate, the Master of Ballantrae,
with Richard Dix as Mr. Henry, and perOr
haps Norma Shearer as his wife.
"Prince Otto," best of all books for screen
adaptation, especially in these days of
Balkan mythical kingdoms.
It is rather
hard to choose the player for this part. If
Ramon Novarro could not manage it, CulAgnes
len Landis would be excellent.
"KidAyres, of course, as the Princess.
naped" I have often visualized, but the
only player I could think of is' Doug Fairbanks for both David and Alan! Or per
Wv;X)ouerlas. Tr.. for Davis ''P*?*

Why

!

like

—

favorite.

first

Knows"

In a popularity contest

Haines dance
And did you
sweet smile in

Band

.,11

Mr* York

City
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^Trm^one Saxophone
Buescher Band Instrument Co.

Do you remember
"The Midnight Express?" Now,

in

Saioplwn

Jf you can whistle a tune, you can
master the Saxophone. 3 free lessons
give you-a quick easy start. Play scales in an
hour, tunes in a week. Send coupon today for
literature on any instrument. Get our free trial,
easy payment plan. No obligation. Nothing
else could give you greater pleasure than a

Everything in Band/and Orchestra 1 mtruments

Slave of Fashion?"

him

JASCHA GUREWICH
F»,m„lv

Boost for William Haines.

Girls, did you see William
in "Little Annie Rooney?"
see his devastating, adorably

"A

instrument

August

held here recently, Richard Dix headed the
list of male stars, and Norma .Talmadge
headed the list of female stars. B. D.
Sydney, Australia.

A

Letter from Egypt.

this wonderful

Australia's Favorites

Boston, Mass.

A

TJOU can play

forget your tempestuous, fire-eating
foreign sheiks.
Come back to earth and
America
Watch him in "The Tower of
Lies !"
I'm telling you, that boy's the
phantom's freckle! He's so refreshing!
I don't want the fans to think I am a
foolish, silly flapper madly in love with a
picture.
I'm not.
So I'll add that Lon
Chaney and Bebe Daniels and the Doug
Fairbankses are all great, and George
O'Brien is the rat's rubbers!
girls,

1353 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Coupon

Clip the

NOW!

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1353 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana.
Gentlemen: I am interested in instrument

!

checked below:

CornetQ

SaxophoneQ

Mention any other

Name

TromboneD

TrumpetQ

.

-

Street Address.

Town--

State-

Barbara Phillips.
Denver, Colo.

A

Boost for Ben.
heard of Ben Lyon, it was
when "Potash and Perlmutter" was being

When

I first

shown in this city. I had read the reviews
of the picture in the daily newspaper, and
Here's anI just said to myself, "Huh
other of those stage players going over to
the screen
He may be good looking, but
Nor
I'll
not bother with seeing him !"
did I go to see his next picture, "FlamingYouth."
One day, however, "Wine of
Youth" came to our city, and as I heard a
great deal about it, I went to see it. There
I saw Ben Lyon for the first time, and I
kicked myself over and over again for
having tried to keep him out of my life.
!

!

Hal Granger.
Westboro, Ontario, Canada.

A
Who

Comedian Wins Favor.

Arthur Stone?
Have I made
a discovery, or have I merely neglected to
notice him?
Not so long ago I saw him. in a Pathe
comedy, "Are Blond Men Bashful?" and
I completely lost my heart to him.
He was
quaint and lovable, funny and sad, absolutely unique and distinctive.
He is like
no one else on the screen to-day. I could
is

almost weep for joy to think that out of
the terrible

mass of feeble imitations and

hard-laboring,
would-be funsters, there
should suddenly arise, head and shoulders
above the others, one who is fit to rank
beside Chaplin, Lloyd, and Langdon.
.

Alice Clifton.
Memorial Hall, Bloomington,

Why

Ind.

Has Agnes Ayres Left Us?

f CoroditeDiamond
NO
—NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL \
C.O.D.

NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER

Wo make

this remarkable offer so that every lover of
beautiful jewelry can have the opportunity of comparing
a Corodite Gem side by side with a Genuine Diamond.
We want you to see with your own eyes the fiery flashing
beauty of this Gorgeous Gem.
CORODITE DIAMONDS
arc double polished and have the true diamond (32 facet)
cut.
So closely do they resemble the genuine that even
lifetime experts are astonished.
The illustrations above
show how beautiful a
looks when mounted
in a ring.
Send your name and address and 10c in coin
or stamps (to help cover cost of handling) to us Today.
0U c ° rodi, ° "HI come Fully Prepaid by return mall.
X.

CORODITE

—

E.RICH WINE CO. Dept:

C23

j&fatSjW |!l

SLENDER ANKLES
CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES

Thick or swollen ankles can
quickly be reduced to dainty

slender shape by
of special

new discovery

processed rubber.

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN
Different in reducing action from all other
reducers. Slip on when you go to bed and
note amazing results next morning. Re-

duces and shapes ankle and lower calf.
Slips on like aglove. No stripB of rubber
to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing to
rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomin gly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent actresses. Send S3. 75 pnd
will send you Lenor Ankle
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do, and to those who are partly responsible
for her disappearance.

Why

m

BROS.fi CO. u
Diamonds such as your

heart has always
craved—distinctive for
their fine quality, purity of color, and dazzling radiance all set
in the latest style solid

Diamond Book

Big 132 Page Diamond Book sent
yoa absolutely free no obliga-

—

tion. Over 2000 illustrations of
amazing bargains in Diamonds.

Watches, Jewelry, Silverware,
etc. .oneasy credit. Writetoday.
17-Jewel ElWrist Watch
14-K white gold,
band engraved
case. Fancy
Wingenda. Silver
dial High gradesJewel movement.
.

$3

$30.

down and

$1 a week

—

ElginWatch;

A

size;giltdial;
$3 down

$30.

$1 aweek

&

I

Chicago,

III,

come, fans

WHT every. Tuesday night
to 7:30, every Friday night from
to 10:30. centra! standard time.
Co.'s hour of music.

206 East

from 7

let's

boost

Main

Street, Detroit,

Mich.

10

&

Your Handwriting Reveals Your Character!
(silver) and ink sample of own or friend's writing
for expert analysis and astounding demonstration of dominant characteristics. Real guide to success.

Send 25c

PENCRAFT, HAMBURG, N.

Y.

A

Fine Characterization.
like to break in upon the controversy as to whether John Gilbert or
Ronald Colman is the screen's greatest
lover, but I do want to sing the praise of
do not

I

who

one

finest

r

—

Lucile Carlson.

Listen in on

P.

—
—

!

Stores in Leading Cities

108 North State Street.

Tribute to Marilyn Mills.
This is just a note to show how much
think of Marilyn Mills.
She is one of

the sweetest and bravest little girls and
nobody mentions her at all
She is working so hard to please her friends and

CO

Established 185S
The Old Reliable Original Credit Jewelers

Loftis Bros.

can

portion of this letter to heart.
She had to accept perfectly punk stories
and make of them the best she could the
kind that don't help a star's popularity any.
Do you wonder then that she has left us?
You fans who have a little spirit of faithfulness left in you, and those of you who
are with me heart and soul, let us hope for

25-year quality case: 12

LOFTIS BROS.

RADIO FANS

And how
is

her return.
Helen Overling.
3201 Auburn Avenue, Chicago, 111.

gin— No.1 5
Green gold,

E

Dept. K927,

completely

no appreciative cooperation and no sympathy?
Her producers, too, can take a goodly

ance on easy weekly.
<semi-monthly or monthly credit terms at y our convenience.

— No. 839—

so

these oppressors.
there be success where there

payment of I0%— bal-

f

vanished

away by

—

gold mountings! It's
easy f ore veryonetoget
a Diamond Ring on the
Loftis credit plan. All
goods skipped on first

Free! Big

she

has

from our midst?
Perhaps those can account for her disappearance who constantly slammed her
right and left, who presented her with
brickbats instead o' bits of encouragement
and much-deserved praise.
I had hoped that she would remain stolid
to these knockers and disprove their ironical remarks with her splendid work, but
it seems that she really has been frightened

Powder"
Jaceloved
by four generations

has given us one of the screen's
characterizations.
I speak of Rich-

ard Dix's Nophaie in "The Vanishing
American."
If ever an actor gave a perfect portrayal,
this is it.
It
ranks with Barthelmess'
Cheng Hum, with Barrymore's Jekytt and
Hyde.
Roland O. Clark.
18 Oakland Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

Known and

ON SALE EVERYWHERE

Write

for free

sample of face ppwder and Booklet

illustrating new Lablache Creations
Ben Levy Co., Dept. 48 izc Kingston St., Boston, U.S. a.
'*

Should Old Acquaintance be Forgot?

How

should dearly love to see again
in pictures to-day some of the old favorites
the fiery, peppy. Pearl White, cute
Billie
Burke, Florence Reed, Virginia
Pearson, Edna Goodrich, Valeska Surratt,
Irene Castle, Louise Huff, Louise Glaum,
Juanita Hansen, Marguerite Clark, Barbara Tenant, Enid Markey, Rhea Mitchell,
Francelia Billington, Marcia Manon, Jackie
Saunders,
Kathleen Clifford.
Margaret
Loomis, and. oh, ever so many others. I
am in the late twenties, but still love the
old-time favorites.
Not long ago, I saw a picture in which
Cleo Madison appeared and another with
Eulalie Jensen, both of whom were good
players of the past, and both capably
played their roles with great understanding.
I wish we. could have more of them.
Do you remember Anne Luther, Anne
Murdock, Nell Shipman, Winifred Allen,
and my darling Marie Doro? And where
I

:

a

Something
for

»

h±

^NJW

BOBBED HAIR

There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some
are wonderfully attractive and becoming, while
others, well
which kind is yours ?
I wish you could picture the becoming kind I
have in mind — the sort that makes men turn to
admire. I can't tell you what the color is, but
it's full of those tiny dancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more actual color than sunlight is. It's on ly when the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be
improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glint
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like that
I have in mind, buy a package and see for yourself.
At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct to

—

J.W.KobiCo.,678

Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wa.

-..CJ.'nt

is

Mary McLaren?

We

still

see

some of the

—

;

Laska Winter, a

fiery

little

of humanity; Mildred Harris, who
1
think is quite pretty and spoiled; Edna
May Oliver, a good character actress
who, I believe, played in "Icebound;" Ruth
Clifford, a good little actress
{Catherine
Grant, the dimpled comedy girl, who, I
think should have
better
roles
Sally
Crute, an old favorite; Carmelita Geraghty, for her sheer downright helplessness and pretty eyes Pauline Starke, that
bunch of emotionalism Wanda Wiley, a
piece

;

;

;

;

and Dorothy Gumming, a
capable actress also Dorothy Devore.
I would like to have back Mae Marsh,
Marie Doro, and Violet Mersereau. I wish
we could have Dagny Servys and Lee
Parry, two foreign players, in our pictures.
And, oh, Emil Jannings, that artist that
superb artist! Were there not a few players by the names of Galena Johnson, a
pretty blonde, and Helene Dixon, who

comedy

cutie,

.

;

—

played

spoiled aristocratic fashion?
I
only players that seem to have
played and then disappeared.
Of course, I love many of the recent
players and, of course, all the old favorites
in

am naming

who have held their position, but one cannot forget the many of the past who indelibly left their marks and who have
somehow disappeared. Mary Cochran.
4 Woessner Avenue, N. S. Pittsburgh,

Pa.

They

Can't Compare with Gloria.

The

interview between Myrtle Gebhart
and Gloria Swanson in the October Picture-Play was the sincerest, most beautiful article that this writer has ever read.
Gloria Swanson need have no fear for the
future.
Her fans love this wonderful new
Gloria
The critics, who are already picking Norma Shearer, Pola Negri, and others
to supplant Gloria Swanson, make me tired
Norma Shearer, Pola Negri, and all the
rest are all right in their places, but they
can't compare with Gloria.
!

Winona

Dreben.

1727 Second Avenue, Dallas, Texas.

And

Doris Impresses Every

One

This Way.

As I enjoy most the' letters from the
fans telling of personal meetings with the
I should like to tell about meeting
Doris Kenyon. Dainty, sincere, unaffected
Doris
She had written a personal reply
and sent the most adorable big autographed
photograph to me. Then I met her back-

stars

!

when

she was starring in "The Gift."
high and squeaky, as one
might imagine, but low and charmingly
well modulated.
And, oh! her beauty is
breath taking!
(I'm not a press agent,
either )
Honest to goodness, she is synonymous with roses, spring, and dainty
stage

Her

voice, not

!

chiffons.

"Unaffected" is a mild word when trying to explain Doris' candor and frank-

After my
had known her

ness.

first

meeting

my

I

felt that I

wouldn't
even be afraid to say "Doris, what is a
ten-letter
word meaning squatreinmenioun?" And when I left her what do you
think she said?
"You must come and see
me some time!" That was a good joke
on me, though
Where would you look for
her?
Diana Lee.
120 Milton Avenue, Easton, Pa.
all

life.

I

!

old

favorites

pictures to-day
for instance, Gladys
Brockwell, Seena Owen, Miriam Cooper,
Eileen Percy, and Rosemary Theby.
Some time ago I saw a picture with an
actress in it by the name of Jane Grey.
She played the part of an overworked w-ife,
and did it capably. Let's see more of her.
Also of Margaret Fielding, who plaved the
role of Mo. Mark Sabre in "If Winter
Comes." Also, please let us see more of
vx e r^aci and near a
af-~rr*"-"-~Hrr 'prer*
in

Hayakawa

Are the Movies All Imagination?

Why

the excitement about "Should
private lives be made public?"
It should not affect the would-be fans as
it
does.- The movies are the movies.
I
know that w-hen Conway holds Corinne so
lovingly and adoringly in his arms he
is not getting the thrill out of it he would
the

if it

all

stars'

were

real.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted— Continued

Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU WITHOUT A

DOLLAR.

Soaps,

Extracts,
Perfumes, Toilet Goods.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co., Dept.
225, St. Louis, Mo.

LIGHTNING STRANGE BATTERY COMCharges discharged batteries inEliminates old method entirely.
Lightning Co., St.
to agents.
Paul, Minn.

pound.

stantly.

Gallon

free

ters

$200 A
—
for store

Free

Samples.

$60

WEEK.

Genuine Gold Let-

windows.

Easily
offer
Liberal
to
Co.,
428
Metallic Letter
agents.
Clark, Chicago.

EARN

$10

DAILY

AGENTS — WRITE FOR FREL

Ai.lUJNA.Li KlliAlj

STOCK PRIVILEGE TRADING OFFERS

rjP5J.Ai.ili

Particulars
your district.
upon request.
Large earnings possible, experience not essential.
VLC Co., 987 Union
Trust Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

MIRRORS

RESILVERED

AT

;

chanDecie
York.

SAMPLltib.

AGENTS: $11. 8C Daily in advance (Send
for sworn proof) Introducing New Insured
Hosiery.
57 styles, 40 colors, guaranteed
seven months. No capital or experience required.
You simply take orders. We deliver
and collect (or you can deliver, suit yourself) Credit given.
Pay You Daily, monthly
bonus besides.
1926 line now ready.
We
furnish samples.
Spare time will do. Macochee Textile Company, Card 1502, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SALES.

Every

owner buys gold initials for his auto. You
Ten orders daily
charge $1.50, make $1.35.
easy.
Write for particulars and free samAmerican Monogram Co., Dept. 170,
ples.
East Orange, N. J.

PATENTS. Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Booklet free. Highest
references.
Promptness asBest results.
sured.

—

AGENTS Here's just the opportunity
$100 a week free
you've been looking for.
Write toautomobile
exclusive territory.
day for particulars. American Products Co.,
5822 American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
;

;

I

E. Coleman. Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

Watson
St.,

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PatWrite Adam Fisher
ented or unpatented.
Mfg. Co., 223, Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS— Write

Guide Books
Blank" before
Send model or sketch
disclosing inventions.
of invention for Inspection and Instructions
Free.
Terms Reasonable. Victor J. Evans
Co., 767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

and

SEND YOU A SUIT made

in

the

from the finest goods, will you
wear it, and show it to your friends

GET UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
increased $300 a year.
Earn $1,900 to $2,700 in Railway Postal
Service, Post Office, Custom House, Internal
Revenue, Rural Carrier or other branches.
Former U. S. Civil Service Secretary-Examiner trains you at home.
Guaranteed Preparation.
Free Booklet. Patterson Civil Service School, Dept. 982, Rochester, N. Y.

necessary.

without investing a penny. No rent to pay.
Yet you make bigger
No stock to carry.
profits than regular storekeepers.
Write for
Address Dept. 703, William
facts at once.
Adams
Street,
ChiBartlett,
Inc.,
844
C.
W.
cago.

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy FacBooklet free.
W. Hillyer
tories" anywhere.
Ragsdale, Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J.
;

AGENTS — $75

MONTHLY PAID— Ry.

1

Bldg., St.

ESTABLISH
XJ XJ X O XX
X J KJ X

jTX

AT TTOMTn.
XX KJ 1VL I
Make $75 a week

YOTIRSF.T.TT
J. V / KJ XX O
Ui.
'

'

As a Photographic Expert.

ington, D. C.

PATENT-SENSE — Valuable book (free)
Write Lacey & Lacey, 719 F St., Washington,
D. C.

Established 1869.

1

£\. X,

Detectives

cjAitiN .piiu to >>^ou

travel
unnecessary
secret investigations
reports salaries ;
expenses.
Write American Foreign Detective
Agency, 114, St. Louis, Mo.

montniy, expenses paid

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opp r /tunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Write, George Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.
Stamps and Coins

OLD MONEY WANTED. Will pay Fifty
Dollars for nickel of 1913 with Liberty Head
(no Buffalo). We pay cash premiums for all
rare coins.
Send 4c for Large Coin Folder.
May mean much profit to you. Numismatic
Co., Dept. 440, Ft. Worth, Tex.

opportuEstablished

;

to Entertain

Mo.

PLAYS, MUSICAL COMEDIES, and

Help

Denison &

132,

Wanted— Female

Co.,

623

So.

Wabash, Dept.

Chicago.

Salesmen Wanted

—

$6 $18 A DOZEN decorating pillow tops
at home, experience unnecessary
particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange, Ind.

re-

vues, minstrel music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readings, stage handbooks vnnlrp-iin confix
Rip pnfiilno. fvpp
T
S.

Cincinnati Shirt Company,

;

DETECTIVE— Excellent

nity
big money and rewards.
1909.
Particulars free.
Write C. T. Ludwig,
Desk 436, Westover Bldg., Kansas
City,

;

;

J

as Railway Traffic Inspector.
We secure
position for you after completion of 3 months'
home-study course or money refunded. Excellent opportunities.
Write for Free Booklet, CM-28,
Stand. Business Training Inst.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

BE A

Wanted

MEN — Experience

make

while learning.
Write at once for Temporary Offer.
International
Studios,
Dept.
1401, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

to

Secy. 1922, Cincinnati, Ohio.

'

Station

Free passes, experience unWrite Baker, Supt. (ABM), Star
Louis, Mo.

positions.

$150 Weekly to Introduce
"Chieftain" 3 for $4.95 Guaranteed Tailored
Samples and full working outfit free.
Shirts.

Your Pay Daily.

our guide book,

for

Vnm* P-irpnt flnrl pvicIptipp of
invention blank.
Send model or sketch for
Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms reasonable.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washnpf"

tr»

How

WE START YOU

free

for

Invention

Salaries

$115-$400
office

GO INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

of

for inventors seeking largest deserved profits.

keep

as a sample of my sensational $25.00 suits
guaranteed regular $50.00 values? Could you
use $3.00 an hour for a little spare time?
If so, write me at once for my wonderful
new proposition. Just write your name and
address on a card and mail to Dept. 101,
Knickerbocker Tailoring Co., 133 So. Peoria
St., Chicago.

"Record

"TTnw

ALL Men, Women. Boys, Girls, 17 to 65
accept
to
Government positions
$117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr.
Ozment, 308, St. Louis, Mo., Immediately.

latest style
it,

G

044

willing

Position.

IF
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INVENTORS — Write

Wanted— Male

Help

York.

MONEY AND FAST

Kaye,

HOME.

Costs Less 5 cents per square foot
yoi;
charge 75 cents.
Immense profits, plating
autoparts, reflectors, tableware, stoves.
Refinishing metalware, etc.
Outfits furnished.
Write for information. Sprinkle, Plater, 333,
Marion, Indiana.

Madison "Better-Made" Shirts for large
Manufacturer direct to wearer. No capital or
experience required. Many earn $100 weekly
and bonus. Madison Mfgrs., 504 Broadway,

BIG

Paul

113

Sell

New

Write Dept.
Broadway, N. Y.

large profits, $100 up sufficient.

Patents and Lawyers

general

B North

silvering mirrors, plat-

New

IN

J.

in

applied.

ing, refinisliing metalware, headlights,
Outfits furnished.
deliers, bedsteads.

Laboratories, 1135 Broadway,

KxjoJliiN

xvJijlr

Organization

Business Opportunity

;

$1G0 MONTH TAKING
orders for Jennings Guaranteed Hosiery.
New plan puts you above competition. Write
quick for amazing offer. Jennings Co., Dept.
265, Dayton, Ohio.
I'LL

PAY YOU

AGENTS No competition selling spectaguaranteed to satisfy, only $3.98. Pay
daily.
We deliver collect. Nearly everybody
:

cles,

—

True-Fit
buys.
$10.00 $25.00 daily easy.
Optical Co., CW, 135, 1528 W. Adams St.,
Chicago.

Farm Lands
HERE'S YOUR LAND!

$10

down and

$10 a month buys 20 acres of my best land in
Cent. Mich, for $400 or 10 acres for $250.
Write at once for free 48-page picture book.
G. W. Swigart, X1265 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Chjeago.

SALESMEN AND AGENTS

(men-women)

for the Adding Pencil.
It adds, multiplies,
Very
counts, checks.
Size of fountain pen.
attractive.
Evervbodv wants one. Clear $10
Write, Adding Pencil Co.,
to $20 daily.
Dept. 43, St. Louis, Mo.

DISTRICT SALESMEN: Must be reliable.
Prefer married man, 30 years old or over and
permanent resident in his community. Exceptional opportunity for good man. Address
Sales Manager, Dent. 104 S44 West, A'1

-™

~

-

.

state

.

li

A DV K RT CSING
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What
I

The Dreamy
'

f

Depths of

W

Eyes
enthrall and allure because
their brilliance and
expressiveness is brought out

a harmless waterproof

I

i<jn

that dries

id

and cannot run or smear. Complete, black
or brown. 75c. U. S. and Canada. At drug and department stores or by mail. Send 12c. for sample.

ROSS COMPANY
New York

247-B West 17th Street

WINX
terproof

IVa

Beautiful Complexion

15 DAYS

IN

to the

is

different.

No

cosmetics.

lotions,

soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages,
masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or other
Implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
take.
Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Send for my Free Bool.let. You are not obligated.
Send no money.
Just get the facts.
646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 62 Chicago
salves,

Enlarged Nosepores, Pimples, Blackheads, Red Nose,
Oily Skin, Sallow Complexion and
other miserable local skin affections will be quickly remedied
and overcome with M. Trilety's
A. B. A. Lotion, leaving the skin
in a clean, clear and natural
healthy condition.
No sticky or
oily substance, but refreshing
and fragrant. Applied at night.

A 3-oz. bottle sent on receipt of $.75.
Address M. Trilety, 76 W. U. Bldg.,
Binghamton, N. Y.

latest

—

exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I send
vou a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

EDrn

14-day

TREATMENT
f l\Llj
you send a DIME
If

toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my WonCream included.) Plain wrapper

WORTH

IS IT

10c

TO YOU?

your dime back by first mail
Address NOW, with ten cents only
If not.

Madame

D. P. Williams.

N. Y.

Buffalo.

IBUNIONS
PEDODYNE,

tho marvelous new Solvent, banishes
B unions. The pain stops almost Instantly. The Hump
vanishes as thoutrh by magic. THEN SOU WILL

HAVE SHAPELY

She

!

does So-and-so see

FEET.

SENT ON TRIAl

in

thrills

is

clumsy.

quered those in a place wherein his type
is
perhaps extraordinary and, after all,
what is that about a prophet in his own
land

?

Although Ben Lyon is not our fairytale Prince Charming
although he is not
a strange, alluring Romeo, I wish him luck
and good fortune and all the successes he
may attain. Yet, no matter if he becomes
a great matinee idol, he will always be, to
me, just schoolbooks and breakfast food!

—

Trix MacKexzie.
Orange

Villa,

Daylona, Fla.

What

her?"
T. R.

Why,

May.

Detroit, Mich.

Indeed?

any one really and
worships any motion-picture star.
That would be foolish. They just have
an excess amount of admiration for their
don't think that

I

truly

One Fan's Impression of Ben Lyon.
Now that there is so much discussion

—

about Ben Lyon so many audibly voiced
opinions both pro and con, I should like
to come in with my personal ideas on the
subject, which may be either very old or
very new.
Ben Lyon what does the name imply
to me?
Ben Lyon the inane little male
flapper who first conquered the largest
feminine personalities in screendom, then
set about to add to his illustrious list the
less-famed but perchance more financially
profitable names of all the impressionable
schoolgirls of our variety-loving coun-

—

—

try.

women

the

—

of

Hollywood he may

—

be a change something new his slouchy
walk, his grin, and his Southern drawl,
his small talk, and his courtesy.
To me,
even before I learned he was originally
from Atlanta, Georgia, he was tiresomely,
sickeningly familiar, uninteresting.
Then
I realized that he is a perfect type, a prototype of all the boys I had been thrown
with daily from childhood up.
He is the next-door-neighbor's boy who
teases and pleases and lords it over all
the little girls in the vicinity with an asinine nonchalance.
He is the young cub
who gets his first long pants and you and
every one on the block know where he

He

My Bipr Three Part Treatment is the.
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing-,

—

not to study or dissect
personality, and to comment,
profile is pretter than hers."

bought them and

BUST DEVELOPED

der

movies to see action

"Ugh my
And "Horrors

To

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes.
I can give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And! do it in a few days. My

method

go

!

at once

Dorothy Ray,

When I see him in a romanscene with Norma Shearer he is for
the time my knight -errant.
Had Barbara
La Marr been married to ten men it would
not induce me to attend one of her pictures
if I did not like her or the story.
the

lashes.

eyes will take on fascinating depths
and intriguing brilliance it you darken your
lashes with WINX.
Touch them up lightly
with brush attached to the stopper of bottle
and they immediately appear much longer
and heavier. Two applications a week keep
your eyes lovely all year round.
is

•

an actor.

as

I

YOUR

IVIA'X

The charges made by Leatrice Joy
against Jack Gilbert when she sued him
for divorce do not cool my ardor for him

—romance —beauty,

.#M/\

Think

Continued from page 112

tic

Shadowy

by luxuriant

the Fans

how much

the}-

cost.

—

the high-school sophomore callow and self-conscious, who carries your
books when he's in a genial loquacious
mood and when he is not, lounges against
one of the similarly cluttered portals of
the favorite drug-store rendezvous and
watches his inferior associates with a childish superciliousness and a carefully affected expression of blase boredom.
He is the lounge lizard who lives on tea
dansants who dances and talks and dances
and talks the same senseless things over
and over again, each time more flippant
and meaningless than before.
And that is what to me is suggested by
Ben Lyon the personification of the drab
commonplace the essentially unromantic
the epitome of familiarity that breeds
anything except thrills.
.
.
He is a nice
boy who is fortunate enough to have conis

—

—

—

—

—

particular star and
their systems some

want

to get

it

out of

way, and so they write

about them. I don't think there is
anything criminal in that.
But the thing that I cannot understand
letters

why is it that so many, many peo:
can't stand any other stars but the
ones that they themselves like?
is

this

ple

Jack Diamond.

Box

35,

Livonia, N. Y.

the Public Fickle?

Is

I am tired of hearing the stars say in interviews that it's the public that's fickle.
Betty Compson is quoted as saying that the
She is
public will turn to any new face.
wrong. I have always been an admirer of
Miss Compson since she did "The Mira-

cle

Man."

for her

have always been watching

I

new

who know

Friends

releases.

that I admire her as an actress ask me.
after seeing her in such pictures as "The

Female" and "Locked Doors,"
cooling

down

my

on

I

if

praise,

but,

wasn't
even

though disappointed, I wouldn't admit it,
and tried to boost her. It must have been
Why should we
a poor effort, though.
fans make this effort when stars go
through a picture without a thought, save
When in the end,
the weekly pay check?
when they have sunk into oblivion, it is
the supposed fickle public they blame, the
public who would have stuck had they

made

a

little

more than a

little

effort.

Frederic Wilkin s.
608 East Seventeenth Street, Brooklvn,
N. Y.

Old Names vs. the New.
Henry Jackson stated in a letter published in the October number of PicturePlay that the new actresses like Greta Nissen and Yilma Banky were mere names

He

claims to want the old stars
only old stars that I think
should remain are
Mary Pickford, Doug
They
Fairbanks, and Norma Talmadge.
have established themselves as artists, but
the fans get tired of the others.
to him.
back.

The

:

Loretta Morgan.

.

736 South Logan, Denver, Colo.

want yoo to have relief from Bnnloca. I want yoo to
know too pleasure of foot comfort. I will Rladly ar-

2*£TI

range to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply write
and say, "I want to try PEDUDYNE." Addresa-

KAY LABORATORIES

Dept.N684

186 Hi LaSall.SU

Cbicaso,

Illinois

GET THIN
Free Trial Treatment
Sent

on

request.

when-reduced"

offer.

Ask
I

for

my "pay-

have

success-

fully reduced thousands of persons, often
at the rate of a pound a day. without
diet or exercise.
Let me send you proof
at my expense.

—=2»'J

t

at court h Avenue. Desk 25,

»\

A

Confidential

Guide

to Current Releases

Continued from page 72

mobile.

Good entertainment, with
Esther Ralston as the pretty heroine.

nington makes a brief but effective appearance.

Horseshoe, The"— Fox.
A
Tom Mix Western, with Ton}-, a3 usual,
playing an
important part.
Billie
Dove is the beautiful heroine rescued

"Man on the Box, The"— Warner.
Syd Chaplin a hit in an entertaining
burlesque which he handles to perfection, throwing in many a funny trick,
and finishing off with an amusing im-

"Lucky

\V<= rf»ad aiuf 'hear"cniiiF?'"''^

personation of a maid.

Advertising Section
"Midshipman, The"— M e t r o-Goldwyn. Amusing film of life at Annapolis, with Ramon
Novarro in role of
a midshipman.
Marred only by some
impossible situations and too much
sentiment.
^

"Mystic,

Sister

film

The" —Metro- Gold wyn.
to "The Unholy Three,"

showing the machinations of three
fake spiritualists and a clever crook.
Aileen Pringle is quite flashing in the
title role, Conway Tearle good as the
crook.

"My Wife and
story

made

I"

— Warner.

A

cheap

The Love of a
Modern Crusoe

excellent entertainment through the acting of Constance
Bennett, Irene Rich, and Huntley
into

Gordon.

You remember "Robinson Crusoe"

— how

you

with that great book, held by the romance in

"Never the Twain Shall Meet"Metro-Goldwyn. The romance of an
Hawaiian queen and a young American, featuring Anita Stewart, Bert
Lytell, and Huntley Gordon.
"Night Life in New York"— Paramount. An amusing and authentically
set story of an Iowan's adventures

among

the bright lights.
Rod La
Rocque is good as the "Western sap,"
while Dorothy Gish and Ernest Torrence also contribute some fun.

pages.

its

perhaps you are thinking that you never can

up nights

And

recapture

its

thrills.

Well, there is a book about two castaways on a Pacific island
and the strange adventures that befell them, that in one way
isn't a bit like "Robinson Crusoe;" but in another, casts the
same glamorous spell over its readers. It is

Week" — Paramount.

Home

"Old

sat

Better than the average Thomas Meighan picture of the small-town pattern.
Lila Lee is unusually pretty as
the girl.

—

Paradise" Paramount.
does
again.
it
Smooth, expert comedy on a crook
theme. Betty Compson appears as a
lady crook.

"Paths

to

Raymond

Griffith

L j\.

"Phantom of the Opera, The"—UniGruesome story of a criminal

versal.

isi

d

Opera
Paris
maniac who haunts
House, making life horrible for memLon Chaney, as
bers of the opera.
Phantom, pretty
awful to look at,
Norman Kerry wooden, Mary Philbin pretty.

"Pretty

Mostly
lies."

Ladies"

Fan

—M e

t

r

o-Goldwyn.

Frank Carruthers

r ifying

gl
v

<us

the Ziegfeld "Folstage personages are

represented;, /while Zr.su Pitts gives a
good perf ormance as the plain and
lonely comedienne of the show.

Published by Chelsea House and written by an outstanding

—

"Common People" Universal. RuSchildkraut
in
an excellent
dolph
drama, with plenty of comedy relief,
dealing with lives of the four members
of a Jewish family of the lower East
George Lewis a
Side of New York.
captivating new juvenile.
"Regular

Fellow,

Raymond

amusing picture
life

of a

A"— Paramount.

delightful
an
in
satirizing the social
crown prince. Mary

Griffith

modern

Brian opposite him.

"Satan

in

Sables"

—Warner.

Lowell

master of

fiction,

of romance.

It

book

this

has in

it

is

a real treat for

all

true lovers

the color and the terror of the South

Seas, the fine struggle of two characters against the evil forces

of

man and

of nature.

Ask your dealer for "Terror Island" to-day, and at the same
time ask to see the other Chelsea House publications that are
doing so much to give fiction lovers the clean, crisp stories of
adventure and romance that are dear to their hearts.

Sherman

as a rather dissipated but
very attractive Russian prince who
goes through life counting no costs,
Pauline
suffering for it in the end.
Garon livel}' as a naughty but inno-

cent

little

"Shock

One

French
Punch,

Published by

girl.

The"

— Paramount.

high and dizzy affairs,
with Richard Dix skipping around on
the tall girders. Thoroughly enjoyable.
of those

—

"Soul Fire" Inspiration.
A poor
stage play, "Great Music," turned into
a good movie.
Richard Barthelmess
pViys the suffering musician, an.J«,Rfs-

BttSEA HOUSE

$2.00

PMJShTIg
79-89 SEVENTH

NEW YORK

AVE..

CITY

$2.00
.State

1]

Advertising Section
"Sun Up"

BanisheT
Gray Hair

^
1

in 15

their

is

perfectly

strictly scientific,

own homes, hundreds

and

natural

guaranteed to impart to gray,
all its former harmonious
beauty of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its
use cannot be detected. It is guaranteed permanentjits color withstands any condition ortreatmcnt that Nature's will
brushing, rubbing,
shampooing, sunshine, salt water, perspiration
Turk ish baths, permanent waving, marcelling and
Curling, It is safe, it cannot injure texture or
growth; it contains no paraphenylene diamine.
The ease of application enables anyone to apply
It is specifically

sneaked or faded hair

—

with invariable success.

If you are concerned about your hair, Jeanne Ruere,
expert of the greatest hair coloring manufacturers in
the vjorld, is ready to give confidential advice on your
particular problem.

No Money.
out the coupon below.
Merely
INECTO, Inc., 33-35 W. 46th St., New York
Send

fill

33-35 West 46th St., New York City
me without cost or obligation full details
Inecto Rapid NOTOX and tbe Beauty Analysis Chart

INECTO,

Inc.,

Please Bend

of

tacular film based on biblical story of
prodigal son, with William Collier,
Jr., acquitting himself well in the difficult leading role, and Greta Nissen interesting as dancer who leads him
astray.
Ernest Torrence, in part of
villain,, gives best performance of pic-

Name

Big Books

ture.

If

Mesa" — Paramount.
"Wild
Horse
Western melodrama, with good cast,
including Jack Holt, who does some
fine riding, Billie

banks,

and

Jr.,

Dove, Douglas Fair-

company

a

wild

of

horses.

show you

the

on

their

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes tbem

.

i
|
i

obtainable in solid
75c at
I proof liquid.
direct postpaid.
!
1

•

ap-

vent naturally dark, long and
luxuriant.
Adda wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face,
Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN.
form or water-

your dealer's or

MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

Liquid

Form

lcrease

ployer believe that she has intelligence, too. Not very convincing.

—

The"
Paramount.
People,
tale of wealthy, drinking,
dancing family who make fuss when
favorite daughter falls in love with
"Best

Shopworn

Simple. Natural, easy method. Will increase your height and improve your appearance. Write for free booklet to Dept. J
Atlantic City,

New

Jersey

been

which

The"— Metro-Goldwyn.
•

doing

all

book.

These

have

never

before

were written for

love the sweep

of the

great West, the mysteries of big
cities,

the conquest

his environment.
seller

to

of

man

over

Ask your book-

show you

these

latest

titles

1

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

'

;

"dp The Brand of

A

very bad picture of a good play, poorly
adapted, poorly directed, and poorly
Eleanor Boardman, Malcolm
acted.
MacGregor, and Creighton Hale in fea-

"CH"'

"CH"

published

men who

experiences.

"Circle,

jackets.

something

"Chickie"— First National. Dorothy
Mackaill's performance seems too good
for this cheap story of a poor but
beautiful working girl and her roman-

Your Height

Develop your physical beauty

The Natural Method Bureau,

Terry as a pretty working girl
who has a hard time making her emice

tic

"CH" mark

books cost only 75 cents apiece.

books
Al-

model chauffeur. Warner Baxter and
Esther Ralston head cast.

GROW TALLER

cloth-covered

fine,

handsome

the while in a

RESERVATIONS.
"Any Woman" — Metro-Goldwyn.

the

deeds, then ask your bookseller to

There's

RECOMMENDED— WITH

want,

brave-hearted

of

stories

thrilling-

you

action

it's

books that bear the

"Winds of Chance"— First National.
The gold rush taken seriously. Complicated plot, with Ben Lyon as hero,
and with Anna Q. Nilsson and Viola
Dana, both heroines.

Form M-26

and

"Wanderer, The" — Paramount. Spec-

perfectly safe;

conforming with the most ex

acting laboratory standards.

it

Men

Big

"Trouble with Wives, The" Paramount.
Cheap matrimonial comedy
handled so well that it is very amusing.
Tom Moore, Florence Vidor, and
Ford Sterling furnish the fun.

of thousands of American women are regaining
the youthful glory of their hair by using INECTO
RAPID NOTOX. And the success of these is
guiding thousands more to use this, the one tint
that

Drama

—

Minutes

In THE privacy of

— Mctro-Goldwyn.

of the Carolina mountaineers in which
Conrad Nagel does some surprisingly
good acting. Lucille La Verne is very
fine as his mother, and Pauline Starke,
as his wild little sweetheart, looks
more like Gloria Swanson than ever.

a Good Book

tl

tured roles.
Dereiops tRust Like Magic!
During the past 17 years thousands bave
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by using

GROWDINA
for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testimonials of efficiency. Confidential proof

and literature (sealed) on request. Write
now.
Mile. Sophie Koppel, Inc.,
Suite

117,503

Fifth Ave..

"Coming of
Distributing.

Amos, The"

A

— Producers

William

J.

Locke

story done too elaborately, with Rod
La Rocque playing uncouth but rich
young Australian who lands at Riviera and falls under spell of scheming princess, Jetta Goudal.

New York

"Compromise" — Warner.
picture

of

supersensitive

Badly done

young

girl

who

marries childhood playmate and
soon afterward loses him to minxish
half sister.
Irene Rich, Clivc Brook,
and Pauline Garon.

"Crackerjack"

you
one
heads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch

and Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily
or Shiny Skin. CLEAR-TONE has
been Tried, Tested and Proven its merits
over 100,000 test cases.
for my Free
lear-Tone
'tw

T_

— First

National.

New

Books

GEMS OF PROMISE

Eniart Kinsbuin

WHOSE MILLIONS?

Joseph Montague

THE SPIDER'S DEN
OBJECT: ADVENTURE
GOLDEN ISLE

Johnston McC'ulley

Bay Courtney
Boland Ashford Phillips

If

like Johnny Hines, you'll find this
of his best comedies.

Flower, The"— First Naqueer mixture of comedy,
burlesque, and melodrama revolving
about an orphan flapper of America's
desert country.
Colleen Moore and
Lloyd Hughes.

"Desert

tional.

cured
.

A

Million"— F. B. ,0.
•yM' "hear VTTaT.^W.-r?"—^.^ p n-

"nrusilla with a
X\~*

rp'aci

HiELSEA MOUSE

.

personation or

79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
a

nto..„.

11

Advertising Section

man who

a million dollars. Pathetic and humorous at times, but mostly pathetic.

Tom

makes

all

Whisper,

"Man Who Found

—

"Eve's Lover" Warner.
A rather
poor story of a business woman whom
a baron marries for her money, then
falls in love with after all.
Irene Rich
and Bert Lytell play the leading roles.

girl

Englander.

Pretty dull

— Paramount.

"Not

fiery

Evil,

So

Ago"

Long

— Paramount.

Thrills, The"— First NaFalse, silly story of life of a

"Golden Princess, The" Paramount.
A slow-moving gold-rush romance,
Betty
ending in cheap melodrama.
Bronson her usual self Neil Hamilton

moving-picture star, with Ben Lyon
miscast in the leading role.
House Peters
"Raffles" Universal.
is not dashing enough in this story of

pleasing.

a crook.

—

•

lost in the general dullness.

Dis-

who

Bean

"Smooth as Satin"— F.

about blundering crooks, with
lyn Brent the one bright spot.

slapstick

into

"Keeper of the Bees, The"— F. B. O.
Gene Stratton-Porter's story; sentimental melodrama, that becomes ridiculous.
Good cast, including Robert
Frazer, Alyce Mills, and Clara Bow.
"Knock-out, The"— First National.
Milton Sills in a film about a cultured

and a girl who owns a
lumber camp. A log jam brings things
to a crisis. Lorna Duveen is the girl.
prize fighter

Lied,

The"— First Na-

One of those pictures where
the hero discovers his heroine after
she marries some one else.
Lewis
Stone, Virginia Valli, and Nita Naldi
play the principal roles.
tional.

of Old

"Lights

Goldwyn.
old

New

Broadway"— Metro-

Slight,

unamusing

York,

bringing

film

of

together

Marion Davies,

as the actress daughter of a belligerent Irish squatter, and
Conrad Nagel, as the wealthy son of
a -proud old aristocrat.

French

"Little

Girl,

Anne Sedgwick's

mount.

The"— Paranovel pains-

takingly translated, but a little dull.
Alice Joyce is lovely as the French
girl's

mother,

and

Mary

Brian

is

sweet, and sometimes stirring.

.

work them-

selves almost to death.

"Making
National.

O'Malley, The"— First
Milton Sills as the noliceof

10 Days
Write for

"Talker, The"— First National. Anna
Q. Nilsson as the woman whose tongue
caused a lot of mischief. Lewis Stone

These great new inventions:
generate Violet Ray, Vibration, Electricity and Ozone

plays her husband and Shirley Mason
the girl who took the talker's mis-

FREE Trial
FREE Book.

Free Trial

—combined or separate
They operate on the electric light in 700 r home or on
their own motive power at less than 60 cents per year.

guided words seriously.
Propaganda
"Thank You" Fox.
against the usual treatment of ministers in small towns, with Alec Francis
playing a saintly old minister who
has rather a bad time of it, and with
George O'Brien and Jacqueline Logan
furnishing the love element.
"Tower, of Lies, The"— Metro-Goldwyn. Old story of mortgage on the
farm.
Mediocre picture with Lon

—

Elco Health Generators are positively the only instruments which can give you in one outfit ElecViolet Ray Vibration and Ozone the four
greatest curative agents. Send the coupon below,
et the Free Book
!
tricity,

—
NOW

—

For All These,
Paralysis

Pimples
Falling Hair

Headache

Lumbago
Nervousness
Skin Diseases
Hay Fever
Neuralgia
Deafness
Pain

Chaney good as old Swedish father
loses mind and imagines himself
an emperor and his lost daughter,

who

Norma

Development
Neuritis

Obesity

Shearer, an emp.vss.

"Tracked in the Snow Country"
Warner.
Some excellent acting by
Rin-tin-tin, the dog star, and some not
so good by David Butler and Mitchell

Mail Coupon
for Free Book
down

Lewis.

"What Fools Men"— First

National.

Do not put this paper

who

silly

doesn't

film

in

know how

III!

—

Wild
"Wild,
Bebe Daniels as a
ab"\it.

fO!

,bj&r
"

hoyden chased

Rod La Rocque.

" "

-

i

Lindstrom

& Company

30 West Lake St.. Oept 12-82
Chicago
Please send me your free book, "Health— PowerBeauty' and fall information of your 10-day Free

Trial Offer.

Name

Susan"— Paramount.
little

—

to handle her.

Barbara Bedford also featured.

with-

out sending the coupoD. Don't go on
as you are with pains and with almost
no life and energy. You owe It to yourself to be a better man or woman. Tou
were put here to enjoy life not just
to drag through It. So do not rest another day until yon
have put your name on the coupon here. That will bring the
whole story of these great new Inventions. Do It today—now.

which Shirley
Mason is a spoiled daughter and
Lewis Stone an unreasonable father
Rather a

zenda,

that starts in Coney Island
in gilded palaces. Louise FaWillard Louis, Ruth Clifford,
all

hind forever. Re-vitalize
yourself. Bring back energy. Be wholly alive
Write today!

Baxter.

the big-hearted Irish hero.

The"—Vitagraph.—

and Huntley Gordon

be sent to

Eve-

and ends

"Love

comedy

It will

you without cost. It tells
you how Elco Health
Generators aid you in
leaving the lethargy and
hopelessness of bad
health and weakness be-

story

"White Desert"
Me.tr o-Goldwyn.
Claire Windsor roughing it in the
snow country, with Pat O'Malley as

Hour,

pared.

—

young man.

Who

for the

"Son of His Father, A" Paramount.
Harold Bell Wright story of sister
who visits brother on Western ranch
and finds him tied up with band of
smugglers.
Bessie Love and Warner

—

"In the Name of Love" Paramount.
Fairly good entertainment.
Newly
rich mother and daughter set out to
capture titled husband for the latter.
Greta Nissen is the beautiful spoiled
girl, and Ricardo Cortez the handsome

"Lady

A

B. O.

- write! Ask

book on these inventions
which has just been pre-

—

—

Bunker
comedian.

sire

womenfolks.
"Red=hot Tires" Warner. Intended
for high-speed comedy, but the featured players, Monte Blue and Patsy
Ruth Miller, aren't up to it. Full of
automobiles and accidents.

re-

venges
husband
by ruining him financially and starting
an affair with another man. Leatrice
Joy in the lead.
"His Majesty, Bunker Bean" Warner. Another good book ruined. Matt
Moore turns Harry Leon Wilson's eccentric

you want more health
—greater power to enjoy
the pleasures and delights about you, or if
more heauty is your de-

is

"Ranger of the Big Pines, The"
Notable chiefly for the
Vitagraph.
superb performance of Eulalie Jensen.
Kenneth Harlan plays part of big
ranger who is well protected by his

adaptation of the stage play, minus
most of its flavor. Florence Vidor,
Matt Moore, and Louise Fazenda are

Story of a girl
herself on faithless

In fact, the whole picture

Elco Health Generators
at last are ready for you!
If

too slow.

— Paramount.

Highroad"— Producers

Beauty

—

;

"Hell's
tributing.

Power

"Pace That
tional.

An

Health

stuff.

Rather tedious picture of old New
York, with Betty Bronson not at her
best, and Ricardo Cortez stilted.

Youcca Troubetzkoy.

"Grounds for Divorce"

for seekers of

The"— First NaBen Lyon torn between his
tional.
good and bad hereditary influences.

the cold heart of a New
Screen debut of Prince

in

Invention

who misunderstands.

"Necessary

Spanish
girl, Pola Negri, who goes to every extreme in attempt to rouse responsive

warmth

Great
NEW

fhe"—

Himself,

Rather poor picture in
Paramount.
which Thomas Meighan is supposed to
be a crook but isn't. Ralph Morgan
is real crook, and Virginia Valli the

the villains look exceedingly
foolish and helpless, and of course rescues a girl.

"Flower
of
Night"
Loosely knit picture of

has to choose between love
It is the usual hokum, but

well done.

—

The" Fox.
Mix picture in which he

"Everlasting

Usual

and duty.

Dull going

—

—

'
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Information, Please

TCissproof

Continued from page 102

The Helen Ferguson Friendship Club

Cipstick
Will iiive

I

wishes to make its bow to any fans who
may be interested. For further particulars, write to Miss Julia David, 98 Waltham Street, Boston, Massachusetts, or to
the club secretary, Miss Betty Morrell, 6816
Parnell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

you—

Lovely lips!
[ntriguing lips!
Used by America's leading

beauties.

Kissproof Lipstick

is

your

a new. darinpr

shade— so indescribably natural

it

defies detection!
Gives your lips a
soft, full color a rich effect, compellingly beautiful.

Rouge Compacte —
Your first caress of this waterproof Rouge will fascinate you!
A warmth of coloring- exotic

Your dealer can
ffiPPh- If not, send

yet delicate. Get

soc.

DELICA

today.

it

LABORATORIES.

fubiiitut^ Lipstick
Rouge 75c.

Inc.,

Dept.

1572

Broadway, Chicago, III,
Gentlemen: Please send me one week's supply of
Kissproof Lipstick and Rouge Compacte, I am en4003

10c for packing

closing

Name.

and mailing.

.

I

Address

I

JVI

OVIEJ

STAR®

ORIGINAL PHOTOS
8x10, SOc Each. 3 for SI. 25
POST CARD PHOTOS SOc PER DOZEN

catalogue containing 75 pictures,
FREE wiih every SI order or hand-colored picture of your favorite photo star FREE with every
$5 order. We have original photos of over 260
stars including Mary Pickford, Doug. Fairbanks.
Rebe Daniels, Betty Compson, Priscilla Dean,
Nazimova. Talmadge Sisters, Chaplin, Jackie
Uoogan, Harold Lloyd, Rudolf Valentino, etc

lately.
Betty Blythe, at this writing,
has not announced the date of her return,
but she can always be reached, as you suggested, in care of her representative, Hal
Howe, 17 East Forty-second Street, New
York. However, I doubt if there is any
chance of securing her photograph until she
I will speak to
returns from her travels.
the editor about an interview with Corinne

Griffith.

Wild West Leoxia.

HOMER

V.

HOWRY

CO., 424 So. Broadway, Los Angeles

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High
this simplified

School Course at home inrequirements for entrance to college
and the leading professions. This and thirty-six other practical
courses are described in our Free Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.
side of

two years.

Meets

all

AMERICAN SCHOOL

Dept.

H-276

Drexel Ave.

& 58th

St.

(g)A.S.1923

CHICAGO

— There's

the East, too, but
I don't think it's wild.

in

it's

and

in

a Leonia
Jersey,
Hoot Gibson,

New

my

knowledge, has been married twice.
seems to be fond of the name Helen
both his wives bore that name. He married his present wife, Helen Johnson, April
I don't think Hoot has any chil12, 1922.
dren.
Jack Hoxie doesn't give his age
he is probably in his thirties. It has been
about seven years since Fred Thomson left
to

He

the ministry.

I

don't

know when Tom Mix

acquired Tony.

—

Of course I'll oblige
I'm a very obliging perEstelle Taylor is five feet four and a

Clara Greene.
Clara Greene.

Wrinkles
Banish
ALMOST OVERNIGHT
Amazing new treatment makes you
look ten years younger. Wrinklelines, crow feet, pimples, blackheads, skin blemishes vanish almost
overnight. Louise Fazenda, famous
Warner Brothers Star, says, "Jean
Beautifier is one of my important
toilet requisites. It keeps me looking young, preserves that rosy,
schoolgirl complexion, and leaves
the skin soft and velvety."

$5.00

TREATMENT

For Short Time Only

£ZQ

Due

Louise Fazenda

Famous Warner
Bros. Star

to expensive ingredients used
in.Tean Beautifier this offer cannot
last long. Don't wait! Order now!
On arrival pay only SI. 69 and the
postage for 30 day treatment. If
not delighted after 3 treatments,
return the balance and we'll refund
price paid.

s Pau,lna st
Jean Laboratories 625A
Chicago, Illinois

son.
half

Her last picture was
inches tall.
"Manhattan Madness," with Jack Dempsey.
She is now playing in "Don Juan," with
John Barrymore. Pola Negri is five feet
She
four inches and has black hair.
may have worn a wig once or twice in
her pictures, but sjie doesn't do so, as a
Dorothy Mackaill is five feet tall
rule.
think she intends letting her
again. Antonio Moreno is
under contract to Metro-Goldwyn.
no,

hair

I

don't

Frances Carter.

— The

information you
wish about Estelle Taylor is given in
Estelle is
Clara Greene's answer, above.
about twenty-five, I believe; I do not know
whether she is younger or older than her
sister, Helen.

— See Clara
Michigan Bob. —

Greene's answer.

that an alias or a
hair cut?
As for actresses "who have the
misfortune of being tall," there are plenty
of tall screen beauties, though I doubt if
Katherine
they consider it a misfortune.
MacDonald is five feet eight inches Betty
Blythe. Alma Rubens, Alice Brady, Alice
Joyce, Anna Q. Nilsson, Jane Novak, Irene
Castle, and quite a few others, are five
feet seven inches Claire Windsor and Marguerite de la Motte are a half inch shorter.
Pearl
White,
Elsie
Ferguson,
Phyllis
Haver, and Doris Kenyon are among the
many who are five feet six inches. So you
needn't feel bad about your height
many
of our most famous beauties are as tall as
Is

Nature's

Way

;

EUROPEAN discovery makes ft pos-

sible to reduce by Nature's method.
No dietinn, no exercising, no drugs.

FLORAZONA actually washeaawau

excess flesh through the -pores. Simply dissolve Florazona, a fragrant
powder, in your bath; stay in for 15
minutes and one-half pound to one
pound of weight melts awayl

FLORAZONA
Physicians, nurses and thousands of users recommend this natural
" Vv tT reduce.
Contains no epsom salts, no alum. Nothing Harmr*
jjnn^nrl only SI. 00 for 3 concentrated
-*M*m

|m

—

m-w

J

i-ou'rth

Avenue, Desk 25>

Name

Kid's" Middle
He came

down

a'galloping

Smith

the

into

kid with a

this

killer's reputation.

And

coming-,

his

at

County,

River

known

he was

men
the

trembled, for

West over

for

his sheer bravado.

Robert
of

Horton

J.

tells

character

fascinating

this

the story
in

"The Spectacular Kid"
Western yarn, told by a
veteran who knows how to make
his readers sit up breathless.
his

book,

a rattling

This

is

of

a

are

in

store

when you

you

follow the crowds

that

are buying books with the

mark on

of

for

that

treats

number

one

"CH"

their jackets.

Tales of the West, of Love and
Mystery and Adventures on sea
and land you can have them now,
fresh from the pens of your favorites whom you have followed

—

in

magazine.

this

— no

books

too

timers

but

cloth,

with

some of

reprints

of

old-

new books bound
handsome

and jackets and

Ask your

The}' are real

all

in

stamping

for 75 cents.

bookseller to

show you

the books listed below

Good Books

The Brand of

OTHER "CH" TITLES
UNSEEN ACRES
THE BLACK STAR
BULL HUNTER
THE GOLDEN BOWL
THE TRACKING OF K.

Harry Golden
Johnston MeCulley

David Manning
Harrison Conrard
1<

J1M CURRY'S TEST

ROVIN'

REDDEN

Dougla. Grey
David Manning

James Eoberts

QUALITY BILL'S GIRL
WATCHED OUT
THE BOSS OF CAMP FOUR
ANNE AGAINST THE WORLD

Charles

W.

Tyler

Eugene A. Clancy
Emart Kinsburn
Victor

Thome

rnriSEA house

;

Absolutely Harmless— Nothing Internal

^

Spectacular

grow long

Betrice.

A Pound Every Day

"

questions

made

Illustrated

The

—

You have to pop
over many thousands of
miles, clear from Hongkchig, don't you?
The reason you see nothing in the magazines any more about Winifred Bryson is
that she seldom plays on the screen these
She is Mrs. Warner Baxter and, I
days.
suppose, devotes most of her time to the
Myrtle Stedman is five
role of housewife.
feet seven inches, weighs one hundred and
forty pounds, and has blond -hair and hazel
I don't know what pictures she has
eyes.
Betty of Hongkong.

Waterproof —Stays on

Sssspeed!—

,

».»

vo

;

you

.are.

*

.

AVE.S-^
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

Advertising Section

The Harold Lloyd
Detailed

tion.

tained

1

A STAMPEDE
There

awe-

something

is

inspiring about a herd of cattle

(
(

peacefully

§j

shall

we

|
j
jj

how J
emotion J

but

grazing,
describe

tario,

the

The headlong
as

J
g

lanche, the

jj

thunder

of

tongues,

the

g
g

as

little

mad

heeding

rush,

an

ava-

bellowing, the

hoofs,

the

sightless

the frantic animals

g
g
jj

lolling

g

of

g
g

eyes

!

is no
name g
g
g for the condition of the man J
g who finds himself in the path g
g of such an inexorable mass.
jj

Terror stricken

( there is such a stampede. A
g man and a girl are caught in it,
g and from that very moment
g there is action of the most
g thrilling sort right through to
j

the end of the book.

g
g
g
g
jj

|
j|

Mr. Horton has done an ex- g
| tremely good piece of work. 3
| Xo one who reads "The Man g
|

| of the Desert" can
1 deny him credit for it.

possibly

can

be

Peggy,
nice,

g
g

The Man of

Jr.

—You

friendly

certainly

letter.

Come

do write
again,

Prettiest Dress

—

"And

a

tute,

addresses are included in the
of The Oracle.

list at

I

Woman's Instican now make all my
to

the

clothes and have two or
three dresses for the money I
used to spend on one! For the
life, I know
first time in
that my clothes have itylel"

my

No

matter where you

live,

home to
clothes and hats
at great savings, or earn money
as a dressmaker or milliner.

you, too, can learn at

make

stylish

Write for Free Booklet
Mail the coupon today for a
Free Booklet which describes the

Dressmaking and Millinery
Courses of the Woman's Institute and tells how this great
school has helped to solve the
clothes problem for more than

I

—

I

myself

all

it

own

hope you won't give me hay
Yes, you're right that a bad penny

fever.

made

I

Thanks

when

always returns, but plenty of nice things
return also. For instance, a cat and I'm
quite fond of cats.
In "Children of the
Whirlwind," no mention is made in the cast
of Isabel or Dick Sherwood.
Both their

Had

I Ever

it

you have an extra stamp you wish to get
rid of.
I
think Richard Dix was with
Goldwyn for about three years. His sister, Josephine, answers his fan mail.
Picture-Play's interview with him, upon his
being made a star, was published in the
issue for December, 1924.
Other stories
about him for the past two years have appeared in Picture-Play issues for June,
These can be ob1925, and April, 1924.
tained by writing' to the Circulation Department of the magazine, at 79 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

Hay.

The

It's

ob-

envelope should be inclosed
Canadian stamp, which seems to make
harder.

200,000 women.

WOMAN'S~INSTlfuTE

r

the foot

Dept. 59-B, Scranton, Penna.
cost or obligation, please send me
copy of one of your booklets, and tell me how
can learn the subject which I have marked
Home Dressmaking
Millinery
Professional Dressmaking
Cooking

Without

Name
(Please 6Decify whether Mrs. or Miss)

—

Felix the Cat. Well, isn't that a coinIn the answer to Hay, above, I
was just discussing the fact that the cat
always comes back and here comes one.
cidence

In the beginning of this story

information

from Hal Granger, Westboro, OnCanada. However, a stamped, self-

addressed

g which is brought into play by J
( the sight of that same herd jj
B stampeding ?
g
obstacles

Club, with Harold
its forma-

as honorary president, announces

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Address.

J

!

—

—

You'll be glad to know at least, I suppose you'll be glad, though I really
shouldn't take such things too much for
granted that Edmund Burns is not married.
He was born in Philadelphia in 1897;
he is a half inch under six feet and
weighs one hundred and forty pounds. I
suspect he weighs more now than when
those statistics were compiled, however,
as he returned from his European trip
considerably plumper. His new pictures are
"Hell's Highroad" and "Made for Love,"
both opposite Leatrice Joy.
I'm sorry I
have no idea where Ruth Taylor can be
reached.
Jack Dempsey is not connected
with any film company at present, but I
understand that he owns a hotel in Pasadena, California.
Doubtless he will receive any mail addressed to him merely
at Pasadena.
The other addresses you ask
for are included in the list at the bottom
of The Oracle.

BOOKS

PITTI
JRF^
1V> 1 UI\LJ

1

HOWARD

Particulars free.
Dept. 20, II 88 Folsom

—

St.

,

and

NOVELTIES
SALES

CO.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

mmim nose

perfect

Can

Easily be

Trados
corrects

noses

now

Yours

No. 25

IVJodel

ill-shaped

all

painlessly,

Quickly,

permanently, and comfortably at home.
It is the only
adjustable, nose-shaper appliance,

and

is

a

and

safe

guaranteed
patent
device
that will actually give you
a
perfect
looking
nose.
Over 87,000 satisfied users.
For years recommended by
physicians.
10 years of exin manufacturing
perience

Nose

Shapers

is

at

your

service.

booklet,
looking nose.
free

which
M.

tells

Model 25 jr. for children.
Write for testimonials and
how to obtain a perfect

Jyou

TRILETY, SPECIALIST

Dept. 2505

Binghamton, N. Y.

ENJOY YOUR TRIP

—

Miss Saucy. What kind of saucy
apple saucy or saucy for the goose ?
The
picture you describe was "Trifling Women," written and produced by Rex Ingram.
Viola Dana was born in 1898, but I don't
know the month and day it is only occasionally that I know a star's birthday.
;

By

Richard Barthelmess was born in 1895.
Jack Mulhall weighs one hundred and fifty
pounds he doesn't give his age, nor does
Agnes Ayres. The leads in "The Prisoner
of Zenda" were played by Alice Terry,
Lewis Stone, Stuart Holmes as the villain,
and Ramon Novarro.

ENTIRELY
FREE FROM THE

NAUSEA

;

Robert

J.

Horton

Own

I

Price,

$2.00 net

ICHELSEA^^HOUSE
1
^r
!

79S9

Seventh GVe

v

° rk

QST

—

Lloyd Hughes'
June Day. I suppose Lloyd would like to see a June day
now that Hollywood's rainy season is on.
Lloyd was born in Bisbee, Arizona, in
1899, and grew up in Los Angeles.
He
has played in pictures about seven years.
He seems to be quite happily married.

%

mm

The Patsy Ruth Miller Fan Club
wishes to announce its debut in this department.
Patsy Ruth Miller's admirers
are urged to join.
They may communicate with Miss Eleanor Shaunessy, 518
Ei. vv'^w-'W^n^ori^nrl Fortv-sixih Street

Of SEAanfiTRAiN

SICKNESS
Nothing will contribute more to
the comfort and pleasure of your
trip than Mothersill's.
No matter how rough the voyage or
rocky the ride, you can prevent
all_ symptoms
of nausea and
enjoy your experiences.
75c.

4

or

& $1.50 at Drag Stores

direct,

on receipt of Price
Co,. N. Y.

The Mothersill Remedy

City

J

8 J20

Advertising Section
Ray's Faithful Sam.y.

—So

you have

a bone to pick with me?
Well, then, let's
make it a wishbone. The reason I didn't
include Wanda Hawley's address when you
asked for it was that she wasn't making a
picture at the time, and I couldn't find out

where

flHITft IIOSE

ADJUSTER

(Patented)

Shapes
hlehly

reach her.
According to last
accounts, she was making "The Midnight
Limited" for Kayart Pictures address below.
Maurice Costello is now directing at
Warner Brothers studio.
I
don't know
of any screen stars whose birthdays occur
on February 2d 1 seldom know the birth-

—

i

while you sleep.
Doctors recommend it
and proclaim ANITA the safest and most
comfortable way to get n
iw.r.
PERFECT shaped
Absolutely GUARANTEED,
e t a 1
No screws No
Write for Free Booklet
"Nature's Way to Happi-

—

M

;

days.

ness

S29

Dept.
Springfield Ave.

rt

290

Anita Building
Newark, N. J.

ComerYsur "Pictures-Album
E
s
s
^

j'/^rt <Torners"(

Colors

at Photo Supply and
are on
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick. Easy, Artistic,
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brings 100
tu>a samples to try. Write
sate

•^Lk
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Powell Fan.

CO.

Here's the Career

Jtfor

YOU

iiKn/^BTO.Get into Motion Picture Camera
WorK, Portrait and Commercial Photography.
Learn at home. Big money while learning.

Earn up

$250 a week

to

Hundreds of positions pay $75 to §250 a week.
Or open your own studio. Easy, fascinating work.
.

c

CAMERA FREE

Your choice of real Motion
Camera using professional film or

to students.

Picture

5x7 View

Camera, anastigmat lens.
* or
Free Book on Profes-

Writp

sional Photography.

amazing opportunities.

NEW YORK

I

suppose

—

Xever let it be said that
repeatedly seeks information
from me and doesn't get it. However, it
was impossible to publish your answers in
the issue you mention, as that was already
in print at the date of the receipt of your
letter.
William Powell was born in 1892
he is six feet tall and has dark-brown
hair and blue eyes.
He is married and
has a baby son. He frequently makes pictures in California, but, at the time of this
writing, is in Spain playing in the film version of Ibanez' "Queen Calafia."
Yes, he
appeared on the stage for ten years before
playing in pictures.
any

Clarh St " Cni «20

—

;

where you can keep them safe and
eojoy the CD always.
r\ g>efl
Styles

Sills.

you read of Milton Sills* recent divorce
from Gladys Wynne and, since you admire
him so much, you probably know that he
was once a college professor.
His new
pictures are "The Unguarded Hour" and
"Men of Steel." Kenneth Harlan is married to Marie Prevost, with whom he recently appeared in "Bobbed Hair."
Edmund Lowe recently married Lilyan Tashman.

Feb. '23

one

—

Questions.
Well,

—What

shall

you

call

me?

stand for almost anything, but do
try to be reasonable.
sorry I know

Explains

I'll

Fm

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept. 3
143 W. 36th St., New York. N.Y,
Note
If you prefer to come to our studios for instruction, write for Catalog R-3 to nearest address
141 W,
86tb St., New York, or 630 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
:

:

True
Western
Stories

practically nothing about Dorothy Seastrom, as it is only in the past few months
that she has come out into the limelight.
I feel sure that she would send you her
photo if you wrote to her at the address
listed

below.

John's Girl.
John has a girl

;

— Fm
I

glad

to

know

that

was getting a little worNiles Welch is about

ried about him.
thirty-five and has played in pictures for
about ten years. You can reach him at the

address listed below. John Barrymore was
born in 1882, but I don't know in what
month. "The Sea Beast" was released in
Clara Kimball Young doesn't
January.
give her age.
Madge Kennedy doesn't
wish her home address published, and since
she is not connected with any film company, I don't know how it is possible to
write to her.

—

The New Magazine

A Constant Reader. It was Ronald
Colman who played the male lead in "The
White Sister." That was his first appearance on the screen in America the rest

—

is

film history

H. M.

with the Thrill

!

— So you would

like to

know more

about Buck Jones? That's easy. He was
born in Indiana, but he doesn't say when.
He is not quite six feet tall, and has
brown hair and gray eyes. He is married,
but I do not know "to whom. He is under
contract to Fox Film Company address
below.
His hobby, by the way, is police
dogs, and he has a large kennel.

—

25c per copy

Bilge.

—You

sound
rather
seagoing.
"Barthelmess" is pronounced with the accent on the Bar; thel has a short e as in
"help." "Xazimova"
accent on second syllable, im as in "dim." "Chaney" has a long a,
accent on first syllable.
The addresses
you wish have been added to the list.

—

Physicians, nurses
to reduce.
Contains no
t/t
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epsom

salts, no alum.
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"A Thief

in

H. A. M.

—

—

I suppose you're just a good
Elsie Ferguson has no studio address, as she has not played in pictures for
several years.
She lives at Great Neck.
Long Island. Pauline Frederick has been
playing on the stage in Australia for some
months.
Julanne Johnston is not under
contract, and therefore has no permanent
studio address
I have listed her home address, however, in the space reserved for
addresses.

egg.

;

Admirer of Milton

TheflniTftCo.

BEFORE 1AFTER

to

you mention, include.
Paradise" about a year old
"His Hour,'' "Wife of the Centaur." and
'A Kiss in the Dark."

pictures, besides those

N

iieen

f£-

—

E. K.
I'm always ready and eager to
answer questions, but not in "the next issue."
That can't be done. By the time
you are reading one issue, the next is off
presses being sent all over the counAlice Calhoun began playing in pictures seven years ago
I suppose she left
her home town, Cleveland, about that time.
the

try.

;

—

Miss Calhoun has very dark-brown almost black hair and eyes.
She doesn't

—

give

her height, but I should say she is
about five feet three. As far as I know,
she is not engaged. I do not hear of Eileen
Burdette in pictures, though perhaps she
is still playing in short comedies
the play;

ers

in

or less

two reelers seem
anonymous.

to

remain more

—

Nan. Yes, sometimes I get tired of
answering questions, but I haven't made
money enough at it so far to retire. I
haven't heard anything of a separation beI
tween Percy Marmont and his wife.
didn't see "Daddy's Gone A'-hunting;" if
I attempted to see every picture that is
produced, I'd have to sit up all night finding time to play movie encyclopaedia. No.
Marilyn Miller Pickford never played in
pictures
report got about that she
a
doesn't screen well, which seems hard to
understand, since she takes beautiful photographs. Ruth Roland has made so much
money in California real estate that she
doesn't have to work in pictures, and very
seldom appears on the screen nowadays.
;

Joan Nathan.

—

seems to be a waitNovarro's fails
who have palpitations every time they see
ing business for

all

It

Ramon

him in a new picture. With the exception
of "The Midshipman," Ramon's only picture in the last two years

is

the everlasting

"Ben-Hur."

The

Girl from the

glad to see you blow

Windy

City.

— I'm

again, only I do
wish you had reminded me wdiat "Just a
Fan's" offer was. as. of course, after all
these months, with so many people writing
Norma Shearer did
in, I can't remember.
not have her hair bobbed the last time I
saw her. and I don't think Jacqueline Logan's is bobbed, either.
in

—

O. O'C. I don't know what to suggest
for you to obtain a secretarial position with
a screen star
but I think, for one thing,
that you had better acquire some other experience first.
Most stars' secretaries that
I have met are' women with five or six
years' experience.
That length" of time
wouldn't, of course, be necessary.
don't you try to obtain a position in the
office of one of the big film companies in
New York all their addresses are in the
telephone directory and in that way work
up and get both the necessary experience
and a means of introduction to some star?
;

Why

—

—

Marie Fischer.

—

Ruth Roland is five
weighs one hundred and
twenty-two pounds, and has auburn hair
and violet eyes. I have no description of
Margaret Quimby, as she is quite new to
I have added to the l'l
the screen.
feet four inches,

Advertising Section

Addresses of Players
Raymond Hattou, Theodore

Roberts. Alice
Joyce, Bessie Love, Laska Winter, Lawrence
Gray, Betty Bronson, Pola Negri, Lois Wilson, Esther Ralston. .Mary Brian, Neil Hamilton. Billie Dove. Betty Compsoll, Richard
Dix. Rieardo Cortez, Adolphe Menjou, Ray-

mond

William Collier, Jr., Kathryn
Hill, Wallace Beery, Jack Holt, Greta Nissen,
Florence Vidor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Kathlyn Williams, at the Lasky Studios,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California.
Antonio Moreno, Lew Cody, Constance Bennett. May MeAvoy, Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro, Norma Shearer, John Gilbert, Zasu
Pitts, Claire Windsor, William Haines, Lon
Chaney, Aileeu Pringle, Sally O'Neil, Helene
D'Algy, Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Lillian Gish, Pauline
Starke. Eleanor Boardman, Paulette Duval,
Mae Murray, at the Metro-Goldwyn Studios,
Culver City, California.
Viola Dana, Dorothy Seastrom. Rudolph
Valentino, Blanche Sweet, Lewis Stone, Dorothy Sebastian, Teddy Sampson. Gertrude
Short, Belle Bennett, Victor MacLaglen, Ian
Keith. Colleen Moore, Vilma Banky, Ronald
Colman, Jack Mulhall, Corinne Grifflth, Myrtle Stedman, Norma and Constance Talmadge,

May

HowNew Method Makes Cartooning
Astonishingly Easy to Learn/'

Griffith,

Allison,

Conway

Anna

Tearle,

Q. Nilsson,

Lloyd Hughes, and Eugene O'Brien, at the
United Studios, Hollywood. California.
Virginia Valli, Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson. Margaret Livingston, Marc MacDermott,
Mary Philbin, Laura La Plante, Marian
Nixon. Bert Lytell, Pat O'Malley, Lola Todd,
Art Acord, Louise Lorraine, Nina Romano,
House Peters, Josie Sedgwick, Norman Kerry,

and Mary McAllister, at the Universal StuUniversal City, California.
Rocque, Leatrice Joy, Edmund
Burns. Jocelyn Lee, Rita Carita, Lillian Rich,
Vera Reynolds, Jetta Goudal, Majel Coleman,
and Sally Rand, at the Cecil De Mille Studios, Culver City,
California.
Also Julia
Faye.
Dorothy Gish and Richard Barthelmess,
care of Inspiration Pictures Corporation, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Patsy Ruth Miller, at 1822 North Milton
dios,

Rod La

Place, Hollywood, California.

Betty

Blythe

and

George Hackathorne,
East Forty-second

of
Hal Howe, 7
Street, New York City.

care

Bebe Daniels, Thomas Meighan, Diana
Kane, Carol Dempster, and James Kirkwood,
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, Sixth
and Pierce Avenues, Long Island City.
Buck
Jones,
Madge Bellamy,
George
O'Brien, Alma Rubens, Tom Mix, Edmund
Lowe, Marion Harlan, and Earle Foxe, at
the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.

Charles Mack, care of D.

Broadway,

New York

W.

Griffith,

1476

City.

Allene Ray, at 6912 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hollywood, California.
Clive Brook, Don Alvarez, Helene Chadwick, Irene Rich, John Barrymore, Dolores
Costello,
Marie Prevost, Kenneth Harlan,
Willard Louis, Helene Costello, John Roche,
June Marlowe, Louise Fazenda, Monte Blue,
Sydney Chaplin, Alice Calhoun, Matt Moore,
Huntley Gordon, and Dorothy Devore, at the
Warner Studios, Sunset and Bronson, Los AnCalifornia.
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Jack
Piekford, at the Pickford-Fairbanks Studio,

geles,

7100 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California.

Ben Lyon, Ann Pennington, at Biograph
One Hundred and Seventy-fifth
Street. New York City.
Reed Howe, Wanda Hawley, at Rayart
Studios, 807

Productions, 723 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City.

Robert Frazer, at 1905 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Virginia Lee Corbin, at Associated Exhibitors, 35 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City.
Priscilla

Dean, at Producers Distributing
Corporation, Culver City, California.
Ralph Graves, at the Mack Sennett Studios. 1712 Glendale Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California.

Dorothy Revier, 1367 North Wilton Place,
Los Angeles, California.
Betty Francisco, 1771% Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Julanne Johnston, Garden Court Apartments, Hollywood, California.
Malcolm MacGregor, 6043 Selma Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
Ruth Clifford, 7627 Emelita Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rosemary Theby, 1907 Wilcox Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Ivor Novello, 11 Aldwych, London, W. C. 2,

England.
Mabel Julienne Scott, Yucca Apartments,
Los Angeles, California.
Ethy el Gray Terry, 1318 Fuller Avenue,
(Angeles, California.

Cartoonists earn from $50 to over $150 a week!
don't you make big money in cartooning when new
methods makes it so easy to learn at home in spare time?

—

T HOUSANDS

who

never

dreamed they could make

cartoons, can now earn big
in this fascinating field.

money

Right at home in your spare
time, you can now easily learn
to make all kinds of cartoonscomic, sport, political, human in
You can
and animated.
now earn some of the big money
paid for cartoons of
every description.
What
And cartooning does
Students
pay enormous money.
Say:
1 am now working
Briggs, Bud Fisher,
terest

Fontaine Fox, George
McManus, Sid Smith
and all the other headliners earn more than
the President.
single cartoon idea can

A

week.

Paying Profession

How

money
more

could

earned

A

pleasantly ?
few
hours a day at
work that is as enjoyable as play
and there is almost

cleaning

I

my

have

own syndicate

and

gradually

am

branching out into
a good field.
P. Lawrence,
Mass.

—

K.

mean

The World's Easiest,
Pleasantest and Best

be

in

trouble

up in the neighbor$250
a
hood of

a splendid
life-salary for you.
easily

Free

Employment
Bureau
I want to thank you for
the personal interest you
have taken in me while
receiving instruction from
your school and for referring me to this maga.

zine.

E.

M.

$125

—Memphis.
a

your school.
I have been
doing a great deal of
commercial work making
on the average of $125 a

—

month
T.

earned!

W.

in

spare

time.

found in every section of the
country.
Read in the panel
what they are doing and what
they say about this training.

N.

C.

Mail Coupon for Free Book

"

the opportunities in cartooning been
so many or so varied. Never has there
been such a splendid chance to earn
big money, for cartoons. And regardless of what you are doing at present
or how poorly you draw now, you
can easily and quickly learn to make
cartoons thru this new easy method.

Learn Cartooning

fun learning to make cartoons

new way.

so easy, why shouldn't you too
big money and enjoy
the fun of cartooning.
Graduates of this school are to be

make

P.

— Charlotte,

Never before have

It's

Tenn.

Month Spare
Time

"

to

.

I wish to take this opportunity
to
recommend

no limit to the
money that can be

New Easy Way

for

myself and find all I
I find no
can do.

Learn more about the woni ties
for making
money m Cartooning and how this
new method makes it easy for you to
derful

oppor tun

learn.

Read

about" our students,

how

they make money while learning, and
big salaries after they graduate. Our

handsomely

crammed

illustrated

booklet

is

of interesting facts on
Cartooning and describes in detail this
remarkable method of teaching Cartooning. It
It will be sent to you without obligation. Mail the coupon for
this booklet now-.
full

It's just like a game
learn at home, yet it is just as if
an instructor stood at your elbow. You
Washington School of Cartooning
don't need to know a thing about carRoom 232-D
Washmj?ton^ac.
tooning. You start with straight lines iV.L1.5.'™-:":.™.
and curves. Then you learn the little WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING,
13-1 5th St.. N. W.,
Room 232-D,
secrets of originating cartoon ideas,
Washington, D. C.
the methods of exaggeration, of action
Please send me, without obligation, your Free Bookfull details
let on Cartooning and
on your new easy
and expression all the little tricks home-study
method of teaching Cartooning.
(PLEASE
WRITE
PLAINLY.)
that make cartooning amazingly easy
to those who know them. And soon you Name
(State whether Mr., Miss or Mrs.)
are making real cartoons. Many of our^
students had cartoons published be* Address
fore they were half thru their courses.
.State
When learning to make cartoons is City

this

You

f

—

f

Advertising Section

mahie
PHEV05T

A WARNER
STAR
A

feminine character of allur-i

ing

charm—a symphony

—

of

form and loveliness an actress whose spontaneous art
mirrors every human emotion

—such is MARIE PREVOST

—inimitable

star in Warner
Bros.' Classics of the Screen.

'!i

Marie Prevost is a never-failing entertainer. In every picture sheisanewMariePrevost,
with new charm of personality
and new subtlety of art. Her
admirers are legion wherever
the Screen

is

Coming soon

VOST

known.
!

MARIE PRE-

"Seven Sinners"
a cyclone of excitement and
laughs the newest Warner
in

—

I

screen sensation!

"If

it's

Warner
ifs

a

a

Picture

Classic**

MBNER BRQC
*

Classics of the Screen

^

He

Bluffed

who had gone away from home with

Big- Jim,

gun

dare-devil

fighter, couldn't afford to

had ruined

What
handicap,

a reputation as a

Jim

to

meantime

in the

his skill.

that something was,

is

All!

go back with that reputation

But something had happened

tarnished.
that

Them

told in fascinating

and how Jim won out

manner

in spite of his

in

WOODEN GUNS
By George Owen Baxter
Here
in

it

is

a

Western story with the hoofbeats of galloping horses

and the snarl of revolver shots punctuating

different

from the usual Western story as a

from the movie

imitation.

It is

real

its

pages.

cowman

big and clean and vital

is

It's

as

different

—your

kind

of a story written to your taste.

"Wooden Guns"

is

published by Chelsea House, one of the oldest

and best-established firms

in

America

written by masters of their craft.

Guns"

to-day,

and

at the

specializing in clean

Ask your

same time ask him

to

dealer for

fiction

"Wooden

show you the other

Chelsea House publications that should be in your library.
Published by

T1ELSFA HOUSE

$2.00

rimisiitK
79-89 SEVENTH AVE.
NE.W YORK CITY

$2.00

^%/hen the second act has come
to

an end

— and

the curtain

is

rung

down amidst whirling applause—when
you mingle outside with the excited
throngs in the lobby

—have

a Camel!

WHEN

the thrilling second act
of the best show of the year has
And the
just come to an end.
stars have taken their curtain
calls

answer to round after

in

round of applause.

When

you

join the crowds outside just as
pleased and thrilled as yourself

—have a Camel!

For no other friend is so
cheerful, so resting between acts
Camel. Camel adds its own
romantic glamour to the brightas

of memorable occasions.
other cigarette ever made
and kept so many friends.
Camels never tire your taste no
matter how liberally or zestness

No

fully

never

—

you smoke them.

Camels

a cigaretty aftertaste.
All the desire to please,
all the
skill to serve of the
largest tobacco organization in
the world, goes into this one
leave

cigarette.

So when you leave the theatre
pleased and inspired for greater
things, when you see life's problems and their solutions clearer
lift the flame and taste the
mellowest smoke that ever came
from a cigarette.

—

Have
Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the ability of the world's largest
organization of expert tobacco men. Nothing is too good for Camels. The choicest
Turkish and domestic tobaccos.
The most skilful blenders. The most scientific
package. No other cigarette made is like Camels. No better cigarette can be made.
Camels are the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.

a Camel!

Our

highest wish, if you
do not yet know Camel
quality, is that you try
them. We invite you to
compare Camels with

any cigarette made
R. J.

Company

© 192S

at

any price.
Reynolds Tobacco

